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PREFACE
>>ifioo

This work aims to be a concise and popular Natural

History, at once accurate in statement, handy in form,

and ready of reference.

The several departments of Zoological science are

treated by specialists, all of whom are distinguished as

authorities and as original investigators ; and the text

is illustrated by upwards of five hundred original draw-

ings made and reproduced expressly for the work.

A concise systematic index precedes the work,

and a full alphabetical index which contains about ten

thousand references is given at the end. Great pains

have been taken to render these both accurate and

complete.

As a whole the volume contains nearly eight hundred

pages and is issued at a price which makes it pheno-

menal. In the result it is hoped that much time may

be saved to busy people and much help afforded to

students.

A. H. M.
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Page 56, Fig". 32, for Felidcr, read Felts.

„ 102, line 45, for Tri/ophoinys, read Lophiomys.

,, 112, line 23, for Trianlacodus, read Thrynoniys.
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THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.

SUB-KINGDOM I.—VERTEBRATA.

CLASS L—MAMMALIA.

By R. Lydekker, B.A., F.R.S., V.P.G.S., &c.

It is a somewhat curious deficiency in the English language that it has no
word of its own that will include all the animals forming the class known to
zoologists as the Mammalia. It is true that the term Beasts properly belongs
to the great majority of the members of the class, but it has also acquired
another meaning, and expressly excludes man. Even more objectionable is

the term Quadrupeds, since not only does this exclude man and the higher
apes, but etymologicaily includes crocodiles, lizards, and turtles. Accord-
ingly, as neither of these two words are suitable to designate the class as a
whole, naturalists have long been in the habit of using an Anglicised version
of its scientific designation, and at the present day the term " Mammals " has
come so widely intu use that no apology for its employment here is called for.

Mammals, then, are the highest of the Vertebrata, and thus of all animals, and
take their name from the general presence of prominent udders, furnished
with teats, in the female, for the secretion of the milk, by which the young are
invariably fed during the earlier stages of their existence, such udders being
situated in the higher types on the breast, although in many cf the lower
forms they are abdominal in position. In the very lowest members of the class

there are, however, no distinct teats, the milk-glands discharging by means
of a number of small apertures in the skin of the lower surface of the body.
It is thus the presence of these milk-glands, and the suckling of the mo-re or
less helpless young, that are the i)rime essential features of the class.

Before glancing at certain others of their distinctive features, a few words
may be said in regard to the Vertebrata, which form a sub-kingdom, including

the five classes of ]\Iammals (Mammalia), Birds (Aves), Rep- x - +•

tiles (Reptilia), Amphibians (Amphibia), and Fishes (Pisces).
Cliaracueristics

And here it may be noticed that certain low forms, such as
^^'

the lampreys and lancelet {Ampliloxus), commonly classed among Fishes, are
now regarded as forming a portion of a lower group known as the Protochor-
data. Vertebrates take their name from the general presence of the struc-

ture termed the vertebral column, or backbone, although in Fome of the lower
forms this is represented merely hj a cartilaginous rod. Whether this struc-

A
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ture bo merely such a rod, or whether it be divided into the numerous bony

segments known as vertebree, it is invariably situated on the dorsal aspect of

the body, or that from which the limbs arc turned away. On that side of

the primitive backbone lying nearest to the back, there runs a tube or canal,

formed by arches of bone or cartilage arising from the bodies of the vertebraj,

and containing the great nervous cord commonly spoken of as the spinal

marrow or cord. This cord in the adult state of the higher forms being thus

included within v/hat are called the arches of the vertebrie. On the side of

the primitive backbone opposite to that occupied by the spinal marrow is a

much larger chamber, containing the heart and digestive organs
;
so that, in

cross-section, the body of a Vertebrate consists of a smaller nerve-tube lying

above the primitive backbone, and of a much larger tube, containing the

heart and digestive organs below the latter. Throughout the Vertebrates the

limbs never exceed two pairs, and are always turned away from that aspect

of the body containing the nerve-tube ; and the two jaws are upper and

lower, and work against one another in a vertical plane.

In addition to the presence of milk-glands, and the suckling by the young
of the fluid tliey secrete, the following structural features may be noticed as

distinctive of the Mammalian class. A highly important
Distmc ive

feature is the mode of articulation of the lower jaw to the

Mammals skull proper, or cranium ; this being effected by means of a

prominence, or condyle, at the higher portion of the hinder ex-

tremity of the lower jaw, articulating with a special cavity—the glenoid cavity

—

in the cranium. On the other hand, in the lower Vertebrates this articulation is

effected by means of a special separate bone—the quadrate—articulating above
with the cranium, and below with the lower jaw ; this quadrate, as such,

being absent in the Mammalia. Another peculiarity connected with the
lower jaw is that it consists of a right and left branch—connected at the chin
by a bony or cartilaginous union—each of which :s formed of but a single bone;
whereas in the inferior Vertebrates several distinct bones enter into the com-
position of the two branches. Externally, Mammals are further characterised

by the possession of hair on the skin, although this may be represented
merely by a few bristles in the neighbom-hood of the mouth during the earlier

stages of existence. Internally, that portion of the great body-cavity con-
taining the heart and lungs is completely shut off from the chamber in which
are placed the digestive organs by means of a transverse partition, known as

the midriff or diaphragm. Existing Mammals, at any rate, have also a higher
type of brain than the inferior classes, an especial feature being the presence
of a transverse band of tissue on its lower surface,, connecting together the
main lateral halves or hemispheres.
Such are some of tlie leading characters by which the Mammalia may be

distinguished from the whole of the other Vertebrates. From both Birds
and Reptiles tlie class differs by the circumstance that the skull is movably
articulated to the first vertebra of the neck by means of two knobs, or con-
dyles, situated one on each side of the lower part of the aperture, or foramen,
through which the spinal cord passes into the skull to join the brain. Two
condyles are, however, present in the Amj^hibians (frogs and salamanders),
which differ from Mammals in their cold blood. A second distinction from
Birds and Reptiles is to be found in the structure of the ankle joint; the
movable joint in Mammals being situated above the ankle, whereas in the
other groups it is placed in the middle of the same. In common with Birds,

Mammals differ fx'om the three lower classes of the Vertebrata in havinj;
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warm blood, driven by a four-chambered heart through a double circulatory

system ; one portion of the blood being propelled through the lungs for the
purpose of re-oxygenation, while a second pt)rtion is sent through the body
by means of the general circulation. Whereas, however, in Mammals, the
aorta, or great vessel, by which the blood passes from the heart to the body,
crosses the left branch oi the windpipe, in Birds it crosses the right. At no
stage of their existence do Mammals ever breathe by means of gills ; lungs,

even in the aquatic forms, being the sole respiratory agents. Neither do
they ever pass through any kind of metamorphosis, such as takes place in the
Amphibia. As a general rule, the young are born in a living, and frequently
in a more or less helpless condition ; but in the very lowest members of the
class the female lays eggs.

With but very few exceptions. Mammals have seven vertebrfe in the neck,

and thereby present a remarkable contrast to Birds and Reptiles, in which
the number is exceedingly variable. In all the terrestrial forms the two
pairs of limbs are fully developed; but in the marine Cetaceans and Sirenians

the front pair are modified into paddles, and all external traces of the hinder
ones completely lost, while the body has assumed a fish-like form. In the
Bats alone are the fore limbs structurally modified to subserve the purpose
of true flight, like that of Birds.

As in the following pages reference is often made to various bones of the
skeleton, this part of the subject cannot be passed over without brief mention.
The fully developed skeleton, as shown by the accompany-
ing diagram, comj^rises a skull (1), a jointed breast-bone, or eieton.

sternum (h), a still more numerously jointed backbone, the ribs (2), the limb-

bones, and the girdles by which they are susi^ended to the backbone and its

neighbourhood, and a pair of collar-bones, or clavicles (c). As already men-
tioned, the skull jjroper, or the skull without the lower jaw, is termed the

cranium ; this consisting of a number of (mostly paired) bones, articulated im-
movably together at their edges. The hinder portion of the cranium encloses

the brain ; while the front part, or facial region, contains the mouth and organs
of smell. Of especial importance are the bones forming the upper jaw, which
comi:)rise in front a pair of premaxilliie, containing the front or incisor teeth

;

behind which are the maxillae, containing the tusks and cheek-teeth. The lower
jaw has been already mentioned sufficiently. In the backbone the cervical,

or neck-vertebrpe are recognised by having no ribs attached to them ; behind
these follow the dorsal vertebrfe, each carrying a pair of movable ribs, of

which the more anterior are connected with the breast-bone ; and these in

turn are succeeded by the lumbar, or loin-vertebra?, to which no movable
ribs are articulated. Behind the luml)ars comes the solid niass of several

united vertebrje, known as the sacrum, to which are firmly articulated the
haunch-bones, or ilia (a), forming the upper part of the pelvis (3). Behind the
pelvis are the bones of the tail, or caudal vertebme, which may be either very
few or very numerous. In the higher Mammals the shoulder-girdle proper
is formed only by the two blade-bones, or scapulae, which overlie the anterior
ribs without any attachment to the backbone, and have at their lower end a
shallow cavity for the reception of the head of the uppermost bone of the
arm or fore-limb. W^hen fully developed, the collar-bones are articulated by
one extremity to the blade-bones, and by the other to the upper segment of

the breast-bone. Certain other bones entering into the composition of the
shoulder-girdle of the lowest representatives of the class, will be noticed
under that group. In the skeleton of the fore-limb, or arm, we have the upper
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Fiij. I.—IfiMAx Skeletom.

arm- bone, or humerus (4), articu-'

lating to the blade-bone. The fora-

arm (/) comprises two bones, the

radius (5) anteriorly, and ulna (/))

posteriori}', botli articulating with
the lower end of the humerus, and
the upper end of the latter form-
ing the prominence of the elbow.

At the lower end of the radius and
ulna comes the wrist joint, or car-

pus (7), consisting of an upper and
lower row of small massive bones,

frequently having a central bone
between them. To the upper row
of bones, counting from the side

of the thumb to the little finger,

the names of scaphoid, lunar, and
cuneiform are applied. When these
three bones directly overlie the
bones of the lower row, the carpus
is said co be of the linear type

;

but when they overlap, it is said

to be an alternating carpus. The
wrist is followed by the metacarpal
bones (8), which never exceed live

in number, and these again by the
phalanges, or bones of the digits

;

such digits (D) being likewise never
more than live in Jiumber. Where-
as in the first digit, or thumb, there

are but two jjhalanges, in the other
digits there are normally three.

The pelvic-girdle (3), or that by
which the hind-limb is sup-

ported, differs essentially from
the shoulder-girdle, in that it is

immovably fixed to the backbone
at the .sacrum. The pelvis, as the

whole structure is called, is .di-

vided into a right and left inno-

minate bone. In the higher Mam-
mals, each innominate consists of

a single bone, although it primar-

ily consists of three distinct ele-

ments. The uppermost of these,

and the one by means of which
the attachment to the sacrum is

made, is called the haunch-bone,

or ilium ('(), and corresponds to

the scapula in the fore-limb. In-

fcriorly there are two elements,

of M'hich the first is the pubis, and
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the second the ischium. Each innominate bone on its outer side contains a
cup-shaped cavity (into the composition of which enter alike the ilium, pubis,

and ischium) known as the aceUibuhnn ; and with this articulates the femur, or
thigh-bone (10), representing the humerus of the fore-limb. Toward the middle
of the liinder surface of its shaft this bone frequently bears a bold i)rojecting

crest termed the tiiird trochanter. As the humerus articulates with the two
bones of the fore-arm, so the thigh-bone articulates with the two bones of tlie

lower leg, of which the larger is known as the tibia (12), and the smaller as the
fibula (13). Following these comes the ankle-joint, or tarsus (14), which, like the
carpus, is formed of an upper and a lower row of small massive bones ; the two
upi^ermost bones being respectively known as the huckle-bone, or astragalus

;

and the heel-bone, or calcaneum. Interiorly the tarsus is succeeded by the
metatarsal bones (15), corresponding to the metacarpals in the fore-limb,

these being followed by the phalanges of the toes (16), which are similar to

those of tlie fi'ont limb. To the first toe of the hind foot the name hallux
is often applied. It may be added that when (as in the ruminants) there
are only two metacarpals, or metatarsals, which are completely joined
together so as to form a single bone, or when (as in the horses) tliere is

originally but a single metacarpal or metatarsal, such l^one, whether of dual
origin or primarily single, is called a cannon-bone. The knee-cap, or patella

(11), is a bone in the tendon of the great muscle of the thigh.

With regard to the teeth, it has been already stated that in the upper jaw

Tiij. 2.—Side View of Upper and Lower Human Dentition, with the sides of tlie jaw removed to
show the rests of the teeth. The three lower teeth with branched roots are the molars ; in front of
these are the two premolars, then comes the canine, and, finally, the pair of incisors.
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the teeth implanted iu the premaxillary bones, which are always of a com-
paratively simple type, with single roots, are termed incisors. In the great

Firj. 3.

—

Upper Jatt of the Gokilla.

majority of Mammals, there are

¥i(j. 5.

—

Palatk of the Gorilla.
In tlie palate the three liindmost teeth

are tliG molars, in advance of which are
the two iiremolars ; the single large tooth
on each side is the tusk, or canine, in front
of wliich are the two mirs of incisors.

F\(]. 4.

—

Lower Jaw of the Gorilla.

not more than three pairs of these teeth,

although there may be four or five pairs in

the Pouched INIammals. The first tooth
in the upper jaw, which is implanted in

the maxillary bono, and is very generally
long and tusk-like, is termed the canine ;

this tooth being also of simjale type, and
generally with a single undivided root.

Behind this come a series of, at most, four
pairs of cheek-teeth, which have gener-
ally, except the first, two roots each, and,
in ordinary Placental Mammals, are j^re-

ceded (as are tlie incisors and canine) by
milk-teeth in the young. To these teeth,

which may be reduced to a single pair, is

applied the term, premolars. Behind
these come the true molars, which have
generally broad complex crowns and
branching roots, and are not preceded by
milk-teeth. In Placental Mammals there
are but seldom more than three pairs of

molars, but in Marsupials the ordinary
number is four. In the lower jaw the
tooth biting in front of the upper canine
is the lower canine, in front of which are

the incisors. In the Placental INIammals
these do not exceed three pairs, and are
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generally numerically the same as the upper incisors ; but in the Marsupials,

where there may be four pairs, they are generally less numerous tlian the
upper. Behind the lower canine come the jiremolars, which are followed by
the molars, the latter being distinguished from the last premolar by having
no deciduous predecessors.

A very important subject connected with the study of Mammals is their

geographical distribution on the surface of the globe, but to understand this

thoroughly, it is essential to have a knowledge of the extinct

forms, and to be acquainted with the changes in the form of
Bistribut^o

the continents and islands which have taken place during
earlier epochs of the earth's history. Every traveller is aware that the
Mammals of different regions of the globe differ more or less markedly, but
this difference is by no means co-extensive Avith the distance of the various

regions from one another. Thus, whereas the Mammals of Japan are very
similar to those of Europe, while there is a marked resemblance between the
former and those of North America, when w^e pass from the Malayan Islands

to Australia, there is a very sudden and remarkable change.

As a whole. Mammals are a comparatively modern group, which have only
attained their present great development during the Tertiary, or latest epoch,
of the earth's history. It is true that they existed during the preceding
Secondary Epoch, or the one in which the chalk, oolites, lias, etc., w^ere de-

posited ; but all the forms Avere then small, and occupied a subordinate posi-

tion in the fauna of the world, the continents being tlien peopled by various

strange, and frequently gigantic, kinds of Reptiles, while, in the oceans, the
place of the modern Avhales, porpoises, and Sirenians was taken by the
Reptilian Ichthyosaurs and Plesiosaurs, It is in consequence of this com-
paratively late development that the geographical distribution of Mammals
differs widely from that of Reptiles and Amphibians, although it coincides to

a certain degree with that of Birds, which are likewise a relatively modern
group.

From the evidence of Mammals alone, the globe may be divided into three
main zoo-geographical realms, two of which may be further sub-divided into

regions. These three primary divisions are res])ectively named the Notogajic,

Neogseic, and Arctogseic realms, or Notogaja, Neogrea, and Arctogaia. The
tirst of these includes Australia, New Guinea, New Zealand, and the islands

as far east as New Ireland and New Caledonia, together with Celebes,

Lombok, and the islands between these and Australia. From Borneo and
Java, Celebes and Lombok are separated by a deep channel, and whereas all

the islands to the west of this channel, which is known as Wallace's
line, have their Mammalian fauna of an Oriental or Indian type, and
are without any Marsupials, those on the west of the same show a
more or less marked Australian type. Marsupials making their first

appearance in Celebes, and becoming more numerous as we ai:)proach

Australia and Papua, where that group is the dominant one.

The Austro-Malayan islands, as Celebes and the adjacent islands may bo
called, form, indeed, a transition, so far as Mammals are concerned, between
the regions to the west and Australia and New Guinea, althougli it is on the
whole most convenient to include them in the Notogeeic realm. The typical

part of that realm, as represented by Australia, New Guinea, and the
adjacent islands, is characterised by the great preponderance of Pouched
Mannnals, or ]\Iarsupials, while it is here only that the Egg-Laying Mammals,
or Monotremes, are met with. In Australia itself, in addition to Bats, which
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here and elsewhere need not claim our attention, the only Mammals except

Marsupials and Monotremes are a certain number of Rodents belonging to

the family 3Iurid(e, and the Australian wild dog, or dingo. New Guinea, on
the other hand, possesses a pig, Avhich may possibly, however, have been
inti'oduced.

When Celebes and the other Austro-Malayan islands are reached, Mono-
tremes are absent, and Marsupials form only a small moiety in the fauna.

This realm is the sole home, not only of the Monotremes, but likewise of the

typical Diprotodont Marsupials,^ while the only other part of the world whei'e

Marsupials are now found is America, where they are rej^resented among other

forms by the opossums, which are quite unknown in Australia. As Marsuj^ials

of extinct types inhabited the Northern Hemisphere during earlier epochs, it

is evident that the Notogteic realm received its INIarsupial and Monotremes
fauna at a date when such creatures were the dominant ffjrms in South-Eastern
Asia, which was then populated by but few other types of Mammalian life.

When these ancestral Marsupials and Monotremes had effected an entrance
into Australia and New Guinea, with the adjacent islands, they became more
or less completely cut off from the rest of the world, and were enabled to

develop apart from the competition of the higher forms of life. It is note-

worthy that some of the Australian Rodents present a marked similarity to

these of the Philipjjines, showing that the immigration has been from the
northward. Notogrea may be divided into several regions. One of these is

the New Zealand region, characterised by the absence of all terrestrial

Mammals, and the abundance of flightless birds, neai'ly all of which are now
extinct. Under the title of the Australian region may be included Australia,

Tasmania, New Guinea, the Aru Islands, New Caledonia, New Britain, etc.
;

this region being characterised by the i:)reponderance of Marsupials and the

presence of Monotremes. The Austro-Malayan region, which includes the

islands mentioned above, has, on the other hand, only a small number of

Marsupials among a preponderance of Placentals, so that this region forms a
transition between Notogaea and Arctoga^a.

Nearly as distinct from the rest of the world as the last, is the Neogajic
realm, comprising South and Central America, together with the West
Indian Islands. Now, however, the distinction of this realm, as a primary
region, is much obscured by the union of South with North America, which
has allowed many essentially Northern types to migrate into South America,
while a certain number of Southern forms have penetrated into the Northern
half of the continent. There is evidence that during the Cretaceous Period,
or latest division of the Secondary Epoch, what is now Mexico was a sea, while
in the Middle, ar Miocene division of the Tertiary Epoch, the same was the
case with Central America. It is thus evident that at two distinct periods.

North and South America were disconnected ; although it is quite possible

that during some other part of the Tertiary Period antecedent to the Miocene,
there may have been a temporary connection either by way of the Isthmus of

Darien, or by Florida and the West Indies. At the present day the Neogssic
realm is practically the sole home of the Edentates,- of the New World
monkeys (Cehidce) and marmosets {Hapalidcc), as well as of many peculiar

types of Hystricomorphous Rodents, such as the viscacha (Lngostomiis), coypu
{Alyopotamus), carpincho {Hijdroclioerus), cavies (Cavia), agutis {Daryprocta).,

1 This and other terms are fully explained in the sequel.— * A few of these and other groups range into Texas.
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pacas {Ccdogcnys), etc , etc., several of them belonging to families which are

confined to this realm. Here also the Marsupial oj)ossums {JJiildpli.ijkla')

attain their maximum development, only a couple of species ranging into

North America ; while the camel-like llamas (Lama) are restricted to thi.s

realm. Thepeccaries(Z)/t'o^;/Zcs), again, are mainly South andCentral American
while among the Carnivora the coatis (iVosHo) are exclusively so. In addi-

tion to the llamas and peccaries, the only other Ungulates are deer, mostly

belonging to the American genus Cariacus. True deer {C'ervus) are totally

wanting, as are all Insectivora.

Here, it must be mentioned, that during the Pleistocene Period, or latest

division of the Tertiary Epoch, South America was populated by a much
more wonderful fauna. Among these were horses and mastodons (allies of

the elephants), together with a giant Ungulate {Toxodon) typifying a distinct

sub-order (Toxodontia) by itself, together with a second, known as the

Macrauchoiia, which is likewise tlie type of a sub-order (Litopterna.) Here
also flourished the gigantic Glyptodonts, which are extinct allies of the

armadillos of the present day. Deer, llamas, peccaries, coatis, and various

cats were also present at the period in question. When, however, we go

back to a still earlier era—the Lower Miocene—horses, peccaries, deer, llamas,

coatis, and cats were entirely absent ; and the fauna consisted solely of

monkeys, marmosets, various peculiar extinct groups of Ungulates, and
Hystricomorphous Rodents, together with certain peculiar extinct Mar-
supials, and some other groups which need not be mentioned. When
this fauna flourished, Neogala must have been quite isolated from the rest

of the world. It is, however, clear that (although the Edentates may have

originated there) the Ungulates and Hystricomorphous Rodents must have en-

tered from other regions, although how they got there is at present a mystery,

seeing that none of the latter occur in the earlier Tertiary strata of North
America. At the close of the Miocene Period, Soutli America became con-

nected with North America, from whence it received its extinct horses, to-

gether with its existing deer, llamas, peccaries, mice, coatis, cats, dogs, etc.;

Avhile, at the same time, a certain number of essentially Neog^eic types obtained

a footing in North America.
Although fuller details would be necessary to make this very complicated

subject clear, it is thus evident that previous to its latest and existing union

with North America, Notogtea possessed a very peculiar and characteristic fauna

which entitles it to foi'm a primary realm by itself ; but that this original

distinction has been greatly obscured by later emigrations and immigrations.

Of this primitive fauna the Edentates, monkeys, marmosets, Hystricomorphous
Rodents, and certain Marsujjials, are now remnants ; while the coatis and
llamas, which are at the present day confined to the realm, do not properly

belong to it at all.

ArctogiBa includes the whole of the rest of the world, and may be char-

acterised by the absence of Monotremes, Diprotodont Marsupials, and
Edentates, 1 and the pi-esence of Insectivora ; Marsupials occurring only in

North America. This vast tract may be divided into a number of regions.

First and most distinct comes the Malagasy region, including Madagascar
and the Comoro Islands, which is specially characterised l)y the abundance of

its lemursj civet-like Carnivores, and Insectivora, cou])led with the absence of

^ The pangolins and aard-varks are here separated as a distinct order (Effodientia),

The few Edentates straggling into North America may be disregarded.
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all Ungulates except an African type of pig, and the paucity of Rodents, which

are represented only by the rat tribe {Muricke). Next in imponance is the

Ethiopian region, comprising Africa south of the Tropic of Cancer and

Southern Arabia. Here one of the most distinctive features are the number

of laro-e Ungulates, among which the zebras, a host of antelopes, hippopotami,

wart-hogs, and Hie giraffe are now peculiar ; while deer are absent, and sheep

and goa?s very scarce, --ind only represented in the northern portion of the

region. Gorillas and cliimpanzees are now solely Ethiopian, as are practically

the dog-headed baboons (Fdjno), while certain other genera of monkeys are

confined to the region. Elephants and rhinoceroses also occur, although these

are markedly distinct froui their Oriental cousins. Aard-varks are now
solely Ethiopian ; while pangolins are common to this and the Oriental

regions. Bears are practically wanting.

Although in many ways nearly related to the Ethiopian, the Oriental region,

which comprises India, Southern China and the Malayan countries as far as

Wallace's line, is markedly distinct, having no hipi^opotami, giraffes, or

wart-hogs, while its antelopes are far less numerous, and also generically dis-

tinct from those of Africa south of the Tropic. Instead of chimpanzees and
gorillas, there are orangs and gibbons ; dog-faced baboons are wanting, and
there are several peculiar genera of monkeys, while the lemurs are quite

distinct from those of Africa. True pigs, as distinct from bush-pigs, are

abundant, as are also bears and deer, the latter mostly of a peculiar sub-

generic type. There are no aard-varks, although pangolins are common

:

and the rhinoceroses and elephant are widely different from those of Africa.

The region may be sub-divided into several sub-regions, which need not be
mentioned here.

With the exception of Southern North America, the whole of the remainder
of the Arctogieic realm may be included in the Holarctic region, which is

characterised by the absence of man-like apes, lemurs, elephants, and rhino-

ceroses, the paucity of monkeys, the abundance of goats and sheep, and the

presence of the two sj^ecies of bison ; marmots and beavers being also char-

acteristic of this region, while pangolins are practically wanting. Finally,

we have the Sonoran region, including Southern Nortli America, to about
as far north as latitude 45 deg. , and especially characterised by being the
home of the prong-buck {Antilocapra) and the family of pocket-gophers
{Geomijidoi.)

MAMMALIA.

ORDER I.—PRIMATES,

Apes, Monkeys, and Lemurs.

The first ordinal group of Mammals is the one named by the great Swedish
naturalist LinnjBus, Primates, and includes not only apes, )aonkeys, baboons,
and marmosets, but likewise man himself, as well as the infinitely lower
creatures commonly designated lemurs, which differ from all the others in
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their expressionless, fox-like faces. Were the latter animals (as they not
unfrequently are) separated as a distinct ordinal group, the Primates would
be much easier of definition than is the case when they are included ; but as

there is little doubt that the latter arrangement is the proper one, it is essen-

tial that it should be followed.

In the great majority of the members of the order, the hand, which is

always a grasping organ, is furnished with five fingers, generally provided

with more or less flattened nails, but in certain cases the thumb is wanting.

The thumb itself iu tlie higher forms is completely opposable to the other

digits, but in certain of tlie lower rei)resentatives of the order its power of

opposition is bub very limited. In the five-toed hind-foot, except in man, the

great-toe is similarly opposable to the other digits. Witii the exception of the

second, or index finger of the lemurs, the terminal joints of the fingers and
toes are expanded to form a support for the broad and flattened nails. In
both the fore and hind-limbs all the component bones are separate ixowx one
another ; and perfect collar-bones or cavicles are invariably present. All the

Primates are further characterised by the sockets, or orbits, of the eyes being
surrounded by a complete bony rim. As regards the teeth, the molars have
broad, flattened crowns, surmounted either by tubercles or a pair of transverse

ridges, and are thus admirably adapted for the mastication of the fruits,

leaves, or other vegetable substances on which the majority of these animals
subsist. In number, the molar teeth form three pairs in each jaw, save only
in the marmosets ; these teeth being always more complex and larger than the

premolars.

The latter are reduced to two pairs in each jaw in all the higher forms,

with the exception of one family of American monkeys ; and even among the

lemurs no existing species has more than three pairs of these teeth. More-
over, in all the apes and monkeys the incisor teeth, which in many other
animals form three pairs, are reduced to two pairs in both jaws; but among
the lemurs the number of these teeth is subject to a considerable amount of

variation. Save in the aberrant lemur known as the aj^e-aye, there are at

least two teats on the breast of the females.

As a rule, the members of the order are forest-dwelling animals, inhabiting
tropical and sub-tropical countries, althougli a few^ range into regions where
in winter the boughs of the trees are enveloped in snow; but it is only in the
hottest and dampest tropical forests that the largest members of the order are
met with. Although many apes and monkeys are able to assume the upright
position, it is very few that habitually use it ; and even when they do, the
aid of the arms is necessary to maintain the balance in walking.

The Primates may be divided into two great subordinal groups ; the first

(Anthrojwidca) including man, apes, baboons, monkeys, and marmosets,
whilst the second (Lemuroidea) embraces only the lemurs.

The first and highest group of the Primates includes the so-called man-like
apes, such as the gorilla, chimpanzee, orang, and gibbons, collectively con-
stituting the family 8imiida\ That these apes are our
nearest cousins is well known ; but the degree and extent Man-like
of this relationship, as well as the characters by which it is Apes.—Family
displayed, are probably less familiar. In the first place, it Simiidie.

will bo noticed that we speak of this relationship as one of

cousinship, and not of ancestry ; and it is well that the reader should free

himself from any idea that there is any vestige of direct ancestral kinship

between these, for the most part, hideous creatures and himself. Such
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relationship as does exist is of a comparatively distant kind ; and the
common ancestor must have lived ages before the mammoth roamed ovei

England, since at that date man was as distinctly diiferentiated from the

apes as he is in the present century. Whether this " missing link " will ever

be found, or in what country it is most likely to have lived, are questions

impossible to answer ; but from the extreme rarity with which fossil remains
of man-like apes are found in countries where they are known to have cT'cisted

for- long ages, and from the probability that the distributional area of the

aforesaid "link" was extremely limited, there is not much hope that the

researches of palaeontologists will ever be rewarded by such a discovery.

Trom their large bodily size, coupled with that hideous caricature of the
human face and form chaivacterising the more typical representatives of the
man-like apes, no one would have any difficulty in distinguishing these crea-

tures from their lower relatives. There might, however, be some hesitation

with regard to the long-armed gibbons, and it is, therefore, essential to point
out how the members of the man-like group may be distinguished as a whole
from other monkeys.
Among the sub-order Anthropoidea there is an important distinction be-

tween the Old and New World forms. The whole of the Old World repre-

sentatives of this division of the order are characterised by having teeth
agreeing both in number and arrangement with those of man. Thus in all

cases in each jaw there are two pairs of incisors, a single pair of tusks;, or

canines, and five pairs of cheek-teeth, of which the last, or " wisdom-tooth,"
is frequently very late in making its appearance (see tig. 5). Of these five cheek-
teeth the first two on each side are simpler than the three hinder ones, and are
preceded in the infant by milk-teeth, whereas the latter have no such pre-
decessors. It is accordingly the custom to call the two simpler teeth
premolars or bicuspids, and the three more complex ones molars. If, now,
we examine an ordinary American monkey, we shall find six cheek teeth on
each side of both the upper and lower jaws, of which half are premolars and
half molars ; while in the marmosets, which constitute a second American
family, although the total number of cheek-teeth is the same as in the Old
World forms, yet the proportion is different, there being rhree premolars
and two molars. It may, therefore, be stated that all Amerioc^n monkeys
differ from their Old World cousins in having three instead of two pairs of
premolar teeth, whence it may be inferred that they belong tc a lower and
more generalized type, there being a universal tendency throughout tlie

higher Vertebrates to a diminution, or disappearance of the teeth with the
advance of specialisation. In the marmosets ^the loss of the last molar is

unique in the higher division of the order, and is, indeed, a somewhat re-

markable peculiarity to occur in a herbivorous Mammal, among which the
reduction is usually confined to the front and premolar teetli.

As the teeth serve most readily to differentiate the Old Wt)rld monkeys
from their American allies, so the man-like apes are sharply distinguished
from their relatives by the conformation of the same organs. Thus the
molar teeth of the man-like apes closely resemble those of man, having the
angles of their crowns rounded off, and cariying on their grinding-surfaces
four very blunt tubercles, placed alternately to one anotlier, as Avell as a
somewhat smaller tubercle at the hinder end. On the other hand, in tlie

lower monkeys the molar teeth are oblong in form, and carry four very
prominent tubercles arranged in pairs at the two extremities of each tooth,

and each pair being connected so as to form a couple of more or less well-
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defined transverse ridges extending right across the crown. Vhen, again,

fl'hereas in the man-like apes the last molar, or •' wisdom-tooth," in the lower
jaw is similar in form to the two teeth in front of it, in the great majority of

the Old World monkeys this tooth lias a large j^rojecting heel at its hinder
end. These dental characters afi'ord very inijjortant evidence of the close

kinship of the man-like ajies to man himself, and undoubtedly outweigh the

difierence in the form of the whole dental series now to be noticed, which is

largely due to adaptation. T.n both the upper and lower jaws of man the
teeth are arranged in a regular horse- shoe series, with scarcely any interrup-

tion to the continuity by tlie tusks, which are but little taller than the other
members of the series. On the other hand, in the adults (and especially the
males of the larger species) of the man-like apes the cheek-teeth are arranged
in a nearly straight line, and form a inore or less angulated junction Avith the
line of the incisors ; the large canines, or tusks, occupying the angle between
the two series, and thus forming a marked break in continuity. Jn these
respects the manlike apes resemble their inferior kindred. If, however, a
young individual of the larger man-like apes, and especially the chimpanzee,
be examined, it will be found that the teeth, owing partly to the imperfect
protrusion of the tusks, form a less interrupted and more regularly curved
series. Indeed, with the exception that the whole jaw is longer and narrower,
and the partially-protruded tusks are proiDortionately larger, the characters
of such specimens make a marked approximation to the human type ; and
the jaw of a chimpanzee at this stage maybe regarded as almost intermediate
in structure between that of man and that of an adult male gorilla. More-
over, in this juvenile state the bony union of the two branches of the lower
jaw partakes of the sliort and rounded form characterizing that of man

;

whereas in the adult it becomes longer and more deeply channelled, like that
of the lower monkeys. In many respects the teeth and jaws of the gibbons,
or smallest representatives of the present group, conform to the intermediate
type. Not only are the human characteristics most developed in the teeth
and jaws of the young of the larger man-like apes and the gibbons at all

ages, but tlie same is true Avith regard to the skull of the former. The skull

of the young gorilla, inv instance, lacks the beetling crests over the eyes and
the ])rominent ridge down the middle of the crown, which give such a foi'-

bidding and repulsive aspect to the craniuni of the full-grown male. This
loss of human resemblances is due to specialisation taking two difficulty lines

in man on the one hand, and in the larger man-like apes on the other ; the
development in the one case tending to increased size of brain, coupled with
no marked increase in the size of the tusks, while in the other the brain
grows at; a less rapid rate, and the skull and tusks (more esjiecially in the
male) assume characters approximating them to those of the inferior animals.
Both in men and apes the young condition may accordingly be regarded as
the most generalised.

Among the other features in which the man-like apes differ from the lower
monkeys and resemble man, are the absence of dilatable pouches in the
cheeks for the storage of food, and the total loss of the tail, as well as the
flattened, instead of laterally compressed, form of the breast-bone ; the
gibbons alone retaining the naked ])atches on the buttocks so characteristic
of the monkeys, but only in a much reduced condition. The gorilla and
chimpanzees further differ from the other members of the group, and thereby
resemble man alone, in the loss of the so-called central bone of the wrist—

a

bone occupying a nearly central position between the upper and lower rows
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of small bones of which that joint is composed. What may be the object of

the disappearance of this bone, it is not easy to say ; but the fact that it is

wanting in the two genera of apes just mentioned is very significant of their

close structural affinity with man. In one respect the man-like apes stand
apart both from the human and the monkey type, namely, in the great
relative length of the arms as comiDared with the legs, the disproportion

being most strongly marked in the gibbons, which are actually able to

walk in the upright posture with their bent knuckles touching the ground.
So far, indeed, as their bodily structure is concerned, the man-like apes

seem undoubtedly more nearly related to man than they are to the lower
monkeys ; and they constitute a family (Simiiihe) by themselves, which may
be regarded as intermediate between the one {Cercopithecitkv) including the
lower monkeys, and that represented by man himself.- While at present the
" missing link " between man and the apes is wanting, extinct forms tend to

connect the latter very closely with the monkeys. For instance, a fossil ape
(DryopitJiecus) from the Miocene Tertiaiy strata of France has the bony
union between the two branches of the lower jaw much longer than in any
existing man-like ape, although it is approached in this respect by the goi'illa;

while from the corresponding beds of Italy another extinct form (Oreopitliecus)

appears to be in great part intermediate between the man-like apes and the
lower monkeys.
The present distribution of the anthropoid apes clearly points to the exist-

ing species being the last survivors of a group wliich was once widely spread
over the Old World, when warmer climatic conditions prevailed over what we
now call the temperate regions. The gorilla, for instance, is confined to

Western Equatorial Africa ; where it is accompanied by the two species of

chimpanzee, one of which ranges eastwards across the continent as far as

Uganda. The orangs, of which there are probably two species, on the other
hand, are confined to the great islands of Sumatra and Borneo ; while the
numerous species of gibbons have a wide range in South-Eastern Asia, attain-

ing their maximum development in the Malayan Archii^elago and the adjacent
regions. This distribution is remarkably discontinuous, but the little known
of the past history of the group tends somewhat to consolidate the present
scattered distributional areas. For instance, a chimpanzee once inhabited
Northern India ; while it is most probable that an orang also was a contem-
poraneous dweller in the same country. This suggests that India may have
been the original home of the larger man-like apes, from whence the chim-
panzees and gorillas migrated south-westwards to Equatorial Africa, while the
orangs travelled in an easterly direction to find a last home in the tropical

islands to which they are now confined.

Of the four existing genera of the man-like apes, the chimpanzees (Anthro-
popithecus) are those which come nearest to man, this being especially shown

by the shortness of the bony union between the two branches
Chimpanzees of thelower jaw, theform and modeof arrangementof the teeth

[Aufhropopilhe- (especially in the young), the relatively small development of
cms). (she tusks of the male, the absence of the enormous bony

crests on the skull so characteristic of the gorilla, and the
slight diff'erence in the size of the two lexes. The chimpanzees and tlie

gorilla alone resemble man in having seventeen vertebrpe between the neck
and the sacrum, and likewise in the absence of the central bone in the wrist,

although they differ in the comparatively unimportant feature of possessing

an additional pair of ribs. It will be unnecessary to give a full description of
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Fig. 6.~CoMMON Chimpanzep,
(Anthropopithecus troglodytes).

these animals, and it will suffice to say that the common species {A. troglo-
dytes), which ranges across Tropical Africa from the Gabun to Uganda, has
the face, ears, hands, and feet, dark reddish flesh-colour, or more rarely
blackish bi'own, while the general colour of the hair is wholly black, except
on the lips, where it is short and white, and
on the buttocks, where it has a dash of red-
dish brown. There has been some diflerence

of opinion as to whether the so-called bald
chimpanzee (.-1, calvus) of the West Coast of

Africa is entitled to rank as a distinct species,

but recent researches tend to show that it has
no such claim. In size chimpanzees are much
smaller animals than the gorilla. In walking,

the palm of the hand can be applied to the
gi'ound, and the same is the case Avith the sole

of the foot ; but although chimpanzees can
stand or walk erect on the soles of their feet,

they much prefer to progress in a stooping

posture, supporting themselves on their bent
knuckles.

In some districts living to a great extent on
the ground, chimpanzees are more arboreal in

their genei'al liabits than the gorilla, although
much less so than the orang. They feed on
wild or even cultivated fruits, and generally

associate either in family parties or in small communities, although the

males and females pair for life. For the
protection of the female and young a kind
of nest or resting-place is built in some
tree, where they pass the night, the male
remaining on ground below. In the early

morning and evening, and less commonly
during the night, chimpanzees give vent
to a series of unearthly shrieks and howls

;

Dr. Pechuel-Losche observing that "since
they are really accomplished in tlie art of

bringing forth these unpleasant sounds,
which may be heard at a great distance,

and are reproduced by the echoes, it is im-
possible to estimate the number of indi-

viduals who take part in the dreary noise,

but often we seemed to hear more than a

hundred."
The hideous creature forming the sole

representative of the genus Gorilla differs

from the chimpanzees in

the great development of Gorilla.

the tusks of the male as

well as in the large size of the bony crests

on the skull above the eyes, and likewise
by the male being very much larger than the female. There are also certain
differences in the conformation of the cheek-teeth, and the brain has a more

Fig. 7—The Gorilla
(Gorilla savagei).
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oval contour, thereby approximating to the human type. In height the male

gorilla ((t. savcujei) may exceed six feet, although the female does not measure

more than four and a half feet. Tlie general colour of the animal is black or

blackisli, tlie whole skin of the face being glossy black, scattered over with a

few hairs. The geographical range of this gigantic ai:>e is exceedingly limited,

being confined to that part of the West Coast of Equatorial Africa lying between

tha Cameran mountains and the Congo River. Like chimpanzees, gorillas

live in family parties, although these do not combine to f(jrm communities
;

and they are likewise stated to construct arboreal resting-places for the female

and young. They walk in a shuffling manner somewhat similar to that

adopted by chimpanzees, but as their arms are

longer they are not compelled to stoop so

much, and the open hand, in place of the bent
knuckle, is stated to be put on the ground
in this mode of progression. The yell of

the male gorilla is described as a terrific

sound ; and these animals ajipear to be not
only ferocious, but likewise extremely courag-

eous, always advancing boldly to meet a foe,

and never running away like a chimpanzee.

As in all the man-like apes, the female pro-

duces but a single young at a birth, Avhich is

nurtured with tender solicitude, and defended

to the last extremity. When at rest, the

gorilla generally assumes a squatting posture,

witli the anus folded across the breast ; and
in sleep lies stretched out at full length either

on the back or on one side, with an arm
under the head. Extremely delicate in con-

stitution when removed fi'om its native

haunts, this ape rarely survives captivity long

even in Africa, while the climate of Europe soon puts an end to its existence.

The first skeleton of the gorilla which reached England was presented to

th3 Royal College of Surgeons by Captain Harris in 1851. This was followed

in 1858 by an entire g(n'illa preserved in spirits, which was sent fr(>m the

Gabun to the British Museum. Of the few live specimens which have

reached Europe, none seem to have survived more than fifteen or eighteen

months. The earliest to reach England appears to have been one which, in

1830, was the property of an itinerant showman, who mistook it for a chiuipan-

zee, and did not discover his mistake until after the animal's death. Fifteen

years later a young male gorilla was procured from the natives by the

German Loango Expedition, and taken to Berlin. This animal was fed on fruits

and goat's milk, and under kindly treatment became so tractable that he was
allowed to wander about the ship with little or no restraint. He showed some
cunning and a tendency to mischief, but no evil propensities. He would pay

surreptitious visits to the store-room on occasion, and slyly help himself to

the dainties he affected, making ofl:'with unmistakable signs of guilty con-

sciousness Avhen disturbed or caught in the act. Arrived at Berlin, he was
placed in the Aquarium, where for fifteen months he was the object of much
attention. He died of consumption, as did his successor, who arrived at

Berlin in 1883, and died the following year. A young gorilla which reached

the Zoological Gardens, London, a few years ago, lived but a few mon*-hs.

Fig. 8.—The Orang-Utan
{yimia satyrus).
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The reduction of the number of vertebrre between tlie neck and the sacrum
to sixteen, togetlier with the retention of the central bone in the wrist, the
great length of the arms, which in the upright posture

reach to the ankles, and the peculiar upward prolongation of Orang-Utan
the vertex of the skull, serve at once to show that the [Siniia.)

orang (Simict) stands on a lower evolutionary i)latform

than either of the preceding representatives of the family. Externally it is

fiuther distinguislied by the rudimentary condition of the great^toe, the
peculiarly flattened form of the almost dish-like leaden-hued face of the
adidt, and the red tinge of the long and shaggy hair, the latter being in

marked contrast to the black hue of the gorilla and chimpanzees. Although
in possessing only a dozen pairs of ribs the orang diflers from both the latter

and resembles man, yet this resemblance is greatly outweighed by the differ-

ence in the number of the vertebrae.

It is now generally admitted that there is but a single species of orang-
utan (Simla sati/nis), which is confined to the great islands of Sumatra and
Borneo, and is known to the Dyak inhabitants of the latter by the nam-e of

Mias. A peculiar characteristic of the adult male is the presence of a large,

smooth, soft, tumovu'-like, flexible expansion of the skin of the sides of the
face, giving the remarkable breadth and flatness so characteristic of the whole
countenance. In size, orangs are subject to considerable variation, large

males reaching from four feet two inches to four feet six inches ; the females
being much smaller.

The orang is a much more truly arboreal animal than either of the other
large apes, and is likewise a solitary creature, the sexes only coming together
at the pairing season. Females are generally to be seen accompanied by
their young, sometimes only a single one, but in other instances with those
of two birtlis. The young cling with remarkable tenacity to the body of the
mother as she climbs from tree to tree. Although most excellent climbers,

orangs are exceedingly slow and deliberate in their movements, and are thus
quite unlike the gibbons.

Mr. Brooke of Sarawak says, "The orangs, so far as I have been able to
observe them, are as dull and as slothful as can well be conceived, and on no
occasion, when pursuing them, did they move so fast as to preclude my keep-
ing pace with them easily through a moderately clear forest ; and even when
obstructions below (such as wading up to the neck) allowed them to get away
some distance, they were sure to stop and allow us to come up. I never
observed the slightest attempt at defence ; and the Avood, which sometimes
rattled about our ears, was broken by their weight, and not thrown, as some
persons represent. If ])ushed to extremity, however, the pappan could not
be otherwise than formidable ; and one unfortunate man, who with a party
was trying to catch one alive, lost two of his fingers, besides being severely
bitten on the face, whilst the animal finally beat oft' his pursuers and escaped.
When hunters wish to catch an adult, they cut down a circle of trees round
the one on which he is seated, and then fell that also, and close before he
can recover himself, and endeavour to bind him. The rude hut which they
are stated to build in the trees would be more properly called a seat, or nest,

for it has no roof or cover of any sort. The facility with which they form
this seat is curious ; and I had an opportunity of seeing a wounded female
weave the branches together, and seat herself in a minute. She afterwards
received our fire without moving, and expired in her lofty abode, whence it

cost us much trouble to dislodge her. The adult male 1 killed was seated
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lazily on a tree ; and when approached, only took tlie trouble to interpose the

trunk between ns, peei>ing at nie and dodging as I dodged. I hit him on
the wrist, and he was afterwards despatched."

The list members of the family are the gibbons {Hylohatcs) which are

restricted to the warmer parts of South-Eastern Asia, and are esjiecially

abundant in the Malay Peninsula and islands. Thty are

Gitobons [Hylo- the lowest and smallest representatives of the man-like ajjes,

bale-i). and although agreeing with those above described in the

absence of a tail and cheek-pouches, and by the circumstance
that their grinding-teeth are constructed on precisely tlie same plan as those

of ourselves, they apj^roximate to the lower monkeys in possessing small

naked callosities on the buttocks. In habitually walking in the iiprighb

position, frequently with the assistance of their enormously elongated arms,
they are peculiar in the ape world. This peculiaritj^ coupled with their

apparently human-like skulls, might lead the uninitiated to suppose that

these creatures were the most man-like of all apes. A moment's reflection

would, however, show that in such highly-organised animals, a small

species, in order to be able to carry on the functions necessary to its exis-

tence, must have a proportionately larger brain than its bigger relatives
;

and a large brain implies, of course, a large skull. Moreover, in small and
purely arboreal animals like the gibbons, there is no reason why the skull

should be strengthened by the enormous frontal ridges which give such a
repulsive aspect to the physiognomy of the male gorilla. Accordingly, we
see that the somewhat human-like form of the skulls of the gibbons does not
in any way indicate that they are more nearly related to ourselves than their

larger kindred ; while the callosities on their buttocks, and several features in

their anatomical structure, show that they are decidedly less so.

Although in the confined space of a cage in the " Zoo " the gibbons have
but little opportunity of displaying the marvellous activity by which they

are characterised in their native woods,
yet even there their engaging manners
cannot fail to attract attention ; and
many show the gentleness and docility

so distinctive of these apes in a most
marked manner. In the more congenial

climate of Calcutta, Avhich admits of

gibbons being placed in the open air,

their movements are, however, far

more like those of the wild state ; and
one of these creatures in the local

"Zoo"showedits lightning-like activity

by actually catching birds while on the
Aving. Not only is this bold activity

A (iiBr.oN [Hijlobate^). characteristic of the gibbons, but they
likewise exhibit a Avonderful delicacy

of touch. For instance, many gibbons display a marked ^joic/iajii for spiders,

which are captured with the long slender lingers ; but before devouring their

prizes these animals will not unfrcquently play with them for hours, allowing

them to descend by spinning a thread from one of their captor's lingers, and
then suddenly jerking them upwards into their hands. Not less noteworthy
than their active movements are the loud, unearthly cries of the gibbons, in

imitation of which the hulock (11. hulocJ;) of Assam, Burma, etc., derives
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its name. These wailing cries, wliich are vittered hour after hour in tho
morning, and again, although less continuously, in the evening, may be heard
for miles when a whole drove are shouting in concert ; and even those of a
solitary individual in the Calcutta Gardens made themselves audible at least

a mile otl'.

Out of a total of eight species of the genus, the siamang {H. snadadylns)
of Sumatra is the largest, measuring more than a yard in length ; and it

differs from all the rest by having tho second and tliird toes of the hind f(X)t

united by a web as far as their terminal joints. In colour, the siamang is

uniformly black throughout, and in this respect it agrees with the Hainan
gibbon (H. iKtiuanufi) ; whereas, in all tlie other species there is a white band
across the forehead. Aniung these latter, one of the best known is the
hulock {H. huluch) h'Oin Assam and the countries immediately to the east.

Writing of the cries of another species {II. kucisciis), Mr. H. O. Forbes
observes that it " makes its presence known to the traveller in Java, when
he reaches its upland forest-districts. In the evening just about sundown,
and more especially in the early morning, counnencing before sunrise and
finally ceasing wlien the sun is above the tops of the trees, he will be surprised

by a sudden outbreak of what appears to be now the plaintive wailings of a

crowd of women, now the united howling of a band of castigated children."

The whole of the remaining monkeys and baboons of the Old World form a

second family, Avhich, while agreeing with the man-like apes in the number
of their teeth, differ by the crowns of the molars
being surmounted by a pair of transverse
ridges, each formed by the
coalescence of two sub-conical Old World
tubercles. All the members Monkeys.

—

of the family have naked cal- Family

losities on the buttocks, and Cercojnthendo},

cheek-pouches are very gener-

ally present. The breast-bone differs from
that of the man-like apes in being laterally

C(nnpressed and narrow, instead of broad and
liattened from back to front. The tail, which
may l>e either wanting, short, or very long, is

never endowed with tho power of prehension
;

and the partition between the two nostrils is

narrow. Eight existing genera are included

in the family, some of which are Oriental,

while others are contined to Africa south of

the Sahara. None are known from INlada-

gascar, New Guinea, or Australia, the eastern

limits of the group being formed by Celebes

and the Philippine Islands.

The most ludicrous in appearance of all the tribe is the well-known

proboscis-monkey (Nasalis lanatus) of Borneo, easily distin-

guished from all its kin by the extraordinary length of its nose. Proboscis-

This monkey, together with the two following genera, con- Monkey

stitutes a sub-family characterised by the absence of cheek- (XasahsJ,

pouches for storing food, the complex and sacculated

structure of the stomach, the great length of the tail, and also by the front

limbs being shorter than the hinder pair. All these monkeys feed largely or

Fig. 10.—Proboscis-Monkey
(Nasalis larvatus).
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chiefly on young shoots or leaves ; and it is in adaptation to this diet that

their stomach is specially modified and cheek-pouches are wanting. The
constitution of all tlie tribe is very delicate, so that these monkeys are ill-

adapted to stand captivity.

The peculiar structure of the nose is suflicient to difierentiate the proboscis-

monkey from all its allies ; but to this may be added the circumstance that

the tail is shorter than the head and body.
The numerous species of langurs, which are nearly thirty in number, are

conhned to the Oriental countries, where one species ranges as far north as

Kashmir, while a second is peculiar to the highlands of

Langiirs Eastern Tibet. All these monkeys have thin and slender
{Semnopithecus). bodies, elongated limbs, and a very long and whip-like tail

;

the head being rounded, and the muzzle short and thick.

The thumb is rather short, but the great-toe well developed ; and the cal-

losities on the buttocks are relatively small. The hair is abundant, and
generally long, soft, and frequently glossj' ; while there is usually a fringe of

long, stiff hairs projecting over the eyes. Grey is the predominant hue in

the pellage ; but the face, hands, and feet are perfectly black.

The best known of all the group is the Hanimian, or sacred langur
(Stmnopithecns cntelhis) of India, which ranges from the Deccan northwards
to the south bank of the Ganges, and is held sacred by the Hindus. Of this

monkey a writer in the Graphic gives tlie following interesting account :

"Among the thousand or more temples and shrines with which the holy
Hindu city of Benares is endowed, visitors generally find the great temple
dedicated to the worship of the goddess Durga one of the most interesting.

It is known to Eur(jpeans as the monkey-temple, because in and around its

j)recincts many hundreds of sacred monkeys roam about without interference.

The temple was erected during the last century by the Rani Bhawani of
Natre in honour of Shiva's wife, the goddess who is sujjposed to delight in

death and slaughter, and of whom the believers in the various attributes of

the deities, comprising the Hindu Pantheon, stand in the greatest dread.
The Diirga Kund is conspicuous in this city of temples for the grace and
simplicity oi its architecture. It adjoins a tank which is the finest in Benares,
and occupies the central portion of a quadrangle, the walls being stained red
with ochre. The sacred portion of the temple consists of twelve finely-carved
pillars standing on a marble platform, and supporting a heavy roof. This
platform is about 4 ft. from the ground, and is ascended by a flight of low
steps on each side of the square. The temple is well provided with the
necessary instruments for creating the frightful noises which emanate from
these abodes of idolatry all over India. Drums of huge dimensions, gongs,
bells, and tom-toms are all at the service of the priests in performing the
rites required of them. But the antics of the monkeys which make this

temple their home are, next to its architecture, the most attractive feature
of the place. The goat's blood with which the walls are sprinkled, and the
sacrifices that are known to take place here to appease the wrath of Shiva
and his terrifying spouse, are rather revolting to a Christian ; but the grotesque
play of the monkeys, their imjiortunate begging, the pranks they enact
on one another, and the graceful agility they are constantly displaying, supply
a perpetual source of amusement which one is aj^t to think must prove rather
distracting to the devout Hindus who come here to worship. A. few yeai's

ago, as no one dared molest these animals, they not only increased rapidly in

numbers, but, growing to be extraordinarily bold, developed alarming thiev-
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ing propensities. The .annoyance tliey caused amounted to a j^uIdHc nuisance,
for no house in the place was safe from their depredations. At hist the
trouble grew so serious that some reduction in the number of these adept
tliieves became a necessity, although the prejudices of the people were against
any such steps being taken. In the end the Government was requested to

interfere, and, waving aside all other considerations but that of luiblic i^olity,

the authorities liad many hundreds—report says thousands—captured and
sent away. Nevertheless there are plenty of thenr left, and they certainly
constitute one of the sights of a city that is probably in many lespects the
most interesting in the world.'

In Africa south <.)f the Sahara the place of the langurs is taken by the
guerezas, of whicli there are nine species, easily distinguished by the total

absence of the thumb. In the true guereza (Colobus ;/i(e;r:.v(),

ranging from Somaliland to tlie Niam-Niam country and Guerezas
Mount Kilima-Njaro, the hair of the back is developed into a (Colubus^,
beautiful, long silky mantle hanging down on the sides of the
bod}', and likewise by the extremely bushy tail ; the mantle and tail, as well

as a ring round the face, being pure white, while the rest of the fur is jetty

black. The pellage of this species is extensively used by the natives of

Africa ; while that of all the long-haired kinds is largely imported into

Europe for manufacture into mufts and other articles of dress.

The guenons, or typical representatives of the family, which include con-

siderably over thirty species, are likewise exclusively confined to Africa

south of the Sahara desert. In common with the remaining
members of the family, they constitute a sub-family dis- Guenons
tinguished from the last by the presence of cheek-jiouches (Ccrcajnthccus).

and the simple structure of the stomach. Their food is

more varied than that of the langurs and their allies, and consequently these
monkeys are much better adapted for captivity than are the latter. The
guenons are specially characterised by the relative slenderness of their build,

the more or less shortened muzzle, the moderate size of the callosities on the
buttocks, and the long tail. From the two following genera they may be
readily distinguished by the circumstance that the last molar tooth in the
lower jaw has no projecting heel at its hinder end, but consists simply of two
transverse ridges, like the teeth immediately in advance of it. Among the
better known species may be mentioned the green monkey (Ccrco2}ithec}is

callitrichus), the Diana monkey (C. diaiia), so named from the white fillet

above the eyes, and the mona monkey (C. mona) ; all these being from
West Africa.

DiSering from the guenons solel}^ in the presence of the aforesaid heel to

the last lower molar, the mangabeys, or white-eyelid monkeys, „ .

likewise form a genus confined to Africa, where they are ,^i_ ., , ] , .\

represented by only half-a-dozen species. They form a group ^
''

intermediate between the jjreceding and the following one.

In the Oriental countries this group of monkeys is represented by the
macaques, of which there are rather less than a score of

species. The macaques resemble the mangabeys in the struc- Macaques
ture of the last molar tooth, but are readily distinguished {Macaciis).

by the considerable i^roduction of the muzzle, in which the
nostrils are not terminal. While the cheek-pouches and the callosities

on tlie buttocks are always well developed, the tail may be either long, short,

or absent. Although these monkeys are mainly Oriental, one species, the
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Barbary ape {Macacns inu\(s), is found in North Africa and on the rock of

Gibraltar ; and one of the Asiatic; species ranr,fes as far north as Eastern
Tibet, while a third is found in Jaj^an. In the Barbary ape the tail is want-
ing, in the common Bengal monkey (M. rhesus) it is about half the length of

the head and body, and in the crab-eating macaque (M. cynomohjns) it is con-

sidei'ably longer. The well-known Indian lion-tailed monkey {M. sileaus)

takes its name from the presence of a large terminal tuft to the tail ; the

head and neck being also furnished with a mane. IMany of these monkeys
arc of comparatively large size, and are very savage in disposition, biting

tiercely when annoyed.

The black ape (Cipiojntliecus nigcr) oi the island of Celebes is the sole re-

presentative of a genus forming a connecting link between
the preceding and the following, the muzzle bei)ig mure pro-

duced than in the macaques, and tlie ioro part of the skull

bearing longitudinal ridges, as in some of the dog-faced

baboons. This monkey, which takes its name from the dark colour of the hair,

has the tail reduced to a mere fleshy tubercle concealed among the fur. It is

also f<nuid in the island of Batchian, in the IMolucca group, where it has

pi'obably been introduced by the Malays.

Two species of baboons, the one {Theropitliccns geladii) from Southern
Abyssinia, and the other (T. dhscurus) from North-Eastern

Gelada Baboons Africa—constitute a genus differing from the next by having
('fheropithecits). the nostrils placed on the sides of the long muzzle, as in the

macaques, instead of being terminal and opening on its trun-

cated extremity. The true gelada is a most extraordinary-looking creature,

having a long crest of dark brown hair above the ej'es, and a mantle-like

mane of the same descending from the neck and slioulders to the loins, and
also reaching on the arms as far as the elbows j the chin, and a patcli on the

throat, as well as another on the

Black Ape
{Cynopithecm)

chest, being bare, and, as are all

the other naked parts, black in

colour. In size this baboon mea-
sures 29 inches to the root of the

tail ; tlie latter appendage, inclu-

sive of the tufb at the tip, being
upwards of 32 inches.

The remaining members of the

family Cercoplthecidrc are all in-

cluded in the genus
Dog-faced Fap'w, and are com-

Baboons(P(x/7zo). monly known as

dog-faced baboons
on account of the great elongation

of the muzzle, in the truncated ter-

mination of which are pierced the nostrils in the same manner as in a dog.

Tlie callosities on the buttocks are very large and fre([ucntly lirilliantly

coloui'ed ; tlie muzzle is greatly swollen and often marked by longitudinal

flutings ; and the tail is more or less shortened. The dog-faced baboons,

of Avhich there are eleven different species, include the largest and most
repulsive-looking members of the entire family ; and are now confined to

Africa south of the Sahara and Southern Arabia, although during the later

geological periods they were represented in India.

Fig. 11- -A Dog-Faced Baboon
(Vainu).
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The largest and most hideous of the tribe is the mandril (Papio maimon)
of the forests of Western E(|uatorial Africa, remarkable for its robust build,

stump-like tail, highly swollen and fluted muzzle, and the brilliant tints of

blue and scarlet with which the naked jjortions of the face and buttocks of

the adult males are decorated. In South Africa the genus is represented by
the chacma (P. poccarnr.s), which is a more soberly-coloured species, with a

tail equal in Itngth to half the body ; while the yellow baboon [P. babnin)

of West Africa may be taken as an example of species in which the tail is

still longer. Although found in the upland forests of Mount Kilima-Njaro,

the dog-faced baboons ai'e more generally inhabitants of open, rocky districts,

where they go about in large parties, intlicting severe damage on the products

of the cultivated lands, and fiercely attacking all intruders on their domains.

In their diet they are well-nigh omnivorous, feeding not only upon fruits and
cereals, but likewise devouring largo numbers of lizards and insects, in

seai'ch of which they turn over stones with their fingers. The late Sir R.
Burton wrote that in the jungles of Usukuma these baboons "are the terror

of the neighbouring districts ; Avomen never dare to approach their haunts
;

they set the leopard at defiance, and, when in a large body, they do not, it is

said, fear the lion."

As already stated on page 12, the monkeys of the New World differ from
their Old World cousins in having three in place of two
pairs of premolar teeth in each jaw ; the nmnber of molars New World Mon-

being the same in both. In consequence of these and other keys.—^^Faraily

differences, the New World monkeys, which do not range to Cebicke.

the north of tropical America, are referred to a separate

family group, under the name of Cebidce. These monkeys are further charac-

tei'ised by the absence both of cheek-pouches and of naked callosities on the

buttocks, Avhile the tail, when long, is frequently, although by no means in-

variably, prehensile. The thumb is quite incapable of being opposed to the

other digits, but all the fingers and toes have flattened nails. In the nose

the partition between the two nostrils is very broad, so that the nostrils

themselves are widely separated, and frequently diverge to a great extent

from each other. The upper molar teeth have very short crowns, with the

four tubercles arranged obliquely, and the external surfaces of the outer pair

flattened and fluted, while the inner ones are distinctly crescent-shaped.

So ditt'erent, indeed, are the American monkeys—which attain their maxi-
nunn development in the tropical forests of Brazil—from the Old World forms,

that it is quite possible they may trace their origin to a totally independent
source. They may be divided into ten genera, some of which compriso a

very large number of specific rej^resentatives.

The half-dozeu species commonly called, from their loud nocturnal cries,

howlers constitute a genus characterised by the massive, un-

wieldy body, the jiyramidal head, long and somewhat dog-like The Howlers
muzzle, the massiveness of the angle, or hinder part of the (Alouada),

lower jaw, and a remarkable thickening of the throat due to

the enlargement of the so-called hyoid bones into a thin bony capsule of

large size. It is owing to the develoimient of this capsule that the howlers
are enabled to utter the discordant yells with which they make night hideous
to all travellers in the forests of Tropical America. All the species have a large

beard and whiskers, but the colour of the hair is subject to great specific

variation. In the red howler (A. senicnliifi), for instance, the head, neck,

limbs, and tail are dark chestnut-brown, and the back and sides of the
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body golden yellow ; whereas in the black liowler (A. n'ujra) the whole of

the long hair is deep black.

All the howlers are surly in disposition, and feed chiefly on fruits and
leaves. When howling, two or three take up their jiosition on the topmost
branches of the forest trees, and commence their chorus. Mr. O. iSalvin

writes that their wonderful cry is certainly most striking, "and I have some-

times endeavoured to ascertain how far this cry may be heard. It has taken

me an hour or more to thread the forest undergrowth from the time the

cry first struck my ear to when, guided by the cry alone, I stood under the

tree where the animals were. It would certainly not be over-estimating the

distance to say two miles. When the sound came over the Lake of Yzabal

unhindered by the trees, a league would be more like the distance, at which
the cry may be heard."

Agreeing with the howlers (which form a sub-family by themselves) in hav-

ing the lower incisor teeth placed vertically, the ca])uchins,

Capuchins together with several allied genera, differ by the absence of

[Ctbui). any inflation of the hyoid bone. In all the group the tail is

long and prehensile ; although in some species, when its tip

is haired, ins£ead of bare and sensitive, the grasping power of this organ is

much less well marked than in the rest. The thumb may be either present

or wanting.

The capuchins, or typical representatives of the entire family, are some-
what stoutly-built monkeys, with the limbs of moderate length, the fur not
woolly, the thumb fully developed, and the lower surface of the extremity of

the tail covered with hair. Altliough the various species of capuchins are

extremely difficult to distinguish, about eighteen different kinds are now re-

cognised by naturalists ; their range extend-

ing from Mexico to Paraguay. In constitu-

tion these monkeys are exceedingly hardy,

and as they are easy to train, and gentle in

disposition, they are more commonly carried

.xbout in England and other European coun-

tries by i^eripatetic organ-gi-inders than any
other of their kindred. From its completely
haired tip, the tail of the ca])uchins does not

act so thoroughly as a fifth hand as it does

in the spider-monkeys. The white-throated

capuchin {(Jehus hypoUucus) is a well-known
representative of the genus.

Nearly allied to the capuchins, the two
species of woolly monkeys take their name

from the peculiar texture of
Woolly their fur, which forms the

(T °^/h^' A most characteristic feature of
^ '^ '' the genus to which they be-

In addition to this character, these

—A Woolly Monkey
{Lagothrix).

monkeys arc distinguished by the clumsy build of the body, the rounded
head, the much flattened muzzle—in which the nostrils are circulai', but not
approximated—and by the naked lower surface of the tip of the tail. The
two species are both inhabitants of the forests of Amazonia, the best known
being Humboldt's woolly monkey {LcujoUifLx, humholdti). The barrigudos, as

these monkeys are called by the Brazilians, live exclusively on fruits, and are
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Woolly Spider-

Monkey
{Brachi/tdcs).

of larger size and less active habits than the capuchins. They suffer con-

siderably from the cold, and even at Bahia I have seen them on a wet day
fall into a torpid condition, when they were relentlessly thrown into the sea

by their captors. Mr. Wallace remarked that from tlieir gentle disposition

they are "most frequently seen in confinement, and arc great favourites from
their grave countenances, which resemble the human face more than tliose of

any other monkeys, their ([uiet manners, and the great affection and docility

they exhibit.''

The woolly spider-monkey {Brachytcles arachnokks), which is now con-

sidered to be the sole representative of its genus, is in many respects inter-

mediate between the woolly monkeys and the true spider-

monkeys, having the dense woolly pellage of the former,

coupled with the long aiid slender limbs of the latter. The
thumb is rudimental, and the nails of the other digits are

compressed and pointed. These monkeys, which are con-

fined to the dense forests of South-Eastern Brazil, from CapcnSan Ilo([ue to

Rio Grande do Sul, apjjear to be very rare, and little is consequently known
of their habits.

'

\. The last genus of this sub-family includes the half-score species of true

spider-monkeys, ' constituting a genus distinguished from
the preceding by the fur not being of a woolly nature, Spider-Monkeys
the complete absence of the thumb, and the slight com- [Attics).

pression of the nails. Both the tail and limbs are greatly

elongated. Tliese monkeys have a wide range, extending from Mexico to

Paraguay ; the variegated spider-monkey {Atcles variecjatus) being one of

the most familiar. In it the prehensile tail reaches its perfection. It is a

remarkably sensitive organ, answering the

purpose of a "fifth hand," being capable of

use " for any purpose to which the hand could

be applied," and for hooking out objects from
])laces " where a hand could not be inserted.".

They wrap their tails about them to protect

themselves from cold, to whicli they are very
sensitive, and hold on by tliem to the branches
of trees with such tenacity that they remain
suspended after death. The i:)rehensile part

of the tail is naked and of extreme sensi-

bility. The tail is also used to preserve
balance when walking erect, for which pur-
pose it is thrown up and curled over. The
appearance of these monkeys, as they leap

from branch to branch in their native woods,
swinging by tlieir tails, and often hanging
on to those of each other, until a living

bridge is formed from tree to tree, is ex-,

ceedingly picturesque. Although they lack

the extreme agility of the Oriental gibbons,

the spider-monkeys are by far the most active members of the family

to Avhich they belong. Mr. Belt writes that he has often seen two or threo

together on the lower branches of the forest trees, "holding on to each
otlier, and to the branch with their fore-feet and long tail, whilst their hind-

Some-

A Spider-Monkey
(Atelcs).
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times a female would be seen carrying a young one on its back, to Avhich it

clung wiLli legs and tail, the mother making its way among the branches,

and leaping from tree to tree, apparently but little encumbered by its

baby."
The beautiful little squirrel-monkeys are the first representatives of a third

sub-family of the Cebkla', which, while agreeing with the last in the vertical

position of the incisor teeth, and the normal conforma-

Squirrel- tion of the hyoid bone, are distinguished by the tail, which
Monkeys is long, having no power of j^rehension. In all the thumb

{Chryaothrix). is Avell developed. From the allied forms the squirrel-

monkeys, or saimiris, are specially distinguished by the

soft, close, and erect fur, and the backward production of the head ; the

face being relatively small, the eyes very large and set close together, the

partition between the nostrils very wide, and the rather long tail covered

Avith comparatively short hair. There are four species of the genus, of

which the common squirrel-monkey (Chrrsothrix scinreiis) is the type.

These monkeys are some of the conunonest of their tribe in America, where
they range from Costa Rica to Brazil and Bolivia. In habits they are

diurnal, feeding chiefly upon insects, although they will also kill and eat

the smaller birds.

The eleven representatives of this genus form a group which is to a

considerable extent intermediate between the squirrel-monkeys and the

under-mentioned douroucoulis. From the foi'mer the small

Titis head is distinguished by not being produced backwards, and
{CaUilhrix). the small size of the eyes ; but the nostrils are similar in the

width of the partition by which they are separated, and the

fur has the same close and soft texture. The tail is, however, bushy, and
the canine teeth arc relatively small, while the angle, or hinder extremity,

of the lower jaw is expanded somewhat after the same fashion as in the

howlers, although to a smaller degree. The titis range from Panama to the

southern limits of the great forests ; a well-known species being the white-

collared titi {Callithrix torquata). In habits, they are very similar to the

squirrel-monkeys ; insects, eggs, and small birds constituting their chief

nutriment.
From both the preceding genera the small monkeys commonly known as

douroucoulis are distinguished by their nocturnal habits and the great size of

the eyes, which are only separated from each other by a vei'y

Douroucoulis narrow partition. The head is rounded, and the nostrils

(Xr/cdpithccus). are placed closer together than in either of the allied genera;

the moderately long tail being bushy, and the fur soft and
close. In colour the eyes are yellowish, and they have a peculiar stare, com-
municating, in conjunction with their large size, a somewhat owl-like expres-

sion to the whole face. There are five species of the genus, several of which,

like the three-striped douroucouli (NyctipithecustriiHKjatKs), have three more
or less distinctly defined longitudinal dark stripes running down the forehead.

The range of the douroucoulis extends from Nicaragua to the Amazon and
Eastern Peru. During the daytime, these somewhat lemur-like monkej^s

remain snugly coiled away in the holes or among the branches of trees, and
only issue forth at night in search of prey. When on the prowl, they give

vent to loud howls or cat-like cries ; and their food includes insects, birds, and
fruits. In constitution they are extremely delicate, only surviving cipturc

for a brief period
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Tho last group of the fumily is formed by the luikari and said monkeys,
\vliich constitute a sub-family distinguished from all the foregoing by the

lower iucist)r teeth being inclined obli<|uely forward, some-

\vhat after the manner of those of the lemurs, and separated Uakaris

by an interval from tlic canines. The tail, which may l)e (Uacaria).

either long or short, is never prehensile, and the thumb is well

developed. Usu illy tlie nostrils ai'c widely separated, and the ears arc large.

The uakaris, of which there are three species, each with a very small dis-

tributional area, are readily distinguished from all other American monkeys
by the exiiremc shortness of tlic tail. The bald uakari (Uncdria calva) from
the Rio Negro, and the red uakari (U. ruhioDidti) from the Upper Amazon,
have a brilliant scarlet face, contrasting strongly with the long silky white

hair of the body, whereas tlic black-faced species {U. mdanoceplmhi) lias a

daik countenance. All are timid, gentle creatures, of so delicate a constitu-

tion that it is almost impossible to keep them in confinement.

The sakis, of which there are five species, are readily distinguished from
the last by the long bushy tail and the thick beard adorn-

ing the chin. In the lower jaw the angle is expanded iu a Sakis

manner approaching that of the howlers. A familiar type (Pitlucia).

is tlic black saki (Pithccia sntanns) of the Lower Amazon
;

and while in some species, like the hairy saki (P. moiutclms), long hair clothes

the head, body, and tail, in others this is confined to the region of the head.

In habits these monkeys appear to be very similar to the vakaris. -

The beautiful and delicate little creatures from Tropical America, commoidy
known as marmosets, form a family agreeing in many respects with the last,

but distinguished by having only two j^airs of molar teeth in

each jaw, and also by the fingers and toes, with the excep-

tion of the shortened great-toe, terminating in carved com-
pressed claws, instead of flattened nails. The long thumb
lies parallel to the other digits, to which it is incajiable of

being opposed, so that the fore-limb terminates in a paw rather than a hand.
The skin of the face is naked, tho ears are large

and frequently surmounted liy a fringe of long
hairs, and the long and bushy tail has no prehen-
sile power. The family, which is represented by
a large number of species, mostly inhabitants of

the forests of Equatorial South America, has been
divided into two genera according to the length

of the lower canine teeth. Those forms in which
these teeth are not longer than the incisors are

known as true marmosets {Hapale), whereas those

iu which the former considerably exceed the

latter have been termed tamarins (Midns). Mar-
mosets vary considerably in colour, some having
the fur mottled with grey, brown, and black,

whereas in others it has a more or less uniformly
golden or silveiy tint. Marmosets are essentially

forest animals, feeding chiefly on insects and
fruit, and are so delicate that it is diflicu^t to keep them alive out of the
tropics. They are exceedingly gentle in disposition, and soon become
tame and affectionate. In their organisation they are the lowest of the
monkey tribe.

The Marmosets.
—Family
Hapalidix'.

Fig. 14.—A Marmoset
{Hapale).
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The typical lemurs, which attain their maximum development in the island

of Madagascar, and are now found elsewhere only in Africa and the Oriental

countries, are the first of three existing Old World families,

The Typical collectively forming the second great division of the Prim-
Lemurs.— jites, technically known as the Lemuroidea. From the first

Family subinxliml division, or Anthropoidea, tlie Lemuroids are dis-
LtmxirldiK. tinguished by the following features. In tlie first place,

tlieir faces, instead of being more or less mobile and rounded,
are long, fox-lilcc, and quite devoid of expression ; but in this respect they
are not very different from the marmosets. More imi)ortant are certain

differences in the structure of the skull and the soft internal organs, but as
these require a certain amount of anatomical knowledge on the part of the
reader for their proper comprehension, they may be i)assed Avithout further
notice. A distinctive character of the group is to be found in the circum-
stance that the second toe in the liind-foot always terminates in a long
curved claw. The thumb and great-toe are invariably present, but the
second or index finger of the fore-paw may be wanting. With the exception
of the aberrant aye-aye and tarsiers, which respectively form a family by
themselves, the middle pair of upper front or incisor teeth are sejmrated
from one another by an interval or gap, whereas in all the monkeys they are
in contact.

In appearance the various kinds of lemurs differ remarkably fi-om one
another, some looking not unlike monkeys, while others are characterised by
their very long and slender limbs, enormous eyes, and somewhat ghostly form.
Whereas some are furnished with long tails, others are devoid of tliese aj^pend-

ages ; and the ring- tailed lemur of Madagascar differs from the rest in its tail

being ringed with black and white. This species is, moreover, an excejition

in that it lives among rocks, whereas all the others are arboreal in their Jiabits.

None of the living lemurs are of large size, the length of the head and body in

the largest being only about two feet, and many are not larger than a rat. All
are excellent climbers, and the majority spend the day in sleep, either in the
hole of a tree, in a nest, or rolled up in a ball and hanging to a bough. Their
food comprises leaves, fruits, birds and their eggs, reptiles and insects, and,
in one case, sugar-cane ; and the majority rarely descend to the ground.
Some of the larger Malagasy kinds are, however, an exception in this respect,

as well as in their diurnal habits, and they may at times be seen jumping
across the open spaces separating one wood from another in search of fresh

feeding-places. The structure of their brains shews that lemurs are creatures

of low organisation, and tlie existing forms are probably not very remotely
related to the ancestral stock which gave rise both to monkeys and lemurs.
Geologically the group is an ancient one ; and the living forms attain their

maximum development where they have been free from the competition of the
larger and more highly organised Manunals.

In the typical lemurs constituting tlie family under consideration there are
two pairs of upper incisor teeth sejjarated from one another by a gap in the
middle line ; while there are three pairs of lower incisors inclined almost
horizontally forwards. There are three pairs of molars in each jaw, but the
])remoiars may be either two or three on each side, and in the hjwer jaw the
first of these teeth assumes a tusk-like form, and thus plays the part of a

canine. Tlie family may be sub-divided into four sub-families, most of which
contain a considerable number of genera.

The first and highest sub-family, v.hich is restricted tti Madagascar and
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contains the largest existing representatives of the group, is cliaracterised

by possessing thirty teeth in tlie aduU, by the length of the

hind-limbs, tlie normal structure of the ankle-joint, tlie large Endrina
size of the opposable great-toe, and tlio union of tlie otlier {Indrin).

toes by a web which extends as far as the end of their first

joints. In the female two teats are on tlie breast.

The endrina (Li(/r/« bn'rlrauilala), wliich is the sole representative of its

genus, is the largest of the living lemurs, measuring about two feet in length.

It may be easily recognised by its rudimental tail, large ears, and moderately
elongated muzzle ; its coloration being usually black with whitisli spots and
patches', but in some cases almost or entirely white. Like the sifakas, this

lemur is diurnal in its habits.

Nearly allied to the last are the three species of sifakas, easily recognised
by the long tail, the rather short muzzle, and the partial con-

cealment of the ears by the fur. The species aie extremely Sifakas

variable in coloration, and while some inhabit the dense {Propithenm).

forests on tlie eastern side of Madagascar, others frequent
the sparsely wooded, ai-id tracks on the west. ^Yriting of the habits of the

sifakas, Mr. Foster observes that " they live in companies of six or eight,

and are very gentle and inoffensive animals, wearing always a most melan-
choly expression, and, as a rule, being morose, inactive, and more silent than
otlier lemurs. They rarely live long in captivity. In their native state they
are most alert in the morning and evening, as during the heat of the day
they conceal themselves amid the foliage of the trees. When asleep or in

repose, the head is drop})ed on the cliest and buried beneath the arms, the
tail rolled up on itself and disposed between the hind-legs. The sifakas live

exclusively on vegetable substances—leaves, fruits, and flowers—their diet
not being varied, as in tlie other groups, by small birds, eggs, or insects.

Their life is almost entirely arboreal, for which the muscles of their hands
and feet, as well as the parachute-like fold of skin between their arms and
bodies, and their peculiarly hook-like fingers are most fitted. The younc
one is carried about by its mother on her back, its hands grasping
her arm-pits tightly. 1 he sifakas are held in great veneration or fear
by tlie natives of Madagascar, and are never intentionally killed by
them."
The third and last generic representation of the sub-family is the woolly

avahi (Avahis lanigeia), distinguished from the last by the
greater length of the tail, the short muzzle, and the total AvaM
concealment of the ears by the fur, which is of a soft, (Avahis).

woolly nature.

The second sub-family of the Lemurida', which is likewise confined to

IMadagascar and tlie Comoro Islands, is typically represented by the true
leninrs. It is distinguished from the last by the presence
fif 3G teeth in the adult, tlie shorter relative length of the True Lemurs
hind-limbs, and the free hind-toes ; all the former having long {Lemur).

t;iils. As a genus the true lemurs are characterised by the
elongated muzzle, the conspicuous, tufted ears, and the separation of the
upper incisor teetli both from one another and from the canines ; the
two teats of the female being situated on the breast. The genus
contains eight species, among which the ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta)
is peculiar on account of the character from which it takes its name, and
likewise from its dwelling among rocks instead of in trees. Strictly noc-
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15.—The PiINc-Taileb Lemur
(Lenuw catia.)

turnal in habits, these lemurs feed on a mixed diet; and the females
carry their offspring singly transversely across the lower part of their
bodies.

The two species of gentle lemurs are separated from the last on account of
their short, truncated muzzle, small and hairy ears, the small size of the

upper incisor teeth, which
Gentle Lemur are in contact Avith one
{Ilapalemur). another, and with the can-

ine on each side, and like-

wise by the presence of four teats on the

breast of the female.

A third generic group, with several species,

is separated ou account of the small size or

absence of the upper incisor

Sportive Lemur teeth, the bald ears, and the

{Lepidohmur), more elongated muzzle ; the
females having four teeth.

One sjiecies {Lcpidulcmur cmiiceps) is by
some referred to a genus apart, under the

name of Mixocebns.

The galagos, Avhich are confined to the

forests of the warmer parts of Africa, are

the typical representatives

Galagos of a third sub-family, readily

{(tciIcujo). distinguished from the fore-

going by the great elongation of two of the bones of the

ankle-joint. The galagos themselves are characterised by the large naked
ears being capable of folding at the will of their owner ; the long tail being

generally bushy, and the females having two teats on the breast and two on

the abdomen.
Galagos vary in size from that of a rat to that of a small cat. In habits

they are nocturnal and omnivorous ; and Avhen they descend to the ground,

their progression is by hops, for which the structure of their hind-limbs is

specially adapted. The Senegal galago (Gcdago sene(i(densis), which goes

about the forest either singly or in pairs, makes a nest in the fork of a tree,

and in the daytime either retires to that resort, or reposes on a branch, with

its tail folded across its body and round its neck ; always being unwilling to

move, and staring with its great eyes at passing travellers.

The mouse-lemurs, which by many writers arc divided into the genera

Chirogalc, Microcchus, and Opokinur, although here all included under the

former name, are the ]\Ialugasy representatives of the

Mouse-Lemurs galagos, and include a large number of small-sized species.

{Chirogak). From the galagos they may be distinguished by the largo

ears being hairy at the base, and incapable of folding. None
of these lemurs exceed a rat in size, and several of the species pass the dry

season in a state of torpor, which they are enabled to endure by previously

accumulating a large store of fat at the root of the tail. Such sleeps usually

take place in hollow trees, where the little animals carefully build a comfort-

able nest of grass and fallen leaves.

The remaining members of the Lemuridce form a fourth sub-family, agree-

ing with the typical one in the number of the teeth, but distinguished by

the second or index finger of the fore-paws being either very short or rudi-
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mental. While the fore .and hind-limbs are of nearly equal length, the ankle-

inint is not specially elongated, the thumb and great-toe . r.^!.^^„

diverge Avidely from the other digits, and the tail is short iir
i]<;i,ci'H-(-\nvs

rudiinental. In the female there are only two teats, which
^^^-^^ Loris).

are situated on the breast. So great is the divergence of the

great-toe that it is commonly directed backwards. None of these lemurs are

found in INIadagascar.

The lorisis, or shnv lemurs, which are confined to the Oriental countries,

and have no external tail, but a perfect, although small, index finger, are

divided into the two genera J\^!/c^/c£,'6hs and Luris ; the former being char-

acterised by the inner pair of upper incisor teeth being considerably larger

than the outer, and the comparative stoutness of the limbs ; whereas in the

latter both pairs of incisors are very small and of equal length, and the

limbs are very long and slender. The slow lorises, as the members of the

first genus are called, range over the Malaj'an countries to Cochin-China,

while the slender loris is confined to Southern India and Ceykm. Both types

are small creatures, with very large eyes, slow in their movements, omnivor-

ous in their diet, and purely nocturnal.

In ^\'est Africa the hnisis are represented by two nearly allied animals

known as i:)ottos, in which the index finger is reduced' to a mere tubercle

without a nail ; the tail being sharp or rudimental. The
larger of these is the true potto (Fcrodiciicvs putto), the

ipfi^.Q^icticii'i)
awantibo {F. cahtharcnsiii) of Old Calabar being a rather ^ '^''

smaller and more delicately made animal, with the index finger and tail more
rudimental tlian in the former. In their movements the pottos are even

slower than the lorises.

The second family of the Lemuroids is constituted by the two or three

species of tarsier, all of which are included in the single
^arsiers —

genus Tarsi us, and range from the Malayan countries to Family
Celebes and the Philippines. Rather smaller than an

j'arsiidce.
ordinary squirrel, the tarsiers may be recognised by their

enormous eyes and ears, long, thin, and
tufted tail, and long, slender limbs, in Avhich

the ankle-joint is greatly lengthened. Tliey

have 34 teeth ; and their dentition diflers

from that of the typical lemurs in that the

first i^air of upper incisor teeth are in con-

trast with one another in the middle line,

and that the anterior lower premolar is not

tusk-like. Tarsiers live on insects and
lizards, in search of Avhich they may be
seen on moonlight nights hopping on the

boughs of trees in a curiously frog-like

manner Fig.\Q,.-T\&&iER{'Iarsius spectrum)

The last of the existing lemurs is the remarkable aye-aye (Chiromys

madmidscnrioisis) of Madagascar, which likewise constitutes

a family by itself. It is about the size of a cat, and is dis- Aye-Aye.—Family

tinguished from all the rest of its tribe by the structure of its Chiromyidce.

teeth, which are singularly like those of the Rodents ; each

jaw having a single pair of chisel-like incisors in front, followed after an

interval by the blunt cheek-teeth. The fore-paws are very large, with all the

fingers long and slender, but the middle, or third one, much more attenuated
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than the rest ; and in the hind-foot all the digits except the great-too have
curved claAvs. The ears and eyes are large, the tail is bushy, and the two
teats of the female are abdominal. The aye-aye feeds both upon sugar-cano

and lai'ge wood-boring caterpillars ; both its

teeth and the slender third finger being em-
ployed to extract tlie latter.

At the present day, the lemurs of Madagascar
may be compared in point of size to small or
medium-sized monkeys, the largest of them—the
short-tailed endrina—not measuring much more
tlian two feet in length. The investigation re-

cently carried on by various explorers in the
island have, howevei*, revealed tlie fact that up to

a very late period Madagascar was the home of a
lemur vastly exceeding in size any of tlie exist-

ing representatives of the grouj?, and which in

this respect may be compared to tlie great West
African baboon known as the mandril. This
giant \Q\\\wv{Mecialadapis, as it is called) is knoAvn
by the somewhat imperfect skull and lower
jaw, which are about three times the dimensions
of those of the endrina. The interest of this

animal is, however, by no means confined to its comparatively gigantic pro-

portions, since while its skull and teeth conform in their general structural

features to those of the existing members of the group, they are specially

modified in a manner altogether peculiar. The most strik-

ing peculiarity connected with the skull is the extreme
slenderness of the hinder portion containing the brain in

comparison with the great elongation of the face ; the latter

seeming out of all proportion to the former. In this respect,

indeed, the skull presents a curious resemblance to the dog-faced baboons of

Africa ; as it also does in the strongly-marked ridges it bears for the attachment
of powerful muscles. Such resemblances, however, it is almost needless to

observe, are merely superficial, and must by no means be taken as indicative

of any genetic relationship between the two groups ; and if a young skull

were forthcoming, it is probable that we should find this much less unlike
ordinary lemurs. Another peculiarity of the giant lemur is to be found in

the more lateral position and wider separation of the sockets of the eyes,

which are also relatively smaller than in existing forms, thus indicating that
the habits of the animal Avere less completely nocturnal than those of the
latter. The mt)lar teeth of the upper jaw are characterised by the presence
of only three tubercles on the crown, owing to the fusion of the two inner
ones of the four-columned molars of ordinary lemurs ; a few of the smaller
existing species having, however, teeth of a nearly similar type. Although
in the tyije skull the front teeth are wantirg, the form of their sockets shoM's

that they must have been very similar in general form to those of living

lemurs. In many respects the skull shows a marked resemblance to that of

the European Tertiary lemur known as Adapis, a feature of especial interest

in regard to the origin of the Malagasy fauna from that of the Eocene Period
in Euroj^e.

The remains of the giant lemur were discovered in the great marsh of

Ambolisatra, and their slightly mineralised condition indicates their com^

F!(!. 17.—Thf. Aye-Aye
(Chiromys madagascariensis).

Giant Extinct

Lemur
{Mejjaladapis).
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paratively recent age. Indeed, there is but little doubt that the creature
has been killed off within the human period, and in his history of Madagascar,
publislied in 1658, De Flacourt writes in the following terms of an animal
then inhabiting the island, which, if not actually the giant lemur, would
appear to have been a closely allied form. He writes that "the TrctrctrLire

or Tratrntnitnt, is an animal of the size of a two-year-old calf, with a rounded
head and human-like face ; both fore and iiind feet being like those of a
monkey. It has the hair wavy, the tail short, and ears like those of a
man. It resembled the T(i)t((chc described by Ambroise Pare. It was seen
by the tank of Lipomani, in the neighbourhood of which was its abode. It

is a solitary creature, held in great terror by the natives, who flee -when-
ever it C(jmes in sight." With the exception of the rounded head and the size

(which is doubtless exaggerated), tliis description accords remarkably with
the giant lemur, and when tlie head was covered with fur, it is probable that
it would appear much less elongated than does the bare skull.

ORDER II.—CHIROPTERA.

The Bats.

The second ordinal division of the Mammalia is that of the bats, or Chiroptera,
which is the one most easily defined of all, seeing that in no other members
of the class are the limbs similarly modilied for the purposes of flight, while
it is in these animals alone among the class that the power of true flight is

found. By true flight is meant the capacity of sustaining the body in the
air for an indefinite period by the shortness of the wings ; this being markedly
dift'erent from the spurious flight of such creatures as flying-foxes, whose pro-

gress through the air is due merely to a leap from a height aided by para-
chute-like expansions of the skin of the limbs and the sides of the body.

In the fore-limb or wing of a bat, the humerus or upper-arm bone is only
moderately elongated, but in the fore-arm the single bone corresponding to

the human radius has become greatly lengthened ; and this lengthening is

much more strongly marked in the case of the bones of the fingers, exclusive

of the tliumb, all of which assume the form of very long and slender rods.

The thumb, which terminates in a hooked claw used for climbing and sus-

pension, remains free ; but the other four fingers are connected together by
the delicate, naked, leathery membrane of the wing, and mostly have neither
claws nor nails at the tip ; the kmgest of the wlu)le five digits being the third

or middle finger. The membrane of the wing, or, as it is often called, pata-

gium, is continued up the arm and along the sides of the body to the hind-
legs, down which it extends ; while the two hind-legs are also connected by
another extension, which may embrace a considerable portion of the tail.

The membrane of the hind-legs is usually sujiported by a peculiar spur pro-

jecting from the foot ; but the toes, Avhich are of normal proportions, remain
perfectly free from one another. Owing to the connection of the hind-limbs
with the membrane of the wings, the knee-joint is directed backwards instead

of forwards in the manner characteristic of all other terrestrial Mammals, and
this structure renders the movements of these animals on the ground so awk-
ward and ahufiiing. Bats always have very large and roomy chests, with

c
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well-developed collar-bones ; but the hind-quarters are feeble and weak. In

many bats the delicate sense of touch, by which they are enabled to avoid

coming into collision with objects when flying in the dark, appears to be

mainly situated in the wing-membranes and in the delicate skin of the fre-

quently large ears, the latter often having an inner earlet, or tragus.

In a largo number of species there are, however, expansions of the skin in

the region of the nose ; these nose-leaves sometimes merely taking the form

of a triangular single or double plate standing up above the muzzle, whereas

in other cases they assume a marked appearance, covering a greater portion

of the face. These organs appear to be entirely sensory in function ; and it

is quite possible that bats may possess some special sense of which we have

no cognizance.

Ordinary bats have teeth very similar to those of the order Insectivora (the

next in the series), and there is no doubt that these animals are derived

from some early members of the latter group which have gradually become
adapted for true flight ; the transition having probably been effected by the

development of a parachute-like exj^ansion of the skin of the sides of the

body and limbs. In habits all bats are nocturnal, and the majority are

insectivorous, although a few have taken to blood-sucking. There is, how-

over, one important group—the fruit-bats—which are entirely frugivorous, and
in these the teeth have quite lost the cusped structure distinctive of ordinary

bats, and have assumed an altogether peculiar conformation. All the fruit-

bats are of comparatively large dimensions ; and in this gi'oup are included

the largest representatives of the entire order. A certain number of b.'cts

have acquired the habit of licking out the honey from the corolla? of flowens,

and for this purpose their tongues have become modified into elongated

protrusile organs, frequently terminating in a bush-like expansion of delicate

filaments.

Although one bat, at least, extends as far north as the Arctic circle, the

members of the order obtain their maximum development in tropical and
subtropical countries ; and it is to such regions of the Old "World that the

fruit-bats are confined, that group being entirely unknown in America.

The number of bats known to science is between four and five hundred,

which are ai-ranged in rather more than eighty genera, distributed under six

family-groups. As bats are Mammals with which the ordinary student has

but little to do, this lai'ge assemblage will be treated much more briefly than

most of the other orders ; such genei'a as are mentioned not having separate

paragraphs to themselves.

Popularly known liy the highly inappropriate title of flying-foxes, the

fruit-bats form not only a family by themselves, but likewise a subordinal

group differing from a second one, in which are contained all

Fruit-Bats.— the members of the order. From other bats this group of

Family /"^ej-o- Megachiroptera, as it is called, is chiefly distinguished \>y the
]ioih(l<r. characters of the molar teeth, which have low, rounded

crowns, elongated in the antero-posterior direction, and
divided by a distinct longitudinal ridge ; such teeth being far l^etter adapted

for fruit-eating than are the cusped molars of ordinary bats. From other

bats, fruit-bats are also distinguished by the structure of the wing, in which

there are three joints in the second or index finger, whereas in the othei

members of the order the number of such joints is reduced to two, or even
one. Another peculiarity of the group is to be found in the complete circle

formed by the base of the conch of the ear ; while the tail, if present, is
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short, and situated below the membrane between tlie liind-legs, with wliich it

may liave no connection. In all cases the ears are small, and unprovided
with an inner tracnis. Fruit-bats are confined to the warmer parts of the
Old World.
The common fruit-bats, or fox-bats (Fteropns), forming the typical re-

presentatives of the family, are characterised by their

long and fox-like faces, the presence of 34 teeth,

the absence of a tail, and the thick coat of woolly
fur on the neck ; all beir.g of large size. These bats

inhabit the Oriental countries, Madagascar, New
Guinea, and Australia, but are unknown in Africa.

The long lines in which they wend their way to

their feeding-grounds at evening are well known to

all residenters in tropical countries. From this genus
the tailed fruit-bats {XKiifharpyUi) may be distinguished

by the presence of a short tail, Avhich is connected with
the membrane between the legs, as well as by their

smaller size, duller colours, and the absence of any
difference between the fur of the neck and that of the

body. These bats are common to the Oriental countries,

Syria, Africa, and Madagascar. In Africa south of the

Sahara the i:)lace of the common fruit-bats is taken by ^"•'-

''^pYero^Zl^^^^
the epauletted fruit-bats (EpomojyJioriis), so called from
the tufts of long hair on the shoulders of the males. Their large and elon-

gated heads have a bluntly conical or truncated muzzle, large, flabb}^ and
extensive lips, and a tuft of white hair on the margin of eacli eai". While
some are tailless, others have a shorttail, unconnected with the leg-membrane.
The tufts of hair on the shoulders of the males arise from long pouches on the

sides of the neck. These bats are most abundant on the West Coast, where the
single species of the allied genus Scutu)iiicteris is also found.

Another genus is formed by the short-nosed fruit-bats (Cjinopterns),

I'anging from India to the Philii^pine Islands, and distinguished by the short

and rounded muzzle, marked by a vertical gi'oove, the reduction of the
teeth to 32 or 30, and their small size. Most of them have a short tail

connected with the membrane between the legs. Yery curious are the two
species of tube-nosed fruit-bats {Harpiila), inhabiting the islands of

Celebes, New Guinea, North Australia, and New Ireland, and taking their

name from the production of the nostrils into a pair of tubes reaching a short
distance in advance of the blunt muzzle. Even more interesting is the cusp-

toothed fruit-bat (Ptemlopcj) of the Solomon Islands, since the cusps in its

molar teeth serve to indicate that all the fruit-bats have been derived from
insectivorous members of the order. Another group of the family, compris-
ing seven genera, among which Carpojiyderis may be selected as an example,
is distinguished by the great length of the extensile tongue, which terminates in

a number of papilla;, and is probably employed for licking out the soft contents
of tropical fruits. Save that one species is found in West Africa, these bats
are confined to the Oriental and Australasian countries. They are all of com-
paratively small size, and have long and pointed faces, and the narrow molar
teeth scarcely projecting above the surface of the gums.

This exclusively Old World family is the first group of the ordinary bats, or
Microcliiroptera, in which the molar teeth are usually surmounted by a number
of sharp cusps, and the food generally consists of insects. The other leading
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characteristics by which the sub-order is distinguished from the fruit-bats

have been already noticed under tlie lieading of tlie latter. As a family, the

Bhinolopliida; are characterised by the presence of a well-

Horse-shoe and developed nose-leaf surrounding tlic nostrils, which are

Leaf-nosed Bats, placed in a hollow on tlie muzzle, as well as by the large size

—Family of the ears, in which an inner tragus is wanting, and which
lihinolophidoi, are generally quite separate fi'om one another at the base.

The greater horse-shoe bat {Ilhiiiolophns ferrum-eqninu.m) is

a familiar British representative of a very widely-spread genus, in which
there are 32 teeth, and the nose-leaf consists of two portions, namely a

horse-shoe-like moiety immediately over the nose, and a pointed one behind.

In the leaf-nosed bats (H ipponidrrvs), which
have, likewise, a wide range, and are repre-

sented by a large number of species, the

hinder portion of the nose-leaf is not

pointed, and there is no median pfirtion

concealing the nostrils ; while the teeth

are reduced to 30 or 28 in number.
There are no European representatives of

j-i;,. 19.--HORSE-SHOE BAT
^j ^^ j , Afrlca, Asia,

and Australia, ihe most curious member
of the whole family is the flower-nosed bat [AntJiops vntatus) of the Solomon

Islands, in which the whole front of the face, save the eyes and lips, is

covered with a complex and ornate membrane, forming a complete mask to

the countenance.

The so-called false vampire bats {Megadenna) form one of two genera con-

stituting' a family distinguished from the last by the presence of a large inner

tragus in the very long ears. In this genus, which is

False Vampire common to the Oriental countries and Africa, the muzzle is

Bats. Family surmounted by a rather tall nose-leaf ; whereas in the allied

Xyrterido;. genus Nyekris this appendage is almost Avanting, and the

ears are not joined together to nearly such an extent as is

the case in the former, where their union extends nearly half their height.

With the exception of one Javan and Malsfj^an species, and a second from
Egypt, all the members of the second genus are confined to Africa south of

the Sahara.

The typical bats form an extensive family, with a large number of genera

and species, ranging over both the Eastern and Western Hemispheres; and it

is to this family that all the British bats, with the exception

Typical Bats.— of the two species of the genus Bhinulupluis, and likewise

Family Vesjie^-- the majoritj' of those inhabiting Europe generally, belong.

tUionidcp. In this family the nose-leaf is wanting, so that the nostrils

form simple crescentic or circular apertures at the end of

the muzzle ; the comparatively long tail is included in the membrane join-

ing the hind-legs, and extends to its free edge, and the ear has a distinct

inner tragus. Ju the upper jaw the incisor teeth, of which there may be

either one or two pairs, are of small size, and separated by a gap in the

middle line ; but, witli one exception, there are three pairs of the corre-

sponding lower teeth. Over one hundred and fifty species are known. The
long-eared bats (Plecotns), of which there is one species from the northern

portion of the Old World, and a second from North America, constitute a

genus characterised by the great length of the delicate ears, Avliich are united
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for a short distance above the forehead, and the pi'osence of grooves, re-

presenthig an incipient nose-leaf on the muzzle just behind tiie nostrils.

When at rest, the long ears are folded

back, leaving the tragus alone standing

upright. In the allied genus (Sijnotits), of

which the barbastelle is the British repre-

sentative, there are also only two species,

one of which is European and the other

Asiatic. They may be easily distinguished

from the long-eared bats by the shortness of

the ears, which are united for some distance
u 11 1 VI • 1 4-1 It-,, ,•. l-^ fiO- 20.—Lono-Earei: Bat
basally, and likewise by the reduction ni the {PUcoius auritus).

number of the teeth from 3G to 34.

The pipistrelle, or common hut (VcspcriKjo j)ipidrelhis), together with the

much larger uoctule (V. noctida) and serotine (K. tn'rotiinis), are British repre-

sentatives of a third genus, differing in several particulars from the two pre-

ceding. There are, for instance, no traces of grooves or foldings in the skin of

the nose, and the small ears are completely separate from each f)tlier. The
genus, which apparently contains a greater number of species than any other

in the order, has an almost cosmopolitan distribution, but is one somewhat
difficult to define, as some of its representatives approximate more or less to

other genera ; the number of teeth being either 30, 34, or 30. The more
typical kinds may be recognised by the relatively stout body, the broad, flat-

tened head and blunt muzzle, and the broad, short, and triangular ears, in

which the tragus is generally thickened and somewhat inclined outwards.

As a rule, the hind -legs are short, and the membrane connecting them with

the tail nearly always has an additional portion on the outer side of the spur on
the heel. Omitting notice of the genera Njidlcejns and ClKdiiiolohus, mention
must be made of the American genus Atalapha, of which the hoary bat (^-1.

rinerca) of the United States is a familiar representative. All members of

this genus have but a single pair of upper incisor teeth, and are further char-

acterised by the membrane between the hind-legs being more or less hairy.

Like other bats living in cold climates, the hoary bat hibernates during winter
;

this species selecting caves, to which it resorts in large numbers for the period

of torpor. Many European bats prefer, however, church-towers and roofs, or

outbuildings, while some select hollow trees, and it is a curious fact that in

the case of certain species the males and females associate in separate colonies.

An unusually warm day, even in mid-winter, will generally cause a certain

number of bats to awake from slumber and issue forth, after which they again

fall into the same torpor as before.

Among the numerous genera of this familj', the tube-nosed bats (Harpyio-
cepludiis), from hilly districts in the Oriental countries, Tibet and Japan,
deserve special mention, on account of the remarkable similarity be-

tween the structure of their nostrils and those of the tube-nosed fruit-

bats. In the present genus the tul)es into which the nostrils are pro-

longed are, however, shorter and much more divergent than in the last-

named group.

Of the typical genus (VcsperUlio), which is only second in point of numbers,
there are four British representatives, among which Daubenton's bat {V. dav-
hcntoni) is one of the best kncjwn. Those bats differ from the members of the

family already noticed in having upwards of 38 teeth, there being two pairs

of incisors in the upper jaw ; and they are specially distinguished by the circum-
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stance that these latter are so fixed in the jaw as to diverge from one another,

as well as by the cheek-teeth (that is to say premolars, and molars together)

forming three pairs in each jaw. A further distinctive feature is to be found
in the minute size of the second upper premolar tooth, while the ear has a
characteristic elongated oval form, and its inner tragus is remarkably narrow.
The genus has a wide geographical distribution, being spread over the tem-
perate and tropical regions of both hemispheres. A bat belonging to this

genus {V. ivelwitschi) from West Africa, closely allied to the British Bechstein's

bat (
V. bechsteini), is remai-kable for the circumstance that the wing-mend)ranes

are coloured orange and black; the Indian V. lK>J<jso)d a,lso having a very
similar type of coloration. Another Indian bat with black and orange wings
belongs to the genus Cericoula, distinguislied from Vispevt'dlo by the upper
incisor teeth being vertical instead of divergent. A fourth ])eculiarly coloured
species is the West African Nycticejus nlhofnscus, belonging to a genus ch)sely

allied to Vespcnufo, and having the outer portions of the wing-membranes
dazzling white. In these abnormally coloured bats it appears that those in

which black and orange obtain are in the habit of reposing among the fruit

and leaves of various tropical trees, in which an orange ground is frequently

relieved by black spots.

Sclireibars' bat (Mhtwpterus schreihersl), ranging from Germany to Jajian

and Australia, is the only member of a genus differing from all those hithertt>

noticed by the great elevation of the crown of the head above the face ; the

same feature also characterises the South American and West Indian
bats forming the genus Natalus. Two very curious bats belonging to this

family, and each forming a genus by itself, are remarkable for having
the feet furnished with adhesive discs, by which they are enabled to climb

smooth, polished surfaces. One of these is the tricolor bat (Tlniroptera

tricolor) of Brazil, in which the suckers form circular discs on tlie lower
surface of the thumb and the sole of the hind-fo(jt ; the second Ijeing the

golden bat (Mifxapoda aurita) of Madagascar, in which the sucker on the

thumb is in the form of a horse-shoe, while those (n\ the feet are of smaller

size. Both these bats are distinguished from all the other members of the

family by having three joints to the '^.liird or middle finger of the wing,

thereby resembling the undermentioned family Ph>iHosto)natida\

In the preceding families of the Microchiroptera tlie tail is enclosed in the

membrane connecting the two hind-legs, but in the two families of tliis group
still remaining for consideration, this appendage, Avlien pre-

Free-tailed Bats, sent, generally either perforates the membrane in such a

—Family manner that its free extremity api)ears on the upper extrem-
Emhallonuridii'. ity of the latter, or is produced considerably beyond the free

hinder margin of the same. Another fe;iture is that the
inner, and frequently the only, pair of upper incisor teeth, are of large size

and placed close together in the middle line ; and a third characteristic is to

be found in the circumstance that when the wing is at rest, the first joint of

the third finger is folded back upon the supporting metacarpal bone instead

of being extended forwards in the same line. In two species, each repre-

senting a genus by itself, the last-named characteristic is, however, wanting.
Only a single species of these two families is met with in Europe, the second
family being exclusively American. In the members of tlie family Em-
hallonnriild' there are but two joints in the tliird finger of the wing, and
there is no distinct nose-leaf ; but, as a rule, the ear is furnished with a

small inner tragus, and there is but a single pair of upper incisor teeth.
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which are inclined towards one another. An obli([ue truncation of the
extremity of the snout causes the nostrils to project more or less in advance
of the extremity of the lower jaw. These b:its are most abundant in the
zone lying thirty degrees on each side of the E(|uator ; and among them are
the only two indigenous Mammals found in New Zealand. Both in this

and the next family oidy a small proportion of the more interesting types
out of a very large number of genera will be noticed in this place.

The typical representatives of the family are the sheath-tailed bats
(Emhxllonnyd), ranging from the Malayan countries to the Philippine Islands,

and also found from Madagascar to the Navigator grouiJ. They belong to a
group of several genera in which the free extremity of the slender tail

perforates the membrane between the legs, while the legs are relatively long,

and the upper incisor teeth are weak ; twt) pairs of these teeth being present
in tliis particular genus. Further distinctive characteristics of EmbnUonura
are that there are 34 teeth, that the muzzle is more or less distinctly pro-

duced, the top of the head Hat, the ears completely separate from each other,

and their tragus somewhat oblong and expanded above. Tropical America
is the home of the allied pouch-winged bats {Saccuptcryx), all of which are
small-sized creatures, with only a single pair of upper incisor teeth, and a
peculiar glandular pouch on the under side of the wing in the neighbourhood
of the elbow-joint. These pouches, which are rudimental in the females,

appear to have a sexual function, and in one species a white frill of skin

protrudes from the aperture of each.

The tomb-bats {Taphozous) form another large genus, with representatives

in Africa, the Oriental countries, and Australia, and diflfer from other
members of the group in having only two pairs of lower incisor teeth, and
also in the shedding of the single upper pair in the adult condition. The
males, and in some cases also the females, of many species have glandular
pouches beneath tlie chin ; and some forms which hibernate for a long period
accumulate large deposits of fat about the root of the tail before retiring for

their torpor. The typical representative of the genus is found in large

numbers in the ancient tombs t)f Egypt.
The two species of white bats {Dididnrus) from Tropical America are worthy

of notice, on account of the yellowish or creamy-white colour of the tips of the
fur. Closely allied to the tomb-bats, they difter in having three pairs of lower
incisor teeth, while they are distinguished from all other bats by the presence
of a pouch on the under surface of the membrane between the hind-legs.

Two other bats from the same region, known as the hare-lipped bats (Noctilio),

take their name from the curious resemblance of their folded upper lips to

those of the Rodents, while one species is remarkable on account of its diet,

which consists mainly, if not exclusively, of small fish. Another peculiar

member of the same sub-family is the long-tailed bat {lihinopoma micropliyl-

htm), ranging from North-Eastern Africa through India to Burma, and is

easily recognised by the very long, whip-like tail, which projects far beyond
the hinder margin of the extremely short membrane joining the hind-legs.

The mastiff-bats (AIulossus), so named on account of their very broad and
wide-mt)uthed muzzles, are the first representatives of a second sub-family of

the Emhallonurkhii characterised by the thickness of the tail, which, save iri

one species, is produced a considerable distance beyond the free margin of the

membrane joining the legs. All have short, strong legs, very broad feet, and
callosities at the base of the thumbs, while there is only a single jiair of incisor

teeth in the upper jaw. The hind-feet have no attachment to the wings, the
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membranes of which can be folded away between the arms and legs, while the
membrane joining the hind-legs can be drawn upwards along the tail ; and it

apj^ears that all the members of the sub-family are better adapted for crawling
than are any otlier bats. The mastiff-bats are confined to Trojiical and Sub-
Tropical America, and generally have 26 or 28 teeth, with two pairs of lower
incisors. The large ears, in which there is generally a small tragus, are
united at their bases ; the lips, in common with those of two allied genera,
are very large, and often thrown into pouches ; while the wings are remark-
ably long and narrow.
The large Malayan naked bat (Chiromeles torquatd) takes its name from the

thick and puckered skin being almost entirely naked ; and is further peculiar
in that the large first hind-toe can be opposed to the other digits. But the most
curious feature about the animal is the presence of a large pouch on the under
surface of the body below the armpits, in which the young are carried during
the period of suckling. The object of this special development is sufficiently

apparent, since, owing to the absence of fax-, tlie young would be quite unable
to cling to the body of the parent in the usual bat fashion. The muzzle of

this curious bat is remarkably long and pig-like ; and the rather large ears

are widely separated from one another. Although most abundant in Africa
south of the Sahara, the wrinkled - lipped bats, constituting the genus
Nyctinomvs, are the most widely spread, and, at the same time, the most
numerously rej^resented group of the present sub-family, being found in

India and Burma, China, Australia, New Guinea, Troi:)ical America, and
Madagascar ; while a single species {N, cestoni) is found in Southern and
Central Europe, where it is the sole representative of the entire family.
Closely allied to the mastiff-bats, the members of the present genus may be dis-

tinguished by the gap dividing the upper incisor teeth in the middle line, and
likewise by the greater development of the wrinkles on the full, fleshy lips.

The last member of the family that will be mentioned is the New Zealand
bat {Miistacops tubercitlatas), distinguished by liaving three joints to the
third finger of the wing, the first of which, when at rest, is folded back
beneath the metacarpal bone, instead of above it, as in the other members of

the family. Owing to a peculiarity in the structure of the wings, this species
is better suited for crawling than any other bat. The other species of bat
inhabiting New Zealand (ChaUnoJvbvs tnherculahis) belongs to a genus nearly
allied to Vcspernrjo, and is also found in Australia.

The great family of vampire-bats is exclusively confined to Tropical
America and the West Indies, and bears nearly the same relation to

tlie preceding family as is presented by the horse-shoe bats

Vampire-Bats.— to the typical bats. In addition to the features common to

Family Phyllo- the Emballonuridce, all have three joints to the middle
titomaticke. or third finger of the wing, while there is either a well-

developed jiose-leaf, or folds and warts are i^resent on the
chin. A distinct tragus in the moderately-sized ears will always serve to
distinguish the numerous representatives of this family which have a nose-
leaf from the horse-shoe bats, without the necessity of counting the number
of joints in the middle finger of the wing. Vampire-bats are exceedingly
numerous, both as regards genera and species, so that only a few of the
former can be referred to here. All are strong flyers; but the various groups
pi-esent great differences in the nature of their food, some devouring insects
and fruits alike, while others are wholly frugivorous, and others again have
taken to a blood sucking habit.
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Fig. 21.—Vajh'iue-Bat (Desniodiis rufus).

In two small genera of the family (Chilonyctcris and Munuopti) the nose-

leaf is wanting, and its place supplied by two or moi'e lappets of skin hanging
from beneath the skin. One of these

chin-leafed bats {M. hJidiiviJIci) is remark-
able for its bright orange fur, and like-

wise for tlie extremely fragile structure

ui Iho ^vhole head and body. The harm-
less vampires {Va))ij)ir>is) belong to a
group oi genera in Avliich the tail, when
present, jierforates the membrane between
the legs, Avhile tlie nose-leaf is spear-

shaped. The largest is the great vampire
(V. spcdnnn), from Brazil, in wliich the

exjianse of wing is upwards vi 28 inches
;

the tail iDeing wanting. Apparently these

bats feed exclusively on fruits. Nearly
allied ai-e the three species of javelin-Vtats

[PlillUo^tonia), Avhich may be distinguished fi"om the harmless vampires by the
shorter and broader form of the muzzle, as well as by the i-eduction in the
number of the lower premolar teeth from tliree to two jjairs. There is some
degree of doubt whether any of the javelin-bats are addicted to blood-sucking
propensities.

More remarkable than any of tlie family are the long-tongued vampires,
which are referred to several genera, such as GIossopIia(in, (liarintyderh,

Phyllonycteris, etc., easily recognised by the narrow muzzle and the long,

slender, extensile tongue, tipj^ed at the extremity with sensile papilhij, and
capable of being protruded a long distance in advance of the tongue. Like
the javelin-bats, these vampires liave a small spear-shaj)ed nose-leaf rising

vertically from the muzzle immediately between the nostrils. The tongue
appears to be used both to scoop out the soft interior of fruits, and likewise

to extract small insects from tubular flowers.

Another Avell-marked assemblage is formed by the short-nosed A'ampires,

of which there are no less than nine genera, and among which Artibciis and
Stenodeiina may be mentioned by name. All these bat.s, which are for the
most part frugivorous in their diet, are distinguished by the extreme short-

ness of their muzzles, which are generally very wide, and are i)rovided with a

short nose-leaf ; the fore-part of the latter being in the form of a horse-shoe,

and the hinder moiety sj^ear-shaped. One of these species (Aiiibevs pcr-

spkillatns) is veiy connnon in the plantations of Jamaica, where it feeds on
mangoes, bread-fruit, etc.

The last representatives of this extensive family are the blood-sucking
vampires, of which one species alone constitutes the genus Ihsmodus,
while the latter represents another genus named DipJiylla. Both these
bats are characterised by the short and conical form of the muzzle,
which carries a small nose-leaf, the shortness of the membrane be-

tween the hind-legs, the absence of a tail, and the small number and
peculiar structure of the teeth. In the first-named genus tlie total number
f»f teeth is 20, molars being wanting ; but in the second it is 22, owing
to the presence of a pair of rudimentary molars in the upper jaw. Both
hiive a single pair of broad chisel-like incisor teeth in the uj)per jaw,
which fill up the whole space between the tusks ; and the two pairs of

ujiper, and three pairs (if lower premolars have sliarp cutting edges. In
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correlation with the nature of their diet, tlie stomach of these bats
is narrowed and elongated into a tube-like organ. The common vampire
(Desmudus rufx.s), ranging from Central America to the south of Brazil,

measures about three inches in length, and has reddisli-brown fur on the
upper parts. Tlic second species {DipliijUa eaimlata) is rather smaller, and
contined to Brazil. These bats attack animals by shaving away the upper
layer of the skin from some bare part with their incisor teeth, and then suck
up the blood as it oozes from the capillary vessels.

ORDER III. -TNSECTIVORA.

Insect- Eatixc; Mammals.

The third order of Mammals comj)rises a large number of mostly small-sized

insectivorous species, structurally nearly allied to the bats, but with tlie f(n-e-

limbs of normal structure. With the exception of the tree-shrews and a few
aquatic species, they are all more or less comi)letely nocturnal in their habits

;

but tlie group as a whole is one by no means easy of detinition. As a rule,

tliey have live toes to each fo(jt, all of which are furnislied with claws, and
neitlier the thumb nor the g.eat toe is capable of being opposed to the other
digits. In walking the whole sole of the foot is applied to tlie ground, in

what is termed the plantigrade manner. The crowns of their short upper
molar teeth are surmounted by a number of minute, sharp cusps, Avliich may
be arranged either in the form of a W or a V ; and the incisor teeth, of which
there are not less than two jiairs in the lower jaw, are never chisel-like, but
the tirst pair is often larger than the others. The canines, or tusks, are very
generally not distinctly larger than the other teeth ; and there is never a
pair of scissor-like cheek-teeth like those charactei'ising the terrestrial

Carnivora. Except in one or two species, perfect collar-bones are developed
;

and the lobes of the brain are nearly smooth, thus indicating very low
mental powers. Externally, Insectivores very generally have long slender
and narrow snouts, with the muzzle projecting considerably beyond the ex-
tremity of the lower jaw ; and while many of them are coated with fur,

which may be harsh and rough, others have a covering of spines, or spines
mingled with fur.

As regards their geographical distribution, these Mammals present some
very curious features. In the tirst place, they are totally wanting in South
America, where their place is taken by the Marsujjial opossums ; but they
are represented by a peculiar family, with one genus, in the West Indian
Islands. A more or less closely allied family occurs in Madagascar, where
there are also other peculiar types ; and the order is distributed over North
America and all the great continents of the Old World, although absent from
Australia and Papua. From geological evidence, coupled with its abundance
in Madagascar, tlie order is evidently an ancient one ; and its existing members
have probably been enabled to survive either by their small size and nocturna]
habits, their protective armour of spines, or from dwelling in countries
where the larger Carnivora are either absent or but few in number, or by having
taken to a subterranean mode of life. Whereas the majority of the Insectivora

are terrestrial, the flying-lemurs are arboreal, and able to take flying leaps
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The
Flying-Lemurs.
—Family

italtvpilhtciditi

.

from tree tu tree ; the tree-shrews are also arboreal ; the moles and some of

the shrews, on the other liand, are burrowers ; and the desmans, certain
shrews, and the African I otaniogale are a(]uatic in tlieir lial)its.

From all other members of the order the so-called tlying-lemius, or cobegos,
are at once distinguished l)y the presence of an expansion of the skin of the
sides of the body connectinL; the fore and hind-limbs, and
also by the t(jes of bt)th feet being webbed right up to the
sharp and curved claws. The hind-legs are likewise con-

nected together in a similar manner ; the connecting skin
involving the whole of tlie long tail. Another remarkable
feature is to be found in the conformation of the incisor teeth, which in both
jaws are flattened from back to front, tlio upper ones being cusped, while
the lower ones differ from those of all other
Mannnals in being of a comb-like structure.

The cobegos, of which there are two si)ccies

belonging to the single genus GaleopitJurna,

range from Tenasserim through the Malayan
Peninsula and Islands to the Philippines and
Siam. Unlike the ordinary members of the
order to whicli they are assignetl, they subsist

mainly on leaves and fruits. During the day-
time they hang head-downwards in a bat-like

manner from the boughs or stems of tiees
;

but at dusk and during the night ])ass from
tree to tree in long Hying leaps, supported
by the parachute, such leaps being at times

as much as seventy yards in length. In size,

the common Malayan species may be com-
pared to an ordinary cat. Owing to their

great structural diti'erences from the other
members of the order, the cobegos are regarded as forming a sub-order
by tliemselves, luider the name of Dermoptera; all the other forms con-

stituting a second subordinal group knt)wn as the Insectivora Vera.
The tree-shrews, or tupaias, of the Oriental countries, are the first of a

group of five families characterised by having br<jad upjjcr molar teeth, upon
the sunnnits of Avhich the numer- _

11 1
Tree-Shrews.

—

ous small cusps are arranged more pamilv
or less in the shape of the letter T„,-,n::,i.i>

in ajipearance the tree-

shrews, except as regards their long, pointed
muzzles, are so like small squirrels, that they
might easily be mistaken for those animals

;

and this resemblance, together with their arboreal
habits, is one of the features by which they
are most easily recognised. From the next
family they may be distinguished by the socket of

the eye being comjdetely surrounded by bone in

the skull, and likewise by the metatarsus, or upper
portion of tlie hind-foot, being of normal proj^or-

They are all animals of small size, with thick fur, short ears, and

Fly. 22. The Flying-Lemur

C
Galerqiitliecums vulaiis).

Fig. 23.—Tree-Shrew
(Tupaia tana).

tions.

the long tail either bushy throughout or with a pen-like exijansion near the
end. Tree-shrews subsist on both insects and fruit, taking the latter in
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their fore-paws and sitting up to devour it in a squirrel-like manner.
Although chieflj' arboreal, they at times seek their food on the ground.

Tlie typical tree-shrews (2';yjfK'«), whicli range from India to the Philippines,

and are represented by a large number of species, have the long tail bushy
throughout, although the longer hairs are arranged on the upper and lateral

surfaces, the under side being short-haired. Two species, of which one is

from Borneo and the other from 8iam, have been separated as L)e)i(lro<iale,

although this scarcely seems necessary. Very distinct is, however, the beauti-

ful little pen-tailed shrew {Ptiloce)X)is loiri) of Borneo and some of the
adjacent islands, in wliich the exceeding long tail is evenly short-haired for

the greater portion of its length, although towards its extremity it bears a

double row of long hairs, arranged like the vanes of a feather. This little

creature measures between tive and six inches to the root of the tail, which
is considerably longer than the head and body.

In Africa south of the Sahara the place of the tree-shrews is taken
by the terrestrial jumping-shrews, one species of the typical genus

ranging into Northern Africa. From tlie tree-shrews these

Jumping-Shrews, animals differ not only by their terrestrial habits, but also

—Family by the elongation of the metatarsal segment of the hind-foot,
MacroscdidiiUv. which enables them to take the leaps from which they derive

their name ; and likewise by the bony rim of tlie socket of

the eye being incomplete behind. The tail also is not bushy. In the typical

genus the snout is elongated so as to form a short proboscis, on which
account the name of elephant-shrew is applied to these

creatures.

In the typical jumping-shrews {Macrosceddes) the

number of teeth is usually 42, and there are tive toes

on the fore-foot and generally the same number on the
hind-foot ; while the ears are large, and the tail is naked
and rat-like. In one species {M. tctradadylvs), from the
Mozambique Coast, there are, however, but 40 teeth,

while the number of toes on the hind-foot is reduced to

four ; and on this account the animal is generically sepa-

I'ated by some as Pdrodurnvs. A \'ery distinct genus is

formed by the long-nosed jumping-shrews (Rhiindiuciion)

Fig. 24.—A Jumpino from the East Coast of Africa, in which there aie only
Shrew (Macroscclides) gy ^^^^^^^ ^^j^j ^^^ f,,^jj. (.^,^3 ^^ |j,,^j^ ^j^g ^^.^^j^j. ^^^^^ j^-,^j.

feet. The hind-legs are also relatively shorter. Unlike the tree-shrews, the

members of this family are nocturnal in their habits.

In the three remaining families of the group with the cusps on
the upper molars arranged in the form of the letter W, the brain-cavity is

relatively smaller than in the two preceding families, and
Hedgehog Tribe, the union of the front portion of the lower part of the

—Family pelvis in the middle line of the body either shorter or
Erinactida: altogether wanting, while not only has the socket

of the eye no coniplete bony ring, but even the post-

orbital process found in the jumping-shrews is totally absent. Although
the hedgehogs themselves are easily distinguished from tlie other members
of the group by their spiny covering, this is not the case with their more
rat-like allies the gymnuras ; and accordingly other characters have to be
sought in order to define the family Erinaccidcr. In all save one species the
teet are five-toed and furnished with claws adapted for digging ; while the
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Brstaud second upper moLir tcetli have five distinct cusps, the ceutml one of

which is minute and connected with the two inner ones by oblique ridges.

The family is confined to the Old World.
The hedgehogs (Jivinacens) are sufticiently distinguished by the coat of

spines covering the upper surface and sides of the body, and their power of

rolling themselves up into a ball as a defence against attack, and are likewise

such familiar animals, that but little in the way of description is neces-

sarj'. The tail is extremely short ; and the total number of teeth is 36.

Hedgehogs are distributed over the greater part of Europe and portions of

Africa and Asia, although unknown in the countries lying east of the Bay of

Bengal, and likewise in Madagascar. The European species (£. cnrupd^ns)

ditiers from all the others by the coarser nature of the fur between the spines,

and by the upper canine tooth l>eiug inserted by one instead t>f two roots.

In habits, all hedgehogs are nocturnal and omnivorous, their diet comprising
insects, nu)lluscs, eggs, voles, fruits, and roots. In cold countries they hiber-

nate in a nest made of leaves and grass, and well concealed among bushes.
The shrew-hedgehogs, which may be compared to large, coarsely-haired

shrews, replace the hedgehogs in Burma and the Mala>' countries. They
difl'er from the latter by being co\ ered with
coarse hair instead of sj)ines, as well as in

having 44 teeth. There are two species,

of which Rafftes's shrew-hedgehog {Gijmmira
r((_/f/('.s/) is by far the commoner, and con-

siderably the larger, measuring 12 or 14
inches to the root of the tail, which is long
and rat-like. The smaller shrew-hedgehog
{Hiil<»)i}js suilh(s), on the other hand, measures
less than 5 inches, with a tail of only an inch
in length, and has the third upper premolar r- «= c- v

,, ° , ,, ,, ,1 ^
i-

'^ Fif/. 25.—Shrew-Hedgehog
tooth much smaller than m the first species. " {Oymmtra raffiesi).

The range of both is nearly co-extensive.

The numerous representatives of this extensive family are mouse-like or
rat-like creatures, with soft, short fur, long and pointed snouts, rounded
ears, closely pressed to the sides of the head, and a very
peculiar type of dentition. From ordinary rats and mice The Shrews.

—

they may be distinguished by their typically insectivorous Family

snouts ; but it is remarkable that a peculiar rat recently dis- Soriciche.

covered in the Philippines is curiously like a shrew in this

respect, although it retains the characteiistic rodent incisor teeth, which are,

however, reduced to an exceedingly small size. As regards their dentition,

shrews are specially characterised by the first pair of upper incisor teeth being
long and generally sickle-shaped, with a more or less distinct projecting basal

cusp on the hinder border, while those of the lower jaw are long, and projecting

forwards, in some cases with an upward curve at the tip. With the excep-
tion of one African species, there are only six pairs of lower teeth. A pecu-
liarity of the skull of the shrews is the absence of the bony zygomatic arch
running beneath the socket of the eye, although the same deficiency is found
in one species of hedgehog. The upper UKjlars of the shrews lack the fifth

cusp found in the first two of these teeth in the hedgehogs.
The shrews are not only more numerous in genera and species than any

other family of the order to which they belong, but have likewise a much
wider geographical distribution, being found over the greater part of Europe.
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as well as in the temperate and tropical portions f)f Asia and North America,
and also in Africa, althoiigli they are represented in Madagascar only by a

single species, Avliich is not improbably introduced. Although the majority
of the shrews are terrestrial and nocturnal in their habits, a few have taken
to an aquatic mode of, life. They are all very shy and retii-ing, which is prob-

ably their chief protection ; and their food is entirely composed of insects,

wt)rms, molluscs, and such like. Many shrews exhale a strong, muskj' odour
;

and at certain times of the year many of these animals are found lying dead
in the open, the cause of this mortality not being at present clearly ascer-

tained. Although it may seem a trivial character, the circumstance of the
teeth being stained reddish-brown, or simply white, serves to divide the
shrews into two groups.

The typical shrews, or those forming the genus Sorcx, belong to the group
with reddish teeth, and are specially characterised by having 32 teeth, the ear
well-developed, and tlie long tail covered with haii's of equal or nearl}' equal

length. The range of the genus includes North America, Europe, and Asia
north of the Himalaya ; its British representatives being the connnon slirew

{S. araueits) and the lesser shrew (.S'. pyijitueus). Although shrews hibernate,

specimens have been occasionally seen running over the snow in mid-winter.

The Oriental shrews {Soriciilus), which are the only rej^resentatives of the
red-toothed grcnip in that region, are nearly allied ; but they have generally

only 30 teeth, and the first upper incisor has an inner cusp. Nearly allied

are two Mexican species constituting the genus Notiosorex, and characterised

by having only 28 teeth and no inner cusp to the first upper incisor, the tail

being also shorter. A larger American genus is-Blaritia, which is mainly
confined to the northern part of that continent, although a few forms descend
into Central America. Here the number of teeth varies from 30 to 32, while
the ear is truncated above and the tail short, the other characters being the

same as in tSoriculus. The water-shrews (Crnssojytis), which are tlie last repre-

sentatives of the red-toothed secti(m, have 30 teeth, small, non-truncated ears,

the long tail fringed on its lower surface witli elongated hairs, and the feet

also fringed. The single species (('. focUcns) is thoroughly aquatic, and ranges

from England to the Altai Mountains.

Cei'tain shrews from Africa constituting the genus Myosovex are the first

representatives of the white-toothed section, and are specially characterised
by having well-developed cars, a long tail clothed with nearly or quite equal
hairs, and either 30 or 32 teeth, one minute species being unique in having
seven pairs of lower teeth. More numerous are the well-known musk-shrews
(Crnriiluv((), difiering from the last in having 28 or 30 teeth, and the long
tail covered with a mixture of long and short hairs. These shrews range from
South and Central Europe to Africa and Asia, reaching as far east as Amurland,
and being represented by one species in Madagascar. Out of some 80 species

one of the best known is the Indian musk-shrew (('. ro'vitJea), commonlj'^

known as the musk-rat, of which the odour is so strong that every article of

food is rendered uneatable by the mere passage over it of the animal. The
Kirghiz shrew (hiplomemdmi pulc]iell)(s) alone represents a genus iffering

from the last by the shorter tail, the hairj' soles of the feet, and the presence
of only 2i> teeth. Tlie two mole-shrews (Annroaorex), of which one is from
Assam and the other from Tibet and China, are peculiar in being r>f fossorial

habits, and may be distinguished by the absence of the external conch
of the ear, the short tail, the naked soles of the scale-covered feet, and the

velvety fur. The two remaining genera are aquatic, and thus occupy in this
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section a position similai- to that held by the water-shrew in the red-toothed
division of the family. Of these, the swimming sln-ews {Cliimarro<j(dc) are

represented by one species from the Himahiya, the liills north of Burma, and
the mountains of North Borneo, and by a second from Japan. They liave

28 teeth, tlie long t;iil witli a fringe of elongated hair beneath, small ears, and
the toes free. On the other hand, the web-footed shrew (NcrfjKjdlc efefiatm)

of Tibet, while agreeing with the last in the number of its teeth, differs in the

absence of external ear-conches, its webbed toes, and in the develoiuneiit of the

pads on the soles of the hind- feet into adhesive suckers, the tail being longer

than the body. Probably this shrew is more completely a(]uatic than any
other member of the family. Its eyes are very minute, and the dark velvety

fur of the upper parts displays a beautiful iridescent lustre.

Althougli the common mole is sutticiently distinct from a shrew, other

forms so closely connect the Talpida! with the Soricidti' that internal char-

acters have to be relied on to distinguish the twofamilies. The
present family may, however, be differentiated from tiie last The Desmans and
by the presence of a bony zygomatic arch in the skull, and Moles.—Family

likewise by the development of a distinct auditory bulla in Ta/pida\

the same, as well as by the conformation of the teeth. The
eyes are always small, and may be covered by the skin ; the short ears are

buried in the dense fur ; the fore-limbs are generally modified either for dig-

ging or swimming ; there is no median union of the pubic portion of the

pelvis on the under surface of the body ; in the lower leg tlie tibia and
fibula are welded into a single bone ; and the first pair of incisor teeth in

each jaw are of simple structure, and the lower pair do not project forwards.

The range of the family includes the temperate portions of Euro])e, Asia, and
North America, two moles only occurring south of the Himalaya. A few

species are cursorial, and the desmans are aquatic, but the majority of the

family are fossorial in their habits.

The two species of desman (Mijorjcde) are the typical representatives of a

section of the family in which the collar bones and humerus or upper arm
bone, are moderately elongated, and the front

paws have no additional sickle-shaped bone.

As a genus, the desmans are specially distin-

guished by the possession of 44 teeth, their

webbed feet, the long, trunk-like snout,

which projects far in advance of the upper lip,

and the long scaly tail. The Russian desman
(M. Moschata), which measures about 16

inches in length, has a compressed tail
;

whereas in the much smaller Pyrenean species

{M pyrenaica) the tail is cylindrical, and the

snout relatively longer Both inhabit the
26.-Rcssian De.smak

banks of rivers and lakes, are excellent (Myofjah moxdiata).

swimmers, and live on water-insects and snails.

The shrew-moles, of which there are two genera, form a connecting link

between the moles and shrews. In Urotricltus, of which there is one

Japanese and one North American species (the litter being separated by

some as Neiirotrichufi), there are 36 teeth, and the broad fore-paws are adapted

for digging ; Avhereas in the single Tibetan species of Vroimlus there are

34 teeth, the fore-paws are narrow, and the tail is naked and scaly.

The North American web-footed moles (Scalojys) belong to the second
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division of the family, in which the collar-bones and humerua are very short

tuul wide, and the fore-paws are furnished with an additional sickle-like bone
next the thunxb. In this genus the tip of the snout is simple, tlie hind-foot

webbed, the tail short and nearly naked, and the tirst upper incisor tooth

longer than the second. Curiously enough, in spite of their webbed hind-

feet, these animals are not aquatic, but subterranean in their habits, burrow-
ing after the manner of the ordinary mole. The two North American hairy-

tailed moles {Sc(qxiHns) differ in having 44 teeth, and the tail hairy. Having
the same number of teeth as the last, the star-nosed mole {<Jon(hjhiracrisfat(i)

of North America is sufficiently distinguished by the curious star-like ring of

appendages surrounding the extremity of the muzzle. Tiie tail is nearly equal
in length to the body ; and the front-i:)aws are less powerful than in the true

moles, and have no cleft in the bones of their terminal joints.

From all the American representations of the section the true moles
(Talpa) of the Old World may be at once distinguished by the first pair of

upper incisor teeth scarcely exceeding the second in size. As a rule,

there are 44 teeth, and the fore-paws are characterised by their extra-

f)rdinary width and power ; the tail being very short, and in a Nepalese
species (T. micrvni) concealed by the fur. With the exception of the
common mole {T. curojxtct), the eyes are covered by a membrane; and in all

they are functionally useless. The appearance and habits of the moles are

too well known to need description. The common species, although un-
known in Ireland, ranges from England to Japan, and a second European
species {T. co'ca) is found to the south of the Alps. The other seven sjiecies

are exclusively Asiatic, two only occurring to the south of the Himalaya, one
of which inhabits Nepal and Assam. By some the Tibetan musk-mole
( T. vioscli at<( ) is generically separated as Scaptoch irvs. The only other niember
of the family is the yellow-tailed mole (J'^caiJtonyx f}tscicandati(s) of Eastern
Tibet, Avhich differs from the true moles in having only two pairs of lower
incisor teeth, and also in the narrower fore-feet, thus approximating to the
shrew-moles.
Two very remarkable Insectivores, the one from Western Africa, and the

other from Madagascar, differ from all the preceding, and agree with the

following families in having narrow upper teeth, with their

Family Po/a- cusps arranged in the form of the letter V ; this section

mofjalkla'. being apparently less specialised than the one in which they

form a W. In the skull the zygomatic arch is wanting, and
the auditory bulla is rei)resented by a simple ring ; collar-bones are want-
ing: and the pubic portion of the pelvis is united inferiorly only by ligament.

_,^,_^ The African Potamogale is a thoroughly
^^^^^^

t^%^-^ .-M.^^SI=^l!i '''<l^''^tic creature, measuring about two
'^" -*- -

£gg(. jj^ length, with 40 teeth, a long

cylindrical body, long and compressed
tail, short legs, unwebbed feet, and the

nostrils with protecting valves. In colour

it is dark brown above, with violet re-

flexions, and whitish below. Very differ-

ent is the small mouse-like Geogale of

Madagascar, which has only 34 teeth, and
Fig.27.-PotamogaIevdox.

^^^^ ^^j^^^.^ j,^ ^^^^-^^^ ^^^ lower ends of

the tibia and fibula in the leg separate, although it is not known whether

collar-bones are present.
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Two curious In5?ectivores, one inhabiting; Cuba and the othex' Hayti, form
the genus Soleundon, which alone represents a family agreeing in the general

characters of the teeth and skull with the last, but ditl'ering

in that there is a short bony union between the pubic por- Family Roltn-

tiou of the pelvis ; and also in that the teats are situated on odon/ida'.

the buttocks. These animals have a very long cylindrical

snout, with the nostrils opening on its sides, a long naked tail, feet adapted
for walking, and the fur long and coarse. They resend)lc Fotamofiale in

having the second i)air of lower incisor teeth mucli larger than the first, but
are peculiar in that the crowns of the former are deeply excavated. These
animals probably feed on flesh as well as on insects.

The tenrecs of Madagascar and the Comoro Islands, of which tliero are

five genera and a considerable number of species, constitute another closely

allied familj', mainly distinguished from the last by the teats

being situated on the breast and abdomen. The true tenrec The Tenrecs.
{('I'ufcfi's cc((iidatii.-i), which is the largest member of the -Family
order and the sole member of its genus, is characterised by Ccntefidw,

the absence of a tail, and the possession of 40 teeth, anumg
which there are four pairs of upper molars—the latter feature being almost
uni([ue among Mammals other than the Marsupials, The adult males difl'er

from most Insectivores in possessing large

tusks in both jaws ; and while the young have
long rows of white spines along the back,

these disappear in the adult. The total length
of a full-grown specimen varies from 12 to IG
inches. The number of young produced at a
birth is very great, upwards of twenty-one
having been recorded in one instance. Nearly
allied are the two species of streaked tenrecs

^'''•28--TE'>'REc(C.HWe.ecaMf^«te).

(Hemiccntctcti), distinguished by having three iii place of two pairs of upper
incisor teeth, and probably only three of upper molars, as well as by the
smaller dimensions of the canines, which scarcely exceed the incisors in size.

In these animals, which may be compared in size to a mole, the rows of
spines on the back are permanently retained. The small animals known as
hedgehog-tenrecs (Ericuhis) take their title from their resemblance to minia-
ture hedgehogs, although it is probable that they are incapable of rolling
themselves into such a complete ball-like form as are the latter. The whole
of the back and sides are protected by a coat of parti-coloured shoi t spines

;

and these animals are further distinguished by the jxissession of a short tail.

While in one species (E. setusus) the number of teeth is 30, in the
second (E. trlfidri) it is reduced to 34. By some the latter is mado
the type of a distinct genus, under the name of Echinops. The two mouse-
like long-tailed tenrecs, forming the genus Mkrogale, difler from all the
foregoing in the absence of spines in the fur at all ages, and likewise by the
extraordinary length of the tail, which in one of the two is double that of
the head and body. The number of teeth is 40. Lastlj^, the two mole-
like rice-tenrecs {Ov\i~.orides), while agreeing with the preceding genus in the
absence of spines among the fur, difi'er by the shortness of the tail and
their burrowing habits. Whereas in one species ((>. hova) the fore-foot
has the usual five toes, in the other (0. tetmdactyhis) the number is

reduced to four, of which the three inner ones are armed with strong
These animals do much harni \o the rice crops in Mada-
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gascar by burrowing beneath the roots of the phxnts in search of insects

and grubs.
. , , , u r^

The last family of the Insecfcivora is represented by the golden or Cape

moles {Chriisochloris), which take their name from the iridescent golden,

green, and purple metallic tints adorning the fur ;
and all of

Golden Moles, which are restricted to South and East Africa. From the

—Family preceding families of the present section of the order the

ChrysocMorida'. golden moles are distinguished by the possession of a bony

zygomatic arch and auditory bulla in the skull ; and their

triangular molar teeth are remarkable for the height of their crowns. In

form°these animals are shorter and thicker than ordinary moles, with the

head deeper, and the muzzle much more blunt. The eyes are covered with

skin, and the ears completely buried in the

fur. The fore-feet are modified into special

digging instruments, and have but four

toes, oi which the middle pair are provided

with large and powerful triangular claws.

Usually there are 40 teeth, although in

some species the number is reduced to

„. „„ ^ „ ,, 3G, owing to the loss of the anterior
Fig. 29.

—

Cape Golden Mole ' , °. . . rm u i

(Chrysochloris). premolars in each jaw. ine golden moles

burrow in much the same manner as the

European mole, but their runs are made so little below the surface that the

earth is raised as a continuous ridge, and no hillocks are thrown up. Like

the common mole, they feed almost exclusively on earthworms.

ORDER IV.—CARNIVORA.

Flesh-Eating Mammals.

This great and important order of Mammals includes all the terrestrial beasts

of prey, together with the aquatic seals and walruses. Although their car-

nivorous propensities form one of the most distinctive features of the

majority of the members of the order, it must not be assumed that by any
means all the Carnivora are exclusively Hesh-eaters, many of the bears feeding
largely on fruits and roots, while some of the smaller forms subsist largely

on insects. Whether the typical Carnivora are more highly organised animals
than the Primates, is a matter regarding which diiferent views may be
entertained ; but it is certain that for their jiarticular mode of life these

animals have attained the highest development of which the Mammalian type
is capable, and the beauty of form and coloration of the larger cats, as well

as their extreme agility, cannot but draw forth the admiration of all. A
striking feature of Carnivora in general is the wide geographical range of

families, genera and species, and the large number of specific types by which
the former are represented ; the order presenting in this respect a most
marked contrast to the Insectivora, in which, as shown above, most of the
families and genera have an exceedingly limited distribution, while the
number of species contained in a genus is usually very small. The reason
of this is obvious, Carnivora are enabled to obtain suitable prey in every
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part vi the globe, and there is, in consequence, practically no limit to tJio

range over which a species may extend itself ; while being dominant forms,
the number of species in a genus has naturally multi2)lied to a great extent.
As might be expected in such a case, the different species of many large
genera display a maikcd tendency to variation, so that tliere is frequently
much difficulty in deciding as ti^ what constitutes a species, and what a mere
variety ; tliis being remarkably exem])litied among the great groups of the
cats and foxes.

Although certain extinct forms, of which no further mention will be made
in this Volume, tend to connect them with t!ie Insectivora, the modern Car-
nivora form a tolerably well-detined group, which would, however, be easier
of definition were the seals and walruses leferred to a separate order.
Throughout the group the number of toes is very generally live, and iievev
falls below four on each foot ; and in all cases these toes are armed with
claws, which are usually curved and sharp, and bear no resemblance to nails.

Neither the eipiivalent of the thumb or the great toe of the Primates can be
in any way opposed to the other digits. Very frecpiently collar-bones are
wanting, and in no instance are they complete ; that is to say, they never
Connect the blade-bime, or scapula, with tlie breast-bone, as they do in the
Primates and Insectivora (except the rotamogalidd). The teeth, which are
divisible into the ordinary four series, are generally well-develoi)ed ; the
number of incisors being usually tiiree on each side of both jaws, and the
outer pair, especially in the upper jaw, is considerably longer than either of

the other two. The canines almost invariably form large tusks ; and tlie

more anterior, or the whole of the cheek-teeth have compressed and pointed
crowns, frequently consisting of one large central cone, supported by a
smaller cusp in front and behind. In the terrestrial Carnivora the last

premolar in the upper, and the first molar in the lower jaw, are
specially modified to bite against one another with a scissor-like action,
and are accordingly spoken of as the carnassial, or sectorial teeth.
These teeth attain their maximum specialisation and perfeotion among
the cats ; wheieas in the bears and some of the raccoon family their
sectorial character is much less marked, although it is still noticeable. On
the other hand, in the seals and walruses all the cheek-teeth are nearly alike,

and are generally cusped and sharp pointed throughout the series, although
blunt in the latter family. The modification of the limbs into flippers affords,

however, an easy method of distinguishing the whole of the seal group from
other Mammals. As a rule, when the number of cheek-teeth is reduced below
the normal, the reduction takes j^lace at the hinder, or molar end of the series,

whereas in must other Mammals it is the anterior premolars that tend to
di.sappcar.

In the skull of all Carnivores the lower jaw is articulated by a transversely-
extended sub-cylindrical condyle, clasped in front and behind by two over-
lapping processes from the skull itself, which are sometimes so prominent as
(ia the badger) to prevent the dislocation of the lower jaw without fracturing
the bone. Very generally, the socket of the eye is freely open behind, al-

though iu certain cats and the mungooses it is surrounded by a complete bony
ring. The zygomatic arch, so frequently absent in the Insectivora, is almost
invariably well developed in the jjresent order. A peculiarity in the wrist-
joint of all the Carnivora is that the two bones known as the scaphoid and
lunar, forming the inner and upper elements of the upper row of this part
of the skeleton in other JMammals. are here fused together to form but a
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single bone. Moreover, the central bone of the wrist, which is jiresent in all

the Primates, save man and some of the man-like apes in the Carnivora, is

invariably lacking. From the Insectivora the Carnivora are further tlistin-

guished by the numerous convolutions on the surface of the large hemispheres
of the bi'ain.

In common with the three following families of the terrestrial Carnivora, the
cats are distinguished from the other members of the order by certain very im-

portant structural features connected with the hinder ]iart of

The Cat Tribe.^ the base of the skull. In all these families that chamber of

Family Felidn'. the inner ear known as the auditory bulla forms a thin blad-

der-like expansion, divided (except in the hj'tenas) into two
compartments by a vortical bony partitricni ; while the bony auditory meatu."?,

or tube, leading into this bulla, is remarkable for its shortness. From their

allies, existing cats are distinguished l)y the strong development of the canine
teeth, by the molar teeth never exceeding one pair in both the upper and
lower jaws, and also by the three pairs of incisors occupying tlie same trans-

verse line, instead of tlie middle pair being puslied up above tlie level of the
other two. The single upper molar is a flat functionless tooth, with its

crown considerably wider than long, and placed on the inner side of the
upper carnassial, which consists of three distinct lobes. The lower molar, or

carnassial, is a highly specialised tooth, usually consisting solely of a two-lobed
cutting blade, although in a few species a small lodge on its hinder surface

represents the large heel cliaractorising the same tooth in mcTSt other members
of the order. There are three upper and two lower premolars; the last in

the upper jaw being the carnassial, and the first small and functionless. The
skull, in conformity with the shape of the head, is characterised by the short-

ness of its facial ])ortion and the great widtli of the zygomatic arclies. The
general form of the cats is too well known to need description ; but it may
be mentioned that the fur is generally thick and close, and tliat its markings
usually take the fornr either of dark transverse stripes, spots, rosettes, or

dark-margined cloudings on a lighter ground. As a rule, the tail is long,

cylindrical, aTid tapering ; while it is very fi'equently marked with dark and
light rings. In the extreme elongati(m of the body, a few cats, like the

South American eyra, approximate to the civet-tribe ; but, in most cases, the

body is of moderate length, and the limbs by no means remarkably short. All

cats have five front and four hind toes, the fii'st front toe being raised above
the others. They walk on the tips of their toes, in the digitigrade maimer ;

and in the great majority the claws are capable of comi)lete retraction within

hollow horny slieaths, by specially arranged muscles, and are thus alwaj'S kept
sharp and tit for use. In the hunting-leopard this, however, is not tlie case,

and that animal is accordingly referred to a genus apart from the one con-

taining the whole of the other spucies. The tongue of cats is remarkable
for the rough rasping impilh^ with which its up])er surface is coated ; and in the

eye the pupil, when contracted, frequently assumes the form of a vertical slit.

With the exception of New Guinea, Australia and New Zealand, cats have
n, world-wide distribution, and inhabit all climates and stations, save the ex-

treme north.

The typical cats {Felis), which include about forty-six different species, and
have a distribution co-extensive with that of the family, are characterised by
the claws being capable of withdrawal into the aforesaid protecting slieaths,

and likewise by the presence of a distinct tubercle on the inner side of the

upper carnassial tooth. Tiio largest and most poAverful members of the genus
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Hiu Iho li(»x {F. Ifo), coininoii to Africa, Persia, and India, although rapidly

disappearing fvuni the Litter country ; the tiger {F. llgrlfi), ranging from
India to China and Siberia, although unknown in Ceyhin ; the leopard or

panther (i*^. ^kuv/h.s), also connnon to Asia and Africa ; the snow-leopard, or

i)U)ice {F. uucia) of Central Asia ; the jaguar {F. uiica) of 8(nith and Central

America ; and tlio puma {F. conrolor), which has the widest range in latitude

of any animal, extending from the south of Patagonia to tlie (Jreat Slave

Lake. Of these, the lion and puma are uniforudy tawny coloured species,

although showing traces of spots in the young state and sometimes in certain

lights even in the adult ; tlie male lion being distinguished from all other

members of the genus by the large mane (which may be dark coloured),

co\ ering the head, neck, and shoulders, and the tuft at the lip of the tail,

in which is a small horny claw of unknown function. The tiger has

double transverse black stripes on an orange or tawny ground ; while all

the other species named are marked l)y dark rosettes or rings on a light

ground. In both the leopard and jaguar tlie central ])ortion of the rosette

IS darker than the general ground colour of the fur ; but whereas in

the former the rosettes form simple rings, in the latter there is one or more
solid black spots in the centre. On the head and limbs the spots are solid,

and the tail is ornamented with rings. In the ounce the fur is much longer

tliau that of the ordinary leopard, and the Siberian variety of the tiger ditiers

in the same manner from Indian examples. Although the licni is a much
noisier animal than the tiger, in power, size, and habits, the two are very
similar. It would be out of place to enter into any detailed discussion as to the

dimensions of either lions or tigers, as this has been fully investigated in

other works. In regard to tigers, it may, however, be mentioned, that it is

now generally adnutted that males do occasionally reach, or even slightly

exceed 12 feet in total length, measured along the curves of the body in what
is termed sportsman's style

;

one shot by Colonel Boileau
in 18(31 being slightly over 12
feet, Avhile General Sir C.

Reid's tiger, exhibited in

Linidon stutled in 1862, is

recorded to have measured
12 feet 2 inches as it lay

on the ground. Further in-

formation is requii-ed as to

the maximum weights at-

tained by male tigers. Sander-
son gives the weight of a

well-grown male shot by him-
self as 350 pounds ; while

Elliot has recorded examples
respectively weighing 362 and 380 paunds. '''he late Captain J. Forsyth^ has,

however, estimated the weights of tigers killed by himself at from 450 to

500 pounds, and these large weights have been contirmed of late years by

Mr. Hornaday, who, in his work, "Two Years in the Jungle," records a tiger

of 9 feet llh inches in length, which weighed upwards of 495 pounds ;
while

the Maharajah of Cuch Behar has given weights varying from 540 to 481

pounds, and a tiger killed by Mr. F. A. Shillingford, measuring 9 feet 10

inches, weighed 528 pounds. One killed by Sir Samuel Baker weighed 437

Fin. 30.—The T.ion.
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pouncb after losing al)out a gallon of blood, so that its whole weight was
probably about 447 pounds. Of course, much depends upon hc^w fat the

animal is at the time of its death. Sir S. Baker estimating that, Avhile a very-

fine tiger in average condition will weigh some 440 pounds, the same animal,

when unusually fat, will scale 500 pounds. If, however, a tiger just under
10 feet in length will weigh about 500 pounds, it may be safely assumed that

an 11 or 12 feet example in similar condition will considerably exceed this

weight, and it is, therefore, probable that the maximum weight attained by
the tiger has yet to be recorded. It is accordingly earnestly to be desired

that sportsmen will not only measure, but will likewise weigh any unusually

large tigers they may have the good fortune to kill.

Those who have the opportunity of seeing an attack by a tiger on largo

animals like buffalo f)r gaur, which he is unable to overthrow, Avill do good

service if they can throw any light on the mode of attack in those instances

where the prey is hamstrung. Mr. Blanford considers that in this occasional

mode of attack the hamstringing is probably efi'ected by a blow from the

claws, and states that he has known two instances where buffaloes were left

hamstrung by tigers. This mode of attack being apparentlj^ very rare, will

of c(.)ur3C be sekhr.n seen by European eyes, so that should it come under
notice a record will be of extreme value.

As a rule, however, it is believed that a tiger seizes large animals by the

fore-quarters, throwing one paw over the shoulder, and attacking the tliroat

with the jaws ; a sudden upward wrench, during Avhich the destroyer often

springs to the opposite side of his victim, serving to dislocate the neck. On
the other hand, some writers are of ojiinion that the tiger first seizes the

animal by the back of the neck. Thus Sir S. Baker writes that " the attack

of a large tiger is terrific, and the effect may well be imagined of an animal of

such vast muscular proportions, weighing between 400 and 500 pounds, spring-

ing with groat velocity and exerting its momentum at the instant that it

seizes a bullock by the neck. It is supposed by the natives that the tiger,

when well fastened upon the

crest, by fixing its teeth in the

back of the neck at the first

onset, continues its spring, so

as to pass over the animal
attacked. This Avrenches the

neck suddenly round, and as

the animal struggles, the dis-

location is easily effected ; the

tiger then changes the hold
to underneath the throat, and
drags the body to some con-

venient retreat, where the meal
may be connnenced in security.

With very few exceptions, the

tiger breaks the neck of every
animal it kills."

Another observer, Mr. Mervyn Smith, who had the good fortune to see two
buffaloes killed by a tiger, writes as follows :

—" The animals, when first seen

by me, were about a hundred yards off', and a little to my left front. There
was a distance of perhaps ten yards between thorn. I noticed the farthest

buffalo suddenly stumble and fall, as I thought, but it did net rise again ; its

Fig. 31.—The Tigek.
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mate looked up and gazed in the direction of its companion, and then turned
its head as if to flee, but before it could do so a dark object rose out of the

ground, as it were, and seized it by the throat, and flung it on its side. My
horse had also caught sight of the dark f»bject, and instinct told him at once
Avliat it was, fur he galloi^ed like mad, and never stopped till he got to the

bungalow. It was fully an hour before I could assemble the villagers and
return to the spot, where we found both buftaloes stone dead. In both cases

the bite was on the under part of the throat, so as to close the windpipe and
prevent the animal making any cry. The necks also appeared to have been
broken by a sudden wrench of the head to one side, by the tremendously
jiowerful fore-arm of the tiger. Tliere appeared to have been very little

struggle, and death nuist have been almost instantaneous. Now, what I

would particularly like to draw attention to, is the stealthy method of attack.

There was absolutely no noise—no roar, scarcely a rustling of the bushes
when the second animal was struck down—and very little of tlie tiger to be
seen. Had not my ej'es been on the buflaloes at the time, I hardly think I

should have been tlisturbed at all. In fact, I should not have known that the

buflaloes had been killed by a tiger within a few yards of me. I scarcely saw
the tiger at all— only his head, which appeared to rise up out of the ground and
seize the second buflalo by the throat.'' A tiger almost invariably commences
his meal on the hind-quarters ; and neither this animal nor the lion are by
any means averse to carrion. Both have a very similar roar, although that of

the tiger is but rarely uttered ; and both differ from the majority of cats in

their inability to climb trees. In common with cats in general, lions and tigers

go about either singly, in pairs, or in small family parties, and although a few
may, it is said, combine to drive their prey to one another, they never hunt in

packs after the manner of dogs. The stealthy manner in which cats stalk,

with their body elongated to its utmost extent and almost touching the ground,

and the rigid tail occasionally twisting nervously, is well known to all.

Among the smaller species of the genus, the clouded leopard {F. nehdosa)
and the marbled cat {F. marmorata), of the Oi'iental countries, may be cited

as excellent examples of the clouded type of coloration. The Bornean Bay
cat (F. hadii() is one of the few uniformly-coloured species; a second being

the South American eyi-a {F. eyra), which is more remarkable on account of

its elongated and weasel-lilce form. One of the most variable of all is the

Oriental leopard-cat {F. hoigdlcnsis). The African serval (F. served) is a long-

legged and short-tailed species, in which the dark spots are solid ; while the

cafFer cat {F. cajfra) of the same country is generally regarded as tlie ancestral

stock of the domestic cats of Europe, although there has probably been a

considerable amount of crossing with the wild cat {F. catua), which has led

to the prevalence of the tabby type of coloration. In South America the

very variable ocelot {F. i^nydalia) exliibits a modification of the clouded type

of coloration, while the tiger-cat {F. tigrina) is more distinctly spotted; the

pampas cat showing a striped pattern. The jungle-cat {F. clians\ which is

common to India and Africa, together with certain allied Asiatic species,

forms a transition from the more typical cats to the lynxes, the latter being

characterised by the long poicils of hairs terminating the ears and the

moderately long or short tail. In the caracal (F. caracal), which is a uniformly-

coloured species common to India and Africa, and connecting the jungle-cat

with the true lynxes, the tail is of considerable length ; but in the latter

group, all the members of which are confined to the Northern Hemisphere,
it is very short, and the pellage is always spotted, at least during some
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portion of the year. Whether the Canadian lynx (P. cawidevs'ni) is distinct

from the common lynx {F. ?//».') ui Euroj^^ie and Northern Asia is a moot
point ; but the Si)anish lynx {F. j>ardiiu() is a well-marked form.

The slendei'-bodied and lung-limbed cat, known as the hunting-leopard

{Cymelurus jubatns), is referred to a genus apart from the other members of

the family on accovnit of the claws be-

ing only partially retractile, although
their extremities are protected by
sheaths ; Avhile a further point of dis-

tinction is to be found in tlie rudi-

mental condition of the tubercle on
the inner side of the ujjper carnassial

tooth. The hunting-leopard, which
is found both in India and Africa, has
the fur mai-ked with solid black s2)ots.

In habits it diUers somewliat from the
true cats—two individuals hunting
together, and making a simultaneous
sudden rush when their prey comes

within striking distance. These animals are ke^jt for hunting in India.

Tlie nearest allies of the cats are the great tribe of civets, jjalm-civets,

mungooses, etc., all of which differ from the Felida' in that the auditory

bulla of the skull is marked by a transverse external con-

striction, indicating the position of the internal bony
septum, while the middle pair of lower teeth are raised

above the level of the other two, as in all other land Carniv-

ora. From the living Felida- the Viverrida' are further dis-

tinguished by the more numerous series of teeth, the number of jn^emolars

varying from three to four on each side of the jaws ; while there are generally

two pairs of jnolars in each jaw, although occasionally these may be reduced
to a single jiair in the upper, and very rarely also in tlie lower jaw. The
toes, which may be either digitigrade or plantigrade, are generally five in

number on each foot, although they may be reduced to four in either the
front or hind pair, or even in both. Considerable diflerence (obtains in legard
to the retractibility of the claws, and likewise as to the extent to which the

sole of the hind-foot is clothed with hair. From ordinary cats civets differ

externally in the more elongated form of the body, the longer head and
sharper muzzle, and the shorter legs ; although in these respects they are

approached by the eyra. In coloration tliey are generally striped, spotted,

or blotched ; some of them having distinct longitudinal stripes, which are

never seen in the cats. The family is strictly confined to the Old NN'orld,

exclusive of Australia and Papua, and attains its maximum development in

Africa and the Oriental countries—Europe having only a coui)le of species

in its southern districts. Madagascar is the home of several jjeculiar genera.

Upwards of twenty-three distinct generic types are now recognised.

The most aberrant of all is the fossa {Cniptnprocta fewx) of Madagascar,
Avhich in the number and structure of its teeth approaches the cats, and is

regarded by many authorities as entitled to constitute a

Fossa (Crypto- family by itself. In the form of the auditory bulla of the

procta). skull this animal is somewhat intermediate between the

civets and tlie mungooses ; and each foot has five toes, with
completely retractile claws. There arc four pairs of i)reinolar teeth, of
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of molars,

small })os-

which the lirst is shed at an early period, and a siui^le luur

wliich are eat-like in furui, the lower one having only

terior ledge, as in the lynxes, and
no inner eusi). The nose and upper , .

lip have a median groove ; and the

feet are sub-plantigrade, the tarsus

and metatarsus being naked. The fossa

measures about live feet in total length,

and is nearly uniform sandy brown iu

colour.

Together with several allied genera,

tlie true civets {Viverru) are character-

ised by the conical form of the auditory

bulla of the skull, in which the hinder
border is broad, truncated, and not
everted, while in front it is narrow and
compressed, with the anterior chamber
small. Usually there are highly odoriferous glands in front of the scrotum ;

and the curved claws are generally more or less retractile. In

form and number the teeth come very close to those of the

dt^)gs, there being always four pairs of premolars in each jaw.

Fig 33.—The Foshx (Cryptoprodaferox).

Civet Group.

The blade of

the upper caniassial tooth differs from that of the cats in consisting of only

two lobes, and there is a well-developed tubercle on the iiuier side of the

same tooth ; while the lower carnassial is ccmiposed of an anterior cutting

blade, and a long posterior tuberculated heel. In shape, the upper molars

are triangular ; the first of the two being placed behind the carnassial tooth,

and )iot on its inner side.

From the allied genera the true civets are distinguished by the foUov/ing

cliaracters. A vertical groove divides the middle of tlie u])per lip : the rather

long tail is ringed dark and light ; the feet are completely digitigrade, with

the tarsus and metatarsus fully haired ; and there are no tufts of hair on the

ears. The upper molar teeth are two in number on each side ; a black gorget

ornaments the throat ; an elongated crest of erectile hairs usually runs down
the back ; and tlie whole hair is loose and long. The rather short and blunt

claws can be only partially retracted ; and the pupil of the eye contracts to

a circular form. There are five species of civet, one of which (K/ct')T« civetta)

is African, while the other four are Oriental. Four are of nearly equal size,

and may be compared in this respect to a large cat ; but the rasse {Vivern^

iindacccusis), which differs somewhat in the structure of the skull from the

four others, and is referred by many writers to a distinct genus, under the

name of J'inirioiJa, is a much smaller animal. An inhabitant of India,

China, and the Malayan countries, it has been introduced into Madagascar.

All civets have comparatively shtirt, stout, and rather compressed bodies,

with the limbs proportionately longer than in the allied genera. Their

coloration takes the form of black or blackish-brown streaks and blotches

on a greyish ground. Most of them are non-arboreal ; and all are strong-

smelling creatures, one of their secretions being used in perfumery. For the

purpose of collecting the perfume, tame civets are kept in cages by the

Malays, and tlieir secretion periodically scraped from the pouch with a

Wooden spoon. Daubentou's civet {Fossa ihuiboitvui) of Madagascar closely

resembles the above-mentioned rasse in general characters, but differs from
all the species of Vivcrra in the presence of two small bare spots on the
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under surface of the metatarsus ; and the scent-pouch is apparently wanting
Tlie limbs are slender ; and there is neither a dark line down the back, nor
a black gorget on the throat. Nearly allied to the civets are the six species

of genets (Genetta), five of which are exclusively African, while the ordinary
genet is common to Northern Africa, Southern Er.rojie, and Syria. From
both Viverra and Fossa they may be distinguished by the presence of a bare,

loHgitudinal strip along the lower surface oi the metatarsus ; a hairy space
dividing this naked strip from the foot-pads. The absence oi a scent-pouch
forms a further distinction from Vircrra, while the presence of a dark stripe

down the back constitutes another difference from Fossa. All the genets
are comparatively small animals, which live chiefly on the ground, where
tiiey prey up(m small rodents, birds, and eggs. None have a black gorget
on the throat, although there may be a short crest of erectile hairs down the
back.

The beautifully-coloured Oriental viverroids known as linsangs (Linsanga)
have the under surface of the tarsus and metatai'sus as fully clothed with
hair as in the true civets, but differ in jjossessing only a single pair of upper
molar teeth. All the three species are very long-bodied and short-limbed
animals, with the claws of thetive-toed feet almost as retractile as in the cats;

and the fur remarkably short, close, and erect, resembling, in fact, velvet-

pile. There are no scent-glands corresponding to those which yield the per-

fume in the civets. Upon a Avhite or greyish-white ground-colour the fuv

is beautifully marked with black or dark brown patches, such patches form-
ing either a small number of large, dark areas extending transversely across

the body, or being broken up into smaller quadrangle spots. Dark longi-

tudinal streaks, some of which may break up into spots, traverse the neck
and shoulders, v/hile there are smaller ones on the head ; and the long
cylindrical is marked with alternate dark and light rings of considerable
length. When contracted, the pupil of the eye is circular. The skull and
teeth are very similar to tliose of the genets, but the heel of the lower
carnassial tooth is relatively smaller. Tn West Africa the linsangs are re-

presented by the closely allied t oiana jmensis, distinguished by having a
naked strip on the under surface of the metatarsus, as in the genets. Lin-
sangs are good climbers, feeding chiefly on small birds. They produce two
litters in a year, giving birtli to a pair of young at a time.

The two Malayan species of Hemirjale differ from all the preceding mem-
bers of the group except Fossa in the absence of distinct rings on the tail,

except, at most, near the root ; while they are further distinguished by the
front of the auditory bulla of the skull being pointed instead of blunt. The
carnassials are also relatively smaller and of a less trenchant type. A dis-

tinctive feature of the genus is the concentration of the pads of the hind-foot
to form a naked space on the metatarsus, ending in a sharp point behind ;

the tarsus being fully haired. The hair on the back of the neck is peculiar

in being directed forwards ; and when there are any dark markings on the
back they take the form of uninterrupted transverse bands. The claws on
the five-toed feet are strongly curved ; and the nose and upper lip, as in all

the preceding genera, are grooved. Numerically, the teeth are the same as

in Vii-erra. Hardwicke's hemigale»(/Z. hardwkkei), from the Malay Peninsula,

Sumatra, and Borneo, measures about 15^ inches to the root of the tail, and has
dark transverse bands on the back ; whereas H. hosei, from the mountains of

North Borneo, is uniformly dusky.
The palm-civets form three nearly allied genera, one of which is African,
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Tig. 24.—Pai.m-Civet
(Paradoxurus).

wliile the other two are Oriental. The two species of African pahn-civets
(Nandinia), one of which is from the west, and the other from the east side
of the continent, acjree with Hcmiijalc in the form of the naked area on tlie

metatarsus, but differ in the incomplete ossilication of the auditory bulla of
the skull. Otherwise the genus is very similar to the true i)aim-civets, the
inarkin;^' taking the form of s[)ots, and the tail being ringed, The two species
of small-toothed pdm-civets (Ardogidc), from Burma and the Malayan
countries, ditter from the preceding genus in tlie unifoimly-c(»loured tail

;

and are further distinguished by the relatively small size ()f the teeth, the
narrt)W j)al;ite, which is produced far behind tlie last molar, and the ossifica-

tion of the bulla of the skull. The dark markings take the form of longi-
tudinal rows of stri)ie3 or spots on the back. Represented by ten species, tho
true jvvlm-civets (Pdnidoxxrxs) range
throughout the Oriental countries from
India to the Philipi)ines and Celebes,

and are distinguished from the last by
their larger teeth, the less prolonga-

tion of the palate backwards, and the

presence of a naked glandular area in

front of the scrotum of the males, and
in a similar position in the females.

Like Arctixjale, they have the whole of

the metatarsus and a considerable por-

tion of the tarsus bare, the hair ex-

tending in an evenly curved line aci'oss

the hinder part of the heel. The claws
of the five-toed feet ai'e as curved and
retractile as in the genets ; the tail is long and generally not ringed ; the

markings are usually in the form of elongated streaks, although more rarely

spots, but some species arc uniformly coloured ; and the pupil of the eye
contracts to a vertical slit. The teeth ire numerically the same as in Vivcrra,

but the carnassials relatively shorter and less trenchant. In size these

anim ds may be compared U) an ordinary cat. Palm-civets are essentially

nocturnal and arboreal creatures, feed-

ing upon small birds, mammals, eggs,

and lizards , and frequently t:iking up
their abode among the leaves of palm-
trees. From their habit of drinking

the palm-juice, or toddy, from the vessels

suspended from the trees for its recep-

tion, they are termed toddy-cats.

From all other members of the family,

the binturong(^-l)Ti!'c^/s hinturonrj), rang-

ing from the Eastern Himalaya to the

l\rilayan countries and Siam, differs

by its prehensile tail and tufted ears,

as well as by the tarsus and meta-
tarsus of the plantigrade hind-feet being completely naked. The ears are
short, the short claws only partially retractile, the hair very long, coarse, and
loose, and the long tail very bushy ; the general colour being black. The
binturong, which may be compared in size to a cat, is a thoroughly nocturnal
and arboreal creature.

Fig. S.'i.—The Bintueong
(Arct'ctis hint%iro)i(j).
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The last mem})er <)f the sub-fauiily is the peculiar Bennett's civet (Cynogalc

hcnnetti) from tlie Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and Borneo, Avhich is a grizzled

grey animal, readily distinguished from all the foregoing by the absence of a

groove on the nose and upper lip, tlie short tail, the partially webbed feet,

and by the under surface of the metatarsus and tarsus being somewhat
less naked. In size it may be compared to the larger civets, the length of

the head and body being about 32 inches. Its habits are believed to be
partially aquatic.

With the excepti(m of the fossa, which forms a sub-family by itself, the

whole of the foregoing members of the familj' constitute the sub-family

Viverrintc, characterised by the features noticed above.
The Mimgoose Tlie mungooses, cjr ichneumons, are the iirst representatives

Group. of a second sub-family (HerpcditKc) presenting the following

distinctive characters. The auditory bulla of the ^kuU is

pear-shaped, and its hinder margin distinctly averted, Avith tlio so-called

paroccipital process not projecting beyond, but spread over it, and in the

adult becoming merged in its hinder surface. The claws are long and non-
retractile ; and there are no glands in front of the scrotum. As a genus, the

mungooses may be distinguished from tlieir allies by the presence of hve
toes to each foot, a vertical groove on the nose, and usually four pairs of

jiremolar ^eetli ; the molars being, as usual, two in each jaw. The nmzzle is

sharply pointed, the body long and weasel-like, the legs very short, the cars

short and rounded ; and the tail generally long and tapering, with loose,

elongated hair. The feet are plantigrade ; Vut there is much Aariation in

the extent of the bare portion of the soles of the liind ones ; in some species

this area extending back to the heel, while in others the lower surface t)f the
tarsus is hairy. The coarse and loose fur has a j^eculiar speckled ai)[)earance,

owing to the presence of dark and light rings on the hairs, and the tail is

never ringed. The sharp cusps of the cheek-teeth are in marked contrast to

the bluntly-cusped ones of the palm-civets ; and the skull is remarkable for

a sliarj) constriction behind the sockets of the eyes, and likewise for the cir-

cumstance that the latter generally have a complete bony ring. Mungooses
range over Africa and the Oriental countries as far as the Philippines, the
Egyptian species {II. ichneumon) entering Southern Europe. All these

animals are terrestrial, and very active in their habits, generally living in

holes. They are deadly enemies to lats and other Rodents, as they are to

snakes. The most venomous serpents are attacked without hesitation, the

iunnunity of the mungoose from harm in such encounters being apparently
due to its extreme activity and watclifulness. From the majority of species

of Hcrpcfitct;, the African small mungoose (Helugule jmrva) ditfeis in

having only three pairs of premolar teeth in each jaw ; the first of these

lieing approximated to the canine, and thus distinguishing the genus
from the few species of Hvrpestts with a similar number of teeth, in all of

which there is a gap between the canine and the first tooth of the premolar
series.

Africa is the home of several peculiar generic tyjjes of mungooses. First,

there are the three species of four-toed mungooses {Bdeoyale), distinguished
by having but four toes to each foot ; the soles of the hind-feet being hairy.

The South African pencilled mungoose {t'linidis penicillata) is the sole

member of another genus with five front and four hind toe.° ; but more easily

defined by the jnesence of a hole in the centre of the peculiarly-shaped

auditory bulla of the skull, the soles of the hir.d-feet being hairy. A third
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genus is represented by the larsje red Meller's muns;oose {Bhynclwciale

melleri)), easily distinguislied from all the preceding members of the sub-

family by the absence of a vertical groove on the nose and upper lip. Each

foot IS furnished witli five toes, there are four pairs of premolar teeth in each

iaw, and the under surface of the tarsus and metatarsus is hairy. The fourth

African genus ((V(W^((/(7n(,s-) contains the five species of cusimanses, wliich

while resembling tlie last in tlie absence of a groove on the muzzle, differ by

having only three pairs of premolar teeth in each jaw, the flat bony palate of

the skull, and the naked soles of the hinder portion of the hind-feet.

Several of the species, such as ('.

fdscidtus, have a number of dark trans-

verso bands across the back. Lastlj',

the pretty little meerkat (Suric((t(i

tetradartijbi) of South Africa differs

from all the other smooth-nosed mun-
gooses in liaving tmly four toes to each

foot, and is further characterised by
possessing three pairs of uppci", and
four of lower premolars, as well as by
the naked under surface of the whole
of the tarsus and inetatarsus. Tlie

muzzle is sharp, the front claws are

very long, and the profile of the face is

convex. The general colour of the fur

is light grizzled grey, with black bands
across the hinder part of the back, and a black ring round each eye.

Meerkats measure from 14 to 15 inches to the root of the tail ; and are viva-

cious little animals, living in holes in colonies, and coming out to air them-
selves in tlie sun, when they survey passers-by with a peculiarly inquisi-

tive expression.

The Island of Madagascar is inhabited by four peculiar genera of mun-
gooses, three of which are more or less closely related to the Herpediua',

while the fourth certainly forms a sub-family by itself. From
all other members of the Virerridd', the two species of Madaguscar

striped mungoose are distinguished by the numerous con- Mungooses.

tinuous dark stripes running down the whole length of the

back and sides. They have but three pairs of premolar teeth in each jaw, the

first of which is placed close to the canine ; and the canines themselves are

of lai'ge size. The five-toed feet have longer claws than in the typical mun-
gooses ; the muzzle is grooved inferiorly; the tail is covered with elongated

hairs; and the under surface of the tarsus is bare. From the last, the elegant

mungoose {<Tali(1ia ele(ians) may be distinguished by the smaller size of the

lower canine teeth, the presence of short sparse hairs oh the lower surface

of the tarsus and metatarsus, the uniform coloration of the body, and the

ringed tail. The two species of brown-tailed mungoose [HemujidUVia) differ

from the preceding by the presence of four pairs of premolars in each jaw,

the larger size of the second uj)per molar, the uniformly-coloured tail, the

more pointed form of the muzzle, and the smaller degree of curvature of the

claws.

Finally, there is the small-toothed mungoose {Eupleres (jnvdoti), distin-

guished from all other mungooses by the non-eversion of the hinder border
of the auditory bulla of the skull, and from the rest of the family by its very
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The Aard-wolf.
—Family

FroteleiiUi'.

number is redu:

remarkable dentition. The canines are minute, and like the first three
premolars, wliicl are widely separated from one another, and the molars
are but little different from tlie premolars. Indeed, the whole dentition
is strikingly like that of an Insectivore, and there can be little doubt
that this highly modified mungoose subsists entirely or chiefly on
insects.

A peculiar hyrena-like animal from Africa, known to the Dutcli as the aard-
wolf, and scientifically as Protcles cristatiis, is regarded as representing a

family by itself, distinguished by having the auditory bulla
of the skull divided by a septum into two chambers, and by
the small and degraded characters of the cheek-teeth, among
which there is but a single pair of molars in each jaw. In
the fore-feet there are five toes, but in the hinder pair the

(1 to four
;

their claws being strong, blunt, and non-
retractile. Ill appearance, the aard-
wolf is curiously like a small striped

liyKna, witli a more pointed muzzle,
longer ears, and a thick mane of elon-

gated erectile hair along the neck and
back. Common in South Africa, this

animal has also been recorded from
Angola and Somaliland. It feeds on
carrion, grubs, and white ants.

From tlie two preceding families the

hyrenas, of wliich all the three existing

species may be included in the single

genus Hijarui, difier by the absence of

any internal partition in the auditory bulla of the skull. In the living

species there is only one pair of molar teeth in each jaw,

the upper one being small, and placed on the inner side of the

carnassial. The latter tooth resembles the upper carnassial

of the cats in having three distinct lobes to the blade ; and
the lower carnassial has a bi-lobed blade and a very small

All the teeth are very strong and powerful ; the anterior

in the form of blunt cones ; and the skull, in wliich the
sockets of the eyes are freely open behind, is remarkable for the great height
of the crest on the middle of the upper part. The limbs are somewhat
elongated, especially the front pair ; the tail is relatively short ; and the fur
is loose and long.

Ill appearance, hyfenas are the most ungainly of all Carnivora, and thereby
present a marked contrast to the cats. They are nocturnal, gregarious, and
cowardly, feeding chiefly on carrion and carcases ; and being generally
unable or indisposed to kill the larger animals for themselves, feast on the

remnants oi carcases left by lions and tigers. For cracking the bones of sucli

derelicts their powerful teeth and strong jaw-muscles arc most admirably
adapted.

The striped hyaena (iJ. striata) of India, South-West Asia, and North and
East Africa, is easily recognised by its transversely striped pellage, long fur,

which forms a mane on the shoulders and back, and large pointed ears. The
teeth are characterised by the relatively large size of the upper molar and
by the lower carnassial having a heel of considerable size, and a cusp on
the inner side of the blade. The brown hytena {H. Irnnnca) of South

FUj. S7.—Aard-Wolf (Proteles cristatus).

The Hyaenas.
Family

Hyicnithv.

posterior heel,

premolars beinj
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Africa, although nearly allied, has some points of resemblance to the third

species. The largest and most i-)owerful of all is the spotted hyiena
(if. crocnfa), now confined to South
Africa, and characterised by the spot-

ted coh)ration of the body, smaller

proportionate length of the fore-

limbs, large head, with moderate-
sized and rounded ears, the pre-

sence of a mane on the neck and
back, and the smoother and shorter

tail. The last upjier molar tooth is

very small, or even wanting, and
the lower carnassial has no inner

cusp and a very small poste-

rior heel, thus closely approach- pig^ 38.—Spottkd Hyj.N.i

ing the corresponding tooth of the (.Hywna cromta).

cats.

As regardsthe auditory bulla and adjacent regions of the skull, the Dog Tribe
are in many respects intermediate between the preceding group of families and
those which follow. The bulla itself is inflated and bladder-

like, but has no internal partition; and the paroccipital The Dog Tribe.^
process, although in contact with the bulla, is prominent, Family Can'uke.

and not applied to it, as it is in the cats and civets. Another
distinctive feature of the group is the presence of a long and coiled ccecum,

or blind apjjendage, at the junction of the large and small intestine ; that

appendage being either very small or absent in the preceding families. The
crowns of the upper molar teeth are triangular in shaj^je ; and these teeth,

which are nearly always two in number, are situated behind the carnassial.

The latter tooth, as in the civets, has two lobes to the blade ; and the lower
carnassial generally has a large tubercular heel behind the blade, and a well-

developed cusp on its inner side. In most cases there are three lower molars
(of which the carnassial is the first), whereas in the civets there are never
more than two of these teeth ; and there are always four pairs of premolar teeth

in each jaw. Dogs, .under which title may be included wolves, jackals, and
foxes, have a cosmopolitan distribution, and differ markedly in their habits

from the cats. Although a few will run up the stems of sloping trees, none are

climbers ; and many consort in j^acks to hunt their prey by scent. Many form
burrows in the ground ; and while they are more or less carnivorous, some
will supplement a flesh diet with fruits, insects, or garbage. All walk on the

tips of their toes, and are thus digitigrade ; and the claws are short, blunt,

slightly curved, and non-retractile.

By far the great majority of the members of the family may be included in

the genus Canis, which has a geographical distribution equal in extent to that

of the former. It is characterised by the general presence of

42 teetli, and there are five front and four hind toes. The Typical Genus.

tail is of moderate length or long, and generally more or

less bushy ; and the pupil of the eye may contract either to a vertical

slit or a circle. The general form is too well known to require descrip-

tion. The genus may be divided, from the characters of the skull, into two
primary series, the first tyi^ified by the wolves, and the second by the foxes.

This series includes the wolves, jackals, and wild dogs, together Avith the

domesticated breeds, and is best characterised by the circumstance that
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the postorbital process of the frontal bone, that is to say the one forming

the hinder boundary of the socket of the eye, has its superior surface

smooth and convex, and its free extremity bent downwards.
Wolf-like Series. In this grouji the wolves are the largest wild representa-

tives ; the common wolf (('. lujuis) ranging over the northern
portions of both the Old and New Worlds. There are no wolves either in

Africa or South America, although it is curious tliat the so-called Antarctic
wolf (C. fiHtafcticns) of the Falkland Islands appears to belong to the group.
In Asia tliere are several wolves, although none are found in the countries to

the oast and south-east of the Bay of Bengal, and there is some difference of

(ipiuiiiii ;is to their relationshii^ to the common wolf. With regard to the
wolf inhabiting the plains of India,

most persons not specially versed
in the mysteries of zoology would
jn'obably be unable to distinguish

it from its European cousin, un-
less specimens were placed side

by side, and even then would find

Sfjuie difficulty. It appears, how-
ever, that there are certain differ-

ences in the habits of the two
animals, which suggest tlie pro-

bability of their specific distinct-

ness from one another. For in-

stance, the Indiiin wolf is re-

markable for its siJence, only very
rarel3% if ever, uttering the well-

known howl of the common
species ; although it is stated that it will occasionally bark, after the manner
of a pariah dog. Then, again, Indian wolves, although sometimes found in

small family parties of half-a-dozen or so, are never kn<:iwn to collect in the
enormous packs which make the European species so dreaded in winter. It

is i^robable tliut these differences in habits would not by theuiselves alone be
regarded as sufficient to establish the right of the Indian wolf to rank as a
distinct species. When, however, it is found that there are in addition

certain jioints by which the two animals can be distinguished from one
another, these differences in habits become of importance in adding to

their distinctness. The Indian wolf is, indeed, a somewhat smaller and
slighter animal than the European species, the average difference in the
length of the two animals being about six inches. Then, also, the hair

is rather shorter, and there is little or no under-fur ; while the colour is

generally ratlier more inclined to brown than in the common wolf. The
absence of under-fur in the Indian wolf might, we think, be well explained
by the hotter climate in which it dwells ; but, in spite of this, naturalists

are probably right in regarding it as a distinct sjiecies, under the name of

The Indian wolf does not range into the Himalaya, neither is it found to

the westward of the Indus, or in Ceylon. That island seems, indeed, to

enjoy a happy immunity from the presence of several of the larger Indian
Carnivora, as it has neither wolves, wild dogs, hyrenas nor tigers. In the case
of the tiger it has been attempted to account for this absence by the sugges-

tion that this animal is but a comparatively recent immigrant into India from

Fig. 39.—Common Wolf.
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Fi(j. 40.—Indian y^OLV {Canis paUlpei).

the north, aii^l had not reached that country at the time Ceylon was united
with the mainhxnd. If this were so, it would seem, however, that the same
explanation ought to hold good for hyainas and wolves ; but as both the
latter are known to have been well represented in India in the later
geological epochs, some other reason must apparently be sought, at least, in
their cases.

It is difficult to leave the Indian wolf without referring to the subject of
wolf-nurtured children. Many of the stories relating to these have been
brought together by Professor V.
Ball, in his "Jungle Life in India,''

where it is related that in all the
recorded instances the children

were boys, and that the greater

number of cases have occurred in

Oude. Many persons refuse to

attach any credence to such
stories, but Mr. Ball strongly

urges a suspension of judgment
until further evidence be attained.

1 f such stories be really based on
fact, we can only look to Euro-
peans who are stationed or travel-

ling in the wilder parts of India

to bring to light decisive evidence

in support of any new cases that

may occur.

It has been already mentioned that the Indian wolf does not extend west-
ward of tlie Indus ; and in Sind, Baluchistan, and Gilgit its place is taken by
the European wolf, which not improbably may also range into the northern part
of the Punjab. Large wolves, distinguished by their long soft hair and pale
colour, are common on the farther side of the snowy range in Ladak and
Tibet, where they ai-e known to the natives by the name of Changu. These
Tibetan wolves have been generally regarded as a distinct species, described
as Canis lanujcr or chanco, and considered to be more nearly allied to the
Indian than to the European wolf. It seems, however, that this view is in-

correct, and that the Tibetan wolf is nothing more than a pale-coloured and
woolly-haired variety of the common wolf. Occasionally long-haired black
wolves are met with in Tibet, which have been regarded as indicating yet
another species (C. nUjer). There is, however, no doubt but that these are

merely varieties of the ordinary Tibetan wolf, similar to the dark variety of

the short-haired wolf of Europe. It is to a considerable extent for the pur-

poses of protecting their flocks against the ravages of wolves that Tibetan
villages and encampments are guarded by the huge mastiff's, which not un-
frequently make themselves so extremely unpleasant to the European visitor.

The following interesting account of the habits of wolves in Norway, where
these animals are still abundant, is given by a writer in the Asian newspaper
of August 19th, 1893 :—

" The pairing-season occurs in February, and in nine weeks the female
brings forth her young. When the time of birth approaches, the mother
retires to the most remote and unfrequented parts of the forest, where in

some cleft or cave in the rocks, surrounded by close undergrowth, she con-
ceals her offspring. These remain blind for ten or eleven days, and for six

E
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OF eight weeks are nourished by the mother, but when only a month old they

leave the den for short distances, and play about with one another like

puppies. The she-wolf is a good mother, and as long as her young are small

she never goes any great distance from them, and they remain with her till

the pairing-season comes round again, when they themselves are capable of

procreation. At first they are dark coloured, the end of the tail being black,

but after they have got to be about a couple of feet in length they are of a
yellowish-grey, of a darker shape on the back, and have a black muzzle.

"During the summer months wolves are partial to extensive woodland
solitudes, especially those interspersed with mossy tarns and streams. In
winter, on the other hand, especially during severe cold and rough weather,

they tend towards the more inhabited and open districts. Wolves always

make their excursions at night, and between sunset and sunrise they
frequently cover great distances ; while during the day they rest in close

covert. When pressed by hunger, in extreme cold, when they leave or are

returning to their young, or when they have been deprived of these, they

send forth long-drawn and melancholy howls. In woods, and generally speak-

ing, in narrow surroundings, wolves are cowardly and cunning ; while on ex-

tensive plains or tracts of ice, where they can see about them, they are much
more courageous, especially when in company ; but even under such circum-

stances they rarely assume the offensive towards man. In districts frequented
by these animals they have certain paths which they almost invariably follow^

and so closely do they keep in one another's tracks it is difficult to say that

more than one has passed. In going to and from the place where the young
are concealed they invariably follow the same route, and so a regular beaten
track is formed. Only when in droves will they attack the larger animals,

such as the elk; at first they steal as near their victim as possible, and
endeavour to seize it by making long bounds ; failing in this, they set

about running it down, two or three following the hunted beast closely, the

rest trying to cut it off, or by lying in wait and springing at its throat. If

captured when quite young, wolves i-emain comparatively tame for some time,

but their savage nature generally breaks out ere long, and they cannot be
depended on.''

Of other species, the North American coyote {G. latrans) is a smaller form,

with very long hair, which appears to connect the true wolves with the

jackals. Tlie latter animals are really nothing more tlian small wolves, and
usually have the bushy tail equal to about one-third the length of the head
and body. The common jackal (C. aitrcus) extends from Burma and India

through South-Western Asia to South-Eastern Europe and North Africa
;

but is replaced in Africa south of the Sahara by several allied forms, such as

the side-striped jackal (C. adustns) and the handsome black-backed jackal

(0. mesomelas). The dingo (C. dhujo) of Australia is generally reckoned as a
domesticated species, but there is considerable evidence that it existed in

Australia previous to the advent of men.
Most sportsmen who have shot in India, whether in the plains or in the

hills, are probably more or less familiar with those animals commonly known
as wild dogs. Although they are not often seen actually hunting their prey,

yet they may not unfrequently be met with when shooting in or near forests
;

while in the hills the frightened and disturbed condition of ibex and other
large game will often indicate their presence in a district where it would
otherwise be unsuspected. Like many of the colloquial names applied to

animals, the terra wild dogs by Avhich these creatures are generally knowu is
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fin exceedingly inappropriate one, because it is just this particular group of

dog-like animals which differs more from ordinary dogs than do most others

of the larger Canida>. It would indeed be far better if w(jlves and jackals

were spoken of as "wild dogs," since it is those members of the family

which come closest to our domestic dogs, of some of which tliey are probably
the parent stock. In such cases, however, it is utterly hopeless for the
naturalist to attempt to light against popular usage, and we must accordingly

be content to accept the ordinary names for the animals under consideration.

All who have ever seen an Indian wild dog, whether in the flesh or stufled,

will not be likely to mistake it for any other member of the canine family.

In size it is somewhat larger than a jackal of average dimensions, and is

charactei'ised by the generally ruddy colour of the hair, and especially by the

black tip of the moderately long and bushy tail. Moreover, the muzzle
and legs are relatively rather short in comparison with the size of the head
and body ; while the profile of the face diflers from that of other canine
animals by being slightly convex instead of concave or straight.

The reader may ask whether such characteristics as the above offer any
justification for the objection to the term wild dog as applied to these ani-

mals; and if ifc were these alone on which naturalists rely, he would be
perfectly justified in so doing. To obtain, however, any true ideas as to the
relationships of an animal, we are compelled not only to study its colour and
proportions, but likewise to take into consideration its skeleton and other
parts of its organisation. Now, if we take the skull of a wild dog and com-
pare the number of teeth in the lower jaw with those of a wolf, jackal, or
fox, -Nve shall find an important point of difference. In the lower jaws of all

the three animals last mentioned, and also in those of domestic dogs, we
shall find that there are 11 teeth on each side ; the eleventh being the
smallest of all those situated behind the tusk. If, on the other hand, we
examine the lower jaw of any wild dog, we shall find that the small eleventh
tooth is w^anting, so that there are only 10 lower teeth. A wild dog has,

indeed, only 10 teeth on each side of both the upper and lower jaws, where-
as in dogs, wolves, jackals, and foxes there are 10 upper and 11 lower
teeth. We have here, therefore, an easily recognised point of distinction

between a wild dog and most other members of the family. There are, how-
ever, two African and one South American representatives of the family,

which, while difiering from the ordinary type as regards the number of their

teeth, have no intimate connection with the wild dogs. A difterence of one
tooth more or less in the lower jaws of difierent members of the family may
not appear a very important one—and to a certain extent it is not so. But
it at any rate serves to show that wild dogs cannot possibly be the parents of

any of our domestic breeds of dogs, since it is a well ascertained fact that
when once a tooth has been lost in any group of animals it never reappears
(unless it may be as an occasional abnormality) in their descendants. An-
other point of distinction between wild dogs and other members of the family
is that there are either 12 or 14 teats in place of the usual 10.

Relying on the two points of difference last noticed, many naturalists have
considered that wild dogs ought not to be included in the same genus as

wolves and jackals, and the former have accordingly been described under a
sej)arate generic title, as Cuon, or more correctly Cyon, from the Greek name
for a dog. Such a distinction appears, how^ever, unnecessary, and it is pre-

ferable to include wolves, jackals, foxes, and wild dogs under the common
title of Caiiis.
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As regards their distributicni, wild dogs are found in Tndia, Burma, Siam,
and the Mahiyan Peninsula and islands ; while in Central Asia they
extend as far northwards as the Altai Mountains, which divide Mongolia from
Siberia, and as far westwards as Amurland, and the Isle tif Saghalien in tlie

Sea of Okhotsk. It is, however, somewhat curious that, so far as our informa-
tion goes, tliese animals are quite unknown both in Northern Cliina and
Japan. Wild dogs arc, therefore, at the present day exclusively confined to

Asia, where they do not appear to extend eastwards of the longitude of the
Ural Mountains. This distribution will, however, only hold good for the
present epocli, since there have been found in the caves of various parts of*

Europe lower jaws of canine animals agreeing with those of living wild dogs
in having 10 instead of 11 teeth ; and we shall, therefore, be justified in

considering at or about the time when the mammoth fiourished that wild dogs
hunted over Europe as they do at the present day in Asia. The circum-
stances of the occurrence at a former epoch in Europe oi a group of animals,
now confined to Asia is by no means an isolated one, since there is evidence
that at still earlier periods of the earth's history deer, like the muntjac and
spotted deer of India, and long-snouted crocodiles akin to the garials of the
Ganges and Borneo, flourished in various parts of Europe. All these facts

in distribution seem, indeed, to point to the conclusion that Asia has served
as a kind of refuge for groups of animals which, for some reason or another,
were unable to exist any longer in Europe.

Naturalists liave long been exercised as to whether the wild dog of the
Himalaya was identical with that of the plains of India, and also whether one
or both of these could be distinguished from the wild dog of Burma and the
Malayan islands. In many works the wild dog of India and the Himalaya
will be found alluded to by the name of Cijon rittilaits—a name i>roperly be-

longing to the Malayan form. These writers probably derived their informa-
tion from the late Dr. Jerdon, who in his " Indian Mammals" included the
Malaj'an, Indian, and Himalayan forms under this single name. Colonel
Sykes had, however, long befure separated the Indian wild dog under the
name of C. ch(k]mne)isiti, while for the Himalayan torm Hodgson proposed the
name of C. prtmcevrts. Mr. Blanford, who states that he can find no difference

between tlie wild dog of he Himalaya and that of the plains of India, con-
siders that these are probably distinct from the kind found in Burma and
the Malayan region. The dillerence between the two is, iiowever, very slight

;

but the Himalayan and Indian species (C. deccuneiisls) is a rather larger and
stouter animal, with longer hair, and a woolly under-fur, and the general
colour varying from a ferruginous red to tawny ; while the Burmese and
Malayan species (C. rHfi?rn(s) is smaller and slighter,with shorter hair, no under-
fur, and a brighter colour. The Indian species extends to the north-west as

far as Gilgit and Hunza, from whence it ranges eastwards through Ladak into

Tibet. Curiously enough, it is found that this wild dog is quite distinct

from the species inhabiting the Altai (C. nlpinvs) which has much larger

upper molar teeth. This, as Mr. Blanford well observes, is a most remark-
able feature in distribution, for whereas most of the animals of tlie Himalaya,
like the ibex and the great Tibetan sheep, are either identical with or closely

related to those of the Altai and adjacent regions, here we have a case where
the Himalayan form is identical with one inhabiting the plains of India, and
perfectly distinct from the one found in the Altai. This may, however, be
explained by the greater facility with which the Carnivora can adapt them-
selves to different surroundings, owing to the circumstance that wherever
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they go they are sure to meet with herbivorous animals, on which tliey can
prey. Herbivorous animals, on the other hand, are generally more or less

completely dependent on one or more particular kinds of plants for susten-

ance, and are consequently unable to exist in regions where such plants do
not grow.

In the same series with the wolves and jackals are included a number of

South American species, commonly spoken of as foxes, which they much
resemble in external aspect, although having wolf-like skulls. Among these

are Azara's dog (C nzuru') and the crab-eating dog {(J. cmicriKoruii). A much
larger South American form is the so-called maned wolf (C. jubatus)—a large

reddish-coloured animal. The so-called raccoon-dog (C proctjonides), which
has been generically separated as Nyctemites, is distinguished by its long lo(Jse

fur, short ears, and abbreviated bushy tail, its general colour being dusky.

Probably every Englishman thinks he knows a fox when he sees it ; and it

is not unlikely tliat he would be disposed to resent the suggestion that he
could not distinguish between foxes and certain other
members of the canine family, or that there could be any Fox-like Series,

liesitation in deciding whether any foxes he might bo shown
Avere or were not specifically identical with the connnon English kind.

Nevertheless, it is by no means easy to determine from external characters

alone whether a given canine animal is or is not a fox ; while the difficulty of

deciding whether many of the larger foxes of Asia and America should be re-

garded merely as varieties of the common fox, or as distinct species, has long

exercised the minds of naturalists. Indeed, the latter question has only

recently been decided by the leading zoologists of England in favour of the

former view ; and we are by no means sure that their opinions are accepted

(;y all American zoologists.

Probably most people would say that a fox is sufficiently characterised by
his slight build, elongated body, short limbs, long ears, sharp muzzle, and
long bushy tail, of which the length always considerably exceeds half that of

the head and hody. So far, indeed, as they go, these characteristics are ex-

cellent, and they will serve to distinguish a fox from a Avolf or jackal. The
whole of them are, however, not applicable to all foxes, the Arctic fox having
comparatively short ears, while they will not serve to distinguish foxes from
the above-mentioned South American representatives of the family, such as

the so-called Azara's dog. The latter animals have, indeed, the general

build and appearance of foxe.s, their muzzles being sharp, their ears long, and*
their tails of great length and thickly haired. The naturalist says emphati-
cally, however, that they are not true foxes, and it is, therefore, evident

that he has certain characteristics to rely on which are not included among
those just mentioned.
A more careful examination of a fox will show that the pupil of the eye

forms merely a narrow vertical ellipse when seen in a strong light, whereas
that of wolves, jackals, and dogs is circular. Unfortunately, however, even
this character will not serve to distinguish foxes from the above-mentioned
South American species. Of more importance is the circumstance that

vixen foxes have but 6 teats, whereas the females of wolves, jackals, and
dogs generally have 10, but occasionally only 8 teats, while in the

Indian wild dogs the number is increased to 12 or 14. As usual, how-
ever, when he wants to find a feature which shall be absolutely

characteristic, the naturalist has recourse to the skull in order to definitely

separate foxes from all other members of the family. If, indeed, va examine
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the skull of any kind of domestic or wild dog, of a wolf, or a jackal, we shall

not fail to observe, as noticed above, that the triangular bony projection
from the middle of the skull which forms the hinder border of the upper
part of the socket of the eye—hence known as the postorbital process—i^

highly convex, and curves from above downwards. On the other hand, in

the skull of any species of fox, the same j^rocess has a very distinct hollow on
its upper surface, and it does not curve downwards in the smallest degree.
A further examination will also show that in a dog, jackal, or wolf the
middle portion of tlie skull is considerably elevated above the level of the
extremities of these two processes ; whereas in a f(-)X the whole surface of

this part of the skull lies nearly in a horizontal plane. If we were to make a
vertical section of the two skulls, we sliould tind that in the skulls of the
dog, jackal, and wolf the bone forming the roof w^as honeycombed by a
number of cells, whereas in the fox it is solid ; and it is the presence,
or absence, of these cells which causes the great difference in the contour of

the skulls of a dog and a fox.

The above feature absolutely distinguishes the skulls of all species of

foxes from those of all other members of the family, and we are accordingly
now able to give a much more satisfactory definition of a fox, which will be
somewhat as follows, r ('.-;.

: A long-bodied, short-limbed member of the
canine family, with a long and bushy tail exceeding half the length of the
head and body, generally long ears, a sharp muzzle, elliptical pupils to the
eyes, G teats, and the forehead of the skull not honeycombed l)y cells, and
with the jjostorbital processes holLjwed above. From these important
differences some writers are inclined to separate the foxes from tlie genus
Cams under the name of Vulfes.
There has been much discussion as to whether foxes and dogs will breed

together. Tlius, Mr. Bartlett, the superintendent of the Zoological Society's
Gardens, whose wide experience entitles him to rank as a high authority on
the point, writing in 1890, says that, " So far as my experience goes, I have
never met with a well-authenticated instance of a hybrid between a fox and
a dog, notwithstanding numerous specimens of supposed hybrids of this sort
which from time to time have been brouglit to my notice." Since that date,
several writers in Land and Water have, however, asserted the existence of
such hybrids, but further evidence is still desirable on the subject. And if

^such a hybrid be pi'oved to exist, it would be very desirable that the form
of the pupils of its eyes, and the number of its teats, should be care-
fully recorded during life, while after death an examination of its skull
by a qualified observer would be of the highest interest.

Turning to the numerous varieties of the common fox and their distribu-
tion, it is almost needless to observe that in England the fox is of a bright
reddish-brown colour on the upper-parts, with the under-parts and the tip of
the brush white, and the back of the ears and the lower portions of the limbs
black. There are, however, some local or individual variations even in this
country, which have given rise to the names of greyhound, mountain, and
bush foxes ; but all these are, at the most, of trivial import. Occasionally
English foxes are killed witli the tip of the brush grey or black, and
there is one instance on record of a white English fox. Of far more im-
portance is the circumstance that ome time previous to 1864 an im-
mature fox was killed in Warwickshire with all tlie under-parts of a greyish
black hue. Now, as a general rule, the foxes of Northern and Central
Europe are similar in colour to the ordinary English form, but in Southern
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Europe they are all paler above, with the under-parts dusky. There can,

however, be no question but that these are all of one species, and it is there-

fore very interesting to find one instance of the occurrence of the Southern
vai-iety—assuming that the Warwickshire specimen was not an imported
animal—in this countrJ^

Proceeding eastwards into Asia, we find two large foxes differing very
markedly from the ordinary English form. The first of these is the yellow
fox of Central Asia, formerly regarded as a distinct sj^ecies under the name of

C flavescois, and characterised by its general pale and yellowish colour, and
the large size of its magnificent brush. It has, however, still the dark ears

and white brush-tip of the English fox, and there can be no doubt that

modern writers are right in regarding it merely as a pale variety of the
latter. This variety inhabits open country, and lives in burrows, or among
rocks or bushes.

The handsome animal known as the mountain-fox (the so-called C.

)nonfa)iug) of the Himalaya, although nearly allied to the last, is frequently
so strikingly different, wlien in its Avinter dress, from the ordinary English
fox, that most sportsmen would regard it as a distinct sjjecies. The fur of the

back varies in colour from chestnut to iron-grey, and the shoulders are often

marked by a conspicuous dark transverse stripe, while the under-parts, and
especially the throat, are more or less dusky. The black outer surfaces of the
ears and the white tip to the brush proclaim, however, the affinity of this fox
to the southern variety of the European fox ; and it appears to be merely
another variety of the latter. This Himalayan fox differs from the Central
Asian variety in that it does not excavate burrows, but lives in thickets or on
cultivated land. When we add that the so-called Nile fox (0. niloticus) is but

another variety of the same species, it will be evident that if he can but obtain

a pack of hounds and suitable ground, the sportsman may hunt one and
the same species of fox, whether he be in England, in the South of Europe, on
the banks of the Nile, in the deserts of Central Asia, or in the vale of Kashmir.

This is, however, by no means all, for if the fox-hunter cares to cross the

Atlantic he may again hunt the common fox in Yirginia and other parts of

North America. It is true, in-

deed, that these large North
American foxes have been con-
sidered distinct species, imderthe
names of the red fox (C. fulvus)
and the cross-fox {C. j^ennsylvani-

cus). The cross-fox is, however,
obviously but a variety of the red
fox, di.stinguished by the presence
of a more or less distinct dark
strij^e across the shoulders ; and
since both forms have the black
ears and white tail-tip of the
European species, there can be little hesitation, in spite of their variation in

colour, in regarding them merely as local races of the same widely-spread form.

Again the so-called silver or black fox (C. argentattts) from California .and

the Western United States, so valued on account of its beautiful fur, is only a

melanistic (dark) variety of the red fox, and is therefore merely another race

of Caais vulijes. The silver fox, Ave may observe in passing, is a comparatively

rare animal, of which perfectly black skins, with only the characteristic white

Fig. 41.—The Cojimon Fox.
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tip of the tail, are so scarce that they fetch from £50 to £70 in the market.
It thus appears that an animal may vary in colour from foxy-red above, with
white under-parts and tail-tip and black limbs and ears, to one in which the
whole of the fur is black save the tip of the tail, and yet belong to one and
the same species.

No account of the distribution of the common fox would be complete with-

out some reference to the fact that it is one of the very oldest of our British

Mammals, its fossilised remains having been dug up in the topmost beds of the
so-called red crag of the Suffolk coast. These deposits far ante-date the river

gravels and cavern-mud in which occur the remains of the mammoth and other
gigantic extinct Mimmals ; and it will thus be evident that this extreme
antiquity of the British fox will readily account for its pi-esent unusually wide
geographical distribution.

Before taking leave of the common fox and its numerous varieties we may
refer to the circumstance that there has been much discussion as to whether
badgers are hurtful to young foxes. As the result of these it appears that the
charge against the badger has been effectually disproved, more than one
writer recounting instances where fox and badger-cubs have been brought up
in amity as inhabitants of the same earth. In spite, however, of this, it

appears that there is still, at least in some districts, war waged by sportsmen
against the unfortunate badger.
With regard to North American foxes, it may be observed that in addition

to the red and cross-fox, the so-called grey fox or Virginian fox ((7, riryiniamin)

is lai'gely hunted with hounds in some parts of the States. This fox is much
smaller than the European species, the length of its head and body being
only about 19 inches, in place of some 24 inches. It is further distin-

guished by its relatively shorter muzzle, and also by the presence of a ridge
of long stiff liairs running along the middle of the upper part of the tail.

The general colour of this fox, as its common name implies, is some shade of
grey ; but there is considerable individual variation in this respect, and some
specimens show a more or less marked reddish tinge. If an English hunts-
man were to see his quarry suddenly rush straight up the trunk of a tree in
the midst of a run, his astonishment would certainly be great, yet we are
assured by American writers that tree-climbing is a frequent habit of the grey
fox. Thus Dr. EUzey writes in Shields' "Big Game of North America," that
" whether the greys ever climb trees in pursuit of prey I am uncertain ; but
they take to a tree as readily as a cat, when hard run by hounds. I think it

nearly certain that they climb for pei'siunnons, grapes, and berries. Red
foxes never climb trees under any circumstances ; when hard run they go to

earth." If the above exijlanation of this curious habit is the tru3 one, it

would seem that grapes are not sour to the grey fox. Grey foxes a' ford but
a poor run in comparison with the common species, their course only holding
for a short distance, and that accompanied bj' many doublings ; while the run
usually terminates either by the capture of a fox within an hour, or by the
animal either climbing a tree or taking refuge in a hole of the same. On the
other hand, the American red fox runs as strongly as his European relative

;

his course, it is said, generally taking the form of a large parallelogram. The
cubs of the grey fox have been compared to small black puppies, and are thus
very different in appearance from those of our own species. A second North
American species is the kit-fox (C*. velux), which is still smaller than tlie

grey, its brush being only about 11 inches in length, against 16 inches in

the latter. Above, this fox is light grey, with an admixture of long white
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hairs, wliile the flanks are yellowish and the under-parts white, the brush

having no white tip. This species lives in burrows, and takes its name from
its extreme speed. Whether it is commonly hunted with hounds I am un-

aware. More distinct than eitlier of the above is the long-eared fox (C.

macrotU), of California, in which the ears are nearly as large as in the under-

mentioned fennecs. Its general colour above is grizzled grey. South

America has no true foxes.

In India the place of the common fox is taken by two small s})ecies—the

Indian desert-fox (0. lc>u'opui>) and the Bengal fox {V. bcngdhntsis). Tlie

formei', which is somewhat the larger of the two, agrees with the common
species in the white tip to the brush, and also in the dark brown or black out-

sides to the ears ; while the latter has a black tip to the brush and greyish

ears. Tiie desert-fox, as its name implies, inhabits sandy wastes, and has a

considerable tui-n of speed ; Jerdon stating that it " gives a capital run

sometimes, even wnth English dogs."

The Bengal fox, which only measures about 20 inches from the lip of

the snout to the root of the tail, is found in more or less open country over

the greater part of India, and may not unfre<|uently be seen by residents in

Calcutta playing about the Maidan near Fort-William. Jerdon writes that

"this fox is much coursed with greyhounds in many pai'ts of India, and with

Arab or country dogs, or half-bred English dogs it gives a most excellent

course, doubling in a most dexterous manner, and if it is within a short

distance of its earth, racing the dogs. Its numerous earths prevent in general

much sjiort being had in hunting it with foxhounds, and its scent is poor."

Another small Asiatic species, with a dark tip to the brush, is the Corsac fox

(('. corsac), whose habitat extends from the shores of the Caspian through the

Russian steppes to Mongolia. The skin of this species is an article of con-

siderable commercial importance, an average of about 50,000 coming annually

into the market. There are several other allied species of foxes inhabiting

Asia, such as the Japanese fox ((*. japotdcus) a.nd the Tibetan fox {i'.fcyrilatvs),

but as they are mostly but little known in Europe, it is unnecessary to make
further allusion to them on this occasion. Mention must, however, be made
of the Arctic fox (C. lagop\(s), characterised by its short ears, extremely

bushy brush, and the long hair clothing the soles of the feet. As a rule, this

fox is bluish-grey in summer (when it is known as the blue fox), but clianges

to pure white in winter ; although in some cases, more especially in Iceland,

the dark tint is retained throughout the year. Tiiis species is practically

circumpolar, and on an average from 25,000 to 00,000 skins annually find

their way into the market. The Arctic fox, in order to provide a supply of

food for the long and dreary winter of its native habitat, is in the habit of

laying up stores of lemmings and other small animals concealed in holes and
fissures of the rocks.

South and Central Africa is the home of an entirely diff'erent group of

small foxes, known as fennecs (('. zcrda, C fatuellciis, and ('. cama), and
characterised by the enormous length of their ears. These fennecs are more
or less sandy-coloured animals, Avith a dark tip to tlie tail, and differ from
the European fox in their social habits, dwelling together in small companies.

A skin of an apparently allied species has been obtained from Afghanistan.

The Cape hunting-dog {Lycaon picius) is the sole living representative of

a genus dift'ering from Canis in having but four toes to each foot. Its skull

approximates to that of the wolves, but is somewhat shorter and broader, and
there is a slight difference in the form of the teeth. This animal is of large
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F'uj- 42.—Cape Hrxxixu-Doo
{Lycaon pictus).

size, and marked with unsymiuetrical blotches of white, yellow, and black,

the distribution of which shows considerable individual variation. Numbers
combine in packs to hunt their prey. A second well-marked

Other Genera, genus of the (Jankhn is formed by tlie bush-dog (Icticijon

vouiticus) of British Guiana and Brazil, which is a dark-

coloured animal not larger tlian a fox, with a short, sparsely-haired tail,

sliort limbs, very small ears, close hair, and a very aberrant dentition. In
tlie tirst place, the number of molars is reduced to one pair in the upper and

two in the lower jaw, while the
lower carnassial has no cusp on the
inner side of the blade, and its

posterior heel is secant instead of

tubercular, so that practically the
entire tooth is reduced to a cutting

blade. The last member of the dog
family is Lalande's fennec {Otocijon

mcgtdotis) of South Africa, which,
while agreeing in many respects

Avith the true fennecs, has very
much larger ears, but is specially

distinguished by having four pairs

of lower molar teeth, and either

three or four pairs of the same in

the upper jaw, the total number of

teeth thus being either 46 or 48. Its habits are like those of the fennecs.

In the three remaining families of the terrestrial Carnivora the auditory

bulla of the skull possesses a simple undivided septum, and its bony external

tube, or meatus, leading to the outer ear, has its lower
margin considerably produced, while the triangular paroc-

cipital process stands quite apart from the bulla. In the in-

testine the blind appendage or coecum is entirely absent. The
bears themselves are specially characterised by the broad, flat,

tuberculated crowns of the molar teeth, of which there are two upper and three
lower i)airs ; and likewise by the rudi-

mentary development of the first tliree

pairs of premolars in each jaw, which are
in many cases entirely lost. The upper
carnassial is very short and triangular,

and both this tooth and the lower car-

nassial have but little resemblance to the
true sectorial type, as shown in the cats

and dogs. In the skull the auditory bulla
is verj' flat, and scarcely at all inflated.

The large feet are furnished with five toes

each, and are comjiletely jilantigrade
;

while their long and slightly compressed
claws are non-retractile. The body is

very stout, the tail short, the ears moderate, the hair generally long and
loose, and the gait clumsy and shambling. Bears go about either in
pairs or in small family-parties, and are all excellent climbers. ]\Iost

of them eat roots, fruits, and other vegetable substances, although they
will also consume the flesh of dead animals and carrion ; and in cold

The Bear Tribe.
—Family
Ursidcv.

F!(j. 43.—Busii-DoG
(Idiaion venaticus).
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countries all hibernate during the inclement season, their hiding-places

being frequently caverns, the clefts of rocks, or 1k)11o\v trees. The typical

genus UrsHS, in which there are 42 teeth, and some of the premolars are de-

ciduous, includes all the existing members of tlie family except two. Of
these the polar bear {U. maritimiis) of the Arctic reginns stands aj^art from

the rest on account of its relatively smaller liead, small and narrow molars,

more hairy soles, and creamy white colour. Its food consists mainly of flesh.

The brown bear {U. ardi(s) is a very widely-spread species, ranging all over

Europe and Northern Asia, and represented in Syria l)y one variety {U.

«;/rJafi/.s), in the Himalaya by the pale isabelline bear (U. imbcUimis), and in

North America by the grizzly bear {U. horribilis) and the American black

bear {U. americani(s), botJi of Avhich are now considered merely as varieties of

the European species. The Himalayan black bear
(
U. torqnutus), with shaggy

black fur and a white gorget, is a very distinct species ; as is also the small

Malayan bear(Z7. mrt?a!/07U(s), rang-

ing from North-Eastern India to

the Malayan countries, and dis-

tinguished by its long extensile

tongue and short black fur, with a

light gorget on the throat. Another
well-marked form is the spectacled

bear (U. ornatuti) of the Chilian

Andes. With the exception of U.

croidltcr, of the Atlas range, which
may be only a variety of the common
species, Africa has no bear. The
Indian sloth bear {3Icliirstis \trsinus)

difl'ers in having only two pairs of

upper incisor teeth, small molars,

large extensile lips, and a deeply hollowed jjalate ; the black fur being very
long, loose, and harsh, and the throat marked by tlie usual light gorget. It

feeds cliiefly on ants, other insects, fruit, flowers and honey. More different

than all is the parti-coloured bear {^-Eluropus melanolcucusi) of Tibet, with a
total of 40 teeth, the premolars large and, except the first, two-rooted, and
the first upper molar broader than long, instead of longer than broad, as in

other bears. In colour it is black and white, with black rings round the eyes.

Mainly American, the raccoon tribe includes small carnivores with two
pairs of molars in each jaw, which may be either many-cusped or tuber-

culated, a short and broad upper carnassial tooth, planti-

grade feet, and the tail ringed. The single Old World form Raccoon Tribe.

is the panda or cat-bear (^-Eluriis fnhjens) of the Eastern Family Pro-

Himalaya, which is a reddish-coloured animal, of the size of cyonhhv.

a cat, with a long, x'inged tail. It has a total of 38 teeth,

very broad many-cusped upper molars, and a curiously rounded and vaulted

skull. The face is cat-like, the ears are moderate and rounded, and the

limbs stout, with large partially retractile claws. The panda is a good
climber, and feeds chiefly upon vegetable substances. The American raccoons

(Procyon) have 40 teeth, broad and tuberculated molars, and three lobes to

the blade of the upper carnassial. The body is stout, the head broad, with

a sharj:) muzzle, the whole sole of the foot not applied to the ground in

walking, and the toes capable of being widely spread, with sharj) non-reti'actile

claws. The tail is rather short and ringed, and the fur thick and soft.

Fig. 44.—Parti-coloured Bear
(JSluropus mdanolcticiis).
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Fig. 45.—The Panda (AVimijj yii?;/!

Raccoons are almost omnivorous animals, obtaining mucli of their food along
the banks of lakes and streams, and swimming well. Much of their time
is, however, spent in trees, in hollows of which the J'oung are brought forth

;

and in North America they hibernate dar-
ing the cold season. The cacomistles
{Bas.mrisciis), represented by one species

from the Southern United States and Mexico
and another from Central America, form
a closely allied genus, distinguished by the
more slender build, sharper nose, longer
tail, and less completely plantigrade feet.

Another genus is Bassaririioii, of Central
America, which hus racco(m-like teeth, but
an external form very like that of the
kinkajou. The coatis (jVf(.s»r(), wliich range
from Central America to Paraguay, are easily

recognised by the prolongation of the
muzzle into a long and somewhat upturned
mobile snout ; the long and tapering tail

being ringed. The dentiti(m is similar to

that of the raccoons, witli the exception that
the upper canines are longer and more pointed, and the molars smaller.
Coatis are arboreal animals, going about the forest in small jaarties, and
feeding chiefly on birds, eggs, insects, lizards, and fruits. Lastly, the
kinkajou (Cercoleptes caudivolvulus) dift'ers from all the rest in its long and
taper tail being prehensile ; the number of teeth being 36. It is a pale
yellowish-brown animal, of the size of a cat, entirely nocturnal, and arboreal
in its habits.

The last family of the land Carnivora is the large and widely-sjiread one of

the weasels, which includes the otters, badgers, shunks, etc. Except in the
ratels (where there is

but a single pair in each
jaw), the members of

this family may be dis-

tinguished from the two
preceding ones by having one pair of

upper, and tw^o of lower molars, and
by the inner portion of the ujiper juolars

being longer from back to front than
the outer blade. The auditory bulla
of the skull is but little inflated.

The otters (Lutra) furm an aquatic
grou}) cnaracterised by tlie short and

rounded feet, the webb-
Otters. cd toe?, the small, curv-

ed, and blunt claws,

and the broad and flattened head. The jaws are short, with large, closely
packed teeth ; the upper molar being especially large, quadrangular in form,
and its inner tubercular portion much expanded from back to front ; and
all the cheek teeth sharply cusped. The body is very elongated, the ears
are short and rounded, the limbs short, the tail long, thick, and tajjering

rapidly, and the fur very short and close. In certain species the claws

Weasel Tribe.—
Family MuMe-

lida'.

Fig. 40. "Ca('().mistle (Bassarisnts antutus).



The Grizzly Bear.
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may be rudimental ov wanting. With tlie exception of Australia and New
(iiiinea, otters are cosmopolitan in tlieir distribution, the largest species

being tlie Brazilian otter. They are expert di^'ers and swimmers, feeding

entirely on tish, for the capture and
retention of which their powerful and
sharply-cusped teeth are admirably

suited. The total number of teeth is

30. Nearly allied to the otters is the

sea-otter (Lcitdx hdris), distinguished by
having only 32 teeth, among which the

lower incisors are reduced to two pairs,

the blunt and rounded tubercles of the

molars, and the flipper-like hind-feet, in

which the toes are flattened, as in the

seals, and the fifth toe is the longest

and stoutest. The head is rounded, the

ears very small, the tail short and F'li. i^.-CoxTiiXasuamfa).

bushy, and the pellage with a beautiful

under-fur. The total length of the animal is about f(nir feet. Natur-

alists have hitherto believed that the sea-otter when on l.ind has the

hind-toes turned forwards, but Mr. Snow, of Yokohama, states that this is

incorrect, and that they are really doubled backwards, beneath the soles.

The southern range of the sea-otter extends as far as Southern California and
Mexico. On the Asiatic side, it occurs at the Komandorski Islands, Kam-
schatka, and the Kurile Islands. As a rule, only one is produced at birth, but
occasionally two. Mr. Snow has seen two small pups with their mother, and
has taken two from the inside of an otter he killed. It is not absolutelj'

known at what age the otter arrives at maturity. Mr. Snow believes that it

does so in the third year. Crabs and sea-urchins are the usual contents of

the stomach, but occasionally small fish and spawn are also found. The
crabs are crushed by the strong molar teeth, it being impossible that the

crushing is produced by the striking of two shells together, as the form of

the fore-feet will not allow of anything being grasped. The otter dives for

its food, and returns to the surface with the prey held between its two fore-

paws, in which it continues to hold it while eating it. On many occasions

Mr. Snow has seen schools of from 10 to 50 or more otters together some 10
or 15 miles from any land, but not of late years. The mode of capture

adopted by Europeans is to "run" the sea-otter with three boats, each
manned by four or five men, a hunter being in the bow armed with a rifle.

When an otter is " raised " (as it is called), the hoats proceed to surround it,

lying some 500 to 600 yards apart in the form of a triangle. The boats are so

manceuvred that the otter is kept between them. Every time the animal
makes its appearance above the water, it is shot at, until it is secured. When
the sea-otter is netted, it becomes entangled in the meshes and drowned.
The long white hairs of the fur are its chief beauty. They are not removed
when it is prepared for use. A skin has sold for upwards of £225.
The skunks of America are the first I'epresentatives of a second sub-family

in which the feet are elongated, with straight toes, and non-retractile, slightly

curved, somewhat compressed, and blunt claws, which are of

very large size in the hind-foot ; the form of the upper Skunks,

molar being variable. The typical skunks (Mephitis), which

are confined to North and Central America, are easily recognised by their
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black fur, relieved on the back with broad longitudinal stripes of white, and
the bushy black and white tail, which is generally carried over the back. Tliey

have 34 teeth, and are provided with

^ •^^">'-^*^\ special glands for the secretion of the
^^%v^^^^^^^^^^<^, noisome fluid to which they owe their
'^^"'^^"'^^~

^

""
name. The little skunk (/Si;ji7o{/c(Zej>Hfo-

r'lui) of the Southern United States and
Central America isainuch smalleranimal,
and the onlymember of thegroup that can
climb. The South American skunk (C'oji.-

cpatns mnjjurito), ranging from Texas to

Patagonia, difiers in havingonly32 teeth,

and also in its heavier build, and by the
nostrils openingdownwardsandf(jrwards,
instead of on the sides of the muzzle.
Mr. Aplin, writing of tliis species, ob-
serves that " the scent-gland cannot be

Fiy. 48. -CoMMox .Smunk ^McphitU '^P^"^'^ ""^^^^^ the tail is at a right angle

mej^hitica). or sometlung near it, with the line of

the body ; and that therefore when
held by the tail the weight of the skunk's body keeps the tail more
or less in a line with it, and the skunk is unable to discharge its vile

secretion. To perform this o])eration it is of course necessary to catch
the skunk asleep, or otherwise deeply occupied (digging roots, for instance),

and to run the risk of its waking up or turning round and seeing you. I be-
lieve I could have easily done it myself, as 1 have more than once seen a
skunk lying curled up asleep in the daytime. Indeed, while looking for a
parrot 1 had shot among some bushes, I very nearly stepped upon one
which was curled up on the ground ; and there it remained until I put a re-

volver bullet through its body. However, I never cared to risk the loss of
useful garments, it having been proved, I believe, that clothes once well
dosed at close quarters may as well be burnt. The skunk passes the day-
time in sleep, when undisturbed. In Soriano I used to find them laid up in

holes and under clefts in the granite boulder rocks, in deserted ant-nests,

among paja grass, or in the crown of a big hassock of this, and in one or two
cases on the ground among bushes. In the latter case it lies on its side
curled round. When roused in a hole by a dog, it presents a rather diaboli-
cal appearance as it pops its little vicious head out. Notwithstanding
demonstrations of this kind, I have only once seen a skunk use its teeth. In
this case one fastened on to Jim's flanks, and the old dog walked about with
it hanging on for half a minute, looking round at it in much astonishment at
this unusual and unseemly behaviour —the fact being that he could not get
hold of his enemy, which turned with him. The skunk seems to be an om-
nivorous feeder. Its long strong claws are well adapted for digging, and
places where they have been scratching are to be seen all about the camp.
They probably feed on small mammals, reptiles, and insects, as well as
roots, and are always credited with robbing hen-roosts. With regard to the
distance at which you can smell a skunk, 1 cannot give an opinion ; but you
often smell them when you cannot see them, and just about sundown the
smell is a usual and familiar one about the camp ; at night, too, a strong
whifFof it as you sit or stroll in the jx<f(o is a very common occurrence. At
a hundred yards to leeward, with the slightest breeze the smell of a discharge
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would be very pungent. The smell is said to be a good remedio for the
lieadache.'' Although skunks are essentially nocturnal animals, they may
occasionally be seen walking about on the open Argentine pampas in broad
daylight.

The next group of the sub-family includes the badgers, of which there are

likewise several genera, none of which are found in South America. Of
these the sand-badgers {A)xfo)njx\ of the Oriental countries,

form a genus characterised by having 38 teeth, of which the Badgers,
lower incisors project forwards, the anterior premolars are

often rudimental or wanting, and the upper molar is much larger than the

carnassial, and longer than broad. The naked mobile snout is pig-like, the ears

are minute and rounded, the eyes small, the feet digitigrade when walking,

the tail moderately long and tapering, and the fur bristly, with a soft under-

fur. The Indian species is rather larger than the ordinary badger. Nearly
allied is the Malayan badger (Mijdans mellceps), from Java, {Sumatra, and
Borneo, which is a small burrowing animal, distinguished from the last by
the nostrils being inferior, instead of terminal in position, and by the

extreme shortness of the tail, which is clothed with rather long bushy hair.

In the true badgers (Meles) the number of the teeth is also 38, but the first

premolar in each jaw is minute, and often shed at an early age, while the

very large upjier molar is quadrangular, as broad as long, and much surpass-

ing the carnassial in size. JNIoreover, the lower jaw is so firmly articulated

to the skull that it cannot be separated without fracture. The skull difters

from that of the sand-badgers, and thereby resembles the Malayan badger,

in that its bony palate is only produced a comparatively short distance

behind the last pair of teeth. The muzzle is pointed, the body stout and
broad, the ears and tail very short, and the limbs short and strong, with
partially plantigrade feet. The coloration of the common badger is too well

known to need description. The genus includes only a few species,

which are confined to Europe and Asia north of the Himalaya, one kind
inhabiting Persia and another Japan. Badgers are nocturnal, omnivorous,
and burrowing animals, producing three or four blind young at a birth. In
North America the group is represented by the American badgers {Taxidea),

in which the first upper premolar appears to be always wanting, and the

upper carnassial is nearly as large as the molar, and the tubercular heel of

the lower carnassial relatively

smaller than in the Old World
badgers. The stout body is de-

pressed, and the tail very short.

Nearly allied to the badgers are

the ratels (Alcllivora) of India and
Africa south of the Sahara, which
differ from all other members of

the family in having but a single

pair of lower molars, and are fur-

ther distinguished by the limbs
and under surface of the body pig. i9.—Common Badgeb.
being black, while the upper-parts
are greyish. In this genus the upper carnassial is a large tooth, with its inner
tubercle at the front end, as in the remaining genera of the sub-family ; the
upper molar being short from back to front, with its inner portion much
expanded. In the lower carnassial the posterior heel is very minute. Ex-
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ternally, the ratels have a stout body, a flattened head, rather pointed nose,

rudimental ears, stout and short limbs, and a very short tail. They subsist

chiefly on honey-comb, which they dig out with their powerful claws. The
so-called ferret-badgers (Helictis), from the Oriental countries, some of which
are remariiable for their brilliant coloration, form a very distinct genus.

They have 38 teeth, a long head, with a sharp naked muzzle, obliquely

truncated at the tip, small ears, elongated body, short limbs, and a rather

short or moderate bushy tail. All are small animals, climbing well, and sub-

sisting on a mixed diet. The last genus of the sub-family is typified by the

Cape polecat (Idonyx zorilla) ; another S2)ecies occurring in Egypt, and, it is

said, Asia Minor. These animals have a dentition and bodily form very

similar to those of the true polecats, from Avhich they may at once be
distinguished by their coloration, which is very similar to that of the

skunks.
The last sub-family of the Mnstelidce comprises the true weasels and their

allies, and is characterised by the toes being short and partially webbed, the

claws also short, sharp, compressed, curved, and frequently

Weasels, etc. partially retractile ; while the upper molar is of moderate
size, and wide transversely. The first genus is Galidis, of

which there ai'e two well-defined South American species, locally known as

the grison and the tayra. Both these have 34 teeth, among which the molars

are small but stout, while the upper carnassial has

its inner tubercle near the middle of its length,

and the lower carnassial has a minute posterior

heel, and either a very small or no inner cusp.

The head is broad and flattened, the body
elongate, the limbs short, with' plantigrade feet,

in which the claws are non-retractile and the soles

naked, while the tail is long or moderate. Both

TT- r^ m "/-I species are found as far south as the Argentine
IJ^ifl, 50,—The Common ^

,
. ^ c J.^ • ^• •.

Weasel. pampas, and are noted for their savage disposition.

In the typical genus Mnstela may be included not

only the martens, but likewise the smaller polecats and weasels. In the two
latter the dentition is numerically the same as in GaUctis, but in the former
the number of teeth is increased to 38, owing to the presence of the first pair of

premolars in each jaw, on which account these animals are frequently referred

to a genus by tliemselves, under the name of Pntovlus. From Galidis they

are all readily distinguished by the inner tubercle of the ujiper carnassial

tooth being situated close to its front edge, instead of in the middle. All

these animals have the characteristic long and slender weasel-body, short,

digitigrade limbs, rounded feet, short toes, with sharp, compressed, and parti-

ally retractile claws, and the long or moderate tail more or less bushy. The
larger foi'nis, or martens, are I'estricted to the Northern Hemisphere, one
species occurring as far south as Sumatra. Tliey are all mainly carnivorous

and arboreal, and generally produce from four to six young at a birth. The
best-known si^ecies are the pine-marten (Mnstela martes), ranging from Britain

across Northern Europe and Asia ; the beech-marten (M. foina), extending

from Central and Southern Europe to the Himalaya and Turkestan ; the

sable {M. zibellina) of Siberia and Kamschatka; the closely-allied North
American marten (M. americana) ; the very distinct Indian or yellow-

throated marten (M. fiavigula), ranging from India to Sumatra, China, and
Amurland ; and the large Pennant's marten {M. pennanti) of North America.
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Of the forms with only three pairs of premolars and no inner cusp to the lower
carnassial tooth, the largest are the nerlz {M. httreola) of Eastern Europe,
and the nearly related North American mink (A/. ri'so?i). Next come the five

sjiecies of polecat, as typitied by the common European polecat {M. j)utorius);

while the smaller forms include the true weasels and stoats. Of these, tho
stoat or ermine (M. erini)ica) and the weasel {M. rulgaris) are common to

Europe, North and Central Asia, and North America, while the assogue (M.
]iihernica), which is intermediate in size and coloration between the other two,

is restricted to Ireland, being the only Mammal peculiar to the British Islands.

The South African Fa'cihxiaJe albi)i,uc]ia, which has a coloration similar to

that of the Capo polecat {Id(ntyx), has been referred to a distinct genus, on
account of there being only two pairs of jiremolar teeth in each, and by the

lower molars being generally reduced to a single pair. The name Lyncodon
has been projiosed for a Patagonian weasel, in which the dentition is numeri-
cally the same as in the preceding.

The last genus of the mustelines is represented solely by the wolverene or

glutton {(tuIo Inscus) of the northern districts of both hemispheres. In this

comparatively large animal, which is an inhabitant of forests, there are 38
teeth, all of which are very stout and strong ; the upper molar being much
smaller than the carnassial, the lower carnassial large, with no inner cusp, and
a small posterior tooth, and the third upper incisor so large as to resemble a

second tusk. The form is more like that of a bear than a w^easel, the body
and limbs being stout, the latter long, with large, partially plantigrade feet,

the small ears almost buried in the loose, coarse fur, the eyes, the tail short,

thick, and bushy, and the soles of the feet covered with bristly hairs.

The dark fur has a light saddle-shaped mark on the back. The wolverene is

a good climber, and lives on large birds and mammals, killing animals even as

large as the reindeer. It has a curious habit of carrying ofl; and collecting

articles for which it can have no possible use.

The fur-seals, or eared-seals, are the first of three families of the aquatic

Carnivora, all the members of which are modified for an aquatic life, and
collectively constitute the sub-order Pinnipedia. In all these

animals the upper-arm and fore-arm, and the corresponding Eared-Seals.

—

segments of the hind-limb, are abnormally shortened, and to Family OtoWK^o-.

a great extent enclosed in the skin of the body, whereas the

feet, and more especially the hinder pair, are elongated and expanded into

large flippers, with the toes

widely separated and completely
united by webs. Five toes are

present, of which the first and
fifth in the hind -limb are

stouter and usually longer than
the three middle ones. The
incisor teeth are always reduced
below the typical number of

three pairs in one or both jaws
;

and the cheek teeth, which
usually consist of four pairs of

preuKjlars and a single pair of

molars, are nearly alike, and
lack the specially modified car-

nassials characteristic of the land Carnivora

Fig. bl.—Sea-Lion.

The body is of a tapering,

F
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pyriform shape, admirably adapted for progression tlirough the water, pass-

in,£f ahnost imperceptibly into the tail, which is always short. On land

seals are awkward animals, progressing with a series of ungainly jumps, and
most of them spend the greater part of their time in the water, although all

come ashore for the purpose of breeding. The great majority are marine,

although a few inhabit inland seas and lakes. Most feed on fish, crustaceans,

and other marine animals.

The e;ired-seals, all of which may be included in the single genus Otaria,

are distinguished as a family by the circumstance that when on land the hind-

flippers are turned forwards beneath the body, and likewise by the presence

of small external ears ; the under surfaces of both flippers being naked.

They have either 36 or 34 teeth, according to the presence or absence of the

second pair of upper molars ; and there are three pairs of upper, and two of

lower incisors. The cheek teetli are sharp and compressed, consisting of one
large central cusp, flanked by two much smaller ones. The head is sej^arated

from the body by a distinct neck, and the claws, especially those of the first

and fifth toes, are small or rudimental. Many species have a very dense
under-fur, constituting the " sealskin " of commerce, and these are known as

fur-seals ; while others, in which there is no under-fur, are termed hair-seals.

Although absent from the shores of the North Atlantic, the eared-seals have
a wide geographical distribution. Among the better-known forms may be
mentioned the southern sea-lion (0. jubata) of the Falkland Islands and
Patagonia, which differs remarkably from all the rest in the structure of its

skull ; the large northern sea-lion (0. stclleri) of the North Pacific, which
may attain as much as 10 feet in length ; Gillespie's sea-lion (0. (jillespil)

from California and Japan ; the sea-bear (0. nrsina) from the Pribyloff

Islands and other j^arts of the North Pacific ; 0. j^'usiUa of South Africa ; and
0,/o8^eri from Australia and New Zealand. All the eared-seals are j^eculiar

for their habit of spending a long period on land during the breeding-season,

where they form the well-known "rookeries." Here the males arrive first,

and proceed to take up fixed stations, where they collect as many females as

they are able to caj^ture ; and it is not a little remarkable that during their

whole sojourn on shore, which may extend to a period of three months, they
undergo a complete fast.

The following account of seals and sealing in Japanese waters is from the

consular report on the trade of Hakodate, as given in the Times of May,
1895. The writer states that in the island of Yezo the "conditions, as

regards space and time, are very similar on both sides of the ocean. The
Russian rookeries of the Commander Islands are the exact counterpart
(though smaller) of the American rookeries of the Pribyloft' Islands ; the two
face each other, in about the same latitude, from the opposite sides of

Behring Sea. From these centres the seals, after their four or five months'
summer sojourn, start southwards for their immense swims in the Pacific,

extending on the American side as far down as San Francisco, and on the
Asiatic side as far down as Sendai Bay, and even the entrance of Yedo Bay.
But there is one noteworthy difference between the two cases. While, on
the American side, owing to the long sweep and turns of the coast-line, the
range of the swim is quite 3,200 miles, on tlie Asiatic side it is a nearly straight

run of less than half that distance. Hence the seal-herd, though larger', is

more dispersed on the American side ; and it is jarobable that hunters
choosing the Asiatic side gain more through the concentration of the herd
than they lose through its inferiority in numbers. Indeed, the effective
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hunting range—at all events, for the first stage of the hunting season—is not
much more than 800 miles long, extending from Sendai Bay to Nemuro, the
most easterly point of Yezo Island. On reaching Nemuro the seals suddenly
disappear about the end of June, and no sealing craft as yet has followed
them up, keeping them in siglit, between this point and the rookeries on
Behring and Copper Islands, or the still smaller rtjokery of Robben Island in
the Okhotsk Sea. The explanation of this sudden acceleration of the seal's

pace may be, as the hunters think, merely the quickening of the natural
instincts, ou tlie eve of the breeding-time. But it may also be duo to a
falling off ill tlie food supply along the line of the Kurile archipelago, Tho
fact, however, is undoubted tliat, ])eyond Nemuro, the schooners lose sight
of the seals about the end of June, and this check of their pursuit serves as

a mark to divide the hunting season into two distinct stages.

"The schooners, as a rule, leave Victoria or San Francisco at the end of
December or early in January, and, after a two months' voyage across the
Pacific, strike the Japanese coast about the latitude of Yokohama, where
some of them put in to victual and refit. They begin hunting about the
middle or end of March, first meeting large clusters of seals in about latitude
38 deg. N. oti'Sendai Bay, from about 30 to 250 miles off the shore. The
seals are then proceeding northwards at a leisurely i)ace, travelling during
the night and feeding and sleeping in the daytime, especially in bright,
sunshiny weather. ' Sleepers,' as the hunters call them, are the easiest to
shoot; ' travellers ' are more difficult. A schooner with six or seven boats
can take, on the average, close on 1,000 skins in the four months,
March to June. That closes the first stage of the season, and they then
either transhiji their catches at sea into a collecting ship from Victoria and
San Francisco, or else put into Hakodate and prepare their skins for shipment
to London or America. This done, after a short stay and revictualling in
port, they start northwards for the second stage of the hunting on the western
side of Behring Sea and in the Okhotsk Sea. This part of the hunting
season, lasting from the end of July till the end of October, yields a very
much smaller catch than the first stage, and, with a protective zone established
round the rookeries, the scalers will probably find it hardly worth while to

continue it. At the rate at which the pelagic sealing schooners are increasing,

and in the absence of more effective measures for the i)rotection of the herd
on the rookeries, no less than at sea, the industry cannot last long. The
Canadian sealing fleet engaged in hunting on the western side of the Pacific

has increased even more rajiidly than on the American side. In 1891 only
one schooner, in 1892 11 or 12, and in 3893 at least 30 hunted in Asiatic
waters. In the first place, the advantage, as compared with the American
side, of the shorter range and greater concentration of tlie lierd, is now well
known to the sealers. Secondly, the close season, and the limits jirescribed

by the award of the Behring Sea arbitrators, are sure to drive many to the
western side. And, lastly, the fact that there is a considerable saving in

freight and charges when tlie skins are packed in Japan and shipped via the
Suez Canal to Li»ndon, as compared with the charges and freight from the
American side, will tell in the same direction."

Of the Alaskan seal-herd, Mr. H. W. Elliott writes, that "the fighting
between the old males for the cows is mostly—or, rather, entirely—done
with the mouth. The opponents seize one another with their teeth, and
then, clenching their jaws, nothing but the sheer strength of the one, and
the other tugging to escape, can shake them loose, and that effort invariably
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The Walrus.—
Family

Trichichida'.

leaves an ugly wound, the sliarp canines tearing out deep gutters in tiic skin
find furrows in the blubber, or shredding the llippers into ribbon-strips. The
bulls generally approach each other -with comically averted heads, just as
though they were ashamed of the rumpus which they arc determined to
precipitate. "When they get near enough to reach one another, they enter
upon the repetition of many feints or ])asses before either the one or the
other takes the initiative by gripping. The heads are darted out and back
as quick as a flash

; their hoarse roaring and shrill piping whistle never ceases,
while their fat bodies wrirlie and swell with exertion and rage ; furious lights
gleam in their eyes ; their h.iir flies oti' into the air, and their blood streams
down. All this combined makes a picture so fierce and so strange that, from
Its unexpected position and its novelty, this is one of the most extraordinary
brutal contests man can witness."
The walrus or morse (Trkhcchus rotonarus) of tlie polar seas, althoucrh

ditiering remarkably in its dentition from l)oth, presents in many'respects°a
connecting link between the preceding and following families.
It agrees, for instance, with the Ofurii(he in having the hind-
flippers turned forwards beneath the body when on land,
but resembles the Phociihe in having lost all external traces
of ears. As regards the dentition, the upper canines are

developed into enormous tusks, projecting far below the lower jaw, but the
whole of the other teeth are small, simple, and single-rooted", the molars

having rounded, flattened
crowns. The walrus is one of
the heaviest and most bulky
of all seals, old males nob un-
frequently measuring from 10
to 11 feet in length, while
much larger examples are on
record. In form the head is

round, with rather small eyes,

and the short, broad muzzle
furnished with a tuft of stiff

bristles on each side. The hair

of the rest of the body is short

and closely pressed to the skin,

its general colour being yellow-

ish. The tail is rudimental ; in the fi-ont-flippers the toes are nearly

equal in length, and furnished with small, flat nails, but in the hind-
pair the nails of the three middle digits are large, and those of the two mar-
ginal ones minute. There is some dillerence of opinion as to whether the
walruses of the Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans belong to the same or to

distinct species, but, in any case, the diflerence between them is extremely
slight. Walruses are social animals, collecting on the ice-fields in herds of

considerable size, and being often found on detached ice-floes. The females
jiroduce one, or occasionally two calves in the spring or early sunnner, for

which they disjilay the most marked aft'ection. Their food consists almost
entirely of two species of bivalve molluscs, which are raked out of the mud
Tv'ith tlie lusks, and easily crushed by the flat molar teeth. Whether the
tusks are also emploj'ed to drag the animals out of the water by being
l:itchcd on to the ice, is a disputed ptunt. The cry of the walrus is a loud
roaVj which, v. hen many are together, can be heard for a long distanc?.

Fig. 52.

—

Walrus (Trichech kx rot:marti^.)
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Thn true or earless seals constitute the last family of the fiii-footod Car-
nivora, and are those best adapted for a thoroughly a<iuatic life, the hind-
flippers bein<i permanently directed backwards alongside of the tail, and ex-
ternal eais totally wanting. A further diiierence from the
eared-seals is to be found in the circumstance tliab the under True Seals.
surface of the feet is hairy ; and in no case is tliere any under- Family r/iorid<£.

fur, the ordinary fur being sh(jit and closely pressed to the
skin. All the species have five pairs of cheek teeth in each jaw, but the
number of incisors is variable. On land, most ui the true seals advance by a
juiui)ing movement, produced by the muscles of the body, assisted only by
the front-flippers.

The common grey seal (TlaUdLorKs [niipKn), of the coasts (jf the whole
North Atlantic, is tlie type of the sub-family iVioc /(/re, characterised by having
three i)airs t»f upper, and two of lower incisor teeth, well-developed claws on
all the toes, and the hind-toes of

nearly ecjual length, with the webs
not reaching beyond their extremi-

ties. In the grey seal the cheek-
teeth, except the last one or two
in the upper, and the last in the

lower jaw, are single-rooted, and
consist generally of a single com-
pressed cusp, although additional

cusps may be present in the two
hinder i)airs in the lower jaw.

The typical seals (Plmr,,), all of

which are confined to the Northern
Hemisphere, difl'er from the last in

that all the cheek teeth are of smaller lA/.c, and, with the exception of the first

pair in each jaw, are inserted by double roots, and have accessc^ry cusps to

their crowns. As examples of this genus may be cited the bearded-seal
(P. hdrhata), Greenland seal (P. grvenhviulka), common seal {1\ vitnliua), the
Caspian seal (P. casplca) from the Caspian and Sea of Aral, and P. sibirica

of Lake Baikal. Like other members of their tribe, these seals resort to the
coast to bring forth their young, which may be either one or two in number

;

and not the least remarkable fact in their life-history is the circumstance
that the oflspring have to be taught by their parents to enter the water.

They usually congregate in large herds, and are especially fond of lying bask-
ing in the sun like so many pigs. Seals are regularly hunted for the sake of

their hides ami blubber, tlie latter yielding a valuable oil.

A second sub-family <jf the J^Jiocido' is typified by the monk-seal vi the

Mediterranean and adjacent portions of the Atlantic, which, with the nearlj'

extinct West Indian seal, constitutes the genus Monachuts. In this sub-family
there are but two pairs of incisor teeth in each jaw, the cheek teeth, with
the exception of the first pair, are inserted by two roots, ond the first and
fifth toes of the hind-flippers much exceed the three middle ones in length,

and have their claws rudimental or wanting. The monk-seal is characterised

by the possession of 32 teeth, and by the crowns of the cheek teeth

being hollowed on the inner side—where there is a strongly marked ba.sal

ledge—and their front and back accessory cusj^s very small. The first cheek
tooth in both jaws, as well as the last in the upper, are considerably smaller

than the rest ; and all the claws are rudimental. The four other generic

/.';/. ."i;i. —t-'u.MMON .Si;aL (/"/((/Id cilllUlKl).
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representatives of the sub-family ^lonachinct ai'c restricted to the southern
seas ; each genus including only a single species. First among tliese comes
the beautifully sjiotted leopard-seal (Ogmorhhius lcj)tuuyx), in which all the
cheek teeth liave tliree large cusps ; tlio central one being tlic largest,

with its apex curved backwards, while the tips of the others incline towarda
the middle one. Writing of tlie seals of this and other species seen during a

voyage undertaken in 18'J2-93, IMr. W. S. Bruce observes that from December
to February they "are to be found on the pack-ice, where, during the day,

they bask in tlie sun, digesting the meal of the j^revious night. Their food
consists of fish or shrimp-like crustaceans, and sometimes of penguins.

Stones, which were probably first swallowed by the penguins, may also be
found in their stomachs. They become so lazy with sleep that a man may
dig them in the ribs with the muzzle of his gun, and wondering what it is

disturbing their slumbers, they raise their head, which quickly falls pierced
with a bullet. There may only be one seal on a piece of ice, which is usually

the case with the leopard-seals, but the smaller kinds lie in half-dozens and
tens, and as many as forty-seven were seen on one piece during the recent
cruise. On one occasion several seals were found upon a tilted berg ; so high
was the lowest edge above the surface of the water that the boat's crew with
difficulty clambered up and secured their prey. Yet tlic seals must have
made a leap from the water on to this their last resting-place. December
seems to be their mating-season : about that time they are in very poor con-
ditioUj and very much scarred. The females appear to be as freely scarred

as the males. It was also noted that the seals were most numerous where
the water was bluest and clearest—this in all probability meaning that they
were more numerous on the outside of the pack, since the muddy olive-brown
colour oi the water, due to diatoms, seen so fi'ec[uently in the south polar

seas, seems to indicate proximity to tlie main pack. The males appear to be
as numerous as the females, and, in the case of the leopard-seal and Weddeli's
seal at least, tJie males are perhaps rather smaller than the females. They
move swiftly through the water, and can throw themselves eight or nine feet

above the surface, covering distances of fully 20 feet. Their moaning in
the gloaming of a calm grey day comes as a weird sound through the haze,

and makes the icy solitude more lonely, adding awe to a scene already full of

fascination. They seem to wonder at man, and not recognising him as an
enemy they allow him to appi'oach, only to be laid low with club or bullet.

It is a matter of great regret that they should be so indiscriminately
massacred ; there is no regard for sex or age, and even females heavy with
young do not escape. If fleets of sealers continue to visit the south, there
should be some law of protection, otherwise there is no doubt that, like the
southern fur-seals at the beginning of the century, these Antarctic seals will

be exterminated."
The second genus is represented by the still more beautiful Antarctic white

seal (Lobodon carcinoj^haga), distinguished from the last by the much com-
pressed and elongated cheek teeth having one chief recurved cusp, with one
anterior, and from one to three much smaller but distinct posterior cusps.
Of this lovely seal Mr. Bruce writes that " its coat is of a beautiful creamy
white, resembhng that of the polar bear-, but short-haired, the colour be-
coming somewhat more intense along the back. Looking at the animal facy
to face, its coat appears silvery, and the dorsal stripe almost vanishes ; but
when looked at from behind it assumes a deeper cream colour, and the broad
ctripe along the back becomes quite prominent, The full-grown animal may
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attain a length of about seven feet. The sea-leopard is a very striking animal
and, witli the exception of the elephant-seal, is the largest of true seals. In the
recent Antarctic expedition (1892-3) some were met with that measured over
13 feet in length. Their coat is a dark brown-grey and mottled, be-
coming paler grey below, and in some cases almost black on the back. A
rather striking and not altogether inappropriate name was given to these
seals by the sailors in the recent cruise ; they called them ' serpents,' and they
do really often look very seri^cnt-like with their long necks and green eyes.''

Less common is Weddell's seal {LcjjtoHiichotcs tvedikUi), in which the cheek-
teeth are small, with simple, somewhat compressed, conical crowns, carryinf
a broad basal ledge, but no distinct fore-and-aft cusps. These seals are nearly
as large as the leopai'd-seal, but of less graceful make, having a thicker coat
of blubber, and the fur more wor)lly, and dark brownish-grey in colour. The
last member of the sub-family is the rare Ross's seal {Ommafoplioca rossi),

characterised by the small size of all the teeth, the small posterior, and still

smaller anterior cusps of those of the cheek series, and the very large size of
the sockets of the eyes, as well as by the small size of the claws on the front-
flippers, and their absence in the hinder pair. It is described as a beautiful
animal, with large, aftectionate-lookiug eyes, and resembling the white seal

in form and size, but with a mottled grey pellage, darker above than below.
Tlio third and last sub-family is represented solely by the hooded or

bladder-seal {Cystophura crisUdu) of the Arctic Seas, and the gigantic elephant-
seal {MacrorJiiuKs Iconimis) of the Southern Ocean and the coast of California.

In this group the incisor teeth form two pairs in the upper, and one pair in
the l(j\ver jaw, the total number of teeth thus being 30, in place of the 32
characterising the preceding sub-family ; and as a rule the cheek-teeth are
implanted by single roots. In the males the nose is surmounted by an
appendage capable of being inflated at will ; and the first and fifth toes of the
hind-flippers are much longer than the others ; all these toes having the claws
rudimental or absent, and webs projecting beyond their tijis. The hooded-seal
takes its name from the large loose sac of skin over the nostrils of the full-

grown males, which, when inflated with air, looks somewhat like a hood.
Rudimental nails are present on the hind-feet ; and the last molar in each
jaw is generally implanted by two x'oots. In the elephant-seal, on the other
hand, the old males have a kind of trunk-like prolongation of the nose, which,
although ordinarily limp, can be distended under the stimulus of excitement.
All the teeth are relatively small, those of the cheek series being all simple
and single-rooted, and nails are totally wanting on the hind-flippers. The
elephant-seal is the largest of all seals, the males attaining the enormous
length of 20 feet, and the females about one-third less. Mr. Bruce
writes that "the males are said to come ashore on the South Shetlands about
the end of August and beginning of September, and in tlie first part of

October are followed by the females. The males are very fat when they first

arrive, but get lean towards the end of December, wlien they leave the
islands. Another herd was said to visit the islands about the middle of

January—when they renew their hair—and still another in March ; by the
end of April all returning to the sea. They are very difficult to kill, but, like

the other species, allow themselves to be approached even with a club. This
seal used to be highly valued for its blubber ; in 1821 and 1822 alone as much
as 940 tons of sea-elephant oil was taken from the South Shetlands ; and it

may here be mentioned that during these same two years at least 320,000
fur-seals were also taken from these islands.''
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ORDER V.-RODENTIA.

Mamjials that Gnaw,

Kext to the Bats, tlie order of JMammals most easily defined is tlie one

including the Rodents or Gnawing Mannnals, all of which have a very similar

and peculiar type of dentition specially adapted for rasping and gnaAving

hard vegetable substances. The order comprises a large number of families

and genera, many of which are exceedingly numerous in species, so that the

total number of its members is greater than that of any ordinal grouj) in

the -whole class. As common and well-known examples of the Rodent order

may be cited squirrels, dormice, marmots, beavers, rats, voles, porcuj^ines,

and hares and rabbits, all of which are characterised by possessing a pair of

chisel-shaped teeth in the front of each jaw, which are worn by use into a

sharp, cutting, transverse edge, and grow continuously throughout the life of

their owners. It is with these chisel-like front or incisor teeth that the

Rodents perform that gnawing action (so markedly developed in the beavers

and porcupines) from which they derive their name ; and it is owing to the

circumstance that the front of each tooth is faced with a j^late of hard
enamel, Avhile the remainder consists of soft ivory, that these beautiful in-

struments maintain their cutting-edges. These two pairs of front teeth are

absolutely characteristic of all Rodents; and in by far the greater majority

of the order there are no other teeth in this region of the jaw. As if, how-
ever, for the purpose of hinting how these animals were originally related to

Mammals provided Avith a fuller set of teeth, the hares and rabbits, together

with their near allies the picas or tailless hares, have a minute pair of some-

what similar teeth placed immediately behind the large pair in the upper
jaw. Being ]ierfectly useless to their owners, this second pair of upper front

teeth evidently comes under the category of rudimental or vestigiary struc-

tures. Behind the front teeth of all Rodents comes a long gap in each jaw,

after which is the series of grinding or cheek teeth, which are never more
than six in number, and are frequently reduced to four, or even three. Con-
sequently, no memi)er of the order ever has canine teeth. Were it not that

there are tw^o groups of animals with a dentition of a similar type, these

peculiarities in the teeth Avould absolutely distinguish Rodents from all other

members of the Mammalian class. Of the groups in question, the one con-

tains the wombats of Australia, which are broadly distinguished by the

presence of a pouch for the young, while the second group is represented

solely by the curious aye-aye of Sladagascar, which agrees in its internal

anatomy with the lemurs, and is accordingly assigned to that group. With
these exceptions the dentition is absolutely characteristic of the Rodent-

order ; and as the student is not likely to confound with them either of the

creatures named, he may rely on the nature of the teeth in identifying the

members of the order. A curious feature in the anatomy of Rodents is that

the mouth is divided into two chambers communicating by a narrow orifice
;

the first containing the incisors, and the second the cheek teeth, and the

hair being continued inwards behind the former. The object of this arrange-

ment ia evidently to prevent the intrusion of foreign objects into the
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mouth. As a rule collar-bones are well developed, although they may
be wanting. There arc generally live toes to the fore-feet, but in the
hind-feet the number may be reduced to four, or even three ; the claws
being usually sharp and curved. A single species of Sim-mophilus has a
ringed tail.

The order has a cosmopolitan distribution, being fairly Avell represented
even in Australia, New Guinea, and Madagascar ; but it is in South America
that it attains its maximum development, tlie number of family types peculiar
to that region being very large. In size, l\odents \;xry from that of a rather
small i)ig to that of the smallest shrew, the harvest-mouse being one of the
most minute of Mannnals. The carpincho {Hydruchoeruti aqjii'arct) of South
America is the largest of the Rodents. As regards habits, all feed almost ex-
clusively upon vegetable substances
(except perhajis one rat from the
Philippines, and a second from South
America), but in other resjiects they
present great diversity. The Hying-
sijuirrels, for instance, are Hying,

arboreal, and nocturnal, whereas
the ground-squirrels are terrestrial.

Others again, such as the marmots,
form large colonies, the members of

which live in burrows, and are to a

great extent diurnal ; while others,

like the beaver and coypu, have
taken to an aquatic life. In struc-

ture, Rodents are so much alike that

somewhat obscure osteological characters have to be relied upon in order to
divide them into groups.

Agreeing Avith the great bulk of the order in the possessicjn of only a single
pair of upper incisor teeth, the members of this and the three following
families constitute a group (Schiromovjjha) chiefly charac-

terised by certain pecuHarities in the structure of the skull.

In this portion of the skull the cheek or zygomatic aixh
(that is to say the long slender bar of bone running along
the lower border of the socket of the eye) is chiefly formed
by the bone known as the jugal, which is not suj^ported by
a backwardly-directed process from the upper jawbone, or maxilla; postor-

bital processes arising from the fi'ontals to detine the hinder margin of the
sockets of the eyes may or may not be developed ; and in the lower jaw
the hinder, or angular portion arises from the socket of the lower incisor

tooth.

Although flying-squirrels are abundant in the Oriental countries, in Africa

south of the Sahara their place is taken by a separate family, comprising two
distinct genera. These African flying-squirrels differ from their Asiatic

cousins in that the i^arachute, by means of which they take their long flying

leaps, ia supported in front by a rod of cartilage projecting from the elbow,

instead of from the wrist ; and an additional peculiarity is the presence Cif a

row of overlapping horny scales on the under surface of tlie tail, which are

believed to be of use in climbing. The tyj^ical representatises of the family

are the short-tailed flying-squirrels (AnoiiKdurn^), most of the species in-

habiting West Africa, although one is found in Equatoria, and a second near

riij. 54.—The Cakpincrc
( Hiid rocluervs capiva ro).

African Flying-
Squirrels.

—

Family
A nomalur'uUv.
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Fuj. 55.

—

Long-Tailed
AfUICAN FLYING-SliUIKEEL

(Idiurus).

Zanzibar. The smallest is the equatorial tiyiiig-sciuirrel (A. ^j!fsi7Z«&), in

which the length of the head and body is 11 inches, and that of the tail

just over five inches. The second genus {Id'mruii) is represented only by a

single species from the Cameriuis district, which is not larger than a small

house-mouse, the length of the head and body being only just over two and
a half inches, and that of the tail four inches. Agreeing with the ordinary
African tiying-s({uirrels in the general form and mode of support of the para-

chute, as well as in the presence of rows of scales

on the under surface of the tail, this species

is at once distinguished by the short, knob-like

nose, and the thinly-haired tail ; the latter ter-

minating in a pencil of hairs, and being nearly

double the length of the head and body, instead

of shorter. In place of being uniformly and
thickly covered with fur, the tail is short-haired

on its upper surface, with three longitudinal rows
of elongated sparse hairs, while beneath it is

naked, with three rows of scales near the base.

An im2:)ortant difference is also to be found in

the structure of the fore-foot, in which the thumb
is reduced to a mere knob-like rudiment, while
in the hind-foot the first toe is much smaller

than the other four, which are of approximately
equal length. There are likewise structural

dilfei'ences in the skull, into the consideration of which it will be un-
necessary to enter on this occasion. In colour, the fur of the back and
upper surface of the parachute is pale whitish-brown, the hairs being
blackish-grey at the base ; while on the under surface the general hue
is a mixture of yellowish and dark grey, with a tinge of silver-grey on
the parachute.

Writing of the habits of Pel's flying-squirrel (AHonudurna pell) of West
Africa, Mr. W. H. Adams observes that " these squirrels come out of their

holes in the trees some hours after sunset, returning long before daybreak.
They are only to be seen on bright moonlight nights, and, in fact, the natives
say they do not come out at all in stormy weather or on very dark nights.

They live on berries and fruits, being specially fond of the palm oil-nut,

which they take to their nests to peel and eat. They pass from tree to tree

with great rapidity, usually choosing to jump from a higher branch to a lower
one, and then climbing up the tree to make a fresh start. The temperature
on the hills varies considerably. During the time I was there—the rainy
season, from the middle of April to the middle of June—it was never very
hot, one night the thermometer going down to 44 deg. on the ground. Of
course, in the dry season it is much hotter, but the natives say these animals
are much more plentiful in the rains, and that the rainier the season the

more they see. They litter twice a year, once about September, the young
remaining in the nest for about nine weeks, during which they are fed by
the old ones on such food as shoots and kernels ; they do not attempt to

jump till the end of that period, extending the length of their jumps with
their growth. I do not know the other time of breeding, or whether they
have a regular season. The hunters told me that two or three were usually

born at one birth, and never more than four."

This extensive family includes not only ordinary squirrels, but likewise
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the typical, or northern flying-squirrels, together with marmots, chipmunks,
etc. The family is distinguished from the last by the absence of scales on the
bushy tail, and the lU'esencc of postorbital processes defin-

ing the hinder border of the socket of the eye ; while if a Squirrel Tribe.

—

l^arachute is developed, it is sujiported by a cartilaginous Family
rod arising from the wrist. TIae palate is broad, and there Sduridiv.

are usually two pairs of upper and one of lower premolar
teeth, although the first pair in the upper jaw, which are always small, may
be shed at an early age, or even wanting. The cheek teeth are rooted, and
in the young always bear tubei'cles on their crowns, although in the adult

these may be converted into deep plates separated by clefts extending \^K\'-

tially across the crown. With the exception of Madagascar and Australasia,

the family has a cosmopolitan range.

The first genus is represented only by the large groove-toothed squirrel

{I\hith)-osciuniti) of Borneo, easily recognised by the numerous vertical grooves
on the upper incisor teeth. Next come the Ethiopian spinj^ squirrels (A'en<.s),

typically characterised by the coarse spiny fur, the small size or absence of

external ears, and the comparatively straight and long claws ; while they are

further distinguished by certain features of the skull and teeth. This group
ranges all over Africa fi-om Abyssinia southwards. The numerous species of true

squirrels (Sciiirus) differ from the last by the shortness of the skull, in which
the postorbital processes are more elongated. The tail is very long and bushy ;

the ears are generally large, and in some instances tufted ; there are only

four functional toes to the fore-feet ; the claws are long, curved, and sharp
;

and the females have eitlier four or six teats. The cheek teeth have low
tuberculated crowns. The genus has a very wide distribution, but attains its

maximum development in the Malayan countries. Whereas, with the excep-

tion of the muzzle and chest, the conmion squirrel (*S'. vulgaris) is nearly

uniform brownish-red, the little Indian palm-squirrel (S. jxdmdrnyn) is marked
with longitudinal dark and light stripes on the back, and many sj^ecies have
two or three conspicuous bright-coloured and white bands on the flanks,

while one American form is peculiar among Mannnals in assuming a special

brilliant breed ir.g-dress, AH the squirrels are arboreal, but their habits are

too well known to need special mention. From the true squirrels the

ground-squirrels, or chipmunks (Tauiiitu), of the northern portions of both
hemispheres, differ by having pouches inside the cheeks for the storage

of food ; and are also characterised by the presence of distinct white or

greyish-white longitudinal stripes bordered by black bands on the sides, or

sides and back. Chipmunks, which are among the most common of North
American Rodents, are terrestrial in their habits, and chiefly remarkable
for the accumulations of food which they collect for winter use ; such

supplies being carried to the place of storage in the capacious cheek
pouches.

The susliks, or gophers {Spcrmophib(s i), which have a geographical distri-

bution nearly similar to that of the chipmunks, although most of them are

found in desert regions Avhere the latter never go, are readily characterised

by their somewhat slender and squirrel-like form, the presence of cheek
pouches, and therudimental first toe of the fore-foot, which may, however, be
provided with a nail. In the skull the first upper premolar is larger than in

the true squirrels, and the two series of cheek teeth are nearly parallel,

^he ears may be either minute, or relatively large and tufted ; and the tail

1 The earlier name Anisonyx is used by American authors.
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may be either of medium length, or rucKicecl to a stump. The coloration,

which is never like that of the chipmunks, may be either uniform or striped.

In habits, the susliks are social and burrowing animals, selecting dry sandy

soil for their underground habitations ; and in the colder portion of their

range hibernating during the inclement months of the year. The common
American species is the striped gopher (aS. iriJvccmlineatm). Susliks agree

with llie tv.o following genera in that tlie incisor teeth lack the compressed

form characterising those of the squirrels and their immediate allies, and also

in the simple structure of their molars. The prairie-marmots, or prairie-

dogs (Cynomiis) of North America form in some respects a connecting link

between the susliks and the true marmots, being intermediate in size between
the two, and having stouter bodies than the former. Their ears are small, and
the tail is generally short, while their clieek pouches are less capacicms than

those of the susliks, and the first toe of the fore-feet is well developed, and
carries a large claw. The massive skull has the large postorbital processes

directed nearly outwards, and the stout molar teeth, which form two series

converging beliind, difter from those of both the susliks and marmots in

having three, in place of two grooves, on their crowns. In habits the prairie-

marmots very closely resemble the true mamnots, but the mounds of

earth they throw up from their burrows have a very distinct crater-like

form.
From the prairie-marmots the true marmots (Ardomiis) may be distin-

guished by their stouter form, the absence of cheek pouches, the rudimental

first toe of the fore-foot, which carries only a

small flat nail, and the above-mentioned
differences in the form and direction of the

upper molar teeth. Marmots are common to

the northern half oi both tlie Old and New
World, ranging as far south as the Pyrenees,

Alps, and Himalaya. They are among the

larger members of the order, the common
Al^jine maruKjt measuring more than 20

inches in length, exclusive of the tail. In

appearance they are stoutly built, with short

legs, powerful claws, a broad and sliort head,

small and rounded ears, and a bushy tail, usually

less than half the length of the body. Their

fur is moderately long, and somewhat stiff

;

while their colour exhibits various tints of

p, -fi—c M r
golden or reddish-brown, shading, more or

"''(Arctomys nanuotta).
"

less markedly into black along the back and
tail, the tip of the latter being always

blackish. As regards their habits, marmots live in extensive societies, their

large and deep burrows forming warrens, and communicating with one

another underground. All the regions they inhabit experience a very severe

winter climate, during which the marmots hibernate securely in the depths

of their burrows, only waking from their long sleep at the melting of the

snows. Those that dwell in the mountains of Europe and Asia generally

select open valleys or uplands, where the soil is more or less sandy, for the

construction of their burrows, the neighbourhood of water being essential.

In Russia and Siberia they inhabit the open and barren ste^jpes. Extreme
wariness, especially where they dwell on freijuented routes, is characteristic
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of all marmots. During the daytime they may be seen playing around their

burrows, at the mouths of wliich they sit upright when the least alarmed.
In this situation, the moment they catch sight of a susi>iciou3 object, they
throw themselves down their burrows, which are often situated at the root

of a rhubarb plant, with the well-known shrill scream, at the sound of which
any other animal tliat may be in the vicinity immediately takes alarm, Ifc is

almost superfluous to observe that, in order to secure them when thus sitting,

it is necessary to shoot marmots dead ; for, even witli tlie sliglitest kick left

in them, they will often manage to tumble into their holes before they can
be seized. When disturbed for tlie first time, tliey will usually reappear
after a short interval ; but after fi second fright they generally sidk, and
seldom show again. NYishing to secure a number of skins for rugs, the
writer and his party, after much toil, once succeeded in turning a small

rivulet into a marmot warren on one of the plateaus of Little Tibet, but, to

their dismay, were uiiable to " bolt '' a single marmot—the whole coloiiy pre-

ferring to perish miserably by drowning in their burrows rather tlian face

their foes in the open.

In Eurojie there occur two species of marmot—namely, the Alpine )narmot
{A. marmotta) and the somewhat smaller bobac (A. bohac). The former is an
exclusively European form, only found in the three disconnected mountain
chains of the Pyrenees, Alps, and Carpathians, at elevations varying be-

tween 5,000 and 1,000 feet, where it meets with a climate suitable to its exist-

ence. The second species, in which the head and body measure about
15 inches in length, has its western limit on the German frontier, and thence
ranges eastward through Galicia and Poland, right across tlie steppes of

Southern Russia, and thence to Amur, Kamschatka, and Siberia—the climate

of these regions being suthciently rigorous to admit of the existence of these

animals at ordinary elevations. It is noteworthy that marmots do not extend
to the north-westward either into Lapland or the Scandinavian peninsula,

where the country does not present the chaiacter of the Russian steppes,

which in summer are scorched by a burning heat, and in winter form a track-

less expanse of snow. The southern limits of the bobac do not appear to be
yet definitely known. When, however. Me reach the mountains of Yarkand
and other parts of Turkestan, and thence proceed southwards to the northern
districts of Ladak in Western Til:)et, we meet with a very similar, although
somewhat larger, shoit-tailed species known as the Himalayan marmot
{A. himaJniiaims), tlie range of which appears to extend eastward into Tibet
proper, where this species has been described under other names. The
Ilimalayan marmot is another species whicli, at all events in the southern
portion of its range , can only find a suitable climate at great elevations, the

height at which it is usually found in Ladak and Turkestan varying between
12,000 feet and something over 17,000 feet. Another species is also met
with in the neighbourhood of Yarkand and the Pamir, at elevations of about
13,000 feet, known as the golden marmot (A. aureuti), and is distinguished

from the last by its more golden colour, and shorter and thicker tail.

Examples of this species were also obtained in Turkestan during Przewalskis
expeditions. To the south-west the writer, when crossing the elevated

plateau of Deosai, or " Devil's Plains," situated between the town of Skardo
on the Indus in Western Tibet and the mountains nortl: of Kashmir, the

elevation of which is between 12,500 feet and 13,000 feet, found marmots
exceedingly abundant, although he was unable to determine to which of the

two preceding species they belonged, or whether they were more neaily
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allied to the Cabul species to be immediately mentioned. The Deosai
plateau, it may be mentioned, is one of the most desolate and dreary regions
that can well be imagined, consisting of rolling hills and dunes of sand and
gravel, with a sparse coating of vegetation, where ahnost the only living

things to be seen are marmots and mosquitoes. The climate is most
rigorous ; the sun's rays beating down wich terrific power througii the dry
and rarified atmosphere during the day in the summer months, but the tem-
perature rapidly falling, and often sinking below the freezing point after

sunset. In winter this region is absolutely impassable ; so that its climate

may be regarded as an intensification of that of the steppes.

The Cabul marmot (X. dicliwits), which is also met with in Turkestan, is a

smaller species than the golden marmot, from which it is further distinguished

by its duller coloration, and the absence of any black on the back. The
regions whence it is obtained have a climate of the general character men-
tioned above. The last species to be mentioned is known as the red or long-

tailed marmot (A. candatus). This appears to be the largest of all tliose

found in the Old World, attaining a length of nearly two feet, exclusive of

the tail, which measures about one foot. It is readily recognised, not only
by its size and long, bushy tail, but also by the full rufous tinge of the hair,

and the large extent of black f(jund on the back of many individuals, the

skins being handsomer than those of any of the other kinds.

The distribution of this Himalayan marmot is extremely interesting as

showing that these animals can only exist in an arid climate more or less

nearly approaching tliat of the steppes or of Tibet. To understand this, it

must be mentioned that the immense mountain-barrier lying to the north-

ward of the valley of Kashmir, the lowest gap in which has an elevation of

11,500 feet, cuts off almost completely the clouds coming up from the plains

of India from the more or less arid regions to the northward. Now, whereas
marmots are totally unknown on the great range of mountains south of the

Kashmir valley, where the rainfall is excessive, directly the traveller reaches

the summits of the passes of the northern range, and thence far down on the

.northern side, the shrill cry of the red marmot strikes his ear. This is very
noticeable in travelling on the Central Asian high road up the Sind Valley,

when he crosses the Zogi Pass into the Tibetan area. This marmot \\\^y like-

wise be met with on crossing the i)asses leading to our distant frontier

station of Gilgit ; and it also appears to range into many parts of Ladak,
although its exact limits are not yet accurately defined. It is thus evident

that marmots now exist only at such elevations or in such regions as possess

an extreme continental climate—that is to say, one wliere the summers are

hot and the winters excessively cold. It has been shown that in Europe the

Alpine marmot inhaliits three distinct and isolated ranges, separated from
one another by low-lying areas possessing a climate entirely dift'erent from
the tj'pe above referred to ; and it is thus clear that it could not have crossed

these unsuitable low areas while the climate of Europe was the same as at

the present day. 'J'hat there must have been at some time or other a direct

communication between these isolated marmot areas is, therefore, self-

evident.

The next section of the Sclurida'. is formed by the true, or northern flying

squirrels, of which there are three well-marked generic groups. In all these

animals the pai-achute is supported by a rod of cartilage j^rojecting like a

yard-arm from the outer side of the wrist, and there is another expansion of

skin connecting the fore-limbs with the neck, while tliere may be a third
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between the hind-legs and the root of the tail. The whole of these flying-

squirrels are characterised by the complex structure of their molar teeth
;

and as their skulls differ considerably from those of other members of the

family, they must be regarded as constituting a sub-family group by them-

selves.

Flying-squirrels of this group have existed since a comparatively early

epoch in the Tertiary period, and it is consequently impossible to affiliate

tliem with any of the genera oi ordinary squirrels ; so that it is quite likely that

they have originated from a totally extinct genus or genera. Hence, it is

impossible to say whether the three genera into which they are divided have

all taken origin from one non-volant form, or whether the power of flight

has been separately evolved in each of the three generic groups. Of the

three genera, the one known as ScUtroptems inchides the lesser flying-squir-

rels, all of which have the crowns of their molar teetli comparatively low,

and the parachute of moderate widtli, and not including any portion of the

tail. Having one representative in North America, and a second in North-
Eastern Europe and Siberia, the lesser flying-squirrels are mainly characteristic

of India and the Malayan countries. While some of the larger kinds measure
as much as 12 inches from the nose to the root of the tail, in the pigmy
flying-squirrel of Cochin-China and Arakan the length of the head and body
scarcely exceeds five iuches. These squirrels collect in numbers in hollow

trees, where they remain in slumber during the daytime, to issue forth at

night for the purpose of feeding. Climbing to a coign of vantage on some
tree, they take their flying leaps to the bough or trunk of another at a

lower level, not unfrequently covering a distance of some 30 or 40 yards.

The length of the leap is, however, still greater among the members of the

next genus, reaching from 60 to nearly 80 yards. The larger flying-

squirrels (Pteromys) form an exclusively Asiatic grouj), represented by some
ten species, and extending from the Malayan countries as far north as Eastern
Tibet. In addition to their superior dimensions, these flying-squirrels are
distinguished from the pi-eceding group by the greater width of the pai-achute
along the sides of the body, and the enclosure of tlie base of the tail in the
portion connecting the two hind-legs. The tail itself is, moreover, ccnnpletely

cylindrical, instead of slightly compressed ; and the molar teeth have
rather taller and more complex crowns than in the lesser flying-squirrels.

In some of the larger species the head and body may measure as much
as 18 inches in length, while the tail may reach to 24 or 25 inches.

The last member of the sub-family is the woolly flying-squirrel {Eiipetannis)

—a large species from the neighbourhood of Gilgit, distinguished by the
very tall molar teeth, which have flat, instead of ridged, masticating
surfaces.

Finally, the five species of pigmy squirrels (Nannoschinis), of Avhich

one is West African, a second from the Philippines, while the otiier

three are Bornean, constitute another sub-family, characterised by cer-

tain peculiarities in the skull and the complex structure of the molar
teeth.

An unimportant family is constituted by two North American Rodents
known as sewellels (Hajjlodon}, which differ from the
Scinridie by the absence of postorbital processes in the The Sewellels.

skull and the rootless molars. According to Dr. Merriam, u 7^^^ ^-

,

they are aquatic in their habits. '

The last family of the squirrel-like group of the order is represented only
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by the be.-ivers {Castor), easily distinguished by tlic broad, flattened, and

scaly tail. The skull is massively made and devoid of postorbital processes,

with the angle of the lower jaw rijunded ; the cheek teeth

do not develop roots, and have their crowns marked with

re-entering folds of enamel ; the premolars are limited to a

single pair in each jaw ; and the hind-feet are webbed.
Beavers, which are the largest Rodents in the Northern

Hemisphere, and are thoroughly aquatic in their habits, ai'e confined to cer-

tain parts of that hemisphere, being found only in Europe, Northern Asia,

and North America. Tlie actual extent of their range in the Old World
is not so clearly defined as could be wished. Thtro is, however, ample

evidence that this range oi-iginally

The Beavers.—
Family

Castorida'.

Fin. 57.—Be.vvkr (CaMorfilicr).

'xtended from the British Islands

in the west, to France, and jjerhaps

Italy, Spain, and Greece, ni the

south, thence eastward to Asia
Minor, and possibly Persia, and to

the north-eastward as far as the

Yenesei and Lena in Siberia, and
thence to Amur, Scandinavia, and
Russia ; but there does not appear
to be any good evidence as to the
eastern limits of beavers in the

direction of Northern China, al-

though it may not be improbable
that in this region these animals

only inhabited the rivers flowing northwards into the Caspian Sea and the
Arctic Ocean. On the Continent, beavers were finally exterminated in Holland
in 1825. In France a number of names, such as Bievre, Beuvron, and Beu-
vray, or Beuvry, as well as the ancient Bibrax and Bibracte, point to the
originally wide distribution of beavers. Fossil remains of these animals occur
in many places, such as Abbeville, in the valley of the Somme, the neigh-
bourhoods of Paris and Clermont, and the cavern of Lunel-Viel, in Herault.
The Rhone and its tributaries, especially the Gardon and the Cese, appear to

have been the great stronghold of these creatures within the historic period.

Even, however, in the last century they had become exceedingly rare, owing
to the incessant persecution to which they had been subjected. Still, they
have been met with at intervals even up to the present day. Thus Gervais
records tlie capture of a specimen in 1846, close to the port of Avignon, and
mentions having seen two others near Aries. The floods of 1840 doubtless
led to the destruction of a considerable number, so that after this date they
were much more rare than formerly. The circumstance that the monks of a

monastery on the right bank of the Rhone at Yilleneuve-les-Avignon in-

cluded beavers among their plats vudgres, indicates that in earlier days they
were probably abundant. M. St. Hilaire, in the Bidldin cle la Societe

d'AccIimatation, for 1888, records the capture of three specimens during that
year in the Rhone, and a recent writer concludes that from 25 to 30 beavers
are still annually killed in tliat river and its tributaries. Thei-e does not
appear to be evidence that these animals linger in any other of the French
rivers.

It is mentioned in some of the old writers that beavers occur rarely in
Italy, Spain, and Greece, but it is difficult to find on what evidence these
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statements rest ; but since remains of the existing species are found in the
superticial beds in the neighbourhood ofRome, there is a considerable Hkelihood
that its alleged occurrence in Italy within the historic period may be based on
fact. The lake-cities or " phalbauten " of Switzerland afford evidence of the
abundance of beavers in that country during the pre-historic period, and in
the last century a few were still to be found in the Aar, Linnnat, Reuss, and
other tributaries of the Rhine. That some lingered on into the present
century is proved by a specimen from the Rlxine exhibited in the Jardin des
Plantes in 1829 ; and tliere is evidence of their presence in the early part of
this century both in the Rhine and the Rhone basins.

In Germany fossil remains of beavers are found in several of the great
caves, more especially in that of Gailenreuth in Franconia. As late as the
closing decades of the last and the early ones of the present century, colonies
of these animals were abundant on many of the Geiman rivers, remnants of
which still exist here and there up to the present time. In North-Western
Germany the Moselle and the Maas were formerly noted habitats of these
animals, although we have no record of the date of their disappearance, even
if this has yet taken place. The Lippe, which, like the Moselle, is a tribu-

tary of the Rhine, was likewise a well-known haunt. Thus at Ketlingliausen,

and still higher up the river at Padderbun, beavei'S were abundant, and
formed regular colonies, like their Canadian cousins, at the beginning of the
present century, and it is probable that some few still exist. Proceeding
northward to the basin of the Elbe, the account by Meyernick, published in
1829, of a colony on one of the tributaries of this river near Magdeburg, is

too well known to need repetition. Lower down the river at Wittenberg,
and also at Kiihnert, they were also comparatively abundant in 1801 ; and at
the former locality there is evidence of their occurrence in 1848, and again
as late as 1878, when no less than eight individuals were observed in an old
river channel. Again in Bohemia, the valley of the Moldau, with its numer-
ous affluents, which forms the upper reaches of the extensive basin drained
by the Elbe, abounded in beavers up to the year 1848, since which date, in

spite of strict jirecaution, they have probably been greatly reduced in num-
bers. The basin of the Danube, in South-Eastern Germany, is, however,
probably the greatest stronghold of German beavers at the present time. In
1837 the small river Amper, a tributary of the Isar, situated some distance

to the north of Munich, was occupied by several colonies, which were pre-

served as a valuable commercial property. There is also good evidence of

the existence of the last-named colonies, as well as of others on the Isar,

Iller, and Salzach—tributaries of the Danube—up to 1840, since which date
I have been unable to come across any records of them.
There is a dearth of information with regard to the presence of beavers

lower down the Danube valley in Austria-Hungary and Turkey ; but it is

certain that they did, or do still, exist in the former regions ; and they have
also been recorded from the Lower Danube on well-authenticated evidence.

That beavers may have existed, or still exist, in other parts of European
Turkey, is suggested by the fact of their appearance in Asia Minor. They
have been recorded in the upper Euphrates valley by Heifer in a jDook
published in 1879 ; while Eichwald long since mentioned their occurrence in

the rivers of the Caucasus j and Smarda included them in his list of the
Mammals of Mesojjotamia. Messrs. Danford and Alston observe that trust-

worthy authorities at Kaisariyeh (a town in Rumelia, on the Kizil river,

flowing into the Black Sea) stated " that in the marshes between that place

G
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and Sudjesu there existed an animal like an otter, but which had a broad,

liairless tail." And there can be no reasonable doubt that these authors are

right in identifying this creature with the beaver. The possible eastward

extension of the beaver into Persia is suggested by Mr. Blanford.

From the Caucasus the range of the beaver may be traced through Russia,

Poland, and Livonia, to Lapland, and thence to the Scandinavian Peninsula.

Immediately to the north of the Caucasus, Oken recorded their abundance

in the valley of the Tereck in 1842. In Central Russia there is no definite

evidence of their occurrence, but in the Baltic provinces of Livonia the

record is again ample. Many places in this district take, indeed, their

name from beavers, and about the middle of the last century these animals

aj)pear to have had populous colonies on most of the streams of the country.

In 1724, so common were they, that their dams were a serious inconvenience

to the district, owing to the lloods caused by them. It appears, however,

from the researches of Loewis, that beavers are now completely exterminated

from Livonia, the last specimen liaving been sliot in 1841. In 1889 the exist-

ence of a few beavers in the river Svislotch, Government of Mink, and also

in the Dnieper, was recorded. In North Russia the rivers Dwina and
Petchora, flowing respectively into the White Sea and the Arctic Ocean,

were the resorts of beavers as late as 1842, but it is probable that they

are now completely extinct. Passing eastward into Silesia, there is evidence

of the former wide distribution of tliese animals, it being stated that they

extended as far as Amur. In the basin of the Obi, in Western Siberin, tliey

appear to be extinct in the valley of the Irtsh, where they were formerlj

abundant ; but at least up to 1870 they continued to be found in the small

affluent of the Obi known as the Pelyin. Beavers have long since completely

disappeared from the Yenesei, in Eastern Siberia, but information is still

required with regard to the more eastei'ly valley of the Lena. In Poland
and Lithuania beavers may still linger on ; but, as already observed, there is

a want of evidence as to the limits of their original range in the region lying

eastward of a line connecting the Baltic with the Black Sea. Reverting to

the neighbourhood of the White Sea, and pursuing a course towards the

north-east, it appears that Lapland lost its beavers early in the present

century. The skull of the last specimen known to have been killed in

these regions was obtained about 1830.

In Scandinavia, although beavers were widely distributed in the last and
early part of the present century, it appears that they have now total]}' dis-

appeared from Sweden but still exist in at least three remote spots in

Norway. The number of specimens living in the latter country in 1880 was
estimated at not more than GO ; but Collett placed their number at about
100, and, as they were strictly i)reserved, he did nut consider that they were
decreasing. Completing this survey of the range of the European beaver
with Denmark, evidence of its former existence is found in the shape
of skulls and bones from the mosses and turbaries, Avhile it is also known
to have lived there within the historic period. As to the precise date of its

extermination, there ajjpears no definite record.

With regard to the range of the American beaver, few words will suffice.

It may be observed, in the first place, that, altliough some writers are indis-

posed to regard this beaver as specifically distinct from the European one
;

yet, from the constant difierence in the form of tlie bones of the nasal region
of the skull, it seems to be a valid species, the proper name of which is Castor

caruide7isis. The earliest epoch of its occurrence is in the Pleistocene
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deposits of South Carolina, New Jersey, Tennessee, and other localities, as

well as in the cavern-deposits of Virginia and Pennsylvania. Witliin the
historic period its range extended from Alaska and the Hudson Bay terri-

tories in tlie north, along the Atlantic seaboard as far south as Georgia and
Nortliern Florida, and thence along tlie Gulf of Mexico as far as the Rio
Grande in Texas, and for some distance into Mexico itself, while on the

Pacitic Coast it is known to have extended as far south as California and
Arizona. In the interior of the continent beavers were naturally confined to

the neighbourhood of the great lakes and river valleys. Writing in 1877 of

the American beaver, Dr. Allen observes that '"'
its present range, however,

is much less extended, verj'^ few being found east of the Mississippi River
south of the great lakes, and it is everywhere less numerous than formerly.

Some still remain in Northern Maine and in the Adirondack region of New
York, and probably some still survive thence southward in the spai'sely

settled districts to Alabama and Mississippi. A recent article states that

they are still abundant in portions of Virginia. Their existence in great

abundance throughout the Atlantic States, and thence westward to the
Pacific, is thoroughly attested. They having been less persistently hunted
during recent years than formerly, they are rep(jrted to be slowly on the
increase in most localities where they still remain."
The dormice are tlie first representatives of the second section of the

Rodents, or Myomorpha, which presents the following characteristics. In
the skull the zygomatic arch is slender, and usually has the

jugal bone extending but little forwards, being supported by The Dormouse
a long backward ly directed pr(jcess of the upper jaw-bone. Tribe.—Family
or maxilla. There are im postorbital processes defining the Myoxiike.

hinder border of the socket of the eye ; and, except in one
sub-family of the Sjudacida', the angle of the lower jaw takes origin from the
inferior surface of the sheath of the lower incisor. All the members of the
section difier from the Sciuromorpha in that the tibia and fibula, or bones
of the lower leg, are welded together.

Resembling the true scpiirrels in shape and habits, the dormice form an Old
World family of small arboreal Rodents characterised by their long hairy tail,

the large size of the ears and eyes, and the shortness of the fore-limbs.

There is but one pair of premolars in each jaw, and the molars are rooted
with transverse re-entering foldings of enamel on their crowns. The dormice
may be divided into two main groups, according to the structure of the
stomach. In Mijoxus, as typified by M. glis of continental Europe, the
stomach is simple, but the difierent species, Avhich have been arranged under
several generic heads, difier considerably in other respects. In the typical

species the bushy tail has the hairs arranged in a row on each side, while the
molars ju'e large, with flat crowns and complex enamel-foldings. In a second
group (Eliomijs), typified by the European M. iiitella, and extending over
Europe, Asia, and Africa, the tail has the hairs arranged in two I'ows, but is

tufted at the end, while the molars are small, with concave crowns, and the
folds of enamel indistinct. The third group of the genus (Graphiuriis) is

solely African, and is distinguished by the tail being short, cylindrical, and
tufted, while the enamel-foldings on the small molars are almost wanting. A
West African form (CUivigUs) diff"ers by the shorter and more distinctly tufted
tail. On the other hand, the common dormouse of England and the rest of

Europe (Muscanlinns avdlanarius) difi"ers from all the foregoing in the
thickened glandular walls of the anterior portion of the stomach ; the
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molars having flat crowns, with complicated foldings of enamel, and the

somewhat bushy tail being cylindrical. The more northern repre-

sentatives of the family take their name from the lung winter torpor they
undergo.
From the Myoxidce the very extensive and cosmopolitan family of the

Muridce, which includes rats, mice, and voles, may be distinguished by the

total absence of premolar teeth in both jaws. The group is.

The Mouse Tribe, however, better characterised by the structure of the skull,

—Family Muri- in which the frontal bones are markedly constricted, while
(he. in the zygomatic arch the short and slender jugal bone is in

most cases reduced to a small splint connecting a back-

wardly-directed process from the upper jaw-bone, or maxilla, with a forv/ard

projection from the squamosal bone at the hinder end of the skull. Still

more characteristic is the expansion of the lower part of the first-named pro-

cess into a large, flattened descending plate ; and in most cases the large

aperture in the skull for the passage of nerves situated beneath the anterior

root of the zygomatic arch is elevated, and much wider above than below.

The first toe of the fore-foot is rudimental, and in most cases naked and
scaly. This family, which includes more than a third of the members of the

entire order, is the only one among the Rodents represented either in

Madagascar or in Australia. Although a few species are aquatic, and some
arboreal, the great majority of the Muridce are terrestrial, a considerable

number of them living in burrows. Some fifty genera have been described.

The first sub-family is confined to Australia, New Guinea, and the island

of Luzon, in the Philippines, where it is represented by three genera. In
this group the molars, which are frequently reduced to two

The Australasian pairs in each jaw, develop roots, and have their crowns
Group.— divided into alternating oblique lobes, partially splitting up

Sub-Family into tubercles. In the typical genus Hydromys, of Australia
Hydronujime. and New Guinea, the molars are two in number, and the

external form is modified for the needs of an aquatic exist-

ence, the feet being webbed, the tip of the muzzle thickly clothed with hairs,

by means of which the nostrils can be clothed ; while the skull differs from
tliat of other members of the family in- that the aperture beneath the socket
of the eye is nearly circular, instead of pear-shaped, and tlie descending
vertical plate at the front of the zygomatic arch is absent. In habits the two
species of this genus resemble watei'- voles. The genus Clirotomys, oi which
there is one species from Luzon, dilfers from the other two in having three
pairs of molars ; its skull being intermediate betM'een that of the first and
third genus, and its external form mouse-like, the toes being devoid of webs.
In Xewmys, which occurs typically in Australia, but is taken to include a rat

from Luzon, the molars resemble those of Hydromys in structure and number,
but the skull and external form are nearly similar to those of an ordinary
mouse. In size this species is not larger than the common mouse, whereas
the other members of the group are much bigger.
The second sub-family is represented only by the beautiful little Malabar

spiny mouse {PlatacantJiomys lasinrus) of Southern India,

Malabar Spiny which is an arboreal ft)rm easily distinguished by the long
Mouse (Plata- bushy tail, which exceeds the head and body in length, and
canthomyince). also by the presence of flattened spines mingled with the

hairs. The rooted molars liave their crowns divided into

complete transverse laminte.
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'.riie beautiful little large-eyed murines, known as gerbils, typify a third

Rub-faniily, characterised by the narrowness of the incisors, the sub-division

of the crowns of the molars into transverse lamin;e, the

generally large size of the auditory bulla of the skull, and The Gerbil
the elongation of the hind-limbs. From the other genei'a, Group
the gerbils ((Tcrbilhi.s), which range over Southern Europe, (Gerbillince).

Asia, and Africa, are distinguished by the deeply grooved
upper incisors, and the circumstance that the first molar has one, the second
two, and the third three transverse laminio ; the long tail being tutted at the

tip Gerbils are inhabitants of desert districts, where they burrow in the
sandy soil. Some writers separate certain species as Mcrioiics. The short

and club-like form of the flesliy tail, as well as the very large size of the

auditory bulla of the skull, cerve to distinguish the African genus Pachy-
uromys, in which the narrow incisors are faintly grooved. Three other small

genera from Africa, namely, Mystromys, Otomys, and Dasymys, dift'er from
the gerbils and from one another in the structure of the molars ; they are all

typically South African, but the second has also been recorded from East
Africa and the Congo. A fifth genus (Malacomys), represented by a single

species from the Gabun, connects the gerbils with the rats, having the teeth

and limbs of the former, but the long scaly tail of the latter.

Two genera of very large long-haired rats from the Philippine islands

represent a sub-family in which the incisors are very broad, the molars divided

into transverse lamina?, and the claws large. In Phlceomys,

of which there is but a single well-defined species, the ears The Philippine

are small and hairy, the tail moderate and sparsely haired. Rats (Phheo-

and the auditory Ijulla very small ; the first molar having myina'J.

three, and the others two laminre. The second genus
(Cratcromys) includes one very large greyish species from Luzon, which may be
compared in size to a small marmot, and has a totally difterent typo of molars.

This group, which is confined to Africa south of the Sahara, is typified by
the two species of Dendwinyf, and is characterised by the convexity of the

incisors, the rooted and tuberculated molars, hairy ears, and
long claws. The members of the typical genus have the The Tree-Mice
habits of dormice, a slender build, grooved incisors, and a (Dendromyino')

long, scaly, thinly-haired tail. Stcatomys also has grooved
incisors, but of stouter form, and a rather short, thickly-haired tail ; while
Lophuromys differs by its smooth incisors, and the fine flattened bristles

which replace the hair. The fourth genus is Limacomys.
The large, generalised, and almost cosmopolitan group of the cricetine

Muridce is charactei-ised by the rooted upper molars carrying two longitudinal

rows of tubercles. It is typified by the hamsters {Cricctns)

of the Old World, which are confined to Europe and Asia, Cricetine Group
and are characterised by having six tubercles on the first (CricethuK).

upper molar, large cheek pouches, and a very short tail.

The true hamster {C. fninientayius) is a burrowing species, well known on the

Continent from the large amount of food, it accumulates in its subterranean
dwelling. The white-footed mice (Sitomys) of the New World form a very
large, closely allied group, in which cheek pouches may be present or absent.

They are divided into a number of sub-genera, according to habits, bodily

form, dentition, etc., which have been named Rhipldomys, Oryzomys, Calomys,

Vesperimus, Onychomys, Bcapteromys^ Phyllotis, Acodon, and Oxymydcrus.
S. hydrobates is peculiar on account of its fringed feet and aquatic habits

;
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vliile another species has spines mingled witli tlie fui". The Brazilian genus
Holochilns, which includes the largest American rats, differs by the relatively

larger last upper molar and the stouter skull. Another allied type are the fish-

eating rats {Ir]ttli)iom]is) of South America, characterised by the webbed and
fringed hind-feet, and their aquatic and probably fish-eating habits, while

Ncdumiis is another allied Peruvian form. The rice-rat (Si(jnu>ilnii liispuJus),

ranging from the United States to Ecuador, differs markedly ivoni Sifomns in

the pattern of the tubercles on the molar teeth. Writing of these rats,

Mr. G. Lincecum, in the Amrricdii Natvralht for 1872, states that they
dwell togetlier ou the prairies of Texas in families in much the same maimer
as the prairie-marmot. " They prefer light sandy soil on the prairie, where
the shivered limy sandstone crops out ; but where the prairie is enclosed and
cultivated they take possession of the fencing, and burrowing under the

bottom rail, excavate sufficient cells, and construct their copious giassy beds
there. Out on the prairie, in the wild state, they make one principal burrow,

in front of which they pile up the earth that comes from all their subter-

ranean galleries. They rarely extend tlieir main burrow more than eight or

nine inches in dej^th, while their underground passages are sehhmi more
than four or five inches below the surface. They also construct seA'eral

secret outlets, opening 10 or 12 inches from the main hole, Avhich opening
they very ingeniously conceal by strewing a few grass blades over it ; and so,

when the rat-hunter attacks the citadel, the inmates escaiie through some of

the concealed passages. Eight or nine inches deep, and turned a little to one
side in the main hole, is a cavity, seven or eight inches in diameter, filled

with fine, soft grass blades, which must be quite warm and jileasant, serving

the family for winter-quarters. During the hot months they construct nice

grass beds in a basin-like cavity, which they dig out under the sides of tufts

of grass, or heaps of bush." From all the above the South American genus
Rhithrodon, Avith five rat-like species, and the North American lihithrodont-

omii.% containing three species of the size of large mice, differ in their

grooved upper incisors. Another well-marked type of the group is pre-

sented by the North American wood-rats (Neotomci), in which the molars
simulate the prismatic pattern characteristic of the voles. Certain species in

which the tail is very bushy have been sejiarnted generically as Tconoma

;

while JV. allcni has been referred to a distinct genus under the name of

Hodomiis. The next five genera of cricetines are confined to the island of

Madagascar, where they are the sole representatives of the Rodent order*. Of
these, Hypoyeomys is a large fawn-coloured rat, with large ears and feet and
a long tail ; Nesomys include i two long-haired rufous species ; Br((chiitarsomiis

contains a single rat Avith velvety fawn-coloured fur, short feet, and a long tail
;

the single species of Hallom]is differs from Nesomys by the much longer hind
feet ; while the two dormouse-like representatives of Miiinis arc easily recog-

nised by the short and nearly naked ears, and by the long tail being bushy,
except on its basal third, Avhere it is scaly. The last representative of the sub-

family is the crested rat {Trilophomns imhavsi) of North-Fastern Africa, so

named on account of the crest of long hair running along the back. This very
large rat, which is arboreal in its habits, differs from all other members of the
family in the first toe of the fore-foot being opposable, the rudimental collar-

bones, and by the bony roof covering the muscles of the hinder part of the

skull. All the hair is long, the long tail bushy, and the colour black and
white. The animal has quite unnecessarily been made the type of a distinct

family.
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Closely allied to the ciicctines, of which they may be regarded as a
specialised branch, the large group of voles are distinguished by their gener-
ally rootless, or imperfectly rooted molars being composed
of t\vo longitudinal rows of alternating triangular prisms. The Vole Group
Externally they differ in most cases from the typical rats {^Microtinm).

and mice by their heavier and less elegant form, less active

movements, smaller ej^es, blunter muzzle, smaller ears, and shorter limbs and
tail. They are restricted to Europe, Asia north of the Himalaya, and North
America. An annectant form between the cricetines and typical voles is the

North American genus Fhcnacomys, in which the molars develop roots. The
typical genus 3Iicn>tus^ which includes nearly half a hundred species ranging
over Europe, Northern Asia, and North America, is sufficiently characterised

by its rootless molars and the naked soles of the feet ; the British forms being
the water-vole {M. amphibit's.), the field-vole (M. agrcstis), and the red, or

bank-vole (il/, (ik(rcob(s). Each of these is the representative of a distinct

sub-generic group, severally characterised by the number of prisms in the
molar teeth, and to which the names Faludicola, Agrlcola, and Evotomys have
respectively been applied. The extraordinary hordes in which some species

of land voles make their appearance at certain seasons, and the damage they
then inflict on agricultural produce, are matters of common knowledge. The
round-tailed musk-rat of Florida, which has been regarded as constituting a
genus (Xcujiber) by itself, is considered by Dr. Merriam to be not more than
a sub-genus of 3Iicrotns, Nearly allied is the true musk-rat, or musquash
{Fiber zibethicus), of North America, which is the largest member of the
group, and measures nearly a foot in length to the root of the tail. Heavily
built, it is characterised by its broad head—which joins the body without any
well-defined neck,—short limbs, small ej-es, ears nearly concealed in the thick,

beaver like fur, and the ruJimental first toe of the fore-foot ; the long tail

being laterally compressed, scaly, and sparsely haired, The general colour is

dark brown, tending to black on the back, and grey on the under-parts.

Both sexes have a gland secreting the musky substance from which the animal
derives its name. Although its toes are not webbed, the musk-rat is an
aquatic creature, feeding on a mixed vegetable and animal diet, Its fur is of

considerable value ; and the skull is very similar to that of JMicrotvs. Another
distinct generic tj'pe is presented by the gi'oove toothed vole (Synaptomys) of

the United States, in which the upper incisors are grooved, while the external

form resembles that of the true voles, and the molars are like those of the
lemmings. The latter Rodents (Myodcs), of which there is one Old World
and one North American species, differ from the voles by their heavier
build, the blunt convex head, very short tail and ears, the hairy soles of

the small feet, the bevelled upper incisors, and the pattern of the molar
teeth.

The common lemming (M. lemmus), which measures about five inches in

length, and has yellowish-brown fur with darker spots, is remarkable for the

periodical migrEvtions undertaken by its countless swarms ; these hordes pass-

ing over every obstacle in their course till they finally reach the sea, in

which they perish. Nearly allied to the last genus, the circumpolar
banded lemming (Cunicrdus torqnah(s) may be easily distinguished by the
absence of external ears, the shortness of the feet, which are thickly

haired beneath, the rudimental first toe of the fore-foot, and the great

length of the claws of the third and fourth toes of the same. The molars
approximate to those of the voles, but the first in the upper jaw differa
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from that <,>£ all the other members of the subfamily in having seven

prism s=

Although frequently regarded as representing a sub-family by themselves,

the mole-voles, of which there are two genera, may be considered merely as

voles specially adaj^ted for a subterranean existence ; the limbs and tail being

very short, and the body somewhat mole-like, while the eyes are small. In

the genus Ellohius, with one species from Russia, and a second from Afghan-
istan, the claws are short, whereas in Sijihnens, of which there are several

representatives from Central and Northern Asia, those of the fore-feet are

enormously powerful.

In the typical rats and mice and their allies, forming the murine group of

the family, the molars are rooted and tuberculated, with three rows of

tubercles on at least the anterior ridge of the first one in the

Typical Group uj^per jaw. Indeed, with one exception, there are three longi-

(Murina). tudinal rows of tubercles on all the upper molars ; while, save

in one genus, there are two such rows in the corresponding
lower teeth. The whole group is restricted to the Old World, being re-

presented in Australia and New Guinea, but unknown in Madagascar. The
great majority of forms are very similar in external appearance, their build

being light, their eyes large and bright, their tails long and scaly, their

movements active, their coloration sombre, and their habits generally

burrowing and nocturnal.

The least specialised member of the family is a small mouse from the

Congo Valley, known as Deomys, which differs from all the others in that only

the first ridge of the anterior upper molar has three rows of tubercles, the

other two ridges of this tooth and all those of the other molars having but
two such rows, as in the cricetines. On the other hand, Berdmore's rat

(HapaJomys berdmorei), from Burma, appears to be the most specialised of

all, the lower as well as the upper molars having three longitudinal rows of

tubercles. Another peculiar genus (Vanddenria) is represented by a species

extending from India to Yunnan, and characterised by liaving flat nails on
the first and fifth digits of both feet, as well as by the great length of the tail.

North-Eastern India and some of the countries to the east of the Bay of

Bengal are the home of the pencil-tailed tree-mouse (Cliiropodomys)^ dis-

tinguished by having flat nails on the first digit of both feet, whereas all

other members of tlie family, except one species of 3Ivs, have a flat nail only
on the first toe of the fore-foot. The next for notice are three genera re-

stricted to the mountains of Luzon, in the Philippine group, two being
represented only Ijy a single species. By far the most remarkable of these

is the shrew-rat (/i/(;/Hc/io»ii/.s), distinguished by the shrew-like prolongation of

the muzzle^ the short and feeble incisors, and the reduction of tlie molars,

which are very small, to two pairs in each jaw. Not improbably this species,

which is of the size of the black rat, and of a uniform olive-grey coloration,

subsists on insects or larvae, as the incisors appear too weak for gnawing.
The second genus, Carpomys, is represented by two somewhat dormouse-like
rats, with thick, woolly fur, and the long tail well haired ; while the single

species of Batomys difi'ers by the hind-feet being wider and shorter, and the
fore-feet more elongated.

The true rats and mice constitute a genus (M\(s) having a distribution co-

extensive with that of the sub-family, and including nearly 150 species. In
these Rodents the incisors are narrow and smooth, the molars of the typical

murine structure, the foramina at the anterior end of the bony palate
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elongated, both the eyes and ears large, the extremity of tlie niujszle naked,
the fur soft, occasionally mixed with spines, a flat nail on the first toe of the
fore-foot, the long and nearly naked tail covered with overlajji^ing rings of

scales, and cheek pouches absent. The species found in Britain are the
common rat (3/. dconnfvnts), which appears to have been originally a native

of Western China, but has now been introduced into all parts of the habitable

globe ; the smaller and sharper-nosed black rat {M. ratfns), Avhich is likewise

an Eastern form ; the common house-mouse (31. mvscidns), also hailing from
the East ; the wood-mouse (M. t>iilvaticns), together with a larger variety

known as 31. flcdncollis ; and the tiny harvest-mouse {M. mittutns). The
latter, it is well known, builds small globular nests between several corn-

stalks, and is itself able to ascend a single one of such stalks, aided in

climbing by its partially prehensile tail. It will be unnecessary here to refer

to the habits of mice in general, but some reference may be made to the so-

called "singing" and "waltzing mice." Singing mice are ordinary house-

mice, wliich, owing to some disease of the vocal organs, are enabled to pro-

duce musical notes. Waltzing jnice are a Japanese product, of which the
following account is given by Mr. E. R. Waite :

—"At first," he writes, "a
visitor probably regards the mice as mere colour varieties of the common
white race. A moment's observation reveals the peculiarities of the breed,
and attention is riveted by their strange performances. Early in life they
exhibit the tendency which has earned for them the name above employed.
When a nursling leaves the nest its gait consists of an evident attempt to

proceed in a straight line ; this is frustrated by a tremulous movement of the
head, which is nervously shaken from side to side. Shortly, a tendency is

exhibited to turn ; this develops into a rotatory motion, performed with
extraordinary rapidity, which constitutes the peculiarity of the waltzing

mouse. The ordinary routine of daily life is constantly interrupted by this

mad disjiosition to whirl, frequently indulged in for several minutes, and,
with an occasional stoppage of a few seconds, continued for hours. The floor

of one cage being somewhat rough, the mice actually reduced their feet to

stumps before it was noticed. Like ordinary mice, they sleej) during the

day, but apparently waltz the whole night long. If, however, they are dis-

turbed during daylight, they leave their bed and work off some superflucnis

energy. The rotation is so rapid that all individuality of head and tail is l(5st

to tlie eye, only a confused ball of black and white being recognised. Very
often they spin in couples, revolving head to tail at such a speed that an un-
broken ring only is perceived. . . . An individual generally spins in one
direction only, and the majority turn to the left." Although probably due
in the first instance to brain-disease, the peculiarity, like the " tumbling " of

tumbler-pigeons, is now hereditary in the breed.

The longitudinally-striped Barbary mouse (31. barbarus), together with
certain other more or less variegated African species, are frequently separated
from il/»s as a distinct genus, under the name of Ari-icanthis. Nearly allied

are the numerous species of bandicoot-rats (Nesoeia), ranging in Southern Asia
from Palestine to Formosa, and from Ceylon to Kashmir, but also extending
into Turkestan and the Lob-nor district of Central Asia. They differ from
the typical genus by the wider incisors and molars ; the tubercles on the
latter being partially connected by transverse ridges so as to produce a semi-
laminated type of structure. The two species of groove-toothed mice
(Golnnrla), one of which is Indian and the other African, are easily dis-

tinguished by having a groove down each of the front incisors. In addition
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to having a species of Mns^ Australasia is the home of four peculiar genera of

the sub-family. Of these, the mosaic-tailed mice {Jjvom\\s\ ranging from the
Aru Islands to Queensland, may bo distinguished from Mns by tlie scales on
the tail being united by their edges so as to form a mosaic-like pavement,
instead of overlapping. The preliensile-tailed mouse (Chirwomys), of which
there is but a single species inhabiting the mountains of New Guinea, is

characterised by the naked tip of the tail being endowed with preliensile

power ; the scales of the rest of the tail being arranged in diagonal rows.

The upper mcilars have their tubercles vevy numerous, and arranged in a

complex manner ; wliile there are several peculiarities connected with the

structure of the skull. Tlie numerous Australian species of jerboa-rats

(Conilnnis) are easily recognised by their elongated hind-limbs, and long ears

and taih Tliey are inhabitants of desert districts, where they hop after the
manner of jerboas. The fiftli genus (Mastdcomijii) is known only by a single

Tasmanian species, and differs from 2Ivs by the great width of the molars,

and the reduction of the number of teats to four ; tlie fur being noticeable
for its length and sf)ftness. Differing remarkably as regards the latter feature,

the spiny-mice (Acomys), of which there are about seven small-sized species,

take their name from the fur being almost entirely replaced by flattened

spines. The skull and dentition are very similar to those of the type genus, but
the ascending process of each branch of the lower jaw is much smaller.

These mice range from Syria through East Africa as far south as Mosambique,
generally frequenting deserts, where some, at least, feed on bulbs. The long-

nosed rat (Echi)wthrix) of Celebes takes its name from the elongation of the
face, and is further characterised by the faint grooving of the incisors, and
the thick admixture of spines among the fur. Tlie small blind-mouse (Typh-
lom\is)oi China is sufficiently characterised by the minute size of the eyes,

which are almost concealed by the long lashes. Except that it has smaller
ears, it is otherwise very similar in appearance to a house-mouse. The
African pouched rats {Cricetnmys and Saccostonvts) differ from all the other
members of tlie sub-family in being provided with cheek pouches, the single

West African species of the former having gi'ooved upper incisors, while in

the two representatives of the latter these teeth are plain. The last member
of the family is a mouse from Sumatra and Java, described as Pithechirus, and
presenting a considerable external resemblance to Chiropodomys.
The mole-rats constitute a small family confined to the Old "World and

characterised by their generally mole-like build, cylindrical bodies, short

limbs, furnished with large claws, small or rudimental eyes

The Mole-Rats. and ears, usually short or rudimentary tail, large incisors,

—Family and rooted molars with re-entering enamel-folds on their
Spaladdiv. crowns. Premolars, varying in number, are present in

some forms but wanting in others ; the palate is narrow;
and the anterior part of the zygomatic arch of the skull lacks the descending
vertical plate so characteristic of the Muridce. The great mole-rat (<Sj;a/f(a;

typhJus) of South-Eastern Europe, South- Western Asia, and North-Eastern
Africa, which is the sole member of its genus, is the type of a sub-family

characterised by the angular portion of the lower jaw arising from the lower
part of the sheath of the incisor in the manner characteristic of the
Myomorpha generally ; and also by the absence of premolai's. It is a sub-

terranean animal, driving tunnels in the earth in searcli of the bulbs which
form its food, and has the eyes completely covered by skin, and rudimental
ears and tail. In the nearly allied bamboo-rats (Bhizomys), of which there
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arc several species from the Oriental countries, Tibet, and Abyssinia, tlie

minute eyes are open ; there are small nalcod external cars^ and the short
tail is partially covered Avith hair. The other

four genera, all of which aro conlincd to
_aj«P'H?=f'«^=.^

Africa south of the Sahara, differ from other _^^^^
''"'

'
'^ >

,

INIyomorpha, and thereby resemljle the under-
J^'^^j'^ ^^^^^''H^

mentionetl Hystricomorpha, in that the angle *^^^^i^4w'ic|v;8i'&t«^-''^^^^^^^^
of the lower jaw arises from the side of the ' ^i^^^tai^^^^^^^^^^
sheath of the incisor. Of these, the great "^^ -^^i^^§r^]>^
snnd-mole (BntlujiTipis maritinnts) of the "^ ' "^

Cape, which attains a length of 10 inches, has ;? -o -r. t>
1 ' . .

=
. , . .

' i"irj. dS.—Bamboo-Rat
grooved upper nicisors, a snigle pair of pre- {Rhizomys badhis).

molar teeth in each jaw, no external ears,

and extremely powerful cla-\vs. In the allied Gcorychvs and Mijoscalnps the
incisors are smooth; the members of the former genus usually have a single

pair of jiremi liars, and the single species of the latter three pairs of these
teeth in both jaws, while the second toe of the hind-foot is the longest. In
both, the first pair of premolars may be absent. The curious little naked
sand-rats (Hctewcephalvs), oi which the two species ai'e confined to Somali-
land, aro degraded forms, Avith no jiremolars, either two or three pairs of

molars, an almost completely bare skin, small eyes, no external ears, a tail

of moderate proportions, and a pair of large pads on the powerful fore-

feet. These tiny little animals make shallow tunnels in the hot sand of

the desert, throwing up at intervals small heaps resembling miniature vol-

canic craters.

This comjiaratively small family is exclusively confined to North and
Central America, where it ranges from the plains of the Saskatchewan, in

Canada, southwards to Costa Rica, although attaining its

maximum development in the Western United States and The Pocket-
Mexico, and being unknown in the region east of the Gophers.

—

Mississippi, save the Gulf States. The essential characteris- Family
tic of these Rodents is the possession of large pouches open- Geomyidci'.

ing externally on the cheeks at the sides of the mouth. In
addition to three pairs of molars, they have a single pair of 2:)remolar teeth in

each jaw ; all the cheek teeth in the more typical forms being rootless, and con-
sisting of simple prisms, without any unfolding of the enamel. The pre-

molars consist of a double prism, but all the molars, with the exce^jtion of

the last pair in the upper jaw of some species, comprise but a single prism,
whose summit presents an oval disc of ivory bordeied by a ring of enan)el.

"All the members of the family," writes Dr. Merriam, "spend their entire

lives underground, and their whole organisation is modified in accordance
with the needs of a subterranean existence. The species, though numerous,
are very much alike externally They are short-legged, thick-set animals,

without any apjireciable neck, without noticeable external ears, and with
very small eyes. The feet are largely developed for digging. The fore-paws
in particular are very strong, and armed with long curved claws, and the
sides of the toes are lined with rows of bristles that evidently serve in pre-
venting the dirt from passing between the fingers, thus completing a more
fffective arrangement for keeping the tunnels clean, and for pushing the
earth out of the openings of the burrows. The tail, which is of moderate
length, is thick, fleshy, and usually devoid of hair, and is endowed with
tactile sensibility.
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" The pocket-cfophers in working their way through the earth in the
construction of their tunnels, use the jiowcrful upper incisors as a piclc to

loosen the ground. At the same time the fore-feet are kept in active opera-

tion, both in digging and in i)ressing the earth back under the body, and the
hind-feet are also used in moving it still further backivards. "When a suffi-

cient quantity has accumulated behind the animal, he immediately turns in
the burrow, and by bringing the Avrists together under the chin with the
palms of the hands held vertically, forces himself along by the hind-feet,

pushing the eartli out in front. When an opening in the tunnel is reached,
the earth is discliarged through it, forming a little hillock that resembles in

a general way the hills thrown up by moles. In many species there is a
naked callosity over the front half of the nose, which must be of great
assistance in the construction of the tunnels. When this callosity

is largely developed, the nasal bones underneath are highly arched or
inflated.'^

The same writer then goes on to o'boeive that he Avag much surprised to

see a captive example of one of the species run as rapidly backwards as for-

wards. " This method of progression was particularly noticeable when the
animal was in his own quarters, where he could follow a runway or an accus-

tomed route. Wlien carrying food to one of his store-houses he rarely turned
round, but usually ran backwards to the place of deposit, returning for more,
and repeating the operation again and again, the to-and-fro movement
suggesting a shuttle on its track."

The cheek pouches, which are clothed internally with fur, according to the
same author, " are used exclusively in carrying food, and not in carting dirt,

as often erroneously supposed. They reach back as far as the shoulder, and
are so attached that they cannot be completely averted witliout rupture of

their connections." Writing of a tame specimen, Dr. IMerriam observes that
" the manner of eating was peculiar and interesting, and showed an ability

to use the huge fore-feet and claws in a way previously unsuspected. After
satisfying the immediate demands of hunger, it was his practice to till one or
both cheek pouches. His motions were so SM'ift that it was exceedingly diffi-

cult to follow them with sufficient exactness to see just how the operation
was pei-formed. If a potato was given him, or a piece too large to go into

the pouch, he invariably grasped it between the fore-paws, and proceeded to
pry oft' a small piece with the large lower incisors. He would then raise

himself slightly on his hind-legs and hold the fragment between his fore-

paws while eating, for he usually ate a certain quantity before putting any
into the pouches. If small pieces were given him he took them promptly,
and passed them quickly into the pouclies. Some pieces were thus disposed
of at once ; others were just trimmed by biting off projecting angles. As a

rule, one pouch was filled at a time, though not always, and the hand of the
same side was used to push the food m. The usual course is as follows :—

A

piece of potato, root, or other food is seized between the incisor teeth, and
immediately transferred to the fore-paws, which are lield in a horizontal

position, the tips of the claws curving toward one another. If the food
requires reduction in size, the trimming is done while held in this position.

The piece is then passed rapidly across the side of the face with a sort of
wiping motion Avhich forces it into the open mouth of the pouch. Some-
times a single rapid stroke with one hand is sufficient ; at other times both
liands are used, particularly if the piece is large. In such cases the long
claws of one hand are used to draw down the lower side of tlie opening,
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while the food is poked in with tho other. It is obviously impossible for

the animal to pass food from the nioutli to the pouches without tho aid of its

fore-claws. The most remarkable thintj connected with the use of the
pouches is the way they are emptied. The fore-feet are brought back simul-
taneously along the sides of the liead until they reach a point opposite the
hinder end of the i)ouches ; they are then pressed firmly against the head
and carried rapidly forward. In this way the contents of the pouches are
promptly dept)situd in front of the animal. Sometimes several strokes are
necessary. I am not prepared to say that the animal cannot empty the
pouches by means of the delicate investing muscles ; but I have never seen
them cm])tied in any other way than that here described."

According to American writers, the typical members of the family may be
divided into no less than nine genera ; but by English zoologists they have
hitherto been included in only two. Of
these, Gcuinijs, as ty pitied by the common
pocket-gopher {G. burmd-ius), is charac-

terised by having either one or two
grooves on the upper incisors. In the

typical species there are two of these

grooves, and the same is the case with
another form which has been separated

as ZygcHicomiis ; the latter being peculiar

in that the jugal, or cheekbone, does not
enter into the formation of the iipper

j-.v. 59.-Pocket-Gopheb
border of the zygomatic arch, in all the (Geomysbursarius).

other forms, which have received the
names of Pappogeomiis, Ovthotjeomys, Cratogeomys, Platygeomys, Seterogeomys,

and iV/((cTo;/eom|/6', there is but a single groove on each incisor; the groups
being distinguished by the conformation of the skull, and the extent

to which the cheek teeth are covered with enamel. From the above
the species of Tliuinomys are distinguished by the upper incisors being
either perfectly smooth, or marked only by a single fine streak on the
inner side.

The kangaroo-rats {Dipodomys), together with the two following genera,

ar6 referred by American writers to a different family, and are distinguished

by their narrow incisors, moderate or large ears and eyes, and the elongated
hind-limbs and tail. In the kangaroo-rats the molar teeth are rootless ; the
typical forms having four toes, whereas others, which it has been proposed
to separate as Pewdijius, possess five. These small Rodents iidiabit open
sandy districts, and have habits very similar to those of jerboas. From the
foi-egoing, the genera Pewgnathns and Heteronnis differ by their rooted
molars ; the latter being distinguished by the admixture of flattened spines
in the fur, and having species ranging into South America. All the forms are
small and mouse-like ; the common D. plullipsi being from South Mexico.
The jerboas and their allies form a small, widely-distributed family, by no

means easy of definitiun. Usually there is a pair of upper premolars, the
incisors are narrow, the molars are divided by transverse
folds of enamel into lamina?, the vacuity in the skull below Jerboa Tribe,

the anterior root of the zygomatic arch is large and rounded, —Family
and the hinder part of the auditory bulla is very large. The Dipodidce.

rat-like Rodents of the genus Sminthiis, which range over
Eastern and Northern Europe, Central Asia, Kashmir, and Kansu, differ
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.

Fig, CO.—A Jerboa
(,Di2)us).

from the other members of the family in the equality of the length of the
fore and hind-limbs ; the upper jaw having a single pair of premolars, while

there are none in the lower. The North American jumping-mice (Zajms)

are distinguished by the elongation of the hind-limbs, and the presence of a
pair of premolars in both jaws ; the hind-feet being furnished with five toes,

and the metatarsal bones separate from one another. The common species

ranges from Hudson Bay to Colorado. Agreeing with the last in their elongated
hind-limbs, the next four genera differ in having only
three functional hind-toes, and by the union of the
metatarsal bones of the hind-foot. Of these four
genera Diptis has only three hind-toes, while Encho-
retes, Alactdga, and PUdycercomys have five, of which
the first and fifth do not touch the ground. The first

three of these have a long, cylindrical and tufted tail

;

Dipus being distinguished from the other two by
its grooved incisors, and the frequent absence of

premolars. Euchoretes is represented only by the
Yarkand jerboa, characterised by its elongated muzzle
and large ears ; while Platyce)xomys, of which there

are several species, ranging from Siberia to Nubia,
difiers by its flattened and lancet-shaiicd tail; and the
invariable absence of premolars, the incisors being
smooth. The true jerb(ms (Dipus), of which there are

several species, extend from Algeria through Egypt and North Arabia to

Eastern Persia and Central Asia. Ahtctnga is

best known by the Kirghiz jerboa {A. dccumana)
of the Kirghiz steppes. All the jerboas are

essentially desert-haunting animals, living in

the open, and progressing by long leaps. The
last and largest member of the family is the
so-called Cape jum^nng-hare (Pedetes caffer),

ranging from the Cape to Angola and Mozaui-
bique, and differing from all the other genera
in having rootless molars. The hind-limbs
are elongated, the metatarsal bones separate,

and the hind-feet furnished with four toes
;

while the ears are long and narrow, and the
very long tail is clothed with elongated hair.

With the exception of the liares and picas,

Avhich form a group by themselves, the whole of

the remaining members of the order are in-

cluded in a section known as the Hystrico-
morpha, which embraces six families. As a whole, this section is charac-
terised by the stoutness of the zygomatic arch of the skull, in which the

jugal bone forms the whole of the central portion without
any support from a prt)cess of the maxilla, while the anglj
of the l(jwer jaw arises from the outer side of the bony
sheath of the socket of the incisor. The collar-bones may
be either complete or imperfect ; in the lower part of

the hind-leg the fibula is distinct from the tibia ; and there is almost
always a single pair of premolar teeth in each jaw. The members of
this section are particularly characteristic of Centi-al and South ATuerica

2^

Fio- 01.

—

Cape Jumping-
Hare (Pcdetcs eager).

Octodont Tribe.

—Family Odo-
dontidiv.
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(including the West Indies), the wh^le of the six families being represented

there, while four are conhned to these countries, and one is met with else-

where only in Africa.

By far the largest of these families is that of the Ododontidce, which has
some representatives in Africa, although the majority of the forms are con-

fined to South and Central America and the West Indies. All have complete
collar-bones ; the vacuities in the front of the bony palate of the skull are

greatly elongated ; tlie crowns of the molar teeth are marked by infoldings

of enamel on both sides ; there are generally five toes to each foot ; and
the teats are placed liigh up on the sides of the body. In form, these

Rodents are usually more or less rat-like, and most are terrestrial in their

habits.

The first group of the family is African, and is represented by two genera,
both easily distinguished by having tlie two iinier toes of the hind-foot fur-

nished witli a horny comb and bristles for the purpose of cleansing the fur.

Each genus has but a single species. The gundi, (Jtoiodadylns, is an inhabi-

tant of North Africa, near Tripoli, and is peculiar among the family in having
no premolars, the tail being reduced to a stump ; whereas in Pectiiiatur, of

Somaliland, premolars are present, and the tail is moderately long and busliy.

Both are about the size of a water-vole.

The seccmd group comjirises six genera, five of which are South American,
and the other African. They have partially rooted or rootless molars, with
simple enamel-folds and soft fur. The typical form is the degu (Ociodon) of

Chili and Peru, which is a rat-like animal, with a ratlier lung brush-tipped
tail, medium-sized ears, and the upper and lower molars alike. Other species

of the same genus inhabit Bolivia, which is also the home of the two species

of Hahrocuma, characterised by the lower molars being more complex than
the upper, the large ears, and the extreme softness of the fur. Nearly
related are the burrowing tuco-tucos {Ctcnomys) of South America, deriving
their popular name from the bell-like cry uttered underground. They have
broad incisors, kidney-shaped crowns to the rootless molars, small eyes,

moderate ears, long claws, and bristles on the hind-feet. The one species of

the genus Acoiuemys, from the Southern Andes, differs from the last by its

larger ears and shorter claws, and is further characterised by the enamel-
folds of the upper molars meeting in the middle.
From Ctenumys, the two Chilian species of Spalacopus differ by their rudi-

mental ears ; they are noticeable on account of their laying up a winter store

of food. The very similar African genus Petromys'^ niay be distinguished
from the last by its harsher fur, the shortness of the first toe of the fore-

foot, and more thickly-haired tail.

The coypu, or nutria {Mijopotamus), of South America, which is the only
member of its genus, is the typical representative of the last sub-family,
which has one African and ten American genera. In this group the molars,
which may be rootless or partially rooted, have deep and curved folds of

enamel, more or less harsh fur, which may be mingled with spines, and
the tail generally long. As a genus, the coypu, which attains a length
of about two feet, has very large red incisors, two inner and two outer
enamel-folds in the upper molars, and three inner and one outer in the lower
ones, moderate-sized ears, a rather long, scaly, and sparsely haired tail, and
webbed hind-feet. Mr. Aplin writes that in Uruguay " it inhabits the larger

permanent lagunas. I have heard it stated that if a laguna is inhabited by
1 Some writers place this jjenus in the first sub-famil.v.
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Fig. Q2.—C0YPTJ (Myopotanivs coypu).

nutrias it is a sign that it never dries up in a drought. But during the
drought which prevailed duiing the time I was in the country, some places

inhabited by nutrias did dry up, but it

was probably many years since they had
done so previously. In the steep banks
of the lagunas the nutrias make drives,

the mouths of the tunnels being half in
and half out of the water when it is at its

normal height. The nutria is not a very
shy animal. Some of them inhabited a
little water-course by the side of which
the sheep-dipping place was situated

;

they were probably attracted by the
head of water kejpt up by a small dam.
The nutria swims with hardly a i-ipple,

and disappears noiselessly in the dive at the water-line. Tlie body is dull
brown, muzzle greyish, and there is a little warm brown on the side of the
head. It swims with the nose, the top of the head, and a narrow line of
the back out of water, all on a dead level, or almost so ; the nostrils being
very high up in the line of the skull, they are kept out of the water without
the nose being poked up towards the sky. A half-grown one brought to me
alive ate green maize readily."

In the West Indies the family is represented by the large arboreal Rodents
known as hutias, most of which are included in the genus Capromys, although,
on account of the more complex structure of its molars, one species from
Hayti and Jamaica is separated as Flaglodon.
They may be compared to gigantic I'ats, one of

them measuring 22 inches to the root of the
tail. Their incisors are narrower than those
of the coypu, the first genus having one inner
and two outer folds of enamel in the upper
molars. From both the above the two species of

cane-rat (Trlaulacodus)''- from Southern Africa
are at once distinguished by the presence of
three deep grooves in each of the upper
incisors. The small American forms consti-

tuting the genera Echinomys and Loncheres are sufficiently characterised

by generally having flat, lance-shaped spines intermingled with the fur
;

most of the species being inhabitants of Brazil and Guiana, although one of

the second genus is found in Central America. The South American
Mesomys diff"er3 from Lvnchcres in having a short, curved claw on the first toe

of the fore-foot, as well as in the absence of spines. The single and rare
species of the Brazilian genus Dactylumys is characterised by its short ears,

long scaly tail, the rudimental first toe of the fore-foot, the very long third

and fourth toes of the same, which are furnished with short, convex nails,

the flat incisors, and the division of the molars into two complete lobes,

each of which has a single enamel-fold, forming a fork-shaped grinding
surface ; as well as by the two series of upper cheek teeth converging so
much as to meet in front. A smaller Brazilian form known as Canna-
bateomys diff"ers by the union of the two lobes of the molars by means of a
bridge of enamel, and the slight convergence of the teeth. Another South

J To replace the preoccupied name Aidacodns.

Fi<j. 6Z.—11VTIA {Capromys).
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American genus is Carterodon, which includes small rat-like animals differing
from all the other members of the family inhabiting the same country in its

broad and grooved upj^er incisors ; the up])er molars having one inner and
two outer enamel-folds, and the lower ones the reverse of this arrangement.
Lastlj', the South American Cvrcomys differs from the foregoing by its

pointed muzzle and smooth incisors.

The number of long, sharp spines with which the skin of " the fretful
porcupine " and its allies are protected sufficiently distinguish the Hystricidce
from all other Rodents. These animals are of stout build
wnth the fore and hind-limbs of nearly equal length, the Porcupine Tribe,
front portion of the skull very short and broad, and the —Family
molars, which may be either completely or partially rooted, Hystricidce.
with folds of enamel on both sides. The' family may be
divided into two groups, one of which is confined to the New ^Yorld, and the
other to the Old. In the American porcupines the molars are fully rooted,
the collar-bones complete, the upper-lip undivided, the soles of the hind'
fict covered with rough tubercles, the first digit of the fore-foot wantin»,
and numerous long hairs mixed with the spines ; while the females have only
four teats. The numerous species of tree-porcupine {Synet]teres) are con-
fined to the forest districts of tropical America, and are specially characterised
by their long, prehensile tails, short, many-coloured spines, light build, and
the presence of only four toes to the hind-feet ; these toes grasping against
a fleshy pad on the inner side of the foot. In habits these porcupines are
thoroughly arboreal, and also less nocturnal than their Old World allies. A
Brazilian species {Cliatomiis) is generically distinguished on account of the
difierent conformation of its skull and more complex pattern of its molar
teeth. The Canadian porcupine {Erethi~on) forms a kind of connecting link
between the New and Old World members of the family, the build being
heavy, and the tail stumpy and non-prehensile. The spines are almost
buried in the long hairs, and there are four toes in front and five behind.

In the three Old World genera of the family, the molars are only partially
rooted, the collar-bones incomplete, and the soles of the hind-feet smooth,
while there is a rudimental first toe to the fore-foot, and the female has six
teats. In no case is the tail prehensile. The true porcupines (Hystrix),
which are spread over the warmer parts of Europe and Asia, as well as Africa,
are best characterised by their large size, highly inflated and convex skull,

and the short tail, terminating in a number of hollow quills, which produce a
rattling noise when the creatures move. These porcupines are burrowing
and nocturnal in their habits. The brush-tailed porcupines (Athervra), of
which one species is Malajan and the other two West African, differ by their
inferior size and long tails, the latter surmounted with a tuft of flattened
sjjines. A third genus (Trichys) is represented by a single Bornean species,

differing from the last in the structure of the skull ; the spines being also
shorter, and the bi-istles on the tail narrower and parallel-sided.

This and the following families of the group are exclusively confined to

South and Central America and the West Indies. In the present, family the
hind-limbs are elongated, the tail is bushy, the fur extremely
short, the collar-bones complete, the bony palate of the skull ChincMlla Tribe,
narrowed in front and deeply excavated behind, the incisors —Family
short, and the molars separated into isolated transverse Lagostomatidce.

lamin;e by continuous folds of enamel. This family is

typically represented by the beautiful little chinchillas (Eriomys) of the
H
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Andes, so much esteemed on account of the marvellous softness of the pearly-

grey fur, and characterised by having five toes in front and four behind, as

well as by the bushy tail. The larger Cuvier's chinchilla (Lagiditun), which
is likewise an inhabitant of the Andes, has only four toes both in front and
behind ; whereas in the viscacha (Lagostomus), of the Argentine pampas,
there are but three toes to the hind-feet ; the fore-feet having the same
number as in the last genus.

As regards its external appearance, the viscacha may be not inaptly com-
pared in point of form and size to a marmot, although its hind-limbs are

proportionately longer, and the head is inordinately large. The tail, which
is bushy throughout, is about one-third the length of the head and body,

which varies from about 19 inches to 23 inches ; and the short ears are dis-

tinctly notched behind. Almost as soft as that of the chinchilla, the fur

(wliich is unfortunately useless for commercial jDurposes) is of a greyish hue
above, with some dusky mottlings and black markings on the ujjper-parts,

while beneath it is white, or white tinged with yellow, the tail being blackish-

brown. The head has some very characteristic markings, which render the

animal so conspicuous from a distance. Thus a blackish stripe extends
across each cheek from the muzzle, while above this is a broad white stripe,

ending in front of each eye, this being followed by a third band of a dark
colour across the lower part of the forehead. Essentially burrowing and
nocturnal in their habits, and seldom issuing from their hiding-places before

dusk, viscachas live in companies numbering from about 20 to 30 head. The
viscacheria forms a dome-shaped elevated mound on tlie pamjjas, perforated

here and there by the numerous apertures of the burrows. Tlie burrows
themselves are excavated for a great depth in the soft black mould of the

pampas ; and as they frequently diverge near their extremities, or oi)en out
into a large common chamber, it may be easily imagined that the task of

digging out a warren in ordinary circumstances is an almost impossible one.

Carefully cleared of all vegetation, the mound of the viscaclieria is kept
scrupulously clean ; but the viscachas have the curious habit of collecting on
this spot not only the debris of their food, but likewise any objects they may
come across in their wanderings. Consequently the summit of the mound is

littered over with bones of cattle and ostriches, thistle-stalks, maize-cobs,

clods of earth, and masses of the liard calcareous rock, locally known as tosca.

Moreover, if a passer-by happen to lose any of his smaller belongings, such as

a knife or a watch, he will be pretty sure to come across it by searching all

the viscacherias in the neighbourhood. The object of this remarkable habit

it is almost impossible to conjecture, although it is probably analogous to that

of the Australian bower-birds. For some distance round the viscacheria the

grass of the camp, through continual nibbling, is much finer than that of the

pampas in its original condition ; and before tlie introduction of sheep, and
the consequent refining of tlie turf, the viscachas were undoubtedly in this

respect of service to the farmer. When about to issue from their holes, or

when driven in by the intrusion of a visitor after they have come forth, vis-

cachas make a most unearthly growling and snarling deep down in their

lioles—the sound, which may be best compared to the booming of a bear in

its lair, giving the impression to the uninitiated that the dwelling is tenanted
by animals of much larger size and fiercer disjiosition than is really the case.

In spite of the refining of the herbage already alluded to, viscachas are an
unmitigated ]>est to the farmer, not only on account of the large area covered

by their burrows, but likewise by the enormous quantity of fodder consumed
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by tho animals themselves, wliich in former days absolutely swarmed on the

pampas. Conseiiuently for years tho estancieros have waged incessant war
against these Kcxlents, with tho result tiiat in the parts of Argentina which

have been longest under cultivation one may ride for miles without coming
across a warren.

The two genera of this South and Central American and West Indian family

include a small number of relatively large, terrestrial Rodents, characterised

by tho fore and hind-limbs being of nearly equal length, and
having their toes furnislied with hoof-like claws, by the Agutis and
short or rudimental tail, the very imperfect collar-bones, the Pacas.—Family

broad palate, long incisors, and the partially rooted molars, Dcmjproctida-.

in which the foldings of enamel form notches on tho two
sides of the crcjwns. The agutis {Dcmjproda) are rather delicately built

animals, with h)ng limbs and three hind-toes, ranging from the confines of

Mexico to Paraguay, and represented by
a single outlying species in tho West
Indies. On the other hand, the pacas

(Gidogeniis), which are found from Ecua-
dor to Brazil and Paraguay, are larger

and more heavily-built animals, with iive

toes to the hind-feet, and further char-

acterised by the longitudinal rows of

light-coloured si)ots on the fui', and the

enormous hollow, bony capsules formed
by the expanded bones of the cheeks.

Branick's paca (Dinumyg), of which only Fig. a.—Aovii (Dasijproda).

a single specimen from Peru has hitherto

been obtained, is distinguished from the Dasyprod idee by the cleft upper-lip,

somewhat long and bushy tail, the presence of four toes to each foot, and tho

complete collar-bones ; and is accordingly regarded as the representative of a

sejiarate family.

The next of these South American families is that of the cavies, and includes

large or small heavily-built Rodents, with four front and three hind-toes,

rudimental or short tails, and the cheek teeth divided by
transverse folds of enamel into a number of thin jilates The Cavies.

—

lying parallel to one another. The typical representatives Family Caviidce.

of the family are the true cavies (Vavia), of which the

guinea-pig is a domesticated descendant, having assumed a coloration quite

different from the uniform olive-brown tintchaiacteristic of its wild ancestors.

Quizos, as these animals are called in the Argentine, may be found not only

among aquatic plants in marsliy districts, and skulking in the tufts of coarse

grass on the pampas, but also in the neighbourhood of human habitations,

where they will not unfrequently take up their residence under the floors of

outbuildings, Avhence they issue forth to feed at night. All the true cavies

are small and short-legged creatures, Avith no tail, and short eais; but the

Patagcmiau cavy, representing the genus Dolichutis, is a much larger and
taller animal, measuring nearly a yard in length, and standing over a foot at

the shoulder, with tall ears and a short tail. An inhabitant of the open dis-

tricts of Patagonia and Argentina, the mara, as it is called by the natives,

much resembles a hare in its movements. Unfortunately, the spread of

cultivation has well-nigh exterminated this handsome Rodent from most parts

of the Argentine. Largest, not only among South American Rodents, but
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in the order, is the aquatic carpincho or capivara (Hydrochoerus), figured on

p. 89, and attaining a length of four feet. Tlie most remarkable peculiarity

of this animal is the large size and complex structure of the last mdlar tooth,

•which in the upper jaw may have as many as twelve plates, and is comparable

in structure to the corresponding tooth of the Indian elephant. The carpincho

is an inliabitant of tlie more tropical districts, not extending southwards of

Uruguay. Writing of the habits of the carpincho, Mr. Aplin observes that
" a favourite locality is a broad laguna in the river, furnished with open
water, and also beds of 'camelotes,'—a sloping, open, grassy bank on one side,

where the carpinchos can lie in the daytime in the cooler weather, sleeping

and basking in the sunshine ; on the other a low, shelving bank, clothed with
'sarandi' scrub growing out into the black, reeking mud and shallow water
beyond. The stems of the sarandi in the festering mud have a gloomy
appearance, sometimes brightened in spring by the large, pink flower of a

convolvulus climbing up the stems. In one or two places of this description, I

could almost always make sure of seeing some carpinchos—sometimes a herd of

a dozen or fifteen together, for they are sociable. You might meet with them
at any part of the rivers where there Avas jilenty of water, or in the munte on
the banks, and I have put one up in thick di-y grass fifty yards or more from
a river. At niglit they are said to wander for some distance to visit maize-

fields. "When alarmed, they snort violently, and rush impetuously into the
river with a great splash and noise. It is said that a frightened carjiincho

making for the river will not turn out of its way for anything, and that if you
are between them and the river they will knock you over. The paces of the

carpincho are a walk and a hurried gallop, reminding one of that of a pig,

but most likely differing little in character from that of a guinea-pig, which
ilie carpincho resembles in shape and make. Probably their habit of rushing

impetuously into the rivers is the reason why some horses are so frightened

at these animals ; the horses may have been scared when they went down to

drink, or j^erhaps even charged by two or three lumbering brutes. Some-
times carpinchos are much more tame than at others. If they are on the

opposite side of a small river, they often take no notice at all ; and I have
watched them in the autumn sitting up on their haunches like dogs, sunning
themselves, or lying asleep on their bellies, with their fore-paws stretched

(.)ut in front of them, and their heads in some cases laid on their paws, a little

on one side. I have also on more than one occasion walked up within half a

dozen yards of them. Sometimes when j^ou approacli a little herd of them,
they sound their alarm and merely watch you, walking slowly down to the
water as you get nearer. At other times they rush impetuously into the

water at the first sign of danger. Tliey are said to be nnich wilder on the

larger rivers, the Rio Negro for instance, probably because they are less

accustomed to seeing any jieople except tluise who hunt them. No doubt the
])rotection they were afforded in the Santa Elena camp contributed largely to

their tameness there, but I always noticed they were less taine on the Arroyo
Grande than on its tributary the Saiice. When disturbed and rising to their

feet, carpinchos get upon tlieir fore-legs first. The hair of the carpincho is

scanty, not much more pleiitiful than some pigs' bristles, which it greatly

resembles. Their colour varies from dull brown to bright chestnut, and this

irresjiective of age, or size, or season either, for I have noticed all colours

from spring to late autumn ; smaller animals are, however, generally of the

dull brown colour, and vice versa. Their skins tan into splendidly thick, soft

leather, which is used for belts, slippers, saddle-covers, etc. Like other
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thick-skinned animals, they like to wallow in mud. They work out
hollows in the grounti, in which they wallow ; tliese arc known as carpincho-
baths. The carpincho does not go to ground, but lives on the banks of the
rivers in such cover as it can tind. It is capable of remaining under water
and of proceeding for some distance under the surface ; but when a herd lias

been disturbed at a laguna, the members probably lie low by putting just

their noses above water under the shelter of a bed of camelotes or other
water-plants. I am puzzled to say how many young they have at a birth.

On the 8th May I saw two females, each with a young one, about 18 inches
long, at her side. I have never seen more than one young one with a female,
but this I have often seen ; the young one keeps close to its mother's side,

and they plunge into the water together. I am aware that the supposition
that tlie carpincho has only one young one at a birth is contraiy to what has
been written about this animal ; but I merely give my own observations for

what they are worth."

The two last families of the order, constituting the grouji Lagomorpha,
dift'er from the rest in having a small second pair of upper incisors behind
the large ones of the upper jaw ; the latter being also

peculiar in that the coating of enamel, instead of being con- Picas.—Family
tined to the front surface, extends round to the back. La<jomi/id<.e.

Young animals have three pairs of upper incisors. The
small Rodents known as picas, or tailless hares, all of which are includecT in

the single genus Lngomys, are characterised by the equality in the length of

the limbs, the absence of a tail, the

short ears, complete collar-bones, and
rootless molars, divided into transverse

laminte by complete folds of enamel.

The living species have two pairs of

jiremolar teeth in each jaw, and the

skull has no postorbital processes. Re-
presented by about a dozen species,

the i^icas are chiefly inhabitants of the

Himalaya and the highlands of Central

and Northern Asia, although one out-

lying form inhabits South - Eastern FUj.Qb.—kVici^iLag.mys).

Europe, and a second the Rocky Moun-
tains. These little creatures dwell in the chinks and crevices of rocks, from
which they dart out witli remarkable celerity, uttering at the same time
their peculiarly shrill cry.

From the i)icas, the hares and rabbits (Lcpus) are at once disthiguished by
their elongated hind-limbs, long ears, short, upwardly-bent tail, and imper-

fect collar-bones ; while the skull differs in possessing large

postorbital processes, and there are three pairs of premolar Hares and
teeth in the upper jaw and two in the lower. Whereas Rabbits.

—

there are five toes to the fore-limbs, the hind i)air has but Family

four, and the soles of all four are as fully haired as the rest Lrpondai.

of the limbs ; the inside of the cheeks being also hairy.

There are rather more than a score of si:)ecies belonging to the genus, which
has an almost cosmopolitan distribution, although more numerous in the

northern hemisphere than elsewhere, being absent from Madagascar and
Australasia, and represented only by a single species in South America. All

are vciy much alike in external appearance. Of the European species, the
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common hare (X. airopcp/i's), distinguished by the very long ears and hind-

legs, inhabits tlic whole of Europe with the exception of Northern Russia,

Scandinavia, and Ireland. In the latter countries its place is taken by the

mountain hare {L. timkbis), which ranges eastwards to Japan, and is found
on several of tlie mountain ranges of Southern Europe, namely the Pyrenees,
Alps, and Caucasus. Smaller than the common hare, it lias shorter ears and
hind-legs ; and in the colder portions of its liabitat changes to pure white in

Avinter, with the exception of the black tips to its ears. The rabbit

(L. cnnicvlus) is a smaller and shorter-limbed form, with tlie black tips to

the ears much reduced in size, or absent ; it was originally a native of the

countries bordering the western lialf of the Mediterranean, but has been
introduced into Northern Europe and many other parts of the world. It

diliers from the hares in its burrowin^r habits.

ORDER YL—UNGULATA.

The Hoofed Mammals.

Thi.s extensive order, which includes hjraces, elephants, horses, rhinoceroses,

oxen, anteloi^es, pigs, etc., is one by no means easy of deiinition, although
its existing members are characterised by having the toes enclosecl either in

hoofs, or furnished with broad, flattened nails. The number of toes varies

from five (in the elephants) to one (in the horses); in the fore-arm the radius

and ulna may be united ; in the wrist the scaphoid and lunar bones (united

in the Carnivora) are always separate ; collar-bones are wanting in all the

existing forms; and the condyle, or knob, by whicli the lower jaw articulates

with the skull, is always more or less elongated transversely, and never from
before backwards in the manner characteristic of the Rodents. The cheek teeth
have broad and flattened crowns—often interpeneti-ated by deeji foldings of

the enamel from the summits and sides—adapted for grinding; and when
these teeth are reduced below the typical number of seven, the reduction
always takes place from the anterior portion of the series, or, in other words,
in the premolars, so that there are constantly three pairs of molars in each
jaw. The limbs are always adapted for terrestrial progression, so that there
is no power of supining the fore-foot ; and when the first toe is present it

has no power of opposition to the others.

Although a few are omnivorous, the great majority of the Ungulates sub-
sist entirely on a vegetable diet; and, witli the exception of these sufliciently

protected by their great bodily size, most depend upon their swift-

ness of foot to escape their enemies. While a small number are not larger
than hares, the great majority of the members of the order are animals of

large size, and they include among tliem the most gigantic of all existing

terrestrial creatures. The living Ungulates may be divided into four well-

marked subordinal groups, while there are others which are now extinct.

Tiic Prol)oscidea or first subordinal group of the Hoofed Mammals, is now
represented sfdely by the two existing species of elephants, both of which
are included in the genus Elqiltas. In addition to their huge bodily size,

elephants differ externally from all other animals by the production of the
nose into a long, flexible proboscis, or trunk, and likewise by the large tusks
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nonually present in the males, and often in both sexes. Their huge and
massive limbs are less enveloped superiorly in the skin of the body than
is the case with the great majority of Ungulates; and their component long-

bones are remarkable in being placed almost vertically one
above the other, so as to form straight columns for the The Elephants,

support of the body. From all other living members of the —Family

order elephants differ in having five perfect toes to each foot ; £lephantid(e.

while they are further distinguished fi'om all, except the little

hyraces, by the arrangement of the bones of the wrist-joint in the fore-foot.

In this joint the two horizontal series of quadrangular bones are placed
almost directly over one another, and likewise above the supporting meta-
carpal bones, in such a manner that the whole foot could be completely
cleft in twain between the third and fourth toes. The rounded feet are
supported on large, flat cushions, on the front edge of which the position

of the toes is indicated by large, broad nails. As regards the teeth, the

ui-)per tusks correspond to one of the three pairs of incisors characterising

more typical Mammals ; but there are no other incisors, nor any traces of

canines. The tusks always remain open at the base, and grow continuously
throughout the life of their owners. The cheek teeth, of which there are

six pairs in each jaw, are peculiar in that they are not all in use at the same
time, the small anterior ones coming into use first, and being in turn shed
as they are worn out and replaced by the larger hinder ones, which make
their appearance in the jaws in an arc of a circle, so that very old individuals

are left with only a single huge molar on each side of each jaw. Equally
peculiar are these teeth in structure. They consist of a great number of tall,

parallel, thin, transverse plates growing from a common base, and consisting

of a core of comparatively soft ivory, covered with a thin layer of flint-liko

enamel ; the interspaces, or valleys, left between the plates being filled up
with a still softer substance known as cement. When such a tooth is worn
by grinding against its fellow in the o2:)posite jaw, the summits of the enamel-
covered plates are cut through so as to expose elongated ellipses of ivory

;

and the roughened, flat surface thus produced is made of vertical transverse

layers of three substances, arranged in the order of cement, enamel, ivory,

enamel, cement. Since each of these constituents differs in hardness, it will

be sufficiently apparent that the millstone-like apparatus formed by the teeth

is admirably adapted for triturating vegetable substances of all kinds to a

pulp.

Of the two existing species, the Indian elephant (E. vnclicv.s) is best dis-

tinguished by the structure of the molar teeth, in which the constituent plates

are very numerous and very thin, witli their investing enamel, which is also

thin, thrown into a number of fine crimpings. Tusks are usually present in

the male sex only, and may even be wanting in that. The ears are relatively

small ; and the finger-like process on the upper margin of the tip of the

trunk is much more developed than the one on the lower edge. As a rule,

there are four nails on the hind-foot, and five on the front. The Indian
elephant is an inhabitant not only of the country from which it takes its

name, but likewise of Ceylon, Burma, the Malay Peninsula, Cochin-China,
Sumatra, and Borneo, although it may have been introduced into the island

List named. Associating in herds of variable size, it is fond of cool, shady
forests in the neighbourhood of water, avoiding as much as possible the full

glare of the sun, and feeding chiefly upf)n leaves, fruits, and small branches.

So much has been Avritten on the subject of the habits of this species that this
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may be passed over here ; but as much misapprehension obtains as tu the
heicrht attained by the animal, a someAvhat full notice may be given.
With all his large experience of Indian elephants, the late Mr. Sanderson,

in his "Thirteen Years among the Wild Beasts of India," stated that the
largest male he had at that time ever seen measured 9 feet 10 inclies at the
shoulder ; while two others with which he was acquainted touched 9 feet 8
inches. He adds, " There is little doubt that there is not an elephant 10 feet

at the shoulder in India." Next comes Sir Samuel Baker, who, after men-
tioning in "Wild Beasts and their Ways" that the well-known African
elephant "Jumbo" measured 11 feet at the shoulder, and weighed Ci tons,

declared that no Indian ele-

phant a])proaches these dimen-
sions. It is further set down
in the same book that " 9 feet

at the highest portion of the

back is a good height for an
Indian male, and 8 feet for the

female, although occasionally

they are considerably larger.

There are hardly any elephants

that measure 10 feet in a direct

perpendicular." Later on Mr.
Sanderson was forced to admit
that his statement as to there

being no elephants of 10 feet

in height in India required

modification, for he himself

subsequently measured a male
standing 10 feet 7i inches. Those dimensions are, however, reported by
Colonel D. Hamilton to have been exceeded in a male killed in 1863
by the late Sir Victor Brooke, of which the height is given as 11 feet,

o-r the same as that of "Jumbo." Moriom Kelaart, whose observations
are generally most trustworthy, records having seen an elephant in Ceylon
of upwards of 12 feet in height. That such a stature may occasionally

be reached by a few giants of the tribe seems to be supported by an
enormous skeleton of a tusker mounted in the Indian Museum, Calcutta,

which, as now articulated, stands 11 feet 3 inches at the shoulder, thus
indicating a height of about 12 feet when in the flesh. This skeleton is

believed to have belonged to the tusker of a small herd that haunted the
district to the north of the Raniganj Coal Field from Soory and the southern
spurs of the Rajmehal Hills to Jamtara. In our oj^inion this skeleton is cor-

rectly mounted, so that its height would appear to be truly 12 feet, although
it has been stated that the thigh bone is not perceptibly larger than one be-
longing to an elephant known to have been less than 10 feet in height. The
elephant of 10 feet 7i inches measured by Mr. Sanderson is, however, still

the tallest actually known Avith absolute certainty ; although we by no means
venture to assert that Colonel Hamilton's estimate of the height of the one
shot by Sir Victor Brooke may not be perfectly accurate. Be this as it may,
it is certain that the Indian elephant is, on the average, a considerably smaller
animal than its African cousin ; and individuals attaining a height of even 10
feet are so rare that each case is deserving of record. That elephants vastly
exceeding 10 feet in height formerly lived in India is proved by tlie occurrence

F\rj. 66.—Indi.\n Elephant.
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in the gravels uf the Narbada Yallcy of limb bonus beside which those of the
skeleton last mentioned appear almost puny, many of these fossil bones being
exhibited in the geological galleries of the Calcutta Museum. These elephants
belonged, however, to an extinct species.

From the height of the Indian elej)hant we turn naturally to the largest
dimensions and Aveight of its tusks. Mr. Sandei-son states that the largest

tusks he ever obtained measured 5 feet along the curve, with a circumference
of 16 inches at their junction with the gum ; while the weight of the i)air was
741 pounds. The single perfect tusk of the elephant shot by Sir V. Brooke,
to which allusion has been made, measured 8 feet, with a maximum girth of
IG'9 inches, and weighed 90 j)ounds. Mr. Blanford mentions, however, that
a somewhat shorter tusk weighed upwards of 100 pounds ; and two pairs
from the Garo Hills, mentioned in jT/ie A&'uin newspaper in October, 1888, are
stated to have been respectively of 155 and 157 pounds weight. The tusks of
the lai'ge skeleton in the Calcutta Museum liave unfortunately been removed,
but the size of their sockets indicates that they must have been immense. All
these dimensions are, however, comparatively small when set against those of
unusually large African elephants ; Sir Samuel Baker referring to single
tusks of that species, which weighed respectively 149, 172, and 188 pounds

;

while Sir E. G. Loder has a tusk of 184 pounds in weiglit. Huge as are the
tusks indicated by such weights, they must, however, liave been small by the
side of those of an extinct Indian elephant from the Siwalik hills, of which
the skull is preserved in the British Museum. The tusks of this monster
have a total length of about 12 feet 9 inches, with a girth of 26 inches near
the base ; and the weight of each in the living state may be safely estimated
at considerably over 200 pounds. While on the subject of elephants' tusks,

we may take the opportunity of mentioning that, as we learn from Mr.
Sanderson's book, there appears to be a widespread belief that elephants have
no milk or deciduous tusks. Nevertheless, such tusks are developed in all

young elephants, and may be seen in i^lace in skulls of suitable age. They
may be at once distinguished from the permanent tusks by the circumstance
that their lower extremities are completely closed, Avhereas those of the latter

always remain open. These milk-tusks are, however, so small, and are shed
at such an early age, that their fall is not likely to be noticed by the mahovts,
even when they have under their charge animals sufficiently young for this

change to take place.

In India, elephants, as a rule, do not breed in captivity, but in Burma
they not unfrequently do so ; and a writer in Tlie Admi, newspaper of April,

1895, states that in the Chindwin division, there Avere kept a male and "five
female elephants ; four out of the five female elephants liave calved since last

September, and these calves Avill go and suck any elephant they like without
the elephant objecting. I have seen two calves go and suck one elephant
at the same time, then go off to another and suck her. Elephants, without a
calf, will allow another's calf to suck them. This I noticed down in Pyin-
niana, where one of the elephants calved ; the calf used to go round and suck
three of the females. Again, with the elephants up here, one calved in Sep-
tember, another in October, a third in February, and the fourth in March.
The calf that was born in September used to regularly suck the elephant that
calved in October, and this before her calf was born ; in fact, it used to follow
the one that had nf)t calved more than it did its own mother, and the female
seemed to be as fond of the calf as if it had been her t)wn. When No. 2
calved in October it did not make any difference, both the calves sucked either
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No. 1 or No. 2 just as they liked, and they invariably sucked the same
elephant at the same time ; then they used to go off and suck the other two
that had not calved then. These six elephants have now been in the Forest

Department for at least six years to my knowledge, and how long they were
in it before I don't know. It shows how absurd it is people in India saying

elephants will not breed in captivity ; here, in Burma, our elephants are

always fettered and turned out into the forest to graze, and elephants in

better condition it would be hard to find ; our elephants get no flour, paddy,

or any other kind of rations, and no tree-fodder. After the day's work is

done, they are hobbled and turned out to feed themselves ; when they are

not wanted, they remain out in the jiuigle, the mahout going and seeing them
once or twice a day. In this way they can eat just what they like." The
teats of the female elephant are jilaced between the hind legs ; and the young
calf sucks with its mouth, and not with its trunk.

There are many metliods by which elepliants are captured, among which
the following, as detailed in T/ie y^i/au newspaper, maybe selected for notice:—" Elephant-capturing operations by the pit-fall systems were set in work-
ing order in the locality of the forest station at Mount Stuart on the Anaimalai
Hills in the season of 1890. For the past five years, during each of the

working seasons which commence in June and end in December, elephant-

captures have been attempted. Places were selected in the known runs of

the elephants, and the pits were dug in groups of three. To commence with,

about 21 pits were dug in different parts, all, however, being within
a two-mile radius of the Mount Stuart forest station. Since 1890, some
20 pits more have been dug out. The dimensions of the original pits

were 12 feet by 9 feet, with a depth of 10 feet. These are too large, and a

pit 10 feet by 10 feet by 10 feet is amply big enough. The sides of the

pits were made vertical and not sloping downwards, as are the pits in Malabar;
and some 2 or 3 feet of brushwood was placed in the bottom of each to act

as bedding to break the fall of the animal. The pits were then covered by
means of bamboos placed across them, and on these were spread grass, leaves,

etc. The pits are visited every morning by a forest-guard or watcher deputed
for the purpose, and these report to their sujierior officers Avhenever a fall

takes place. During the first year, one animal, to which the name of Juno
was given, was captured. This subsequently died. In the second year, 1891,

four animals were captured, two of which subsequently died, and two of

which are now living. In the third year, 1892, two extraordinary falls took
place by which seven animals were captured in five pits. Out of these seven
animals, four are still living. During 189o two animals were captured, and
during the i^resent year, 1894, four animals have been caught, all of which
are living. Out of a total of 17 ca[)tures, 12 are now living. It may be re-

marked, moreover, that the casualties took place amongst the first three
years' captures, when the attendants, who are local hillmen, called Mulcers,
were entirely inexperienced concerning elephants. During the last two j^ears
the bed of brushwood has been increased considerably so as to reach to with-
in 4 feet of the top of the pit. The results speak for themselves : not a
single animal has since been injured in the fall, although two of the latest
captures are the largest animals caught since operations were commenced.
The removal of a capture to the kraals, which arc within two or three miles
from the pits, is a very simple matter, provided everything is in readiness
beforehand. The size of the animal's neck is estimated, and a peg is put in
the rope so as to prevent the noose going smaller than the neck-size aS
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estimated. This noose is then thrown over the elephant's neck and pulled
tight to the peg, the end of tlie rope being bound round a neighbouring tree

;

next, one of the elephant's hind-legs is noosed, and the end of this rope, for

the time being, bound round a neighbouring tree. The neck-rope at the
peg then has to be tied with twine or fibre to prevent the noose being loosened
by the elephant. This operation is, taking it all round, the most risky one
connected with the captiu'e. But if proper care is taken there is nothing to

fear. The pit is then tilled up by means of billets of wood being thrown in,

and as the animal rises nearer tlie surface of the ground, the two ropes fasten-

ing him are pulled tighter around the trees. Eventually he gets out of the
pit somewhat fatigued ; the ropes wliich secure him are then fastened to two
tame elephants, and the animals are marched in single file (the captured one
being of course in the middle) to the kraal, and all the ropes are removed.
He is watered three times a day, and soon made tame by kindness, given
sugarcane, etc. Somewhat large animals are generally in the kraal three
months before they can be taken out ; the little ones of 4 feet or 5i feet

high are, however, removed within three weeks of capture. The work of

capturing elephants is an exceedingly interesting one, and only needs care
and constant supervision to render it successful ; and certainly the more one
has to do with these animals the more one is iDound to recognise Avhat in-

telligent, useful beasts they are."

The African elephant {E. africanus), which, as already stated, is a larger

animal than the Indian, has large tusks in both sexes, and is broadly dis-

tinguished by the structure of the molar teeth, in which the plates are fewer
andlower, with the ivory-spaceswider and more lozenge-shaped, and the enamel
thicker and only slightly crimped. The finger-like processes on the upper
and lower edges of the tip of the trunk are more nearly equal in size ; the
ears are enormous, forming large flaps extending over the shoulders, and
there are only three nails on the hind-foot. As in the Indian sj^ecies, the
rugged, naked skin bears only a few sparse hairs, but there are a number of

stout bristles on the edges of the end of the tail. Until decimated or exter-

minated in many districts by human greed, this species ranged over the
whole of Africa south of the Sahara, and frequently occurred in enormous
herds. It % less impatient of the sun than its Indian cousin, and subsists

largely on the soft roots of trees, which are dug up by the tusks ; one tusk
being generally employed in this service, and thus more rapidly worn away
than its fellow.

The second sub-order of the Ungulates—the Hyracoidea—is formed by the
small Rodent-like animals known as hyraces, all of which are confined to

Africa and Syria, and may be comprised in the single genus
Procai'ia. In the structure of the wrist-joint of the fore- The Hyraces
foot these animals resemble the elephants, from which they —Family
differ in having only three toes on the hind-foot, and but Procaviidce.

four functional ones in the fore-foot, where the first is rudi-

mental, as well as in the characters of the dentition. As regards their front

teeth, the hyraces make a curious approximation to the Rodents, the upper
jaw having a single pair of curved incisors, which grow throughout life, and
are separated by a long gap, without the intervention of a canine, from the

cheek-teeth. In the lower jaw there are, however, two pairs of the former
teeth, in place of the single jiair characterising the Rodents, while the u[)per

incisors differ from those of the latter in being sharp-pointed instead of

chisel-shaped, and also in their triangular section, two of their surfaces
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Fig. 67.—A Hyrax {Procnvlu).

The Tapirs.

Family
Tapirido'.

being coated with enamel. The clicck teeth, which include four pairs of

premolars and four of molars in cacli jaw, are singularly like those of the

rhinoceroses, and tlius quite different from those of the Rodents. With the

exception of the second tr)e of the hind-foot,

the toes are jirotected by short, broad nails;

and tlie tail is remarkable for its extreme
shortness. In general appearance, hyraces
(which are the conies of Scripture) are very
like large cavies. While the majority live in

colonies among the cracks and crannies of

rocks, some of the African species are arboreal

in their 'habits, climbing the stems and larger-

branches of trees, and sleeping in their holes
;

in this respect they are unique among the

Ungulate order.

The primitive and ancient group of animals commonly known as tapirs are

the first representatives of the third sub-ordinal section of the Ungulates,

technically termed the Perissodactyle section. The essential

feature of the members of this section is to be found in the

structure of the feet, in which the toe corresponding to the

third or middle digit of the human hand or foot is always

larger than the one on each side of it, and symmetrical in.

itself ; the total number of toes on the hind-foot never exceeding three, and
on the front-foot four. It is in consequence of this special development of

the third toe that the group is spoken of as the Odd-toed or Perissodactyle

Ungulates. In addition to this essential feature, the Perissodactyla differ

from the two preceding sub-orders in the structure of the wrist-joint of the

fore-foot, in Avhich tlie two horizontal rows of small bones not only interlock

with one anotlier, but are likewise not disposed in vertical lines immediately

above the supporting metacarpals. Hence in these animals it would be im-

possible to cleave the foot between any two of the toes without cutting through

solid bone. A further difference from the elephants is to be found in the

circumstance that the huckle-bone,

or astragalus, of tlie ai^le-joint of

the Perissodactyles is a vertically

elongated bone terminating above
in a deeply grooved, pulley-like

surface for articulation with the

larger bone of the leg, instead of

being shallow, with a flat upper
surface. All these animals Avalk

in the digitigrade fashion on the

summits of their toes, which are

more elongated than in the ele-

l)hants. At the present day the

Perissodactyla are represented by

only three families, each containing a comparatively small number of species
;

but in former epochs of the earth's history they were much more numer-

ous.

From the other members of the sub-order, tapirs, which are somewhat ]jig-like

and antediluvian-looking animals, are readilj' distinguished by the production

of the muzzle into a short, mobile snout, and the presence of four toes on the

Fio. G8.—Malayan Tapir {Tapirus indicus).
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front-feet, the hind pair liaving three. They have low-crowned cheek-teeth
;

the upper molars liaving an outer wall formed by the union of two conical

tubercles, from the inner side of whicli a pair of transverse crests run oblicfuely

across the grinding surface of tlie crown. In the lower molars there is simply
a jKiir of transverse ridges to each ; the total number of teeth being 42. Tlie

skin of all the tapirs is sparsely haired ; and in sisce these animals may be
com2:)ared to a large donke}'.

The whole of the five living species of tapirs may be included in the single

genus Ttipiriin, to which special interest attaches on account of its remarkable
geographical distribution. Thus, whereas one of the five species is found in

the Malayan countries, the whole of the other four are restricted to the forest-

regi(jn of Tropical America, stune of the latter ranging high into the Andes.
This, however, is by no means all, since the Malayan species is much more
nearly related to two of the American species than are the latter to their

compatriots. Had we the existing forms alone to deal with, this discontinuous
distribution would be very difficult to explain ; but we learn from geology
that these animals were formerly widely spread over the Northern Hemi-
sphere, whence they have migrated southwards to their present isolated

habitats.

The Malayan species (2'. indicus), which is the largest of the five, differs

from all the others in having the middle of the body white ; the remainder
of the skin being uniforndy black, as is the whole of that of the American
species. In all the five kinds the skin of the young is, however, strijjed and
spotted with white. As regards their mode of life, tapirs are essentially shy,

harndess, and nocturnal forest animals, always frequenting the neighbourhood
of water, in which they often swim.
The rhinoceroses, wliich include by far the largest representatives of the

Perissodactyle sub-order, may be best distinguished from the tapirs by the
form and number of their teeth. These are always numeri-
cally less than 42 in the living species ; and the upper molars The
difi'er from those of the tapirs in that their outer surface forms Bhinoceroses.

—

a continuous wall, undivided into lobes, while the grinding Family
surface, although consisting primarily of two oblique trans- Bhinocerotidie.

verse ridges, presents a much more complicated pattern. In
the lower molars, the ridges, instead of being simply transverse, are curved
into crescents. Another i)oint of distinction, so far as the existing kinds are
concerned, is the pi'esence of only three toes on both the front and hind-feet.

Rhinoceroses derive their name from the presence of either one or two horns
arising from the middle line of the fore-part and middle of the head ; these
horns consisting entirely of an agglutinated mass of hair-like substances, having
no connection with the bones of the skull.

In appearance, rhinoceroses are huge, ungainly brutes, with an enormous
head, much elevated and expanded posteriorly, short, massive limbs, large,

tubular, upright ears, often fringed Avith hairs, a moderately long, tapering
tail, and very thick skin, which is generally but sparsely covered Avith hair,

and may be thrown into a number of massive folds. Tliey have always
the full number of seven pairs of cheek teeth ; but canines are wanting,
and the incisors, if present at all, are reduced below the typical number of

three pairs.

Rhinoceroses are restricted to the Oriental countries and Africa ; but there
is some difference of opinion whether they should be divided into several
genera, or all included under the simrk' ^aiieric term Bhinoceros. Adopting
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Fig. 69.—Indian EniNOCEROs {Uhinoceros unicornis).

the latter alternative, the five existing species may be arranged in two
divisions, of which one includes the three Oriental forms, and the other the

two African. The Oriental rhinoceroses are characterised by possessing

incisor teeth in both jaws,

one (or the only) pair in the
lower jaw forming sharp, tri-

angular, projecting tusks, cap-
able of inflicting terrific gashes
when their owners cliarge. By
far the largest of these is the
great Indian rhinoceros (R.
iinicornis), which is confined
to the great grass-jungles of

North-Eastern India, and is

characterised by its massive
but short, single horn, the
large bosses on the deeply-

folded skin, the numerous pleats round the neck, and the complicated
structure of the upper molar teeth. The Javan rhinoceros (R. sondaicus),

which is a much smaller animal, ranging from Eastern Bengal and the
Sandai'bans to Burma, the Malay Peninsula, and the islands of Sumatra,
Borneo, and Java, ditfers in the arrangement of the folds of the skin,

which lacks the great bosses of the larger species, and likewise by tlie lower
and simpler crowns of the upper molar teeth. The third rei)resentative
of the Oriental group of the genus is tlie Sumatran rhinoceros {R. siima-

treiisis), which ranges from Assam, Chittagong, and Burma, to the IMalay
Peninsula, Siam, Sumatra, and Borneo, and is the smallest of the tliree.

Having upper molar teeth of the same type as those of the Javan species, it

ditfers from both that and the Indian rliinoceros in having two horns on tlie

head, the foremost of which is often much larger than the single one of either

of the other Asiatic species.

The two s])ecies of African rhinoceroses differ in that the incisors of the
adults are rudiuiental or wanting in both jaws, and likewise in the absence of

foldings in the skin, which covers the body uniformly ; both having two
horns. The largest of tliese is the square-mouthed, or Burchell's rhinoceros
{R. sunns), frequently inappropriately spoken of as the white rhinoceros.
This animal, which was formerly met with in enormous numbers to the north
of the Orange River, but is now well-nigh exterminated, if, indeed, it be not
actually extinct, takes its name from its square and truncated upper-lip. In
addition to this, ib is characterised by the tall and complex crowns of the
upjier mtilar teeth, M'hich present a pattern very similar to that obtaining in

the Indian species, as well as by the great length of the front horn, whicli is

frequently found with its tip oblicjuely abraded, on account of having been
pushed along the ground as its owner walked. The general colour of the
skin is slaty-grey. On the other hand, tlie common African, or so-called

black rhinoceros {R. hkornis), has the prehensile lip characteristic of the
other members of the genus, while its front horn does not attain the enor-

mous length reached in R. simiis, and the upj^er molars are of simpler struc-

ture. This rhinoceros ranges from Abyssinia to the Ctipe, and differs

considerably in habits from the other African species. Possibly a third

species may exist in North-Eastern Africa.

The third and last family of the Odd-toed Ungulates is that of the horses,
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under which title arc included not only horses proper, but also zebras and
asses, all of which may be comprised in the single genus

Hqmts, From all other living Mannnals the members of The Horse Tribe.

this genus differ by the reduction of the number of toes to —Family
a single one in each foot ; but as there are certain extinct Equkkij.

horses provided with three perfect toes i>\\ each foot, wo
learn that this essential peculiarity of the existing forms is a feature of com-
paratively late acquisition. Indeed, evidence of this descent from a three-

toed ancestor is afforded by the so-called sjjlint-bones Avhich are foinid in tlie

horse, lying on each side of the upper half of each cannon-bone, and corre-

spond to tlie metacarpals and inetatarsals of the second and fourth digits of

the tyi^ical five-toed foot, the cannon-bone representing the third or middle

one. In the case of such well-known animals as the horses, it would bo
quite sujiertluous in a work of the ]n-escnt nature to describe them in any
detail, and it will accordingly suffice to point out a few of the features which
indicate that they form a family by themselves. More important tlian the

single digit of the feet is the peculiar structure of the molar and j^remolar

teeth, which form tall quadrangular prisms, in which the enamel is thrown
into a number of deep foldings and plications, the intervening depressions

and flutings being completely tilled with cement. Although the resemblance

is at first not very easy to make out, a careful study of the ])attern on the

crowns of the upper molar teeth of a horse will show that it is i-eally essen-

tially the same as in the rhinoceroses, of which it may be regarded as a
specialised moditication. The u])per premolar teeth, Avhich are generally

three in number, although occasionally a small anterior one is present, are as

complex as the molars, and are peculiar in being larger than the latter
;

similar features occurring in the lower jaw. There are thus normally six

pairs of cheek teeth in each jaw ; the total number of teeth in the adult male
being 40, althougli in the female it may be reduced to 36, as the canines, or

tusks, which are always rudimental in that sex, are in some cases altogether

wanting. The canines occupy the centre of a long gap between the pre-

molars and the incisors ; the three pairs of the latter forming a semi-circle

at the extremities of the jaws. The incisors of the horses are peculiar

in having the summits of their crowns deeply infolded, like the finger of

a glove with the tip pushed in ; and it is according as to how much of this

infold, or "mark," remains in the teeth of a horse that its age is approxi-

mately determined. The skull of a horse, which is of an exceedingly elon-

gated form, differs from that of either a tapir or a rhinoceros in having the

socket of the eye completely surrounded by a ring of bone ; and in the limbs

the bones known as the ulna in the front pair, and the fibula in the hind, arc

incomplete, and respectively united Avith the radius and the tibia. A special

feature of the horses is the great elongation of the cannon-bone (metacarpal

and metatarsal) in each foot, which gives them their characteristic length and
slenderness of limb, and enables the upper parts of both the fore and hind-

legs to be enclosed in the skin of the body. It is almost superfluous to

observe that the so-called knee of a horse represents the human wrist, and
the hock the ankle ; the Avhole of the limbs situated below these joints corre-

sponding to the middle iinger or toe of the human hand or foot, with the sup-

porting metacarpal or metatarsal bone. The toe of each foot is enveloped in

a solid hoof, which is broader in the front than in the hind-limb ; and the

inner sides of the fore-limb always has a naked Avart-like callosity above the

.\vrist-joint, whihi there may be a similar pair of callosities on the hind-limb.
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The ears are elongated ; the long and tapering tail may be either long-haired

througliout its length, or only at the tip ; and the neck is ornamented with

an upright or flowing mane. Horses are now restricted to the Old World,

although they formerly existed both in the northern and southern halves of

the New World.
The common or true horse {Equus cahallus) is now best known in a domes*

ticated or half-wild condition, although it is probable that the wild horses,

or tarpans, of the Russian steppes, are the direct descendants of the original

primitive stock, and have never been domesticated. From the other species

of the genus the horse is distinguished by the tail being covered with abun-

dant long hair from root to tip, by the presence of a warty callosity on each

hind-leg, just below the inner side of the ankle-joint, the longer and pendant
mane, shorter ears, more elongated limbs, smaller head, and wider hoofs.

Some doubt exists whether the horse from Central Asia described as E.

prezevalskii is a valid species ; but if it be, it appears to be intermediate

between tlie horse and the asses, having callosities on both limbs, an erect

mane, no forelock, small ears, and the upper part of the tail short-haired.

The zebras of Africa south of the Sahara form a group closely allied to

the asses, but distinguished by their more or less completely striped colora-

tion. Of these the true, or moun-
tain zebra {^E. zebra) formerly in-

habited the mountains of the Cape
Colony in large herds, but is now
greatly reduced in numbers. It is

a rather small species, standing

about four feet at the withers, with
rather long ears, the lower part of

the tail somewhat thinly clothed

with long hairs, and a short mane
;

the ground colour being white, with

broad, black, transverse stripes, ex-

tending over the whole skin, except
that of the under-parts and the inner

surface of the thighs, and the lower

f;;/. 70.-Bi;kchells Zebra r&iiii(s!>i(rc;i.v?ij. part of the face chestnut brown.
On the hind-quarters short trans-

verse stripes extend from the longitudinal one running down the spine

towards or to the oblique ones of the haunches. Grevy's zebra {E. grevyi),

of the Galla country, differs by the much narrower and more numerous
stripes, especially those of the head, the spine-stripe being disconnected

from the others. More distinct is the larger Burchell's zebra {E. hurchelU),

from the open plains to the north of the Orange River, characterised by the

pale yellowish-brown ground-colour of the haii", and the broad brown or

black stripes ; a dark stripe, to which the lateral stripes may be united,

traversing the middle line of the under-surface of the body, and the spinal

stripe being isolated from the uppermost liaunch-stripe parallel to it. Very
generally faint stripes occupy the middle of the broad intervals between the

dark stripes of the haunches ; and the limbs and tail may be either fully or

partially striped, or uniform. Upon such variations several nominal species

have been established, but it appears preferable to look upon all these in the

light of mere varieties of a single variable species. Many attempts have

been made, with more or less marked success, to break this zebra to harjaess.
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According to a newspaper report, recent experiments in the Transvaal have
been "successful, in so far as the training is concerned, but the trials with these

animals have wofully disappointed those who fancied they might be advan-
tageously utilised for draught purposes. Most peoi:il0 in South Africa, in

districts where zebras abound, lia\ e hitherto regarded these animals as im-
pervious to that human control that would be necessary to render them
reliable between the shafts or in traces, and it is only lately that efforts

have been directed towards their domestication. Teams of them, compris-

ing ten or more, have been broken in and 'inspanned ' to coaches and other

vehicles, by way of testing their amenability to the bit and the whip, and
their behaviour in harness has been in some respects most satisfactory and
promising, though their peculiarities sometimes rather out-mule the mule,

their shyness being particularly pronounced, and their disinclination to start

gently another characteristic, resulting often in jumps out of harness, or

other antics, such as those practised by a jibbing or highly-nervous horse.

These faults, howevei", cure themselves in time, simply by the punitive

lessons they teach the zebras ; but the stamina of the animals is not of a

nature to stand the strain of either the lessons so acquired, or the burden of

the draught for any length of time, and looking at the conformation of the

zebra one is hardly surprised. Resembling the mule in many points, he yet

lacks that essential inhei'ited by the latter from both his progenitors—tough-

ness of bone and muscle, prescribed by generations of usage as a beast of

burden. It is admitted by all who have seen zebras in harness that, from a

spectacular point of view, tliey ai'e worth the trouble spent upoii their train-

ing, and as mounts fcjr children they are certainly more respectable-looking

and dignified than the donkey, and in chaises, too, they would probably be
found equal to very light work. As draught animals, in the ordinary sense

of the term, however, they are not successes. Whether a breed could be
manufactured from the zebra, in the same way as the mule has been, an^l

whether with similar success, are questions that an intermingling of blood at

the present time might satisfactorily answer in the future."

The fourtli species is the quagga \E. qnaggn) of South Africa, which forms

a connecting link between the others and the asses, having the head, neck,

shoulders, and the middle of the body striped, but the hind-quarters, tail,

and limbs uniformly coloured. This animal always had a very restricted dis-

tribution, and is now nearly, if not quite, exterminated.

The leading characters by which the uniformly-coloured asses differ from
the horse have been already pointed out. The Asiatic wild ass {E. Jicmioiuis)

is a variable species, of an isabelline rufous tint, with a dark, longitudinal

stripe down the spine, but none across the withers, and comparatively small

ears. Its three leading varieties are the Syrian wild ass, the onager of Persia,

Baluchistan, the Punjab, Sind, and Kach, and tlie kiang of Mongolia and
the Tibetan highlands, which is the largest and most horselike of the throe.

All these wild asses inhabit more or less completely desert districts, and are

exceedingly fleet of foot, passing over the roughest ground at a gallop. The
African wild ass (E. aiinvts), from Abyssinia, Nubia, and Somalibind, differs

from the preceding by its greyer coloration, much longer ears, and the general

presence of a dark stripe across the withers. It is evidently the ancestor of

the domestic breed, but its speed and endurance must not be judged by those

of the latter. The late Sir Samuel Baker wrote that "those who have seen

donkeys only in their civilised state can have no conception of the beauty of

the wild or original animal. It is the perfection of activity and courage. It

I
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has a high-breu tone in his deportment, a high-actioned step Avhen it trots

freely over the rocks and sand, with the speed of a horse when it gallops over
the boundless desert. The specimens now in the Zoological Gardens will

enable any one to perceive the character of the animal as it was before being

altered by generations of captivity.'' The bray of the Abyssinian is identical

with that of our common ass, and Darwin notes the marked aversion to walking
across a brof)k, Avhich characterises the domestic donkey, as indicating its

derivation from a desert-haunting animal ; as also does its pleasure in

rolling in the dust. The Somali ass ditfers from the ordinary African

form ia its more greyish colour, the absence of the cross-stripe over tlie

shoulders, the very slight indication of the spinal stripe, and more especially

in the numerous black markings on both front and hind-legs. It lias, like-

wise, smaller ears and a longer mane. It may be a matter of doubt whether
tliese differences are of specific value, but they probably only indicate a
variety. Of this form Mr. Lort Phillips writes that "on March 22, 1884,

Avhen about 20 miles to the west of Berbera, we fell in with a small herd of

Avild asses. After a long and tedious stalk I succeeded in bagging one, which
turned out to be of quite a new species to me, having no mark whatever on
the body, which was of a beautiful French grey colour. On its legs, however,
it had black stripes running diagonally. I liave, unfortunately, lost the book
in which I put its measurements, but it was a su^ierb creature, and stotxl

quite 14 hands at the shoulder ; our Berbera hoi'ses looked quite small in

comparison."
The two species of hippopotamus, both of which are now confined to Africa,

and may be referred to the genus Hipjmjyotamits, bring us to the fourth and
last sub-ordinal division of the Hoofed Mammals, which far

The Hippopot- outnumbers the whole of the other three put together, both
ami.—Family as regards families, genera, and species. From the fact that

Hippopotamidoi the two toes corresponding to the third and fourth digits of

the human hand and foot are of equal size, and synnuetrical
to a vertical line drawn between them, this group has been a])pro[)riately

named the Artiodactyla, or Even-toed Ungulates. Whereas, however, in

some species, such as the girafte, only these two digits are present ; in others,

like the hippopotami, there are four functional digits ; while in yet others, as

the oxen, the middle pair alone are functional, and the lateral ones much
reduced in size, and of no functional importance. In the peccaries the hind-
foot is unique among the sub-oi'der in having only three toes. Although the
structure of the feet forms the prime distinction between the Artiodactyla
and Perissodactyla, there are many other points of difference between the
two groups, a few of which may be mentioned. As regards the teeth,

the premolars of the Artiodactyla are almost invariablj' of simpler structure
than the molars ; while the last lower molar is nearly always composed
of three transverse lobes, whereas in all tlie living representatives of the
Perissodactyla it is two-lobed. Tlie femur or thigh-bone of the latter

grouj) is always ])rovided with a large pi'ojecting process in the upper
half of the shaft known as the third trochanter, which is invariably absent
in th«^ one under consideration. Again, in the ankle-joint the huckle-bone,
or astralagus, of the Artiodactyla has its lower articular surface divided
into two nearly equal facets, wliereas in the Perissodactyla such surface is

single. There are many other minor points of difference, but those given
are amply sufficient to distinguish between the two sub-orders.
The hippopotami are the most primitive and least specialised of the existing
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/"(y.Tl.—Common Hi ppopota.ucs
iJi\pi)Oi^iAa irt-its iimx)h ibi us).

lueuibers uf the Artiodactyhi, and are characterised as a family by the follow-

ing features. Having a very bulky, clumsily-built body, and short limbs,

these animals possess a very broad and obtuse muzzle ; the feet are short

and broad, each having four toes of nearly equal size, invested in rounded
hoofs, and all applied to the

gr(;und in walking ; the incisor

teeth, which grow throughout
life, are curved downwards in the

upper jaw, and project straight

forwards in the lower ; and the

canines, which also gi'ow con-

tinuously, are very large and
curved, those of the upper jaw
being directed downwards. The
moliir teeth are tubeiculated, and
have four columns, the summits
of which show trefoil - shaped
surfaces of ivory, bordered by a
broad rim of enamel, when worn
by use. In the head, the great

elongation of the face causes the

small eyes and still more minute
ears to be situated very far back-
wards; the legs are so short that the lower surface of the body is scarcely

raised above the ground in the standing posture ; and the round tail is likewise

extremely short. The thick skin is almost entirely naked. The common
hippopotamus (if. «;h^;/i(6/i«.s) is an animal too well-known, both as regards

form and habits, to rerpiire any detailed description ; its most distinctive

feature being the possession of two pairs of incisor teeth in each jaw. On
the West Coast of Africa there exists, however, in Liberia, a second species of

the genus, known as the pigmy hippopotamus (//. Uberu'itsis), differing not
only in size, but likewise in habits, from the one Avith which all are

familiar. In place of attaining a total length of about 11 feet, mea-
sured in a straight line, and weighing probably some three or four

tons, the pigmy hippopotamus is not larger than a good-sized wild

boar, although it has the short and stout limbs of its gigantic cousin,

with which it also agrees to a certain extent in the relatively large

size of its head. As regards its mode of life, this species ditiers, how-
ever, ill, toto from the common one. Instead of jiassing at least as much of its

time in the water as on the land, and never living away from livers or lakes,

the pigmy hippopotamus is an inhabitant of the dense tropical forests of that

])art of Western Africa which is its home, where it ajiparently leads a life very
similar tf) that of wild pigs, wallowing in swamps after the manner of those

animals, but apparently not habitually frequenting rivers, though it is doubt-
less, like almost all Mannnals, able to swim well when the necessity arises.

Moreover, in place of associating in large herds after the manner of the

common species, and never moving far from one particular locality, the

Liberian hippopotamus is a comparatively solitary creature, going about at

most only in pairs, and wandering long distances through the woods. It

differs essentially from the common species in usually having only a single

I)air of lower incisors, on which account it has been generically separated by
some under the name of C/tttro^'wis. Specimens are, however, occasionally
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met with having two pairs of these teeth on one side of the jaw. If fossil

species be taken into consideration, other variations will be found in the

number of these teeth ; but before proceeding farther, it is necessary to

remark that, since in ordinary Mammals the typical or full complement of

incisor teetli consists of three pairs, it is natural to suppose that one pair has

been lost in the common species. That such is the case is demonstrated by

the extinct Siwalik hippopotamus (//. simlmsis) of the Himalaya, in which,

between the two large tusks, there are three pairs of incisors, differing from

those of the common species in being all of nearly equal size ; and if we were

to examine the upper jaw, we should find the same number of teeth. In the

presence of these three pairs of incisors the Siwalik hippopotamus resembles

the pig, from which it departs less widely than does the common species, in

that these teeth are relatively smaller, and also of nearly e([ual size. The
Siwalik hippopotamus must accordingly be regarded as a less specialised

species than either of its living cousins ; and since, together v/ith an allied

species from Burma (H. iravatieus), it is the oldest representative of the

genus, its generalised features are precisely what evolutionary considerations

would have led us to expect. There is, however, yet another ]X)int in con-

nection with these teeth demanding notice. From the evidence of the

common species, it is impossible to determine which of the three pairs of

lower incisors found in the Siwalik hippopotamus have dissappeared in the

former ; but in the gravels of the Narbada Valley in Central India, tliere are

found two extinct members of the genus, II. n<(nuidici(s and H. pitla indlcvs,

in the former of which the lower incisors are similar in size and number to

those of the Siwalik species ; but in the latter, Avhile the inner and outer

pairs are very large, there occurs on each side between them a minute and

rudimentary tooth, sciueezed out from the general line to tlie upper margin

of the jaw, and evidently about to disappear altogether. There is thus evi-

dence that the missing pair of lower incisor teeth in the conuiion hippopota-

mus is the second ; and a complete transition can be traced, as regards the

number of these teeth, from the Siwalik species through tlie conniion one to

the Liberian hippopotamus. While it is quite possible that the African hip-

popotamus may have been derived from the Siwalik species, it is clear that

the pigmy hipijopotamus is not the descendant of its giant existing cousin.

Witli regard to the geographical distribution of tlie genus, while there is

no evidence that the pigmy species ever ranged beyond its ]n-esent habitat of

Liberia, the case is very different with regard to the range of the common
species. At the present day this animal is found from the Cape Colony

northwards to the cataracts of the Nile, and it extends westwards to Senegal;

but while for several centuries it lias been very seldom met with on the

Nile below the entrance of the Atbara and Blue Nile, there is abundant evi-

dence that in tlie time of the Pharaohs it was common in Egypt, where in

the temple of Edfu, as well as several other buildings, there are frescoes re-

presenting the mode in which it was hunted and speared. That the hippo-

potamus is the animal indicated in the book of Job under the name of

behemoth is undoubted, but there is no evidence that the Jews v/ere

acquainted with it otherwise than during their sojourn in Egypt. It is true

it has been suggested that its range may have extended eastwards as far as

Palestine, but this is conjecture, and, had the creature ever lived there, some
of its remains should have been found. In the superficial deposits of Southern

and Centi-al Europe there occur, however, numerous remains of a hippo-

potamus which cannot be specifically distinguished from the existing African
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form, although it was generally of rather larger size. Tliis difference in size

was once thouglit to indicate that tlie fossil form was a distinct species, but
the discovery of a half-fossilised jaw in the alluvimn of tlie Nile near
Kalabshi, in Nubia, showed that in fcn-mer times the African hijjpopotamus
attained dimensions as largo as the European form. In England the hippo-

l>otamus ranged afc least as far north as Leeds, and it is a remarkable
circumstance that in many places its remains have been found in ass(jciation

with those of the reindeer. In Algeria, where the genus is now unrepre-

.sented, a small species (//. ]iippoiie)is'n<) flourished during the Pleistocene

]>eriod ; this being distinguished by having three pairs of lower incisor teeth,

wliich diti'ered from those of other members of the genus in having their

enamel smooth and their extremities somewhat expanded, thus approximat-

ing to the corresponding teeth of the pigs. Equally noteworthy is the

occurrence of another species (H. lemcdei) in Madagascai', Avhere its remains
are common in the great marsh of Ambulisatra. Somewhat intermediate
between the common and the Siwalik species, this rather small hippopotamus
had sometimes three and sometimes two pairs of incisors in the lower jaw.

One or two small species, which may have been partially terrestrial in tlieir

habits, dwelt in Italy, Malta, and some of the other Mediterranean islands

in past times.

From the hippopotami the members of the great pig tribe, all of which
are contined to the Old World, are at once distinguished, not only by their

lighter build and longer limbs, but likewise by the peculiar

form (^f the snout, which always terminates in an oval, fleshy The Pig Tribe.

disc, in which are perforated the nostrils. The feet, al- —Family Siti(/<r.

though severally furnished with four toes, are also different

in that they are much narrower, and that the middle pair, Avhich are alone

functional when the animals are walking on firm ground, are much larger

than the lateral ones, and have flat adjacent surfaces, so as to form a

si;-calied divided hoof. In the teeth, the incisois, which are somewhat A'ari-

able in number, are rooted, and thus only grow for a brief period, while the

canines are rootless, and distinguished by the upper pair being directed more
or less markedly outwards or upwards. The molar teetli, which are tuber-

culated, do not wear into the distinct trefoils characterising the corresjiond-

ing teeth of the hippopotami.
Tlie true pigs {Shs) differ from all the other members of the family in

having the typical number of 44 teeth, although in certain African represen-

tatives of the genus the anterior premolars are frequently shed in the aduit.

The cunines of the upper jaw are curved outwards and upwards, and in the

males are very large, and project far bej'tmd the lips; they are worn on their

outer convex surfaces to a sharp edge by the attrition of the longer and more
slender lower tusks. In the upper incisors, which are directed downwards,
the first is considerably larger than the second, which, in turn, succeeds the

third in size ; and the three pairs of lower incisors are directed almost
liorizontally forsvards. The skull is characterised by the great elevation of

its hinder or occijjital portion. Tlie external form (jf the pigs is too well

known to need anything in the way of description ; but it may be remarked
that whereas in many of the domesticated breeds the skin is nearly naked, ni

tlie wild boar it is covered with a thick coat of bristly hair. Whereas the
adults of all the species are more or less uniformly coloured, the young of

the wild breeds are longitudinally striped and spotted with yellow or white.

The typical representative of the genus is the wild boar {S. scrofa) of Europe,
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r,.j. -BusH-Piu (Sus africanus).

North Africa, A.^ia ]Minor, and Central Asia, replaced in India by the closely

allied *'^'. cvistotiis. India is the home of tlie smallest species, tlie pigmy hog
[S, salv(i)iiii^) (if tlie lihut.in terai, Avhicli scarcely exceeds a liare in size.

Niniierons specii-s inlia'nit tlie Malayan countries and islands as far east as
Celebes an<l the Pliilippines, while one, which may, however, have been in-

troduced, is found in New (iuinea. Africa south of the Sahara has but one
of the more typical representatives of the s^enus, Avhich iidiabits the Senhaar

districts. Elsewhere in tliat con-

tinent, as well as in the adjacent
island of INIadagascar, the place of

the typical swine is taken by the

bush-j)igs, which arc frequently I'e-

garded as rejnesenting a distinct

genus, under the name t)f l'of<iwi>-

rha'rns. The bush-pigs have long,

pencilled ears, and tend to lose the
anterior premolar teeth in both jaws,

while their molars arc of simpler
structure than those of the other
members of the genus. Of the two

African species, /Sf. africanus, ranging from South to Central Africa, has grey
hair, whereas in the West African ^\ poirxs the colour is red, and the
l)encilled ears are of great length.

The other two genera of swine dillerfrom the foregoing in having uniformly
coloured young, bcith being remarkable for the extraordinary develojunent of
the tusks of the males. This feature attains its maximum in the babirusa
(I'>i(J)ivu!<n ((lf)nn(!<:) of the island of Celebes, in the males of which the u])j)er

tusks pierce the skin of the face, and curve backwards over the eyes in a
manner recalling the horns of the chamois. The lower tusks, which are
equally long and slender, curve
backwards in a somewhat similar

manner, but do not wear against

the upper ]iair. There are but
two pairs of upper incisors, and
only two pairs of premolars in

each jaw. In appearance, the
babirusa is a rather short-bodied
and long-limbed pig, with small
ears, a very wrinkled skin, and
the U2>per edge of tlie extremity
of the .snout overhanging the
lower. Ijv far the most hideous
and repulsive-looking members of

the family are the two African
species of wart-hogs {Fliacochar-
tis), characterised l5y large conical warty growths projecting from the sides
of the face. The whole head is much flattened and expanded, and the
muzzle very broad. The huge tusks, which are nearly as large in the
sows as in the bo.ars, curve upwards, outwards, and forwards ; tl;e upper
ones, which are tipped with enamel only at the apex, being of great thick-

nes.s, and abraded on their convex surfaces by the more slender lower
jiair. Ill the adult there is but a single pair of U]>iier incisor teeth,

Fig. 73. —WaktHoo (Pluicwlaifiu^ iv(ltiopu-ii.'i).
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although, as in all the pigs, the normal three pairs of these teeth are
retained in the lower jaw. The premolars are reduced to three pairs

in the upper, and two iu the lower jaw ; bub in aged animals not only-

all these teeth, bub likewise the lir.sb two pairs of molars, are generally
shed, so that there is only the last pair of molars left in each jaw behind
tlie tusks. Tliese last molars are of great size and very peculiar structure,

being composed of a number of narrow cylindrical c<jlunnis arising from
a connuon base, and closely packed together, so as to funn a long,

narrow, tall crown. Different as sucli a tooth looks at lirst sight from tlie

corresponding molar of an ordinary pig, a closer inspection will sliow that
ib is nothing bub a highly specialised modification of the same general
type.

All pigs arc more or less nocturnal in their habits, associating in droves, or
" sounders," of variable size, and inllicting much damage on crops by their

habit of grovelling in the S(jil in search of roots with their snouts. In diet

they may bo said to bo onniivorous, scarcely anything edible coming amiss to

them. The females produce a largo number of young at a birtli, and thereby
ditler very remarkably fronx the ruminants, in Avhich the number very
seldom exceeds two, and is more generally one. Boars attack with their

lower tusks, and the wounds inflicted by these formidable weapons are
territic, a horse being nob unfrequently ripjjed open by one sweep from tho
tusk of a charging boar.

Althouglx nearly allied to the pigs of tho Old World, with which they
appear to be still more intimately connected by means of certain ex-
tinct types, the small American swine known as peccaries
(Dicotylcs) are generally regarded as indicating a family Peccaries.—
group by themselves. They are specially distinguislied by Family
the circumstance that tho canine teeth of the upj^er jaw Dicotylidcp.

have their points directed downwards in the ordinary
manner, with their hinder edges sharpened to a cutting edge ; and likewise

by the toes on tho hind-feet being reduced to three. In the skeleton the
third and fourtli metacarpal and metatarsal bones are united at their

upper ends. Another peculiarity is to be found in the circumstance that the
last premolar in the upper jaw is as complex as the first molar, its crown
carrying four distinct tubercles. The stomach also is of a more complicated
construction than that of tho true pigs ; and the back is provided with a
])eculiar gland, from which these animals derive their scientific title. The
total numl)er of teeth is 38, there being only two pairs of incisors in tho

upper jaw, and three pairs of premolars in each. Peccaries, which rango
from the lied River of Arkansas to tlie Rio Negro of Patag(jnia, much
resemble small blackish pigs in general appearance. 'J hey are forest-haunting

animals ; and although of small size individually, the large droves in which
tliey collect render tliem foes by no means to be despised by the lonely

traveller in the Brazilian or Paraguayan forests.

The three preceding families of the sub-order Artiodactyla constitute a
sectional group known as the Suina, and are collectively characterised by the

tubcrculato molar teeth and the circumstance that the third

Camel Tribe.— and fourth metacarpal and metatarsal bones of the feet (that

Family is to say those corresponding to the third and fourth digits

CcuihHi'hn. f)f the human hand and foot) are never completely united
together, and are in most cases entirely separate. The ro-

inaining members of the sub-oi-der are divided into three other sections, all
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of which difter from the Suina, and agree with one anollier in that the

molar teeth, instead of being simply tubercular, have the columns on their

crowns bent into the form of crescents, of which there are four in those of

the upper jaw. Technically, this tj^pe of tooth is known as the selenodont; and
all the animals possessing it are characterised by their power of ruminating,

or chewing the cud. Moreover, in all cases the third and fourth metatarsal

bones of the hind-feet are completely fused together to form a cannon-bone,

terminating inferiorly in two puiley-like surfaces, or trochlete, which carry

the two middle toes ; the same condition also f)bta)ning in the corresponding

metacarpal bones of the fore-foot, except in one species of chevrotain. All

these animals are thus more specialised than the Suina ; the tubercular tyj^e

of molar, and the separate metacarpal and metatarsal bones of the foot, being

evidently the more primitive type.

The first section of these selenodont Artiodactyles is known as the Tylopoda,

or cushion-footed group, and includes only the single family of the Camdidir,

now represented by the camels of the Old World and the llamas of South
America. Having selenodont molars and complete cannon-bones in both

feet, the camel tribe are specially distinguished by retaining incisor teeth in

the upper jaw, and by the lower canines being tusk-like and separated from
the incisors, which always form three pairs. The limbs are long, with the

thigh of the hinder pair less enclosed in the skin of the body than is the case

in the following;; families ; while the feet have but two toes, which are em-
bedded in a large pad-like cushion, and have only small nails on the upper
surface of their extremities. In the cannon-bones the two trochleje of

the lower extremity are widely divergent, and lack the median longitudinal

ridge found in all other members of the sub-order. The neck of these

animals is long and flexible, and its component vertebrae present a peculi-

arity vmknown in any other living Mammals. As regards their soft internal

parts, the camels have a less complex stomach than the true Ruminants ;

two of its chambers having special honej'comb-like cells for the retention of

water.

From their allies the llamas, the two species of camel {C((mclt(s) are readily

distinguished not only by their much larger bodily size, but likewise by tlie

presence of one or two fatty humps on the back, Avhich diminish or increase

in size according to the physical condition of the animal. The head is large,

Avith relatively short and rounded ears ; the broad feet have the toes very

slightly separated ; the moderately long tail terminates in a tuft ; and the

nearly straight hair is not woolly. Adult camels have a total of 34 teetli,

with but one pair of upper incisors, although in the young tliere are three

pairs of the latter. The camels are among the few animals of Avhich there

are now no wild representatives ; the so-called wild Bactrian camels of

Turkestan being now pretty conclusively proved to be the descendants of a

domestic race wliich escaped long ago from captivity. Of the two species,

the Arabian camel (C. dromedarhis), which is found in a domesticated state

from Africa to India, is characterised by the single humis ; while iii the stouter-

built and more shaggily-haired Bactrian camel (C. bactrinnus) there are two
of these excrescences. The latter species is kept as a beast of burden front

the Crimea to Turkestan and Pekin, From the large loads they are capable

of carrying, as well as their power of enduring deprivation from water
for a considerable period, camels are invaluable as a means of transport in

dry countries, where the roads are not too rocky. They are, however,

best suited for traversing sandy deserts ; but where the ground is wet,
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—The Arabian Camei..

especially on inclined roads, tliey are almost useless. The Bactrian caniel,

which is doubtless a native of Asia, is much l)etter suited for traversing high

mountains and enduring cold than the Arabian species. Regarding the t-vvo-

humped camels of the neighbourhood of Yarkand, it has long been a disputed

point whetlier these arc

really wild, or whether
they are the descendants of

an originally domesticated
race. Something towards
clearing up this question

has been done by Major C.

S. Cumberland, who had
the good fortune to shoot
one of these animals. Its

skin and skull were sub-

mitted to Mr. Blanford,

who reports that they be-

longed to a two-humped
camel, in which the humps
were represented by large

tufts of hair. The skull

agreed fairly well with
that of a domestic Bactrian camel (0. hactrianns), and differed from that ot the

single-humped Arabian camel (C. dyomedariiis). Whether, however, such

differences, as presented by the former, were indicative of the exist-

ence of a distinct race, the materials at hand were insufficient to deter-

mine. In regard to tliese camels in their native h(>me, Major Cumberland
writes as follows :

—"The habitat of the Avild camel is the Gobi steppe from
Except when snow lies on the ground, these animals

may be met with her'e and there

along the old bed of the Yarkand
and Tarim Rivers, whicli they

frequent for the pools of brackish

water that are to be found here

and there. But as soon as the

snow falls they move otf into the

desert, as if then independent
of the water-supply. They pre-

fer the snow, I imagine, as

being less salt than the water,

although it also is impregnated
to a certain extent soon after

it falls. The camel is very shy

in its habits, and, so far as I

could ascertain, has never been
caught or domesticated. The
natives told me that no horse in

the country could catch the camels in the deep sand of the region they
frequent. They appear to me to be distinct from the Bactiian camel

;

they are less stunqiy in build, the hair is finer, closer, and shorter. They
vary in colour, like the domestic species, from dark brown to lightish

dun. Their origin has yet to be traced, I take it that they have sprung

Khotan to Lob-Nor.

Fig. 75.—The Bactrian- Ca^mei..
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from camels -when the district known as Takla Makan was buried in a great
sandstorm some centuries a^M. Tradition relates tliat no human beings
survived, but it ia likely enough that some of the camels and horses did so,

and that this was tlie origin of the wild camels and ponies that are found in
this district."

Camels have been successfully introduced into North America ; and for
some years, according to a vrriter in T]\& Asian newsjiaper, have been largely
employed as a means of transport in South Australia and Queensland, while
recently the Swan River colonists have followed the example thero set them;
a large number of superior Rajputana camels, which had been marched down
from Bikanir to Calcutta, having been shipped to Western Australia to be
used in carrying su])plies from Perth to the newly discovered gold fields at

Coolgardie. The utility of the camel being thorougldy recognised in the
Antipodes, the fact that an agitation against the animal is being raised in
Queensland is rather a surprise. " Such, however, is the case, as a petition
was recently presented by the residents of the Charleville district to the
Governor of Queensland, praying that something should be done to prevent
the inti'oduction of camels into the colony. In it the petitioners pointed
out the urgent need that some constitutional means should be adopted to
prevent an imminent and dangerous invasion of Western Queensland by
camels, as their employment would tend to deprive tlie present carriers of
their means of livelihood. It was stated that the rates of carriage were low,
the teams plentiful, and that the carriers were willing to travel on all roads,
Avhile the low standard of living among the camel-drivers must result in loss
of trade to the district. It was further said that many of the Western
carriei's were settlers on the land, and the colony would suffer if such a class

of men were forced to emigrate; that the value of the Western lands would
be depreciated, and the welfare of the community injuriously affected. In
reply the Premier, to whom the petition was forwarded by the Governor,
expressed the opinion that the agitation against the camels was rather hasty,
Tlic cause of their presence in the colony was the drought in the South-
western districts. It was impossible for teams to travel at all times, and as
the Warrego Rabbit Board could not get tlieir netting brought by the ordi-
nary methods, an officer was sent to South Australia, ami the required
quantity of netting carried to its destination by camels. Then a squatter
in the district, whose wool could not be taken away by the carriers in con-
sequence of the want of water on the route to be travelled, had had it for-

warded by the camels to Charleville. The forty camels carried altogether
eiglity bales of wool—two bales to each animal—or just about the quantity
that is sometimes taken by one team of bullocks."
Although the name llama properly belongs only to the domesticated forms, it

is commonly applied to all the South American representatives of the family,
which differ from the camels by their greatly inferior size and lighter build,
the want of any hump, the longer and more pointed ears, the short and bushy
tail, the narrower feet, with more distinctly separated toes, and the long and
woolly hair. They have two teeth less than the camels, owing to the upper
premolars in the adult being reduced from three to two pairs. Of the two
wild species, the vicuna (Lama vicuna) is the smaller and more lightly-buiit
animal of the two, and is restricted to the high Andes of Peru, Ecuador, and
part of Bolovia, where it associates in large herds in th3 coldest and most
inhospitable districts. On the other hand, the guanaco (L. (j\(anaciis) ranges
from the Peruvian Andes through the o\)Qn pampas of Argentina to Pata-
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GuANACO (Lama guanacn ).

gonia and Tierra del Fuego ; although it has now been exterminated from
most parts of the i'iamj)as. In size it may bo compared to a red-duor

;

and its fur is of beautiful, liglit fawn-brown colour. The llama and alpaca

are domesticated varieties of the guanaco, kept by the inhabitants of the

Peruvian highlands; the former
and larger of the two being
employed as a beast of burden,
while the latter is bred for the
suke of its valuable wool. All

tliese animals have a peculiar

cry, with some resemblance to

the neigh of a horse ; and in

the domesticated state they are

disagreeable associates, on ac-

count of their unijleasant habit
of spitting, apparently as a

means of defence. Extinct
members of the family are

common in the Tertiary rocks

of Xorth America, while fossil

camels occur in Northern India
;

and it is by these lost types
that we are enabled to accouut for the present anomalous gccgrapliical dis-

tribution of the grouji, which is evidently of northern origin.

Among the smallest of all Ungulates are th^ graceful little Oriental
animals commonly known as chevrotains, or mouse-deer, which in coloration,

form, and habits, more nearly resemble the Rodent agutis

than ordinary Hoofed Mammals. Together with a nearly

allied African genus, these animals constitute a third section

of the selenodonb Artiodactylcs, known as the Tragulina.

From the camel tribe they differ in the total absence of

incisor teeth in tlie upper jaw, and also by the circumstance tliatin the lower
jaw the canines are approximated to the incisors, which they resemble ia

form, as well as in the structure of the feet. From the true Ruminants they
n;ay be distinguished by the stomach having only three in place of four dis-

tinct compartments, an well as by the fibula, or outer and smaller bone of the

lower half of the hind-leg, being coniplete and cjuite distinct from the larger

bone, or tibia. Another point C'f distinction is to be found in the form of the

so-called odontoid process jn-ojecting from the lower part of the front surfaces

of the second vertebra of the neck, which in the present group is conical,

whereas it is spout-like in the true Ruminants. A resemblance to the latter

grouj^, and at the same time a distinction from the camel tribe, is to be found
in that the two bones of the ankle-joint, respectively known as the cuboid

and the navicular, are welded together to form a single bone. As in the truo

Ruminants, the toes are enclosed in solid hoofs ; four complete toes being
developed in each foot.

The smallest representatives of the family are the truo or Oriental

chevrotains {Trarjulus), of v.-hich there are four or five species, ranging from
India and Ceylon through the Malayan countries, as far east as the island of

Palawan in the Philippine group. They havo a total of 34 teeth, and aro
mostly uniform in coloration. Tho somewhat larger West African clievro-

tain (Darcatherivin) differs by the shorter and stouter feet, and the separation

Tie Ciiovrotaina.

—Family
Trarjulidoi..
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of tlie third .iiicl fourth metacarpal bones ; the latter feature distinguisliing it

from all other selenodont Artiodactyles, In colour, it is deep brown, with
longitudinal white stripes on the tlanks,

spots of tlie same on the back, and a white
chest and throat. Botli in this animal and
the true chevrotains the upper canines of

the males fin-m tusks projecting below tlie

lip. In appearance they are very like minute
deer, liaving moderate-sized ears and a short

tail, but the head has no bony or horny ap-

pendages.

A^ The deer tribe is tlie first of four fiunilies

r'lij. 77.—A CuEVROTAiN- (Tmijuh(s). constituting the true lluminants, or Pecoi'a.

and including the whole of theremaining mem-
bers of the order. They derive their name of Ruminants from their power of

chewing the cud—a feature which they possess in common ^\ ith the camel tribe

and chevrotains ; and they agree with the latter group in

The Deer Tribe, lacking upper incisors, and in having the lower canine aj)-

—Family proximated to and resembling the lower incisors as well as

Ctrikla: in the union of the cuboid and navicular bones in the ankle-

joint, and in the covering of the toes taking the form of

hoi'ny hoofs. From the clievrotains they may be distinguished by the stomach
being divided into four distinct compartments, by the anterior, or odontoid
jn'ocess of the second vertebra of the neck assuming the form of a spout, or
half-cylhider, and by the fibula of the hind-leg being reduced to a mere
nodule representing the lower extremity of the complete bone, and articu-

lated to the tibia. Another point of distinction is that the lateral metacarpnl
and metatarsal bones of tlie feet are never complete, but are represented
only by tlieir upper or lower ends. Very generally the skull is provided
with a pair of laterally placed ai)pendages, whicli may be either unbranched,
covered witli horn, and ijermanent, or branched, bony, and deciducHis.

When sucli appendages are present, the u]ii)er canines are generally small or

wanting ; but when the former are absent, the latter are frequentlj^ large.

As a source of food, the true Ruminants are by far the most iinj^ortant of

all animals to the human race. Unknown in Australia and New Guinea,
thev attain their maximum development in the continents of the Old World
pi-oper; iuNorthAmericn, except the (,'(;rri(/(e, theyare poorly represented, while
in the southern half of the New World the only members of the gr^)up are deer.

As a family, the deer tribe are generally distinguished by the heads of the
males being ornamented with the branching deciduous appendages properly
known as antlers, although often wrongly termed horns ; these when fully

developed consisting simply of lifeless bone, and being nearly always shed
annually, to be reproduced in a somewhat more comjilex form the following

season. Botli sexes usually have well-developed upper canines, which may
attain very large dimensions in the males, especially in the few instances

where antlers are wanting. The face is ahvnys provided with the so-called

larmiers, or tear-pits, below the eyes ; and the underlying region of the
skull always has a very large unossified vacuity. As a general rule, both
fore and hind-feet carry four toes ; and very often the lower ends of the
lateral metacarpal and )uetatarsal bones persist. With the single exception
of the musk-deer, the liver is provided with a gall-bladder.

It would require too much space to describe the mode in which antlers are
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formed and subsequently shed, but it may be mentioned that the annual
formation of such an enormous amount of bone as is contained in the antlers

of the wajnti, for instance, is one of the most extraordinary plieuomeua to be
met with in the whole animal kini,alom. As regards their distribution, it is

remarkable that deer are totally absent from Africa south of the Sahara, as

they are from Madagascar. Although the more nortliern deer inhabiting the

New World are either generically or specitically identical with Old \^'orld

forms, the majority of the American forms, and all those inhabiting South
America, are perfectly distinct fi'om those of other regions.

The most aberrant members of the family are the well-known musk-deer
(JJo»r/(!(6) of Asia, which constitute a sub-family by themselves, and are

represented by one sjiecies ( Ji. mosclii-

ferus) ranging from the Himalaya and
Cochin-China to Siberia, and by a

second (M. aifanicna) froni Kansu, in

North-Westeru China. (3ne of the

peculiar features of these deer—the

j)resence of a gall-bladder in the liver

—

lias been already referred to ; a second,

although less peculiar character, is the

absence of antlers in both sexes. To
compensate for this deficiency, the

upper jaw of the male is i)rovided with
a pair of long scimitar-like tusks, which
may project as much as three inches F!g.7S.—'SlvHK-T)EF.niMosrhusmoschifrnis).

below the margin of the lips. The
musk-deer has moderately long and somewhat pointed ears, a short tail, very

large lateral hoofs to the feet, and the fur of a peculiarly coarse and brittle

nature, its general colour being a speckled brownish-grey. The most peculiar

feature about the animal is, however, the presence on the abdomen of the

male of a large gland, discharging by a small orifice, and secreting the highly

odoriferous substance known as musk, which is much used in j^erfumery, and
commands a high price in the market. For the sake of obtaining this pre-

cious product, musk-deer are regularly hunted by the natives of the countries

they inhabit ; one plan being to drive them against nets. In the Himalaya
they are met with either singly or in pairs ; and during the early spring may
be seen traversing the snow-clad birch and pine forests.

Of the more typical deer, the first group is that of the Oriental muntjacs
{Ccrvulus), all of which are comparatively small species characterised by the

short antlers arising from long bony pedicles on the skull, which rapidly

converge as they descend the face. From this peculiarity these animals

are often called rib-faced deer. The males have large tusks ; and the

antlers consist of a beam, or shaft, with a small tine at the base. In the

lateral toes all traces of the bones have disappeared. There appear to be
three well-marked species of muntjacs, the range of the genus extending from
India to Eastern Tibet and China. In common with most of the deer of the

Old World, the muntjacs ai'e characterised by the retention of the upper ex-

tremities of the lateral metacarpal and metatarsal bones of the feet. Nearly
allied to the muntjacs are two small deer from China and Eastern Tibet,

constituting the genus Elu.phodns, and commonly known, from the presence

of a tuft of hair between the antlers, as tufted deer. They differ from the

muntiacs in that the pedicles of the antlers converge, instead of diverging, a?
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Firj. 79.—Ml'NTJAc (Cerndui launijni).

they ascend on the face ; while the veiy small and simple antlers have no basal

knubs representing a brow-tine. Tlie males have largo upper canines, and the
hairs are coarse and almost quill-like.

By far the greater number of the deer of the Eastern Hemisphere belong
to the typical genus C'cfcns, of which the most familiar examples are the red-

deer and the fallow-deer. From the

muntjacs and their allies all these

deer are easily distinguished by the

absence of the bony ridges which form
the bases of the long pedicles of the

antlers of the former. As a rule, the

antlers, which, as in most members
of the family, are confined to the male
sex, are of large size, considerably

exceeding the whole skull in length,

and they do not branch in the re-

gular fcjrked manner characteristic of

the American deer. While, in the
majority of the species, the antlers

are rounded, or slightly flattened, in a few they are flattened, or palmated.

Unlike those of the muntjacs, the upper canine teeth are of comparatively small

size, and in the lateral digits of the feet the bones are present. Although
the genus is mainly conflned to the Old World, it is represented in North
America by the magniticent wapiti. In the main, deer are forest-haunting

animals, the old bucks going about witlt several does during the breeding
season, which they have obtained by driving away younger competitors, or

by vanquishing rivals of their own age. Generally but a single offspring is

produced by the hinds at a birth, and these, as is tlie case with almost all

Ungulates, are able to run by tlie side of their dam in the course of a few
days. Whereas the adults may be either uniformly coloured, or spotted with

white for a portion or the whole of the year, the young are very generally

spotted, although those of tlie Indian sambar are usually an exception in

this respect. Many of the uniformly coloured species of the genus display

a conspicuous white blaze on the buttocks, and in all the muzzle is naked
and narrow, while tlie antlers of the males arise at a sharp angle to the

middle line of the face. The European species are very regular in their

times of feeding and repose ; and, like other men^bers of the family, the

males during the breeding season utter a peculiar " belling " cry, which is

both a challenge to rivals of their own sex, and likewise a call to the female.

The genus may be divided into several more or less well defined groups
according to the form of the antlers, and other structural features.

Of tliese the first for consideratitm is the Ilusine group, which is ex-

clusively confined to the Oriental countries, ranging as far eastwards as the

Philippine Islands. In tliis group the antlers are rounded and frequently

marked by strong vertical grooves, while they lack the so-called bez-tine (the

one arising immediately above the first, or brow-tine), and the upright and
.slightly curved beam terminates in a simple fork, so that the number of points

to each antler is only three. The brow, or basal-tine, rises close to the
thickened rugose ring forming the base, and known as the burr, and makes
an acute angle with the beam, or main shaft. In the more tj'pical forms, the
colour is uniformly brown, the tail is of medium length in all, and the neck
13 generally mancd. The largest and best known representative of this
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group is the sambar (0. i(nicc»?or), which stands nearly five feet in height, and,
with its numerous varieties, ranges from India and Uiuma, through the
Malay Peninsula, Borneo, and Samatra to China, Asa rule, the young arc

not spotted. Jn Formosa there is the nearly allied ^'. .siriiilioci, while (
'.

plulippinus and C. ulfrcdi are smaller foims inhabiting the Philippine Islands,

the last being distinguished by its spotted coat. tStUl smaller is the Indian
hog-deer (0. jwirhms), easily distinguished by the absence of a distinct niano
on the neck, and the comi)aratively simple antlers, the young being spotted
till they attain an age of about six UKMrths. A second Oriental assemblage is

the llucervine group, typically rejiresented by the Indian swamp-deer
(C. dnraiicrli), and the ch)Sely allied C'. tii:li<»iihiir<iki of 8iam. In these the
beam of the antlers is rather flattened and more curved than in the fust

group, while the largo brow-tino arises at an obtuse angle from the beam,
with an upward curvature. To the same group belongs the remarkable Eld's
deer, or tameng ((.-'. el<.li) <;f Bunua, Oambodiii, and the Island of Hainan, in
wliich the whole antler forms a continuous curve from its extreme sunnnit to

the lip of the brow-tine. In all the three &})ecies the tail is sharp, and the
neck provided with a mane, the young being spotted. David's deer
(C. dav'uh(iitu.i) oi Northern China maybe regarded as rejirescnting a third

group by itself, the antlers rising straight from the brow, and then giving off

a long back-tine. Each antler is forked at the sunnnit, but the prongs of the
fork may again divide. The brilliantly coloured axis, or spotted deer
(C. axis) of India, in which the coat is jjermanently spotted with white, like-

wise forms a group by itself. It has antlers of the same general type as those
of the Rusine group, the brow-tine usually arising at an acute or I'ight angle
from the beam, but it differs in the absence of a mane on tlie neck, and the
greater length of the tail. The molar teeth arc characterised by tlie great
height of their crowns. The i)retty little Japanese deer (C. sica), Avhich has
been successfully introduced into se\eral E))glish jiarks, is the typical repre-
sentative of a small assemblage of species, chiefly from North-Eastern Asia,

which constitute the Pseudaxine group. When fully developed, the antleis

have a brov/ and trez-tine (the second, or bez-tine, being absent), and
terminate in a fork, of which the hinder-tine is the smaller, so that the total

number of points on each is four. In sinumer the coat is spotted, but it be-
comes uniformly coloured in winter ; the tail is of medium lengtii, and the
neck slightly maned.
The typical or elaphine group, which includes the red-deer (C. daphus) of

Europe, and the North American wajiiti (C canadensis), is characterised by
the presence of a second, or bez-tine, to the antlers, when these attain their
maximum development ; the beam of each antler being rounded, and near its

summit splitting up into a larger or smaller nundaer of points, which in some
species form a cup. The tail is short, and included within a large light-

coloured patch on the buttocks ; the remainder of the body being uniformly
brown. The red-deer, which ranges over Europe, Western Asia, and North
Africa, has the antlers, when fully develo])ed, as in a "royal hart,'' forming a
distinct cup at the sunnnits. The deer of Northern Asia, from the Caucasus
to Siberia, and thence to North Cliina, has been separated as C. xa^ntliopygns;

but its right to specific distinction seems rather doubtful. Other members of
this group are the Persian maral (C. iiiarul); the Kashmir stag or hangul (C
cashmiriaHus), represented by a variety in Yarkand; the shou (C. affi)iis) of
Tibet; Thoi'old's deer {C, thoroldi), which is also a Tibetan form, easily dis-

tinguished by its white muzzle; the great Thian Shan stag (C. tudejjlianvs);
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and tho closely-allied wapiti (f. canadouiis) of North America. In all these

species, which inchulo the largest members of tlie genus, tlie antlers do not

form a distinct ciii* at the sunnnit. The Barbary variety of tho red-deer does

not. develop tho bez-tine.

Tlie common fallow-deer (<'*. (ffUJirt), Avhoso native home appears to be the

INIediterranean countries, and tho Persian fallow-deer ((.'. nusopotiDnicus), ai'e

tho solo existing members of the last, or Damino, group of the genus, charac-

terised by the palmatiou of tho antlers, and by the fur being generally

spotted, althougli there is a uniformly brown variety of tlie common species.

Tliese door have no upper canine teeth, and tho tail is of moderate length.

To this group may be referred two very tine species, which have only become
extinct comparatively recently. Since the year ItJDT, when certain of its

remains were described by a Dr. l\[olyneux in the Philos(>i)liical Transactions

of the Royal Society of London, the gigantic extinct deer of the Irish peat-

btHgs had been known to science; while the magniticent proportions attained

by its antlers have given it a notoriety not shared by most other animals of a
past epoch. Altliough found more abundantly, and generally in a better

state of preservation, in the bogs of Ireland than elsewhere, the Irish deer is

by no means confined to the island from which it takes its nauie. On tiie

contrary, its remains have been obtained h\nn many of the caverns and
superticial deposits of both England and tho Ctmtinent, and its continental

range extended from Italy in the south to Russia in the north. In pt)pular

language, this deer is generally spoken of as the Irish elk ; but, as is the

case with a number of popular terms, this is a misnomer, the animal really

being a true deer, referable to the genus (\ rvim. It is true, indeeil, that its

broad, palinated antlers present a superticial reseuiblanco to those of tho elk;

but this no more indicates any close athnity with that animal than do the

somewhat similarlj- jialmated antlers of the fallow-deer. Like many other

animals, both living and extinct, the Irish deer rejoices in a number of scien-

titic names ; but its proper tiile is Cervus <ii(iante>(s. It is almost superfluous

to mention that the antlers of this magniticent deer are larger than those of

any other known species, having a sjian in some cases of over 11 feet from tip

to tip. In form, the antlers have a short and nearly cylindrical beam, given

off in a nearly horizcnital plane at right angles to the axis of the skull. Near
their origin from the skull, there arises a descending brow-tine, which is flat-

tened, and generally forked. As soon as the beam expands, it gives oti'from

the fi'ont, or lower edge, a trez-tine, nearly opposite to which is a third, or

posterior tine on the hinder or ujiper margin, both these tines being seen

fully from the front. Beyond these tines, the antlers expand to their fullest

width, and usually terminate in five or six snags, of which the topmost are

directed nearly upwards. The second of the extinct species is Rufl''s deer

(C. rufli^, hitlierto only found in Germany. In place of the outward hori-

zontal extension characteristic of the Irish deer, the antlers of RutPs deer

are directed upwards and outwards, nearly after the fasliion of a f lUow-deer,

so that their innermost tei-minal snags are separated only by a comparatively

small interval-. That this deer is closely allied to the Irish deer, and has no
such close kinshi]> with the fallow-deer, is, however, proved by the flattened

and expanded fi>rm of the brow-tine. A further ditlerence from the ordinary

Irisli deer is exhibited by the ditierent position of the plane of the expanded

portion of the antlers. Thus, whereas in the former the whole of their inner

surface and the entire trez and posterior tines are visible from the front, in

Rutrs deer we see, instead of the inn»^r surface, the front edge and a part ot
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V'f]. so.—Eeindker {UaiMjifa- UnandwC).

the outer siu-facc, wlule only the ti])S of the posteviov tines are visible, and
tlie trez-tine (wliicli is mucli longer tli.in in the normal form) is foreshortened.

The position of tlio plane of tlie expanded portion of tlie antlers is another
point in which Rtdfs deer approximates to tlie fallow-deer.

The reindeer {JiaiKiifcr), together witli p11 the remaining members of the
family, differ from the foregoing in that the lateral metacarpal bones of tho
fore-feet and the corresponding me-
tatarsals in the hind-lindjs are re-

presented by their lower, instead of

their upper, extremities. From all

other deer, the reindeer are at once
distinguished by haviig antlers in

both sexes ; these being very large,

with the cylindrical beam suddenly
bent forwards near the middle of

its length, and having a brow-tine

which is generally branched and
l)almated on one side, and simple

on the other. Above the brow-tine

comes a large bez-tine. In form,

reindeer are heavily-built animals,

with short limbs, in which the main
hoofs are widely separable, and the lateral pair unusually large, the muzzle

being broad and hairy. The young, like their parents, are uniformly

coloured. The ordinary reindeer (R. taraiubis) ranges from Norway and
Sweden over the northern regitnis of the Old World ; and it is probable that

the North American variety known as the caribou is not specifically distinct.

The uses to which reindeer are put by the Lapps and the inhabitants of other

northern countries are too well known to require mention.

The largest of all living deer is the elk or moose (Alecs machlis), which

is the only living member of its genus, and has a circumpolar distribution,

ranging in the Old Woild as far south as

Prussia and the Caucasus. It is a long-

legged, ungainly-locjking animal, with
the large, overhanging, broad muzzle
covered with short hairs, except a small,

naked triangular spot below the nostrils.

The tail is rudimental, and the hair of

the young uniforudy coloured. In the
males the enormous antlers arise from a
cylindrical beam directed at right angles
to the middle line of the skull, and then
expand into a huge basin-shaped mass,
consisting primarily of an upper and
lower moiety, and liaving the free edge
bordered by a number of irregidar snags.

Elk feed chiefly upon the leaves and twigs
of trees ; and during the winter collect

in small parties, keeping open a small
patch of ground by continually tramjiling

down the snow. Frequently the hind
gives birth to a pair of fawns. The ant-

K
fig. si. —T.LK(Alr '.? vinrhlix).
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lers may weigh as much as sixty pounds. The two remaining genera of Old
World deer are represented by small forms. Of these, the roe-deer (Capre-

olus) have comparatively short cylindrical antlers with three tines each ; the
front tine rising from the front of the upper half of the beam and inclining

upwards. There are no upper canines, the naked portion of the muzzle is

small, and does not extend below the nostrils, the tail is very short, and the

fur of the j^oung spotted. In addition to the common roe {€. caprca) of

Europe and Western Asia, a second species (C. pyganjMs) inhabits Turkestan
and the mountains dividing Russia from China, while a smaller variety it;

found in Manchuria. Roe-deer usually inhabit more or less open country,

and go about in pairs. From all other members of the family except the

musk-deer, which it resembles in the long tusks of the males, the small

Chinese water-deer fiii^^ropofcs iHr>'//( Ks')diirers in the absence of antlers from
both sexes. The muzzle has a rather large naked portion, and the young are

spotted. As in the roes, there are large glands in the hind-feet, and small ones
in the front pair. In form, these deer have long bodies and short limbs, and
they are remarkable for producing from three to six fawns at a birth.

Agreeing with the genera just described in the structure of the metacarpal

and metatarsal bones, the American deer, exclusive of the wapiti, reindeer,

and elk, are, with two exceptions, included in a genus (Cariacus) charactei'ised

by the antlers, when fully developed, dividing in a more or less regularly

fork-like manner. Whereas, however, in some species the antlers are large

and branching, in certain of the smaller forms they form simple spikes. The
muzzle resembles that of Ccrvns, the tail is of variable length, and the fur of

tlic adults is vniiformly coloured. The genus ranges over almost the whole
of the American Continent, but attains its maximum development in the

south. The brockets, of which the red brocket (C rxfus) is a well-known
example, are a southern group, easily recognised by their unbranched, sjiike-

like antlers. They have a tail of moderate length, and the fawns are spotted.

The Costa Rica deer (C. clavatus) of Central America differs from the

brockets in having the hair of the face directed upwards, instead of radiat-

ing from two points. The Andes is the home of two species (0. chilcnsis and
C. ((ntisiensis) known as guemels, and characterised by their simply forked
antlers, of which the front prong is tlie longer. There are tusks in the upper
jaw, and the young are uniformlj^ coloured. The pamjjas-deer (C campcstr'n:)

13 the typical representative of another South American group of the genus,

in which the antlers are regulai-ly forked, Avith the hinder prong, and occa-

sionally also the front one, again forking. There are no upper canines, the

tail is very short, and the coloration of the fawns is uniform. The last

group of the genus is typified by the Virginian deer (C. vb'giniainiH), and
comprises not only the largest species, but likewise all those inhabiting

North America. In this group the antlers are very large and comj)lex, and
distinguished by the presence of a larger or smaller basal snag near the base
of tlie front surface. Up])er tusks are absent, and the fawns are spotted.

Wherc.is in the Virginian deer the basal snag is very large, and directed up-
wards, in the large-eared mu\e-deev(<'.macwfif<) of North America it is much
smaller. Of the former Mr. Parker Gilmore writes, that "this sjilendid animal
has still a very wide habitat. Its boundaries, however, originally were from
the Atlantic Ocean to the Rockies, aiid from the Gulf of Mexico to about 47"^

N. latitude, and although eagerly sought by everj'one deeming himself a

hunter, it can be found in greater or less numbers near the oldest settle-

ments. As an article of food the meat of this deer is unsurpassed, especi-
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The Giraffe.—
Family

iiirajjidiv.

ally when the anim.-il has fattened upon Indian corn. For grace and contour
of outline tliey arc incomparable. Their horns have a most peculiar and
graceful outline, receding at lirst backwards from the burr, then coming for-

ward with a bold sweej) It is extremely timorous and wary, but if wounded
and unable to escape it will fight gallantly for its life. In such encounters
its horns are not, in my experience, so much to be dreaded as its fore-feet.

'"'

Finally, the two pudu-deer {Fi((hta) of the Chilian Andes and Ecuador, al-

though nearly related to the brockets, differ sufficiently to form a genus b}-

themselves. In size they scarcely exceed a hare ; and they have a pair of

veiy minute simple antlers rising from the middle of the forehead, while they
exhibit certain peculiarities in the structm-e of the skull and ankle-joint.

The African girafle {(TtKiffd camelojmrJalif!), which is the sole e\isting re-

presentative of its genus and family, enjoys the proud distinction of being
the tallest of all Mammals, and is easily recognised by its

extremelj' elongated neck and limbs, as well as by its dappled
coloration. In many respects intermediate between the
deer and the hoUow-liorned Ruminants, although more nearly
allied to the former than to the latter, it is chiefly entitled

to form a family by itself on account of the peculiar structure of the apjiend-
ages on the skull, which, properly speaking, come under the designation neither
of antlers nor horns. Between the large ears are a pair of short horns, as they
may be called, which are completely covered
with skin, and are formed of bones, which in

the young state can be easily detached from the
skull. Lower down on the forehead is a single

median dome-like bone, which is likewise de-

tachable in the young. In general conforma-
tion the skull of the girafle is very like that
of the deer ; but the cheek teeth have very
short crowns, and a peculiarly rugose enamel.
There are no upper tusks ; the lateral hoofs
are totally wanting in both limbs ; the tail is

long and tufted at the end ; and there is

generally no gall-bladder to the liver. In
colour, the South African girafle differs from
the North African variety by the darker tint

and larger size of the chestnut blotches, and
the narrower buft' lines by which they are
divided. The giraflfe, however, has attained
its towering stature witliout anj' important de-

parture from the general structure characteris-

ing its nearest allies, and thus preserves all the
essential features of an ordinary quadruped.
It owes its height mainly to the enormous
elongation of two of the bones of the legs.

Coupled with a corresponding lengthening of

the vertebrte of the neck. As in all its kin-

dred, the lower segment of each leg of this

animal forms a cannon-bone, the nature of

which has been explained above, and in the fore-limb it is the bone
below the wrist (connnonly termed the knee), and the radius abo\-e the
latter, which have undergone an elongation so extraordinary as to make

The GinAFFE,
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them quite unlike, as regards proportion, the corresponding elements in the
skeleton of an ordinary Ruminant, although retaining precisely the same
structure. Similarly, in the hinder-limb, it is the cannon-bone below the
ankle-joint, or hock, and the tibia above, which have been thus elongated.
To one unacquainted with anatomy, it might appear that a giratie and a hip-
popotamus would differ greatly in regard to the number of vertebra3 in the
neck ; but, nevertheless, both conform in this respect to the ordinary
]Mammalian type, possessing only seven of such segments.

Other noticeable features in the organisation of the girafie are the large size

and prominence of the liquid eyes, and the great length of the extensile

tongue ; the former being designed to give the creature the greatest possible

range of vision, -while the extensibility of the latter enhances the capability
of reaching the foliage of tall trees afforded by the lengthened liuibs and
neck. In com2:)arisou with the slenderness of the neck, the head of the giraffe

appears of relatively large size ; but this bulk, which is probably necessary
to the proper working of the long tongue, is conqiensated by the extreme
lightness and porous structuro of the bones of the skull. Somewhat stiff

and ungainly in its motions—the small number of vertebrae not admitting of

the graceful arching of the neck—the giraffe in all its organisation is admirably
adapted to a life on open plains dotted over with tall trees, upon which it

can browse without fear of competition by any other living creature. Its

wide range of vision affords it timely Avarning of the approach f>f foes ; from
the effect of sand-storms it is protected by the power of automatically closing

its nostrils ; while its capacity of existing for months at a time without
drinking renders it suited to inhabit Avaterless districts like the northern part
of the great Kalahari desert. Althougli capable of withstanding the want of

water for a long period during the summer, the giraffe, when opportunity
offers, will drink long and fre(juently ; but it is certain that for more than
half the year, in manj^ parts of Southern Africa at least, it never takes water
at all. In certain districts, as in the Isorthern Kalahari, this abstinence is,

from the nature of the country, involuntary ; but according to Mr. Bryden,
the giraffes living in the neighbourhood of the Botletli River—their only
source of water—never drink therefrom throughout the spring and winter
months. When a giraffe does dnnk, unless it wades into the stream, it is

compelled to straddle its fore-legs far apart in order to bring down its lips to

the required level, and the same ungainlj' attitude is perforce assumed on the
rare occasions when it grazes.

Absent from the countries to the north of the Sahara, as well as in the great

forest regions of the Avest, which are unsuitable to its habits, the giraffe at
the i)resent day ranges from the North Kalaliari and Northern Becluianaland
in the south, through such ])nrtioiis of Eastern and Central Africa as are
suited to its mode of life, to the Southern Sudan in the north. Unhappily,
however, it is almost daily diminishing in numbers throughout a large area
of Southern and Eastern Africa, and its distributional area as steadily

shrinking. Whether it was ever found to the south of the Orange River and
in the Cape Colony may be doubtful, although tlieie are traditions that it

once occurred there. Apart from this, it is definitely known that about the
year 1813 these animals were met with only a little to the north of the last-

named river ; while as late as 183G they were still common tliroughout the
Transvaal, and more especially near the junction of the INIarico with the
Limpopo River. Now their last refuge in these districts is the extreme
eastern border of the Transvaal (where only a few remain), and the district
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lying to the north of Bechuanalancl and known as Khanias country, cr
Bawangwato, together witli the Northern Kahihari. Even here, however,
their existence is threatened, as there is a proposal to put down tube-wells in

the Kalahari, which, if successfully acct)niplisl)ed, will open u-p the one great
stronghold of the animal to the hunter. Unless, therefore, efKcient and
prompt measures are taken iov its protection, there is much reason to fear

that the giratl'e -will ere long be practically exterminated from this part of

Africa, although it will doubtless long survive in the remote districts of the
Sudan and Kordofan.
Although closely allied to the typical hollow-horned Ruminants, the prong-

buck, or prong-horned antelope {Antilvcapra avicricana) is regarded as repre-

senting a distinct family, on account of the circumstance
that not only are the sheaths of the horns branched, but The Prongbuck.
that they are annually shed, and their place taken by new —Family
sheaths, which have been growing up beneath the old ones. Antilocapridiv.

In size, the prongbuck may be comj^ared to a fallow-deer,

although its form is lighter and more elegant. It has no lateral hoofs ; the
horns are present usually only in the males; the ears are rather long and
pointed ; and the tail is short. There is a thick mane of long hair on the neck,

and the general colour is chestnut; but tliere is a white patch on the rump,
and white bars on the throat, Avhile tlie lower portion of the flanks, to-

gether with the under-parts, are likewise white ; the compressed and
scimitar-like horns being black. Prongbucks are inhabitants of the open
plains of Eastern-Central North America, where they associate in herds,

which may freijuently be of large size.

The last, and at the same time by far the largest family group cf the
Ungulates, is that of the hollow-horned Ruminants, or Boridit.; under which
title are comprised antelopes, goats, sheep, oxen, etc.

Almost the whole of the members of this great assemblage Hollow-liorned
are inhabitants of the Old World, the only American forms Ruminants.

—

being the Rocky Mountain goat, the bighorn sheep, musk- Family Bovidiv.

ox, and American butlalo, and all these confined to the

northern half of that continent. Indeed, there is little doubt tJiat the
ancestoi's of at least three of these were immigrants from the Eastern Hemi-
sphere ; and there is no evidence
that South America was ever the
home of any member of the

group. The essential feature

of the hollow-horned Ruminants
is the presence, in one sex at

least of all the existing forms,

of a pair of unbranched horns on
the upper part of the head, com-
posed of an underlying core of

bone, covered with a hollow,

horny sheath, which is never
shed. None of these animals
ever have upper canine teeth ;

and the lateral metacarpal and
metatarsal bones C'f the feet are
invariably absent, although lateral hoofs are not unfrequently present. In
many cases the tear-pits, or larmiers, so cJiaracteristic of the deer, are

Fig, 83,—PiioNOBUCK {Antilocapra amerlcana).
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Fij. 84 —BuiiVLiNE Ayr ELOPE (Bubulis)

absent from tlie face ; and in sucli cases the underlying region of the skull is

fully ossified, while, when those glands are developed, the unossitied space
in the skull below each eye is generally of less extent tlian in the Cerv'uhe.

The tirst and least specialised

group of the family includes the
animals commonly known as
antelopes, which are arranged,
under a very large number of

genei-a, and pass imperceptibly
into tlie goats. Although no
definition can be given of an
antelope, as a rule these animals
have comparatively long necks,

and are of more or less light

and graceful build, while their

bony horn-cores are generally

solid throughout. By far the
great majority of antelopes in-

habit the open plains of Africa

south of the Sahara, but there

are none in Madagascar, while
Burma and the Malayan countries only possess a few forms, which may be
regarded as intermediate between the true antelopes and the goats. The
well-known hartebeests (Bubalis), so remarkable on account of their long,

solemn-looking faces, are the typical representatives of a section comprising
two genera, all of which, with the exception of one species of hartebeest, which
is Syrian, are confined to Africa, and mostly to the regions lying south of

the Sahara desert. All are of comparatively large dimensions, and generally

have the withers considerably taller than the rump. Horns of moderate
length are present in both sexes, and are either lyre-shaped or recurved,

with their bases more or less closely approximated ; the muzzle is naked;
there is a small, tufted gland below each eye; and the tail is comparatively long.

In the skull there are no large pits in the forehead, nor any unossified spaces

below the eye-sockets ; and the upper molar teeth have very tall and narrow
crowns. The typical hartebeests, of which there are several species, ranging
from Syria and Algeria to the Cape, are characterised by the great height of the

withers, the great length of the head, which has the horns placed on a kind
of crest at its summit, and the sudden backward flexure of the extremities

of the horns. The horns themselves are compressed and ringed at the base;

the muzzle is narrow, and the tail hairy. In certain other sj^ecies the above-

mentioned features are less strongly developed ; and in the blesbok
(B. albifruns) and bijutebok {B. pycjcmjus) the horns are lyrate, the crest on
the top of the head much less strongly marked, and tlie withers lower. In
consequence of these differences many writers separate the latter animals
under the name of DamaUscns. The strange-looking wildebeests, or gnus
{Connoch(i'les\ differ from the hartebeests by their shorter liead and broad and
bristly muzzle, as well as by the heavily-maned neck, and in the conforma-
tion of the horns. The latter, which are situated on the vertex of the skull

and approximated at their bases, are nearly smooth and cylindrical, and curve
outwards, or outwards and downwards, with their tips bent upwards. The
hoofs are remarkable for their extreme narrowness, and tlie elongated

sweeping tail is clothed with a mass of long hairs. Whereas the females of
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the hartebeests veseinblc sheep in luiving but two teats, those of the wilde-
beests aj^ree witli cows in possessing four. Tlie two species of wildebeests
are chiefly remarkable for the strange gambles and antics in which they
indulge, especially when the herd is approached by travellers. They are
frequently found in company with zebras.

The African duikerboks (Cc}>}i(do})huti), most of which are exceedingly
diminutive and graceful little creatures, although two species from the west
coast are of much larger dimensions, form the typical representatives of the
second section. In all these the horns ars short and simple, without ridges,
and are developed only in the males. There is a more or less elongated
gland beneath each eye ; the muzzle is large and naked ; the tail is short; and
the teats of the females are alwaj-s four in number. The upper rnolar teeth
have broad, S(piare crowns; and in the skull there are no pits on the fore-
head, and no Assure beneath the socket of the eye, although there is a deep
depression in the bones of this region. The duikerboks are characterised by
having a tuft of long hairs between the small horns, which are situated far
back on the forehead, the gland below the eye taking the form of a narrow
slit or a row of pores, and the tail being very short. The nearly allied four-
horned antelope (Tetraceros qiiadrirornis) of Peninsular India is sufficiently

distinguished by the males generally carrying two pairs of horns, of which
the front ones are very minute.
More numerously represented is the Ccrclcajirine group of antelopes,

which comprises several genera, with species of large or medium size, confined
to Africa south of the Sahara. In these the horns are confined to the males

;

the gland below the eye may be either large, rudimental, or wanting ; the
muzzle is either hairy or naked ; the tail is short ; and the upper molars are
narrow. There is usually a large uriossified space in the skull below the eye,
and also distinct pits on the forehead.

According to the recent classification of Messrs. Sclater and Thomas, a
number of small African antelopes generally included in the Ccrcicajirirue arc
entitled to form a section by themsehes (Na)ujtmyi)ia). Of these the six
sjjecies of the genus Maduqva—among which the Abyssinian Salt's antelope
{M. saltiana) has been longest known—are very small antelopes characterised
by the production of the hairy muzzle into a more or less marked proboscis,
and the presence of a tuft of hair on the crown of the head. In three of
the species, among which is the one named, the last lower molar has no
third lobe at its hinder end, and the proboscis is relatively short. Nearly
allied is the royal antelope (2\a.n(ifra(n(s 2^l!<jma-Ks) of Guinea, the smallest
member of the entire family, sufficiently distinguished by the smooth crown
of the head, the presence of a small naked area on the muzzle, and the
minute horns. Another genus, which includes the Zanzibar stcinbok
(Ncsutratjus moscJiatu.'^ and N. Uvingstoniaiiiis, differs from the last by the
larger horns. The true steinbok (Piaphiceros campcsfr's) agrees with the two
last genera in the absence of lateral hoofs and of tufts of hair on the knees,
but ditfers by other cliaracters which are regai'ded as entitling it to form a
genus apart. More distinct is the South African oribi {Oribia scnparia),

Avhich has both lateral hoofs and tufts of hair at the knees. From all these
the well-known klips2:>ringer {Oi-cotragus saltator), which ranges along the
east coast from the Cape to Abyssinia, and hns the habits of a chamois, differs

in the form of the skull, the thick, brittle hair, resembling that of the musk-
deer, and the clumsy hoofs. In the skull of both genera there is a deep pit

below the eye. Among the typical Cervicaprines, tlie rehbok {Pclca capreda)
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of South Africji is ;i hir^fei" uniformly-colouivJ animal, with small, compressed,

upright, and scarcely diverging horns ]ilaced over the eyes, a large bare part

to the muzzle, and no depression in the skull below the latter. It is an in-

habitant of open, sandy districts, and may be compared in size to a fallow-

deer. Still larger is the handsome water-buck and its allies, constituting

the genus Qohns^ characterised by the long sub-lyrate horns of the males,

which are ringed nearly throughout their length, the large portion of the

muzzle that is devoid of hair, the deep hollow in the forehead of the

skull and the absence of a depression below the eye, the gland being
rudimental. The tail is long, ridged with hair above, and tufted at the end ;

and the colour of the fur uniform. In most species the hair is long and
coarse ; and all frequent the neighbourhood of water. The three representa-

tives of the allied genus Ccrvirapra may be distinguished by the short and
bushy tail ; and also by the circumstance that the premaxillary bones, which
from the extremity of the nuizzle, do not extend upwards to join the nasals.

The best known of these is the South African reitbok (C. ((runilineum), which
stands nearly a yard at the withers, and is of grizzled ochre colour.

The typical, or Antilopiiie, section is also a large one, and includes the
gazelles and certain allied forms which are mostly inhabitants of sandy or
desert districts. The horns, Avhich are usually restricted to the males, are

generally either comi)ressed and lyrate or recurved, or cylindrical and spiral,

with well-marked rings on their lower portion. The muzzle is covered with
short hairs ; the short or moderate tail is compressed and hairy on its upper
surface ; and the upper molars are narrow, and resemble those of the sheep. In
the skull there are generally large pits in the forehead, and a depression below
the eye. Perhaps the handsomest member of the group is the Indian black-

buck (A)dilopc cervicaprit). which is the sole representative of its genus, and
easily recognised by the deep blackish hue of the back and head of the atlult

males, and the beautiful spirallj'-twisted and ringed horns ; the gland bi-luw

the eye being very large. The pala (^1^pm\'rot<) and its otlier African allies

have the horns compressed, widely divergent, and ringed only tit the base
;

and ditt'er from the black buck by the absence of a gland on the face, and of

lateral hoofs to the feet. A clumsily-built and somewhat sheep-like antelope
from the Asiatic steppes, known as the saiga {Sidgd fatatica), is one ()f two
genera characterised by the large and pufly muzzle, this feature being most
developed in the present form, in which the nostrils open downwards.
There is a small gland on the face, lateral hoofs are present, and the female
has four teats. In the males the horns are short, lyrate, ringed, .and yellow
in colour. The Tibetan chiru (Pantholops hodijsoni) ditiers from the last in

the nostrils opening anteriorly, and in the form of the horns ; the latter

being very long, erect, compressed, sublyrate, and ringed in front for two-
thirds in length, while their colour is deep black. There is no gland on the
face, and the female has only two teats. These beautiful antelopes are found
in herds on some of the most elevated regions in the world. The largest

genus of the group {Gazella) is represented by the beautiful gazelles, which
are mainly confined to the desert regions of Africa and Asia, ahhough the
aberrant springbok is found on the plains of the Cape Colony and adjacent
districts. All the gazelles are noticeable for their elegant build, and their

more or less sandy coloration, while the majority differ from the foregoing
members of the section in that horns are developed by both sexes. Nearly
all the species are characterised by having a white streak, bordered by a dark
line, running down the face from each horn to the nostril, so as to isolate a
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dark central patch on tho muzzle. TIio gland below the eye is small and
concealed by hair, and the knees generally carry tufts of long hair. The
sprinj^'bok (^'. encliorc), remarkable on acc(junb of its habit of taking leaps in

the air, and also from the enormous herds in which it was formerly found,
differs from all tho rest of the gazelles in having an erectile crest of long,

still", white hair running down the back. Clarke's gazelle {Aymnodorcaa
cUtrkei), from Nortliern Somaliland, is distinguished by the regular upwards
and forwards curvature of the horns of the males, which are ringed in part at

the base ; the females being hornless. The skull is intermediate between that

of the preceding and following genus. Waller's gazelle {LUItocrdnius indleri),

which is an East African form ranging from the Kilimanjaro district to

Somaliland, represents another genus by itself. The females are hornless,

but in the males the horns are ei-ecb and curved forwards in a hook-like

manner ; while both are characterised by the extraordinary neck, which
gives to the animal almost the appearance of a small giratt'e. The genus is,

however, best characterised by the solid structure of the skull. The small

Somali Dorcatragus seems to be another aberrant gazelle.

The next group of antelopes, which are common to Africa and Arabia, are

best characterised by the upper molar teeth being structurally similar to

those of the oxen. In these teeth the crowns are very tall and broad,

so as to form an almost S(iuare section, while, on their inner side, they
have a narrow additional column superadded to the four large normal cres-

centic ones. All these antelopes are of very large size, and both sexes are

provided with long horns, which are placed immediately over or behind
the eyes, and are recurved, straight, or subspiral in form. The muzzle
is hairy, there is ho gland below the eye, and the long, cylindrical

tail is tufted at the extremity. In the skull there are no distinct pits on the

forehead, there is no depression below the eye, and only a very small

unossitied slit in the same region. The handsome recurved horns, rising

vertically from a crest above the eyes and sweeping backwards in a scimitar-

like sweep at an obtuse angle to the profile of the face, serve aba glance

to distinguish the sable-antelope (llippotragus niger) of South Africa and
its near ally the roan antelope (//.

eqxituis). In both these large and
splendid animals, as well as in a

kindred species from the Sudan, the

horns are ringed nearly to their tips,

the sable-antelope being one of the

few members of the tribe which have
the whole upper-parts, swe some white
streaks on the face, a deep, full black.

In all these antelopes the neck is

furnished with an erect or curving
mane, and the tip of the tail is strongly

tufted. The gemsbok of South Africa

is the type of an allied genus ((Jrijx),

ranging not only over the whole of

Africa south of the Sahara, but also

found in Syria and on the shores of the

Persian Gulf. Here the horns are long, slender, and ringed at the base, but
may be either straight or somewhat curved backwards, although in all the

species they arise behind the eyes with their direction at first in the plane of

Fi(j. 85. —Sabi,k-Antklope

{llippotragus nijcr).
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the face. The m.xno on the nock is shorter and the tail longer and more
hairy than lu thu last genus. The general hue of the hair in the oryx is grey

or tawny, with black markings on the face and legs ; and, although somewhat
ungainly in build, they are all decidedly handsome aniaials, the typical

species standing about 4 ft. at the withers, and its horns often exceeding a
yard in length. Oryxes are inhabitants of open sandy plains, where they
associate in small herds. The third genus of the group is the addax (Addax
ii'jsumacnlatii'i) of the deserts of North Africa and Arabia, which ditfers from
the last by the horns being subspiral and lyrate, and also by the heavy inane

of long hair on the neck and throat, and the presence of a tuft of hair on the

throat, the general colour of the hair being whitish.

The last, or Tragdajihine, section of the true antelopes comprises several

genera of large-sized forms, all of which, save one, are iidiabitants of Afiica

south of the Sahara. The horns, which are usually contined to the male sex,

are not ringed, but have a ridge at least on the basal portion of the front

surface, and are generally twisted in a spiral, with the front ridge curving
outwards from the base. The muzzle is naked, and there is a small gland
below each eye. The skull has a small unossitied fissure, but no depression
below the eye, and there is very generally a p^ir of pits on the forehead.

The upper molar teeth are broad, but may have either tall or short crowns.
A very characteristic, although by no means universal, feature of the group
is the marking of the body by vertical white stripes. In India the group
is represented solely by the well-known m'lgai {Boselaphtis tra(j»camclns),

characterised by having the hind limbs much shorter thin the front pair,

the short horns—which are placed behind the eyes—ridged and triangular at

the base, and nearly straight, the naked portion of the muzzle large, the
ears small, and the upper molars tall, with an additional column on their

inner sides; the body being uniformly coloured. Nilgai, which may be
found either in jungle or open country, generally associate in small herds,

although the bulls are often found singly. In all the other members of the
group the fore and hind limbs are of approximately equal length ; the horns
are long, ridged throughout, and twisted into a spiral; while the naked
portion of the muzzle is of small extent, and the size of the ears large. The
molar teeth are short-crowned, and the body is generally striped. Perhaps the
handsomest of all are the two African species of kudu, constituting the genus
Slrepsiceros, in which the horns of the males are situated behind the line of the
eyes, rising in the form of an open spiral, with their front ridge very strongly

marked, at an obtuse angle to the plane of the face. The neck is fringed with
a mane, the tail relatively short, the body marked with vertical white streaks

descending from a spinal stripe of the same colour, and the hoofs short. In the
skull there is a deep hollow, with pits, on the forehead, and a large unossified

space below each eye. O: the two species, the true kudu {S. kndv) ranges
from South Africa to Abyssinia, while the much smaller, lesser kudu {S.

imhcrhis) is confined to Sumaliland and the Kilimanjaro district. Of the
former splendid animal, Mr. Bryddon, in the Asian newspaper of November,
1894, writes as follows :— " The kudu bull stands 5 ft. or a little more at the
withers. Its genei-al colour varies from rufous grey to almost blue, and
especially in the older animals this bluish colouring will be found predominat-
ing. Along the spine runs a white streak, and from this thin white stripes

extend transversely across the body towards the belly. Just under the eye
on either side is a clear white band which meets on the front of the face

;

•while upon the cheeks two or three circular white spots are to be found. The
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head is neab, game-like, and altogether be:\utiful, and ia sunnounted by tall

spreading spiral hums of great weight and size, wliich diminish ia ^erkscrew-

like furniatiun to sliarp jiuiuts. Tho greatest recorded length of p, kudu'3
horns appear to bo 3 ft. Di; in. in a straight line ; over the curve 5 ft. |in.

The greatest length of tho horns of a lessor kudu in a straighi; line is

2ft. 1| in. ; over tho curve 2ft. 7^in. Thero are often gre;*i and striking

diiJ'erences iu the spread of kudu horns. Fine speciniena will sometiniej

spread between the tips as much as nearly 3 ft. 9 in. Other and equally fin.'j

horns will only spread a little over 2 ft. But whether widespread or closer in

growth, the effect of these magnificent spiral horns ia e(iually grand. Tho
eyes are large and very beautiful. The ears are of a light brown colour, and
very large and spreading. The hearing of this antelope is marvellously acute,

and the great, yet delicate, e irs are manifestly exactly fitted for tho arrest of

(he slightest vibration of sound. The senses of smell and sight are also

exces.'iivcly fine, and, united to its preternatu rally sharp hearing and general

suspiciousness, render the kudu usually a very ditiicult animal to approach or

surprise. The neck of th-e male is strong, shapely, and well fitted to support
the weight of tho immense horns. The chin is white. From tho throat to

the dewlap extends a long and handsome fringe of white and blackish-brown

hair, which adds not a little to tho handsome appearance of tho antelo-pe.

The neck also is slightly maned. Tho legs are strong yet slender, clean, and
beautifully formed, terminating in shapely feet, which give a dainty spoor,

shaped like the ace of hearts. The kudu spoor is, indeed, one of tho most
perfect imprints of all African beasts of cha^'o. In length this animal
extends some 9 ft. The withers, as in so many other examples of African

fjamo, are high ; the body is stoutly formed, and in general contour not

unlike that of a Highland stag. Tho hair is, however, much closer and
finer than the red deer's. The tail is about 2 ft. long, terminating in a point.

The general port and demeanour of this antelope is exceedingly noble ; and
the magnificent carriage of the head, surmounted as it is by the great spiral

horns, is one of tho finest things in nature. The female, lacking as she is iu

horns, cuts a much poorer C'gure than her lord ; and her ears, unrelieved by
the fine spiral horns, appear far nioro prominent and remarkable. Tho
calves are beautiful little creatures, of a bright rufous colour, strongly lined

with white. Tho cows have only one calf at a time, usually between
September and November—the favourite calving period with most South
African antelopes. Tho kudu feeds more upon tho young leafage and
sprouting greenery of bushes, shrubs, and trees, than upon grass. Its

favourite browsing-ground is bush and woodland, the stony slopes of hills,

and well-bushed mountain-sides. In these haunts this antelope is diflicult of

approach, and oflVra very excellent stalking. In countries not much shot

over, however, the kudu may bo occasionally surprised at quito close

quarters. In woodland and bushy country the pace of the kudu, considering

the weight and size of its horns, and tha dilHculties and obstacles of covert,

is surprising. In hill country it is wonderfully active and will jump magnifi-

cently ; upon open ground, however, where it occasionally strays, it may be
ridden down without much trouble, and upon the flat its gait is laboured and
somewhat slow. This antelope is gregarious, and runs usually in parties of

from five to eight ; occasionally, however, larger troops, numbering as many
as twenty individuals, are encountered. In the denso forest south of tho

Botletli river, while hunting girafte, I startled a troop of fifteen apon one
occasion. The hide of the kudu ia one of the most valuable of all South
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African antelopes ; it commands a Iilgli price and is much sought after.

From it are manufactured velschoens (shoes), leather thongs, whip-lashes,

and even harness. The hide is thinnish, but excessively tough. I have
seen a complete set of Cape cart harness made of kudu hide, which was
smart-looking, serviceable, and of everlasting wear. The tle.sh is excellent

and well-tasted, and the marrow bones are esteemed a very great d;iinty by
hunters and natives in the interior. The kudu is widely distributed. Its

range extends be5'ond the Zambesi into Central Africa, and it is found as far

north as Somaliland and even Abyssinia. It has a variety of native names
even in South Africa. The Bechuanas call it tolo ; the Matabele, e-bala-

bala ; the Makalakas, e-zilarwa ; the Makobag, unzwa ; the Masarwa bush-

men, dwar ; the Mashunas, noro. In North-east Africa the Somali name is

godir ; while upon the Lower Zambesi it is goma.

"

Nearly allied to the kudus are the numerous African species of harnessed
antelopes ( Tragelapli us), most of which are distinguished by the smaller number

of spiral turns in the horns, although
one species comes so close in this

respect to tl;ie kudus, that it may be a

question whether all should not be
included in a single genus. The
harnessed-antelopes take their name
from the white stripes or rows of

s])ots with which the bodies of nearly

all are adorned, some of them being
remarkable for the extreme brilliancy

of their coloration. Wheieas the
splendid T. enryrerus of West Africa,

conspicuous for the brilliant chestnut
ground colour of its coat, is only

i^'tj;. 86. —Harnessed-AsTELOPB second in size to the kudu, the guib
(Trajelaphus (uhjasi). {T. scrlptus) does not exceed a goat in

height. Two of the species, one of

which is the well-known sitatunga or nakong (T. sj^ekci) of South Central
Africa, have their hoofs remarkably elongated, and spend their time in

marshy situations, where they will conceal themselves by submerging the
whole body except the tip of the muzzle. The largest of all antelopes are
the two African species of eland (Orias), which differ from the other members
of the present section by having horns in both sexes, while they are further
distinguished by the close, corkscrew-like spiral of these appendages.
Although in one variety of the common species they are fairly well marked,
as a rule the white stripes on the body are indistinct or absent. There are few
handsomer antelopes than a large eland bull, with its fine dewlap, full tuft

of dark brown hair on the forehead, slight mane, and generally pale tawny
hair.

The well-known chamois, gemze, or izard (Rupicapra tracius), which in-

habits all the higher mountain ranges of Europe, and is locally known by the
above-mentioned names, is the typical representative of a section of the
hollow-horned ruminants, in many respects intermediate between the true
antelopes and the goats. Accordingly, they are often spoken of as the
caprine, or goat-like antelopes. As a rule, the horns, which are nearly equally
developed in both sexes, and rise behind the line of the eyes, are short and
wrinkled at their bases, and conical or somewhat compressed in form, with a
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more or less divided backward curvature. Although it may be much reduced

in size, there is generally a gland beneath each of the eyes; the short and
tapering tail is well-haired above, the hoofs are relatively large, and the

whole build is heavy and cliniisy. In form the molar teeth resemble those

of the goats; and the skull generally has a depression, but no iissure, below

each eye. From its allies, the chamois is readily distinguished by the

l)eculiar hooked form of the horns, which rise close together almost vertically

from the forehead, and then curve suddenly back in the well-known hook.

The muzzle is hairy, and the gland beneath the eye small. In height, a

chamois does not stand more than a couple of feet at the withers. Chamois
are inhabitants of the high Alpine regions immediately below the snow-line;

and although they were formerly met with in large herds, in most of their

habitats their numbers have been greatly reduced by Cimstant persecution,

while from some districts they have completely disappeared. Their mar-
vellous ]K)wers of leaping are familiar to all. In the Himalaya, Malay
countries, parts of China, and Japan, the place of the chamois is taken by
the allied but larger and more clumsily-built animals known as serows
{Nemor]i<Tili(s), of which there are several species. From the former they

are readily distinguished by the finely-wi'inkled and sharply-tapering black

horns having no distinct hook at the extremities. The ears are large, the fur

is coarse and long, and the gland below the eye small. The Himalayan
species is found in thick bush at moderate elevations, and is a marvellous

adept at getting over the roughest ground at a rapid pace. Nearly allied are

the smaller animals known as goral (Cemas), of which the typical representa-

tive is met with in the outer ranges of the Himalaya, while other forms
occur in Eastern Tibet, Northern China, and Amurland. They differ from
the serows in lacking a gland beneath the eye, and also in the conformation
of the skull. One of the most remarkable members of the group is the

takin {Budorcas taxicolor) of the Mishmi Hills in Assam, and Eastern

Tibet, which may be compared to a very large, rough-haired, and reddish-

coloured serow, with greatly developed smooth horns, whose size and curva-

ture strongly recalls those of the gnus. Scarcely anything is known of

these animals in a wild state, although they are probably sufficiently common
in their native haunts. Another nearly allied form is the so-called Rocky
Mountain goat {llaploceron montannn)
of North America, which is one of

the very few American representa

tives of the hollow-horned ruminants.
It is likewise one of the few animals
which are permanently whife at all

seasons of the year, its coat being very
long and sha^'gy, and forming a mott
striking contrast to the jet-black horns
and hoofs. The horns, which are set

close together and curve somewhat
backwards, are distinctly compressed
at their bases : the ears are small, and
there is no gland below the eyes. The
most remarkable structural peculiarity about the animal is, however, the
extreme shortness of the cannon-bones in both the fore and hind feet, which
in this respect are quite unlike those of any other ruminants.
The next group of the Bovidn' is formed by the goats and sheep, which are

Fij. S7.—Rocky JIors-TAiN Goat
(Ifaploceroa moniamis).
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BO nearly allied that it is very difficult to distinguish between them. In this

Caprhie section both sexes are provided with horns, but those of the females
are much inferior in size to those of the males. They are usually compressed,
triangular in cross section, and marked with bold, transverse ridges or
wrinkles, while they may either curve backwards or outwards, or may be
spirally twisted. The muzzle is usually completely covered with hair ; the
gland below the eye is either very small or totally absent ; the tail is

generally short and flattened ; and glands are often present between the
hoofs. With the exception of one species of goat, the females have but a
single pair of teats. The molar teeth are characterised by the great height
of their crowns, those of the upper jaw having only four crescentic columns.
In the skull a depression below each eye may or may not be developed.
In the true goats, constituting the genus Capra, the long horns are laterally

compressed, and either curve backwards in a bold sweep, with an outward
inclination at the tips, or are spirally twisted. There is neither a gland
beneath the eye nor a depression of the skull in the same region ; the chin
is more or less distinctly bearded ; the males emit a powerful and
characteristic odour ; and, if glands are developed between the hoofs, these
are confined to the fore feet. The true goats are mainly confined to the
mountains of Europe and Asia, although sparingly represented in Abyssinia,
Eg3'pt, and Palestine. In Europe there are two species, viz., the ibex (C
ibex) and the Spanish ibex (C. pyrenaica), of which the former was confined
to the Alps, but is now extinct in its pure form, although a half-breed

between this and the domestic goat exists in certain districts. Tlie ibex is

easily recfjynised by the bold transverse ridges or knobs or_ the front of its

scimitar-like horns, whereas in the Spanish ibex these are much less

developed, and the curvature tends to become spiral. Mr. A. Chapman writes
that this goat survives in some of the secluded valleys on the Sj^yinish side of

the Pyrenees, and finds a congenial home in the elevated Cordilleras of

Central Spain, especially in the Sierra de Gredos—the apex of the long
range which forms the watei-shed between the Tagus and the Douro, and
continues to Portugal as the Sierra de Estrelha. In the south of Spain the
ibex occurs in the Sierra Morena, and especially in the Sierra Nevada, as
well as the Sierra Bermeja, which runs j)arallel with the Mediterranean

;

but examples from these localities differ somewhat from those of the northern
and central ranges, and Schiniper distinguished the southern race as Capra
Jiispanica. In the Grodos and Nevada ranges the ibex leave the vicinity of

the snow, or, at least, the most rugged and inaccessible ground, after sunset

only, when they descend to feed ; and under no circumstances are they
found, even in winter, amongst forest or covert of any kind ; but in the
lower ranges of the Bermeja and Pa!mitera, -which do not exceed 4800 feet

in height, and where the scrub and even pine trees attain the summit, they
are found comparatively low down, and may be hunted over ground that

looks far more suitable for roe-deer. But wherever found, the races have
one habit in common : they take refuge on the narrowest ledges,

where it seems hax-dly possible that their bodies can pass, and still

further avail themselves of crevices and recesses in the wall of rock.

In the Caucasus there are at least two species of goats, one known
as G. cylindricornis, in which the horns in curvature, smoothness, and
colour are so like those of certain wild sheep as to render it almost

impossible to draw any valid distinction between the two groups.

Of wild goata five well-defined species are recognised from India, four of
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which are not found southwards of the Himalaya. Three out of these are
included in the genus Capr<( ; while the other two have much shorter horns,
and are referred to a second genus. The pasang or Persian wild goat
(C'. a'.gagri(s) is a western form only extending into India on its western side,

where it is met with in Baluchistan and Sind. Ic is easily recognised by the
sharp edge of its scimitar-like horns ; and is considered to be the anci;stral

stock from which the domesticated breeds of g^ab have been derived. The
Himalayan ibex is generally regarded as identical with the ibex of Siberia and
the Thian Shan {C. sihirica), although it has been thought thatit may be distinct.

It differs from the pasang by the front of the horns of the bucks being
tiattened and mai-ked by bold knots. Further information is re(|uired about
a dark coloured ibex from Baltistan, which has been considered to be merely
the common species in its winter dress, but this is not yot ascertained with
certainty. There is also much uncertainty

about an ibex of which three specimens
have been obtained—probably from the

upper Kishanganga Valley in Kashmir
territory—characterised by the marked out-

ward curvature of the horns, and the absence
of knobs except near their tips. The
markhor (C falconeri) is easily recognised

by its spiraTly-twisted horns ; and zoologists

are now satistied that, in spite of the great

difference in the form of the spiral of their

horns, all the varieties belong to a single

species. The two remaining Indian wild
goats are the Himalayan tahr (Hemitragus
jemlaiciis) and the so-called Nilgiri ibex
{Hemitrarjns hylocrlns). Both differ from
the true goats by their comparatively short

horns ; and they are further distinguished

by having a small naked area at the end of

the muzzle. The Nilgiri wild goat differs

from the tahr by having the outer side of its

horns convex, and not passing into a sharp
ridge in front ; while the latter is distinguished from all other goats and
sheep by the presence of four teats in the females. A third species of the same
genus inhabits the Muscat district of Southern Arabia, The sheep {(his)

are connected with the sheep-like goats, such as Capra cyUndrlcurnis of the
Caucasus, by means of the bharal of Tibet and the North African arui, or

Barbary sheep, both of which differ from the more typical representatives of

their genus by the absence of a gland below the eye, and their smooth, olive-

coloured horns; although they resemble other sheep in having glands between
the hoofs of both the fore and hind feet. As a group, slieep are character-

ised by the massive horns of the rams curving backwards and downwards in

a bold sweep, with the tip3 generally turned inwards, while they are usually

marked with more or less ])rominent transverse ridges. Except in the
two species named, their colour is brownish, and there is a small gland
on the face below the eye, with a corresp(jnding shallow depression in the
skull. All the feet have glands between their hoofs; the chin is devoid of

a beard, although there may be a ruff of long hair on the throat; and the
rams have not the unpleasant odour characteristic of the males of the goats.

Fig. Si-". —The Mahriior

(Caj'ia falcuneri).
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Fig. 89. - Pamir-Siikf.p (On's2wli).

Sheep are mainly inhabitants of Central and North-Eastern Asia, one

species just entering the Punjab. In Europe two or three kinds are found

ill the Mediterranean regions, and there is one in the north of Africa, but

no other throughout the whole extent of that continent ; while a single

bpecies inhabits North America. The largest and finest of the group are

the argalis of Central Asia, and
amongst these the most magnificent

is the Pamir-sheep (0. poll), whose
horns are characterised by their

double twist and outward direction.

In the true argali (0. ammon) of

the Altai, and the closely-allied 0.

hodgsoni of Tibet, the horns, al-

though more massive, are shorter,

and form but a single curve. In
these species the wrinkles on the

horns are strongly marked, but in

the bighorns, of which one species

(0. cmiadi'nsis) inhabits the high-

lands of western North America,
while the second (0. nivicola) is

found on the opposite side of

P>ehring Straits in the Kamschatkan Peninsula, these wrinkles are much
less developed, and the depression below the eye in the skull is less deep.

Another group, in which the horns, although well wrinkled, are smaller than

in the argalis, is represented by the sha (0. vignei) of the inner Himalaya,

Persia, and certain ranges of the Punjab (where it is known as the urial), as

well as by the Armenian sheep (0. gmelini) of Asia Minor and Persia, the

smaller but closely allied 0. ophion of the island of Cyprus, and the mouflon

(0. musimoii) of Sardinia and Corsica, easily distinguished by the saddle-

shaped mark on the back ; the three last-named kinds being further

characterised by the absence of horns in the ewes. The two remaining

species, as already said, dift'er from all the foregoing in their comparatively

smooth and olive-coloured horns, and the absence of a gland below the eye

and a depression in the skull for its reception. Of these the bharal {(J.

nahura) is a Tibetan form, with short, bluish-grey fur ornamented with black

markings ; while the arui (0. tragdaphus) of the mountains of Northern
Africa difiers from all the others in possessing a fringe of long hair on the

fore-quarters, and likewise by the greater length of the tail. It is a

remarkable fact that nearly all the wild sheep are short-tailed animals, and
have fur instead of wool ; but, although it is difficult to explain the origin of

the long tail of the domesticated breeds, it is noteworthy that certain African

races have the fleece partaking more of the nature of fur than of wool. In

habits sheep much resemble goats, the young males and females associating

in large flocks, from which the old males often disassociate themselves,

except during the breeding-season. Both groups are exceedingly wary
animals, and both are inhabitants of mountain regions ; but whereas goats

always restrict themselves to rocky and more or less precipitous districts,

wild sheep may be often found on open, undulating, grassy ground like the

Pamirs.
Nearly allied to the sheep is the somewhat larger ruminant commonlv

known as the musk-ox {Ovibjs moschatus), which may be compared roughly
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in point of size to Highland cattle, although its coat ia still more shaggy.
The musk-ox is now restricted to Arctic America and the north of Green-
land, although in a past epoch it ranged over northern Asia and Europe
as far south as Britain. With the
sheep this ruminant agrees in its

hairy muzzle and the general struc-

ture of the molar teeth ; but the
horns are quite peculiar, those of the
adult males being greatly flattened

and expanded at their bases, where
they almost meet in the middle line

of the forehead, after which they bend
downwards by the sides of the face,

and then curve sharply upwards.
"While they are whitish and fibrous at Fio- 90-Misk-Ox (Ovibos moschatm).

the base, at the tips they are smooth
and black, with a nearly circular section. The small and pointed ears are ahnost
buried in the long hair ; the general colour is brown, and the short and sheep-
like tail is completely lost among the hair. In winter a woolly under-fur ia

mingled with the long hair to form an efficient protection against the intense
cold of the regions inhabited by this animal. A peculiar feature of the feet

of the musk-ox is that the two hoofs of each are not symmetrical ; these being
partially covered with hair on the lower surface. In general habits musk-
oxen much resemble sheep, collecting in flocks of considerable size, among
which the proportion of old rams is comparatively small. The musky odour
from which the animal derives its name does not appear to be due to the
secretion of any special scent-gland.

The last, or bovine section of the family, is represented by the buffaloes,

bison, and oxen, all of which may be included in the single genus Bos. All

are animals of very massive build, with a short neck, and the head carried

nearly in the line of the back, the largest members of the whole family being
included among them. From the sheep, the oxen, as the group may be
collectively termed, are markedly distinguished by the conformation of the
tall crowns of the molar teeth. In the upper jaw these have a nearly square
cross section, with a well-defined additional fifth column on the inner side,

and the whole of the valleys and clefts completely filled up with cement.
The horns, which are massive, and nearly as large in the females as in the

males, are placed on the summit of the skull with their bases far apart, and
may be cylindrical or triangular in section, their direction being at first more
or less outwards, after which they turn upwards at and near the tips. They
always lack the transverse knobs of the goats and the wrinkles of those of

the sheep, so that the surface is comparatively smooth, the colour being

dark. Internally the bony cores of the horns, like those of the goats and
sheep, are much honeycombed. In all cases the broad muzzle, in which the

nostrils are placed wide apart, is more or less completely naked and moist

;

there is no gland beneath the eye, and consequently no depression in this

region of the skull ; the bulls usually have an ample dewlap beneath the

throat, the long and tapering tail is generally tipped with a large bunch of

long hair, and there are no glands between the hoofs of either foot. The
udders of the cows are provided with four teats. As in the sheep and g-oats,

small lateral hoofs are retained. The majority of the oxen are confined
to the continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa, but one species of bison

L
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inhabits North America, and a small aberrant form is found in the Island of

Celebes.

The latter species, which is known as the anoa (B. depressicornis), is the

smallest and most antelope-like member of the whole group, having the

short angulated horns directed nearly upwards from the forehead, and the

colour black, with a few white spots on the hind quarters. Another sm ill

but more buffalo-like form (JS. mindorcnsis) inhabits the Philippine Islands,

where it is locally known as the tamarao, but it is not certain whether this

may not prove to be a hybrid between the anoa and the Indian buficilo.

The true buffaloes are characterised by their more or less angulated horns

and convex forehead. Of these, the Indian bufl'ilo {B. bnbalns) has its home
in the Oriental countries, but has been introduced as a domesticated animal
into Egypt and the South of Europe. It is a huge, ungainly brute, with the

long horns flattened and angulated throughout their length ; those of the

bulls being very thick and curving upwards in a crescentic form, while those of

the cows are slender and directed more immediately outwards. In their

habits these buffaloes are essentially marsh-haunting animals, loving to

wallow in the soft, warm mud of such situations. The skin of old animals is

almost devoid of hair. The Cape buffalo {B. caffer) is a very different-

looking animal, with a shorter

skull and horns than the Indian
species ; the bases of the horns
growing together in a kind of

helmet-like mass on the fore-

head, where they nearly meet in

the middle line ; these append-
ages curving downwards at their

origin from the skull, and then
taking an inward direction, while
their tips are almost cylindrical.

The black skin is nearly naked,
but the ears are margined with a
fringe of elongated hairs. In
certain forms from Central

Fig. 91.—Cape Biffalo {Bos caffer). Africa the hairs on the skin are

reddish in colour, and the horns

smaller and less expanded and approximative on the forehead. This form
grades almost imperceptibly into a smaller variety or species known as

B. pnmilus, in which the small horns are very widely separated from one
another at their bases.

The bisons differ from the buffaloes by their cylindrical horns, which are

placed rather low down on the forehead; the latter being very wide and
convex, and the whole skull comparatively short and wide. In the skeleton

the number of pairs of ribs may be either fourteen or fifteen. In place of

the nearly-naked or sparsely-haired hide of the buffaloes, the bisons have an
abundant coat of short, thick, crisp, curly brcjwn hair over the greater part

of the body, while the head, neck, shoulders, and fore limbs are clothed

with a massive mane of longer and darker hair, almost hiding the ears, and
concealing the bases of the horns, as well as shading the eyes. The great

elevation of the withers, as compared with the hind quarters, gives the
appearance of a large hump behind the neck. Of the two species, the
European bison {B. bison) is now confined to the Caucasus, Lithuania, and
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Bome of the adjacent districts, running completely wild in the former area,

but artificially protected in the latter. It appears to be essentially a forest-

haunting animal. Tiie American bison (L\ amerlcanus), locally known as the

buti'alo, is very closely allied, but is of rather smaller dimensions, with lower

and weaker hind-quarters, but a stronger and more massive shoulder, a

greater abundance of long hair on the fore-quarters, and a rather shorter

tail. The range of this splendid animal extended from a short distance

north of the Gulf of Mexico to beyond the Saskatchewan in Canada, and
probably reached almost from the Atlantic to the Pacific sea-board. For
Beven^ years, at least, the Mississippi may, however, be regarded as its

extreme eastern boundary. The countless millions in which bison formerly
roamed over the open prairies are known to all ; but incessant pursuit

and the opening up of the country by railroads, slowly, but too surely,

tended to its complete extermination from the open country. According,

however, to Mr. Theodore Rooseveldt, there are still, and always have been,

small numbers of bison inhabiting the Rocky Mountains northwards from
Colorado, and the depths of the great forests in the sub-Arctic regions beyond
the Saskatchewan River, and these, though locally called mountain-buffalo

or wood-bison, are only a variety of the bison of the plains. For some
years there have been reports of a small herd of bison inhabiting the remote
corner of Val Verde county, Texas, near the Rio Grande border ; and some
time ago a shepherd came upon the herd and counted it to comprise fifty

individuals. Commenting on this, a writer in the Asian newspaper of June
15th, 1895, observes that, "when we consider the enormous area of the

country and the sparse population in the more mountainous and wooded
districts, we find no difficulty in believing that the animal survives in small

numbers, as a denizen of the forest, varying, in accordance with his new con-

ditions of life, from the bison which roamed the prairies in tens of thousands

a quarter of a century ago. And when we consider the physical peculiarities

of the animal, there is reason to think that in the woods the species may hold

its own against m^n and other enemies with better success tlian it did on the

plains. His eyesight is not keen—adefect gravely against him in the open, but
for obvious reasons of much less consequence in the forest. His acute hearing,

of little service on the plains, is invaluable in the woods; and his excellent nose

is equally serviceable in either cise. It would seem as though the bison had
been primarily designed for a sylvan existence. Mr. Rocseveldt observes

that the so-called mountain-butlalo or wood-bison is rather heavier in

body and shorter of limb than his brother of the prairie ; but in regard to

this we have to remember what a recent writer has said of the prairie-bison

in his latter days. Living in a state of perpetuil flight from mounted
hunters he became specialised with wonderful rapidity. His heavy body
became lightei', his legs developed in length, and his whole appearance
acquired a certain 'ranginess,' indicative of the effort of nature to adapt her-

self to changed conditions ; flight was the refuge of the bison in the last days
of his existence as a beast of the plains, and his formation in a few genera-

tions underwent the change compelled by the struggle for life. It is possible

that Mr. Rooseveldt, when comparing the bison of the Rockies with that of

the plains, may have had in mind this latterly specialised animal ; but,

nevertheless, we can well believe that forest existence, more sedentary than
prairie life even in its past peaceful days, is calculated to develop greater

weight of body and brevity of limb. There is no good reason for believing

that the bison now dwelling in the Rockies, sub-Arctic regions, Texas, and,
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we venture to hope, elsewhere, in inaccessible corners of the continent,

varies very markedly from the prairie form. There always have been wood-
land-dwelling members of the species. Bison were indigenous to the tract

of country known as the Yellowstone Park, when it was proclaimed a
national reserve. The park is admirably adapted for a sanctuary. Embracing
an area of some 3300 square miles, and forming, roughly speaking, an oblong
of about 70 miles by 50, not less than 84 per cent, of the whole is forest-clad

mountain, valley, and plateau. The central portion forms a plateau varying
from 7000 to 8500 feet in elevation, and averaging 8000 feet. Here the
indigenous bison finds comparative security, and is steadily increasing in

numbers. In 1884 the bison population of the Yellowstone Park was
estimated at 200 ; in the winter of 1891-92 a snow-shoe party, exploring for

the purpose, found various small herds, which by actual count gave nearly
300 animals, each herd containing a proportion of well-grown calves."

Somewhat intermediate between the bison and the true oxen is the
Tibetan yak (B. gntnnieiis), so invaluable to the inhabitants of the highlands
of the inner Himalaya as a means of transport across those arid and inhos-

pitable regions. While the horns are not unlike those of the bison in form
and position, and the general conformation of the skull is also similar in the

two groups, the yak has the long hair disposed as a fringe from the fore legs

along the flanks to the hind limbs, the tail being also invested with similar

elongated hairs from root to tip. The ribs are fourteen in number ; and
the colour of the wild race is uniformly blackish-brown, although many of

the hybrid domestic breeds are more or less variegated with white. The
male lacks the distinct dewlap characteristic of almost all the other oxen.

Another peculiarity of the yak is to be found in the strange grunting cry

from which its scientific name is taken.
Three species of oxen confined to the Oriental countries constitute what is

termed the Bibovine group. These are characterised, like the true oxen, by
possessing only thirteen pairs of ribs, but are peculiar in having'a more or less

well-marked ridge running down the anterior half of the back, produced by
the unusual height of the spines of the vertebrae in that region. The horns,
which occupy the highest portion of the skull, are somewhat flattened, more
especially at the base, and after inclining outwards for some distance are
then directed upwards. The tail is relatively short, not reaching below the
hocks ; the lower portions of the legs are white, and the general colour of

the males is blackish, and those of the females either amber or blackish-

brown. The largest and handsomest of the three species is the well-known
gaur {B. (janrns)—the bison of Indian sportsmen—which inhabits hilly

forests throughout India, and is also found in the Malay peninsula. The
most characteristic feature of this splendid animal, which attains a height of

fully six feet at the withers, is the large, convex, and forwai'dly-curving

crest between the bases of the horns, communicating a concave profile to

the forehead. The ridge on the back is very etrongly developed, and stops

very sharply with a sudden step-like descent ; and the colour of the female
is nearly similar to that of the male. As in the other members of the group,
the thick coat of hair is short, fine, and remarkably sleek. From this

species the gayal, or mithan (B. frontali!<), differs by the straight line formed
by the ridge of the skull between the widely- sundered horns, and the conse-
quently straight profile of the foi-ehead. The horns diff'er from those of the
gaur in being shorter, rounder, and less curved, their tips having no distinct

inward curvature, while their colour is uniformly black, instead of being
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of a greenish tinge at the b^se. In the males also the dewlap is more
developed, while in both sexes the limbs are relatively shorter and the

colour is blacker. Gayals are kept in a semi-domesticated state in Assam,

Chittagong, and other parts of north-eastern India, but occur wild in the

interior of the Tcnasserim provinces of Burma. From both the above, the

smaller ani'mal from Burma, Java, Balli, and Lombok known as the

banteng (B. bantiny), differs by the more rounded horns, the slight develop-

ment of the ridge on the back, the white patch on the rump of both sexes,

and the reddish-brown colour of the body of the cows.

Lastly, the true, or Taurine oxen are represented by the common ox
(B. tanrus) and the Indian humped cattle (B. iii'Ucits), both of which are now
known only in the domesticated state, although it is possible that the half-

wild cattle of certain British parks may be the more or less modified direct

descendants of the old English aurochs, as the wild ox was originally called.

In this group the spinal ridge characterising the gaur and its allies is absent;

the horns are cylindrical, with their tips inclined backwards, and are placed

at the very extremity of the highest ridge of the skull ; while the forehead is

Hat, and the whole skull much elongated. The tail also is larger, reaching

below the hocks ; and the hoofs are large and rounded, instead of being

narrow and pointed. Probably the original colour of the aurochs was
reddish.

ORDER YII.—SIRENIA.

The Manatis and Dugongs.

Tins and the »following order of mammaU differ from all those hitherto

described in that all their members are adapted for a permanently aquatic

life—that is to say, they never voluntarily leave the water, as do the seals

during the breeding-season. Accordingly, their bodies have assumed a more
or less completely fish-like form, with little or no traces of a distinct neck

;

while the fore-limbs are modified into paddle-like flippers, the hind-limbs

are completely wanting externally, and the tail forms a flattened paddle lying

horizontally in the water. Structural evidences clearly show that both groups

are descended from terrestrial mammals ; and as these creatures have to

come to the surface periodically for the purpose of breathing, the horizontally-

expanded form of the tail-fin is sufticiently obvious ; such an organ being

admirably adapted, by means of a few powerful strokes, to bring its owner
rapidly to the surface. In fishes, on the other hand, which breathe the

atmospheric air contained in water by means of their gills, there is no
necessity for such periodical visits to the surface, and the tail-fin is accord-

ingly expanded in the vertical direction, thus forming a most efficient

propeller for progression in a horizontal plane.

The manatis and dugongs, forming the present order, constitute a very
small group of mammals, all of which may be included in the single family

Manatidce. Having the general fish-like bodily conformation alluded to above,

the sirenians, as members of the present group are collectively termed,
differ in many important respects from the whales and porpoises. One
marked point of distinction is to be found in the circumstance that the body,
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instead of being laterally compressed, is flattened from above downwards.
The head, again, is of an ordinary type, being relatively small in comparison
to the body, with the nostrils placed at the extremity of the muzzle, and the
summit rounded. To meet the exigencies of an aquatic life, external ears

are, however, wanting, and the nostrils are cap'ible of being closed at will

by means of tightly-titting valves, so as to prevent the ingress of water. In
no case is the back furnished with a fin; and the fore flippers may retain

traces of nails, although the whole of their toes are enveloped in a common
skin, while the skeleton of these parts contains no more than the normal
complement of bones to the toes—that is to say, each toe, except the first

(where there are but two), has three joints. The backbone, or spinal column,
differs from that of land mammals, in that none of the vertebra3 in the
region of the haunches are welded together to form a sacrum, such a struc-

ture being unnecessary in an animal devoid of hind limbs, while its presence
would hinder the supple movements of the body so essential in purely aijuatic

creatures. From those of whales and porpoises, the vertebrae of existing

sirenians differ by the absence of thin bony plates at the extremity of each
end of the body, or lower portion of the same ; although these were well
developed in certain extinct members of the order. The manati is remark-
able for the circumstance that the seven vertebrre of the neck, which are so

remarkably constant in the class, are reduced to six. Neither of the genera
have collar-bones, or clavicles, but in all the members of the group the bonea
of the skeleton are remarkable for the extreme solidity and densenesa of

their structure. Great variability is displayed in regard to the dentition ; the
recently extinct species from Behring Strait having no teeth at all ; whereas
in the manatis there is a very full series of masticating organs, which present
a certain resemblance to the molars of the hippopotamus. In no case do the
teeth resemble those of the toothed cetaceans ; and although in the recent
forms milk-teeth are not developed, rudiments of these have been detected,

and in certain extinct kinds such teeth were functional. Similarly, nasal
bones, or those roofing the cavity of the nose in ordinary mammals, have
disappeared in the existing representatives of the group, although they were
well developed in the earlier forms. From these peculiarities it is evident
that the existing sirenians are specialised creatures evidently derived from
land mammals of a more ordinary type. To fit them for long periods of sub-

mergence, both manatis and dugonga have the lungs much elongated, and
extending almost the whole length of the back ; while the blood-vessels are
expanded in certain parts of the body into net-like structures, known as

retia mirabilia, in which pure blood can be held back for a considerable time,
instead of immediately passing onwards to the heart.

As regards their mode of life, the sirenians are inhabitants of large rivers,

estuaries, sheltered bays, and shallow seas generally ; never ploughing
through the water of the open ocean in the manner so characteristic of the
whales and porpoises ; and seldom, indeed, wandering out of sight of shore.

Moreover, instead of having the carnivorous habits so characteristic of the
cetaceans, all the sirenians are exclusively vegetable feeders ; fearing up the
sea-weed and tangle when in the ocean, and other aquatic plants when they
frequent fresh- waters, and masticating them after the manner of a pig either

by means of their powerful molar teeth, or, when these are wanting, with
the aid of horny plates which then invest the surface of the mouth. Both
manatis and dugongs produce but a single offspring at a birth, which is

tended with great care and affection by the mother. When suckling, the
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youn<;j is held between tlie flippers of Lho female parent and pressed close to her
breast, upon wliich are situated the single pair of teats ; and as both parent
and oll'spring Imld their rounded and somewhat human-shaped heads above
water, there is no reasonable doubt that it is these animals that have given

rise to the old legends of mermaids and mermen. The representatives of

both the existing genera are usually found associating in small herds, their

range including the coasts of the warmer portions of the Atlantic Ocean, the

Red Sea, Indian Ocean, parts of the Bay of Bengal, and the seas of Australia.

The northern sea- cow was, however, an inhabitant of colder regions, being
only found in Behring Strait.

The nianatis {Manning), of which there appear to bo three well-defined

species from the tropical coasts of tlie Atlantic, are chiefly fluviatile creatures,

seldom venturing into the ocean, but ascending long distances

up the larger rivers, and being especially abundant in the Manatis.

Amazon. They grow to a length of about twelve feet, and
are heavy, ungainly-looking creatures, with the thick and almost bark-like

skin traversed by a number of fine wrinkles. Although in old age the skin
may be nearly naked, in early life it is sparsely covered with soft hairs.

Externally these animals are specially distinguished by the position of the
nostrils at the extremity of the muzzle, the rounded form of the rudder-like

tail, and the usual retention of three rudimental nails on each of the flippers.

In the front of the jaws no incisor teeth are visible, although in the young
state rudiments exist beneath the horny plates investing this region ; bub
the cheek-teeth, of which eleven pairs are developed in each jaw, are fully

developed and approximate in structure to those of the hippopotamus. As
a rule, however, only six pairs of the latter teeth are in use at any one time,

the anterior ones falling out before those at the hinder end of the series have
cut the gums. In the skeleton the extremity of the skull and lower jaw are

comparatively short and but slightly bent downwards, while, as already

mentioned, there are only six vertebrre in the neck.

The triangular muzzle of the manati is remarkable for the circumstance
that the extremities of the upper lip are developed into a pair of large fleshy

flaps, which can be either brought into apposition with one another or
widely separated, so that the animal can, when they are in the former
position, seize and retain a leaf between them. Commercially, manatis are
valued for their thick hides and the abundant supply of oil yielded by their

fat ; and they have in consequence of late years been greatly reduced in

numbers.
The dugong (Ualicore dxigoncj), which ranges from the Red Sea along the

Indian and Malayan coasts to Australia, may be distinguished externally

from the manatis by the nostrils being situated on the

superior aspect of the muzzle, the concave hinder border Dugong.
of the tail, and the total disappearance of all traces of nails

from the flippers. In the skull the front extremity of both of the upper
and lower jaws are extremely massive and deep, with a very marked and
sudden downward flexure, while the dentition is of a totally different type
from that of the manatis. None of the teeth develop roots, and consequently

grow throughout the life of their owner ; the number in the adult condition

including a pair of upper incisors and five pairs of cheek-teeth in each jaw.

In the males the upper incisors take the form of large downwardly-directed
tusks, partially invested with enamel ; but in the female these teeth never
pierce the gums. The cheek-teeth, which are quite devoid of enamel, and
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Fvj. 02.—DuooNu {Uadcijre dufjuiuj).

equally developed in both sexes, form simple cylinders, increasing in size from
the first to the last, the latter being more complex than those in advance,
and consisting of two cylinders united by a narrow bridge. Although usually

measuring from 5 to 7 feet in

length, dugong grow to as much
as from 8 to 9 feet. In colour

they are generally bluish -grey
throughout, but in some examples
the under-parts are more or less

decidedly lighter. The essential

difference between the dugong
and manatis in the matter of

habits is that the former is essen-

tially a marine animal which
never attempts to ascend rivers,

and its food consequently con-
sists entirely of seaweed of

various kinds. In former days
dugong were met with in herds

comprising hundreds of individuals, which were remarkable for their extra-

ordinary tameness and fearlessness of man. Human greed has, however, done
the usual work, and now their haunts are tenanted only by solitary individuals
or pairs, which are shy and difficult of approach. Dugong oil is valued for

its extremely limpid character ; and in Timor-Laut these animals are hunted
by the natives for the sake of their tusks, from which ear-rings and other
ornaments are manufactured.
To their comparatively wide geographical distribution may be attributed

the escajje of the manatis and dugong from complete extermination ; but the
rhytina, or northern sea-cow {Rliytina gigns), which, at the
time of its discovery in 1741, existed in numbers on the
shores of the Commander group of islands in Behring
Strait, soon fell a victim to the persecution of man. In-

deed, it appears that within less than thirty years from the date when its

haunts were first invaded by Behring's pxrty, the rhytina had ceased to
exist ; and it is now known to us only by certain descriptions and a number
of more or less well-preserved skeletons which have been disinterred from
its former haunts. In size the northern sea-cow vastly exceeded all its

allies, being stated to attain a length of between 20 and 30 feet, with
a weight in some cases of upwards of eight thousand pounds. It was
evidently the most specialised member of the group, teeth being entirely
wanting, and their function discharged by horny plates on the surfaces of

the mouth, while the extremities of the flippers were blunted, and the bones
of the digits apparently wanting. The head was small in proportion to the
size of the body, and the tail was more deeply forked than in the dugong.
So rough and ragged was the thick epidermis of the naked skin, that it has
been compared to the bark of an oak tree, and could only be cut by an axe.

While one account states that the colour of the skin was generally uniform
brown, although occasionally flecked with white, a drawing taken from life

shows alternate dark and light transverse bandings.

Northern
Sea-Cow.
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ORDER VIII.—CETACEA..

Whales, I'orpoises, and DoLrniNS,

Before the doctrine of the adaptation of animals to their natural surround-
ing had become understood, no creatures were a ,e;reater puzzle to naturalists

than the cetaceans, under which title are included whales, sperm-whales,

porpoises, and dolphins. Their lish-like form and marine habits seemed
indicative of their fish-like affinities ; whereas their internal structure,

breathing, and mode of reproduction proclaimed their mammalian kinship.

The latter features ought to have shown at once what their real position in the

zoological scale really was ; but, nevertheless, they long occupied a place

among the fishes. We read, for instance, in an abridged English edition of

Buffon's "Natui'al History," published in the year 1821, that all these

creatures "resemble quadrupeds in their internal structure, and in some of

their appetites and afi'ections. Like quadrupeds, they have lungs, a midriff,

a stomach, intestines, liver, spleen, bladder, and parts of generation ; their

heart also resembles that of quadrupeds, with its partitions closed up as in

them, and driving red and warm blood in circulation through the body ; and
to keep these parts warm, the whole kind are also covered between tiie skin

and muscles with a thick coat of fat or blubber. As these animals breathe the

air, it is obvious that they cannot bear to be any long time under water.

They are constrained, therefore, every two or three minutes, to come up to

the sui'face to take breath, as well as to spout out through their nostril—for

they have but one—that water which they sucked in while gaping for their

prey. But it is in the circumstances in which they continue their kind
that these animals show an eminent superiority. Other fish deposit their

spawn, and leave the success to accident ; these never produce above one
young, or two at the most, and this the female suckles entirely in the manner
of quadrupeds, her breasts being placed, as in the human kind, above the

navel. Their tails also are different from those of all other fish ; they are

placed so as to lie flat on the surface of the water ; while the other kinds have
them, as we every day see, upright or edgeways. This flat position of the tail

enables them to force themselves suddenly to the surface of the water to

breathe, which they are continually constrained to do."

With such a generally admirable account of the leading features of their

organisation, it is marvellous how naturalists could have failed to recognise
the true atlinities of the cetaceans, and continued to class them among
fishes, instead of transferring them to mammals. Indeed, almost the only
error in the foregoing account is the portion relating to the " spouting " of

cetaceans ; this error being by no means extinct among non-zoological per-

sons even at the present day. Instead of the water thrown up in the air

when a whale "spouts" having been taken in at the mouth and expelled

through the nostrils, it is mainly the condensed vapour from the creature's

breath, although when a whale commences to spout or blow before it has
quite reached the surface, a certain quantity of the superincumbent water
is thrown up with the breath.

Cetaceans, then, are neither more nor less than highly specialised mammals
which have assumed a fish-like form in correlation with the needs of a purely
aquatic mode of existence. Although a few are found in large rivers, the
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majority are thoroughly pelagic in their habits, never coming to shore
even for the purpose of breeding, and, in consequence, their fish-like

characters are even more pronounced than is the case with the sirenians.

The tail, or "flukes," which is always more or less distinctly forked, is, how-
ever, as we have seen, expanded in a horizontal, instead of in a vertical,

plane, and in place of the two paired fins of most fishes, cetaceans have
only a single pair of flippers, corresponding to the fore limbs of ordinary
mammals. Although these flippers are conii^letely invested in a continuous
skin without any nails or external traces of digits, internally they contain

the same skeletal elements—albeit, highly modified—as their terrestrial

kindred. There is, however, the important exception that the bones of the
digits are greatly more numerous than in other mammals, although the
number of digits themselves never exceeds the normal five ; this peculiarity

off'ering an important distinction between cetaceans and sirenians. Like
fishes, many members of the present order have a back-fin ; although
this differs from that of the former group in lacking an internal

skeleton. Unlike most fishes, cetaceans have, however, a perfectly naked
skin ; although the general presence of a few scattered bristles, especially in

the young state, around the m(juth, proclaims their origin from fully haired
mammals. And here may be mentioned the very remarkable circumstance
that certain extinct members of the order were furnished with a bony
armour, somewhat comparable to that of crocodiles ; although this does not
permit of our saying that all cetaceans are descended from aimoured
ancestors. In coloration, whales and porpoises resemble most fishes

inhabiting the surface of the sea, such as mackerel and herrings, in that the

upper surface of the body is dark, and the lower light—this being obviously

a protective resemblance, as the dark upper surface, when viewed by
reflected light, harmonises -with the dark waves ; while the light under
surface, when viewed from below by transmitted light, must be scarcely

distinguishable from the bright sky above. As in the sirenians, the external

conchs of the ears are totally wanting, and the aperture of the ear itself is

extremely minute. The eyes also are relatively small, and placed far back
on the sides of the head, which is always large in proportion to the size of the
body. An important difl"erence from the sirenians is to be found in the
position of the nostrils, which may open externally by either a double or a
single aperture ; these being invariably situated on the very summit of the
head, and thus enabling the creatures to commence breathing the very
moment they reach the surface, without altering their rrormal horizontal

position. To prevent the ingress of water while beneath the surface, the
nostrils can be completely closed by a valve or valves. Reference has already
been made to the essential difference between the skeleton of the flipper of a
cetacean and a sirenian ; and it may be added that the vertebrte of the
former have the terminal plates, or epiphyses, which are practically or
entirely wanting in the existing members of the latter group, very strongly

developed. The coat of fat, or blubber, lying beneath the skin, so charac-

teristic of all cetaceans, has been already alluded to ; but it must be also

mentioned that these animals have net-works

—

rd'ia mirnbilia—of blood-

vessels for the retention of oxygenated blood during their descent, which
can be used gradually, and thus enable them to stay below for a longer
period than would otherwise be the case. The two teats of the female differ

from those of the sirenians in being placed far back on the abdomen.
Although none of the porpoises and dolphins attain very large dimensions.
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and some of them are comparatively small creatures, the cetacean order

includes not only the largest of all mammals, but likewise of all living

animals. That they trace their origin back to terrestrial mammals may be

considered beyond all doubt, although from what jmrticular group they are

descended cannot at present be determined. As a rule, the various i)elagic

representatives of the order enjoy a very wide geographical range, although

certain species, such as the Greenland-whale of the Arctic Ocean, and the

pigmy-whale of the Southern Seas, are confined to a relatively small area.

Almost all cetaceans are carnivorous.

Cetaceans are divisible into two great divisions, or sub-orders, known as

the whalebone-whales (Miistarocdi), and the toothed whales {(>Jo>do<:etl) ; the

former group comprising only the single family {Bahinid" ),

whereas the latter is divided into three families. As their Whalebone-

names imply, the most obvious distinction between these two Whales,

groups relates to the absence or presence of functional teeth
;

the absence of teeth in the first group being compensated by the develop-

ment of the peculiar substance known as whalebone, or baleen. In the

young of the whalebone-whales, rudiments of true teeth are, however,

developed beneath the roots of the incipient whalebone, although these sub-

sec^uently wither without having ever cut the gum. Aa the nature and struc-

ture of whalebone is a matter of some interest and importance, a small space

must be devoted to its consideration before entering upon the leading charac-

teristics of the Mystacoceti. Whalebone, then, is a horny substance attached

to the roof of the mouth, from which it hangs by a broad, transversely-arched

base, in the form of a series of parallel, narrow^ elongated triangular plates,

placed transversely to the long axis of the mouth, with their external edges

firm and straight, but the inner ones frayed out into a kind of fringe. The

longest plates of whalebone are situated near the middle of the jaw, from

which point the length gra-^luc-Jly diminishes towards the two extremities,

where they become very short. Whereas, however, in the Greenland-whale

the length of the longest plates varies from some 10 to 12 ft., and the total

number of plates in the series is about 330, in the great rorquals or fin-whales,

the length is only a few inches, while the number of plates is considerably

less. To accommodate the enormous whalebone-plates of the Greenland-

whale, the bones of the upper jaw are greatly arched upwards, and the

slender lower jaw is bowed outwards, thus leaving a large space—both in the

vertical and horizontal directions—the transverse diameter of which is much
wider below than above. When the mouth is closed, the plates of whalebone

are folded obliquely backwards, with the front ones lying beneath those be-

hind them ; but directly the jaws are opened, the elastic nature of this

substance causes it to spring at once into a vertical position, and thus form a

sieve-like wall on both sides of the mouth, the thin ends of the plates being

prevented from pushing outwards by the stiff lower lip which overlaps them.

By elevating its enormous fleshy tongue within the cavity th\i3 formed, the

whale causes the enclosed water to rush out between the plates, leaving such
small creatures as it contained lying dry on the surface of the tongue ready

for swallowing. In structure, whalebone, which, although black in the

Greenland-whale, is white in some of the other species, is of a horny nature,

and grows from transverse ridges on the mucous membrane of the roof of

the mouth; being, in fact, nothing more than an extreme development of

the ridges on the palate of a cow, hardened and lengthened by an excessive

growth of a horny superficial or epithelial layer. The whole of this vast
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horny growth takes place, however, after birth, young whales having smooth
palates, with no trace of the horny plates.

Apart from the presence of the distinctive and characteristic whalebone,
the members of the present group have the following characteristic features

in common. In the first place, the nostrils open externally by two distinct

longitudinal slits, or "blow-holes;" while the internal region of the nose

retains traces of an organ of smell—this, by the way, being another proof

that cetaceans are descended from terrestrial mammals. Distinct, altliough

small, nasal bones partially roof over the nose-cavity of the skull; and the

whole region of this part of the skull retains the normal symmetry. In
order to accommodate the whalebone, the two branches of the lower jaw aro

curved outwards in a bow-like form; while at their front extremities they

are only loosely connected together by ligament. The breast-bone, or

sternum, consists of only a single piece, to which but one pair of ribs

articulate; and all the ribs have but a slight connection with the vertebrpe,

articulating only with the horizontal transverse processes, and not touching

the bodies of the vertebrre. Although the whalebone-whales are represented

by a comparatively small number of species, all these are of large bodily

dimensions, the smallest of them—the pigmy-whale—attaining a length of

some 20 ft.

The most specialised representatives of the sub-order and family are the true,

or right-whales, constituting the genus Bidtf^na, of which there appear to

be two well-defined species. Externally, the right-whales are easily recog-

nised by the enormous relative size of the head, the perfectly smooth throat,

the absence of a back-fin, and the moderate length of the flippers. Their

whalebone, which is black in colour, is proportionately longer and more
elastic than that of any other species, with the exception of the pigniy-wliale;

and for its accommodation the palate of the skull is much narrower and more
highly arched than in other whales, while the branches of the lower jaw are

more bowed outwards. The skeleton of the flippers contains five fully-

formed digits; the vertebrre of the neck, which are reduced to the condi-

tion of thin plates, are completely welded together into a solid, immovable
mass, and the tympanic bone of the internal ear is squared. In conformity

with the arched form of the skull, the margin of the lower lip runs high up
on the sides of the head and is highly convex ; while the size of the opened

mouth is enormous. In spite, huwever, of the huge dimensions of this

cavity, the calibre of the throat is so small that it is a common saying among
sailors that a herring is sufficient to choke a whale. Of the two existing

species, the Greenland-whale (B. mysticKtus) of the Arctic seas is the more
specialised, the head being largrer and the whalebone longer than in its

southern cousin. The latter (i>. an-tralis) is commonly known as the

southern right-whale, and although formerly abundant in the Atlantic, is

nowadays a rare creature. From the right-whales the single species of

pigmy-whale {Ncobakfua), from the South American and Australasian seas,

differs in having a small, hooked back-fin, as it does in its white whalebone.

Whereas the Greenland species grows to a length of from 45 to 50 ft., the

pigmy- whale does not appear to exceed 20. A connecting link between tho

right-whales and the under-mentioned rorquals is afforded by the great Pacific

grey-whale (Tlliachianectcs), in which the throat has a single fokl, and the

back is devoid of a fin, while the whalebone is even shorter and more coarse

than in the rorquals, the palate showing but a slight degree of vaulting, and
the head being relatively small, and the body elongated. The vertebrte of
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the neck are thiclccr than in the right-whales, and mostly free from one
another. In length the female varies from 40 to 4:4 ft., but the male is rather
smaller.

The other members of tlic family are the humpback (Megaptcra) and the
rorquals or finncrs {Lkdo^Hoiitero), in both of which the skin of the throat is

marked by a number of longitudinal flutings or grooves, while the back carries
a fin ; the whalebone being short and ct):ir.se, and usually of a yellowish colour.
The vertebriu of the neck are of considerable thickness, and totally separate

Fi(/. 1)3.- A Fi.v Whale {Bmlcenoptera)-

from one another ; and the tympanic bone of the internal ear is much more
rounded and globular than in the right- whales, its shape somewhat recalling

that of a large cowri shell. In the skeleton of the flippers the number of
digits is reduced to four ; and the head is comparatively small in proportion to
the body, with the jJalate bub slightly arched, and the branches of the lower
jaw little bowed outwards. Another character of the group, as compared with
the right-whales, is the smaller degree of expansion of the tail-fin or flukes.

From the finners, the single species of humpback {Megnpttra hoops) is dis-

tinguished by the relative shortness and depth of the body, which rises above
the level of the back-fin behind the shoulders, and likewise by the extra-
ordinary length of the flippers, which is nearly one-fourth that of the entire
animal. In length the female is about the same as the Greenland-whale.
As a rule humpbacks have the flippers of a pure glistening white ; and when
one of these animals is gambolling, as they often do, it will frequently lie on its

side just below the surface of the water, so that the whole body is concealed.
In this position one white flipper will be seen sticking straight up some 9 or
10 ft. above the water, and when first viewed from the deck of a passing
vessel appears a most extraordinary object, which may well puzzle the
beholder.

The rorquals, or finners, on the other hand, are characterised by the
elongation and slenderness of the body and the comparative shortness of

the flippers, which are pointed at their extremities. The largest member of

the group, as indeed it is of all whales, is the blue, or Sibbald's rorqual
{Balcciwptera sibbaldi), commonly known to the American whalers by the
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name of " sulphur-bottom," which reaches the enormous length of from 80 to

84 ft. The common rorqual {B. mnsculus), frequently stranded on the British

coasts, is also a huge animal, frequently measuring from Go to 70 ft. ; but the

other two species are of inferior dimensions, the smallest being the lesser fin-

whale {B. rostratn), of which the length does not exceed frum 30 to 35 ft.

While some of the species feed largely on cod, others subsist chiefly on cuttle-

fish.

On account of the length and elasticity of the whalebone, and the abundance
of oil yielded by their blubber, from a commercial point of view, the right-

whales are of far greater value than the humpback and tinners ; while their

inferior speed, as compared with the latter, renders them far more easy to

overtake and capture. The southern right-whale was, however, long ago

practically exterminated from the Atlantic by the old Basque whalers ; and
incessant persecution has so diminished the numbers of the Greenland-whale

that comparatively few are now to be met with on the old whaling-grounds.

Consequently, whalers have been compelled to turn their attention to the

less valuable finners and humpback ; and the use of steam vessels and
explosive harpoons fired from guns has rendered their capture far less

difficult than in the days of rowing-boats and harpoons and lances thrown by
hand. Till recently the "fishing" has been mainly carried on in the

northern and sub-tropical seas, but a few years ago four ships were fitted out

for whaling in the Antarctic ; and the following account of what was observed

is condensed from a newspaper report. It is there stated that the right-

whales always come north to the grounds eastward of New Zealand early in

October, and remain till near the end of December. Then they collect in

"schools," and st irt on a south-east course with a speed of about five knots an
hour night and day. Several ships have followed them in this course until

they met with the ice-drift in lat. 50 deg. south and long. IGO deg. west,

where the chase was abandoned. The whales always arrive on the ground

in schools of ten or fifteen, and then separate and pair oS"—or at most one

bull and two cows. It is not thought that the whales, with the exception of

the humpbacks, come north to calve, as they are never seen with any young.

Of late years right- whales have been seen north of 35 deg. 30 min. south lat.

Tinners and humpbacks are always to be found on the "ground," apparently

travelling in a south-easterly direction. The humpbacks come up from the

southward along both the east and west sides of Australia and New Zealand

about the end of May, and continue their course northerly to about lat. 18

dog. south, when they disperse. About the first week of Oct jber they begin

to work their way back south until lost amidst the ice. Experienced whaling-

masters are of the opinion that there must be some place to the southward, as

yet unknown, where the whales assemble in large numbers. A vessel fitted

with an auxiliary screw, it is stated, could follow the whales to their destina-

tion without danger of being blocked by the ice. The right-whale, according

to men who are engaged in the trade at the present time, must be very

numerous in the Antarctic Ocean, as the fishery has never been carried on

there with any constancy and vigour ; whereas in the Arctic Ocean the

whales are looked upon as almost extinct. The southern-whale is not so

large as the Greenland, only yielding from 800 lbs. to 1200 lbs. of bone

—

the length of which varies from 8 ft. to 15 ft.— valued at £1G00 to £1800 a

ton, while the oil, averaging from 8 to 14 tons, brings £28 per ton. The
humpbacks are very numerous off Norfolk Island of late. These whales

measure from GO to 70 ft. in length and yield from 50 to 70 barrels of oil.
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The Australians interested in the success of the trade are confident that a

large industry in whale and seal-tishing could be developed in the Antarctic

seas by auxiliary screw- whalers, Avhich could be fitted out at the comparatively

small cost of £0000 each.

The essential characteristic of the toothed-whales, or Odontoceti, is a

negative one, and consists in the entire absence of whalebone. Very generally,

indeed, teeth are developed, at least in the lower jaw, bub

these may be reduced to a single pair, or even in tlie male Toothed-Whales,
narwhal to a solitary tooth, while in the female of the latter

species thero^are none of any functional importance. Another very well-

marked point of distinctiuu is the single external aperture of the nostrils,

which very frequently takes the form of a transverse crescentic slit, closed by
a Hap-like valve. Then, again, the skull is always more or less unsymmetrical
in the region of the nostrils, and in the existing members of the sub-order the

nasal bones ar-e reduced to mere rounded nodules, taking no share in roofing

the nasal cavity. In certain extinct forms, however, these bones are of more
normal character, and partially cover the chamber of the i-iose. No trace of

an organ of smell is retained by any of the toothed-whales. In the skeleton

the breast-bone, or sternum, is usually composed of several distinct portions,

to which the extremities of several of the ribs are articulated by the interven-

tion of cartilages ; and a certain number of the anterior ribs are articulated at

their upper ends to the bodies of the vertebra?, as well as to the transverse

processes of the same. The lower jaw of a toothed-whale may always be
distinguished from that of a whalebone-whale by the two branches being

nearly straight, of great depth at the hinder extremity, and in front uniting

with one another by a bony union of larger or smaller extent. In all the

members of the group the skeleton of the flippers exhibits five complete
digits. Throughout the sub-order the teeth are always of a simple structure,

having conical or compressed crowns and undivided roots ; and only a single

series is ever developed, the replacement of the anterior teeth, so common
among mammals, being wanting. In number the teeth of many species greatly

exceed the ordinary mammalian series. Observations on foetal cetaceans

have indeed shown that rudiments of a second series of teeth are developed

in the gums, which servo to show that the functional teeth correspond in the

main to the milk-series of ordinary mammals.
Although in the development of Avhalebone and the loose articulation of the

ribs to the backbone the whalebone-whales are clearly more specialised than
the toothed-whales, yet as regards the single nostril and the structure of the

nasal bones the latter group is decidedly more aberrant than the former.

Hence it may be inferred that neither of the two sub-orders is derived from
the other, but that both have grown up side by side quite independently.

It has generally been considered that they are divergent branches from a

common ancestral stock ; but it is possible that they have no sort of genetic

affinity with each other, and have respectively originated from two totally

distinct mammalian groups. More decisive evidence than any yet adduced
is, however, required before the latter view can be definitely accepted.

The largest of all the toothed-whales is the gigantic sperm-whale {Physeter

macroccplidhis), the sole member of its genus, and the typical representative

of a family {Fhyseterida') characterised by the absence of teeth in the upper
jaw of the adult, and the variability, both as regards size and number, of those

of the lower jaw. In all the members of the family the hinder portion of the

skull is much elevated, so as to form either a semi-circular wall, or a pair of
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crests behind the nasal aperture. All these cetaceans are entirely pelagic in

their habits, and feed exclusively or chietly on cuttles and squids. In the
sperm-whale the number of teeth in the lower jaw varies from twenty to

twenty-five pairs ; the teeth themselves being of large size, with pointed
and somewhat curved crowns, upon which there is no trace of enamel. The
head is of enormous dimensions, measuring about one-fourth the total length

Fig. 94.—Thb Sperm-Whale {Physiter macrocexihalu^).

of the animal, and characterised by the abrupt truncation of the enormous
muzzle, the S-liko form of the blow-hole, which is situated somewhat to the

left of the middle line, and the long mouth opening below, and somewhat
behind, the extremity of the muzzle. The skull behind the nostrils has an
enormous cavity, bounded behind by a semi-circular wall of bone of several

feet in height, and containing during life the oily substance which yields,

when refined, the valuable spermaceti. An even more precious product of

this cetacean is ambergris, which, although generally found floating on tho

surface of the ocean, is really a concretion formed in the intestines of the

sperm-whale. It is an amber-coloured substance, generally containing a

number of the horny beaks of the squids on which sperm-whales feed.

Although the female is a much smaller animal, the male cachalot, as the

sperm-whale is often called, grows to a length of between 50 and 60 ft. In
the sperm-whale the two branches of the lower jaw are united in front for

about half their length, but in the much smaller and somewhat porpoise-like

animal known as the lesser sperm-whale {Cogia hreiiceps) the union between
the two branches of the lower jaw is less than half the total length of tho

jaw, and the number of lower teeth is reduced to from nine to twelve pairs.

This whale attains a length of about 10 ft., and differs from the cachalot

in carrying a large back-fin. The flippers, moreover, which in the sperm-
whale are remarkably small in proportion to the size of the body, are here
relatively longer. It is interesting to notice that foss.il sperm-whales
(Physodun) have been discovered possessing a full series of enamel-capped
teeth in both the upper and lower jaw.

Nearly allied to the preceding are the bottled-nosed and beaked-whales,
belonging to a group distinguished by the reduction of the lower functional

teeth to a single pair, the others being rudimentary a'nd con-cealod in the

gum. None attain a large size, and all are pelagic, subsisting almost;
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exclusively on squids and cuttle-fish. The bottle-noses, as typified by the

common IlhjycroiJdoit, rostratus, so frequently stranded on the British coasts,

take their name from the extreme convexity of the crown of the head in the

adult male, which rises abruptly above the base of the short beak. They have
but a single pair of teeth in front of the lower jaw, bub even these are in-

visible in the living state ; and the back, like that of the beaked-whales,

bears a fin. Although the common bottle-nose, which has a very wide
geographical distribution, does not exceed about 30 ft. in length, it ia

valued not only on account of its oil, but likewise for the spermaceti con-

tained in the head. In addition to the large overhanging and unsymmetrical
crests above the nostrils, the skulls of old males have another pair of longi-

tudinal crests on the sides of the base of the beak, which come almost into

contact, and have their front surfaces broad, flat, and rugose. Cuvier's whale
(Choncziphius* cuvicri) difl'ers from the bottle-nose in possessing a pair of large

forwardly and upwardly directed teeth at the extremity of the lower jaw.

From both the preceding the beaked-whales (Mesoplodon) are readily dis-

tinguished by the production of the anterior portion of the skull into a long

cylindrical beak, composed of massive, ivory-like bone ; while they are further

characterised by the pair of lower teeth being generally situated near the

middle of the jaw. These teeth are generally of large size, and more or less

compressed latterly. In one species (M. laij((nli) they are enormously
developed, and of a strap-like form, curving over the beak to such an ex-

tent as in some cases actually to prevent the mouth from being fully opened.
The beaked-whales appear to be solitary creatures, avoiding the neighbour-
hood of the coasts, and thus but seldom stranded. During the Pliocene epoch
they must, however, have been abundant in the English seas, as their solid

fossilised beaks are of common occurrence in the so-called crag deposits of the
East Coast. Arnux's whale {Bcrardins arnnxi), from the seas of New Zealand,
which is the last member of the family, difl'ers from the true beaked-whales
in possessing two pairs of lower teeth. Whereas the beaked whales usually

measure about 15 or 16 ft. in length, this species reaches as much as 30 ft.

A small family of the Odontoceti known as the Plafruiislidic is represented
solely by three small species, two of which are exclusively freshwater, while

the third is an estuarine form. While resembling the
members of the next family in the possession of a numerous Freshwater-
series of teeth in both the upper and lower jaw, they are Dolphins,

distinguished by the length of the bony union between the
two branches of the latter, and likewise by the mode of articulation of the
ribs with the backbone. None of the vertebrpe of the neck are welded
together. The typical member of the group is the well-known susu, or
Gangetic dolphin {Platanii,t(i gongctica), which may often be seen sporting in

the Ganges, Indus, or Bramaputra. This species usually attains a length
of 7 or 8 ft., and is characterised by the long and compressed beak, in

which are crowded a very numerous series of sharply-pointed teeth, the
rudimental back-fin, the fan-shaped flippers, the slit-like form of the blow-
hole, and the minute size of the eye, which is perfectly useless as an organ
of vision. The skull may be recognised by the enormous curving longitudinal
crests arising from the base of the beak, and almost meeting above it. The
food of the susu appears to consist almost exclusively of prawns and bottom-

* This name— originally applied to au allied fossil form— is \ised Ly Cope to replace
Zii^ltuis, on account of the 2)re- occupation of the latter.

ai
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haunting fish, which are raked up from the mud by the long beak. The other

two existing members of the family are South American. One of these is

the inia or Amazonian dolphin (Inm geoffroyemis), inhabiting the upper
portions of the river-system from
which it derives its name, and being

more porpoise-like in form than the

last. The long cylindrical beak has
a number of sparse bristly hairs

;

and its numerous teeth have a

tubercle at the base. Unlike the
susu, the eye is fairly large, and the

flippers are not fan-shaped. Seven
feet is the maximum length of the

Fij. 95.-GANQETIC DoLPHis "^^^^ i"^^, ; Rud the general colour is

(.Platanisia gaiujetica). blackish above and reddish beneath.
From both the preceding the small

La Plata dolphin {Stenodelphis hlainvillei), from the estuary of the Rio de La
Plata, may be at once distinguished by its uniformly buff coloration, which is

admirably suited to harmonize with the colour of the stained water of the Plate
river, and at once proclaims that the species is not of pelagic habits. In size,

this dolphin seldom, if ever, exceeds 5 ft., and is often considerably less.

Unlike both the other species, it has a well-developed back- fin, and the beak
is of great length, and furnished on each side with from fifty to sixty teeth ; the
number in the other genera being about thirty. Another distinctive feature
is to be found in the form of the blow -hole, which forms a transverse crescent,

instead of a longitudinal slit. At certain seasons of the year enormous
numbers of these elegant little cetaceans are captured in the Bay of Monte
Video by the fishermen, who detest them on account of the large quantities
of fish they consume.
The whole of tlie remaining members of the order are included in the

single family Delplnnidce. The majority of the species are of comparatively
small size ; and wliile most are found in the neighbourhood

Porpoises, of coasts where they frequently ascend tidal rivers, a few are
Dolphins, etc. of exclusively fluviatile habits. Many of the genera are

very closely allied, and distinguished mainly by the structure
of the skull, so that in a popular work it is by no means easy to indicate their

distiaictive peculiarities. While the majority resemble the Plntanisthhe in

possessing a numerous series of teeth in each jaw, in two species this is not the
case. From that family theymaybe distinguished by the shorter union between
the two branches of the lower jaw, and also by a diflerence in the mode of

articulation of the ribs to the backbone. In all cases the blow hole is in the
form of a transverse crescent, with the two horns ponuing forwards ; and
very generally from two to four of the anterior vertebra} of the neck are
welded together into a solid mass. One of the most aberrant, and at tlie

£ame time one of the most beautiful, members of the family is the spotted-
narwhal, or sea-unicorn (Monuduii. ononoceros), the males of which carry tlie

well-known spirally-twisted "horn," or tusk, from wliich several of the
names of the species are derived. Exclusively confined to tlie Arctic seas,

where it associates in small "schools," the narwhal belongs to a group of

dol])hins characterised by the blunt and rounded form of the head and the
total absence of a beak. There is no back-fin ; the wide and rounded
nippers are short ; and the colour is dusky, with dark-grey mottlings. The
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single tusk of the males is always the left one, the right remainintr, as a rule,

undevelojitHl in the gum ; but occasionally specimens are found with two
tusks. Besides these tusks there are no other functional teeth in the males,

and the females are toothless. The length of the head and body vaiies from
12 to 16 ft. and that of the tusk bet ween 7 and 8 ft. Allied to the narwhal is

the beautiful white-whale or \m\\\'^i\.{Ddphuinpterus lertcus), which is likewise
a northern form, and also the sole representative of its genus. It may be
recognised by its pure glistening white skin, the absence of a tusk, and the
pi-esence of numerous teeth in the front of the jaws. The beluga, which
congregates in troops of considerable s'ze, is regularly hunted for the sake of

its hide, blubber, and flesh ; the latter being dried and eaten by the Gx'een-

landers and Eskimos, as well as by the sledge-dogs of the latter.

In ordinary language the term porpoise is applied to many of the members
of the present family, but in a scientific sense it is confined to the members
of the small genus Phoca-na, all of which are comparatively small-sized ceta-

ceans, characterised by possessing from sixteen to twenty-six pairs of small,

short, somewhat spade-shaped teeth. In the common porpoise {P. communis)
of the European seas the back is furnished with a well-developed fin ; but in

the Indian species (P. pJiocmioidcs) this appendage is wanting. Porpoises

are the most common and familiar of all cetaceans, their rolling gambols
being well known not only to all those who have made a voyage, but likewise

to visitors to the sea-side. The allied genus CcpJialorltiincInis is typified by
Heaviside's dol[)hin(C licdvisidei), and includes four species from the Southern
seas. They have a conical head, without any distinct beak, and from twenty-
five to thirty-one pairs of small and sharp teeth. The back-fin is triangular

or ovate ; and in three out of the four species the flippers have a characteristic

elliptical shape. Externally their most distinctive feature is the coloration,

the upper-parts being black, and the under surface of the body white, with
the white area terminating on the under side of the tail in a trident, the

lateral prongs of which run obliquely upwards on the flanks a little behind the

back-fin. The Irawadi dolphin (Orcdla Jluminalis), of which a variety, or

perhaps an allied species, occurs in the Bay of Bengal and some of the

neighbouring seas, represents a genus distinguished by the globose, beakless

head, and the small size and number of the teeth, the latter occupying nearly

the entire length of the jaws, and including from thirteen to seventeen pairs

in the upper, and from twelve to fifteen in the lower jaw. They are set close

together, and are conical and pointed in shape, those in the front of the jaws
of the adult males being inclined outwards. The moderate-sized flippers are

broad at the base, and of a subovate contour ; while the back-fin is small and
hooked. From 7 to 7i ft. is the usual length of these dolphins, which are

either blackish or slaty in colour.

From all the preceding the large and strikingly-coloured cetaceans known
as killers, or grampuses (0/T((), difler by the large size of their powerful
conical teeth, which are crowded together, and usually form twelve pairs in

each jaw. And they are further characterised by the great vertical height of

the back-fin. As regards colour, the upper-parts and flippers are black and
the lower surface whitish ; the white area ending on the under side of the
tail in a trident, very nearly the same as in the above-mentioned genus
Ccjjhalorliinichus. Above and behind the eye is a white streak, and there
is a purplish band across the back behind the fin. Killers, of which
there is but a single well-defined species, grow to a length of at least 20 ft.,

and enjoy an almost cosmopolitan distribution, They derive their popular
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Fij- 93.—KiLLEfi (Orcx r/ladtalor).

name from their rapacious habits, and are the only cetaceans which prey on
other members of their own order. One killer has been known to swallow
aeveral entire seals one after the other ; and nob unfrequently several

individuals combine forces to

attack and kill one of the larger

whales, hunting with the per-

severance of a pack of hounds,
\^ hen swimming near the sur-

face of the water, killers may
be easily recognised by the great

•size of the nearly vertical back-

fin. The lesser killer ( Pseudorca
crassidois), which is also cosmo-
politan, and attains a length of

about 14 ft., ditt'ers from its

larger relative by the smaller

size of the back-fin, the pointed
flippers, and the cylindrical

(instead of angulated) roots of

the teeth, as well as by the

uniformly black colour of the
skin. There are generally eight pairs of upper and ten of lower teeth.

Although the name of black-fish would apply equally well to the foregoing,

it is given to the cetacean known scientifically as Giobioceiyhalns melas.

The black-fish is characterised by the extremely short and rounded head, the

almost uniformly black colour of the skin, and the presence of from eight to

twelve pairs of small conical teeth in the front portion of the jaws. The
back -fin is long, low, and thick, and the flippers are relatively long and
narrow. Generally there is a lance-shaped white patch on the throat. In
length, the black-fish, or, as it is often called, pilot-whale, grows to a length

of 20 ft. Whether there is more than one species is somewhat uncertain ;

but, at anyrate, a form inhabiting the Bay of Bengal is distinguishable by the

leduc'.iou in the number of the teeth. As regards habits, this cetacean is the

must sociable of its order, and since all the members of a herd always blindly

follow their leader, enormous numbers are frequently slaughtered at a time.

The last of the beakless group of the family is the rare Risso's dolphin

(Gnoupiisgrisaia), which difl'ers from all the other Ddjjhiiiidiv, save the female

of the narwhal, by the absence of upper teeth, while the lower jaw carries

only from three to seven small teeth towards its anterior end. In general

appearance this species is very similar to the black-fish, although the head is

less decidedly globular, and the flip])ers are rather shorter. It is easily

recognised by the peculiar grey striping and mottling of the skin ; scarcely

any two individuals being quite alike in this respect. This species is almost
cosmopolitan, specimens being stranded from time to time on the British

coasts.

Intermediate, between the beakless and beaked members of the family, is

a genus known as L<tijcnufh.ynchus, which includes the various species of

short-beaked dolphins. Noticeable on account of their strongly-contrasted

black and white coloration, the short-beaked dolphins are characterised as a

whole by the short, ill-defined and somewhat ploughshare-like beak of the

skull, the moderate size of the back-fin and flippers, and the distinct ridges

Oil the tail. The teeth vary considerably both in size and in number ; but,
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cis ill the blackfish, tlie bony uiudii between the two branches of the lower
jaw is short. The sides of the body are always marked by two light-coloured
areas, between wliicli is a band, or a scries of streaks of bhick.

The second group of the family includes the true dolphins and their allies,

in all of which there is a distinctly detined beak, generally exceeding the
brain-cavity in length, and marked off from the hinder portion of the head by
a V-shaped groove. By sailors dolphins are indifferently spoken of either as
porpoises or bottle-noses, which freijuently leads to a confusion between them
and either true porpoises or the bottle-nosed whales. They are divided into

numerous genera, according to the number of the teeth, the relative length
of the beak, and the conformation of the bones of the palate. They are all

comparatively small aniuials, but few exceeding a length of about 10 ft.;

and while most of tlieni are marine, some ascend the larger rivers temporarily,
and others are permanent inhabitants of fresh- waters. Fish of various kinds
constitute the usual prey of dolphins, but it is believed that one species of

the genus Sotalia from the Cameruns district subsists on sea-weed. In the
true dolphins (DelpJi inns), of which there are several species, the beak is of

considerable length ; the flippers and back -fin are long and slightly hooked;
there are from about forty to sixty-five pvirs of sharp teeth in each jaw,
which have an oval section at the base ; and the union between the two
branches of the lower jaw is short. In the bottle-nosed dolphins {Tu7-siv2)s)

the beak is shorter and more tapering, and the number of teeth less, there
being generally from twenty-two to twenty-six pairs. A third genus is

typified by the i-ough-toothed dolphin (Stcno froiitidns), from the Atlantic
and Indian Oceans. Here the beak is greatly elongated, and the bony union
between the two branches of the lower jaw very long ; the rather large teeth
varying from twenty to twenty-five pairs, and being often marked by rough
groovings. Nearly allied are the long-beaked river-dolphins forming the
genus iSutalia, which may be distinguished by their fluviatile or estuarine
habits, and tlie smaller number of vertebne in the backbone ; the teeth being
always smooth, and the base of the flippers very wide. Several of the
species inhabit the Amazon-system, while one is found in some of the Chinese
rivers, and another in the estuaries and rivers of the Cameruns district.

ORDER IX.-EDENTATA.

Sloths, Ant-Eateus, and Armadillos.

The three families of mammals named above, all of which are practically
confined to South and Central America, although one or two wander as far

north as Texas, are the representatives of an order in which all the existing
forms are devoid of front teeth, while the cheek-teeth have no external
coating of enamel, but consist solely of ivory, or of ivory with a layer of
cement. In consequence of this poor development of the teeth, the group is

known by the name of Edentata. To the same group have been commonly
referred the pangolins of the warmer parts of the Old World and the aard-
varks of Africa, but it is nearly certain that these cannot rightly be included
in the same order, and they are accordingly referred here to a group by
themselves. It is rather difficult to give many other characters in addition
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to the absence of front teeth common to all members of the order, but it may
be stated that the cheek-teeth grow throughout life and thus never develop)

roots ; while it is but very rarely that milk-teeth are present, and in only a

single instance do these cut the gum. With the exception of the sloths, in

which they have probably been lost, rfie hinder vertebra; of the trunk have
additional articular surfaces. In their whole organisation the edentates

display" a low type, as is exemplified by the generally small size of their

brains, in which there are usually but few convolutions on the surface.

The sloths, or Bradypodidd', form a sm.all family of edentates specially

characterised by their adaptation to an arboreal life, and differing from nearly

all other mammals by their habit of hanging back-downwards
Sloths. from the branches of the trees on which they dwell. They

are comparatively small, slenderly-built animals, with a
peculiarly rough, shaggy coat, a short, rounded, and almost sperical head,

and inordinately long and slender limbs—especially the front pair

—

terminating in huge, hook-like claws. The small ears are completely buried

among the long fur covering the head ; and the tail is rudimental. The
cheek-teeth, which comprise five pairs in the upper and four in the lower
jaw, form short cylinders, of which the external layer is harder than the

central core, so that by use their grinding surfaces become slightly cupped.
U hereas, however, in the three-toed sloths the whole of the teeth are of

this simple type, in the two-toed species the first pair in each jaw are taller

than the rest and assume a somewhat tusk-like form, with their summits
obliquely bevelled bj' mutual wear. In the limbs the narrow and curved
feet are reduced to the condition of little more than hooks ; the three-toed

forms having three claws on each foot, whereas in the other group
the number of cla-ws in the fore feet is reduced to two. Although
admirably adapted for suspending the animal back downwards from a

branch, the feet of the sloth are but poor instruments for progression on the

ground, and when walking, a sloth advances awkwardly and slowly, with the

soles turned inwards. Externally the fur of the sloth is of a dull brownish
or ashy colour, the individual hairs having a fluted outer surface. The most
extraordinary feature about the fur is, however, the growth of a vegetable

substance on the surface of the hairs, thus increasing the resemblance of the

animal, when hanging at rest from a bough, to a rough lichen-clad knot.

Beneath the outer coat of long grey hairs is a finer under-fur marked by
longitudinal stripes of chocolate-brown and orange ; a patch of this under-fur
being frequently exposed in the middle of the back by the habit these

creatures have of rubbing or resting this part of their bodies against the
trees. In conformity with the shape of the skull, the soft tongue is very
short. The female has the single pair of teats situated on the breast.

Internally sloths are specially characterised by the complexity of their

stomachs, and a peculiar folding of the windpipe. Sloths are divided into

two distinct generic groups. Of these, the three-toed sloths (-B/-«(^j//>us) are

characterised by having three toes to each foot, and all the teeth short and
cupped, whereas in the two-toed sloths {Clioki'ims), there are only two toes on
the fore feet, and the front pair of teeth in each jaw are taller than the
others and obliquely bevelled at the summits. Very exceptional among
mammals are the sloths in regard to the number of vertebr;e in the neck.

Thus, whereas in one of the two-toed kinds there are the normal seven, in a

second the number is reduced to six ; while in the three-toed group there are
invariably nine of these segments.
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By the natives of the tropical forest-regions of South and Central America,
where sloths are alone found, the three-toed kinds are spoken of as ai, while

the name of unau is a]>plied to the mem-
bers of the two-toed group. Mainly
nocturnal iu their habits, sloths api^ear

to bo sluggish creatures, passing the
daylight hours curled up witli the head
safely tucked between the fore-limbs,

and at night wandering about slowly

in search of food, which consists solely

of leaves and other vegetable sub-

stances. Caution is a great character-

istic of their movements, a fresh branch
being firmly seized before hold is vic'

relaxed of the one they are about to Fij. <. 7 —Three-Toed Sloth

leave. They are usually found either (.Draiiuims tridactylu);).

singly or iu small family parties ; and
the females produce but a single ofTsprlug at a birth, which is fully

developed, except in the matter of size, when it makes its appearance in the

world.

The second family of the edentates is formed by the South American or

true ant-eaters {MijrmccophKjidce), of which there are three species, referable

to as many genera ; one of these being strictly terrestrial,

while the other two are more or less arboreal in their habits. Ant-Eaters,

So unlike are these creatures, both as regards external

character and the structure of their skeleton, to the sloths, that it is at first

sight difficult to believe that there is any very intimate relationship between
the two groups. And, indeed, were it not that in the superficial deposits of

South America there occur remains of certain extinct edentates known as

ground-sloths (of which the gigmtic Megalotherium is a familiar example in

our museums), forming to a greit extent a group intermediate between the

sloths and the ant-eaters, it would be difficult even for zoologists to fully

realise how intimate this relationship really is. Taking the existence of

these extinct connecting links for granted, it may be noticed that in place of

the short and rounded head of the sloths, the ant-eaters have the head and
skull more or less elongated and narrow, while the slender jaws are entirely

toothless, and the tongue is long, cylindrical, and capable of being protruded
far in advance of the lips. The degree of elongation of the skull is, however,
by no means the same in all the members of the group, the maximum
development in this respect being exhibited in the case of the great ant-

eater. Still more striking is the difference in the structure of the feet in the
two groups. In the great ant-eater, for instance, the fore-foot is furnished
with five complete toes, the middle one of which is much larger and more
powerful than the rest ; and all bub the fifth, or outermost, are furnished
with strong claws. In this genus there are also five toes to the hind-feet

;

but; in the third representative of the family there are only four claws to each
foot. When the great ant-eater is walking, only the extreme outer side and
part of the upper surface of the fore-foot is applied to tho ground ; but
in the hind-foot, which has the fourth toe the largest, and claws to all

five, the whole of the short and wide sole touches the ground in

the ordinary manner. An important point of distinction from the sloths

is that the bones of the terminal joints of the fore-feet have a longi-
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tudlnal slit in the middle of the upper surface ; and in all cases the

limbs are relatively short and stout. Unlike the sloths, the ant-eaters

have a very long and powerful tail, which in two of the species is endowed
with the power of prehension, as indeed is the case with so many of the

animals inhabiting the dense forest - regions of tropical America, lu
correlation with their insectivorous habits, the stomach of the ant-eaters is

perfectly simple in structure, and the brain is more convoluted than in the

sloths. Two out of the three species have the fur of the body marked by
dark and light longitudinal bands or patches, and it is noteworthy that

this type of coloration approximates to that obtaining in the under-fur of

the sloths. In order to procure their insect-food, which mostly comprises

anls and termites, the long worm like tongue, which can be protruded with
great rapidity from the tubular mouth, is provided with a viscid secretion.

The largest and most specialised member of the family is the great ant-

eater, or tamahoa {MijrmecupJio.fja jubata), which is terrestrial in its habits,

and is easily recognised by the

exceedingly long and slender

head, passing almost imper-

cejotibly into the neck, the

minute ears, the fringe of long

hair clothing the fore-limbs and
flvnks, and the huge mass of

still more elongated hairs cover-

ing the tail. This ant-eater,

which attains a length of about
4 ft. to the root of the tail, is

distributed over the whole of

the tropical districts of South
and Central America, fre-

quenting either damp swampy
forests or the margins of

rivers. Like the other species, it is strictly nocturnal in its habits, and but

a single offspring, which is carried for some time on the back of its parent,

is produced at a birth. Next in point of size is the lesser ant-eater, or

tamandua {Tatnandua tetradadyla), which scarcely attains half the dimen-

sions of its larger cousin, and is distinguished by the uniformly short fur,

shorter head, the much longer ears, and the cylindrical prehensile tail,

which is naked both at the tip and along the whole of the lower aspect. In

the fore-feet the claw of the fifth digit is rudimental and concealed

beneath the skin, while that of the third is much larger than either

of the others, the hind-foot being generally similar to that of the

larger species. The tamandua has approximately the same geographi-

cal distribution as the latter, from which it diflers in being mainly

arboreal in its habits. The most sloth-like, and at the same time the

most diminutive member of the group is the two-clawed ant-eater {Cijclotiirus

didadylus), which does not exceed a rat in size, and has the sloth-like habit

of hanging back downwards from the boughs of trees, to which it clings by
its long, hook-like claws. In the shortness of the head this species likewise

presents a decided approximation to the sloths. While the front paws have

four toes, only the first and second of these—that is to say, those correspond-

ing to the index and middle fingers of the human hand—-are furnished with

claws ; but the four toes of the hind-foot are all clawed, and as they are

Fij. 93. —Great Ant-Eater (Myrmecophaja

jubata).
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placed close together and the claws are of nearly ecjual length, they
collectively form a hook-like organ not unlike the foot of a sloth. From the
other ant-eaters this species dillers in the uniformly foxy-red hue of the short
silky fur. In its skeleton it dillers from the other two members of the group
in possessing collar-bones, in which respect this species once again
approximates to the sloths. In other ant-eaters the ribs are unusually
broad, but in the present species this character is so exaggerated that they
almost come into contact with one another, and thus nearly enclose the
body in a solid bony casijue. Thoroughly arboreal in its mode of life, and
furnished with a highly prehensile tail, the two-clawed ant-eater is restricted
to the hottest regions of America, ranging from Northern Brazil through
Peru and the Guianas to Central America.
The development of a bony shield composed of isolated plates welded

together by their edges, or overlapj)ing like tiles on a roof over more or less

of the upper surface of the body, serves to diiferentiate the
armadillos and their tiny relative the pichiago not only Armadillcs.
from all other existing edentates, but likewise from other
mammals. All these animals collectively constitute the family Dasypodidce,
which is sufficiently distinguished by the aforesaid bony armour. In ordinary
armadillos the armour is divided into two solid shields, one of which pro-
tects the shoulders, and the other the haunches, while between these are a
variable number of movable transverse bands, permitting the animal to bend
its back to a smaller or greater extent, and in one case even allowing the
as3um[)tion of a completely ball-like form. Both in the front and hind
shield the constituent plates are polygonal in form, and articulate with one
another immovably by their edges; but in the movable bands they are tile-

like and overlapping. The fixed shields and movable bands collectively

constitute the carapace. The component plates are marked by a characteristic
sculpture, which varies much in the different genera, and may consist either
of raised pustules or minute punctures ; and each plate is overlaid by a thin
horny shield. More or less abundant hairs grow from the skin at the junction
of the plates of the carapace ; and occasionally these are so abundant and
luxuriant as practically to conceal the latter from view. A small shield
of polygonal bony plates, with their edges in apposition, serves to
protect the upper surface of the head ; while the tail is usually
defended by a similar type of armour, which may either take the form of
oblique rows of plates or tubercles, or of a series of rings of gradually
decreasing diameter, severally composed of the same plates. Irregular bony
plates likewise protect the short and powerful limbs, of which the front pair
are provided with strong claws adapted for digging. In the fore-limbs the
claws may vary in number from three to five, whereas the much smaller and
weaker ones of the hind-foot are always the latter number. Armadillos
have moderately long and more or less depressed heads, sharply pointed
in front, and armed with a rather small number of simple peg-like teeth.

They have long tails, fully developed collar-bones ; and the bones of the
arm and fore-arm arc specially expanded and modified for the purpose
of digging. Their tongues, although relatively long, have not the extreme
elongation characterising the ant-eaters. Armadillos have a much more
extensive geographical range than either of the preceding families of edentates,

ranging from Patagonia to Central America, and one species at least reaching
as far northwards as Texas. Although different species or genera are confined

to different localities and situations, members of the group are to- be met with
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alike on the grassy pampas of Buenos Aires, the sandy plains of IMendozi,
and the tropical forests of Brazil. While a few are diurnal, the majority are
nocturnal in their habits, and all are burrowers. In many districts the Argen-
tine pampas is perfectly honeycombed with the long burrows of various kinds
of armadillos. Armadillus live chiefly upon insects, worms, and molluscs, but
one species at least feeds largely upon carrion, although this is probably an
acquired habib, due to the large number of carcases of horses and cattle which
nowadays strew the pampas. In their movements they are extremely swift,

starting off with a tremendous rush when disturbed while feeding at night,

and requiring a good dog to keep pace with them. Whereas some species
run on ttie tips of their claws, with the body raised high above the ground,
others carry the carapace lower. The rapidity with which an armadillo will

bury itself in the soft ground of the Argentine pampas must be witnessed to

be credited. Most of the true armadillos have medium-sized or rather large
ears, placed far apart from one another ; the first and second claws of the
fore-foot are, if present at all, slender ; and the breast of the female bears a
single pair of teats.

The first genus (Dasijpus) includes the typical armadillos, of which the si.'C-

banded species (D. sexcindus) of Brazil, and the Argentine peludo, or hairy
armadillo {D. viUosus), are well-known
examples. These animals have from
six to eight movable bands in the
carapace, which is more or less

depressed with strongly serrated
margins. The ears are small or

moderate, and the head is very broad
and much depressed, with the muzzle
comparatively blunt. The tail, which

J'ii?. 99.-iiAiRvARMAmLL.(5a.:,^tu !^
^l^'^'^f'^

f'y^'^,.the head and body,
viltosu:^). IS plated with distinct rings near the

root. In the fore-foot the first toe is

the slenderest of all, and the second the longest. The teeth, which
are relatively large, are generally nine above and ten below, the first

upper pair being usually implanted in the premaxillary or anterior jaw-
bones. Some of the species are of considerable size, the head and body in

the typical one measuring as much as IG inches. In the Argentine the peludo
is now mainly nocturnal, and feeds largely upon the carcases of cattle,

beneath which its burrows are fre([uently formed. The much smaller pichi

{D. mi)mtus) of the same districts is, however, chiefly a diurnal animal. In
spite of having but two teat>5, the female produces from two to four
young, which are born blind, with the armour already developed, but in a
soft and flexible condition. The second genu?, of which the broad armadillo
or tatouay {Lysiurns jinicindus) of Brazil, Paraguay, and Surinam is the

typical representative, difi'ers from the last by the greater number of

movable bands in the carapace, which are either twelve or thirteen. The
teeth, of which there are either eight or nine pairs in each jaw, are relatively

smaller than in the first genus, and in the upj)er jaw do not extend so far

backwards on the sides of the palate. The tail, also, is almost devoid of

bony plates, of which it has only a few on the under side and near the tip.

The chief characteristic of the fore-foot is the great size of the curved cla\y

borne by the third toe ; the fourth and fifth toes having similar but smaller
claws, while those of the first and second are long and slender. In the hind-foot
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the claws take the form of short and bhint nails. The plateg of the carapace

are ornamented by au indistinct granular sculpture. \.\\ size the tatouay is

intermediate between the six-banded armadillo and the next species.

The groat number of the teeth—of which there are from twenty
to twenty-five pairs—at once serves to distinguish the giant armadillo

{Priodoii (ji[nts) of Brazil and Surinam from all its relatives. It is

also the largest living member of the family, the head and body measuring
about 3 ft. in length. The number of movable bands in the carapace is

thirteen ; and in the anterior and posterior shields of the carapace the plates

are arranged in rows very similar to those of the movable bands which they
resemble in sculpture. Structurally the feet are very similar to those of

Lijsiitn'K, but the claw of the third toe in the front foot is relatively larger,

wliile that of the fifth is very small. The tail, which is nearly equal in

length to the carapace, is, however, of a totally different type, being
completely invested with large plates arranged in spiral rows. Very
different are the three sm:^ll species of three-banded arnndillos (Tolypeiifes),

in which the fore and aft shields of the carapace are very greatly developed
and the movable bands reduced to three. The plates on the carapace are
small and tuberculated, the shield on the head is very large and flat, and the
extremely short tail is covered with prominent tubercles. As the borders of

the carapace, which are smooth, are much produced on either side of the fore
and hind limbs, these animals are enabled to roll themselves up into a
complete although somewhat flattened ball ; the shield of the head, by one
side of which lies the tail, almost completely filling up the front and hinder
notches in the carapace. The head is long and narrow, Avith the rather large
ovate ears placed somewhat low down ; while the jaws carry eight or nine
pairs of upper and nine of lower teeth, which are of relatively small size and
reach backwards to the hinder end of the palate. In the fore-foot the third
claw is more developed than in any other species, the claws of the first and
fifth toes being either rudimental or absent. The common species grows
to a length of about fifteen inches, and is found in the pampas of Argentina,
where, however, it now seems extremely rare. Trusting to their impassive
power of defence, all the armadillos of this genus are diurnal and non-
burrowing animals, generally lurking in the large tussocks of pampas-grass.
When running they go on the extreme tips of their claws, and scuttle along
at a great pace. The last genus of the true armadillos is represented on the
Argentine pampas by the mulita (Tatimia hybiida), and there are other
species in different parts of the continent, one of which ranges into Texas,
while another from Peru is remarkable for the thick coat of fur which
entirely conceals the carapace. These pretty little armadillos differ from the
whole of the foregoing by the close approximation of the long mule-like ears
(whence the name of mulita for the Argentine species), as well as by the
presence of an additional pair of teats on the abdomen of the females, and
aho by the development of a set of milk-teeth. The seven or eight pairs of
permanent teeth are very minute, and do not make their appearance till

comparatively late in life. The long and narrow head is produced into a
cylindrical and obliquely-truncated, somewhat pig-like snout. Extreme
elongation and compression is the leading characteristic of the carapace,
which has from seven to nine movable bands ; the plates of the latter being
marked by a V-shaped line of punctures, while the smaller ones of the solid
shields have an elevated oval central area surrounded by an incomplete ring
of small tubercles. The tail is surrounded by a series of bony rings,
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decreasing in size from root to tip, and thus recills a partially opened
telescope. In the fore-feet there are four long claws, of •which the innermost
are the largest ; while in the five-clawed hind-feet the third is the longest

and the fourth and fifth the shortest. About 11 in is the average

length of the head and body of the mulita, but another species is somewhat
larger. The mulita may be often found skulking among the tussocks of

pampas-grass during the daytime, when, with the aid of a dog, it can
generally be captured before it has time to make good its escape into its

burrow. Not unfrequently when a Gaucho captures a mulita ho crops its

ears and turns it loose, such crojj-eared specimens being at first rather a

puzzle to the naturalist. In spite of the circumstance that carrion forms a

considerable portion of the diet of these animals, roasted mulita is a favourite

dish in the Argentine.

Quite different from the true armadillos are the beautiful little pichiciagos,

or fairy pink armadillos, of which one species (Cldamyduphorus truncatus) is

locally distributed over the sandy districts of Western Argentina, while the

second {G. retusa) is from the Bolivian highlands. From the armadillos

these tiny little creatures differ by having the upper surface of the head and
body covered by a continuous mantle, formed of quadrangular horny shields

underlain by thin bony plates, and gradually widening from the front of the

head to the hinder end of the body, where it is abruptly truncated. In the

Argentine species this mantle is attached to the body only along the line of

the backbone, its under surface being hairy; but in the Bolivian form (which

is referred by some writers to a separate genus, under th& name of Biir-

meisteria) it is joined to the skin throughout its whole extent. The
truncated hinder end of the body is protected by a solid bony shield with

overlying horny scales ; the short tail protruding through a notch in its

lower border. The whole of the rest of the body is covered with long silky

hair, which in the Argentine species is pure glistening white, while the

mantle is pinkish. The minute ears are completely concealed Isy this fur
;

and both fore and hind feet have five claws, the front toes being connected

to the base of the latter, while those of the hinder pair are free. In length

the Argentine species measures only about 5 in., but the Bolivian form
is somewhat larger. Pichiciagos inhabit sandy districts, where they excavate

burrows with marvellous rapidity ; and it is believed that the hinder shield

is used as a rammer to close the burrow when tenanted, the creatures

apparently making their exit by digging a fresh passage.

ORDER X.—EFFODIENTIA.

Aard-Varics and Pangolixs.

Althouoh, as stated above, the animals known as aard-varks and pangolins

are generally included among the Edentata, they have little in common with the

typical representatives of that order. Hence they are assic;ned to a distinct

ordinal group termed the Effodientia. That group is typified by the aard-

varks, and is only provisionally regarded as comprising the pangolins,

which are perhaps entitled to constitute an order by themselves. The
Effodientia resemble the Edentata in never having front teeth ; but differ
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from all the latter in the absence of additional articular facets to the hinder

trunk-vertebrre. More detinitcly they may be distinguished from the

edentates as follows. When teeth are present these are of a totally dilFerent

type to those of the latter, and when teeth are absent the hinder trunk-

vertebrre lack the aforesaid additional articulations which are present in the

toothless edentates.

Theaard-varks, or ant-bears (OriidewpocUda), forming the typical members
of the order, are now represented by two closely allied species of the genus

0>ii tcropus, bjth of which are confined to the Ethiopian

region. There is, however, evidence that during the Aarcl-Varks.

Tertiary period aard-varks existed in the south of Europe.

The existing forms are uncouth and strange-looking animals of large size,

with the skin nearly naked, or

sparsely covered with bristly hairs.

The long and narrow head is fur-

nished with greatly elongated,

slender, and pointed ears, and
t3rminates in a somewhat pig-liko

snout, in which are perforated the

circular nostrils, while the mouth
is tubular. The neck is short, the

fore-quarters are comparatively

short, the back is much arched,

and the tail, which is nearly as

long as the body, is thick, cylin-

drical, and tapering. In the sbort

but powerful fore-limbs, £he four

toes are furnished with medium-sized strong nails
; while the hind-feet have

five nearly equal toes, each bearing a nail. When walking, the entire soles

are applied to the ground. Adult aard-varks usually have five pairs of

cheek-teeth in each jaw, although from eight to ten pairs of upper teeth, and
eiirht of lower ones are developed. Of these all but the last three have milk-

predecessors, which never cut the gum. These teeth have no enamel, and
are composed of a number of adherent polygonal denticules, traversed by a

series of radiating tubes ; such a structure being quite unparalleled in the

mammalian class. The tongue is cylindrical and extensile. In total length

these animals may measure as much as 5 ft. In habits, aard-varks are

nocturnal, burrowing, and insectivorous, feeding chiefly on ants and termites.

Their powers of digging are very great, and in South Africa their burrows

are generally constructed in the neighbourhood of termite hills.

Very different both in external appearance and internal structure are the

pangolins, or scalyant-eaters, of the warmerparts of the Old World, constituting

the family Manidte, and all included in the single genus Manis.

The most peculiar and striking feature of the animals is the Pangolins,

investiture of the head, body, tail, and limbs in a complete

coat of overlapping horny scales, so that the general appearance is much
like the cone of a spruce-fir. Teeth are wanting ; and the skull is long,

conical, and devoid of a zygomatic or cheek- arch, with a very slender lower

jaw. The eyes are minute, and the external concha of the ears rudnnental.

A few bristly hairs often occur between the scales, and the latter do not

extend on to the under surface of the body, or the inner sides of the limbs.

The long and worm-like tongue can be protruded a great distance in front

Flj. 100—A\nii-\\u\\.{Ori/cteropus capensis).
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of the tubular mouth. Each of the limbs is furnished with five toes,

terminating in long powerful claws, of which the supporting bunes are
longitudinally s]>lit at their extremities ; the front claws being much
larger than the hinder ones, and tlie third toe in each foot superior in size to

the rest. In walking, the front claws are bent beneath the soles, so that the
weight of the body is mainly borne on the upper and outer sides of the third

and fourth digits ; but in the hind-limbs

the whole sole of the foot is applied

to the ground in the ordinary manner.
The tail may be either long or medium.
Collar-bones are wanting in the skeleton.

Pangolins are confined to south-eastern

Asia, and Africa south of the Sahara
;

the largest species, which measures up-
wards of 6 ft. in total length, being an
inhabitant of West Africa. They resemble
the aird-varks in feeding on ants and
termites, which are licked up by the
extensile tongue, after their hillocks have

been laid open by the powerful claws of these animals. They are likewise

nocturnal, and have the power of rolling themselves up into a ball, when
they are completely secure from most enemies. Some of the African forms
are more or less arboreal, but all the rest are purely terrestrial.

Apparently only a single young is produced at a birth, for the nourish-

ment of which the breast of the female carries a pair of teats.

FiO- 101.—A. Paxqolix {Mania).

ORDER XI.—MARSUPIALIA.

PoucHEU Mammals.

TsE whole of the ten mammalian orders treated of above are collectively

characterised by the circumstance that, during intra-uterine life, the blood-

vessels of the fwtus are connected with th(jse of the parent by means ui a

vascular organ known as the placenta. And it is due to this communication
between the fcetal and maternal circulations that the young are born in the

more or less highly- developed state characteristic of the whole assemblage.

Collectively, the whole ten orders form a sub-class, known indifferently as

the Eutheria or Placentalia. On the other hand, in the mammals forming

the subject of the present section, a placenta is never developed, and there

is consequently no direct connection between the circulatory systems of the

parent and ofTspring, so that the young are produced in an exceedingly

imperfect state of development. To this group, which forms a second sub-

class, the name of Metatheria, or Implacentalia, is applied, while it is

sometimes known as the Didelphia, on account of the completely double

uterus or womb, and thereby contrasts with the Eutheria, in which the

uterus is either single, or its two branches are united at their outlet.

Hence the name Monodelphia is not unfrequently given to the first of the

two sub-classes.

Whereas the Placentals, as already indicated, are split up into the ten
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orders described above, no such division seems practicable in the case of the

lmi)lacentals. Conse(juently the whole of tlieni may bo included in the single

order Marsupialia, which may bo po])ularly known either as IMarsupiala or

Pouched Mannnals.
Both the teclmical and popular names of the group are derived from the

very general i)resenco of a more or less fully-developed pouch on the

abdominal surface of the body of the female, into which the imperfectly-

developed young are transferred at birth, and where they remain until

sufficiently advanced to take care of themselves. This pouch is, however,

by no means universally present in the order, and cannot, therefore, bo

taken a^ its distinctive character. The imperfect state of development of the

young at birth is, howevt-.r, absolutely distinctive of all Marsupials ; and when
born the fce'uses resemble helpless and nearly motionless sacs of flesh, which

are extremely small in proportion to the size of the parent, those of the large

kangaroos being no larger than a man's thumb. These helpless little abortions

are transferred by their parent immediately after birth to her teats, which
are always situated within the pouch whenever that ai)pendage is developed.

Of course such ill-developed creatures can do nothing in the way of sucking

by themselves, and Nature has accordingly provided a special arrangement
by means of which their wants can be supplied. This arrangement takes the

form of special muscles surrounding the milk glands of the female, which by a

spontaneous contraction compress the glands, and thus force the nourishing

fluid down the throats of the immovable, naked young. In order to prevent

the helpless young from being choked as they hang to the teats of the motherj,

the upper part of the larynx, or superior extremity of the windpipe, is so elon-

gated as to project through the fauces, or hinder apertures of the mouth, and
thus reach the internal nostrils. In consequence of this arrangement a closed

passage is formed from the nostrils to the lungs, so that the footus can
breathe while the milk flows down its throat. The young Marsu^jials thus
nourished hang on to the nipples of the mother until their bodies and limbs
are sufficiently developed to enable them to move about by themselves ; but,

as in the case of the kangaroos, they frequently resort to the pouch as a haven
of refuge from danger for a long time after they have made their appearance
in the outer world, and it is by no means uncommon for the pouch to be
tenanted by helpless foetuses and half-grown young. Except in the thylacine,

where they are reduced to a rudimental condition, the pouch is supported by
a pair of marsupial or epipubic bones attached to the front edge of the lower
part of the pelvis ; these bones being also present in the male.

In all the Pouched Mammals the brain is characterised by its propor-
tionately small size, and the slight development of the convolutions on its

surface. As already mentioned, the womb or uterus is double throughout
its entire length ; and in most cases the lower border of the angle, or hinder
extremity of the inferior margin of each branch of the lower jaw is more or

less strongly bent inwards. Although there is great variation, both numeri-
cally and structurally, in the dentition, yet there is one feature in regard to

the teeth characteristic of the order generally. This relates to the mode of

succession and replacement of the teeth. Whereas in the great majoi*ity of

terrestrial Placentals the whole or the greater number of the teeth

in advance of the true molars (which in that group are typically three in

number on each side of each jaw) are preceded by milk or baby-teeth, in the
Pouched ]\Iammals only one tooth on each side of the jaws has such deciduous

predecessor, and even this is not invariably developed. Regarding the
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dental succession in the order, the writer may quote the following passage
from a work he has devoted to the group :

—"The tooth thus replaced has
been hitherto generally regarded as corrtsponding to the last or fourth milk-

molar of the higher mammals, while the apparently replacing tooth has con-

sequently been identified with the last or fourth pre-molar of the s^me.
Recent researches have, however, tended to show that this is not a case of

true replacement at all, and that the tooth, which makes its appearance late

in life, is really a retarded pre-molar, which will consequently be the fourth

of the full series, while the apparently replaced tooth is really the fifth. Be
this as it maj', the mode of succession is peculiar and unique ; and it may be
still convenient to speak of the replacing tooth as the fourth premolar, and
the one it replaces as the fourth milk-molar." It should be added that some
authorities consider the whole of the teeth of a Marsu{)ial in advance of the

molars as corresponding to the milk-series of the I'lacentals ; and also that,

when the full series is developed, there are four pairs of molars iu each jaw
in the present order.

That the Pouched Mammals are inferior in their organisation to the

Placentals, is admitted by all; and they are also, as shown by their history

in past times, among the oldest, if not actually the oldest, representatives

of the entire class. Tnere is, however, some difference of opinion auiong

zoologists as to whether this group includes the ancestors from which the

higher mammals have originated.

In regard to their geographical distribution, the Marsupials present some
very curious features. At this present day their head-quarters are the

Notogc'uic realm, comprising Australia, Papua, Celebes, and the other islands

lying to the eastward of Wallace's line. And it is here that they attain their

maximum development. Whereas, however, they form the great bulk of the

mammalian population of Australia and Papua, in Celebes and the adjacent

islands they constitute only a small minority of the fauna. Elsewhere,
Pouched Mammals are found only in America, where they are represented by
the opossums and selvas ; and here they are chiefly restricted to South and
Central America, constituting the Neog;eic realm, only a single species, which
is evidently an immigrant from the south, inhabiting the northern half of

the continent. During the Secondary epoch of geological history. Marsupials

of extinct generic types were abundant in the northern hemisphere, while in

the succeeding Tertiary epoch opossums flourished in Europe and North
America. It is thus evident that the ancestral Marsupials were driven from
the northern hemisphere by the incoming of the higher forms of mammalian
life to find a secure refuge in southern islands. And it further appears that

while in South America they have had to compete with numerous types of

Eutherians, in Australasia they have had the land pretty much to them-
selves, and have there been enabled to attain the wonderful development so

especially characteristic of that region.

The kangaroos and their innnediate allies form a large family

(Macropodida) belonging to the first of the two great subordinal divisions

of the Pouched Mammals, technically known as the

Kangaroo Dij^rotodontia. This division, which is mainly confined
Tribe. to the Notogreic realm, is specially characterised by the

number of the front or incisor teeth, of which there are

never more tlian three pairs ; the usual complement being three pairs in the

upper jaw and one in the lower. The innermost, Avhich are in some cases

the only pair of incisors in both jaws, are always large, with sharp, cutting
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edges, while generally the upper canines, if present at all, are small, and
the lower ones are absent. Among the cheek-teeth, the four pairs of

molar-teeth have broad, quadrangular crowns, generally surmounted either

by a pair of transverse ridges or by four blunt and rounded tubercles.

Such a type of dentition is adapted for a vegetable diet, which ia charac-
teristic of the diprotodonts generally.

From the allied families the kangaroo tribe are specially distinguished by
possessing rooted teeth, among which are three pairs of upper and one of

lower incisors, the upper incisors being nearly vertical, while the large lower
pair project nearly horizontally forwards, and in some cases are capable of
working against one another like the blades of a pair of scissors. A small
upper canine may or may not be present. The five-toed fore-limbs are in
general much shorter and weaker than the hinder pair, while the latter are
generally four-toed, and have the digit corresponding to the fourth of the
typical series of five greatly developed at the expense of tlie other three,

and forming the sole axis of support for the limb. Of the smaller toes, the
second and third, or those on the inner side of the enlarged digit, are enclosed
in a common skin, from which feature the hind-foot of this family is termed
syndactylous. The great relative size and strength of the hind- limbs of the
more typical members of the family is correlated with the upright position of

the body, and the mode of progression ia by enormous leaps. In repose the
body is swung on a kind of pivot supported by the thigh-bones, the feet

resting on the ground, and the large and thick tail serving to form the third
leg of a tripod. Among the smaller forms the tail may be preliensile ; and
there are a few arboreal types in which the disproportion between the fore
and hind limbs is very much less strongly marked than is the case with the
typical kangaroos. All feed entirely on grass or leaves ; and the stomach, as
is so frequently the case with vegetable feeders, is of a somewhat complex
type. In the females the opening of the pouch is forwards, so that when it

contains young, these are in an upright position. The members of the
family are confined to Australia, Tasmania, and New Guinea, with some of

the neighbouring islands, such as the Aru group ; the true kangaroos, which
generally associate in large herd, or "mobs," and frequent either open
grassy plains or timbered districts, being the largest existing members of the
order.

The true kangaroos and wallabies, constituting the genus Macropus, are
the typical representatives of a sub-family {Macropodince) characterised by
the sub-equality of the claws of the fore-feet, which are never very large,

and the generally elongated and pointed ears. In the dentition the last

upper pre-molar is placed either immediately in the line of the molars, or is

at most but slightly everted ; and the molars, which increase regularly in
size from the first to the fourth, are transversely ridged. As a rule, the
upper canine is either very small or wanting, and the central pair of upper
incisors are but slightly larger than the other two. From the other members
of the sub-family the numerous species contained in the genus Macropxis
have the nose naked, the ears large, and the fur on the nape of the neck
nearly always directed downwards. The disproportion between the length
of the fore and hind limbs is very strongly marked ; and the large claw of

the hind-foot is always larger than the naked terminal pad on the sole of

the same. The tail is thick, tapering, and evenly haired throughout;
and there are four teats in the pouch of the females. There are upwards of

twenty-three species included in the genus, which may be arranged under
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the heading of kangaroos proper, and larger and lesser wallabies. Whilo
the great gey kangaruo (.If. (jicjKuteus) has the stature of a man, some of the
snialler wallabies are no bigger than a rabbit. The great majority of the

species are confined to Australia and Tas-

mania, but the agile wallaby {M. agilis) ia

common to Australia and New Guinea,
while the Aru Island wallaby (M. brimii) is

restricted to the Aru and Kei Islands, and
the sombre wallaby (M. broicni) is common
to New Guinea and the New Britain group.

From the true kangaroos the larger wal-

labies differ by their more brilliant coloration,

and the presence of a longitudinal external

bridge connecting the anterior ledge of the

moiara with the first of the two transverse

ridges, coupled with the absence of a median
longitudinal bridge between the same ledge
and ridge. The habits of kangaroos and
wallabies have been so often described as
to render a repetition unnecessary.

From the preceding genus the six species

of rock -wallabies {Pctrogale) are distin-

guished by the shortness of the large claw
of the hind-foot, which only slightly exceeds
the naked pads on the sole in length, and
by the long cylindrical tail being thinner,
more thickly haired, and tufted a,t the tip.

These wallabies are restricted to the Australian mainland, and ditfer from the
true wallabies by inhabiting rocky districts instead of open plains. Their
climbing and Icajjing powers are highly developed ; but the tail is employed
solely as a balancing organ, and never as a support to the body. The
presence of a horny spur or nail of unknown function at the tip of the long,

tapering, and short-haired tail is a sufficiently distinctive feature of the three
nail-tailed wallabies constituting the genus Onychogale. In addition to this,

these animals have the nose hairy (with the exception in some cases of the
base of the partition between the two nostrils) ; while the large claw of

the hind-foot is long, narrow, compressed, and sharply pointed. There is

also a difierence in the form of the upper incisor teeth. Like the rock-
wallabies, the members of this genus are restricted to continental Australia.
The same is the case with the three species of hare-wallabies (Lagorchestes), in
which the nose is entirely or partially covered with hair, the large claw of the
hind-foot is long, stout, and not concealed by haii\ while the rather short tail

is evenly haired throughout its length. In some respects forming a con-
necting link between the genus Macroptis and the under-mentioned tree-

kangiiroos, the three species of dorca kangaroos (Dorcopsis) are confined to
New Guinea, and present the following distinctive features. The excess in

the length of the hind over the fore-limbs is much less strongly marked than
in the true kangaroo and wallabies ; there is a large and broad portion
of the nose couiijletely naked ; the head is long and narrow, with small ears

;

the fur on the nape of the neck is entirely or partially reversed, so as to
be directed forwards towards the head. In both jaws the fourth pre-molar
is a compressed cutting tooth, greatly elongated, from before backwards, and

Fig. 102.

—

Bennets Wallaby
(Macropus ualabalus).
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having its surfaces marked by upright grooves, and a distinct ledge on the
base of the inner side. The direction of the two series of cheek-teeth is

nearly parallel. Although it is known that they are not arbore il, nothing
definite has been ascertained in regard to the habits of these rather small
kangaroos.
More remarkable than all are the tree-kangaroos (Dendrolagus), of which

three species are known from New Guinea, and two from Queensland.
In general build these animals are of fairly

normal proportions, and quite unlike ordinary
kangaroos, the fure-limbs being strong, stout,

and nearly equil in length to the hinder pair.

The naked portion of the nose is broad and
covered with sparse hairs ; and the fur on the
nape of the neck is reversed, as is sometimes
also that of the back. In the broad hind-foot the
two united inner toes are not very markedly
smaller than the other two ; while the stout

and strong claws of the latter are nearly as

curved as those of the forefoot. The elon-

gated tail is thickly and evenly haired. One
of the species measures 2G in. to the root

of the tail. Regarding the habits of one of

the Queensland species, Mr. E. R. Waite,
writing in the "Proceedings of the Linnjean
Society of New South Wales," observes that

"the native name is mapi, and the animals
are difficult to procure, as the blacks esteem
them as a delicacy, and only surrender their

captures when compelled. When a mapi is

discovered, a fence 5 or 6 ft. in height and several feet in diameter is

built of rattan and bushes round the tree. Some of the blacks enter the
enclosure, ascend the tree, and drive the animal down. It usually jumps to

the ground, often from a height of 20 ft. Should it elect to descend
ths trunk, it does so tail-foremost. On reaching the ground the animal
is eventually caught by the men surrounding the enclosure, generally
by the tail, which member is dragged through the fence, the unfortunate
mapi being despatched with blows from a nuUa-nulla. The blacks will not
venture within the fence on account of the dread in which they held the
powerful claws of the animal. The natives who hunted for Dr. Lumholtz
[the discoverer of the first example of this species made known to science]
called the animal bungary, and adopted a somewhat different method of
capture." Regarding the second Queensland species of the genua (I>.

bennettianus), a correspondent wrote to Mr. Waite as follows :
—"The

native name of the climbing kangaroo is charibeena. The blacks hunt them
with dogs and are very fond of the flesh. I had often heard the blacks
talking about them, but though I have been here nearly ten years it was
only about three years ago that I succeeded in obtaining one. In the
daytime they are found among the top branches of the trees and come down
in the evening to feed upon creepers, ferns, and fruit. I have found several
down on the flat land, but as a rule they seem to be most numerous on or
near the top of the hill ridges here, which are about 1500 to 2500 ft. high.

When found in the daytime, the animals generally sleep with the heads

Fij. 103. —Trke Kangaroo
{J)i'iidr(il.igus).
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hanging on the breasts between the fore-limbs, and the tail is used as a

balancing pole. At first I could not induce the blacks to catch any of the
charibeenas, as they said that a full-grown one would show fight, but when
I went with them and caught the first one myself with a lasso they saw how
easy it was, and have since always caught thtm in this manner, except when
out of reach ; in this case they make the animal jump; as soon as it reaches

the ground one boy holds its head down with a forked stick while another
passes a bag over its hind-quarters and slips it over its head. The best time
to hunt them is early in the morning while the scent is fresh. A dingo, or

mongrel—the former preferred— is used, and follows the scent to the foot of

the tree which the kangaroo has climbed to camp for the day. If the

tree be a low one, it is tolerably easy to find the animal, but it often

happens that they go from one tree to another before they find a suitable

'camp,' and then it becomes necessary for a native to ascend a high tree in

the vicinity so as to be able to look down on the surrounding trees, as the

kangaroo sits right out in the sun and is more easily seen from above than
from below. If one approaches quietly, it is quite easy to catch the animal
by the tail and slip it into a bag while up the tree ; but the least noise rouses

them, and it is surprising how quickly they can travel, jumping sometimes
20 to 30 ft. from one tree to another, and I have seen one jump
fully 60 ft, from a high tree to the ground and not hurt itself at all.

When jumping it seems always to land on its fore-feet, and though I have
repeatedly shaken them down from great heights, I have never seen one
injured, as they always, like a cat, fall on their feet. The tail is never used
to hang by, only to balance with, though I have often seen one bend its tail

over a branch while it reached down below the branch upon which it was
sitting to secure some berries. These kangaroos can stiffen the tail so that it

stands straight out like a rod. When caught and kejit in captivity they soon
become quiet and take readily to eating bread, sweet potatoes, apples,

oranges, mangoes, and the rinds of sweet potatoes and yams ; also the leaves

of several of the eucalypti, white cedar, and many other trees, the names of

which I do not know. In the scrub they seem to have a partiality for the

bird's-nest fern, the moustera, and a small climber like the pepper-plant, and
eat almost any of the wild fruits which are so plentiful here. The males are

very pugnacious, and if two of them be put into an enclosure together will

often fight until one is killed. They spar with the fore-pawa in quite a
scientific manner, uttering grunts all the time, till one sees an opportunity of

closing with the other, when he makes straight for the back of the neck, and
if he succeeds in getting a grip with his teeth, he shakes the other like a dog
does a rat. Some of the old males have quite a harem, and keep their wives
from straying apart, and do not let any other males go near them. I have
found several of these families numbering from three to five females and one
male. The young males, and also the very old ones, are generally found by
themselves, or two or three of them together without any females. I think

they breed twice a year, and have only one young one at birth. The
kangaroos are most plentiful among rocky hills, where the scrub is thick and
stunted, and though they feed both on the ground and in the trees and
among rocks, I fancy that they feed mostly in the two latter places." With
the single species of banded-wallaby {LagodropMis fasciatus) from Western
Australia, we again come to a genus in which the general build is the same
as in Macropus; the nose being naked, the hind-feet covered with long
bristly hairs by which the claws are completely hidden, and the back marked
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by dark cross-bands. The banded-wallaby is a comparatively small species,

measuring only about 18 in. to the root of the tail.

Still smaller are the rat-kangaroos, of Australia and Tasmania, of which
there are several distinct generic types, collectively constituting the sub-
family Potoroime. Of this group the distinctive characteristics are as

follows :—In size all the forms are small, and may be compared to hares or

rabbits, the ears being usiiully small and rounded. In the fore-feet the
claws are greatly elongated, those of the three middle toes being dispro-

portionately larger than those of the other two ; as in the Mdcropodiiur,
there are only four toes to the hind-foot ; and the long tail is hairy. In the
dentition the upper canines are invariably present and generally well-

developed ; the central pair of upper incisors have taller crowns than either

of the other two ; the fourth pre-molar, which is a compressed and trenchant
tooth of great antero-posterior length, may either be set in the same line as

the molars, or somewhat bent outwards in front • and the molars, which
decrease in size from the first to the fourth, have tuberculated crowns. The
three species of typical rat-kangaroos forming the genus Fotorons vary
somewhat in size, and have the nose naked, the ears very short and rounded,
the front claws long and somewhat slender, the hind-limbs not very much
larger than the front ones, the hind-feet very short, with naked and coarsely-

granulated soles, and the tapering hairy tail devoid of a crest. In the
dentition the fourth pre-molar has from two to four vertical grooves. These
rat-kangaroos, which generally inhabit scrub-jungle, have their leaping
powers much less strongly developed than in the allied genera. In running,
both fore and hind limbs are brought into action. Nearly allied in external
character is the South Australian plain rat-kangaroo (Caloprymmis campestris),

which is an animal of comparatively large size, with the nose and ears as in
the typical genus, the front claws long and strong, the hind-feet relatively

long, with coarsely-granular soles, and the tail thin, cylindrical, and covered
evenly with short hair. While the last pre-molar is similar to that of the
preceding genus, the skull is generally like that of the next. The four species
of prehensile-tailed rat-kangaroos (Bettongia) are sufficiently distinguished
by the feature from which they take their popular name. The hair on
the tail is long, and forms a more or less distinct crest ; the last pre-molar
is much elongated, with from seven to fifteen distinctly-marked, oblique
grooves on the sides ; and the squared molars, of which the fourth is much
the smallest, carry four tubercles. These little animals are completely
terrestrial and nocturnal, using their prehensile tails solely for the purpose
of carrying bundles of grass and twigs to their nest ; such bundles being held
by the tail being bent down over and round them. Three of the species are
Australian, and the fourth Tasmanian. The last member of the sub-family
is the rufous rat-kangaroo {^-Epypryviwis riifesctns) of New South Wales, in

which the nose is partially hairy, the ears are somewhat elongated, the hind-
feet long, with narrow, granulated soles, and the tail evenly-haired. The
long and narrow last pre-molar has from seven to eight vertical grooves, but
no inner ledge ; and the molars are oblong, with the tubercles less distinct

and tending more to form ridges than in the other genera, while the decrease
in size from the first to the last is less marked. Like the other members of

the group, this animal is nocturnal, but it is remarkable for its speed and
the great length of its leaps when disturbed.

Of especial interest is the tiny musk-kangaroo {Hypsiprymnodon moschatvs)
of Northern Queensland, since it forms a connecting link between the
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kangaroo tribe on the one hand, and the phalangers on the other. Indeed,
it ia chiefly owing to the presence of a pocket like pit on the outer side of

the hinder part of the bone of the lower jaw that it ia referred to the
present rather than to the following family. It is regarded as representing

a distinct sub-family (fiypA/pij/imioc/oH^i/tfe) of the Mdcropodidce, characterised

by the small, weak, and nearly equal-sized claws, the presence of five toea in

the hind foot (the first of which can be opposed to the rest), the nuked and
scaly tail, and the oblique position of the short last pre-molar tooth. In size

this creature ia very small, with a rat-like bodily form, a completely bare nose,

large, thin, and naked ears, the hind and fore limbs of nearly equal length,

and adapted for walking, the first toe of the hind-foot elongated and without
a claw, the fourth toe of the same not abnormally large, and the tail cylin-

drical and tapering, with some hair at the root. The niusk-kangaroo is a

partially arboreal animal, which is mainly diurnal, and frequents scrubs on
the banks of rivera and in the coast-range. Either one or two young are
produced at a birth ; and the characteristic musky odour is more pronounced
in the female than in her partner.

Owing to the intermediate characters presented by the musk-kangaroo,
the differentiation of the phalanger tribe {Phalangeridir) from the Macropodidce

is by no means so easy as would be the case were that

Phalanger creature non-existent. There are, however, two leading
Tribe. features which may be regarded as absolutely distinctive of

the former group. In the first place, each branch of the
lower jaw-bone lacks the deep pocket-like pit on the outer side of its hinder
extremity so characteristic of the kangaroo tribe ; and, secondly, the
aperture of the pouch of the female is directed backwards instead of forwards.

Among other more or less distinctive features, the following may be
enumerated :—Five toes are present in both the hind and fore feet, those of

the latter being usually of nearly equal size ; while in those of the former the

second and third are syndactylous, the fourth is the largest, the fifth but
little smaller, and the first large, opposable to the rest, and terminating in a

broad, clawless pad. With the exception of the koala, the tail is long and
generally prehensile ; and the stomach is simple. The dentition is extremely
variable, owing to the frequent presence of a number of small functionlesa

teeth in the front portion of the jaws. It may be said, however, that, as a
general rule, there are three pairs of upper, and one of functional lower
incisors, and that the latter never have the scissor-like action characteristic

of the kangaroos. The last of the two or three pre-molars usually present is

generally furnished with a rather sharp-cutting edge, and is placed obliquely

to the line of the molars, with its front edge everted ; and the molars, of

which there are usually four pairs, have either blunt tubercles, or sharp-

cutting crests. The family includes not only the animals properly known as

cuscuses and phalangers (the nns-called opossums of the Australian colonists),

but likewise the flying-phalangers, the koala or native bear, and the long-

snouted pouched mouse. The geographical range of this extensive family

includes not only Australia, Tasmania, and Papua, but likewise Celebes, and
some of the other Austro-Malayan islands. The koala and long-snouted

pouched mouse are, however, exclusively Australian. All are essentially

arboreal and nocturnal in their mode of life, most using their prehensile tails

to assist in climbing, while a few are enabled to take (like the flying squirrels)

long flying leaps by the aid of parachute-like expansions of skin from the

sides of the body. The great majority of the phalanger tribe are vegetable
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Fhj. 104.—Koala (,Fhascolarctus

cinereics).

feeders, subsisting mainly on fruits and leaves ; but a few consume insects,

which form either the whole or a portion of their diet, and some are
carnivorous.

The peculiar animal known as the koala (Phascolarrfus cineroifi), which
presents somo external resemblance to a small bear, is the solo representative
of' a sub-family (Fluiscolarctum') characterised

by the following distinctive features:—The tail

is absent, the muzzle J-hort and broad, the
tongue non-extensile, the cheeks furnished
with pouches for the storage of food, the
intestine provided with a coscum, or blind
appendage, the teeth relatively large, and only
a single pair of pre-molars in the upper jaw.
In size the koala is a rather large animal,

measuring about 32 in. in length. Its build is

stout and clumsy, and the thick woolly fur is

generally greyish above and whitish below. The
large ears are thickly haired and ragged at the
edges ; the front toes are sub-equal in length,

the fourth being the longest and the first the
shortest, while both the first and second can bo
opposed to the other two. The strong claws
are thick and sharp, and in both the f^re and
hind limbs the soles of the feet are simply
granulated, and have no striated pads. The
female has a single pair of teats. In the

skeleton there are eleven pairs of ribs, and the

upper molar teeth have short, broad, and squared crowns, bearing curved
longitudinal crests, of which the convexity is directed outwards. The
koala, which is confined to Eastern Australia, is a dull, sluggish creature,

addicted to crawling on the stems and branches of gum-trees in a deliberate

lazy manner, and feeding mainly on leaves and flowers. During the day-

time it generally lies asleep in the hollow of some forest giant, bub at night

prowls among the topmost branches in search of food, the females carrying

their off^spring securely perched ou their backs, where the woolly fur affords

them a secure foothold. Only a single young one is product d at a birth,

and the adults seem to be more or less completely solitary animals.

The second sub-family (Phalangerince), which includes all the other

members of the family save one, may be defined as follows:—The tail,

which is always well-developed, is generally prehensile, the muzzle is short

and broad, the tongue is incapable of extension, there are no cheek-pouches,

the intestine has a cfecum, the stomach is simple, and the teeth are cumpara-
tively large. The first and typical genus (Phalauger) is represented by the cus-

cuses, of which there are five species, ranging from Celebes and the Moluccas

to Australia and New Guinea. They are rather large, or meJiumsized,
somewhat cat-like animals, of stout build, wirh thick and wool'y fur, which
may be either coarse and wiry, or fine and silky, and moderate-sized or small

ears. In the fore-feet the toes are nearly equal in length, their relative

lengths being in the order 4, 3, 5, 2, 1. The long claws of all the feet are

stout and curved, and the naked soles are striated, with largo and ill-defined

cushion-like pads. The prehensile tail is stout and strong, with its ter-

minal portion naked, and either smooth or granulated. Two pairs of
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Fi(j. 105,—Spotted Cuscrs [Phalanijer

maculalus).

teats are borne by the female. Cuscuses are slow and sleepy animals,

completely arboreal and mainly herbivorous in their habits, passing the

day curled up asleep among the densest foliage of forest trees, and only be-

coming active as the shades of evening
approach, A great amount of varia-

tion obtains in the coloration of the

different sexes and individuals of the

game species, while there is frequently

some difference in the teeth. ^^ hereas

in the black cuscus of Celebes (P.

ursiim$) both sexes are of a uniformly
dark blackish brown colour ; in the

widely distributed spotted cuscus (P.

maculatus) the sexes are generally

different, and the coloration takes the
form of various combinations of white,

rufous, and black, the females being
generally grey and black, while the

smaller males are usually spotted, although occasionally they resemble an
ordinary grey female, save for a few indistinct whitish spots on the flanks and
back. Nearly allied to the cuscuses are the true phalangers (Trichosurus)—
the opossums of the colonists—of which the two species are restricted to the
Australian mainland and Tasmania. These also are large, stoutly-built cat-

like animals, with thick, woolly fur, and short or medium ears. The front
toes may be distinguished from those of the cuscuses in that relative lengths
follow the order 4, 3, 2, 5, 1 ; the claws being large and strong, and the soles

of the hind-feet densely haired beneath the heel, but elsewhere naked, and
furnished with low, rounded, ill-defined pads. In the powerful pre-
hensile tail the terminal third or half is bare inferiorly, and the
extreme tip devoid of hair all round. A peculiar gland is situated
in the centre of the chest. Among the teeth, the molars have four
cusps, tending to unite into a pair of transverse ridges ; and the last

pre-molar, which closely ai)proximate3 to the corresponding tooth of

Jiypsiprymnodon, is large, placed obliquely, and marked by vertical groov-
ings. The common phalanger (T. vulpmus) takes up its habitation in the
branches of the tallest red and blue
gum-trees of the Australian and Tas-
nianian forests, passing the day in

slumber, and wandering forth at night
to brouse on their leaves, bulbs, and
seeds. In climbing, they are much
aided by their highly prehensile tails

;

and on the rare occasions when they
descend to the ground, it is probably
for the purpose of drinking. In the
breeding season, and less commonly at

other times, phalangers utter a loud
cry ; and, as a rule, but one offspring

is produced at a birth, although there
may occasionally be a pair. More numerous, and at the same time more
widely distributed than the preceding, are the ring-tailed-phalangers
{Fueuduchirus), of which there are eleven specific representatives, whose

Fin. IOC,—Common PriALANOiR (Trichosunn

rulpimin).
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geographical range includes New CJuinea, as well as Australia and Tasmania.
While some are as large as the true phalangers, others are considerably
smaller ; but all possess short and rather woolly fur, and stout and medium
sized ears, which are well haired on the hind aspect. The relative lengths of the
toes of the fore-foot hold the same order as in the cuscuses ; but the first and
second toes resemble those of the koala in being markedly opposable to the
other three. In both feet the claws are of moderate length, and the bare
soles are provided with large striated pads. The long and tapering tail has
the lower surface of the extremity devoid of hair for a variable distance,

and is highly prehensile. Four teats are present in the female. The upper
molars are large and oblong, with the tubercles modified into sharp cusps,

from which proceed crescentic ridges ; the corresponding lower teeth having
a nearly similar structure. In habits the common ring-tailed-phalanger

differs from the true phalangers in that it prefers the so-called tea-scrub to

the gum-trees ; and also in that it generally associates in small colonies.

These animals construct small nests, not unlike the drey of a squirrel ; and
whereas usually but a single young one is produced at a birth, occasionally as

many as three may be found in the pouch. Nearly allied in the structure of

its skull and teeth to the preceding genus is the taguan flying-phalanger
(Petauroides volans), which is the first of three genera provided with a para-

chute for the purpose of taking flying leaps from tree to tree. This species

is of comparatively large size, measuring about 17 in. to the root of the tail,

while the latter is about 20 in. in length. The fur of the body is remarkable
for its long, soft, and silky character ; the unusually large ears are oval in

form, and bare internally, but hairy on the outside ; and the skin of the
flanks is expanded to form a parachute. The long claws are much curved
and sharply pointed ; and the tail is long, cylindrical, and evenly covered
with bushy hair, its extreme tip being prehensile and destitute of hair on
the lower surface. The habits of this and the other flying-phalangers are

very similar to those of the flying-squirrels ; and in Australia these animals
are commonly known by the latter name. The present species is confined to

Eastern Australia.

Two species of rather small phalangers, ranging from Northern Australia to

New Guinea and the Aru Islands, constituteagenu3(j[)rtc^j/^02wi7rt)distinguished

by the great elongation of the fourth digit of the front paws, and the conspicuous
black and white longitudinal striping of the fur of the body. In these striped-

phalangers, which are devoid of a parachute, the oval ears have nearly naked
tips. In the front paws the length of the digits follows the order 4, 3, 5, 2, 1,

the inequality in their lengths, as in the hind-feet—where the fourth and fifth

are much elongated—being very marked. A prominent soft pad is situated
on the wrist ; and the claws are long. The long and cylindrical tail is evenly
bushy throughout, except the under surface of the tip, which is bare. The
oblong molars bear four simple tubercles. Some degree of doubt exists as

to the reason for the elongation of the fourth digit of the fore-paws. The
suggestion has, indeed, been made that the elongation is for the purpose of

extracting insects and grubs from beneath the bark and from crevices in

trees, and consequently that these phalangers are largely, if not exclusively
insectivorous ; but other writers consider that they subsist on leaves. From
the striped-phalangers the little Leadbeater's-phalanger {Gymnohelidei(s lead-

beateri) of Victoria, which measures only 5^ in. to the root of the long tail,

differs by the normal proportions of the toes ; the length of those of the
fore-feet following the order 4, 3, 5, 2, 1. The claws are rather short ; the
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large ears entirely naked and untufted ; and the tail, which exceeds the

head and body in length by about an inch, is cylindrical and bushy. With

the exception of the last, which is triangular, the upper molars are square,

with rounded corners, and carry four tubercles.

Several peculiarities cnaracterise the skull.

From their similarity in cranial and dental

characters to the last, it is believed that

the three species of flying - phalangers form-

ing the genus Petaurus have been evolved

either from an ancestral form of Gymnobelidens,

or some nearly allied type. These animals,

which are of small or medium size, have a

soft and silky fur, rather large, oval, and almost
naked ears, and a broad parachute-like expansion

of the skin of the flanks. In the fore-foot the

toes gradually increase in length from the first,

the fifth attaining the maximum elongation in

the largest species, and the fourth in the two
smaller ones. The claws, which are longer than

Fig. i(,7.-FLYiNa-PHALASGBR in the preceding genus, are strong, sharp, and
(Petaurus breoiceps). highly curved; and the long tail is evenly

bushy throughout. Both the chest and the

crown of the head bear a gland. The range of the genus includes New
Guinea and part of Australia, extending from Victoria to the islands of the

Halmahera group. All the three species are inhabitants of Australia ; a

variety of one {P. breviceps) being peculiar to New Guinea, New Britain, the

Halmahera group, and certain other islands. Writing of one of the species,

Bennett observes that " it retires either between the forked branches or in

the hollow cavities of the trees during the day to sleep, and at night passes

from one to another by flying leaps, aided by its parachute-like membrane,
descending to the ground only from unavoidable necessity, such as when the

trees are so far apart as to render it impossible to traverse the space by
leaping."

With the pretty little dormouse-phalangers {Dromicia), of which there are

four species, ranging over New Guinea, AVestern Australia, and Australia, we
revert to a genus unprovided with a parachute. In addition to this feature

and their small dimensions, the dormouse-phalangers are characterised by
their large, thin, and almost naked ears ; the normal proportions of the toes,

which in the fore-limb follow the order 3, 4, 2, 5, 1, as regards relative

length ; and the short and rudimental fore-claws. The cylindrical tail is

well furred only near the root, being elsewhere scaly and sparsely covered

with short hairs, except at the extremity, where it is roughened and completely

naked bene ith, and endowed with the power of prehension. With the ex-

ception of the last, which may be wanting, the molars have regularly rounded
crowns, carrying four tubercles each. These little animals, one of which is

rather smaller than the British dormouse, are purely nocturnal creatures,

living on fruits, honey, and insects, and hiding during the daytime in the

hollows, or beneath the dead strips of bark which hang down from the stems

of gum-trees. One species undergoes a partial hibernation during the colder

months of the year. A curious resemblance is presented by the pretty little

pen-tailed-phalanger of New Guinea {Distcechwus pennahis) to the pen- tailed

tree-shrew (Ptilocercus) among the Insectivora described on page 44, in that
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both have the long hairs of the elongated tail arranged in two opposite
lateral rows like the vanos of a feather. Whereas, however, in the shrew
these vanes occupy only the terminal portion of the tail, in the phalanger
they extend uninterruptedly throughout its length. In addition to tins very
important feature and the absence of a parachute, the peu-tailed-phalanger is

characterised by its rather short and thinly-haired ears, which have several

tufts near the base, the normal length of the toes, and the shnrp and curved
claws. The molais, of which there are invariably but three p.iirs, are small

and rounded, with smooth, unridged cusps, and the last pre-molar is very
small in the upper jaw, and wanting in the lower. Only a single pair of teats

is present in the female. The third genus in which a parachute is developed
is Af:rohaiiSy comprising the two species of pigmy-flying-phalangers, one of

which is Australian and the other Papuan, And since these beautiful little

animals, although considerably smaller, resemble the pen-tailed-phalanger,
not only in the structure of their skulls and teeth, but likewise in their

vaned tails, it is pretty evident that they are derived from the same ancestral

stock. The pigmy-phalangers have moderate-sized ears, a narrow para-

chute-like exjiansion of skin along the flanks, and the toes—which are of

normal proportions—terminating in a broad striated pad. In the fore-foot

the length of the digits follows the general order of 4, 3, 5, 2, 1, and the
claws, although not very prominent, are sharp and well developed.
Additional differences from Dista'cJiurns are to be found in the larger size of

the upper pre-molar, and the presence of the corresponding tooih in the
lower jaw, and likewise in the existence of two pairs of teats in the pouch
of the female. The Australian species, which measures 3 in. to the root of

the tail, is a far less brilliantly-coloured animal than its Papuan ally. It is

commonly known as the flying-mouse, and was formerly abundant about
Port-Jackson, but nothing very definite has been ascertained in regard to its

mode of life.

The last sub-family (Tarsipedino;) of the tribe under consideration is repre-

sented only by the elegant little long-snouted-phalanger (Tars^'pes rostratns) of

Western Australia. The sub-family is characterised by the elongation of the
tail, the long and slender muzzle, the extensile tongue, the absence of a ctycum,

or blind appendage to the intestine, and the minute size and rudimental
character of the cheek-teeth. As a genus, the animal, which measures about
3 in. to the root of the tail, may be characterised as follows :—The size ia

small and the form light and graceful ; while the long and narrow head is

furnished with ears of moderate size, which are but thinly covered with hair ;

and the soles of the feet are nnked and granulated. With the exception of

those of the unittd second and third toes of the hind-foot, the claws are
rudimental ; and the tail, which exceeds the head and body in length by
about an inch, is thinly haired and prehensile. Four teats are present in the

pouch of the female. /lihi)Ugh the upper canine and the lower incisor teeth

are fairly wtll devt loped, theie are at most but three pairs of molars, and the
pre-molars are reduced to a single pair in the upper jaw. A remarkable
feature is the absence of any inflection of the angle of the very slender
lower jaw. The long-snouted-phalanger appears to be an exceedingly rare

animal, inhabiting flowering shrubs, from the blossoms of which it extracta

honey by the insertion of its highly extensile tongue.
The three species of wombat, all of which are confined to Tasmania

and Australia south of the tropics, and are included in the single genus
Fhascolomyif, are the sole representatives of the third and last family of
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Australian diprotodont marsupials (Phascolomi/icke). They are clumsily-built

animals, differing from all the members of the group hitherto mentioned
by their burrowing habits ; and they may be regarded as

"Wombats. occupying among the Australian fauna the position held in

other regions by the burrowing rodents. Curiously enough,
they also approximate to the latter order in the nature of their dentition,

the incisors being reduced to a single cutting pair in each jaw, behind which
comes a long gap, without any canines, till the cheek-teeth are reached.

Stout and clumsy in form, the wombats have a short and broad muzzle
;

thick, short, and strong limbs of nearly equal length in front and behind
;

the fore-feet with five nearly sub-equal and powerfully-clawed toes ; the first

hind-toe short and clawless, the remaining toes of the same foot having strong

and curved claws, and the second and third imperfectly united by a common
skin ; and the tail rudimental. Internally, the stomach is simple, and the
intestine is furnished with a ctecum. The teeth are rootless throughout life

;

the large, curved, and chisel-like incisors having enamel only on the front

and sides ; and the five pairs of cheek-teeth are strongly curved, the molars
consisting of two lobes, but the pre-molars with only one. As regards their

habits, ic will suffice to say that wombats are harmless, inoflfensive animals,

burrowing deeply in the ground, and subsisting on the roots which they thus
disinter. They are entirely nocturnal, never issuing from their holes till

evening, and returning to them with the first rays of morning.
A distinct family {Epanortliido;) is now represented solely by two small rat-

like South American animals, which, from the estate where the second
example was obtained, may be known as the selvas. One was

Selvas. originally described and referred to the present order under
the name of Hyracodon fidiginosus, in the year 1863, upon

the evidence of a specimen obtained in Ecuador ; but the description was
so insufficient that naturalists had no clue to its affinities. In the autumn
of 189.5 a second example was obtained from Colombia, which showed that it

indicated a type of marsupial hitherto known only from fossil forms occurring
in the Tertiary rocks of Patagonia, which have been described under the

names of EpcDiorthus, Abderites, etc. As the name Hyracodon had been
previously employed for an extinct genus of mammals, the selvas were at

the same time re-christened Ccenolcstes.

The selvas have an elongated skull somewhat like that of the Australian-

bandicoots, with four pairs of upper incisor teeth and a large pair of canines,

and thus resemble the Polyprotodont type. In the lower jaw there is,

however, a single pair of horizontally- projecting lower incisors, not unlike

those of the kangaroo, behind which are several pairs of small functionless

teeth representing the other incisors, canine, and earlier pre-molars. In
both jaws the four pairs of molars are oblong teeth, with four blunt cusps,

and thus totally unlike the corresponding teeth of the opossums and other

members of the Polyprotodont sub-order. The feet are of normal type, with
five toes each, of which the first appears to be opposable in a limited degree
to the others ; and the rat-like tail is partially prehensile towards the

extremity. Externally, the selvas look very like small, blackish rats, with
a shar2> nose.

In all probability, these animals and their extinct allies are descendants from
a group of Polyprotodont Marsupials whose remains are found in the Tertiary

deposits of Patagonia, and whose ancestors reached South America by means
of a land connection—perhaps by way of the Antarctic continent—with
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Australia. Unlike the opossums, which are comparatively recent immigrants
from the North, the selvas, like the edentates, belong to the original primitive
fauna of South America, which was first developed when that country was
completely cut off from North America by a sea occupying the site of the
Isthmus of Panama and Mexico.
The bandicoots {Perameliihe) are the first representatives of the second

great subordinal division of the pouched mammals, technically known as the

Polyprotodontia. This name is assigned from the circum-
stance that these animals differ from the preceding group Bandicoot
by the larger number of incisor teeth, of which there are Tribe,

never less than three pairs in each jaw, while more generally

there are four or five pairs of these teeth in the upper, and three or four in the
lower jaw. These incisors are always relatively small and of subequal size,

and they are flanked by large, tusk-like canines, close behind which are the
anterior cheek-teeth. Nearly always the cusps of the molars are numerous
and sharp ; and the whole dentition is of a markedly carnivorous type. In
all their characters, the Polyprotodonts are a less specialised group than the
Diprotodonts ; and they have at the present day a wide geographical

distribution, being represented not only in the Notogteic realm, but likewise

in South America, and, more sparingly, in North America. They were also

living in various jjarts of the world during the Tertiary and Secondary epochs.

In Australasia, and to a certain extent in South America, the members of the

present group—all of which are either flesh or insect eaters—take the place

of the Carnivora and Insectivora of other parts of the world.

From the other three families included in the sub-order the bandicoots are
broadly distinguished by the circimistance that the second and third toes of

the hind-foot are reduced in size, and enclosed in a common skin in the same
manner as among the Diprotodonts. In addition to this very striking and
characteristic feature, the members of the present family have the hind-limbs
markedly longer than the front pair ; in the fore-limbs the three middle
toes, or occasionally only two, are long and furnished with claws, the others

being rudimental or wanting ; and the hind-foot has either four or five toes

of very unequal lengths, the first toe being rudimental or absent, the second
and third small and united, and the fourth the stoutest. As in the

phalangers, the opening of the pouch of the female is directed backwards.
Internally, there is a ci^cum to the intestine ; and in the skeleton collar-

bones are lacking. In the upper jaw there may be either four or five pairs

of incisor teeth, whereas in the lower jaw there are invariably three. The
tail, which is always relatively long, is never prehensile. Bandicoots are

restricted to Australia, Tasmania, New Guinea, and certain of the adjacent
islands, such as the Aru, Kei, and Duke of York group. In habits they are
mainly fossorial and insectivorous, although a few are more or less completely
omnivorous. Among the more aberrant forms are the rabbit-bandicoots
(Peragale), of which there appear to be two species, both restricted to the
Australian mainland. Their most distinctive feature, and the one from which
they derive their name, is the great length of the ears. In form these animals
are light and delicate, with a long and narrow muzzle. The three middle
toes of the fore-foot are long and furnished with stout, curved claws, and in

the hind-foot all trace of the first toe is wanting externally. The hind-limbs
greatly exceed the front ones in length ; the soles of the hind-feet are hairy

;

and there is a distinct crest of hair on the upper surface of the terminal half

of the tail. The upper jaw carries five pairs of incisor teeth j and the
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inolara have a quadrangular or rounded section. In pize and habits, these

bandicoots, which are omnivorous, may be compared to a rabbit, which
they resemble in their habit of constructing burrows in places where the soil

is suitable. The true bandicoots (Ferameles), of which
there are about a dozen different species, are com-
paratively small animals, ranging over Australia,

Tasmania, Papua, and some of the neighbouring
islands. While some are heavy and ungainly, and
others light and elegant in bodily form, all have long
and pig-like snouts, but the length of the ears is

variable. The three middle toes of the fore-foot are
nearly equal in length, and furnished with strong,

curved claws ; while in the hind-foot there is a
clawless first toe, the second and third digits having
flat twisted nails, the fourth exceeding all the rest in

length, and carrying a stout pointed claw, and the fifth

being similar but smaller. The tapering tail may be
either clothed with short hair or almost bare ; and
there are three pairs of teata in the pouch of the

I'ij. lOS.-A Bandicoot female. In the dentition there are usually five pairs

(Perameles). of upper incisors ; and the upper molars, which may le
either squared or triangular in form, carry sharp cusps.

They are exclusively terrestrial and nocturnal in their habits ; and apparently
feed chiefly on earth-worms, although they also consume insects, grubs, bulbs,

roots, and fallen berries and fruit. Bandicoots make sleeping-nests of dried

grass, leaves, and sticks ; and, in spite of ridding them of worms and insects,

do much harm to gardens and corn-fields. The third and last genus of the
family is represented only by the pig-footed bandicoot {Choeropvs casfnnotii)

of Australia, which, although allied to Gunn's bandicoot {Ferameles gn^itd),

is clearly distinguished by the very peculiar structure of the feet. In the

forefoot, the first and fifth toes are absent, the fourth is rudimental, while the

second and third are alone fully developed and furnished with long, slender

claws. Considerably difi'erent is the structure of the hind-foot, in which the
first toe is wanting, and the fifth rudimental, the fourth being very large.

Of a grizzled grey colour, and measuring about ten inches to the root of the

tail, the pig-footed bandicoot is an animal of light and slender build, with a
short and narrow muzzle, long and slender ears, and a short, cylindrical tail,

slightly crested on its upper surface. There are five pairs of upper incisors
;

and the pouch of the females contains eight teats. In its habits this animal
closely resembles the other members of the family, burrowing holes in the
ground, and being omnivorous in diet, although feeding chiefly upon insec's.

In spite of the number of its teats, the female only produces two young ones
at a birth.

The second of the four families of the Polyprotodonts is characterised by
having a simpler type of foot-structure than obtains in the Feramelidce, the

second and third digits of the hind-foot being completely

Tasyure Tribe, separate. Hence, it is probable that the Dasyuricke (as the
present family is termed) constitute the original stock frcm

which the Peramelidee have branched off. In addition to this primary
feature in the structure of the limbs, it may be noticed that there are five

toes to the fore-foot, and that in the hind-foot the first toe is either small cr

wanting, while the other four are pretty equally developed. The long and
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Fig. 100. -Tasmani AN-\VoLF

(JJhylacinus cynocephalus).

hairy tail is never prehensile ; and the pouch, when developed, opens
forwards and downwards. Internally, the stomach is simple, and the
intestine devoid of a blind appendage. There are four pairs of incisor teeth

in the upper jaw, and three in the lower ; the entire dentition being of an
essentially carnivorous type, the
upper molars having more or less

distinctly triangular crowns bear-

ing a number of sharp cusps.

Indeed, although a few of the
smaller kinds are more or less com-
pletely insectivorous, the present
family includes all the truly Hesh-
eating Australian Marsupials, as

it does the largest members of the
entire sub-order. Geographically,

the range of the group embraces
Australia, Tasmania, and New
Guinea, together with many of

the adjacent islands, exclusive of

the Austro-Malayan group.

Its large size, generally wolf-like form, and striped body are sufficient

to distinguish at a glance the thylacina or Tasmanian-wolf (Thylachius
cynocephalus) from all its kindred. This animal, which measures about
44 in. to the root of the tail, has a large wolf-like head, with moderate-sized
ears, a long and slender muzzle, and the elongated jaws armed with very
powerful teeth. The long tail is covered with close, short hair. All the
feet are markedly digitigrade, the five toes of the front pair being armed
with short, thick, conical claws, while the hind-feet have but four

toes each. The back is marked with transverse black bands on a
tawny ground. Only four teats are present in the pouch of the
female, and the marsupial bones are rudimental. The full marsupial
number of three pairs of pre-molar teeth are present. Although this

ferocious animal appears to be now restricted to Tasmania, the genus was
represented at a comparatively recent

epoch on the Australian mainland.
It is a nocturnal creature, inhabiting

caves and hollows among rocky fast-

nesses ; and, if seen abroad by day-

light, is dull and sluggish. It never
hunts in pack, and its sole cry appears
to be a dull guttural growl. At the
present day sheep are the chief prey
of the thylacine, as these are both
more numerous and easier to capture
than the dijirotodont marsupials upon
which it formerly lived. Four is the
number of young produced in a litter.

Although but little more than half its

size, the Tasmanian devil (SarcojMlus
iirsinus) is an even more sanguinary and destructive creature, killing sheep
and fowls, apparently for the mere pleasure of slaughter, long after its

appetite is satiated. In form this animal is very stout and powerful, having

Fi^. 110.—Taemanian-Devil

(Sarcopldhis ursinits).
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a short and broad muzzle, wide and rounded ears, an evenly-haired tail of

medium length, and plantigrade feet, in the front pair of which the toes are
armed with strong, curved claws ; while in the hind pair the first digit is

absent, and the naked soles lack well-defined pads. In colour the body is

blackish, flecked with white. As regards the dentition, this difiers from
that of the thylacine in that there are only two pairs of premolars in each
jaw ; while the upper molars, with the exception of the fourth pair, aro
strong, triangular, and much shorter and wider. The distribution of the
Tasnianian devil, both now and in the past, is precisely similar to that of its

cousin the thylacine.

Under the common title of native cats are included, in Australia, a number
of considerably smaller predaceous marsupials, usually showing a slender,

weasel-like form of body, although a

'^*'"'
are plantigrade, with sharp, curved

FUj. Ill—Spotted-Dasturb claws, the first toe in the hinder pair

(Dasyurus viverrinus). being either rudi mental or absent, and
the partially or wholly naked soles of

the hind-feet are granulated. In all cases the body is marked with spots.

The pouch, which opens verticallydownwards, contains either six or eight teats.

The teeth are numerically the same as in Sarcophilus, but much less strongly

developed. Dasyures are found alike in Australia, Tasmania, New Guinea,
and some of the neighbouring islands. They differ from the two preceding
genera, in that the majority are more or less completely arboreal in their

habits ; and they feed not only on flesh, but likewise on insects, being
especially destructive to birds and their eggs. The largest among the six

species is the spotted-tailed dasyure (D. macvlatus), from east and south-easa
Australia, and Tasmania, which may be compared roughly in size to a cat,

and differs from the rest by having the tail, as well as the body, spotted. It

is further characterised by having well-defined, transversely striated pads
on the soles of the feet, from which it may be inferred that its habits are

largely arboreal. The pouched-mice (Phascologah), of which no less than
thirteen species are recognised, are smaller animals, differing from the

dasyures in the absence of spots on the fur, and the practical want of the

pouch in the female. In all, the form is slender and graceful ; the ears

are rounded ; the tail is long, but may be either bushy, crested, or

nearly bare, and the broad and short feet terminate in sub-equal

toes furnished with sharp, curved claws. In the hind-foot the first toe

is, however, short and clawless, and the soles of the feet are naked
and smooth, with five transversely striated pads, the first toe frequently

having its pad divided. Except in one species, where the first lower pair

are wanting, there are three pairs of pre-molars in each jaw. The pouched-
mice, which range over Australia, Tasmania, New Guinea, the Aru Islands,

etc., are thoroughly arboreal animals, feeding exclusively on insects, and
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thus taking the placo cf the tree-shre^^ef We^OKentaT region. Whereas
the largest is nob bigger than an ordinary rat, the otliers are considerably
smaller. In all the Australian species the fur of the back is uniformly
coloured, and the same is the case with a few of the forms inhabiting Papua,
although the majority from that area are longitudinally striped. Four
nearly allied animals, which may be known as the narrow-footed pouched-
mice, and constitute the genus SmuMwpsis, are easily distinguished
from the foregoing by the narrow feet which are either partially haired
or naked, with tlie bare j^ortion granulated, and with or without pads, the
latter, when present, benig either smooth or but faintly striated. These
pouched-mice are restricted to Australia and Tasmania, and differ from
the members of the preceding genus in being strictly terrestrial, so that in

this respect they are comparable to ordinary shrews. More markedly
distinct is the long-legged pouched-mouse {Antechinomys lanvjcr), from the
interior of New South Wales and southern Queensland, which is a mouse-
like, leaping animal specially characterised by the great elongation of the
liind-limbs and the loss of the first toe in the hind-foot. The fur is

uniformly coloured, the tail is long and tufted, and the ears are of large
size. These little creatures, which subsist exclusively on insects, inhabit
open sandy districts. As the members of the two preceding genera
respectively represent the tree-shrews and ordinary shrews, so the present
form may be likened to the African jumping-shrews.
One of the most remarkable of all the pouched mammals is the banded

».nt-e?iiQV {Mijrmecohius fasciatus) oi south and west Australia, which presents
a curious approximation in the Humber
and structure of its teeth to some of the
extinctSecondarymarsupials of Europe.
By many writers it is regarded as the
representative of a distinct family by
itself, and it certainly constitutes a snh-

iixmWy {Myrmecohiince) oi\jh.Q DaayuridtH,

which may be distinguished from the
whole of the foregoing genera (Dasy-

urince) by the following features :—In
placeof being of normal proportions, the n- ,., t,

i . 1 *= r 1 1 J J- -1 F/r/. 11 2. -Ban DSD Ant-Eater
tongue IS long, cyhndrical, and extensile

;

(Mynnecobius fasciatus).
the nose is naked and grooved below

;

the pointed lower lip projects in advance of the teeth; and there is a gland
on the chest opening on the exterior by means of several apertures. The
cheek-teeth are small and delicate, the molars forming more than four pairs,

and being separated from one another by intervals, while those of the lower
jaw have their inner cusps larger than the outer ones. In general appear-
ance the banded ant-eater is a graceful squirrel-like animal, with the hinder
part of the back marked by a series of narrow white stripes on a bright
rufous ground. The ears are rather long and narrow, and the tail is elon-

gated and bushy. All external trace of the first toe of the hind-foot is

wanting, and all the functional toes are armed with claws adapted for digging;
the soles of the fore-feet being partially naked, while those of the hinder
pair are completely so, their pads being small and granulated. The pouch is

obsolete, and the number of teats appears to be four. The cheek-teeth
usually comprise three pairs of pre-molars and five of molars in each jaw,
but occasionally there is a sixth pair of lower molars. As a rare abnormality,

O
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four pairs of lower incisors may be developed. The binded ant-eater feeds

mainly oa an;s, wlii^h are licked up by the tongue, but it will also consume
insects of other kinds. It proceeds in a series of \\o\t%, with the tail uplifted ;

and when pursued, or fur sleeping, retires to a hollow lug or tree. It is

stated to produce from seven to nine j'oung at a birth, although it is

difficult to reconcile this with the alleged presence of only four teats. After
birth, the young are protected solely by the long hair on the abdomen of

the mother.
A separate family (Notoryctidce) of polyprotodont marsupials is repre-

sented solely by the curious marsupial mole {S'otoryctes typhlops), from the
sandy deserts of central South Australia. Among the

Marsupial essential characteristics of the family the following are the
Mole. most important :—There are only three pairs of incisor

teeth in each jaw, and there are neither earconchs or eyes
visible externally. The limbs, which are sub-equal in length, are stout, strong,

and each furnished with five toes; the hind-foot having a clawed first toe,

not opposable to the other digits which are of unequal size. Collar-bones

are present ; and the under surface of the

skeleton of the tail carries the so-called

chevron-bones so commonly present in

reptiles. The upper molar teeth have
triangular crowns bearing three cusps only.

Externally, the marsupial mole is a some-
what peculiar-looking animal, of a pale

golden -red colour, and measuring about
6 in. to the root of the stumpy tail.

A hard, horny shield, divided into two
Fiij. 113. -Marsui'ial Mole parts by a transverse ridge, serves to protect

(Xotoryctes typhloijs). the Upper surface of the blunt muzzle ; and
the apertures of the ears are well-nigh

hidden by the fur. In both feet the four inner toes are clawed, but the
fifth carries a short, broad nail ; the claws of the third and fourth front toes

are very large and powerful, while those of the corresponding hind toes

curve outwards and backwards, the toes of these feet decreasing in size from
the second to the fifth. In both pairs of limbs the soles of the feet are

naked and covered with a tough leathery skin. The short, stumpy tail

is also hard and leathery, decreasing rapidly in diameter from the base, and
terminating in a blunt, knob-like extremity. The pouch opens backwards,
and contains only two teats. The creature spends most of its time
burrowing in the sand of the Australian deserts in search of its insect-food,

occasionally making its appearance on the surface. Its enormously-powerful
front claws enable it to bury itself in the sand with extraordinary rapidity.

The last family of the marsupials is an American one, and is represented
solely by the opossums (Didelphyidce). In spite of the remoteness of their

habitat, these animals are very closely allied to the
Opossums. Dasynridce, from which they may be distinguished by having

four (instead of three) pairs of lower incisors, and by the first

hind toe being opposible to the other digits. There is no claw to the first

hind toe ; and the number of pairs of upper incisor teeth is five, or the same
as in the Daayurldce. As a rule, the tail is long, scaly, naked, and prehensile,

although rarely it may be short, and more or less covered with hair.

Internally, the stomach is simple, and the intestine has a blind appendage.
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In most species the pouch is wanting, although it may be represented by two
lateral folds of skin, while more rarely it is complete. There are three pairs of

premolar teeth in each jaw. The females have from five to twenty-tive teats.

Opossums, which vary in size from that of a cat to that of a mouse, include

more than a score of species, all but two of which are restricted to the

Neoga3ic realm, whence the northern forms are probably comparatively

recent wanderers. With the exception of the water-opossum, the members
of the family are mainly arboreal animals, although some of the smaller kinds

are more or less terrestrial. Arboreal species have, however, extended
their range to the open Argentine pampas. Whereas the larger kinds

are very destructive to poultry, the smaller species subsist exclusively on
insects. In those opossums in which the female has no pouch, the young
are borne on the back of their parent, generally curling their own tails round
that of the latter, which is purposely bent forwards over the back and head.

Nearly all the species may be included

in the typical genus DidtlpJiys, which
may, however, be split up into several

sub-generic groups. The first of these

is represented solely by the common
opossum (Z>. marsupialis), with its

numerous varieties, which is four

to five times the dimensions of any
other kind, and may be compared,
in this respect, to a cat. Its range
extends from the United States to

Chili, South Brazil, Uruguay, and
Argentina, and it is the only species

entering North America above Mexico.
As the representative of a subgenus, F(>. 114. -Common- OrossiM
it may be characterised as follows :^ {Dide!pli<js matsttpiaUx).

The very long tail is naked, scaly, and
highly prehensile ; elongated bristle-like hairs are mingled with the fur ; and
the fifth hind toe is much shorter than the fourth, which is of nearly the

same length as the first and second. The female has a well-developed pouch
for the reception of the young, which at birth are extremely minute. They
develop, however, very rapidly, and soon become as large as mice, when
they leave the pouch, although returning for the purpose of sucking, or in

order to escape from impending danger. Of the habits of this species Mr.
C Lincecum, in the Amei-ican Naturalist for 1872, writes as follows :

—

"They dwell in hollow logs, stumps, and in holes at the roots of the trees.

They do not burrow or prepare dens for themselves, but find such as are

ready-made. I have seen them carrying into their holes, at the approach of

cold weather, considerable bundles of dry leaves rolled up in their tail ; they
understand the signs of the coming spells of bad weather, and they prepare
for it by making for themselves good comfortable beds. They do not
hibernate, but are found out hunting in frosty weather. They possess but
little caution. Hence they are often found in the poultry-houses, chicken-

coops, smoke-houses, and even in our dining-rooms, rustling about for

something to eat. I have often seen their tracks in the roads and
paths where they had travelled three or four miles to a farmyard, to

which they had no doubt been attracted by the crowing of the roosters.

They will catch a grown hen and carry her off squalling at the top
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of her voice, and will not abandon her till the dogs, which have been
aroused by the uproar, have overtaken them and commenced cracking their

bones. They will eat bacon, dry beef, can ion, any kind of fowl, rabbits, any
sort of small game, almost all the insects, and fruits of every variety. They
voraciously devour the musk-melon, and several species of mushrooms

;

in short, they are nearly omnivorous. The only case in which the opossum
manifests any respectable degree of cautiousness is when it is hunted at

night in the forest ; on hearing the din and noise of the hunters it with

some difficulty makes shift to climb a small tree or sapling, where, wrapping
the naked, rasp-like tail round some convenient limb, it quietly awaits the

approaching dogs and hunters. By many people the flesh is considered

delicious. Its flavour resembles that of the flesh of a young hog, but is

sweeter, less gross, and is, no doubt, a more healthy food for man. A dog
will starve sooner than eat the flesh of an opossum ; negroes and many other

persons are exceedingly fond of it. During their breeding season, the males
are very rampant and belligerent. Numbers will collect round a female and
fight like dtigs. Twenty or thirty years ago I witnessed a fight myself in

the forests of Mississippi. The female was present ; there were three males

;

two of them were fighting, while the third one was sitting a little distance

off, looking as though he felt he had seen enough. They were fighting

hard, and had been, from the signs in the wallowed-down grass, for three

or four days, kicking over the female, who immediately went into a spasm
when I examined the pouch. Opossums are exceedingly tenacious of life. I

have many times seen the dogs catch them and chew and crack, seemingly,

all the bones in their skin, leaving them to all appearance entirely lifeless
;

and, going out the next morning for the purpose of removing the dead
thing, would find that it had left its death-bed, and putting the dogs on its

track, trail him a mile or more before overtaking him. He would, to be
sure, be found in a bad fix, but at the same time he lacked two or three

more bone-crackings of being dead. They cannot, like the raccoon, be so far

domesticated as to form any attachment for persons or their houses, though
I have two or three times found them under the floors of dwelling-houses,

where they had been for some time, and had evidently taken up winter-

quarters, but they did not remain there long." Of the South American
variety known as Azara's opossum, Mr. Aplin, in the " Proceedings of the

Zoological Society for 1894," observes that in Uruguay, "where it is known
by the name of Comadre'ja, this opossum lives in a nearly treeless country,

the river monte in South Soriano being the only natural wood (composed of

low thorny trees and big willows), and the Comadreja preferring to live on
the higher camp, where it lies up in clefts and holes among the granite

boulder-rocks ; among these a few low thorny bushes are found in some
cases. I have never seen a Comadreja in the monte or up any native tree,

but have no doubt they often climbed the trees at the estaiicias, which they
are all well able to do. Yet this animal has a very prehensile tail, naked
and scaly. Having hauled one out of a cleft by the tail, I found that it

twined the latter tightly round my fingers, the muscular power being

considerable. They run up the boulder-rocks with great agility. At bay,

whether in rocky holt or old ants'-nest, laid up in a soft bed of dead grass,

or drawn and facing a dog with arched back and grinning teeth, they make a

snarling, grunting growl and a hiss. It is necessary to kill those taking up
their quarters near houses, but they are often very difficult to kill. I have
hammered one with a stick and thrown its heavy body against a rock time
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after time, and then, after caVrying it by the tail for some distance,

discovered that it was still alive. Much of the difficulty arises from their

habit of shamming. Once T smoked out a female and two one-third grown
young ones. A young one came first and was apparently laid out with a
blow from my stick ; I had to run round the rock after the next, and when
I came back (in less than half a minute) the first had come to life again and
departed. An old buck, worried by a dog and finished oti' with a shot in the

head from a collecting-gun and left for dead, was found an hour or so after

partly recovered. A female was brought in with ten young, naked, pink,

and blind ; head and body 2 in., tail 1^ in. long. Inside the mother's pouch
were nine teats only.''

As a representative of the second sub-genus (Metachh-ns) may be mentioned
the quica-opossum (D. opussiim), ranging from Mexico to the Argentine.

The three representatives of this sub-genus are medium-sized species, with the

relative lengths of the hind-toes the same as in the eommon-opossum—that

is to say, the three middle toes are sub-equal in this respect, and considerably

exceed the outermost. The fur is short and straight, without any admix-
ture of bristles ; and the pouch may be either well developed or rudimental.

Of the thick-tailed-opossHm (D. crasslcandata) from Guiana, South Brazil,

Uruguay, and Argentina, which is another member of the same sub-genus,

Mr. Aplin writes as follows:— "The Comadreja-colorada, as this species is

called, is rare in the part of Soriana where I was living, only one having been
killed there during my stay so far as I know. It is said by the residents to

be excessively savage for so small an animal. Responding to a suggestion, I
inquired whether the female had a pouch capable of carrying her young, and
one rather sharp and observant joues^cro's boy declared that it had. Although
the adults are so savage, a lady of my acquaintance had a young one, taken
from the body of its dead mother in the camp south of the Rio Negro in

February, which was perfectly tame. It unfortunately shared the fate of so

many ladies' pets and was slain by a large cat belonging to a house at which
bhe was staying on her way to the coast, a day or two before I went over
there. The fur of this animal is very beautiful. It is of a warm, light chest-

nut, paler and yellower on the sides and lower parts. The upper-parts have
a flush on them of what can only be described as crimson." As a matter of

fact, this species has no pouch, which in a fully developed condition is

present only in the common and quica-opossums. The third sub-genus
(^Philander) is represented by two South American species of medium size,

in which the fourth hind-toe is the longest, while the third and fifth

are about equal and next in size, and the second is somewhat the
shortest of the four. In both the pouch is rudimental, while externally

these species are characterised by their woolly fur and the presence of a dark
longitudinal stripe down the middle of the face. A considerable number of

small-sized opossums from Central and South America constitute the sub-
genus Miconreus, in which the form is slender, the fur generally straight,

although occasionally slightly woolly, and there is no dark face-stripe. The
relative lengths of the hind-toes are generally the same as in the last group,
but in some cases the fifth digit is not longer than the second. A pouch is

always wanting, and the tail is generally longer than the body, and highly
prehensile. In the velvety-opossum (D. velvtina) the tail is, however, much
shorter, and thereby serves to connect this group with the following one.
in the last group (Perarmfs), which is likewise confined to South and Central
America, and contains about eight very small species, the tail is generally
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only about half the length of the head and body, and more or less covered

with short, fine hairs, while it has but little or no prehensile power. In the

hind-foot the fifth toe is considerably shorter than the second, and the third

and fourth digits are equal, and but little

longer than the latter. From the absence

of prehensile power in the tail, it has been
inferred that these tiny little opossums
are mainly terrestrial in their habits. A
small opossum recently described from
Chiloe Island, ofi" the coast of Central

Chili, is regarded as* representing a
separate genus under the name of

Dromiciops. A third genus contains only

the water-opossum, or yapock {Chironedes

minbmi.s), ranging from Guatemala to the

south of Brazil, and distinguished by its

parti - coloured fur and aquatic habits.

Structurally it is characterised by the

presence of a projecting tubercle on the

inner side of the fore-foot, giving the appearance of a sixth digit ; and
likewise by the webbing of the hind-toes as far as their terminal pads,

whereby the first digit is much less opposable than in other opossums. In
size the yapock may be compared to the common-opossum.

Fig. 115.—Yapock {Chirmiectes miniitius).

ORDER Xil. — MONOTREMATA.
Egg-Layi>'g Majimals.

The third and last sub-class of mammals—variously known as the Proto-

theria, or Ornithodelphia, and containing only the single order Monotreniata
— differs much more widely from the other two than do the latter from one

another, and thereby approximates to the lower vertebrates. These strange

mammals, which are confined to the Notogteic realm, are especially

characterised by laying eggs, after the manner of birds and reptiles ; although

the young subsequently developed from such eggs are nourished by milk from

the mammary glands of the female parent. Instead, however, of opening

into teats, these milk-glands discharge their secretion upon the porous skin

of the inside of a more or less developed temporary pouch by means of

numerous small apertures. After hatching, the head of the young, which

develops a special suctorial mouth, is thrust into the pouch, and the milk

forced into its mouth by the contraction of special muscles. Structurally,

the milk-glands of the Monotremes correspond to the ordinary sweat-glands

of other mannnals, and not to their milk-glands. From the other two sub-

classes of mammals, Monotremes differ in that the hinder extremity of the

body possesses but a single orifice, from which are discharged both the

waste-products and the reproductive elements ; the two egg-passages, or

oviducts, opening into the extremity of this cloaca, as the single excretory

passage is termed. In these respects the egg-laying manmials resemble

birds and reptiles. Similar resemblances are presented by the portion of
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the skeleton known a3 the shoulder-girdle, or that serving for the support and
articulation of the bones of the fore-limb. In all the higher mammals, with
the exception of some of the Edentates (where the coracoids may be distinct),

the shoulder-girdle comprises, at most, only a pair of collar-bones (clavkles) and
two shoulder-blades (scaptdce), of which the latter bear a so-called coracoid
process at the lower extremity. On the other hand, in the egg-laying mammals,
as in lizards, an unpaired additional T-shaped bone known as the inter-
clavicle overlies the collar-bones and breast-bone (sier/mm); while the caracoid
processes are represented by a pair of separate coracoid bones situated on the
lower surface of the chest, and connected with the blade-bones to form the
articular cavity for the head of the upper arm- bone, or humerus. Behind
these, on the same aspect of the body, are a second pair of bones known as
the meta-coracoids, and representing the bones commonly called coracoids in
birds, which are articulated inferiorly to the breast-bone. The brain is also
of a lower and simpler type than in the higher mammals ; the same being
also the case with the small bones of the internal ear. Another feature
(which at present appears to have been verified only in the first of the two
families) indicative of inferior organisation is the low temperature of the
blood as compared with that of other mammals.
In both the families of Monotremes the males are furnished on the

inner surface of the heel with a perforated horny spur, connected with a
gland behind the thigh ; and it is not improbable that during the breeding
season this gland may secrete a poisonous fluid which flows into any
wound inflicted by the spur. As in the Pouched Mammals, the Monotremes
have a pair of marsupial bones aflixed to the front edge of the lower part
of the pelvis. Both families have the skull produced into a beak, which
may be either cylindrical or flattened; and in the adult state at least, teeth
are wanting. There are no traces of external ear-conchs ; the two pairs of

limbs, which are of nearly equal length, are modified for burrowing or
digging ; and the tail is either rudimental or short and wide. As in the case
of the Edentates, there is no clue to the origin of the Monotremes, but there
can be no doubt that the existing forms are highly modified and specialised

descendants from some extremely ancient stock.

The strange Australian creature, known as the duck-bill or duck-mole
(OrHi^/io)7()/Hc/insrt}iai()H(6), is the sole representative of the first family (On«7/i-o-

rhynchida') of the Monotremes. As distinctive of the family,

the following features appear the most important :—In the Duck-bill,

head the muzzle is produced and expanded to form a broad,

depressed beak, covered with a delicate sensitive skin, which, in the dried
state, assumes the appearance of horn. The tongue is of normal proportions,
and non-extensile. In the fur there is no mixture of spines ; the tail, although
short, is broad and flattened ; and the feet are large and wide, with tlie toes
webbed, and the soles bare and without pad^. In the young and adolescent
condition, each jaw bears three pairs of niany-cusped molars, of which the
first is the smallest in the upper jaw, and the last in the lower ; but in the
adult these teeth are shed, and their functions discharged by horny plates
growing up around and beneath them. In the male the horny spur on the
hind-foot is very large ; while in the female the pnuch is rudimental. The
brain has smooth hemispheres. The duck-lnll has a somewhat elongated
and depressed body, covered with dark-coloured fur of two kinds. In both
limbs the five-toed feet have long claws to all the digits, although those on
the fore-feet are broad and blunt, while those behind are compressed and
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Fig. llo.—Di'CK-BiLii

{Orn ithorhynchus anatinuit).

pointed. The beak is smooth, short, and evenly-rounded in front, with a

flap of skin marking its junction with the head ; and the cheeks have

pouches for the storage of food. In length the adult male measures about
18 in. to the root of the tail, which is one-

third the length of the head and body ; but the

female is considerably smaller. The duck-bill

is confined to the fresh-waters of Tasmania
and Australia, where it especially frequents

still and deep pools in rivers with banks
suitable for the construction of its long and
tortuous burrows ; these burrows generally

having two entrances, the one situated above,

and the other below the level of the surface of

the water. In length a burrow may be as

much as 20 ft. , and at its extremity it expands
into a capacious chamber, which is lined at the

breeding season for the reception of the white
eggs—usually two in number. Here in due
course they are hatched, the female sitting

upon them in the same manner as a bird, since

the pouch is not sufficiently large for their

reception. When first hatched, the young
are completely naked and helpless, and are fed

with milk in the manner indicated above. As soon as they are able to feed,

they are supplied with fresh-water snails and insects such as form the chief

nutriment of their parents. Duck-bills are mainly nocturnal animals,
passing the day rolled up asleep in their burrows.
Very different, both in appearance and their mode of life, to duck-bills are

the echidnas, or spiny ant-eaters, constituting the family JEchidnida:. in
place of being aquatic, these Monotremes are terrestrial and

Echidnas. nocturnal in their habits, while the sexes lack that discrep-

ancy in size which forms such a marked feature in the
preceding group. In place of the duck-like beak of the Ornithorhynchus,
the muzzle of the echidnas forms a long, slender beak, which is completely
devoid of teeth at all ages, and is suited to the long, extensile, worm-like
tongue characteristic of all ant-eating mammals. The fur is so thickly inter-

mingled with short and stout spines, not unlike those of the hedgehogs, that
sometimes little more than the latter are visible. The tail is quite rudi-
mental ; the short, sub-equal limbs have unwebbed toes, furnished with
broad, powerful, nail-like claws, and, although the soles of the feet are
provided with soft, fleshy cushions, thei-e are no pads. A peculiar feature
connected with the mouth is the presence of spines on both the palate and the
tongue. During the breeding season the pouch of the female is much more de-
veloped than in the duck-bill ; and the hemispheres of the brain differ from
those of the latter in being well convoluted . The smooth surface and bird-like
form of the skull is very characteristic of the family, and the lower jaw is

remarkable for its extreme slenderness. These animals subsist exclusively
on ants, which are dug out by the powerful claws and licked up by the
extensile tongue. The large size of the pouch enables the female to carry
about with her the two eggs, which in due course are hatched by the heat of

her body. The echidnas have a wider geogi-aphical distribution than the
duck-bill, and are represented by two genera, one of which ranges from
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south-eastern New Guinea to Australia and Tasmania, while the second is

exclusively Papuan. All the echidnas have stout and depressed bodies,

which when the creatures are in repose rest flat on the ground, although in

walking the legs raise the body some
distance above the surface. In the

typical genus, of which there appears

to be only one very variable specific

representative {Erhiibut aculeatu), the

whole of the five digits of each foot are

furnished with claws, which in the

fore-feet are broad, slightly curved,

and directed forwards, while in the

hinder pair they are more slender, and
curved outwards, the second, or the

second and third, considerably exceed- Fij. H7.—Five-Toed Echidna

ing the fourth and fifth in length, {Echuina acnleaia).

and that of the first toe being short,

blunt, and rounded. The beak, which is of about the same length as the

rest of the head, may be either straight or slightly curved upwards ; and the

tongue tapers at the tip, and has the spines confined to its basal portion.

Of this species there are three well-marked local races or varieties. The
ordinary or typical form, which is confined to the Australian mainland, is of

medium size, measuring about 17 in. to the root of the tail. Next comes the

variety from south-eastern New Guinea, measuring only about 14 in. in

length, and with the spines of tKe back shorter. The largest and most
distinct of all is the Tasmanian form, which grows to 20 in., and has the

fur so long as almost to conceal the spines, while the claw of the third

toe of the hind-foot is almost as much elongated as that of the second. In
Australia the common echidna is generally met with in sandy or rocky
districts and is especially abundant in the mountains. When on level

ground, it proceeds with an unsteady, shuffling gait, the short and broad
front feet being turned outwards, and the claws of the hind-feet bent
outwards and backwards in such a manner as to cause the inner border of

the sole to rest on the ground. These animals do not venture abroad till

evening, but during the night they are very active, burrowing with great

-activity in search of their favourite ants. When suddenly attacked or

surprised, echidnas roll themselves up into a ball-like form, but if time be
allowed, they invariably endeavour to make their escape by burrowing.

The second genus of the family {Proi'ohidiia'^) is distinguished by the feet

usually carrying only three claws each, although the first and fifth toes are

represented by two or more joints, and may occasionally be clawed. The
length of the claws of the hind-foot diminishes regularly from the second to

the fourth toe ; and the beak, which is markedly curved downwards, is

much longer than in the typical echidna, being nearly as long as twice the

length of the remainder of the head. In the Arfak momitaina of north-

western New Guinea the genus is represented by Bruijn's echidna {P.

bruijni), which measures about 19 to 20 in. in length, and has dense woolly
fur, with but few spines. In western New Guinea it is replaced by a larger

form with stouter limbs, shorter claws, and longer, more sparsely distributed,

and more hairy fur, but whether it is anything more than a local variety

may be doubtful.

^ It has recently been proposed to substituts the name /aglossus, which is stated to

be earlier.
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CLASS II.~AVES.

By R. Bowdler Shakpe, LL.D., F.L.S., &c.

Structurally the skeleton of a bird differs very remarkably froiii that of an
ordinary mammal, although it is considerably less unlike that of the egg-laying

mammals. In all the features in which tlie bird's bony framework departs

from the mammalian type, it approximates to tlie reptilian conformation in

general features. Still, it must not be supposed that in this respect birds

are exactly like any living reptiles. Although in their general structural

plan tlieir skeletons are similar, that of the bird has become modified and
specialised from the original type, which renders it markedly different from
that of either a crocodile or a lizard. One of the chief points in which the

skeleton of a bird resembles that of a lizard, and thereby departs from the

mammalian type, is the mode in which the skull is articulated to the first

joint of the backbone. Whereas in a mammal the articulation takes place by
means of a pair of knobs on the hinder part of the skull, which are received

into corresponding cups in the first joint of the backbone, in the bird and
reptile there is but a single knob, or condyle, fitting into a cup in the first

vertebra. Then, again, while in the mammal the lower jaw articulates

directly with the solid wall of the true skull, or cranium, in the bird and
reptile there is on each side an intervening separate bone, known as the

quadrate. A third feature in which the skulls of birds and reptiles re-

semble one another, and differ from those of mammals, is the complex
structure of each branch of the lower jaw—each branch consisting in the

two former groups of several distinct bones, whereas in the latter it is

formed of a single bone.

In order to give strength to the back in flying, the vertebrte of the hinder

part of the backbone are fused together into a solid mass, forming the so-

called sacrum, which is much more extensive than in mammals. To either

side of this sacrum are firmly attached the bones of the pelvis, all of which
are very unlike the corresponding bones of mammals, and of which the upper
elements, or ilia, are by far the largest. In all living birds the bones of the

tail are aborted, and terminate in a triangular piece known as the "plough-
share bone." In all birds the ribs are few in number, and in most cases these

differ from the mammalian type by the presence of an oblique process on the

hinder border. These uncinate processes, as they are called, are met with in

some reptiles.

Perhaps the most extraordinary feature in the skeleton of an ordinary
flying bird is the excessive development of the bones of the breast, which
in some cases cover almost the whole of the under surface of the body. By
far the largest of these elements is the breast-bone, or sternum, correspond-

ing with the element similarly named in mannnals. Whereas in flying birds

this sternum is strongly keeled, in order to afford a firm basis of origin

for the pectoral muscles, in the ostrich and its kindred it is flattened. At the
sides the sternum is attached to the true ribs by the intervention of so-called

sternal ribs. Superiorly it bears a pair of bones commonly known as cora-
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coids, but more properly termed metacoracoids. Superiorly these metacora-

coids join the scimitar-like scapuke, or shoulder-bones, and at their junction

form the cavity for the reception of the head of the upper wing-bone, or

humerus. Joining the upper ends of the metacoracoids, and extending

downwards towards the sternum, is the well-known merry-thought, or

furcula ; although in this moditication peculiar to birds, the furcula really

represents the united collar-bones, or clavicles, of man. In ordinary

mannnals there are no separate representatives of the metacoracoids ; but
such occur in the egg-laying mammals, although differing widely from those

of birds. Before leaving this region of a bird's skeleton, it is important
to mention that in the backbone—at least in the neck—the individual

joints, or vertebrae, are articulated together by saddle-shaped surfaces,

such a mode of articulation being unknown in any other class of vertebrate

animals.

As regards the structure of the bones of the Aving, very few words will

suffice. The two upper segments of this part of the skeleton are essentially

similar to the same part in mammals. The bones of the wrist, or carpus, are,

however, reduced to two in number; while those of the metacarpus and
fingers are flattened and otherwise modified, the number of digits never ex-

ceeding three. The three digits respectively represent the thumb, index, and
middle fingers of the human hand. Of these, the thumb has either one or

two joints, the index two, and the third digit one. The metacai'pals of the

index and third fingers are united together by a thin plate of bone, Avhich

may be perforated.

In a bird's leg the general plan of structure is a specialised modification of

that obtaining in reptiles. The grand distinction between the leg of a reptile

and that of a mammal, lies in the fact that, whereas in the latter the ankle-^oint

occurs at the top of the two rows forming the ankle, or tarsus, in the former
the joint is situated between the two rows. A bird's leg is formed on the

latter plan, but has undergone the further modification that the two rows of

tarsal bones are respectively welded to the bones above and below them. We
have first of all the thigh-bone, or femur ; next comes the tibia (with the
aborted fibula at its upper end), to the lower extremity of which are attached
the upper row of tarsal bones, thus forming a tibio-tarsus. Below this comes
a compound bone, formed by the lower row of tarsal bones and the three

middle metatarsal bones of the typical five-toed foot, this compound bone
being termed the tarso-metatarsus. Usually this bone terminates below in

three pulley-like surfaces, to which are attached the bones of the toes ; but
in the ostrich there are only two of these pulleys, and likewise only two toes.

When the first toe, or halhex, is present, it is attached to the hinder surface

of the lower end of the tarso-metatarsus. No trace of the fifth toe ever re-

mains. Whereas in mammals each of the toes, save the thumb, has three
joints, in a bird (as also in a reptile) the number of these joints increase from
the second to the fourth toe.

The chief character which distinguishes the class Aves from the other
classes of vertebrate animals is the. j^ossession offeathers. The production of

the young from an egg is not confined to the birds, but is shared by some
mammals and reptiles ; nor is the power of flight a sole preroi:ative of the
birds, but their feathery covering is a really distinctive characteristic.

That birds existed on the earth in very remote times is undoubted, and
that they were very different in form and structure from those which we
have around us now, is equally certain. As the special character of the class
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Aves is the possession of feathers, the earliest creature \vhicli can be
determined to have possessed this special prerogative of the birds is the
Archczopteryx. The remains of this curious animal were first discovered
in the sand-stone formation of Soleiihofen in Bavaria, whence comes the
bulk of the stone used for lithographic purposes in the present day. The
original slab containing these priceless remains is now in the British
Museum, and witli it we commence the study of the class Aves. The head
is, unfortunately, missing in this specimen, but the imprint of the tail is

clear enough, and shows a structure quite difl'erent from that which is to
be seen in any bird of modern times. It is longer than the body of the bird
itself, and, instead of the feathers being placed side by side, and capable of
being spread like a fan, we find in the Archcmpteryx the tail consisting of a
series of vertebrie, upon which the feathers were disposed laterally, while
there must evidently have been quills upon the wings. The digits of the
latter terminated in little claws or hooks, a condition which exists in some of
our present-day birds, though the exact structure is modified. A second
specimen of an JrcVeo/^^erj/.v; was afterwards discovered in the same forma-
tion at Solenhofen, and has passed into the possession of the Berlin Museum.
In this individual the head has been preserved, and shows us a reptilian-

looking skull with actual teeth. Thus we know that ArclKnopteryx possessed
teeth and feathers, but of a kind unlike those of any bird of modern times.
It introduces the first sub-class of birds, viz., the Scmrura.
Among the numerous other members of the class Aves, which we shall

have to pass in review, will also occur several birds with teeth ; but these will

all be found to belong to a much earlier age than our own, so that we may
safely say that at the present day no really toothed bird exists.

At the same time, there are found on the earth to-day many types of birds
which must be considered to be the survivors of very ancient bird-life ; and if

these do not belong exclusively to one type, or to any single order or family
of existing birds, we shall yet have little difficulty in assigning to most of them
their proper position in the natural system. The idea that all toothed birds
must belong to one group is now held to be erroneous, and the notion that
the diving Hesperornis of the New World was allied to the Arclmopter\jx of

the Old World, simply because they both possessed teeth, is not admitted at

the present day.

Granting, however, that our Passerine birds are the highest development
of the Avian form at present existing, it naturally follows that we must look
to a totally diff'ei'ent type if we desire to connect the bird-life of the present
day with tliat of the past ; and the flightless birds, the ostriches, and their
kin, are admitted by all ornithologists to be the modern survivors of ancient
forms. Like the huge mammals and reptiles, which were the fore-runners of
the modern representatives of these classes, the birds of the Struthioue order
of Madagascar {JEpyornis) and the Moas of New Zealand were enormous.
A singular interest attaches to the ancient Struthiones, which wei-e immensely
larger than their descendants of our own epoch. Thus the moas of New
Zealand attained a huge size, and, as far as recent researches carry us, they
must have been alive on the earth not so very long ago. The moas live in
the traditional history of the Maories ; specimens have been unearthed with
the skin still attached to the bones ; moa-feathers have been found in some
number ; and much controversy has been excited as to whether they have
become extinct within the last hundred, or five hundred, years. That they
were living within historic times is certain. Of the ^pyornis of Madagascar
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we know less, but though its bones are not so often cliscoveretl as those of

the moa, its eggs, unearthed from the tombs of buried chiefs, are not un-

frequently found
Tlie Ilatite Birds, as tliese great fliglitlcss creatures of the ostrich tribe are

usually called, derive tlieir name from the fact that they have a " ratite" or
" raft "-like breast-bone. On the latter there is no keel, to which a pectoral

muscle may be attached for the purposes of flight, and they have now no
mechanisui by which they can propel tlieir huge bodies througli the air like

ordinary birds. That ostriches and their allies will ever fly is siuiply im-

possible, as their numbers are being annually decreased, and the necessaiy

ages requisite for them to develop the means of flight as an escape from their

enemies will never be allowed to them, as man, with his spi-eading civilisation

and his deadly rifle, gradually encircles the poor birds in their last havens of

rest. The probability is, judging from the Avell-developed wings of tlie early

Arcliifoptcfiix, that ancient birds coukl fly, and that the ostriches and moas
are the descendants of birds perfectly cajiable of flight, but which from the

lack of natural enemies in ancient times, have gradually lost their power of

flying, and ultimately developed into the flightless birds of the present day,

wherein safety is secured by their excellent power of running, or by their

nocturnal habits, where concealment and swiftness of foot play the most
important part in their preservation.

The Struthious or Ratite Birds (Sub-class Batita') may, therefore, be divided

into six Orders, vh. the Rheas (Bheiformes), the Ostriches {Struthioniformes),

the Emus and Cas-

sowaries (Casv.arii- Sub-class

formes), the extinct liaiiia.

Moas (Dinornithi-

formcs and ^pyorrdtliiformcs), and
the Apteryges {Aptery<jlformes). Of
these the moas are extinct, but
members of the other orders still

survive.

The ostriches maybe distinguished

by having only two toes instead of

three. The moas had three toes^

and, therefore, they belonged to the

great group of three-toed Struthious
Birds, of which so many have per-

ished. Of those that survive, the
rheas (Rheiformes) are distinguished

by the following characters : the
absence of any keel to the breast-

bone, no hind-toe, and three tots in

front. They are to all intents and
purposes ostriches, and generally go
by the name of the "South American

Ostrich," as they are entirely confined to the South American Continent. Of
the rheas, four species are recognised. One of these may be considered an
vniknown sjjecies as yet, as Illica luma (Lydekker) has only been character-
ised from its egg, which is remarkably small, and on this evidence, which is

certainly self-evident, Mr. Lydekker has separated the small Patagonian species
as distinct. The common rhea {Rhea amerkana) is the best-known species,

.^^^-^

Fiij. 1.—The Comsion Rhea
(Rhea anirricana).
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and the most widely distributed, being found from Southern Brazil and
Paraguay to the province of Matagrosso, westwards to Bolivia, south to the

Rio Negro in Patagonia, and even beyond. In the provinces of Bahia and
Pernambuco it is replaced by the great-billed rhea {Ji. macrorhyncha), and
in Chili and Patagonia by Darwin's rhea {R. dancini), which is said to range
north of the Rio Negro, where it may be coterminous with the range of Ji.

americana.

The nandu, as the rhea is called in Argentina, is, according to Mr. W. H.
Hudson, doomed to speedy extinction, the republican governments of South
America apparently being too much occupied in other business to trouble

their heads about bird protection, which appears to be only an outcome of

extreme civilisation. Mr. Hudson, the recorder of. so much that is interest-

ing in the habits of the birds of Argentina, has given the results of liis

acquaintance with the rhea, and we regret that space forbids vis

to quote more than a brief extract. It seems that the male takes upon him-
self the duties of incubation, and Mr. Hudson's story is as follows :

— '•' In the

month of July the love season begins, and it is then that the curious

ventriloquial bellowing, booming, and weird-like sounds are emitted by the
male. The young males in the flock are attacked and driven off by
the old cock-bird ; and when there arc two old males, they fight for

hens. Their battles are conducted in a curious manner, the com-
batants twisting their long necks together like a couple of serpents,

and then viciously biting at each others' heads with their beaks ; mean-
while, they turn round and round in a circle, pounding the earth with
their feet, so that where the soil is wet or soft, they make a circular

trench where they tread. The females of a flock all lay together in a natural

depression of the ground, with nothing to shelter it from sight, each hen
laying a dozen, or more, eggs. It is common to find from thirty to sixty

eggs in a nest, but sometimes a larger number, and I have heard of a nest

being found containing one hundred and twenty eggs. If the females are

many, the cock usually becomes broody before they finish laying, and he
then drives them away with great fury, and begins to incubate. The hens
then drop their eggs about the plains ; and from the large number of wasted
eggs found, it seems probable that more are dn^pped out of, than in, the nest.

The egg when fresh is of a fine golden yellow, but this colour grows paler

from day to day, and finally fades to a parchment-white.
"After hatching, the young are assiduously tended and watched over by the

cock, and it is then dangerous to approach the rhea on horseback, as the bird,

with neck outstretched and outspread wings, charges suddenly, making so liuge

and grotesque a figure that the tamest horse becomes ungovernable through
terror. Eagles and the large caracara are the enemies which the rhea most
fears when the young are still small ; and at the sight of one flj'ing overhead,

he crouches down and utters a loud, snorting cry, whereupon the scattered

young birds run in the greatest terror to shelter themselves under his

wings."

Although at present only to be found in Africa and Arabia, there is no doubt
that in former times the range of the ostrich was much more extensive. It

is now practically extinct in Mesopotamia and in Syria, but,

The Ostrich. according to Mr. Lydekker, fossil remains of an ostrich have
been found in North Western India, while an egg, supposed

to belong to one of these birds, has been described from Southern Russia.
Three species of ostrich are recognised in Africa, of which the common one
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Stndhio camelus, and the South African form, S. anstirdis, have flosh-colourcd

thighs, whereas the Somali-land ostrich, ^S'. molyhdoplianc-, has black thighs.

It is not a little vexatious that no one has yet determined how many S2:)ccics

of ostrich really exist at the present day. Their plumes are classified by
dealers, and those of the Barbary form are supposed to be different from
those of the South African form, but at present no museum contains a series

which illustrates the life history, or the

number of species existing of these well-

known birds.

The ostriches have only two toes, the
first and second being absent. The quills

and tail-feathers are well-develoi^ed for

this class of bird, but no after-shaft is

present. The male is larger than the

female, and he undertakes the care of

bringing up the family after he has
hatched out the eggs. He especially looks

after the nest at night, and broods over
the eggs, though in many tropical countries

the latter are covered over with sand,

and left to the heat of the sun during
the day. The cock-bird has more than
one wife, generally three or four, who
make common cause in the laying of the
eggs, and deposit them in the same nest,

sometimes as many as twenty eggs being
found togetlj^r.

These birds comprise the order Casuariiformes, with two sub-orders,

Dromece (Emus) and Casuarii (Cassowaries). Both are inhabitants of the
Australian region, the cassowaries being confined to the

Papuan sub-region of the latter. Of the emus, three species The Emus,
are known, and it is quite possible that a fourth existed

within recent times, as the Tasmanian emu was apparently distinct from the
Australian form, but is now quite extinct. The small black emu of Kan-
garoo Island is known only from two specimens in the Paris Museum, and
is also extinct. Thus we have but the common emu (D. novce hollandke) and
the spotted emu {D. irroi-atus), the former inhabiting Eastern and the
latter Western Australia. The birds of this sub-order all have three toes,

and are furtlier distinguished from the ostriches by their rudimentary wings
and apparent absence of a tail, while the body feathers have an after-shaft,

which is as long as the actual plume itself, so that the latter appears as if it

were a double feather.

The habits of the emu can now be studied in parks and public menageries
in this country, where they not unfrequently nest. The bird is said by
travellers to be good eating. As with the other Struthious Birds, constant
persecution is making it rarer year by year, and it has now entirely disap-

peared from haunts where it once was quite numerous. The female is smaller
than the male, and on the latter devolves the principal part of the duties of

incubation. It has a curious note, Avhich Gould has described as follows :
—

"The note of the emu is a low booming or pumping noise, which we know to

be produced in the female by means of the expansion and contraction of a
large membranous bag, surrounding an oblong opening through the rings of

Fig. 2.

—

The Ostrich
{Strufhio camdits).
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the trachea." The nestlings are beautifully striped little creatures. The egg

is of a rich dark green^ but this colour fades in course of time, and gives

place to a dull black,.

These are curious birds, which commence their life in a mottled

plumage, with no visible casque on the skull, and grow to an adult black
plumage with an elevated casque of varying shape and

The Cassowaries, generally some highly coloured wattles on the throat and
neck. Eleven species are known, all of them met with in

the Papuan group of islands, with the exception of one species, the

Australian cassowarj', which occurs in the Cape York Peninsula and extends
as far south as Rockingham Bay. Most of our information regarding these

curious flightless members of the class Aves is derived from the study of

specimens sent alive to Europe, and many of us are familiar with the great

turkey-liko heads and black bodies of the cassowaries, with their five

spiny quills in lieu of wings, their helmets and ornamental throat-wattles.

Like the emus, the long after-shaft to the body-feathers gives these the
aj)pearance of being a double plume. Some of the New Guinea species

ap2)arently inhabit the same districts of that great island, while others are

peculiar to Ceram, the Arn Islands, and New Britain resj^ectively. The
colour of the eggs of the cassowaries is dark green, and the young are brown,
when full grown, and have no casque. As in the case of the other Struthious

Birds, the duties of incubation fall upon the male, who looks after the young
dies when they are hatched.

Extinct forms, allied to the emus and cassowaries, have been found in

Australia {Dromornis), in India (Htjpseloriiis); while the moas of New Zealand
(Dinornithidce) and Madagascar {jEpyornis) belong to the same group.

Although the kiwis are recognised as belonging to the Struthious Birds,

they are decidedly aberrant members of the sub-class, and are very like gigantic

rails in their ways, being ex-

The Kiwis, cellent runners and chiefly noc-

turnal in their habits. Like the

emus and their kindred, they are great hands
at kicking, and at a meeting of the British

Ornithologists' Club,when the Hon, Walter Roths-
child exhibited living specimens of every known
species of kiwi, the birds made known their

resentment by vigorous and lightning-like kicks

on the walls of tlieir cages, some assaulting the

wires front-ways, and some kicking backwards.

These curious birds will, doubtless, become ex-

tinct within a short period. There are only Ave
species of kiwi now to be met with in New
Zealand, though there is no doubt that the genus

Apleryx was more widely distributed over the

southern lands in ])ast times. The kiwis have four

toes, but there is no visible wing, and the nostrils

aie placed near the tip of the long bill. There is

no tail visible, and the long after-shaft of the emus and cassowaries is absent.

In the kiwis the hind toe, or hallux, is present, so that all four toes are

represented. The egg is white, and may be considered enormous for the size

of the bird which lays it. There is no marked difl:erence in the size of the

sexes, but the female appears to be slightly larger than the male. The

Vi(j. 3.—The ArxEiiYx
(Ajderyx a ustndix).
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observations 011 tho ways of the kiwis in a state of nature are singularly

deficient, and it is to bo feared that the members of the genus Aptcryx

will disappear from the face of the globe without their life-history being

thoroughly recorded. The eggs, judging from those laid in captivity,

never appear to exceed two in number, and they are incubated in true

Struthious manner by the male. Those which have been kept in our

zoological gardens in this country have been seldom seen in daylight, as they

go to Bleep all the day and conceal themselves in the straw of their dens.

When taken out, they run round in a dazed manner, and quickly return to

thfjir concealment. It is even said that when poked with sticks they will

not rouse themselves, and ijuickly go to sleep again. An extinct form of

Aptcryx has been discovered in New Zealand {Pscudapteryx, Lydekker).

All the rest of the birds belong to the order Cariihatie, or birds

with a keeled sternum. Thus they ought to be all

capable of flight, but as a matter of fact there are many Carinate Birds.

exceptions, and there are not a few which have lost this

power. The vast majority, however, have a deep keel or ridge to the

breast-bone, which distinguishes them from the Ratittc, of which we have just

spoken. The nearest allies to the Apfernges, in a natural series, would be,

in our opinion, the rails {BalUda^hnt we are bound to take notice of the curious

parti'idges of South America, the tinamous, because they possess a remarkable
palate, the bones of which are very like tliose of the Struthious Birds, and
hence we conmience our study of the ^4 res Carinatce with the order Tinami-
formes. In general appearance they resemble partridges, and
rhey have much the habits of the latter birds, excepting the ® mamous.—

fact, that many of them are inhabitants of the forests, where- m- •/-

,{ , . / 4.- 11 u- 1 r i.1 J.
1 mamiformes.

as the partridges are, essentially, birds of the open country.
Sixty-tive species of tinamous are enumerated by Count Salvadori in his recent
treatise on the order, and they are all inhabitants of the neo-tropical region,

i.e. Central America, south of Mexico, and South
America generally. Some of them are of large

size, as big as an ordinary hen, but with the
feathering much closer set, and with very little of

the tail visible. The most remarkable feature
of the tinamous is, perhaps, the colour of their

eggs, which varies from a purj^lish brown or red
t^) a bluish green, but whatever the colour may
be, the eggs are always remarkable for their gloss.

As Count Salvadori observes, they are " curiously
unlike those of other birds, and the shell looks
like highly burnished metal, or glazed porcelain,
presenting also various colours, which seem to
be constant in the particular species,

from pale primrose to sage green,
indigo, or from chocolate brown to
orange."

The species of tinamou vary very much in size, some being no larger
than an ordinary quail, while others are as big as a good-sized fowl. The
plumage of many of them is mottled and barred, and none exhibit any
decorative ornament beyond the occasional presence of a chestnut breast.
While some of them inhabit the open pampas, others are strictly forest birds,
and the conclusion forced upo7i us is that tinamous are struthious partridges,

varying
or light

pinkish
FUj- 4.—The Great Tinamoi;

{Uhynchotus rvfesccns).
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Game-Birds of the partridge type, which have retained some of the osteo-

logical characters of their struthious ancestors. Of the great tinamou

{Ehynclwtns rufescens) of Argentina, Mr. W. H. Hudson writes:—"This

species is solitary in its habits, conceals itself very closely in the grass, and
flies with the greatest reluctance. I doubt if there is anywhere a bird v/ith

such a sounding flight as a tinamou ; the whirr of its wings can only be com-

pared to the rattling of a vehicle di'iven at great speed over a stony road.

From the moment it rises until it alights again, there is no cessation in the

rapid vibration of the wings ; but, like a ball thrown from the hand, the

bird flies straight away with extraordinary violence until the impelling force

i^ spent, when it slopes gradually to the earth, the distance it is able to

accomplish at a flight being from 800 to 1,500 yards. This flight it can

repeat when driven uo again, as many as three times, after which the bird

can rise no more."
This is a very large order of birds, and may be divided into four big suo-

orders, viz. the Megapodii, or mound-builders ; the Graces, or curassows
;

the Phasiani, consisting of the grouse, pheasants, partridges,

The Game-Birds. guinea-fowls, and turkeys ; and, lastly, the bustard-quails, or

—Order Galli- hemipodes {Hemipodu). Everyone is familiar with the ap-

formes. pearance of an ordinary Game-Bird, such as the common fowl,

or the turkey, the pheasant, the partridge, or the grouse.

The mound-builder, the curassow, and the bustard-quail are less known,
because in Great Britain we have no representative of these sub-orders,

though occasionally examples of each of them may be seen in captivity. The
palate in the Game-Birds is cleft, or, as it is usually called, " schizognathous,"

and another peculiar character is the perforation of the episternal process of

the breast-bone, or sternum, so that the feet of the coracoid-bones meet
through the opening thus afforded.

These curious birds have a somewhat remarkable distribution, as they

extend from Australia throughout the Malayan Archipelago to the Island of

Labuan and the Philippine Archipelago. They are not

The found in Java or Sumatra, but have recently been discovered

Mound -Builders, in the Kangean group of islands; and a species is also known
—Suto-Order from the Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal. Thus it will

Megapodii. be seen that the distribution of the megapodes is restricted

to the south-east of Asia and Australia.

Professor Huxley separated the megapodes of the Austro-Malayan sub-

region and the curassows of the neo-tropical region into a sub-order, Fcristero-

podes, in contrast to the Alectoropodes, or true Game-Birds, because they have

a smaller inner notch of the sternum, this inner notch being less than half

the length of the entire sternum, whereas in the ordinary Game-Birds the

inner notch of the sternum is more than half the length of the entire sternum.

Again, in the megaj^odes and curassows, the hallux, or hind-toe, is on the

same level as the other toes, whereas in the Alectoropodes the hallux is

raised above the level of the other toes. Of the mound-builders there

are seven genera, of which the most striking types are the true mound-
builders {Megapodixhs), the brush-turkeys (Talegalhis), and the maleo-bird

(Megacejjhalum).

The maleo is confined to the Island of Celebes, and is the only one of this

dull-coloured group of Game-Birds which shows any pretension to colour. It

has a breast of a delicate pink, and an ornamental bare knob on the crown,

but is otherwise of a dusky colour like the rest of tlie group. Dr. A. R.
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Wallace, during his celebrated expedition to the Malay Archipelago, found
the maleo j^ractising all the usual nesting devices of the mound-builders.
Tho female lays eggs at intervals, and ho says that the size of the latter

precludes the female bird from having more than one fully-developed egg at

the same time. The eggs are, therefore, laid at an intervening perind of tea
or twelve days, and are deposited in a mound of loose, hot, black sand. "In
the months of August and Septem-
ber," he writes, "they come down in

I)airs to the nesting-place, and scratch

holes three or four feet deep, just

above high-water mark, where the

female deposits a single largo egg,

which she covers over with about a

foot of sand, and then returns to tho

forest." Each female is supposed to

lay six or eight eggs during the

season, the male assisting her in

making the hole, coming down and
returning with her. Many birds, ^.^ ^^^^^ Maleo illcjaavhalura
accordmg to Dr. Wallace, lay m tho umIcu).

same hole, as a dozen eggs are often

found together.

Some of these birds gain their name of brush-" turkeys '' from the wattle

which is seen on the base of tho neck in the genera Cdtlufvr us &xid jEpypudkis,
Though devoid of these fleshy wattles, which are turkey-like,

the remaining genus, Talegallns, is of large size, and, in a The
country which possesses no real Game-Bird of the kind, Brusli-Tiirkeys.

might pass for a near approach to a turkey in size and
general apj)earance. Of the habits of.the Australian brush-turkey {Cathehirvs
lathami), Gould gives the following account :

— " At the commencement of
spring, this species scratches together an immense heap of decaying vegetable
matter as a depository for its eggs, and trusts to the heat engendered by tho
process of fermentation for the development of its j'oung. The heap em-
ployed for this purpose is collected by the biids during several weeks previous
to the period of laying ; it varies in size from tliat of two to that of many
cart-loads, and in most instances is of a pyramidal form. The construction of

tlie mound is either tho work of one pair of birds, or, as some suppose, the
united labours of several ; the same site ajipears to be resorted to for several

years in succession, the birds adding a fresh supply of materials each succeeding
season. The material composing these mounds is accumulated by tho bird's

grasping a quantity of earth in its foot and tlirowing it backwards to one com-
mon centre, the surface of the ground being so completely scratched over, that
scarcely a leaf or a blade of grass is left. The mound being completed, and
time allowed for a sufficient heat to be engendered, the eggs are deposited in

a circle at the distance of nine or twelve inches from each other, and buried
more than an arm's depth, with the large end U2:)wards ; they are covered up
as they are laid, and allowed to remain until they are hatched. I have been
credibly informed, both by natives and by settlers living near their haunts,
that it is not an unusual event to obtain half a bushel of eggs at one time
from a single mound. Some of the natives state that the females are con-
stantly in the neighbourhood of tho mound about the time when tlio young
ones are liable to be hatched, and that they fre(iuently uncover and cover
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them up again, apjiarently for the purpose of assisting those that may liave
appeared ; while others have informed me that the eggs are merely deposited,
and the young allowed to force their way out unassisted. One point, how-
ever, has been clearly ascertained, xh. that the young, from the hour they
are hatched, are clothed with feathers, and have their wings sufhciently
developed to enable them to Hy on to the branches of trees, should they need
to do so to escape from danger ; they are equally nimble on their legs. In
fact, as a moth emerges from its chrysalis, dries its wings, and flies awaj', so
the youthful brush-turkey, when it leaves the egg, is sufficiently perfect to be
able to act independently and procure its own food."

Of the habits of the Papuan and Moluccan genera, Talegallus and
u^pypodius, little is known; but the ways of the species of Lipjoa and Merja-
pofUug have been more carefully studied. Enlipoa from the Moluccas has
but one species, E. wallacii, with a ]uore rounded wing than in the ordinary
megapodes, and further remarkal)le for its brighter colours. Of the
ocellated megapode (Lipoa wdlafa) Sir George Grey sent to Mr. Guuld a
most interesting account of the habits, from which it appears that the birds
lirst scratch a hole in the sand, till it up with dead leaves and grass, and then
build a mound of dried grass, etc., over it. The hole is then opened and an
egg deposited in the sand, and as many as eight are placed at intervals, an
egg being deposited every day, or at least every few days ; and the male bird
helps the female to uncover the hcde. The eggs are placed upright, and
several mounds are found within a short distance of each other, each being
the property of a single pair of birds. All the megapodes are very shy birds,

and escape to the trees when pursued, roosting in these during tlie heat of

the day, and being tlien apparently stupid birds, they can be shot down
in succession without attempting to fly, so that the Avhole party is soon
cleared off".

The true megapodes {Mexjapodins) are the most widely distributed of any
of the group, but are best known from the studies Avhich have been made ot

the habits of the Australian species, M. tumulus. Gilbert found many nests
of this bird in the Cobourg Peninsula, and dug out a yuung bird, which he
kept alive for a few days. It was, however, very wild and intractable, and
made its escape ; but it is interesting to learn that this little chick employed
its time in continually scratching up sand, for which jjurpose it only used
(jne foot Eggs wore taken by Gilbert from a depth of six feet in the mound,
but as the holes ran down obliquely from the centre, towards the outer slope
of the hillock, the eggs might be six feet deep from the summit but only two
or three feet from the side of the mound. (5ne mound that Gilljert found in

Knocker's Bay in a thicket was tifty feet in height and sixty feet in circum-
fei-ence ; and the late Mr. Davison met with a mound of the Nicobar mega-
pode {M. }tic<)ha)iensis) which was eight feet in height and ([uite sixty feet
in circumference. Mr. John Whitehead, in the course of his famous explora-
tions in the Malay Archipelago, visited the Island of Palawan, and there
made the acquaintance of Cuming's megapode {]\[ci/((po(Uus cuminrj!), which
he found nesting from June to August. The note of this species is a most
doleful " mew,'' exactly like that of a cat in distress, and is heard many
times towards evening, adding to the melancholy of the forest. The nest
he describes as a most wonderful structure, and no doubt the result of the
labour of several pairs of birds. The eggs were placed so deep that it was
impossible to reach them, and he says that he dug out a young bird so far

grown that it looked like the adult of another species, a,nd yet, although
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The Curassows.
, — Sub-Order

Orarts,

fully foatlicrid .-uul ublo to Hy well, liu w;is convinced that it had never seen
daylight.

i'lie curassows form the second sub-order of Professor Huxley's Peristero-
podes, and like the niegapodes have the hmd-toe not elevated, but on the same
level as the other toes, lliey have aLo a tufted oil-gland, and
their whole appearance is more like that of tlie pheasants and
true (jiame-Jjuus, and quite different from that of the niega-
podes. The wmd-pipe is long and convoluted. They like-

wise nest in trees and lay two white eggs, and the nestlings ha.-e a patterned
downy stage, like that of true Game-Birds. Mr. ^Ogilvie-Urant, who has
made a special study of all the Gallinaceous Birds,
recognises eleven genera of curassows, and he
divules them into two sections, the true curas-

sows with a very deep bill, and the guans with
a more elongated and widened bill, the upper
mandible being broader than it is high. Very
little has been recorded of the habits of the curas-

sows in their wild state, but they are often to be
seen in menageries, where they walk about like

great turkeys, or sit <jn the branches of the trees

provided for them.
One of the most curious of the curassows is

Lord Derby's guan {Oreophasis derbianiis), or the

Uerbyau mountain-pheasant, as it is also called.

It has the top of tlie head almost bare, and an
elevated kind of cylindrical casque on the crown,
situated between the eyes. This remarkable bird

is found only in Guatemala, where it is apparently
restricted to the forests on the Volcan de Fuego.
Here Mr. Osbert ISalvin found it feeding on fruits in

tlie higher branches of the forest-trees in the early morning, and descending to

the underwood as day advances, remaining there all the day time, basking or
scratching among the leaves. This, says Mr. Salvin, is pretty much what the
curassows and guans of the lowlands do. The Indian name for the mountain-
guan is " khannanay,'' and it is apparently very rare even on the mountain
which is its sole habitat.

All the rest of the Game-Birds, comprising by far the greater number of

known species, belong U> the sub-order Ahctoropodes, and have the hind-toe
elevated, and raised above the level of the other toes. Mr. Ogilvie-Grant
recognises two large families, the Tetraunida' or grouse, and the Flumandcf; or
pheasants and partridges. In the grouse the nostrils are hidden by feathers.

ihe toes are mostly feathered, and there are never any spurs on the legs.

Eleven genera are recognised as constituting the family Tdraonidce,
and among them are the genera Laijoims, Lyrurus, and
Teirao, which are represented in Great Britain by our red
grouse and ptarmigan, the black grouse, and the caper-
cailzie.

The willow-grouse or " Ripa " of Scandinavia {Lagopus lagopus) is the
most wide-spread of all the group, for it inhabits the northern regions of

both hemispheres, varying slightly in different localities, so that many races
are recognised by modern ornithologists. These forms, however, all belong
to one type, and they are characterised by a common character, the as-

Fiij 6.—The Crested Curas-
sow (Crox atcdor).

The Grouse.

—Family.

Tetraonuke.
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sumption of three different styles of plumages, in summer, autumn, and
winter respectively, their plumage thus varying in accord with the colour of

the country which they inhabit. Thus, in summer, wlien

The True their surroundings are darkest, the plumage is of a daik
Grouse. colour ; in autumn, when tlie tint of the country is grey, they

become grey ; and, lastly, when the land becomes white from
its covering of snow, the willow-grouse again changes its j)lumage into snowy
white. In our red grouse (Lagojjns scotiais), whicli is an insular foi'm of the^
"Ripa," the changes of plumage are quite different, and the bird always remains
dark-coloured throughout the year, the necessity for change on the ground of

protective resemblance to its surroundings having become removedin our island

climate. It is to be noticed as a curious fact that the willow-grouse, through-
out its changes, never loses its white wings. The nest of the red grouse is always

upon the ground, and the birds are subject to

the attacks of many enemies, of whicli the
carrion and hooded crows are perhaps the
most active. Unlike some of the other grouse,

our British species has but one mate, and is

monogamous, the nesting season being in

April and May, though sometimes lasting into

the early days of J une, as grouse are much
affected by the mildness or inclemency of the

season, and when the latter is wet, the number
of eggs laid is much smaller than in favourable

summers. The red grouse is essentially a bird

of the moors, and its place on the higher moun-
tains is taken by the ptarmigan {Larjopits

mvtus), which also inhabits the higher moun-
tains of Scotland and Europe generally as far

east as the Urals.

Tlie black grouse (Lyrffrvs) are represented

by two species only, one of Avhich, L. tetrix,

is our British species, and extends in suitable

localities across Europe and Northern Asia to Eastern Siberia, being repre-

sented in the Caucasus by a second species, the Georgian black grouse
{Lyrnrns inloknsieiciczi).

These woodland grouse are the largest representatives of the family, and
rank, indeed, among the largest of Game-Birds. They are peculiar to the

Old World, Avhere they inhabit the pine-forests of Europe
The and Asia. Four species are known, our British capercailzie

CaiDcrcailzies. {Tetrao iircHjallns) inhabiting certain parts of Scotland and
extending its range through the pine-covered mountains of

Europe and Asia as far as Lake Baikal. In the Ural Mountains it is

replaced by T. lo'alcrtsis, and again in Eastern Siberia by T. purvirastris,

which is represented in Kamtchatka by T. lamtchaticvs. They are woodland
birds, and our own species feeds on tlie tender shoots of larch and sjiruce,

as well as on various ground-fruits, in pursuit of which it sometimes
quits its favourite fir-woods for the more open country. Like the black

grouse, the capercailzie has several wives, and desperate fights take place

amongst the males, who, at the commencement of the nesting season, are

often shot by the hunter, as they are engaged in " laking," as it is called.

The male resorts to some particular spot to utter his love-song, and becomes so

Fir/. 7.

—

The Clack Grouse
(Lyrunis tetrix).
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absorbed in his "spull'' as to be utterly oblivious to anything going on
around him.

In America several peculiar forms of grouse are found, the dusky caper-
cailzies {Dcndragapiis) having a naked air-sac on the sides of the neck, which
they are able to inflate at will. Mr. Gale describes tlie nesting habits of

D. ohscnrns in Cok)rado, and says that the male, during the nesting season,
performs some curious evolutions. "If," he says, "you are .anywhere near
the haunts of a pair, you will surely hear the male, and most likely see him.
He may interview you on foot, strutting along before you, in short, hurried
tacks, alternating froni right to left, with wide-spread tail tipped forward,
head drawn in and back, and wings dragging along the ground, much in the
style of a turkey -gobbler. At other times you may hear his mimic thunder
overhead again and again in his flight from tree to ti-ee. As you walk along,
he leads, and this reconnoitring on his part, if you are not familiar with it,

may cause you to suppose that the trees are alive with grouse. He then
takes his stand upon a rock, stump, or log, and distends the lower part of his
neck, opens his frill of white, edged with the darker feather tijis, showing in
the centre a pink narrow line, describing somewhat the centre of a circle

;

then with very little apparent motion he performs his growling or groaning, I

don't know which to call it, which has the strange peculiarity of seeming
quite distant when quite near, and near when distant ; in fact, ai:)pearing to
come from every direction but the ti'ue one." The pinnated grouse {Tym-
panuchus) have an elongated tuft of feathers on each side of the neck, as well
as an air-sac. These and the ruft'ed grouse {Bonasa) are also North American,
being replaced in Europe and Northern Asia by the hazel-hens (Tetrastes),

which inhabit hilly and wooded districts.

In the family FJiasiunida', which includes all the partridges, quails, and
pheasants, we meet with the most typical of the Game-Birds. Mr. Ogilvie-
Grant proposes to divide them into three sub-families

—

partridges {Pcrdicina')^ pheasants (Phasianinct), and Odonto- The
2)horina', or American tooth-billed partridges. The latter Partridges,

may be at once distinguished by having the cutting edge of

the lower mandible serrated or toothed. The partridges may be recognised
by their short and stumpy tails, which never exceed the length of the wing,
and there are other minor difterences, which the above-mentioned author has
pointed out. Unfortunately for the classification of the Game-Birds, many
forms are intermediate, while the characters assigned to the partridges hold
good only to a certain extent, the character which should separa'to par-
tridges from pheasants, vh. the proportion of the primaries and the
secondaries, breaks down, as Mr. Ogilvie-Grant has pointed out, in the
important genus FhasicDius, which has the wing of a partridge, but the long
tail of a pheacant. Q'hus the two groups, the partridges and the pheasants,
to outward appearance so different, appear to be inseparably connected, and
it is difiicult to find any line of demarcation between them. Pheasant-like
partridges and partridge-like pheasants fill the gap between the true partridges

and the true pheasants.
The snow-partridges of the Himalayas are represented by the genus Lenm,

which has the upper half of the tarsus covered with feathers, indicating an
inhabitant of high elevations. Thus we find the genus
Lerwa only in the upper ranges of the Himalayan system,

partridges —
from Koteghur to Sikkim, and again in Moupin and the Qg^^g j^^r'„,„^
mountains of Szechuen in Western China. It is found near
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the snow-line in summer, and is somewhat local in its distributicm, inhabiting

rocky situations, where its plumage blends with its surroundings, and makes
the bird difticult to identify. It nests in the Himalayas at an elevation of

from 12,000 to 15,000 feet, and is very tame, probably on account of its

habitat being only reached by a most adventurous sportsman, whose visits

are few and far between.

These large and handsome birds are readily distinguished by their larg-^

size and by the number of their tail-feathers, whicli are 20 or 22 in

number. The snow-cocks, or snow-pheasants as tliey are

R r t called {Tctraogallus), are tlie largest of the partridge-group,
^

Gen°
^

^"^ ^^^ "'^^y found in high ranges, from the mountains of

Tetraonalhis ^^^^ Minor, the Caucasus, and Persia, to the Himalayas,
Turkestan, the Altai, and the higher hills of Moupin and

North-Western China. In the Himalayas, the snow-pheasant {T. liimalayensis)

is an inhabitant of the snowy ranges, from which it only migrates to some-
whaMower altitudes on the approach of the winter snow. These birds are

generally found in packs of from fave to ten, but sometimes twenty or thirty

are in a single flock ; and even during the nesting-season a good many are

found in company. Snow-pheasants are birds of the open, rocky hill-country,

frequenting grass-lands, and never entering the forest or perching on trees.

They are, therefore, evidently gigantic partridges in their ways, and it is a
mistake to call them snow-" pheasants," as is so often done.
The red-legged partridges differ from the true partridges in having only

14 feathers in the tail. They are also easily recognisable by the beautiful

barring of red, grey, and black of the sides of the
body. The most familiar of all the group is the red-

legged partridge of England (Caccabis rnfa), which is

confined to South-Western and Western Europe. In
North-West Africa, Sardinia, and Southern Spain
it has a near ally in the Barbary red-legged partridge

(0, 2)etros((), while the rock red-legged partridge (C.

saxatilix) takes its place in the mountains of Southern
Europe, from the Pyrenees to the Balkans. A paler
form, known as the Chukar or Greek j^artridge (C.

chnkar), extends from G'reece through Central Asia to

China, and is a Avell-known bird in the Himalayas.
In Tibet and Kokonoor a lai'ge species, Prjevalski's

red-legged partridge {Caccabis magna), is met with
;

but the largest of all is the black-headed red-legged

LjscfGED~PARTrnxi"E partridge (C'. melanocephala), which lives in Southern
{Caccabis ni/a). Arabia, and is a very fine bird, approaching even

some members of the genus Tetraogallns in size. The
disti'ibution of these species of Caccabis is most interesting, and there is no
doubt that climate exercises considerable influence on their plumage, those
which inhabit dry and sandy localities being paler than those of the more
cultivated country. This is especially true of the chukars ; but considerable
variation in tint is also seen in the common red-leg from different areas. The
chukars inhabit dry and stony situations, and never go into the forests, pre-

ferring in the Lower Himalayas the grassy hill-sides to the cultivated fields.

In summer they are met with in pairs, or in small parties ; but in winter
they assemble in loose, scattered flock.«, sometimes to the number of forty or
fifty, or even a hundred.
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In the bare portion of the countries between Nortli- Western India, Persia,

and North-Eastern Africa, is the home of the see-see partridges (.l»i»io/7*)v//.r),

of which two species, ,1. honh(tuil and A. Iifiji, are known ; and then we leave

the true partridges for the francolins, which are a very large group, princi-

pally African, They may be divided into two genera, Fnoicolinus and
Fterniiifcs. Both these genera have 14 tail-feathers ; but the former has a
feathered throat, while in Ftcrnistcs the throat is bare. More than forty

species of francolin are known, of which all but four are peculiar to Africa.

They inhabit all kinds of country : some the open grass-lands, some bare and
desert situations, while others are found in forest-lands.

This interesting species {F. fnoicoliinis) has now been practically exter-

minated in its former haunts in Sicily and other parts of Southern Europe,
but is still found in Cyprus, Palestine, and Asia Minor,
whence it extends eastwards to the Indian Peninsula, as far Tiie Common
as Assam and Manipur. It is familiarly known as the black Francolin.
partridge, by Indian sportsmen, and is a favourite Game-Bird F, francolifius.

in the north-west provinces of India, though it is much less

common in many places than it was formerly. This is partly owing to the per-
secution it receives, while from the accounts published by Mr. Allan Hume
and his friends, the francolin is not a prolific breeder, and the young birds
sutler from the depredations of stoats, jackals, etc. It is, like most of its kind,
a ground bird, but Mr. Greig says that the cock will at times get on to a stumj)
or ant-hill, when calling, and he has even seen them high up in fir-trees.

The natives are very fond of keeping the francolin as a pet, and numbers are
netted by them. Some of the African species are quite small, scarcely larger
than a quail, whilst others are of large size and heavy build, and they aro
sometimes so disinclined to fly, that after being flushed a second time, they
will allow themselves to be taken with the hand rather than rise again.

These birds have all the appearance of francolins, but differ from them in

having the throat naked. Nine species are known, and they are all peculiar
to the Ethiopian region. Ftcrnistes svainso'xi is one of the
best-known species, and is the "pheasant" of Matabeleland. The Bare-
Mr. T. E. Buckley says that the coveys are extremely throated
difficult to flush, and they prefer to escape by running. In Francolins.—
the day-time they come out into the open, and frequent the GemisPte^iii'stes.

neighbourhood of small streams ; they pass the night in the
brushwood, and roost on trees. They feed on bulbs, seeds, berries, and
insects. The eggs of Swainson's bare-throated francolin are six or more in

number ; they are rounded in shape, of a pinkish cream-colour, finely speckled
with chalky-white.

In the Malayan Archipelago the francolins of Africa and India are re-

presented by the genus E}ii:.ot]iem, distinguished by its long bill. The
typical species, the long-billed francolin (R. lon<iiiviitrls), is an inhabitant
of the southern portion of the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and the lowlands
of Borneo. In the highlands of the latter island, on Mount Dulit, at an
elevation of 4,000 feet, it is replaced by Hose's long -billed francolin

{Bh hotJtera dnUtensis).

Of these birds our common partridge (P. perdix) is the type, and the best-

known species. In illustration of the curiosities of bird-life, especially tn

species the most familiar to us, I may mention that Mr. Ogilvie-Grant,
who has made the game-birds his special study, has recently discovered
diflerences in the coloration of the sexes of the partridge hitherto unrecorded.
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The male, as might be believed, lias a large horse-shoe shaped mark
of chestnut on the breast. This is either feebly developed or entirely

absent in the adult female, which can always be recog-

The True nised by the barred wing-coverts, of which the ground
Partridges.— colour is black, with widely set buff cross-bars. Young
Genus Ferdix. birds of both sexes can l)e told by the i)ointed, not

rounded, end to the first primary, while the yellowish horn-
colour of the feet is also a distinguishing character. Then comes the curious
fact that the young female has a horse-shoe mark on the breast, which is not
seen in the immature male. Many ornithologists recognise certain races of

the common partridge in Europe, and a small form, supposed to inhabit the
higher ground in summer and to descend to the lower ground in winter, is

known as Perdix damascena. A still more curious hill race from the
mountains of Lorraine, which crops up occasionally in certain parts of

England, is the mountain jjartridge {Perdix viontnna), a bird almost entirely

rufous, with a creamy buff head. It cannot be considered more than a
variety of the ordinary partridge, but at first sight would seem to be a
perfectly distinct species.

In Eastern Siberia our common partridge is represented by the bearded
partridge (P. danrica), which has tufts of feathers on the throat, forming a
kind of "beard." In Tibet and Kansu two species of true partridge are
encountered, P. hodgsonke and P. sifanica, both of which have sixteen tail

feathers, instead of eighteen, as in our common species.

Passing by several small genera of bush quails {Marrjaroiyerdix of Mada-
gascar, Perdicida and Microperdix of India), we come to the tree partridges

(Arboricola) which inhabit the hill ranges of the Himalayas,

The Tree Assam, and the Burmese provinces, and those of Sumatra,
Partridges.— Java, Borneo, Hainan, and Formosa. This distribution is in-

Genus teresting as showing the Himalayan element in the mountain
Arboricola. fauna of the last-named islands. In the lower hills of Burma,

Malacca, Sumatra, and Borneo occurs the allied genus
Tropicoperdix, which contains a couple of species very like those of Arboricola,
but distinguished by the absence of the supra-orbital chain of bones, which is

one of the features of Arboricola. Closely allied to these tree-partridges are
the genera H(ematortyx of Mount Kina Balu, in North-Western Borneo, re-

markable for its three-spurred leg and crimson head, and Caloperdix, the
latter genus containing three species, inhabiting respectively the mountains
of Tenasserim and the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra and Java, and North-Western
Borneo. The crested wood-partridges (Bollnlns), which have a tuft of long
hair-like bristles on the middle of the forehead, are represented by a single

species (R. rovloul), which is found in the Indo-Malayan sub-region from
Southern Tenasserim and the Malay Peninsula to the Sunda Islands. It is

accompanied in the greater part of its range by the black wood-partridge
{Melanoperdix ni(jra).

These little birds are only found in the Old World, the common or migra-
tory quail {Coturnix cotnrnix) being found in Europe and Northern Asia in

summer, and migrating in vast hosts. The numbers which
The Quails.— appear in the winter quarters of the species, in Northern

Genus Coturnix. Africa, in Egypt, and, above all, in North-Western India,

are sometimes incredible. Colonel Tickell, in one of his

Bhooting experiences, speaks of them as like locusts in number. In South
Africa our European quail is replaced by the Cape quail [Coturnix capensin),
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which extends northwards to the Azores, and the Canary Islands; and in Japan,
Moni^olia, and China, Cjaponiai replaces ('. coiiimix. The female of C.japonica
is bearded, which is a curious fact, when one remembers that a bearded
l)artridge of Siberia replaces our own western partridge {F. peidix). In
India, Africa, and Australia are peculiar species of the genus Cotantix, and
New Zealand foruierly possessed a sjjecies of its own (0. 'uoi-d' zcala)i(J ia^).

Tlie New Zealand (}uail is now extinct, and specimens are valued at nearly
£100, and yet fifty years ago it was so conniion that twenty Jjrace in a day's
shooting was not considered a large bag I If the sportsmen of those days
liad known of the imi)ending extinction of the species, and had preserved
the skins of the birds they shot for the table, a small fortune might have
been their lot.

These small birds are peculiar to the Australian region, inhabiting
Australia, New Guinea, and the islands of Timor and Flores. They closely
resemble the true quails, .and only differ in their sliort grey
axillaries. The eggs, however, are not so boldly marked as The Swamp and
in those of the quails, and .are of a jiale bluish white, with a Painted Quails,

number of light brown spots. The painted qu.ails {Excal-

fadoria) are birds of small size, but (jf many colours. They inhabit India,
the Indo-Chinese countries, and the entire Malayan Archipelago to Australia,
while one species, E. aclansuni, is found in Africa.

Under this sub-family are also included the turkeys and the guinea-fowls, and
it contains the most widely distributed and the most highly decorated of the
Game-Birds. The bamboo-pheasants and the spur-fowl of the
Indian region have rather the aspect of partridges than true The Pheasants,
pheasants. Another intermediate form between the two —Sub-Family
sub- families is seen in the blood-pheasants (Ithagcnes) of the Phanianinu'.

Himalayas and the allied chains of mountains in North-
AVestern China. They are forest birds, living at a great .altitude near the
snows, affecting the clumps of mountain-bamboo, and feeding at some seasons
on the tops of pine .and juniper, when their flesh is somewhat rank to eat,

and at others on seeds and small fruits, when their flesli is quite palat.able.

These splendid birds, generally called "Argus" pheasants by Indian
sportsmen, on account of their white-spotted jilumage, are found in the
Himalaytas and the hills of Assam and South-Efistern China.
They are remarkable for the adornments of the males, which The Horned
have fleshy horns and a bare gular lappet of bright colours. Pheasants.

—

The latter is displayed during the breeding-season, l)ut is Genus Tracjopan.

scarcely distinguishable in the winter, when the birds are
most easily observed, as they descend to the lower grounds and are often
snared by the natives. In summer they frequent the forests near the
snow-line.

The moonals or impeyan pheasants are some of the handsomest of all

known birds, their plumage being metallic, and of divers colours of green,
purple, and blue, and they carry a crest of light spade-shaped
plumes or curled feathers. Tliey inh.abit the higher r.anges The Moonals.

—

of the Himalayas and the mountains of Assam and Western Genus
China, descending to lower elevations as the winter comes Loi)hophorns.

on. Mr. Hume, speaking of the common moontal, says :

—

" There are few sights more striking, where birds are concerned, than that
of a grand old cock shooting out horizontally from the hillside just below
one, glittering and flashing in the golden sunlight, a gigantic rainbow-
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Fig. 9.—LoBED Pheasant (Loftiojj/tasi.^

buhveri).

tinted gem, and then dropping stone-like, with closed wings, into the abyss

below.''

The tire-backed pheasants (.-Icoxd'.s- and Loplmrn) are inhabitants of tlie

mountains of the Jiido-Chinese provinces and the Malayan Peninsula and
Islands. On the high mountains of North- Western Borneo, on the Lawas River
and the region of Mount Dulit occurs one of tho most remarkable of all game

birds, the lobed plieasant (Lohiopha-

!<is), wliich has no less tlian thirty-

two feathers in the tail, which, as Mr.
Ogilvie-Grant says, is '" by far the

largest number of tail-feathers in the

Pliasianidce. One of the eared phea-

sants (CrossojjtHum aurition) has
twenty-four, and the smallest num-
ber occurs in the painted quails

(Exadfactoria), which have only
eight !

'' The female of the lobed

l)heasant, liowever, has twenty-
eight featliers only. The horns and
wattles on the head show some sort

of likeness to the naked ornaments
found in the ti'agopans, but the style of plumage is in other respects entirely

different. Like the tragoj^ans, the lobed pheasant inhabits the mountains,
but does not extend beyond 2,000 feet, and, according to Mr. C. Hose, it lives

in the forest, and has the ways of a jungle-fowl.

In these birds, which are remarkable for tlie long Avhite tufts on the side of

the head, whence the name of "eared" pheasants, the sexes are alike in

colour. They are large birds, inhabiting tlie high mountains
of Tibet, Western China, and Manclunia. They live in the

woods at high elevations, and assemble in large flocks.

The best-known species of Genna'us is the silver i)heas-

ant, so often seen in aviaries. The kalijes inhabit the
Himalayas and the hills of Assam and Burmali. In tlie

Himalayas they are found at different elevations, from 1,000 up tn

9,000 feet. They are easily reared in captivity, and large numbers are snared
by the natives. The black-backed kalij is described by Mr.

The Kalij (jammie, a well-known Himalayan naturalist, as being very
Pheasants.— tame wlien it is found away from its native forests, which it

Genus O'tiiiin-wi does not often quit. He says :

— " In tine weather, the male
often makes a sharp, drumming noise by beating his wings

against his sides, somewhat after the style of tlie wing-flapping of a domestic
cock, preparatory to crowing from some elevated place ; but instead of the
cock's few leisurely flaps, the kalij strikes oftener and smarter, producing a

sound more like drumming than fla})ping. This noise is heard at all seasons
of the year, but most frequently before the setting in of the rainy season

;

at other times just before a fall of rain. Hence the natives look on the
drumming of the kalij as a sure sign of approaching rain." The Himalayan
kalijes, even in a wild state, interbreed, while in the species from the
Burmese provinces, intermediate forms also occur, which render it diflScult to

draw the line between the different species.

The koklass or pucras pheasants {Pvcrnsia) are found in the Himalayan
chain from Afghanistan eastwards to Tibet, and the mountain ranges of

The Eared
Pheasants.—

Genus
Crossoptilum.
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Soutliera China to Fokien and Manchuria. They are birds of the forests like

tlio kalijes, and of a somewliat retired and solitary disposition, according to

Mr. F. Wilson, Avho \vrites of B. 'inacrulopha :
— "lu the

remote forests of the interior of the Himalayas, on the report The Koklass
of a gun, all the koklass pheasants within half a mile or so will Pheasants.

—

often crow after such a report. They will also crow after a clap Genus I'licrasia.

of thunder or any loud or sudden noise, and this peculiarity

seems to be confined to those which live in the dark shady woods of the interior,

as 1 never noticed them acting thus in the lower hills. The food of the koklass
pheasants is varied, like that of the kalijes, and consists, according to Mr.
\N ilson, of leaves and buds, roots, grubs, acorns, seeds, berries, moss, and
llowers. The nest of /'. macwlophd is described as a hole scraped in the
ground, and sheltered by a tuft of grass, or a bush, or rock. The species is

found nesting at an elevation of from 5,000 to 11,000 feet in the Himalayas."
To the genus P/ia.s/(( /(!(»• belong the birds which we all know familiarly as

])heasants, and it is interesting as representing one of the few types ])eculiar

to tlie Pahearctic region. There are a great many species
of the genus I'ltaaianns scattered through Europe, Central The Common
Asia, and China, most of them being ui the form and general Pheasant.

—

coloration of our common pheasant (/*. coh']iicii.-i), which is J'hasnoiu.-i

supposed not to be a native of Western Europe, but to have colchtcus.

been imported from the Caucasus or from Asia Minor.
Kecent discoveries of fossil remains, however, tend to prove that pheasants
of some kind were ancient inhabitants of the western Pahearctic region,

and it is quite possible that the pheasant of our own day is a descendant of

tiiese old forms, and that the story of its introduction into England by the
liomans is a myth. At the present
time it is veryditiicult to iind a pure-

bred pheasant in the British Islands

as by far the greater number
those birds killed in the autunni
have white rings round their necks,

owing to the introduction of the

Chinese ring-necked pheasants, with
which our native birds have freely

crossed. The genus Fltcsiuints is

one of the few typical forms of birds

iieculiar to the Pahearctic reuion, "^."''" ~
„, r,

"^^'^^
[ • ii Tj- 1 -L. ^ /((/. 10.—The Common Pheasant
tor ui the Hnnalayas it is repre- /i-hasianus colchicus).

.'tented by the clieer pheasant
{('((Ireiis n-aUit'hu). Thus the true pheasants are found in temj^erate Europe,
where F. colclticus is the only representative species of the genus, to Centi-al

Asia and China, where the species are many, though in these countries the
jiheasants have either white rings on their necks or white patches on the
upper part of their Avings. Of P. culr]iic\(s there are several representative

races, as for instance P. taliscliensis, from Talisch, on the south-western border
of the Caspian Sea ; P. persicus, from the south-eastern shores of the Casjjian

;

and P. pfinripaJis, from North-Western Afghanistan. Thence in the Oxus
Valley, Zarafshan, and other localities in Central Asia, our common jjlieasant

is rein-esented by various si)ecies and races, for a description of -which

students must search the writings of Mr. Ogilvie-Grant and others. The
ring-necked pheasants are found from Turkestan to Kuldja, Eastern Siberia,
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China, and the island of Formosa. In Japan a splendid species is resident,

P. versicolar, remarkable for its dark green breast, and in the same country are

found the copper pheasants (P. soemmeriiuji and P. scintillans), birds of a

different type altogether from our ordinary pheasant. The finest of all,

however, is Reeves' pheasant {Phasiawis reevesi), which lives in China, and

is remarkable for its white crown and the length of its tail, which, in fully

adult birds, attains to the dimensions of five feet !

The barred-backed pheasants {CaUopliasis) are represented by two species

only, C*. ellioti, from the mountains of South-Eastern China, and C. hnmitK,

from the Shan States and the Lushai Hills and those of Manipur.

The best-known species of the genus Clirysoluplms is the golden pheasant

{C. pictas), and the name is commonly used to designate the genus, and is

perfectly r.ppropriate to the golden pheasant, but is a mis-
The Caped nomer for the Lady Amhersts' jjheasant, which has no
pneasan s.

golden colour on its neck, but carries a "cape" of white,

(7/rwsT»/H.'
'marred with steel-blue. The golden pheasant inhabits

Southern and Western China to Kokonoor, and C amlicrstke

replaces it in the mountains of Western China and Eastern Tibet.

These birds have a special interest, as it is from them that all our breeds

of poultry have been derived, although it is difficult to believe that a cochin-

china, a dorking, or a Spanish fowl can have originated in

The Jungle- these spangled, many-coloured denizens of the forests of the

Fowl.—Genus East. The nearest approach to the wild stock that domestic
Uallm, variation produces is found in the "Game" fowl, and a

very interesting group is to be seen in the Natural History

Museum of some birds shot wild in the Fiji Islands by Mr. E. L. Layai-d,

C.M.G. In the early voyages in the Pacific by Captain Cook and other

navigators, fowls were turned loose on some of the islands, to provide

food for any unfortunate sea-faring folk who might be shipwrecked on
them. At the present day these birds have taken to their original habits

as jungle-fowl, and have to be hunted and shot. They have, moreover,

reverted to the plumage of true jungle-fowl, and though the cocks still show
traces of a domestic strain, the hens, as well as some of the cock-birds, have
assumed once more the coloration of the wild stock from which they were
originally derived. The true jungle fowl are found at the present day in

the Indian Peninsula and Ceylon, the Indo-Malayan region to Cochin-China
and the island of Hainan, south to the Philippines, Java, Sumatra, Borneo,
Celebes, and other islands of the North Moluccas.
These are Inrds of grey coloration, but remarkable for the metallic green,

purple, or blue spots or "eyes" which adorn their plumage. Five species

are known, inhabiting the Himalayan system of mountains
The Peacock

i^Q^xi Sikkim to Tenasserim and Cochin-China, and thence
Pheasants.

through the Malayan Peninsula to Sumatra, Borneo, and the

Pohine •tnim
island of Palawan in the south of the Philippine Archipelago.

•^' ^ They are found from the lowlands up to 6.000 feet in Tenas-
serim. They seem to jiti'ect forest country, feeding on fruit, insects, worms,
and small land-shells. The call of P. chi)iquis, the Himalayan species, is said

by Mr. Clark to be something like a laugh—"/ui—/((<

—

ha—ha. Mr. John
Whitehead says that in Palawan he found t;ie species of the island, P.

napoleonis, very local, and his specimens were all collected in one district of

the forest. It is not known for certain whether the peacock pheasants are

polygamous, and Mr. Whitehead inclines to the idea that they are not
;

);ut
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Mr. Clark once came across a party of four, consisting of one male and three
female birds. In Palawan Mr. Whitehead found that Napoleon's peacock
pheasant had a "showing-ofi'" ground, like that of the argus pheasants, a

bare space cleared in the forest, kept scrupulously clean, " with a small hump
of earth in the middle, where, no doubt, the male birds show otl their splendid

plumage, and perhaps do battle.'' He adds that the tights, if they have any,

must bo very short and decisive, as the double spurs of the cocks would be
sufficient to cut his adversary into bits. In the Himalayan species, P.
chimjiiia, wliich ranges into Cachar and Tenasserim, as many as four spurs

are sometimes found on the legs of the male.

Of these extraordinary pheasants, three species are known : the com-
mon argus (.-1. nrgun) of the Malay Peninsula, Gray's argus (A. <jrayi)

of Borneo, and A. bipunctatiis, the habitat of which is at

present unknown. In Tonquin the crested argus {liliein- The Argus
hardius occUatns) occurs. The argus pheasants are remark- Pheasants.

—

able for "the hundred metallic eyes" on the wings, the Genus

feathers of which are prolonged in an extraordinary Anjmianus.

manner, while the tail-feathers exceed in length the
dimensions of any of the Game-Birds. Like the giraffe, which most
people would think to be incapable of threading its way through jungle,

the apparently clumsy argus makes its escape by darting into the
thicket, and it is one of the most difficult of birds to force into flight.

So says the greatest of modern collectors of birds, the late Mr. W. R.
Davison, who spent years in the jungles of Tenasserim and the Malayan
Peninsula, engaged in forming that wonderful collection of Oriental birds

presented to the nation in 1885 byMr. Allen Hume, C.B. In Tenasserim he paid
great attention to the habits of the argus, and is perhaps the only white man
who has seen the bird in its native haunts. He found them extremely shy
and difticult of observation, never rising, but seeking safety in running away
through the thick jungle. The males themselves do not seem to engage in

combat, though they will answer each other's call. The note is " how-how,"
repeated ten or a dozen times, though the rejiort of a gun in the neighbour-
hood, or the passing of a troop of monkeys, will set every male calling. The
cry of the female is different, " how-o-woo," repeated ten times or more.
The males clear an open space in the forest, which Mr. Davison believed to

be a "dancing-ground," though he never caught a bird inflagrante delicto. Not
a leaf is allowed to soil the hallowed spot, though occasionally a male of the
fire-back pheasant will intrude, and take a savage delight in driving the
argus from his carefully-prepared " arena."

Two kinds of pea-fowl are known, the common Faro cridatus of India
and Ceylon, and P. invticiis of Indo-China and the Malayan Peninsula.
These birds do not ascend the mountains, as a rule, but are
plentiful in the plains of North-Western India, and in The Pea-Fowl.

—

Rajputana they are held sacred by the natives. Near Jey- Genus Paio.

pur, for instance, the number of pea-fowl is very large, and
they can be observed ironi the windows of the passing train, walking alout
in the grass near the sides of the line, or perching on the fences. They are
very well-known birds in confinement, and the "train" of eyed plumes,
formed by the elongated upper tail-coverts of the male bird, is one of the
most extraordinary developments of plumage in the Class Aves.
Two very aberrant forms of guinea-fowl, Phasldus and Agedastes, inhabit

West Africa, from Liberia to the Congo; but the true guinea-fowls {Kumida)
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Tlie Guinea-
Fowls.

—

Genus
Numida.

are fnuncl over nearly the whole of Africa, to which continent and Mada-

gascar they are peculiar. Seven species are recognised, each with a kind of

horn or helmet on the head, and they are all birds of the

open country, in contradistinction to the crested guinea-

fowls, which are forest-haunting birds. The true guinea-

fowls {Numida) go in flocks, and frequent the scrubby
bush on the borders of streams. They escape by running,

but when hotly pursued by a dog, they take to the

trees, and are so occupied with taking stock of their canine pursuer,

that they can be shot down, one after the other. That they can be

easily tamed is proved by the way in which they are domesticated in nearly

every country. In Damara Land, the late Mr. C. J. Andersson says that he

has seen a thousand together. When the birds assemble in search of water,

and when a pool is discovered, the first-comers act in a most civilised manner,
approaching and drinking their fill, and retiring in an opposite direction, that

the next in order may have room to file in and slake their thirst.

Of the crested guinea-fowls ((rui^em) four species are known, all inhabitants

of the bush-country and forests. One of them is peculiar to West Africa

{G. cridata), one to South-East Africa {G. cdouardi), and one to East Africa

{G. jmchercDii). Like the ordinary guinea-fowls, wlien hunted with a dog,

they take to the trees, and are easily shot. One of the most beautiful of the

group is the vultvn-ine guinea-fowl (Acriillium vulturimttn), with a bare head
like a vulture, whence its iiame, and remarkable for the bright cobalt-blue

colour on the wings and flanks. The bare portions of the head and neck are

also cobalt-blue. It is an inhabitant of Eastern Africa, from the Pangani
River to Somali Land.
The common turkey of our farmyards is descended from the Mexican turkey

(Meleagris (jcdlopam). Many races of wild turkeys are known in the Southern
United States

^ each of which
has a separate and definite

range ; but the most beautiful

species of all is tlie Honduras
turkey {M. oceUata). Though
they feed on difl'erent kinds of

seeds during tlie day, the tur-

keys betake theniselves at night
to the trees to roost. They
even ascend the mountains to a

height of 8,000 to 10,000 feet,

descending to the lower valleys

in autumn, when they con-
gregate in great flocks. They
are polygamous, and the male
leaves to the female the entire duty of rearing the young.
These are all birds of tlie New World, and are remarkable ior having the

edge of the lower mandible serrated and toothed. They are

Partrid°
^— ^ somewhat large groujj, and include all the colins and

Sub-familv~
tufted and painted partridges. Two of the best known

Odontophorhinx species are the Californian quail (Lophurtyx californiana)

and the Virginian quail {Ortyx virginiamis).

The Turkey (Mdecajris fjallopuro).
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The Hemipodes.
—Genus Turnix.

At the end of the series of Game-Birds are found some tiny birds, which
look like dwarf partridges. Tliese are the bustai'd-quails or hemipodes,
which were formerly associated with the true quails (C'ohf/'-

'/((.*.), The differences between the hemipodes and the

Game-Birds are cliiedy osteological, and need not be detailed

here ; but the absence of the hind-toe distinguishes the

genus TuDiix at a glance, though the Australian genus Pediunomus has four
toes like an ordinary Game-Bird. One of the most curious facts connected
with the hemipodes is the superior size and colour of the female. In some
cases she is nearly twice the size of her mate, and on the latter devolves the
duty of hatching the eggs out and taking care of the young. It is curious
that these little birds should have such an ostrich-like peculiarity, but there
is otherwise nothing striithious about them, for the hemipodes have the bones
of the palate more like those of Passerine-Birds than those of Game-Birds.
They frequent the open plains and grass-country, but are also found in

some places on the outskirts of cultivation. Hemipodes are entirely birds

of the Old Woi'ld, and are distributed over Africa, Madagascar, India, and
China, and extend throughout the Malayan Archipelago to Australia.

The sand-grouse are peculiar birds, half Pigeons, half Game-Birds, of which
the English people are not ignorant. Although the sand-grouse are birds of the
desert, and are found throughout Africa, Central Asia, India,

and the Tibetan and Mongolian plateaux, there is one
.species, Pallas' sand-grouse (Syrrhoptes imraduxus), which
makes regular irruptions from its Eastern home in the

Kirghis deserts into Western Europe, and at times visits England in swarms.
Doubtless these immigrations have occurred for ages at regular intervals,

but in the Middle Ages our ancestors were too much occupied in fighting and
cutting each others' throats to notice a swift-flying bird like the sand-grouse,

which their weapons would have been powerless to capture. And thus

it happens that our tirst great record of the occurrence of Pallas' sand-grouse
in England took i)lace in 1863,

The Sand-
Grouse—Order
Fterodetts. '

Fhj.

and then again in 1888 another
great irruption took place, when
not only a large number were seen
in Western Europe, bat tliey actu-

ally stayed and even nested in

Great Britain. In some places the

flocks were protected by intelligent

land-owners ; but they ultimately

disappeared, having apparently mi-
grated back to their Eastern home.
The sand-grouse are certainly

desert birds, their very plumage
being of a sandy colour, and assimilating to their surroundings. In many of

their osteological characters they resemble the pigeons, but in the digestive

organs they resemble Game-Birds, so that their natural position is as a dis-

tinct order between these two well-marked groups. They have feathered
legs, but never carry a spur like Game-Birds, and they have either three
toes, or, if the fourth toe is j^resent, it is only rudimentary. The egg is,

however, peculiar, being neither white like that of the j^igeons, nor uniform
like that of the pheasants and partridges, nor richly mottled like that of the
grouse, but doKble-sjjotted, with brown spots inostly in evidence, and under-

Q

12.

—

The Pin-tailed Sand-Grouse.
I'terodurits u.lchnta
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lying spots of pale purple. The eggs are, moreover, oval in shape, but
equally rounded at each end.

Although the sand-grouse are not often observed during the day-time, they
are to be obtained in the mornings and evenings, when they assemble at the
water-pools to drink. Of Pallas' sand-grouse the late General Prje\'a]ski

writes :

—"At the drinking-places, as well as at the feeding-places, these birds

never settle on the ground without first describing a circle, in order to assure

themselves that there is no danger. On alighting, they hastily drink and
rise again ; and, in cases where the flocks are large, the birds in front get up
.before those at the back have time to alight. They know their drinking-

places very well, and very often go to them from distances of tens of miles,

especially in the mornings between nine and ten o'clock, but after twelve at

noon they seldom visit these sjiots." Sometimes the sand-grouse are driven

south by an unexpected fall of snow, and by clearing the snow from a patch

of ground, Swinhoe tells us that the natives sometimes manage to net an
entii'e flock of birds. It may be such a sudden snow-storm that forces tlie

sand-grouse of Central Asia to make the unexpected invasion into Western
Europe to which we have refeiTed.

The Pigeons are a large order of birds, and are divisible into two sub-

orders, viz. the Colnmbce or True Pigeons, and the Dodos (Didi). Pigeons
have a swelling of the bill near the tip, similar to the bill of

The Pigeons.— the plovers, which we shall discuss presently. At the base of

Order the bill is a soft bare skin, or cere, which is very prominent
Columbiformes. in some of the fruit-pigeons, and is generally of a bright colour.

The osteological and anatomical characters which sejjarate

them from the Game-Birds (which some of the ground pigeons greatly
resemble) are numerous, the chief one, perhaps, being that the foi'e-part of

the sternum or breast-bone is never perforated to receive the feet of the
coracoids, as is the case in the Game-Birds. The nest which pigeons build

is one of the simplest structures known among birds, for it consists of a slight

cradle of sticks, and is generally placed in a tree. The eggs are white, and
two in number, though there are many species which lay but a single egg,

and in this order of birds we meet with the great exception to the rule in

the Class Arcs, viz. that birds which lay white eggs usually nest in holes

or burrows, so that the eggs are concealed from view. Not only, however,
are the eggi of the pigeons white, but the frail platform on whicli they are

placed renders them easily visible from above, and often from below. Tlie

young ai'e hatched naked, but after a little while become clothed with hairy
down ; they remain helpless in the nest for a long time after they are
hatched, and are fed by the old birds.

The True Pigeons, of which our ring-dove or wood-pigeon, and the ordinaiy
dove-cote pigeons may be taken as representatives, constitute the (nxler

Columb(e, and they are divided by Count Salvadori, the latest monographer of

the order, into five families.

The first family of the pigeons consist of the fruit-pigeons {Treronichi') with
three sub-families, Trei'ordiue, or green fruit-pigeons, painted fruit-pigeons

( PtUopodince), and true fruit-pigeons {CarpophagiiKe)'. The
The Fruit- green fruit-pigeons are found in Africa, India, and the Indo-

Pigeons.—Family Chinese sub-region, through. the Malayan sub-region to the
TreronidcjE. Molucca Islands. All the members of tlie sub- family

Trcronhue have the tarsus short, exceeded in length by the

middle toe, and the tail feathers vary from 12 in number to 16, while the
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chief i^eculiarity is the broadening of the toes beneath, and liaving the skin

expanded on the soles, as Count Salvadori has pointed out. The green fruit-

pigeons are accustomed to assemble in flocks of comparatively large size,

and feed, as a rule, on small fruit.

The Ftilopodiiue include some of the most beautiful birds of the world
among their number. Although they are mostly birds of small size, the
exquisite blending of their bright ctjloration renders their

combination of plumage extremely beautiful, and tliero is no The Painted

more wonderful bird in the world than the golden fruit- Pigeons.^

pigeon of the Fiji Islands {Vhriisdnas victor). Sub-Family

The true painted pigeons (Ptilopiis) are nearly all highly- P/tlopodiiKr.

coloured birds, and have genei'ally the tirst jirimary narrowed
to a slender ijoint. They are among the smallest of all the pigeons, many of

them scarcely exceeding the bulk of a thrush, but they are ornamented, as a

rule, with a patch of bright colour on the fore part of the crown, which may
be rose-colour, pink, or even pale lavender. Very little has been written

about their habits, but of the allied genus, MegaloprepUi, which has not the

attenuated ending to the first priaiary-quill, and has a somewhat longer and
more rounded tail than Pt'dopns, we learn from Gould that the magnificent

fruit-pigeon (Megaloprcpia iiuAgiuJica) is found in the buslies of the interior

of Soutli-Eastern Australia, where it feeds on wild tigs and the nut-like

fruit of the large palms. It is a shy bird, and is not easily discovered, unless

it betrays its presence by the hoarse, loud, and monotonous note, which is

frequently uttered by the male during the pairing season. The note is so

extraordinary, and so unlike that of any other bird, that it causes the utmost

surprise and wonderment as to what it can proceed from, in the minds of

persons who hear it for the first time. Five species of Megaluprepid are

known, ranging from the Northern Mcjluccas to New Guinea and to 8outh-East

Australia ; whereas no less than 75 of the painted pigeons (Ptilopns) are

known. They aie distributed over the Malayan Archipelago, from the

Malay Peninsula to Australia, and even to the Pacific Islands. In Mada-
gascar and the neighbouring islands they are represented by the species of

wattled fruit-pigeons {Aledranas), of wliich four kinds only are known, that

from Mauritius, A. nitidissima, being now extinct.

In this sub-family arc found some of the largest of all the existing pigeons,

and many of them are beautifully ornamented with bright patches of colour.

Even where ornamental j^lumage does not obtain, the tones

of rufous and grey and bronzy-green render them very lovely The Large

birds. Som.e have a fleshy knob at the base of the bill, as in Fruit-Pigeons.—

the genus Glohkera ; others carry a conspicuous crest, as Sub-Family

in L<ip}ioIaim>is. They are found from India and the Indo- Carpophai/Dic.

Chinese countries throughout the entire Malayan Archipelago

to Australia. One of these great fruit-pigeons, Vnrpophaga a-nca, is a

very well-known-bird in certain parts of India and Burma. In the last-

named province Mr. Eugene Gates says that the imperial green fruit-pigeon,

as he calls C (caea, is generally distributed throughout the forests and well-

wooded parts of the country, wherever, in fact, there are trees which yield

edible fruits. It is entirely arboreal, going about in parties, and occasionally

in couples, and feeding on fruits. It makes its nest in thickets and bamboo
bushes, and lays but one egg, though in India two young birds have been
found in a nest.

Ill the true pigeons, of which our wood-pigeon and rock-pigeon may be
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consriderod the types, the tail is always composed of twelve feathers. The
soles of the feet are not so broad as in the fruit pigeons, and, according to

Count Salvadori, only the hind-toe has any expansion on the

Tlie True sides. Only four genera of CulHmhului are admitted by the
Pigeons.— above-named autlujr, rh:. G]imnopliaps, re])resented by a,

Family single species from South-Eastern New Guinea, (t. albertlsiy

Columhhhv. named after the famous Italian naturalist, D'Albertis, who
discovered it ; Vohnnha, with tifty-eight species and a cosmo-

politan range ; Nescenus, from JVIauritius, with its single species, JS'. mayeri

;

and Turtnrcena, peculiar to Africa, with five species.

It is not necessary to dilate on the characteristics of the ordinary pigeons,
In the woods, the wood-pigeon or ring-dove is, in many parts of its range, the
mildest and shyest of birds, but in confinement it makes the tamest of pets,
and can be fed by children in the gardens of Paris, and is now so civilised

that it is one of the features of St. James' Park in London. The stock-
dove (C*. (enaa) is a more retiring bird, and nests in holes of trees or of old
buildings, while the rock-dove (C. Uri(() frequents caves on the sea-coast.
From the latter are believed to have sprung all our numerous forms of do-
mestic pigeon. All the species of the African genus Tiirturana are some-
what rare, and little is kni)wn of their habits.

All these are f^astern birds, with a very long tail, exceeding the wing iu
length. Only four genera are known : Turacaiui, of Celebes and Timor

;

Mucr(>j)ijijia, the dominant form, with about thirty species,

The Long--Tailed mostly of a rufous coloration, with }nany bands ; Kelii-

Pigeons.— ino-iJta-nas, with its three species, inhabiting the Moluccas
Sub-family from Celebes, south to the Bismarck Archipelago ; and

2Iarropy<jii,w!. lastly, VunjphaniU of the Solomon Islands. Both the latter

genera have short and somewhat hooked bills.

The Macvopygiw are commonly called cuckoo-doves, on account of their
l)arred plumage. They are forest-birds, feeding on fruits, and building a
slight nest, in M'hich two eggs are laid.

This sub-family is peculiar to North America, and only one species {E.
nilijriitoria) is known. It has occasi(jnally visited Groat Britain. In its native

country it is remarkable for the enormcjus flocks which pass
The Passenger- on migration, and occupy a breeding area of great extent.

Pigeons.— One observer states that lie saw a flight of these pigeons five
Sub-family miles long and a mile in breadth, while tlieir nests were found
Ji^ctoindmu'. i^ nearly every tree for a distance of twenty-eight miles. As

with the Carolina parrot, however, constant persecutioii is

rapidly diminishing the numbers of this interesting bird, and its nesting-area
is no longer so widely extended as in former times.

Tiiis family of pigeons has rather a longer leg than those we have been
])reviously discussing, the length of the tarsus being equal to, or exceeding,

that of the middle toe. The tail-feathers vary in number
The Ground- from 12 to 20, according to the difl'erent genera. The
Pigeons.— ZoMuJina' are exclusively American, the Po-i^tcrino' are
Family American and African ; the GeoprUiniv. are American, Aus-

Ptrt^rrhic. tralian, and Indo-Malayan; while the PA ((/*/«/(', (AaotriiijoniiKi:,

and ('ahetiadimv are Malayan and Australian. There is no-
thing, very peculiar about the habits of these ground-doves, but the remaining
sub-family Turturince, or turtle-doves, is one of the largest in the whole family
of pigeons, and contains about thirty species, of which our British turtle-dove,
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XT. tiniiir), and tlio cveam-colourcd tiutle-aovc {T. r!t:orlits) so often kej^t in
cadres, are tlio best-known examples. The siil)-family Vnlinadinn- is reprc-
sented hy the single <,anius CnUnMs, the Nieol)ar piijeons, as they are called,
ren\arkable for their metallic plumage and the long hackles on the neck, like
those of a fowl. The crowned ])igeons (Goara) which are only found in the
Papuan Islands, arc remarkal)le for their beautiful crests of diffused plumes.
Six species are known, all of them inhabiting ditieieiit areas of the great
island of New Guinea, or the islands immediately adjacent to it.

This interesting form of pigeon, repre-
sented by n single genus only, Didun-
fidiis, is an inhabitant
of Samoa or the Navi- The Tooth-
gator's Islands. It has Billed Pigeons.—
a large hooked l)iil, Family
which has also some J>i<hni<:a/idii\

notches or toothed ser-

rations near the tip of the lower man-
dible. It is remarkable for the similar-

ity of its form to that of the dodo,
tliough, of course, it is on a much
smaller sc;de. Hence the name Didnii-
cidiis, or little dodo, of which the single

species, 1). stri(iin>-sfris, was, a short time
ago, threatened with the same extinc-

tion as that which has overtaken its larger

relative. The dodo, not having wings
capable of flight, Avas unable to save
itself when danger threatened ; but the
DidiDtcnhis, though a ground-bird, and
formerly nesting on the ground, so that
it was fast diminishing in numbers,

owing to the attacks of wild cats, appears suddenly to have resumed its

arb(,)real habits, and nt)W both roosts and nests in trees, so that of late years
its numbers have greatly increased.

The sub-order, J>idi, consists of two genera, Pczophups and DIdiis, both
now extinct, but living on the earth less than three hundred years ago.

The solitaire (Pi':.up}t<tps svUtdrhis) inhabited the island of Rodriguez, and
was about the size of a turkey. The old traveller, Leguat, has given a

description of the bird as follows:—"Tiiey never fly; their wings are tiKj

little to support the weight of the bodies ; they serve only to beat themselves
and flutter when they call one another. They will whirl about for twenty or

thirty times together on the same side during the space of four or Ave
minutes. The motion of their wings makes a noise very like that of a

rattle, and one may hear it two hundred paces otl". The bone of their wing
grows greater towards the extremity, and forms a little round mass under
the feathers as big as a musket ball. That and its beak are the chief defence
of this bird. Some of the males weigh forty-flve pounds. The females are
wonderfully beautiful, some fair, some brown ; I call them fair, because they
are of the colour of fair hair. They have a sort of peak, like a widow's, upon
their breasts {lc<ir beaks), which is of dun colour. No one feather is

straggling from the other all over their bodies, they being very careful to

adjust themselves, and make them all even with their beaks. The feathers

f(£/. 13.—The Ckowkkd Pigeon (Goum
coronatd)
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on tlieir thighs are round like shells at the end, and being there very thick,

have an agreeable effect They have two risings on their craws, and the

feathers are whiter than the rest, which lively represents the tine neck of a

beautiful woman. They walk with so much statelincss and good grace, that

one cannot hel{) admiring and loving them ; by wliich means their line mien
often saves their lives. NVe find in the gizzards of both male and female a

brown stone, of the bigness of a hen's egg ; 'tis somewhat rough, Hat on one
side, and round on the other, heavy and hard. We believe that this stone

was there when they were hatclied, for let them never be so young, you
meet with it always. They have never but one of 'em, and besides, the

passage from the craw to the gizzard is so narrow, that a like mass of half

the bigness could not pass. It served to whet our knives better than any
other stone, wliatsoever."

The dodo lived in Mauritius, and more is known of its ajipearance than of

the solitaire, as several drawings of it were made from life, and now exist in

various libraries. A foot

of the bird is in the British

Museum, and another is in

tlic Ashmolean JNIuseum at

(Jxford, along with a head,
these being the last relics

of an embalmed specimen
whicli was destroyed by
the authorities at Oxford
in 1855. Another head of

the dodo is in the Museum
at Copenhagen, but the

actual remains of the body
of this Avonderful bird are

very few, and the species

is principally known from
the skeletons which have
been unearthed during the

last few years. The heavy
body of the dodo, with its

feathery tail, and wings
represented by a few

plumes only, have led some authorities to consider it as a kind of sti'ufchious

bird, from the similarity of its wings to those of an ostrich, but recent re-

ocarches have shown that the dodo was a gigantic pigeon.

"We have now fcjUowed the Class Ai-ca from tiie Ratibe, through the

Tinanious to the Game-Birds, and thence through the 8and-Grouse to the

Pigeons. We ikjw come to a .sudden stop in the continuity of the series of

orders of birds, and take up the thread of connection a little further back,

it being absolutely impossible to follow a direct linear arrangement in

a scheme of classification.

The hoatzin has the appearance of a Game-Bird, and especially of a guan.

Like the latter birds, it is an inhabitant of South America, where it is found
on the Amazon and the rivers of Guiana, Venezuela, Ct)lombia, Ecuador,

Peru, and Bolivia. For all its guan-like appearance, the l)ird is more of a

rail than a Game-Bird, and its curious nest, suspended in the l)ranches over-

hanging the water, is like that of a rail, while its eggs greatly resemble those

r/y. 14.—The Dodo (Didiis ineptus).
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of the lidlliihc. Many of its auiitoinical characters, its osteology, and tho
peculiarities of the young birds, show tliat the genus O^jidhucom'n.'i is an
isolated form, probably the survival of some ancient stt)ck of birds, of which
it is the only survivor. Fossilized remains of a bird like the hoatzin have
been found in France, so that the type may have been far more widely
spread in ancient times, and have been distributed over certain portions of

the Old World.
One curious feature about the hoatzin is the size of its crop, which is situ-

ated in a deei> cavity in the upper half of the pectoral muscles. It occupies
the upper part of the chest, and is so enormous
as to distort the furcula and sternum. The nest-

ling is hatched naked, and has a well-developed
claw on the pollex and index fingers of the wings,

so that it is able to crawl about by tlieir means.
Mr. J. J. Quelch, the Director of the Museum at

Georgetown in British Guiana, has written a
jnost interesting account of the hoatzin, from
which we have extracted the following notes :

—

"Soon after the hatching of the eggs, the nest-

lings begin to crawl about by means of their

wings and legs, the well-developed claws on the
pollex and index being constantly in use for hold-

ing and hooking on to the surrounding objects.

If the birds are drawn from their nest by means
of their legs, they hold on firmly to the twigs

both with bill and wings ; and if the nest be
upset by means of a rod pushed up from below,

they hold on to all objects with which they come
in contact by means of bill, feet, and wings, mak-
ing considerable use of the bill, not only to reach objects above them, but
also with the help of the clawed wings to raise themselves to a higher level.

One curious feature noticed with a nestling which had been upset in the
river, was its power of rapid swimming and diving when pursued. As soon
as the hand was placed close to it, it rapidly dived into the dark water, in
which it was impossible to see it, and would rise at distances of more than a
yard away. Owing to this power, the little creature managed to evade all my
attempts to seize it, taking refuge eventually under the bushy growth, where
it was impossible to pursue it. The prolonged immersion which a nestling
will thus instinctively and voluntarily undergo, or which an adult bird will

bear in an attempt to drown it, seems to me to be quite remarkable,
"The nestlings, when resting on the bare sticks of the nest, are observed

to rest the weight of the body, as in the adult birds, on the bare and
thickened integument of the carina sterni, the toes being spread out and the
wings generally drawn up to the side."

The food of the adult hoatzin consists of leaves or fruit, and the birds
after death have a very unpleasant odoui', which prevents them being eaten
as food. They are incapable of sustained flight, and in this fact we see
another rail-like characteristic. Mr. Quelch observes :

—"Whether from the
fact of their occupying situations where they are but seldom disturbed, or
but little likely to be pursued, or from a natural weakness of wing, the birds
are but seldom seen in flight ; and when they take to the wing during dis-

turbance, they do so for but a very short distance—a very exceptional flight

Fig. Ih.—TnE Hoatzin
(Opisthocomus cristatim).
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being once observed of a length of about 40 j-ards, -with the wind, across i

creek, from a liigh growth on one bank to a lower level on the other.

Usually they rise almost Avith a jump from the brancli, seldom in a straight

line, but with a marked convex curve to the point where they alight. The
flight of the birds, in spite of their great expanse of wings, in relation to the

weight of the body, is thus extremely awkward, and the body presents a

peculiarly humped appearance. During their longer courses, the wings are

rapidly and violently tlapped. The apparent awkwardness in placing them-

selves when they alight, is chiefly due, I believe, to the smallness of the

branches on which tliey usually settle, and which they are unable firmly to

grasp with their long toes, balancing themselves meanwhile by the expanded
wings and tail ; but it is also attributable, I think, though to a much less

degree, to a certain weakness in their legs—even though they are thick and
apparently strong-looking—since when they alight on a thick limb, a certain

amount of instability is still manifest.
" This weakness of limbs seems to be still more evidenced by the method

of perching characteristic of the birds. At any time during the heat of the

day they will be found resting on the branches, two or more together, the

body directly applied to the wood, and supported on the bare, thickened,

and hardened patch of skin which covers the flattened and broadened surface

of the posterior detemnination of the carhia doiii."

From the game-like rail, or rail-like Game-Bird OpidJtocomus, we now pass

to the true rails. Only one family can be admitted, which bears the name
of Eallido'. At flrst sight it would seem more natural to

The Rails.— divide the rails into three families—true rails (Eallidoj),

Order water-hens (GaUhmUda), and coots (FuUcida) ; but after a

Uallifonnes. prolonged study of the family, we have come to the conclusion

that there is no separation to be drawn between these appar-

ently natural groups, and the most that can be done is to recognise two sub-

families, rails and water-hens {FudUna\ and coots {Fidkina), the latter having

lobate webs on the toes like the grebes.

That the rails are birds of an ancient origin is undoubted. Their feeble

powers of flight are compensated for by their swiftness of foot and power of

concealment, and at the present day there are many flightless rails, de-

scendants of an ancient stock. At the same time there are species, like our

corn-crake {Crex crex), which are capable of long migrations, as are also others

of the crakes ; but, as a rule, the rails are stay-at-home birds, and do not

care for long journeys across the seas. With the exception of the blue water-

hens {P<jrph]jno\ they are birds of rather sombre coloration.

Numerous fossil species of rails have been described from the Miocene and
Eocene formations, and in America extinct forms {Telmatornis) have been

found in the Cretaceous.

Fifty-three genera of rails have been admitted by me in the twenty-third

Volume of the " Catalogue of Birds," and the following are the most remark-

able, and call for special notice. The liallida^ may be divided into three

great groups—true rails {Ballina^, crakes (Crechm), and coots (Fnlicina).

As before mentioned, on account of their lobed toes, the coots may be even

further separated from the rails and crakes.

In the rails the bill is long and slender, so as to exceed in length the

middle toe and claw. The crakes have a shorter and stouter bill. The
true rails may be divided into two grouj)s, water-rails and wood-rails. Of

the former four genera are recognised, and uur English water-rail is the
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The Rails.—
Sub-Family
RaUiuii'.

type of this section. The water-i.iil is certainly not a bird to be observed
every day. It is the impersonitication of shyness and retiring habits. A
coot or a moor-hen is often seen in tlio open, and may
be observed from tlie windows of a railway train, swimming
about on lakes or pools of water, the coot easily discernible

by its waxy-white shield on the forehead, the moor-hen by
its red frontal shield and the l)right red garter above the

hock, which is easily in evidence as it swims. The water-rail, on the con-
trary, is never seen, nor can its voice be heard, like that of the noi.sy corn-
crake. It is a bird of the reed-beds and the marshes, and is so disinclined
for Hight, that even Avlu-n pursued by a dog, it will double and turn and
twist, rather than tly, and is often caught by the dogs before it can bring
itself to use its wings. Tiie eggs are numerous, from seven to eleven in

number, of a creamy white, double-spotted, with
reddish - brown overlying spots and ashy - grey
underlying ones. The nest is well concealed

among coarse herbage, of which it is comjiosed,

and the young are covered with black down, and
can take care of themselves soon after they are

liatched, swimming and diving, and managing tc

conceal themselves from danger in a marvellous

manner.
The water-rails arc found .-dl over the New

M"orld, and also in the Old World, except in the

Indo-Malayan sub-region and the Avholc of the

Australian region, where their place is taken by
the barred rails (H]iputa)iidia). In the tropical

regions of fSoutli America, Li)n)iopardahis rejjlaces

the genus linllus, and in the islands of the Aus-
tralian region, the dusky rails {Cabah(s) are one
of the most curious forms of bird-life. In the

Chatham Islands is, or rather was, found C.

dieffenbachii, now believed to be extinct, and in these islands also occiu-s C.

iiiodcdna, a dusky-brown species, which cannot fly, and is also on the verge of
extinction, while a third species, C. nylvedris, is i>eculiar to Lord Howe Island.
These are birds of the bush and forest, though showing considerable likeness

to the water-hens. They are found in both hemispheres, and one genus at

least, 3Ie(iacn\r, from Southern New Guinea, is incaj^able of

flight. The black wood-rail (Uabroptila irallacil) was dis- The Wood-Rails,
covered by Dr. A. R. Wallace in the island of Halmahera
in the Moluccas, and when sent home by him, the species was described and
figured in the "Proceedings of the Zoological Society,'' as an ordinary rail

standing in the w^ater. Consecjuently, when the Dutch travellers received
instructions from Professor Schlegel to be sure and find JJahrupfiki, they
searched for the bird in the marshes, but ultimately discovered it in the
bush. It is altogether a curious form, black like a water-hen, and having a
small frontal shield.

Perhaps one of the most interesting genera of this group of rails are the
wood-rails of the neo-tropical region (Anoniden), which have a somewhat
ornamental i)lumage of rufous and grey, Avith a bright yellow bill and red

letrs. Of late yiars they have been seen in the aviaries and zoological

Fig. 16 —Water-Eail
{Rallus aqualicus).

gardens of Europe, and have even been known to nest in captivity.
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Of ilie ypccaha Avood-rail of Argentina {Aravaifhs viwAiha) Mr. Hudson,
the biographer of Argentine birds, has given many amusnjg details, and he

credits the species with considerable intelligence, repudiating the idea that

this wood -rail is to be considered an ideal member of what has been

called a "stupid family" of birds. He writes :

—"On spying an intruder,

it immediately utters a powerful cry, in strength and intonation not unlike

that of the pea-fowl. 'J'his note of alarm is answered by other birds at a

distance as they hastily advance to the spot whence the warning was

sounded. The cry is repeated at irregular intervals, first on one side, then

on the other, as the birds change their position to dog the intruder's steps

and inspect him from the reeds. I have surprised parties of them in an open

space, and shot one or more ; but no sooner had the survivors gained their

refuge, than they turned aboTit to watch and follow me, sounding their power-

ful alarm the whole time. I have frequently been followed half a mile

through the rushes by them, and by lying close and mimicking their cries,

have always succeeded in drawing them about me. But the ypecaha's loudest

notes of alarm are weak compared with the cries he utters at other times,

when, untroubled with a strange presence, he pours out his soul in screams

and shrieks that amaze the listener with their unparalleled power. These

screams, in all their changes and modulations, have a resemblance to the

human voice, but of the human voice exerted to its utmost pitch, ar.d ex-

pressive of agony, frenzy, and despair. A long piercing shriek, astonishing

for its strength and vehemence, is succeeded by a lower note, as if in the

first one the creature had well-nigh exhausted itself. The double scream ia

repeated several times ; then follow other sounds, resembling, as they rise

and fall, half-suppressed cries of pain and moans of ar.guish. Suddenly the

unearthly shrieks are renewed in all their power. This is kept up for some
time, several birds screaming in concert ; it is renewed at intervals through-

out the day, and again at set of sun, when the Avoods and marslies resound

with the extravagant uproar. I have said that several birds unite in scream-

ing ; this is invariably the case. I have enjoyed the rare plt^asure of

witnessing the birds at such times, and the screams then seem a lit accom-

paniment to their disordered gestures and motions, A dozen or twenty
birds have their place of reunion on a small area of smooth, clean ground
Eiu-ounded by reeds ; and by lying well concealed and exercising some
patience, one is enabled to watch their proceedings. First one bird is heard

to utter a loud metallic-sounding note, three times repeated, and somewhat
like the call of the guinea-fowl. It issues from the reeds, and is a note of

invitation quickly responded to by other birds on every hand as they all

hurriedly repair to the customary spot. In a few moments, and almost
simultaneously, the birds .appear, emerging from the reeds and running into

the open space, where they all immediately whirl about and begin the exhibi-

tion. Whilst screaming, they rush from side to side as if possessed with

frenzy, the wings spread and agitated, the beak wide open and raised

vertically. I never observed them fight or manifest anger towards each other

during these performances ; and, knowing the pugnacious spirit of the

ypecahas, and how ready they are to seek a quarrel with birds of other

species, this at iirst surprised me, for I was then under the mistaken im-

pression that these gatherings were in some way related to the sexual instinct.

Whilst watching them I also remarked another circumstance. When con-

caaling myself amongst the rushes 1 have been compelled to place myself so

diaadvantageously, owing to the wet ground, that any single bird straying
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accidentally into the dpen space would have discovered my presence im-
mediately

;
yet the birds have entered and linished their performance Avith-

oiit seeing me, so carried away are they by the emotion that ])ossesse3 them
during these moments. But no sooner has the wild chorus ended than,
aware of my presence, they have fled precipitately into the reeds."

Tiiose are rails with a stout bill, the culmen being shorter than the middle
toe and claw. They may be tlivided into two sections, distinguished by the
jiresence or absence of n bare frontal shield. Those which
possess the latter characters are the moor-hens. The Crakes.
Among the largest of the crakes are the weka rails of New Sub-Family

Zealand (Ociiilrotnns), of which there are three species. These Crecina;.

birds are remarkable for their pugnacious disj)osition, and
also for the fHmeness with wliicli they "will Avander from tlieir homes in the
bush, even entering camps find houses. They are heavy-bodied birds, with
feeble Avings, Avhich are insutlicicnt to carry them through the air, and they
are consequently incapable of flight. Like their distant relative, the Aptcryx,
they serve themselves by running only, and ai'e also protected by their

crepuscular habits, being more lively at night than in the day, and calling

throughout the dark hours. These birds evince a curious antipathy to any-
thing of a red colour, and this is the more interesting as remains of extinct

forms of Aveka rails have been found in the Mascarene Islands, one of Avhich

is knoAvn as Enjtliromachns, "the fighter of red." The f(jrmcr distribution

of forms of flightless rails jn Ncav Zealand and the Chatham Islands, almost,

if not absolutely, identical with each other, has given rise to some very in-

teresting speculations ns to whether there Avas an ancient continuation of

land area betAveen these two portions of the globe. Certainly the discovery

of the remains of an extinct genus, Aphanapteryx, in Mauritius and in the

Chatham Islands, is A-ery remarkable.

Of these, the most typical form is our corn-crake or land- rail {Crex crex)^

whose harsh voice is heard in the hay-fields during the summer, often far into

the night. Like all of its kind, the corn-crake loves secltx-

sion, and is seldom seen on the Aving, except during the The Smaller

shooting season, Avhen the birds are driven up by the dogs. Crakes.

Even then they only take short fliirhts, and drop into cover

again. Everything points to the wing-power of the corn-crake being of the

feeblest description, and yet Ave knoAV that it must be a bird capable of cover-

ing considerable distances, as it reaches South Africa on its Avinter migration.

The little crake (Za/;or/jmponv7), the spotted crake (Porzana poyuma), and

Baillon's crake (Forzana intermedia), are all species Avhich visit England, and

the genus ror.ana may bo said to be cosmopolitan in its range. In the

SandAvich Islands Avere found two curious flightless crakes of small size,

Fennnla ccandata and P. saiuhvichcnsis, and in the island of Kushai also lived

till recently a small black crake {AphaHoUmnas monasa). All tliese interest-

ing little birds are now believed to be extinct, and as they could not fly, they

were doubtless exterminated by cats and rats. In the island of Laysan in

the Pacific, hoAvever, there still exists one of these curious little crakes,

Porzaunla palmeri.

Numerous genera of small crakes are known, of which space docs not per-

mit us to give a detailed description ; but the distribution of the Avhite-

Avingod crakes {Ortv<iops) is deserving of special mention. There are four

spec'ies, each of Avh'ich is i)ecu]iar for having some Avhite quills, Avhich are

very conspicuous Avhen the bird Hies. The distribution of the lour species 13
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The Water-Hens.
—Genus

Gallinula.

very interesting. One, 0. novchoracensls, is only fuund in North America ; a
second, 0. exquisita, in Eastern Siberia and China ; a third, 0. notata, in
Uruguay ; and a fourth, 0. ayresi, in South-Eastern Africa.

Passing from the crakes to the water-hens, we find many varied forms,
some of them flightless, as Pareudiastes pncificus, the black water-hen of
Samoa, and the isolated water-hens of Tristan d'Acunha {Porphiiriornis
nesiotis) and of Gough Island {F. comeri). All rails, isolated on any island,
appear to become rapidly incapable of flight. They seem to be birds which
are always averse to taking wing, and doubtless for this reason the power of
flight soon disappears ; but they are, as a rule, perfectly able to take care of
themselves by running, or by concealing themselves in the grass.
The water-hens are found all over the world, and are all very similar to our

own species, the " moor-hen," as it is frequently called {Gallhaiht cldoropvs).
They sre birds of black plumage, and have a bare red shield
on the forehead. The most brilliant of all the rails are
the blue water-hens {Porphyrio), which are found all over
the Old World, from the Mediterranean over Africa, and
from India and China to Austi-alia, They are very hand-

some birds, with bright red bills and red legs, contrasting with their blue and
green plumage, and in many places they are kept in confinement as orna-
mental fowl

; they are, however, somewhat destructive and mischievous.
The largest of the blue water-hens is the famous Nvtornis of JS'ew Zealand,
which is a giant form, incapable of flight, and believed to have become ex-
tinct during recent years. A fossil form of rail, A2)to)-n is, also from New
Zealand, was at first believed to be a small kind of moa, which will give some
idea of its large size.

These birds are remarkable for their stout bodies, bare frontal shield of
ivory-white or yellow, and, above all, for their curiously lobed toes. They

are found in nearly every
part of the globe, and several

species are met with in South
America. One of the most
curious of the ancient forms

was the extinct Leguatia gigantea of Mauri-
tius.

These curious birds are intermediate be-

tween the rails and the grebes, and are chiefly

remarkable for their lobed

The Finfeett— toes, which in the South
Family American finfoot {Heliornis fidiw) are banded with black and

Heliornithidrp.
^ yellow. Whereas all the rails, as well as the water-hens
and coots, have the nestlings clothed in black down, the young

finfoot is said to be hatched naked. At present very little is known about

these birds and their habits, and the above statement may turn out to be

incorrect. It certainly seems to be very unlikely that birds so obviously

connected with the rails and grebes should have anything but downy young.

There are three genera of the Heliornithidce—Podica from Africa, Heliopais

from Burma and Malacca, and Hdiornis from South America. All the species

are very shy and difficult of observation. The Senegal finfoot {Podica sene-

galensis) was found by Mr. Biittikofer in Liberia, and his is apparently the

only record of the habits of the birds. They swim about in pairs, and do not

seek to escape by diving, like the rails or grebes, but simply by concealing

The Coots.—
Sub-family
Fulicina,

Fig. 17.

—

The Finfoot.
(HcUorn is fu I ico).
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The Grebes.—
Order

Podicipedidi-
formes.

themselves in the foliage nu the l)aiiks. NMieu tiyinjr, whieh they seldom do,

tliey go heavily, striking the water with their bill and feet.

These birds are familiarly known on account of the use made of their

beautiful white ))reasts for mutis or the trimming of dresses, but iu u wild

state they are not easy to observe, as they are among the

shiest of l)irds. Although the species are nob very numerous,
there is scarcely a pi>rtiou of tlie globe which grebes do not
inhabit. The feet are lobed, and there is never any visible

tail, the broad rectrices of other birds being represented
in the grebes by a tuft of downy jdumes.
The Sclavonian Grebe is one of the most beautiful of the order, and is an in-

habitant of the northern portions of both hemispheres. It is not an unfreciuent

visitor to Great Britain in winter. The great-crested grebe

( Pudicipcs crit>t(tt)is) is almost cosmopolitan iu its range, and is The Sclf-vonian

the largest of the British species. It is still to be found nesting Grebe {I'odiciptm,

on some of the Norfolk broads and inland lakes of England, uurdus).

building, like all grebes, a nest of the dampest description,

composed of weeds and rushes. The eggs are at tirst white, but bec<jnre

stained in a very short time, as the bird generally
covers them up with weeds on leaving the nest.

All the grebes are splendid divers, and even the
little nestlings take to the water soon after they are
hatched, iuul escape either by diving or by hiding
tJiemselves in the weeds and rushes. The nestlings

are very pretty little creatures, covered with soft

down of a zebra-like jiattern in streaks of white and
black or brown.
There are not many getiera of the grebes, most of

the species belonging to the genus Fudicij^es, but in

America the thick-billed grebe belongs to a distinct

genus, PodihjinhuA. wiiile on Lake Titicaca, in

Bolivia, is found a large form, Codropdma, which
has such small wings that it is apparently incapable
of flight.

The dabchick of our English waters (Tacli ijbaptcs

Ihin'atili.s) is one of tlie smallest grebes, and is dis-

tributed over the greater part of the Pahearctic region, but is replaced by an
allied species in Africa (7\ caijt'iisls)^ and in India by T. alhi2)cnnit>.

In the summer the dabchick frequents rivers, lakes, and even ponds
and small sheets of water, where it builds a nest of weeds, which are
.•dways in a moist conditi(jn, and the nest always resembles a small heap of

refuse more than anything else. A dabchick is a ])retty object to watch, but
it is so shy a bird that a near approach is impossible, and it is only at a dis-

tance that they can be seen swinnning about on the water. On the tirst sign
of danger, it disappears like magic, and comes to the surface again for a
second, only to dive again out of sight on the instant. If one of them be sur-

prised in the open, it will dive immediatelj', and if there be a bed of reeds or
lither shelter, it makes for them under the water, and one never knows at what
distance its head will reappear. Twenty and thirty yards is by no means an
uncommon dive for a dabchick to make, and it uses its lobed feet as propellers
and steerers, not making much use of its wings, which are held close to the
body, the stumpy and soft tail Vicing (jf no sort of use to it as a steering apparj\tu!-:.

Fi(j. IS.

—

The Sclavoniav
Grebe {Podicipcs auritus).
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Tho Great
Northern Diver

(Cvlymhm
(jlaciaUn)

.

The Little Gkebe ok
DABtUlCK.

{Tachylaptes Jiuvialiiis).

The downy nestlings are striped, and in the first plumage the dabchicks are

brown above. In the autumn they are to a certain extent migratory, and are

sliot in our tidal liarbours ; but in mild winters tliey do not desert their native

homes. In summer, both sexes don a nuptial plumage, with a yellow patch

on the bill and a black breast, against which the rufous colour of the face and
neck forms a striking contrast. In all the

grebes, the brighter colours and the ornamental

tippets and crests are dropped during the winter

season.

The divers are birds of the Northern Hemi-
sphere, few in number and arctic in habitat.

Four species are known, all of

The Divers. which are found in Great Bri-

Order tain, two of them nesting within

Colymbiformts. our limits. The red-throated

diver {Colymbiis septentrionalis)

is one of them, and the black-throated diver (C.

ardiciis) is the second. The great northern

diver (C. (jlacialis) is a more or less frequent

visitor in winter, and the white-billed diver

(C adamsi) has occurred a few times.

This is chiefly known as an inhabitant of

North America and Iceland, as the great north-

ern diver which breeds in the

Old World will probably be
found to be C. adamsi. The
habits of all the divers are much the same. On the water
they are at home, swimming about and diving with the great-

est of ease ; but on land they are very awkward, and tlie

backward position of their legs seems to make it impossible for the birds

ever to stand upright. In fact, they seem to shuffle along tlie ground with a

snake-like motion, and never walk. They excel all tlie grebes in tlieir power
of flight, though, as a rule, they trust

to their swimming and diving powers
to escape from danger, and are often

to be seen swimming in the sea far

away from land ; and they are also able

to sul)merge their bodies, so tliat only

the head and neck is exjxised, and
tliey can remain under water for an
astonisliing time, the groat northern
diver liaving been known to remain
below the surface for eight minutes.

The nesting-place is on some iidand locli

or secluded lake, and tlie nest is a

j)oorly constructed aflair. Tlie eggs are

two in number, of a russet-brown or olive-brown colour, with black spots and
fainter block underlying markings.
The divers differ from the grebes in having webbed feet and a wcll-devek)i)ed

tail. The young birds are covered with down, and are able to dive and shift

for themselves shortly after they are hatched. The sexes are alike in plum-
age, and they have a distinct sunmier and winter dress, as witla the grebes.

Fig. 20.—The Great Northern Diver
(Colymbus ijlaciali.t).
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Tlie penguins are birds of the Soutliern Hemisphere, the most northerly
ranging species occurring in tlie Gahipagos Islands, off the coast of South
America. They are chiefly remarkable for their close-set

plumage, unlike that of any other birds, and the flipper-like The Penguins.

—

character of their wings. The feathers, which arc harsh and Order

scaly, and generally devoid of barbs, are distributed over Sphniisciformcs.

the whole body, so that there are no bare spaces between the

feather-tracts, as in most birds. Penguins are found in tastonishing numbers
in the Southern Seas, especially at their breeding-
places, which are selected on rocky islands,

such as Kerguelen, Tristan d'Acunha, the islets

round New Zealand, and tlie Falklands. As they
cannot fly, great havoc is worked among them
on their island homes during the nesting

season, when thousands are killed for the sake
of their oil.

The penguins vary very much in size,

from the diminutive Endypiila minor to the
gigantic emperor and king penguins (Apteno-
dijtcs patadiunica) of the Antarctic Seas. They
always walk or hop in an erect position,

and they are assisted in the support of

their heavy bodies by the unusual strength
of their tarsi, the metatarsal bone being
very short and wide. The scapular bone
is also of unusual width for a bird. The
nestlings are covered with dense down, which
is retained for a considerable period, until, in

fact, the birds are nearly full-grown.

The habits of all the penguiits are very similar, and the following account
of the "Johnnie" {Pyijusctlis taniata), by the Rev. A. E. Eaton, who
observed the species on Kerguelen Island, during the "Transit of Venus
Expedition," is very characteristic of the order, and we therefore give the
following extracts :—

•

"It builds in communities, some of only a dozen, others from 70 to 150
families. A more populous colony was visited by six ofldcers from the ships,

who estimated the number of nests in it to amount to 2,000 or more.
These larger communities are approached from the sea by regular paths,
conspicuous at a distance, like well-worn sheep tracks, which lead straight up
the hill from the water. Their formation is due to the penguins being very
particular about where they land and enter the sea. A small party of the
birds occupied a position uj^on the neck of a low promontory within an hour's

walk of Observatory Bay. Their nests were nearest to the farther side of

the isthmus ; but when they were ajiproached, the male birds used to run to

the water, not by the shcntest route where it was deep close to the rocks, but
by the longest to a place where the shore was shelving. It was amusing to

see them start off in a troop as fast as their legs could carry them, holding
out their wings and tumbling headlong over stones in their way, because as

they ran they would keep looking ])ack instead of before them, and to hear
their outcries. Panic and consternation seemed to possess them all ; but
the females (possibly because they could not keep up with their mates)
seldom went far from their nests, and, if the intruder stood still, sooi:j

Fig. 21.—The King Penguin
{AjitenochjUs lowjiroslris).
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returned and settled down again upon their eggs. Not many weeks had
passed before a change was eflected in tlieir conduct. The young were
hatched, and now the mothers anxiously endeavoured to persuade them to

follow the example of their fathers, and run away to sea. But the nestlings

preferred to stay in their nests ; they did not mind if the stranger did stroke

them, although their anxious mothers ran at him with open mouths whenever

he dared to do so. Only a few of the older chicks could be prevailed upon

to stir, and they after waddling a few yards, became satisfied with their

performance, and turned to go home again. The mothers, who had straggled

to a greater distance, began to return too. It was now that the more tardy

youngsters began to experience the ills of life. Every penguin that had

readied its place before them aimed blows at them as they passed by towards

their own abodes. One of tlie little birds certainly did seem to deserve

correction. It saw its neighbour's nest empty, and sat down in it. The old

female Johnnie, the rightful occupier, presently returned in company with

her own chick, to whom, having ])ut her head well into his mouth, she began

to aduiinister refreshment after his run. Seeing them so pleasantly engaged,

the small vagrant, thoughtlessly presuming upon her generosity, went nearer

and presented himself to be fed also, as if he had a right to her attention

and care. She looked at him while he stood gaping before her with drooping

wings, unable for tlie moment to credit what she saw. But suddenly the

truth flashed upon her, and, provoked by his consummate audacity, she gave

vent to her indignation, pecked his tongue as hard as she could, chased him

out of the nest, darting blows at his back, and croaked ominously after him

as he fled precipitately beyond the range of her beak, leaving trophies of

down upon the scene of his unfortunate adventure. The whole of this

community of penguins was subsequently boiled down into 'hare soup' for

the officers of H.M.S. Vola<ie, and very nice they found it. The nests were

composed of dried leaf-stalks and seed-stems of pringlea, together with such

other suitable material as happened to be at hand. There were two eggs m
every nest, and one of them was invariably larger than the other. Most

likely the birds hatched from the larger eggs are of the opposite sex to those

which are produced from the smaller. AVhether the big or the little egg is

tlie first to be laid was not ascertamed.
" As is the case with many other kinds of birds, Johnnies are very regular

in their habits. Every afternoon at nearly the same time they repair to the

shore when they have done fishing, landing in small parties at their

accustomed places at the heads of shallow inlets. On issuing from the

water they dispose themselves to rest, seldom proceeding beyond the verge

of the shore. Those which are inclined to sleep put their heads behind then-

flippers ; the others stand amongst theni with their neck shortened so as to

bring the head down close to the body, with the beak slanting upwards and

forwards, somewhat in the manner of a very young thrush during repose.

Their ej-es present a ratlier tearful ai)pearance, and resemble bits of dull

black glass set in their heads,— perhaps the nictitating membrane ma,y be

kept drawn over them. At frequent intervals a kind of watery fluid is

ejected from their mouth by a shake of the head."

The Petrels.— The petrels are also often called the TnluHaies, on account

Order Pro- of their tubular nostrils. They are generally associated with

cdlnrii/ormes. the gulls, but there is really little in common between the

two groups, beyond the fact that they are both marine orders

of birds. The petrels diff"er from the gulls in many important anatomical
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and osfceological characters, but we need go no further here than to specialize

their peculiar nostril and bill, the covering of the latter consisting of several

liorny pieces separated by deep grooves.

The albatroses are the largest of the petrels, and, indeed, possess a
wider spread of wing than any known bird. On the otlier hand, some
of the storm-petrels are hardly larger than a swallow. All of them have
a peculiar odour, a sort of musky smell, which clings to the person after

handling a number of these birds. The eggs, too, are impregnated with
this smell, which adheres to them for years after they have been in a
cabinet.

The petrels lay but one egg, and this is generally concealed under a rock
or boulder, tlie nest being of the flimsiest description, though the albatroses

make a rough nest in the open. The yovuig are covered with down, and re-

main helj)less for some time in the nest ; the down is generally of a sooty

colour, but is white in the case oi some of the larger albatroses. Mr. Osbert
Salvin, in his recent work on the group, recognises four families

—

Fro-
ccllariidie or storm-petrels, PuffiHidc} or shearwaters, Pelccanoidta or diving-

petrels, and Pioinediidie or albatroses.

There are two sub-families of the Procellariidce, the short-legged petrels

(ProceUariinxt), and the long-legged petrels (Oceanitina'). In the former we
find the storm-petrel of the British coast {ProceUaria pdmjica), which is the

tyi)ical form of the group. It inhabits the North Atlantic Ocean as far south
as West Africa, and enters the Mediterranean Sea. At the nesting time it

visits the islands and western coasts of

Great Britain, but has not been found
breeding on the east coasts of England ZP^v"^^ ^^a^^^^^^!^^
or Scotland. Another well-knoAvn member "^^-^—^^^^^^^S^^^^
of the storm-petrels is the fork-tailed or '-"^^^^^^^^^^^^^F^^
Leach's petrel, which is found throughout "l^^^^^^̂ ^^^̂^F''-^'^
the North Atlantic, and also occurs in the '^^^^^^^^^^^^/r-^r—
Japanese Islands. It is a larger bird than ^^^^^Z ul^
the storm-petrel, and is easily known by its -"^^^^^^^^^^^
forked tail. It breeds on some of the i,. .. _, "1^^^^
-^ , TT 1 • 1 11 ii • 1 1 a- •'^H'- 22.—Fork-Tailed Petrei.
Outer Hebrides and also on the_ islands oil {Oceanodromo, hucorrhoa).

the coast of Kerry. A curious instance of

the way in which petrels are distributed over the ocean, and how very little

we really know of their range, has lately been noted in England, where in
December, 1895, a specimen of the Canarian fork-tailed petrel was obtained
for the first time, at Littlestone in Kent. It is only fourteen years ago that
this species was described by Mr. Ridgway from the Sandwich Islands in
the Pacific, to which it was believed to be confined. In 1895 Mr. Ogilvie-

Grant discovered it on the Salvage Islands in the Atlantic, and now the
British Museum contains specimens from Madeira and the Desertas group,
as well as from St. Helena. It has also been recently discovered as an in-

habitant of the Galapagos Islands off South America. Another remarkable
case occurred a few years ago, when a petrel from the Fiji Islands and the

New Hebrides, CEstrelata hreripts, one of the rarest of all petrels, turned up
unexpectedly iii Wales. It had never been heard of before away from the
Pacific Ocean.

This family is numerously represented in all the great oceans of the world,
with the exception of the Indian Ocean, where there are not so many species.

The British Islands are visited by several species of Puffintis, and one, the

K
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manx shearwater, is resident ;uid breeds on St. Kilda, as well as in other
places in tlie west of Europe. Like all other niembevs of their family, the

shearwaters are birds of rapid flight, and may be seen in

The Shearwaters flocks far out at sea, ajiparently revelling in the rough
and Fulmars.— Meather.

Family The fulmar-petrels (sub-family Fulmarbue) are also very
PuffiniikK. widely distributed over all the oceans, and some of them

are as large as gulls, one species, Ossifmga gi/janft'a,

from the Southern Seas, being as large as some of the albatroses. The
common fulmar - petrel (Fulmarus gluc'ialis) is a avcU- known inliabitant

of the seas of Arctic Europe, and nests on St. Kilda and the Slietland
Islands,

The diving-petrels {PeleciDwidida) are curious little birds from tlie Southern
Seas, which have niucli the appearance of the little auk (Mcnjiilxs ulle) of

the Northern Hemisphere. Mr. Eaton says that, like that species, the diving-

petrels have a hurried flight, and dive into tlie sea witliout any interruption
of the action of their -wings; botli also emerge from beneath the surface fly-

ing, and they both swim with tlieir tails ratlier deeji in the water. Tliis

resemblance, he says, does not extend to otlier particulars of tlieir habits.

TJie little auk, when breeding, usually flies and fishes in small flocks of six or
a dozen birds, and nests in communities of considerable size, wliich are ex-

ceedingly noisy. Diving-petrels, on the other liand, are more domestic in

their mode of living, fishiiig and flying for tlie most part in pairs or alone,
and nest sporadically. Their burrows are about as small in diameter as the
holes of bank martins or kingflshers. Tliey are made in dry banks and
slopes where the gnnnid is easily penetrable, and terminate in an enlarged
chamber, on the floor of which the egg is deposited. There is no specially

constructed nest. Some of the burrows are branched, but the branches are
without terminal enlargements, and do not appear to be put to any use by
the birds.

The family of albatroses or Diomedeidw contains three genera, Diomedea
with nine species of true albatroses, jr/iaZaio;o^eyoii,,orculminated albatroses, with

live species, and Phuhetrui, or
sooty albatroses, Avith a single

species. Most of the members
of this family are birds of wide
range, whence the common
species gets its name of "Avan-
dering." They are remarkable
for their wide extent of wing
and their graceful and sus-

tained flight. At certain periods

of the year they resort to the

islands in the Southern oceans
to breed, and the gatherings
which take place are some-
.times incredible. Thus on the

island of Laysan, in the Paciti c,

thousands upon thousands of

eggs of the white albatros
[Diomedea immutabilis) are collected. Mr. Palmer, who visited this island
on behalf of the Hon. Walter Rothschild, says that the birds literally covered

Fig. 23.- -The Wandering Albatros
(Diomedea exulans).
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the surface of Laysan, the young in some places being as thick as they could

stand. He writes :
— " It is very curious to watch the love-making antics of

the birds. First they stand face to face, then they begin nodding and bow-
ing vigorously, and then rub their bills together with a whistling cry ; after

this they begin shaking tlieir heads and snapping their bills with marvellous
rapidity, occasionally lifting one wing, straiglitening themselves out, and
blowing out their breasts ; then they put their bill under their wings or toss

it in the air, with a groaning scream, and walk round each other, often for

fifteen minutes at a time. They are quite fearless, and do not move out of

the way. When INIr. Freeth was going to the guano-field on his tram-
way-line, he had to send a boy ahead to clear the tracks of the young
albatroses."

Mr. D. le Souef gives a very interesting account of a visit to Albati-os

Island in Bass' Straits, Australia:—"The nests of the cautious albatros

{Thidassoijcron cantrts) a.ro situated at varying distances one from the other,

from a foot upwards, some on the ground, and others again on the uneven
side or top of a jioint of rock. Some of the birds had come on shore to rest

only, while a few of them had their heads turned back and partially under
their wings, and were asleep. When one wished to fly it had to walk to the

edge of the cliff, and go ofi'Avith a downward sweep ; but when the wind was
blowing very strong the bird could then rise, facing it, from a point of rock.

One bird I found in a depression about (JO feet across and 30 feet deep, with
steep sides, and as it could neither climb or fly out I caught it and climbed
up the bank with the bird under my arm, and took it back to the " rookery."

On approaching very close to the birds, they would partly stand up on their

nest, leaning backwards and apparently resting the tail on the edge of the
nest, and then facing the intruder. When one was within two feet of them,
tliey would utter a loud cackling noise, shaking their heads up and down,
and opening and shutting their beaks rapidly. A considerable noise was
made by the mandibles coming together, and at the same time a strong-

smelling oily secretion was thrown up. In order to secure an egg, the beak
of the bird was caught liold of with one hand and the egg taken up with the

other, and on stepping back the beak was let go again. The bird would then
sit or stand on its nest for some time afterwards. The birds often had diffi-

culty in alighting on a particular spot, when the wind was blowing strongly

on to their breeding-ground from the sea, as they always flew against the
wind when desiring to alight, and I have watched them sometimes try

seven or eight times before they could successfully accomplish their object.

They came up with considerable force, holding their heads well back, and
stretching out their expanded feet at the same time, and the fact of

having their wings half-closed gave them a very ungainly appearance when
alighting."

The auks are birds of the Nortiiern Seas. They form a peculiar grouj), and
are usually associated with the gulls, from which birds, however, they differ

in many important characters, though in their osteology the

two orders have many points in common. Externally, how- The Auks.

—

ever, the differences are apparent at a glance. The gulls are Order Alcce.

splendid flyers, but are no great divers, while diving is one
of the chief features of an auk's economy. Again, the gulls make a nest of

some sort, the auks seldom or never, for the latter birds select a bare ledge

or cleft of a cliff, or the broken rocks, on which to lay their egg, the colour

and markings of which are entirely different from those of any gull or tern.
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Fig £4.—The Okeat Auk
(Plautus impennis).

One of the most interesting of all the Alcce is the great auk, which was a

kind of gigantic razorbill, l)ut possessing such diminutive wings that the

p(jwer of flight was denied to it. It has become extinct durhig the first half

of the present century, and s]3ecimens of the bird and the egg fetch large

prices whenever they come into the market. The great auk, as Professor

Newton has pointed out, owes its extinctltm entirely to the agency of man,
who hunted the bird to its destruction. It seems to have had a comiJiira

lively limited range, having been abundant in

Newfoundland and the adjacent shores of North
America and Iceland, ranging in smaller num-
bers to the Hebrides and the shores oi

Northern Britain.

The razorbill {Alca tonla) and tlie guillemot

{Uria truile) are well-known British birds,

which breed in vast numbers on our coasts,

the best-known nesting colonies being on the

cliffs of Flamborough and on the Fame Islands,

Here large numbers of the eggs are taken every

year, those of the guillemot presenting an end-

less variety of colour and marking. The black

guillemot (Uriu, (jrilUe) nests in the Arctic

regions, and in the north of Scotland and Ire-

land, and the rotche or little auk {Mergulm
(die) is a winter visitor to Great Britain, being

often driven far inland by stress of weather.

The breeding-places of the little auk have
been described as tenanted by countless thou-

sands. Admiral Beechey having stated that he saw a column of tiiese birds

on the wing at one time which he estimated at four millions !

Our English pufhn, or sea-parrot, is a re])resentative of the group of the

auks which are most; numerous in the North Pacific Ocean, where several

crested species are found. They are re-

markable for the coloration of the bill,

which is grooved in a curious fashion,

and exhibits bright colours, while there

is also a blue excrescence above the ej^e.

These ornamental features of the biixl's

bill are a sign of the breeding-season,

and are shed as by a moult in tlie winter,

to be resumed in the following spring.

The birds of the year have quite a small

bill, without any of the grooving or

coloured ornamentation which character-

ises the adults. Puffins dift'er from the

other auks in their nesting habits, the

egg, Avhich is white, with occasionally a

few indistinct markings, being placed in a rabbit burrow, or in a hole

tunnelled by the birds themselves.

The gulls are divided into two families, the true gulls, or Laridce, and the

skuas, or StercorariidcE. The general apj^earance of gulls is too well known
to detain us long with the characters which define the order, which is admitted

to be closely related to the order Charadriifonnes, the great group of plovers

-The PuKPiN {Vratercula
arcltca).
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ftnd snipes, with Avliich the Gulls possess many anatomical characters in

conunon, though tliey difier from the plovers and their allies in having
webbed feet. The Lnr'uUv, or true gulls, differ from the

skuas in having no " cere '' on the bill, which is a feature The Gulls

—

in the latter family. The cere is a wax-like bare space at Order
the base ot the bill, a common cliaracteristic of Hawks and Larifoime>i.

Parrots, but rare in every other order of birds, and it is

decidedly interesting that it should reappear in a family of gulls, especially

as it is combined with a decidedly rapacious disposition in the skuas.

The family Larida' is divided by Mr. Howard Saunders into three sub-
families : the terns, or sea-swallows {Sternime) ; the skimners {Bhynchopimi')

;

and the gulls (Larimi').

The sea-swallows are found all over the world, from the high north to the
extreme south. They are mostly marine, but many of them arc birds of the
marshes, especially during the nest-
ing seastm, Avhile others frequent
rivers and inland lakes. It is,

however, on the sea that these
graceful birds are generally seen
to the greatest advantage, as they
hover over the^vafcer, or glide along-

above its surface, occasionally dro^j-

ping down to capture some small
fish or other prey. They often
follow shoals of small fry, and we
remember seeing a flock of large

terns in the Red Sea, evidently
engaged in decimating a shoal of

fish on the surface of the water,
and keeping up such a cackling all the time that they could be heard at least

a mile off.

In the British Islands we have thirteen different kinds of terns, five of

which breed with us, the best known being the common tern (StenrnfiuviriHIis),

the arctic tern {S. macrnra), and the lesser tern (S'. minuta). The sandwicn
tern (S. cantiaca) now only nests in a few localities ; and a few pairs of the
beautiful roseate tern {S. douijalU) are believed to still breed in one or two
places off our coasts. Among the visitors to the British Islands are the
three species of marsh tern, belonging to the genus HydrocJieUdon, which
have only moderately forked tails, the outer feather or "streamer" not
being prolonged, as in most of the terns. The black tern (H. nigra) is the
commonest of the three si)ecies Mliich visit England, the white-winged black
tern and the whiskered tern beinof of very rare occurrence. These marsh
terns nest in swamps and marshes throughout tenij^erate Europe, Asia, and
North America, and they are plentiful in the marismas of Southern Spain
and the Danube. The nests are made of weeds, and are placed on tussocks,

or on floating vegetation.

The largest of the terns is the Caspian tern {Hydroprocpie caspia), a largo
red-billed species, which measures nearly two feet in length, and is found
over the greater part of the globe. The common and Arctic terns are species

which breed in colonies on many parts (;f the British coasts, laying their

eggs on the shingle, and making scarcely any attempt at a nest. The eggs
have a great resemblance to those of some of the plovers, and, like the latter

Fig. 20.—Arctic Teen (Sterna macnlra),
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are difBcult to distinguish on the ground. This is especially the case with
the eggs of the lesser tern (Sterna minuta).
One of the rarest visitora to Britain is the sooty tern (Sterna fidiginosa).

This is the species which breeds in such enormous numbers on certain islands,

such as Laysan in the Pacific, and Ascension Island in the Atlantic. In the
latter the assemblage of these birds is known as "Wideawake Fair." On
Ascension, according to Mr. Howard Sauaders, the sooty terns lay but one
egg, and this was also found to be the case by Mr. Palmer on Laysan, the
birds being perfectly fearless, and not moving off their nest, but pecking and
biting at anyone that approached them. As many as two hundred dozens of
eggs have been collected on Ascension Island in the course of a morning,
and this will give some idea of the numbers frequenting that spot.

h\ the tropical islands of the southern oceans is found a curious form of
tern, snowy-white in plumage, with a pointed black bill. This is the snowy
tern ((ryyis alba), which possesses a very wide range over the islands of the
Pacific and South Atlantic. It lays but a single egg, which is placed carelessly
among the rocks or scrub, but is also often found in a cavity of a branch or
on tlie fork of a tree.

Tliese curious river terns are called scissor-bills, on account of the remark-
able disparity in the length of the two mandibles of the bill and their

extreme sharpness of the ridges, which is compressed like the
The Skimmers.— blade of a pair of scissors. The name given to tlie American

Sub-family species by one of the old writers in 1731 is "cut-water,"
Rhynchopina. a very good title for the bird, as these scissor-bills fly along

the top of the water, cutting the latter with their blade-like
under mandible, which is considerably longer than the upper one. The
skimmers frequent rivers in the tropical countries of the Old and New
Worlds, being found nesting as far north as Virginia in North America, and
Egypt in the Old World. The eggs, whicli resemble those of the true terns,

are laid on sand-banks in the rivers frequented by the birds. Five species
are known, each with a separate range, Mhyachops -niijra being found in the
Southern United States to Central America, R. intercedens in Brazil, and B.
melanura in the northern part of South America. B. Jiavirostris is an in-

habitant of Africa, and B. albicolUs of India.

Their heavy build and square tails, as a rule, distinguish gulls from terns,
but it must be remembered tliat some of the gulls are small, and many are

not so big as the Caspian tern, for instance. The forked tail

The Gulls.— of the terns is seen in one genus of gulls, Xema, which con-
Suh-family tains two species, Sabine's gull (A'. Sif.hiaii), and the large
Lco'iua'. fork-tailed gull (X. furcata). The foi*mcr is an inhabitant

of the Arctic Seas, but sometimes straggles as far as the coasts
of Britain, while X furcata is only known from the Galapagos and the coasts
of Western America. Ross's gull (Bhodostethia rosea) is another Arctic
species, which on rare occasions visits Europe, but is one of the rarest of all

the gulls, and is remarkable for its wedge-shaped tail and the beautiful rosy
blush on its white breast, which is like that seen in the roseate tern.

Of the true gulls (Larus), of which the common gull (L. canns) may be
considered the type, there are more than forty species known, and these are
distributed, like the terns, throughout the greater part of the globe, from the
Arctic regions in the north to the extreme south. The gulls may be divided
into two groups, those with a hood and those without. The hooded gulls
comprise such species as our bhick-headcd gull (Larus ridibundun) and its
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Fig. Ti —The Common Gull
{Larus canus).

Tlie Skuas. —
Family

Stercorariida.

allies, another Brititih species being the little gull {L. viinvtu-i). The other

gulls with which we are familiar in this country, sucli as the greater black-

backed gull (L. vmrin\i»), the lesser black-backed gull {L. fuscva), the her-

ring gull (L. ayiicnfatim), have white heads and white tails. The habits of

gulls are much the same all the world over. They feed mostly on fish ; but

some of the larger kinds arc not only

greab robbers, but will eat almost
anything, and Avill devour young birds

and even sickly mannnals. The little

black-headed gull, on the other hand,

is a niDst useful bird, as it frequents

and breeds in inland districts, where it

often follows the plough, and devours
large numbers of grubs and insects.

The other gulls breed on the rocky

coasts, mostly in the north, sometimes
in vast numbers together. This is

especially the case with the kittiwake

(Risaa triddvfiila), which is separated

from the true gulls on account of the absence of a hind toe.

The skuas are often called the parasitic gulls, from their habit of robbing

the smaller gulls of their food, instead of catching it for tliemselves. They
differ from the true gulls in having a cere, or bare wax-like

base, to the bill. The latter is very strongly hooked at the

tip, and in the posterior portion of the sternum, or breast-

bone, there is only a single notch, instead of two, as in the

gulls.

Four species of the great skuas are known, of which one, M. (•atun-liadcs,

is an inhabitant of the North Atlantic, where it breeds in a few scattered

localities, such
as Iceland, the The Great Skuas.
Faeroes, and —Genus
Norway, and a Megcdestris.

few pairs still

nest in the Shetland Isles, where
great pains are now taken to

preserve them, as they had be-

come neai'ly extinct there. They
not only feed on fish and car-

rion, bub rob other gulls of

their prey, and even kill and
eat some of the smaller species.

The eggs are two in number,
and the birds become very bold

in defence of their nests. A
second species of great skua
{M. cliiJoisis) inhabits both the

Atlantic and Pacific coasts of

South America, from Peru on the west, to Southern Brazil on the east.

From the New Zealand seas to Kerguelen, and thence to the Falkland Islands,

occurs M. antardica, while in Victoria Land and the frozen countries of the

Antarctic Continent is found a peculiar pale form of great skua, M. mac-

Fig. SS.—BrrroN' ; Srlta (S'crcorarius varasiticu?)
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cormicki. The long-tailed skuas (Stercorarii(s) differ from tlie members of

the preceding genus in having more or less elongated central tail feathers,

these being developed in some of tlie species to a great lengtli. The
members of the genus Stercorarins are three in number, all of them breeding
in the high north, and visiting more southern localities in winter. With the

exception of tlie Pacific coast of South America, where only the pomatorhine
skua (S. x>oinator}iinus) has been known to occur, the whole of the other

Southern oceans appear to be visited by these skuas. They all nest on the tundra
of the Arctic regions, and the pomatorhine skua and Buffon's skua are only
winter visitors to the British Islands, but Richardson's skua {S. crepidatiis)

nests in the Orkneys and Shetland Isles, as well as in some of the Hebrides
and on the north-west of Scotland. Like their larger relatives, tliese smaller

skuas live principally l)y robbing the terns and smaller gulls of the fish they
capture. They Avill also devour young birds and eggs, as well as lemmings
and small rodents, Crustacea, etc., while the young of Buffon's skuas are said

to be fed on crowbei'ries in the summer.
As has already been mentioned, there are many characters which the

Charadriiformes, or Limicoline birds, as they are often called, share with
the gulls, the principal one being the cleft, or schizognathous

The Plovers palate, The nostrils are almost entirely schizorhinal, or in

and Bustards.— the form of a slit, though there are exceptions to this in the
Order Chara- seed-snipes, the bustards, and the thick-knees. The eggs of
driiformes. most of the Charadriiformes are peculiar to the group, being

generally pear-shaped, four in number, and double spotted,

having the overlying markings black, arranged in lines, blotches, or spots,

and the underlying spots grey. The young are covered with down, and
can take care of themselves very shortly after their birth, running with
great swiftness, and being able to escape capture by their protective colora-

tion, which effectually conceals them in the midst of their natural sur-

roundings.
There is but a single S{X!cies to represent this sub-order, and it is one of the

most peculiar of birds. While possessing anatomical characters which show tliat

it is an aberrant kind of plover (though many observers have

The Crab- considered it to be rather an aberrant kind of tern), it

Plovers.— differs from all gulls and plovers in laying a pure white egg.

Sub-order Its nesting habits are in fact altogether peculiar. Not only
Dromades. does it lay a Avhite egg, but only one, and that is placed in a

tunnel hollowed out in the sand, as described below. The
crab-plover is a handsome black and white bird, the mantle being black, and
having the plumes elongated, so as to form a swallow-tailed patch when the

bird is flying. It is long-legged, like a thick-knee or stone-plover, and
inhabits the coast-land of Eastern Africa and Arabia, the Persian Gulf, and
the eastern shores of tine Indian Ocean, as far as Ceylon, reappearing in the

Andamans and the Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal. It probably
breeds in most of the above localities, but the headcjuarters of the species

seem to be in the Persian Gulf, and the coasts of Arabia and Mekran. Mr.
Nash, who visited one of the islands off Bushire, found that the birds bur-
rowed into the sand-hills to the distance of about four feet, and in the shape
of a bow, the passage being about a foot below the surface of the ground, and
the entrance usually near or under tussocks of grass or low shrubs, the single

egg being laid on the bare soil at the end of the hole, without any sign of a
nest. The birds nest in colonies, and the young, which are covered with
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greyisli down, remain in the lioles during the day, like young petrels and
they are appai-ently night-feeders.

Like Dnmux.% the sheathbills are very aben\int members of the Limicoline
group, and are only found on the islands of the Atlantic, such as the
Crozettes, Kerguelen, Marion Island, and the Falklands.
The species of the latter islands is (Jhionis alha, the yellow- The Sheathbills.
billed sheathbill, which is also found in Southern Patagonia, —Sub-order
and extends to the island of South Cieorgia and the land of Chionides.

the Antarctic Continent. The species inhabiting Kerguelen
and Marion Islands is Chionarchiis minor, which has a black bill, and does?

not exliibit the wattles on the face found in Chionis alba. The form of the
sheath is also somewhat different, though
both show a tube-like opening on the
base of the bill, something like that of a
petrel. In the bird from the Crozettes

{Ghionarchus crozdfcnsis) this petrel-like

opening to the sheath is absent, and the
bird is smaller than G. minor, and has
darker legs.

The Rev. A. E. Eaton gives an amusing
account of the habits of the sheathbills in

Kerguelen Island during the visit of the

"Transit of Venus Expedition" to that
j.;^. 99.-The Yellow-billed Sheath-

place. They Avere common where the t.ill (Chionis alba).

coast was rocky and sheltered, and were
seen in flocks of as many as thirty, but during the breeding season they were
met Avith only in pairs. They were very tame and inquisitive, and suffered

considerably in consequence daring the stay of the expedition, as they could

often be knocked on the head with a stick. Mr. Eaton writes .

—"They
were also very assiduous in their attendance on the colonies of shags and
crested penguins, whose eggs they greedily devoured. The sitting birds

stretched out their necks and croaked at the sheathbills sauntering past their

nests ; but the marauders, keeping just out of reach of iheir bills, paid nttle

regard to them, and proceeded in a business-like manner to eat up the first

eggs they chanced to find unguarded. It occasionally happened that while

an old shag was gesticulating violently at a Chionis in front of her, his friend

pecked from behind at the eggs, which, in the excitement of the moment,
Avere not completely covered by her. When she found out what was taking

place she drove him away with a croak, and, true to her sex, affected to have
won her point in the affray. Reseating herself upon the nest with great

dignity of deportment, and gently replacing with her bill the broken eggs

under her feathers, she resigned herself to the task of trying to hatch them.

Some time after the sheathbills have gone away the broken eggs are in-

spected, and if there is only a small hole pecked in each of them they are

kept in the nest. Their appearance and manner of caressing one another

led the blue-jackets to call sheathbills ' white pigeons.' In their gait and
flight they closely resemble ptarmigan; and like these they utter i heir cry

when starting on the wing, as well as during flight. After they have attained

a fair rate of speed, they sail along from time to time Avith outstretched

Avings. On alighting at their destination they often greet one another with

a gentle chuckle, nodding their heads the while."

The eggs of the sheathbills are i)lentifully marked, and resemble those (»f
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oyster-catchers among the plovers. The nest is a rough affair, placed in a
hole behind or between rocks, sometimes an old burrow of a petrel being used
and enlarged by the sheathbill. Enough has been said to show that the

sheatnoiJl is a very remarkable foinn of bird. Its inquisitiveness and tamc-
ness reminds us of the weka rails, while its habit of devouring eggs is also

one of the bad propensities of the larger rails. In some other lespects, as

Mr. Eaton remarks, it resembles a ptarmigan, and that it is a bird of con-

siderable power of flight is proved by a specimen in the British Museum,
which was shot whilst Hying round a ship 200 miles from land.

These birds are only found on the Andes and in the southern portion of

South America, from Argentina to Tierra del Fuego and the Falkland Islands

on the east, and from Chili to Ecuador on the west. There

Tlie Seed Snipes, are but two genera, Attofjts and Thinocorus, the former birds

—Sub-order being as large as grouse, the latter of the size of a quail.

Attar/ides. Despite their game-like plumage, they are allied to the

plovers, though they differ from these in having a palate

much like that of a passerine bird, while the nostrils are holorhinal, not

schizorhinal. The nest is a mere depression in the ground, sometimes lined

with a few blades of grass, and the eggs are pale stone-colour, very thickly

speckled Avith light and dark brown.
This is a very large group, and contains all the plovers, snipes, and

sandpipers. The palate throughout is cleft or schizognathous, the nostrils

split or schizorhinal, basipterygoid processes are present,

The Plovers.— and the spinal feather tract is forked on the upper back.

Sub-order The eggs are nearly always pear-shaped, four in number,
Charadrii. and are deposited point to point. The plovers and snipes

form one large family, Charadriidce, but there are no less than
ten sub-families.

These are small Arctic birds, which exhibit certain grebe-like characters,

for they have the toes lobed, swim well, and have also a serrated edge to the

hinder margin of the planti tarsi, the hind portion of the

The exposed leg being exactly as in the grebes. The phalaropes are

Phalaropes.^ likewise remarkable for their bright coloration, in which the
Sub-family female excels the male, and is the handsomer bird of the

Phalaropincv. two ; she is also larger than the male, and does all the court-

ing. There are three genera of phalaropes, each containing

a single species

—

Crymojihilus, with the grey phalarope (C. fidicarivs)
;

VJialarojjns, with the red-necked phalarope (P. hyperboreus) ; and Stecjaiiopui^,

with Wilson's phalarope {S. tricolor), as the representatives of the three

respective genera. The two former breed in the Arctic regions of both
hemispheres, but Wilson's phalarope inhabits temperate North America.
All of them migrate far south in winter, and are found off the coasts of South
America as well as in the Indian and Australian seas.

Some of the details of the nesting habits of phalaropes, as observed by Mr.
E, W. Nelson in Alaska, are very amusing. Speaking of the red-necked
phalarope (P. huperboreua), he remarks :

—" As the season comes on, when the

llames of love mount high, the dull-coloured males move about the pool,

apparently heedless of the surrounding fair ones. Such stoical indifference

usually appears too much for the feelings of some of the latter to bear. A
female coyly glides close to him and bows her head in pretty submissive-

ness, but he turns away, picks at a bit of food, and moves oft' ; she follows,

and he quickens his speed, but in vain ; he is her choice, and she proudly
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arches her neck, and, in mazy circles, passes and repasses close before the
harassed bachelor. He turns his breast first to one side, tlien to the other,

but there is his gentle wooer ever pressing her suit before Imn, Fre({uently
he takes flight to another part of the pool, all to no ])urpose. If, Avitli

affected indifference, he tries to feed, slie swims along side by side, almost
touching him, and at intervals rises on wing above him, and, poised a toot
or two above his body, makes a lialf-dozcn quick, short wing-strokes, produc-
ing a series of sharp whistling noises in rajnd succession. \.\\ the course of

time, it is said, water will wear away the hardest rock, but it is certain that
time and importunity have their full efTecb upon the male phalarope, and
soon all are comfortably married, Avhile vutterfomilias no longer needs to use
her seductive ways and charming blandishments to draw iiis notice. About
the tirst of June the dry rounded side of a little knoll, near some small pond,
has four dark heavily-marked eggs, laid in a slight hollow or whatever lining
the spot affords, or, more rarely, upon a few dry straws and grass-blades,
brouglit and loosely laid together by the birds. Here the captive male is

introduced to new duties, and spends half his time on the eggs, while the
female keeps about the pool close by.

"

Snipes and sandpipers differ from plovers in having a long bill, with no
"dertrum." The latter name is applied to the swelling of the end of the
bill, which makes this portion higher than the middle or the
basal part. Similar swellings are seen in pigeons. The bill The Snipes.—
in many of the snipes is widened at the tip and is pitted, but Sub-family
it is not deeper at the end than at any other part of its Scolopaeincv.

length. Tiie nasal groove or depression in which the nostrils

are placed is continued through nearly the whole line of the bill. The snijies

and sandpipers, moreover, difler from the Totcmime or Tatlers in having
their long toes cleft to the bases, without any connecting web between the
basal joints.

The sub-family Scolopachue may be divided into two main groups, the
snipes and woodcocks, which have the eye placed far back in the head,
almost on the ear-opening, while the sandpipers have the
eye placed as in other ordinary wading birds. One of the The Painted
most curious genera belonging to this sub-family is that of the Snipes.—
painted snipes (liosfratuJa), which contains three species, one. Genus
It. scmicoUaris, being confined to South America, while B. Rostratula,

cnpoisis is found in Africa and India as far north as Japan,
E. anstralis taking its place on the Australian continent. In these painted
snipes, which resemble ordinary snipes in their habits, we meet with the
same peculiarity as in the phalaropes, viz. that the female is handsomer in

plumage than the male. The latter is a grey bird, with rounded spots of

golden buff on the wing-coverts and quills, while the female is not only
larger, but has chestnut on the hind neck, and in the hen of It. c.a2)eiisis on
the throat also. The South American R. semiroUaris, however, does not
differ in the plumage of the sexes. In Chili and Peru occurs the curious
Phegornis mitchclll, Avhich has a chestnut neck like Rliyiichcea, but has no
hind toe.

The true woodcocks (Scolopax) are only two in number, our own well-known
species, and a dark form resident in the mountains of Java and New Guinea,
called S. satnnita. In North America, however, there is a small form called

Fhilohela minor, which is distinguished by its attenuated outer primaries ; and
in the island of Bourou, in the Malay Archipelago, occurs a peculiar woodcock
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The Woodcocks.
—Genus
Scolopax.

Neoscolopax rochusstid. AH the woodcocks differ from the snipes in having
successive broad bars of bhack and buff on the hinder head and neck, whereas
the snipes always have a buff band down the centre of the crowni. They are

likewise birds of the woods and forests rather than the
open marshes, which the snipes love to frequent. The
jack snipe {Limnocrypics gallhiula) differs from the true

snipes in having four notches in the hinder margin of the

sternum instead of two.

The true snipes (Gallinago), of which our common snipe (G. gallinago) is

the type, differ from the woodcocks in having much more j^ointed wings,

the long inner secondaries equalling the pi'imaries in length, while the
markings on the head are longitudinal, not crosswise. They are lovers or

the marshes, as a rule, but some of them occur only on tlie high lands, and
appear to have the habits of woodcocks. Such are the wood-snipe {G.

nemoricola) of the Himalayas, and the imperial snipe (G. imperialis) of the
Andes of Colombia, and Jameson's snipe (G. jamesoni) from the Andes of

Ecuador in South America. In the Auckland and Chatham Islands are

found peculiar tawny -coloured species (G. avcklandica and G. pMsilla), Avhich

run like rails, and do not take to fliglit, unless very hard pressed. AVith the
exception of these few resident species,

snipes are migratory birds, nesting in

the temperate and sub-Arctic regions of

tlie north, and going to the far south in

winter. Tlius Latham's snipe {G. aus-
tralis) nests in Japan and winters in

Australia, and tlie North American
Wilson's snipe wanders south to British

Guiana and Brazil, and the great snipe
{G. major), which breeds in the north
of Europe, winters in South Africa.

Snipes vary very much in the number
of the tail-feathers, our own snipe hav-
ing only 14, though sometimes it is

found with 16, but in the wire-tailed snipes, G. stennra and G. megala, as

many as 26 and 20 are found. These two species nest in Eastern Siberia,

and visit India and China in great numbers on migration. The oviter tail-

feathers in G, stenura are reduced to wire-like plumes, the eight feathers on
the outside measuring less than 0'2 inch in width. The largest of the snipes

are G. gigantea from Southern Brazil, and G. Mudulata of British Guiana,
which are from 15 to 20 inches in length.

A curious habit of the common snipe during the nesting season is known
a">

'

' drumming. "
'

' The male may then be seen," says Mr. Seebohm, " in l)ror.d

daylight, high in the air, wheeling round and round in enormous circles, and
flying diagonally upwards with rapid beats of the wings, then swooping down
an imaginary inclined plane with half-expanded and visibly-vibrating wings,
but wnth outspread tail-feathers, uttering a sound which is technically called

'drumming.'" The sound is heard only when the bird is descending, but
some observers assert that they have heard it proceeding from a snipe on the
ground or perched on a dead branch. It has been likened to the bleating of a
goat, and bears some resemblance to the suppressed gobble sometimes heard
from a turkey. Many naturalists believe that the sound is produced by the vi-

bration of the wings or the action of the air on the outspread tail ; but others,

Fig. 30.—The Common Snipe
{Gallinago gallinago).
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The Tatlers.

—Sub-family
Totaiiinic,

Mr. Seebohm among the number, believe that it is effected by the vocal

oi'gans.

The sanclj)ipers differ from tlie snipes in having tlie position of tlie eye
normal, and not reacliing to tlie ear-opening, as in the snipes and woodcocks.

In this group of the sub-family Scolojxttime we find some of the most in-

teresting of the waders, the purple sandpipers (Arquatella), the dunlins

(PcJidna), the knots {Tri)i(j(i), the curlew sandpipers (Ancijluchihts), the

stints {Limo)iifc8), and the sandcrlings {Calidris). They are mostly birds

which breed in the Arctic regions, and go to the southern continents of the

globe to pass the winter. Of the curlew saudpii)er no egg has yet been
found; of the knot no really authentic egg is known; and of the sanderling

but very few. In this group of sandpipers occurs the spoon-billed sandpiper
Eur]itwr]njncli>is j^lig'iKCHs), a little stint with a spoou-shaped bill, which nests

in the arctic regions of Eastern Siberia, where Nordenskjold met with it

during the voyage (;f the Vc<j(t, and passes along the coasts of Japan and
China to winter on the shores of Burma.
These birds are very closely allied to the foregoing, but are distinguished

by having the outer toes connected with the middle one by a web at the

base. In the Totaitime are included all the curlews and .

whimbrels (Numeiiinti), the godwits (Linwsa), the tatlers

{ToUdius), the green sandpipers (Hcludroinas), the summer
snipes (Tr'nuioides), the wood sandpipers {lUnjdcophihtu), and
the ruffs (Pavoncella). They are mostly birds which build

in northern climes and in the temperate portions of the Palfearctic and
Nearctic regions. The nest is usually placed in a marsh, the eggs being pear-

shaped and four in number, laid with the pointed ends directed towards each
other; the green sandpiper (Ilelodronuts ocltropxs), however, nests in trees,

utilising the old nest of a thrush or some other bird in which to dejiosit its

eggs. The tatlers frequent the sea-shores on their journey south, and their

musical notes enliven the dreary expanse of mud-flats on many parts of the
British coasts during the autumn. In the breeding season many of the
stints have a musical trill or song, which they utter as they mount into the
air above their nests.

One of the most remarkable of the tatler gi'oup is the ruff, no two males
of which are alike in plumage. The female, called the reeve, is smaller
than the male, and of a plainer

brown plumage. In winter both
sexes don a plain-coloured dress,

much like that of any other tatler,

and the male can only be distin-

guished from the hen by his lai'ger

size. On arriving at their breeding-

l^laces in Europe and Siberia, the

males have a large ruff or shield on
the neck, and a tuft of occipital

plumes on each side of the head.

These ruffs are sometimes plain with-

out bars, and may be white, rufous,

or black, Avhile every kind of varia-

tion is seen in the colour of the
ruffs and occipital ornaments. Some-
times they are white barred with black, or rufous with black bars ; in fact,

Fig- 31.—The 'Rutf (PavonccUa pugnax).
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the variation is endless. They are pugnacious birds, and fight for the

females, before whom they dance and pirouette, always ending by placing the

bill on the ground, so as to display tlie beauty of the ruff to the chosen lady.

Close to the true curlews comes the pearl-grey curlew {Ibiiloihy)i.chus

strnthersl), wliich is found on the inland streams of the mountains of China,

Central Asia, and the Himalayas. It is the sole representation of the sub-

family IbidurhijibchuKK, and has a curlew-like bill, but difiers in having the

metatarsus reticulated both in front and behind. In outward appearance it

much resembles the small ibises, but an examination of the skull shows that

it is really an aberrant Limicoline bird.

These birds are remarkable for their long legs and for the shape of their

bills. In the stilts {Klmantopns) the bill is slender and straight, and the

legs are extremely long, and when the birds are flying these

The Stilts and are carried out behind them, and from their bright red

Avocets.— colour are very conspicuous. The stilts are mostly black

Sub-family and white birds, distributed through the marshes of the
Himantopodiiuv. temperate and tropical portions of both hemispheres,

while a completely black species (if. melus) is found
only in New Zealand.
The avocets have the bill upturned, and the lower edge of tlie under

mandible is broad and flattened, the bird using it to scoop aside the sand in

search of food. The range of the avocets is very similar to that of the stilts,

and though they pass southwards in winter, they nest in Africa and India in

places suitable to their marsh-loving habits. One species, Eecuroirostra an-

diiM, is only known from the Andes of Chili, and in Australia the chestnut-

breasted avocet is found (Cladorhynchus leucocephcdus), a bird with webbed
toes and devoid of a hind toe like the avocets, but with a very slightly up-

curved bill, and with longer and more stilt-like legs.

The sub-family Peltohyatliuv. is represented by a single genus, Peltohyas,

whicli again has but one species, F. auatralis. This bird has usually been
considered to be a kind of dotterel, and it has a dertral swelling towards the

end of the bill, as in these birds, tut the tarsus has transverse scutes both in

front and behind, and the species is more like a courser in appearance. I

fully expect that an examination of its osteology and general anatomy will

prove that it is allied rather to the latter birds than to the plovers.

In this sub-family we find the majority of the plovers, which are dis-

tinguished by having both aspects of the tarsus covered with hexagonal scales.

They may be divided into t\vo groups, the lapwings and the

The True dotterels, the former with broad and rounded wings, mostly

Plovers.— resident in the countries they inhabit ; the latter with sharp
Sub-family and pointed wings, with the secondaries nearly as long as

Gharadriiuce. the primaries, and accustomed to long migrations. Some of

them are known, like the American golden plover {Cliara-

driiis dominicits), to be capable of immense flights, such as from Labrador to

the Bermudas, without touching land.
Two genera have longer bills than any of the rest, TJiivornis and

AnarhyjLchus of New Zealand. The latter is known as the wry-billed plover,
and has its bill twisted to the right. Then comes the long array of dotterels,

such as ^ijmlitis, of which our common ring-dotterel is the type. The
members of the genus ^ffmlitis are found nearly over the whole world, and
perform long migrations to the South in the winter. Their four pear-shaped
eggs are laid in a little depression in the sand or shingle, and the nestlings
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are difficult to captm'e, on account of their resemblance to the surroundings
in which they are hatched ; the same may be said of the eggs, which closely

I'esemble the adjacent shingle. Some of the other dotterels, such as the
members of the genus Ocltihoilnnnus, are handsome birds, with a chestnut
collar across the chest. The true dotterels {Eialruviids) are mountain-breeding
birds, and our English species, E. murincUus, is the only one of the group
with any black on the belly. This, however, is not assumed as a breeding-

dress, as is the case with the grey and golden plovers.

The latter birds have a spangled plumage, and don a black breast in

summer, passing into a white-breasted livery in winter. The grey plover

(Sqnatdwln liclcetica) diifurs from the golden plover {Charadriiis j^l^'vialis)

in having a liind toe. It nests on the tundra or barren grounds in the

Palaiarctic and Nearctic regions beyond the limit of forest growth, and
until recently its eggs were amongst the rarest in collections. Mr. See-

bohni and Mi: Harvie Brown, however, have obtained them on the Lower
Petchora River, and JNIr. Trevor-Battye and Mv. H. J. Pearson on Kolguev
Island.

Another group of the broad-winged lapwings is represented by our common
jjewit {Vajicllnn ranelb(s), which has no wattle on the face or spur on the

wing, like many of the other genera of

the CliaradriiiKC, such as the spur-winged
plovers of Africa (Huplupterus)^ which have
a formidable spur on the bend of the wing,
with Avhich they fight. H. spiiiosus is said

to be the species which attends on the cro-

codile, and enters its mouth to clean the

teeth of the monster. Some of the other

genera of this group of plovers have a

facial wattle, but no spur on the wing,

while in the genus Xipliidiopterus we
have two species, one Javan, and the other

West African, which have a large wing- F!r,"k-^u Common Lapwinu
spur and a conspicuous facial lappet as (Vancllus vanellus).

^vell.

All the Avattled plovers (sub-family Lobivanellince) have the metatarsus trans-

versely scaled in front, but reticulated behind. They are nearly all broad-
winged birds like the pewits or lapwings, and most of them have spurs on
the wings, and wattles or lappets on the face.

We iio\^. come to a group of the Charadriina', where there is no swelling

at the end of the bill, and in this section of the plovers are the oyster-

catchers {Htamntopodhue) and the turnstones {Arenariina).

All the oyster-catchei'S have the metatai'sus reticulated both in front and
behind, and the angle of the lower mandible is placed very far back, the end
of the bill being compressed, and having a somewhat sharp
ridge. Twelve species of oyster-catchers are known, most of The Oyster-
thembeingblackorblackand whiteinplumage. Theyare found catcliers.—
in all parts of the globe, but do not extend very far north. Sub-family

They breed on the shores and on the sandy beds of rivers, Ha'Ttiatopodina.

and the nest is a little depression in the sand or moss. The
eggs are not unlike those of the stone-plovers or thick-knees, being of a clay-

bnnvn with blackish spots or scribblings.

Only one genus, Avcnarla^ reprcsent-s this sub-family of plo'jers, which is a
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The Turn-stones,

—Sub-family
A renariime.

The Pratincoles

Sub-order
Glareolce,

^^r>

Fi'j. 33.—The Common Turn-Stone {Arenaria
inttrpres).

very distinct one. There is no dertral swelling to the end of the bill, and the

metatarsus is transversely sealed in front, but reticulated

behind, while there is no connecting web between the toes,

as in the oyster-catchers. Two species of turn-stone are

known.
The common turn-stone (A. interpres) is one of tlie most

cosmopolitan of birds, nesting in the Arctic regions of both hemispheres, and
ranging south almost as far as land extends. The male is a very handsome
bird in the nesting plumage, though
the females and young birds are

not so brightly coloured. It gains

its name of "turn-stone'' from its

habit of turning over stones, often

of considerable size, in order to

reach the insects underneath. A
second species is found in Western
North America, the black turn-stone

{A. melanocephala).

These are curious birds, peculiar

to the Old World, where they are

found from South-
ern Europe and
Central Asia to

China, south to

India and Aus-
tralia. They have all long wings and a swallow-like flight, and they nest In

companies, laying eggs which are unlike those of plovers or snipes, being so

thickly scribbled over that the ground-colour is almost invisible. One of

them, the common pratincole {Glareola j)ratincola\ has occurred in England
on a few occasions. The pratincoles have the claw of the middle toe pectinated,

as in the coursers, from which they are distinguished by their long wings.

Although allied to the plovers and pratincoles, and, like these birds, pos-

sessing slit or schizorhinal nostrils, the coursers differ from them in having no
basipterygoid pro-

The Coursers.— cesses, and tJiey may
—Sub-order be differentiated from
Ciirsoril. the former by their pec-

tinated middle claw.

They have both aspects of the meta-
tarsus transversely scaled. Of true cour-

sers (Cuj-sorius) Ihere are five species,

the best-known of which is the cream-
coloured courser {C. (((dlicus), which
has occasionally wandered to England,
though its natural habitat is the desert

country to the south of the Mediterranean, where it is found from the

Azores and the Canary Islands eastwards to North-Western India. On
the island of Fuerteventura it breeds in large numbers, and the eggs, till

lately very rare, are now in the collection of every oologist. Two eggs only

are laid, on the bare ground, without any attempt at a nest ; tliey are stone-

coloured, M'ith numerous dots and scribblings of brown, and are scarcely

distinguishable from the surrounding soil. Three species are found iu

Fig. 34.—The Cream-coloured Coukser
(fiursorius gallicus).
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The Stone

-

Plovers.—
Sub-order
Uuliaiemi.

Africa, and one, the coromandel courser (C coromandelicus), is plentiful ?n

the Indian Peninsula. Of the allied genus Ehinojitilus, eight species are

known, all Ethiopian, excepting one, K. biturquatus, which is a busli-

frequenting species in a restricted area oi Central India.

These birds, with their great yellow eyes and stout legs, form the connect-
ing group between the plovers and tlie bustards. They have holorhinal
nostrils like the latter, and in many anatomical characters

are more like tlie latter sub-order than the Charudrii. They
are found tliroughout the temperate and tropical portions of

the Old World, and re-occur in Central aiid South America.
The coiinnon stone-curlew, thick-knee, or Norfolk plover,

is found on barren wolds and shingly portions of tlie coast

in many parts of England. It occurs in similar situations throughout Central
and Southern Europe, as far east as India. It

is a particularly shy bird, and on the approach
of danger, it sinks its body on the ground, and
lies quite flat, with its neck stretched out. The
little nestlings, which are clothed with greyish-

butf down, also endeavour to conceal themselves
in like manner. The eggs, two in number, are

laid on the bare ground, without any attempt at

a nest, and are stone-coloured, with brown
and grey markings, and so closely resemble
stones that they are very difficult to find. Of
the seven other species of stone-curlew known,
four are African and three American. In
Australia the long-legged thick-knee {Biirhinus

(jrallniiHa), and in India and the Malay Archi-

pelago two gigantic species, Esncus recurinrostris,

and Oiihoi-hamplws magiarudris, occur.

Like the stone-curlew, the bustards have holorhinal nostrils, as well as a

split or schizognathous palate. Tlie breast-bone has two notches on its

posterior margin, there is no oil-gland, and the feathers

have a distinct after-shaft. In the males of some of the The Bustards.—

•

sfjecies there ia a gular pouch, and the throat is capable of Sub-order Otides.

being inflated to an enormous extent.

Tlie bustards difi"er very much in size, some of them being scarcely larger

than stone-curlews, though they are always heavier in build. The male of

the great bustard measures more than three feet and a half in length, and
the great kori bustard of Africa is over four feet in length, while some of the

small forms, such as the crested bustards of Africa {Loplwtis), only measure a

foot and a half in length.

They are all birds of the deserts and open wolds, and are strictly confined

to the Old World, the larger number being found in Africa, which is the

home of six genera out of the twelve which are known. India has two genera
of florikins, Houharopsis and Sypheotis, while the genus Otis, of which the
great bustard is the type, and Tetrax, containing the lesser bustai'd {T.

tetrax), are found only in Europe and Northern Asia.

The great bustard {Otis tarda) is now extinct as a British species, but was
one of our indigenous birds in the early part of the present century, inhabiting

Salisbury Plain and other open wolds in England from the borders of Scotland

to Dorset. It now occurs only as a rare visitor, and it is not known

Fiij. 35.—The Stone-Curlew
{(Edicnenms cedicnemus).
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whether the native British bustards occurred in former times as migrants or
were resident in this country. The former supposition is probably correct,

as the species is Icnown to be migratory to most of the European countries in

which it still breeds. In the nesting season it retires to the fields of tall

grass and corn, where it is able to conceal its great bulk, and it is said that

at this season of the year the birds moult their quills, and are unable to fly.

The male of the great bustard is much larger than the female, and has,

besides his brighter coloration, more conspicuous Avhiskers. His method of

showing oft", when courting the female, is one of the must curious sights in

the whole of nature. He connnences by shivering his wings and lowering
his quills, and his next action is to turn up his tail and lay it flat on his back,
so that the snow-white under tail-coverts form a sort of frill. Across the
flattened tail he disposes his primary quills so that the ends of these cross

each other, and keep the tail out of sight, the whole proceeding being hidden
by ruffling up the scapular feathers till nothing can be seen of the tail or the
primary (juills. The act of crossing the latter across the back naturally
brings the fore-part of the wing into an extended jjusition, and tlie inner
secondaries, which are pure white, are thrown \\\) as a frill on each side of

the back, Avhile all the wing-coverts are more or less inverted, as if the bird
were trying to turn himself inside out, the long parapteral wing-coverts being
thrown back, so as to secure an uninterrupted view of the Mhite frill caused
by the elevation of the inner secondaries and the halo of the under tail-coverts.

The bird then laj's its head deep down between the shoulders, so that the
whiskers stand up on each side, and then proceeds to inH.ate his throat and
chest, which become distended to an enormous degree. He then shows
himself to his lady-love, and paces slowly in front of her, now and then
springing round to exhibit the white under tail-coverts. This curious per-
formance was witnessed in the Zoological Gardens by Mr. Pickhardt, who
has mounted the group of bustards for the gallery in the Natural History
Museum.
The eggs of the bustards are two or three in number, of an olive-brown

colour, spotted or blotched with brown, the underlying spots being grey, the
eggs being never very strongly marked. No nest is made.
In this assemblage Ave have birds of very varied form and the Cranes

Avere considered in former times to be allied to the herons. The differ-

ence in the structure of the palate, however, shoAVs that

Tlie Cranes.— they are not really related, as the herons have a bridged
Order or desmognathous palate, whereas in the cranes and their

Gruifor7nes. allies the maxillo-palatine bones do not coalesce Avith each
other or Avitli the A'omer. The young, likcAvise, are hatched

covered Avith doAvn, and can take care of themselves soon after leaving the
egg, while the nestlings of herons have to remain for a long time helpless,

and are fed by the parent birds in the nest. There are also many other
anatomical and osteological characters which separate tlie cranes.

They are stately birds, Avith long legs and generally some bright orna-
mental colour on the head, Avhile the inner secondaries are developed into

handsome drooping plumes. With the exception of South
The True Cranes. America, cranes are found in eveiy jjart of the Avorld, and
—Sub-order Africa possesses three out of the nine knoAvn genera. The

Oruts. sarus cranes (Anticjone) are found in India and Burma, and
one species, the Avell-known "native coaij)anion " (A,

cmstralastana), in Australia. This is a peculiar and interesting distribution,
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Fi<j.

as there is a large Indian bustard (Ewpodotis cdxmrdsi), which has its nearest
ally {E. australis) in Australia. As a rule, however, the cranes are Northern
birds, live species nesting in the Pal;«arctic region. In many of them the
trachea is convoluted, and enters a cavity in the fore-part of the sternum.
The conunon crane (Grus (jriis) is now only an occasional visitor to Great

Britain, but there is no doubt that it formerly bred in England, before the
drainage of the meres deprived it of its favourite

breeding haunts, and the discovery of fossil re-

mains in Ireland shows that it was once still more
widely distributed in the British Islands. The
nesting-home of the crane is at present in the

forest morasses of North and Central Europe,
and in the marshes of Southern Spain. It is

a summer visitor to Europe, and sometimes
large numbers of cranes are observed on migra-
tion, flying in a V or Y formation, and trumpet-
ing loudly. Colonel Irby records that he must
t)U one occasion have seen, at least, four thousand
pass overhead near Gibraltar. The food of the

crane consists of corn and seeds of all kinds, as

well as lizards and frogs, and in India the cranes,

which arrive from the North to winter, do great

damage to the water-melons. Tiie eggs are two
in number, brown, with a few sjiots or smudges of

darker brown and underlying spots of grey. The
nest is often a large structure, as much as five

feet across, and is built among sedge and rushes,

sufficiently short to enable the bird when standing up to catch sight of any
intruder.

The limpkins are long-billed birds, having the aj)pearance of large rails, of

a brown colour, spotted with Avhite. In osteological characters, however, they
most resemble the cranes, and, like the latter birds, they
have no notches in tlie hinder margin of the sternum. The The Limpkins.

—

wings are rounded, and the secondaries are as long as the Sub-order

primaries, the first of the latter quills being sickle-shaped, Arami.

narrowed and incised for the basal two-thirds, with the tip

spatulate. Two species of the genus Aramus are known, the Florida limpkin
{A. pictus) extending from Southern Florida to Central America and the
West Indian Islands, while the South American limpkin {A. scoloixiccus) is

found from Paraguay to Guiana and Venezuela. Mr. W. H. Hudson, the
chronicler of bird-life in Argentina, says that the limpkins, or caraus, as

they are called in that country, are more nocturnal than the rails, and take
wing more readily, as they have greater powers of flight. In their gestures
and motions on the ground they resemble rails, but differ strikingly from all

Ralline birds in their habit of flying, when disturbed, to some open place,

where they walk about conspicuously, watching the intruder. "By day,"

writes Mr. Hudson, " the carau is a dull bird, concealing itself in dense reed-
beds in streams and marshes. When driven up he rises laboriously, the legs

dangling down, and mounts vertically to a considerable height. He flies

high, the wings curved upwards and violently flapped at irregular intervals ;

descending, he drops suddenly to the earth, the wings motionless, pointed
up, and the body swaying from side to side, so that the bird prese nts the

30,—The Common Crane
(Grus iji us).
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The Kagus.

—

Sub-order
Bhinochetidci

apjiearance of a falling parachute. On smooth ground he walks faster than
a man, striking out his feet in a stately manner, and jerking the tail, and
runs rapidly for ten or twelve yards before rising. At the approach of night

he becomes active, uttering long, clear, piercing cries, many times repeated,

and heard distinctly two miles away. Tliese cries are must melancholy, and
together with its mourning jjluuiage and reelusc habits, have won for the

courlans several pretty vernacular names. It is called the " lamenting
bird'' and the " crazy widow," but is more familiarly known as the carau.

As tlie breeding season draws near they become exceedingly clamorous, mak-
ing the marshes resound day and night with their long wailing cries. The
nest is built among the rushes, and contains ten or twelve eggs as large as

turke3's', slightly elliptical, sparsely marked Avitli blotches of pale brown and
l^urple on a dull white ground, the whole egg having a powdery or floury

appearance."
In New Caledonia is found the singular bird known as the kagu (lihhio-

chetns jitbatus), the only representative of the sub-order lUiinoclietidcs. It is

an elegantly coloured grey bird, with a large crest, and is

nocturnal in its habits. In internal structure, it has much
that is crane-like ; but it difl'ers from the latter group of

birds by possessing powder-down patches on each side of the

rump. When in captivity, the kagu exhibits considerable

dancing powers, in which feature he also resembles the cranes.

This sub-oi'der is represented by a single species, Mesiles var'wjaia, a bird

peculiar to the eastern slope of the mountain-chain wliich traverses the

island of Madagascar. Its plumnge is of a reddish-brown,

The Mada'^ascar ^'^'^^ it looks like an aberrant kind of rail. Like the kagu, it

possesses powder-down jiatches, but instead of two, there are

live : two on the side of the back, <me on the sides of the

body, and two on the belly. It is said ti^ build its nest on
the ground, but little is known of its habits.

These remarkable birds are confined to South and Central America. Tiiey

ax'e also very rail-like in appearance, and resemble tlie kagus in having
powder-down patches. Two species

are known, the South American
sun-bittern {Euriqyygci' helUis), in-

habiting Amazonia, Brazil, and
Guiana, and the large sun-bittern

(E. major) being found in Central
America and Colombia.
The plumage of the sun-bittern is curiously

vai'iegated ; the wings are beautifully spotted, and
the bird is fond of sitting with its wings outspread,

as if sunning itself. The nest is placed in a tree,

and the bird has another heron-like character in

having to feed the young birds in the nest for some
time, though the nestlings are covered with down,
as in true cranes. The eggs are said to resemble
those of a woodcock.
The members of this sub-order are five in num-

ber, all confined to South America. They possess many crane-like features,

but differ from all the abcrranit firuiforma; which we have been consider-

ing, in their domesticity, as they are often tamed b.y the natives of Braail.

Kagus.

—

Sub-order
Mesitiden.

The
Sun-Bitterns.-

Sub-order
Eurijpijija.

Fiij. 37.

—

The Sun-Bitiekn
{Eurypyrja helias).
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The Trumpeters.
—Sub-order
I'hosph'uc.

Fig. 38.—The Comm-
(Psophia ft'

The ncsfc id oa the ground, the egg.s being white, a peculiar colour for a

Crane-like bird, and the nestling is covered with down, and is able to provide

for itself soon after it is hatched. The birds gain their

name "Trumpeter" from their peculiar trumpet-like

note, and no doubt
the modification of

the trachea has some-
thing to do with this, as the windpipe
is enormously long, and is continued

under the skin of the abdomen nearly

to the anus. The Trumpeters ditier

from the Cranes in having oval or

holorhinal nostrils, and their plumage,
instead of being firm and harsh, is

particularly soft. They are residents

in the parts of South America they
inhabit, and have not any great powers
of tligiit. They, live at large in the

forests, and often a^seiiibl(> in (locks of considerable size.

In as>nciatiiig the tSeririinas with the Cranes, we are following the

most recent conclusions of anatomists; but it must be conceded that

they are very aberrant members of the Gr^iifoDur^.

In some respects they resemble the bustards, and, like

them, have holorhinal nostrils, but in the possession

of four toes, and in other characters, they differ so

much from those birds that in our opinion there is

really no real affinity between them. Like the Cranes and
allied forms we have just been considering, the Seriamas have
schizognathous palate, and their mode of life

presents some features in common with the

Secretary-Bird (Scrpoitavins secretarii(i^) of

Africa. Recognising this fact, some ornitho-

logists, myself among the number, have
considered the Seriama to be an aberrant
accipitrino bird. The common Seriama is an
inhabitant of South-Eastern Brazil ; and in

Argentina another species occurs, Burmeister'n

Seriama {Chunfja hurmcisteri). These two
represent the only known species of the sub-

order. The resemblance in appearance to the

secretary-bird is remarkable, and in its mod •

of walk, its crested head, and its long legs,

there is much that reminds us of the lattei'

bird, which has a curious method of pounding
its food. If the latter be a rat, it springs

into the air, and brings down both feet with

all its force, till it has reduced its prey to a

pulp. This is also done by the Seriama. Mr.
Hudson says that these birds live on the

umuud among the high grasses of the Campos, where the traveller frequently
liears their loud screaming cry as he rides along the tracks. Their ford

consista principally of insecta and caterpillara, but they also devour berries

The Seriamas.

—

Sub-order
Ltrholophi.

the other
a cleft f>r

Fig. 39.—Tim Skriama
{Cariama cristata).
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The Extinct Birds
of Patagonia
{Sfe>ro>-»it/)cs).

The Heron-
Order

Ardoformcs.

and reptiles. They nest in low bushes, the eggs being two in number,
rounded and spotted, resembling those of Cranes and Rails.

Somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Seriamas and the Cranes and
Rails must apparently be placed some extraordinary forms of bird-life which

have been discovered in the Miocene d,pposits of Patagonia,

and described by Dr. Ameghino under the order
Stereornithes. These peculiar creatures are only known
from their fossil remains, and they were at first supposed
to be trtruthious Birds, and akin to the R,hea8. Further

information is required concerning them, but at the present time, my
colleague, Mr. Andrews, considers that they are totally different from any
ostrich-like birds, and were probably gigantic fore-runners of the Seriama
and the Crane-like birds of modern times.

All the members of this order have a bridged or deamognathous palate, and
the nestlings are hatched helpless, and are /ed in the
nest by the parent birds for a considerable period. Thu«
they differ from the Cranes, with which they were
associated in the older classifications. The Heron-like
birds may be divided into three great groups, viz., the

Storks (Ciconiidce), the Spoonbills and Ibises, and the Herons.
Although in outward appearance Storks and Herons look very much alike,

there are several characters which render them easily 8ei)arable. For
instance, no Stork has the claw of the third or middlo

The Storks.— toe pectinated; that is, furnished with a comb-like;
Family Cicmhdcr. process, as is the case with all Herons. Again, the hind

toe is not on a level with the other toes, but is elevated
above it; and the f^jrcula, or "merry-thought," bone sliows no median
projection in the angle, as is seen in the true Herons. There are other
anatomical and osteological characters which
can be adduced for the separation of the
Storks from the Herons which it is not
necessary to enumerate in detail.

In this Order are included the true Storks
(Ciconiichc), the Marabous, or Adjutants
(Lfiptoptihi^), the Open -bills (Aiiastomus),
and the Wood-Storks or Wood-Ibises {Tan-

talus), the latter iDeing

generally admitted as a

distinct sub-family, Tan-
to.lince. All these birds

have no "powder-down"
patches on the sides of the rump, thus differ-

ing from the true Herons and the Hammer-
heads {Scopi) and the Shoe-billed Storks
[Bakenicipitida;).

The best-known representative of the
Ciconii is the Wliite Stork iCiconia ciconia)

of Europe, a bird which occasionally visits

England, but is to be more easily studied on
the opposite shores of the Continent. It is always interesting to take a
country walk in Holland in the spring and see the Stoiks' i.cs;s, which are
plentifully distributed in the Dutch gardens, where the birds are encouraged

The Storks.—
Sub-order
Ciconii.

Fig. 40.—Thr WniTE Stork
{Ciconia ciconia).
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to nest by the erection of cradles or other accounnodation (often an old cart

wheel) erected for their benefit. In most places frequented by the btorka it

is considered lucky to have a nest on the premises, and the latter increases

in bulk year by year as the birds return to their nesting-places, which

are often on the tops of houses. They have a curious habit of sitting

motionless for hours together, often on one leg, as if absorbed 111 contempla-

tion utterinc occasionally their single exclamation, which is produced by the

snappin.^ of the mandibles, for they apparently have no true note or call.

Before mi-^ratincr to spend the winter months in Africa the Storks often

assemble in large flocks, returning to Europe in .Tanuary and February, and their

first haltinc^-place to nest seems to be in the INTcditerranean countries, especially

in Morocco, where they are strictly protected. Colonel Irby states that he

was told by a Frenchman that "in the City of Morocco, as well as at Itz

and some other large towns in the Moorish Empire, there are regular Storks

hospitals, and that should one be injured, or fall from the nest, it is sent to

this institution, or rather enclosure, which is kept up by subscription from

wealthy Moors, who consider the Stork a sacred bird.' The late M. J^ avier,

who lived for some years in Morocco, writes the following note, which gives a

very c^ood idea of the migrations of the Stork and its habits in this favoured

countl-y He says :—"The Stork is seen on migration in vast numbers

around Tangier passing to Europe during January and February, some of the

birds terminating their journey by remaining to breed in Morocco. These are

the first to depart south, returning again year after year to the same places,

and apparently by the same route as that taken in their gradual departure.

"Some large flights pass on without stopping; those Avhich migrate in

August rest awhile on their way south ; so during the autumnal migration

(which lasts, like the spring, for about a month-the latter half of August

and the first part of September) this species is extremely numerous, and

is seen round the environs of Tangier in all directions ;
they are very

tame, and often follow close behind the plough.
,. , ,u ^- -

"The superstition which shelters this bird from molestation by the natives

is the belief that the Storks were inspired by Allah to P^t^ct the harvest

and the country from noxious insects and reptiles, and that the birds

themselves (knowing the benefits they confer on man) ask m return

protection for their offspring by building their nests on the walls of towns

and houses, and that, therefore, anyone who kills them must be a Kathr i.e

not a true believer of the Prophet, especially as the birds would only be

killed for mischief, and not for food. It may be added that some of the

Arabs believe that the Storks originate from a wicked Kadi and his family,

who, as a punishment for their great cruelty, were all changed into these

birds and that these miserahles humble themselves to appease Allah, and in the

hope of some day regaining their human form, pray without ceasing day and

night, and, whenever they rest, prostrate themselves and clean their bills

The White Stork cf Europe has a red bill, and is represented in Eastern

Siberia and Japan by the Black-billed White Stork (C/coma feoj/cimm), and

in America by the Maguari Stork (Evxennra magnar,), which has a greenish

bill The Black Stork {Ciconia nigra) is another European bird which has

occasionally visited England. It winters in_ Africa and .i" the Indian

Peninsula, and, like its white relative, only visits Europe in the summer,

when it is also found over Northern Asia. It difTers from the White

Stork in being a forest bird, but in habits and food it resembles that

Bpecies. Indeed, in these respects all Storks are very similar.
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ill India and Africa a curious species occurs, viz., the V» hite necked Stork

{Dlssura episcopns), which, on examination, would seem to have a double tail,

whence its Latin name. The white under tail-coverts are longer than the

black tail-feathers, and are stiffened so as to appear like rectrices rather than

coverts. The same curious formation occurs in one of the American Storks

(Eaxenura magnm-i).
The Jabirus are the largest of the Storks, standing higher on their legs

than even the Adjutants. There are two species of Jabiru besides the

American one mentioned above, viz., Mycteria scnecjalcnns of Africa and
M. anstmlis of Australia. They have a very peculiar bill, which is slightly

upturned at the end, and of a black and red colour.

Of a more ungainly form, and with a bare and scabious head, are the

Adjutants (Lepfopfilvs). They are very large birds, and as fossil remains

have been found in the Miocene deposits in France, we may conclude that

they were at one time much more widely distributed than they are now. At
present one species of Loptoplihis is African, another Indian, and a third

Javan. They all possess the beautiful soft under tail-coverts known as
" Marabou " feathers, and on the neck they have a bare pendulous pouch
which they are able to inflate ; and from the way in which this is done by
the birds in confinement, it would appear as if it was considered an ornamental
appendage, though fr im its livid colour the protrusion of this naked bag is

anything but ornamental. In India the Adjutants are projected on account

of their usefulness as scavengers, as they will devour almost anything, and
they may often be seen in the streets of the towns. In aviaries they often

stind on one leg for hours motionless, or, with their legs stretched forward
under them, they will go to sleep with their heavy heads resting on their

crops. Mr. Eugene Oates says that he noticed enormous numbers of

Adjutants in Pegu. " Along with the Pelicans," he says, "breeding in the

same trees, were innumerable Adjutants. One can hardly realise the number
of these birds that visit Pegu in October, unless, as I have done, one has seen
the vast armies which settle on the plains on their first arrival. I have
stood on a bund where I could see for about two miles around me, and the
whole area was literally covered with them. Some fifty birds stand huddled
together, then there is a bare spare of about 100 ft., and then another
group of birds. Their numbers are incredible. They all arrive suddenly in

the Pegu plain on the same day, and after resting for about two days, they
betake themselves to the forest, where I had the pleasure of visiting them.
Certainly almost all the Indian Adjutants must come to Pegu to breed.

These birds utter only one sound, and it resembles the lowing of a cow when
separated from her calf. It was the only sound heard in these gloomy
forests." Colonel Bingham found the nests of the Indian Adjutant on the

Nedong Hills in Tenasserim, and only succeeded in reaching the rocks on
which they were built after a stiff and difficult climb.

These birds are generally known as the "Shell-Ibises,"' though they have
no connection with the true Ibises, but are Storks of a peculiar type ; Mr.

Leydecker calls them "Shell-Storks," which is a much
She Open-billed more appropriate name for them, as their food consists

Storks.—Genus principally of molluscs, for the breaking of which the
'i-H'c^tuinttn. bird's " nut-cracker "-like bill is distinctly well adapted.

The peculiar gap in the bill is not seen in the young birds,

but seems to develop as the birds get older.

These birds have also generally been called "Wood Ibises," and they seem
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The Wood-
Storks.— Family

TuntaUiUc.

to be a ki;id of connecting link between the Storks and the Ibises, though in

structure they resemble the former. Three species are

known—the American Wood-lStork {TaiUahts ioculator),

the African Pseudotantalns ibis, and the Indian species,

P. lencocephalns. Of the nesting of the latter bird Lieut.

Burgess has given the folhnving account :
—"In a village

about ten miles from the Godavery river, where there are a great number of

large banian trees both outside and inside the walls, I found a community of

these birds, which had built their nests on them, probably to the number
of fifty. The trees inside the walls were as thickly covered with nests as

those outside, and the birds, which appeared docile and tame, did not mind
the noise of the peoi)le passing bene ith them. When I visited the village,

the young birds were all well fledged and most of them able to fly. The
villagers informed me that the old birds move off" to the river in the very
early dawn, and having caught a sufficient supply for their young, return at

about eight or nine o'clock ; a second expedition is made in the afternoon.

Some idea of the quantity of fi.sh caught by these birds may be gathei-ed from
what the people told me, that numbers of fine fish were dropped by the old

birds when feeding their young and were eaten by them. A young bird of

this sjtecies, which T shot in Sind, disgorged a large quantity of small eels.

The nest is composed of small sticks, and is placed at the top of the trees, and
if there are many on the same tree, they are placed pretty close together."

In many of its characters the African genus Sropvs, which represenfs this

sub-order, is intermediate between the Storks and the Herons.. In the
form of the furcula, without any median projection, it

resembles the former, and it also wants the pectinated

claw of the Herons, while the absence of powder-down
patches likewise allies it to the Storks. In some points

of its anatomy *S'co/)i(s is Heron-like, but in external

appearance it is unlike any member of the above-mentioned sub-orders,

colour of the plumage is a sombre brown, but the

bird has a fine crest and a curiously-compressed
bill, with a strong dertral hook at the end.

Both the inner and the outer toe are connected
together by a distinct basal web.
But it is in its nesting habits that the Hammer-

head is so i:)eculiar. The nest is the work of a pair

of birds, and is placed either on rocks or trees,

sometimes six or eight being found within a short

distance of each other. Sir John Kirk found one
on the Zambesi, G ft. in diameter, with small

openings on one side. The nest is a mass of

sticks, and the bird has been said to make
three distinct chambers; but in South Africa the

nests are described as being for the most part a

solid mass of sticks, sometimes to the extent of a

cart load, the nest being often decorated with

bones, bits of crockery, or other rubbish, or any
bright thing which the bird can collect, after the

manner of a Bower Bird {Pfilonorhynchus).

These extraordinary birds are represented, as in the preceding instance,

by a single genus Balo'niceps, which, like Scopus, is confined to the Ethiojiiau

The Hammer-
headed Storks.—
Sub-order Scopi.

The

Fin. 41.— Tfik IIammrr-iie\d
{Scopun ii,mbntta).
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The Shoe-billed
Storks.- Sub order

.l)iil<cnti-tpitidcs.

decidedly scarce,

standing on one
only note seems

The Herons.-
Sub-order
JlcnuHuiirx.

Fig. 42.—Thf, Piior billkd Stcrr
(I}ala'nici']>s rex).

region, but instead of being widely distributed like the Hammer head,

the !Shoe-bill is confined to the districts of the Upper Nile, The shape of

the bill, with its dertral hook,

is sufficient to distinguish

Bnkenicsps at a glance. The
genus further possesses two
powder-down patches like the

Herons, but differs from the latter birds in the

absence of any pectination on the middle claw,

and in its Stork-like furcula. Taking all points

of its anatomy into consideration, the balance of

evidence seems to be in favour of the alliance of

Bnlceiiiceps with the Storks.

Von Heuglin considered the " Abu-maskup

"

or Shoe-bill to be a kind of Marabou, and an
inhabitant of the Upper Nile regions, such

as the Saraf River, the Lower Kir district,

and the Gazelle River, and the countries lying

between. It is everywhere a shy bird and
its habits being Stork-like,

leg and feeding on fish. Its

to be a snapping of the bill

like that of a Stork.

One of the chief differences between the Herons and the Storks is the
pectinated claw on the third or middle toe, and another dift'erence is the posi-

tion of the hind toe, which, in

the Storks, is elevated above
the level of the other toes,

and in the Herons is on the

same level as the latter.

The median process on the furcula has been
already alluded to. The Heradionri^ may be
divided roughly into the Herons and the

Bitterns. The former have twelve tail-feathers,

and the latter ten.

The true Herons comprise a large number
of genera, all more of less closely connected
together, but differing in certain constant
peculiarities, which warrant their being separated
as genera, or, at least, as stib-genera. Thus the
Purple Heron of Europe is remarkable for its

long middle toe, which is as long as the tarsus,

and hence it is known as Phoyx 'purivvrea.

The genus Ardea, on the other hand, has the
proportions of the toes different, the middle toe

being shorter, and the tarsus longer than the

middle toe and claw. Besides the pectinate or

comb-like claw on the middle toe, our Common Heron (.4. cinerea) has the
tip of the bill serrated or furnished with saw-like notches along the cutting

edge at the end of the upper mandible.
The Common Heron is now to be found nesting in England only in

certain heronries where the bird is protected. The havoc which the bird

Fig. 43. — TriB Common Heron
{Ardea cinerea).
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plays among the fish in preserved waters is sufticient excuse for its

slaughter, and many are killed on account of the damage they do. Never-
theless, the Heron is an extremely handsome ornament to our waters, and
it is always a beautiful sight to see one of these birds standing motionless by
a pool of water, or Hying with its heavy wings and outstretched legs high
above us in the air. The nests of the Common Heron are bulky structures,

and, as a rule, are built on trees, though occasionally, where trees are absent,
they will be built on bushes or even on the ground. The eggs are of a
beautiful greenish-blue colour.

When in full nesting plumage, our own Ardcd cinerf.a dons some long crest

feathers and some elongated feathers on the back, but in these features it is

entirely eclipsed by some of the Egrets, such as the species of Herodins
and Gar:.iit((, which have beautiful ornamental plumes on the breast and
lower back during the breeding season. The long dorsal train of the Little

Egrets {G(U-:.ttta yar'.t'tta) forms the material with which the English ladies of

the present day decorate their bonnets and hats. Every one of these
plumes, sold as " osprey " feathers by the dealers, has been taken from the
body of a bird killed while bringing food to its nestlings, which are in con-
seciuence left to starve. It is scarcely possible that, in the present day,
when so much publicity has been given to the fact that the wearers of these
plumes are responsible for the slaughter of numberless beautiful Egrets,
:uid the death of the young ones by starvation, any Englishwoman can plead
immunity from complicity in the crime of consenting to the murder of these
pretty birds; and one is forced reluctantly, seeing that the plumes are
iibtained solely for the English market, to believe that our people love to

have it so, and that they would rather that thousands of Egrets were killed
than that their bonnets should be without an "osprey " plume.

Passing from the true Herons and the Egrets to the Night-Herons, wc find

several intermediate forms, such as the lovely Agami Heron of (juiana
(Aijdvun agami), and the Reef-Herons (Demiegrefta).

In the latter birds -we meet with a curious fact, viz., that The Night-Herons,
they have two forms, a white and a grey one, and, as far GenuaXi/rtworax

as one can say at present, the white form goes through all

tlie changes of the grey one, assuming the ornamental plumes of the breed-
ing season ; and yet, when the two forms cross, as they often seem to do,

the result is seen in any amount of pied birds. The same phenomenon is

exhibited in an American Heron {Dirhromanassa rnfa), where one form of

the species is white and the other rufous. The two forms breed together,
and some of the nestlings Avill be white and others rufous.

The Night-Herons are found nearly everywhere on the globe, and the
European species, Nydieorax iiyctieorax, occurs in the temperate and tropical

portions of the Old and the New Worlds. These birds breed in colonies,

and build a nest of a framework of sticks, in which the eggs lie in a sort of

cradle. One may travel for miles through a marsh without suspecting the
presence of the Night-Herons, and suddenly come upon the breeding
place, when the air becomes full of the noisy cries of the birds, as they
hover over their nests, and evince the greatest concern at the invasion of

their retreat.

One of the most curious of the Night-Herons is the American Boat-bill

(Cnnchroma). At first sight the remarkably wide and shoe-shaped bill would
suggest an affinity with the Shoe-billed Stork (Balrpniceps rex), but the
characters of the bird are absolutely Heron-like, and there ia no doubt that
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Fig. i\ - TriK Boat hillf,i Hrkon
(Canchr^ma cochlearia).

the bird is an exaggerated form of Night-Iierdii, its plumage also suggesting

the propriety of this alliance. The genus stands, in fact, between the true

Night -Herons (Nydieorax) and the

Mottled Night-Herons {Gorsachius) of

the Indian Region.
Two species of Boat-billed Herons are

known—the South American species

C. cochlearia, which is found from
Brazil to Guiana, Colombia, and
Ecuador, and the Central American
species, C. rxledoni, which takes its

place from Panama to Mexico, and has
ii tawny-coloured breast instead of a

white one. They are nocturnal birds,

and Mr. Richmond says tluit in Costa
Rica he found C. zelcd(»ii in colonies,

and the note of the species was a

"squawk," something like that of the
Night-Heron.
The Bitterns have ten tail-feathers

and the end of the bill serrated. In
this group are contained the Little

Bitterns {Ardctta), the Dwarf Tiger
Bitterns of South America {Zehrilus),

and the Asiatic Bitterns {Ardeirallns and
Dnpetor), as well as the True Bitterns

{BotaMrns). Of the Little Bitterns ten P])ecies are known, and the distribution

of the genus is almost cosmojjolitan. The
most tyoical species is the Little Bittern
of Eurone {Ardctta minnta), a bird which
still occasionally finds its way to England,
and doubtless formerly bred in the British

Islands. One of the most remarkable of

the Little Bitterns is, however, the
Argentine species {Ardetta involi(cris)

,

concerning which Mr. W. H. Hudson
tells a remarkable story, one of the most
interesting of all histories of bird-life.

Most of the Bitterns have the curious
faculty of concealing themselves from
observation by their faculty of "reed-
simulating," and many of our readers
must have noticed some of these birds in

the Zoological Gardens standing stock-

still, and evidently imagining that by so

doing they were invisible to the intruder.

The Common Bittern {Botaur^fs stellaris)

will not only do this, but will gradually

and slowly turn his breast to any observer
if the latter only walks slowly away from
him, under the evident impression that by so doing he renders himself

invisible, as, indeed, the bird would be if he were in his native reed- bed ;

Fij. 45 —TlIP. LiTTLR BlTTKRN
(Ardetta mimtia)
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but, as he has a backgrouud of gieeu bushes or wood-work, his efforts at

conceahiient are vain.

The notion of conceahnent in relation to natural surroundings is, however,
thoroughly exj)lained by Mr. Hudson's experiences. He write.s :

— " One day
in November, 1870, when out shooting, 1 noticed a Variegated Bittern stealing

off quickly through a bed of rushes thirty or forty yards from me. He was
a foot or so above the ground, and went so rapidly that he ai)peared to glide

through the rushes without touching them. I tired, but afterwards ascer-

tained that in my hurry I missed my aim. The bird, however, disappeared

at the report, and, thinking I had killed him, I went to the spot.

"It was a small isolated bed of rushes I had seen him in ; the mud below,
and for some distance round, was quite bare and hard, so that it would have
been impossible for the bird to escape without being perceived ; and yet, dead
or alive, he was not to be found. After vainly searching and re-searching
through the rushes for a quarter of an hour, I gave over the quest in great

disgust and bewilderment, and, after reloading, was just turning to go, when,
behold ! there stood my Heron on a reed, no more than eight inches from,
and on a level with, my knees. He was perched, the body erect, and the
point of the tail touching the reed grasped by its feet, the long, slender,

tapering neck was held stiff, straight, and vertically; and the head and beak,
instead of being carried obliquely, were also pointing up. There was not,

from his feet to the tip of his beak, a perceptible curve or inequality, but
the whole was the figure (the exact counterpart) of a straight, tapering rush

;

the loose plumage arranged to till inequalities, and the wings pressed into

the hollow sides, made it impossible to see where the body ended and the

neck began, or to distinguish head from neck or beak from head. This was,
of course, a front view ; and the entire under- surface of the bird was thus
displayed all of a uniform dull yellow, like that of a faded rush. I regarded
the bird wonderingly for some time, but not the least motion did it make. I

thought it was wounded or paralysed with fear, and, placing my hand on the
point of its beak, forced the head down till it touched the back ; when I

withdrew my hand, up Hew the head, like a steel spring, to its first position.

I repeated the experiment many times with the same lesult, the very eyes ti

the bird appearing all the time rigid and unwinking, like those of a creatuie

in a fit. What wonder that it is so difficult—almost impossible— to discover the
bird in such an attitude. But how happened it that, while repeatedly walking
round the bird through the rushes, I had not caught sight of the striped back
and the broad, dark-coloured siaes? I asked myself this question, and stepped
round to get a side view, when, ynirahile dictu, I could still see nothing but the
rush-like front of the bird. His motions on the perch as he turned slowly
or quickly round, still keeping; the edge of the blade-like body before me,
corresponded so exactly witn my own that I almost doubted that I had
moved at all. No sooner had I seen the finishing part of this marvellous
instinct of self-preservation (this last act making the whole complete), than
such a degree of delight and admiration possessed me as I have never before
experienced during my researches, much as I have conversed with wild

animals in the wilderness, and many and perfect as are the instances of

adaptation I have witnessed. I could not finish admiring, and thought that

never had anything so beautiful fallen in my way before, for even the sublime
cloud-seeking instinct of the White Egret and the typical Herons seemed
less admirable than this, and for some time T continued experimenting,
pressing down the bird's head and trying to bend him by mam force into
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some other pusition ; but the strange rigidity remained unrelaxed, th-e fixed

attitude unchanged. I also found, as I walked round him, that as soon as 1

got to the opposite side, and he could no lunger twist himself on his perch,

he whirled his body with great rapidity the olher way, instantly presenting

the same front as before,
" Finally I plucked him forcibly from the rush and perched him on my

hand, upon which he Hew away ; but he liew only fifty or sixty yards off, and
dropped into the dry grass. Here he again put in practice the same instinct

so ably, that I groped about for ten or twelve minutes before refinding him,

and was astonished that a creature, to all appearance so weak and frail,

should have strength and endurance sufficient to keep its body rigid and in

one attitude for so long a time."

This habit of concealing themselves among surroundings to which their

plumage assimilates in colour seems to be a characteristic of all the Bitterns,

as I have seen our Common Bittern
(
llutaiirMs deUoris) attempting to perform

tliis feat in an aviary, and the Tiger Bitterns (Tifjrisoma) also remain in a

rigid position for hours together.

It should be mentioned that nearly all the Herons lay eggs of a beautiful

greenish-blue colour, while those of many of the Bitterns are white, and
that of the Common Bittern is yellowish brown.
Although agreeing with the Storks in the form of the furcula, the members

of this sub-order differ from them and from the Herons in several important
osteological characters, the principal one being the

The Spoon-'bills schizorhinal or "split" nostril. The Spoon-bills are such

and l*dises.—Sub- extraordinary looking birds, that there is no possibility of

order J'hitdlcfc, their being mistaken for any of the other long-legged

Herons or Storks, from all of which they are distinguished

by their flattened and spoon-shaped bill. They are found in nearly every

part of the globe, but do not extend very far north, and six species are

known, viz. , four species of Phdahn', one of

Platihis, confined to Australia, and one of

Ajaja, viz., the Rosy Spoon-bill of the New
AVorld (Aj((ja ajajd).

The Common Spoon-bill used to breed in the
marshes of our eastern counties, but has not
been known to do so for the last three hundred
years. Now the species is onl}' an accidental

visitor, but it still nests on the Horster Meer
in Holland, where its breeding places are strictly

protected. The nests are made of dead retds
lined with dry grass, and are placed on the
tussocks of grass with a few sticks as a founda-
tion ; a few nests being built low down in the
alder trees. On the Danube the Spoon-bills
iiest in company with Egrets and other Herons,

Fiff. 46.-Tub Common S*>oon-bili,
^"^ ^^'^ following interesting account of a visit

(Platakai leucerodea), to one of these breeding-places is given in Mr.
Barkley'a work, "Bulgaria Before the War."

He found a colony on an island a few miles below Rustchuk, and he describes
the scene as follows:—" Pushing our small boat into a narrow creek, we took
oti' our shoes and stockings, and. turning up our trousers, picked our way
through the tangled boughs in the direction of the sound, which evidently
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proceeded from the centre of the island, and I shall not easily forget the
bight we beheld wlien we reached it.

" There, on the pressed-down boughs of the willows, only a few feet above
the water, were hundreds of great Hat nests of the various kinds of Herons,
Spoon-bills, Egruts, Bitterns, etc., all huddled to^'ethor in one confused
mass, and the entire colony reeking with the most indescribably tiithy

smell.

"It was rather late for eggs, as most of them were hatched off; but was
just the time to observe the doings of the children of these sedite, quiet,

peaceful-looking birds, and I must say that I never yet beheld such a collec-

tion of little liends, nor a mure hideous set.

"Their bodies were of the smallest proportions, while every other part of

them— their wings, legs, necks, and beaks—were of the longest. Most of

them had no feathsrs, and all seemed possessed with one idea, and that was
cither to limb a small brother or swallow him whole, and all kept up either

a shriek of fear or pain or a yell of rage. Floating on the top of the putrid
water were masses of dead birds, some with legs torn off, others without
heads or wings. Most of them were dead, but others were dragging their

maimed carcases about in a ghastly manner. So intent were they on their

liendish pastime that they took little notice of us, and dragged and clawed
themselves about after their weaker brethi-en at our very feet, whilst the o!d

parent bird sat looking on from the topmost twigs as if fratricide were the
l)roper moral pastime of the young. A big Spoon-bill would chase a small
Egret from bough to bough till at last he tired it out, and then seizing it

with one claw, would take hold of its leg or wing and tear it from the poor
victim, or else, getting its head in its mouth, would try to swallow it whole,
:ind gulp and gulp till so much of the little one was down its throat that it

was itself choked, and would turn over on its back, kicking and struggling,

to be in turn seized by a brother and torn limb from limb.
*' All uttered up some hideous scream, and all kept clambering and

dragging themselves about frnm bough to bough, either hunting or being
hunted, and from what we saw I am sure that nine-tenths of all hatched in

that colony came to an untimely end before they could fly. We did not stay
long to wavtch them, but quickly securing some eggs from the few nests that
were not hatched off we beat a retreat, with our opinions of the beautiful,

gentle-looking birds greatly changed."
The Ibises are easily distinguished from the Spoon-bills by the shape of

their bills, which are long and curved, and have the nasal groove extending
nearly the whole length of the bill, which is soft, except-

ing at the extreme tip. The bill in some of the Ibises The Ibises.

—

is indeed very like that of a Curlew (Numcnins), and one Family Ibididce,

yenus of the Charadriiformes, Uiidorltyiichiin, is so like an
Ibis, that externally irs characters would ally it to the latter group of birds

rather than to the Waders, to which, as its internal structure shows, it

actually belongs.

The most interesting of all the Ibises is undoubtedly the Sacred Ibia of the

Egyptians. As the ancient paintings show, the bird was a great feature in

Egyptian life, and fhe mummies of these birds which are found in the

temples show that it was regarded with great veneration by the ancient
Egyptians. The species still inhabits the Upi:)er Nile regions, and many
writers state that it i=< never found in Egypt at the present dav. This,

however, is not the case, as the British Museum has several specimens
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Fi'j. 47.—Thr Sacked Ilms

{Ibii ii'tliiopica).

procured in Egypt, one of them having been shot near Damietta about

twelve yeais ago. We know also that the species extends to the Peisi*ii

Gulf, ita winter home being in Eastern and

Southern Africa.

There are no leas than twenty different genera

of Ibises, and many of them are remarkable for

highly developed cresta and ornamental plumes,

while in the Sacred Ibis and its allies the head

and neck are bare. The Glossy Ibises {FlegtuUs)

are among the commonest and best known of the

whole family, aa one of them, P. falcinellus, ha

visited England on many occasions. Thi? species

breeds in numbers on the marshes of the lower

Danube, aa well as in similar places in Africa

and India, and the egg ia one of the most

beautiful of any of the Heron-like birds, being

of a deep greenish-blue, darker and richer in

tint than the eggs of any species of Herons.

We now approach the great group of swimming
birds, such as the Ducks, the Pelicans, and their

allies ; but, before arriving at the consideration

of these well- marked orders, there intervenes a remarkable
form of bird, the Flamingo. In i's long legs and long

neck it might well be taken for a kind of Heron or Stork
;

and, indeed, until recent years, the position of the

Flamingoes was considered to be in close proximity to

the last-named birds. They are, however, more nearly

allied to the Ducks and Geese, having a desmognathous or "bridged"
palate ; while the young are hatched covered with down, and are able tu run

about in a few hours and obtain food for them-

selves. These features they possess in comnnai
with the Ducks and Geese and the Screamers,

and these three groups were united by Huxley
into one natural order, Chenomorphw.

The Flamingoes resemble the Ducks and

Geese in having the sides of the bill laminated,

an arrangement which enables them to sift their

food in the way which every one of our readers

must have seen tame Ducks do in a farmyard or

on a lake. Besides many osteological characters,

the Flamingoes present an external appearance

unique among birds. The legs are abnormally

long, the metatarsus being three times as

long aa the femur, and the anterior toes fully

webbed. The neck is also extremely long, the

cervical vertebrae being eighteen or nineteen in

number. The bill is decurved in a remarkable

manner ; but in the nestling, which is covered

with greyish-white down, the bill is straight,

aa in any other Duck-like bird.

The most curious feature in the economy of the Flamingo is its nest, which

is built of mud. For a lung time it was supposed that the birds sat upon

The Flamingoes.
Order

Fhwiiinipfcr'i-

Fij. 4S.—Thb Common Flajiinoo
{^I'hixnico^tenu rcteun).
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their single egg, with the legs straddled on each side of them. This idea
was, however, dissipated by Mr. Abel Chapman in 1883, when he visited the
Marismas of the Guadalquivir, in Spain, and found out the nesting habits of
the Flamingo. He writes :—^"Ono cannot go far into the Marisma without
seeing that extraordinary fowl the Fhimingo, certainly the most characteristic
bird of the wilderness. In herds of 300 to 500, several of which are often
in sight at once, they stand feeding in the open water, all their heads under,
greedily tearing up the grasses and water-plants from the bottom. On
approaching them, which can only be done by extreme caution, their silence
is tirst broken by the sentries, who commence walking away with low croaks,
then the whole five hundred necks rise at once to the full extent, every bird
gaggling his loudest as they walk obliquely away, looking back over their
shoulders as though to take stock of the extent of the danger. Pushing a
few yards forward, up they all rise, and a more beautiful sight cannot be
imagined than the simultaneous spreading of their thousand crimson wings,
flashing against the sky like a gleam of rosy light. Then one descends to

the practical, and a volley of slugs cuts a lane through their phalanx.
" In many respects these birds bear a strong resemblance to Geese. Like

them Flamingoes feed by day, and great quantities of grass, etc., are
always floating about the muddy water where a herd has been feeding.
Their cry is almost indistinguishable from the gaggling of <3eese, and they
tly in the same catenanan formations. In size Flamingoes vary greatly.

The largest I have measured was fully G ft. 5 in., whilst others (old red birds

j

barely reached 5 ft." He thus describes the finding of the nests:—"On
reaching the spot we found a perfect mass of nests ; the low mud plateau
was crowded with them as thickly as the space permitted. These nests had
little or no height ; some were raised 2 or 3 in. , a few might be 5 or 6 in.

;

but tho majority were merely circular bulwarks of mud, with the impression
of the bird's legs distinctly marked on it. The general aspect of the plateau
was not unlike a large table covered with plates. In the centre was a deep
hole full of muddy water, which, from the 'gouged' appearance of its sides,

appeared to be used as a reservoir for nest-making materials. Scattered all

round this main colony were numerous single nests rising out of the water,

and evidently built up from the bottom. Here and there two or three or
more of these were joined together— 'semi-detached,' so to speak. These
separate nests rose 6 or 8 in. above the water level, and were about 15 in.

across. The water was about 12 or 15 in. deep. None of these nests

as yet contained eggs, and though I returned to the ' pajarera ' on the latest

day I was in its neighbourhood (llth May), they still remained empty. On
1)oth occasions many hundreds of Flamingoes were sitting on the nests, and on
the llth we had a good view of them at close quarters. Linked arm in arm
with Felipe, and crouching low in the water, to look as little human as

possible, we approached within some 70 yds. before their senti'ies showed
signs of alarm, and, at that distance, we observed the sitting birds as distinctly

as one need wish. Their long red legs doubled under their bodies, the knees
projecting as far as, or beyond, the tail, and their graceful necks neatly

curled away among their back feathers, like a sitting swan, with their heads
resting on their breasts—all these points were unmistakable. Indeed, it is

hardly necessary to point out that in the great majority of cases (the nest

being hardly raised above the level of the flat mud) no other position was
possible."

Of Flamingoes six species are known, and they are found in the temperate
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The Screamers,

—

Sub-order
J'dhuitrdfd.

and tropical portions of both the Old and New Worlds. Three species belong

to the genus Fhcenicopterus—Diietticonaias has one species, P. minor, found in

Africa and North-Western India ; and Phctiticopurrus inhabits the Andes of

Chili and Peru and has two species, P. atidhius and P. jcunesi.

In Miocene times several forms of birds allied to the Flamingoes existed

in Europe, and have been classed by Mr. Lydekker under the extinct genus

Paheolodns. He states that they were smaller than the Flamingoes of the

present day, and had shorter and stouter legs, while it is probable also that

their bill was not deflected.

Although agreeing in many characters with the Ducks and the Geese, the

Screamers have one peculiarity which separates them from all chenomorphine
birds, in that they have no uncinate processes to the ribs,

and no larainte on the sides of the bill. The toes are long
and almost devoid of web, and the general appearance of

the birds is gallinaceous. Two genera are known,
Palamedea and Clianna. The genus Pnlamedea is recog-

nised by the long horn which it carries on its forehead. Beyond this it has

no crest on the head, and has fourteen tail-feathers. Only one species,

P. cornvta, is known, and this is an
inhabitant of Guiana, Amazonia, Vene-
zuela, Ecuador, and Bolivia. The general

plumage is black, with a white belly,

and the wing carries two spurs, the

anterior one of which is much the
longer. Very little has been recorded
of the habits of the Horned Screamer,
but Mr. Edward Bartlett noticed the

species about the lakes in the Upper
Amazons, and the habits are probably
very similar to those of the next species.

The genus Clicmna differs from Pala-
medea in having a crested head, naked
lores, no horn on the forehead, and in

possessing twelve tail-feathers instead of fourteen. Two
species of Channa are known— the Crested Screamer
(C. cristata) and the Derbian Screamer [C. diavaria).

The latter is found in Venezuela and Colombia, while

the Crested Screamer inhabits Argentina and the neigh-

bouring provinces of Southern Brazil. In Mr. Hudson's well-known work
on Argentine ornithology we find the following notes on the species :

—

"The Crested Screamer, like most of the larger Birds and Mammals in
every part of the globe to which European emigration is attracted, is

probably doomed to rapid extermination. My observations of the bird in

that portion of the Pampas where it is most abundant date back some years,
to a time when the inhabitants were few and mainly of Spanish race— never
the destroyers of bird-life. The conditions had become extremely favourable
to this species. It is partially aquatic in its habits, and in desert places is

usually found in marshes, wading in the shallow water, and occasionally
swimming to feed on the seeds and succulent leaves of water-loving plants.

After the old giant grasses of the Pampas had been eaten up by the cattle,

and the sweet grasses of Europe had taken their ])lace, the Screamprs took

Fi(j. 49.—Tub Hobntd Screamer
{Palamedea ro, nutu).

The Crested
Screamer

{Chaniia cristata).

kindly to that new food, preferring the clovers, and seemed as terrestrial in
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their feeding habits as Upland (leese. Their food was abundant, and they

were never persecuted by the natives. Their flesh is very dark, coarse-

grained, but good to eat, with a flavour resembling that of the Wild Duck
;

and there is a great deal of meat on a bird with a body larger than that of a

Swan. Yet no person ever thought of killing or eating the Chaja, and the birds

were permitted to increase to a marvellous extent. It was a common thing

a few years ago in the dry season to see them congregated in thousands, and
so little afraid of man wex'e they, that I have often ridden through large

scattered flocks without making the birds take wing. A curious thing about
the Screamer is that it pairs for life, and yet is one of the most social of birds.

But if a large flock is closely looked at, the birds are invariably seen
methodically ranged in pairs. Another curious thing is that, notwithstanding

the formidable weapons they possess—each wing armed with two large spurs

—they are extremely pacific in temper. I have never been able to detect

even the sliglitest approach to a quarrel among them
;
yet it is hard to

believe that they do not fight sometimes, since weapons of offence are

usually found correlated with the disposition to use them. Captive birds,

however, can be made to fight ; and I have known Guachos take them for the

pleasure of witnessing their battles. They are very easily tamed, and in that
state seem to show greater docility and intelligence than any of our domestic
birds, and become so attached to their home that it is quite safe to allow

them to fly about at will. They associate, but do not quarrel, with the
poultry. They are quick to distinguish strangers from the people of the

house, showing considerable suspicion of them, and sometimes raising a loud
alarm at a stranger's approach. Towards dogs and cats they are often

unfriendly ; and when breeding it is dangerous for a strange person to

approach the nest, as they will sometimes attack him with the greatest fury.
" The Screamer is a very heavy bird, and rises from the ground laboriously,

the wings, as in the case of the Swan, making a loud noise. Nevertheless,

it loves soaring, and will rise in an immense spiral circle until it wholly
disappears from sight in the zenith, even in the brightest weather ; and
considering its great bulk and dark colour, the height it ultimately attains

must be very great. ( )n sunny windless days, especially in winter and
spring, they often spend hours at a time in these sublime aerial exercises,

slowly floating round and round in vast cii'cles, and singing at intervals.

How so heavy and comparatively short-winged a bird can sustain itself for

such long periods in the thin upper air to which it rises has not yet been
explained. The voice is very powerful. When disturbed, or when the nest
is approached, both birds utter at intervals a loud alarm-cry, resembling in

sound the anger-cry of the Peacock, but twice as loud. At other times its

voice is exercised in a kind of singing performance, in which male and female
join, and which produces the eflect of harmony. The male begins, the
female takes up her part, and then with marvellous strength and spirit they
pour forth a torrent of strangely-contrasted sounds—some bassoon-like in

their depth and volume, some like drum-beats, and others long, clear, and
ringing. It is the loudest animal sound of the Pampas, and its jubilant
martial character strongly aftects the mind in that silent, melancholy
wilderness. The Screamer sings all the year round at all hours, both on the
ground and when soaring; when in pairs, the two birds invariably sing

together, and when in flocks they sing in concert. At night they are heard
about nine o'clock in the evening, and again just before dawn. It is not
unusual, however, to hear them singing at other hours. The nest is a large
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fabric placed among the low rushes and water-lilies, and is sometimes seen

floating on the water, away from its moorings. The egga are five, pointed at

one end, pure white, and in size like the eggs of the domestic Goose. The
young are clothed in yellow down like Goslings, and follow the parents about
from the date of hatching."

Mr. Lydekker, when in Argentina, found the Screamer nesting on a

lagoon, and saw the parent birds swimming about amongst the Ducks.

On his approach they fied to the banks, but soon returned to the water.

They had evidently young birds on the lagoon. This aquatic feature in the

Screamers is of the highest interest, as confirming the anserine aflinitiea

which their anatomy demonstrates.

These well-known birds are easily recognised by their external characters,

their semi-flattened bills, shortish legs, and fully-webbed
feet distinguishing them from the Screamers and
Flamingoes, while, like the latter birds, they have
uncinated processes to the ribs. Count Salvadori, who
hag recently monographed the sub-order Aa^eres in the

"Catalogue" of the Birds in the British IMuseum, divides it into no less th;in

eleven sub-families belonging to the single family Anatidic. To these we
can only refer in passing.

The Swans i^ro such well-known birds that very little description of them
is necessary. Among the Duck tribe they are easily recognisable by their

abnormally developed neck, which equals, or even exceeds,

the body of the bird in length. There is no lobe to the

hind toe, a feature which allies the Swans to the Geese,

but separates them from the majority of the Ducks.
There are three genera of Swans, viz., Cyygnus, containing

the Swans with which we are most familiar; Chenopii, the Black Swan of

Australia, with ornamental scapulars and inner secondari.es ; and Ckiscoroba,

the Chilian Swan, which has feathered lobes, and is as much a Goose in

appearance as it is a Swan in reality.

The Mute Swan is the familiar species which swims about on our rivers

and lakes. In most parts of the British Islands the Swan may be regarded
as a semi domesticated bird,

but in many places on the
Continent it is an absolutely

wild species. It is to this

Swan that the Polish Swan
{Cygnus {mmntahilis), with its

white cygnets, must be re-

ferred, as Count Salvadori,

and all the best of recent
observers, consider it to be
only a domestic variety of

the Mute Swan. Othor well-

known species of Cijgnns are

the Whooper (G. musicu^)
and Bewick's Swan (C.

heivicki), the latter bird
nesting in Arctic Europe, where it makes a large nest composed entirely of

moss. It visits us in some numbers during the v/inter months. Tli^'^e

British species of Swans are distinguished by the size and the colour of their

Fig. 50.—The Muxb Swan (Cygnus olor).
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bills. Australia hag ono species, tho Black Swan {Chenopis alrata), and
fimlly Ave have the Coscoroba Swan {Co.'icoroba Candida) which is found from
Chili and Patagonia to Argentina and Uruguay. Of this species Mr. \V. H.
Hudson writes :

—"In their habits, language, and flight they differ much from
the Black-necked Swan, and the country people call them Ganso (Goose),

probably on account of their Goose-like habit of sometimes feeding away
from the water, or because their flesh has the flavour of Wild Goose. As a

rule, they go in small parties of five or six individuals, but sometimes flocks

numbering two or three hundred are seen in the cold season. Their

migrations are very irregular, and sometimes they are exceedingly abundant
in a certain district one year and absent from it tho next. When disturbed

they utter a loud, musical, trumpeting cry in three notes, the last with a

falling inflection ; and, their wings being much longer proportionately than

in the black-necked species, they rise with greater ease, and have a much
freer and an almost soundless flight."

The Semipalmated Goose {Anscranas semipahnata) is the sole representative

of a distinct sub-family Anseranatitui', with the toes only half-webbed, and
the hind toe very long, and on a level with the other toes. It is an inhabitant

of Australia and Tasmania, and is still plentiful in some districts, though it

has disappeared from many places where it once was numerous. Gould says

that, in Northern Australia " it occurs in such countless multitudes that it

forms one of tho chief articles of food of the aborigines, and was of the

utmost value to Leicliardt and his party during their adventurous

journey from Moreton Bay to Port Essington, as shown in numerous parts

of his interesting account of the expedition. So dense are the flocks that

occur in the northern parts of the country, that the natives are able to

procure numbers of them by spearing,'' and, says Leichardt, "it seemed
that they only spear them when flying, and always crouch down when they

see a flight of them approaching ; the Geese, however, know their enemies so

well that they immediately turn when they see a native rise and put his spear

into his throwing-stick ; some of my companion3-«as3erted that they had seen

them hit their object at the almost incredible distance of 200 yds."—an
assertion which Gould says he could readily believe, from what he has

himself witnessed. This Goose has a very remarkable trachea, nearly 5 in.

in length, and mostly lying outside the pectoral muscle under the skin.

The next sub-family of the Geese consists of the Spur-winged Geese (sub-

family Pledrojderinn:), and several allied forms. They have fully webbed
fiet, a very long hind toe, and long tail-feathers. The true Spur-winged
Geese (Phdroptevuii) have the lores naked and caruncles on the forehead and
base of the bill, while on the wing they carry a formidable spur, from which
feature they derive their popular name. There are four species of Spur-

winged Geese, all confined to Africa, admitted by Count Salvadori, the best

authority on the Anseres, but even he is obliged to allow that there may
really exist but a single species after all.

Only one other genus with bare lores and caruncles on the face is known,
and this is the genus Cairina, with the single species C. moschata, the

Muscovy Duck of Tropical America. Another prominent form of the

Plecfropterhue is the Knobbed Goose {Sarcidiornis), of which there are two
species, S. melanonota of India and Africa, and /S. carunculctta of Southern
Brazil and Argentina.
We remember seeing the "Comb Duck," as Indian naturalists call the

Indian Sarcidiornis, on one occasion during our journey through the
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North-West Provinces, and that was at Futtehpur Sikri, near Agra, where a

male was perched on the lofty entrance gateway. The testimony of Mr.. A.
U. Hume and other Indian naturalists is to the effect that the "Camb
Duck " breeds principally in trees, and the Iffte Mr. A. Anderson sta.tes that

the eggs are generally to be found in holes of old desiduous trees, but he has

also found the birds frequenting old ruined forts. He says:—"I was
present at the capture of a female Nukta on her nest, which yielded the

exti'aordinary number of forty eggs. Of course it is just possible,

though highly improbable, that this may have been thfi joint produce of two
birds ; but the emaciated condition of the one captured, coupled with the

fact that one egg was an abnormally small one, and evidently her last effort,

does not favour the supposition. The tree selected was an ancient banyan
(FicHs i)idic>i.s), which overlooked a large sheet of water several miles round.
The nest-hole was at an elevation of some 20 ft., 3 ft. deep and 2 in

circumference." One of the genera of the Pledropteriu'r is a very interesting

form, viz., the Pink-headed Duck {BJiodunessn caryophyllacea). The appear-

ance of a delicate pink head in such a family as the AnatidcB is one oi the

most curious phenomena in the whole class of birds. Its range is confined to

Behar and Bengal, to the north of the Ganges and west of the Brahmapootra,
whence it ranges north to Nepal, east to Burma, and south to Madras.
Some of the most interesting of the present sub-family are the Dwarf

Cieeae (Nettopus) or "Cotton-Teal," as they are generally called. They are

little Geese of about the size of a Bantam fowl, only found in the tropics of

the Old World, in Africa, India, and China, and thence siuth to Australia.

The Indian species, N. coromandellanns, nests generally in holes of trees, but
sometimes it is said to make "a semi-floating nest on the water, among the

rushes or lotus-leaves, of weeds, grass, etc., all together, filled up several

inches above the water-line." The late Mr. A. Anderson observes :
— "I once

had the opportunity of watching a pair in the act of selecting their habitation.

They invariably flew into the tree together ; and while the female used to

enter the hole, to reconnoitre as it were, the male sat on a bough watching
for her exit. No sooner did she make her appearance than they both flew

away together, giving utterance to a peculiar cackling sound, which has been
pronounced to be like the words 'Fix bayonets.' Their visits used to be
repeated at intervals of every fifteen or twenty minutes. The Drake never
went into the hole ; and I am therefore inclined to believe that he does not
lend his aid in the performance of the duties of incubation." One nest

taken by Mr. Spry at Bredaon in August contained twelve eggs. It was
in a hole at no great height, but it was oh ft. deep, and only large enough to

admit of ingress and egress ; the contents had to be removed by means of an
iron spoon, something like a soup-ladle with an extra long handle.

The Summer Duck {^E.c sponsd) of North America, and the beautiful

Mandarin Duck (^x galericnlata) of China compose the genus j^x, which is

the last of the Fledropterince.

The genus Cereopsis is the sole representative of this sub-family, and is

distinguished by its shorter hind toe and shorter tail-feathers. The bill is

high at the base, and there is no metallic wing-speculum.

The Coreopsis ^^^e chief peculiarity of the Cereopsis Goose is the posses-

Geese. -Sub- sion of a cere at the base of the bill, which character
family f'l yropsiiifr, separates it from the true Geese. It is an inhabitant of

Australia, and is often seen in captivity ; and it has been
known to breed in our Zoological Gardens. As Mr. Gould says, however, it
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The True Geese.-'
Sub-family

is bv no means a desirable addition to the farmyard, for it is so pugnacious

th'it it not only drives all oUier birds before it, but readily attacks pigs, dogs.

or any other animal that may approach it, and often inflicts severe wounds

with its hard and sharp bill.
. , ., s, i. j- j

Remains of an extinct Goose {Cnnnwrn^s cdcdrans) have been discoveied

in New Zealand, and Count Salvador! has placed it in the yicniity of Ccreo}ms.

It was a larger bird than the latter, and was apparently flightless, as thero is

no keel to the sternum. ^, ^1 ^t.

The characters of this sub-family are almost exactly the same as those

given for the sub-family Cereopsi,ue, excepting that there is no cere.

There are at least six well-marked genera, of which the

most beautiful are perhaps the Snow Geese {Chen), though

some of the 15 rent Geese are also handsome birds, ihe

true Geese (An^cr) are found in all the northern parts of

the Old and New Worlds, breeding in the high north and
/ , ^

migrating south in winter, often in vast numbers The Grey (xeese (Anser)

are nearty all of them British, the best-known being the Grey Lig-Gocse

(i aii.sev), the White-fronted Goose (.-1. albifrons) the Be^n Goose (.4.

fabalis), and the Pink-footed Goose (A. hmchyrhynchus) Ml the true (^^ene

have the serrations or saw-like edges of the upper mandible visible from ho

outside, and the cutting edge of the mandible 13 sinuated, whereas in the

Brent Geese {Bmnta) the cutting edge is straight, and the serrations are not

visible from the outside. ,,.,,,, . ,.• i- e 4-u„

These are, like the True Geese, also birds of the Arctic portiors of the

Old and New Worlds, where they breed in large numbers ;
and, as they

moult their quills before com-

ing south, they are trapped The Brent Geese.—

by the natives in numbers. Genua JiranOK

Mr. Trevor-Battye describes

the capture of more than three thousand Brent

Geese on the island of Kolguev, the birds being

driven by the Samoyeds in boats towards the

shore, where a large circle of net is prepared for

them, and the birds are thus trapped and killed.

One of the handsomest of the Geese, and,

indeed, of all water-fowl, is the Red-breasted

Goose (Bmnta rvJiroUls), which breeds inSibejia,

winters in great numbers on the Caspian Sea,

and has occasionally come over to England. It

is remarkable for having been drawn on their

monuments by the ancient Egyptians, and even

at the present epoch it seems to be met witl'

sometimes in Egypt.

Count Salvadori's next sub-family is the

aenoneUinr,., containing the Magellanic Geese and their allies, the Blue-

winded Geese {Cmnochen) and the Maned Goose (Chenomtta).

In this group of Geese the hind toe is narrowly lobed

and the bill is rather short and Goose-like, as opposed to

the somewhat fiat and broad bill of the Ducks which form

the neiitsuh-f^imWyAnatinrr. TheUpland GeeaeiCloephaga)

ar° all inhabitants of South America, where they range

from Peru Bolivia, and Southern Brazil to Chili, Patagon.a, ond the Fauu.u.a

Fig SL-TiikU"!) iire'stkcOoosb

(Branta rvficoUis).

The Upland Geese.
— Sub-family
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islands. Mr. Hudson describes G. inornaia, the Barred Upland Goose, as

migrating northwards along the eastern coast of Argentina in April and May.
"Their great camping-grounds," he Avrites, "are the valleys of the rivers

Negro and Colorado, where they are often so numerous as to denude the low

grounds of the tender winter clovers and grasses, and to cause serious loss

to the sheep-breeders. They also visit the cultivated fields to devour the

young wheat, and are intelligent enough to distinguish between a real human
enemy and the ragged men of straw, miscalled scarecrows, set up by the

farmers to frighten them. While committing their depredations they are

exceedingly wary and difficult to shoot ; but at night, when they congregate

by the waterside, they give the sportsman a better chance. They are social

birds, always going in large Hocks, and are very loquacious, the female

having a deep, hanking note, while the male responds with a clear whistling,

like that of the Sanderling etherialised."

No less than nineteen genera are admitted by Count Salvador! as belonging

to this sub-family. Among them are the Tree-Ducks (DcHdrocijgna), the

Sheld-ducks (Tadorna and Casarca), thT Wild Ducks

The True Ducks. (Anas), the Wigeons {Mareca), the Tcai (Nettion and
Sub-family Qtierqnedida), the Pin-tails {Dafila) and the Shovelers
Anatincc. (Spatxda), besides many less-known forms of Duck.

The ways of the Ducks are all very similar, and there is

not much to say in detail about their habits, beyond the fact that some arc

frequenters of inland waters, while others are more maritime in their

haunts.
The Sheld-ducks are very handsome birds, of varied plumage, and with a

metallic patch or speculum in the wings. This is a character which is found

in most of the Ducks, and many species are determined by the colour of the

wing-speculum. Another curious feature of the Ducks is that, after the

young are hatched, the males put ofT their bright plumage and assume a

dull-coloured brown dress like that of the hen birds. This plumage is very

difficult to determine, as the male birds during the moult are pi'actically

helpless, and have no quills to fly with, so that they retire into privacy, and
very few specimens are procured at this stage of a Duck's existence. I am
unable to say from direct observation whether this hen-like summer plumage,

which only lasts a few weeks, is assumed
by all Ducks ; but I have reason to sus-

pect that there are few species which do
not possess such a stage.

The beautiful Sheld-duck is a bur-
rower, sometimes having its nest as far

as 5 ft. from the mouth of the hole,

while it has been known to penetrate
as far as 12 ft. into the earth. These
holes are often burrowed by the birds
themselves, but quite as frequently a
rabbit-burrow is made use of. The

Fig. 52,—The Common Shelddick Sheld-duck often builds upon cliffs at
(.Tadorna tadorna). such a height that it is evident the

parent bird must carry the young ones
down to the water, as must be the case also with the Common Mallard
when it builds its nest in a tree, as it often does.

Of these Ducks there are four sub - families, all with the hind toe
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broadly lobed. The Scoter-i {Fulignlind) have the bill more or less

depressed and the tail-feathers not stiffened . A large number of genera

is represented in this sub-family, which includes such

forms as the Pochards (Nywca), the Scaups {Fuligvla), m^,. t,- ,. _t>„„v.„

the Steamer Ducks {Tachycres), the Golden - Eyes
-^^le iJivmgiJucKs.

{Glavgida), the Long-tailed Ducks (Harelda), the Harle-

quins {Cosino)ietta), the Scoters (G^demia), and the Eiders (Somaierin),

and their allies. They are mostly sea-ducks, and some of them, like the

Harlequin Duck and Steller's Eider (Heniconetta stelleri) are very handsome
birds. The stiff-tailed Diving Ducks (sub-family £'//.sTOf(<nr«)rt') differ from
the Fulignlince in their narrow tail-feathers, which are much stiffened. Only
four genera are admitted. Thalassiornis, Nomoiiyx, Ei-ismatura, and
Biziura. The latter is a curious Australian form, with a pendant lobe on
the chin, and twenty-four tail-feathers.

In these birds the tail is long and stiffened, and the general look of the

birds IS very much like that of the Mergansers, but they

have no serrations on the edges of the mandibles. Thoy
are found only in the Andes from Ecuador to Chili, fre-

quenting the torrents of the high mountains, and being

very difficult of observation.

In this last sub-family we find only the Smew (Mergiis alhellus) and the

Mergansers (Lophodytes and Merganser). In the latter birds the tooth-like

serrations are very different from those of any other of

the Ducks, being strongly inclined backwards at the tips.

These are not, however, real teeth, though they have the

appearance of so being, but are merely serrations along

the edge of the mandible, so that in the skeleton there is

no appearance of any indentation on the bone of the bill

very different birds from the

The Torrent-
Ducks Sub-family

MergandtDur.

The Mergansers.—
Sub-family
Jlt-rr/D/ce-

Thus they are

extinct Hesperornis, which had
real teeth, though they are inter-

esting as being the nearest ap-

proach which we can show at the

present day to the toothed birds

of ancient times.

Seven species of the genus
Merganser are known, and they

are found in the Pala-arctic and
Nearctic regions, but are absent

in the Etliiopian and the greater

part of the Indian Region. One
species is isolated in the Auckland
Islands, viz., M. avstralis, and
another in South-Eastern Brazil,

M. brasilianns. The Red-breasted

Merganser is smaller than the Goosander (ilf.mergrajiser), and nests in Scotland

and Ireland. Like the other Mergansers it is an expert diver, and it feeds

principally on fish. On this account they are somewhat persecuted.

These birds, often called the Steganopodes, have the hind toe or hallux

united to the second toe by a web, so that all four toes are webbed. All

the Pelecanoid birds have the palate bridged or "desmognathous," and there

are no basipterygoid processes in the palate. There are five sub-orders, viz.,

Fig.S>3. -The Redbrbasted Mrroanser
(Merganser serrator).
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The Pelicans and
their Allies.—

Order
PelecanifuDnes.

Fig. 54.—Thk Yellow-billed

Tropk-Birv (Phcetonflavirostris),

the Tropic-Birds (Fliaethontes), tlie Gannets (^^//(^), the Cormorants and
Ddrters (Fhalacrocoraces), the Pelecans {Pdecuni), and the Frigate-Birds

{Fregati). As their name implies, the Tropic Birds are
inhabitants of the tropics. They are often an interest-

ing feature of a sea-voyage,

as they fly, high in the air,

round and round the steamer,
with a beating flight, as if

everything depended on the haste they made.
The osteological and anatomical characters which
distinguish them from the other Pelican-like
birds are many, but their external form suffici-

ently distinguishes them, their lengthened tail

being especially remarkable. The bill is nearly
straight, and not hooked as in the allied forms,
neither is there any perceptible pouch. One of

the best accounts of the habits of the Tropic-
Birds is that given by Mr. W. E. D. Scott on P.
flavirostris, as observed by him in Jamaica.
He writes:—"Of fifteen specimens procured
on the 27th of February five were shot,

eight were taken in a cave which opened by
a small mouth from the cliff, and two were
secured in holes in the cliff. The cave where the birds were found had
a very small entrance, about large enough for a man to crawl into, in the

face of the cliff. This was approachable only in the calmest weather, in

a boat. The entrance led at once into a spacious chamber of irregular shape.

Going directly back from the mouth the cavern was some 60 ft. deep.
It was at its widest point some 70 or 80 ft., and oval in shape as a

whole. The bottom was covered with coarse sand and gravel, and boulders
of varying size, evidently having fallen from above, were scattered thickly

over this floor, except at the extreme back of the cavern furthest from the
sea. The height of the roof or ceiling, which was of an uneven, rough
surface, was about 25 ft., and many bats were hanging wherever the
projections or inequalities afforded them opportunity. Toward the back
of thi=i chamber five birds were secured, each one sitting on a single egg.

The place chosen for the nesting site—for this is all it can be termed—was in

all these cases where two boulders on the gravelly floor lay close together,

just leaving room on the ground for the birds to crawl between them. Two
birds were obtained in like situations that had not laid, and may have been
simply resting. The females were, in every case, the birds that were sitting

on the eggs, and it was quite evident, upon dissection, that the single egg
forms the complement in these cases. The birds taken from the holes in the
cliff, and also those taken in this cave, were very tame, and were captured
readily without attempting to escape. Later on the same day a bird was
found, with a single egg laid at the bottom of one of the holes in the face of

the cliflr.

"In breeding the bir«ls seem eminently gregarious, and the colonies at

different points often reach an aggregate of at least fifty pairs. At sea, far

out of sight of land, the birds are much more solitary in their habits, single
birds being frequently met with, and it has been rare in my experience to
meet with more than four individuals together in such locations."
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F:g. 55. —TnK Covmon Gannet
{Dyxporiis hassanus).

'I he I i.tnnets are distributed over the seas of the greater part of the world,

and are easily recognisable both from their internal and external characters.

Like the Tropic-Birds, they have a nearly

straight bill without any hook in it, and there

ia a small and scarcely perceptible pouch,

though much of the face and throat is bare.

During the breeding season the Gannets
leave their fishing grounds to a great extent,

and our own species resorts to certain rocky
places on our coast, of which Ailsa Craig and
the Bass Rock are the best

known, and there builds a The Gannets.

—

rough nest of sticks and Sub-order Sulcr.

seaweed, and lays a single

chalky-white egg. This chalky egg is a

peculiarity of nearly every member of the

Pelican-like birds, and in the Gannets and
Cormorants it is a distinct feature. On
scrubbing the egg, however, with a brush, the

chalky surface can be removed, and the egg

appears of a delicate blue, like that of a

Heron. The flight of a Gannet is very fine,

and the birds are capable of covering great distances in a very short space

of time, while it is certain that during the nesting season the parent birds

have to go far afield to their fishing grounds to procure food for the young.

Only one egg is laid, and the young birds are at first naked, and of a slaty-

black colour. They then become covered with a thick coating of white down,
and afterwards attain their first full plumage, which is greyish-brown with

white spots, but it is believed that five moults are required before the birds

attain their full white plumage.
Although agreeing in osteological characters with the preceding groups,

the Cormorants and Darters have certain evident peculi-

arities which separate them from the Gannets and Tropic-

Birds. The bill is more raptorial, and is furnished with
a hook at the end, and the tail-feathers are more stifiFened

than in these birds. This is especially the case with the

Darters. There is, however, no perceptible pouch externally.

In the Briti.sh Islands we have two representatives of the sub-order, the

Common Cormorant (P/K<?r<crocorax crt7-?)o) and the Shag (P. f/mc"/i'.s). The
former is the larger bird of the two, and has fourteen tail-feathers ; while

the Shag is smaller and greener, and has only twelve tail-feathers. In this

way the young birds of the two species, which are brown, can always be

distinguished. Cormorants are found nearly everywhere on the face of the

globe, and are particularly numerous in New Zealand and the adjacent

islands.

Cormorants are great fish-eaters, and they are consequently excellent

swimmers and divers. They often nest on trees in inland places, but as

a rule their nest is placed on the rocks adjoining the sea. The young are

hatched perfectly naked, and are ugly little black morsels, like the nestlings

of the Gannet ; but they are afterwards covered with dense down of a sooty-

brown colour, and their first full plumage is brown, with a white under-

surface. In the breeding plumage the old birds generally don a crest, and

The Cormorants.

-

Sub-order
Phalacrocoraces.
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Fig.ie' - TiieCommonCormopant
(Phalacrocorax carbu).

ourCummon Cormorant has white filamentous plumes distributed over the

Utad and neck, as well as an ornamental white patch just above the thighs.

The way in which Cormorants and Shags feed

their young is very curious, and is well described

by Sir Walter Buller. Writing of the Pied Shag
of New Zealand (P. ramts), he says :

—

" We found the Shags in great force, and it

was most interesting to watch the operations of

both old and young birds. There were 80 or

100 nests, many of which were vacant owing to

the lateness of our visit, the breeding having
commenced in October. The nests are large,

round structures, composed, as already men-
tioned, of dry sticks and twigs and other loose

materials, bound together by means of a peculiar

kind of Kelp, for which the Shags may be
observed diving in the sea, sometimes in four

fathoms of water. They have a somewhat com-
pact appearance, and are usually placed in a
thick fork among the branches or between
two limbs of a tree lying close together. In

each of (hose still tenanted there were two fully-fledged young birds, and
these youthful Shags kept up a constant 'squirling' noise, accompanied by a

perpetual swaying of the head from side to side in an impatient sort of way.
The old bird comes up from the sea with her gullet full of small fish, and
takes up her station on a branch adjoining to or overlooking the nest. The
young birds, after craning their necks almost to dislocation, quit their nest

and mount up alongside the parent, when the peculiar feeding operation

commences. The mother bends down her head in a loving way, opens wide
her mandibles, and the young Shag, with an impatient guttural note, thrusts

his head right down the parental throat and draws forth from the pouch,
after much fumbling about, the first instalment of his dinner. No sooner

has he swallowed this than he begins to coax for more, caressing the mother's
throat and neck with his bill in a very amusing fashion. The old bird waits

till she has recovered the discomfort of the last feed, then opens her mouth
again, and the action is repeated, first by one young Shag, then by the other.

When the pouch is emptied, the mother spreads her ample wings and goes
ofi" for a fresh supply of cmas, whilst her ofi'spring shuffle themselves back
again into their nests to await her return. But this feeding process and the
squirling cries which herald it are going on at the same time all over the
camp, and as a consequence there is a perfect din of voices. In the midst
of these may be heard deep guttural cries; but these are probably the

occasional scoldings of the old birds to repress the inconsiderate eagerness of

their young ones, for during the operation of feeding there is a good deal

of apparent squabbling among the young fraternity for the first attention,

accompanied by a vigorous fluttering and flapping of the wings. In one of

the nests, where the young birds were not sufficiently advanced to leave it,

I observed that the occupants, during the intervals when their parents were
absent, kept up an incessant flapping of their wings and swaying of their

long necks, first to one side, then to the other, with a never-ceasing cry as if

in great bodily distress."

Although at first sight bearing considerable resemblance to the Cormorants.
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The Darters.

—

Family I'lotiche,

the Darters present many striking diflferences. They are often called

"Snake-Birds," as they are able to submerge their bodies

and swim along with only their snake-like heads and
necks protruding above the water. Cormorants, it may
be remarked, are said to be able to do the same. Then
the Darters have a "kink" in the neck, which the Cormorants have not;

and this " kink " is arranged in a sort of set spring-like manner, so that when
the bird spears a fish, its neck goes off with a jerk, and the hah is transfixed

by its bill in a second. We were much interested in

watching a Darter aiid a Cormorant in the "Fish-
House" at the Zoological Gar lens, and it was
curious to see the way in which these two birds

diftered in their mode of catching fish. The Darter,

when let out of his Ciige, plunged into the water and
swam about for a little time, then he sank his body
below the surface, keeping his head and neck above
it, but, perceiving some fish swimming at the bottom
of the tank, it simply sank below the water and then

went for them with a few rapid strokes. No fish

had a chance. The Darter simply let the spring on
his neck go, and unerringly speared his victim as

with a lance. It was curious to notice that, whereas
the Cormorant often swallowed his fish under water,

the Daiter invariably brought them to the surface,

shook them off his bill, and then swallowed them.

The Darters are tropical birds, being found in

America, Africa, India, and Australia, and one
species penetrates the Pahearctic region ; for the

African Darter {Plotus Icvaillanti) breeds on the Lake of Antioch, where
Canon Tristram found the nests. The bird, he says, merely seems to tread
down a tuft of coarse grass or rushes, or press down the centre of a little

bush. A curious habit of the Darter, and likewise of the Cormorants, is to

sit motionless in the sun with extended wings, as if the bird were "hang-
ing itself out to dry." A captured Heron or Bittern is an awkward
customer to carry home, if not dead, for the bird will reserve all its

strength for a final effort to lance its bill at the eye of its captor, as I once
had occasion to experience when carrying home a young Heron, which did
its best to make a deadly thrust at my face. So with the Darter and its

formidable bill, for Mr. Thomas Ayres writes that a wounded African Darter
(F. It'vatUanti) made a sudden dart at his eye, and it was only by the merest
instinct of self-preservation that he put up his hand to receive the thrust.

The upper mandible pierced with great force the bone of his thumb, and the
bill, being serrated, stuck among the muscles, and he had a hard job to pull

It out.

It is not necessary to enumerate the characters, osteological and other-

wise, which distinguish Pelicans, because their external appearance is so

peculiar that they are easily recognisable birds. The
bulky body, the long bill, hooked at the end and hav- The Pelicans.

—

ing an enormous gular pouch, are sufficient external Suh-oviev Fthcam.
characters to distinguish the Pelicans, so that we need
not waste many words on them. In ancient times they were even more
widely distributed, and lived in England, like the Flamingoes to which we

Fill. 57.—TiiK Darter
(Plotus anliinj(i).
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Pig. 5S.—TiiR Roseate Pki.kax

( Pelecamis onocrutahix).

have alluded above (p. 288). They are birds which are found in the temperate

and tropical portions of both hemispheres, and in America the Knob-billed

Pelican (P. erylhrorhynchns) has a remarkable bony excrescence on the

upper mandible, which is put on during the breeding season, and afterwards

falls off. Nearly every species assumes a

patch of yellow or brown colour on the

chest during the nesting season, at which

time, too, a crest is generally donned.

On the habits of the Roseate Pelican in

the delta of the Danube the following note

has been published by Messrs. Sintenis :

—

"The islands where they breed are

more or less composed of reed-fragments,

often without any fresh vegetation, often

also bordered by green rushes and other

high plants. The aspect of the large white
eggs shining through the green all round
is very charming when seen from the

middle of the lake ; but when closely

inspected, the places look very dirty and
slovenly. The smell was bearable, the

process of fermentation and putrefaction

being generally over—a sign that the birds

had not laid since the 7th instant. Gener-
ally there were two eggs in a nest ; but
there were also plenty of single ones.

Nearly half as many eggs as were lying on the islands were floating on the
surrounding water. The latter keeps sending up air-bubbles, by wliich it is

kept in constant commotion, no doubt caused by the substances putrefying
at the bottom. The eggs were in all stages of hatching ; but in most of

them the young birds were fully developed, so that we had a trouble to tind

a number which could yet be blown. The eggs which our chasseur had taken
on the 7th were, on the average, far less advanced ; and it does not seem to

us at all improbable that the heat of the sun may have had some influence

upon the abandoned eggs, at least to a certain extent.''

Of the breeding of the spotted-billed Pelican in Burma (P. manillensis), Mr.
Eugene Oates gives a very interesting account :

—"The whole forest consisted

of very large trees, but a portion—about one in twenty—was made up of

wood-oil trees, gigantic fellows 150 ft. high and more, and with a smooth,
branchless trunk of 80 to 100 ft. These are the trees selected by the
Pelicans. I was out one day till 3 p.m., continually moving, and must have
walked at least twenty miles in various directions, but never from first to

last was 1 out of sight of either a Pelican's or Adjutant's nest. From what
I saw, and from what the Burmans told me, I compute the breeding-place
( f these birds to extend over an area about twenty miles long and five

broad.
" With regard to the Pelicans, I noticed that no tree contained less than

three nests, and seldom more than fifteen. Some birds select the upper
branches, placing their nests on the nearly horizontal branches of the tree,

not far from the trunk. In all cases the ne^ts on one branch touch each

other, and when these nests are on a iKjrizontal branch they looked like an
enoivnous string of beads.
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"Judging from the size of the bird, I should say the nest is about
2 ft. ill diameter, and, when in a fork, to be 18 in. deep. Others on tiat

branches are shallower. They are composed entirely of twigs and small
branches, and I could detect no lining in those nests which were thrown
down to me.
"The eggs are invariably three in number, and on the 11th November all

I took were either fresh or only slightly incubated. The female bird sits

very closely, and frequently I found that the bird would not fly otf her eggs
till I tired a gun. It was a most ludicrous sight to see the sitting birds
stretch neck and liead out of the nest to have a look at us, as often happened.

"Notwithstanding the millions of birds which breed in this forest, a most
wonderful silence prevails. The Pelican seems to be perfectly mute, and the
Adjutants only bellow at intervals. The only sound which is consequently
heard— and after a time even this sound passes unnoticed— is a sort of ^^l^olian

harp caused by the movement of the wings of innumerable birds high in air."

In certain particulars the Frigate-Birds, of which there are only two,
are closely allied to the Pelicans. Like the latter birds, they have the
clavicle anchylosed to the sternum, and other osteological

characters in common, while they also have a large gular xhe Frigate-
pouch. Besides this, they are remarkable for their Birds.— Sub-order
hooked and almost raptorial bill, and their habits l-'nijnti.

partake of those of the Birds of Prey to a great extent.

The Hight of the Frigate-Birds is wondei'ful, and can be sustained for an
extraordinary length of time ; while the birds have a complete arrangement
of air-cells beneath the skin whicli they are able to inflate at will. Mr.
Palmer, Avho collected birds for the Hon. Walter Rothschild in Laysan and
the adjacent i.slets, has given
some interesting notes on the
habits of the Frigate-Birds. In
his diary of 20th June he writes :—"While walking in Laysan I

turned some of the Frigate-Birds
which had young off their nests.

Scarcely had I pushed one off

when another Frigate-Bird would
rush up, seize the young one, liy

off, and eat it. Sometimes the

parent bird would give chase, /•,(/. £9.—The Great FRiGATK-BiRDs(F;Yf/a?aa'i«(7rt).

but it always ended in one or the

other eating the young bird. I could scarcely believe my own eyes, so I

tried several ; but they would even take young birds out of the nest which
were almost fully feathered." Again from Liasinsky Island he writes:

—

"The Frigate-Birds have their nests on the scrub round the lake. It is

very interesting to watch them getting their food. In the daytime they soar

about all over the island, and every now and then one of them picks up a

young Tern. Then a number of others chase him, and keep taking the prey
one from the other till at last it is eaten or drops to the ground. But they
generally make for the sea with their prey, as it is easier for them to pick up
on the sea than on land. When soaring they hardly seem to move a

wing, and sometimes I have seen them cleaning and picking their feathers

as they floated along in the air. In the evening, just before sunset, they
hover close round the island, waiting for the Petrels and other birds to come
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home with food, when they give chase, and do nob leave the unfortunate
bird until it has disgorged some, if not all, of its food. I have seen a Petrel
when thus chased drop on the water from sheer exhaustion ; bat even then
the Frigate-Bird would not leave it till it had disgorged."

These very aberrant kinds of Birds of Prey are strictly American, being
represented in both North and South America by the Turkey Vultures, and

in. the Andes by the Condors. They difler so much from
The Turkey ordinary Accipitrine birds in their anatomy and osteology

Vultures.—Order that they are now by common consent kept separate from
Vathartidifo>-})ivs. the latter, and some ornithologists have even gone so far

as to suggest that they are more nearly allied to the Storks,

and even to the Hornbills. Although not true Birds of Prey, I think that
there can be no doubt that they find their nearest allies in the Vultures of

the Old World, which they much resemble in their habits. They have,
however, a very peculiar nostril, the septum of which is perforated, so that it

can be seen througli. Tlie hind toe is small, but is raised above the level

of the other toes, and it is connected with the flexor jperforans digitoruin

tendon.
The great Condor of the Andes is the largest and most striking of the

Turkey Vultures, but the best-known are the smaller kinds such as the
Cathartes aura of North America. In Captain Bendire's work on the Life-

histories of North American Birds, we find the following notes on the habits
of the species from Dr. W. L. Ralph :

—"In Florida they are abundant and
appear to decrease but little in numbers. When not molested they become
very tame, and in many of the Southern cities and villages they can be seen
walking around the streets or roosting on the house-tops with as little

concern as domestic animals.
" Altho'Ugh they eat carrion, these birds prefer fresh meat, and the reason of

their eating it when decayed is that they cannot kill game themselves and
their bills are not strong enough to tear the tough skin of many animals
until it becomes soft from decomposition. I have often had Ducks and other
game, which I had hung in trees to keep from carnivorous animals, eaten by
them. When they find a dead animal they will not leave it until all but
the bones and other hard parts have been consumed, and if it be a large one,
or if it have a tough skin, they will often remain near it for days, roosting by
night in the trees near by. After they have eaten—and sometimes they will

gorge themselves until the food will run off" their mouths when they move-
they will, if they are not too full to fly, roost in the nearest trees until their

meal is partly digested, and then commence eating again. Many times I

have seen these birds in company with the Black Vulture floating down a
stream on a dead alligator, cow, or other large animal, crowded so closely

together that they could hardly keep their balance, and followed by a number
on the wing. I have never seen them fight very much when feeding, but
they will scold and peck at one another, and sometimes two birds will get
hold of the same piece of meat and pull against each other until it breaks, or
until the weaker one has to give it up."

In this order are included the Secretary Birds, the

The Birds of Vultures, Hawks, and Ospreys. The characters of the

Prey.—Order Secretary Birds are detailed below, and their peculiarities
Arcipitrifurmes. emphasised, but the Ospreya {Pandiones) form a well-

characterised intermediate group between the Vulture i

and Hawks {Accipitres), and the Owls (Striges), possessing certain features
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which are characteristic uf the latter, especially in the proportions of the

skeleton.

That these are Birda of Prey there can be little doubt, but they are

decidedly aberrant, and were separated from the rest of the AccipUres by

Professor Huxley. They have abnormally long legs, and

an equally abnormal tail, with the centre feathers much x^e Secretary

elongated, while from behind the head rises the crest of Birds.— Sub-order

pointed feathers, from which the bird gets its name of .':icr2JciaanL

"Secretary," on account of some fancied resemblance to

a secretary, who is supposed to carry quill pens behind his ear. There are

other peculiar anatomical and osteological features which separata the

Secretary from the other Raptorial birds.

Several ornithologists, amongst them myself,

have perceived certain characteristics in the

Seriama {antea, p. 277) which suggest an affinity

with the Secretary ; and, if the Seriama is

admitted to be a kind of Crane, it is also

certain that it possesses certain Accipitrine

characters which are difficult to account for.

The external appearance of the two birds is not

unlike, and there is one very curious habit

which they possess in common, viz., the way in

which they attack their prey, by striking it with

rapid beats of their long legs, both of which are

brought down with terrific force, until the object

is beaten to a pulp. Another character which

those birds possess in common, is the fact that

both the outer and inner toe are connected by

a web, which is one of the features of the

Caracaras, to which, in my opinion, the Secretary

ii distantly related.

Serpeiitarius is an African genus, and the single species is therefore strictly

Ethiopian, but in ancient times the Secretary lived in Central Europe, as

its remains, like those of the African Touracous, have been found in France.

The Secretary is a pugnacious bird, so that frequently serious fights take

place between two males for the possession of a female, and the bony knob

which they carry on the carpal joint of the wing is doubtless an offensive

weapon. When attacking a Cobra, the Secretary defends itself by holding

its wing in front of it as a shield, and strikes the snake down by vigoroui

blows of its feet. On account of its usefulness in destroying venomou.s

snakes it is protected in all parts of Africa, and as many as three large

snakes have been taken from the stomach of one of these birds, besides

lizards and tortoises, and a quantity of grasshoppers and other insects ;

while it will frequently kill a large snake by carrying it high in the air and

dropping it to the ground. The eggs are two, rarely three, in number, and

white.

These are the true Raptorial or Accipitrine Birds of

authors. They may be divided into two great families,

the Vultures (VuUuridce) and the Hawks (Falconidce).

The Vultures are mostly carrion-eaters, and are found

in the tropical portions of the Old World, the so called

"Vultures" of the New World having been already separated off as the

U

Fig. 60.—The Secretart Bi1!1>

(Serpentarius secret rcui',.

The Birds of

Prey.— Sub-order
Accipitrcs.
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Cathartidiformes {antea, p. 304). Although so different from their American
allies, the habits of the Old World Vultures are very similar. They have a

bare head and neck, scantily clothed with down or plumes ; but these parts

are never fully clothed with feathers as in the true Birds of Prey.

The genera of the Vulturklce are six in number, viz., the Black Vultures
(Vxiltur), the GriflFons {Gyps and Pseudocjtjps), the Eared Vultures {Otogyps),

the White-headed Vultures {Lophogijps), and the Scavenger Vultures
(Neopliron).

The Black Vulture is the only representative of the genus Vultur. It is

found in the Mediterranean countries, whence it ranges through Central
Asia to the Himalayas, and even to China. It

is a large bird, nearly 4 ft. in length, and is

entirely black or dark brown, with a pad of

thick, velvety down on the crown and a rufl" of

brown down on the neck. It is more solitary

in its habits than the Griffons ; and in Spain,
according to Colonel Irby, the species breeds in

trees, and not in colonies, laying only one egg
about the beginning of April. It acts the part

of a King Vulture towards the Grifibns, and
drives the latter away from any carcase which
they may be feeding upon.

Four, or perhaps five, species of Griffons are
known, the most familiar being the Gyps fulvus

of Southern Eurojie. Colonel
Irby gives an interesting

account of the species in

Spain. It is very plentiful

near Gibraltar, and nests in

colonies, not exceeding thirty-five pairs, in

holes, or rather in caves in the perpendicular
crags or "lajas" which are found in many of

the Sierras. The eggs, according to Captain
Willoughby Verner, are white when fresh laid, but soon become stained and
often covered with mud and blood. He says:—"Anyone who has seen a
party of Griffons on damp soil, churning up the ground with their feet

around a carcase, can easily understand the eggs becoming soiled." Colonel
Irby observes :

—"How the numbers which inhabit Audalucia get sufficient

to eat is a puzzle to me. They must be able to fast for some days, or else

travel immense distances for their food, as in the winter and spring it is

unusual to see dead animals about ; but in the hot parching months vast

quantities of cattle die of thirst and want of pasture. A bull fight is a sort

of harvest to Vultures, which flock in great numbers to revel on the carcases

of the unfortunate horses that have been so cruelly killed."

Of the Scavenger Vultures there are four species, the best-known being the
Egyptian Vulture (iV"eojt)/tro?!.pe>'cnopie)-i(s). The members of this genus are

smaller than the generality of Vultures, and have a long

The Scavenger curved bill with a longitudinal nostril. The Egyptian
Vultures.— Vulture is an inhabitant of the Mediterranean countries

Genus Neophron. and Africa. In India it is replaced by a nearly allied

form with a yellow bill, known as N. ginginianus. In
Africa two brown species, N, pileatus and N. monachus, occur.

The Griffon
Vultures.—Genus

Oi/ps.

Fig. 61.

—

The Black Vi'lturb
( ViUtur monachus).
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The Egyptian Scavenger Vulture is a more than ordinarily foul feeder,
even for one of its kind, and frequents human habitations, where it devours
all kinds of offal and excrement, but it will at ether times devour lizards,

snakes, and small rodents, as well as worms, insects, and even fruit.

According to the late C. J. Andersson, it is said to devour ostrich eggs, by
carrying a stone up into the air and dropping it upon them. The nest is

generally placed on cliffs, but sometimes on trees.

Of the True Hawks there are five sub-families, the Caracaras (Polyhorina'),

the Long-legged Hawks (Accipitriiue), the Buzzards {Buteonimc), the Eagles
{A(f(ilinn'), and the Falcons {Falcoinnii').

Of the Catacaras there are but two genera, Polyhonis and Ihyder. They
are distinguished from the other Hawks by having the outer and inner toe
connected to the middle one by a mem-
brane or web. In all the other sub-

families there is a web only between
the base of the outer and middle toes.

Fulyhonis has but two species, F. tharus,

of South America, which is found from
the Straits of Magellan to Amazonia, and
P. cJieriway, which occurs from Ecuador
and Guiana, through Central America,
into the Southern United States.

Mr. W. H. Hudson has given a long
and interesting account of the habits of

the "Carancho," as the Folybonis is

called in Argentina. It is too long to be
given in its entirety, but we cannot refrain

from making a few extracts:—"The
Caranchos pair for life, and may there-

fore be called social birds. They also

often live and hunt in families of the
parents and young birds until the following
spring, and at all times several individuals

will readily combine to attack their prey, but they never live or move about
in flocks. Each couple has its own home or resting-place, which they will

continue to use for an indefinite time, roosting on the same branch and
occupying the same nest year after year; while at all times the two birds are
seen constantly togethev, and seem very much attached. Azara relates that
he once saw a male pounce down on a frog, and, carrying it to a tree, call

his mate to him and make her a present of it. It was not a very magnificent
present, but the action seems to show that the bird possesses some commend-
able qualities which are seldom seen in the Raptorial family. Without doubt
it is a carrion-eater, but only, I believe, when it cannot get fresh provisions

;

for, when famished, it will eat anything rather than study its dignity and
suffer hunger like the nobler Eagle. I have frequently seen one or two or
three of them together on the ground, under a column of winged ants,
eagerly feasting on the falling insects. To eat putrid meat it must be very
hungry indeed. It is, however, amazingly fond of freshly-killed flesh ; and,
when a cow is slaughtered at an estancia-house, the Carancho quickly
appears on the scene to claim his share, and, catching up the first thing he
can lift, he carries it off before the dogs can deprive him of it. When he
has risen to a height of five or six yards in the air he drops the meat from

Fitj. 62.—The Brazilian Caracara
{Polyborus iharus).
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his beak, and dexterously catches it in his claws without pausing or
swerving in his flight. It is singular that the bird seems quite incapable of

lifting anything from the ground with the claws, the beak being invariably

uied, even when the prey is an animal which it might seem dangerous to

lift in this way. I once saw one of these birds swoop down u\\ a rat

from a distance of about 40 ft., and rise with its struggling and squealing
prey to a height of 20 ft., then drop it from its beak and gracefully catch it

in its talons. Yet, when it pursues and overtakes a bird in the air, it

invariably uses the claws in the same way as other Hawks. This I have
frequently observed, and I give the two following anecdotes to show that

even birds, which one would imagine to be quite safe from the Carancho, are
on some occasions attacked by it. In the first case, the bird attacked was
the Spur-winged Lapwing, the irreconcilable enemy of the Carancho and its

bold and persistent persecutor. The very sight of this Hawk rouses the
Lapwings to a frenzy of excitement, and springing aloft, they hasten to meet
it in mid-air, screaming loudly and continuing to harry it until it leaves their

ground, after which they return, and, ranged in triplets, perform their

triumphal dances, accompanied Avith loud drumming notes. But if their

hated foe alights on the ground, or on some elevation near them, they hover
about him, and first one, then another, rushes down with the greatest violence,

and gliding near him, turns the bend of its wing so that the spur appears
almost to graae his head. While one bird is descending, others are rising

upwards to renew their charges ; and this persecution continues until they
have driven him away, or become exhausted Avith their fruitless effuits. The
Carancho, however, takes little notice of his tormentors ; only when the
Plover comes very close, evidently bent on j^iercing his skull with its sharp
weapon, he quickly dodges his head, after Avhich he resumes his indiffei-ent

demeanour until the rush of the succeeding bird takes place.

"While out riding one day a Carancho flew past me attended by about
thirty Lapwings, combined to hunt him from their ground, for it was near
the breeding season, when their jealous irascible temper is most excited.

All at once, just as a Lapwing swej)t close by and then passed oji before it,

the Hawk quickened its flight in the most wonderful manner and was seen
in hot pursuit of its tormentor. The angry hectoring cries of the Lapwings
instantly changed to piercing screams of terror, which, in a very short time,

brought a crowd numbering between two and three hundred birds to the
rescue. Now, I thought, the hunted bird will e3ca2:)e, for it twisted and
turned rapidly about, trying to lose itself amongst its fellows, all hovering
in a compact cloud about it and screaming their loudest. But the Carancho
was not to be shaken off; he was never more than a yard behind his quarry,

and I was near enough to distinguish the piteous screams of the chased Lap-
wing amidst all the tumult, as of a bird already captive. At the end of about
a minute it was seized in the Carancho's talons, and, still violently screaming,

borne away. The cloud of Lapwings followed for some distance, but
presently they all returned to the fatal spot where the contest had taken
place ; and for an hour afterwards they continued soaring about in separate

bodies, screaming all the time with an unusual note in

The Long-Legeed their voices as of fear or grief, and holding excited con-

Hawks.—Sub- claves on the ground, to all appearance as greatly dis-

fa.milyAccipit)i)ice. turbed in their minds as an equal number of highly

emotional human beings would be in the event of a
similar disaster overtaking them."
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Only the outer and middle toea are united by a membrane in this sub-

family, but the legs are very long, the thigh (tihio-tarsHs) and the leg

{tarso-metatari<i(s) being nearly as long as one another. The birds included in

this group are the riyninogenes, Harriers, Gos-Hawks, and Sparrow-Hawka.

These curious crested Hawka are Ethiopian, one species being found in

tropical Africa and another in Madagascar. They are grey birds with

a well - developed crest, and a bare face of a light yellow colour.

The structure of the leg is peculiar, for the tibio-tarsal

joint is flexible, and the bird has the power of putting its xhe Gymnogenes,
leg out of joint, as it were, and i)lacing the tarsus at a —Genua l'o/>/-

backward angle, instead of forwards, as in ordinary Birds horoidcs.

of Prey. The Neotropical genus Gcranospizias is also

said to possess the same faculty. In the Gyrnnogene this power of twisting

ita leg about, as on a pivot, is said by observers to bo of use to the bird in

drawing out frogs from the marsh holes. Its food appears to consist chiefly

of lizards and froga, and also of insects ; and Mr. Ayres says that in Natal

it frequents lands on which the grass has been recently burnt, stalking over

the ground like a Bustard.

The Harriers are long-legged birds, difl'ering from the Sparrow-Hawks and
Gos-Hawks in having the hinder aspect of the tarsus reticulate and in

having an oval nostril. They have also a ruff round the

face similar to that of the Owls, and on this account they The Harriers.

—

have often been considered to be a connecting link be- Genus Cnrus.

tween the Hawks and the Owls. This character, however,

is of secondary importance compared with the development of their long legs,

which, in our opinion, allies them to the Sparrow-Hawks. Some sixteen

species of the Harriers are known, and they inhabit the temperate and
tropical portions of both hemispheres. They do not range into the arctic

regions, and those which breed in northern localities migrate south in

winter, often in large numbers. The habits of all the Harriers are very much
the same in different countries. The nest is built on the ground, and the

eggs are white, with occasionally a few brown markings ; they appear bluish

inside when held up to the light. They are not birds of bold and rapid

flight like the Sparrow-Hawks or Eagles, but are great robbers of other

birds' eggs and young, feeding also on small mammrJs, reptiles, fish, and
insects. Mr. Seebohm speaks of the Marsh Harrier {Circus fpruginosv.!<) as

being "usually seen passing slowly over its swampy haunts a few feet from the

earth, quartering the ground much as a well-trained dog searching for game.

Its flight is somewhat slow and laboured, performed with measured beats of

the wings, varied by gliding motions as it surveys the ground below. It will

beat over its hunting-ground, returning backwards and forwards, as if

diligently searching every spot likely to contain its prey. Now and then it

is seen to drop somewhat slowly to the earth to secure a frog or a mole,

which it will either eat at once or convey to some distance."

Of Montagu's Harrier {Circus pygargns) Colonel Irby records the finding

of a regular colony near Lixus, in Morocco. With his telescope he could see

the sitting hen birds dotted about the marsh. The North American Hen-
Harrier {Circus hndsonins) has similar habits to those of the European
species, but is not such an egg-destroying bird, and is looked upon as a

beneficial Hawk, as it devours grent quantities of meadow-mice and ground
squirrels, as well as noxious insects, such as locusts and destructive ground-
crickets. The flight of this Harrier is described as graceful, and at certain
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times the males perform aerial evolutions. The male never assists the

female in the duties of incubation, but diligently supplies his mate with food.

Mr. John Clark informed Captain Bendire that he has seen the female rise

from the nest to welcome the male with shrill cries when he came in

sight, and then take the prey from his talons and fly back with it to the

nest.

Intermediate between the Harriers and the Go^-Hawks comes the genus
Micrastnr, containing the Harrier-Hawks of Tropical America. These are

birds which have the stout build of a Gos-Hawk combined with the facial

ruflf of the Harriers, and, as in the last-named genus of birds, the tarsus is

reticulated behind. Then follow several genera of Gos-Hawks, such as

Geranospizias of Tropical America, Urotriorchis of Africa, and Erythrocnema,
again a New World form, so closely allied to the Chanting Gos-Hawks of

Africa (Melicrax) that the two genera are scarcely distinguishable.

Two species of this genus are known, one, E. iinicinda, inhabiting South
America from Brazil to Chili, and the other, E. harrisi, being found in

Central America, north to the Southern United States.

The Red-thighed Little has been recorded of the habits of the Red-thighed
Gos-Hawks,— Gos-Hawks, but Captain Bendire says that they appear

Genus to be lazy and sluggish birds, with a slow and not graceful
Erythrocnema. fiight. They build in low trees, and the nest is a poorly

constructed affair, so that on one occasion Captain Bendire
declares that he could see the eggs thi'ough the bottom of the nest.

These birds are confined to the ^^thiopian Region, and they are called

"Chanting" Gos-Hawks on account of their supposed

The Chanting utterance of a song. Le Vaillant is the principal

Gos-Hawks,— authority for this statement, but like many other records
Genus JL/urn.r. of this traveller's, it is open to doubt ; and Mr. Layard

says that he never heard anything of the sort in

South Africa.

The preceding genera possess a bony tubercle in their nostrils, but
tlie true Gos-Hawks (Astnr) have not this peculiarity. On the contrary,
they have an oval nostril with no tubercle. They are remarkable for their

stout and heavy bill, accompanied by stout legs and short toes. They are of

all sizes, some of them being as big as a Buzzard, while others are scarcely
larger than a Thrush.
The Common Gos-Hawk is a bird of the woods and forests, where it builds a

nest of great size, which it lines with roots and moss, but does not use green
leaves as many birds of prey do. The great size of the

The Common nest is probably due to the additions made by the birds
Gos-Hawk.— from year to year. The eggs are pale greenish white, and

Astur jndumharius. are only very rarely marked with faint brown spots. The
Gos-Hawk is a most useful bird to the falconer, as it is an

adept at taking rabbits, but it belongs to the group of short-winged Hawks and
cannot fly down its prey like an Eagle or a Falcon. Seebohm observes :

—"In
spite of his comparatively short wings, he is a bird of very powerful flight,

and of undaunted courage. He disdains to eat carrion, and will scarcely
stoop to catch a sitting bird. He hunts on the wing, and nothing is safe

from his attacks, from a sparrow to a grouse, or from a mouse to a young
roe. In summer he confines himself principally to the woods and the open
places in their immediate neighbourhood ; but late in autumn and winter he
extends the range of his hunting-grounds, pursuing partridges and hares, and
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The Sparrow-
Hawks— Genus

Accipitcr.

makin.^ raids on the pii^eons belonging to the farmers, and sometinus

snatching the game from under the very nose of the sportsman.

The Go3-IIawks are about forty in number, and many of them, though

small, are of beautiful plumage, such as the Fijian Astur torqnatus and its

allies which are pale grey birds with a rufous collar round their necks and

vinous coloured breasts. This group inhabits the Australian region more

especially the Moluccas, and the Papaan Islands. Another group is that of

the Indian Shikra {A.tnr hadins), which has allied species in Burma, Africa

and South-Eastern Europe. They are all small birds ^^Jhprettily barred

breasts. One of the most interesting, however, is the White Gos-Hawk ot

Australia, a pure white species, which looks like an albino. Astur novct

hollamlia', as it is called, is confined to the Australian continent, with a

representative species, A. kucosomns, in New Guinea.

This is also a numerously represented genus of Hawks ;
the difference

between the Sparrow-IIawks and the Gos-Hawks consisting principally in

the smaller bills and longer toes of the former birds.

Like the Gos-Hawks, the members of the genus Accipiter

are found over the greater part of the world, and both

small and large species are met with. They are generally

of slisht build, but use their short wings with great

dexterity, doubling in their flight in the most rapid marner, and snatching

their prey with a sudden plunge, seldom attempting to seize it in the open.

In our English Sparrow-Hawk the female is a much larger bird than the

male, and is much the more powerful bird of the two, though nothing can

well exceed the spirit and dash of

the little male Sparrow-Hawk. The

chief food of the species consists of

small birds, but it takes Blackbirds,

Partridges, and, according to Mr.

Seebohm, even Wood-Pigeons. It

is a very determined marauder on

the Pheasant coops, and catches a

number of young birds of all sorts,

feeding its own young on these.

The nest is somewhat large, and,

unlike that of most of the smaller

Birds of Prey, which generally ap-

propriate the nest of some other

bird, the Sparrow-Hawk builds its

own nest. The eggs of the species

of icciniter are invariably more

handsome than those of the Gos-Hawks, and some of the eggs of our own

snecies are beautifully marbled with reddish brown.
r a f

•

^ThelaJ'estof the Sparrow-Hawks is the Pied Sparrow-Hawk of Africa,

^"^t^^X^nnnence the description of the shorter legged

Hawlvs, wherein the tibio-tarsus is always longer than

the tarso-metatarsus. The first of the three subfamilies

is that of the Bnteonince or Buzzards. And here we fand

a character which runs through them all, and is very

constant viz., that the hinder aspect of the tarsus is

SraAd no't reticulated. This we believe to be the principal character^

fig f3._XnE Female Sparrow-Hawk

(Accipiter nieus).

The Buzzards.—
Sub-family
Bnteonince.
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istic of the Buzznid^, which on the one hand are allied to the Gos-Hawks,
and on the other to the Eagles, the difference between the latter and the

Buzzards being by no means strongly marked.
At the head of the BuUonvnce. we find the genu^ Erythrotriorchis, or

Rufou3 Buzz'ird-Hawks, of which there are two species, (>ne, E. radintus,

found in Australia, and the other, E. doricc, inhabiting New Guinea. They
are very rare birds, and but little has been recorded concerning their habits.

Of the succeeding genera, Buteogalhis and Tachytriorchis, also very little is

known. They are Neotropical forms ; but T. ahbreviatns and T. cdbicmidatus

occur in the Southern United States, and some good accounts of their nesting

have been published by Captain Bendire in his excellent work on the " Life-

Histories of North American Birds." The latter species visits Southern
Texas during the summer, and migrates south in winter, visiting South
America as far as Argentina in companies. In the winter Mr. W. H.
Hudson has known them to become so reduced in flesh that, after every cold

rain or severe frost, numbers would be found dead vmder the trees where
they roosted, and in that way most of them perished before the return of

spring. Captain B. F. Goss found the species breeding abundantly near
Corpus Christi, in Texas, in the spring of 1882. His note to Captain Bendire
is as follows:—"I found the favourite breeding-places of the White-tailed

Hawk to be a strip of open bushy land, lying between the thick line of

timber and chaparral along the coast and the open prairie. Any bush rising a

little above the surrounding level seemed a suitable nesting site, and no
attempt was made to conceal the nest. In most places it was very prominent,
and could be seen for a long distance, I examined fifteen, and thoy were all

placed in low bushes, generally not higher than 6 ft. In a few case? I had to

stand upon the waggon to reach them. They were composed of sticks, dry
weeds, and grasses, a coarse, dry grass entering largely into the composition
of most of them. They were poorly constructed, but moderately hollowed,
and usually liaed with a few green twigs or leaves. Taken as a whole,
the nests looked ragged in outline and slovenly in finish. About one nest in

four contained three eggs ; the rest but two. These Hawks are wary, and
difficult of approach at all times. They would leave their nests as soon as we
came in sight, sometimes when still half a mile away, and generally they kept
entirely out of sight. An occasional pair sailed high over our heads, uttering

'a faint cry while we were at their nest. Only a single one came within
reach of our guns." Both of the genera Heterospidas and Tachytriorchis

differ from the typical Buzzards in their shorter tails, the wings reaching
beyond the tip of the latter.

The genus Buteo contains about twenty species, of which our European
Common Buzzard (Buteo hnteo) is the type. They are almost identical in

their mode of life one with another, and mostly resemble
The True Buzzards, small Eagles in their habits. They are, as a rule, useful
—Genus JSutco. birds, as they feed upon rats and mice, insects, and small

reptiles, which they pounce upon from a sitting position
;

hence they do not often capture birds, as they do not take their prey on the
wing. The nest of the Common Buzzard is a somewhat large structure, built in

a tree, and is fl-vt at the top and lined with fresh green leaves. The egga
are three or four in number, white, or bluish white in colour, the markings
being blotches or streaks of a rich brown colour, which are often absent.
Of the utility of the Buzzards to the farmer and agriculturist very good

proof is given in Dr. A. K. Fisher's work on the "Hawks and Owls of the
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United States in relation to Agricukure," where tables of the food found in

the stomachs of the Buzzards are given, from which it appears that large

numbers of small mammals and insects, especially locusts, are devoured by
these Birds of Prey, and that very few small birds are captured by them,

though the larger kinds of Buzz-irds will occasionally take a Duck or a

Partridge.

In the Bitteonincc are also contained some other forms of Buzzards, such as

the genera Astiirina and Uruhitinga, the habits of which call for little special

notice here, though some of the latter are very handsome birds of nearly

pure white plumage. They are neotropical in habitat, as are also the

Harpies, with which the Buzzards conclude. It is generally the fashion to

speak of the Harpies as Eagles, instead of Buzzards, but the way in which
the hinder aspect of the tarsus is plated, instead of being reticulated, is

sufficient to show that these great birds arc really members of the sub-family

Bideonince.

There are tlirce genera of Harpies — ITarpyhaUaetus, with one

species, JT. coronat\fs, a grey bird found in South America ; Morphivts,

also with a single species, M. gnianensis, found in

Amazonia and Guiana as far west as Panama; and The Harpy
Thrasaetrts, with the true Harpy, T. harpyia, as its type, {Tlirascctus

a pjiecies found over the greater part of Southern and harptjia').

Central America as far north as Mexico. The Harpy is

one of the most splendid, as it is the most powerful, of all the Birds of

Prey. Like the other Harpies it possesses a very long crest, which it usually

keeps raised, adding to its fierce appearance. It is said to kill calves and
animals of far greater bulk than itself, and Dr. Felix Oswald says that " in

tlie Oaxaca district in IMexico, the ' Lobo volante,' or ' Winged Wolf,' attacks

and kills heavy old turkey-cocks, young fawns, sloths, full-grown foxes and
badgers, middle-sized pigs, and even the black Sapajou monkey {Ateles

paniscuf.). The nest is built in the highest forest-trees, especially the

Adansonia and the PiuKs hctlsnmifera. The more inaccessible rocks of the

foot-hills are also commonly chosen for a breeding place, and it is not easy to

distinguish the compactly-built cyrio on the highest branches of a wild fig

tree from the dark-coloured clusters of the Mexican mistletos ( Fiacum rKhrurn)

which are seen in the same tree-tops. The process of incubation is generally

finished by the middle of March, if not sooner, and from that time to the end
of June the rapacity of the old birds is the terror of the tropical fauna, for

their hunting expeditions, which later in the year are restricted to the early

morning hours, now occupy them the larger part of the day."

In this sub-family the tibio-tarsus is much longer than the tarso-

metatarsus, as it was in the Buteonince, but in all the Eagles the hinder aspect

of the tarsus is reticulated, not plated. The bill is

festooned but not toothed, as it is in the Falcons, which The Eagles.—

follow later. There are two genera with wedge-shaped Sub-family

tails, Gypaetns and Uroactns. In the former genus is
Aquuince.

found the species generally called the Bearded " Vulture,"
on account of the tuft of bristly feathers which is grown on its chin.

The Bearded Eigle {Gypaetns barbatns) extends from Southern Europe
throughout Central Asia to the Himalayas, but has become very rare,

if, indeed, not wholly extinct, in Switzerland, where it was once a

well-known bird. The L.iemmergeier, as it is also called, is still found in

some of the other mountain ranges of Southern Europe, and in the
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Himalayas it is by no means uncommon. I have myself more than once
seen one of these magnificent birds flying over within 30 yds. of my head,
and turning his head down from side to side, taking stock of everything
below him. His pale yellow eye, which is surrounded by a red ring, and
his bearded chin were plainly seen. The flight of a Laemmergeier is

grand in the extreme. The bird, however, has many of the habits of a

Scavenger Vulture, and resembles Neophron in some of its ways, though it

does not seem to be such a foul feeder. The species has been known to follow
camps, and it is not infrequently to be met with in the neighbourhood of

villages in the north-western Himalayas and Tibet. Not only in the
Mediterranean countries, but in the Himalayas also, the bird is known as

the "bone-breaker," and it undoubtedly has the curious habit of devouring
bones. Von Tschudi says that five bullock's ribs 2 in. thick and from 6 to 9
in. long, a lump of hair, and the leg of a young goat, from the knee to the
foot, were found in the stomach of one of these Bearded Eagles, while in

another the large hip-bone of a cow, the skin and fore-quarters of a chamois,
many smaller bones, etc., were discovered. It is also said to drive the
chamois and goats over the precipices, and devour the bodies when they
have fallen below. The weak feet and claws of the Lcemmergeier are
vulturino, and not like those of True Eagles, and it is certain that the bird
could not capture any large prey with its talons. Its method of breaking
the bones which it delights in, is to take them up in the air to a great

height and then let them drop on a rock, and it was doubtless in this way
that yEschylus was killed more than 2000 years ago, an "Eagle," i.e., a
Lpemmergeier, having dropped a Tortoise on his bald head, mistaking the
latter for a rock. " Marrow bones, '' says Mr. Hudleston, '

' are the dainties the
La3mmergeier loves the best ; and when the other Vultures have picked the
flesh off any animal, he comes in at the end of the feast and swallows the

bones, or breaks them and swallows the pieces, if he cannot get the marrow
out otherwise. I once saw a mature bird of this species which had evidently
swallowed a bone, or something uncommonly indigestible, close to the

abattoir at Athens. He was in a very uncomfortable attitude, and appeared
to be leaning on his long tail for support. " A second species of Lfcmmergeier
{Gypaetus ossifragus) is found in the mountains of North-Eastern Africa.

We now come to the true Eagles (Aqnila) of which our Golden Eagle is the

type, while the Bearded Eagles are connected with the typical Eagles by means
of the Wedge-tailed Eagle of Australia ( i7roaeii<s audax), a bird which has
the aspect of a true Eagle, but has at the same time the wedge-shaped tail

of a Lremmergeier.
In this genus occur some of the best-known Birds of Prey, such as the

Golden Eagle {Aqnila chrysattus), the Imperial Eagle {A. heliaca), the
Tawny Eagle (A. ra.pax), and the Spotted Eagle {A.

Tlie True Eagles.— maculata). When on the wing it cannot be denied that the
Genus Aqiala. Eagles are birds of magnificent appearance, and I have

seen nothing grander in my experience of bird-life than
a pair of Eagles circling above the Himalayas and screaming in protest
against an approaching storm, as it made its way up the valley. On
the other hand, in many ways Eagles are little more than large Buzzards,
and a great deal of unnecessary romance has been shed around them. Of
the Imperial Eagle, Mr. A. O. Hume writes that he considers it no better
than a great hulking Kite. In India, he says, it is an ignoble feeder, and he
has generally found the birds gorged with carrion. After a good meal, they
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will sit stupidly on a tree, or any little mud piil.ir, and permit you to

walk within thirty yards of them, but, before feeding, they are somewhat
wary, and can by no means always be secured, even when seen sitting. On
more than one occasion he found desert rats {Gcrbillns er]ithrvrn.s) in their

crops, and he once shot one of a pair, which were busy on the line of rails at

Etawah, devouring a Bandicoot rat (Mus bandicota), which some passing

train had cut in two. Occasionally, but rarely, they had eaten snails and
other birds. Once he shot a male, which was dancing about on the ground
in such an astounding fashion that he killed it to see what the matter was.

The bird proved to have been choking, and it had swallowed a whole dry
shin-bone and foot of an antelope. The bone, apparently, could not be got

down altogether, and in trying to void it, the sharp points of the hoof had
stuck into the back of the palate.

There arc many other kinds of Eagles, such as the Buzzard-Eagles
(Archibuteu), and the members of the genus Entolmactus, of which Bonelli'a

Eagle (-E'. fasciatus) is the type, and the Booted Eagle of Southern Europe
{E. 2>ennat}is) is another well-known member of the genus. Lophotriorclm

is another remarkable form, with a well-developed crest. It has one species,

L. kieneri, found in India and the Malay Archipelago, while the only other

species occurs in the mountains of Colombia in South America, a very
interesting fact in geographical distribution. One of the most curious of

Eagles is the Birds'-nesting Eagle [Ncopus malaiensis) of India and the

Malayan countries and islands. It is a black bird, with powerful talons which
are nearly straight. It spends its time hunting for eggs and nestlings, and is

continually on the wing, like a Kite. "It subsists," says Colonel Legge,

"as far as can be observed, entirely by birds'-nesting, and is not content

with the eggs and young birds, which its keen sight espies among the

branches of the forest trees, but even seizes the nest in its talons, decamps
with it, and often examines the contents as it sails lazily along." Part of

a bird's nest has been found in this Eagle's stomach.
The Crested Eagles {S2)i~.aetns) of the Indian Region and the Black Eagle

of Africa {Lophoaetus occipitalis) complete the list of feathered-legged Eagles.

All the rest belong to the bare-legged section which have the tibio-tarsus

unfeathered. To this section belong the Sea-Eagles and their allies, the

Serpent-Eagles. Of the latter there are many species in Africa and in the

Indian Region, the best-known being the members of the genus Circaetits and
Spilornis. Of the former we have one species in Southern Europe, Circaetus

gcdlicus, but the true Serpent-Eagles (Spilumis) are inhabitants of India.

The amount of good which they do may be calculated by the statement of

Mr. A. O. Hume, who has shot numbers of these birds, that he found fifty

little serpents in the stomach of one individual, and on another occasion he
knew of a Cobra, 2|- ft. in length, being taken out of a Serpent-Eagle's

stomach. Butasfur is another oriental genus, and the Bateleur-Eaglcs
{Hclotarsus) are confined to Africa. The true Sea-Eagles {Ilcdiaetm^} are

nearly world-wide in distribution, but they are absent in South America.
In Europe and North America we have the White-tailed Eagle {H(diaetus

(dbicilla) and the Bald Eagle (H. Icucocephcdus), the latter remarkable for its

pure white head. The Ethiopian region contains a beautiful species,

H. vocifer, and one of the most widely distributed Birds of Prey in Australia

and the East is H. leurogaster, the white-bellied Sea-Eagle.

From the Sea-Eagles we pass to the Kites, which are also members of the

sub-family Aquilinoi. At first sight they would seem to have no connection
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with Eagles, but they are connected with the latter birds through the
Brahminy Kites (Ilaliastur). These birds inhabit India and Burma, and
extend through the Malay Archipelago to Australia. The Brahminy Kite of

India {Haliastur indns) makes a nest in a tree very much like that of a Kite,

and lays a white egg, mottled with dots and hieroglyphics of reddish-brown.
From the genus Haliadnr is an easy transition through the African

Swallow-tailed Kite {Nanclerns riqcouri) and the American Swallow-tailed

Kite {Elanoides fnrcatvs) to the typical Kites (Milvus). The Swallow-tailed

Kite of America is a lovely and must graceful bird, the back and tail being
black, and the head and underparts pure white. It nests in the Southern
United States, and winters in Brazil. Florida is one of its breeding ground.",

and the following account of its habits is given by Dr. ^Yilliam L. Ralph in

Captain Bendire"s "Life-History of North American Birds. He writes :

—

"Excepting, perhaps, the Turkey Vulture, I think that this bird is the most
graceful of any when on the wing. It has the same easy floating motion,
but at times it flies very rapidly and turns very quickly, which is eomething
I have never seen the former bird do. Their motions are very ' Swallow '-

like, and this, with their forked tail, makes them look like gigantic Barn-
Swallows; and like the Chimney-Swifts they have a habit of travelling

together in small companies, usually consisting of three individuals,

especially when they first return from the South. During the breeding
season flocks, consisting of from two to three to ten or twelve birds, but
oftener of three, may be seen following one another around, frequently

uttering their calls and circling in and out among the tree-tops so fast as to

make one dizzy to look at them. Except during this season one seldom sees

one of these birds unless it is flying, and I have often wondered if they did
not at times sleep while on the wing. At least I know that they usually, if

not always, eat while flying, for I have many times ?een one sailing leisurely

along, occasionally bending its head to tear a piece from a small snake that

it held in its talons, and I have never seen one alight to eat its food, like

other Birds of Prey."
There are many other forms of Kite, such as the Hooked-billed Kites

{Bosthrnmvs), the Black-shouldered Kites (Elanns), and other ^small genera,
but the best known are, of course, the true Kites of the genus Milws:. In
the towns and villages of tropical countries of the Old World these birds are

nearly always in evidence, flying about with a continuous squeaking cry.

The Common Kite is nearly extinct in England, but there are many places

on the Continent where it is still plentiful ; and Mr. Seebohm gives the

following account of its habits :
—" In the manner of taking its prey the Kite

very much resembles the Buzzards, and even the Harriers. It is by no
means a bold and powerful bird, for a clucking hen has been known to

put it to flight, and the fiery little Sparrow-Hawk mobs it with impunity.
The Kite takes its food upon the ground, and usually catches young or

weakly birds or mammals, and also does not even refuse to make a meal on
carrion. Like all rapacious birds, the Kite appears to have some favourite

spot which serves as a dining-table or larder, where the food brought to feed

its hungry young is also plucked and otherwise prepared for them. The nest

in the breeding season is also a well-stocked larder, far more food being con-

veyed thither than is really consumed. In these places may be seen the

remains of Grouse, Plovers, and young Curlews and Wild Ducks. In
addition to this food the Kite also takes young hares and rabbits, mice and
rats, frogs, lizards, more rarely snakes, and the larger coleopterous irsects
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—creatures that are taken without much exertion or power. In former
days, when the Kite was more abundant in these islands than it is now,
it was said to be a great enemy to the poultry, young chickens forming
a favourite object of its pursuit. At the present day, however, the
Kite need cause the poultry-keeper no alarm. Its haunt now, where but
a remnant of its former numbers find a last retreat, is in the wildest

districts of Scotland, or Wales, where the Red Grouse is probably its

favourite fare. How the Kite manages to take so large and strong a bird as

a cock Red Grouse is surprising; and it is most probably only the young and
weakly ones that fall victims to its swoop. Mr. Booth also suggests that the
Peregrine ofttinies unwittingly finds the Kite a meal, and puts a bird in its

way that would never be secured unless weakly or wounded. As is well

known, that bold, rapacious Falcon often strikes a bird for mere sport, and
will leave it where it lies ; and there, no doubt, it is sometimes found by the

less active Kite and conveyed away. The note of the Kite may be compared
to a wild plaintive scream or 'mew,' and is but rarely heard, save in the
breeding season. Unmusical as its cry may be, still it appears to be full of

wild harmony with the rugged scenery of its haunts, imbues them with life,

and, when heard as the bird is flying far overhead, lends a charm to districts

where other bird life is wanting."
The Kites which most approach the Falcons are the Perns or Honey-

Kites. These have a peculiarly soft plumage, unmistakable to the touch of a

])ractised ornithologist ; and this is shared by many of the Falcons, showing that

it is practically impossible to draw distinctive characters between the sub-
families of Accipicrine birds. Thus the Buzzards merge into the Eagles, and
thence through the Sea-Eagles and the Brahminy Kites we reach the true Kites,

and from them the Perns, which are half Falcons, and thence the transition

is easy to the true Falcons. So it may be aflirmed that there is scarcely any
order of birds in which the natural connection of the families, sub-families,

and genera are better maintained and exemplified than in the Accipitriformes.

Some of the most curious of the Perns, and, one may say, of all Birds of

Prey, are the Black Perns {Maelioirhamphus). They are nocturnal birds,

coming forth in the twilight to feed on bats and small swifts. One species,

M. anderssoni, is Ethiopian, being found in Tropical Africa and Madai^ascar ;

while the second species, M. alcinus, inhabits Southern Burma, the Malayan
Peninsula, Borneo, and extends to New Guinea.
These birds are generally called Honey-" Buzzards," but it is certainly

wrong to think of them as Buzzards. Their habits, their

outward form, and, above all, their curious soft plumage, The Honey-
all point to their affinities with the Kites. There are Kites.—Genus
three species of Honey-Kite, Pernis apivorus of Europe, Fernis.

P. ptilo)i,orhync]ius of Tropical Asia, and P. celebensis of

Celebes.

The Falcons differ from the Kites, which immediately precede them, and
from the other Birds of Prey in having a toothed or notched bill. In some
of the genera there is a distinct double tooth, as in the
Cuckoo-Falcons (Baza). These are very interesting The True
Hawks on account of their geographical distribution. Falcons,—Sub-
They are all birds of the forest districts, one species being family lulconi'ice.

found in West Africa, another in Natal, a third in

Madagascar, and thence eastwards the species are distributed through the
ludiaa Region and the Moluccas to the Bismarck Archipelago and North-
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Eastern Australia. These birds get their name of Cuckoo-Falcons from
their large Cuckoo-like yellow eyes and the barred i)lumage of the lower
surface of the body, which is like that of a Cuckoo.

In Central and South America the Cuckoo-Falcons are represented by the

Double-toothed Falcons (Hdrpagus), and in the same parts of the Neotropical

region occur the Grey Kite-Falcons (Idinia), one of which, I. missisdpiensis,

ranges into the Southern United States. All these genera which we have
recently mentioned belong to the borderland between the Kites and the

Falcons. They have the characteristics of the latter birds, united to Kite-

like plumage and habits, and they further differ from the true Falcons in

having an oval nostril, with no central tubercle, whereas the latter birds

have a rounded nostril with a central tubercle. The habits of the Mississippi

Kite-Falcon have been well described in the works of Captain Bend ire and
Dr. A. K. Fisher. The latter writes :

—"The food of this species, like that

of the Swallow-tailed Kite, consist* of insects, such as the larger beetles,

grasshoppers, and locusts, lizards, small snakes, and frogs. It never has been
known to molest birds or mammals, except to drive the larger species away
from the vicinity of its nest. Three specimens which Wilson examined at

Natchez, Miss., contained the remains of beetles ; and he saw them flying

about the trees feeding on cicadas. Dr. Coues mentions one shot at Bluff-

ton, S.C., whose stomach was crammed with the same insects, together with
a few Katydids. It is wonderful at what a distance its keen eyes can detect a

comparatively small insect. Mr. E. W, Nelson says :
—

' I saw them repeatedly

dart with unerring aim upon some luckless grasshoppers from an elevation of

at least 100 yards.' (Bull. Essex Inst., Vol. IX., 1877, p. 58.) As regards

the economic value of this Kite much the same statement may be made as of

the previous species. It does little or no damage, but much good. Soon
after arriving in its summer home it begins to remodel its old nest or the

deserted nest of some other bird, and more rarely, when these are not avail-

able, it builds a new one. The remodelling consists in patching up the sides

with a few sticks and adding a sparse lining of Spanish moss or green leaves.

The nest is usually situated in the tops of the tallest trees, among the smaller

branches, where it is well concealed by the foliage. The full complement of

eggs, usually two or three in number, is deposited by the middle of May,
though in some cases it must be much earlier, for the writer once secured a

young bird in southern Louisiana at the end of May which had already

acquired nearly the adult plumage. This Kite is not at all shy, and may
be secured easily as it sits on some tall stub ; in fact. Col. N. S. Goss
tells of shooting a pair from the same tree, as the second one did not
move at the report of the gun, but looked down with surprise on its

fallen companion. It is said to be morose and irritable in captivity,

and very difficult to tame. A specimen which the writer once wounded
was the very picture of rage, as with flashing eyes and erect crest it

threw itself on its back and prepared to repel the aggressor with its

talons. This species is fully as gregarious as any of the other Kites,

and oftentimes may be seen in flocks of twenty or more circling over a

favourite hunting ground. It is observed most frequently around the border
of woods in the vicinity of water, and is particularly fond of half-cleared

ground where dead trees still stand, these being used for perches. Its flight

is as varied and graceful as that of the Swallow-tailed Kite, is long protracted,

and the birds often ascend to so great a height as to be barely visible. While
soaring high in the air its flight simulates that of the turkey-buzzard very
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The Falconets.

—

Genus Micro/ncraz.

closely, and as the two birds are often seen together the Kite looks like a

miniature of the other."

A curious little genus of true Falcons is Microiiievnx, the members of which

are little larger than sparrows. They inhabit the Indian region, especially

the Indo-Malayan islands. An allied genus, Paliohu-ntx,

is found in the Burmese Provinces and in the desert

regions of Africa, and the two species known present this

unique peculiarity among the true Falcons, that the sexes

differ remarkably in colour, the males being grey, while the females have a

maroon-coloured beak. One of the chief characteristics of the Falcons i.s

that the males and females are alike in colour, but the latter differ markedly
in their superior size.

The true Falcons (Falco) are typified in our Peregrine Falcon {F. pcref/ri)U(s),

and various races of this type are distributed over the Old and New Worlds,

whilst the Lanner (F. feldeggii), and the Juggur Falcon are well-known
representatives of the same type.

These birds are really gigantic Kestrels, the form and habit of the birds

being those of the true Falcons, while the formation of the foot is that of a

Kestrel, the outer and inner toe being about equal in

length, whereas in the genus Falco the outer toe is much The Noble Falcons,

longer than the inner one. Hence the latter birds with — Genua l/icrofuh-u.

their powerful foot are the Falcons ^xtr excellence. It is

the Peregrine and its allies which are the chosen bird of the falconer, while

the noble Falcons are not thought much of by them.
As I have said before, the members of the genus Hierofalco ought to be

considered as gigantic Kestrels. They have the same proportions of the

toes, but they are very much larger than any
Kestrel. They are principally inhabitants of the

Arctic regions, the Greenland Jer-Falcon being,

like the Snowy Owl and other inhabitants of the

snow-clad regions of the high north, almost
entirely white, like their snowy surroundings.
Thus the Greenland Jer-Falcon is an inhabitant

of Labrador and Greenland, occasional stragglers,

mostly young birds, finding their way to Great
Britain and various countries of Europe. The
Iceland Jer-Falcon {Hierofalco islandus) inhabits

Iceland, and also occasionally wanders to parts

of the European Continent, while in Southern
Greenland its place is taken by Holboell's Jer-

Falcon (JET. hulboelli). In Scandinavia, and
thence across Siberia to North America, occurs

the Norwegian Jer-Falcon (H. gyrfalco). Two
other species complete the genus—one the Saker
Jer-Falcon (ff. saker) inhabiting South-Eastern
Europe and Central Asia to North-Western India,

while Henderson's Jer-Falcon {H. hendersoni) is

found in Thibet. The plumage of these last two
species is rufous, rather than grey or white, and they look like large

Kestrels.

Besides the Peregrine Falcon, we find in the genus F(dco a large

assemblage of smaller Falcons, such as the Hobbv {F. suhbiUeo) and its

Fig. 64, Tbb Grhexland Jer-
Falcon

(Hierofalco candicans).
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The Ospreys-
Sub-order
FaiidxoHfs.

allies, the Merlin {F. (£salu)i) and kindred species, the Lanntr (F. feldeggii)

and several other Falcons pLCuliar to the tropical portions of the Old and
New Worlds.
The Kestrels differ from the true Falcons in having the outer toe short,

and about equal to the inner toe in length. They are birds of small size,

and are chiefly insectivorous, many of them catching

The Kestrels.— their prey on the wing, and devouring it as they fly. They
Genus Cfrchncis. catch a large number of field mice, and are everywhere

a real friend to the agriculturist. In Dr. Fisher's report

on the American Kestrel and its food, it is interesting to observe that in the

stomachs of a large series (320) examined, few remains of birds were found,
but a considerable number of mice. The chief food of the species was,
however, grasshoppers, locusts, and caterpillars.

The Ospreys, or Fishing Hawks, as they are often called, hold an
intermediate position between the Hawks and the Owls. The skeleton

very closely approaches that of the latter birds, and the
Ospreys have another character in common with the

Owls, viz., that the outer toe is reversible, and can be
turned backwards or forwards at will.' The soles of

the feet are likewise furnished with spicules, thus

enabling the bird, with its toes distributed nearly at right angles and its

spiked soles, to seize and drag from the water the large fiah on which
it preys.

The Osprey is now a very rare bird in Great Britain, and is only found
in certain parts of Scotland, where it is protected, though a few stragglers,

mostly young birds, are chot in other parts of

the United Kingdom from time to time. The
Osprey is a cosmopolitan species, and is found
nearly over the whole of the world, the birds

from the Australian region being slightly smaller

than those from Europe or North America. The
nest of the Osprey is an enormous structure, and
is placed on a tree, or on a ruined building.

The eggs are among the handsomest of those of

Birds of Prey.
In addition to the reversible toe alluded to

above, a character which they share with the

Ospreys, the Owls are further

The Owls.

—

distinguished by their soft

Sub-order Strt//es. plumage, and by the absence
of a cere or waxlike skin at

the base of the bill, which is seen in almost all

the true Accipjtres. Owls have also a facial

disk, which is surrounded by a ring of short,

crisp feathers reaching from below the chin, and
extending above the eye to the base of the bill. The nostrils are also

generally hidden by bristles, and the eyes are directed

forwards instead of sideways.

The sub-order Striges contains but two families

—

Biibonidce, comprising the Owls generally, and the Barn-

Owls (Stngidce). In these birds the hind margin of the

stfirnum or breast-bone has two distinct clefts, and the furcula or "merry-

Ftg 65.—Tub Ospreys
(Pandion halioelus).

The Horned and
Wood-Owls.—

Family Bubonidce,
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1

thought'' bone is free, and not united to the keel of the sternum. There is)

also no serration or pectination of the claw on the middle toe, such aa ia seen
in the Barn-Owls.

In the Bubomdce there are two sub-families—the Ilorned-Owla (Buhonince)
and the Wood-Owls (Symiince). In the former the facial disk is not so dis-

tinct, and fails in intensity above the eye, whereas in the Symiince or Wood-
Owls this disk is fully developed, and extends as far above the eye as it does
below it. In the Horned-Owls, again, the ear-conch, always a striking

feature in the sub-order, is smaller than the diameter of the eye itself, an."!

is not shut in by an opercular fold. In the Wood-Owls the ear-conch is very
large, exceeding the diameter of the eje, and is shut in by a very distinct

opercular fold.

It is interesting to notice that we find in the Owls a group of fishing

species, which remind us of the Ospreys. Like the latter birds, these Owla
have spicules on their feet, and they have likewise bare
tarsi, which is doubtless a convenience to the birds in The Fishing-Owls,
lieu of their plunging their soft downy plumaged legs into —Genus Kctiqja.

the water ; though it must not be forgotten that some of

the feathered-legged species, such as the Tawny-Owl (Syrmnm aluco), and
the Barn-Owl (Strix Jlammea), do not hesitate to catch fish on occasion. The
members of the genus Ketupa are found in India, China, and the Malayan
Peninsula and Islands. They have feathered tufts or horns on their head,
and are represented in Africa by the genus Scotopelia, which has three

species very similar to those of Ketnpa, but without the feathered tufts on the
head. Mr. Hume says that the Brown Fisli-Owl of India {K. ceylonensis)

feeds on birds and small Mammals, and it is also known to eat Crustacea,

They build a large nest on the cleft of a rock, or on a broad shelf of a cliff,

or in the hole of a tree, while sometimes they repair a nest of Pallaa'a Sea
Eagle {Haliaetus leucoryphus), and appropriate it.

Pel's Fishing-Owl is a very handsome bird, discovered by Governor Pel
on the Dutch Gold Coast in West Africa. He saw it sitting on a bough
overhanging the Rio Boutry which he was traversing in

his boat. Afterwards it was re-discovered in the Gambia, Pel's FisMng-Owl
and an amusing account of this "fetish" bird is given by [Scotopelia jjeli).

Colonel O'Connor, who had one alive:— "During seven
years' exploration of Western Africa, I only met with one specimen of

the Owl 'Nero.' He was brought as a chicken, full of pen-feathers,

or rather down, of a delicate straw-colour, and very thick, from a

lagoon in the Bawa country. No native would admit 'Nero' as a

visitor ; and when the bird was installed in Government House, the

servants and the head people came in a body to remonstrate, asserting

'he was a " Gumbi Owl,'' a " Fettish " ! ! I and would destroy and kill

whatever object he looked on.' The chief groom (an old soldier, who had
charge of the poultry) insisted that every cock and hen would go dead.

Strangely enough, an epidemic broke out, and carried ofi" fifty to sixty head
of fowls

i
and each day the groom placed the defunct birds on the steps of

Government House to meet the eye of Mrs. O'Connor, seeming to exult in

the mortality amongst the feathered tribe. ' You see wid your own eye.

Missus, dat debil jumbi bird, he go kill all de fowls : Governor tink he hab
long head, but he no takey owl i suppose you put him in de stable, he see

Nelly' (Mrs. O'Connor's favourite mare), 'de horse he go tumble down dead.'

Death at last ceased to reign amongst the poultry population, and Nero
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became my principal pet. He ranged over the Piazza, perching on the

branch of a tree ; he was fed regularly by the orderly on roasted fish, but

he often came to the dinner-table and flew down for scraps of meat or bread-

and-butter, which he took gently from myself or Mrs. O'Connor, permitting

us to rub his head, crest, neck, and back, seemingly enjoying the caressing.

But he would snatch meat or bones from the cat or dog, and when the

eagle was introduced into his company, he beat him in a most unmerciful

manner away from his peculiar and original portion of the Piazza—the eagle

being one of the fiercest and most pugnacious of African birds, brought from
the upper parts of the Sabia River near ' Wallie,' and, when in vigour, able

to carry away a kid or spiall lamb. Nero luxuriated in a tub of water,

frequently washing himself and perching himself on the rim until dry. He
was wont to go out to the garden or fields, where instantly an immense
commotion arose among all the birds ; the larger ones flew round the owl,

keeping a very civil distance—the smaller birds flew away ; but Nero treated

both alike with sovereign contempt ; he would return of his own accord to

the roosting-place in the Piazza, and when put out and confined for some
days, rejected all food, and pined until restored to his perch. With me he
was as tame as any canary, and after an absence of two months recognised my
voice when I went to his cage, at Oatlands (Devon), appearing much pleased

by my taking him out for a walk on the grass. Many natives from the

interior told me they had not seen such a bird before ; but they
considered him unlucky."

These are some of the largest of all the Owls, and they are found in nearly

every part of the globe except Australii. The Eigle-Owl of Europe (Bubo
bubo) is a magnificent species, with very large ear-tufts,

TheEagle-Owls.— and is such a powerful bird that it even kills fawns, as
Genus JBubu. well as rabbits and hares, and is very destructive tc game.

It is an inhabitant of the forests of Europe, nesting in a

tree, though in some places it has been known to nest on the ledge of a cliff.

The eggs, like those of all Owls, are pure white.

The Eagle-Owl of North America (Bubo virginianus), according to Dr.

A. K. Fisher, devours a good quantity of poultry, but feeds chiefly on rats,

mica, and other rodents, with an occasional beetle or other insect.

These are little birds, seldom exceeding the size of a Thrush, and having
the appearnce of diminutive Eagle-Owls. Like the latter they have a

strongly mottled plumage and conspicuous ear-tuft.'.

The Tufted-Owls. They are found in nearly every part of the world,
—Genus Scojis. excepting in the extreme south of America and in

Australia and the Pacific Islands. The species of Europe
(Scops scops) is distributed over the greater part of the continent below the

line of the Baltic, and is a migratory bird : it occasionally visits Great
Britain.

This large Owl is of the size of the Eagle-Owls, and like them it has ear-

tufts, though these are very small, and are often difficult to trace. It is

distinguished by its snowy-white plumage, and is an
The Snowy-Owl.— inhabitant of the Arctic regions, both in the Old and New

Xyctca nijctca. Worlds, keeping above the limit of forest-growth and
never nesting in the latter districts. It is a day-flying

Owl, and feeds principally on mice and lemmings, but in winter, when this

food fails it, the Snowy-Owl will catch grouse, hares, ducks, and it has even
been known to capture fiah. It makes its nest on the ground on the tandra
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or on a lodge of a bank, and it lays six or eight white eggs. Sometimes as

many as t :n are found in a nest, and they are generally laid at intervals,

so that young of all sizes are to be met with, and there can be no doubt that

the warmth of the downy young, which are first hatched, contributes to the

hatching of the eggs laid later on.

From it? long tail and short wings, as well as from its barred under-

surface, this Owl bears considerable resemblance to a Hawk, whence its

popular name. The soft plumage and the noiseless flight,

however, distinguish it as an Owl at once. It is a diurnal The Hawk-Owl
bird in its habits, like the Snowy-Owl, and is often seen {Surniu ulula).

sitting on the top of a tree on the lookout for its prey.

It is also a very courageous bird, and will often attack anyone who attempts

to rob its nest. The latter is placed in a tree, either in a cavity or in old

nests among the branches. The eggs are white, and vary in number from
four to eight. As with the Snowy-Owl, they are laid at intervals, and are

found in various stages of incubation.

In the Old World are found the group of Little Owls {Carine) and the

Brown Hawk-Owls (Ninox), and these are replaced in America by the

curious Burrowing-Owls. These little birds associate

with the prairie-dogs, and their eggs have been found at The Burrowing-
a distance of 10 ft. from the mouth of the burrow. Owls.— Genus

which is seldom made by the birds themselves. It has Speotyto.

often been recounted how the Owls and the prairie-dogs

live in harmony together, and, as Professor Elliot Coues says, "the case is

further complicated by the introduction of the rattlesnakes." And no little

pure bosh is in type respecting the harmonious and confidential relations

imagined to subsist between the trio, which, like the "happy family" of

Barnum, lead Utopian existences. He disposes of the myth as follows :

—

" First, as to the reptiles, it may be observed that they are, like other rattle-

snakes, dangerous, venomous creatures. They have no business in the

burrows, and are after no good when they do enter. They wriggle into the

holes partly because there is no other place for them to crawl into on the

bare, flat plain, and partly in search of Owl's eggs, owlets, and puppies to

eat. Next, the Owls are simply attracted to the villages of the prairie-dogs

as the most convenient places for shelter and niditication, where they find

eligible, ready-made burrows, and are spared the trouble of digging for

themselves. Community of interest makes them gregarious to an extent

unusual among rapacious birds, while the exigencies of life in the plains casts

their lot with the rodents. That the Owls livo at ease in the settlements

and on familiar terms with their four-footed neighbours is an undoubted
fact, but that they inhabit the same burrows, or have any intimate domestic
relations, is quite another thing. It is no proof that the quadrupeds and the
birds live together that they are so often seen to scuttle at each other's heels

into the same hole when alarmed, for in such case the two simply seek the
nearest shelter independently of each other. The probability is that young
prairie-dogs often furnish a meal to the Owls, and that, in return, the latter

are often robbed of their eggs ; while certainly the young of both and the
Owi's eggs are eaten by the snakes." The principal food of the Burrowing-
Owl consists of insects, and they devour large numbers of locusts and grass-

hoppers, though the birds also eat a great many rodents ; and at times a

great quantity of food has been found stored up in their burrows.
These little Owls are scarcely bigger than Sparrows, and none of them
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exceeds a Thrush in size. They are -widely distributed in both the eastern

and western hemispheres, but are absent in Australia and

The Owlets.— the Austro-Malayan and Pacific Islands. They have a
Genus GIkucuUuih. very rounded wing, and a swollen cere like the Little

Owls {Carine) and the other members of the Buhonince we
have just been considering. Their food consists mostly of insects, and the

flight of Glaucidiam hrodiei of the Himalayas, which is the only species I have
seen alive, was very swift, and the bird appeared to be perfectly at home in

daylight. The European species is the Pigmy Owlet (Glcmcidinm jiygnueum),

and ill North America, where more than one form occurs, we learn that one
of the species, G. cjnoma, an inhabitant of the Western States as far south as

the highlands of Mexico, is not only an insect-feeder, but also devours small

birds and rodents, as well as lizards. It is diurnal in its habits like the little

species which I saw in the Himalayas, and, like others of its kind, breeds in

old Woodpecker's holes.

We have already alluded to the characters of the ear-conch and the

operculum which separate the members of the sub-family Syrniimt from
those of the Buhoniiut. Three genera are recognised in

The Eared- and the Syrniinct, viz., the Horned-Owls (Asio), the Wood-
Wood-Owls - Sub- Owls (Synuiim), and the Downy-Owls {Nyctala).
ia.milj Si/niiiiui: The Horned, or Eared, Owls, as they are generally

called, are found nearly all over the world, and our Short-

eared Owl (Asio accipitrinus) is one of the most co3moj)olitan of all birds,

nesting in the north and migrating south in winter. It is one of the most
useful of all the Owls, and on the occasions when Voles

The Horned-Owls, have proved such a plague to agriculturists, the Short-
—Genus Asio. eared Owls have appeared in the stricken districts, and

have devoured numbers of the mischievous rodents. It

also follows the hordes of lemmings and preys upon them. It is a day-
flying bird, and nests on the ground, often in small colonies. The Long-
eared Owl {Asio otus), on the contrary, is a forest-loving bird, and comes out
chiefly in the gloaming and at night, when it catches large numbers of mice
and other small rodents. Several pairs are often found in the same neigh-
bourhood, and in America the species has been recorded as nesting in

company, the nest being generally the deserted one of a hawk or crow of

some sort, with a slight lining added. It very rarely nests, like so many of

the other Owls, in hollow trees.

The Wood-Owls differ from the Horned-Owls in having no ear-tufts of

feathers on the head, and in having much less of a cere than the last-named
birds. The typical species is the Wood -Owl or Tawny-

The Wood-Owls.— Owl of Europe (Syrninm cdueco), which is entirely a wood-
Genus Si/r>in(tn. land bird, nesting in holes of trees, in which it also passes

the greater part of the day. At night it is more lively,

and its hooting note is often heard throughout the night. Although generally
nesting in the hollow of a tree, this Owl has been known to annex a Wood-
Pigeon's nest or a squirrel's "drey," or the deserted nests of a Crow or
Magpie, while a rabbit's burrow has also been known to be occupied
by the Tawny-Owl. The eggs are three or four in number and are
white.

Of the Downy-Owls (Nyctala), the best known species is Tengmalm's Owl
(N. tcngmalmi), an inhabitant of Northern Europe and North America, and
in the latter country a second species, N. acadica, occurs.
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These birda differ from the Buhonidae. in having a pectinated claw to the

middle toe. The hinder marj^in of the sternum or breast-

The White Owls. bone is without notches, and the furcula or " merry-
—Family AV;7yi(/(e. thought" bone is joined to the keel of the sternum.

There is but one genus in the family, viz., Strix, of

which our own Barn-Owl or White Owl is tlie type.

The present species is nearly world-wide in its distribution, but does not occur
very far to the north. The Barn-Owl appears to follow man and his civilisa-

tion, doubtless from the fact that where farms are

settled, rats and mice will follow. The number
of mice which a Barn-Owl will consume is really

wonderful, shrews and voles being also taken in

great numbers ; and VVaterton tells us that a mouse
is brought to the nest every twelve or fifteen

minutes, while we ourselves have found more than
forty field-mice, freshly caught, in the nest of one
of these Owls. They will also catch bats in small

numbers, and occasionally birds form part of their

diet, but the principal food of the Owl consists of

small rodents; and it may confidently be said that

the Barn-Owl is one of the farmer's best friends.

Dr. A. K. Fisher, in his report on the "Hawks and
Owls of the United States in relation to Agricul-

ture," says that he scarcely found anything but
mice in the stomachs of thirty-nine Barn-Owls he
examined. Four birds had been captured, as well

as locusts and other insects, but the staple food

was mice and rats. Besides the Barn-Owls, which have a mottled plumage,
there are a couple of brown-backed species, known as Grass-Owls. One
inhabits Africa, and bears the name of Strix capensis, while in India and the
Malay countries to Australia and the Pacific Islands, a second species {S.

Candida) occurs. Both these birds have longer legs than the Barn-Owl, and
live in the open grassy country.

We are shortly coming to the Picarian birds—the Trogons, the King-fishers,

and such-like forms. Between them and the birds which we have hitherto

passed in review there would seem to be but little

connection, and at first sight none but the Parrots The Parrots.
afford a connecting link. They have been placed Order
in all sorts of different positions in the schemes which Fsitfaojormes.

have been propounded for the classification cf birds, and
they have been recently pushed to the end of the series by a well-known
anatomist, because he did not know where else to place them. There was
reason in making them the head of all the birr'.j, as was done by Blyth and
Bonaparte, on acco-mt of their superior in*"viiigence, for the same reason
that the monkeys were placed at the head oi' the Mammalia, and there was
also sense in associating them with the climbing birds on account of their

zygodactyle foot, with two toes directed forwards and two backwards. They
have, however, certain characteristics which isolate them from the majority
of birds, and it requires a little cc ^-rdevation to determine their position in

the natural system. Nowhere does their place appear better in a linear

arrangement of birds than after the Accipitres and Striges, leading on to the

PicarUe. Like the latter birds they nest in holes, and lay white eggs, but so

Fiff. 66.—The Barn-Owl
(Strix jlammea).
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do most of the Owls. The Panuts have a cere which is distinctly an
Accipitrine character, and the Owls have semi-zygodactyle foot, not very

different in outward appearance from that of the Parrots. Indeed, it was
one of the most curious of my experiences to see a Little Owl {Carine noctua)

catch a black beetle and eat it. It held the beetle between its toes, exactly

lilie a Parrot takes its food, and munched it up, holding its foot like a hand
to take the insect to its mouth.

In the Parrots the palate is bridged or " desmognathous," and the upper
mandible is movable and loosely articulated to the skull, while the plantar

tendons are like those of the Ganie-Birds. The nestlings of Parrots are

decidedly curious, and differ from those of Owls, and also of Picarian birds.

They are covered with a dense coating of down of a dusky colour, but appear
to be completely naked when first hatched. The feathers are encased in

sheaths, like those of Picarian birds, and these sheaths last for a considerable

time, being thrown off only when the feather itself is nearly perfect, so that

\he young bird, from being covered with bristly spines, becomes all at once
ially fer.thcied.

Count Salvadori, who has monographed the Parrots in the twentieth

volume of the British Museum "Catalogue of Birds," divides them
into six families, the Kaka Parrots (Ncstoridce), the Lories (Loriidce), the

Lorikeets (Cyclopsittacidce), the Cockatoos (Gacatuidce), the true Parrots

(Psittacida'), and the Owl- Parrots (Stringo}}idce).

In this family the tongue is fringed, and the culmen of the bill is grooved
along the middle. The species are now confined to New Zealand ; bub

Nestor productus and N. norfolcensis, from Philip Island

The Kaka and Norfolk Island respectively, though now extinct, show
Parrots.— Family that the genus extended, in former times at least, as far as

Nestoridce. the above-mentioned localities. The Nestors are forest-

loving birds, and the following are Sir W. Buller's notes on
the habits of the Kaka :

—"This is one of our highly characteristic forms, and
is met with, more or less, in every part of the country. Far away in the

depths of the forest, where the trees are clad with rich mosses, cryptograms,

and lycopods to their very tops, where, as if to hide the mouldering decay of

Nature, huge masses of green vines and creeping plants cover the aged trunks

and bind the bush together—where the sunlight, struggling through leafy

tops, discloses here and there a feathery tassel of Asplenhan flaccidum hang-
ing from the branches or a clump of the sc irlet-flowered mistletoe—there the

Kaka is at home, and may be S2en twisting and turning among the sprays,

hopping Cockatoo-fashion along a branch, then climbing higher with grace-

ful agility ; resting for a moment to whistle for his mate and, when he has

joined him, expressing his pleasure in a sharp chuckling note, like the

striking together of two quartz pebbles ; then, as if suspecting some
treachery below, he suddenly takes wing with loud cries of ''Kaka,'

and glides smoothly through the leafy maze, closely followed by his

spouse. On a rear view the brilliant plumage under the wings is very

conspicuous when the bird is flying ; but when the bird is climbing or

hopping, in the manner habitual to it, the wings are kept closed. Then on
the outskirts of the forest you meet with him again—more generally in the

early morning—hunting diligently for his insect food, or regaling himself

on ripe berries of various kinds in the thick underwood ; and towards
evening three or more of them may be seen in company, flying high above
the forest level; then ab'ghting on the withered, naked top of some lofty
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kahikat;i or kauri tree—always percliing on the highest points—resting a few
moments, and taking wing again till they are fairly out of sight. In the
early watches of the night, too, especially during the breeding season, and
just before the break of dawn, its peculiar cry betrays its wakeful rest-

lessness.
'

The same author writes of the Kea Parrot {Nestor notabilis) :
—"When

hunting for food in its wild mountain home, it may be seen perched for
a few moments on a jutting rock ; then, descending to the ground to hunt for
grubs and insects, or to gather the ripening seeds from certain Alpine plants,
it disappears for a time and then mounts to the summit of another rock,
just as I have seen the Common Raven doing in the higher parts of

the Bernese Alps. On the level ground their mode of locomotion is

similar to that of the Kaka, consihting of a hopping rather than a walking
movement. Like that bird also, they are semi-nocturnal, exhibiting much
activity after dusk and in the early dawn. The cry of the Kea, as generally
heard in the early morning, has been aptly compared to the mewing of a cat

;

but it likewise utters a whistle, a chuckle, and a suppressed scream, scarcely

distinguishable from the notes of it noisy congener. But the most interest-

ing feature in the history of this bird is the extraordinary manner in which,
under the changed conditions of the country, it has developed a
carnivorous habit—manifesting it, in the first instance, by a fondness
for fresh sheep-skins and other station oflfal, and then, as its education
progressed, attacking the living sheep for the purpose of tearing and
devouring the kidney-fat, and inflicting injuries that generally prove
fatal. This habit, confined at first to only a few of the more enterprising
birds, soon became general, and it is a common thing now for whole parties
of them to combine in this novel hunt after live mutton ! So destructive,

indeed, have they become on some of the sheep-runs, that the aid of

Parliament has been invoked to abate the nuisance by offering a subsidy to

Kea-hunters. Before the full development of the i-aptorial habit described
above, the penchant for raw flesh exhibited by this Parrot in its wild state

was very remarkable. Those that frequented the sheep stations soon
manifested a distaste for all other food and lived almost exclusively on flesh.

They took possession of sheep's heads that were thrown out from the
slaughter-shed, and picked them perfectly clean, leaving nothing but the bones.
An eye-witness thus described this operation:—"Perching itself on the
sheep's head, or other offal, the bird proceeds to tear oft' the skin and flesh,

devouring it piecemeal, after the manner of a Hawk, or at other times holding
the object down with one foot, and with the other grasping the portion it

was eating, after the ordinary fashion of Parrots."

In these Parrots the tongue is furnished with a kind of brush, and the
culmen is smooth and not grooved along the middle. The Lories are birda
of brilliant plumage, and since Count Salvadori s review
of the family in the "Catalogue of Birds," Professor St. The Lories.—
George Mivart has published a monograph of the Family Loi-itdcs,

Loriidce, beautifully illustrated by Keulemans. Following
Salvadori's arrangement, Professor Mivart recognises fourteen genera of

Lories, which are strongly represented in the Moluccan sub-region, and
extend west to Celebes, and eastwards to the Australian and Pacific sub-
regions. Although many of the Lories are well known as cage-birds, and
the species are well represented in most museums, it is extraordinary that

so little information is forthcoming as to their habits. Of several genera,
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Euch as Cludcopsittacns, Eos, and others, scarcely anything is known, and we
have only been able to gather the following scanty notes from Professor
Mivart's "Monograph" to give us some idea of the habits of the Lonidce.
Of Eos rnhi'iinosa, from the Caroline Islands, Dr. Otto Finsch observes :

—

" This Parr.tkeet makes itself known by its con':inued noise, uttered both on
the wing and when resting in the foliage of high trees. It is not at all a

shy bird, approaching fearlessly the neighbourhood of houses and plundering
the fruit trees, notwithstanding all the means taken to destroy them. They
keep mostly in pairs, or in small companies of from three to five ; and often,

when I had shot one of a flock, the remainder would come down to their

dying comrade and share the same fate."

Of the Green-tailed Lory of the Solomon Islands (Lorius chlorocercus), an
account is given, by Mr. James Marler, of a pair of young birds ;

—"For a

long time we apprehended that they would starve rather than go to the
ground for their food ; so I hit on the device of hanging it ito the wire
swinging loose in the cage. To this they instantly resorted, holding it steady
with one foot, and tearing it with their bills. They hang and feed in any
position, holding sometimes by one foot and twisting round in every direction.

Often in their play, or battles, they would simultaneously grasp claws and
struggle to upset each other." In the Pacific we find the genus Vinia con-
fined to the Navigator's Islands and the Friendly and Fanning groups. Dr.
Streets gives an account of the way in which Kuhl's Lory (Ffun; kuhli) is taken
on Washington Island :

— " When the islander wishes to take the Lories alive,

he provides himself with two pieces of bamboo, each about a yard long. On
the end of one he perches a tame bird, and from the extremity of the other
suspends a short ruaning noose made of coc^a-nut fibres. The decoy bird,

as it is carried about among the cocoa-nut trees, utters a harsh, rasping
sound, and the wild birds fly down from the trees and alight alongside it on
the bamboo-stick, when, by means of the other stick, they are skilfully

noosed. When caged aboard ship, they exhibited as pretty a picture of love
as one can imagine. They sat billing and smoothing each o!;her's feathers
for hours, and as night came on, two would get together, and sleep with their

heads tutrned towards each other. They lived in confinement but a very
short time, and bore it badly. At times, even while we stood watching their
lively antics, one would tumble off" its perch and die, apparently in con-
vulsions." The most numerously represented genus of the Loriidce is

Trichoglossus, which is distributed over the greater part of the Australian
Region, and the Papuan sub-region also presents us with a group of small
pointed-tailed Lories, such as Hypocharinosyna and Oreopsittacus, some of

which are not much larger than a sparrow.
Count Silvadori's next family, the QiidopsiUacidce, contains only two genera,

Neopisttacns and CydopsiUacus, from Papuasia and the Molucca I lands, as

well as Australia, The bill is deeper than in the other two families noticed
above, and the size of the birds is small.

- In this family the under mandible has a series of ridges producing a file-like

surface. . They embrace at once the largest and the smallest of the Parrots,

among the former being the Cockatoos, of which the Great
The Cockatoos. - Blick Cockatoo (Microglossus aterrimns) is an immensely
Tamily Ctira/mdce. powerful bird, while the members of the genus Nasitcrna

do not possess the bulk of a sparrow. The White
Cockatoos are generally seen in this country in a state of captivity, but they
form an interesting feature of wild Australian bird-life, as may be seen from
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the following note given by Gould:—"The crops and stomacha of those

killed were very muscular, and contained seeds, grain, native bread (a species

of fungus), small tuberous and bulbous roots, and in most instances large

stones. As may be readily imagined, this bird is not regarded with favour by
the agriculturist, in whose fields of newly-sown grain and ripening maize
it commits the greatest devastation ; it is consequently hunted and shot down
wherever it is found, a circumstance which tends much to lessen its numbers.
It evinces a decided preference for the open plains and cleared lands, rather

than for the dense brushes near the coast ; and, except when feeding or

reposing on the trees after a repast, the presence of a flock, which sometimes
amounts to thousands, is certain to be indicated by their screaming notes,

the discordance of which may be easily conceived by those who have heard
the peculiarly loud, piercing, grating scream of the bird in captivity, always
remembering the immense increase of din occasioned by the large number of

birds emitting their harsh notes at the same moment ; still, I considered this

annoyance amply compensated for by their sprightly actions and the life their

snowy forms imparted to the dense and never-varying green of the Australian

forest—a feeling participated in by Sir Thomas Mitchell, who says, ' amidst

the umbrageous foliage, forming dense masses of shade, the White Cockatoos
sported like spirits of light.' The situations chosen for the purpose of

nidification vary with the nature of the locality the bird inhabits ; the eggs

are usually deposited in the holes of trees, but they are also placed in fissures

in rocks wherever they may present a convenient site ; the crevices of the

white clift's bordering the Murray in South Australia, are annually resorted

to for this purpose by thousands of this bird, and are said to be completely

honeycombed by them. The eggs are two in number, of a pure white and
rather pointed at the smaller end."

This family comprises the majority of the species of the order Psittaci-

formes. They differ principally from the Caccduida in having the orbital

ring generally incomplete, while the head is not crested

as in the Cockatoos and their allies. These are small The True
distinctions, and, as Count Salvadori has pointed out, the Parrots.—Family

two families above named can scarcely be separated. In Psittacidce.

the family Psiitacirffc are comprised all the Macaws {Ara),

the Conures {Gonurus), the Amazons {Chrysotis), the Long-tailed Parrakeets

(Palceorms, Platijcercus, etc.), as well as the true Parrots (Psittacus).

Numerous other genera, including the Love-Birds (P^ittacula, Agajwrnis,

etc.), likewise belong to this section, and one of the most curious of all is the

genus Nasiterna. It consists of some little birds, less than a sparrow in size,

inhabiting New Guinea and the neighbouring groups of islands. Their small

size renders them difficult of observation, and little has been recorded of

their habits. Baron von Rosenberg found the Pigmy Parrot of Mafoor
Island in Geelvink Bay {N. viaforensis) nesting in holes of trees, the eggs

being white, and not larger than those of the Bottle-Tit of Europe. Of the

Pigmy Parrot of New Guinea {N. pygmcea) Dr. Meyer writes :
—"I got this

bird only near the foot of the Arfak Mountains, in New Guinea, where, at

Andai, I procured specimens in the middle of the day. There this lovely

little Parrot was sleeping on the lower branches of the trees, and could be
whipped off with a stick. This is also the case with other Parrots which are

allied to the Cacatua group. I may mention Gydopsitta lumdata, from the

Philippine Islands, the individuals of which species sleep in the middle of

the hot tropical day in rows under the shade of the foliage, when one after
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another can be shot down without the survivors attempting to fly away. It

may be imagined how soundly they sleep when the noise of the shot does not
disturb them ; and it is the same with NasUerna. At other times of the day
it is difficult to procure, as it lives in the high trees, where its small size and
green plumage form a sufficient protection."

Space does not permit of a full discussion of the habits and ways of all the

Parrots, which are, after all, very similar ; but, as the Grey Parrot is a typical

x'epresentative of the family Psittacidcc, I

give a few extracts from the account
published by Mr. J. G. Keulemans, who
studied the habits of the species in Prince's

Island, in the Bight of Benin. In this

West African island the Grey Parrot is

very common, and does a great deal of

mischief to the maize fields. The birds

resort in great numbers to certain parts

of the forest to roost. Although he
ultimately discovered the nesting-place of

the Parrots, it was not easy to find the

actual nests, though the cries of the birds

convinced him that hundreds were con-

cealed in the dense foliage around him.
His servant at last found a nest, but as

darkness was coming on fast, the tree

was marked for operations on the following

morning. "While thus occupied," says

Mr. Keulemans, "troops of Parrots
approached from different sides and settled

among the trees. As for ourselves, we found capital shelter under a clump
of bushes, where we concealed ourselves, and thence we observed the doings

of the Parrots around us. Some were climbing and hanging on branches,

others flying and scampering through the foliage. We saw them perching
close to each other, and afterwards five or six settled just above our shelter.

Numbers came from all sides, and the chattering which we had previously

heard at the distance was by this time close to us. There was a noise of

whistling, screaming, quarrelling, and the breaking of dead branches. We
saw them pass before us and settle on the trees. At this time we must have
been surrounded by hundreds of Parrots. Being now almost dark, and having
to pass the ,night in the open air, it was time to take steps to make our
sojourn in the forest as comfortable as possible. A fire being the first

necessity, we left our shelter in order to gather some of the dead palm-leaves

that lay about. As we emerged from our covert the Parrots perceived us,

and in a moment the whole place was ringing with their deafening screams.

The fire was soon made, and, burning up quickly, it cast a cheerful light and
warmth around the spot, rendering our bivouac more agreeable ; and the

Parrots, attracted by the unusual sight, kept flying over and around the place

thus illuminated. An hour afterwards, quiet being restored, we proceeded
to get our supper, consisting of roasted bananas. This being finished,

we dried some moss to serve for a bed, and retired ; but the night was so

cold, and the mosquitos kept stinging my face so pertinaciously, that it was
impossible to sleep, so I got up and roasted some more bananas, smoked a

pipe, and then felt quite ready to go in pursuit of the birds. As it wanted

Fig. 67.—The Grit Pa rrot
{Pti.tacus erithactis).
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some three hours to daylight, I occupied myself in preparing lime sticks and
making snares. On the appearance of the first streak of dawn, we proceeded
to the tree where a nest was suspected to be. My black man, being a capital

climber, went up to the hole, and looking in found two young Parrots, which
he carefully tied up in a pocket handkerchief and lowered down to me ; the
little things seemed to be about a fortnight old, and readily took some banana
I ofTered them. The old birds were absent, probably seeking food ; at least,

we did not see them. The two young ones we fastened with string to the
trunk of the tree, and placed some lime sticks round about them. In this

way we caught one of the parent birds, the securing of which was a matter of

some difficulty, owing to the resistance it made. We put the freshly caught
old bird in a linen bag, and fastened it beside the young ones. In a few
minutes our captive began to turn round and round, at the same time
screaming vociferously; this quickly attracted the attention of the Parrots
in the neighbourhood, which came near, gazing with astonishment at the
bag which contained their mysteriously hidden comrade. One, more bold
than the rest, flew down and settled on a limed stick, but its struggles were
BO violent that it succeeded in getting away. I then took my gun and shot
two individuals, the others immediately taking flight."

The last genera of the Fsiftacidic are the Ground Parrots {Pezoporus and
Gcopsittacus) of Australia, and these lead us to the remarkable Kakapo or

Owl-Parrot of New Zealand. This is a large bird, of

The Owl-Parrot.— green, moss-like plumage, which is remarkable for having
,Stri>/(/ops fully developed wings, but which, like other New

habroptilus. Zealand birds, is incapable of flight. This is shown by
the sternum of the bird, which has become so reduced

that a keel no longer exists, and the bird can no longer fly. Of the habits

of this curious Parrot, Sir Walter BuUer, the historian of New Zealand
birds, writes as follows :— " During the day it remains hid in holes under the
roots of trees or rocks, or, very rarely, perched on the boughs of trees with
a very dense, thick foliage. At these times it appears stupid from its profound
sleep, and if disturbed or taken from its hole, immediately runs and tries to

hide itself again, delighting, if practicable, to cover itself in a heap cf soft,

dry grass. About sunset it becomes lively and animated, and playfully issues

forth from its retreat, and feeds on grass, weeds, vegetables, fruits, seeds,

and roots. When eating grass it rather grazes than feeds, nibbling the
grass in the manner of a rabbit or wombat. It sometimes climbs trees, but
generally remains upon the ground, and only uses its short wings for the
purpose of aiding its progress when running, balancing itself when on
a tree, or in making a short descent, half jump, half flight, from a higher
to a lower bough. When feeding, if pleased with its food, it makes a con-
tinued grunting noise. It is a greedy bird, and choice in its food, showing
an evident relish for anything of which it is fond. It cries repeatedly during
the night, with a noise not very unlike that of the Kaka (Nestor meridional is)

,

but not so loud. The Kakapo is a very clever and intelligent bird ; in fact,

singularly so ; it contracts a strong affection for those who are kind to it, shows
its affection by climbing about and rubbing itself against its friend, and is

eminently a social and playful bird. Indeed, were it not for its dirty habits
it would make a far better pet than other bird with which I am acquainted,
for its manner of showing its attachment by playfulness and fondling is more
like that of a dog than a bird. It builds in holes under trees and rocks, and
lays two or three white eggs, about the size of a pullet's, in the month of
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The Picarian
Birds.—Order
Coraciiformes.

February, and the young birds are found in March. At present (iSS-i) the
bird is known only to exist in the Middle Island of New Zealand, on the
West Coast, between Chalky Harbour and Jackson's Bay, and in the Northern
Island, about the sources of the Waganui, and in part of the Taupo countries.

It was, within the recollection of the old people, abundant in every part of

New Zealand ; and they say it has been exterminated by the cats introduced
by the Europeans, which are now found wild and in great numbers in every
part of the country. They say also that the large rat introduced from
Europe has done its part in the work of destruction. The natives assert

that, when the breeding season is over, the Kakapo lives in societies of five

or six in the same hole, that it is a provident bird, and lays up in the fine

season a store of fern roots for the bad weather."
This large order contains a number of sub-orders, which will be treated of

below in detail. They are very different in outward form from each other
as well as in habits and in structure, but they have one
striking character in common, which separates them from
the Perching birds or Passeriformes, and that is the
arrangement of the deep plantar tendons of the foot. In
the Picarian birds the hallux or hind toe is connected

with the Jlexor perforans digitorum and not with the Jlexor lo7igus hallucis.

In all other birds an exactly opposite arrangement takes place.

These curious birds cannot be reckoned to be Nightjars, although they have
the outward appearance of being members of the latter group. Their habits

are crepuscular like those of the Caprimulgidce, but there

are many characters which show that they are not true

Nightjars, but constitute a sub-order apart. They lay

white eggs, which no Nightjar ever does, the sternum
has two notches on its hinder margin, and there are other

osteological features which distinguish the Oil-Bird.

The colour of this singular species is reddish brown inclining to chestnut,

with small triangular white spots on the head and neck, and cross-barrings of

blackish on most of the upper parts, and white spots on the median wing-

coverts ; the under surface is pale chestnut, sufi"used with greyish.

The Oil-Bird {Steatornis gariepensis), or Guacharo, as it is usually called,

i? an inhabitant of South America, from Guiana to Venezuela and Co ombia,
and thence south to Ecuador and
Peru. The best account of the habits of

this curious bird is that given by Mr.
Jean Stolzmann, the celebrated explorer

of Northern Peru. He states that

the Guacharo passes "the whole lay in

the caves, hiding itself in the inaccessible

ledges, and if startled by a cry or by a

shot they make for the roof of the

cave, uttering piercing cries. A pro-

miscuous discharge among the flying

birds is usually attended with no result,

as it is impossible to take aim in the

darkness, and out of sixty shots which he
fired in the Ninabamba grotto, the result was only eleven birds. After they
become tired they return to their holes, one by one, and it is afterwards im-
possible to make them budge by any noise whatever. Scarcely has twilight

The Oil-Birds.

—

Sub-order
Stoatornithes.

Fill. 63.—TiiR OlL-Bi?D
{Steatornis cariepcnsis).
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set in, and while still the west is lit up by the setting sun, the Guacharos come
out of their caves and Hy over the forests at a considerable height, their move-
ments being very much like those of Nightjars, but they never utter any
note. They feed later on in the darkness on the fruits of Nectandra
trees, and those fruits they seize while in full flight." The stones of

the fruit are afterwards rejected, and Dr. Bevan Rake found large

quantities of such stones on the floor of the caves in Trinidad, which ho
visited in order to procure some nests and young birds. The eggs are two
in number, as a rule, but three and even four have been found ; as

before recorded, they are white. The nest is a round pile, about a

foot in height, and a little more in diameter, looking like a mass of

grey clay in the form of a cheese, and when the young are about a
fortnight old, they become very fat, so much so that the birds appear
as if entirely hidden under a thick layer of yellow grease. It is from
this peculiar development of its young that the Guacharo gets its

name of " Oil-Bird." The Indians are in the habit of visiting the
caves at the time when the young are sufticiently grown, and of killing

the latter by hundreds, melting down the fat into earthern jars, and
this fat is known by the name of guacharo-butter. Stolzmann says
that the rote of the Guacharo is very disagreeable, being a loud
cri-crl-coori /

These th'ck-headed birds, with their soft owl-like plumage, might well
pass for relations of the Striges, and, like the latter birds, they are strictly

nocturnal in their habits. They are oriental in habitat,

being found only in the Indian and Australian regions. The Frog-Mouths.
The pilate is desmognathous or bridged, and the absence —Sub-order,

of any pectination or comb-like process on the claw of the Fvdaryi.

middle 'Me, shows that they are not very closely allied to

the Nightjars, notwithstanding their external resemblance. The Podarqi
contain but one family, with two sub-families, Podarginve and jpflgothehrm

.

In the first-named powder-down patches are present,

and the nostrils are linear and hidden by bristles,

while in the jSJJgothelince there are no powder-downs,
and the nostrils are open and exposed.

The sub-family Podargimn contains but two genera,
Podargns and Bcdrachostomus.
The Frog-mouths are birds of mottled plumage,

the genus Podargus being confined to Australia and
the Papuan Islands. Of the habits of the Tawny-
shouldered Frog-mouth {Podargus strigoides), Gould
gives the following account :

—" Like the rest of the
genus, this species is strictly nocturnal, sleeping
throughout the day on the dead branch of a tree, in

an upright position across, and never parallel to, the
branch, which it so nearly resembles as scarcely

to be distinguishable from it. I have occasionally

seen it beneath the thick foliage of the Camarince, JZj',,-;^"Aj,Tol\.
and 1 have been informed that it sometimes shelters {Podargus itriyoxdes).

itself in the hollow trunks of the Evcalyptiy but I

never could detect one in such a situation. I mostly found them in pairs,

perched near each other on the branches of the gums, in situations not at

all sheltered from the beams of the mid-day sun. So lethargic are its
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slumbei's that it is almost impossible to arouse it, and I have frequently

shot one without disturbing its mate sitting close by ; it may also bo

knocked off by sticks or stones, and sometimes is even taken with

the hand. When aroused, it flies lazily off with heavy flapping winga

to a neighbouring tree, and again resumes its slumbers until the

approach of evening, when it becomes as animated and active as it

had been previously dull and stupid. The stomach of one I dissected

induced me to believe that it does not usually capture its prey while on the

wing, or subsist upon nocturnal insects alone, but that it is in the habit of

creeping among the branches in search of such as are in a state of repose.

The power it possesses of shifting the position of the outer toe backwards,

as circumstances require, is a very singular feature, and may also tend to

assist it in its progress among the branches. A bird I shot at Yarrundi,

in the middle of the night, had the stomach filled witli fresh-captured mantis
and locusts (Phasmidce and Cicadct;), which seldom move at night, and the

latter of which are generally resting against upright holes of the trees. In
other sj^ecimens I found the remains of small coleoptera, intermingled with

the fibres of the roots of what appeared to be a parasitic plant, such as would
be found in decayed and hollow trees. The whole contour of the bird shows
that it is not formed for extensive flight or for performing those rapid

evolutions that are necessary for the capture of its prey in the air, the wing
being short and concave in comparison with those of the true aerial Night-

jars, and particularly with the Australian form to which I have given the

name Enrostopodus. Of its mode of nidification I can speak with confidence,

having seen many pairs breeding during my rambles in the woods. It makes
a slightly-constructed flat nest of sticks carelessly interwoven together, and
placed at the fork of a horizontal branch of sufficient size to ensure its

safety ; the trees most frequently are the Eucalypti, but I have occasionally

seen the nest on an apple-tree {Anguphora) or a swamp-oak (Casuarina). In
every instance one of the birds was sitting on the eggs and the other perched

on a neighbouring bough, both invariably asleep ; that the male participates in

the duty of incubation I ascertained by having shot a bird on the nest, which,

on dissection, proved to be a male. The eggs are generally two in number,
of a beautiful immaculate white. The night-call of this species is a loud

hoarse noise, consisting of two distinct sounds which cannot be correctly

described."

The Frog-mouths of the genus Batracliostomus are smaller birds, as a rule,

than the Fudargi, and inhabit the Indo- Malayan region. Some, like the

Eared Frog-mouth of the Malay Peninsula, have long ear-tufts, and many of

them have the mouth beset with long bristly hairs. The Owlet-Nightjars

(uTlgotheles) are the sole representatives of the sub-family JSgothelince. They
inhabit Australia and the Papuan Islands and the Moluccas. Gould describes

the Australian species as being somewhat Owl-like in their carriage and in

the way in which they turn their head round. They live in the holes of

trees, and come out at night in pursuit of insects, flying in a straight line,

and not turning and twisting about like Nightjars. They dift'er from the

latter birds, also, in their method of sitting across, and not lengthwise, on a

branch.
These curious birds form a kind of connecting link between the Rollers

and the Frog-mouths, but they really constitute one of those peculiar forma
in which Madagascar abounds. The bill is something like that of a Roller,

but the base is bidden by recurved plumes, while the nostril is linear, and
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The Kiroumbos.

—

Sub-Order
Leptosomati.

is jjluceil in the middle of the upper mandible, a qiiite peculiar p jsilijii fur

that of a Picarian bird. The fourth toe is partly reversible,

a character peculiar to the Climbing Birds. The ailinity

with the Frog-mouths is remote, but is shown by the

I)03session of powder-down patches. The sexes differ in

plumage, the male being glossy green above aud grey

below, while the female is rufous above, with a black head, and bars on the

sides of the head and back of the neck, the under-surface being fawn colour.

Like tlie Rollers, the Kiroumbo has a habit of playing in the air, ascending
to a great height, and then descending in a curve nearly to the tops of the

trees by almost closing its wings, at the same time uttering a whistle so like

that of an eagle, that Sir Edward Newton says he was some time before he
could satisfy himself that the note was that of the Kiroumbo.

In these beautiful birds we find a single family, only known from the Old
World, but there almost universally distributed. The palace is " desmog-
nathous," or bridged, and the soles of the feet are flit,

the toes being united together for nearly their entire The Rollers.—

length. In Madagascar three forms of Ground-Rollers Sub-order '"c/^vfrkf.

occur, constituting the sub-family B)-acliy2)terac{ina', and
remarkable for their long legs. Little is known of their habits ; but the

Pitta like Ground-Roller {Atclornis })ltloid€fi) is known to frequent the

ground, and only to perch on the lowest branches of the trees. They have
a direct and straight flight, and jerk their tails in a curious way whenever
they alight on a branch.

The true Rollers, of which the Common Roller (Coraclas cjarndva) is the

type, consist of two genera, Coracias and Eurystomus, forming the sub-

family Coraciiiue. These are birds of

bright colours, and are more arboreal in

habit than the Mascarene Rollers of the

sub-family Bracliiipteraciina'. Not being
ground-runners, we find the metatarsus
much shorter in Coracias than in the last-

mentioned birds. The Rollers build in

holes of trees, laying white eggs, but not
making much nest, the latter consisting

of a few roots, straws, or feathers. Both
sexes incubate, and during the breeding-
season the male ascends to a considerable

height in the air, and then descends
to where the nest is situated by a series

of somersaults and jerks, uttering a harsh
note, which Naumann describes as 'Tah-rahah-rriih-rra," etc., changing to
" rock " as the bird throws a somersault.

The genus Coracias has a longish bill, not unlike that of a crow, and
nearly all the species have bright greenish-blue on the wings and tail,

which colour is very conspicuous when the birds are flying. They are
found in Europe, thence to Central Asia, throughout Africa, India, and the
Burmese provinces, reappearing in Celebes, where one species, C. teynmincki,

occurs.

The Broad-billed Rollers (Euriistomns) occur in Africa, India, Australia,

and one species, E. caloiiyx, actually goes to Eastern Siberia during tHe
nesting season.

Fig. 70.—The Common-Roller
{Coracijs garrulus).
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The Kingfishers agree with the Rollers in most of their anatomical
characters, having a desmognathous, or "bridged,' palate, and the

hallux connected with the Jiexor perforatis digitorum

The Kingfishers,— tendon ; but they differ from them in having the spinal

Sub-order feather-tract not forked on the back, and in other
Malajones. characters. The eggs are white, and are always con-

cealed in the hole of a tree or bank, no nest being made.
Kingfishers may bo divided into two sub-families, Alcedinince and

DacdonincR. The former contain the " fishers," and the latter the
omnivorous feeders, whose food consists of Crustacea, insects, reptiles, etc.

In these birds the bill is long and slender, much compressed, and with an
evident keel along the culmen. There are five genera comprised in this sub-

family, of which the genus Alcedo, which contains our
The Fish-Eating Common Kingfisher, is the type. There are, however,
Kingfishers.—Eub- two long-tailed genera of fish-eating species, the Pied and
family Alct'dimnce. Green Kingfishers [Ceryle) and the Stork-billed King-

fishers [Pelargopsis), which have the tail longer than the
wing. The three other genera, Alcedo, Corythornis, and Alcyone, have short
tails, in no case as long as the wings.

The Stork-billed Kingfishers (Pelargopsis) are large birds with long red or
black bills, and they are inhabitants of the Indian and Indo-Malayan sub-
regions. They are mainly piscivorous, but Mr. Stuart Baker records that
in Cachar he has known the species of the country (P. hurmanica), to devour
lizards and other small reptiles, while he once saw one attack a nest of young
Mynas in a hole of a tree, and drag one of them out and swallow it.

The genus Ceryle is remarkable among the Kingfishers for the difference in

the markings of the sexes, the male in some species having a double pectoral
band, whilst in others the contrary is the case, and the

The Pied King- males or the females have a band, while the opposite sex
fishers— has none at all. The Pied Kingfishers are inhabitants of

Genus Ceryle. Africa, India, China, and Japan, and the best-known
species is Ceryle rudls of Africa, over the whole of which

continent it is distributed, while it ranges east as far as the Persian Gulf.
The colour above is black, varied with white, and the under-surface is white,
with two black bands across the chest in the male, and a single band in the
female. It is a familiar bird to travellers in the Nile Valley, as it hovers
above the water like a Kestrel, and falls on its prey with a stoop like that of

the latter bird. In India and China it is replaced by the Indian Pied King-
fisher (Ceryle varia), which has no black spots on the white base of the tail.

In the Himalayas and the mountains of China, as far as those of the southern
island of Japan, the Pied Kingfishers are represented by Ceryle lugubris, a
large species with the hovering habits of 0. rudis, and equally a fish-eater.

In Africa there are also some large species of Ceryle, with grey backs, and
in America a similar section of the genus is met with, of which the Ringed
Kingfisher (Ceryle torquata), and the Belted Kingfisher (G. alcyon), are well-

known representatives. The latter species has a pectoral band of grey in the
male, while the female has an additional band of rufous. In the rest of the-

South American species of Ceryle the back is green, and in this section
occurs one of the smallest of all Kingfishers, C. superciliosa, which is only
5 inches in length.

The genus Alcedo is found over the greater part of the Old World, and
eleven species are known, of which Africa claims three, Europe and
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"1 —Tub Common
KiNdFlSHER

(^Alcedo ispida).

Northern Asia one, and the remaining seven are Indian and Malayan.
Our Common Kingfisher (A. iap'uhi), is the brightest of our indigenous
birds, and forms the most beautiful ornament of our
rivers and lakes. It is 7 3, inches in length, with a chest-

nut under-surface and a brilliant cobalt-blue back,
which shows vividly when the bird flies. It nests

in holes, mostly in banks of sandy soil, where the
tunnel is hollowed by the birds themselves, or in

holes of trees, sometimes at a considerable distance

from water.

In Africa and Madagascar occur the Crested King-
fishers (CurytJioniis), small birds with a hnig drooping
crest, and in Australia and the Moluccas, the three-toed

Kingfishers (Alc[io)ic), which have the shape and fish-

catching habits of our own A. {.ipida, but are of

a dull purple colour, and have only three toes

instead of four, the hind-toe being absent.

In this sub-f;iniily the bill is shorter and wider, the tail generally long,

and the food of the species consists less of fish than of insects, fimall

Crustacea, reptiles, and even small rodents.

The first genus is Ceyx, a small form of Kingfisher which frequents
forests rather than streams. The members of this genus have a wider
and less compressed bill than those of Alcijoiic, but
like the latter genus they have only three toes. They are

found in India and the INIalayan sub- region, being very

abundant in the Philippines and exteiidingto the TMoIuccas.

They are mostly bright-coloured birds, some being of a

beautiful red all over, whilst others have a blue back
and resemble species of the genus Akedo. In Africa they are represented by
a genus of tiny Kingfishers (Ispidina) which are also insect-eaters, as are

also the allied genera Ceycopsis of Celebes and Myioceyx of Western Africa.

From these small forms we pass to the Reptili-

vorous Kingfishers, the Crested Kingfishers

of IMalacca and Borneo {Carcineutes), the Hook-
billed Kingfisher {Melklora), and Shoe-billed

Kingfisher (Clytoceyx) of New Guiana, and the

Laughing Jackasses of Australia (Llacelo). Of
the common Laughing Kingfisher, the "Jack-
ass " of the Australian colonists, we have the
following account of Mr. Gould's:—'"In its

disposition it is by no means shy, and when
any objects are presented to its notice, such
as a party traversing the bush or pitching their

tent in the vicinity of its retreat, it becomes
very prying and inquisi*^ive, often perching on
the dead branch of some neighbouring tree,

and watching with curiosity the kindling of

the fire and the jireparation of the meal; its

presence, however, is seldom detected until

it emits its extraordinary gurgling, laughing

note, which generally calls forth some exclama-
tion according with the temper of the hearer, such as ' There is our old

y

The InsectivoroQs
Kingfi hers.

—

Sub-family
JjiaT/oinnee.

Fig. 72.—Til". LAroiiiM
FISHER

(Dacelo ingas).
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friend the Laughing Jackass,' or an epithet of a less friendly char-

acter. So remarkable are the sounds emitted by the bird that they have

been noted by nearly every writer on New South Wales and its productions.

Mr. Caley states that its ' loud noise, somewhat like laughing, may be

heard at a considerable distance, from which circumstance, and its

uncouth appearance, it probably received the extraordinary appellation

given to it by the settlers on their first arrival in the colony.' Captain

Sturt says, ' Its cry, which resembles a chorus of wild spirits, is apt

to startle the traveller who may be in jeopardy, as if laughing and mocking

at his misfortune;' and Mr. Bennett, in his 'Wanderings,' says, 'Its

peculiar gurgling laugh, commencing in a low, and gradually rising to

a high and loud tone, is often heard in all parts of the colony, the

deafening noise being poured forth while the bird remains perched upon

a neighbouring tree ; it rises with the dawn, when the woods re-echo with

its gurgling laugh ; at sunset it is again heard ; and as that glorious

orb sinks in the west, a last "good-night" is given in its peculiar tones

to all within hearing.' It frequents every variety of situation — the

luxuriant brushes along the coast, the more thinly-timbered forest, the

belts of trees studding the parched plains, and the brushes of the

higher ranges being alike favoured with its presence ; over all these

localities it is rather thinly dispersed, being nowhere very numerous.

Its food, which is of a mixed character, consists exclusively of animal

substances ; reptiles, insects, and crabs, however, appear to be its favourite

diet ; it devours lizards with avidity, and it is not an unfrequent sight to

see it bearing off a snake in its bill to be eaten at leisure ; it also preys

upon small mammalia. I recollect shooting a Great Brown Kingfisher in

South Australia in order to secure a fine rat I saw hanging from its bill, and

which proved to be a rare species. The Dacelo gigns breeds during the

months of August and September, generally selects a hole in a large gum-
tree for the purpose, and deposits its beautiful pearl-white egg^, which are

one inch and nine lines long by one inch and five lines broad, on the

decomposed wood at the bottom. When the young are hatched, it defends

its breeding- place with great courage and daring, darting down upon any
intruder who may attempt to ascend the tree."

The large genus Halcyon contains more than fifty species, which are found

over Africa, India, and China, to .Japan, and thence south to Australia, and
over the greater number of the Pacific Islands. They are mostly insect-

eaters, and are often found far away from water. The last genus of the

Kingfishers is Taiiysiptera, which includes some elegant ])ird3 with only ten

tail-feathers, the middle ones being produced beyond the others, and
generally ending in a spatula or racket. These are birds of the Moluccas

and the Papuan Islands, one species, T. sglvia, being found in the Cape
York Peninsula of North-Eastern Australia. On the habits of this species a

short notice has been published by the late John Macgiilivray, the original

discoverer of the species :
—"This pretty Tanysiptera is rather plentiful in

the neighbourhood of Cape York, where it frequents the dense brushes, and
is especially fond of resorting to the small sunny openings in the woods,

attracted probably by the greater abundance of insect food found in such

places than elsewhere. I never saw it on the ground, and usually was first

made aware of its presence by the glancing of its bright colours as it darted

past with a rapid, arrow-like flight, and disappeared in an instant among the

dense foliage. Its cry, which may be represented by ichce-icliee-xdiee and
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The Hornbills.
Sub-order
Jlxccrufes.

icheet-ii'heet-wlieet, is usually uttered while the bird is perchM on a bare,
transverse branch or woody, rope-like climber, which it uses as a look-out
station, and whence it makes short dashes at any i)a3sing insect or small
lizard, generally returning to the same spot. It is a shy, suspicious bird,
and one well calculated to try the patience of the shooter, who may follow it

in a small brush for an hour without getting a shot, unless he has as keen an
eye as the native to whom I was indebted for first pointing it out to me.
According to the natives, who know it by the name of 'Quatiiwur,' it lays
three white eggs in a hole dug by itself in one of the large ant-hills of red
clay which form so remarkable a feature in the neighbourhood, some of
them being as much as 10 ft. in height, with numerous buttresses and
pinnacles. I believe that the bird also inhabits New Guinea; for at Redscar
Bay, on the south-east side of that great island, in Long. 146° 50' E., a head,
strung upon a necklace, was procured from the natives." We now know
that the New Guinea bird is dis^tinct, and is T. salcddoriaiui.

The Hornbills are remarkable birds, not only on account of their form, but
from the singular habit which every one of the species affects, so far as we
know, of imprisoning the f^jmale while she is engaged in

incubating. The Hornbills vary immensely in size, from
the great Rhinoceros Hornbill (Bitcerns rhinoceros), which
is nearly 4 ft. long, to the tiny Lophocerus hartlanbi which
is only just over a foot in length. The Ground-Hornbills
(Bucorax) are natives of Africa, where they are generally distributed in the
Ethiopian region. They are thoroughly terrestrial birds, of black plumage,
with a little red or blue decoration on the bill, or the bare portion of the
throat. Walking about on the ground, they have the appearance of black
Turkeys, and are considered "omen "-birds among the Kaflirs. They will

devour almost any food, and eat numbers of beetles, worms, small rodents,
etc., and they also kill large snakes, against which
they generally advance in company, holding their

wings before them like a shield.

The Great Uornhm (Dirhocernshicornis) is a native

of the W^estern Ghauts of India and the Himalayas,
and thence through the Burmese Provinces to the
Malayan Peninsula to the mountains of Sumatra.
The Pied Hornbills (Anthracoceras) are found in

India and the Burmese Provinces to Cochin
China, and south to the Malayan Peninsula to

the Sunda Inlands. These birds are generally

found in family parties, consisting of five or six

individuals. They inhabit well-wooded countries
and furests, especially near rivers, where they have
been known to feed on fish. Their chief food,

however, consists of fruits and berries.

The habits of the Hornbills seem to be alike in

their method of nidification, but in some species the
act of enclosing the female is performed by the male,
whereas in some instances the female assists in her
own imprisonment. Some explanation for this

curious custom may be found in the circumstance
that when the female has laid her egg in the hollow
tree, she commences to moult, and would therefore be entirely defenceless

Fig, 73. —Tub Malabar Pied
HORN'niLL

{AnthraCi,cerus coronatus).
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and at the mercy of her enemies, if she were not fenced in, and in tlie

closing of the fortress she herself assists. A narrow opening is Itft, through
which the male is able to supply her with food.

At first sight there would appear to be little connection between the
Hornbills and the Hoopoes, but in our brief account of the Biicerutes we

were unable to illustrate all the smaller genera such as

The Hoopoe?.— Luphocerus, Ocycerus, etc., which are much more like the
Sub-order I'pKpce. Crested Hoopoes than the larger forms of Hurnbills.

Like the latter birds, the Hoopoes have the fore- part of

the sternum perforated, so as to receive the feet of the metacoracjids.
There are two families of Upnpce, the true Hoopoes (l/jjupiche), and the
Wood-Hoopoes"" (/r/-i,sori(f«'). The former are sandy-colouied birds, with a
large crest and a square tail. The latter are black with a metallic blue or
bronze gloss, and a long graduated tail.

The Hoopoe is an inhabitant of temperate Europe and Asia, being
represented in certain portions of the Indian renmsula and the Burmese

provinces by the Indian Hoopoe {U.
i)uli(:a). Two other species are found
in Africa only, and <jne is peculiar to

Madagascar. The Hoopoe nests in a

hole, generally in a tree, and the female
and young birds are fed by the male.

The nest is often made of very filthy

materials, but the young do not seem
to sutler, and have the same delicate,

soft plumage as the adults, which they
resemble even to the possession of the

crest. In Norih-Western India I saw
the Hoopoes in small flocks in the open
fields, and in such places they are great

devourers of grubs and insects. They usually keep their crests depressed,
but raise them when alarmed or excited. The note resembles the syllable

hoop, uttered two or three times ; and the la'^e Consul Swinhoe states that

from his observations in Cliina. the bird produces its note by puffing out the
sides of the neck and hammering on the ground at the production of each
note, thus exhausting the air at the end of the series of three notes, which
make up its song. The eggs, four to seven in number, when fresh laid, are
pale greenish-blue, but fade to a dull olive or yellowish-brown.
The Bee eaters are birds of bright plumage, and, as a rule, of elender

form, with long tails. They resemble the Kingfishers and Hornbills in the
form of the feet, the toes being joined together, the fourth

toe being united to the third toe as far as the last joint,

and the second toe being united to the middle one for the

basal joint only. The palate is "bridged' or desmog-
nathous, and the breast-bone has four notches in its

hind margin, while the episternal process is perforated to receive the feet of

the metacoracoids. The Bee-eaters are found in the temperate and tropical

portions of the Old World.
In Africa we find the Swallow-tiiled Bee-eaters (Dicrocercus), and the

Square-tailed Bee-eaters {MeUMophagus), while Merojis. which has the
central tail-feathers elongated, has seventeen ypecies, which are found in

Africa, India, China, the Milayan Archipelago, and Au.stralia, one species,

Fig. 74.—The Common HooroK
(Upu.pa epupn).

The Bee-Eaters.
Sub-order.
Mcsopes.
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-TiiK Common Bek-Eateii

M. apladcr, visiting Suutheni Europe every summer, exteiRling even to Cen-
tral Asia and Kashmir. Tlie bird generally tunnels a hole into the bank of

some river, and the white eggs are deposited in a

chamber at some distance, sometimes of several

feet from the opening. Occasionally the birds

have been known to bore downwards through
the sandy soil, and Mr. E. L. Layard records

one instance which came under his own
observation in Cape Colony, where the ground
was " perforated with numberless holes, into

Avhich the birds were diving and scrambling
like .so many rats." He found the species

breeding cm the Berg river in September and
October, so that the bee-eater may be con-

sidered one of the few species whicli are known
with certainty to nest in their winter ((uarters.

In certain parts of Spain the bee-eater com-
mits great havoc among the bees as they Hy
out of the hives, and tlie bird is, in conse(pience, detested by the peasants.

In the Indian and Malayan sub-regions occur the bearded bee-eater.s, re-

markable for an ornamental tuft of plumes on the chest. One species,

3Ieropu(iun foi'stcnl, with the central tail-feathers produced, is confined to the

island of Celebes ; while the genus Nijrtiurnl>^, which has a scjuare tail, is

represented by two species, N. atlitrtoni, of the Himalayas, with a blue throat,

and JSf. amlda, of the Malayan Peninsula, with a scarlet throat. These
bii-ds are of stouter build than the rest of the bee-eaters, and are bslieved to

nest in holes of trees.

Tlie motmots are exclusively neo-tropical in habitat, and contain but a

single family, the Momotido'. They represent to a great extent the Mero-
phhc of the Old VVorld. The ])al-

ate is desmognathous or "bridged,"

the sternum has four 2:)osterior

notches, and the hind-toe or hal-

lux is always present, and is con-

nected with the flexor perfordns dUjitoriDii tendon.

Seven genera are recognised, UrospatlKt, Prioni-

/•/(.»/it(7(i',s, Einiwinota, Momotiis, BarijphtJiengus, As-

pidJia, and HijlunKines, the last being dwarf motmots,
and akin to the todies (Tudi).

One of the chief features f)f the motmots is the

long tail, Hylomanes being the only genus with a

short tail. In most of the true motmots the

central tail-feathers are elongated, and generally

end in a racket, which is preceded by a bare shaft.

This racket is produced by the bird itself, as it

nibbles off the web of the feather with its bill,

which has a serrated or saw-like edge to the man-
dibles. Instances have been recorded of niotniots,

probably young and inexperienced birds, imbued with the instinct that they

have to trim certain of their tail-feathers, but, as the latter grow at first all

of the same length, not knowing on which rectrices to commence action.

Consequently they begin to nibl)le feathers to right and left, until the

The Motmots.
Sub-order
2fomoti.

Flij. 71!.

—

Lesson':
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development of the two central tail-feathers beyond the rest teaches the

birds that these are the two specially designed by nature to carry the
" racket " !

The motmots are green birds, generally with a black patch on the crown,

which is surrounded by blue ; the under-side is paler, and generally of a

fawn-coloured shade. They nest in holes, often tunnelling to a distance

of six feet, and the eggs are laid in a rounded chamber at the end of the

tunnel, as is the case with the kingtishers and bee-eaters of tlie Old World.

With the kingfishers, however, tliere is no nest beyond the remains of

the fish-bones which are cast up by the parent birds, whereas in the nest-hole

of the motmots a few dry twigs arc sometimes present. The nesting-place,

according to Mr. Zeledon, is a foul-smelling habitation, in which the young
remain till they are able to fly pretty well. It should be noted that

young birds have the edges of the mandibles (piite smooth, and without

any serrations.

The todies are also represented by a single neo-tropical family, the Todido',

which is peculiar to the West Indian sub-region. Only four species are

known, and these are from the islands

The Todies.— of Jamaica, Cuba, San Domingo, and
Sub-order Porto Rico. The long, flattened bill,

Todi. with its evident rictal bristles, suggests

that of an exaggerated flycatcher, and
in many of its habits a tody resembles a flycatcher,

though it will at times search for its food like a warbler.

The todies have a desmognathous palate, showing their
p^^^ T7.—The .Tamak'v

time afhnity to the motmots and kingfishers, and they Todv (Todus viridh).

nest in holes in banks excavated by the little birds

themselves, though they appear likewise to avail themselves of holes and
depressions already made. The eggs, like those of other picarian birds, are

glossy white, and are laid on a bed of earth in a chamber at the end of the

tunnel.

This is a very interesting group of l)irds, of which we have one representa-

tive in England, the common nightjar, or "goatsucker," as it is often

foolishly called, Ckiprimrdgns eni-opceus. In the Caprhnidgi

The Nightjars. we meet with both ajgithognathous forms, such as Gapri-

Sub-order mnlcjHs and the allied genera, and schizt)gnathous forms,

Gapi-imu/iji. such as Ghordeiles of the New World. The presence of two
types of palatine characters in one family raises grave doubts

as to the value of this formation of the palate, which has been so much in-

sisted upon by osteologists. There are eighteen genera of the sub-family

Caprimnhji'mi', and they all have the middle toe furnished with a kind of comb.

They possess no powder-down patches.

Our common nightjar (Ca2)yimnl(jns eiiropanis) is crepuscular in its habits,

a bird of the twilight. During the day it rests, and only flies when suddenly
disturbed ; but, as du.sk comes on, it comes forth in pursuit of insects, and is

often to be seen flying by the light of the moon, soaring above with a sailing

flight, and occasionally producing a "clacking" noise by flapping its wings

together above its head. The singular jarring noise which the creature

makes seems to be its love-song, and in a heathy country, which is the usual

habitat of the goatsucker, this " chnrring " utterance is heard as twilight

connnences, and even far into the night.

From their mottled and soft plumage, the goatsuckers have been generally
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associated with the owls, but there is no real affinity between these moth-
catching birds and tlie rapacious birds of the night. Their nocturnal habits

are really the only chaiacter which they have in common. The young goat-

suckers difler from those of other picarian birds in the fact that they are not

hatched naked, but arc covered with down, though they are not able to pro-

vide for themselves like most of the downy nestlings of other birds. The
eggs, also, are not white, but are double-spotted, au unusual feature in picarian

birds. No caprimulgine bird makes a nest, the eggs being laid upon the

bare ground.
Africa possesses two curious genera of nightjars, which, in the breeding-

season at least, carry ornamental i>lunies. These are Macrodi^yteryx lowji-

jioDiis of West Africa, and Cosinctuiiiis rcrillariut^ of South-
eastern x\frica. In the former genus, the ninth primary- xhe Leona
quill is enormously elongated, and ends in a " I'acket." In Nightjar
C()S)netornis, the seventh and eight primaries are elongated, [Macrodiptcryx
the ninth enormously, so as to ])roduce a train when the lonrjipennis),

bird is Hying. Round Lake Nyassa and on the Zambesi,
this l)ird is a well-known object as it flies over the water in the evening. I

have received the following note from Miss Alice Werner, whf) was con-

nected with the Blantyre Mission. Having read some notes of mine on
(Joamctoniis published elsewhere,

she connnents on them as fol-

lows : - -

" I have frecjuently seen the bird

—at Blantyre, in Angoniland (i.e.

on the Ntumbi plain, about thirty

miles west of the Upper Shire),

and in the neighbourhood of Mount
Milanje. The Manganja call it

'lumbe,' the Angoni ' gumbe.'
I see that Sir John Kirk says

that it was only from October to

January that the singular pro-

longation of the wing feathers was
observed.

" By a note in my diary, I find that I saw one at Blantyre on September
25th. I had seen antither previously to this—perhaps a fortnight before, but,

unluckilj', I did not make a note of it, and cannot remember the date

—

certainhj it was before the 25th of September, and I distinctly remember the

long wing feathers on both occasions. Seeing the bird outlined in black

against the sky (just after sunset, when the light was not quite gone) I took

it for a huge and grotesquely-shaped bat with an exaggerated, claw -like, \iYO-

longation at the end of the wing. I have never seen them in flocks—only

singly, or, at most, one rising shortly after the other, so that they might have
been a Y>^iv. While I was at Mr. John Moir's plantation of Lauderdale (at

Mount Milanje) last November, one of the natives brought up to the house
three young ' Lumbi ' which had been found (I think) in a hollow tree. They
were about the size of newly-hatched chickens, and nearly fledged—they
could not fly, but raised their wings (which were of immense length in pro-

portion to their bodies) straight above their heads, and ran along the floor

very (piickly. We tried to feed them on chopped egg, soaked bread and
flies, but could not keep them alive more than a day or two.

FUj. 78.- -Leona Goatsucker {Macrodipteryx
loixjipennis).
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" I see you give no description of the feathers, but your figure gives the

impression that the long wing-feathers are white, or, at least, distinctly light-

coloured. I would not be positive, but am almost sure, that in a specimen
shot by Mr. E. Laidlaw Thomson at Lauderdale (which was the only one I

ever had the opportunity of examining closely), these feathers were mottled
black and brown like the rest of the plumage. I remember seeing two, if

not tliree, in the bush near the Chinunka River, along the road to Fort
Anderson.

" The first time I ever came across them was in Angoniland, passing through
the bush in the dark. I could not see them distinctly, and at first from their

noiseless flight took them to be bats, and was rather puzzled when assured

that they were not bats (melemi) but birds. As faF as I can remember, they

ahvnys flew out of trees or bushes, and never from the ground."
In these South-American nightjars there is no jDectination of the middle

claw, but powder-down patches are present on the sides of the body and on
the breast. In tliis character they show an aflinity to the

"^N^ ht°*'^^*^
Pof/fOT/'j ^nd like the latter birds they lay their egg on

^^. j^^^-\ an exposed branch or stump of a tree, as is proved by the

NvctUi'nrn
interesting notes of Dr. Goeldi on Nycfihixs jamaicenf<is.

He observed the nesting habits of this species in the pro-

vince of Rio de Janeiro, and Avrites as follows :
—

"During certain months the smaller iV. jajHrticfiis/s, called ' Uratdo ' by
the natives, like all the species of tlie group, is heard at Colonia Alj)ina almost
every night. Its ' pu-hu-hu ' slowly ^jronounced, but with much energy, is a

constant nocturnal sound, quite ent)Ugh to frighten a timid wanderer in the

solitary forest-patches. On the other hand, I was often astonished at the
resemblance of the voice of the large greyish N. graitdis to the mewing of

a cat. in November, 1895, during moonlight nights, I had occasion to hear
it at Amapa regularly. The bird called continuously in^he adjacent ' sirinbal

'

(the inundated and impassable avicenna-forests) which borders in a most
charactei'istic manner the lower course of the coast-rivers of Guiana. At
Colonia Alpina (Rio de Janeiro) we got so well acquainted with N. jamaicensis

that the cry of the bird in the neighbourhood on moonlight nights was the

regular signal for us to take up our guns and go forth on our noctui'nal hunt-
ing-trips. The bird is easily deceived by imitating its voice. Sui^ijosing the
call to be that of a rival, it leaves some inaccessible and invisible standjioint

in the interior of the forest, and is drawn nearer to a post on some isolated

dry gigantic tree, which, being in better light, ofl'ers more chance of a suc-

cessful shot. Even here, however, its wonderful jirotective colour, its singular

manner of j^erching in the direction of the axis of the branch and ajjpearing

like a mere protuberance of it, while it retains a motionless position for a

quarter of an hour or more, render it very difficult to discern, except to very
practised eyes. My cousin, Andreas Goeldi, after long exjierience, is a perfect

Nyctihius hunter. Notwithstanding our familiarity with the habits of the
species of Nyctihius, for three years we were never lucky enougli to discover
its bi-eeding-ijlace, though we made all possible efforts. Before I left Colonia
Alpina I strongly recommended the continuation of these efforts to my
cousin, and likewise as regards HydropsaUs. At length, some months after

my arrival on the Amazons, I received the agreeable news,—the discovery of

an authentic nest of N. jamaicensis. My cousin's letter was accompanied by
detailed notes and i^hotograjihs, and Avhen, in August, 1895, I made a journey
back to Rio de Janeiro, I had, on a short visit to Colonia Al])ina, the oppor-
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unity of seeing the localities and studying the facts, which were as follows :

—On the 24:th November, ]894, the son of one of our neighbours and colonists

brought to us a dead male Niidihiiis jainaiccnuis and a fresh egg, telling us

tliat he had shot tlie ' Uratao ' standing ui)right on tlie top of a stum]i.

After having killed the bird he climbed u]) the stunij) and found, as he had
supposed, that tlie bird had its breeding-place there. In a slight depression

on the top he fomid tlie egg, which he carefully brought to my cousin, to-

gether with the bird itself. My cousin immediately went to the spot pointed

out by the lioy, and inipiired minutely into every detail.

" The locality is on a sloping hill on the left side of a brook, triliutary of

the Rio Alpina, which runs through a v;illey 2>arallel to that of the centre of

the colony. In 1891 and 1892 one of our colonists, now dead, had a maize
]ilantation there, liut since that time the ground has beccjine what in Brazil

is called 'capocira, ' i.e. a hill covered with shrubs and small trees of about

2 inches in height. Along the declivity of the right side of tlie brook, at a

distance of about 30 meti'es fi'om the latter, is a path of communicition be-

tween the different colonial lots of the valley and the forest-slopes on
liotli sides. The stump in (piestion is about 20 metres distant from
the brook, surrounded by shrubs and easily visible from the path on the

other side, and was evidently ])ut there three years ago by the former

colonist. The nearest human residences are distant from five to six minutes

" The stump, still partly covered with its original liaik, has a height of 1"8

metres above the level of the ground. Its diameter at tt)p is 9'5 centimetres.

The top has in the centre a small depression, caused by decomposition, and
scarcely presents sufficient rotiin for a rather large egg. There was no trace

of a softer substratum or nest material.

"The egg measures 41"5 millimetres in the longitudinal axis, and 30'5

millimetres in the transverse axis. Its general colour is white. On the

blunt pole, however, are some very delicate jmle violet spots, and regulai'ly

distributed over the whole surface, are some large ones of brownish-rufous
colour resembling drops of dried blood. Neither the former nor the latter

markings can be effaced by washing with spirit ; they belong properly to the

egg, which is of a very elegant shape."

The swifts are some of the most rapid in flight of all the birds in the world.
" Gi'eased lightning " is a term often applied by naturalists in the East to

the flight of st)me oi the species, notablj' the spine-tailed

swifts of the genus Oluetunt. Like some of the goatsuckers The Swifts.

—

alluded to above, the palate of the swifts is iBgithognathous, Sub-order

but here the resemblance between the swifts and the Passeri- Cypx(./i.

formes ends. Of course, the most swift-like of the perching
birds are the swallows, and until recent years these l:)irds were classified

together, because they were long-winged, of swift flight, and had the same
habit of hawking insects on the wing. In reality, however, the swallows are

highly moditied flycatchers, and have little in common with the (J\ipsd'(,

which are more nearly related to the humming-birds of America {Tivchili).

Like most ]iicarian birds, the swifts have ten tail-feathers, while the swallows

have twelve. The latter have two notches in the jiosterior end of the

sternum, while there are no notches in that of the swifts, which further have a

very high keel, indicating that they are birds of extremely developed powers of

flight. The proportions of the wing-bones are likewise very diflerent in the

two groups, being directly opposite to each other, for, whereas in the swifts
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the humerus is very short, the forearm longer, and the manus extremely long,

in the swallows the relative proportions are exactly the contrary.

Mr. Ernst Hartert, the latest exponent of the Cypseli, divides the single

family which the sub-order contains, the Cypselidce, into three sub-families,

Cypselinm or true swifts, ClHitiirina' or spine-tailed swifts, and crested swifts

(Macropterygiiup). Frijm the recent researches of Mr. F. A. Lucas, it seems
that the last-named birds are very distinct from the true swifts, and prob-
ably constitute a distmct family, their singular mode of nidification, viz.

the placing of their egg in a diminutive nest on a brancli or a stump, being
very similar to that observed in the frogmouths (Podargi) and the Nyctibiin(e

{antea, p. 344). Mr. Hartert characterises the sub-family Cgpsdincr, which
contains the true swifts, by the form of their toes, the outer and middle
toes having only three phalanges, while the metatarsus is distinctly feathei'ed.

In one species, the pied swift of Central America (Aeronaiites mdanoleuciis),

the toes are also covered with plumes. The genus Mirropns, of Avhich our
common swift {M. ap\is) is the type, has all the toes directed forward, but
in the palm swifts (Tachornis and CkvidUi) the toes are arranged in

pairs.

The conniion swift is migrat(jry, like most of the family, arriving in Europe
early in May, and being one of the tirst of our suunner birds to disappear to

its winter quarters in Africa. The mode of flight in a swift is more like that

of a bat than that of a bird, especially in the gloaming,
when the swifts chase each other at an incredible

speed, uttering shrill screams. The rapidity of their

flight far exceeds that of any swallow. About sixteen

sjiecies of the genus Micmpwa are known.
The sub-family Chidity'uuv consists of the spine-

tailed swifts and the edible swiftlets. In these bird.s

the toes are nomnal, and the metatarsus is not
feathered. The spine-tailed swifts {Cliatvra) are

found in both hemispheres, and have the shafts of

the tail-feathers produced into a jioint or spine. Some
of them are birds of considerable size, the needle-
tailed swift (Ghattira cmtdacnta), which has occasion-

ally been seen in England, measuring nearly a foot

in length to the end of its long wings, which in

this group of swifts always protrude beyond the tail.

It nests in Siberia, and migrates to Australia in the winter.

The swifts of the genus CollocaUa are tiny lairds, whicli inhabit the Indian
and Australian regions. Some fourteen species are known. The birds build

in caves, affixing, to the walls of the limestone, cup-shaped
nests, which are formed principally of the bird's own saliva,

though in some species there is some moss mixed up in the
nests, while others are almost entirely made of moss. These
"moss" nests, however, are of no commercial value, while
the pure wiiite nests are sold for making soup to the Chinese.

The tree-swifts are beautiful birds, often ornamented with a large crest or

with long white whiskers. They have the metatarsus bare, and it is shorter

than the middle toe, whereas in the Cluiiiiyhia: the tarsus is as long as the

middle toe, or even longer, and there are two foramina in the hinder margin
of the sternum, whereas in the other sub-families of swifts there are no
such notches. There is but a single genus, Mncropterij.i\ Avith hve species,

FUj. 79.

—

The Common
Swift {Micropus apux).

The Edible

Swiftlets.

—

Genus
CollocaUa.
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and the most singular feature about the tree-swifts is their mode of nesting.

Nearly twenty years ago, Sir Hugh Low's native collector brought to him in

Labuan a tree-swift's nest, wliich he said he liad found lying

under the bird's body when he shot it. The nest was of about The Tree Swifts,

the size of half-a-crown, and contained one white egg, wliicli —Sub-family

had been broken in the fall. From what we know now of Macroptery-

the nesting of the genus MKcroptcriix, it is evident that in 'ji»a',

the above instance the shot must have carried away the top

of the stump on which tlic nest had been placed, as Mr. Hume has presented

to the British Museum a similar nest obtained by Mr. K. Thompson, who found
one in India. Mr. Hume saj'S :

—"The stem to which the nest was attached is

about 0'8 incli in diameter ; against the side of this the nest is glued, so that

the upper margin of the nest is on a level with the upj^er surface of the

branch. The nest itself is half of a rather deep saucer, 1'75 inches in dia-

meter, and about U'6 inch in depth internally. The nest is entirely composed
of thin flakes of bark, cemented togetlier Ijy the bird's saliva, and is aljout an
eighth of an inch in thickness." Only one white egg seems to l^e laid.

The humming-birds are exclusively a New World group. The species de-

scribed up to the present time are nearly 500 in number, and among them
are found some of the tiniest birds in the wt)rld, some of

them not being larger than a bumble-bee. The bulk of the The Humming-
species are from Bouth and Central America, a few only Birds.

—

reaching to tlie southern ITnited States, and only a small Sub-order

numbei' migrating north in summer to Canada, and even as T'rochili.

far as Alaska.

The plumage of the humming birds is usually of a brilliantly metallic

nature, and tliey are admitted to be some of the most beautiful and interesting

of all birds. Their classification is extremely difficult, for the characters

blend from one genus into another, until it is almost impossible to say where
the series should begin and where it should end. So much so is this the

case, that Mr. Osbert Salvin, when he wrote the sixteenth volume of the

British Museum " Catalogue of Birds," was forced, for want of more definite

characters, to divide the humming-birds into three sections, those with a well-

detined saw-like edge near the margin of the tip of the upper mandible, those

with this serration faintly marked, and those without any serration at all.

It is impossible in the space at our disposal to pass in review all the genera
and species of humming-birds, for they are of every size, shape, and variety

of metallic plumage. The largest of all is the giant humming-bird (Patagona
yigas), from the Andes of Ecuador to Chili. This bird measures about S^
Indies in length, whereas some of the smallest species, such as Calypfe hclence

of Cuba, and Cha'tocercus bomhns of Ecuadoi', only measure 21 inches.

The tongue in this order of birds is very peculiar, and its structure is only

equalled by that of the woodpeckers (Pici) and sun-birds (Nectariniid(i-).

The structure is thus described by Sir William Flower in the "Bird-Gallery" of

the British Museum :

— " The tongue is slender, and very long and extensile.

As in the woodpeckers, the two branches of the hyoid bone which supjjort its

base, curve, when the tongue is drawn within the bill, upwards around the

back of the skull, and then forward over the top of the head. Instead of

the tongue being, as in the woodpeckers, solid and ending in a barbed horny
point, it is hollow, and divided at the free end into two slender branches,

each of which bears a thin membranous fringe on its outer margin."

The wings of the luunming-birds are strong, and the i)rimaries are ten in
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number, while the secondaries are only six. The first primary-quill is some-
times attenuated (Aithis, A(jl(eactis, etc.), while in some genera, such as

Campijlopterns, the shafts of the primaries are broad and stiffened. The tail

is of various shapes, sometimes square, sometimes r(>unded,

or, as in the genus Plia'tltomis^ graduated, with the two
central rectrices elongated and jiointed. Many genera have
forked tails, with the outer tail-feather elongated, especi-

ally in the male. The racket-tailed humming-l)irds have a

forked tail, with the outer rectrix ending in a spatula or

racket. In some genera, like the shear-tails {T]iai(m((iitnr(()

or the stars (Cli(itore)rus)^ all the tail-feathers are pointed
and spine-like, and in the king humming-birds {Topa:.n), the
central feathers are elongated and curved, cn-ssing each
other at the same time. The most remarkable, however,
of all the hunnning-birds, as regards its tail, is Loildhjcaia

mir((hilis from the Upper Amazons. In the female and
young male, ten rectrices are present as usual, but in

tlie adult male tlure are only four, a very small pair in the middle, and an
ehjiigated pair on the outside, which cross each other and end in a "boss

""

or "racket." Some of the upper tail-coverts are so lengthened that they
appear to be part of the tail. Tlie flight of humming-birds is more like

that of a hawk-moth than that of an actual bird, for the little creatures
hover in front of a tlower, suspended, as it were, in the air, with their
wings vibrating so rapidly as to ajipear simjdy like a film. Their food
consists of the tiniest insects, and in the case of the sword-bill hummer
[Docinidsfcs cnsifcrKs) the bill is elongated to an enormous proportion, so that
the bird is able to jjrobe long tubular tlowers for its food. The nest of the
humming-birds is always beautiful, and is generally composed of the down of

plants, felted, and cijvered with spiders' webs or soft lichens. It is generally
round, but is occasionally purse-shaped, and is })laced (jn a branch or at the
end of a leaf. The eggs are white, and two in number.
The colies form a sepai*ate sub-order, which contains but a single genus,

Colins, with nine S23ecies, all i)eculiar to Africa. 'J here are only ten tail-

feathers, and the hind-toe is

The Colies.— connected with the flexor per-
Sub-order Colii. furausdhjiiuyttm iewdmu The

bill is something like that of

a finch, and tlic birds have a slight crest.

The palate is bridged or desmognathous, and
the sternum has four notches on the jiosterior

margin. The position of the colies in the class

Ares has been much debated, and it seems to

us that their place in the natural system nuist

always be open to some comment, but they
must be jilaced somewhere near the trogons
and the touracoes.

The colies have curious feet, all the four

toes being directed forward, the first one
being perhaps reversible ; the birds use their

feet for climbing, and they hang in {)eculiar positions. Thej' make an open
nest, of grass and twigs, lined internally with soft grass, placed in a fork of

a tree, and the eggs are white.

Fi.,. 81. -The C'.\pe Coly {Coliuf
coHus).
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Tlie trogons are all birds of bright plumage, even the hens having brilliant

colours in many of the species. They are often called HvtvroiJactitJl on

account of their peculiar feet, which constitute the chief

structural feature of the order. The palate is schizognathous The Trogons.—
or slit, and the second toe is turned backwards. The front Order Trof/oii£s.

plantar tendon {Jitjur pcrfornns (lliiifornni) is split into two,

and leads to the two front toes, while the hind plantar (Jicxoylonrjos liullvcia)

is again split, and leads to the two hind toes. The plumage of the trogons

is of the softest description, and the skin is so thin tliat we have often heard

travellers say that it has no more substance than tissue-paper, and every one
admits that tn)gons are the most difficult birds in the world to prepare.

At the present day the order is distributed over Africa, a great j)art of

India and the Malayan sub-region, but they are most numerous in Central and
Southern America. In ancient times they occurred in France, as fossil remains

have been found there along with those of touracoes and secretary-birds.

One of the most splendid of birds is the long-trained trogon or (juezal,

which has been adopted by the republic of Guatemala as its national em-
blem, and figures on the jiostage stamps of that country. It has a tail of

eight inches in length, but the upper tail-coverts are enormously developed,

the central ones extending into a train four times as long as the actual tail

itself. The quezal is found in Guatemala and Costa Rica, but is not so

plentiful as formerly ; it is entirely a bird of the forests, and has a rapid

flight. Mr. Stolzmann noticed the Peruvian (^uezal clinging to the trunks of

trees like a woodpecker.
The American trogons (Trogon) are chiefly fruit-eaters, like the African

species of Hapaloderma. They are entirely forest birds, and are said to be
rather stupid, not even flying ^away at the

report of a gun, so that a whole party may be
shot down one after the other. They are gene-

rally seen in i^airs, but occasionally assemble in

small flocks. The note is variously described as

being harsh, or clucking, as well as soft and
low. Of the Peruvian species, Trogon caligatus,

Mr. Stolzmann gives the note as ^^ co^i-cou-cou-

coH-co-co-co-po," the second half being uttered in

a lower tone than the first. The Indian tro-

gons (Harpades) are more insect-feeders than
tlieir American allies. The eggs of trogons

are white or pale-buS" (that of the quezal being
said to be greenish-blue), three or four in

number, and deposited on the dry wood in the

hole of a tree.

Two sub-orders are represented in this order,

viz. the cuckoos {Cucnli) and the touracoes

{Musophagi), the former being a cosmopolitan group, and the latter being con-

fined to Africa, though there is evidence that in ancient times

touracoes inhabited Europe, as fossil remains of these birds

have been found in France. The cuckoos and the touracoes

have the following characters in common, which difterentiate

the Coccyges from all other orders of birds. The first and
fourth toe are turned backwards, and the second and
third forwards, the hallux being always developed, and served by the flexor

Fiij. S2.

—

The Lauce-taii.ed
Trogon (Trogon macrurus).

The Cuckoo-
like Birds.

—

Order
Coccyges.
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longns liaUucis tendon, and not by the flexor perforans digitorum. The
palate is " bridged " or desmogiiathous. In the cuckoos the oil-gland is

nude, and the feet thoroughly zygodactyle, with two toes directed forwards
and two backwards, whereas in the Musophagidiv or touracoes the fourth toe
is not so completely turned backwards as in the Cncxdid<e, and the foot is

therefore tei'med semi-zygodactyle.

The CnculkhB are divided by Captain Shelley into six sub-families, of which
the first contains the true cuckoos or Cucidime. In these birds the tail is

composed of ten feathers, the upper tail-coverts are not unduly jjrolonged,

the wing is long and pointed, showing that most of the species are migrants,
therein diifering from the wing in the bush-cuckoos, which has a rounded
and concave wing, indicating that they are not birds of strong flight.

In this sub-family are found the crested cuckoos (Coccijdes), the typical

cuckoos (CiuMdus), the hawk-cuckoos (Hierucoccyx), the golden cuckoos
(Chrysueoccyx), the American cuckoos {Coecyzus), the koels (Eiidynamis), the
channel-bills (Scythrojjs), and several other genera. In the genus Coccyste.-s

we And the first instance of the curious parasitic nature of the cuckoos, but
in the case of the great spotted cuckoo {Coccystes glandarius) there is not the
same remarkable variation in the colour of the egg that we find in the common
cuckoo {Citculus canvrus). On the contrary, the egg of C. glandarivs is very
crow-like, and it is deposited in the nests of crows and magpies. The Indian
crested cuckoo (0. jacohlnus) lays blue eggs, and places them in the nests of

birds which also lay blue eggs, such as babbling-thrushes, etc.

Ten species of true cuckoo are known, and the type of the genus Cucuhis
is our common cuckoo (Gucnlus ccliiorns). The genus is distributed over

the whole of the Old World, excepting in the Pacific

Islands.

In a concise work like the present there is not space to

give in detail the habits of a bird like the cuckoo, whose
life-history would require a volume to itself. It will be,

however, known to most of my readers that the female cuckoo makes no nest

of its own, but deposits its egg in the nest of some other bird, and leaves to

the latter the task of hatching the eggs and bringing up the young cuckoo.

The latter, while still blind and naked, ejects the other little occupants of the

nest, and receives thereafter the undivided attention of the foster-parents.

The latter are of many kinds, flj'catchers, war-
blers, finches, etc., preference, however, lieing

given to the warblers and pipits and other
insectivorous birds. In the Western Palrearctic

region alone the egg of C. canorus has been
found in nests of 120 difierent species, and an-

other curious fact in connection with the eco-

nomy of the species is that the cuckoo's egg
is remarkably small for the size of the bird,

and is, in many cases, almost an exact

copy of the egg of the foster-parent. Each
female cuckoo is believed to lay the same type
of egg during its life, so that a bird which lays

blue eggs, to be inserted in the nest of a blue-

egged species like the redstart or pied flycatcher,

always lays blue eggs. The cuckoo ranges all

over Europe and Northern Asia, and winters "u

Africa, India, and Australia.

The True
Cuckoos.—

Genus Cuculus

Fig. S3.—The Common Cuckoo
{Cuculus canorus).
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Many genera of the (jiicuUiki have a good deal of metallic colour about
them, and the golden cuckoos of Africa and India, with their emerald-green
and purple plumage, are among the most beautiful of all birds. In America,
the black-billed cuckoo {Goccyz)ig enjfhnqjiithulmits) and the yellow-billed

cuckoo (0. americanHs) build tlieir own nests, and are most atfectionate

parents.

In the CeiitropocUna', the hind-claw is straight, and like that of a lark.

There is but one genus, C'entrupns, which is distributed over the Ethiopian,

Indian, and Austi'alian regions, and no less than thirty-two

species are known. They have a hooting note, like ^"whoot- The Laxk-heeled
ichoot," and on the Gold Coast the species is known as Cuckoos.

—

the "Scotchman." In India, Mr. Hume says that C. sinensis Sub-family

follows up the hooting note by ^^ km-ook-kurook-h(rouk- Centropodinoe.

kurook,'' after an interval of a few seconds. It makes a

nest in thick thorny bushes or trees, about six inches in height and twelve
inches across, composed of grass or twigs, and in the form of an oblate

spheroid ; it is too small for the size of the bird, so that the tail of the latter

is generally seen sticking out.

The bush cuckoos have a rounded and concave wing like the lark-heels, but
want the spur-like claw of the latter birds. In this sub-family are found
the rain -cuckoos {Smirothoxt, Hyetornis, Piaya, etc.) of

America, the steel - blue cuckoos (CeiUhmochares) of The Bush
Africa, the bush-cuckoos {Phitnicophaes, Bhinococcyx, etc.) Cuckoos.

—

of the Indian region, and the couas of Madagascar. The Sub-family

members of this sub-family build tlieir own nests and lay PhamicopJMime.

white eggs. They are mostly bush-haunting birds and
thi-ead their way through the jungle and the trees with great facility.

The most round-winged of the bush-cuckoos are the members of the genus
Neomorphus, which represents the sub-family Neomorphince. Only three
other genera are contained in the latter, Garpococeyx, with the pheasant-
cuckoo of Borneo (C. radiatns), and the road-runners {Geococeyx and Moro-
coccyx) of the New World. The species of Neomorphus are all neo-tropical,

being found in the southern countries of Central America and the tropical
portions of South America. Five species are known, all of which are very
rai-e, and nothing has been recorded of their habits.

The Diplopterinw, which constitute the fifth sub-family of cuckoos, are
entirely American and are remarkable for the extreme length of their upper
tail-coverts, and the sixth sub-family, the Grotophagina', is also American.
In the latter there are only eight tail-feathers, instead of ten, and some of
the Savana cuckoos {Grotophaga) have very curious habits, several females
apparently laying in the same nest, so that sometimes as many as twenty eggs
have been found in one nest. The egg, too, is very peculiar in the Groto-
2ihagina\ as it appears at first sight to be blue covered with white scratchings
and marblings, but the true colour of the egg is white, and the blue is only
an overlying colour, which gets rubbed and scratched off through contact with
the lining of the nest.

In appearance these birds are very different from cuckoos, and their semi-
zygodactyle foot has already been alluded to (p. 350). They
are forest-birds, confined to Africa, where nearly thirty The Touracoes.
species have been described. In ancient times they aj^pear Family
to have inhabited France, as fossil remains have been dis- Mitsophcufuke,

yt covered in that country. Some of the species are crested
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Fi(i. 84.

—

Lady Ross
TotlRACOK

(Muiiophaija ronsa).

and of a dull coloration, but. the majority are brilliantly plumaged
birds, and are generally called "Lowries" by the colonists of South
Africa.

In the true touracoes (Turacns) the nostrils are hidden by bristles; in all

the other genera they are exjjosed. In the genus Musophaga, of which M.
ross(e, from Ajigola and the Congo basin, is an ex-

ample, there is not only an ornamental frontal shield

of red, but the primary quills are of a deep crimson,

as they are in all the members of the genus Turacus.

From the wing-feathers of these birds has been ex-

tracted a kind of copper called turacine. The nest

of the touracoes is an open one, made of sticks, and
the egg is white.

In all the Scansores the foot is typically zygo-

dactyle, the first and fourth toes being turned
backwards, the second and third

The Climbing forwards, and the arrangement of

Birds.—Order the plantar tendons is as curious.

Scansores. The flexor perforans digitvrum ten-

don leads to the third digit only,

while the flexor longns hallucis fii'st sends a tendon

to the other plantar tendon, and a second to the

fourth digit, after which (if the hallux be present)

it splits into two tendons, one leading to the hallux,

the other to the second digit.

Of the three sub-orders of the Scansures the toucans are exclusively neo-

tropical. They are very plentifully represented in Central and South

America, and are remarkable for their long, generally parti-

coloured bill, and for their curious feathery tongue. The
palate is desmognathous or "bridged," and the vomer
truncated.

The toucans are about sixty in number, and are contained

in five genera, Rhamphastos, Andigena, Pteroglossns, Seleniderci; and Anla-

corhamphns. The long bill, which at first sight appears so clumsy and awk-

ward, is really a very light structure, full of empty

cellules, and the colours of the bill are usually those

of the adjoining bare skin of the face. The birds

inhabit tlie forests and feed on fruit, and are often

found in company. Though they have a scansorial

foot, they do not climb like woodpeckers, but pro-

ceed by great hops, like the hornbills, from branch

to branch.

The barbets are small birds with zygodactyle feet,

which are found in the neo-tropical, Ethiopian and
Indian regions, but do not extend

The Barbets.— into the Australian region, nor are

Sub-order they found in the temperate regions

Capitones. of the Northern Zone of either

hemisphere. Some have a bridged

palate, but others have the palate ajgithognathous or

passerine. The vomer is bifid, the oil-gland tufted,

and there are other internal characters which separate them from the rest of

The Toucans.

—

Sub-order
lihamphastides.

Fig. 85.—The Toco Toucan
(Kamphastos toco).
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FUj. 86.

—

The Golden-green
Baubet (Capita aurovircns).

The Honey-
Guides.

—

Sub-order
Indicatores.

the climbing birds. Tliey feed chiefly on fruit, but many species are insecti-

vorous, and their curious monotonous notes have gained for tliem the

names of "Tinker or Coppersmith," the little

Indian species {Xanihola'ma luvmacephala) nod-
ding its head sideways as it utters its metallic

call. Like woodpeckers they bore a hole in

a tree, and lay tlieir eggs, which are white, on
the chips of wood. Of the Peruvian si)ecies

of Capito, Stolzmann sa3'S that he has found
them in small parties on higli trees, feeding on
fruits in company with toucans, chatterers, and
other birds.

The honey-guides have an interesting distribu-

tion over the earth's surface. They are mostly
confined to Africa, but one sj^ecies

occurs in the Hmialayas, and an-

other in the mountains of Malacca
and Borneo. The palate is ;^githognathous, and the bill is

not unlike that of a finch. The colouring of the birds is

generally sombre, though some African sjjecies have white
lower backs and the Indian honey-guide (J. xanthonotv-s) has a yellow back;

The name of '

' honey-guide " is derived from the fact that several of the

African species will lead men to a bee's nest, sitting on the trees and utter-

ing a piping note. If followed, they will fly on
in advance a little way, and, as a rule, the bird is

rewarded with a little piece of the comb, from
which it extracts the grubs. The food of all

the species, as far as is known, consists of

hymenoijtei'a.

The Ficiformes resemble the Scansores in hav-
ing the plantar tendons peculiar in their ai'range-

ment as already described by
Seebohm. The flexor perfor- TheWoodpecker-
ans digitorum leads to the third like Birds.

—

digit only. The flexor lorujus Order

hrdlucis first sends a tendon to Piciformes.

the other plantar, then a
second to the fourth digit, after which (if the
hallux be present) it splits into two tendons,
one leading to the hallux, the other to the
second digit.

In the woodpeckers the palate is peculiar,

and has been termed " saurognathous " by the
late Professor W. Kitchen Parker, the vomer being slender,

pointed, and split, the lateral halves separate. The bill is

formed for the hammering of trees, which these birds are

famous for, and is, in the majority of woodpeckers, sti'ong and
chisel-shaped, though weaker and more curved in the ground-
feeding species. The tongue is very j^eculiar, for here we meet with a similar
arrangement to that noticed in the humming-birds {antea, p. 347). The
tongue is long and worm-like, and is capable of being protruded to an enormous
length by means of the hyoid bones, the cornua of which extend backwards

Fig. 87.—The Great Honey-
Guide {Indicator).

The
Woodpeckers.

—

Suh-order Pici.
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over the skull. The tongue is f uruishecl with a pointed, horny, barbed tip.

This arrangement, so far as is known, obtains in all woodpeckers excepting

Sphyro2)iciis and Xeiwpicus.
The late Mr. Edward Hargitt divided the family Picidcc, at which he

laboured unceasingly for fourteen years, into three sub-families, woodpeckers
(Fichue), piculets {ficnmnince), and wrynecks {lyngin(v). The latter birds

have a soft and mottled plumage like that of a nightjar. Thej' have a long

tail, the feathers of which are soft and not pointed like those of the wood-
peckers. Three species are resident in Africa, but our common wryneck
(J. torq^dlla) is a migrant to Europe and Northern Asia, wintering in Africa,

India, and Southern China.
The piculets are tiny little Ijirds without the stifi'ened tail of the Avood-

pecker, but otherwise resembling them in the form of tlie bill and the bristles

around the nostrils. In the neo-tropical region the jiiculets

The Piculets.— are represented by the genus Picnmnns with thirty-five

Sub-family species, and Nesodites with a single species, their place being
Picumniniv. taken in Africa by the genus Vcrreavxia with one species, V.

africana, and in the Himalayas and throughout the Indo-

Malayan region by the genus Sasia, which has only three toes. Both the

last-named genera have a bare orbital patch round the eye.

Of the habits of the species of Pictimnvs very little has been recorded, but
Stolzmann says that in Peru he has seen them on the borders of the rivers,

tapping the small branches of the trees, and running along the horizontal

limbs, sometimes above the branch, sometimes beloAV.

All the true woodpeckers have the tail spiny, with the shafts of the tail-

feathers stiffened. They may be divided into two groups, the feathered-

necked section and the narrow-necked section. In the first

The True Wood- section are found the ground woodpeckers (Gcocolaptes), the

peckers.— yellow-winged woodpeckers {Colaptes), and all such forms as

Suh-family the green woodpeckers {Gccinus) and their allies, the pied
Picincv, woodpeckers {Dendrocopuis), the three-toed woodpeckers

{Picoidcs), and, in fact, the bulk of the sub-family. The
narrow-necked woodpeckers are principally tropical, but they inhabit both

the Old and the New Worlds, being, however, much more plentifid in the

former, and they are represented in Europe by the great black woodpecker
{Picus martins).

The distribution of the woodpeckers is interesting from the following fact,

that they are universally distributed over North and South America, the

whole of Africa, Europe and Asia, until we approach " Wallace's Line" in

the Moluccas, and there we find that a few species extend beyond tlie limits

of the Indo-Malayan sub-region, into Flores and Celebes. In fact, the

woodpeckers coincide in distribution with the monkeys, and do not extend

beyond the last-named island.

In habits they are singularly alike, excavating holes in trees, which they

drill with the utmost precision and with such accuracy that the hole appears

as if it had been made by the most skilled of carpenters. No
Woodpeckers, nest is made, and the white eggs are deposited on the chips

of wood at the end of tlie hole, which is often of considerable

depth. The note of our green woodpecker, or yaffle, is a resounding laugh,

while the pied Avoodpeckei's call to each other by a series of taps on the

slender boughs of the tallest trees, their ordinary note being harsh and
unmusical.
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VUj. SS.— Hakoitt's Wt>or>-
I'ECKKK (TliripotHU harijMi).

The Puff- Birds.

—Sub-order
Buccones.

An iiiterostiiig genus of the section of narrow-necked woodpeckers is seen

in TlirijJuiMXf whicli is found in the Indian region, and extends through the

Indo-Malayan sub-region and the Burmese pro
vinces to the Philippines on tlie one hand, and to

St)uLh India and tlie x4ndanian ishmds on the otlier.

Then tlie genus, of which Hargitt's wootlpecker is

one of the most typical species (tig. 88), reappears

in Corta and the Japanese i.slands of Tsu-shiuia,

thus proving that in the Eastern Hemisphere the

same introduction of tmpical forms unexpectedly
occurs in the jjahearctic area as it does in the

Western Hemisphere.
The puti'-birds are neotropical, and are only found

in Central and South America. They ditl'er from
the woodpeckers in having a nude
oil-gland and in the possession of

cjeca, and their pterylography is

different. The palate is bridged

or desmognathous, and a vomer is

present. The feet are /ygodactyle, and the flexor

pcrfonins diyitomm tendon leads to tlie third digit only, the other plantar

tendon sei-ving the three other toes, as in the woodpeckers. The bill is

stout and curved, and in the genus Bucco is hooked at the end, the base being

well furnished with rictal bristles. The plumage of the puff-birds is mostly

of a sombre character.

Forty-three species of puff-bird are known, divided by Dr. Sclater into

seven genera, B-u-cn with twenty species, MaJacopfiln with seven, Mlrrujiunt-

aclta with one, JS^onniil<( with live, Malacoptihi with

one, j\[onach(( with sex"*!!, and Chelkloph-rn with two.

The accounts of the habits of these birds represent

them to be sluggish and apathetic ; they inhabit the

forests and feed on insects, after which they tiy from

their perch, ap{)arently in a manner similar to that of

a bee-eater or a Mycatcher. Very few notes have

been published on their habits or nesting, but the

eggs are believed to be white, and deposited in the

holes of hollow trees.

The jacamars are a small family of neo-tropical

birds, mostly of metallic plumage, resembling the

puft'-birds in much of their internal

structure and their zygodactyle feet.

The bill, however, is not heavy, as in

the latter birds, but is long, slender and pointed, and they
usually have a long nnd pointed tail.

The jacamars feed on insects, which they dart after from a perch, like a

tiycatcher. Jacamerops aurea is said to be casually met with as solitary in-

dividuals or in pairs, preferring trees on the banks of streams to more open
places in the forest. Here they watch for passing insects, which they catch
on the wing, and return to their pt)sition. They often remain almost motion-
less for hours without stirring a feather. The jacamars are said to tunnel
a small hole in a bank and to lay white and nearly round eggs. Of the black-

cheeked jacaniar {(.hdbnla inclnimfjenin) more has been published about the

Fiij. S!).

—

The Greater
PiBD Puff-Bird

{Bucco mncrorhynrhus).

The Jacamars.
—Family
Ga/bulid'i'.
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Fig. 90.—The White-
bellied Jacamar

{(ialbula leuro(]a4ro.)

The Broad Bills.

—Order
Eurylirmi.

habits, and we learn from Messrs. Salvin and (lodniau in their "Biologia"
that it is a solitary bird, frequenting deep ravines

overhung with trees ; it has a quick, darting flight,

utters no cry, and feeds on insects. Mr. Richmond
says that, on the Escondido River in Nicaragua, he
noticed the bird jerking its tail like a kingtisher,

and he describes the cry as piercing, and resembling

the syllables "kee-u,'" with the tirst syllable very

slirill and strongly accentuated.

Before commencing the account of the true perch-

ing birds or PasserifuDnes, there remain two orders

which liave generally been placed with the latter,

but which, in our opinion, should be kept distinct.

These are the broad -bills {Enriih:cmi) and the lyre-

birds (Mittiircc).

The broad-bills are only found in the Himalayan
region in India, whence they extend through the Bur-

mese provinces to the Malayan peninsula and islands to Borneo and the Philip-

jiines. They have a passerine or pegitliognathous palate, but
the structure of the deep plantar tendons is strikingly ditlerent

from those of the typical passerine foot, as theflexor lougus Jud-

hicii tendon sends out a strong band or '^rincylnm" to join the

tendon of t\m flexor profnudits diijitornm. The trachea is also

peculiar, and the sternum has no forked manubrial process. In the first sub-

family of the EH.njhi'midir Dr. Sclater places but one genxx^, Cahjptomrnn, which
is distinguished by the frontal plumes covering the nostrils. It contains but

three si)ecies, which are, however, the finest of the broad-bills. Their princi-

pal colour is emerald-green, varied with velvety black, and (J. lohitcJicodi from
Kina Balu Mountain in Northern Borneo, is the largest of the family, mea-
suring nearly a f(jot in length. It builds a good-sized nest, according to Mr.
John Whitehead, who discovered this splendid species, wliich it " suspends
from the end of a slender bough about fifty feet from the ground. Tlie

outside is composed of fresh green moss bound over the bough, and worked
into the sides, ending in a long streamer, which assists in assimilating the

nest to the long dripping streamers of mess and
lichens which hang from every bough in this continual

rainy season. The inside of the nest is very solid,

lined with dry bamboo-leaves above and below, form-
ing a well-sheltered pocket. The eggs are glossy

creamy-white." A second species of (Jnbjptomcim, ('.

Iwsii, a green bird with a blue breast, has been dis-

covered in the mountains of Savawak by Mr. Charles
Hose, while the small species, C. viridis, is found every-

where in tlie low country throughout the Malayan
peninsula and islands.

Of the Eurylaminc, which have bare nostrils, there

are six genera, Pmrisomus with one species, Serilophxhs

with two, Sarcophanops with two, EiirriUvmns with
two, Corydon with one, and Gymhorhynchns with two,

Psarisomus dalhousue of the Eastern Himalayas and
the hills of Assam and Burma is a very handsome bird, being green, with a
black head and a blue patch on the crown. Another fine species is Hors--

Fig. 91.— Horsfield's
Broadbill

{Eurylanmis javanicus).
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field's broadbill {E. javanicus), which is found in Java and the Malayan

islands and peninsula as far north as Tenasserim. The food of the broad-

bills appears to consist of insects, but occasit)nally of small reptiles. They

are inhabitants of the forests, and are said to be sluggish and .somewhat stupid

birds. Tiie nests are suspended from the boughs of trees, and are of a ])urse-

like shape, being composed of fibre and grass. Unlike the eggs of Vnbjpto-

mcna, those of the true broadbills are spotted with black or brownish-red on

a cream-coloured ground.

The lyre-birds have always been considered aberrant passerine birds, but

they cannot in any way, according to our ideas, be associated Avith the

Fasserlfonnes, on account of their curious nesting-habits and

downy nestling. In addition to this, the lyre-birds liave The Lyre-Birds.

other anatomical features, which separate them fr<jm the —Order

true perching birds, and we believe that our separation of Menur<v.

the Mennvd' as a distinct order will be followed by future

systematists, as the young lyre-bird looks more like the nestling of a petrel

than that of any other bird, and sucli a nestling i)lumage is unknown in any

species of i)asserine bird, the young of which are mostly hatched naked.

The adult lyre-bird is a very reuiarkaljle creature.

Tt has legs like those of a megapode, and altogether

hxtks more like a (!ame-Bird than anytliing else, but
it nuist be loolced upon, we think, as a kind of

gigantic wren, tliough in effect it is, like so many of

the Australasian birds, a form by itself. We have
heard it suggested that the lyre-birds are allied to

the birds of paradise, but the only warranty for

such a proposition is that the plumage of the tail in

Meitur(( is fantastic, as is the decorative plumage of

the birds of paradise. Tliree species of Meihuni are

known, all peculiar to the continent of Australia.

They are very shy l)irds, inhabiting the brush country,

and living solitary or in pairs. The food consists of

insects, chiefly beetles and centipedes, occasionally

varied Avith snails. Their strong feet give them
the power of making enortnous leaps, and Gould
states tliat they wall jump from the ground to a

bough ten feet above it. The nest of the lyre-l)ird

is domed like that of a wren ; it is of large size,

formed of sticks, and lined with feathers, and it has

a kind of outer rough covering, composed of sticks, moss, and leaves. Only
one egg is laid, of a purplish-grey colour, spotted and blotched with purplish

brown.
The principal character which distinguishes the Passeres or perching-birds

is the form (jf the palate, which is tegithognathous or passerine, with the

vomer truncated in front. The hind toe is always present,

and is connected with the flexor lungufi hfdlucis tendon and
not with the flexor 2)erfomH:i dUfitoruyn. The bidk of the

Passeriformes belong to the division Acroninodi, in which the

intrinsic muscles of the syrinx are fixed to the ends of the

bronchial semi-rings. Much discussion has takeii place between ornithologists

as to which is the highest form of bird, and many are inclined to think that

preference should be given to the thrushes and warblers, on account of

Fill. 92.—The Lyre biun
(Menit. a svjifiiia).

The Perching-
Birds. -Order
Passer iformes.
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their powers of song, just as the monkeys are placed at the head of the
Mammalia on account of their man-like aspect ; but in our opinion, the
crows {Corvidxe) are at the head of the Fasserifonnes, being, with the
exception of their want of song, the most perfectly developed of birds.

The wing of a crow exhibits in its fullest perfection the power of flight,

evei'y wing-covert and quill being shown in the most complete develop-
ment. The same is seen in the feet of a crow, where all the scales on
the tarsi and toes are more strongly indicated than in any other passerine
bird.

The colour of the crows is black or decidedly sombre, as a rule, only
relieved by brighter plumage in the case of the magpies (Piat), jays

{Gamihis), and the beautiful blue jays of America {Ciiano-

The Crows.— cora.r, Xdnthnra), etc. All these forms belong to the true

Family Corvidtv. crows (Cu/t/zmc), of which our rooh {Triip<(ncornx frv<iilr(i}i!i),

carrion crow {Curone cumnf), magpie (PIck picd), and jay
(Garruhis (ihoidariits) are typical examples. Thej' all have the nostrils j)laced

high in the mandible, whereas the clioughs (sub-family Fir(idliui) have the
nostril placed low in the mandible, nearer to its Ljwer margin than to its

upper one. In the Firgiliitu' we find four genera: Gracnlns, with our own
red-billed chough ((t. <imcid}(s), Piirrltocorax, with its single species, P.

plirrJtocorax, the Alpine chough, and Corcaidx, with a single Australian species,

the white-winged chough (G, tnrhiiKirliKinplnts). The most interesting of this

group of birds, however, are

the desert-choughs (Podocrx).

Of these there are four species,

all confined to the desert re-

gifms of Central Asia from
Buchara to Turkt-stan and
Thibet. They are sandy-col-

oured birds, like most desert-

haunting creatures, but with
brighter heads and Avings : P.

panderl from Buchara was the

first species of the genus to

be described, but nothing has
been recorded of its habits.

P. hendeysoni from Yarkand
is better known, and Dr.

Henderson says that they al-

ways kept in pairs, and moved about from one sand-hill to another, seem-
ingly searching for insects in the sand. The stomachs, however, were
tilled with grain, picked out of the horse-dung in the road. The eggs of
P. punderi are like those of crows, but one species, P. liuDidia, lays white
eggs.

The crows are all ambulatores or walkers, but there is no proof that the
birds of paradise progress by walking steps, when on the ground. On the

contrary, tlie Pardditieidtf are entirely forest birds. They
The Birds of diflfer from the true crows in the structure of the feet, the
Paradise.— outer toe being longer than the inner one but shorter than
Family the middle one. Their fantastic plumage is their chief char-

I aradintidi-v. acteristic, but the nest and eggs are corvine, and the
jjaradise birds are really nothing but gaudy-coloured crows.

FUj. 93.

—

Panders Desert-Choitcih Podocp.-^ paii-h'ri).
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They include the rifle-birds (Ptllorhis), and other sickle-billed forms like the

twelve-wired birds of paradise (Sclcucides) and the superb birds of paradise

{Epimachus). In all the sickle-billed

species, composing the sub-family Epi-

machina;, the bill is long and curved,

and exceeds the tarsus in length. In
Ptilorliis the plumage is velvety black,

with a metallic head and a metallic

green shield on the breast. The nest

of Queen V^ictoria's rifle-bird (P. vic-

toria) is described as a loosely con-

structed structure of dead leaves and
green branchlets, the eggs being of a

flesh-colour , with streaks and spots of ^. , 9j__t„e Red-plumbd Bird op
reddish-brown. llie rifle-bn-as are j'.vradise (Pamrfisat rovf/iVuirt)-

found in Australia and New Guinea.
The Papuan Islands and the Moluccas are also the home of the true birds of

l)aradise, which compose the sub-family ParacUseina', which have a stouter

bill, with the culmen not so long as the tarsus. Some eighteen genera are

to be found in this sub-family, including not only the true paradise-birds,

but many others of varied form and decorated plumage. They inhabit the

forest country at dift'erent altitudes, and in some localities, such as the

Arn Islands, they are very abundant, the insensate fashion of decorating

ladies' hats with the plumes of these lovely birds having, wonderful to

relate, not yet succeeded in exterminating them. They feed chiefly on
fruit.

The bower birds are undoubtedly closely allied to the birds of paradise,

and it is diflicult to say wliere one family ends and the other begins. Such
forms as the golden bird of paradise (Xitntliomelus aureus)

have been placed with the Purndiseida', but this genus and TheBower Birds.

its allies are probably bower-builders, and it is certain that —Family

some of the allied forms, like Prionodura neivtoniana Ptdororpyn-

and Ambhjornis inornrda, undoubtedly construct large chidce.

bowers.
The satin bower-bird of Australia (Ptilonorhynchus holosericeus) builds

an arched bower of sticks, decorated with snail-shells, bleached bones
of small mammals, and the bright feathers of parakeets. But one of

the most extraordinary of all these fantastic bowers is that erected by the

gardener bird of Nrirth-Western New Guinea. Dr. Beccari, who dis-

covered the bower of this species in the Arfak Mountains, describes it as

follows:—"The Amhlijornis selects a flat even place round the trunk of a

small tree, which is as thick and as high as a walking-stick of middle size.

It begins by constructing at the base of the tree a kind of cone, chiefly of

moss, of the size of a man's hand. The trunk of the tree becomes the central

pillar, and the whole building is supported by it. On the top of the central

])illar twigs are then methodically placed in a radiating manner, resting on
the ground, leaving an aperture for the entrance. Thus is obtained a conical

and very regular hut. When the work is completed, many other branches

are placed transversely in various ways, to make the whole quite firm and
impermeable. A circular gallery is left between the walls and the central

cone. The whole is nearly three feet in diameter. All the stems used by
the AmhUjornis are the thin stems of an orchid (Dendruhium), an epiphyte
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forming large tufts on the mossy branches of great trees, easily bent like

straw, and generally about twenty inches long. The stalks had the leaves,

which are small and straight, still fresh and living on them—which leads me
to conclude that this plant was selected by the bird to prevent rotting and
mould in the building, since it keeps alive for a long time, as is so often the

case with epiphytical orchids. Before the cottage there is a meadow of

moss. This is brought to the spot and kept free from grass, stones, or

anything which would offend the eye. On this green turf, flowers and
fruit of a pretty colour are placed so as to form an elegant little garden.

The greater part of the decoration is collected round the entrance to

the nest ; and it would appear that the husband offers there his daily

gifts to his wife. The objects are very various, but always of a vivid

colour.

"

The starlings are a widely distributed group, peculiar to the Old World.

Our common starling {Sturnus vulgaris) is an exceedingly plentiful bird in

England, where it stays all the year, receiving an additional

Tlie Starlings, host of migrants in the autumn and winter. Like the

—Family crows, the starlings are walking, not hopping, birds like

Sturnida'. sparrows and finches. They differ from the crows, however,

in having a streaked nestling, and they have no rictal

bristles. Besides the members of the genus SfKriLUS, which contains the
true starlings of Eui'ope and Asia, and of which our own starling is the repre-

sentative, the family embraces many allied

genera, chiefly Asiatic, such as the field-starlings

and mynas (StimtM and Temenuclms), and the

rose-coloured pastor (Pador roseus). The latter

is an extraordinary bird, on account of its nidi-

dcation. It appears in certain districts of South-

Eastern Europe in vast swarms, hurriedly rears

its young, and departs again with such rapidity

that its absence has hardly been noticed from its

winter quarters. The starlings have the first

primary very short, and have on that account

been associated with the swallows and wagtails,

but with these families they have nothing to do.

Fig. 95.-THE Common Star- Their eggs are always bluish or white, and the
LING (Sturnits viihjaris). nest is a rough structure, placed in a hole of a

tree or wall. The starlings are principally in-

sect-feeders, and they do an immense amount of good to the agriculturist,

though it must be admitted that at certain times they commit some depre-
dation among the fruit.

This family is for the most part Indian and Moluccan, but there are
several African and Australian forms. It contains the wattled grakles

(Eulabes) of the Indian region, the glossy starlings of

The Tree Star- Africa (Lmnprocoliiis), and the genus Qdornis of the Indian
lings.—Family and Australian regions. These birds are arboreal in
Eidabetidfc their habits, and differ from the true starlings in having

distinct rictal bristles, and in laying spotted eggs. In
Madagascar the Etdabetidce are represented by the genus Eur]icen>s, a
chestnut bird with a huge bill of a blue colour. Only one species, E.
prevosti, is known.
The Dicraridce are black crow-like flycatchers, inhabiting Africa, India,
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and China, south throughout the Malayan Archipelago to Australia. They
sit on exposed branches of trees,

whence they fly out and capture The Drongos.
insects. Their nest is a cradle —Family
suspended between the fork of a DicruruUv.

branch, and the eggs are whitish,

with red markings. In nearly all the species the
tail is very plainly forked, especially in Buchawia,
and in some genera, such as the Himalayan
Cliibia, the outer featliers are curved ui)wards.
Some of the drongos, such as IHssamtrits and
B]irin(i<(, have the outer tail-feathers greatly
prolonged, and ending in a racket.

The orioles are an Old World family of birds,

the plumage l)eing of a bright yellow or t)range

colour, though some of the Moluccan and Aus-
tralian forms, such as Mimeta,
are dingy enough in colour, and The Orioles.

—

resemble honey-suckers (McUph((<i'khi'). The orioles build Family
a nest like the drongos, a cup-sliapcd cradle l)etween the OrioUda\
fork of a branch.
The golden oriole winters in Africa, and comes to

-The Black Drokgo
{Buchanga atrce).

Central Europe in the
Southern and

spring. It not only visits the British Islands
pretty frequently, but has certainly bred there.

The note of all the orioles is very rich and flute-

like, and their habits are arboreal, their food con-
sisting of insects and fruit. The young birds are
streaked below, showing an affinity to the starlings

;

and the eggs are white, with black spots.

These birds are usually called orioles by American
natui-alists, chiefly on account of their black and
yellow colour, which recalls the
plumage of the orioles of the Old The Hang-Nests.
World. They are, however, struc- —Family
turally distinct, and differ in their Idcridw.

habits. The family contains many
well-known genera, such as thebobolink {Ddichonyx
onjdwrn) and the cow -birds (Mulof]irKs), those

curious parasitic creatures of which Mr. "W. H. Hudson gives such an inter-

esting account in the " Argentine Ornithology." He gives details of the way
in which the Argentine cow-bird {M. honariensis) victimises many other small
birds by placing its eggs in their nests ; and he also tells us that when the
young cow-bird is hatched, the other occupants of the nest soon disappear,
though whether this massacre is the result of interference on the part of the
old birds, or is the work of the nestling cow-bird itself, as with our common
cuckoo, has not yet been proved.

Another well-known member of the family is the red-winged hang-
nest (Agekens pluvnicena), popularly known amongst us as the red-
winged starling, and the meadow starlings (Sturnella) also belong to the
family.

The true hang-nests or troupials of the genus Icterus are widely spread
over the New World. The chief element in their coloration is a bright yellow

Fiij. 97.

—

The Golden Oeiole
{Oriolun (jalhula).
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The Weaver-
Birds. —Family

Ploc(idii\

Fi(j. 98.—The BLAfK-HEADED Hano-
Nest (^Icterus iiteldiiocephulus).

or orange, but they differ from tlie orioles of the Old World, with which they
are often confused, by having only nine
primaries. Nearly 140 species of Icterida;

are known, and some species of the genus
Gassidix appear, from the recent observa-

tions of Mr. A. Schulz, to be parasitic on
each other, for Dr. Kuschel of Bieslau in-

ffirms us that (Ussidix oriplrorus deposits

its eggs in the nest of (\ p'^/'.siV'H*-. The
meadow-larks (Sturnelht) are ground birds,

as their name implies.

Intermediate between the hang-nests and
the finches come the weaver-birds. Al-

though they resemble the
finches in their food and in

many of their habits, they

mostly Iniild domed and
hanging nests like the Ic-

terida:.

Weavers are found in all i)arts of Tropical
Africa and Madagascar, as well as in India
and Burma, as far south as the Malayan Peninsula. The weaver-finches,

which are an integral portion of the family Ploceido', consist of the wax-bills,

such as Edrilda, Lagonosticta, Poephila, etc., are found in the Australian

region, as well as all over Tropical Africa and through-

out the Indian region. The weaver-birds build a sub-

stantial nest, purse-like in shape, often with a long

stocking-like entrance. As the nests are generally

suspended from the ends of palm-branches, or from
trees wliich overhang the water, it is supposed that

this stocking-like apjiendage is added to the nest to

prevent the attacks of monkeys or snakes, both of

which are enemies of the young weaver-birds. The
weavers have no pretensions to singing powers, and
can only keep up an incessant chattering, which does
duty for a song. When kept in captivity, and supplied

with dried grass for weaving, a baya weaver (Ploceus

hnijd) will make a nest in a cage, and the industi-y of

the birds is simply remarkable. The eggs of weaver-
birds vary to a great extent, being pure white, or bluish

or greenisli, witli deeper markings of the same colours.

These are brilliantly-coloured birds of the New World, resembling finches

_. _, in appearance, but distinguished by having a notch in the

Family upper mandible. They are very numerous in the nco-

Tananrhlie tropical region, and several species visit North America in

summer.
These curious little birds are allied to the TKuafiridw, but have nevertheless

the habits of the creepers, and their creeper-like eggs, white
with red spots, point to an alliance with tlie tree-creepers

(Certhiidce). The principal genera of the family are Cerfhiola

and Ccereba, the latter containing the well-known blue-

creeper (Ccereba cyanea).

/•'(fl. M.-TheBlaok-
IIRADBT) WeAVER-BiRI
(Hiiiihaiifiiniin lui-hnin-

The American
Creepers.

—

Family
Cterebidce.
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From these families wliicli lie (m the borderland of the finches, we pass to

the family FrhujUlidn . The latter family is (jne of the largest

in the whole series of the r((s.'<erif(in)U's. It is almost universal The Finclies.

—

in its distributi(jn, and com])rises throe sub-families : the gros- Family
beaks ((JoccutltntusthKi), the true finches (FriiKiiUitKr), and Frin(ji//i(l<i'.

the buntings {Einhrri::in(i').

In these birds, of which our common hiiw^wch (( 'orcotJindistes coccotlirKudes)

is the type, the bill is large and swollen, and the nasal bones are produced
backwards beyond the front line of the bony orbit. There
are no less than twenty-three genera of grosbeaks, and they The Grosbeaks,

are represented in nearly every ([uarter of the globe. The —Sub-family

northern forms are (.'orcothridtdea in the Old World, and CoccolhraiiMnnc.

Li(piylniis. of which our common greenfinch (L/;/»o//i».s

cldoris) is the type. In North America HcihimcUs is the prevailing form,

while in the Himalayas we have MjicerdlKOi and Purnorluimplnis. The smaller

grosbeaks are princi])ally neo-tropical, and are represented by the genera
SperwdjiJiila, and in the Galapagos Islands by GcusphK and ('(tmdrJnincJnis.

The cardinal grosbeaks {('((idiindis) are inhabitants of the Southern United
States as far as British Honduras in Centi'al America, and species of the

genus are also found in A^enezuela and Trinidad.

This family embraces all the best known of the finches. The type may be
said to be our common chafbnch (Fy'uKjiUa calcbs), but all the linnets, siskins,

goldfinches, and other familiar birds are part and parcel of

this sub-family. The bill is less massive than in the gros- The Finches.

—

beaks, and the upper mandible is not prt)duced backwards Sub-family

beyond the front line of the orbit ; Frithjilliini'.

otherwise the angle of the genys is

much the same as in the grosbeaks.

The finches constitute a very numerous sub-familj-,

and many beautiful birds are embraced within its

limits. Besides our own European forms mentioned
above, there are many interesting tropical genera, such
as the rose-finches {Carpodacns), which are found in

North America, as well as in Northern Europe and
Asia, being especially abundant in the Himalayas.
The sparrows all belong to this group of finches, as

well as the canaries, which are principally African,

Tim'aTF^wm(^mMA '"''"'^ '^^^^ -saflVon-finches (Sijcalis) of South America,
the bullfinches (PiirrJi'da) and the crossbills (Lu.via).

In the buntings there is generally a gap between the two mandibles, and
the angle of the lower mandible is much more acute than in the finches and
grosl)eaks. The buntings are grain and insect-eating birds,

often of bright colours, and distributed over the greater The Buntings.

—

part of the globe, excepting the Australian and Polynesian Sub-family
regions. In most of the buntings, as with the finches, there Einherizinn'.

is a comi)lete winter plumage, and the summer dress is

gained, not by a thorough moult, but by a shedding of the edges of the winter
feathers, so that the underlying pattern comes intr) prominence. One of the
best examples of this phenomenon is the snow-bunting {Pledrophenctx itimlis),

which arrives in England in the winter in a rufescent dress. The summer
plumage is gradually assumed by the shedding of the pale edges to the
feathers ; the black tips to the primary coverts disappear by abrasion, and the
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Fig. 101.—The Snow-Bunting
( / 'Icitroph en a ,c ni iv( I is).

The Larks.

Family
Alaudida'.

white bases of the primaries extend by degrees, as the rufous colour of

the upiier parts is gradually shed,

allowing the underlj'ing black and
white plumage to predominate, so that

the summer dress of the snow-bunting
is pure black and white.

Besides the genus Enihcrka, which
contains our yellow-hammer {E. citrin-

ella), cirl-bunting (E. ciiius), and or-

tolan (E. Iiortulnna), the buntings like-

wise embrace the corn-bunting {Mili-

aria miliaria), the Lapland bunting
(Calcariiin lapponicun), and a large

number of American genera {Zuuo-

trichia, Poospiza, Jimco, Sjnzella, Am-
rnodromis, Melospiza, Hcemophila, Pip-

ilo, Spizd, Psendoclilorisj P]irij<iilits,

Paroaria, etc.).

Larks are chiefly denizens of the Old World, though Nortli America claims

a number of species of horned-larks (Otiicorns), which represent a circumpolar
genus, of which the European horned-lark ((>. alpestris) occurs

in Northern Europe and Northern Asia, as well as in North
America. In America the horned larks are more numerous,
and even extend into Colombia
in South America. The Al((\t-

didfe are distinguished from all other passerine

birds by the scutellations on the hinder side of

the tarsi {phtnta tarsi'). They are especially

numerous in Africa, and also in the plains of

India, the dominant genus Mirafra extending to

the Malayan Islands and even to Australia. The
sky-larks, of which our own familiar species,

Akmda arcensis, is the best known representa-

tive, are chiefly pali^arctic, though similar

species occur in the Indian region. The larks

are, without exception, ground-builders, and the

eggs are generally dark brown, or Avhitish, with

brown mottlings and speckles. Some twenty
genera are known, among which are the desert

larks (Certliihmda), remarkable for their long

curved bill, the calandra larks {Melanocorypilia),

the short-toed larks (QdandreUa), the crested

larks (Galerita), the wood-larks (Lidlula), and the finch-larks (Pi/r-

rhidauda).
Like the larks, the wagtails and pipits are " ainbulatores," or walking

birds. They do not hop like sparrows and iinches. They resemble the
larks in one peculiarity, viz. the extreme elongation of the
inner secondaries, which are as long as the primary quills.

The Motacillidce have not the phtnta tarsi scutellated as in

the larks, and they have only nine primaries, the first one
being absent. In many of the larks, however, the bastard-

primary is present, but is so tiny as almost to defy detection,

Fiij. 102.—The Skylark
{Ahuida arvensis).

The Wagtails
and Pipits.

—

Family
Motacillidce.
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F\<j. 103.—The Pikd Waotail (MoUiciUa
Iwjubris).

The pipits are generally birds of sombre brown coloration, more like that

of the larks. They build their nests on the ground, generally under some
sheltered portion of a bank. Tiie true

pipits (Anthus) are thirty-live in number,
and are found in almost every part of

the world. The common meadow pij)it

{Aidhiis 2)i'<(ten.'<ifi) is (me well-known
species, and the tree-pipit (^-1. trifldlis)

is another. The eggs of these two pij^its

are much more richly cok)ured than
those of wagtails, and are often of a

l)inkish-red or purplish colour, with
darker spots and blotches. The brightest

of the pipits are the members of the

African genera ilfMtion)/x and Tmdothy-
l((cus, the species of M((cwit]ix. having
yellow breasts, while one species, M. <(nieU(f, has a beautiful i)ink

breast.

The wagtails arc divisible into two sections, the " water '' Avagtails and
the ''field " wagtails, the latter being less frequenters of the river banks than
of the inland pastures. The most thoroughly river-liaunting species in our
own islands is the grey wagtail {Motacilla wd(i)i(ipij), while the pied wagtail
{M. IiKiubris) is atypical ''water "-wagtail, just as Ray's wagtail (M. ((oiijwstris)

is a typical " field ''-wagtail. All these little birds, as well as the pipits, feed
on insects, which they catch on the wing or on the ground, and they all have
a graceful mode of running and walking, keeping up the whole time a con-
stant up-and-down waving of the tail.

The MtiivtiUida embrace a number of small warblers, entirely confined
to the American region, where they fulfil the same functions as our own
warblers {Siilriicin) of the Eastern Hemisphere, feeding on
insects. They differ, however, from the ;S'y?r//(/r' in having
nine primaries, nor is there any proof that the Mniotilflihr

have a double moult, in autumn and again in spring, like the

warblers of the Old World. The principal genera of the

Mniotiltidcc are Dendraxa and Parula, both of which are

also denizens of South America. Some genera, like

Mniot'ilta, appear to have an affinity with the
creepers, while the genera BanUeutcms, Setopluuja,

Mifwdioctes, etc., have well-developed rictal bristles,

and are like flycatchers in their external appear-
ance.

A typical creeper is easily distinguished from the
other passerine birds by its stiffened tail-feathers,

which resemble those of a woodpecker,
and are of the same use to the birds

in supporting themselves during their

climb up an uj^right trunk. Unlike
the woodpeckers, which only ascend
the trunk, the tree-creepex's often
bough horizontally. They have a long and curved
bill, different from the conical bill of the tits, which

they resemble in nesting habits and in the colour of the eggs, which

The American
Warblers.

—

Family
MniotiUidd'.

fig. 104.—The Tbee-
Cbeeper

{Certhia /amUiari)s).

The Creepers.

Family
Certhiidce.

along
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The
Honey-Suckers.
—Family

Mdipha(jkl<i

.

are white, with rufous or reclclish-l)ro\vn spots. The genus CertJtia

contains about ten species, of which our tree-creeper (Vetihid famili-

aris) is the typical one, but members of the genus are found through-
out Europe and jSorthern Asia, as well as in the Himalayan mountains.
They occur also throughout North America and extend into Central
America.

Just as in the climbing birds like woodpeckers, tliere are stiflF-

tailed species and soft-tailed species, so we find in the creepers the spiny-
tailed Verthifi', and some soft-tailed genera like ISaljwuii.i of India
and Africa, Clhnacteris of Australia and New Guinea, and the crimson-
winged creeper {Tkhodroma mnvdviu), a species which
inhabits the mountainous regions from China to the
Himalayas, and fx-om Turkestan to the Alps and
the Pyrenees. It is a beautiful little bird of a
delicate grey colour ; in this it resembles a nut-
hatch, but the bill is curved like that of a creeper.

Like a nut-hatch, it has white spots on the outer
tail-feathers, but has the wing-coverts crimson.

The honey-suckers are one of those curious Aus-
tralasian families which stand apart by themselves,

and for which it is difficult to esti-

mate the correct relationship. Gould
wrote in 18G5 a very excellent note
on these birds, the habits of which
he had studied himself in nature :—" The honey-eaters are unquestion-

ably the nU'St peculiar and striking feature in Aus-
tralian ornithology. They are, in fact, to the farmer
Avhat the Eucalypti, Banksio', and Melalencrr are to the flora of Australia.

The economy of these birds is so strictly adapted to those trees tliat the one
appears essential to the other ; for what can be more plain than that the
brush-like tongue is especially formed for gathering the honey from the floAver-

cups of the Ei'caliipti, or that their diminutive stomachs are especially formed
for this kind of food, and the peculiar insects which form a portion of it."

The brusli-tongue is the chief character of the honey-suckers, which are very
numerous in Australia and New Guinea, and extends into the Moluccas and
Polynesia.

The sun-birds are very similar in outward aspect to tlie neo-tropical
liumming-birds (I'rochili, antea, p. 347). Tliey are richly decorated in

metallic colours, but instead of hovering in front of

il owers, suspended in the air with a vibrating flight,

they are more like tits in their ways ; at least, so we
gathered from watching a little troujj of Cinnyris asi<dka in

a garden at Delhi, Avhere they crept about through the
bushes, uttering a little tit-like chirp, and picking ofi" small insects from
the leaves.

The Malachite sun-bird {Kcdayinia famosa) is one of the largest of the
Nectariniidce, and is found in Southern Africa. Most of the species of sun-
birds have square tails, but iNT. famosct and a few othec African species

have the central tail-feathers elongated. The sun-birds have an ex-

tensile tongue similar to that of the humming-birds and woodpeckers,

Fi<j. 105.—The C'iu-Mson

WlXliEK CKEEPEU
(Tichodroiiui m u ra riu).

The Sun- Birds.

-Family
Nectariniidre

.
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F'iij. IOC—The Malaihitk
Sun-Bird

(^Nectarinia famosa).

and Mr. Eugene Gates has shown that the ])ill is serrated for the terminal
third of both mandibles. They build pensile-like nests, made of tine

grass or rootlets, and generally with a kind of hood,
made of fine grass, above the entrance. The nest
is usually attached to the end of a branch, but is

sometimes found on the under-side of a broad leaf,

such as that of a plantain.

The flower-peckers are small bii'ds, allied to the
sun-birds, but differing in their shorter bills, both
mandibles being serrated along

their cutting-edges. Their plum- The
age is mostly brilliant, and they are Flower-peckers,

found in the Indian and Malayan —Family
regions and throughout the Moluc- Diceida'.

cas, New tiuinea and Australia.

Their food consists of insects and small berries, and
the}' are remarkable for the beauty of their nests,

which are purse-like, made of the cotton from
plants, tine grass and vegetable-down, the nests

being suspended from the end of a twig, often at a great height from the

ground. The two principal genera vi the tiower-peckers are JJiartan and
PrioiKK'ltlhis.

The white-eyes are found in Africa, the Mascarene islands, throughout
India and Ceylon, to the Burmese provinces, China and Jajian, and again

throughout the whole of the Malayan region to Australia

and Polynesia. They are nearly all birds of the same The White-eyes,
pattern of coloration, green or yellowish - green above, —Family
mostly with a yellow forehead, sometimes with a black one, Zosttropida-.

while the majority of sj^ecies are yellow below, or white with
yellow throats. The name of "white-eye" is given to t\\e Zosteropidcr, on
account of a white ring of feathers which encircles the eye, and not because
the eye itself is white. They feed upon small insects, which they seek for
among the trees ; and Mr. Gates says tliat the Indian species are generally
seen in flocks, and utter a constant twitter as they search for food. The
nest is cup-shaped, very neatly and delicately made of vegetable fibres

or fine grass, moss or wool. The eggs are blue, and two or three in

number.
Tlie tits are a numerous family, most strongly represented in the northern

parts of the Gld and New Worlds, reaching in the latter to Central America,
and in the former occurring throughout Europe, Africa, and
Asia, but being al^sent from the Australian region. They The Tits.

have stout and ccmical bills, and have the nostrils covered Family
Avith bristles, and strongly scutellated tarsi, which have Paridn'.

suggested to some ornithologists their affinity to the crows
{Corvidfi'). There is, however, in our opinion, no relationship between these
families, for the nesting habits of the two are entirely different, and the
character of the eggs suggests no possible connection. The tits are all small
birds, assembling in flocks and family parties in winter, when they associate
with creepers, nut-hatches, and other small birds, in traversing the woods in
search of insect food. The genera of tits are not many, and they are mostly
represented in the avi-fauna of Europe. Thus Farna contains our great tit

(P. mcijnr) and blue tit (P. crrndcus), Pcvcile, the marsh tit (P. jiahistrifi) and
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Fig. 107.—The Beaeded
Reedling.

{Cidamo2)liilus biormiciis).

its allies, Lophophanes, our crested tit {L. cristatus), and JEcjithalus, our long-

tailed tit {j^. vagans). Nearly all of these build

rough nests in holes of walls or of trees, and lay

white eggs spotted with rufous, from five to ten in

number. The long-tailed or bottle tit, on the other

hand, lays white eggs, seldom with any spots, in an
oval nest composed of moss, covered with lichens

and lined with feathers. It is one of the most
beautiful of all known nests, and is suspended in a

tree or bush, generally at no great heiglit from the
ground.
The bearded reedling {FaiutriDi biarmicus) is often

called the bearded tit, but it is not a true tit, being
a marsh-haunting bird, building a cup-shaped nest
at the base of a bunch of reeds. The eggs are white,

with reddish dots and streaks. It occurs still in the
Norfolk broads in England, and extends throughout
Europe to Central Asia in suitable localities. There
is more difference in the colour of the sexes in the

genus Paiiuriis than there is in the tits. The males and females are alike in

colour in the latter birds, whereas in the reedling the male is a handsome
l)ird, with a grey head and a black moustache, while the female is quite a

plain coloured bird.

The nut-hatches are principally pahearctic and nearctic in their range. No
BiJecies is found in South America, Africa (south of the Sahara), or in the

Australian region. They are mostly grej'-coloured birds,

with conspicuous white spots near the end of the tail-feathers.

In those parts of the world where true nut-hatches do not
occur, their places are taken by birds of similar ap2:»earance

•and habits, though of brighter coloration. Thus, in the
Himalayas south to the Burmese provinces and the Malayan sub-region
occurs the genus Dendroaitta, represented far away
in Madagascar by Hypositta, and in Australia and
New Guinea by Sitella.

The true nut-hatches (Sitta), of which our common
nut-hatch is the type, are birds with the appearance
of a small woodpecker, and they climb up trees

with the same facility, using their wedge-shaped
bill to prize off pieces of bark to feed on the insects

which their prowess discovers. They have, however,
soft-plumaged tails, not spiny tails like the wood-
peckers and creepers, but they run along boughs
exactly as these birds do, witli the exception that

nut-hatches often run down a trunk, which the other

birds above-mentioned do not do.

The gold-crests form a little family of northern
birds, intermediate between the tits and warblers,

catching tiny insects like both of

these, but differing from them in

their structure and mode of nidification. They are very
tiny creatures, our common gold-crest {Regidus re(julns)

being the smallest of our native birds. Gold-crests are

The Nut-Hatches,
—Family
Sitdd't'.

Fig. 108.—The Common
Nut-Hatch {Sitta ccesia).

The Gold-Crests.

—Family
Eegulidce.
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found only in the northern parts of the Old and New Worlds, our own J?,

refjulas and the fire-crest (A*. iijuicapiUus) being paliearctic, AVJtli a smaller

race in the Himalayas {li. himalayensis), and distinct forms in Madeiia (i^.

vindcrensis), the Canaries (A*, ttiieriffte), and the Azores {li. az()n)i.sit<), while

North Aiiiei"ica has the ruliy-creat {li. cahniluhi).

Although such a suiail bi.d, the common gold-crest is a regular migrant tu

Eugland across the NmLh ISia, and .Mniielimes migrations have taken place

which have last, d fnaii eighty to ninety days. The nest which the biul

builds is slung like a haunuock under the brunch of a yew-tiet or a fir : it is

made of moss, and is generally well concealed, and lined with featl.ers. the
eggs being from five to eiglit in number, of a creamy white colour, with a

darker ring round the larger end.

The shrikes are one of the most cosmopolitan families of birds, for, with
the exception of South America, where they are absent, they are eveiywhere
distributed. The true shrikes {Lanins), 01 which the great

grey shrike {L. exmibitur) is the type, are chiefiy ntirthern The Shrikes or
birds, but are distributed also over Africa, India, and the Butcher-Birds.

—

Indo-Chinese sub-region, but in the Malayan, Australian, Family Za7im/(e.

and Oceanic sub-regions they are represented cliietly by the
genus Fachxjcephala. The red-backed shrike {Lanhta coUyrio) and the wood-
chat (//. senator) are two of the commonest of the European species, and the
former visits Great Britain in the summer. The members of this family
have gained their name of " butcher birds " from their habit of impaling
their food on sharp thorns in the hedges near their nests, mice, frogs,

grasshoppers, beetles, and other insects being often found in the " hirders
"

of these birds.

The swallow-shrikes or wood-swallows constitute a small assemblage of birds,

eontaining the genus Artamus, of the Indian and Australian regions, with
seventeen species, and Psetidochelidoii of West Africa, with
one species, P. eurystomina. The swallow-shrikes are grey The Swaliow-
or brown birds, with a pointed blue bill and very long wings, Shrikes.

—

and Gould says that no one who has seen them in life can Family

fail to notice how clostly they resemble the swallows in the Artamtda;.

actions and general mode of life. The nest of A. sordidus

is placed in the fork of a branch, or on the side of a

tree, and is mule of fine twigs neatly lined Avith

fibrous roots. The eggs are white, spotted with umber
brown.

Th'i waxwings are a nine-primaried family, chiefly

northern in their habitat, and possessing tropical

genera only in North and Central

America, where tlie crested chatterers The Chatterers,

{Pliir'nopetjla and Piiloyonys) occur. —Family
The waxwiiig (Ampclis g^irmhis) is Ampdidce.

found in North Americaand in Northern
Euroiie and Asia, and occasionally visits Great Britain,

occurring ;>t irregular intervals in some numbers. It

gains it.s name fnmi the wax-like tips which are de-

veloped on the secondary qtiills in the adult bird.

These are also found in the American cedar-hird (Ampelia

eedrurnm), but in the Japanese waxwing (A. japoniois)

the secondaries and tail are tipped with crimson. The nest of A. yarrnhis

2 A

Fig. 109.—The W.^x-
WI.VG

(Ampelis (jarrulus).
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is a large and compact structure, made of twigs and moss, and Inied with

feathers,' the eggs being stone-grey, spotted witli black or blackish-brown.

The Vireonidce constitute a small family of about sixty birds, peculiar

to the New World. They are mostly of a green colour, and in many

respects resemble warblers, especially in the fact tliat the

young birds scarcely differ from the adults, whereas in tlie The Greenlets.—

shrikes, to which the greenlets are undoubtedly also allied, ,^ainily

the young are cross-barred. The species of the genus Vireu I ircomdce.

build a pendent nest covered with lichens and mosses, and

they lay white eggs, speckled with red.
t -i

The warblers were, until recent years, considered to be a part of the family

of thrushes ; but in 1881, they were separated by the late Henry Seebohm

on characters which have been admitted to be of deep-seated

The Warblers.— importance, vi::., that the warblers had a double moult, one

Family in spring and one in autumn, and the young were plain-

Sylviida;. coloured and resembled the adults, whereas the thruslies

-,•
. have only an autumnal moult, and liave spotted young,

differing from the plumage of the adult.

The warblers are denizens of the Old Wurld, and are everywhere distri-

buted. Unfortunately we have not space to describe the many forms of

Sylviidce, Avhich include some of the iinest songsters in the Avorld, such as the

nightingale {iJaulias luscinia), the blackcap {Sijlcia atncapiHa), and other

familiar summer migrants, such as the willow

\\a,xhlex {Phylloscopus tyochihts), the cliiffchaff(P.

minor), etc. In the Syhiidce are also placed reed

warblers, like our own species {Acrucephalns

strepen(s), and sedge warblers {A. 2)hra(imitis) ; as

well as all the grass-warblers (Oi's^/coZa, Frinia, and
Sutoria). Some of the latter group build very in-

teresting nests, as they take a couple of leaves and
sew the edges together, so as to form a purse, in

which they build their nest, which is made of fine

grass, cotton down, and hair. The eggs are three

or four in number, wliifce or bluish-green, boldly

marked with brownish-red. Tlie warblers are

insectivorous birds, though most of them, at certain

times, feed on small fruits and berries. In autumn
many of them migrate for very long distances.

As explained above, the thrushes have only one
moult in the year, and that in the autumn, and

they have tlie young birds thickly

The Thrushes. — spotted and different from the

Family adults. Thus in the family Tur-
Turdidce. didcr. are placed the robin {Er>it}tacus ruhcculu) and its

allies the blue-throats (Cyanecida) and redstarts {Eidicilla),

as well as the chats (Saxicola), and numbers of tropical genera, such as the

chat-thrushes (Cossypha) of Africa, the sluimas {Cittocincla), and the dhayal
birds (Copsychns) of India.

The thrushes may be roughly divided into three groups : the ground-
thrushes {Oreocicla and Geocichia), the true thrushes {Tvrdiis), and the
blackbirds (Merida).
One of the largest and handsomest of the ground-thrushes is White's thrush

Fifj. no.—Thf, Indian Tailor
Bird (Sutoria untorii).
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Vhj. 111.—White's
TnKrsn(0)'tw i'rtc/n vm la).

(Oreocida raria), .1 s^^ecies wliicli conies from its ]u)mo in Siberia to visit

Western Europe and the British Ishmds occasionally.

All the thruslies are insectivorous birds, but feed

also on worms and small molluscs, while in the

autumn and winter their food consists principally of

berries. Most of the northern species are migratory,

such as the tieldiare {Tun! us pilaris), and the redwing
(T, iliKcua), -which como to us from Scandinavia in the

winter, while even our song-thrush (7'. music us) is to

a great extent a migrant.

In the blackbirds (Mcrula), tlie sexes are difterent

in cohnir, the female being always of a duller plumage
than in the male, as is evidenced by our common
blackbird (3/. meruht). The ground-thrushes are dis-

tinguished by a patch of M-hite under the wing.

There is scarcely any part of the world from which
thrushes are absent.

TJie dippers, or water ouzels, are aquatic wrens.

They are generally associated with the thruslies, but they have the front

of the tarsus witliout any scutelhe, and only covered with a

plain tarsal envelope. Like the wrens, they have no rictal pamnv
~

bristles, and they build a round iiest of moss under tlio
Cindidw

shelter of a stone or the root of a tree, and lay white eggs.

The name of dipper is not attached to this bird because it dips under the

water, but on account of the curious bo])bing motion which the bird con-

tinually keeps up. Eveiy time that it bol)s

its head, it flirts its wings and slightly erects

its tail. The bird is ranked as "vermin '' by
ignorant people, who suppose that it devours
the ova of trout, but it is generally allowed
that the evidence of this crime on the part

of the bird is open to doubt, and its food
consists of caddis-worms, water-beetles, and
small molluscs. The flight of the dipper is

extremely rapid, and I'esembles that of a

kingfisher. It flies with rapid beats of the

wings above the surface of the water, and
will disappear suddenly beneath the stream

,

1)ut more often it settles on a rock and
deliberately walks into the water, searching for its food among the stones at

the bottom of the river.

Of the dippers about a dozen species are known, inhabitants of the moun-
tain-streams of the northern parts of both hemispheres, extending to the

Himalayas and China ; while in the New World the genus is found in the

highlands of Central America, and throughout the Andes of Colombia
Ecuador, and Pern.
The TroglochjiidcB embrace a number of small birds such as our common

wren (Anorthura trofjlodytes), which are spread over the

greater part of the globe, being very abundant in the New The Wrens.

—

World, but absent in the Australian and Ethiopian regions. Family

They have no rictal bristles, and build domed nests. Many Troylodi/tidce,

of them have a remarkable power of song,

Firj. 112. —The Common Dipper
(Cinclvs uqtiaticvt:).
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FUj. 113.

—

The Mockino-Bird
{Mimus poiyfjlotlus).

Tlie mocking-bix'ds f^re an American family, of wliicli Mimus pohjijl(>tt\is

and thu cat-bird {GaUoscoptes

The carulinensis) are prominent ex-

Mocking-Birds. amples. The Mimida: are found
—Family througliout temperate North
Mimidai. America, Central America, the

West Indian islands, and the

greater part of South America, even to Chili,

Patagonia, and tlie Galapagos Islands. Their

powers of song and mimicry are proverbial.

The Tlineliidce are short-winged, non-migra-

toi-y birds, with the habits of thrushes and the
* rictal bristles of flycatchers.

The Babblers.— They are mostly ground birds.

Family many of them, like Crateropus,

Tbndi'idiK. proceeding through the bushes
in flocks, while others, like Ptilo-

cichla are ch>thed in dense plumage, resembling

the Formicarildtii of South America. The characters and limits of this large

Old World family are still imperfectly understood.

The bulbuls are another family peculiar to the Old World, thrush-like in

character, but differing from the thrushes in their short tarsi, and stronger

rictal bristles. They are birds of quiet habits, but possess a

The Bulbuls.— sweet song. The Pycno)iotidm are found all over Africa,

Family and one species is an inhabitant of Algeria and Morocco.
Pycnonotidce, They are strongly represented throughout the Indian region,

and extend into the entire IMalayan region.

The chief character which distinguishes this Old World family of birds

The is the spiny character of the rump-feathers. They are

Cuckoo-Shrikes, found throughout the Ethiopian, Indian, and Australian re-

—Family gions, and constitute a link between the flycatchers and the
Campophagidoe. shrikes.

The flycatchers are mostly broad-billed, insect-catching birds, with abun-
dant rictal bristles, entirely confined to the Old World, over the whole

of which they are distributed. They
The Flycatchers,

j^ spotted young like the thrushes,

T,r 7 and on this account it is often very
^ dimcult to determine whether some of

the genera should be referred to the Turdidct or the
Muscicapidce,

Our common flycatcher (Musricapa (jrisola) is a
late summer migr.uit to England, and arrives from
Africa in May. The last - named continent is also

the home of a number of resident S]iecies of the genus
Muscicapa, which is also well represented in the Indian
and Chinese regions by species similar to M. (jriaola.

The nest of the latter species is often ])laced in a crevice

of b irk on a tree and decorated with lichens :.nd spiders'

webs, which help to conceal it. The eggs are greenish-

white or stone-cnlour, with reddish-brown spots. The
l)ied flycatcher {Ficedida atricajnlln) represents another section of the Musci-
capidcp, and lays blue eggs, the nest being in the hole of a tree. The faur

Fi'(/.114.—The Common
Flycatcher

(Musciccqm (jrisola).
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Fig. 115,—The
Common Swallow
(Hirundo ru.ificn).

tailed tlycatcliers (Bhipidunt) of India and AusLiaiia build a cnp-shaped nest

on a bough : and besides these few forms there arc many others which we
have not space to enumerate, such as the paradise tlycutchers {Tcrpsiphone)

of Africa and India, remarkable for their long tails, -which form a kind of

streamer.
Tlie swallows, so often associated with the swifts, because of their similar

manner of flight and mode of living, are now recognised by all ornithologists

as b-'ing ti'ue Passeres. They have, how-

ever, a different arrangement of the The Swallows.

—

feather-tracts to the rest of the perch- Family

ing birds, in having the spinal tract IliniuJiiiida'.

forked on the back. Swallows are found

all over the world, and in summer penetrate very far

north, our common swallow {Ifirundo ruatica) having
been seen near Spitsbergen, and wintering as far soutli

as the Cape Colony arid the Indian Peninsula. In
America the cliff-swallow (Pctrochelidou 2)ll)'''h<)ni)ta) and
tiie purple martin {Prognc purproTa) also perform migra-
tions almost equal in extent to those of the American barn-
swallow (Hinindoenithrngasfer), which is the counterpart

of our H. rustica. Many of the swallows build in barns
and outhouses or in holes of trees, and make rougli nests

of mud and straw, lined with feathers, but some, like the
house-martins (Clielidon) build their mud nests under the
eaves of houses, and lay white eggs. The nesc of our

house-martin (Chelidon urbica) is an instance of this method, and in this

genus the eggs are white, not spotted as in the case of the true swallows.

The bank-martins {Gotile) also lay white eggs, which are deposited at the end
of a tunnel excavated by the birds themselves.

All the birds contiiined in this section of the passeriformes have the in-

trinsic muscles of the syrinx fixed to the middle of the bronchial semi-rings.

The first sub-division of the Mesomyodi have the lower end
of the trachea not modified, the syrinx as in the oscines, but Section
with a lesser number of singing-muscles. This sub-division Mesomyodi.
is called the AcromyodiV. There are eiglit acromyodian
families, of which mention is made below, and they are distinguished by the
different scutellation of the tarsi. In the first division occur the Tyrannida',

Oxyrhamphida\ and Pipridce ; in these the tarsus is what is called " exas-

l.)idean." In the second division, where the tarsus is " pycnas])idean," are

the Cuthui'idn' and Phytotomidce. In the third is the family Philejriftida;

with a " taxaspidean " tarsus; and lastly, the fourth division, with an
" ochreate " tarsus, containing the Piffidc and Xoimndce. The last three

families inhabit the Old World, but all the others belong to the New
World.
In the tyrants the " exaspidenn " form of tarsus prevails, i.e.. the scutella-

tion of tlie fore part of the tarsus is continued over the whole outer side of

it, and includes also the hinder aspect or the j^^dida tarsi.

Tlie family is divided by Dr. P. L. Sclater into four sub-

families, the Taniop^erinrr, PlafiirJnjnchincc, Ehruiiucc, and
Tyraninncv. The tyrants number more than 400 species, a

certain portion rif which are migratory, breeding in Nortli

America, and wandering to Central and South America in winter. P>v far

The Tjo-ants.—

Family
Tyrannidiv.
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the gi'eatei' ui;ijority of species arc neotropical in habitat. They are insect-

feeders, and resemble our flycatchers in habits, so much so that they are

commonly known as " flycatchers " in America.

In the TijyaiDiidie and Oxyrhamjjhichb tlie toes are nearly free, according

to Dr. Schiter, as in the Oscines or ordinary passerine birds. They differ

from the members of the foregoing family in having a straight

Tbe Sharp-Bills, and pointed bill, instead of the flattened and hooked bill of

—Family the I'ljrami idee. As Mr. S-ilvin well observes, the position

Oxyrhamphidce . of the genus Oxyrhamj^hKS is obscure, and it may turn out,

when its anatomy is known, that it is not allied to the

tyrants at all. In the male bird, according to Mr. Salvin, " the barbs of the

central portion of the outer web of the outermost primary have their ex-

tremities destitute of barbules, and these bare points turned rather abruptly

backwards and slightly inwards, tlie margin of the wing tlius forming a

strongly serrate edge. In the female the outer web of this feather is normal."
Nothing has been recorded of the lial)its of the species of Oxyrho.mphvs,
which are three in number.
The FiprUht differ from the two foregoing families in having the toes

united at the base. They are mostly brightly-coloured birds, about seventy

in number, strictly neotropical in habitat, and dwelling in

The Manakins.— the forests. A curious habit of one of the manakins, Chiroxi-

Family phia linearis, of Central America, is recorded by Mr. Isutting.

Pipridce. Instead of fighting for the female, as is the case with most
birds, this manakin dances himself into her favour. Mr.

Nutting once saAv two males dancing uj^on a bare twig about four feet from

the ground. The two birds were about a foot and a half apart, and were

altei-nately jumping about two feet into the air, and alighting exactly upon

the spot whence tUey jumped. They kept time as regularly as clock-work,

one bird jumping up the instant that the other bird alighted, each bird

accompanying himself to the tune of toledo, tole'do, tole'do, sounding the

syllable " to " as he crouched to spring, " le" while in the air, and " do " as

he alighted.

In the Coiiuyidcn the tarsus is " pycnaspidean," with the scales of the

hinder aspect of the tarsus (planta. tarsi) separate, small in size, and generally

arranged without any order. The
The American bill is elongated, compressed, and
Chatterers.— not serrated." Six sub-families are

Family i-ecognised by Dr. Sclater, and all

Cotiwjidn:. the species are neotrojiical. They
comprise very varied forms, but

the most striking are the cocks-of-the-rock {Rvpi-

cola) and the bell-birds {Chasmorhiinchvs).

The plant-cutters are only four in number, and
are found in Western South America from Peru

to Chili, thence to the Argentine

The Plant- Republic and N<n-thern Patagonia.

Cutters.—Family There is only one genus, P/u/iofomrt,

Phytotomida'. which agrees with the Cotiugida,

as regards the scaling of the tarsus,

but is distinguished by its short, conical, and ser-

rated bill.

In the following small family the tarsus is "taxaspidean," Milli the spaces on

Fiij. IIU.—The Bell-Biud
(,L'has)ttoiiujHchns niveus).
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The Wattled
Ant-Thrushes.-

Family
Philejiiltidce.

Fig. 117.—The PrRPi.E
Pitta

{Pitta granatina).

the soles of tlie tarsus ck)se together, rectangular, and arranged in regular

series. The Fhilepittichc are ground birds, found only in

Madagascar. Two species are known, one black, the other

olive above, yellow behjw, but both having a bluisli fleshy

carbuncle above the eye.

The Fittidce differfrom all the families we have been recently

considering in havingthe tarsus "ocreate," orcovered with anentire scale. With
the exceptionof one .species, I'iUaan-

golmsis, which inliabits West Africa, The Pittas.

—

the whole of the family arc denizens of Family Pittidce.

the tropical regions of the Indian and
Australian regions. The pittas are birds of bright

coloration, inhabitants of the forests, and in many
cases migratory. The Burmese genus Anthocinda

has long superciliary tufts, which are absent in the

other genera.

The Xeniscidxn agree with the Pittidit in the scaling

of the tarsus, but have only ten tail-feathers, whereas

the pittas have twelve. Three genera are known of

these tiny wren-like birds, rtz. Acanthidositta, Tm-
versia, and Xenicus, all from the New Zealand sub-

region.

The arrangement of the voice- organs in the Trachea-

pjionce is exactly opposite to that of the Oscines or

ordinary passeres, and the lower end
of the trachea is specially modified in order to form an organ Section

of voice, and the bronchi are not involved in the arrange- Tracheophonce.

ment at all.

The four families composing the Trucheophome are all neotropical, the

Dendrocolapfvkii and Forinicariidce having only one pair of notches in the

hinder margin of the sternum, while

the Conopophagklce and Fteroptoc-

hidce have two pairs of posterior

notches.

The wood-hewers are about three

liundred in number, and are con-

tained in six sub-families, three of which, the Fur-

nariime (oven-birds), Synallaxuue, and Philydorimt:

have soft-plumaged tails, while the other four, con-

sisting of the true wood-hewers and their allies, have

spiny tails. The species we have figured comes from
North and West Argentina, is somewhat gregarious,

and Mr. Barrows says that its habits are somewhat
like tliose of a woodpecker, but it spends much of its

time on the.ground searching for insects.

These are forest birds, inhabiting Central and
South ' America, and numbering about 300 species,

Mr. Os})ert Salvin divides the family
into two groups,' those which' fre-

quent the trees and bushes and have, short tarsi, and those
whose habits are terrestrial, and feed on insects on the
tfround. The habits of the Formicarl.iditf are not very well

The
Wood-Hewers.
Family Den-
drocolaptidce.

Fig. 118.— Bridges' AVood-
Hewer (Drymornis

bridgesi).

The Ant-Birds.—
Family

Fonnicariid<e.
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known, bub they appear to make their nests in trees and bushes, somo of

them being pensile, and suspended in a forked branch near the extremity of

a bough. The eggs, according to Mr. Salvin, vary greatly, from rich dark-

greenish blue to a mottled ma!;ogany colour, and many arc pure white, or are

whiLe with few or miny spots. Although commonly known as " ant "-birds,

whence also tlicir scientilic name, it is now believ d that the FonnicariidoB

do not eat ants, but only feed on the insects driven up by the swarms of

foraging-ants (Echiton).

The Conopophafjidte consist of a couple of genera, with eleven species,

found in South America, from Colombia to Soutli-Eastern Brazil and liohvia.

Tiiey bear a general resemblance to the FormicariiiUe, but have four posterior

notches in the sterimm.
The tapacolas, or Pteroptochidcp, are a family of small wren-like birds,

occui'ring in the Andes of Ecuador and Colombia, but more plentifully re-

presented in Chili and Patagonia.
In the Atrichiidie the sternum is single-notched, and they have a rudi-

mentary furcula or " merrj'-thought." The wings are so small that the power
of flight must be very limited, and the planta tarsi is scaled

The Scrub-Birds, like that of a lark. Only two species are known, b(jth from
—Family Australia. Of the noisy scrub-bird (Atridna clamosa), whom

Atrichiidx. Gilbert discovered in Western Australia, Gould says that

it is a very difficult bird to find among the tangled beds of

dwarf-ferns and dense thickets, and is only detected by its peculinr'and
noisy note,
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CLASS III.—REPTILIA.

By R. Lydekkek, B.A., F.R.S., V.RG.S., «fec.

FRu>r both mammals and birds, reptiles are broadly distinguished by the

coldness of their blood, which has a temperature but little, if at all, raised

above that of the surrounding air. Probably to the popular mind this is the

most obvious distinction of reptiles ; and, in the ordinary acceptation of the

term, it does serve to differentiate the group from all other vertebrates

except fishes—with which these creatures are not likely to be confounded.

But it must be remembered that the popular and scientitic conceptions of

Avhat constitutes a reptile are totally distinct. Under that title the ordinary

observer includes frogs, salamanders, and newts ; and, in fact, all terrestrial,

cold-blooded vertebrates. From certain structural peculiarities the natural-

ist, on the otlier hand, separates the creatures just named from reptiles, and in-

cludes under that title only crocodiles, tcn-toises, turtles, lizards and snakes, with

a number of extinct ft)rms witli wdiich we are not concerned in this volume.

Although some reptiles, such as lizards, agree very closely with the egg-

laying mammals (Monotremata) in the structure of the bones forming the

shoulder-girdle, Avhile this resemblance is still more markedly displayed by
certain extinct members of the reptilian class, yet the relationships of

modern reptiles are decidedly closer with birds. Both groups, for instance,

agree in that the young are not nourished with milk ; while as regards

structure there are several points in which they are identical, and at the

same time differ from mammals. Notably, each branch of the lower jaw in

birds and reptiles is composed of .several distinct bones ; and the whole jaw-

is jointed oti each side to the skull by means of a separate ossification known
as the quadrate -bone. In both groups the ankle-joint is situated between
the two horizontal rows of bones constituting the tarsus ; although in birds.

as well as in some extinct reptiles, these bones are welded respectively wdth

the long bones of the leg and of the metatarsus. A farther diituiction

is the articulation of the skull to the first vertebra by means of a single

knob-like condyle, instead of by the two condyles characterising mammals.
Such are some of the features common to birds and reptiles, as distinct

from mammals. From birds, reptiles are broadlj' distinguished by the ab-

sence of f jathei's, the protective structures developed in the outer layer of

the skin taking the form either of overlapping horny scales, or of large

shield-like plates united by their edges. As already said, reptiles are further

distinguished by their cold blood ; but this is obviously a feature of tnuch

less importance, for even among mammals the Monotremata liave the tem-

perature of tlie blood percepiibly lower than is the case with the higher

members of tlie class. An important difference is, however, found in the

great blood-vessel, or aorta, by which the blood passes fi'om tlie heart to the

body ; since, whereas in birds tliis is single and bends over the left branch of
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the windpipe, in reptiles it is double, and passes over botli branches of the
latter. Then, again, no reptiles arc known in -winch the number of dibits
in the fore-limb is reduced to three ; while in no case are the two collar-
bones fused together to form the forcula, or merrythought, which consti-
tutes such a striking feature in the skeleton of a bird. Other minor differences
might be pointed out, but the foregoing are amply sufficient to distinguish
a bird from a reptile. In common with the egg-laying mammals, both groups
produce their young from eggs ; but in certain reptiles the young are retained
so long within the body of the parent that they are born alive into the world.
From the lower vertebrates, that is to say frogs, salamanders, newts, and

fishes, reptiles difler in that they are never provided with gills at any period
of life, and when first hatched are similar in general form and structure to
the adult, or, in other words, do not undergo a metamorphosis.
Whereas birds are remarkably alike in general appearance and internal

structure, reptiles present great diversity in these respects, and the distinc-

tion between tlie various orders of the latter are much more strongly marked
than is the case with those of the former. If extinct types be taken into
account, tb.ese diversities are still more strongly accentuated, and there are
certain fossil forms which Avalked on their hind legs alone, while others were
capable of flying in the same manner as a bird. For this reason the presence
or absence of tlie power of flight is not given as one of the distinctions

between birds and reptiles.

Geologically, reptiles are much older tlian either mammals or birds, and
consequently a lai'ge number of their orders are extinct, while one is repre-
sented only by a solitary survivor. The existing orders are as follows :

—

T. Crocodilia (Crocodiles, Alligators, and Garials).

II. Chelonia (Tortoises and Turtles).

III. Squamata (Lizards, Chamteleons, and Snakes).
IV. Rhynchocephalia (New Zealand Tuatera.)
In consequence of their greater antiquity, and the numerous migrations

which they have undergone during early periods of the earth's history,

reptiles do not agree witli mammals in respect to their geographical distribu-

tion ; so that the realms and regions into wliich the earth is divided from the
evidence of the present and past distribution of mammals do not hold good
for reptiles. Some of the leading features in the distribution of tlie orders
and sub-orders of tlie present class are mentioned in the sequel.

ORDER I.—CIKJCODILIA.

Crocodiles, Alligators, ami Gakials.

Nobody can mistake a Crocodile or alligator, or even their long-snouted
allies, the garials, for any other reptile ; and consequently, although they are

nearly allied to certain extinct forms, there is no necessity hero for giving an
elaborate and detailed definition of tlie. order. Great lumbering brutes,

lying like logs in the Avater, but waking into sudden and unexpected activity

directly living prey comes within their reach, crocodiles and alligators are

s])ecially characterised by the rows of large shield-like horny plates covering
the back and parts of the neck, and iu some cases also the under surface of
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the body. These shiekls, which do not overlap, but join one another by
their edges, are often marked on the back by more or less distinctly developed

longitudinal ridges, and, at least on the back, are underlain in the deep layer

of the skin by solid bony plates. In the case of the ridged shields, the

underlying plates are similarly ridged ; and in every instance the plates are

marked by a peculiar honey-comb-like sculpture. A somewhat similar

sculpture, although taking more the form of irregular branching ridges, and
grooves, is likewise developed on the outer surface of the bones of the head

;

and in this respect the skull of every living member of tlie order differs from
that of any other existing reptile. All crocodilians—as tho members of the

order may be collectively designated—are huge ungainly re])tiles, with large

flat heads, depressed and lizard-like bodies, short limbs, and long, compressed,

and powerful tails, bearing on the upper surface a crest of horny lobes, which
is double in the basal half of that ai>pcndage. The toes, which are five in

number in the fore-limbs, but are reduced to four in the hinder pair, are

more or less completely united by webs to form efficient paddles for swim-
ming ; and on each foot the three toes on the inner side are furnished with

sti-ong and sharp claws. In the huge, ugly head, the apertures of the ears

can be closed by means of movable lids, so as to prevent the ingress of water

;

and the nostrils open at the very tip of the muzzle—wliether this be short or

broad, as in the alligators, or long and narrow, as in the garials. The vast

and cavern-like mouth is armed with a formidable series of sharp, conical teeth,

some of which are enlarged into tusks, while all are implanted in sej^arate

sockets, and form a single row on the summit of each jaw. To keep this

terrible armament in repair, the teeth are being consequently shed and re-

newed, the new ones coming up beneath the hollow bases of the old ones

and gradually pushing them out. Sometimes three or four teeth may be seen

,

one beneath the other, packed together like a nest of thimbles.

If the di-ied skull of one of these reptiles be examined, it will be found
that the whole of the palate is formed by a solid roof of bone, and also that

the quadrate-bone is iirmly and immovably wedged in between the adjacent

elements of the skull. Later on, we shall see that this type of structure

differs very markedly irowx that which obtains among the lizards, and thus

forms a most essential feature in the definition of the order. A more de-

tailed examination of tho skulls of all existing crocodiles will also show that

the posterior, or internal, nostrils ojien on the jDalate right at the hinder end
i>f the skull, close to where it joins the backbone. And it is by means of this

arrangement that these reptiles are enabled to hold and drown their prey in

their open mouths beneath the surface of the water without any danger of

being suflbcated themselves. This is effected by means of the production of

the upper extremity of the windpipe well into the mouth, where it enters the

internal nostrils, and thus forms a closed tube from the external nostrils to

the lungs.

Another peculiarity in the structure of a crocodile which has much eft'ect

on its movements, is to be found in the vertebrre of the short neck. From
the development of long processes on the sides of this portion of tlie back-

bone, a ci'ocodile is totally unable to turn its head. Consequently, if a man
be attacked on land by one of these monsters, he has but to await its rush,

and then leap suddenly aside, when his aggressor will continue its course

until able to turn its whole body,
^Members of the order are found in all the warmer regions of the globe,

Ijut arc happily ab.sent fmm European rivers. Tliey frequent alike rivers,
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marshes, and ponds ; and, although never found fai' removed from water,

will at times travel long distances on land. In periods of drought, some of

them, at least, bury themselves deep in the mud, where they remain in a

semi-iorpid conditi<m until awakened by returning moisture. They are the

most thorcjughly carnivorous of all reptiles ; and their huge size and ixnverful

teeth render them capable of seizing €and killing almost all kinds of living

prey. Animals coming to drink are seized by the nose, and pulled under
water, to be ruthlessly drowned in the manner ah'eady indicated.

All crocodilians lay eggs, which are furnished with a hard white shell,

and comparable in size to those of a goose. In number they usually vary
from one to three score. They are buried by the female parent in the warm
sand, Avhere in due course tliey hatch. It apjiears, however, that in some
instances, at least, tlie female o])ens the pit when the young are ready to

burst their prison, being attracted by the cries uttered by the little crocodiles

while still within the shell. Tlie young ones are introduced to the water by
the mother.
Although all living crocodilians are included in the single family Crocodilidce,

they are divided into several genera, some of which have a more or less

limited geographical distribution, while others have a very
Caimans extensive range. Of those with a restricted range, the first

(Caiman). we have to notice are the caimans (Cahnan) cf Tropical

America. Caimans are broad and short-snouted crocodilians,

with a bony armour developed on the under, as well as the upper, surface of

the body. In the skull, the nasal bones only extend as far forwards as the
hinder aperture of the external nostrils ; and, as a rule, both the first and
fourth lower teeth, which are enlarged and tusk-like, are received into pits

in the upper jaw, so as to be concealed when the mouth is closed. The
upper teeth bite on the outer side of the lower ones ; and the two branches
of the lower jaw have but a veiy short union in the middle line at their front

extremity. A peculiarity of the genus is to be found in the circumstance
that the bony plates on the back are articulated together. Tliere are several

species of caiman, one of which ranges as far south as the La Plata River.
Their true home is, however, the tropics, and in the Orinoco and Amazon
they occur in thousands. In Brazil they are known as jacares, and one
species from that country measures from eighteen to twenty feet in length.
In capturing these ferocious and bloodthirsty monsters, the native Brazilians
display great daring.

The alligators are so closely allied to the caimans that they can only be
distinguished by anatomical features. The most easily detected distinction

is to be found in the skull, in which the nasal bones extend
Alligators right across the aperture of the external nostrils, instead of
{Alligafur). stopping short at their hinder border. The bony plates on

the back differ by the absence of any articulation between
them ; while those on the lower surface are either very thin or M'anting. Of
the two well-known species, the Chinese alligator (A. sinensis) is a compara-
tively small form, approximating to the caimans in the retention of

tliin bony plates on the under surface, and having the front toes free. In
the gigantic North American alligator {A. mississippicusis), on the other hand,
there are no plates beneath the oody, and the front toes are webbed ; Avhile

there are also differences in the number of plates on the neck and back, as
well as in the number of teeth, which aid in distinguishing between the two
kinds. Tlie habits of alligators are very similar to those of other members of
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the order ; but the female buries lier eggs—which may reach a hundred in

number—among loaves and other decaying vegetable matter, in order to

hasten the process of hatcliing ; and daring the pairhig-seascm the males

spend much of their time on land. Tlie Chinese species feeds largely upon
tish.

The typical or true crocodiles are readily distinguished from both the fore-

going genera by the circumstance that the upper teeth interlock with the

lower ones, and likewise by the ft)urth lower tooth generally

biting into a notch in the upper jaw. Jn the skull the nas J True Crocodiles

bones extend only as far forwards as the hinder margji of [Crocodiim).

the nostrils ; and whereas there are frcjm seventeen to nine-

teen upper teeih, in the lower jaw the number is constantly fifteen. In all,

the under surface of the body is devoid of bony plates. Crocodiles are repre-

sented by about eleven species, which are distributed over the south of Asia,

Africa, Madagascar, the north of Australia, and Trojiical America, and it is

not a little remarkable that one of these {Crocodilvs jjorosnti) extends from
India to Queensland, being also found in some of the islands of Polynesia,

such as the Solomons and Fiji. This wide distribution is, however, readily

explained by this species be-

ing largely estuarnie in its

habits, and taking readily to

salt water, whereas all the

others are fresh-water rep-

tiles. Great difference ob-

tains in the form of the skull

in the various representatives

(jf the gentis, the Oriental

magar ((.'. ixdustris) having a

short and broad alligator-like

snout, whereas in the sharp-

nosed crocodile (0. ameri-
caitus) of Central America,
the muzzle is comparatively
long, narrow, and pointetl.

Even in this species, how-
ever, the short front union between the two branches of the lower jaw is

retained. In its still more elongated snout, the West African long-nosed
crocodile (G. cataphmctus) forms a connecting link between the more typical

species and the under-mentioned garials. The species longest known is the
Egyptian crocodile (C, niloticus), which is one of those with a snout of medium
prop rtions.

As a rule, the favourite haunts of crocodiles are sandbanks in rivers, where
they lie basking for hours in the full sun, frequently with their ponderous
jaws widely gaping. Thty appear to live for a great number of years—dur-
ing th ; whole of which they continue to grow—and often frequent the same
spot for hmg perif)ds of time. Tluir ferocity is too well knuvvn to need men-
tion ; and many incautious bathers have lost their lives through these hideous
reptiles. On the Hugli it is stated that women coming down to the river's

edge to draw water have occasic^nally been seized and dragged under while
stooping down on the marge. Although specimens are now seldom recorded
of more than twelve or thirteen feet in length, there is good evidence that
formerly the Indian magar grew to at least eighteen feet.

Fi(i. 1.—NoKTH American Alligator (A. mississip-
2nensi.i).
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Stumpy
Crocodile

{Osteo/amwi).

Garials

[Rhynchosiichus

iind Garialis).

A small short-snouted species {Osfcuhcmiis tetrofipis) from Sierra Lcoiio has
been referred to a genus by itself, on account of the nasal bones extendinfr

right across the aperture of the nostrils. Although agreeing
in this respect with the alligators, in all other features this
species is a true crocodile.

Two members of the order differ from all the foregoing in
having the edges of the very long and slender muzzle nearly

straight, instead of more or less distinctly festooned, and likewise by the
circumstance that the nasal bones stop considerably short of the hinder

border of the external nostrils. A further marked ditfer-

ence is to be found in the great length of the bony union be-
tween the two branches of the lower jaw, which extends at
least as far back as the fifteenth tooth. The teeth themselves
are also much more slender than in the preceding genera, the

fish-eating habits of the garials rendering a more powerful type of dentition
unnecessary. Of these two species, Schlegel's garial (liliynchosnchussrhleriAl)

inhabits the Malay peninsula and Borneo, and has the snout of medium
elongation and slenderness. Its claim to generic distinction is due to the
circumstance that the nasal bones extend forwards on the upper surface of

the snout to reach the premaxilke or anterior jawbones. It has twenty or
twenty-one upper, and eighteen or nineteen lower, teeth ; and its length
varies from twelve to fourteen feet.

On the other hand, the true garial {Garudis cjangetica), ^vhich inhabits th^
Ganges, Bramaputra, Indus, and Mahanadi, together Avith a river in Arakan,

is distinguished by the much
greater length and slenderness of

the snout, in which the nasal

bones stop short of the pre-

maxillfe, so that the maxillae, or

hinder upper jawbones come into

contact with one another on the

upper surface of the snout be-

tween the other two paivH of bones.

The almost uniformly sized teeth

are very numerous, varj ing from
27 to 29 in the upper, and from
25 to 26 in the lower jaw. None
of the lower ones bite into pits in

the upper jaw, whereas some of

the former are so received in the
other species. All the toes are
fully Avebbed. In the adult the

general colour is dark olive on the head and back. The male garial may be
distinguished by the development of the expanded extremity of the muzzle
into a kind of hump, in the centre of which are situated the nostrils. Tiie
garial grows to a length of about twenty feet, and feeds entirely on fish.

For the capture of its finny prey, the numerous slender, sharply ])ointed,

and somewhat curved teeth are admirably suited ; and the highly developed
swimming powers of this species are also correlated with tlie nature of its

food. The female deposits her eggs in the sand of the river-banks, these
being i'onerally laid in two distinct layers, one above the other. "When the
young first.make their appearance in the world, they have the snout propor-

Fifj. 2.—TiuE Gahial (Garialis ijangclka).
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tionately niucli longer than in the adult; but, owing to tlie more rapid

growth of tlie body, tliis becomes gradually shorter. Young garials have the

body and tail ornamented with a number of obli(i[ue dark bands on a lighter

ground. Although the garial it* counuunly looked \\\m\\ with susi)icion, it

does not appear that it ever attacks man or the larger mannnals.

ORDER n.—CHELONIA.

Toiiroi.sKs AND Turtles.

The presence of a bony shell, in a more or less fully developed state—some-
times enclosing the whole body in a solid case, and in other cases reduced to

a kind of dish-cover oji the back—is the grand distinguishing feature of the

tortoises and turtles, which collectively constitute the second great order of

reptiles. Indeed, so far as their Ijony framework is concerned, these strange
creatures may almost be described as rejitiles turned inside out. For the
ribs, which are generally united with bony plates in the skin to form the

upper shell, or carapace, are actually ])laced outside both the blade-bones and
the haunch-bones ; while, when a shell is developed on the under surface of

the body, its front portion is formed by the equivalents of the collar-bones.

The presence, in some form or other, of such a shell serves at once to

distinguish the Chelonians from all other living reptiles. In ordinary
tortoises and turtles the upper shell is tirmly welded to the backbone; but
the under shell, or plastron, Avhich may or may not be joined by its edges to

the sides of tlie carapace, is generally free from the internal skeleton. Ex-
ternally the shell is covered by a number of longitudinal rows of horny
shields, which can be stripped oft" without much trouble, and then reveal the

underlying bony plates. Unfortiuiately for the ordinary student of natural

history, the form and mode of arrangement of these hidden bony j)lates are

of the utmost importance in the classification of many of these reptiles.

And as they are not shown in figures taken from specimens in the ordinary
condition, he must either refer to special works on the subject, or must visit

a good museum. Both the superficial horny shields and the underlying bony
plates have receh'ed special names ; and as some acquaintance with their

general mode of arrangement is absolutely essential to the study of these
I'eptiles, a brief reference to the subject must be made in tliis place.

Taking any ordinary Clielonian, such as the common Greek tortoise of our
gardens, we find the following general arrangement obtaining in the horny
shields. Along the middle of the upper shell runs a single series of five

large symmetrical shields known as the vertebrals. On each side these are

flanked by a series of still larger shields, usually also five in number, termed
the costals. The edges of the upper shell are formed by a numerous series

of much smaller marginal shields, which in those forms Mith a complete shell

overlap the middle of the sides, and thus come on to the plastron. At the

middle of the front edge oi the carapace there is very generally a small un-

paired shield known as the nuchal ; while the term caudal is applied to the

corresponding single or double shield at the opposite end of the shell. On
the under surface, or plastron, we find six pairs of large shields, respectively

named, from front to back, the gular, humeral, pectoral, abdominal, femoral.
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and anal shields ; while in some cases an unpaired intergular is interposed

between the two gulars. Certain small shields on the borders of the slits for

the fore and hind limbs need not be fui'ther referred to.

If wo now str p olf the horny shiekls, we s..ail find that the underlying

bony ])latc3 confoiiu to a great extent with the arrangement of the former,

although presenting certain well-marked differences. In tlie middle line of

the upper shell runs a singl*^ series of small many-angled i)late3 termed the

neurals, all attached below to the back-bone. A larger umtlached nuchal

plate in front, and one or two simJarly detached pygals behind, Cuinidete thia

median unpaired series. The sides of the carapace are formed by the eight

pairs of costal plates, which are tirmly weklcd to the under-lying ribs ; while

its borders are ccmiposed of the marginal plates, which resemble the corre-

sponding horny shields in being angulated, and some of which juin the

plastron, when the latter is fully developed. Exclusive of these marginals,

the lower shell or plastron generally consists of one unjjairi d and four paired

elements. The front pair, corresponding to the collar-bones of other verte-

br<itts, are the epiplastrals, behind or between which is the single ento-

plastral. Then follow the hyoplastrals, hypoplastrals, and xiphiplastrals ;

the latter forming the hinder extremity of the lower shell, and being fre-

quently more or less deeply notched in the middle line. In addition to

these elements, a few tortoises have a pair of mesoplastral bones intercalated

between the hyo- and hypoplastrals, thus bringing up the total number of

bones in the lower shell to eleven.

Scarcely less peculiar than their shells are the jaws of the Chelonia, which

are invariably cased in horny sheaths, with sharp cutting edges, like the

beaks of birds, and show no vestiges of teeth at any period of life. Gener-

ally the head is relatively short and wide ; but there is a considerable amount

of diversity in this respect, as there is in regard to the structure of the skull.

In all cases, howevei', the quadrate-bone is lirndy fixed between the adjacent

bones of the skull, to which its relations are somewhat different from those

obtaining in the Crocodilia. There are many other peculiarities connected

with the°bony framework of these reptiles ; but those mentioned are amply

sufficient to distinguish them from all other groups.

The order is divided into three sub-orders, respectively known as the

Cryptodira, Pleurodira, and Trionychoidea ; and these divisions are important,

not only on account of indicating structural differences, but also on distribu-

tional grounds. 'J hus, whereas the first gi-oup attains its maximum develop-

ment in the countries to the north of the E(|uator, the second group is now
entirely restricted to the Southern Hemisphere, and is the only one repre-

sented in Australia. No members of tlie order are found in New Zealand
;

and the third group is unknown in both Australia and South America, as

indeed it i^ in Europe, although this is probably due to tf^mperature.

Great differences are observable in the mode of life of the different

members of t'.e order, the typical tortoises being almost or quite exclusively

terrestrial, the soft tortoises fresh- water, and the turtles marine. All are,

however, fond of water, and even the most exclusively terrestrial species are

fond of an occasional bath. Many of the so-called terrapins may be regarded

as amphibious creatures, spending much of their time in the water, but often

dwelling for a considerable period on dry land. Between the land tortoises

and the ordinary fresh-water terrapins there is not much difference in the

structure of the feet ; but in the turtles these are modified into paddles,

adapted solely for swimming, and forming poor organs of progression on
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land. Even these purely iiiarine forms are, however, in the ha1)it of coming
on shore for the i)urpose of depositing tlieir eggs. It is important to re-

member that in ordinary language the term turtle is often applied to many
of the fresh-water forms, although it is prefera1)le to restrict it to tlie marine
species. Whereas all the other members of the order lay hard -shelled
eggs, those of the turtles are soft-shelled. In the matter of diet, Chelonians
present as much diversity as in their other habits, some kinds being ex-

clusively carnivorous, while others feed on vegetable substances.

Suh-Ordcr T.—Onjptvdira.

The members of this group are primarily characterised by their power of
withdrawing the head witliin the niargins of the shell by an S-like bending of
the neck in a vertical plane ; but as the same feature is to be found in the
third group of the order, supplemental characteristics are necessary to define
the present sub-order. With the exception of the abnormal leathexy turtle,

the shell of all the forms—no matter what be its degree of development—is

furnished with a complete set of marginal bones, some of which are articu-

lated to the extremities of the ribs. Accordingly, the Cryptodira may be de-
fined as Chelonians which retract the head by means of a vertical S-like flexure
of the neck, and either possess a complete set of marginal bones attached to

the ribs, or have the limbs converted into flij^jpers. These are, however, by no
means the sole distinctive features of the group. An important structural
peculiarity is to be found in the circumstance that none of the bones of the pel-

vic girdle have any attachment to the lower shell or plastron. Then, again, as a
general rule, the latter bears only six pairs of horny shields, an intergular shield
being but very rarely developed. If the dried skull be examined, it will be found
that the ring of bone suri-ounding the aperture of the ear—technically termed
the tympanic ring—is interrupted by a distinct notch in its hinder border

;

while the quadrate-bone articulates with the hinder end of the lower jaw by
means of a convex knob or condyle, received into a pit in the latter.

With the exception of the soft tortoises, this group includes all the land
and fresh-water Chelonians of the Northern Hemisphere, as well as the
marine turtles and the leathery turtle. It is, however, by no means wanting
in the Southern Hemisphere, as tliere are numerous forms—both of terres-

trial and fresh-water habits—in Africa and South America, although none
are known from Australasia. Tliere are such a large number of genera— to
say nothing of species—included in this group, that limitations of space
permit of reference only to some of the more imj^ortant types.

This extensive family group is probably best known in the shape of the
common Grecian tortoise and European pond-tortoise, both of which are com-
monly exhibited for sale in London shops, altliough neither
are native denizens of the British Islands. In this family Land-Tortoises
are also included the giant tortoises of the Mascarene and and Terrapins.
Galapagos Islands. There are no marine forms; but while —Family
5ome are terrestrial, others are more or less amphibious, Testudinicke.

spending a large portion of their lives in fresh water. With-
out going into abstruse and wearisome anatomical details, it is by no means
easy to give a concise definition of the family. It may be observed, however,
that while the head is capable of complete retraction within the margin oi
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the shell, the limbs are never converted into paddles, and the shell itself is

never heart-shaped. Both the upper and lower halves of the shell are well

developed ; and they may be connected together at the sides either by flat-

tened surfaces, or they may give ofl" minute interlocking processes, so as to

be united by what are termed sutures. In no instance is there an intergular

shield on the front of the plastron. Certain features connected with the

bones of the carapace and internal skeleton by which this family is distin-

guished from those that follow may be best mentioned under the heading of

the latter. Geographically the Testudiniclce—like the typical genus Testndo

—have a range equivalent to that of the sub-order, of which they form by
far the largest family. As regards diet, they are as diverse as in other habits,

some feeding exclusively on vegetable substances, while others are carnivor-

ous. It is not an uncommon belief that the Greek tortoise—which is mainly

a vegetarian—will live upon black beetles; and I have known an instance

where one of these reptiles was installed in a kitchen

—

vice a hedgehog
deceased—to prey upon these troublesome insects, with results sadly to the

disappointment of the purchaser.

The typical representatives of the family are the land-tortoises of the genus
Testudo, most of which, like the common Grecian species, are comparatively

small creatures, although some of those from the Mascarene and Galapagos

Islands have a shell measuring considerably over a yard in length, and are cap-

able of trotting otf gaily with a load of three full-grown men on their capacious

backs. In a work like the present the reader must not expect to find all the

characters by which the tortoises of this genus are distinguished from their

kin. In all cases the stout club-like limbs are adapted for walking on land,

and are covered with horny scales or tubercles, while the unwebbed toes

terminate in strong claw-like nails. The tail is always short. In a shell

from which the superficial shields have been strijJi^ed, it will be seen that the

neural bones are wide and short, with a quadrangular one generally alternat-

ing with an octagonal, although sometimes most are hexagonal. Of the

costal bones, one is wide above and narrow below, and the next the reverse of

this. As already said, these tortoises have a distribution practically co-

extensive with that "of the family to which they belong; and all are her-

bivorous. In South and South-Eastern Europe the genus is represented by
the well-known Grecian tortoise (T. grceca), and also by the nearly-allied

margined tortoise {T. marginata), Avhich appears to be confined to Greece,

and is distinguished by the absence of

an enlarged tubercle on the thigh. Cer-

tain Indian and South African species,

such as T. elegans and T. geometrica, are

distinguished by the extreme convexity

of the shell, which is beautifully painted

either with narrow yellow lines radiating

pj^ onadarkground from the centre of each of

^_ikj^ the shields, or with similar black lines on
a light ground. Giant tortoises formerly

existed in Aldabra Island, to the north-
fit;. 3.—Grecian Tortoise west of Madagascar ; the Mascarenes

(Testudo gra;ca). (Reunion, Rodriquez, and Mauritius)

;

and the Galapagos group, off the Pacific coast of Soutli America. From the

second- group they have, however, been exterminated, and have been greatly

reduced in numbers in the others, where they formerly lived in thousands.
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and formed a valuable food supply for the crews of ships. Some of these

tortoises are remarkable for tlie extreme tenuity and relatively small size of

the shell, which is but little stouter tlian leather, and can be easily pierced
with a knife. This is very notably the case with T. ejjJiipphiDi of the
Galapagos Islands, fine examples of which arc now preserved in the British

Museum. Some of these monsters measure over four feet along the curve of

the shell, and have been known to yield close upon four hundred pounds weight
of excellent meat. In the Galapagos Islands these tortoises make reguhir

tracks to their drinking-places in the hills, and feed chiefly upon the
succulent stems of the cacti, so common there. During the breeding season,

the males, according to Darwin's well-known account, utter a loud roar,

audible at a great distance. The ordinary tortoises of South Europe, Algeria,

and Egypt, frequent dry sandy localities, where they have full opportunity
of basking in the rays of the sun. In Europe, at least, they hibernate during
the cold season, by burying themselves deep in the earth, reappearing witli

the returning warmth of spring. In addition to their normal vegetable food,

these tortoises are not averse to an occasional snail or insect. Four peculiar
tortoises from South Africa are referred to the distinct genus Huiiwpus, on
account of the fore part of the i)alate lacking the distinct median ridge,

characteristic of all the species of Testudo. Moreover, the neural bones of

the carapace are never alternately quadrangular and octagonal, but always
irregularly hexagonal, with the shorter of the two lateral surfaces at tlie hind
end. The typical H. areuhitus has but four toes on the front foot, whereas
in another species there are five.

The three sj^ecies of hinged tortoises from Tropical Africa, forming the
genus Cinixys, are easily and broadly distinguished by the presence of a
ligamentous hinge across the hinder third t)t the carai^ace. by means of which
the posterior opening of the shell can be completely closed. These tortoises

are small reptiles, not exceeding some nine inches in length ; and in habits
the majority are amphibious, thus connecting the land tortoises with the
terrapins. Madagascar is the sole habitat of a single peculiar tortoise (Pyxis
aracJinoides), distinguished by having the front part of the plastron articulated
to the remainder by a transverse hinge. In this species, therefore, the front
aperture of the shell is capable of being closed at the will of its owner.
Coming to the terrapins, Ave find that these are distinguished from the fore-

going by the toes being either webbed, or having rudiments of such webbing,
as well as by the presence of three (instead of two) joints in the middle toe
of both the front and hind-foot. In the fore-foot the metacarpal bones are
also much longer and more slender than in the preceding group. Foremost
among these come three small Oriental genera, respectively known as

Geoemiida, Nicona, and Cyclcmijs, all of which differ from those Avhich follow
by having the shorter lateral surface of the hexagonal neural bones of the
carapace placed at the hinder end—a feature in which they agree with
Homopus. Of these forms it will suffice to mention that the species of
Cydemys difl!"er from the others in having the hinder half of the plastron
movably articulated by means of a transverse bony hinge, in consequence of
which they are commonly spoken of as hinged terrapins.

In all the other members of the family, the hexagonal neural bones of the
carapace have the shorter of the two lateral surfaces on each side situated in
front. It is unfortunate that this important characteristic is hidden from
view by the superficial bony shields—unless in the rare instances where they
are sufficiently transparent to allow of the underlying bones being seen
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^r^

Firj 4,—POND-TORTOISE
(Emys orbicularis).

through them—but so it is, and the student must make the best of it. If wo
were making animals ourselves, we should doubtless give the members of each

genus a characteristic mark by which they could be recognised at a glance.

Foremost in this group are the true box-tortoises {Cldvdo) of North America,

which agree with Cydemys in having a transverse hinge across the plastron,

the posterior moiety of which consequently forms a movable ilap, caj)able of

closing the hinder aperture of the shell. As special features of the genus, may
be noted the hooked beak, the smooth skin covering the top of the head, the

imperfect weblnng of the toes, and the

extreme shortness of the tail. These
tortoises have a vaulted carapace, and, as

is usual in such cases, are mainly terres-

trial in their habits. From this genus
the depressed form of the shell serves at

once to distinguish the European pond-
tortoise (Emys orhicularis), which, with

an allied North American species, alone
represents the genus. There ir, no hook to

the beak; the upper and lower shells are

united only by ligament, and the hinder

part of the plastron is movably articu-

lated by a transverse hinge. The Euro-

pean species not only inhabits South and
South-Eastern Europe, but ranges into

Persia and Algeria. Its shell, which grows to a little over seven inches

in length, is prettily speckled on the upper surface with golden flecks on a

blackish ground. The pond-tortoise is a carnivorous species, living upon

small fish, Avorms, and insects, and inhabiting both running and stagnant

waters, in which it swims and dives with great facility, It is an interesting

and easily-kept denizen of an aquarium.

Of the remaining genera of the Testi(dinida', a very brief mention nnist

suffice. The terrapins of the genus Clemmys form a somewhat important

o-roup, ranging over South Euroj^e, North-Western Africa, and North

America. In common with the four following genera, Clemmys is characterised

by the absence of a median ridge on the front portion of the palate of the

skull ; and all the species are carnivorous in their Jiabits. As in all the

remaining genera of the family, the upper and lower shells are firmly united

by suture, and there is no bony hinge in the plastron. The two species of

the Oriental genus BeJlia may be distinguished by the stronger vertical

buttresses connecting the plastron with the carapace, and the small horny

shields covering the hinder part of the head ; the toes being completely

webbed. The more or less decided balloon-shape of the anterior vertebral

shields of the carapace is likewise a noteworthy feature of these small terra-

pins. Another allied Oriental genus is typified hy Damon ia hamilton i, the

shell of which is conspicuous for its yellow markings on a black ground, and
the three longitudinal ridges traversing the carapace. The North American
terrapins of the genus Malacodemmys are also nearly allied, and have the

whole head covered with a smooth skin. One species frequents brackish

water ; and it is members of this genus that afford the dish so well known
to epicures in the United States under the name of terrapin.

The other members of the family are mainly vegetarian in their diet, and

differ from the foregoing by the front portion of the broad palate bearing one
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or two longitudinal ridges. To this group belong the exclusively American
terrapins of the genus Chriisemiis, some of which range as far south as Brazil

and Uruguay. Iku-nia and Bengal are the respective habitats of two allied

terrapins constituting the genus Morenia, distinguished by certain features

in the conformation of tlie skull ; while the single I'epresentative of OcacUa

is Chinese, The four other genera, all the members of which are known as

batagurs, are contined to the Oriental countries, and include the largest

fresh-water members of the whole family, the shell of one of them measuring

as much as twenty inclies in length. The batagurs, which are divided into

the genera Qichitga, t'alUujiir, Bafwjur, and llanJdla, are specially char-

acterised by the excessive development of the vertical bony buttresses con-

necting the carapace with the plasiiTon, which project as walls into the

interior of the shell in such a manner as to divide it into three imperfect com-
partments. The ditl'erent genera are chiefly distinguished by tlie contour

of the vertebral horny shields of the carapace ; the fourth shield in one

genus narrowing anteriorly almost to a point in a manner quite unknown in

any other members of the order. The batagurs have shells of extraordinary

strength and solidity; and the larger species are almost exclusively aquatic,

and very numerous in the rivers of India and Burma. In spite of their

hei-bivorous habits, they are said to be dangerous to bathers ; and it is

certain that a snap from their powerful jaws would cause a very serious wound.
A strange-looking aquatic tortoise (Platydcrnum nncgaloceplialum) from

the countries lying between Burma and the south of China demands special

notice as being the sole representative of a family. Ex-
ternally, its most conspicuous features ai-e the enormous Family

size of the head ; the hooked beak ; the extreme flatness of Platysternida.

the shell, which looks as if it had no room to contain the

internal organs of the creature ; the great length of the scaly tapering tail

;

and the rather long and powerfully-clawed legs. The skull differs from that

of the Testi(di)Lichc in having the whole of its hinder portion covered over by
a bony roof ; and most of the vertebrte of the long tail articulate with one
another by means of a cup behind and a ball in front, instead of in the

reverse manner. These afford amjile grounds for referring this tortoise to a

family apart. The whole length of the shell is only about six inches. Of
the habits of this remarkable rejitile naturalists are ignorant.

The mud-terrai)ins {Cinosfernnm), of which there are eleven species, all

inhabitants of America to the north of the Equator, alone represent a third

family, easily distinguished from all other Clielonia by the

absence of the impaired entoplastral bone of the plastron, Mud-Terrapins,
thus reducing the number of elements in the lower shell —Family Cino-

from nine to eight. The shell is depressed, with its two f<termd>.e.

portions firudy united ; and the plastron has its two ex-

tremities movable, and its gular shields either united or absent. The tail is

very short ; and the webbed toes, save the fifth hind one, terminate in strong
claws. In habits, these terrapins resemble ordinary fresh- water sjiecies.

Three small genera of terrapins from Central America, respectively named
Dermatemys, Staurotypus, and Claudius, form the fourth family. Together
with the Cinoatcrnidce, these difier from the Tedudinidce in

that each of the two latei-al angles of the nuchal bone of Family Der-

the carapace gives off a long bony stay projecting backwards matemydidce.

60 underlie the marginal bones. The skull is of ordinary

from ; the plastron has the usual nine bones, and the tail is short. As in
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the Cinosternidce and Chelydriace, an additional series of small horny shields

is interposed between the marginal shields and those of the plastron.

Whereas in the single representative of the genus first mentioned, the plastron

is fully developed, in the other two genera it is cruciform, and connected

on each side with the upper shell only by a very narrow bridge.

Far better known tlian the members of the last family are the large

Chelonians commonly termed snappers and alligator-terrapins, all of which

are now confined to the northern portion of America, one

.Hpecies ranging as far south as Guatemala and Ecuador. In

tlieir relatively lai-ge head and long scaly tails, these terra-

pins resemble the Platysterniche. They differ, however, in

the presence of long, rib-like processes, running backwards

from the nuchal bone of the carapace to underlie the mar-

ginals, and likewise by the imperfect bony roof to the lateral

regions of the hinder part of the skull. The vertebras of the tail have, on

the other hand, the same structure, the articular cup being on tlie hinder

surface in the majority. The small, cross-shaped plastron is but very loosely

attached to tlie upper shell ; and it is not till a late period of life that the

shell becomes fully ossified, large spaces long remaining in both the upper

and lower halves. The long tail bears on its upper surface a crest, and all

the toes, except the fifth hind one, are clawed. The front border of the
carapace is notched in order to

Snappers and
Alligator-

Terrapins.—
Family

Chdyilrkkr.

Fiij 5. -Tem.-minck's Snapper {Macivdemmy.-'
teininincki).

receive the ponderous head,

which cannot be withdrawn into

the .sliell. The largest member
of the family is Temminck's
snapper {Macrodemmys iem-

mincki), which is generally to

be seen in the i-eptile-house at

the "Zoo," and ranges from
Missouri to Florida. The very
large head has the eyes lateral

;

and the tail is not so long as in

the members of the second

genus. In some specimens the shell measures twenty-four inches in length.

The two species of alligator-terrapins, or snapping turtles [Ghelydra), have the

eyes directed upwards, and the tail exceeding the shell in length. The mem-
bers of both genera are common denizens of the fresh-waters of tlie United

States, where they are found in rivers, swamps, and ponds. In habits they

are very active, rushing on their prey with extraordinary speed, and feeding

entirely on animal food. The extraordinary power of their jaws (of which

the vipper one is hooked) renders their bites very severe ; and bathers should

always keep a good look-out to see that none of tliese reptiles are in their

vicinity before venturing on a plunge. In captivity they are dull and sluggish

creatures. Several females lay their eggs in the same sjjot.

The excellence of the flesh of one species, and the commercial value of the

tortoise-shell yielded by a second, render the turtles a family of special

importance and interest. From all the families yet men-
tioned the turtles are easily distinguished by the modification

of their limbs into oar-like flippers, adapted solely for swim-
ming, and also by the heart-shaped form of the sliell. There

are never more than two claws on each limb, tlie head cannot

The Turtles.

Family
Chelonida'.
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be completely retracted within the shell, and the tail is very short. The
whole of the hinder region of the skull is covered by a bony roof. There is

no bony union between the upper and lower shells ; and in the carapace

numerous unossified spaces remain for a long time, if not permanently.

Except during the breeding icason, when the females resort to shelving

sandy shores for the ;)urpose of laying their eggs, turtles are inhabitants of

the open sea, where \n calm weather they may at times be seen floating

placidly on the surface. When on shore, they shuffle along in an awkward
manner ; and if turned on their backs are utterly helpless. Their eggs,

unlike those of other Chelonians, have soft shells. Like most denizens of the

open sea, the three common species of turtles have an almost world-wide

distribution. Of these, the green turtle (Chdone m\n1as) is the one whose
flesh is used for culinary purposes. Nearly allied is the hawksbill (0. imbricata),

distinguished at all ages by the strongly hooked beak, and also try the cir-

cumstance that, for a considerable portion of life the horny shields of the

shell overlap one another like the slates in a roof, instead of meeting at the

edges. It is this species alone that yields the tortoise-shell of commerce.

More distinct is the logger-

head {Thalassochelys caretta),

in which the head is of pro-

l)ortionately greater size, and
there are live, instead of four,

pairs of horny costal shields

on the carapace. The logger-

head is the largest ox the three.
p^^, o.-Loc.okrhead ToKTOi«E

It is somewhat remarkable that (Thalassochelys mrdta).

whereas the green turtle is an
herbivorous animal, feeding chiefly upon sea-weeds, both the hawksbill and
the loggerhead are carnivorous ; the food of the latter consisting largely of

cuttle-fish.

During the egging'- season turtles come ashore in immense numbers, the

Seychelles and Bahamas being two of their favourite resorts. While the

females are busily engaged in the occupation of laying, and of covering up
their eggs in the sand, the males generally pass the time by quarrelling among
themselves. Moonlight nights are those usually chosen for resorting to the

coast ; and these, of course, are most favourable to the turtle-catchers, whose
object is to intercept their victims before they can scuttle back to the sea.

Not only are the eggs largely used as an article of food, but they also yield

an excellent oil. Tortoise-shell, when heated, has the peculiar property of

welding like iron, so that plates of almost any size can be obtained by uniting

a number of shields. It can also be pressed into moulds, and beautiful

amber-like necklaces and other ornamental articles are manufactured from
the scraps and fragments.

Although the huge leathery turtle (DennocJiehjs coiiacea)—the giant of the

tribe—is a marine species with flippers for limbs, yet it difi'ers so markedly
from the other turtles in the structure of its shell and the

conformation of its skull, that it unquestionably represents Leathery Turtle,

a separate family by itself. Indeed, as regards its shell, not —Family-

only does the luth (as this species is sometimes called) difi'er Dermochelyidce.

from other turtles, but likewise from all other living Chelonia.

In place of the carapace being formed by a series of large regularly-shaped

bones, some of which are firmly attached to the backbone and ribs, and all
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invested with separate horny shields, in the leathery turtle it is composed of

a vast number c' minute irregular ossifications, iitting together like mosaic,

and having no sort of connection with the internal skeleton, while its investi-

ture takes the form of a continuous leathery skin. Seven bold longitudinal

ridges traverse the upper shell

from end to endj and there are

five similar ridges on the under
shell, which is less fully developed.

Claws are totally wanting on the
ili])pers, of which the front pair

greatly exceed the hinder in

length. Although the structural

^'"^< l-~'^ZtJj'',^Z.-1Zn^''^- peculiarities of the skull are of the
(Vermochelys coriacea). i , • • i ,

highest importance m determin-

ing the systematic position of the creature, they need not be further

alluded to in this place. In length this turtle frequently exceeds six

feet. The leathery turtle, which is now rapidly diminishing in numbers, is

an inhabitant of the warmer oceans, one of its favourite haunts being the

Tortugas Islands off the Florida coast. It is known to be carnivorous, and
its habits are probably very similar to those of the true turtles. Com-
mercially this species is of no A'alue, its liesh having a strong and highly un-

pleasant taste of musk.

Snh-Ordcr II—Pleuroclira.

The members of the second sub-ordinal group of the Chelonia are best dis-

tinguished externally by the mode in which they withdraw the head and neck
into the shell. In place of tlie S-like nK)vement characterising the preceding

group, these tortoises always bend the neck to one side in a horizontal jdane,

so that instead of occupying the middle of the front aperture of the shell, the

head when retracted lies more or less on one or the other side, according to

the relative length of the neck. This very obvious characteristic is, however,
by no means the sole claim of the group to distinction. If the dried skull be
examined, it Avill be found that the bony ring surrounding the aperture of

the ear is entire instead of being notched behind, and also that the lower
surface of the quadrate-bone is hollowed in order to receive a knob on the

articulating portion of the lower jaw. In all cases the upper and lower shells

are fully ossified and closely jouied ; and both ha^'e a firm union with the

bones of the pelvis. When horny shields are present at all, there is invari-

ably an intergular between or behind the two gulars. The Pleurodira are

now restricted to the Southern Hemisphere, and are the only tortoises in-

habiting Australia and Papua.
The first family of the sub-order is represented by eight generic types, all

of which are restricted to South America and Australasia. As distinctive

features of the family, may be mentioned the presence of

Family only nine bones in the lower shell, the incapacity of com-
Ghelyidce. pletely retracting the neck within the margin of the carapace,

and the absence of the so-called temjioral bony arch on the
sides of the skull. The typical member of the family is the grotesque mata-
mata (Chehjs fimhriata) of the Guianas and North Brazil, a species easily

recognised by its flattened triangular head, the peculiar tuft-like filaments on
the sides of the broad and long neck, and the great bosses formed by the
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T'tij. S .—Matamata [Chehjsjimbriata).

shields of the carapace, which is serrated on its margins. In length the
shell of the nuitamata readies fifteen inches. In ha1)its this tortoise is a
fresh-water and chieliy carnivorous animal ; and it is probable that the
tufts on tiie neck are for the purpose of attracting its prey within easy reach
of its jaws. In addition to its

other characteristics, the matamata
lias a 2)roboscis to the snout, l)ut

this is Avanting in the other Soutli

American long-necked members of

tlie family, Avhich form the genus
Jli/dromedusn. These tortoises also

ditler in the comparative smooth-
ness of the shell, and in having
only four claws to each foot. The
remaining three South American
genera, namely Hudraspis, Bhiiiemys, and Platcmys, have the neck propor-

tionately shorter. Three generic types of the family are met with in

Australia and Papua, one of which (Chdodina) has the neck very long, while

in the other two {Eisetja and L^itnjdum) it is relatively shorter.

The largest member of the whole sub-order is the great fresh-water tortoise

of the Amazons (Pudocnemis expaima), whose shell often measures two-and-a-

half feet in length. Together with its allies, this species

belongs to the second family of the sub-order, characterised Family
by the presence of a pair of mesoi)lastrals between the hyo- Pclomedusida'.

and hypoplastral bones, the total number of elements in the

lower shell thus being brought up to eleven. The neck can be fully with-

drawn into the shell, and the skull has a lateral bony arch. The genus
Podocnemis affords a remai'kable example of discontinuous geographical dis-

tribution, six of the species being inhabitants of South America, whereas the
seventh is found in the distant island of [Madagascar. In this genus the
hinder part of the skull is completely roofed over by bone ; but this is not

the case in the otlier two genera
of the family. Of these, Pelo-

medusa, which has only a single

species, inhabiting both Madagas-
car and Africa, resembles Podo-
cnemis in that the two mesoplas-
tral bones only show themselves on
the sides of the lower shell, and
are thus widely separate in the
middle line. On the other hand,
in Sternothcerus the same two
bones are as fully developed as

the other elements of the plastron,

in the median line of Avhich they
come into contact with one another.
The whole of the species of this

genus are African, but one ex-

tends its range into Madagascar.
The great Amazonian species of Podocnemis is of considerable value to the

natives of some parts of tropical America, on accomit of its eggs, which are

collected in vast (quantities, mainly for the sake of the oil they yield.

Fig. 9.—Amazonia:^ Fresh-Water Tortoise
{Fodocnemis expansa).
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A fresh-water turtle from one of the Papuan rivers described under the
name of Carcttochehjs, resembles the true marine turtles in having the limbs

modified into flippers, although displaying all the other char-

Family acteristics of the present sub-order. Only two claws occur
Carettochdyidtje. on each flipper ; and the sliell is remarkable for having a

continuous leathery skin in place of the usual horny shields.

Thei'e are certain other structural features in this little-known and rare
Chelonian by which it differs fiom its allies.

Sub-Order HI.—Triunychklce.

The third and last sub-order of the Clielonia includes only the soft tortoises,

represented by six genera, all of which are comprised in the single family
Triunychidce. All these tortoises have very long necks, which can be com-
pletely withdrawn within the margins of the shell by an S-like flexure in tho
same manner as in the Cryptodira. The jaws are hidden by the fleshy lips,

and the muzzle is prolonged into a short proboscis. The feet are fully
webbed, and only the three outermost toes are furnished with claws—

a

peculiarity from which the scientific name of the group is derived. None of
these features are, however, of sufficient importance to justify the separation
of the group as a distinct sub-order; but the shell is very peculiar. In place
of the usual horny shields, both the upper and lower shells are invested with
a thin, continuous leathery skin, through which can be seen and felt tho
raised sculpture ornamenting the surface of the underlying bones. Marginal
bones, if developed at all, are restricted to the hinder border of the uj^per
shell, and elsewhere the margins of this shell are continued into a wide, soft

expansion of skin, so tliat the shell itself only occupies the region of the laack.

There is no attachment between the upper and lower shells, and the latter is

only very imperfectly ossified. A greenish olive ground-colour, upon which
are yellow or orange spots, is the general type of coloration, the spots being
replaced by streaks on the under surface of the head. At the present day
the soft tortoises are restricted to the fresh waters of the warmer regions of

North America, Asia, and Africa. In habits, these very peculiar Chelonians are
purely aquatic, and although the majority are confined to fresh waters, some fre-

quent estuaries. They are all carnivorous ; and, being extremely bold and fierce,

are highly dangerous to bathers. All are mainly nocturnal, and when basking
on a mud-bank, or on shore, for the purpose of laying their eggs, extend their

long necks after any sudden surprise in a peculiarly cautious and stealthy man-
ner. The spherical eggs are buried in the mud by the female as soon as laid.

The typical, and at the same time the widest spread, genus is Trionyx, which
has a geographical distribution as extensive as that of the family, and is the
only one found in America, fifteen distinct species being known. In this

genus, the sculpture on the surface of the shell usually takes the f(irm of

irregular wavy ridges; while in the lower shell the hyoplastral and hypo-
plastral bones of each side are separate. A distinctive feature is the want of

a fold of skin on the hinder part of the plastron, which in some of the allied

forms conceals the hind-leg. The head is relatively short and broad, with
the eyes situated far back. The shell and leathery disc of some of the members
of this genus not unfrequently measure as much as a couple of feet in length,

and tho species are arranged in groups according to the number of bones
entering into the composition of <;hc upper shell, and the absence or presence
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of a longitudinal riclge on the palatal surface of the fore part of the lower
jaw. Nearly allied to Trionyx are tlie general I'dochdys and Ckitra, each
represented by a single species from tlie (Jiiental countries. In the former

—

which extends from India to the ]\Ialayan Islands—the eyes have a more for-

ward position than in the type genus, this feature being still more marked in

the gigantic Indian Chitra, where they are situated close up to the snout, the

whole skull being veiy long

and narrow. The foregoing
-z^-^^'" ' '- — --'

presence of a skinny flap be- ' — .—--—-'- ^R^ ^
neatli the under shell—behind
which the hind-foot can be Fig. 10.—A Soft Tortoise.

withdrawn—and the complete
union of the hyoplastral and hypoplastral elements of the lower shell. Exter-
nally the shell is distinguished by the pustular form of the sculpture. Of the
three types of the sub-family, the Indian Emyda is specially distinguished by
possessing a series of marginal bones round the hinder portion of the
carapace. There are but three species, and in the largest of these the shell

does not grow to more than about ten inches in length. Of the two African
genera, the one known as Cydodernia has a complete series of neural bones
running down the middle of the carapace ; whereas, in the nearly related

Cydanorbis the series is incomplete, so that some of the costal bones of

opposite sides come into contact with one another in the middle line.

It may be added that in the absence of any connection between the bones
of the pelvis and the lower shell, as well as in the mode of articulation

between the upper and lower jaws, and the notch in the ring round the
aperture of the ear, the soft-tortoises resemble the Cryptodira. In certain

forms and certain structural features of the skull they are, however, more like

the Pleurodira.

ORDER III.—8QUAMATA.

Scaled Reptiles.

By far the largest of all the four orders of existing rejjtiles is the one including
the lizards, chamaeleons, and snakes ; each of those groups forming a sub-order
by itself. And here it may be remarked how unimportant is the external
form of reptiles in regard to their zoological affinities. The New Zealand
tuatera, for instance, which externally is like a lizard, has nothing whatever
to do with the Squamata, but forms an order by itself ; whereas ordinary
lizards and serpents are comprised in one and the same order. Moreover, the
blindworms, wJiicli in external appearance are like snakes, form a portion of

the sub-order typified by the lizards. A general, but by no means invariable,
feature of the Squamatii is the covering of overlapping horny scales on the
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head, body, and limbs ; but more important and constant structural peculi-

arities are to be found in the internal skeleton. Of the highest import is

the fact that in all the members of the present order the quadrate-bone is

movably jointed to the other elements of the skull, from wliich its lower
extremity projects. Secondly, there is no Ijony rod running forwards from
the oviter side of the lower extremity of this bone to join the upper jaw; such

a rod being always develoi^ed in the Crocodilia. The palate, again, has a

much more open structure than in either the Crocodilia or the Chelonia ;

—

not that there is any difficulty in distinguishing between a lizard or a snake
and a tortoise or turtle. If we turn to the backbone, equally well-marked
pomts of difference present themselves between the Squamata on the one
hand and the Crocodilia on the other. In the former group the ribs of the

chest have single upper extremities, or heads, which are articulated to

facets, on the sides of what are termed the bodies of the vertebn^j—that is

to say, the solid cylindrical part underlying the arch through which passes

the nerve-cord. On the other hand, in the Crocodilia the majority of the
ribs have two heads ; and those in the region of the back are articulated to a
long horizontal transverse projection arising from the sides of the arch of

each vertebrai. In the majority of the order the bodies of the vertebriB ax^e

movably united by means of ball-and-socket joints : the ball being situated

behind and the socket in front. Neither in lizards or in serpents are the

teeth ever implanted in the jaws by means of distinct sockets. In all cases

the teeth are lirmly welded to the substance of the jaw itself ; but whereas
in some forms they are affixed to the summits of the jaws, in others they are

attached to the .sides of the same. To the former mode of attachment, the

name acrodunt is applied, whereas the latter is termed pleuyodont. Although
the foregoing features are amply sufficient to distinguish the Sqaiamata from
the Crocodilia, it may be added that when the shoulder-girdle is fully de-

veloped, there is a breast-bone, a pair of collar-bones, and an unpaired median
element, with the form of the letter T, known as the interclavide.

(Si ih-Order I.—La cc rtil ia.

Lizards.

Since it has been already mentioned that the blind-worm belongs to the

present sul)-ovder, it will be obvious that the presence of limits will not suffice

to distinguish between the lizai-ds and the serpents, although the majority of

the former are four-limbed creatures, and none of the latter have four fully

develojied and functional legs. In the limbless snake-like lizards the tongue

cannot, however, be withdrawn into a basal sheath, as it is in serpents ; and
Avhereas the former are generally furnished with eyelids or external openings

to the ears, both tliese are invariably wanting in the latter. The examination

of the skeleton will also show that whereas in all lizards the two branches of

the lower jaw" are joined by bone where they meet at the chin, in the serpents

such union is ligamentous ; and it should further be observed that the limb-

less lizai-ds always retain vestiges of the shoulder-girdle. As important

points of distinction between the lizards and the chamajleons, it must be

mentioned that such of the former as retain limbs have well-developed collar-

bones, and that the tongue is flattened and not dilatable.

At the present day somewhere about seventeen hundred different species

of lizards are known ; these forming no less than twenty distinct families,
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mostly including a large number of genera. Hence it will be obvious that
only some of the leading types can be even alluded to in this volume.
Although lizards arc found everywhere save tlie polar regions, the group
attains its maximum development—both as I'egards bodily size and the
number of forms—in the tropical and sul)-tropical zones. They inhabit both
dry and moist situations, altliough the majority prefer the former. Most are
terrestrial, but many are arboreal, while a few are aquatic, one si^ecies at

least venturing into the open sea. The so-called flying lizard can take long
leai)s in the air by the aid of a parachute-like expansion of skin supj^orted by
the elongated ribs ; and an Australian species is stated to walk on its hind-
limbs like a bird. Sucker-like pads enable the geckos to climb vertical panes
of glass like flies ; and some of the arboreal species resemble the American
monkeys in having the tail endowed with prehensile power. Whereas the
majority lay eggs, q, few bring forth their young into the world alive. In
spite of the popular dread attaching to the blind-worm, no lizards, Avith the
exception of the few species belonging to the American family Helodennatkke,
are poisonous. A few members of the order are vegetable-feeders, but the
great majority live on animal food, especially insects and other invertebrates.
The facility with which many lizards part with a considerable portion of the
tail when handled is a familiar fact ; but it is perhaps less well-known that
the missing fragment can be speedily reproduced. As regards geographical
distribution, the Lacertilia are widely different from the Chelonia. Thus,
whereas Australasian lizards are unlike those of South America, between the
lizards of Australia and those of India there is a most Jiiarked resemblance,
while the Indian forms differ decidedly from those of Africa.

The peculiar cry of some of its Asiatic members has given rise to the name
by which the first family of the Lacertilia is both familiarly and scientifically

known. From nearly all other members of the sub-order
geckos are distinguished by the fact that the bodies of their Geckos.—Family
vertebrae are cupped at both ends, instead of articulating by Geckonidce.
a ball and socket, while most of them have sucking discs on
the extremities of the five-toed feet. In form they are depressed, and in
coloration dull, and whereas the head is covered with bony granules or small
scales, the body is generally invested with granules above and with over-
lapping scales beneath. In no case are the scales underlain by plates of bone.
There are no movable eyelids, and the opening of the ear, and generally als(i

the pupil of the eye, is in the form of a vertical slit. The tongue, which is

short and devoid of a sheath at the base, may be either smooth or covered
with shaggy prominences. The small teeth are attached to the jaws in the
pleurodont manner, and in many cases the tail is more or less distinctly
prehensile, although in some instances it is rudimental. Most numerous in
the Oriental and Australasian countries, the geckos range over all the warmer
parts of the world, and present a considerable number of generic modifica-
tions. Among these tlie genus Ptyodactylus is familiar to travellers in
Palestine in the form of the little lobe-footed gecko. In common with its

immediate kindred, this species has the toes expanded into circular lobes,
upon the under surface of Avhich are two rows of plates. Hemidadyhis, as
represented by the little Turkish gecko, is an allied genus, ranging over all

the warmer parts of the world except Australasia, with dilated toes terminating
in compressed claws, of which the tips are free. Very aberrant is the single
and considerably larger species of the Oriental genus PtycJiozoutn, in which
the skin of the flanks forms a large expansion, while there is also a fringe of
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lobes running along the two sides of the tail, and likewise on the hinder

borders of the legs. The toes also are completely connected by web-like dila-

tions, the first in each limb being clawless. A peculiarly marked type of

coloration further aids in the recognition of this species. The countries

bordering the Mediterranean are the chief habitat of another genus known as

Tare)itola, of which the common wall-gecko is the most familiar representa-

tive, all the species having the toes moderately dilated, but only the third

and fourth clawed. The genus ranges as far south as the west coast of Africa,

and is likewise represented by a species from the West Indian Islands.

Whereas a larse number of geckos frequent trees, walls, or buildmgs, some
are found in open sandy districts, and
these latter natiu-ally have feet of ordinary

type, as adhesive discs would be useless.

In countries where these lizards abound,
ahnost every house is tenanted by at least

a pair. When undisturbed, such denizens
will scamper over the walls with the
greatest speed in search of flies, uttering

7^(;/. 11.—Frikoed Gecko (P<(/e7(oso(W)0. now and then their shrill cries. It is,

doubtless, owing to these vocal powers
that geckos are so dreaded by the uneducated in all parts of the world—an
analagous instance of the inspiration of a similar dread bp'ng affoi-ded by the

death-watch insects.

A second family of geckos {Euhlepliarida), of which there are only three

genera, differ from the foregoing in being furnished with eyelids, and also in

having cup-and-ball ioints to the backbone.
The third family of the sub-order includes the three species of the Mala-

gasy genus Uroplatcs, and is termed the Uroplatiditi. While resembling the true

geckos in the doubly-cupped vertebrae, as well as in many
Scale-footed other structural features, these lizards agree with the foUow-
Lizards.— ing nine families in that the inner ends of the collar-bones
Family lack ttie loop-shaped expansion characteristic of the geckos.

FygopodidiB, The next family is that of the scale-footed lizards, or Fygopo-

didce, which are confined to Australia, and appear to present

a considerable resemblance to the Geckonida', with which they agree in the

general conformation of the skull. All these lizards have assumed a snake-

like form of body, with the complete losa of all external vestiges of the front

limbs, although the hinder pair arc represented by two large, flap-like scaly

expansions, without any sign of division into toes externally. The commonest
sjDecies grows to a length of about twenty inches, and is coppery-grey in

colour, sometimes having three or five rows of blackish spots or streaks.

A very large proportion of the lizards of the eastern and southern countries

of the Eastern Hemisphere pertain to the very extensive and important family
of the Agumidit,—a family which includes at least a couple

Family of hundred species ranged under thirty distinct generic
Afjamidw. groups. These lizards have a tongue of the same type as

that of the geckos, no dilation of the inner extremities of

the collar-ljones, and no bony plates beneath the overlapping scales with
which the head and body are invested ; but they differ from all the foregoing
groups in their acrodont dentition. The eyes, which are relatively smaller
than in the geckos, are furnished with movable eyelids, and have circular

pupils. Small scales cover the crown of the head, and the scales on the lower
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aspect of the body are likewise not enlarged. Many of the species develoj)

large ornamental crests or pouches, either in both sexes or in the male alone.

These lizards generally have a long tail, which is not brittle ; and they always
possess well-developed fore-limbs, which, with one exception, are five-toed.

As a rule, the teeth are unequal in size, those at the corners of the jaws being

developed into tusks. As in other lizards, the arboreal species have com-
pressed bodies, while in those tliat

dwell on the ground the trunk is

more or less depressed. Although, as

already said, agamoids are widely spread

in the Old World, they attain their

maximum develojjment in the Oriental

countries, only three generic groups

inhabiting Africa. Pei-haps the most
remarkable members of the family are

the flying lizards (Draco) of the Oriental

countries, in which the hinder ribs are

expanded to support a kind of para-

chute-like expansion of the skin of the

flanks. These folds can be closed in a ^'"J- i^-I'^-vin.; Lizard iDmco volms)

fan-like manner, and there are other

expansions on the throat. The entire body is much depressed, and the

tail is very long and tapering. The coloration of the upper surface of

the body is metallic, with dark spots and bands, the parachute of the
common species being bright orange with black markings. These lizards

live high up on the trees, and pass from bough to bough by taking
flying leaps with the support of the parachute. At times the expansions
of skin on the throat are erected. The Oriental region is likewise the
home of the beautiful tree-lizards of the genus Calotes, which are also

thoroughly* arboreal, although unable to take flying leaps. They have the

drum of the ear visible externally, a crest running down the neck and back,

the large keeled scales on the back of equal size, a long, whip-like tail, and
no distinct fold of skin on the throat. Many of them have the power of

rapidly changing their brilliant colours, and some measure as much as

sixteen inches in length. More curious are the arboreal horned lizards

{Ceratophora) of Ceylon, easily recognised by the presence of a horn on the

nose of the males, and sometimes also in the females. There is_ no crest on
the neck, and the drum of the ear is concealed. Next on our list are the
numerous species of the typical genus Agama, which range from South-
Eastern Europe over South-Eastern Asia, although absent from the greater

part of India and Ceylon. These lizards are terrestrial in their habits, and
accordingly difler from all the foregoing, with the exception of the flying-

lizard, in having the body markedly depressed. They have the drum of the

ear exposed, large thickened scales in front of the vent in the males, a fold of

skin across the throat, and a pit on each side of the same part, while if the

liack is furnished with a crest, this is of small size. In parts of Asia these

lizards are some of the most common representatives of their tribe, and may
be seen in hundreds basking in the sun.

Many of the genera of lizards are far from easy to distinguish from one
another, but there is no difficulty in recognising the extraordinary Australian

frilled lizard (Chlamydosaurus kingi), which has the throat surrounded by a

large frill-like expansion of skin extending on to the sides of the neck.
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Firj. 13.—Frilled Lizakd (Chlamydosaurus kiniji)-

This long-tailed lizard, which groM's to a length of over thirty inches, is an

inhabitant of open sandy deserts, and is peculiar in that it habitually walks

on its hind-legs alone. It does not, however, hop, Init walks with a bold,

swinging gait. Probably the frill is given to the creature for the purpose

of terrifyilig its enemies, as when alarmed this lizard sits up on its hind-

limbs, expands the frill to its fullest extent, and shows its teeth ; its appear-

ance is then distinctlyalarming,

although the creature is per-

fectly harmless to large ani-

mals. From the preceding

forms this lizard and a number
of allied genera differ by hav-

ing pores on the under surface

of the body near the vent, or

on the thighs, or in both of

these situations. A closely X'e-

lated species is the sail-tailed

lizard {Lophuinis amhoynensis)

of the Malayan and Philippine

Islands, in which the upper surface of the basal portion of the tail carries a

liuge vertical crest, while the nape and back are ornamented with a ridge of

enlarged scales. This lizard, which has a compressed body, and an olive-

green ground-colour with irregular black markings, is an inhabitant of

wooded districts near water, and if frightened, immediately plunges into the

latter element. It is a vegetable feeder, and its flesh is stated to be tender

and Avell-tlavoured.

The tail is an important part in distinguishing many of the lizards of this

family, and its chax'acters form an easy means of recognising tlie thorny-

tailed lizards of Northern Africa and South-Western Asia, which constitute

the genus Uromastix. Whereas the body is smoothly scaled, the whole of

the rather short tail is invested with a series of rings of large scales each

armed with a thorn-like spine. They have very short and rounded heads;

the drum of the ear is visible, and there are

pores in front of the vent as well as on the

thighs. A feature in which these lizards differ

from all those noticed above is tlie large size

of the front teeth, which in the adult are

separated from those on each side of the jaws

hj a gap. Thorny lizards are abundant in the

sandy plains of Arabia, Persia, and the Pun-
jab, where they live in burrows. Probably the

thorny tail is a means of defence, as if one of

these lizards can but get its head and body well

within its retreat, it seems to be pretty safe

from attack. The writer once tried to drag one

from its hole by seizing hold of the projecting

tail, but the appendage gave way, leaving

the creature secure from further harm. Tlieir food is entirely of a vegetable

nature ; and the Arabs—by whom these lizards arc frequently kept in cap-

tivity—are very partial to their flesh. The last member of the family that

can be noticed is the molocli lizard (Moloch horridus) of South and ^Vest

Australia, a creature which looks more like some monster in a pantomime

Fig. 14.—THOBNT-TAn.ED LiZAJlD
{Urouiastix),
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than a living animal. Measuring about eight inches in length, and havino-
a depi'ossed toad-like body and rather short tail, the nioloch is covei'ed all

over above with large conical spines, which attain their greatest develop-
ment immediately over the eyes and on the forepart of the back. It

frequents sandy districts, is slow in its movements, and may be frequently
seen abroad in the fidl sunlight. That its spiny armour renders it perfectly
safe from all ordinary attacks, may be considered perfectly certain ; and
it is clear that the creature's motto is defence and not defiance, as it is

perfectly harnde:;s. It has the power of slowly changing its colour to a cer-

tain extent in accordance witli its surroundings ; and its chief nvitriment is

formed by ants, although it will also eat vegetable substances. Thorny devil
or spiny lizard is the name given to this reptile jjy the colonists.

The name iguana is one of those terms constantly misa|)plied in popular
zoology, and it is very frequently given to the monitors of India and
Australia. As a matter of fact, most of the members of the
great iguana tribe are confined to the New World, where The Iguana
they take the place of the Old World Atjamida', which are Tribe.—Family
wanting. There are, however, a few outlying iguanas in the Iijuanidw.

Old World, two genera being found in Madagascar, while a
third occurs in the Friendly Islands and Fiji. In many points of their organisa-
tion the Igui(iii(he are closely related to the Aijamido' ; ])ut a ready means of
distinction bet^-een the two groujjs is afforded by the dentition. Whereas
the latter have the dentition of the acrodont type, in the former it is pleuro-
dont ; and a further difference is to be found in the nearly uniform size and
form of all the teeth in the iguanas. Very frequently the teeth have lancet-
shaped crowns, with serrated edges ; but in some rare instances they are
divided into three distinct cusps. Iguanas—of which there are fifty different

generic modifications—present a curious parallelism to the Agmaidm in their

structure and hal)its, doubtless due to the fact that they have to fill all the
situations in the New World occupied by the difierent members of the latter

in the Easteni Hennsphere. Whereas, however, there is no flying iguana,
this group contains a marine type, which has no representative among the
allied family. Nearly all the American forms are inhabitants of the warmer
regions of the New World ; most are insect-eaters, a few are vegetarians.

The beautiful iguanas of the American genus Anolis may be regarded as

the western analogues of the Oriental tree-lizards. These are long-tailed

arboi-eal species, with a pyramidal head, moderately long neck, a slender

body of variable form, elongated hind-limbs, and large feet with toes of

unequal length, in which the middle joints are exi)anded, and the claws

long and elevated. The throat is ornamented with an appendage, which is

generally brightly coloured in the males ; but there is no crest on the back
and neck. The teeth are distinctly three-lobed. More than a hundred
different kinds of these lizards are known to science, many of which take up
their residence in human dwellings, where they hunt for their insect prey,

quite undisturbed by the proximity of the owners. Like their Orienta.1 re-

presentatives in the Agannidc?., they have the power of changing the colour of

their skin even more rapidly and decisively than the chamoeleons. As the

species of Anolis represent C(dotes in the Old World family, so the basilisks

(Basilisaiii) simulate the sail-tailed lizard of the Malayan Islands. The
American forms have, however, gone one better than their Old World proto-

type, for whereas in the latter the sail-like membranous expansion is confined

to the upper surface of the tail, in the males of the former a similar vertical

2 o
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expansion of skin runs from the nape of the neck to the loins, where it is

separated by a short interval from the one on the tail. In the back the

crest is supported by the elongation of the spines of the back-bone; and in some
cases the expansion on the tail is strengthened in a similar manner. The
miles have in addition a helmet-like elevation on the hinder part of the head.

Basilisks are tree-dwelling reptiles, nearly always found in the neighbour-

hood of water. They generally repose on a bough overhanging some pool or

river ; and when frightened, immediately throw themselves into the water, in

which the males swim with facility by the aid of the crested tail, which acts

as a rudder. How the female manages to get along without the crest is not
stated.

From a group so extensive as that of the iguanas it is difficult to select the
forms best deserving of special notice. There is, however, no doubt that

two curious lizards from the Galapagos Islands demand recognition here. Each
of these is the sole representative of a genus by itself ; but whereas one
{Amblyrhynchui^ cridatus) lives to a great extent in the sea and feeds on sea-

weed, the other {Conolophus suhcristatns) is a terrestrial creature subsisting

on a more ordinary vegetable diet. Having pores on the thighs, and the
fourth toe of the hind-foot longer
than the third, these lizards are

specially distinguished by the cir-

cumstance that both the front and
lateral teeth are three-cusped. The
marine species, which measures over

fifty inches in length, and is con-

siderably the larger of the two,

takes its scientific name from the
extreme shortness and bluntness of

the head ; both the body and tail

being markedly compressed, and
the toes furnished witli incipient

webs. The upper surface of the
head is ornamented with a number
of conical bosses ; and a strong ser-

rated crest runs from the nape of
the neck to the tip of the tail. The habits of these remarkable lizards have
been well described by Darwin. He states that these reptiles are seldom found
farther inland than a few yards distance from the shore ; and that when in
the water they swim strongly and easily with a serpentine movement by the
aid of the powerful tail alone. On the volcanic rocks forming the coasts of
their native islands these lizards are met with in large droves, which from
time to time proceed to sea in search of food. In spite, however, of this

fondness for the sea, they never take to the water when attacked as a means
of escape. The smaller terrestrial species is easily distinguished by the
cylindrical form of the tail and the absence of any trace of webbing on the
toes. The head, too, is somewhat longer, and the dorsal crest fully developed
only in the region of the neck. In weight, they scale from ten to fifteen

pounds. On the central islands of the Galapagos group these lizards are, or
were, found in such numbers that there is sometimes a difficulty in discover-
ing a space of any size free from them. They live in burrows, and in the
daytime love to lie basking in the sun for hours at a stretch in a dull, listless

manner. Even when disturbed, they are slow to get out of the way ; and in

FUj. 15.—Galapagos Sea-Lizard
(Amblyrhynchus cristatus).
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all their movements they are very unlike ordinary lizards. Nearly allied to

the Galapagos forms are the two species of the typical genus Ljiuina, whicli

arc restricted to Tropical America and the West Indies. From the former
they are distinguished by the simple, conical front teeth ; the lateral teeth
being serrated. They have tlie body long and compressed, the quadrangular
and large head covered above with enlarged shields, and tlie long tail invested
with uniform and keeled scales. The neck, back, and upper surface of the
tail are ornamented with a continuous spiny crest, and there is an appendage
on the throat which is incapable of dilation. These iguanas are essentially

arboreal lizards, living in forests in the neighbourhood of water, and fre-

(juently descending at night to the ground to feed. They readily take to Avater,

in which they swim witli facility ; and -although their diet is mainly of a
vegetable nature, they will freely eat insects and other invertebrates. The
conunon species measures as much as four and a half feet in length. By the
natives of the countries they frequent, iguanas are highly esteemed, and
they are regularly hunted in some districts for food. Their eggs are also

nmch souglit after for the same ])urpose. Nearly allied is the ring-tailed

iguana {Cijdurd carinata) of the West Indies, in which the crowns of the
lateral teeth are tricuspid, and the throat is furnished with a pouch, the back
and tail being strongly crested.

As the Aiiamiche possess a spine-clad type in the form of the moloch lizard,

so a similar type occurs in the present family. These creatures are generally
called horned lizards, although in the States they are knoMn by the title of

Californian toad. The genus to which they belong (FJirynosoma) includes
about a dozen species, which have a geographical range extending over the
United States and Mexico. From all otlier members of the family they are

at once distinguished by the numerous spines studding the skin of the body,
head, and tail ; while they are further characterised by their short, rounded
head, general toad-like form of body, and abbreviated tail. About live inches
is the ordinary length of these lizards. As regards habits, these lizards are
inhabitants of sandy districts, where tliey prey upon beetles and such other
insects as they are able to capture. Some of them are among the few members
of the Irjuanklai which give birth to their young in a living c(jndition. Tliis

peculiarity, coupled witli their remarkable external appearance, would be
sufficient to give these lizards a claim to distinction above their fellows. But
they have aiK^ther pecidiarity. They spit blood ; and this not from their

mouth, but from their eyes. Incredible as this statement may appear, it is

attested by several trustwoi-thy observers. When handled, they have been
known to squirt a jet of blood to a distance of more than a foot from one eye,

and soon after to emit a similar stream from the other. And this not only
once, but several thnes. Doubtless this most remarkable action is for defen-
sive purposes ; and American observers would do good service if they would
describe in detail the mode in Avhich the operation is performed.
A peculiar lizard from Mexico is the representative not only of the genus

Xenosaurus, but likewise of tlie family Xenosaurld(£. Passing this by as
being worthy only of the attention of specialists, we come p- ^, ^ t-
to the girdled lizards, of which there are four genera from ""^•^^ Lizards.

Africa south of the Sahara, and the island of Madagascar. ^ ,7
To a great extent the group is intermediate between the
])receding family of the Icjuandda;. and the following one of the Ancjuidcc.

From the former it is distinguished by the hinder lateral regions of the skidl

lieing roofed over by (dermal) ossifications in the skin, and likewise by the
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interclavicle being cruciform instead of T-shaped ; while, from the latter, it

is differentiated by the conformation of tlie tongue—which, as in the

Igxtanida, is not divisible into an interior and posterior jjortion— as well as

by the hollow bases of tlie teeth, and by the structure of the bony plates,

Avhich in one genus underlie the scales. All liave a fold of skin covered witli

small scales along the sides of the body, by which the upjDer surface is defined

from the lower. The head is invested with large and regular shields ; but

the back may be covered either with shield-like scales, which are frequently

provided with keels, and are arranged in regular transverse zones, or with

granules. As in the Jfjuanicht, the teeth are pleurodont, and the bases of

those in use are hollowed out by the tips of their successors, which rise verti-

cally from beneath. In the three genera ZonvrHS, Psendocordylns, and
PlatysctKrus, both pairs of limbs are well developed, but in Chamamnra, the

general form is snake-like, the fore- limbs being absent, and the hind ones

rudimentary, while the tail is remarkable for its excessive relative length.

The only I\Jalagasy form is a species of the genus first named.
Although in several groups of the sub-order the limbs have more or less

completely disappeared, in no case is the assumption of a serjjent-like form
more strongly marked than in the family typically represented

Snake-like by the common British blind-worm. It is to this familj-,

Lizards.— accordingly, that the name of snake-like lizards is most
Family applicable. While all these lizards resemble -the members

Aiujnkhv. of the preceding family in having the hinder lateral regions

of the skull roofed by bony plates developed in the deep
layer of the skin, they difler in the structure of the teeth. It is true that

the teeth are often attached in the pleurodont manner, but instead of having
the base hollow, this is solid, the new teeth coming up between two of the

old ones, instead of beneath the ci'own of the one immediately above. Whereas
in most of the genera the teeth are either tubercular or in the form of short

cones firmly attached to the sides of the jaws, in the blind-worms they are

long, slender, highly curved, and
very loosely fastened to the bone.

In these resj^ects the blind-worms
come very close to the snakes, and
also to the poisonous lizards of the
familj'^ Helodermatiche. And it is

not a little remarkable that traces of

a groove have been detected along
the front surfaces of the teeth of

the blind-worms which ajipear to

correspond to the poison-grooves of

those of the family in question. It

seems, therefore, as if the popular
dread of the blind-worm Avas in-

stinctive, and that the creature is either descended from poisonous ancestors,

or would be poisonous if it could. All the members t;f the family have bony
plates developed in the deep layer of the skin beneath the scales, these plates,

when viewed under the microscope, displaying a system of canals. Very
peculiar is the tongue, which is divided into a large thick hinder portion,

tliickly covered with shagg}' papillre, and a small thin emarginate front moiety,

of which the covering takes the form of small, scale-like papillte. This front

portion is extensile, and also capable of more or less full retraction into a

FUi. 16.—Blind-Worm (AwjuU fragilis).
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slieath formed by a transverse fold at the front of the hhider portion. A
further resembhince to snakes is to be found in tlie circumstance tliat these

hzards cast their skins in a single piece. As regards the limbs, great variety

is presented by tlie seven genera included in the family, some having the

feet fully developed, and terminating in five toes, whereas in others all

external traces of limbs have disappeared. It is noteworthy that all the

limbed forms are American, and that Central America and tlie West Indian

Islands are the head-quarters of the group. Beyond the New World, two

species are found in Europe and North Africa, while a third inhabits Burma
and the Himalaya. Of the seven genera, GcnhonotHs and Opliimuniti are

l)eculiar in having a lateral fold on the b<xly ; the former, which is exclusively

American, having two pairs of five-toed limbs, while the latter has, at most,

external representatives of the hinder pair. This genus includes the well-

known scheltopusik (0. apvs) of South and Eastern Europe, as well as one

'Oriental, and other American types. Of those without folds, tlie genera

Dipkxjlossus, Sauresia, and Fanoplus are American and four-limbed, difiering

from one another in the number of the toes, which vary from one or two to

five on each foot. Ophiodcs is likewise American, but has only external

rudiments of the hind-limbs. Lastly we have Anguis, represented solely by
the familiar blind-worm of Europe, Western Asia, and North Africa, which

lacks all vestiges of limbs externally, and has the lateral teeth large and fang-

like. This species is also pecuhar in giving birth to living young, all the

other members of the family laying eggs in the ordinary manner. All the

Aiuju'uhr live on animal food, the

larger kinds killing and eating small

mammals, birds, and reptiles, whereas
the smaller species confine themselves
to worms, insects, slugs, and such

like. As a rule they are strictly ter-

restrial, although some sjiecies of

Gerrlwnotus will climb up low bushes.

The family AHuiellidw, as con-

taining only a single Californian genus
with two species, may
be passed over with- Poisonous
out notice, and we Lizards.—Family
accordingly proceed Helodermatidoi.

to the family Helo-

dermatida: , which also comprises only
two species, and ranges from Central
America to New Mexico and Arizona.

In common with many of the poison-

ous snakes, these lizards are distinguished by their brilliant coloration, one
kind having an orange or yellow ground-colour, with an irregular net-work of

dark markings on,the head and body, and dark rings round the tail. These
lizards possess a tongue and teeth of the same general type as in the blind-

worm, but have the upper surface covered with transverse rows of small

granular tubercles, the under-parts being invested with squared scales.

From those of the blind-worm the teeth differ by having grooves on the front

and back surfaces for the transmission of the poisonous fluid, and there are

certain structural differences in the skull. Both species are included in the

genus Helodeitna, and the one from Arizona is rather the larr;cr of the two, its

Fig. 17.—Poisonous Lizard (Hdodcrma).
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total length being about twenty inches. Botli have the head l)road and do-
pressed, the body rounded and thick, the tail moderately long and cylindrical,
and the limbs relatively small, with the third and fourth toes the longest.
The poisonous lizards are sluggish and nocturnal, inhabiting sandy districts,

with the .soil of Avhich their coloration is in admirable harmony. They are
}nost connnonly seen abi'oad in the rainy seascm, and are carnivorous in their
diet. Small mannuals are .sj^eedily killed by their bite, which is stated
occasionally to have fatal effects on human beings.

A third family of the sub-order with only a single genus, is that of
the monitors ; the range of the numerous species extending from the

Caspian through Southern Asia to Australasia, and likewise

Monitors.— em))raciiig all Africa, as well as the Pacific Islands. They are
Family all of large size, one measuring between six and seven feet

Varanidu'. in length. As compared with the preceding families, their
essential characteristic is to be found in the snake-like struc-

ture of the tongue, which is long, deeply forked at the tij), extensile, and
capable of being witlidrawn int(j a sheath at the base. They all have well-
developed, live-toed limbs, a long and often compressed tail, small scales on
the head, and the drum of the ear exposed. Owing to the presence of mar-
ginal rows of granules, the scales on the back do not overlap, and in no case
is thei-e a median longitudinal ci'est in this region. The dift'erent species of

Vaninus may be arranged in four groups, the distinctive features of which need
not be noticed liere. They are generally found in the neighbourhood of water,

and one Indian species frecpients

the coast, and will at times enter

the sea. In habits, tliey are purely

carnivorous ; and, with the jjossible

exception of the Pajjuan species,

they are also terrestrial. They are

among the most active of tlie lizard

tril^e, and although generally hann-
less and avoiding attack, it M'ould ap-

pear from the following account that,

when driven to bay, they will turn
on their aggressors. Of the Nile

monitor (F. niloticus). Dr. Aljel

Smith writes that " it is usually met
with in rocky precipices, or in low
stony hills, and, when surprised,

seeks concealment in the chinks of the former or in the irregular cavities of

the latter, and when any projections exist ujjon the surface of the rocks or
stones, it clasps them so firmly with its toes, that it beconres a task of no
small difficulty to dislodge it, even though it can be easily reached. Under
such circumstances, the strength of no one man is able to withdraw a full-

grown individual, and I have seen two persons rec^uired to pull a specimen out
of a position it had attained, even with the assistance of a rope fixed in front

of its hind-legs. The moment it was dislodged it flew with fury at its

enemies, who by flight only saved themselves from being bitten. After it

was killed it was discovered that the points of all the nails had been broken
previously, or at the moment it lost its hold. It feeds vijjon frogs, crabs, and
small quadrupeds ; and, from its partiality to the two former, it is often

found among rocks near to springs or lunning streams, which fact liaving

Fifj. 18.—A Monitor (Varanus).
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been observed by the natives, has led them to regard it as sacred, and not to

be injured without danger of drought." All lay eggs, and many, if not all

the species, feed largely upon the eggs of birds.

A much larger assemblage is that of the greaved lizards of the New World,

which there occupy the position held in the Old World by the allied family of

the LaccHidiV. From all the preceding forms, the Teiidce and
following families are broadly distinguished by the circum- Greaved Liz-

stance that their cleft and often spear-like tongues are covered ards.—Family

either with overlapping scale-like papillsc, or are marked by Teiidce.

oblique folds. Then, again, in place of the small scales of

the Varnnida', the head is invested with large symmetrically arranged shields;

and in the skeleton the inner extremities of the collar-bones are expanded,
anil not luitrei^uently ussunio a looped form. Tlio Tiiidca—of whicli there

are tiAe-and-thirty genera, and more than a hundred species—-have the head -

shields free from the bones of the skull, no bony j^lates underlying the scales,

and no bony roof to the hinder lateral regions of the skull, while the scaler;

are arranged in transverse rows. The teeth are very variable in form and
structure, but are always solid at the base, owing to the circumstance that

their successors come up alongside. The teeth in the front of the jaws are

always conical ; but both these and the lateral series may be attached either

on the acrodont or pleui'odont plan. Distinct eyelids are generally present

;

the drum of the ear is always visible externally ; and the tongue is in most
cases covered with overlapping scales, and may be capable of retraction

within a basal sheath. Although most of these lizards have five-toed limbs,

in certain cases each foot has but four toes, while in other instances the limbs

are represented only by stumps, and even all external traces of the hinder

pair may disappear. The numerous representatives of this important family

have their headquarters in equatorial America, although some forms may be

met with throughout the warmer portions of that continent. Like the

monitors, they are active in their habits, and feed upon animal substances
;

but they may be found in all sorts of situations, some living in holes in dry

sandy districts, while others prefer the dense herbage of moist localities.

The number of genera is far too great to admit of even mention in this place.

It will accordingly suffice to take as our rej^resentative of the family the large

and handsome sjjecies commonly known as the tegu (Tupinambis tequexiii,),

which is a common and widely-spread
species, ranging fi'om the Guianas in the

North to Uruguay m the South. Measur-
ing about three feet in length, this lizard

has a bold and striking bearing, owing to

the elevation of the fore-quarters. Its

general colour is some shade of olive

above, ornamented with blotches and bars
of black, and indistinct longitudinal rows
of light spots. It is met with in great

numbers among the virgin foi'ests of
_^

Amazonia, where, with its forked tongue ^-J'^xhe Tegu {Tupinambis
in rapid motion, it may be seen either tequexin).

sitting quietly upon a branch, or running
rapidly over the ground. As is the case with some of the other members of

the family, its flesh is esteemed as food by the natives.

As already mentioned, certain members of the preceding family have lost
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all extei'iial traces of the liinder pair of limbs, arid as such sjjecies jiossess

burrowing habits, they may be regarded as forming a con-

Family necting link between the Tei/f?te and the degraded J. mj^/tw-

Amphisbanidce. hcenicke. The latter, which take their name from the fact

that most of them ai'e able to advance with e(|ual ease in

either a forward or a backward direction, may, indeed, in all prob ibility, be
considered as derivatives from the ancestral stock of the former, which have
little by little accustomed themselves to a subterranean mode of life, till the

majority have acquired an almost completely worm-like form and habit. One
American species, alone representing the genus Ch irutes, still, however, retains

minute though well-developed fore-limy)S, which are placed close up to the head,

and followed l)y the long worm-like body. And to the zoologist this form is of

the highest importance, as indicating that all the other meml^ers of the family

trace their origin to fully-limbed ancestors. With the exception of this soli-

tary sjjecies, the amphisbienas are all limbless, worm-like creatures, in whicli

even the bones of the pelvis and shoulder-girdle are reduced to the condition

of rudiments. In all, the ears are wanting, the functionless eyes are buried
deep down in the skin, and the minute mouth is often situated on the lower
aspect of the head. The tail is always short; and the few and large teeth, as

in the preceding family, may be either acrodont or pleurodont. Indeed, it is

chiefly by certain degraded features of the skull that the Amphisbceniche are

distinguished from the Tciida; and as such differences are obviously jsroduced

by adaptation to their environment, the amphisbajnas are l)ut little removed
from their neai-est allies. Not the least interesting feature in connection with
these strange creatures is their peculiar geographical distribution—a distribu-

tion which can only be understood by taking extinct forms into consideration.

Of the existing types, the true home is Tropical America, altliough two
species—one representing Cliirotcs—are found above the northern tropic ;

but a considerable number of species are inhabitants of Africa, and a few
occur in the Mediterranean countries. Most remarkable is the circumstance
that the extensive and tyjjical genus Amphishena has representatives both
in Tropical America and Africa south of the Sahara. This, however, is but
one out of many instances showing a community between the faunas of

South Africa and South America. The family is divided into two groups,
according to the mode of attachment of the teeth. In the first group, or
P)-osp]iyodu)des, which includes Oiirofes, AmjMsbcoLa, and six other genera,

the teeth are welded to the inner edges of the jaws ; whereas in the second
groujj, or Emphyodontes, which isrejjresented by Troyonopliis, Pacliyccdmus,
and Agamodon, they are affixed to the edges of the same. Regarding the
mode of life of the ampliisbajnas, Mr. G. A. Boulenger writes as follows :

—

" All the members of this family are burrowers, and many live in ants' nests.

They bore narrow galleries in the earth, in M'hich they are able to jjrogress

backwards as well as forwards. On the ground they progress in a straight

line, by slight vertical undulations, not by lateral movements, as in other
limbless reptiles. The tail of many sjjecies appears to be more or less pre-

hensile. The food of these lizards consists of small insects and worms. Little

has been published on their habits, and all that is known about their mode of

propagation is that Anojis kingi is oviparous, and deposits its eggs in the

nests of ants." It may be added that the Amphisbcenidce are jjeculiar among
vertebrates in having the right lung rudimental or absent, whereas the left is

elongated. In other snake-like lizards, and in snakes, it is the right lung
that is functional.
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Tlio typical family of the sub-order is exclusively an Old World one, and is

sprend over the three great continents, although unknown in the island of

Madfogascar and likewise in the Australasian countries.

Fron\ their New World cousins the Tcildie, these lizards Family
may be readily distinguished l)y the circvnnstance that a coni- Lacertidce.

plete roof of bt)nes develo2)ed in the deep layer of tlie skin
covers the hinder lateral regions of the skull, and also by the fact that the
shields of the head are attached to the bones of tlie skull. They further

dift'er—and thereby resemble the AmphislKtnkht—in having the two anterior

upper jaw-bones, or premaxilliB, iuunovably united in front. In none are the
limljs aborted ; and in all cases the feet terminate in five complete toes. The
general form is too well known to recjuire mention ; and it is in these lizards

that the long tail breaks otf so readily at or near the middle. The teeth liave

hollowed bases, and are attached to the jaws in the pleurodont manner ; and
tlie tongue has tlie form of an arrow-head. Distinct eyelids, which can gener-
ally be closed, are developed ; and tlie drum of the ear is visible from the

outside. In none of these lizards are bony plates developed in the skin beneath
the scales ; and while the scales of the back may either overlap one another
or have tlieir edges in contact, those on the under surface of the body ai'e

arranged in transverse and longitudinal series, and are usually superior in size

to those above. The family, which includes seventeen generic types and some-
where about a hundred species, attains its maximum development in Africa,

being but poorly represented in the Oriental countries. While several species

are met with in the south of Europe, two only are found in Britain, where,
with the blind-worm, they are the sole representatives of the sub-order

Lacertilia. All are fond of sunny localities, where their brisk movements and
beautiful metallic tints render them attracti^'e to all who do not possess an
instinctive dislike to everything in the shape of a reptile. Flies, beetles, and
slugs form their chief food ; and as in the colder parts of Europe and Asia,

these are not to be seen abroad in winter, lizards are perforce compelled to

follow suit and jiass the dull winter months in a state of torjjor, either buried

beneath the ground, or safely ensconced in clefts and crannies. Although
one species produces its young alive, the rest lay eggs.

Both the British species belong to the typical genus Lacerta; and of these

the smaller is the viviparous lizard (L. vh-ipam), which grows to a length of

seven inclies, and takes its name from the aforesaid peculiarity in its domestic
arrangements. The second is the sand-lizard {L. cujilis), which may measure
between eight and ten inches in length, and ranges as far north as Sweden
and Norway. More beautiful and considerably larger than either of the

foregoing is tlie green lizard (L. viridis), ranging from Southern Europe
through the Mediterranean countries to Persia. The northern limits are

Germany, where this lizard never reaches the dimensions it attains in more
favoured climes. Yet another South European species is the peai'ly lizard

{L. ociilat(i), easily recognised by the presence of a row of large blue spots

on each side of the body, the general colour of the upper-parts being in some
cases green, with dots or a network of black, but in others dark olive with

yellowish markings. This species is larger than any of the foregoing, some-
times measuring as much as twenty-three inches in length. It would be im-

possible in the space available to give the names and characteristics of all the

seventeen genera included in the family. It may, however, be mentioned
that in Southern Europe there occur three lizards belonging to a closely allied

genus known as Akjiroides, diflering from Lacerta by the larger size of the
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scales on the back. Another South European genus, also extending into the
north of Africa, is Psammodromus, the members of which differ from both
the genera above-mentioned by the slight development or complete absence
of a collar or gorget round the throat.

A small neatly-made lizard, commonly known as the skink (Scincus offici-

nalis), which inhabits the Sahara desert and the countries bordering the Red
Sea, is the type of the last large and important family of the

Skink Tribe. Lacertilia. it should, however, be mentioned that the

—Family small African family of the Gerrhosauridte includes tive

Scincidce. genera, which, to a certain extent, serve to connect the
Lacertidce with the Scincida'. They have, for instance, the

scales of the body underlain by bony plates of peculiar internal structure, as

is the case with the latter family, whereas in the union of the two premaxil-
lary bones and the presence of pores on the thighs, they are like the former.
The presence of such bony plates beneath the scales, the distinctness of the
two premaxilUe, and the invariable absence of pores on the limbs, are
characters amply sufficient to differentiate the Scincidw from the Lacertidce.

There are twenty-five genera included in the family under consideration, in

one of which (Lygosoma) no less than one hundred and fifty-nine distinct species

are recognised by zoologists. With such a number of different forms, it is not
surprising to find that the family is cosmopolitan. Its head-quarters are,

however, the Australasian and Oriental countries, together with the islands

of the Pacific and Africa. Skinks are essentially tei'restrial lizards, all loving
dry sandy deserts, where many burrow in the soil ; and it is probably largely

due to such habits that the lower eyelid is furnished with a transparent
window in the centre, so that the eye can be used when protected by its

covering. A peculiar feature of the family is to be found in the circumstance
that the young are almost invariably born in a living condition. Whereas,
in all cases the limbs are relatively short, in certain instances one, and in

others both pairs are wanting. Many of tlie above-mentioned features clearly

indicate that they are a highly specialised group. Since the number of young
produced at a birth may be as low as two, and does not seem to exceed half

a score, the rate of increase of these lizards is comparatively slow.

The common skink (^'ciHc/(*•q^ct(la^^s)which isasmooth-scaled, parti-coloured
lizard of about eight inches in length, owes its scientificname to the circumstance

that its flesh was formerly employed in

European medicine, as it still is in the

East. It is a creature common enough
in Syria and Palestine, where it burrows
in the sandy soil. Its flesh is stated by
European travellers to be by no means
unpalatable if properly cooked. The
most extraordinary-looking member of

the entire family is the Australian stump-
tailed lizard ^Trachyso.urus ruijosus),

which is covered with large rough
browny scales, underlain by thick bony

Fig. 20.—Common Skink plates,in such a manner as to give it the
(Scincus officinalis). appearance ofan extremelyelongatedpine-

cone. The short and broad head is triangular in form ; the limbs are very short,

the front and hind jjair being widely separated from each other ; and the tail is

reduced to a very short, wide, rounded stump. In its habits the lizard is slow
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and lethargic, as if existence were somewhat of a bore, and although its chief

food is of an animal nature, it is stated also to consume vegetable substances.

Certain worm-like burrowing skinks from the tropical and sub-tropical

regions of the globe are degraded types, regarded as constituting two families

by themselves. In both these families—the Anehjtropidie and the Dibamidic

—the degradation shows itself not only in the loss of limbs, but likewise in

the simplitication of the skull, which has lost all its lateral arches ; while the

eyes are buried beneath the skin, and the ears liave no external opening. In

the first family—which contains the Mexican genus Anelytropsis and the

African Feylinia and Typhlosaurns— the bony plates beneath the skin are

retained, but the two premaxillre have coalesced into a single bone. On the

other hand, in the Dibamlda: the premaxilUe remain distinct, but the bony
plates iji the skin have disappeared. This second family is rejjresented only

by the genus Dibamns, of which one species ranges from the Moluccas through

Celebes to New Guinea, while the second is restricted to the Nicobar Islands.

S^-Onler II.—Ehi2ito(jlossa.

Cham^leon.s.

In their slow and deliberate movements, as well as by their peculiar revolv-

ing eyes and generally grotesque appearance, charateleons suggest the idea

that they do not properly belong to the present order of things, but are sur-

vivors from some ancient epoch in the earth's history, when strange and
uncouth monsters were to the fore. Nevertheless, we have no evidence that

such is really the case, since such fossil chamreleons as are known belong to a
comparatively late era, and the extreme specialisation of these strange crea-

tures is, perhaps, rather in favour of their modern origin. Although in

popular language chamreleons come under the designation of lizards, they are

structurally so different from the Lacertilia that there can be no hesitation in

regarding them as the representatives of a distinct sub-order. Apart from
the peculiarities of their external appearance, they are broadly distinguished

from lizards by the conformation of the tongue. Anyone who has seen a

tame champeleon harpoon a fly at a distance of half a dozen inches from its

lips, will not readily forget the appearance of the long extensile, worm-like
organ which is shot out from the mouth with the speed of an aiTOW, to be
withdrawn immediately after with the hapless victim adhering to its viscid

and club-shaped tip. The feet, too, are as unique in fteir way as is the

tongue, some of the toes turning in one direction and the remainder in the

other, so as to form a grasping organ of unrivalled power. Whereas in the

front feet three toes go to form the inner half of the grasping organ, and two
to the outer, in the hind-limbs this arrangement is reversed. The large re-

volving and prominent eye is in the form of an egg, with most of the exposed
portion hivested by a thick continuous lid of a gi-anular texture, in the centre

of which is the minute perforation for the pupil. Each eye can be moved
independently of its fellow ; and these movements serve to heighten the

general grotesqueness of the creature's appearance. Owing to the frequent
development of three tall backwardly-projecting ridges on the hinder part of

the skull, the head often assumes a casque-like form ; and the small triangu-

lar and compressed teeth are aflixed to the jaws in the acrodont manner. In
all the species the body is so much compressed as to be much deeper than
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wide, while, owing to the great relative length of the lanky limbs, it is raised

high above the ground. The long tapering tail is as good a grasping organ as

that of an American monkey. Externally, the whole surface is covered with
granules, or small tubercles, so that, properly speaking, chamreleons do not come
under the title of S([uamata. In their skeleton, champeleons differ from all

Lizards with fully-developed limbs by the complete loss of their collar-bones.

Chamfeleons are all so closely related to one another that a single family

—

the Chamfdeontida'—suffices for tlie group. Moreover, with the exception of

three Malagasy sjiecies forming the genus Broolcsiu,

and two others from Africa, which are separated
as Bamplioleon, all the forms may be included in the
typical genus Chamceleon, of which forty-four specific

representatives are recognised. As regards their

geographical distribution, chamaeleons are chiefly

characteristic of Africa south of the Sahara and Mada-
gascar ; but the common Chaimdeon vtilgaris is an
inhabitant of many of the Eastern Mediterranean
countries, and is also found in Andalusia and Algeria.

India and Ceylon likewise possess a representative of

the same genus, while South Arabia is the home of a
third, and Socotra of a fourth. Great difference

exists in the bodily size of the various members of the
family ; the smallest being a species of Brookesia
measuring less than three inches in length, while

FUj- 21.—A (_'ham.eleon. many of the larger kinds grow to considerably more
than a foot.

Oiiamajlcons ai'o essentially arboreal animals, mostly living in trees or
bushes abundantly clothed with leaves, and in localities where moisture is

plentiful. Although these reptiles have long been celebrated for their power
of changing the colour of their skins, yet it appears that the phenomenon is

by no means so strongly marked in this group as it is among certain lizards.

Still there is considerable change ; and whereas most chameeleons are gener-
ally of an apple-green colour in daylight, it is stated that during the night the
tint of tlie skin fades to a greyish-white. If during the daytime a chamiieleon
passes from a leaf to a bough, its skin soon assimilates to the sombre hue
of the latter ; and if seized in the hand the change is even more rapid. In spite

of the partiality of nearly all the species for dense tropical or sub-tropical vegeta-
tion, a few have betaken themselves to spots in desert districts where they find

herbage enough for their needs. All are insectivorous, their favourite food
being flies ; and the rapidity with Avhich one of these insects is seized by the
tongue forms a strange contrast to the otherwise sluggish and deliberate move-
ments of these reptiles.

Sub-Order III,—Ophklia.

Snakes.

The leading structural features by which snakes are distinguished from the
limbless lizards having been already given under the heading of the sub-order
Lacertilia, these need not be recapitulated, and attention may accordingly be
directed to some of the other characteristics of the former group. Everybody
is aware that snakes are scaly reptiles, crawling on the ground without tlio
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aid of limbs ; but it is probably less widely known that certain members of

the group retain vestiges of the hind-legs in the shape of two spur-like pro-

jections from the body in the neighbourliood of the vent. And in such

forms, if the skeleton be examined, it will bo found that there are remnants
of the bony framework of the pelvis and upper part of the hind-limbs. All

these facts clearly show that snakes trace their descent from reptiles endowed
with four complete limbs. Under the heading of the Lacertilia it has been
mentioned that the two branches of tlie lower jaw of a snake are united at the

chin by a ligament, so as to be capable of wide separati(;ii from one another;

and in many members of the group the capacity of the mouth can be further

augmented by a similar arrangement in the upper jaw, the bones of both the

jaws themselves, and likewise those of the palate, being movably joined to-

gether. This arrangement permits these reptiles to devour a prey of con-

siderablj' larger size th in the normal calibre of their mouth and throat. In

})lace of movable eyelids, snakes have a continuous transparent skin stretched

over the eyes, which is periodically cast with the slough ; and in iio case is

there any external opening to the ears. A peculiar feature in a serpent is

the enormous number of vertebras contained in the backbone, not less re-

markable being the number of pairs of ribs. In fact, from the head to a long

way down the tail, each joint of the backbone carries a pair of these append-
ages, which increase gradually in length from the head to the fore-part of the

trunk, and thence as gradually diminish to the tail. There being no vestiges

of collar-bones or breast-bone, each rib terminates below in a free point.

In order to give extra flexibility, and at the same time strength, to this

exceedingly elongated backbone, the vertebrce of serpents are provided
with extra articulations, a wedge-like projection from one fitting in to a

corresponding hollow in the next. Such additional articulations are, however,
by no means confined to snakes, but also occur in some lizards, notably the

monitors. In ordinary land vertebi'ates the ribs are largely connected with
the function of breathing ; but in snakes—in addition to supporting the walls

of tlie trunk, and thus keeping open the cavity of the chest—their chief

function is in progression, so that these reptiles may really be described as

rib- walkers. On the under surface of the body the majority of snakes have
a series of large transverse horny shields, which are much wider than long,

and in the trunk-region extend right across the lower surface ; these shields,

it may be remarked, being absent in the limbless lizards. In the tail the
enlarged shields not unfrequently form a double longitudinal series. Each
of the complete transverse shields corresponds to the termination of a pair of

ribs. By holding on to the inequalities of the surface they are traversing by
the free edges of the shields—which project backwards—and then by drawing
closer together the ribs of one side of the body, and afterwards those of the
other, a snake produces the well-known lateral undulations of its body. By
straightening out the front part of the body when a firm hold is obtained,
and then drawing after it the hinder portion, progression is effected. On a
smooth surface movement is impossil)le, and no snake ever produces vertical

undulations of its body. All snakes have a prehensile forked tongue, capable
of retraction within a basal sheath, and during their waking hours kept in

constant movement. Usually the head of a snake, both above and below, is

invested with a number of large and symmetrically-arranged polished horny
shields, to each of which a distinctive name is given. Internally, snakes are

remarkable for the great elongation of the lungs, or rather lung, since, as a
rule, only the one on the right sjde is functional.
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As regards their l)iting organs, harmless snakes generally have two rows of

teeth in the upper, and a single row in the lower jaw, such teeth being
slender, sharp, and comparatively short. In some, howevev, either one or

two pairs of teeth of the outer upper series may be larger than the rest, and
provided with a groove, or completely tubular, such a type probably always
indicating more or less developed noxious properties. Jn some of the most
deadly members of the sub-oider, the arrangements for the injection of the
poison are of a more complicated nature. Here the short maxillary bones are
capable of being moved so as to become at right angles to the bones of the
rest of the palate, while each carries a large channelled tusk, which, at the
moment of biting, assumes an erect position. Through this pair of tusks, or
fangs, the poison is conveyed from the secreting glands, which are placed
below and behind the eyes. 1)1 some kinds these glands are short, those of the
cobra being of the size of an almond ; but in others they extend far down the
body. Regarding the mode of operation, an Australian writer observes that
"the curious structure of the fang makes it almost certain that the poison
shall be injected under the skin. The opening of the groove is not at the
very tip, where it Avould be liable to get plugged up with skin or flesh, and so

jtreveut the passage of the poison, but a little way up from and in front of

tljjs, so that the sharp point goes in first, and makes a little hole into which
the poison flows. In fact the poison fang is the model of the medical inject-

ing syringe, and is exactly adapted to its purpose. The secretion of the
gland varies in diflerent snakes in quantity and in quality. It is a clear

viscid fluid, which can retain its deadly properties for long, and does not even
lose them when dissolved in water or alcohol. Sir J. Fayrer, the great

authority on Indian snakes, found that the blood of an animal killed by snake
poison was itself poisonous, and he transmitted the venom through a series of

three animals with fatal results.''

It was long supposed that harmless and noxious serpents were broadly dis-

tinguished from one another by definite external characters, but this is now
known to be incorrect ; and it is only by an examination of the teeth that it

can l)e determined whether or no any i;)articular serpent is hurtful. The
destruction of human life by snake-bite in India is something appalling, as

may be gleaned by a recent return of the Indian Government. It is there

stated that, whereas in 1892 the deaths caused by snake-bite in the lower
provinces of Bengal were 9,510, in 1893 the number rose to 10,797. Though
tlie deaths in Bengal, as might be supposed from its larger area, exceeded
those in the other provinces, there was apparently nothing permanent in the

rise, as the number fell to 9,850 in 1894. The decrease of mortality during
1894 is ascribed in Bengal and Assam to the low flood-levels, the snakes not
having been dislodged from their usual haunts, as happens when the water is

high. In Assam the mortality is the lowest recorded in the last ten years.

The loss of life from snake-bite was highest, in proportion to the population,

in Bengal, Ajmir, the North-Western Provinces, and Oudh and the Central

Provinces. If all the provinces be taken together, one person was killed in

this manner among every 10,267 of the pojiulation in 1894, as compared with

one in every 10,424 in 1893. The apparent increase in Assam is ascribed to

more accurate reporting. In the Central Provinces the same explanation has

been ofi"ered for a continuous increase ; but the statistics in general are viewed
with distrust. The number of venomous snakes reported to have been
destroyed, and the rewards granted on this account shown in the return, fell

respectively from 117,120 to 102,210, and from Rs. 12,607 to Rs.10,150.
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Anything that can check this frightful mortality must be welcomed ; and,
after the trial of many so-called remedies, it appears that a real antidote is the
blood-serum of animals wliich have been previously innnunised to snake-
poison or in that of venomous serpents themselves. Regarding the former
method. Dr. J. G. INI'Pherson writes that its discoverer—Professor Fraser of
Edinburgh—first ])roved that there is a certain amount of toleration for
snake-poison in animals. " Having ascertained the minimum dose recjuired

to cause the death of an animal, he started below that amount and gradually
increased the dose after intervals of ten days. By this process of gradual In-

creases in tlie dose of the snake-poison, he found the animal receiving is

much at one time as fifty times the amount of the minimum lethal close with-
out it causing any perceptible bad effects. In fact, its general healtli

seemed to improve, as he had the animals weighed once and sometimes twice
every day ; and all the time he was administering the venom there was a
steady increase in weight. In the meantime Professor Fraser has not carried
his experiments of quantity furtlier than fifty times the minimum lethal dose
at one time ; but still, Avhen he had got to that point, the animal was receiv-

ing in a single dose, without being atlected, enough to kill fifty animals of the
same size and weight. One of the animals which he had treated Ijy this
gradually increasing (juantity had, in two months, received enough poison to
kill three hundred and seventy fresh animals of equal size and weight, sup-
j)Osing that each just got the minimum lethal dose. He then described a
second series of experiments in which he used the blood-serum of these
animals which had been immunised as an antidote for the venom. He mixed
an ecpuil part of this blood-serum and venom together, and injected the mix.
ture into a fresli animal. This produced no effect, the serum counteracting
the action of the poison. Next he injected some of the immunised blood-
serum, whicli he has named antivenine, into a fresh animal, and then some
venom afterwards, but the serum hindered any action of the venom. Then
he took another fresh animal and injected the venom, waiting till symptoms
of poisoning were manifest ; at once he injected his antivenine, and jnit a stop
to any further progress of the poisoning. The same results took jjlacc after
many experiments. All this points to the conclusion that this antivenine, or
blood-serum, in an animal that has been able to stand with impunity fifty

lethal doses at a time by the increasing dose process is really an antidote to
the poison of snakes." Subsequent experiments have shown, as was not
unanticipated, that the blood-serum of venomous .snakes is likewise an anti-

dote to their own poison.

Nearly all snakes feed upon the bodies of animals that they have killed
themselves, the few exceptions to this rule subsisting on eggs. Owing to the
extensile structure of the mouth and jaws, already mentioned, as well as to

the separation of the lower erds of the ribs, and the power of extension exist-

ing in the stomach, snakes cr.n devour animals of larger circumference than
tlie ordinary girth of their own bodies. Both absolutely and proportionately
the largest animals are swallowed by the pythons and boas ; and as these
snakes kill their prey by encircling it in the folds of their bodies, and thus
crushing it to death, the carcase is rendered soft and plastic, and thus more
easily swallowed than would otherwise be the case. Occasionally these ser-

pents will swallow members of their own species, as happened not long age
in the menagerie of the Zoological Society of London. In this instance, two
Lirge boas occupied the same compartment in the rejjtile-house, the one
jneasuring nine and the other eight feet in length. One niglit the two wero
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seen all safe at closing time, but when the house was opened next morning,
" only one boa was found in the cage ; the other had disappeared. Though
the survivor was only a foot longer than the other snake, there was no reason

to doubt that it had completely swallowed its companion. It was so dis-

tended that the scales were almost separated, and it was unable either to coil

itself or to move. There is every reason to believe that in accomplishing this

almost incredible feat the snake acted by mistake, and that it devoured its

companion by what deserves to be called an accident. The larger boa was fed

with a pigeon before the house was closed for the night. It swallowed the

bird, and the other boa was then given a pigeon, which it had begun to

swallow when the snakes were left for the night. It is believed that the

larger snake then caught hold of the part of the pigeon which projected from

the other's mouth, and gradually enveloped not only the bird, but the head
of the other snake. Once begun, the swallowing process would go on almost

mechanically. As the swallowed snake was only one foot less in length than

the swallower, and of nearly equal bulk, weighing about fifty pounds, the

gastric juices must have dissolved the portion which first entered the snake's

stomach before the remainder was drawn into the jaws. Though still rather

lethargic, the surviving boa is not injured by its meal. It coils itself up with-

out difficulty, and its scales have the beautiful iridescent bloom peculiar to

the skin of snakes when in perfect health." Within about a fortnight the

cannibal had completely recovered its usual condition. The majority of

snakes swallow their prey while still living, as may be often witnessed when
a common English water-snake seizes an unfortunate frog. Vipers and
cobras, on the other hand, first kill their prey by the injection of venom.

But few meals suffice for a snake, in spite of the circumstance that these rep-

tiles digest their food with great rapidity.

In their general mode of life serpents show much variation, some living hi

sandy deserts, others haunting swampy localities, while yet others spend a

large portion of their time in fresh water. Some, again, are mainly arboreal,

and the members of one group are marine, and may be met with swimming
in the open sea far away from land. The aquatic snakes—both fresh-water

and marine—as well as vipers, give birth to living young ; whereas the others

lay soft-shelled eggs. Generally these are left to hatch by themselves, aided

sometimes by such heat as may be produced by the decomposition of the

heaps of leaves and other vegetable substances in which they are not infre-

quently deposited ; but pythons actually brood their eggs. It might be

thought that incubation by a cold-blooded creature would not aid develop-

ment ; but it is a remarkable fact that at such seasons the temperature of the

blood of these snakes is raised slightly above the normal.

Serpents attain their maximum development, both as regards numbers and
size, in the steamy tropical and sub-tropical zones ; and it is here also that

the most venomous forms are met with. Even in such localities there is,

however, great variation in the relative proportions of noxious and innocuous

kinds ; and in the large proportion of the former the Oriental countries bear

an evil reputation, as they also do in respect to the abundance of snakes in

general. Next to these countries comes Tropical America in point of numbers

;

whereas Africa has only about half as many snakes as inhabit the Indian and
Malayan countries. The African serpents are, as a whole, unlike those (jf

Madagascar ; while the latter show a considerable resemblance to Soutli

American types. The Australian snake-fauna is allied to that of India and
the Malayan countries, as is well exemplified by the occurrence in both of
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pythons. In temperate regions snakes become gradually less common as we
proceed north in the one hemispliere and south in the other ; but, with the ex-

ception of New Zealand and the polar regions, the group may be considered

to enjoy practically a world-wide range. Nine families of snakes ai'e recognised

by zoologists ; and these include a very large number of genera, and probably

more than fifteen hundred distinct species. With such a vast assemblage, it is

of course impracticable in our limited space to do more than notice the leading

and most important types. And even treating the group in this manner,

there is considerable difficulty in giving the student a proper idea of the

subject, on account of the close structural similarity between many of the

families. To understand snakes thoroughly requires an intimate acquaintance

with a mass of structural details, and the acquisition of a host of technical

terms ; and these can only be acquired by a patient practical study of the

group.
At the head of the sub-order are now placed the two comparatively unim-

portant families of blind-snakes, which differ from all the rest in lacking

teeth in either the upper or the lower jaw. In form, these

snakes are cylindrical and worm-like, with relatively short Blind-Snakes.

—

heads and tails ; while in habits they likewise resemble Families

worms, passing most of their lives in tunnels driven by Typhlopidoi and
themselves beneath the surface of the ground. Here they Glmiconiida.

subsist by feeding upon such insects or their larvae as they

happen to encounter, ants being apparently a very favourite dish. Dull,

rainy weather will occasionally tempt them above ground. Living in such

subterranean haunts, the large inferior transverse shields of ordinary serpents

would be useless, and we accordingly find the bodies of the blind-snakes

covered all round with scales of equal size, although there are some large

shields on the fore part of the head, beneath a pair of which are buried the

rudimental and useless eyes. Unlike most of their kindred, these snakes

cannot expand their jaws ; and the small aperture of the mouth is placed on
the under side of the head. That these snakes are nearly related to limbed

reptiles is proved by the retention in the skeleton of more or less distinct

vestiges of the pelvis. An important feature in the structure of the bony
palate, which need not be considered in detail here, suffices to distinguish

them from all the other members of the sub-order, to which it seems likely

that they have no close relationship. Indeed it is quite probable that whereas
the blind-snakes are descended from one group of lizard-like rei)tiles, all

other ophidians may trace their oi-igiu to a second. In the first of the two
families into which the blind-snakes are divided, it is the lower jaw which has

lost its teeth, and the pelvis is represented by a single pair of bones. The
family, which includes three distinct genera, with about a hundred species,

ranges over all the warmer countries ; one species of the large typical genus

Ty2)hlo2)s occurring in Southern and Eastern Europe. On the other hand,

in the GlaKconikke it is the upper jaw that has no teeth, while two pairs of

bones remain to represent the pelvis. The family includes only the genus
Glaucoma, of which there are nearly thirty species ranging over Africa, the

south-west of Asia, and America.
Of far more importance than the last is the great family of boas and

pythons, which include the largest of all living snakes, and are characterised

by their habit of killing their prey by crushing it in the folds of their bodies.

Like the blind-snakes, these huge serpents retain external vestiges of the

hind-limbs, and likewise internal traces of the pelvis ; but as they differ con-

2 D
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siderably from the former in the conformation of the bony pahxte of the skull,

it is most probable that they have a totally distinct origin. Since they

agree in this respect with the other seven more specialised

Boa Tribe.— families included in the sub-order, it is not improljable that

Family Boiclce. these snakes are the survivors of the ancestral stock from

which all the latter have originated. The jaws, too, are un-

like those of the ])lind-snakes in that both are armed witli a complete series of

teeth. The vestiges of the hind-limbs usually take the form of a pair of

spurs in the neighbourhood of the vent. The other distinctive features of

the family are mainly connected with the structure of the skull ;
and as the

only other snakes with vestiges of limbs are the small Ilysiidie, which are not

likely to be confounded with the members of the present family, it will be

superfluous to allude further to these peculiarities. The family, Avhich ranges

over all the warmer regions of both hemispheres, is divided into the two sub-

families of the pythons or rock-snakes {Pythonimt), and the boa-constrictors

and sand-snakes (Bohue). All the species included in the former are re-

stricted to the Old World ; but whereas the typical boas are solely American

and Malagasy, some other members of the second group are widely distributed

in the Eastern Hemisphere. The first sub-family is particularly characterised

by the presence of an additional pair of bones—the supraorbitals—in the

roof of the skull, which enter into the composition of the margins of the eye-

sockets. The members of the genus Python are all large serpents, having

teeth in the premaxillary or front upper jaw-bones, and a double series of

shields on the lower surface of the tail, the latter being distinctly prehensile.

Still more important is the presence of pits in two of the shields on each

side of the fore part of the head ; while other distinctive features are to be
found in the characters of the teeth, as well as in the vertical slit formed by the

pupil of the eye. There are nine different .si>ecies of pythons recognised by
zoologists ; and these range over Africa and the Oriental countries, together

with Australia and New Guinea. Fifteen and even twentj' feet is by no
means an uncommon length for the larger kinds, such as the Indian P.

molurus; and occasionally specimens grow to between twenty and thirty feet.

A python, after having suffocated its victim by enveloping it in the coils

of its bod}-, proceeds to swallow it by seizing it by the head and gradually

drawing it down. Greatly exaggerated notions are prevalent as to the

size of the animals which can be swallowed by pythons and boas ; and the

stories of whole buffaloes and large deer are obviously unworthy of credence.

Indeed, it seems probable that even a full-grown sheep is too large for the

capacity of the leave of even the biggest of the tribe ; and a sheep of half

the full size would seem to be about the limit. In habits, pythons are chiefly

nocturnal, and they are partial to damp forest districts where water is easy

of access. In such situations they not unfrequently take up their residence

in the roofs of houses when made of straw or other vegetable substances ; and
a well-known account of the discovery of sucli an unwelcome intruder into

his temporary abode is narrated by Mr. Wallace. Perhaps the most
peculiar circumstance in the life-history of these serpents is the incuba-

tion of the eggs. These, Avhich comprise a large number, are arranged

in a pyramidal heap, round which the parent coils her body ; this posture

being in some instances maintained for nearly two months. Regarding
the appetite of a python (miscalled a boa) formerly in his possession,

Captain Heyland writes as follows :

—"The animal was brought to me early

in January, and did not taste food from that time until the July follow-
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iiig. During this period he generally drank a quart of water daily, The
man who brought him stated that he had been seen to eat a hog-deer the

day before he was taken. One evening early in July, hearing a noise, 1

went out, and discovered that tlie s lake had left his harbour under the

boards of a stable where he generally lay, and having entered a small shed

in which some fowls were roosting, had swept eleven from the perch, and
destroyed them by pressing them between his folds. Then taking them one by

one head foremost nito his mouth, swallowed the whole down in twenty minutes.

The largest animal that he ate while in my possession was a calf, which he

killed and gorged in two hours and twenty minutes. He never attacked

dogs, cats, or pigs. Of these last, indeed, he seemed to be in dread, for

whenever one was presented to him, he retired to a corner and coiled himself

up v;ith his head undermost. If fed with animals not larger than a duck, he

ate readily every day, but after tlie meal of a goat refused food for a month."

In Australia the genus is represented by P. sjyilotis, of which one variety is

connuonly termed the diamond-snake, the other the carpet-snake.

An Australian writer observes that " of our two pythons or rock-snakes,

one, the diamond-snake, does not occur farther south than New South
Wales, whilst the cari^et-snake has a Avider range, extending from Queen.s-

land to even as far as Southern Victoria. These pythons may reacli the

length of sixteen feet, but a more usual length is eight feet to ten feet.

The diamond-snake has a yellow spot in the centre of each of its black

scales, whilst the carpet-snake has a series of lighter patches with dark
centres along each side, producing a fancied resemblance to the pattern of a

carpet. They are really iiocturnal animals, feeding on birds and small
mammals, whilst in turn the blacks Avill eat their flesh Avith avidity." Krefft
thus describes the way in which they secure their prey:— "Coiled on the
branch of a tree, the reptile moves only the head and jiart of the body,
advancing and retreating, in fact measuring its distance, with its head and
neck bent into the form of a horizontal S. When pretty sure of its aim, the
snake darts forward with open jaws, fastens upon its victim, and in an
instant brings it within a loop formed by a portion of the body, Avhich

gradually tightens till the prey is suflbcated. In this position the snake will

remain for twenty minutes or half an hour, holding the body of the animal
tightly. It then gradually uncoils, and, if inclined to feed, begins the pro-

cess of swallowing with the head." In Africa the best known representative
of the genus is Python scbce, commonly termed the Natal rock-snake in the
southern parts of that continent. Nearly allied to the i)ythons are the genera
Laxocemus, Nardoa, and Liasis; the first including a single small species

from Mexico, the second one inhabiting New Ireland, Avhile the third has
several representatives ranging from Timor to NeAV Guinea and Northern
Australia. All these resemble the true pythons in having the premaxilhe
toothed, but in the I''apuan C'lirondropijflion, as well as in the North Australian
Aspidites and the West African Calabaria, those bones carrj^ no teeth.

The absence of jiremaxillary teeth is likewise characteristic of the members
of the sub-family Boime, which are, however, specially distinguished by the
want of the aforesaid supraoccipital bone in the skull. All have teeth on the
palate, and likewise most of the shields on the lower surface of the tail

arranged in a single series ; but in these respects they resemble some of the
three genera last mentioned. Most of the boa tribe have the head Avell

marked oft" from the neck, and the tail with a certain amount of prehensile
power. Foremost among these arc the tree-boas of the genus Eincndes, in all
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of which the teeth in the fore part of the jaws are superior in size to those be-

hind, while the head is covered with shields, the scales on the body are smooth,
and there are, at most, but shallow pits in the so-called labial shields of the

muzzle. All the members of the genus are inhabitants of Tropical America,
the largest not exceeding seven feet in length. The presence of deep pits in

the labial sliields serves to distinguish the species of the nearly allied genus
Cordllus, of which four are from Tropical America, while the fifth is found in

Madagascar. Four other snakes from the Moluccas, New Guinea, and
Oceania, constitute the genus Enycjrus, which difters from both the preceding

in having ridges on the scales of the body. These boas do not appear to

molest human beings, but the case is different with the anaconda (Ennectes

muriiius) of Tropical America, which grows to thirty feet or more in length.

In common with three other genera from the same countries, two of

which are respectively represented by a single species, while the third in-

cludes several, the anaconda differs from all the foregoing in that the front

teeth are not greatly enlarged, the whole series gradually diminishing in

height from before backwards. Among the distinctive generic characters of

the anaconda may be noticed the small size of the scales. Its general colour

is olive or greyish-brown on the upper surface, upon which are one or two
rows of large, dark, transversely-elongated blotches, and one or two of eye-

like spots on the sides. The anaconda is essentially a water-snake, and in

those parts of its habitat which are subject to a long period of drought, it

buries itself in the dried river mud till the return of moister conditions. In

the anaconda one of the pairs of shields on the head, technically known as

nasals, come into contact with one another in the middle line behind the

mu*le, but in the nearly-allied snakes forming the genus Boa a median line

of small scales separates all the nasal shields. Of the seven species of true

boas, live are from the warmer parts of Central and South America, whereas
the other two are met with in far distant Madagascar. The common boa-con-

strictor (Boa cu)istrictor) has

a wide geographical range,

being found from Venezeula
to the inland districts of the

Upper Argentine. Although
marvellous stories are current

as to the rapacity of this

species — whose maximum
length is about a dozen feet

—it appears, that its usual
Fig. 22.-BOA Constrictor. foo^j consists of the smaller

mammals, while even eggs are

sometimes swallowed. It will, however, occasionally attack and kill deer or

peccaries. All its victims are destroyed by the crushing effect of the com-
pression of the encircling folds of the body. A snake from a small island

near Mauritius, forming the genus Cnsarea, differs from the true boas in having
distinct keels on its scales, as well as in the greater relative length of the tail.

The only other members of the family that can be noticed are the sand-

snakes (^Eryx) of South-Eastern Europe, Asia, and North and East Africa,

which differ from the boas in the want of any distinct line of demarcation

between the head and neck. These snakes derive their name from frequent-

ing open sandy districts, where they frequently enter the burrows of small

mammals and lizards for the pui-pose of preying on their rightful occupants.
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Two small and comparatively unimportant families of the sub-order claim a

few lines. The first of these, which includes but three genera, with a total

of live species, is that of the Jlysiidte, all the members of

which resemble the pythons and boas in the retention of Cylinder-Snakes
external vesti(i;es of the hind pair of limbs, but differ in ihe and Sliield-Tails.

conformation of the skull. The typical form is the coral —Families

cylinder-snake {Ihjsia scijtale), a small species from the upper I/ysiidie smd

jtart of the valley of the Amazon and the Guianas, the others Uroptltid(£.

being the various species of LUilindruphis from Soutli-Eastern

Asia, and the one representative of the neai-ly-allied Anomalochilus, which is

Sumatran. The Uropdtida', which, in common with all the remaining snakes,
have lust all external traces of limbs, form an allied.family agreeing with both
the preceding in tlie structure of the lower jaw, and taking their name from
the peculiar conformation of tlie tail. Although in one genus it has a
coating of keeled scales, in all the rest this appendage terminates in a bare
roughened disc, and is thus quite unlike that of all other snakes. In all

cases the tail is very short, the body is cylindrical, and there is no distinct

neck, while botli the mouth and the eyes are relatively small. These snakes,
which are all of small size, and frequently brightly and handsomely coloured,

are found only in the mountains of India proper and Ceylon, where they
generally spend their time in tunnels channelled at a considerable depth
below the surface, although in rainy weather they frequently skulk beneath
stones and wood, and sometimes even venture out among grass and other
herbage. In addition to the typical Uropeltis, they include six generic types,

the total number of species recognised in 1893 being forty-one, of which only
one pertains to the type genus. It may be added that a snake from South-
Eastern Asia known as Xenopeltis unicolor is regarded as representing by
itself the family of the Xenopdtido', the reason for this reference being that

in the structure of the skull it exhibits distinct indications of relationship

with the Boidte, although agreeing with the next family in the number of

bones entering into the composition of the lower jaw.

Together with the aforesaid Xenopeltis, the snakes included in the two great

and important families of the Colnhrida' and Viperidie are broadly differentiated

from the Boidiv and their allies by having one bone less in

each lateral branch of the lower jaw, the missing bone being Colubrine Tribe,
termed the coronoid. It is unfortunate that this important —Family
distinctive feature is not visible in the living animal ; but so Colubridw.

it is, and the student must make the best of it. As already

said, none of these snakes retain external vestiges of limbs. The colubrine

tribe is an extremely large group, embracing as it does many more snakes
than any of the other families into which the sub-order is divided. All are

characterised by the circumstance that the maxillaj of the upper jaw are

horizontal, and incapable of movement. Whereas, however, some, such as

the common water-snakes, are perfectly harmless—except to the small crea-

tures upon which they prey— others, like the sea-snakes and cobras, are

amon^ the most deadly of all serpents. In such a vast assemblage it is im-

possible to do more than notice some of the leading types.

As an example of the first of the three great sections into which it has been
found advisable to divide the family, we may take the water-snakes of the genus
Tropidonotus, of which the common British ringed-snake {T. natrix) is the most
familiar representative. From the fact that all the teeth are completely solid

throughout, showing no traces of either an external groove or a deeper
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channel, the section to Avhich this genus belongs is technically known as the

Aglypha. And this fact alone is sufficient to indicate that all the members of

the section are innocuous. It will be superfluous to point out all the

characteristics by which the water-snakes differ from their immediate allies

—

more especially as many of these are deep-seated, and require a considerable

amount of anatomical knowledge for their proper apprehension. It may be

mentioned, however, that teeth are present throughout both the upper and
lower jaws, and that tliose in the hinder part of the upper series exceed in

size those near the muzzle, while all those in the lower jaw have approxim-
ately the same dimensions. The relatively large eye has a circular pupil,

the scales are arranged in regular scries running lengthwise, and between
the openings of the nostrils are placed a pair of internasal shields.

Of water-snakes there are forty or fifty species ; and the range of the

genus embraces the greater portion of the globe, with the exception of

South America and Aixstralia south of the tropic. The species are, however,

less numerous in Africa than in the other countries of the Old World. All

are fond of water, in which they swim well, and their favourite haunts are

damp situations where access to a river or pond is easy. They live on frogs

and other small animals, which are seized in the mouth and swallowed as

rapidly as possible, without being killed by crushing in the folds of the body. In
addition to the ringed snake, several other species of the genus inhabit Europe.

Another familiar Euroi)ean species is the smooth snake {Coronella Icevis),

which belongs to a rather large genus. The so-called fierce snakes (Zamenis)

are also well represented on the Continent, among such being the dark green

snake {Z. (jono'nensis) and the horseshoe-snake (Z. hippocrepis). To the same
genus belongs the well-known Indian rat-snake {Z. mucoans). Although
many or all of the foregoing wdll at times ascend trees in search of their prej-,

the section includes others which are truly arboreal, and in coloration re-

semble the foliage among which they dwell. Such are the American wood-
snakes of the genus Herpctodryas, and their Old World cousins included in

(he genera Dcrulropli-is and Dendrelaphh. In all these, the ej'es are \n-o-

portionally much larger than in the water-snakes, and the body is more
or less strongly compressed. Some are remarkable for being able to change

the colour of their skin to harmonise with their surroundings after the manner
of the cliamajleons and certain lizards. Far more interesting than any other

member oi the family is the small South African egg-eating .snake {Diisupeltis

scabra). It may well be asked how a snake, with its long pointed teeth,

manages to seize and swallow the eggs of birds without losing their savoury

contents. And if the egg-eating snake had the oixlinary dental armature, it

would doubtless find this a very difficult task. But special arrangements

have been made to suit its particular diet. Whereas teeth are wanting in the

fore part of the jaws, the upper surface of the throat is provided with a long

series of tooth-like organs formed by the elongation of the lower .spines of the

joints of the backbone, which project through the membranes into the

throat. Taking an egg into the nearly toothless mouth, the snake gradually

})asses it downwards into the throat, where it is split by the pressure of tlio

mill-like teeth, and its contents safely swallowed. Although this snake is a

very small creature, it will at a pinch cram a hen's egg into its mouth, when
it looks somewhat like a football with 'a tail to it. How it manages to force

such a huge object into its throat, and still more, how it cracks it when once

there, we are not told.

The second section into which the family Cvlubridoi is divided takes its
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name of Opisthoglypha from the circmnstance that either one or several pairs
of teeth in tlic hinder part of tho upper jaw are traversed by a longitudinal
groove for tho purpose of conveying poison from the secreting gland.
Whereas all are more or less noxious, many are deadly. In habits and form
many of these curiously simulate tho members of the first section of the family.
The ^rou[> is but poorly re[)resented in Europe, but among tho Continental
t-pccies IS the so-called cat-snake (Tarhophis vivax), forming a genus by itself.

This snake belongs to a sub-family r«f the section— the Dipsadotaorpliime,—in
wliich the nostrils are always situated on the sides of the muzzle. It frequently
grows to a yard or so in length, and is grey or brownish-yellow in general
colour, with various dark s))ots and blotches, and a chestnut patch on the
liead-shields. It is fond of warm sunny spots among rocks, where it feeds
chiefly on lizards, which it kills by the injection of poison. TJie typical repre-
sentalivcsof tliesub-familyare the arboreal snakes of the genus Dipaadomot pin i.-i

wliicii are widely spread througla the warmt r regions of the Old World, where
tl)ey have precisely the same mode of life as tho arboreal forms included in
the section Aglypha. In colour they incline to black and brown, while in
lengUi they may exceed a couple of yards. Many of them, at least, are
purely nocturnal snakes, and whereas some feed on birds, others prey almost
(jr quite exclusively on tho smaller kimis of mammals. Occasionally they
descend from their leafy haunts to wander on the ground. Of similar habits
are the Indian whi[)-snakes {Druophis), in which the somewhat compressed
l)ody and tail are remarkable for their extreme length and slenderness. This
liable of body enables these snakes to curl their tail tightly round a boucdi,
whence they strike to a long distance at any passing prey. Here, too,
belongs the Tropical American and West Indian genus Philodryas, which in-

cludes a considerable number of arboreal species, characterised by the green
tone of their coloration. This genus is also represented in Madagascar. Tho
number and arrangement of the teeth

form important features in the distinc-

tion of these genera of tree-snakes. In
the present section the place of the
Avater-snakes among the section Agly-
pha is taken by tlie fresh-water snakes
of the genera Homidopais aikX Cfintoria,

which range from India to New Guinea
and the Noilli of Australia. These
snakes, few f)f which grow to more than
a yard in length, are far more aquatic

in their habits than the species of

T)opidonot}(s, and but seldom leave

tho water at all ; and some of tliem

even descend rivers to enter the sea. p„. o.. tu^. p^n., «x-,it.

iheir food consists of nsh and other (Elcps corallinus).

aquatic creatures ; and they give birth

to living young while in the water. A considerable number lie in wait for

their prey by anchoring themselves to roots or sunken branches by means of

the preliensile tail.

Ill snakes, beauty and venom frequently g6 together, and an excellent

instance of this association is afforded by the coral-snake {^Ekqys carcdlinus) of

South America and the West Indies. Together with the remaining members
of the colubrine family here noticed, the coral-snake belongs to the section
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Proteroglypha. The essential feature of tliat section is to be found in the

circumstance that it is the front, instead of the hinder, upper maxillary teeth

that are grooved for the transmission of the poisonous secretion. Needless

to say, all are venomous—some highly so. The genus in which the

coral-snake is included comprises many other species, of which the majority

inhabit the warmer parts of America, although a few are found in

Southern Africa. They typify a sub-family (Elajnna) in which the tail

has a cylindrical form, and all the members of which live either on
the ground or in trees. The coral-snake, which grows to rather more
than a couple of feet in length, is easily recognised by its brilliant colora-

tion, the whole body and tail being divided into a number of segments
of cinnabar-red, separated by shorter segments of black, with indistinct

borders of greenish - white. The coral - snake, which frequents wooded
districts, is a strictly terrestrial species, feeding upon other reptiles and
insects. Nearly allied are the resplendent adders (Callophis) of the warmer
parts of Asia, distinguished by the presence of a groove traversing the whole
front surface of the upper fangs, and likewise by the scales forming thirteen

rows. These slender snakes are generally found in rocky districts.

The dreaded crait (Bungarus cceruleiis), and its relative the banded adder,

or raj-samp (B. fasciatus), are well-known Indian representatives of a genus

whose geographical range extends from India and' Ceylon to the south of

China. From Callophis, in which all the teeth behind the fangs are chan-
nelled, this genus differs in that from one to three of the same teeth are solid

throughout ; a connecting link being formed by the genus Hemibungarus, in

which there is one unperforated tooth in the hinder portion of each side of

the upper jaw. Although the banded adder is larger than the crait, it does
not appear to be so fatal to human life in India as the

latter, owing to the circumstance that it mainly keeps to

the open country. The crait, on the other hand, is one of

the snakes most commonly met with in human dwellings,

where it is fond of hiding in all kinds of unsuspected
places. In colour, the crait is very dark brown above,
marked with narrow rings, bars, or streaks of white.

Whereas the crait and its immediate allies have the head
passing imperceptibly into the neck, and lack the power
of inflating the latter, the cobras (Naia) possess a dis-

tinctly defined neck, the lower part of which can be dilated

at will ; while they further differ by the equality in the

size of the scales of the back with those of other parts.

Cobras are represented by half a score of species, some of

which are Oriental, while the others are African ; the best

known being the Egyptian asp (N. haie) and the common
CoBRA~rA'a/a^ Indian cobra (N. tripudians). The latter is familiar as

tripudians). being the species commonly exhibited by Indian snake-
charmers, and as it has been described in so many popular

works, while newspapers are always giving accounts of its ravages, nothing
in the way of description need be given in this place. Ordinarily this species

does not exceed six feet in length ; but Capt. F. Hawkins writes in the Asian
newspaper of August 5th, 1892, that in Sangor a specimen was killed measuring
seven feet three inches. The giant cobra (N. bungarns) of the Oriental

countries is, however, a considerably larger species. Mr. P. A. Bulkley,

writing from Burma, observes that "it may interest your readers to know
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that about ten years ago, while shooting in the jungle, I came upon a fine

specimen of tlie snake in question over 12^ feet long, and, after an exciting

chase, succeeded in capturing it alive and uninjured. I kept it in captivity

for some months at Castle Rock in a large case, giving an occasional exercise
in the spare room of my bungalow, and eventually took it to England for the
reptile-house at the Zoological Gardens. At Brindisi I had to leave the snake
to complete its journey by steamer to London, and upon opening its case on
arrival at the Zoo, it was, unfortunately, found to be dead. The body, how-
ever, M'as in good preservation, and may be seen in a large case of alcohol in

the reptile-room of the Natural History Museum at South Kensington."
Although there arc no cobras in Australia, that country is the home of an
equally deadly serpent known as the death-adder {PticiKJecJiis porphyriuca).
In this snake the cylindrical body is extremely long and slender, the head is

but imperfectly detined from the neck, and the scales are smooth. The
species which grows to as much as seven feet in length, is ccmimonly known
in its native country as the black snake.
The last group of the present section of the Colubridfe is that of the sea-

snakes, which form the sub - family Hydrophxino'. They differ from the
Elapina' by the compressed and oar-like form of the tail, and also by the
scales on the under surface being either nearly similar to those on the upper
parts, or if enlarged into

sliields, by their being much
smaller than in ordinary ter-

restrial snakes. As their

name implies, the sea-snakes

are peculiar in the sub-order
for their marine habits. Most
of them, indeed, pass the

whole of their time in the

open sea, where they produce
their young alive without the

intervention of eggs ; but
there are certain siiecies which
are partly terrestrial, and
serve to coiniect the more
typical representatives of the

sub-family with the crait and
its allies. Sea-snakes are

most abundant in the tropical

portions of the Western Pacific and the Indian Ocean, although a few enjoy
a much more extensive range. They are all highly venomous, and most are
handsomely and brilliantly tinted, the coloration being always variegated.

They feed on fish and other marine creatures, and frequently associate in

companies of considerable size. When cast en shoi'e by the waves, the
majority are utterly helpless, lying where they are thrown until they die.

Unlike other members of the sub-order, sea-snakes change their skins piece-

meal instead of entire ; the renovation taking place very frequently. They
also differ from ordinary snakes in the shortness of the tongue ; and while
at sea only the extreme tips of this organ are thrust out through a couple of

small notches from the closed mouth. The three species constituting the genus
Platnrus are those which serve to connect the rest with the crait group, and
are distinguished by having the under surface of the body and tail covered

Fi(j. 25.

—

Panded Sea-Snake {Platurus laticcmdafun).
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with transverselj' elongated shields, while the upper surface is invested with

smooth overlapi)ing scales. One of the most common kinds, which grows to

a length of about three feet, is met witli from the Bay of Bengal to Oceania,

These snakes can crawl with ease on land, and specimens have been from

time to time met witli at considerable distances inland. In addition to certain

features connected with the nostrils, the more typical members of the sub-

family—which are arranged under several sejjarate genera—dificr from the

preceding in having the under surface scaled like the back, although in some

forms more or less distinct vestiges exist of the enlai'ged shields. These

o-enera arc to a great extent distinguished from one another by the characters

of the teeth, the most important among them being Hyclrns, Hudroihis, and

Distira. Emerson Tennent writes that "sea-snakes are found on all tin;

coa.sts of Ceylon. 1 have sailed through large shoals of them in the Gulf ot

Manaar, close to the pearl-banks of Aripo. The fishermen of Calpentyn, on

the west, live in perpetual fear of them, and believe their bite to be fatal.

In the course of an attempt which Avas made to place a lighthouse on the

f'reat rocks of the south-east coast, known by seamen as the Basses or Baxos,

the workmen who first landed found the portion of the surface lia])le to be

covered by the tides honeycombed and hollowed into deep holes filled with

water, in which were abundance of fishes and some molluscs. Some of these

cavities also contained sea-snakes from four to five feet long, which were

described as having the head hooded like the cobra do capello, and of a light

grey colour sliglitly speckled. They coiled themselves like serpents on land,

and darted at poles thrust in among them. The Singhalese who accompanied

the party said that they not only bit venomously, but crushed the limbs of

any intruder in their coils."

A small group of snakes, the members of which are externally very similar to

those of the sub-faniily Dipsadomorphime in the C'ohibrida:, are considered to

form a family by themselves. From the Dipsudumorphinu; they

Blunt-Heads.— are distinguished externally by the absence of a groove on the

Family chin. They resemble the Coht6/'K/(e in having the maxilhe fixed

Amhhicepha- in a horizontal position, but differ both from that family and
lldce. from the Vij^erida by the shortness of those bones in the hinder

part of the palate known as the pterygoids, which do not

extend sufficiently far back to reach either the hinder erids of the lower jaw

or the quadrate bone. Both jaws are provided with teeth, all of which are

solid, so that these snakes are mm venomous. The slight expansibility of

the mouth indicates that they prey upf;n small animals, while tlie relatively

large dimensions of the eye, in which the pupil Ls vertical, proclaim nocturnal

habits. Five genera of these snakes are known, two, namely, Aiiihlycepludus

and Haplopdtnra, being confined to the Oriental countries, whereas Dipsas,

Pseudopareus, and Leptognathii.s are from Tropical America.

The last family of snakes is a large one, and includes the vipei-s, pit-vipers,

puflF-adders, and rattle-snakes ; all being highly venomous. The essential

distinctive feature of the Viperidis. is to be found in the fact

The Viper Tribe, that the short maxilljB of the upper jaw are armed with a

—Family pair of large perforated fangs, ancl can be erected so as to

Viperidif. become situated at right angles to the plane of the hinder

portion of the palate. Obviously, this gives to the fangs

the most favourable position for inflicting severe wounds. In the viperine

snakes the head is always more or less flattened, and is frequently triangular

in shape ; while the body is plump and thick, and the tail abbreviated. In
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.accordance with tlieir chiefly nocturnal h.abits, the eye has its pupil in tho

form of a vertical slit. Only a few vipers climb, and none are aquatic ; while,

so far as pi'esent information goes, all give birth to their young in a fully

developed state without laying eggs. In almost all countries popular report

declares thaC the females of many species receive their young into their

mouth wlien alarmed, whence they apparently pass down the throat
; and

although many attempts have been made to discredit such statements, it is

difficult to believe that they have not some foundation of truth.

Of tho two suli-families into which these snakes are divided by zoologists,

the typical vipers, or Vi2>erinu>, are contined to the Eastern Hemisphere, and
are characterised by the absence of pits or depressions in the pair of Jiead-

shields known as the loreals. The conunon Britisli viper
(
Fij^cnc herns) is

the most familiar representative of the typical genus, all the members of

which have two longitudinal series of shields on the under surface of the tail,

while the scales on the body are keeled and arranged in from nineteen to

thirty-one straight longitudinal rows, and tlie upper surface of the head is

invested either with relatively small shields or with scales. There are about

twenty different kinds of true vipers, and tliese are distributed over the greater

part of the Old World, although there are none in Australasia or Madagascar,

and only one in India. The common viper enjoys a very wide geographical

distribution, extending from the Arctic Circle to Spain and Portugal, and
fi'om the latter country eastwards to Siberia. It not unfrequently grows to

ten inches in length, and, like its kindred, is partial to warm sandy lieaths.

The sand-\'iper (F. ammodiitcs) of Southern and Eastern Europe is remark-
able for having a flexible horn-like and scaly appendage surmounting the tip

of the muzzle, the use of which has not yet been explained. To the genus
Sitis belongs the dreaded African puff-adder (B. arietans), in which the

head is broader and more distinctly

triangular than in any of itskindred.

As this noxious serpent has a habit
of lying with only its head exposed,
it is frequently not noticed by men
and animals until too late ; and
it is consequently responsible for

manj' deaths. Even large mam-
mals are said to succumb very
speedily to the bite of this loath-

some monster. The name of pufl:-

adder is derived from the hal^it

possessed by this snake of blowing
itself out with air when excited. Fi'j. 2C.—Puff-Adder (Bitis nrictans).

Nearly allied to the true vipers are

the hox'ned vipers of the genus Ccmstcs, so named from the j^resence of a pair

of scaly horns situated above the eyes of the males, and in some species in

the females also. The scales, too, are arranged in oblique instead of straight

series. Both species of the genus are inhabitants of those parts of Northern
Africa lying to the eastward of Morocco, but one is also found in Arabia.
They grow to about a couple of feet in length, and assimilate remarkably in

coloration to the sandy deserts they frequent. They may be often seen so

deeply buried in the sand that only the head and a portion of the neck pro-

ject above the surface. Another nearly allied genus is that of the saw-vipers,

or Ech is ; these snakes being distinguished from the last by the absence of
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horns on the head, and by the shiekls on the lower surface of the tail fornnng

a single instead of a double series. This genus is likewise represented by

two desert-haunting species, but one of these has a
f"^^U^'^^f^ SfYf P

^To
range than either of the horned vipers, extending from Northeni Africa, to

India, whereas the second is restricted to Palestine and Arabia. V^ hereas

the puff-adder produces a prolonged hissing sound by the expulsion of the

a?r wliich has been drawn in to blow out the body, the Indian saw-viper

gives rise to a somewhat similar sound in a totally ditierent manner. In this

fpecies the keels on the scales of the sides of the body are cbstmct y

serrated ; and by rubbing the folds of the body together the contact of these

saw-like keels gives rise to a kind of grating, or even hissing noise. This

snake is a very fierce species, often attacking without provocation; and a

krae percentage of the deaths from snake-bite in India may be attributed to

this species and to the equally deadly Russell's viper (ViperarvsselU).

The second sub-family, or Crotalhue, the members of which may be col^

lectively termed pit-vipers, are typified by the well-known rattle-snakes of

the New World, although several other genera belonging to the same sub-

family are found in various parts of Asia. There are, however, no representa-

tives of this group in Africa, where, on the other hand, the
^y^^<=^\]lf.^'^^.^,l

Viperime, attain their maximum degree of deve opment. The distincti e

feature of the pit-vipers, and the one from which they take their nanie is the

presence of a pair ot' deep pits in the fore front of the head, situa ed between

the eyes and the nostrils in the so-called loreal shields. Doubtless lese

pits have some special function in the economy of these reptiles, but what this

may be naturalists do not seem to have hitherto discovered. The peculiar

jointed horny appendage to the tail known as the rattle gives to the snakes
•• J rr o

^^ ^j^^ typical genus Crotalns their

distinctive name, and at the same

time serves to distinguish them

at a glance from all the other

members of the sub-order. This

rattle increases in size by the inter-

calation of new joints between its

Germinal button and the scaly por-

tion of the tail, young specimens

having only the button. The longer

a rattle-snake lives, the more joints

it has to its rattle ; and formerly

Fig. '27.—A IIattle-Snake (CroUdus). specimens with as many as twenty

rings were by no means uncommon,

althoufrh at the present day, owing to the war of extermination waged against

these noxious reptiles, such are very rare. Very diverse views have been

entertained as to the precise use of tlie rattle to its owner, and since the

question is by no means even yet decided, it need not be discussed "^ this

place All rattle-snakes are characterised by the unusually lar^e size ot ttieir

venom-frlands, and they are consequently among the most deadly of serpents.

Most o1 the eleven representatives of the genus are , North American,

althou^'h one species extends to South America. In their general habits

they are very similar to vipers, frequenting dry sandy districts
;
but in parts

of North America rattle-snakes frequently take up their abode in the warrens

of the prairie-marrnot, where they prey on the young of the rightful owners.

In the colder parts of their habitat, these snakes become torpid during the
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winter months ; and in certain rocky districts they were formerly wont to

assemble in enormous numbers, passnig the winter huddled up together ni

caves where tliey kept one another warm. At the approach of the cold

season, thousands of these snakes might be seen travellnig from all pomts of

the compass to their own special cave ; and marvellous stories have been

told of attacks made upon these haunts when the hapless reptiles were sleep-

ing in fancied security. It is somewhat curious that rattle-snakes lack the

])ower of hissincf ; and it is highly probable that this disability has some

connection with the presence of the rattle. Nearly allied to the rattle-snakes

is the equally deadly bushmaster (Lachesis mutus) of tropical (South America,

which has a spine in place of a rattle at the tip of the tail, while the lower

surface of the latter bears a number of sphiy scales. There is often a well-

marked keel running down the middle of tiie back, of which there is no trace

in the typical genus. This snake is one of the few serpents which do not flee

at the presence of man, always standing its ground and endeavouring to m-
flict a blow. Since it frequently grows to ten feet and over, and its bite is

rapidly fatal even to large mammals, it is one of the most dangerous of its

tribe, and were it more common than it actually is, fatalities would be very

numerous. By Mr. Boulenger the serpents formerly designated Tricjoiio-

cephalus and Trimeresaurns are now included in Lachesis. These differ from

the typical forms in having the whole of the top of the head covered with

small scales, instead of large scales. Some species are arboreal, and have

the tail prehensile ; some of these inhabiting Tropical America, and others

South-Eastern Asia. Whereas the species from the latter area have two
rows of shields beneath the tail, those from the former have only a single

row. Among the American forms with a non-prehensile tail, one of the most
formidable is the jararaca (L. lanceolatus).

The so-called halys vipers, forming the genus Ancistrodon, have represen-

tatives alike in the northern half of the American Continent and Asia, while

one kind is found in the Ural Mountains. Although none have a rattle, in

some kinds there is a small spine at the tip of the tail, which appears to be
a vestige of that organ. Of the Transatlantic species, one of the most
dreaded, and at the same time one of the handsomest, is the so-called

copper-head (A. contortrix). It takes its iiame from the metallic coppery
hue of the upper surface of the body ; this ground-colour being ornamented
with a number of brown bands with darker edges. The copper-head, which
frequents damp situations, has a wide geographical distribution. It is one
of the species furnished with a spine-like homy appendage to the tail ; and
differs from some of its kindred in having a single instead of a double series

of shields on the under surface of the tail.

ORDER IV.—RHYNCHOCEPHALTA.

If we were to trust solely to external features a lizard-like reptile inhabiting

certain small islands to the north-eastward of New Zealand, and locally

known as the tuatera, would almost certainly be included in the order Squa-

mata. When, however, the internal structure of this creature is examined,

differences so important are observable that there can be no question of its
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total distinctness from that order. Accordingly, the tuatera, which is tech-

nically known as Sphenodon jnmctalus, not only represents by itself the

family Sphenodontidoe, but also a distinct order. This, however, is only true

at the present day, for in past epochs of the earth's histovy there flourished

a number of reptiles evidently belonging to the same ordinal group, several

of which lived in Britain. The tuatera, which grows to a length of about
twenty inches, is characterised by the presence of a ridge of spines extend-

ing from the back of the head to the base of the tail, and represented on the
latter by a less distinct crest.

Superiorly, the body is covered
with a mixture of small tubercles

and granular scales ; but the lower
aspect is invested with somewhat
quadrangular large scales forming
regular transverse bands. The
toes, which are live in immber <in

each foot, are jjai-tially webbed, and
rig. 28.—Tuatera (Sj-ihenodon pundatus). terminate in claws. In the eye

the pupil takes the form of a ver-

tical slit, and there is no external opening to the ear. None of these fea-

tures are, however, sufficient to distinguish the tuatera from the lizards ; and
to understand the distinction the skull must be examined. In tlie descrip-

tion of the Squamata it was stated that in all the members of that order the

quadrate-bone is loosely connected with the other bonefi of the palate, and
there is no bony arch connecting the former with the maxilla. On tlie

other hand, in the tuatera the quadrate is firmly and inxmoval^ly wedged in

between the other bones, and is connected with the upper jaw by the afore-

said arch. There are likewise important differences in the structure of the

bony palate, which is of a more primitive tyjie than that of the lizards.

Indeed, in many resjjects the skull is more like that of a crocodile, or even a

tortoise, than that of a lizard. The teeth, too, are very peculiar. In the

front of the jaws are a pair of chisel-like teeth, giving the form of a beak to

this part of the skull ; while the sides of the upper jaw and paLate bear a

double row of closely approximated teeth separated by a groove, and in that

groove are received the single row of lower teeth, which are attached to the

jaw in the acrodont manner. Although there are many peculiar features in

this strange reptile, it will suffice to mention that Avithin the skin of the

hinder part of the under surface of the body are a number of abdominal ribs,

forming a structure which corresponds anatomically with the plastr(>n of a

tortoise.

Although now becoming scarce, tuateras were formerly abundant in their

native islands, where they might be seen in parties basking in the sun

within easy reach of the sea. In captivity, where they flourish well, tuateras

eat freely of meal-worms and other insects, but it is probable that vegetable

substances form a part of their diet. Perhaps the most remarkable feature

about this reptile is the vestige of an unpaired median eye situated deep

down among the tissues of the head, and now totally functionless. Doubt-

less, however, in its ancestors this eye was functional, so that the original

form may have been a veritable cyclops.



SUB-KINGDOM I.—VERTEBRATA.

CLASS IV.—AMPHIBIA.

By R. Lydekker, B.A., F.R.S., A^P.G.S., &c.

In populai" natural history nearly every cold-blooded verebrate that breathes

atmospheric air by means of lungs is commonly spoken of as a reptile, whether
it crawls or creeps on the ground like a lizard, a frog, or a snake, or swims
in the water like a newt ; and if we take their adult condition alone into

consideration, there is a good deal to be snid in favour of regarding frogs

and salamanders as reptiles, since they agree in many of their essential

characters with the creatures to which the naturalist restricts that term.

The' case is, however, very materially altered when the developmental history

of frogs and salamanders is taken into consideration. As every one knows,
these creatures—with a few exceptions—commence their active existence

after leaving the egg in the form of a tadpole. And as a tadpole is an aquatic

creature, breathing the air dissolved in water by means of gills, and being

provided witii a tisli-like tail, it is obvious that we have here a very important
distinction from reptiles, which, at the commencement of life, are mere
miniatures f)f the adult. It may be said, indeed, that frogs and salamanders
commence life as tishes, but turn into rei)tiles when they become adult,

and the existence of this remarkable change or metamorphosis serxes to

differentiate these creatures from reptiles as a distinct class, for which the

name Amphibia is now usually adopted, although the alternative term
Batrachia is also extant. It is true that in certain cases no such metamor-
phosis exists, the egg developing at once into a perfect air-breathing frog,

while in some other instances the gills of the larval state are retained through-

out life. In the former of these instances it is, however, evident that the

larval stage has been suppressed owing to the exigencies of abnormal condi-

tions in the life-history of the particular species. In the latter case, either

the creature has now ceased to develop into the air-breathing adult form, or

it has never advanced beyond the larval stage at any period of its history.

Amphibians, then, may be deiined as cold-blooded vertebrates usually

furnished Avith external gills at the commencement of life, but before becom-
ing adult passing through a metamorphosis — during which the gills are ex-

changed for lungs ;—and such of them as possess limbs having these struc-

turally similar to those of reptiles. This change from a lish-like to a reptile-like

animal is one of the most marvellous phenomena to be met with among
vertebrates, and it is not a little remarkable that while everybody has the

opportunity of witnessing this transformation each year of their lives, so many
still refuse to believe in the evolution of animal life in general.

The metamorphosis is, however, by no means the sole feature by which
amphibians are distinguished from reptiles. There are many structural

peculiarities by which the adults of the former differ from the lattei', although

these are, unfortunately, deep-seated, and not externally apparent. Com-
431
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paring the skull of a reptile with that of an amphibian, it will be found that
whereas the former has a single knob-like prominence, or condyle, by means
of which it is movably articulated to the first joint of the backbone, in the
latter there are two such condyles. The embryo, too, of amphibians has a
less complex type of enveloping structures, lacking the membranes respec-
tively termed the allantois and the amnion.

Bearing in mind these important points of distinction, the student will

readily see the propriety of separating the Amphibia as a class apart from the
Reptilia. In the adult condition, the members of the present class show
great differences of external form. The frogs and toads, for instance, are
tailless, four-limbed creatures, in which the hind-legs exceed the front pair
more or less markedly in length. On the other hand, the salamanders and
newts, although likewise furnished with two pairs of limbs, have a long tail,

and thus present a lizard-like form. In the newts, the tail, and sometimes
also the back, is furnished with a longitudinal vertical fin, somewhat like that
of a fish, although differing from the latter in the absence of any bony sup-
ports. Other forms have the body eel-like, and the limbs—of which the
hinder pair may be wanting—small and rudimental ; while in some of these,

like the olm, the external tuft-like gills are permanently retained. In yet
another group, the whole form is worm-like, without any external vestiges of

limbs.

In spite, however, of this great variation in external form, all the ex-

isting members of the class present the common feature of having the head,
body, limbs, and tail covered with a soft skin, although in a few scales are
buried beneath its surface. The outer skin, or epidermis, which is from
time to time cast in a single piece, is always transparent, and the colour is

consequently situated in the deeper layer. Various shades of black, brown,
red, and yellow, are the predominant colours of amphibians, and these are

very generally arranged in large irregular blotches, or in streaks ; but more
rarely blues and greens are present. Peculiar glands, which may be either

distributed over the whole surface, or confined to the region of the neck,
secrete a milky fluid of a poisonous nature, which is poured out under the in-

fluence of rage or excitement. And that this secretion serves as a means of

defence, will be evident to all who have watched a dog seize a toad. When
this secretion reaches its highest development, the apertures of the glands
open in the form of warty protuberances on the skin, as is the case in all

toads and many salamanders. There are many peculiarities connected with
the anatomy of the skeleton and soft internal parts of the Amphibia, but it

will suffice to mention two. Unlike that of all the higher vertebrates, the

tongue, when present, is attached to the front extremity of the lower jaw, so

that it is protruded by bemg turned right over as if on a hinge ;
and when in

repose its tip is directed down the throat. It is always of a thick and fleshy

nature, and thus quite unlike the same organ in snakes and lizards. The
second peculiarity is connected with the skeleton, in which the ribs are either

completely wanting, or represented merely by small rudiments aflixed to the

extremities of the long horizontal transverse processes of the joints of the

backbone. This lack of functional ribs prevents amphibians from breathing

in the same manner as the higher vertebrates, in which the cavity of the

chest is alternately expanded and contracted by the movements of the ribs
;

and they are, in consequence, compelled to take in air in large gulps by a

swallowing action. In the presence of a large, thin, flattened bone, lying on
the under surface of the hinder part of the skull, and known as the para-
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sphenoid, amphibians differ from the existing forms of the higher vertebrutea,

and thereby approximate to tishes. In certain extinct reptiles, this bone

appears, however, to be well developed, so that its importance in classification

is less than has been su]iposed.

To describe in detail the developmental history of amphibians would re-

quire nearly as much space as is allotted in this volume to the entire class
;

and it is possible to give only the merest outline. Premising that all the

members of the class lay egL^s, and that in certain special cases some of the

stages of development are abbreviated, the ordinary life-history of an amphi-

bian is as follows. The eggs are generally deposited by the female in fresh

water and are usually of small size and enveloped in a large jelly-like mass,

among which the yolks are conspicuous as dark balls. When these eggs are

ripe for hatching, the larvie burst their investing membranes to niake their

ap{)earance in the world as free-swimming fish-like creatures, provided with

a long laterally compressed tail, but devoid of limbs or external gills. They
still retain a portion of the yolk, which serves for a short tune as nourish-

ment. Soon a couple of pairs of feather-like gills make their appearance on

the sides of the neck, and give the creature somewhat the look of bearing

two pairs of fins. Although in those forms which permanently retain the

tail these external gills persist for a considerable period, or even throughout

life, in those of which the adults are tailless they soon disappear, and are

replaced by internal gills compara1)le to those of fishes. These external gills

are enclosed in a special gill-chamlier, from which the water that has been

taken in through the mouth is discharged through a single tulje or a pair of

tubes ; the aperture of the latter being generally single, and situated either

on the left sid."? of the body or on its lower surface. With the sprouting of

the external gills, the tail rajjidly increases in relative size, and soon forms

the greater portion of the creature. About this time small bud-like processes

indicate the appearance of the limbs, the hinder pair first showing in the

frogs and toads, but the front pair being the earlier in the tailed forms. In

the earlier stages the jaws are furnished with horny teeth, but later with a

kind of beak composed of the same substance. At this time the tadpole

subsists on vegetable substances, and, consequently, has a long and much
convoluted intestine. It, of course, breathes the air dissolved in the water

in which it lives in the same manner as a fish, and has a two-chambered
fish-like heart. In the tadpole stage the large tail has no backbone ; and in

the frogs and toads this appendage, after the limbs are well developed, is

gradually absorbed, and finally disappears entirely. In the permanently

tailed forms, on the other hand, this appendage develops vertebrae in its

internal axis, when it becomes similar to the tail of a land reptile. About
this time the jaws lose their horny beak, and develop teeth, and the intes-

tine becomes shortened. Equally remarkable changes are at the same time

taking place in the respiratory and circulatory organs. From the o3Sophagu3

a bag-like projection grows out, which, subsequently, divides into two, and
eventually forms lungs, Avhich little by little come into use, until the crea-

ture is able to breathe both in air and in water. Finally, the gills wither,

and the adult frog or salamander appears as an air-breathing, insectivorous

or carnivorous reptile-like creature, which has been developed from the fish-

like tadpole. During the development of the lungs the heart has changed

from a two-chambered to a three-chambered organ ; so that even in this

respect the adult amphibian is indistinguishable from a reptile. In most

cases, when all these changes have been completed, the animal emerges from
2 E
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the water to pass a considerable portion of its time on land, although nearly

always returning to its original element for the purpose of breeding. It has

been said that the external gills usually form two jiairs, but it should be

added that, in some instances, these are increased to three, while in one case

they are reduced to a solitary jmir.

As regards their mode of life, amphibians are especially characterised by
their partiality for moisture, some passing the whole of their time in the

water, while none are found in absolutely desert districts. To their soft

sensitive skins moisture is, indeed, an absolute necessity ; and it seems that

they imbibe such moisture as they require througli the skin. In countries

where one season of the year is es^Jecially dry, terrestrial amphibians are

consequently compelled to undergo a period of more or less comjjlete torpor.

To a certain extent this is the case even in Britain, where a sudden shower
after a dry spell brings out numerous frogs and toads at the commencement
of evening in gardens where not one had been visible previously. In some
parts of Argentina the effect of a shower after a drought is much more
startling. There a garden may appear for weeks or months absolutely devoid

of amphibian life, but after a single shower it will appear literally alive with

huge frogs and toads of various kinds. Probably all the terrestrial amphibians

are essentially nocturnal creatures, and, indeed, their skins soon become
parched and withered by exposure to sunlight. Few objects are more pitiable

than a belated frog or toad attempting to cross a dusty high-road in the full

glare of the summer sun. Cloudy or wet days will, however, generally tempt
these creatures from their hiding-places. Although the tailed forms are

entirely or mainly silent creatures, frogs and toads during the breeding season

utter their well-known croaking cries, and in moist tropical and subtropical

countries life is rendered at times almost unbearable by their nocturnal

choruses. In the breeding season frogs and toads become exceedingly bold,

and they may be seen sitting within a few feet of the spectator, alternately

dilating and contracting their capacious throats, as they give vent to their

discordant cries. In order to make their sounds more intense, the males of

many kinds are furnished with large sacs projecting on either side of the

throat, which can be dilated till they resemble miniature balloons. Most
members of the class subsist chiefly or entirely on insects and other small

invertebrates, but some of the aquatic kinds consume fish, and some of the

larger toads and frogs will readily attack not only other reptiles, but even the

smaller birds and mammals. Thus a newspaper corresjjondent, writing from
Nagpur, in India, observes that in the garden adjoining his house was a small

pond, which was the homo of a huge kind of frog. One afternoon he heard
a myna making a great noise, and screaming as though it had been caught by
some creature, so he went down the garden to ascertain what was the matter,

and was just in time to see the bird disappearing down a big frog's throat.

There were only a few feathers left, and the bird had been swallowed feathers

and all. Now the common myna is quite as large as our English starling, and
the frog certainly looked as though he had dined, so he was left in jieace to

enjoy his meal. On another occasion a big rat appealed in the house, and
was being chased by himself and servants from room to room, when it dashed
through a disused bathroom. A large frog which happened to be there made

(

a most determined rush, but missed the rat, which disappeared down the
waste water-pij^e.

In conformity with their fondness for warmth and moisture, amphibians
are most abundant in the tropical and sub-tropical portions of the globe,
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gradually diminishing, both in size and numbers, in the temperate zones, and

being unknown in tlio polar regions, as indeed they are in deserts. Although

meufbers of the class are found in all regions except those naiued, the orders

are by no means evenly distributed. In the Northern Hemispliere, for in-

stance, salamanders and newts are abundant, and tlie burrowing forms, known
as cjecilians, are wanting ; whereas in tlie Southern Hemisphere ctecilians

occur, but salamanders and newts are totally unknown. Among the frogs

and toads certain families are confined to particular areas, but it is remark-

able tliat there are indications of distinct relationship between certain groups

respectively restricted to South Amirica and Africa south of the Sahara.

ORDER I.-ECAUDATA.

Frogs and Toads.

The frogs and toads constitute one Order, all the members of which are

easily recognised when adult by the short and often plump form of the body,

the total absence of a tail, and the presence of four fully-developed limbs, the

hind pair being generally much longer than the front ones. Even more strik-

ing features are displayed by the skeleton. Instead of continuing to the end
of the body, the backbone proper stops short about the middle of the back,

and never comprises more than eight vertebra3. Beyond this it is continued

as a long, tapering, unjointed rod. To tho extremities of the horizontal

transverse processes of the last, or sacral vertebra, are articulated the antei'ior

ends of the greatly elongated ilia of the jielvis, these bones running as far

backwards as the hinder end of the aforesaid rod, where they bear the .sockets

for the articulation of the uppermost bone of the hind-legs. By this very

peculiar, and indeed uniipie arrangement, the setting-on of the hind-limbs is

carried far behind the sacrum. The radius and ulna in the fore-limb, and the

tibia and fibula in the hind-limb, are respectively united to form a single

bone, and the elongation of the hind-legs is produced by the lengthening of

those bones in the ankle-joint known as the astragalus and calcaneum, so as

to form a pair of parallel long bones. Like all other living members of the

class in which both limbs are fully developed, frogs and toads have four front

and five hind-toes. In the tadpole stage—which is occasionally suppressed

—

the hind-limbs bud before any trace of the front pair is visible. Usually

this stage of existence is passed entirely in the water, but there are some very

peculiar forms in which the young are produced in the moist foliage of leaves.

On land the adults of the tailless batrachians progress eitlier by taking long

leajjs from the hind-legs or by dragging forwai'ds first one and then the othei

of these, and thus pushing the body along. In swimming, the hind-legs are

alone employed for propulsion, the front pair being pressed close to the chest.

The total number of si^ecies of the tailless amjphibians probably does not fall

far short of a thousand, and representatives of the group are found in all

countries suitable to the existence of amphibian life. Curiously enough, the

largest forms are found in some of the islands of the Pacific. Wliereas the

majority are terrestrial, a considerable number have adopted an arboreal life.

The group is divided into twelve families, of which the two last differ from all the

rest in the absence of the tongue. Unfortunately, the characters by which the
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first ten of these families are divided into two larger groups are taken from the

skeleton, and are consequenflysoiuewhat difficult to explain to readers not speci-

ally versed in anatomy.

Suh-Oi dcr I.—Finnistcniia.

The five families constituting tliis subordinul group are characterised as

follows :—The tongue is present, and the large plate-like bones on the chest

termed the metacoracoids are united together by a large median cartilage,

attached to their free inner marghis.

Ji. tlie family typified by the ccjjnmon British frog teeth are developed in

tiie upper jaw, and thu horizontal transverse processes of the sacral vertebra

have, at most, only a slight terminal expansion, and are fre-

Typical Frogs. quently cylindrical throughout. The frogs of this family

Family IkurKhv. display remarkable diversity in the form of the tips of the

terminal bones of the toes, which may be either rounded,

])ointed, forked, T-shaped, or, more rarely, claw-like. The family—which
includes a large number of genera and a host of species— has a wide geo-

graphical distribution. "With the
exception of a species of the typical

genus from the extreme nortli of

Australia, and anotlier belonging to

the genus Cornifer from New
Guinea, there aie no members oi

the family in Australasia. South
America, too, is jjoorly off, having,

in addition to certain species be-

longing to the typical genus lUiua,

only five genera, and about a dozen
species. Moreover, since none of

these latter range fartlier south than
Ecuador and Colombia, while Maiia
does not apparently extend south-

ward of Amazonia, the more southern
parts of that continent are characterised by the total absence of the present
family. In a group so extensive, it is difficult to select genera for special

notice, although the typical liana must of course be mentioned. In the
numerous irogs of this genus the tongue is free and more or less deeply
notched at the tip, the pupil of the eye forms a horizontal slit, and the toes

of the fore-feet are free, whereas those of the hind-feet are more or less fully

webbed. By putthig tlie finger into the mouth of any frog of this genus, it

will be readily felt thut teeth are present on the vomers, occupying the

middle region of the i^alate. Whereas in some forms the tips of the toes are

simjDle, in others they are dilated. The genus has a distribution nearly

coextensive with that of the family, one species being found in the extreme
north of Australia, although there is none from Papua. There are several

species of the geiuis inhalnting PJunpe, such ao the common frog (it. tem-
poraria), the edible frog {R. esculenta), the agile frog (/i. CKjilis), the fepanish

frog {R. iberka), and Litaste's frog {R. kdastei). Of thtte, the only one
indigenous to Britain is the comtnou frog, in which the hind feet are incom-
pletely webbed, and tlie miles are unprovided with the dilutable throat-sacs

characterising those of the edible species. Although the latter— of which

Fig. 1.

—

Common Feoo (Rana temporaria).
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there are two varieties, differing from one another in colour—i.i properly a

native of the Continent, it has been introduced into the fens of Cambridge

and Norfolk, w-here it seems to Hoiu'ish. It has a very extensive geographical

range, being found as far south as North-Western Africa, and as far east an

Japan. Although tlie species is the only one eaten in Europe, other

members of the sub-order are sent to table in distant lands, and the writer

has partaken of a dish of frogs in Argentina which belonged to a

totally different family. The great relative length of the hind-legs and
generally slender form of the body serves to distinguisla the agile frog

;

while the fourth and fifth of the species mentioned above differ from the rest

by their spotted bellies. All these frogs are comparatively small creatures,

which are greatly exceeded in size by species from more distant lands.

Among these, the ])all-frog (i?. cnteshijana) of Eastern North America
occupies an intermediate position in this respect ; the largest member of the

whole genus l)eing tlie Solomon Island frog {K. (j}ipp\ji), which grows to nine

inches in length, exclusive of the limbs. The hal^its of the connnon frog are

too familiar to need description ; and it is probable that, like this sjjecies, all

the members of the genus take to the water at the time of breeding. Some
are, however, more acpiatic than others ; and there are also certain frogs of

this genus which are })artially arboreal in their habits, while others have

taken to burrowing in the ground. The climbing species have the tips of the

toes expanded into discs, but smaller

expansions may be present in the

aquatic kinds. An Indian species

(-R. hrevkeps) makes burrows in the

ground to a depth of about eighteen

inches. Omitting mention of most of

the other numerous genera of this

extensive family, attention must be
concentrated on the curious flying-

frogs constituting the genus Bhaco-

phorus. These frogs—of which there

are more than forty species from the

Oriental countries and the island of

Madagascar—have the tips of both

pairs of feet expanded into large discs,

and very generally the front pair are

as fully webbed as the hinder, although

in some kinds the webs of the former Fvj-2.--fi.\isn FRoT(Rh<tcophorus).

are less fully developed. The eyes

are remarkable for their fulness and brilliancy ; and the general hue of the

skin is bright green. Some species, are, however, stated to have the power

of changing their hue to harmonise with their surroundings. In the skeleton

of many of the species the tips of the terminal joints of the toes are in the

form of the letter Y. Except during the breeding season, when they doubt-

less take to the water, these frogs are arboreal in their habits. They derive

their name of flying frogs from a statement to the eff"ect that one species at

least has been observed to take a long flying leap from a tree, apparently

supported by the large webs between the toes. Although it does not appear

that such a feat has ever been witnessed by a European observer, it is almost

incredible that the sole use of these huge webs is for swimming, more especi-

flUy since these frogs pass but a comparatively small portion of their existence
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in water. One member of a Tropical American genus of this family—namely
Phyllobates trinitalis, of Trinidad and Venezuela—is remarkable on account of

its ctirious nursing habits. The tadpoles are provided Avith sucking-discs on

the mouth, by means of which they attach themselves to the back of their

female parent, and are thus carried about in safety. As many as from twelve

to eighteen tadpoles may sometimes be found thus clinging to one frog. A
similar mode of attachment occurs in one species of the under-mentioned
crenus Dendrohates, but in this case this mode of locomotion seems to be

resorted to only when the ponds in which the individuals have bred cb-y up.

In addition to the members of the genus Bhacojjhorus, there are many
other frogs which have taken to an arboreal life, and so much do these

resemble one another in external appearance that it is pro-

Family bable any non-scientific observer Avould regard all of them
Dendrobatidce. as being very closely allied. Not so that dreadful personage

the anatomist, who tells us that while the members of one
family conform in the structure of the bones of the chest to the sub-order

now under consideration, all those of another family to be mentioned
later have a totally different conformation of this region. Accepting this

distinction, we must regard the Tropical American tree-frogs of the genus
Dendrohates, and those belonging to the nearly allied Malagasy genus Mantella,

as formmg a' family by themselves. From the frogs of the iamily Eanidm
the Dendrobatidce are distinguished by the absence of teeth both in the upper
jaw and on the bones of the palate. In both genera the toes are unwebbed,
and terminate in small adhesive discs, but whereas in Mantella the tongue if

notched at the tip, in Dendrobates it is entire. One species of the latter

genus (D. tinctorius) is remarkable for the brilliancy and variability of it?

coloration ; while it is further noticeable as being less arboreal than its con-

geners, generally frequenting low herbage or ground strewn with dead leaves,

As already mentioned, another species carries its tadpoles clinging to its back
from pool to pool in seg,s<!flte of drought.

Another nearly allied famti-y of frogs is distinguished from the last by the

expansion of the extremities of the horizontal transverse processes of the

sacral vertebra ; both

Family groups agreeing in the

Engystomatidce. absence of teeth in

the upper jaw. These
frogs present great variation in the

structure of the bones and cartilages

forming the chest ; the typical genus

Engystoma, together with Cacopits and
several others, showing the absence

of the bones known as precoracoids

—

a feature rare in the sutj-order. This

family may be regarded as essentially

a southern one, its geographical range

embracing Africa, Madagascar, the

Malayan Peninsula and Islands, India,

the south of China, New Guinea, and South and Central America. Two
species of the typical genus extend, however, into North America as far as

Mexico and Carolina. Nearly a score of genera are included in the family.

Among these, a considerable number are characterised by the extremely

small relative width of the opening of the mouth ; and it is probable

Fig. 3.

—

Cacopus systevia.
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that all these subsist more or less exclusively on ants and termites. A
large proportion of these frogs are nocturnal in their habits, and these may
be recognised by the vertical pujjil of the eye. Although many have discs at

the tips of the toes, none of these are tree-haunting sjjecies. A consider-

able numl)cr of members of the family are, however, burrowers ; and in these

the hind-limbs are unusually powerful, and are also specially protected by
liorny sheathings. Others, again, pass a large portion of their time in the

water. It would be profitless to give in this place the distinctive character-

istics of all th3 genera included in this extensive family ; and attention may
accordingly be confined to a few which are noteworthy on account of some
peculiarity in the liabits of their representatives. Foremost among these is

the Chilian Dai'win's frog {Ithinoderma danvini), in which the female has
transferred the task of carrying and tending the eggs and young to her
paitner. Wliereas there is nothing
remarkable about the structure of

the female of this frog, tlie male
has a capacious pouch underlying
the wln)le of the lower surface of

the body, which connnunicates with
the exterior by means of a pair of

apertures opening into the mouth
on each side of the tongue. As
soon as his partner has deposited Fig. 4.—Darwin's Feog (Bhinoderma danvini).

her eggs, the male frog takes

them in his front paws and transfers them to his mouth, whence they pass

into the great nursing pouch, where they remain in perfect security till

hatched into young frogs, which make their way into the world by the same
passages. The tadpoles never develop gills, and this frog is the sole member of

its genus. Equally noteworthy are the African frogs constituting the genus

Breviceps. These species, which take their name from the small size and short-

ness of the head, would almost seem to have given rise to the fable of the ox and
the frog, since they have the singular habit of puffing out the body till the head

and limbs are nearly bu ried, and the creature looks almost like a ball. What
may be the object of this curious habit does not appear to have been ascertained.

This family of frogs includes eight genera, all of which are confined to the

island of Madagascar, with the single exception of the one species constitut-

ing the genus Galluclla, which inhabits Burma and Tenas-

serim. The essential distinctive features of the frogs of this Family
family are the presence of teeth in the upper jaw, coupled Dyscophidce,

with the expansion of the extremities of the transverse pro-

cesses of the sacral vertebra, the latter feature serving to distinguish them
from the members of the family i?a «;'(/((', in which there is no such expansion.

These frogs are very closely allied indeed to those of the preceding family,

and as their chief interest lies in their peculiar geographical distribution,

they need no further notice on tliis occasion.

A large frog from the Solomon Islands technically known as Ceratobatra-

chns gvcntheri, and easily recognised by the extremely sharp point formed

by the tip of the nose, is regarded as forming a family

by itself. From all the members of the sub-order under Family

consideration, this frog difters by having both the upper Ceratohrachida.

and the lower jaw armed with a full series of teeth
;

and it is further characterised by the absence of expansion of the extremi.
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ties of the transverse ijrocesses of the sacral vertebra. It is an ugly-

looking creature at best, the large triangular head bearing ridges, and

the p!)inted nose being surmounted with a loose flap of skin, and similar

flaps covering the eyes. The mouth, too, is of enormous cajDacity, and thus

adds to the generally repulsive appearance of this frog. The sharp-nosed

frog is evidently a highly specialised species, since it lays very large eggs,

from which young frogs emerge hi a higlily developed condition, the tadpole

stage being compressed and ]mssed in the eggs. Mr. Guppy writes that

" during the descent from one of the peaks of Faroe Island, 1 stopped at a

stream some 400 feet above the sea, where my native boys collected from the

moist crevices of the rocks close to the Avater a number of transparent,

gelatinous balls, rather smaller than a marble. Each of these balls contained

a young frog about a third of an inch in length. On my rupturing the ball,

the tiny frog took a marvellous leap into existence, and disappeared before I

could catch it."

Suh-Order II.—A rcifera.

The remiining families of the order in which the toiigue is present con-

stitute a second subordinal group, differing from the first by the conforma-

tion of the bones and cartilages of the chest. Instead of the two metacora-

coid bones being connected together in the middle line by a single cartilage

attached to their free inn^r edges, each of the metacoracoids is expanded on
the same side into a plate of cartilage, one of which overlaps the other.

Having the above-mentioned type of chest-structure, the large and important
family of the Leptodadylidce—the Cystignathidce of many authors—are spread

over Central and South America and Australia. In all of

Family them only the upper jaw is furnished with teeth, and the

Leplodactylidce. extremities of the horizontal transverse processes of the

sacral vertebra are either cylindrical, or only slightly ex-

panded. In both these respects these frogs resemble the Ranidce, so that they

may be regarded as holding the same relative position in the present sub-order

as is occui^ied by the latter in the Firmisternia. More than a score of genera

and a very large number of species are included in the family, and it may be

noted that whereas in the majority of the Australian genera the pupil of the

eye is vertical, this is but seldom the case in the American forms. The family

may be divided into three groups, in the first of which the breast-bone ter-

minates below in a rod-like process. To this group belongs the typical genus
Leptodactylus, of which all the numerous species are American. These frogs,

in which the pupil is horizontal, are much like the Eanidce in external

appearance, but the hind-toes are not webbed. They are peculiar in that

during the breeding season the fore-limb becomes much swollen, and in

the skeleton the humerus bears a conspicuous bony ridge. All these frogs

possess a very powerful voice, and in parts of the Argentine their croaking is

a dreadful nuisance. Many of them burrow holes in the ground for their

eggs. As an example of the second group, in which there is no bony rod to

the breast-bone, and the hind-toes are nearly or completely free, we may take

a West Indian species (Ilylndes martinic'iisifi) belonging to a large American
genus, all the species of which are arboreal. This particular kind has the

peculiar habit of laying its large eggs singly in the axils of leaves, where a few
drops of water may from time to time collect after a shower. From these

eggs the young frogs emerge with only a small remnant of the tail, which la
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suon absorbed ; and it appears that during development no gills are produced,
but that the tail, which is richl}' supjilied with blood-vessels, acts as a breathing
organ. A third American genus is Ccratophrijs, which includes the well-known
horned-frogs of Brazil and Argentina, and belongs to a grouj) in which there
is no bony rod to tlie breast-bone, and the hind-toes are more or less fully

webbed. The Brazilian C. hoiei is a huge creature, growing to as much as eight
inches in length, and furnished with a pair

of large horn-like outgrowths on the upper
eyelids. In the Argentine esquerzo (C. ur-

nata) these processes are less developed,
and the whole size is less. Like its kindred,
furnished with an enormous mouth, this

species is beautifully mottled with green,

olive, and gold, and in this respect is really

a handsome creature, although its shape is

hideous. All the larger kinds are very fierce

in disposition, and carnivorous in their

habits, killing and eating small mammals,
birds, reptiles, and other members of their

own order. They are much dreaded by
the natives of the districts they inhabit,

who tell wonderful stories as to their fly-

ing at men, and even at the noses of horses

and cattle. Their bite is stated to produce
very extensive swellings. When attacking
a large animal, they utter a cry more like

a bark than anything else ; but their ordin-

ary note is bell-like. I once brought several

of these frogs in a box to Buenos Aires by rail, and during the journey the guard
and some of the passengers were considerably alarmed by the noises proceed-
ing from the cage, many of them wondering what kind of noisome beasts were
therein enclosed.

Nearly allied to the preceding are the two South American genera iJcndro-
phryniscxis and Batmchophrymis, forming a small family differing fronr the
Leptodadylidce merely l)y the absence of teeth in the up2)er

jaw, and thus serving to connect them with the next grouj-). Family Dendro-
Of far more importance is the almost cosmopolitan and large ]}hry7i{scidie.

toad family, in which teeth are absent in both jaws, while the
extremities of the transverse processes of the sacral vertebra are expanded.
That the family is closely allied to the Lcptodactylidcv is indi-

cated by the ajT^jroximation of two of its genera to two of the
latter. Thus the Australian Pscudophryne resembles Crinia
of the same country, while En(iystomops is like Pcdudicola,

both these latter being South American. Again two other
genera exhibit resemblances to the Eiicjiistomatidce. IVIost of the members of

the family are crawling creatures, but the Javan Ncdcs is completely aquatic
in its habits, and the members of the Oriental and African genus Ncdo-
plirxjnc appear to be arboreal. The members of Eliinophryn'ns —Vs'hich is

one of the two genera approximating to the Engijstumntida'—feed on ants.

Whereas in some forms the extremities of the terminal bones of the toes are
simple, in others, such as Nedophryne, they are shaped like the letter T.
Our remarks must be restricted to the typical genus Biifo, of which there are

Fig. 5.

—

Horned Fboo
(Ceratophrys ornata).

The Toads.

—

Family
Bufoiiidce.
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Fig. 6.

—

Natterjack Toad (Bit/o calamita).

a very large number of species distributed over the greater part of the world,

with the exception of Oceania, Australasia, and Madagascar. In this genua
the* pupil of the eye forms a horizontal slit, the tip of the tongue is not
notched, the toes of the fore-feet are free, but the hinder ones are partially

webbed. Occasionally the ends of the toes are expanded into small discs
;

the head may bear bony ridges, and in many cases the skin is covered with
warts, which under excitement secrete a milky acrid fluid. Two species are

met with in Britain, namely the
common toad {B. vulg.iris), and the
natterjack (B. calamita) ; the latter

being very local in our islands,

and easily recognised by the
whitish or yellow streak on the
middle of the back. Although
not found in Britain, a third

European species is the handsome
green toad {B. vindis), which also

ranges into the north of Africa

and Asia. The males differ from
those of the common species in

possessing a vocal sac beneath the

throat.

Although many of the tree-frogs belonging to this family are very similar

externally to the Dendrobatid(e, they agree with the toads in the conforma-

tion of the skeleton of the chest. From the Bufonidce, they

Family Hylidae. may be readily distinguished by the possession of upper
teeth ; while a still more distinctive peculiarity is to be

found in the claw-shaped terminal joints of the toes. The frogs of this

family, which are mostly arboreal in their habits, and are ranged under a

considerable number of generic divisions, attain their maximum development
in America (especially its tropical regions) and Australasia, but also occur in

Europe and Northern Asia, while a single representative of the typical genus
Hyla is found in India. The genus
just named includes more than a

hundred and fifty species, and has
a distribution coextensive with
that of the family. Whereas the

European H. arborea is a tiny little

creature, some of the Brazilian

species measure as much as three

inches in length. These frogs have
the tips of the toes expanded into

discs, and the hind-feet more or

less fully webbed. In the eye the

pupil is horizontal ; and the hinder
end of the tongue may be either

adherent or partially free. The
males of the European species, and
likewise those of some other kinds,

have a huge vocal sac on the throat.

In order to assimilate them to their surroundings, tree-frogs are of a brillianb

green colour. Except during the breeding season—when they descend tem-

Fig. 7.—European T.>!Ee-Frog (Hyla arborea).
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Fig. 8.—Pouched Fkou (Kototrema.)

porarily to the wateT—they pass their whole time in trees or shrubs,

and are enabled to absorb tlio moisture from leaves by means of special

glands on the skin of the under surface of

the body. Some of the species inliabiting

the hottest parts of Brazil construct basin-

shaped nests of mud in ponds for the

protection of the eggs, this task falling en-

tirely to the share of the female. As an
example of a non-arboreal species, the

North American grasshopper-frog (Acris

gri/llus) may be mentioned. This species,

which is the sole member of its genus, and
is very closely allied to Hyla, sjiends its

time among herbage in moist situations.

More remarkable are the pouched frogs

(Nototrema), Avith several species from
Central and Western Tropical America, and
one from Pernambuco. These frogs are

also closely allied to HyUi, but the females

have a large pouch in the skin of the back,

with its aperture near the hinder end of the

body. In this jjouch the eggs—to the

number of about fifteen—are deposited by
the male, and there they develop into tad-

poles. The gills of the tadpoles are protected by a special bell-like organ :

and the young do not leave the chamber until they have assumed the
adult form.

A small number of genera' constitute a family distinguished from the
Hijlidce by the much greater expansion of the extremities of the horizontal

transverse jji-ocesses

of the sacral verte- Family
bra, and also by the Pelobafidce.

simple terminations

of the end joint of the toes. The
genera have a small geographical
range, but the family occurs in North
America, Euroi:)e, the Oriental coun-
tries and Papua. In the country first

named it is represented by several

species of ScajMojyus, nearly allied to

which are the two Central and South
European species of Pelobates, The
members of both these groups are

burrowing frogs, with the hind-toes

largely webbed, and in their move-
ments they are somewhat inter-

mediate between the true frogs and
the toads. The eggs of the European forms are laid in long strings, which
are twined by the males round the stems of aquatic plants. Another
European species (Pelodytes j^ifnctatns), together with the other genera of

the family, diff'ers from the foregoing in the mode by which the rod forming
the hinder termination of the back-bone is articulated with the last vertebra.

Fig. 9.—Midwife Froo (Alytes).
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The sixth family of the jjiesent sub-order indudes four genera, Avith a very

small number

Family
Discofflossidif.

)f species, and is confined to the northern half of the
Eastern Hemisjihere and New Zealand. Thef^e frogs, which
have teeth in the ujiper jaw, and tlie extremities of the trans-

verse processes of tlie sacral vertebra expandetl, are specially

distinguished by the retention of rudimental ribs. To this

family belong the painted frog {Discoglosms x>ictii.s) from the south (*f Europe
and Algeria, and the fire bellied frog (Bombinator igneus) of Europe and
Asia, the latter having a triangular pupil to the eye, an adherent tongue,

and no drum to the ear. The under-parts are mottled with orange or yellow,

and the croak is very loud. The two European species of midwife -frogs

(Alytes) are so named from the circumstance that the male takes the chains

of eggs laid by the female and winds them round his hind-legs. After
remaining concealed in a hole till the eggs are mature, he enters the water,

when the tadjioles burst their shells.

These two small Tropical American families difier from all the other mem-
Families Hemi- ^^'"^^ of the sub-order in possessing teeth in both jaws, the

phractid(je and first of the two having the extremities of the horizontal

Amphignatho- transverse processes of the sacral vertebra cylindrical,

dontiike. whereas in the second they are expanded.

Sub-Order III.—Aglossa.

The two genera and families by which alone this sub-order is represented
differ from both the other subordinal groups in the complete absence of the
tongue.

The three African species of spur-toed frogs (Xenojms) are sufficiently dis-

tinguished by possessing teeth in the upper jaw and the presence of spur-

like nails on three

Family of the toes of the

XenopodidcR. hind - feet, which
are fully webbed.

Their tadpoles, which are born of

large size, and without external

gills, are furnished with a pair of

barbels to the upper jaw.

The well-known Surinam water-
toad, or pijoa {Pipa americana), of

the Guianas and
Family Brazil, is the only

Pipidtv. member of this

family, which is

characterised by both jaws being
toothless. Externally, the pipa may
be recognised by its short and tri-

angular head, which is furnished
with a large flap of skin at each corner of the mouth, and has very minute eyesf.

The four fi'ont toes are quite free, .and terminate in expanded star-like tips,

but a large web unites all the five toes of the hind-foot. In any state the

creature is ugly, but when the female is carrying her nursery about with her
she is repulsive. Soon after they are laid, the eggs are taken up by the male

Fig. 10.—Surinam "Water-Toad
(Pipa americana).
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and pressed, one by one, into the cells in the thickened skin of his partner's
back, where they grow till they tit closely to the hexagonal form of their cells,

each of which is closed above by a kind of trap-door. After some eighty-
two days the eggs reach their full development and produce, not tadpoles,
but perfect little toads. The reason of this is that tadp^)les, which require to
breathe the air dissolved in water by means of their external gills, could not
exist in tlie cells, and, conseciucntly, this stage of the development is passed
tln\)Ugh very rapidly within the egg. \^'hen ready to come forth, the young
tuads, wliich are usually fioiu sixty to seventy in number, although there may
sometimes be more than a hundred, burst uptn the lids of their cells, and,
after stretching forth tlieir head or a limb, make their appearance. When
free from her charge, the mother rubs oft' what remains (jf the cells against
any convenient stone (jr plant-stem, and comes out in a new skin. After
breeding, these tn.iJs become much flattened, and pass the wlmle uf their

time in water.

ORDER II.-CAUDATA.

NeAVTS AXl) SaLAAI ANDERS.

The ordinary British newts and the black-and-yellow salamander of the
Continent are familiar representatives of an order of amphibians broadly
tlistinguished from the frogs and toads by the jjermanent retention of the tail.

In the .skeleton they difter by the more normal structure of the bones of the

limbs, in which there is no elongation of any of those in the ankle joint,

wliile the ulna and fibula are respectively distinct from the radius and tibia.

T!ie more typical repi'esentatives of the order are lizard-like in external forn),

having a comparatively short body and two pairs of well-developed limbs.

There are, however, certam aberrant types ia which the body becomes more
or less elongated in form, with a diminution in the size of the limbs, and in

some instances the disappearance of the hinder jjair. From the permanent
retention of the tail, it is obvious that even in the more typical forms the
metamorphosis is a much less marked feature among these amphibians than
it is in the frogs and toads. And in certain instances there is no metamor-
pliosis at all—the external gills persisting throughout life. In another case

we have the peculiar condition that whereas certain individuals may retain

their gills permanently, and breed while in this condition, other individuals

of the same species lose their gills, and develop into the proper adult ter-

restrial form before breeding. It is thus evident that these amphibians are

in a state of unstable equilibrium as regards their transformation ; and it

may be a question whether those kinds with permanent gills are not really

larvae, which for some reason have ceased to develop into the proper adult

form.

Numerically, the tailed amphibians form a small group, containing pro-

bably less than one liundred and fifty species, arranged under four families.

They are chiefly confined to the Northern Hemisjihere—where they attain

their maximum development in North America—and are unrepresented in

Australasia, the intra-tropical districts of South America and Africa south of

the Sahara. The true newts are, however, chiefly an Old World group. The
Oriental region is very poorly furnished with these amphibians, having only
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three species altogether. Of these, one is an axolotl from Siam, belonging
to the American genus Ambhjsloma, while the other tAvo constitute the genus
Tylotritoii,, one inluibiting the Liu Kiu Islands, and the other the eastern
part of the Himalaya and Yunnan. All the tailed amphibians are nocturnal
creatures, the great majority of which pass some portion of their time in

water, while others are permanently aquatic. Such as develop lungs and
lose their gills have to rise periodically to the surface of the water in order
to breathe. Theii' tenacity of life forms a striking feature in the physiology
of tliese creatures ; species inhabiting tropical regions, subject to periodical

droughts, becoming torpid at such seasons, while those from colder regions
hibernate. Even envelopment in ice is not always sufficient to destroy life.

The same low organisation is indicated by their power of reproducing the
tail and limbs. Whereas the majority of species have large and well-deveh ped
eyes, a few which inhabit underground waters have lost the power of

sight, and have the rudimental eyes deeply buried beneath the .'•kin. The
aquatic species swim chiefly or entirely by means of a tail, and thus differ

markedly from the frogs, in which the hind-limbs alone are emplojed. Most
of the terrestrial forms are slow-moving creatures, although a few dart about
with the rapidity of lizards. Certain members of the order are peculiar in

producing living young, the tadpoles being in some cases retained within the
body of the female until considerably developed.
The greater number of the members of the order are included in the

family typified by the comnK)n yellow and black salamander, although the

genera may be arranged in four tub-families. As a family,

Family the Scdamandrixhi' are distinguished by undergoing a full

Salamaiidridce. metamorphosis, with the consequent loss of the gills in

the adult condition, as well as by the j^resence of teeth in

both jaws, of eyelids, and of maxillary bones. In the typical sub-family

Scdamandrince, the teeth on the palate are arranged in the form of a jjair of

posteriorly divei'ging rows, such lows Ijeing situated on the inner margins of

two long processes running backwards from the palatine bones. Ko teeth

are developed on the bone forming the hinder part of the inner surface of the

sTvitll, and known as the parasphenoid
;

and in the backbone the bodies of the

vertebne have a cup at the hinder end,

and a ball in front. The common black

and yellow salamander (Salamandra
iuocuIom) is the best-known representa-

tive of the typical genus of the sub-

family, which includes two other sjiecies,

and is confined to Central and Southern
Eurojje, Algeria, and Syria. From the

newts, the tyjiical salamanders may be
distinguished by the following features.

r,. „ ^ ^„ o., .^.^^^T'/sv,;,, 111 form the tail is cylindrical and taper-
F(^. 11.

—

Common Salamander (>oi((- . ,, ^ j j i r^i
mandra maculosa). mg ; there are five toes to each ot the

hind-feet ; the two rows of the teeth on
the palate are curved ; and the tongue, which is of rather large size, and
nearly oval in form, is free at the sides, and to a certain extent behind. The
black ground-colour, marked with a double row of longitudinal yellow

blotches on the head .and back, and similar markings on the upper surface of

the tail and limbs, sufficiently distinguish the salamander from the other
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members of the same genus. This species is a somewhat solitary and slug-

gish creature, spending most of tlie year on land, but resorting to the water
during the spring, when breeding takes place. Usually the young are born
alive, but occasionally eggs are laid, when they almost immediately hatch.

A large number of tadpoles come into the world at once, and these, in

the ordinary mode of development, have already lost their gills. Formerly,
highly poisonous properties were attributed to this salamander—as they,

doubtless, still ai"e among the uneducated peasantry of various parts of

Europe,—and the creature was believed to be capable of being cast into a
furnace without suffering harm. Beyond secreting an acrid fluid, it is, how-
ever, perfectly haiunless. The range of this species includes a considei'able

part of Europe, as well as Syria and Algeria. Nearly allied is the somewhat
smaller black salamander (<S'. atra) of the Alps. Although many eggs may be
found in the body of the female, it appears that only a pair t>f tadpoles are
produced, these being nourished by the eggs which never develop. While
vithin the body of the parent, these tadjjoles have very long external gills,

which are shed previous to birth. Many years ago some tadpoles in the
gilled condition were taken from the parent nnd i)laced in water. Almost
immediately tlie large gills were cast oft', and their place taken by much
smaller ones, which remained for a long period. As remarked by Professor
Mivart, "the curious and notewortliy point in this experiment is the fact

that, after the original gills (which were vniadapted for free external life (have
perished, new and suitable gills become developed, and this not in a struggle
for existence against rivals, but directly and spontaneously from the innate
nature of the animal." The third and last species is 8. caucasica, from the
Caucasus, Avhich differs from the other two in that the tail is shorter than the
head and body. Its colour is black, with rows of roundish yellow spots on
the back. Jt may be remarked here that in both the spotted species the
young are uniformly dark-coloured, the yellow markings being only gradually
acquired. Hence the ornamentation may be regarded as a' lately acquired
feature. On the other hand, Avhere—as in the li(m and deer—skin-markings
occur only on the young, such ornamentation is very ancient, and tending to
disappear. The Spanish salamander (Ghioglossa InsUanica) differs by the
tongue being fixed on a protrusile pedicle.

From the true salamanders, the newts (Molge) are distinguished by the
laterally compressed form of the powerful tail, as well as by their perman-
ently aquatic mode of life. Many of

the species, too, are furnished with an
upright longitudinal fin on the back,
such fin generally attaining a sijecial

development during the breeding season
in the males. Newts range over the
three gi-eat continents of the Northern
Hemisphere, although they are unknown
to the south of the Himalaj^a, and are
much more abundant in the Old World
than in the New They are the only

F/i/. 12.-Crested Newt (il/oJ^e^.to^a).
members of the order inhabiting Britain,

where the common species in many districts is to be met with in every pond.
The handsomest and largest of the British species is the crested newt {M.
cristata), which belongs to a group characterised by the presence of a fin-like
crest on the back of the males, and in some cases of the females also, where.
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however, it is always considerably lower. In the males of the crested newt
the crest is scalloped; and in both sexes the under surface of the body is

orange with black marblings. When in full breeding-dress, a male of this

species is indeed a beautifully-coloured creature. In size it grows to five

inches or rather more. From Sweden southwards, this newt is spread over
the greater part of Europe, with the exception of Italy. It is distinguished

from all other members of the genus by a i)eculiarity in the structure of the
skull. Far more abundant in this country is the much smaller common
newt {M. vnlgaris), in which the crest of the male is likewise festooned, while
the hind-toes of the same sex are lobed during the breeding season, the under
surface of the body being yellowish, with large black spots in the male, and
small dots in the female. In the latter, the back carries either a simple crest

or a mere ridge. It is only in the breeding,'- season that the crest of the male
assumes its full development ; and at this time the tail-fin is also festooned.

With the exception of Western Europe, this species is widely distributed on
the Continent, and also ranges into Asia. The last and smallest of the

British repi'esentatives of the genus is the webbed newt {M. pahnata), which,

in addition to a peculiarity in tlie structure of the skull, is distinguished by
the hind-toes of the male being fully webbed during the breeding- season.

The crest of the male is straight ; and that of the female either very small, or

represented by a ridge. The lower surface of the body is more or less nearly uni-

formly coloured, although there is a narrow streak of orange in the middle line.

Several species found in the south of Europe have no crest in either

sex. The habits of newts are so familiar to all wlio have lived in the country,

that but little need be said on the subject. During the breeding. season, all

are inhabitants of the water ; but later on many of them forsake that element

for a longer or shorter period, and become terrestrial. While some hiber-

nate in holes or beneath stones, others retire to tlie mud at the bottom of

ponds. The eggs are generally deposited on the stems of aquatic plants ; and
when the tadpoles first make their appearance, they have small, simple gills,

behind which are a pair of small pi-ojections, representing tlie future fore-

limbs. In the course of time the gills become branched, the fore-limbs show
their four toes, and the hind-legs make their appearance. Soon after, the

gills begin to shrink, and finally disappear, while lungs are developed, and
the limbs acquire their full adult proportions, when the creature ceases to be

a tadpole, and becomes a newt. It has been already mentioned that the tad-

poles of the frogs and toads differ from those of the newts and salamanders

in that the hind-limbs make their appearance before the front pair. The
reason for this remarkable difference is doubtless to be found in the circum-

stance that in the former group the hind-limbs are proportionately much
larger than in the latter, and consequently require a longer period for growth.

From both the foregoing genera the Italian spectacled salamander (Salaman-

drina perspicillata) is at once distinguished by having only four toes to each

of the hind-feet, the number of toes being consequently tlie same in both

pairs of limbs. It is a small species, varying between three and four inches

in length, with a slightly compressed and keeled tail, and a rough warty skin.

The under surface of the tail and of the hinder end of the body is of a

brilliant carmine red. This salamander inhabits moist, rocky districts, where

its rapid movements render it liable to be mistaken for a lizard. True to its

amphibian nature, it resorts, however, to the water in spring for breeding

purposes. The warty salamander. Tylofriton rerrycosus, of the Eastern

Himalaya and Yunnan, together with the allied T. avdersoni of the Liu-Kiu
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Islands, constitute a genus confined to the Oriental region, and ditfering from
all those mentioned above in the conformation of the skull, in whicli the
pterygoid bones extend forwards to toucli the maxilhe, instead of being
separated from them by an interval. These salamanders have five liind-toes
and the tail strongly compressed. They are inhabitants of mountain dis-
tricts. Nearly all led is the single species of Pacltijfrlfon, from South Kiansi,
Ciuna, in which the tail is cylindrical at the root," although comijressed near
the tip.

In the second auh-idmily— Aiabhjs{o}n<(tiiut— ol. the Salamandridte the
teeth on the palate form either a transverse or posteiiorly converging series,
and are attached to the hinder margin of the posterior porticjn of the
vomers, instead of to processes of the palatine bones. The vertebrae, too,

difier from those of the first group in that both terminal faces of their bodies
are slightly cuiJped ; this being a lower tyj^e of structure than the ball-and-

socket articulation. The type of this grouj.) is the ci'eature known in Mexico
as the axolotl, which is the permanent larval form of a salamander from the
United States described as AnilAtistoma ti(jr>num. It was li)ng thought that
these two forms were totally distinct

animals; but the identity of the two
was conclusively proved by some
Mexican axolotl s kept many years

ago in Paris. One of these layed

eggs, which in due course develojjed

into axolotls, but these latter ulti-

mately assumed the form of the

adult salamander. The most curious

fact about the matter was that where-

as the axolotls bred freely, none of

the adult salamanders could be in-

duced to propagate their kind. There
are several species of the genus in-

habiting North America, and a single

outlying form in the moimt<iiriS of

Siani. With the single exception of

the Mexican race of Amblyst(/»ia

ti(jri)ium, all these appear to pass from the tadpole to the salamander stage

in tlie usuiJ manner. The reason of the Mexican race retaining the larval

stage appears to be that the country is very arid, and unfit for amphibian
life. Consequently the axolotls remain ijermanently in the large lake by
which the city of Mexico is surrounded. In this larval condition they have
a long comjjressed tail, with a crest above and below, which is continued as

a ridge on the back ; and on tlie sides of the neck are abundant bushy
external gills. The limbs are rather small, and the general hue of the skin
is mottled olive. On the other hand, the adult—which is normally developed
in the United States— is au ordinary-looking salamander, with a relatively

large head, good-sized limbs, and a sub-cylindrical tail ; the colour of the'

skin being blackish or brown, with numerous yellow spots. 'As special,

characteristics of the genus Amblydoma, it may be mentioned that the teeth

on the palatines are arranged either in nearly a straight line or in an angle

without any wide gap in the middle, and that the tongue bears a series of

radiating pleats. Very closely allied is the genus Lingiudapsus. A specimen
of L. anjiulatus has been taken in Arkansas from a hot spriu'f. Of the other

'
2 F

l''i(j. 13.—Adult Axolotl
{Amblystoma tUjrlnum).
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cenera included in the sub-family now under consideration, Eanidens from

the north-eastern provinces of China and the east of Siberia, Batrachyperus

from Tibet, and Dicamptodon from California, constitute a group character-

ised by the teeth on the palate forming a pair of arches, separated from one

another in the middle line, and with the convexity forwards. Tlie second of

these genera differs from the otlier two in that the hind-feet are four-toed.

A third group is formed by the Japanese Onychodadylus, in which the palatal

teeth form a double arch, without any medium gap, while the claws are black.

In the last group, represented by the Japanese and Chinese Hynobius, and
Salamandrclla of Eastern Siberia and Kamschatka, the palatal teeth converge

backwards in a somewhat V-shaped figure ; the first genus having five hind-

toes, and the second only four.

The other two sub-families are small. In the first, or Pletliodontince, the

parasjihenoid bone difi'ers from that of the two preceding sub-families in

bearing teeth ; the vertebrae being of the same type as in the Amblystomatinoe.

Of the genera included, Autodax (Anaidcs), Flethudon, and Batrachoseps form
a North American group characterised by the tongue being attached along

the medium line as far as its front margin ; the first genus having very few
teeth in the jaws, while in the second the hind-toes are five in number, and
in the third only four. The second group, which is likewise North American,

although its first genus ranges into Central America and the West Indies,

includes Spelerpes and Mattculus, and differs from the last m that the tongue

is attached only by a pedicle from the middle of the lower surface, so that

all its edges are free.

The fourth and last sub-family, Desmognathince, is also North American,

and while agreeing with the third in having teeth on the parasphenoid, differs

in that the bodies of the vertebrte are cupped behind and convex in front.

In the typical genus Desmognathus the tongue is attached all along the middle

line, whereas in Thorius it has a central pedicle, and is thus mushroom-like.

Haptoglossa, from Costa Rica, is nearly allied to the latter, but differs in that

the tongue is adherent in front. Of more interest is the single species of

Typhlotriton, which inhabits a cave in Missouri, and is totally blind, the

rudimental eyes being buried beneath the continuous skin of the head.

Although very small, the second family of the tailed amphibians is note-

worthy on account of containing the largest members of the entire order.

Most of the few species are North American, but the giant

Family salamander is an inhabitant of Japan and China. In their

Amphiumidue. general structural characters the members of this family

agree with the Salaniandridce, from which they are sharply

difl'erentiated by the absence of eyelids. All of them have the bodies of the

vertebrte cupped at both ends, and in all the body is much elongated, and the

relatively small fx'ont and liind-limbs widely sundered from one another.

These features are cleai'ly indicative of a closer relationship with fishes than
obtaiirs in the case of the true salamanders and newts. The same affinities

are indicated by the aquatic habits of these creatures, and likewise by the

permanent retention of internal gills ; and, owing to the presence of the latter,

respiration can be efl'ected without the necessity of coming to the surface, at any
rate for a considerable time. It is interesting to note that remains of a fossil

species belonging to the same genus as the giant salamander occur in the Ter-

tiary rocks of the Continent, from which it may be inferred that the family

has migrated westward. The giant salamander {Mcgnlnhntrachvs maximus)
is a huge sluggish creature, frequently growing to as much as a yard in length.
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and occasionally considerably more. With its flat, oval head, depressed body,
warty skin, short, si)lay-tocd limbs, and highly compressed tail, its ajjpearance
is by no means prepossessing, and when lying almost motit)nless in a tank of

slimy green water in the reptile-house in the London Zoological Gardens, the
attention it attracts from the gcnei'al public is probably but slight. Never-
theless it is one of the most interesting of living animals, jind our notions of

zoological affinities would be much less clear than they are had this salamander
and its allies become cxtiiict. Externally this salamander is distinguished
by having four toes in front and three behind, and likewise by the absence of

gill-openings on the sides of the neck. Internally it will be found that there
are two arches for the supjjort of the gills on each side. If the mouth be
opened, it will be seen that its floor is completely c(jvered by the closely

adherent tongue, and also that the teeth on the palate form a series running
parallel to those on the edge of the upper jaw, these teeth being situated on
the vomers. These salamanders, M'hicli, as already said, ai'c common to Japan
and Ciiina, inhabit clear mountain streams, where they feed on such aquatic
creatures as they are able to

capture ; in captivity, at least,

they are known to be cannibals,

but this depraved taste was pro-

bably develojjed owing to lack

of a sufficiency of other food.

In autumn the female lays a
number of small eggs ; but the

eaily stages of development are

unknown, although it is pro-

bable that at first the young
tadpoles arc provided with ex-

ternal gills. The much smaller
Mississippi salamander, or hell-bender (CriqjtohranclMs lateralis)., is dis-

tinguished by the retention of a gill-opening on one or both sides of the

neck, and the free front edge of the tongue, as well as by the presence of

four pairs of arches for the support of the internal gills. Less than twenty
inches seems to be the maximum size of this salamander. Geographically

the range of the sjjecies extends from the Mississippi basin and the streams

of the Lt)uisianian district to North Carolina.

Very diflerent m appearance and structure from Tsoth the preceding is the

species representing the genus Amphi%una, which has a somewhat more ex-

tended range than the hell-bender, since it is found in South Carolina. It is

an exceedingly elongated eel -like creature, with very minute limbs, of which
tlie front pair are situated close to the head, while the hinder ones are placed

very far back at the commencement of the tail, which is much shorter than
the body. It is a rather curious circumstance that whereas in some examples
each foot is furnished with three toes, in others the number is reduced to

two ; but in organs which ai-e either about to disappear, or ai-e in the course

of development, similar variations are by no means of unfi-equent occurrence.

In the nature of its food this creature is very similar to the Mississippi

salamander ; but whereas the latter occasionally leaves the water for a stroll

on the bank, it does not appear that the former ever quits its native

element. The female AmpJuuina deposits a string of eggs resembling a

rosary, round which she subsequently ccjils herself, after arranging the string

in a mass.

Fig. 14.—Giant Salamander
{Meyalohairachus maximus).
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.

Fig. lo.—Oh>i (Pi uteus anguineits).

According to the system of classitication now favoured by zoologists, the

tailed amphibians constitute a series regularly descending in their grade of

organisation ; and with the present family we reach a group

FamUy in which the external gills of the young are permanently

Proleidce. retained, while there are two pairs of rudimental limbs. An
additional peculiarity is to be found in the absence of the

maxilla in the scull. As in the preceding family, the bodies of the vertebrae

have cupped terminal faces, and eyelids are wanting. The typical member
of the family is the famous olm (Frotcns) from the subterranean waters

of Carniola, Carinthia, and Dalmatia. No better description of this creature

is extant than one by Sir liumijhry Davy, which runs as follows:—"At
first sight you might suppose this

creature to be a lizard, but it has tlie

motions of a fish. Its head and the

lower part of its body and its tail

bear a strong resemblance to those

of an eel ; but it has no fins ; and its

curious bronchial organs are not like

the gills of fishes , they form a

singular vascular structure, almost

like a crest round the throat, which
uiay be removed without occasioning

the death of the animal, which is like-

wise furnished with lungs. With
this double apparatus for supplying air to the blood, it can live either below

or above the surface of the water. Its fore-feet resemble hands, but they

have only three claws or fingers, and are too feeble to be of vise in grasjjing

or supporting the weight of the animal. The hinder feet have only two
claws or toes, and in the larger specimens are found so im^jerfect as to be

almost obliterated. It has small points in place of eyes, as if to preserve the

analogy of nature. It is of a fleshy whiteness and transparency in its natural

state, but when exposed to light, its skin gradually becomes darker, and at

last gains an olive tint. Its nasal oi'gans appear large ; and it is abundantly
furnished with teeth, from which it may be concluded that it is an animal of

Ijrey ;
yet in its confined state it has never been known to eat, and it has

been kept alive for many years by occasionally changing the water in which

it was kept." From the olm the North Amei'ican genus Nectitrus is at

once distinguished by the possession of well-developed eyes, and likewise by
the presence of four toes to each foot. In form, too, it is more lizard-like,

the body lacking the eel-like elongation characteristic of the olm, while the

limbs are less rudimental. There are two species of the genus, one of which
is not uncommon in the rice-fields of the Southern United States. Although
both breathe almost entirely by means of their plume-like external gills, it

is stated that they will occasionally venture on land, when the lungs of

course become the respiratory organs. In sinking a well recently in Texas, a
third generic representative of the family was discovered at a depth of 180

feet in a subterranean stream. This form is related both to Proteus and
Necturus, and has been named Typhlomolge rathhuni. It is charactel-ised by
the great length and slenderness of its limbs, and the broad, 'flattened, and
squared muzzle.

The last family of the tailed amphibians is confined to North America,

where it is rejiresented by Siren lacertina of the South-Eastern United
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States and I'scmlobranchns dridtvs of Cleurgia. Both these lowly creatures

have long eel-like bodies, external gills, and a small pair of front-legs. The
hind - legs are,

however, totnl- Family
ly wanting, and Sirenidfp..

there are no
teeth in the margins of the jaws.

Jn the species first named

—

which may measure nearly

twenty inches in length—there

are three pairs of gill-openings

on the sides of the neck, and
each of the fore-feet is fur-

nished with four toes. From
this genus Pseudohranchus is dis-

tinguished by the presence of

only a single pair of gill-aper-

tures, and the reduction of the

front toes to three. These sala-

manders frequent damp situa-

tions and pools, and occasionally ascend the aerial roots or stems of trees.

They are carnivorous in their habits, and are able to breathe either by their

gills or their lungs. During the colder months of the year they hibernate.

Fig. 16.—Two-Leoged Salamander (Siren laceriina).

ORDER III.—APODA.

C.ECILIANS.

The third and last order of Amphibia is represented by the blind, burrow-

ing creatures commonly known as crecilians. In appearance they are so

worm-like that by the non-scientific observer they might readily be mistaken

for Invertebrates. In the adult state they show no trace of limbs; but bud-

like remnants of hind-legs have been detected in the embryos of Ichthyophis

glutinosus. This clearly shows that they are a degraded form, but whether

they are descended—as has l)een considered the case—from the tailed

amphibians may, perhaps, be doubtful, seeing that they differ from that

group in an important feature connected with their i-epi'oduction. They
have either a rudimental tail or none at all, and they are further character-

ised by certain structural peculiarities in the osteology of the skull. The
eyes are generally deeply buried beneath the skin, or placed beneath the

bones of the skull, and in certain members of the group overlapping scales

are concealed deep down in the skin. The head is provided with a tentacle,

which may be capable of protrusion and retraction. Cpecilians present a very

remarkable geographical distribution, being restricted to South and Central

America (with the West Indies), Africa south of the Sahara, the Seychelles,

and the Oriental countries. Their absence from Madagascar, coupled with

their existence in the Seychelles, is a very noteworthy circumstance, and
seems to indicate a connection between those islands and either Africa or

India after Madagascar was insulated. The adults burrow in moist earth,
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like worms, where they lay large eggs, fiuiu which, in due course, are de-

veloped tadpoles furnished, at least before birth, with gills. Soon after

hatching, the tadpoles take to the water, where they appear to remain until

they assume the adult condition.

All the members of the order are so similar in structure that they are

included in a single faniily group. The first genus, Ic}dhyop]iis, includes two
species, ranging from India to the Malayan Islands ; but

Family whereas one (I. (ihithiosns) is also found in Ceylon, the
CcKciliicke. second (I. monoclirous) is unknown there. Li these species

overlapping hsli-like scales arc embedded in tlie skin, the

eyes are distinguishable, the lower jaw is furnished with a double series of

teeth, and the tentacle, whicli is capable of protrusion, is situated near the

upper lip between the eye and the nostril. The first-named species grows to a

length of about fifteen inches, but has a diameter of only half an incli. Writing
of this species in Ceylon, the late

Sir J. Emerson Tcnncnt Avrote as

follows:—"The rocky jungle,

bordering the higher coffee estates,

provides a safe retreat for a very
singular animal, first introduced
to the notice of Euroi)ean natural-

ists by Linnoeus, who gave it the

name C(ccilia glntmosa, to indi-

cate tAvo jjeculiarities manifest to

the ordinary observer, an appar-
ent defect of vision, from the eyes
being so small, and embedded as

to be scarcely distinguishable, and
the power of secreting from
minute pores in the skin a viscous

fluid, resembling that of snails,

eels, and some salamanders. Specimens are rare in Europe, owing to the

readiness with which it decom2:»oses, breaking down into a flaky mass in the

spirits in which it is attem^jted to preserve it. The creature is about the

length and thickness of an ordinary round desk-ruler, a little flattened before

and rounded beliind. It is brownish, with a pale stripe along either side.

The skin is furrowed into 350 circular folds, in Avhich are embedded minute
scales. The head is tolerably distinct, with a double low of fine curved teeth

for seizing the insects and worms on which it is supposed to feed.'' More
recent observations—especially those of Dr. Sarasin—have largely increased

our knowledge of the mode of life of these strange and interesting creatures,

which are generally found in soft mud. As already mentioned, rudiments of

hnid-limbs have been detected in the embryos. The large globular eggs are

laid in a burrow near water, and are brooded by the female, who coils her

body round the mass. The tadj^oles are not hatched until after the loss of their

external gills, and when they take to the water they breathe through a pair

of gill-openings on tlie sides of the neck. These tadpoles have a very fish-

like head, in which the eyes are much more distinct than in the adult, while

they have also a well-defined and highly- com pressed tail, furnished below and
above with a fin, after the manner of a frog's tadpole. A nearly-allied Ori«

ental genus is Eincrimops, with a single species. From Ichlhyoi^his the

^enus Uroiotyphhis is readily distinguislied 1)y the tentacle being situated

Fig. 17.—A C^ciLiAN Brooding its Eggs
(Ichthyophis glutinosus).
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below the nostril. The genus is represented by two species from Southern
India, a West African form which has been referred to it having been shown to

belong to Geotiiipcfcs. In the foregoing genera the tentacle has a conical

form, but in the typical genus Ca'cilia, which is coniined to Tropical South
America, it becomes tlap-like, with a horse-shoe shaped groove at the base, its

situation being below the nostril. On the otlier hand, in the nearly-allied

T[ypo(jeophis, the same organ is placed below the nostril. This genus is

specially interesting on account of its geographical distribution, having two
species from Africa, and two from the Seychelles. A West African species

formerly included in the same genus is now distinguished as Geotrypetes

jx'.tersi. Still more i^emarkable is the distribution of the genus Dermophis,

which has several species from Tropical America, one from West Africa, and
another from the eastern side of the latter continent. From the preceding

kinds this genus is distinguished by the globular form of the tentacle, which
is surrounded by a circular groove, and situated below and in front of the

eye.

In addition to the presence of scales in the skin, all the preceding genera

are characterised by the eyes l)eing either distinct or buried only in the skin.

From these, Gxjmnopis and Hcrpde difler in that the same organs have sunk
so deep as to be actually beneath the bones of the skull. In the former

genus, which is confined to Tropical America, the globular tentacle is sur-

rounded by a circular groove, and placed close to the muzzle, whereas in the

latter—which is West African—it is nearer the nostril.

In the remaining genera of the family, the skin is devoid of scales. Of
these, Gegenoph is, as represented by a single Indian species, is remarkable
on account of its extremely restricted range, being apparently recorded only

from the Peria peak, in the Wynad district, at an elevation of about five

thousand feet. Even there it is stated to be of rare occurrence. Unlike most
of its kind, it lives under stones. As a genus, this ca'cilian is characterised

by the eyes being beneath the bones of the skull, and by the tentacle being

globular, and surrounded by a circular groove. From this genus, Sip>honops,

with three species inhabiting Tropical South America, differs by the distinct

eyes, and the flap-like tentacle, which has a horse-shoe shaped groove at the

base, and is placed much nearer to the eye than to the nostril. The allied

genus Tiiphlonectes, from the same regions, may be distinguished by the ten-

tacle, which is of similar shape, being nearer to the nostril than to the eye, as

also by the compression of the hinder end of the body. Lastly, we have the

South American Chthonerpetum, which diflers from all the other scaleless

forms in the ari'angement of some of the bones of the skull. It has a flapr

like tentacle, situated mid-way between the eye and the nosti-il. One species

of this genus is found in the neighbourhood of Buenos Ayres, and is thus

more southern than any other American member of the family.



SUB-KINGDOM I.—VERTEBRATA.

CLASS v.—PISCES.

By R. Lydekker, B.A., F.R.S., V.P.G.S., Ac.

In tlie preceding section it has been sliown that tlie tadpoles of the Amphibia
make a very close approximation in structure—and to a certain extent also in

form—to fishes. The resemblance, however, stops suddenly short in regard
to the structure of the limbs. In all amphibians the limbs resemble those

of the higher vertebrates in being composed of a definite number of segments,

and terminating in distinct digits, which are normally five in number. On
the other hand, although in fishes there are distinct segments in the upper
portion of the limbs, these do not correspond exactly with those of the higher
animals, and there are no structures corresponding Avith fingers and toes.

TJie limbs are, in fact, fins, and terminate either in a fi'inge of rays, or, more
rarely, in a jointed cartilaginous rod, bordered on one or both sides with a
smaller number of somewhat similar rays. In some fishes, it is true, limbs

are wanting ; but then this is also the case among the higher vertebrates,

and does not impair the classificatory value of these appendages. Another
important distinction from amphibians is to be found in the circumstance that

the median fins of fishes—which are always present in some form or other—have
rays similar to tho5e of the paired fins. Accordingly, in a popular way, fishes

may be defined as aquatic, cold-blooded, back-boned animals, breathing the

air in water by gills (sometimes supplemented by lungs), and furnished with
paired nostrils, paired and median fins, the former of which (when present)

differ essentially from the limbs of higher animals. Tliis definition will

suffice to distinguish the class Pisces from all the preceding classes, but as it

fails to differentiate the group fi-rm the lampreys (now regarded as a class

apart), it must be added that all Pisces liave a functional lower jaw.

Whether the earliest ancestors of fishes were as purely aquatic in their

habits as their descendants is a question somewhat difficult to answer, although
th.e reply should probably be in the affirmalive. Anyway, it is certain that

Ave have at present no indications of a direct transition between fislies and
the classes immediately above and immediately below them, so that they
stand out as one of the best defined of all groups ; and there is very consider-

able uncertainty whether the paired fins of fislies can be regarded as the
ancestral type from wliicli the limbs of higher animals were evolved. In
spite of certain minor variations—as exemplified by the diflference in shape
between an eel and a flat fish—all the members of the class are characterised

by the adaptation of their bodily form to an aquatic life, a feature in which
they resemble Avhales and porpoises among mammals. As is well observed
by Dr. Bashford Dean, this adaptation to aquatic existence "has stamped
them in a common mould, and has prescribed tlie laws which direct and limit

456
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their evolution ; it has compressed their head, trunk, and tail into a spindle-

like form ; it has given them an easy and rapid motion, enal)ling them to

cleave the water like a rounded wedge. It has made their mode of movement
one of undulation, causing the sides of the fish to contract rhythmically,

thrusting the animal forward." Very beautiful indeed are the lines of a

typical swift-swimming fish, such as the common mackerel ; and in a front

view the sectional outline will be found to form a perfect ellipse, from which
project the fins as tliin vertical or oblique ridges.

Interesting and important as is the structure of fishes in general, our

remarks on this subject must be the briefest. Here it is important to

mention that the ordinary bony fish of the present day, such as a mackerel

or a roach, are very specialised forms, and aftord but little idea of the general

or primitive structural type of the class, a shark or a lung-fish being far pre-

fei-able in this respect. Among tlie S2)ecial organs of many, althougli by no
means all fishes, is the air-bladder, wliich has the power of altering the

specific gravity of tlie body to accord with that of the surrounding water.

Frequently this bladder is connected by means of a duct with the Q3Sophagus,

and in the lung-fishes it assumes the characters of a lung. Of the external

coverings of fishes, the most characteristic are the scales, although these are

wanting in some groups and in certain members of others. The ordinary

over-lapping scales are classified as cycloid or ctenoid, according as to whether
the free margin is entire or pectinate. When they are coated with a highly

polished enamsl-like structure, and at the same time are more or less

lectangular in form, they are termed ganoid. The lateral line found on the
sides of many fishes is formed of scales, modified partly for the purpose of

suppljung mucus. Tiio terminal portions of the fins—namely, the fin-rays

—

are likewise structures formed in the skin ; and these rays are articulated

below with the interspinal bones in the bony fishes, and with the radial

cartilages in the sharks and rays. The paired fins comprise the pectoral and
pelvic ; and the median or unpaired, the dorsal, caudal, and anal. When
the pelvic pair are situated in advance of the pectorals, they are said to bo
jugular in position ; when in the same line, thoracic ; and when far back,

abdominal. Of the internal structure of the paired fins, such observations as

are necessary may be deferred till the difierent groups are treated of ; but it

may be mentioned that when the rays of the caudal fin surround the hinder
extremity of the back-bone symmetrically, the tail-fin is said to be diphycercal.

When, on the other hand, the upper lobe is greatly developed at the expense
of the lower, while the rays are un.symmetrically, as in the sharks, it is termed
heterocercal. More specialised than either of the foregoing is the so-called

horaocercal or completely forked tail, in which, although the back-bone
terminates in an abbreviated unsymmetrical manner, the arrangement of the

rays is symmetrical. Whereas in some fishes the notochord persists in its

original form, in others it is partially surrounded by rudimental vertebral

arches, and in the higher forms is completely replaced by bony vertebra*.

Much the same may be said with regard to the primitive cartilaginous skull,

which is retained in its original form in the sharks, but is completely bony in

the higher fishes, in which, in addition to bones developed from cartilage, a

number of investing so-called dermal bones likewise arise. Dermal bones,

too, are developed in the pectoral girdle of the latter group. Very important
in the skull of the bony fishes is the gill-cover or operculum, which when
fully developed comprises the bones respectively known as the pre-, sub-,

and interopercular, and the opercular proper. The gill-membrane aids the
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operculum in closing the gill-cavity in the higher fishes, and in this may be

developed the so-called brancliiostegal rays. In the membrane joining the

two branches of the lower jaw may be certain large jugular plates. The
teeth of fishes need not engage our attention further than to notice that they

may be developed not only in the jaws and. on the bones of the palate, but

likewise also on the tongue and the pharyngeal lones of the throat. The soft

internal parts must likewise be passed over almost without notice, although

it may be mentioned tliat whereas the heart generally comprises only two

chambers, in the lung- fishes it is furnished with three. The false gills, or

remnants of a former gill situated in front of the permanent pair, and re-

presented in the adult by a plexus of blood-vessels, are likewise too important

not to be named. Then, again, there are the spiracles of the sharks, which

are situated on the head, and are the openings of canals leading into the

pharynx, and representing the first visceral clefts of the embryo. It is like-

wise important to notice that certain fishes, such as the bichir of the Nile

and some of the lung-fishes, develop during the earlier stages of their existence

pectinate external gills, and thus serve to connect the class with the larval

forms of the Amphibia. As regards reproduction, it must suffice to say that

whereas most fishes lay eggs—it may be of very small size, when they are

collectively known as roe, or comparatively large—in certain kinds these

are retained within the body of the parent till hatched. The interesting

subject of distribution—both in depth and in horizontal extent—must be

passed over without mention.

Excluding lampreys and lancelets, which are here assigned to distinct

classes, very different views have been entertained even by modern systematists

as to the proper classification of fishes. By Dr. Giinther the following scheme

for the existing forms was followed even as late as 1880, viz. :
—

Sub-class I. Pal.eichthves.
Order i. Chonuropterygii.

Section 1. Plagiostomata.—Sharks and Rays.

,, 2. Holocephala.—Chimffiroids.

Order ii. Ganoidei.
Section 1. Dipnoi.—Lung-fishes.

,, 2. Chondrostei.— Sturgeons.

,, 3. Poly pteroidei.—Bichir.

,, 4. Lepidosteoidei.—Bony Pike.

,, 5. Amioidei.—Bow-fin.

Sub-class II. Teleostei.—Bony Fishes.

Order i. Acanthopterygii.

„ ii. Acanthopterygii Pharyngognathi.

,, iii. Anacanthini.

,, iv. Physostomi.

,, V. LOPHOBRANCHII.

,, vi. Plectognathi.

The defects in this classification, are the Avide separation of the Ganoidei

from the Teleostei, which, through the intervention of extinct forms, pass

completely into one another, and the association of the Chimgeroids with the

Sharks and Rays to form a single subordinal group.

A far better scheme is the one just published by Dr. Bashford Dean, which

is as follows •— -
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Sub-class I. Elasmobranoiiii.—Sharks and Rays.

,, II. HoLOCEPHALi.—Chiniioroids.

,, III. Dipnoi.—Lung-fishes.

„ IV. Teleostomi.—Ganoids and Bony Fishes.

Order i. Crossopterygii.—Fringe-tinned Group.

,, ii. AcTiNOPTERYtiii.—Fan-tinned Grou]).

Section 1. Chondrostei.—Ganoids.

„ 2. Teleocephali.—Bony Fishes.

Even this system lias, however, certain disadvantages, and the following

arrangement appears preferable. This is as follows, vi~. :

—

Sub-class I. Dipxoi.—Lung-Cshes.

,, II. HoLOCEPHALi. — Chimiieroids.

,, III. Teleostomi.—Bony Fishes and Ganoids.

Order i. Actinopterygii.—Fan-finned Group.

.. ii. Crossopterygii.—Fringe-finned Group.

Sub-class IV. Elasmobranchii.—Sharks and Rays.

With these preliminary remarks, we may proceed to a brief systematic

review of the various groups of the class. It must, however, be remembered

that the number of existing fishes is so vast that it is quite impossible to

notice even all the family types, while of the genera only a small percentage

are selected for mention. It must also be born in mind that the true relation-

ships of the sub-classes cannot be properly grasped unless the fossil forms

are also studied.

SUB-CLASS I.—DIPNOL

Luxg-Fishes.

Like the next, the present group is now represented by a very small

number of species, and as it was abundant in earlier epochs, it is evidently

one that is on the wane. "Whereas in many respects the lung-fishes approxi-

mate to the amphibians, in others they show affinity to the earlier sharks
;

and it has been suggicsted that they ought to forni a class intermediate

between Amphibia and Pisces. Regarding them, however, merely as a sub-

class of the latter, they agree with the Chimaeroids in the essential feature

that there is no movable separate suspending arrangement for the lower jaw
;

and from this peculiarity the name of Autostylica has been suggested for the

two sub-classes in question. In the existing members of the group, which
form the order Sirenoidei, the body is thick and spindle-shaped, its covering

consisting of large overlapping horn-like scales, and the tail forming a diphy-

cercal fin. In form, the head approximates to that of amphibians, as it does in

its slimy integument. The paired fins are of the fringed type, their skeleton

consisting typically of a jointed cartilaginous rod, fringed on both sides with

divergent rays. In the skull the original cartilaginous cranium is roofed over

with dermal membrane-bones, and the nostrils have posterior apertures

opening into the back of the mouth to fuim true posterior nostrils, the latter
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feature distinguishing these fishes from all other members of the class. , The
small and compressed gills open externally by a single aperture which is pro-

tected by an operculum, from beneath which may protrude stunted and
rudiraental external gills. The
nerves supplying the eyes, where
they cross one another, have an
interlacing of their fibres, and the
sh )rt digestive tract exhibits the
sh irk-like feature of a spiral valve
ill the membrane of the intestine.

Not only is the elongated and
sacculated air-bladder provided with
a duct, but it acts in all respects as

a lung, with which indeed it is in

every sense comparable. The
backbone is mainly notochorda),

true vertebrse being developed only
in the caudal i-egion. The denti-

consists of a few very large and

F?'(/. 1.—Australian Lung-Fish.

tion is of a very peculiar type, and
strongly-ridged plates, most of which are paired, and divided by a distinct

median line.

Lung-fishes are now represented only by three species, belonging to as

many distinct ganera, but all included in the single family Lfpidosiienido;,

Of these, the least specialised is the Australian lung-fish (Ceratochts), which in

the form of its paired fins retains more of the primitive type than does either

of the other two. The scales are very large, and the paired fins are broad

and lobate, consisting of a central scaled portion bordered by a fringe. Mar-

ginal tee'th are wanting in the jaws ; but the palate contains a pair of large

dental plates behind, and a couple of smaller chisel-like .teeth in front, the

lower jaw having a single pair of large plates. Long before it was known to

science, the Australian lung-fish was familiar to the settlers on the banks of

the two great rivers of Queensland, on account of the excellent quality of its

salmon-coloured flesh ;—whence the name of Buinett salmon commonly
applied to it. The fish, -which grows to a couple of yards in length, lives

among mud and leaves, and rises at

times to the surface to breathe.

Its food consists of both vegetable

and animal substances ; and the

large eggs are de{)osited singly. In

the two remaining forms—ono of

wliich (Lepidosiren) inhabits the

rivers of Tropical South America,

and the other (Protoptervs) those

of Africa—the body is more eel-

like, the limbs are reduced to whip-

like filaments, and the anterior teeth

are situated in the margins of the

jaws. In many parts of the country

the African lung-fish during the

dry season envelops itself in a kind

of shell or cocoon of mud, and in this state it can be dug up and exported,

reviving when placed in warm water. Dv. Dean observes that "lung-fashes

fig'. 2—African Lung-Fish.
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have unquestionably many structures which may have been derived from the
more generalised conditions of the sharks ; and as a group they may not un-
reasonably be looked upon as descended from the primitive elasmobranchian
stem."

SUB-CLASS II.—HOLOCEPHALI.

Chim.kkoid.s.

The group typically represented by the spook-fish or clum?era is, as already
mentioned, now a small and waning one, which agrees with the last in the
structure of the skull. In spito of thuir many marked resemblances to the
sharks, the writer last quoted is of opinion that they cannot be closely associ-

ated with that group. This external resemblance to the Elasmobranchii,
coupled with the total absence of membrane-bones from the cartilaginous

skull, at once serves to diflerentiate the chimajras from the lung-fishes ; from
which they also differ by the absence of true posterior nostrils, although there

are nasal passages. Further differences are to be found in the form and
structure of the paired fins, and the absence of an air-bladder. The optic

nerves and intestine are similar to those of the lung-fishes and sharks ; and
the accessory reproductive organs of the ma'les, known as claspers, are found
elsewhere only in the latter group. Unlike the lung-fishes, the skin is gener-
ally naked, and when (as in the young) hard structures are developed therein,

these agree with teeth, Avhereas such plates as are found in the lung-fishes

are bony. Although the paired fins are not very unlike those of modern
sharks, consisting of an abbreviated base and numerous rays arranged in a
fan-like manner, their dermal mai'gins are very large, and terminate in a
sharp point. A large spine

protects the front of the first

dorsal fin, which is capable
of being folded so as to lie

in a groove in the back.

The gill-arches are closely

packed, and open by one
aperture on each side, which
is slit-like, and protected
with a dermal fold contain-

ing an operculum of carti-

lage. The teeth are in the
form of large plates closely

affixed to the jaws, and are
thickly studded with roughened grinding facets termed tritors. In the car-

tilaginous skeleton the axis of the back-bone remains notochordal, its sheath
lacking distinct vertebra;, but being strengthened in the fore-part of the

column by rings of cartilage. A lateral line is present on the sides of the

body, and the tail gradually tapers away, to terminate in a diphycercal fin.

Like sharks, chimoeroids deposit large eggs, which are completely separate
from one another.

Existing chimajroids are classed under three genera, all included in the
family ChiriKeridce. The first of these is Harriotta^ which comprises two deep

Fig. 3.—Common Chim-era.
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sea forms, one from the Atlantic and the other from Japanese waters. It

appears to be the most shark-like type, and is characterised by the long

slender beak, and the absence of an appendage on the forehead of the males.

'From the small size of the claspers in the same sex, it has been inferred that

the eo'gs are fertilised after extrusion. The second genus, CallorJiynchus,

is represented by the bottle-nosed chimasra of the Southern Seas, and, to-

o-ether with the next, has an erectile spine on the forehead of the males. In

form it is very shark-like, with the tail inclined upwai-ds and without a fin on

its upper surface ; the muzzle being of moderate length, m itli a cartilaginous

prominence terminating in a flap of skin. C'himctra,oi which there are three

species, is less shark-like than the other two, with the extremely abbreviate

muzzle devoid of any appendage, and the whii)-like tail forming a continua-'

tion of the longitudinal axis of the body, and tinned for some distance both

above and below. These fishes appear to be rare and local, and are gener-

ally taken in fairly deep water. Little is known of their life-history, but

immature examples have been captured at great depths. Although some
writers have considered the chimteroids as degenerate types allied to the

Dipnoi, Dr. Bashford Dean is of opinion that they are more nearly related to

the primitive sharks. If this should prove to be well founded, the autostylic

type of skull must have been independently acquired in the Dipnoi and
Holocephali, and cannot, consequently, be of much classificatory value.

SUB-CLASS III.—TELEOSTOML

Bony Fishes and Ganoids.

The passage between the modern bony fishes and the ancient ganoids having

been discovered to be complete, there is no possibility of assigning these

two nominal groups to distinct sub-classes, or even orders, and. accordingly,

all the fishes which come under the designation either of Dipnoi, Holo-

cephali, or Elasmobranchii, are now classed fis Teleostomi. Indeed, the

terms bony fishes and ganoids, as Dr. Bashford Dean well remarks, can only

be used in a popular and convenient sense—the latter to denote the old-

fashioned type, with its rectangular ganoid scales and cartilaginous internal

skeleton, and the former to designate the modem type, with its rounded

horny scales and fully calcified skeleton. The group is a very vast one,

including by far the great majority of existing forms, and a host of extinct

ones ; and the range of variation is so great that a concise definition is by no

means easy. All the members of the sub-class are, however, broadly distin-

guished both from Dipnoi and Holocephali by the existence in the skull of a

movable apparatus for the suspension of the lower jaw, this type of skull

structure being known as the hyostylic. In the internal skeleton, calcification

exists to a greater or lesser degree, and membrane-bones are always present on
the jaws. Moreover, the membrane-bones of the pectoral girdle, like the

scapula and the various clavicular bones, form a chain connected with the

posterior region of the skull. Very important is the close crowding of the

gill-arches, and their complete protection by a fully-developed operculum.

The external skeleton, when present, consists either of rounded horn-like

scales, or of quadrangular bony plates. All the living forms deposit a vast
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number of minute eggs, crowdetl together into a mass. Whereas in the

higher types the optic nerves simjjly. cross one another, and there is no spiral

valve to tlie intestine, in the ganoids the latter is present, and the fibres of

the optic nerves interlace where tliey meet, to form what is known as a
chiasma by the complete fusion of the two nerves. Very generally an air-

bladder is present, and the less specialised bony fishes and all the ganoids
are provided with a duct to the gullet. In tlie higher types the rays of the

fins are entirely of dermal origin, their cartilaginous supports being abbre-

viated and enclosed within the body. In addition to the features already
noticed, the ganoids have a larger number of gill-arches, a spiracle, an
arterial cone furnished with many valves to the heart, a cellular air-bladder,

and several sliark-like features in other organs.

Order I.— Actinopterygii.

SUB-ORDER I.—ACANTHOPTERYGII.

The first great order of the sub-class includes what may be termed the
Fan-finned Teleostomes, in which the fins are entirely supported by dermal
rays, the ])rimitive cartilaginous supports being greatly reduced and e:iclosed

in the body-wall. A single paired series of transversely elongated rays—to
vvhicli an unpaired anterior element may be added— are developed in the
bx'anchiostegal membrane between the two branches of the lower jaw. The
caudal fin is variable. The spiny-finned fishes, forming the sub-order Acan-
thopterygii, together with the six following sub-orders,^ are collectively dis-

tinguished by the supporting bony elements of the dorsal and anal fins bcino-

equal in number to the dermal rays, and by the tail being generally of the
homocercal or abbreviate-heterocercal type, although occasionally diphy-
cercal. In the Acanthopterygii and four following sub-orders the skeleton is

fully ossified, the optic nerves simply cross, and there is no spiral valve to
the intestine. In common with the three following sub-orders, they have
generally no duct to tlie air-bladder, the two parietal bones of the skull
separated by the supra-occipital, and the pelvic fins usually jugular or
thoracic. The chief distinction of the Actinopterygii themselves is that usu-
ally some of the rays of the dorsal and anal fins are not articulated, and form
spines.

In this section the lower pharyngeal bones are generally distinct, and the
scales ctenoid

;
while the preopercular bone is not connected by a bony stay

with the orbit, the spinous dorsal is large, and the pelvic fins
are thoracic, and usually furnished with five branched rays. Section 1. Perci-
although sometimes with only four. Certain other features formes. —Family
connected with the skeleton are too complex to be noticed Centrarchid'x.
here.

_

The Centrarclmhe form a comparatively small family,
containing ten genera, and typified by the single species of Centmrchus, from
the fresh waters of the United States ; one of their distinctive characters
being the presence of. three or more spines in the anal fin. In habits these
fishe.s are carnivorous ; and many of them resemble the stickle-backs in
building nests.

i The following are the sub-orders of the Actinopterygii -ui:, (1) Acanthopterygii, (2) Lopho-
branchli, (3) riectognathi, (4) Anacanthini, (5) Physostonii, (6) iEtheospoudyli, (7) Protospondyli,
(8) Chondrostei,
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Of far more general interest are the twelve genera constituting the family
Percida', in all of which there are never more than two spines in the anal

tin, while there are two pairs of external nostrils. Like their

Family nearest allies, the perches generally have a complete lateral

Percidcu. line, no scales on the median fins or larbels to the mouth,
and the teeth conical. Six to eight pairs of branchiostegal

rays are present, as well as four pairs of gills, ihe last of which is followed by
a slit ; and the rayed portion of the dorsal fin does not much exceed the anal

in length. Although Lncioperca {St izo-

— stedioit) and Percarhia enter salt water,

the family is essentially a fresh-water
type, its members being spread over
North America, Western Asia, and
Europe. Among the generic types of

the family are the true perches {Perca\
with a distribution equivalent to tliat

of the family ; the aforesaid Liicio-

perca, or pike-perches, with a similar

fiii. 4—Common Perch. range ; the three small species of the
Danubian genus Aspro ; Percorhia, with

two species from the neighbourhood of the Sea of Azov and the Black Sea
;

and tlie rufl'es (Acerina), of which the three representatives are restricted to

Europe and Asia.

Nearly allied to the last is the family of Serranidce, or sea-perches, dis-

tinguished by the development of an internal lamina from the second sub-

orbital bone sup23orting the globe of the eye, the number of

Family spines in the anal fin being variable. In this extensive

Serranidue. family the genus Ce)drocjeiiys is noteworthy, on account of

the union of the lower pharyngeal bones. It Mould be
tedious to mention the distinctive characters of even the commoner and best

known genera, and only a few will be referred to at all. As an example of

the group of the sub-family Herratiince, with two dorsal fins, we may take the

South American Percidithys, which is one of the few fresh-water types. In
this and four other allied genera the tongue is smooth, but in the bass,

Morotic, which have likewise two dorsals, that organ is covered with patches
of teeth. Whereas some bass are marine, others are fresh-water in habitat.

They all have nine dorsal and (like the other members of the sub-family)

three anal spines. Among the group with a single dorsal fin, especial interest

attaches to the widely-spread sea-perches of the genus Scrranns, on account
of the vast number of species and the large bodily size to which some of them
attain. Although the tongue is edentulous, teeth are developed on the

palate, and large tusks occur at intervals among the small teeth in the

margins of the jaws. Ceidropristes is an allied genus. In another group of

the same sub-family Mr. Boulenger includes the genera Plesiops and
Trachiitops, which were formerly referred to the Nandida. In these the

lateral line is double, consisting of an upper portion, which disappears pos-

teriorly, and a lower running along the middle of the side of the tail.

Whereas the first genus is from the coral-reefs of the Indo-Pacific, the second
is Australian, both being marine. To another sub-family

—

Centropomince—
distinguished by the extension of the lateral line on to the caudal fin,

belong the two species of Lcifea, one of which is Nilotic, while the other

is Oriental and Australian. The Oriental species grows to a length of
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three to as many as Hftouii. All are comparatively small tislies, and whereas

the majority are inhabitants of fresh waters, a few are marine. What they

lack in size, they make up for in fierceness, sticklc-backs being perfect

demons for lighting among themselves, while they are terribly destructive to

the spawn and fry of larger and better tishes. They have, however, the redeem*

ing (juality of taking most excellent care of their own eggs and young, for the

reception of wliich the male builds a nest, which he guards with vigilance,

and, if necessary, with his life. Not only is this nest-building habit found in

the fresh-water species, but it is likewise common to tlie sea stickle-back of

the British coasts, which selects for its site of operations shallow brackish

water, where sea-weeds are abundant. Among many anecdotes relating to

the voracity and pugnacity of stickle-backs, we select one from the pen of

Mr. J. Stark. On one occasion this gentleman placed in the water inhabited

by a stickle-back a number of leeches. Thereupon the fish " darted round

the tumlder with lively motions till it found a leech detached and in a proper

situation for being seized. When the leech was very small, say about half

an inch in length, it was often swallowed at once, before it reached the

bottom of the vessel ; but when a larger one, about an inch or an inch and a

half in length in its expanded state, was put in, and had fastened itself by its

mouth to the glass, the efforts of the stickle-back to seize and tear it from its

hold were incessant, and never failed to succeed. It darted at the loose ex-

tremity, or, when both ends were fastened, at the curve in its middle, seized

it in its month, rose to near the surface, and after a hearty shake (such as a

dog would give a rat), let it drop. The leech, which evidently wished to avoid

its enemy upon its release, again fastened itself by its mouth to the glass
}

but again and again the attack was repeated, till the poor leech became ex-

hausted, and ceased to attempt to hold itself by its disc. The stickle-back

then seized it by the head in a proper position for swallowing, and after a few

gulps the leech disappeared. The flattened leech being of an oval form, and
having a hard skin, was not attacked, unless when very young and small

;

and leeches of the other species, when pretty well grown, or larger than him-

self when expanded, were killed in the manner above mentioned, but not

swallowed. In caie of his attempts to seize a leech, the stickle-back having

got it by the tail, the animal curled back, and fixed his disc upon his

snout. The efforts of the stickle-back to rid himself of this encumbrance
were amusing. He let go his hold of the leech, wliich then hung over his

mouth, and darting at the sides and bottom of the glass with all his strength,

endeavoured to rub off this tantalising morsel. This lasted for nearly a

minute, when at last he got rid of the leech by rubbing his back upon the

bottom of the vessel. The leech, perfectly aware of the company he was in,

no sooner loosed his hold than he attempted to wriggle away from his de-

vourer ; but before he had reached mid-way up the tumbler, the .stickle-back

had turned, and finished the contest by swallowing him up."

The second family of the section, which comprises the flute-mouths

(Aulostoma, AhUscojjs, and Fistulaiia), is readily characterised by the pro-

duction of the muzzle into a long tlute-like tube, at the

extremity of which is situated the small mouth ; and, like- Family
wise, by the pelvic fins, which may be either thoracic or Aulostomatida',

abdominal, comprising six (rarely five) soft rays and no spine.

When they are abdoininal they have no connection with the pelvis, Avhich is

always attached to the pectoral girdle. Whereas in some forms the body

—

which is always much elongated—is completely naked, in others minute scales

2 H
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Section Centris-

ciformes.—
Family

Centrincidi.c.

are developed. Tlie lirst dorsal-tiii maj' either be wanting or composed
of a few feeble isolated spines. The Ixackbone contains a very large number
of joints, and jjresents the pecidiarity that many of th(jse at the front end
are united together to form a solid tube. The flute-mouths are confined to

the warmer temperate and tropical seas. In s^^ite of their large dimensions
— their length being frequently as much as from four to six feet—they can
only be regarded as highly developed stickle-backs.

We now come to the first of tliree sectional groups, each of which is repre-

sented only by one family. The lirst sectit)n is characterised by the presence
of two dorsal fins, of which the spinous is very short, whereas
the soft one—like tlie anal—is of moderate length. Of more
importance is tlie fact that the pelvic fins are truly ab-
dominal, and have no sort of connection witli the pectoral
girdle. Tliese fish constitute the two genera (Aidriscuts and
Ampliisilc; one species of the former being popularly known

as the bellows-fish or trumpeter-tish. They are small, short-bodied fishes, with
a tubular mouth similar to that of the Aiilostovudida' ; and as their powers of

swimming are of the very feeblest, they are f)ften carried by currents far out
to sea, although their proper haunts are the shallows.

Although the members of this section and family are likewise of small size,

they differ from the last in the more normal conformation of their mouths
and bodies. Having no si:)iny dorsal-fin, these fishes are
easily recognised by the possession of a sucker on the lower
surface of the body, placed between the pelvic fins, which
are nearly jugular in position. Both the soft dorsal and
anal fins are situated on the caudal region of the body, and
are of small or medium extent. There are numerous genera

of sucker-fishes, such as the West Indian and South American Gobioesox, the
European Lcpadogastcr, and the New Zealand Jfiplucicjiis ; the latter being
distinguished by the i:)resence of incisor-like teeth in the front of the jaws.

The group attains its maximum development in the temperate seas ; all its

repi'esentatives being marine and littoral.

The so-called serpent-heads {t'haniui and Ophwcephalus) are inhabitants of

the fresh waters of Africa and the Oriental countries, although more abun-
dant in the latter than in the former area. Tliey are long-

Section Channi- bodied, flat-headed fishes, fond of grovelling in the mud,
formes.—Family and often leaving their native element to travel some distance
Ophiocephalidii:;. on land, where they progress by the aid of their pectoral fins.

In these fish the head and body are covered with scales of

moderate size, and the fins

are without spines,the single

dorsal, which is similar to

the anal, being low and elon-

gated, and the pelvic pair,

if present, thoracic in posi-

tion, and comprising six soft

rays. Tlie most character-

istic feature in the structure

of the serpent-heads is,

however, the presence of a sui>plemental cavity on each side of the head
above the gill-chamber ; and it is probable that this aids in keeiiing the

gills moist while the fish are on land. One yard is no uncommon length

Section Gobioe-

sociformes.

—

Family
Gobioaocidd'.

Fig. 15.— Serpent-Head.
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for fishes of this group. Darnig seasons of drought the serpeiit-hoacls bury

themselves in mud ; and when living in uiudLly waters tliey are in the

habit of coming from time to time to the surface tu gulp down a mouth-

ful of air.

The famous cUuil)ing-percli (.-l/K(/>'(y scdinleii'S) of tlie ()rient;il region,

which has given rise to so many stories, true and false, is the type of a smiU
section characterised l)y the possession of an accessory

breathing-organ situated in a cavity on each side of the Sestion Labyrin-

head above the gill-chaml)er. In both families of the tMci. —Family
section the body is compressed, and oblong or deep in form, Aii'ih-mfidv.

Avith the investing scales of moderate size. In the first of

the two families spines are present in the dorsal and an il fins, although their

number is variable ; while the lateral line is either interrupted or altogjther

absent, and the aperture of the gills is small. Like those of the next family,

these fishes are inha])itants of fresh or brackish w iters, and are able to exist

for a considerable time out of water, where they breathe l)y means of the

special organ. There are several genera, such as An^'th-is (climbing-perch),

Folijacanthis, Ospjiroinenns (guranii), and Bi'tta, all of wiiich are confined to

the Oriental region and Troi)icil and South Africa. The Malayan gurami is

a deep-bodied fish marked with vertical stripes, and with one of the rays of

the pelvic Hns greatly elongated. On account of the excellent ([uality of its

Hesh, it has ))een introduced into several districts in India, where it thrives

well. The climbing-perch is a less deep and more uniformly coloured fish,

with no elongation of the j>elvic rays, and a tallei- dorsal fin. During dry

seasons it will bury itself in the mud, but more fre(|uently appears to

migrate to pcjnds which are capable of withstanding the drought. On land

it travels by using its pectoral fins as legs, fixing these on the further side of

such objects as are capable of affording a sufficient fulcrum. One instance at

least isOn record of these fishes having been taken liigh up on a palm tree.

The reader may well wonder as to the object of such an ascent, but it

appears the fish make for the moisture often to be found in the hollows of

such trees. The Oriental genus P(jl\iacanthus is best known by the domesti-

cated and beautifully coloured Chinese paradise-fish, which, from long culti-

vation has altered considerably from the original parent form. Another
member of the family which has long been domesticated is the Siamese

fighting-fish {Betta piupiax). In common with the Malays, the Siamese are

inveterate gamblers, and in this instance they stake their money on the

fighting endurance of their favourite fish. The fish themselves are by no

means loth to afford their masters as much sport as possible, and whereas

when alone their colours are dull, directly an opponent is seen, the whole

body assumes a brilliant metallic lustre. Even a mirror is stated to be suffi-

cient to arouse the i)ugnacious propensities of these fish, which will then dart

forwards against their own image.

The second family of the section is represented by the small fresh-water

Malayan fish known as the pike-head {Lncwcephalus pulchev), and sufficiently

distinguished from the preceding family by the presence of

a complete lateral line, the protruded jaws, and the general Family Lucio-

pike-like form of the head and body. The tail is rounded, cephaliihe.

the dorsal fin is single, and, like the anal, devoid of

spines; the pelvic fins comprise one spine and five rays, and the eyes arc

large.

Tiie fishes of this and the ne.xt section arc amply characterised by their
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eldiiLj^ated ami libaiul-likc bodily form. This confoDiiation gives them much
tlie appearance of sea-snakes ; and although they are ordin-

Eection Lophoti- arily inhabitants of deep water, they are souietiinefs driven

formes.— Family to the surface. On such occasions it is higlily probable that-

Lo2^holid(P. they are responsible for some of the alleged appearances of

the " sea-serpent." Moreover, when cast on shore, they
are extremely likely to be mistaken, by persons unactjuainted with zoology,
for that mysterious monster ; and not many years ago a telegram in the
papers announced the discovery in Australia of a, dead sea-serpent, which
subsecjuently turned out to be a gigantic stranded riljand fish. Here it may
be well to remark that the writer by no means lefuses to believe in the possi-

bility of the existence of "sea-serpents,'' but at present contents himself with
considering that the evidence is not yet sufficiently convincing. To return
to the Lo])hotiformes, this section, in addition to the riband-like body, is

characterised by the vent being situated near the hinder extremity of the
latter, and closely fc)llowed by the anal tin ; the dorsal fin running along al-

most the entire length of the body, and connnencing in an enormous back-
wardly-curved spine, which ari,scs from an elevated ciest on the sunmiit of

the short head. To the pre-

sence of this spine, or horn,

the one representative of

the section and family {Lo-

photcs ccpedianvs) oAves its

popular name of unicorn-

tish. Rhinocei'os-tish would,

however, be a better title.

The luiicorn-iish grows to a

length of between five and
six feet, and has been taken
at considerable depths in

widely distant parts of the
ocean. That it is indeed a

fairly deep-sea monster is

apparent from its large eyes
;

but this feature indicates

that it is not an inhabitant
of the deepest abysses,

where ordinary visual or-

gans would be of no use.

Although we can never hope to acquire such knowledge, it would be matter

of extreme interest to discover the use of the enormous horn of this strange

fish.

The ri])and-fishcs difl'er from the LopJiotida by two characters connected

with the tins. In the first place, the anal is a))sent ; and in the second, the

caudal fin is either rudimental, or is so placed as not to form

Section Taanii- a direct continuation of the longitudinal axis of the body,

formes.—Family being then directed upwards in a fan-like manner. Very
Trachypteridii'. generally, however, this caudal appendage is lost in full-

grown specimens. Young riband-fishes are so totally un-

like their parents that no one would dream they belonged to the same group.

Dr. Giinther observes that such young fish, of from two to four inches in

length, "are liot rarely met with near the surface. They possess the most

Flij. 16.—Uniwbn Fish.
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extraordinary development of fin-rays t)b.served in the whole class of fishes,

some of them being several times longer than the body, and provided with

lappet-like dilatations. There is no doubt that fishes with such delicate ap-

pendages are Ijred and live in deptlis wliere the water is absolutely quiet, as a

sojourn in the disturbed water of the surface would deprive them at once of

organs which must be of some utility for tlieir own preservation.'' Ril)and-

fishes are classed under three genera, respectively known by the names of

Bo(iah'c>is, Stiilopliorita, and Trurloipteinis. Of tliese, the first includes the

largest known species; Banks' riband-fisli {11. !>'n(.A.s/), which is occasionally

cast on the shores of England, where it is known—most inapprojjriately—as

the " king of the herrings," exceeding a score of feet in length. In yAnca of

the horn of the unicorn-fisli, tliis riband-fish has a crest of curving spines on

the crown of the head, which recalls the feathery crest of a cockatoo. In

this genus the j)elvic fins, which are placed almost imuiediately behind the

extremely short pectoral pair, are reduced to long tapering filaments, with-

out rays ; the caudal fin being rudimental or absent. On the other hand, in

the rare Stiilupliunis, the pelvic fins are totally alxsent, and the cnudal forms

a very long appendage like a whip-lash. In the typical Tnu-Jnjpfvitnf, how-
ever, the pelvic pair of fins still retain their rays. The best known member
of this genus is the northern one commonly known as tlie deal-fish, which is

not unfre([uentlj' cast ashore after gales on tlie mainland and islands of the

north of Britain.

An aberrant group of the sub-order is formed by the long-bodied deep-sea

fishes, conimonly known as thorn-backs, all of whicli may be included in the

single genus NotiicaatliUH. In these fishes tlie dorsal fin

has no soft portion, and is composed of a great number of Section Nota-

low tooth-like spines, separated fr<jm one another l)y com- canthiformes.

—

paratively long intervals, and extending over nearly tlie whole Family Xota-

length of the back, the long anal being of somewhat similar cnnthkbc

structui'e. The muzzle is produced some distance in .Vlvance

of the snout. The pectoral and pelvic fins are widely separated from one
another, so that the latter are truly abdominal in position ; but in spite of

this the caudal region extends a long distance behind the [islvics, the tail

terminating in a sharp point, without a distinct fin.

The members of the last sectional group of the great sub-order .\cantho-

pterygii are distinguished from nearly all the forms hitherto mentioned by the

coalescence in the median line of the lower pharyngeal bones.

On this account the group has l)een regarded as of subordinal Section Pharyn
value, altlK)Ugh it seems preferable that it should rank only gognatM.

—

as a section. That it is a specialised group is indicated, not Family

only by the union of the pharyngeals, but also by the loss of Pomacentr'uhf.

the air-l)ladder. The group includes four families, of which
the first is represented by the coral-fishes, forming the genera Dascijlhis, Hcli-

((strs, PimiKcinitrtix, etc. Most of these are inhabitants of the tropical seas,

where, as their name implies, they frequent coral reefs. In form and colora-

tion, as well as in habits, they are very similar to the Chn'todoid'uhi' (p. 465),

many of them having alternate dark and light bands on the body. The
absence of scales on the fins in the i:)resent family serves, however, to dis-

tinguish them at a glance from the members of the other group. In these

fishes the }>ody is deep and compressed ; the scales are of the ctenoid or

comb-like type ; the lateral line is either interrupted, or stops short of the

caudal fin ; and false gills are developed in the head. The number of species
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is very large. In habits these tish are carnivorous, some of them being \}XO-

vided with powerful incisor teeth, for the purpose of feeding on coral.

More familiar than the last is the extensive and important family of the
wrasses, or thick-lipped fishes, in which the scales have smooth margins

(cycloid), and the pouting lips are often greatly thickened.
TeLvaily Lahridd'. As in the preceding family, the dorsal tin is single, Mitli the

spiny portion at least as well developed as tlie rayed, Avhich
is similar to the anal ; and the jjolvic pair are thoracic in position, and com-
prise live raj's and a single spine. Whereas in some C)f tlie wrasses the body

is deep, in others it is of a more
elongated shape. Wrasses are coast

fishes, mostly of carnivorous habits,

which attain their maximum de-

velojjment in the tro])ical and
temperate seas. Although their

palates are unarmed, their jaws are

><;/. J7.—Striped Wrasse. jjrovided with a number of powerful
teeth admirably suited for crushing

the shell-fish on which these tishes chiefly subsist. Sea-anemones or corals

afi'ord, however, a preferable diet to some of the species, while a few are
strict vegetarians. W^rasses are divided into a number of genera, which may
be arranged in larger groups in coi'respondence with the conformation of the
front teeth. In the typical L((hi<(.i', of which the headcjuarters is the Medi-
terranean, the jaw-teeth are conical and arranged in a single series. The two
British forms are the ballan (L. imfcvlatiis) and the striped wrasse (L.

mixtvs), of which the latter exhibits great sexual difterences in coloration.

The gold sinny represents in Britain a genus {Crcnihihitis) differing from tlie

true wrasses in having the edge of the i)reo2jercular bone serrated at all ages,

instead of only in the young.
Passing by many other types, brief reference must be made to the jjarrot-

wrasscs lSc<inis), deriving their name from the confluence of the anterior

teeth to form a cutting beak. One species is common in the

Family Mediterranean, where it was well known to the ancients.

Diatrtmatidii'. The viviparous wrasses (Ditreina and Hettrvcarpini) are note-

worthy on account of their peculiar reproduction, and are
accordingly referred to as a family by themselves. These fishes, which do not
attain to a large size, are very characteristic of the temperate portions of the
North Pacific, where the majority of the species are confined to the American
side, although a few occur on the Asiatic.

The last group of the Acanthoi^terygii is the somewhat important family
of the chromids, which have a very remarkable geograj)hical distribu-

tion. From the other members of the group with the lower
Family pharyngal bones iniited, they are distinguished by being

Chromidida'. exclusively fresh-water in their habitat. Although none ( f

the genera inhabiting the E;i.stern Hemisphere are common
to the Western, these fish inhabit the rivers of Tropical Africa, Madagascar,
Syria, Palestine, and Troi:)ical America, while a single genus is found in

India. From the other members of the present group, the chromids may be
distinguished by the absence of false gills. In aj^pearance they are not verj'

unlike wrasses, having a single dorsal fin, of which the anterior i)ortion is

spiny, the scales generally ctenoid, and the lateral line more or less markedly
interrujited. In regard to diet, they display considerable variation, some
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)rnis being entirely carnivorous, whereas others are as distinctly vegetable
jctlers. Most are relatively small tishes, although the balti of the Nile,
Inch belongs to Chnnnis, grows to twenty inches. Of the genera, Etroplns

I Indian, Chroiiils and Hcmichrumis are African and Syrian, and Paretroplus

SUB-ORDER II.—LOPHOBRANCHII.

This and the following sub-order include a small number of peculiar fishes
which may i)robably be regarded as highly specialised oftshoots from the
primitive stock of the Acanthopterygii, neither of them having a duct to the
air-bladder. The Lophobranchii take their name from the form of the gills,

which consist of small rounded tufts arising from the gill-arches ; the gill-

apertures being small, and the operculum or gill-cover comprising only a
single plate-like bone. All these tishes have the body enclosed in a many-
jointed shield of bone, and the mouth is produced into a toothless tube.
Another peculiarity is to be found in the exceedingly feeble development of
the muscles.

The first family of the sub-order is formed solely by the members of the
genus Solotostunid, which are few in number and small in size, and inhabit
the Indian Ocean. These fishes have the fins well de-
veloped, no s(jft rays to the first dorsal, wide gill-apertures, Family Soleno-
and the muzzle greatly elongated. The body is much com- stomatidce.

pressed and the tail very short ; the soft dorsal and anal fins

arising opposite one another from elevations of the hinder part of the body,
while the pelvic pair, which are seven-rayed, are situated Jjelow the first

dorsal, and in the female are united to the chest by their outer edges to form
a receptacle for the eggs. None of these fishes have an air-bladder.
The second family of the group is represented by the pipe-fishes (Syncjim-

flnts, Siiihonostoma, etc.), and the still more bizarre sea-horses {Hippocampus
and Ph)jUopteriix), the latter difl'ering from the former in hav-
ing the tail prehensile, and employing it as an anchor. These Family
fishes are distinguished from the first family by the aperture Syngnathidce.
of the gill-chamber being reduced to a very minute opening
at the hinder upper angle of the operculum, and by the loss of the first

dorsal and pelvic fins. In certain cases some of the other fins are likewise
aborted. The pipe-fishes have the body exceedingly elongated, whereas h\
the sea-horses it is shorter and deeper, while spiny leaf-like processes arise
from the ridges on the head and back. Many of these fish have special
structural modifications for the purpose of protecting the eggs, as is also the
case with some of the Sulenustomatida'. Thus, the females of Solenostuma
are provided on the lower surface of

the body with a roomy pouch, formed _
by the adherence of the pelvic fins to

the skin of the a})domen. The inner

walls of this pouch are furnished with
long filaments, which aid in keeping
the egg in position ; and it is probable
that after the fry are hatched they are

retained for some time by attachment Fig. is.—Pipe-Fish.

to the walls of the chamber. In the

typical pipe-fishes (*S'i/Hf/)W(^/n(.s) the care of the family falls to the share of the

males, which are provided with a long pouch on the under surface of the tail,
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formed by a fold of skin arising on each side, and the two meeting in tlie

middle line. The manner in which the eggs are conveyed into this jjouch

apjjears to be unknown, but when once there they are completely enclosed by
the junction of the edges of the two folds of skin, and thus remain till they
are hatched into minute eel-like pipe-fish, which soon make their way into

the water by bursting ojien the folds of the ]jouch. In the sea-horses the
development is carried one stage further, the nursing-pouch being closed

a^ong the middle line, so as to communicate with the exterior only by means
of a small apertui-e at the anterior end, through which the eggs are by some
means or other introduced, and by which in due course the y<jung make their

escape. Certain pipe-fishes (Dornichthyti) difter from the ordinary forms in

that the males have the ])ouch placed beneath the abdomen instead of under
the tail ; and it is remarkable that in some allied genera (Ncrojjhis) the eggs
are simply attached to the lower surface of the abdomen of the male without
the development of any pouch.
Both the Solenosfomatida' and Syngnatliifhc are feeble swimmers ; they

generally frequent coasts well protected by sea-weed, to which the sjiecies

provided with jn-ehensile tails attach themselves l)y means of that useful

appendage. In swimming, they generally maintain themselves in a more or

Ijss nearly vertical position. Writing of the sea-liorse, Dr. Bashford Dean
says that, "in spite of its many structural oddities, its genetic kin.ship with
fc'ie stickle-backs cannot be doubted. Yet to have attained its present form,
its evolution must have carried it along a widely divergent path. It may, in

tlie first place, have fused the lines of its metameral scales, dividing off the
surface of its elongate body in sharp-edged rectangles, Avhose corners have
become produced into spines. At this state of evolution its appearance
might well be represented by that of the kindred pipe-fish. To secure more
perfect anchorage in its algous feeding-ground, its Ijody-terminal must now
have discarded its fin-membranes and become prehensile, proba]>ly the most
remarkable adaptation in the entire class of fishes, since it causes metameral
organs to change the jolane in which they function from a horizontal to a

vertical one.''

STIB-OKDER III.—PLECTOGXATHI,

The spine-clad globe-fishes, of which dried specimens are so frequently
exhibited in old curiosity shops, may be taken as a familiar example of this

small sub-order, which, like the last, includes highly modified and specialised

forms. All these fislies have a narrow mouth, and some of the bones of the

upper jaw fused together, while in some of them the jaws are produced into

a beak-like form. They have but few segments in the back-bone, and
whereas the bones of the head are fully hardened, those of the rest of the
skeleton are comparatively soft. In form, the gills are pectinate ; the gill-

apertures being very small, and placed in advance of the pectoral jiair of fins.

Jf the pelvic fins jjersist they are reduced to mere spines ; the spinous dorsal,

too, is more or less rudimental, although the soft dorsal is generally well

developed and situated far back, immediately over the anal. Very various

is the covering of the body, the skin in some forms being naked, while in

others it is dotted over with long spines ; in others the whole liead and body
is invested in a complete cuirass of true bone, while in otliers there are
roughened scales. All, however, agree in the absence of a duct to the
pir-bladder.
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The tirst family of the Plectogathi is represented by the file-fishes

(Balistes, etc.) and the strange coffer-fishes ((As^>-rtc/(f»i). In these fishes there
are a few separate teeth in the jaws, and traces of the spinous
dorsal and pelvic fins usually persist. In form, the body Family
may be either compressed or angulated, and the muzzle is Balisiidiv.

rather elongated ; the skin being either spiny or rough, or
replaced by a bony armour. Their chief liabitat is the tropical oceans, al-

though some range into cooler seas. The Oriental genus Triacanfhv.s belongs
to a sub-family characterised by the
jiresence of roughened scale-like plates

on the skin, and the retenti(ni of from

FUj. 19.—Coffer-Fish.

four to six spines in the first dorsal

fin. On the other hand, Bidistcs is

included in a sul)-family in which
there are never more than three spines
in the fin last mentioned ; while the pelvic fins are absent, or indicated only
by a swelling on the lower surface of the body ; the compressed body being
clothed with scale-like plates capable of being moved, or with a roughened
skin. There are several genera in this group, antl the tlesh of certain kinds
is poisonous. Balistes itself, which is furnished with powerful cutting teeth

iu the front of the jaws, browses upon living coral, or eats through the shells

of molluscs in order to get at the animal within. The angulated bony cara-

pace—couiposed of hexagonal plates joined together like mosaic—sufficiently

distinguishes the coflfer-fishes {(JdraciHtn), which constitute a sub-family by
tliemselves.

The second family includes the globe-fishes and their near allies the sun-

fishes, in both of Avhich the bones of the jaws are welded together so as to

form a cutting parrot-like beak of great power. The teeth

are modified into large dental plates tightly adherent to the Family
jiws, and consisting structurally of a number of very thin Dlodontidtt'.

p.irallel lamin;>3, arranged like the leaves in a book. These
fishes are mostly inhabitants of the h(Jtter seas, although a few have taken to a

fresh-water existence. The one Oriental species of Trioddii, alone represents
the first sub-family, and has the skin of the lower surface dilated into a large,

inflatable sac; the dental plate of the upper-jaw being divided in the middle,

while that of the lower is single.

Spiny bonj"^ plates, which do not over-

lap, clothe the body, and the tail-fin is

forked. The globe-fishes {Diudmi.,

Tetrodon, etc.) form the second sub-

family, and have the more or less

shortened and rounded body covered

with spines, while there is a distinct

tail and caudal fin, and the distensible

throat can be inflated with air. The
different genera are chiefly distin-

guislied from one another by the con-
formation of the dental plates, and the size and distribution of the spines.

Dr. Giinther writes, that " these fi.shes have the power of inflating their body
by filling their distensible oesophagus with air, and thus assume a more or
less globular form. The skin is then stretched ti> its utmost extent, and the
spines protrude and form a more or less formidable defensive armour, as in a

Fitj. 20.—Globe-Fish.
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hedgehog ; tlierefore they are freiiuently called sea-hedgehogs. However, it

is probable that the spines

are a protection not only

when the tish is on the sur-

face and able to take in air,

but also when it is under
water." The third sub-family

of the Diodontichi' includes

only the two species of sun-

tish, Chihagoriticvs, specimens
of which at times grow to as

much as seven feet in length.

Having the body excessively

compressed and deep, with a

very tall dorsal and anal tin

placed one above the other

at the hinder end, the sun-

fishes are especially charac-

terised by the short, dee|\

and truncated tail, of which
the fin is confluent above with
the base of the dorsal, and

below with that of the anal. There is no dilatalde sac beneath the skin,

which may be either rough or smoothly tesselated ; and externally the

pelvic fins and internally the air-bladder are absent. Sun-fish are pelagic

forms, generally swimming in a vertical position near the surface of tlie

water. Both kinds seem to feed chiefly on shell-fish.

Fiij. "il.—OuMMON SuN-Fisn.

SUB-ORDER IV.—ANACANTHINI.

The members of this comparatively small, although highly important

sub-order are distinguished from the Acanthopterygii by the pelvic and
median fins being, as a general rule, devoid of spines and composed of soft

jointed rays. When present at all, the pelvic fins are invariably either thro-

acic or jugular in position ; and in those forms furnished with an air bladder,

this has no connnunication with the (esophagus.

The first four families of the sub-order form a secticm known as the Ga-
doidei, and are characterised by the normal and symmetrical form of the head

and body. The family of the Lycudidw includes several

Family genera of blenny-like fish characterised by the union of all

Lycodida'. the median fins, and l)y the pelvics, when present, being
i small, jugular, and articulated to the pectoral arch. Most of

these fishes are inhabitants of the seas in the neighbourhood of the two poles.

Passing by the family with the bare mention that Lucodes and C-r[im)ielis are

two of the best-known genera, we turn to the much more important cod

family. In these the caudal tin is generally distinct from the others, but
when it is united therewith, the tirst dorsal is divided, so

Family Gadidiv. that three dorsals are produced. Generally the pelvic fins

—which are jugular— are well developed, but in those in-

stances where they are filamentary, the first d(_)rsal is double. There may
be either a single or a double anal. As regards their internal anatomy, it

will suffice to say that the cods generally have an air-bladder ; while as their
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external form is so fiimiliar, it will not be necessary to say more than that the

scales are small and tlie lateral line distinct. Cod are fur the most part in-

habitants of comparatively shalk)W seas of the cooler portions of tlie Nortliern

Hemisphere, although there are some widely distril)iited deep-sea forms, and
a very few live in fresli water. All tlie members of the family are edible ; and
as they are particularly suitable for salting, their value as a food-supply is

very great, although the taste and ({uality of their flesh is far inferior to that

of many other fish. In the typical genus Gachis are included the greater

nunil)er of the larger and more
valuable species, such as the com-
mon cod (if. morrliua), the haddock
((t. (i'glt'Ji)i}is), the whiting ((t. mer-
hin<i>t.s), the pollack {(r. pullachius),

and the coal-fish ((t. virots). In all

of these there are three dorsal and
two anal tins ; and whereas teeth

are developed on the vomerine bones
of the palate, the palatines are

toothless. Most, although not all. Fn,. 22.—Common Con.

have a barbel on the chin. In the

allied group of the hakes (Merlucc'ni.'i) this barbel is wanting, while the num-
l)er of dorsal tins is reduced to two, and there is but a single anal ; the pelvic

tins being strong, and broad at the base, and teeth being present alike in the

jaws and on the vomer. The large fresh-water cod known as the burbot {Lota
ndijafis) is foinid both in Europe and in North America, and has the same
number of fins as the hakes, but the body is longer, the head flatter, and the

chin bears a barbel. Nearly allied are the marine lings {Mel at), distinguished

by having several large teeth on the vomer and in the lower jaw. In the
rocklings {MuteJIa) the first dorsal fin merely forms a fringe, partly concealed
in a groove ; and there are barbels—varying in number with the species—to

both jaws. Some members of this genus are remarkable on account of their

southern habitat, being found in the seas of New Zealand and' the Cape.
Although most familiarly known by the sand-eels, the chief interest in the

family Ophidinla' centres round the blind cave-fish from the caves of Cuba.
In none of the tribe are the pelvic fins fully developed, and
in some they are wanting ; while there is no distinct first Family
dorsal or first anal, and the caudal fin is in most cases not Ophidiiihr,

distinct from the other median fins. The two small fresh-

water fishes constituting the genus Lucifnga are sufficiently distinguished by
the absence of eyes ; but they have a near ally in the marine Brotula, which
possesses fully developed visual organs. There are, however, blind deejj-sea

types, such as Tiipldonvs. All these retain pelvic fins, which are jugular in

position ; but in the typical Ophkl'nrm these are replaced by long filaments.

Very interesting are the somewhat eel-like small parasitic fishes constituting

the genera Encheliopliis and Ficnuifer, which frequent the breathing-chambers
of sea-cucumbers, the interior of bivalve molluscs, and other safe positions in

living animals. They have no pelvic fins, and the vent is situated quite close

up to the throat. On the other hand, in the sand-launces, or sand-eels

(Ainmod)jtcs), while pelvic fins are absent, the position of the vent is normal.
These fish—which love to bury themselves in the sand—have elongated bodies,

on which the low dorsal tin extends from a little distance behind the head to

the tail, while the anal occupies almost all the hinder half of the lower surface.
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Family
Macrurkhv.

Of comparatively little importance is the small marine family typified by
the j^enus M<{cr\u-\i». Their chief character is that the body terminates

behind in an elongated, tapering, compressed tail, without
an expanded caudal fin, and is coated with scales, which may
be either striated, keeled, or spined. Some of the numerous
species measure as much as a yard in length.

The last family of the sub-order is that of the flat-fishes, which forms a

section to itself, known as the Pleuronectoidei, and characterised by the un-

symmetrical conformation of the liead and anterior portion

Family of the body in the adult. This strange modification renders

Pleuronecioiike. the flat-fishes quite distinct from all other members of the

class, and by bringing the two eyes to one side of the b(jdy

—

it may be the right or it may be the left—enables them to rest with the other
side on the bottom of the sea. Generally, too, they swim in this position,

altliough it is believed that some of the less modified types swim, at least at

times, in the normal manner. In this type of fish we have, as Dr. Bashford
Dean remarks, " a singular instance of environmental evolution, the flattened

Ijody adapting itself both in shajieand colour to its bottom-living. Its entire

side—not the ventral region, as in the rays—is flattened to the bottom. The
unpaired fins now l)ecome of especial value ; they increase in size, and their

undulatory nujvements enable the fish to swim rapidly yet retain its one-

sided position ; ventral fins become useless and degenerate. The fiu-ther

adaptations of the fiat-tish include its pigmentation only on the upper or

light-exposed side, in this giving one of the most remarka})le cases of adapta-

tion known among vertel)rates.'' Among the rather numerous genera consti-

tuting this family, the one in which the adaptation is least develojjed is

Psdtodes, represented l^y a species whose distribution extends from China to

the west coast of Africa. In this tisli the dorsal fin, which in the other types

commences at, or in front of the eye, begins on the neck ; the eyes being

either on the left or the right side. The two species of halibut {Hipixxjlitfisiiii)

mark one step in advance, tlie dorsal fin starting above the eye, althougli the

jaws are still of nearly equal development on l)oth sides. More specialised

is the genus Bliotitbus, which includes the turljot, bi-ill, and mary-sole. Here
the dorsal fin commences on tlie snout, and the eyes are situated on the left

side of the body; the scales l)eing either minute or wanting. All these fishes

liave teeth on the vomerine Ijones

_, ^,. of the palate, l)ut since the so-

called top-knot of the Mediter-
ranean and the Channel has an
edentulous vomer, it is referred to

a genus apart, under the name of

.^^^v^a Tjf^^s'^T'- 5^— '= Plirij)iorhomhns. Omitting men-
^^^^^^^^^"^ " '^^^^^^^^T tion of a number of other less

familiar genera, brief reference

must l)e made to Pli'iirunertcs, so

well known in the shape of the

flounder and the plaice. In these

fish the dorsal fin starts above the

eye, and the narrow mouth is very

unsymmetrical, having its teeth nuich more developed on the l)lind than on

the coloured side. There are no teeth in the palate, ami tlie eyes are gener-

ally on the right side, scales being small or wanting. Lastly, the soles {t%lea)

Fiij. 23.—The Flounder.
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are right-eyed tislies, witli the upi)er eye somewhat in front of the lower one,

and the narrow mouth twisted round to the left side; the dorsal tin, which is

distinct from the caudal, starting on the snout.

SUP.-OKnER V.—I'HVSOSTUMr.

iSeftii)n A.—Apodcs.

'I'he l)ony tishes forming the present group are broadly distinguished from
all the foregoing by the })ossession of a duet to the air-bladder when present;

such duct opening either into the (esophagus or the st(miach. To this leading

and all-important internal feature oi the grouj) it may be ;idded, that exter-

nally all these fishes have the pelvic tins situated far behind the pectoral pair,

whence they are described as aljdominal in positii)n. If the skull be ex-

amined, it will be found that, as a general rule, the i)arietal bones meet in the

middle line. The rays sui)porting the tins are mostly soft, although the tirst

in the pectoral pair and dorsal are spiny. Most of these features are primi-

tive—a duct to the air-bladder being found in the succeeding sub-orders of

the Teleostonii, Avhich are clearly low types—and it may accordingly be
inferred that the Physostomi are inferior in their organisation to the groups
in which the air-bladder is unprovided with a duct. The section named
above includes three families of eel-like tishes, but as the featui'es by which
tliis section ditiers from those that follow are deei)-seated and would re(^uire

a considerable amount of technical language for their ade<][uate explanation,

tlicy cannot be descril>ed on this occasion.

The Mmioiida' are all characterised by their snake-like bodily form, but as

this form is common to the other two families included in the section, other

features have to be relied on for the detinition of the group.

Unfortunately, manj' of these features can only be (observed The Eel-Tribe.- -

by an examination of the skelettm or internal soft parts. Family ^f^lr<t n-

Externally eels are characterised l)y the absence of the jjclvic "^"'•

]iair of tins, and in some forms the jtectorals are likewise

wanting. If the dorsal and anal tins are developed, these either form with

the tail a continuous fringe, or are merely separated by the projecting ex-

tremity of the latter. The skin is either bare, or contains minute rudimental
scales. The backward position of the vent is likewise a characteristic feature
of the family. More important is the structure of the U])per jaw, of which
the front portion of the margin is formed by the premaxillse, while the sides

are constituted by the maxilljB, which are well provided Avith teeth. E(jually

important is the circumstance that posteriorly the skull has no coiniection with
the pectoral arch, which is attached solely to the vertebr;e of the neck. Of
the soft parts, it will suffice to state that there are no ducts to the reproduc-
tive organs. Whereas some members of the family are exclusively marine,
others pass a considerable jjortion of their existence in fresh waters. Among
the former are the brightly-coloured and frequently gigantic species constit-

uting the genus Minrrna, some of which grow to fully eight feet in length.

They have no paired tins, although the median (mes are well developed ; and
save for the presence of the latter, are exceedingly like large snakes. In all

the skin is naked, and in many the teeth are very large and powerful. A
l)eculiar feature is the ]n'esence of two pairs of external nostrils, of which the
foremost are tubular, while the hinder pair are also of a similar type in certain
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species. There are many representatives of the genus from tropical and tem-
perate seas, some of which ascend tidal rivers. All are highly i)redaceoiis.

The so-called glass-eels (Leptoce2'>}i((ly^) are larval forms of the members of

the i^resent family. Although occasionally brought by currents to the surface,

they live at great dei)ths in the sea. Before turning iut(j tlie adult form they
undergo a distinct metamorphosis. Nearly allied are the five representatives

of the genus CTiimtiomunritd, which inhabit the Pacific and Indian Oceans, and
have the median tins represented by mere rudiments near the extremity of

the tail. From ])oth these genera the true eels {AngniUa) may be easily

distinguished l)y the retention of the pectoral tins, which are placed close to the
head, and have tlie narrow gill-openings just behind their roots. The two
ji,ws are a])proximately equal in lengtli ; the skin ctmtains a number of rudi-

mental scales ; and the teeth are small and arranged in the form of l)ands. Eels

are so familiar to all that thay need no further description. Before com-
l^anies were so careful in tiltering their water as at present, eels would, not
unfre(|uently, enter the service-pipes, where they would remain until the pas-

sage became completely choked, owing to their increase in size. Eels occur
in the fresh waters of all pai'ts of the world where the temperature is not per-

manently l)elow the freezing point. Reams of ])aper have been sjjoilt in dis-

cussing their l)reeding-liabits, which long remained a mystery. It is, how-
ever, now ascertained that eels breed only in the sea, and that the repro-

ductive process seems to be fatal to their existence ; such individuals as are

confined to fresh waterr being sterile. In autumn such adults as are enaljled

to find a ])assage make their way to the ocean, whence they never return
;

Avhile in spring the elvers, or young eels, ascend the rivers, fre(juent]y in enor-

mous numbers. On such migrations .scarcely any obstacles will stay their ad-

vance, and they have even been
known to circumvent a barrier by
leaving the water and making a
detour over inoist rocks or marshy
ground. Thus St. John writes that

in a Scotch river Avhen the elvers
" came to a fall that they could not
possibly ascend, they wriggled out
of the water, and gliding along the
rock, close to the edge where the
stone was constantly wet from the
splashing and si)ray of the fall, they
made their way up till they got above

the difficulty, and tlien again slipping into the water, continued their course."
Writing of eel-migrations in the Thames, Jesse observes that this takes place
in May. "The young eels are about two inches in length, and they make
their approach in one regular and undeviating colunui of about five inches in

breadth, and as thick together as it is possible for them to be. As the pro-
cession generally lasts two or three days, and as they apjiear to move at the
rate of nearly two miles and a lialf an hour, some idea may l)e formed of their

enormous number. '^ The largest eels occur in Oceania, where examples
measuring as much as ten feet in length have been recorded. From the true
eels the marine species included in the genus Conijcv differ by the total want
of scales, as well as )jy the larger mouth, the presence of an outer series of

cutting teeth in the jaws, and the more forward extension of the dorsal tin.

At least four species of conger are known, among which (.*. ind'jaris is almost

Fij. 24.— .Seki'ENT-Ekl.
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cusiuDpolitau ill distribution. Congers aro found at niodurate depths on I'ocky

bottoms, and are extremely voracious, taking at night almost any kind of bait.

Eight feet is not an uncommon length for one of these eels. Tlijro are also

deep-sea congers, such as SiDKiphubndtcliKs and S((cc(>j)har)iii:'', living at dejjtlis

down to two thousand fathoms ; the former being characterised by the union
of the gill-openings to form a median slit on the under surface of the fore-jiart

of the body, and the latter by the soft and spongy te.xture of the flesh of the

l)ody. An allied group is formed l)y the numerous tropical S2)ecies of

Ophiclitliij'i, in which the nostrils are situated in the lips, and the extremity of

the tail is free and finless.

There are many other generic representatives of the J\[iir(i niil" . l)ut we
piss on to briefly notice the small family of the Sijmhninclhidd', which takes its

name from the gill-openings forming a transverse slit on the
lower surface. In these eels the median tins are wanting, Family
and the paired tins rudimental, while the margin of the Si/inhranrhida'.

upper jaw is formed solely by the iiremaxillaj. The air-

bladder, too, is wanting ; liut ducts are jiresent to the reprt)ductive organs.

Most of the members of the family are fresh-water forms from Troi)ical

America and Asia, but the Tasmanian and Australian genus {J}illuhr((nch\is

is marine. The Indian Ampliipnoua — in which the gills are much re-

duced—is remarkiible for the possession of an additional breathing-organ
in the form of a lung-like sac on each side of tlie body close behind
the head.

The third and last family of the section is reijresented by certain fresh-

water eels from Tropical America, which are arranged in live genera. From
the 31iir(i'uid(r these eels may Ije distinguished by the
absence or rudimental condition of the dorsal fin, the great Family
elongation of the anal, and the general absence of the caudal, (•i/>nuotid<i'.

tin, the tail terminating in a point, and being as fragile as

that C)f the blind-worm. The vent is ])laced close to the throat, the rejiro-

ductive organs have ducts, and the pectoral girdle is connected with the skull.

The chief interest of this family is concentrated on the electric eel {thjnmotus

dectricHs), from the fresh-waters of the Guianas and Brazil, which attains a
length of six feet, and is provided
with electric organs very similar .

-^

in structure to those of the electric

ray described in the sequel, and
ca])al)le of inflicting equally power-
ful shocks. Most books on natural
history co])y from Humboldt a
wonderful account of the capture
of these eels by means of horses

driven into the waters they fre-

(pient, but there is only too much -——:^_ -»-~^

reason to believe that the whole Fiij. 2o.—ELtciiac Eel.

story is a pure fiction, although not
an intentional one, (m the part of the illustri'jus traveller. It

time that it should be foryotteii.
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Section B.— NeniKfiKpuiHti.

The second section of the Phj'sostomi includes only the cat-iishes or sheath-

tishes, typified by the huge wels (Sibinis (jhoiis) of the lai'ger rivers of

Eastern Europe, which is the sole European representative

Cat-fishes.— of this iuiuiense family. Apart from the structural features

Family distinctive of the section, the cat-fishes are characterised by
Sl/iirid<i-. the skin of the body being either naked, or protected by

bony plates (if variable size, scales being invariably wanting.
Tn all, the mouth is ])rovided with barbels, or feelers, frequently of great
length, and it is from the i)resence nf these highly sensitive organs that the
name of cattish is due. Many of them have the bones of the hinder region
of the skull ornamented with a rough tubercular sculpture, and there is fre-

quently a large shield, similarly sculptured, covering the upper surf;ice of the
neck and shoulders. Often, too, the front of the dorsal lin is armed with a
long, powerful, and sometimes poisonous, spine, which in some forms can be
raised or de])ressed by the aid of a kind of trigger-like arrangement connected
with the spines of the vertebne of the neck. Very often there is a fatty

dorsal fin, and there is also a rayed dorsal. In the skull the margin of the
upper jaw is mainly formed by the ]n-emaxill;e ; but a more important char-
acter is to l)e found in the absence from the gill-cover of the bone technically

known as the subojiercular. The air-bladder, which may be bony, is very
generally present, and is then connected with the internal ear l)y means of

nunute bones. Cat-fishes are ugly ci'eatures, with large ungainly heads,
small eyes, and the aforesaid long liarbels. Some, like the Oriental Bdijarint)

liavelli, grow to a length of a couple of yards, and have huge ugly m<,)uths,

opening nearly the full width of the head. In habits they are sluggish, and
dwell for the most jjart on the bottcjm of muddy rivers, lakes, or }ionds,

where their barbels probably play a huge part in enabling them to find their

way about. They are remarkably tenacious of life, and the writer once found
it absolutely inqjossible to kill some of these fish, caught while he was
([uarantined on board ship in the Rio de la Plata. All these fishes should be
handled with extreme caution, as the spines oi many of them are capable of

inflicting extremely dangerous wounds. Their flesh, although eatable, is of

poor quality. In the rivers and lakes of India and other Oriental countries,

cat-fish are extremely abundaiit, as they also are in those of South America,
where the shores of every little pond is strewn with their skulls. They
appear to inhabit jionds or lakes liable to be dried up in seasons of unusual
drought, and at such times they doubtless are enabled to survive by burying
themselves deep down in the riiud. Although the majority are fresh-water

fishes, some will enter salt water temporarily, while others are permanent
residents there. For the most part they keep near the coasts, but from the

circumstance that one species is common to the rivers of India and some of

the Malayan countries, it would seem that certain kinds occasionally traverse

a considerable extent of sea. In certain forms, like the members of the

genus Arinii, the males are in the habit of taking charge of the nursery
arrangements, by carrying the eggs about with them in tlieir mouths. Since
the family comprises considerably more than a hundred distinct genera, it is

obviously impossible to give any adefjuate account in a work of the present

nature. It is sub-divided into several sections, in the first of which the

d<)rsal and anal fins occupy the greater jiart of the length of the body, the
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African and Asiatic genus Clarias being an example of this section. To the
second section belongs tlie typical SUnrHs, of which thei'e are live species, from
tlie temperate regions of Asia and Eastern Europe. Here the rayed portion
of tlie dorsal tin is much reduced in length,

and, if present at all, confined to the
hinder region of the back, -while the fatty

dorsal is also small or wanting. Uu the
other hand, the anal is long, occupying
nearly the whole of the caudal region.

The third group is small, and of little

importance ; but the fourth is a very
large one, and includes the Nilotic

B(((ini8 (represented by the bagad), the Fhj. 20.—The Welsi
South American Ftindodus, the widely
spread Arivs, the gigantic Asiatic Bu(jariu-i, and a host of others. In
this group the short-rayed dorsal does not include more than a dozen rays,

and is placed far back on the body ; the fatty dorsal is present, although
often small ; and the anal is much shorter than the cauda] jjortion of the
backbone. If barbels are present on the nose, they belong to the hinder
of the two pairs of nostrils. Passing over the fifth group, and likewise
omitting mention of the seventh and eighth, attention may be directed to the
sixth, on account of its including a number of South and Central American
forms in which the body is invested in a more or less complete armour,
formed of large plates of bone. As examples, may be mentit)ned the short
and deep-bodied Call ichthys, and the long and slender Loricaria and Hxjpo-
ptopoma, all three of which are abundantly rei^resented in the Amazons.

Section v.—Plectisjwndyli.

The third section of the Physostomi is an important one, as containing the
large family of the carj)s, together with two other family groups. In both
the Nematognathi and Plectispondyli the first four vertebne in the neck are
specially modified and united into a single mass ; but the subojjercular bone,
which, as already mentioned, is wanting in the gill-cover of the former sec-

tion, is present in that of the latter.

Although the numerous members of the large fresh-water family of the
carps come mader the designation of "coarse-fish," yet, owing to its cheajD-

ness, their flesh affords an important article of food among
certain races and classes, while many of the species afford Family
sport to those anglers Avhb do not aspire to the highest grade Cyprinicke.

of their pastime. All the carps have naked heads and tooth-

less sucking mouths ; such teeth as they may possess being confined to the
l)haryngeal bones of the throat. Usually the body is covered with scales,

but if these are wanting the skin is naked. Some kinds are provided with
false gills of a glandular type ; and the air-bladder, when present, is large,

and may be divided either longitudinally or transversely into two portions.

When longitudinally divided, it has a bony capsule. In no carps, is there a
fatty dorsal fin ; but the moutli often bears short barbels. Carp are un-
known both in Central and South America and Australasia, but are elsewhere
almost universally distributed. Their distribution is thus coextensive with
the Arctog£eic realm, as defined in the introductory part of the section on

2 1
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mammals. Unlike the cat-fish, the carjjs prefer clear water ; and while tlie

majority subsist on a mixed diet, some prefer animal substances ; some others

confine themselves more or less exclusively to food of a vegetable nature.

Although the family approaches the Silnridfi' in point of numbers, the im-

portance of its members claim for it a somewhat fuller notice.

The typical sub-family f'lipridina' is characterised l)y the air-bladder being
divided by a transverse constriction into two chambers, and not invested in

a bony capsule. With the exception of the Oriental genus Hontalojitciiis—
in which they are increased to three, and the air-bladder is Avanting—the

number of pairs of barbels does not exceed twt), but one or both of these

may be absent. Of the various genera of this sub-family, the typical

Cyprinus includes a small numl)er of species from the fresh waters of tem-
perate Asia and Europe, the ct)nnnon Cypriwis carpio having been originally

introduced to the latter continent from
-=

,

the former. In common with certain

^s^^ other genera, C]iprinus generally has
^#l>^ the short anal fin provided with five or

six branching rays ; but it is specially

, ^^ characterised by the lateral line oc-^^ cu]:)ying the middle of each side of the

tail, and by the dorsal fin having its

FUi. 27.—Common Carp. front edge placed immediately above
the jielvic pair, and including one

serrated bony, and more than nine brandling rays. The blunted muzzle
carries two pairs of barbels ; and the teeth form a complete trijile series, the

outermost of which are adapted for crushing. From this genus, Camssixny

Avhich includes the crucian carp of Eurojie and the gold-fish of China and
Japan, differs by the absence of barljels. Nearly allied is the very large Old
World genus Barh^s, typified by the connnon Eurojiean bai'bel, but also Avell

known in the i)erson of the huge mahasir {B. tur), which afibrds such excel-

lent sport with rod-and-line from Kashmir to Ceylon. The members of this

genus have the mouth arched, and are provided with false gills ; the barljels

may be either four, two, or none, and the scales are very variable in size,

while the form of the body is often less deep than in Ciipriitva. Of the

mahasir, or mahseer, General Macintyre writes, that "on the back its hue is

a dark olive-green, shaded off—on the sides of a well-conditioned fish—into

a golden orange, which merges into pale j)ink and silvery-white below. It

has rather large toothless jaws, lined with a very tough membrane, so it

requires to be struck pretty hard to be projjerly hooked. When I say struck,

I mean that after the fish has hooked itself, as it will do by its own weight,

a good pull without a jerk is necessary to drive home the l)arb into its

leathern jaws. Owing to this toughness of mouth, a mahasir when fixed is

seldom lost unless it breaks the tackle. This a big fish will often do in its

first plunge, when it sometimes has a way of lashing its tail over the line.

That crisis being safely over, if your tackle is trustworthy, landing your fish

is usually only a matter of time and patience. Its strong teeth are set far

back in its gullet, and the stoutest tackle has a jaoor chance if it gorges your
lure beyond them. It cannot be easily clipped, as its large round scales are

so hard that the sharpest gaflf will glance off them. When running a mahasir

after it has been finely hooked, I have never known it leap from the water,

and I think it rarely does so, but its long and rapid rushes quite equal, if

they do not surpass, those of any salmon of a similar size. As regards its
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weight, I am well witliiu the mark wlieu I state that the mahasir reaches

nearly, if nut ([uite, 100 lbs. Tlie largest mahasir 1 ever lieard of as having
l)een taken with a trolling ))ait was 03 lbs. ; and with tiy, and that turned the

scale at (52 ll)s. But such monsters as these are very seldom landed with

the rod."

Nearly allied are the two species of gudgeons, constituting the genus Gobio,

which differ from the carjjs in that the ])haryngeal, or throat-teeth, are

arranged in one t)r two series instead of forming three rows. In these

familiar tish the whole of the body is invested witli scales of moderate size,

and the moutli, which is inferior in position, has the bones on its ui)per

margin protrusile, aiid there are two ])arbels. Gudgeon are found on the
pebbly beds of clear streams, where they feed on minute acpiatic animals.

The numerous kinds of so-called white tish, such as the dace, roach, and
chub, lielong to the genus Loicisc^is, and, in connuon with certain other
genera, difter from the foregoing types in the conformation of the anal tin,

which is either of moderate length or short, includes from eight to eleven
l)ranching rays, and does not extend so far forwards as the line of the hinder
edge of the dorsal. In the preceding forms the same lin usually has only tive or

six l)ranched rays. The white fish have no barbels, neither is tliere a cutting

edge to their jaws ; while the throat-teeth are arranged in one or two rows,

and the dorsal tin is short, and without a bony ray. White fish are found
throughout the fresh waters of the cooler portions of the Northern Hemi-
sphere, but their species are more numerous in Euro{)e and Asia than in

America. Their form and habits are sufficiently familiar to all. Nearly
allied to the white tish is the golden-coloured tench, which represents a

genus (Tinni) distinguislied by the presence f)f a pair of l)arl)els ti>the mouth,
tlie slight extent to which the tail is notched, and the nunute size of the

scales. In this tish the lateral line is complete, and rinis nearly in the middle
of each side of the tail, as it does in such of the wliite tish as have it fully

developed. Certain allied fishes from the Old World, constituting the genus
i%ondrodu))K(, may be recognised l)y the sharp cutting edge of the lower jaw,

which is sheathed in horn. None of these fishes are British, as is also the
case Avith the so-called bitterlings {-RIkxIvus), of which there are four species.

The breams (.-l/>/vnyu'.s) bring us, however, to another genus with an English
representative. In this and certain other genera of the carp tribe, the anal

fin is ccmsiderably elongated, and some portion at least of the lower border
of the abdomen is compressed to such an extent as to form a sharp keel-like

edge. In the bream the short and spineless dorsal fin is situated over the
space between the pelvics and anal, the scales are of moderate size, and the
lateral line runs somewhat below the middle line of the tail. As in the white
fish, the bones of the upper jaw are capable of protrusion, and some members
of the genus present the remarkable ^peculiarity of being " underhung," that

is to say, they have the lower jaw somewhat longer than the upper. Passing-

over several allied species, nientitm must be made of the beautiful pearly little

fish known as bleak (Albiuniis)^ of which there are a considerable number of

species inhabiting the fresh waters of Europe and Western Asia. In addition

to the silvery lustre from which they take their name, these little fishes are

specially characterised by the slender form of their gill-rakers, which are

placed close together ; the body being rather slender, the lateral line running
somewhat below the middle of the tail, and the lower jaw somewhat exceed-
ing the up})er in length. Formerly the scales of the bleak were employed
for making artificial pearls, the pearly matter being washwd off, and after-
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wards do2)osited in the inner side of thin glass balls, of which the small

aperture was finally closed with wax. An account of this manufacture will

be found in a small work on British fishes by Frank Buckland. On account

of the almost vertical })()siti()n of the cleft of its up-turned moutli, mention
must be made of the sichel of Eastern Europe, which forms a genus (Fdtcus)
sufficiently distinguished by this one characteristic.

The rare and local British fish known as the sjjiny loach {(Jubitls ticiiia) is

the typical member of the sec(md sub-family {Cobltinn') of the carp tribe ; a

group which includes several other genera of loaches, all confined to the

fresh waters of Europe and Asia. In all the members of this sul)-family the

air-bladder is enclosed, either completely or partly, in a Ijony capsule, and
none possess false gills. The body, too, never has the deej) form character-

istic of the carps, and in some groui)s is much elongated. Barl^els, varying

in numlier from six to twelve, are always present, and the mouth is inferior

in position, with fleshy lips. Whereas the i3elvic pair may be wanting, the

median fins are devoid of spines, the number of rays in the dorsal being

variable, but those of the anal always few. The tail-tin is rounded, and the

scales, if present, are small, and buried in the mucus of the skin. One genus
from the Oriental countries is })eculiar in 2>ossessing scales on the top and
sides of the head. The spiny loaches, of which there are at least three

species, take their name from the presence of a pair of forked spines below
the eyes ; such spines being capable of erection at the will of their owners.

In the large genus Ncmricliiins, which includes the connnon loach {N. harha-

fi(JiiK) of every English stream, the s])ines ))elow the eyes are wanting, and
the u])]»er jaw alone is furnished witli barl)els, of which there are three pairs.

The third European genus, Mi--i<i>irniis, includes the giant loach of Europe,
and three other species ; its distributional area including Europe and Asia

north of the Himalaya. In this genus there ai'e either tive or six pairs of

barbels, two of which arise from the lower jaw. Many other genera are

found in the Oriental covuitries, and it is noteworthy that wliereas the

Euro] lean forms are inhabitants of clear running waters, these latter dwell

in tanks, where they bury themselves in the nuid at the bottoni. All, how-
ever, agree in that their food is composed exclusively of animal substances.

In the fresh waters of Tropical Africa the place of the loaches is taken by
the two species of the genus Kncria, which form a family by themselves,

distinguished from the Vyprhvida- by the absence of throat,

Family or pharyngeal teeth, the simple, undivided form of the air-

Kneriida'. bladder, and the absence of ])arbels.

Of far more importance than the last is the very exten-

sive family of fresh-water fishes commonly known as characincMd fishes, buts

which might perhaps be termed the southern carps. Their distribution is

indeed largely complementary to that of the Ciiprinlda', since

Family they are confined to Central and South America, and Africa

ErylhrinidiV. south of the Sahara ; carps being absent from the' former
countries, although present in the latter. This peculiar

geographical distribution is one among many instances of the close affinity

existing between the faunas of these two areas. The exjilanation of

the aljsence of the Cyprinida' from South America may possibly be that

the characinoids entered Africa at the time when that country was in

communication with South America, wdiereas the carps did not come in till

that communication was severed. If that be so, the Cyprhiidic must have
come into Africa at the same time as many of tlae large mammals, such as
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hippopotami, giraffes, rhinoceroses, elephants, and autelof)es. From the

Cyprinida' the present family is broadly distinguished hy certain peculiarities

in the structure of the skull, and by the number of uj)per pharyngeal bones being
one or four, in ])lace of two. The maigin of tlie ujiper jaw is also different, in

that it is formed in front bj' the premaxilhe, and liy the maxillaj at the sides,

instead of entirely by the former bones. Barbels, too, are wanting ; but
whereas the head is as devoid of scales as in the Cijpriiuda\ tlie jaws may be
either smootli or furnished with poweiful teeth. In such an extensive family,

it is but little use referring to genera by name, when their distinctive

features cannot be described. It may be mentioned, however, tliat tlie

African and the American genera are distinct from one another, and that the

typical Enitln-'niua is from America. Two genera—of whicli Iliidrocijiiu is

African, and (-';/"'"/'"*' Tropical America—are, however, noteworthy on account
of the large size and ])redaceous habits of some of tlieir rei^resentatives.

Two species of the former genus are abundant in the Nile, where they grow
to about four feet in length, and are respectively known by the Egyptians l)y

the names of Kelb-el-lxdir and Kdb-el-mmicJi.

Serf ion D.—H<i})lopomi.

In this fourth section of the Physostomi the first four vertel)riie of the
backbone are distinct from one another, and unmodified ; the supraoccipital

bone of the skull extends forwards to separate the two
parietals, and the full num))er of bones is developed in the Family
gill-covers, or operculum. The jjharyngeal bones, too, are Cyprinoilontidic.

separate, and in the upper jaw are three or ionv in number,
and directed forwards. The first family of the section is that (jf the

Cypiinodontidte, which includes a considerable number of genera of small

fishes ranging over America, Africa. Asia, and the south of Europe, and
inhabiting alike salt, brackish, and fresh water. With a mouth devoid of

barbels, these fish are easily recognised by the scales extending f)n to the

head, as well as by the absence of a fatty dorsal fin, and the backward
position of the rayed dorsal. As in the carjjs, the margin of the upper jaw is

formed entirely by the promaxillary bones. The third ui)per pharyngeal
bone is enlarged, and teeth ai'e present, not only on the pharyngeals, but
likewise in the margins of the jaws. Whereas some cyprinodonts feed on
living animals, others seek their food in mud. The males, which are much
inferior in size to their })artners, include some of the smallest of all living

fishes ; and most species produce their young in a living condition. In a

family so extensive, it is diflicult to select genera for special mention. The
typical C]ij))i')iodoii has a very wide distribution, and is represented by seven
species from the countries bordering the Mediterranean. Some of its

members are i-emarkable for inhabiting springs or pools almost saturated with
salt, while others are found in springs of very high temperature. Perhaps
tlie most noteworthy forms are the species of the genus Anahleps from
Tropical America, in whicli the eyes are divided by a horizontal line into an
upper and a lower half. The convexity of the lens differs in these two halves,

the upper half being suited to vision in air, and the lower in water. This
enables the fish to see perfectly in both media when swimming near the

surface of the water, with one half of the eye below, and tlie other above, the

surface. A good account of the habits of these curious fishes has been
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recently published in the Fidd newspaper. It may be mentioned that,

according to an American writer, the name of the family should be changed
from CiipriiuKlontida' to PaclUidd'.

Nearly allied to the last are two genera of small North American fishes, in

one of which (Amhhjopsi.s) the eyes are wanting, while in the second {Cholo-

(jastcr) they are very minute. The one is represented by the

Family well-known blind tish from caves and other subterranean
Amhlyopmhe. waters, while the single species of the latter is found in the

rice-fields of the Southern States, although very rare.

Chologaster has no pelvic fins, but these may or may not be present in

Amhhjnpsis. as is also the case with Vijprinodon. The blind fish, which grows
to a length of al)out five inches, is ijuite colourless, and when the dark waters
of their habitat are artificially illuminated these fishes have a weird and
ghostly apjjearance.

Of the other two families of the section, the first is an unimportant one,
represented by one s})ecies of the single genus Unihra from Austria and

Hungary, and a second from tlie United States. Small in

size, these fish are very similar to the (Ujprliiodontida', from
which they may be distinguished by the lateral margin of

the upper jaw being formed by the maxilhe. Although like-

wise re])resBnted only by a single genus ( Eso.i:\ the pikes are

a much more impoitant and better-known family, the connucm European
species (E. /h^/k.s) being well known to all. Pike are inhabitants of the fresh

waters of North America, Tern-

Families
Umhridii' and

Esocid<i\

FUj. 28.—Common Pike.

perate Asia, and Europe, but are

more numerously represented in

the Western than in the Eastern
Hemisphere, six species being ex-

clusively American, whereas the

common jiike ranges over all three

continents. In these fi.shes the

margin of the upper jaw is formed
in the same niiinner as that of the

on the head serves to distinguish them
Their elongated, "pike "-like form,

umbrers ; but the absence of scaler

from all other members of the secti(m

their large size, and their vt)racious hal^its, are familiar features of the family
;

but it may be added that there are no l)arbels to the mouth, while there is no
fatty fin, and the dorsal occupies the position of the fatty tin of the Salmonidre.
Summarising some of the accounts which have been given of the voracity and
fierceness oi the juke, the editor of this volume writes as follows :

—"It has
Ijeen known to attack a man when its retreat has been cut ofi', to bite the legs

of leathers, and to snap at the fingers of persons cooling their hands in the
water ; and when pressed with hunger, to fight an otter for the })ossession of a
carp. Its strength and endurance have often been demonstrated in the
destruction of strong tackle, and in its ])ower to survive—without apparent
inconvenience—with hooks and wires mingling with its anatomy. Cajjtain

Brown gives an instance of a pike being caught whicli had a strong piece of

twisted wire pi-ojecting from its side. It was in excellent condition, and on
])eing opened, discovered in its stomach a double eel-hook, nuich corroded,
and attached to the protruding wire. Another pike, when caught in the
River Ouse, was found in possession of a watch with a black ribbon and seals

attached—property which, it was afterwards discovered, had belonged to a
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gentleman's servant who had been drowned. The pike lias often been caught
with portions of tackle bri)ken from the line in former engagements hanging
from its mouth. Its rapacity is extraordinary. Eight hundred gudgeon are

said to have been consumed in three weeks by eight pike of not more than
five pounds weight each."

Section E.—SciipIiopJiuvi.

The next family of the Physostomi comprises a few fishes from Tropical

Africa which ap[)ear to have no very near relations, and are consequently re-

garded as forming a sectional group by themselves. The
chief characters of the section are derived from the Ijones of Family
the skull, in which the parietals are separate alike from one Mormyridce.
another, and from the supraoccipital ; while the pterotic

bones, which are situated on the outer sides of the parietals, are large, funnel-

shaped, and contain a cavity closed by a lid. The full series of bones are

developed in the gill-cover, and in the back-bone the four first joints are

separate and immoditied. As a family, the Mb7'»iyrute are characterised by
the naked head, the want of barbels, the slit-like opening of the gills, the

simple air-bladder, and the absence of a fatty fin on the back. The front

portion of the margin of the upper jaw is constituted' l)y the premaxillje,

which are united together ; but the sides are formed by the maxillte. All

these fishes are dwellers in fresh water. The typical genus is Mormyrus,
from which some writers distinguish certain species under the name of

Murwijrop.'i, other meml)ei's of the fanuly being included in GijmtKdxhiis,

which is characterised by the complete disappearance of the pelvic, anal, and
caudal fins, the tail terminating in a point. Many of the species of Mormyrus
have the muzzle more or less elongated and beak-like, but M. petersi has the

extremity of the lower jaw produced into a large, conical, fleshy appendage
of great relative length. Gymiiai-chns—of which there is only one species—is,

on the other hand, a large eel-like fish, growing to a length of a couple of

yards.

Set' f !( I) I F.—Isospond yl i

.

The sixth and last section of the Physostomi is the largest and most im-

l>ortant of all, including—in addition to many other groups—the families of

the herrings and salmon, whose numerous representatives are so highly

valued as food.

These fislies are the most generalised of all the Physostomi, and conse-

quently make the nearest approach to the under-mentioned ganoids. In all

of them the two parietal bones are separate, and the so-called

sympleatic bone, which is wanting in the preceding family, is Family
here present. As in the latter, tlie anterior segments of the Notopteridce.

vertebral column are of the simple, unmodified type ; but
both the upper and the lower pharyngeal bones are sei)arate. The first

representative of the section is the genus Notopterns, which constitutes a

family by itself, and includes several species from the Oriental countries and
West Africa. None of these fishes have a fatty dorsal fin or barbels, but

many of them possess a short and tall dorsal fin, situated far back on the body,
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and standing up in such a conspicuous manner as to give rise to the name of
" feather-back." A better character is, however, to be found in the backward
continuation of the anal fin to form a fringe surrounding the tail. There are

many other structural peculiarities in these fresh-water fishes, but it will

suffice to mention tliat the air-bladder is divided into a number of compart-

ments, and furnished at each end with a pair of prolongations, so that it pre-

sents some resemblance to a shark's egg in form. More important, on account

of their peculiar geographical distribution, are the small

Family fresh-water fishes from the Southern Hemisphere, forming
GalaxiidcB. the genus Galaxias, and typifying a family by themselves.

They have the base of the skull single, the pterotic bones
solid, and the tail forked or rounded, while there are neither scales, barbels,

or a fatty fin, the dorsal being situated directly over the anal fin. The eggs

of the female are discharged into the cavity of the abdomen, as in the last

family, from which these fishes differ by the simple structure of the air-

bladder. The typical Galaxiaa has long been known from the extremity of

South America, Australia, and New Zealand (where, from their spotted

coloration, they were formerly known as trout), but it is only recently that

a species has Ijeen recorded from the Cape. The New Zealand Neochaniui—
of which the known specimens have been found buried in mud far away from
water—dift'ers by the lack of the pelvic fins.

This family is noteworthy on account of its containing the largest fresh-

water bony fish, the huge Arapaima giijda of the Guianas and Brazil, which
attains a length of fully fifteen feet, and a weight of four

Family hundred pounds. As a family, the arapaimas are distin-

OsteogJossidw. guished from the Galaxiidtv by generally possessing three,

instead of two, upper pharyngeal l^ones. The body of these

fishes is invested with unusually large scales, marked with a kind of mosaic-

like sculpture, but the head is devoid of scales, and protected by large rough-
ened, ossified plates. Wide
openings of the mucus canal

constitute the lateral line, and
the long dorsal fin is placed

immediately over the anal

—

to which it is almost similar

—very far back on the body.

Fi<j. 29.—AuAPAiMA. Indeed, so far back are these

fins, that they sometimes co-

alesce with the caudal. The openings of the gills are wide, and both the

premaxillte and maxillre enter into the formation of the margin of the upper
jaw ; but there are no false gills. Whereas some forms have the air-bladder

simple, in others it is composed of cells. Allusion having been already made
to Arapaima, we pass on to the typical Ostcoglos:inm, of which there is one
species from Soutli America, and a second from Borneo and Sumatra, while

the other two are inhabitants of Australia. A pair of barbels to the lower

jaw, and the obliquity of the cleft of the mouth, are sufficient to distinguish

these large fishes from Arapaima. The flesh is of excellent quality. The
last genus, Heterotis, is African, and differs from the other two in having
only two upper pharyngeal bones—thereby resemliling the GaJaxiida'—a.nd

its air-bladder is cellular. The one species is common to the Nile and the

rivers of West Africa.

A fresh-water fish from North America known as ilie moon-eye (Hiihdon
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tergissus), and a small fish (Pantodon hnchohi) remarkably like a cyprinodont,

from West Africa, severally represent two families. From
the foregoing families of the section, these two groups are Families

distinguished by the vnider-mentioned characters. The Jlyodont Ida' ami
pterotic bones are of normal conformation ; there are four PantodoHlkhi'.

separate u])per pharyngeal bones, of which the third and
largest is directed forwards ; and the base of the skull is double. All these

features are common to the remaining families of the section. In the Hyo-
dontid((' the two parietal bcmes are united together, and the bony structure

supporting the tail-fin is preceded by two true caudal vertebne. Whereas in

the moon-eye the tail is deeply forked, in Pantodon it terminates in a point.

A long slender fish from the seas of Australia, Japan, and
South Africa, known as the beaked salmon (6rOHrt)7i;//it7iH.s Family
f/fc;//), likewise constitutes a separate family, distinguished Gonorhijnchidu'.

from the last two by tlie ])resence of barbels to the mouth, and
the absence of true caudal vertebr;e. The beaked salmon varies from a foot to a

foot and a half in length, and is often found in sandy bays. Its flesh is eaten.

The three families now tt) be mentioned include marine fishes, of which the

majority are deep-sea or pelagic in their habitat, while many are remarkable
for the develojjment of special ph()S])horescent organs, by the
aid of which they find their way in the dark ocean abysses. Families

From the preceding family, the Scopellda' are distinguished ScopeHd.n\

by the absence of barbels, and of spines on the scales (when Sternoptychidn',

the latter are developed), and the presence of a small and Stomiafidn'.

fatty fill posterior to the dor.sal. Whereas some forms are

scaled, others are naked ; but all arc characterised by the wide gill-f>pening,

the possession of false gills, the absence of an air-ljladder, and the formation

of the margin of the upper jaw by the premaxilLie alone. A peculiarity of

these fishes is the extreme shortness of the intestine. The typical genus
ScopeUis includes fishes of normal form, with rows of phos^jhorescent spots on
the lower side of the body ; but in Ipnojjs the whole l)ody is exceedingly long

and slender, and the upper surface of the flattened head occupied by a large

luminous organ. Other genera are S((urns, Pandepis, Plagyod us (in which
the body is naked, and the jaws are armed with large tusks), and (himno-

scopelus, in which scales are likewise wanting. Of the other two families it

will be unnecessary to give all the characters, but it may be mentioned that

in the Steriioptychidce the fatty fin is either very small or rudimental, while

there are no barbels, and the body may be either naked or covered witli thin

deciduous scales, while the maxilke enter into the margin of the upper jaw.

On the lower parts, light-organs ai'e developed. One of the best-known
forms is the somewhat elongated Photichtliya, from which the allied OJifudiodvs

differs by the large size of its teeth. On the other hand, the typical Stcr-

nojjtyx has the body deep and comjjressed, and the tail short. The Stomiatida'

differ by the presence of a long barbel attached to the hyoid bone, whicli

depends from the lower jaw, the fatty fin being often totally wanting.

Asti'onesthcfi, which is one of the genera with a small fatty fin, has a large

head, and jaws armed with powerful teeth. Stomias and Ecliiostonia both
lack the fatty fin, but whereas the former has the body covered with minute
scales, in the latter the skin is naked, and the small pectoral fins have some
of their rays prolonged into thread-like filaments. At times the deejD-sea

fishes of the present group are met with floating in a helpless inert condition

on the surface ftf the ocean ; but they are generally only obtained by
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dredging. When })rought to the surface, owing to the sudden diminution of

pressure, their eyes start out of the sockets, the scales stand erect, and the
llesh is loose and fragile, so that the presurv.ition of specimens is frec^uently
a matter of consideral)le dithculty.

These two unimportant families, severally represented by a single type,
may be distinguished from the preceding members of the Isospondyli by the

circumstance that the supraoccipital bone of the skull ex-

Families Chiro- tends forwards so as to separate the two parietals from one
cunlrkht' and another. And in tliis feature they agree with the members

Balhythrissi(la\ of the following families of the section, excejit for a few
aberrant types of two. The first faniily is represented by

the dorab (Cltlrocentrv.'i (hirah), of the Malayan and Red Seas, and is dis-
tinguished l)y the possession of Init one caudal vertebra. The dorab is a large
elongated fish, with a deeply-forked tail, no fatty tin, an up-turned muzzle,
powerful teeth, and a sharply-keeled and serrated under surface. In length
it is stated to grow to as much as twelve feet. A^ery different is the deep-sea
Bathythrissa dorsnUs of Japan, in which the body is deep and oblong, with
the under surface rounded, the head naked and without barbels, and the
dorsal fin so much elongated as to occupy nearly the whole length of the
back, a fatty fin being wanting. This fish forms an exception to the gener-
ality of the members of the sub-order in lacking an air-bladder.
The familiar " red-herring," in its natural condition, is the type of a family

of mostly marine and littoral fishes whose importance as a food-supply can

. scarcely be overrated. Limits of space, unfortunately,

„ °^' allow of only a very inadequate notice of the group. Dr.

Cluntid '
fifiiither writes "that the family of herrings is probably un-
surpassed by any other in the numljer of individuals, al-

though others comprise a much greater variety of species. The herrings are
princi[)ally coast fishes, or at least do not go far from the shore ; none belong
to the deep-sea fauna, scarcely any have pelagic liabits, but many enter or
live in fresh-waters communicating with the sea. They are spread over all

the temperate and tropical zones." With the excei)tion of one genus, agree-
ing with the OMyocuntifh}' in the structure of the skull and presence of a
single caudal vertebra, the Clvpeidw are si)ecially characterised by the want
of a fatty fin, and the general presence of small plates of bone on the lower
surface of the body, which is usually sharp and often serrated. The head
is devoid of ))ai-bels, and usually also of scales, but the body is always fully

scaled, although the lateral line is generally wanting. The margin of the
upper jaw is formed in part by the premaxillte, and in part by tlie maxilLe

;

each of the latter Ijones consisting of three distinct elements. Usually the

gill-openings are complete, and the

operculum comprises the full number of

elements. The rays of the short dorsal

fill are few and weak, although those of

the anal may be numerous. The air-

bladder is comparatively single, and
most members of the family are fur-

Fkj. 30,—The Herris(i. nished with false gills. In the typical

genus Clnpca the two jaws are sulj-equal

in length, the eyes have fatty lids, and the body is compressed, with the
abdomen serrated inferiorly as far forwards as the chest. The cleft of the
mouth is of moderate width, and if teeth are present at all, they are rudi-
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mental and deciduous. The anal fin is of moderate length, with less than
thirty rays, the dorsal fin is placed al)ove the pelvic pair, and the caudal is

deeply ft)rked. Among over half ;i hundred species, we may name the common
herring ((-'. iHtreiujits), the spratt (('. spnittii^), the alliceshad (C*. alosa), the

shad {(J.Jiida), the American mosshanker (('. mcultctdeib), and the pilchard or

sardine ((*. jiilch((nlu)i). Herrings, as is well known, are gregarious and car-

nivorous fishes, going about in huge shoals, the presence of which is often

indicated not only by the ap2)earance of the surface of the water, but by the

flocks of sea-birds which hover overhead in search of prey. The shoals

appear to approach the coasts solely for the purpose of spawning, after which
they retire to deeper water. Australia is the home of certain fresh-water

herrings forming the genus Dijilomiisfits, and characterised by having plates of

bone behind tlie head similai- in character to those on the under surface.

Another and larger genus {Eiiiiniiilia) is typified by the Mediterranean
anchovy, and is characterised by the prolongation of the nearly conical snout
beyond tlie tij) of the lower jaw, and by the eyes being covered with a con-

tinuous skin. The Mediterranean species, either preserved whole, or made
into a paste, aftbrds the piquant anchovy of commerce. The only other type
thatcan be mentionedhere is Elops, which is peculiar in that the parietalbones of

the skull are in contact, and also for the possession of two caudal vertebrae.

There are two species from the warmer seas, in both of which the s])ace

between the two branches of the lower jaw is protected by a thin plate of

bone, while the lower surface of the body is rounded and smooth.
Very brief nf)tice must suflice for two small and unimportant families now

generally ])laced l)etween the closely allied groups of the herrings and salmon.
The Alcpocejtludidii' resemble EJops, and thus the Stdmoniihi^,

in having two caudal vertebrie, but difter from the former, Families Alepo-
and thereby agree with most of the latter, in that the two cepha/idif and
parietal bones of the skull are separated by the supra- Haplochitonkhi'.

occipital. They lack, however, the fatty fin of the latter, and
barbels are wanting to the head, which is likewise devoid of scales, as is

sometimes also the body. Both pairs of jaw-bcmes enter into the f(jrmation

of the margin of the upper jaw, and the stomach lacks the blind appendage,
or ci^jcum, characterising that of the herrings. In the typical genus Alepo-
cepJudiifi the body is covered with thin scales, but in XcnoihnnirJdhiis these
are replaced by fine nodules. Two other genera are known. The trout-like

fish from the rivers of Chili and the southern extremity of South America
and the Falklands known as JJai>lo<:hiton, together with the allied Austra-
lian genus Pvototrodes, represent the second of the two families now under
consitleration ; the first of these resembling a scaleless trout, whereas in the
second the body is scaled and the jaws are armed with minute teeth. These
fish difter from the families last noticed in possessing a small fatty fin. In
this I'espect they resemble the Stdmonidje, from which they m;iy be dis-

tinguished by the fact that thq. maxillaj do not enter into the formation of the
margin of the upper jaw.

From the other allied families the Salmonidd' may be distinguished by the

possession of a small fatty fin between the dorsal and the tail, coupled with
the circumstance that the margin of the upper jaw is formed
in front by the premaxilhe and at the sides by the maxilke. Salmon Tribe.

—

The inferior asjject of the body is rounded ; and whereas the Family
skin of the head is invariably naked, tlie body is generally Salmoiiidit'.

clothed with scales. The S(dmunidw are in the main re-
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strictecl to the cooler portions of the Northern Hemisphere, aUhough one

genus is found in the fresh waters of New Zealand. Whereas some kinds

spend the whole of their time in fresh water lakes or rivers, others descend

periodically to the sea—or, as it is perhaps more correct to say, ascend rivers

from the sea for the purjjose of spawning. Certain kinds are, however, per-

manently marine, most of these being deep-water fishes, although the mem-
bers of two genera are pelagic. On account of the large size of many of the

species, coupled with the superlatively excellent quality of their flesh, the

l^idmonkhe are commercially one of tlie most valuable families of fishes. It

appears that the "salmon-colour" characterising the flesh of some of the

species is due to the pigment derived from the crustaceans on which they

feed ; the action of the gastric juice turning such pigment red in the same
manner as boiling. Volumes have been written on the life-history of the

Salmoniche, and the question as to tlie number of si)ecies of fresh-water trt)ut

and charr; and many pages- of this work would be necessary to give even a

full outline of the subject. As it is, little more than a bare mention of the

leading genera and species can be attempted. It should, however, be men-
tioned that whereas the adults are usually silvery, or spotted with black and
red, the immature fish pass through a stage—the "]»arr"—when they are

marked ])y dark transverse bars. In certain fresh-water kinds these imma-
ture markings may, however, be retained individually during the whole of

life. There are also sexual or seasonal diflerences in the adult fish ; as

exemplified by the hooked lower
jaw of the male salmon in the

spawning season. The genus
Salmo, which includes the com-
mon salmon (S. sdlmo), and the

various species or varieties of trout

and charr, has the dorsal fin

situated nearly or immediately
above the pelvic pair, the scales

small, and well-developed teeth in the jaws, and likewise on the vomerine
and palatine bt)nes and tongue ; while the anal fin never includes more than
fourteen rays, and the intestine is furnished with a large number of small
blind appendages or cajca. Moreover, the mouth is so deeply cleft, that its

opening extends at least as far back as the eye. Southwards, the range of
this large genus does not extend beyond the Atlas and Hindu Kush in the
Eastern Hemisphere, or the rivers flowing into the head of the Gulf of
Califoi-nia in the Western. In the various kinds of true salmon and trout the
whole length of the bone known as the vomer carries teeth during some
period of life. On the other hand, in the mostly smaller and more brilliantly-
coloured charr the vomerine teeth are restricted to the head of that bone.
The largest memljer of the charr group is the Danul^ian hucho (S. hurJw),
which rivals the salmon in size. The migratory species, which periodically
ascend the rivers of North America and Asia flowing into the Pacific in in-

credible numbers, form the genus OnrJiorhinbchiis, distinguished l)y the
possession of mcjre than fourteen rays in the anal fin. A third genus
(Osmerus) contains the three species of smelt, and is to some extent inter-
mediate between /S'«?y/t.o and Ouchorhyitch us ou tlie one hand, and Coreciuniis
on the other. They are, however, peculiar, on account of the small size and
number of the ctecal appendages to the intestine, while their eggs are rela-
tively small. As examples of the large and mostly fresh-water genus Core-

Fin. 31.—The Salmon.
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ildimx, may bo mentioned the vcndace (C vaiuhtiiiis), tlie pullan {C, pullax),

and the powan (0. diipeoldcs), all of which are British. Like smelts, these tish

lia\e small eggs ; but then they have a great nunil)er of blind ajipendages to

the intestine, and if any teeth remain in the adult, they arc usually restricted

to the tongue, while even in the young state these organs are minute. The
cleft of the mouth is always much less deep than in the Sobno, while the

forking of the tail is more strongly marked. In common with the giayling,

these tishes difier from the other meml^ers of the family in that the two
parietal bones meet together for a short distance in tlie middle line in ad-

vance of the supraoccij)ital. The genus extends over a consideral^le portion
of N(U'thern Europe, Asia, and America ; and its very numerous members
are for the most part permanent inhabitants of fresh water. The grayling

{Tliii)ni(Unf), which have a geographical distribution very similar to that of

(\)re(jnniiSj differ from that genus by the taller and longer dorsal tin, in which
the luunber of rays varies from thirteen to twenty-three. The mouth, too,

has a smaller cleft ; while the blind api)endages of the intestine are nuich
less numerous, and teeth are ])resent in the jaws, and on the palatines and
the head of the vomer, although wanting from the tongue. Altln)Ugh rang-
ing from Lapland to Venice, and from England to Russia, the grayling is a
very local tish, which is unknown in Ireland ; and it appears that only under
certfiin conditions will it thrive and multiply in a river. A writer in Land
iiiul Wider for 18G8 remarks, that "there is one singular peculiarity about
the grayling that distinguishes it from all other si)ecies of i^ahnonlda', and
that is its remarkable odour. It resembles more than anything else the smell
t)f a freshly-cut cucumber ; by this criterion it may be immediately detected.

Some authorities assert that the smell of this tish resembles thyme, but I

cannot endorse this, or perceive the slightest affinity."

A small family is rejiresented by the North American fresh-water /V(ro^j.s/.s

(fiittiita and the allied Columhia tmns)iwnt(in((, which, although possessing the
structural features of the S(d}n<>nida', assimilate in the nature
of the scales and the bones of the mouth ti.> the perch Percopsidse.

trilje.

SUr.-OKDER VI.—.KTHEOsrONIiYLI.

This and the next subordinal groujj of the Actinopterygii are now respec-
tively represented only by a single North American genus, although both
were abundant during earlier epochs of

the earth's history. To understand _ >

fully their relationship to other tishes

it is essential to take the extinct forms
into consideration, but as this is im-
possible here, their general structural ~

features c;in be only very slightly touched j,-„j_ 32.—Bo.w Pikk.
upon. The present sub-order is now
represented only by the three species of bony jjike {Lepidostens) from
the fresh Avaters of North America, which typify the family Lepidosteidce,

These tishes, some of which measure fully six feet in length, have the
head covered with bony plates, and the whole body invested with a
coat of hard, shining, quadrangular scales, Avhich articulate together by means
of a peg and socket. The long head is depressed, with the jaws well-armed
with teeth ; and the body is tdongated, with the anal and dorsal fins—which
have no spines—placed near the tail, and the latter of the so-called abbreviate
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heterocercal ty]>e. In the skeleton, the vertelirie are unique among living

fishes in that the articular surfaces of their Ijodies form a cuj) behind and a

l)all in front. The air-bladder has a duct, and the nerves supplying tlie eyes

Avhere they meet one another in the middle line give off interlacing tibi-es, and

there are remnants of a spiral valve in the lining membrane of the intestine.

Bony pike, which are abundant in many of the North American rivers, are

very analogous in tlieir habits to true pike, feeding upon other fishes.

•SUB-ORDER VII.—PROTOSPONDYLI.

The single existing family {Amltihi) of this once abundant subordinal

group is now represented by the liow-fin (Amia-calra) of the fresh waters of

the United States. This fish, while agreeing with the l)ony pike in the con-

formation of the optic nerves supplying the eyes, differs in the fuller develop-

ment t»f the spiral valve in the intestine, and in the simpler form of the

bodies of the vertel)ne, which are disc-like. Although the scales are coated

with ganoin, they differ from those of the bony pike in being thin, rounded,

and deeply over-la})ping. A peculiar

feature of the bow-fin, and the one
from which it takes its vernacular

name, is the great length of the

dorsal fin, which occujjies more than
lialf the entire length of the back,

and i»osteriorly is sejiarated only )jy

a notch from the tail-tin ; the latter

luij. 33—iiuw-FiN. l)eing of the abbreviate heterocercal

type. The bow-tin grows to a length
of about a couple of feet, and is a carnivorous hsh, exceedingly abundant in

some of the North American lakes. It feeds not only on otlier fishes, but
likewise on various invertebrate animals, and can exist for a consideral)le

time out of water. Its favourite liaunts are the dense masses of floating

vegetation fringing the North American lakes, among whicli it lays during
the month of May a host of minute eggs.

SUC-OUUEll VIIl.—CliONOROSTEI—STUKUEONS.

The title of royal fish besttiwed on the common sturgeon would seem to in-

dicate that it has some special claim to superiority over the other members
of the finny tribe. This, however, is not the case, the title being due to the

circumstance that all such fish, according to an act of Edward XL which
appears to be still in force, belong of right to the crown. The enactment
runs that "the king shall have Avreck of the sea throughout the realm, whales,

and great sturgeons, taken in the sea or elsewhere in the realm, except in

certain places privileged by the king." From all the other subordinal groujjs

of the Teleostomi, the sturgeons and their extinct allies are liroadly distin-

guished by the greater relative number of the dermal rays in the dorsal and
anal fins, which exceed the bony f)r cartilaginous elements pertaining to the

true skeleton by which they are supported, instead of these two elements
being numerically equal. As regards the optic nerves and the lining mem-
brane of the intestine, the sturgeons resemble the preceding sub-order. All

the members of the sub-order have a persistent notochord and a cartilaginous

skeleton, but the tail may be of cither the heterocercal or the diphycerca
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ype. It might l)e thouglit that tlie bony shields investing the head, and llie

longitudinal rows of pvouiinent bony tubercles or jjlates fretiuentl}' present

on the otherwise entirely naked skin, would form a distinctive feature of tlie

group. As a matter of fact this is not so, seeing that a number of extinct

tishes now classed with tlie sturgeons have a comi)lete coat of ganoid scales.

Still, however, as distinctive of the existing forms—with which alone we are

concerned here—the presence of tliese shields or plates, or lioth, coupled with

the absence of scales (save in one family on part of the tail) ai"e very dis-

tinctive. Existing sturgeons may be clnssitied in two families, in botli of

which the tail is heterocercal.

The first of these is represented only l)j' two genera, each with a single

species, and its distinctive features are to be found in the presence of minute
teetli in tlie jaws throughout life, as well as of a )uedian series

of un[)aired bony shields in the armour of the head, and Family
likewise by the skin—save for a few minute stellate ossitica- Polyodo)Uid<r.

tions—l)eing naked all over the body, although there may be
a few scales on the upper lobe of the tail. The typical Fuhjodon folins, from
tlie Mississippi basin, is a comparatively small tish, apparently not exceeding

about six feet in length, characterised by the upper jaw terminating in an
enormous shovel-like beak, furnished Avith soft thin margins, and e(iual to

fully one quarter the entire length of the fish. Vastly larger is Pscphunis

(//f((//i'.s from some of the great Chinese rivers, which grows to something
approaching twenty feet, and has a much more slender beak. Both these

fishes have minute eyes, and a])pear to grovel in the mud in the river bottom
in search of tlieir food. The occurrence of two such closely allied forms in

the rivers of North America and China is paralleled by the instance of the

American and Chinese alligators, and likewise the two kinds of giant

salamander {Alefialobatrarhiis and CnjpiuhrancJniti), all these examples indicat-

ing tlie close affinity between tlie fauna of North America and that of North-

Eastern Asia.

The members of the second family of the group difier from the I\il ijodan,-

i'nlii: by the disai)pearance of the teeth in the adult, and likewise l)y the l)are

skin of the body being traversed by five longitudinal rows of

large elevated bony plates. The median series of shields is Family
also wanting on the head, and the under surface of the Acipenseridd-.

muzzle is provided with two pairs of flexible barbels, of

which there is no trace in the first family. All the members of the family

are restricted to the temperate parts of the Northern Hemisphere, and all

are largely fresh Avater in their habits, some being exclusively so, although

others ascend the larger rivers

only for the purpose of spawn- — Zl'^:——-"""="="
"

fresh-water kinds fi'om the basin
'

of the Mississippi and Central F!g. 34.—Common Stttrgeon.

Asia form a genus apart, under
the name of Scaphirlujucluis, one of their distinctive features being the pro-

duction of the muzzle into a shovel-like beak very similar to that of Fscphurus.

Of the typical genus, the largest species is the huso (Acipcnser huso) of the

Russian rivers and inland seas, which occasionally attains the enormous
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length of foiu'-and-tweuty feet. Tlie smallest is the sterlet {A. rathvenus),

whose length is only about three feet, while the common sjjecies (*i. durio)
is intermediate between the other two. The sterlet claims pre-eminence on
account of the excellent quality of its flesh, while the roe of all the larger
.species affords caviare, and the air-V)ladder isinglass. Frank Buckland writes
that " sturgeons seek their food chiefly among the mud at the bottom of rivei's,

and their head is admirably adapted for the purpose. The elongated
snout, protected by broad jjlates, ploughs up the mud as a hog does the
ground ; and it is probably from this habit they got the name of sturgeons,
from the German, dureii (which means to rake up, poke, or stir). A little

way beliind the jioint of the snout, and on the under side, is placed a series of

worm-like tentacles, or feelers, the office of whicli is to examine the objects
turned up by the snout ; and in rear of these comes the sucker-like mouth,
ready to receive what is thus provided." In reference to the last sentence,
it may be suggested that the use of the tentacles may be to attract other fishes

within range of the mouth.

Order II.

—

Crossoptekygii.

FRINGE-FINNED GAXOIDS.

Africa is a country where several ancient types of animal life that have dis-

appeared from other regions of the globe still linger on, and a remarkable
instance of this survival is aflbi'ded by two fishes from tlie fresh waters of that

continent. One of these is the bichir {Pobjpterus hichir) of the Nile and its

tributaries, as well as the livers of the west coast, and the other tlie reed-fish

{Galamoichthy-i calahavlcus) of the fresh waters of Old Calabar on the west
coast. In the structure of their fins, and likewise in the hard (juadrangular

ganoid scales with which the body is covered, these strange fishes resemble
a host of ancient types which were widely spread over the fresh waters of the

globe during the Palieozoic eiioch. Tlieir essential difference from all other
living representatives of the sub-class Teleostomi is, however, to be found in

the structure of the tins, seeing that scales of a similar nature are met with
in the bony pike already described. In all these fishes the pectoral and
pelvic fins consist internally of a jointed longitudinal axis, from which pro-

ceed a larger or smaller number of divergent rays belonging to the dermal
system. On the under surface of the lower jaw tliere is at least one pair of

jugular plates occupying the space left between its two branches. The nerves
sujiplying the eyes when meeting one another in the middle line give off inter-

lacing fibres, and another primitive feature is the presence of a spiral valve in

the lining membrane of the intestine. The air-bladder is provided with a

duct, this being probably likewise a primitive character. Both the living

members of the order are included in the family Pohjpterida:, which is

characterised by the replacement of the
-^-^ jnimitive notochord by bony vertebrttj,

-^ - as well as by certain features of the

skeleton which need not be noticed

here. The tail is very short, and
terminates in a diphycercal fin ; and
the dorsal fin is peculiar in being split

Fig. 35.—The Bichir. up into a number of tinlets, severally

supported by a sjjine in front, such

fiulets varying in the type genus from eight to eighteen in number.
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The anal fins are situated very far back on the elongated body, so as

to be separated by only a short distance from the caudal. It is

only in the pectoral fins that tlie lobate structure is visible externally,

each of these consisting of a central scaled portion, surrounded on the
free margins by a fringe of rays. The bichir, which grows to a length of

four feet, is characterised by the moderate elongation of the body, and the
presence of well-developed pelvic fins. These last are wanting in the much
smaller reed -fish, whicli takes its name from the excessive attenuation of

the body, information is nuich wanting as to the life-history of these fishes,

although it is known tliat tlicy lay small eggs. If we may judge from the
analogy of the Australian lung-fish, which has a similar type (jf fins, it is,

however, probable that they are comparatively slow and sluggish in their

movements, and live on, if not in, the mud at the river bottoms. In the late

larval state, Fohjpfcru.'i, at any rate, develops a large external gill on each
side, projecting backwards from the gill-opening. In addition to the fringing

dorsal fin, the tubular nasal openings may be noticed as peculiar characters

of the existing forms. It may be added that some authorities like Dr.
Steindachner recognise more than a single species of l)ichir, one of tliem

being named Fohjptcni.-^ lapradei.

SUB-CLASS IV.—ELASMOBRANCHII.

Sharks and Rays.

The dreaded sharks are the types of a fairly large sub-class of fishes, which
also includes the smaller but very similar dog-fishes, as well as the more
aberrant saw-fishes, and the skates and rays. Tlie latter are, indeed, so

unlike sharks in general appearance, that it is probable their affinities to the
latter are not generally recognised. Nevertheless, the two groups agree in

all essential structural features, and are evidently veiy nearly allied. Per-
haps the most characteristic feature of the sub-class, and tlie one from which
it derives its title of Elasmobranchii, is the conformation of the gills and their

apertures. Everybody knows the five vertical slits on each side of the neck
of a dog-fish. These are the apertures leading into the gill-chambers; and
in the latter the gills themselves are attached by their margins to the skin.

It will not fail to be noticed tliat in this type of structure there is nothing
comparable to the gill-cover or operculum of the bony fishes and their allies.

Still tliere is a very important point of connection between the Elasmo-
branchii and the Teleostomi ; this being a feature whereby these two sub-

classes are broadly distinguished from the Dipnoi and Holocephali. To
explain this peculiarity in detail requires the use of a number of technical

terms; and it must suffice to state that it is connected with the manner in

which the suspending apparatus of the lower jaw is attached to the skull

;

the attachment in this case being movable, whereas in the other two sub-

classes it is immovably fixed. It has been said above that the number of

gill-slits in a dog-fish is five, and this number is very characteristic of the

order generally. Still, however, there are a few exceptions, and the number
of slits may be increased to six or even seven on each side of the neck.

2 K
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Although the structure of the breathmg apparatus alone is sufficient to dis-

tinguish the Elasmobranchii from all other lishes, it is advisable to glance at

some of the other leading structural features of their organisation. And
here it may be mentioned that we allude only to the living forms, and that

some extinct groups do not agree in all respects with the characteristics of

the sub-class as defined from the former alone. From the typical bony

lishes, the Elasmobranchii are distinguished internally by the cartilaginous

nature of the skeleton ; such hardening as takes i)lace in this framework

beinff due to the deposition of calcareous matter in the cartilage, and not to

the replacement of the latter by bone. In consequence of this want of

development of bony structures, the i)rimitive cartilaginous skull persists

throughout life ; and the functional jaws are bars of cartilage, which do not

correspond with the bony jaws of higher creatures. Teeth of the ordinary

structure are developed on these spurious jaws; and such hard structures as

exist in the skin likewise partake of the nature of teeth, and are, therefore,

very distinct from bone. Of this kind are the fine granules found in the

skin of sharks, and the larger pustules, cones, knobs, or spines occurring on

that of many kinds of rays, wliere they are often arranged in a number of

isolated prominent ridges on diflerent parts of the back. From this remark-

able absence of bone in the group, the name of boneless fishes would not be

an inappropriate name for the sharks and rays. Owing to the number of

minute tooth-like structures embedded in its surface, shark-skin forms an

admirable polisher; and as it also affords a firm hand-hold, it is likewise used

for covering sword-hilts.

In their internal structure the Elasmobranchii show a decidedly primitive

type, in that where the two nerves supplying the eyes meet, there the fibi'es

interlace to form a chiasma. The formation of a spiral valve by the lining

membrane of the intestine also seems to be a primitive feature. In no mem-
ber of the group is an air-bladder ever developed. Unlike ordinary tishes,

sharks lay a small number of eggs, each of which is of large size, and is

entirely separate from the other. Generally these eggs are invested in a

hard, horny envelope, which is of an oblong shape, and furnished at each

angle with a curling tendril, by means of which they become moored to the

stems of sea-weeds or other submarine objects, where they remain till tlie

young come forth. The empty envelopes are frequently to be found thrown

up on the beach, and are commonly known as sea-jjurses. In certain species

the eggs are, however, retained within the body of the female parent until

hatched, so that the young are born alive. While within the shell, young
sharks and rays are provided with external gills, and thus resemble tadpoles,

but these gills are always lost before birth. The upper surface of the head

in many members of the grou^j is furnished with the organs known as

spiracles.

As regards the internal skeleton of the fins of the Elasmobranchii, it will

suffice for our present purpose to state that the supporting cartilages are

arranged somewhat in the form of a fan made up of flattened divergent rays, at

the base of which are certain other short cartilages. To the homologies of

these latter it is unnecessary to refer in this work. In a few living sharks

powerful spines—whose structure is also comparable to that of teeth—form

the front portion of the dorsal tins, such spines being loosely inserted in the

flesh, without any basal connection with the vertebne. The pelvic fins are

situated a long distance behind the pectoral pair; and in the males the sup-

porting axis of each of the former is developed, as in the Chimseroids, into a
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long conical clasper. The tail-fin is of the hcterocercal typo, witli its upper
lobe —whicli is traversed l)y the extremity of the back-bone—greatly de-

veloped at the expense of tlie lower one. As all are aware wIkj have ever
seen a shark turn over on its back to seize its prey, in most members of the

class the mouth is situated on the lower aspect of the head, some considerable

distance behind the tip of the muzzle. And a cruel mouth it is in the case

of ordinary sharks, where it is lined M'itli vow after row of shaq) triangular

teeth, of which tlie outermost stand upright in readiness for immediate use,

whereas those of the innermost rows are recumbent, and not destined to see

active service until those near the margins have been worn out and shed. Some
sharks, like the Port Jackson s2)ecies, have, however, the mouth placed in

the t)rdinary position at the extremity of the muzzle, while the teeth—except
a few at the front of the jaws—have low flattened, crowns, and form a mill-

like pavement adapted to grinding the shells of molluscs and crabs. Rays,
too, have pavement-like teeth of a still more markedly crushing type,

although in the males of certain kinds the individual denticules are

cusped.

Sharks include the most ])redaceous and most dreaded of all fishes, and
many of the rays are likewise formidable monsters, which have the ]J0wer of

inflicting terriljle wounds by means of the poisoncnis spines arming the whip-
like tail. Bodily size is, however, by no means a criterion of oflensive power
among the members of the sul)-class, since the large.st of all sharks, namely,
the basking-sharks, are harmless species, whose terminal mouths are armed
only with feeble teeth, and whose food consists chiefly of various invertebrate

animals. Skates and rays, which are bottom-haunting creatures, likewise

feed on invertel)rates, their grinding teeth being specially adapted for crush-

ing shells. Although many kinds ascend tidal rivers for considerable dis-

tances, while a few have become adapted—probably owing to physical

alterations on the earth's surface—to a fresh-water mode of life, the Elasmo-
branchii in general are mai'ine fishes. Although, as already stated, the rays

are ft)und on the sea-bottom, while some sharks are met with at great depths,

the majt)rity of the latter group are essentially jjelagic creatures, pursuing
their ])rey at or near the surface of the open sea. The abundance of food to

be met with in the neighbourhood of frec^uented harbours renders these fishes

generally more numerous in such localities than elsewhere.

Order I.

—

Selachii.

SUB-ORDER I.— ASTEROSPONDVLI.

As all the existing members of the sub-class are placed in a single

ordinal group, it will be unnecessary to enter into the consideration of the
features by which that order is distinguished from the extinct groups now
included among the Elasmobrancliii. It will accordingly suffice to point out
the distinctive features of the sub-order Asterospondyli, which includes the
greater number of the sharks. The group takes its name from the structure

of the bodies of the vertebrai, which in section show a star-like arrangement
of the calcareous plates forming their internal sujiport, such radiating plates

being considerably more numerous than the circular ones running parallel to

the outer surface. The members of this sub-order are characterised exter-
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Fifj. 36.—Blue Shahk.

nally by the long and nearly cylindrical body, the powerful rudder-like tail,

the presence of an anal tin, the moderate dimensions of the pectorals, and
the small size or absence of the spiracle. In consequence of the divergence

of the two branches of the jaws, the teeth form oblique rows, and at

least the teeth in the front of the jaws are sharp-pointed, their general

form being a much flattened cone, with or without lateral cusps at the

l)ase.

hi the family typified by the formidable blue shark there are no spines to

the tins ; the tirst dorsal fin is placed immediately over the space separating

the pelvics froui the pectorals, the teeth have hollow crowns,

Family and are generally sharp-pointed, the mouth is inferior, the

Carchariidn' . skin is of the shagreen type, and the eyes are furnished with

a nictitating memln'ane, which fulfils the function of an eye-

lid. The limits of our space forbid giving the distinctive features of the

various genera included in this family. The blue shark (Cdrcharias glancvs)

is the most familiar

representative of the

type genus, while the

strange-lookingham-
mer-headed sharks
form another genus
(Spliyrua), distin-
guished from all

other tish by the

I>eculiar flattening

and lateral exjian-

sion of the muzzle into a pair of projecting hjbes, each bearing an eye at its

apex. These sharks grow to a length of about fifteen feet, and are fairly

abundant in the warmer seas. Tlie genus Galeuti, in which the head is of

normal form, includes small sharks, represented in British waters by the

tope ((r. canis). Other small British sharks known as hounds {Mvdelun)
differ externally by the more blunted form of the muzzle. Unlike the species

of Carch(n-i<(s, these sharks haunt the bottom of shallow seas, where they
feed on shell-fish, crabs, etc. They produce living young. Stories of the

ferocity of the various kinds of large carnivorous sharks are so numerous that

it is diflicult to make a selection. The following anecdote by the well-known
writer, Mrs. Bowdich, is, however, of special interest, as illustrating the

indifference to the near presence of these terriljle monsters which seems to

become habitual to the natives of many of the warmer coasts. " Sharks
abounded at Cape Coast," writes this lady, "and one day, as I stood at a

window commanding a view of the sea, I saw some of the inhabitants of the

town bathing, and the sharks hastening to seize upon them—they being
visible from always swinnning with part of their dorsal 6n out of water. I

sent to warn the men of their danger, and all came ashore except one, who
laughed at the caution of his comjianions. A huge shark was rapidly ap-

proaching, and I sent my servant again, and this time armed with half a

bottle of rum to bribe the man to save himself. It was too late. The mur-
derous creature had seized him, and the water around was dyed with his

])lood. A canoe was despatched to bring him ashore, but a wave threw him
on to the beach, and it was found that the shark had taken the thigh-bone

completely out of the socket. The man, of course, expired in a few minutes.

Accidents were often happening, and always fatal, and yet the negroes, who
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seldom think beyond the present moment, could not l)e dissuaded from bath-

ing. A man walking in the sea up to his knees was dragged away ))y one
almost before my eyes."

From the C(ircli<(iii(l((' the members of the allied family Liimiiidn' differ by
the solid crowns of the fully developed teeth as well as by the absence of a

nictitating membrane to protect the eye. The ty])ical re-

presentative of the family is the well-known jjorl^eagle Family
(Lam)i(i cornnhica), a species widely spread in the seas of Lamnithc.

the Northern Hemisphere, Avhere it feeds on fishes, which are

l)(.>lted whole. It seldom grows to more than about ten feet in length, and is

believed to produce its young alive. Far larger is the gigantic Van-hnrudon
rondeletii, which may attain the enormous length of forty feet, and is in

truth the giant of the carnivorous sharks. It has huge, flattened, triangular

teeth of great depth ; but as teeth of similar ty])e, although of nuicli larger

dimensions, are met with in various su])erficial deposits, as they are also in

some of the ocean al^ysses, it is evident that the living si)ecies is only an un-

worthy representative of its ancestors. It is, however, (piite large enough,
and we may be thankful that its still more gigantic j^redecessors have dis-

appeared from the scene. Much smaller, and with a different type of teeth,

are the two species of the allied genus Odont((si)is. Next comes the thresher

or fox-shark [Alojiecids ndpt's), a species growing to a length of al)out fifteen

feet, and easily recognised by the excessive develoi)ment of the upper lobe of

the tail, which forms more than half the total length of the creature. It has

feeble teeth, and feeds on mackerel and other fish, Avhich it drives together

by striking the surface of the water with its tail, whence the name of

tliresher. Sailors state that threshers also harass whales by jumj)ing up in

the air, and dealing them sounding "whacks'' with their tails in their

descent. But this naturalists, who are for the most part an incredulous I'ace,

stoutly refuse to believe. However, we think that, as in the case of adders
swallowing tlieir young, popular observation is more likely to be in the right

than conclusions drawn from the study of museum specimens. To the same
family belongs the gigantic basking-shark (CetorJtiiLiiti mnxirnvs) of the North
Atlantic, commonly met with f)ff the west coast of Ireland, and attaining a

length of fully thirty feet. This shark, which hns very minute teeth, is

characterised, among other features, Ijy the small size of the anal and second
dorsal 6ns, and the large dimensions of its gill-slits. It is a somewhat sociable

species, floating motionless on the surface of the sea in calm sunny weather.

On account of the large quantity of excellent oil yielded V)y its liver, it is a

regular object of pursuit.

Another species {lUiinodon tiipicHf>)^ commonly known by the same ver-

nacular name as the last, forms a family by itself, being distinguished from all

the foregoing members of the order by the terminal position

of the mouth, which is of huge size, and somewhat reminds Family Rhmo-
us of an open square-topped bag. The eyes are extremely doniidw.

minute, the teeth feeble, and the whole body niuch de-

pressed, with the first dorsal tin relatively small, and placed beliind the

highest ])oint of the back, nearly above the pelvic pair. Still smaller is the
second dorsal, which is situated near the tail, just over the anal. In spite of

its huge dimensions, fifty feet or more, this shark is a perfectly harmless
creature. It probaljly feeds on small fishes and various invertel)rate animals.

Ita])pears to be confined to the Indo-Pacific seas, where it is common in the

neighb(Jurhood of the Seychelles.
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The dog-Kshes and allied members of this family differ from the foregoing

sharks with the uKJuth terminal by the backward ]M:)sition of the second
dorsal hn which occupies a position immediately over, or

Family ^cyl- behind the line of the 2)elvic pair. The teeth, of which
liidd'. several series are generally in use, are of small size, the eye

lacks the nictitating membrane, and spiracles are present on
the head. The dog-Hshes, of which there are two species from British

waters, form the genus ScyUiiim ; most of the species having their skins
elegantly s])otted. Much larger is the Indian zebra-shark (l:>teijodom(t),

growing to some fifteen feet in length, and taking its name from its zebra or
tiger-like coloration. Mention must also l)e made of tlie sharks of the genus
f '/•o.s,sy/7///i)f,s, from Japan and Australia, not only on account of the circum-
stance that they are deep-water forms, but likewise from the presence of

leaf-like outgrowths of the skin of the sides of the head ; such appendages
being probably for the purpose of attracting prey within reach of the
jaws.

The Port Jackson shark, together with three allied species, form the genus
Cedracion (or more properly, Cedraciinn ^), which now alone ctmstitutes a

family easily recognised by the peculiar character of the

^ Family dentition, and likewise by the presence of a spine in the

Cestraciid'r. front jjortion of each dorsal tin. Whereas in the ft)repart of

both jaws the numerous rows of teeth are sharp and cusped,
on the sides and hinder region they form a pavement-like structure, arranged
in obli(|ue rows ; the teeth in some of these rows being much larger than

in the others. The
mouth is situated at

the extremity of the
muzzle, and the eye
is unprovided with a

nicti tating membrane.
These sharks, which do
not grow to more than
about five feet in

length, are widely dis-

tributed in the warmer
seas. Although we
are still very ignorant

as to their life-his-

tory, it is known that their food is principally composed of shell-tish,

and also that their eggs are unlike those of other members of the
order, their enveloping membranes being twisted into the form of a
screw.

The two genera of sharks constituting this small sub-family .stand apart
from the other members of the sub-(n-der in regard to the manner in which

the jaws are articulated to the cranium, while externally
Family they are readily distinguished by the number of gill-clefts

Noridanidii'. ])eing increased from the normal five to either six or seven,
and also by the single dorsal tin. There is no spine to the

latter, and the teeth are cusj)ed, and form several series. The typical genus
Notidtouis includes four species, characterised l)y the simple gill-slits and
the complicated structure of the teeth, which consist of an elongated base

' Tlie name of the family is couimoniy given as Ceitradontida; but it siiouid be as written liere.

Pout Jackson Shakk.
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carrying a large number of cusps, these latter gradually diminishing in height
from one end of the tooth to tlie other. The notocliord remains in its

original condition tlu-oughout tlie greater i)art of the l)ackbone. These
sliarks, whicli may grow to alxiut fifteen feet in length, are to be found in
most of tlie warmer seas. In tlie second genus, ChldDujduseldchc, which is

represented only by a single species from tlie Ja])anese seas, the six gill-slits

have frill-like expansions of skin on their margins, the teeth are of simpler
structure, and the body is so long and slender as to be almost eel-like.

SUB-ORDER II.—TECTOSPONDYLI.

In this sub-order—wliich includes the spiny dog-fislies, saw-fishes, and the
rays—the verteljne, when fully developed, have their calcareous plates so
arranged that in cross-section the circular ones predominate over those that
radiate from the centre to the circumference. None of the members have an
anal fin, but the spiracles are large. In the rays the body is characterised by
its extreme depression, and the pectoral tins are developed into huge flaps

bordering its sides.

While agreeing with the other members of the sub-order in the structure
of the verteljrtt;, the species forming the family IS^nnacidif are externally like

sharks. The gill-clefts are small and lateral in position, the
spiracles are situated behind the eyes, and there are two Family
dorsal fins, which luay be furnished in fi'ont with spines. In Spinacidu'.
addition to the typical genus Spiitax, the family includes the
spiny dog-tishes [AcaHtliias), taking their name from the presence of spines to

the dorsal fins, and likewise the Greenland shark {Lannanjns). Whereas the
sjjiny dog-fishes d(.) not exceed about four feet in length, the latter sjjecies

grows to as much as fifteen, and has no sjjines to the tins of the back. It has
a peculiarly tuberculated skin ; and whereas the upper teeth are small, those
of the lower jaw are taller, and have their tips bent to one side. Nearly
allied is the spiny shark {Echiuorhiwis) of the Atlantic and Mediterranean, in
which the upper and lower teeth are alike.

The monk- or angel-' sh (Sqitatina indgarin) is the sole member of a family
which serves to connect the last with the true rays. This ugly fish has a
depressed skate-like body, but a nearly terminal mouth, and
the pectoral t ns not connected at their bases with the head. Family
The conical teeth are sharply pointed, the gill-slits are lateral, Sqiiatinidoe,

the skin is tuberculated, and the dorsal tins, which have no
spines, are placed on the tail. The monk- fish reaches a length of fully five

feet, and is found in nearly all seas.

The production of the extremity of the upper jaw into a long, flattened

bony process, armed on each side with sharp quadrangular teeth set in

sockets, serves at once to distinguish the saw-tishes from all

their kindred. They form two genera

—

Pfistiophorii:^ and Families
Prist is—each of which is regarded as representing a family Pristiophorida'

by itself, although such a division certainly seems somewhat and Pristidtc.

superfluous. The members of the first genus are relatively

small fishes from the seas of Australia and Japan, characterised, among other
features, by the lateral situation of the gill-slits, and the possession of a pair

of tentacles arising from the middle of the jaw, and projecting far beyond the
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teeth. In the second genus, of which various members range through all

the warmer seas, the gill-slits are placed on the inferior aspect, and there

are no tentacles to the saw. Saw-fishes of this genus grow to twenty feet

or more in length, when their offensive weapon may measure as much as

a couple of yards. They are some of the most terrible and cruel members
of the whole order, using their formidable saw for the purpose of ripping

open the bodies of their victims

by a lateral stroke, and then
feeding greedily on the in-

testines and torn flesh. Even
bathers in fresh waters are by
no means exempt from their

attacks, as these fishes fre-

Fij. as.-SAw-i'isH. quently ascend large rivers to

a considerable distance.

The genera of beaked rays constitutiiig this family difler from all the pre-

ceding groups by the much greater development of their pectoral fins, which
extend forwards to join the head, the portion of the head

Family and body thus surrounded by fins being technically termed
Rhinohatidtv. the disc. In these and the other rays referred to below, the

dorsal fins are shifted backwards to the more or less whip-

like tail, and the gill-slits are placed inferiorly, as is generally the mouth.

The Bliinobatida' are specially distinguished from their kindred by the

moderate development of the ])ectoral fins, of which the portion furnished

with cartilaginous rays does not extend forwards to the beak ; and the long

tail, which is marked on the sides Ijy a fold of skin, carries two large' dorsal

fins. In addition to the typical genus lililnohatis, which includes a consider-

able number of species from all the warmer oceans, the present family com-
prises the Australian Trigo}iorhi)M and the two species of Bhyiichohatis^ from
the hottest regions of the Indian Ocean. The last-named is remai'kable for

the beautiful structure of its teeth, which form a compact pavement, with a

prominent ridge in the middle line of one jaw fitting into a corresponding

depression in that of the other, and also having undulations at the sides.

From six to eight feet is a common length for these rays. Like the skates

and rays of the following families, the niembers of these genera are some-
what sluggish fishes, living near the bottom in water of moderate dejjth, and
flapping lazily along when in movement by the aid of their huge pectoral fins,

the tail acting merely as a rudder. When at rest, the colour of the upper
surface of a ray's back is so like the sand or mud on which the creature rests

that it often requires a practised eye to detect its presence. The ridges of

tubercles found on the backs of some species probably increase the resem-
blance by simulating lines of small stones on the sand. The food of rays

consists of shell-fish and various cinistaccans, Avhose hard shells are instan-

taneously ground up by the powerful mill-like jaAVs. In seizing their prey,

these fish throw themselves right above it, so as to be able readily to convey
it to the mouth, which is situated on the lower surface of the head some
considerable distance behind the muzzle.

The second family of rays includes the genera Baia, Psamraobatis, and
Platyrhina, in all of which the disc is very broad, with its rayed portion ex-

tending as far forwards as the muzzle, while the tail is

Family liaiidce, marked on each side by a fold. Veiy generally the skin is

roughened by tubercles, which may terminate in spines. To
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difterences dis-

t>ther parts of

of this eenus

Fit). 39.—Thornback Skate.

the typical genus belongs the connuon thornback skate of the British seas,

in whicli the two sexes are distin-

guished by the structure of the teeth,

those of the female forming a com-
paratively smooth pavement, whereas
those of the male—although still

arranged in the same manner—are

cusped. In other species of tlie

same genus sexual

play themselves in

the body. Skates
are more abundant in northern than
in tropical seas, and some of tliem

range considerably farther north than
any other members of the grou}).

Tlie tlesh of all is largely used as

food.

The presence of an electric organ,

comijosed of vertical prisms, between the head and the pectoral fins, serves
to differentiate the numerous kinds of electric rays from the
other representatives of the group. The body of these fishes Family
forms a broad, smooth disc, covered with a naked skin ; the Torpidinid<c.
tail has a longitudinal fold on each side and a caudal fin, and
there is generally a rayed dorsal fin. The vertical prisms of the electric

organ are divided by a number of horizontal partitions into separate cells,

each filled with a translucent sulistance somewhat resembling jelly in ap-
l)earance. The currents produced by this singular structure are precisely
similar to those from a galvanic battery ; and in tislies of moderate dimensions
are sufficiently powerful to disable even human beings. The typical genus
Torpedo includes half a dozen species from the Indian and Atlantic Oceans,
some of which are also abundant in the Mediterranean, while one occasionally
wanders to the southern shores of Britain. From the warmer seas there are
also several other genera belonging to this family, such as Af<fmpc, Discopyijc,

H]ipnu.% Narcittc, and Temcra, severally distinguished by the conformation
and position of the fins.

The largest and most hideous of all the skates are the so-called eagle-rays,
several of which are popularly known as devil-fish. In the five genera in-

cluded in this family the pectoral fins obtain an enormous
development, in ci)nse<{uence of which the disc becomes Family
greatly widened. Along the sides of the head the pectoral fins Mijliohatido'.

are, however, interrupted ; their anterior extremities form-
ing small tinlets on tlie muzzle, known as cephalic fins. In some of the
genera these cephalic tins are modified to form a pair of horn-like structures
projecting forwards on each side of the muzzle, the function of which is to

assist in capturing and convoying to tlie mr)uth tlie iJrey. In all, the tail

forms a long, tapering, whip-like organ. When the mouth is armed with
teeth, these take the ft)rm of a pavement, which in tlie typical genus Mylio-
hati-i is perfectly smooth, and composed of a number of oblong and hexagonal
plates, fitted closely together at their edges, and with their grinding surface
like polished ivory. Several widely-s])read species are included in the
typical genus, two of which are visitors to the Britisli coasts. Most of them
have a barbed spine to the tail, and with this, when caught, they lash out
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violently, and thus inflict severe wounds. In comparison with the electric

rays—in which the width of the disc sekhjm exceeds from two to three feet

—

these fishes are giants, their length being at times as much as fifteen feet.

The tropical devil-fishes forming the genera Dicemlnititi and CcphnJopUra are,

however, still more gigantic, some examples measuring nearly twenty feet

across the disc, and weighing considerably more than a thousand pounds. In
Dicerobatis the truncated muzzle is armed with a formidable pair of horns,
the mouth is inferioi-, and has both its jaws furnished with teeth. On the
other hand, in Cephaloptera, the position of the mouth is terminal, and there
are teeth only in the lower jaw. Of these ungainly monsters, Mr. S. Ward,
in a letter quoted by Dr. Percival Wright, describes his experiences in the
Seychelles as follows:—"Coming home, we passed close to an enormous
diable-de-mer floating quietly about. We changed from the pirogue to the
whale-boat, which I had scientifically fitted up for the gru>>ses /*oks.soj(.s, and
went alongside of him, driving a regular whale-harpoon right through his

body. The way he towed the whaler was beautiful, but we would not give
him an inch of line, and he had to succumb to a rather protracted lancing.
His size will give you an idea of his strength in the water—forty-two feet in

circumference. We got him awash on the beach, but the united strength of

ten men could not get him an inch farther, so we were obliged to leave him
there. By this time the sharks will not have left much of him ; they have
not had such a meal for a long time. The fishermen say that, when alive,

the sharks do not molest the diablc-de-)nei\ whose ofiensive weapons consist
of their enormous flexible sides (one can hardly call them fins) with which
they can beat almost any shark to death. Asa rule, when harpooned, they
endeavour, like other rays, to bury themselves in the sand, and if they
succeed in doing this, no line can ever haid them out of it—their flat bodies
act on the principle of an enormous sucker. Another curious fact about
them is that when harpooned, they swim sideways, edge-on, in order to avoid
exposing too broad a surface to the enemy. They never do this unless
harpooned." Other genera are Aetobatia and Rliinoptera, both distinguished
by the dentition and the position and form of the fins. Whereas the former
of these has but a single species, the latter possesses several.

The last existing representatives of the Elasmobranchii are the formidable
and dreaded sting-rays, which are typified by the genus Tnjgun, but also

include Pteroplnteti, UrogymtLiis, and Urolophus. In species

Family the typical genus is very numerous, some of these having a
Trygonidii'. very wide geographical range. They are mostly tropical,

and attain their maximum develo})ment in the Atlantic Ocean
and the Indian seas. It is remarkable that certain species inhabiting the
eastern districts of Tropical America have become accustomed to a fresh-

water existence, and are now restricted to certain inland lakes. All these
fishes are distinguished by the excessive development of the fore-part of the
pectoral fins, which are so extended as to encircle the muzzle, and thus com-
plete the disc. The whip-like tail is distinctly marked oft' from the body,
and generally bears a poisonous serrated spine ; and in many kinds the
median tins—which are never large—are replaced by similar spines. These
armed rays are some of the most dangerous of all fishes.
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GL A SS VI.—C VCLOS TO MA TA.

By R. Lvdekkek, B.A., F.R.S., V.P.G.S., &c.

LAMPREYS AND HAG-FISHES.

As iiidicnted by the name hag-fishes, which is popularly aj)plied to the iiiem-

l)ers of one of the two families, the animals now to he considered arc
commonly regarded as fishes. Popular natural history and scientific zoology
take, however, very different estimates of the nuitual relationships of or-

ganised beings ; and zoologists are now pretty well agreed that, although
they were formerly admitted within its limits, lampreys and hag-fishes have
no real claim to be included in the class Pisces. Conserjuently, they are now
regarded as forming a class by themselves— the Cyclostomata. This class

includes the last group of animals now termed true Vertebrata; the lancelets,

which were likewise formerly regarded as fishes, being now considered as the
liighest of the Protochordata or semi-Vertebrates. The essential features by
whicli the memliers of the lamjjrey group are broadly distinguished from the
higher classes of the Vertebrates are the complete absence of jaws, the single

—instead of double—aperture of the nostrils, and the rasping tongue.
Round-nn)uths—the Englisli equivalent of Cyclostomata -is a name which
well expresses the first of these three distinctive features ; but, in allusion

to the second characteristic, the alternative name of Monorhina has likewise

l)een jjrojjosed for the class. Whichever name may be selected, there can be
no doubt as to the right of the lamprey grou]) to constitute a class by itself.

Had we these living forms alone to deal with, there woidd be no need to

sub-divide the class into groups of higher rank than families. It hajjpens,

however, that there are certain extinct, somewhat fish-like creatures, which
there is considerable reason for regarding as more or less distantly related

to the modern lampreys. Consequently, it is necessary to make the latter

into a sub-class by themselves ; and for this sub-class the name of Marsipo-
branchii has been selected. This name refers to the circumstance that in

the lampreys and hag-fishes the gills form a series of pouches on the sides of

the neck, on which they usually open by round apertures coincident in

numV)er with the pouches. Either six or seven is the number of pairs of

gill-pouches, in which there are no supporting gill-arches. The sucking-

mouth, which occupies the extremity of the muzzle, is of circular form, with
its more or less lij^-like margin sustained by a system of internal cartilages.

The skin of the body is soft, and unjjrovided with scales ; but the upper and
lower surfaces of its hinder half bear well-developed fins in the middle line,

which are supported by vertical rays of cartilage. Paired tins—correspond-
ing to those of fishes and representing tlie limbs of the higher Vertebrates

—

are, however, conspicuous by their absence ; this lack of limbs forming, in-

deed, a characteristic of the class rather than a featui'e of the sub-class.

Internally, a lanqjrey lacks all traces of ribs, and the vertebral column is

either represented by the primitive notochord alone, or by that structure

surrounded by a series of calcareous rings. In reality, therefore, a lamprey
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has only the very remotest claim to be called a vertel)rate animal ; Init since

some of the sharks are in a very similar predicament as regards the differ-

entiation of their backbones, this deficienc}^ can scarcely be regarded as a bar
to the title. The heart of a lampi-ey is decidedly of a lower type than that

of a tish, since it lacks the chamber at the front end technically designated
the hidbus arteriosus. The digestive tract is peculiar in being quite simple

aiid straight; and the organs of reproduction discharge their products directly

into the general cavity of the body. The function of teeth is discharged by
a variable number of horny plates or cusps.

As a family, the lampreys are distinguished from the hag-fishes by under-
going a metamorphosis, and by the nostril terminating behind as a blind sac

without perforating the palate. In the adult form rasping

Lampreys.— horny teeth cover the tongue, and teeth of similar structure

Family are present above and below the mouth, as well as in the
Petromyziche. surrounding adhesive disc, while the aperture of the nostril

is situated near the middle of the head, and there are well-

developed eyes. The gill-])ouches are seven in number, and each opens by a

separate aperture c>n the side of the neck ; l)ut internally tliose of each side

have only a single opening into the pharynx, tlieir ducts uniting to form one
tube. On the other hand, the larvt«, which were long regarded as distinct

creatures, under the name of Animocctes, have an undivided median fin, and
toothless mouth. All the members of this family lay very small eggs, and
the lining membrane of the intestine forms a spiral valve. The true

lampreys, or those included in the genus Pdivmif.mn, appear to be four in

number, and have a wide range in tlie Northern Hemisphere, one extending
as far south as the west coast of Africa. In this genus the hinder of tlie two
fins on the back is continuous with the tail-fin ; the rasp-like teeth on the

tongue are serrated ; and on the ujiper side of the mouth there is either a

transverse horny ridge bearing one two-cusped, or two separate teeth situated

close together. The largest form is the sea lamprey (P. m.((ruv\nn), which is

not unfrequently as much as three feet in length, whereas the connnon river

lamprey (P. fluvkdiU) does not reach a couple of feet. Lampreys live

chiefly or entirely on the flesh of fishes, to whose bodies they attach them-
selves by their adhesive discs, and then rasp ofl' the flesh with their horny
dental organs. All ascend rivers for the i)urpose of breeding, and the larvie

of some kinds remain in fresh water until they develop into the adult fc^rm.

At the breeding season some lampreys ascend the rivers t)f the Northern
Hemisphere in vast shoals. They dei)osit their eggs in furrows excavated in

the river V)ottom. Another genus {Monhwia) is represented by a species

found in localities as remote from one another as the coasts of Tasmania and
Chili, and difl'ers in that the teeth above the mouth are arranged in two
three-cusped grouj^s. In the allied genus Geotrl((, of which one species is

found in South Australia, and the second in Chili, the hinder fin on the back
is distinct from the tail-fin. The last genus is the little-known Exomcrjas,

from the Argentine coast.

In this family the nostril is extended backwards to perforate the palate,

and its front aperture is placed close to the muzzle. Two pairs of barbels

decorate the sides of the muzzle, the moutli has no lip-like

Hag-Fishes.— structure, a single tooth occupies the middle of the palate,

Family and the teeth on the tongue are arranged in a double comb-
Jli/xinickc. like series. Each gill-pouch opens by a duct of its own into

the pharynx, and the external apertures of the pouches are
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situated si considovjible distance l)eliiiid the head, instead of close to it.

The eggs difier from those of the lampreys by their relatively large size, as

well as l)y having a horny coating furnished with tendrils for the purpose of

attachment to submerged objects. The young are hatched in a fully-

devek)ped state, and undergo no metamorphosis. In the members of the

typical genus Myxinc there is only one gill-a]jerture on each side of the body,

but this gives rise to six ducts leading to the gill-pouches. On the other

hand, in the genus Bddluxtoma each of the six or more gill-jiouches com-
municates directly with the exterior by a separate aperture. Whereas the

members of the first genus have a Avide geographical range, the two repre-

sentatives of the second a])pear to be contined to the coasts of the South
Pacific. All are exclusively marine, and they have been taken at great

depths. They are blind, and to a large extent parasitic, so that they naay be
regarded as degraded types ; and they have the habit of secreting a vast

quantity of stifi' slime. Like the lampreys, they feed on the flesh of fishes,

the various members of the cod tribe being their especial favourites. They
do not, however, content themselves by hanging on to the surface of the body,
for which the structure of the mouth is less suited, but actually bore their

way into the flesh of their unwilling hosts.



SUB-KINGDOM I.—VERTEBRATA.

CLASS VII.—PROTOCHORDA.

By W. Garstang, M.A., F.Z.S.

SUB-CLASS I.—CEPHALOCHORDA.

Thk grouji Cephalochorda contains a number of small marine animals which

resemble tishes in many respects, but are much more lowly organised than

even the simplest of the finny tribe. They breathe like fishes by taking

water into their mouths and jjassing it out through a series of slit-like holes

in the sides of their throats (gill-slits). The number of these gill-slits is much
greater than in fishes, frequently amounting to more than a hundred. A
supporting rod, the notochord, the forerunner of the 1)ackbone of higher

forms, extends along the back of the animal from head to tail, and the tubu-

lar nervous system lies above it. There are no true side-fins, but a pair oi

ridges along the under side of the body of the young animal possibly re-

presents them. In the very young animal the gill-slits open directly to the

outside, but at an early period the fin-like ridges, which have just been

mentioned, close over the slits and unite with one another on the under side

of the body, leaving merely a small hole or water-pore for the outflow of the

water. These little animals are capable of extremely rapid movements,

wriggling their lancet-shaped bodies from side to side after the manner of an

eel. They have no jaws, and depend for their food upon the microscopic

plants and other organisms contained in the stream of water constantly

passing through their mouths. This current of water is set up by the action

of innumerable fine whip-like lashes which beset the sides of the gill-slits, and

by their united action drive the water outwards into the surrounding water-

cavity, and so to the exterior through the water-pore. New water is con-

stantly streaming into the mouth to take the place of the water driven out,

and the food-particles it contains are incessantly extracted from it by means
of the slimy coating of the walls of the throat, to which they adhere. Another

set of microscopic lashes then drives the entangled food-particles down the

proper channel to the animal's stomach, where they are digested in the

ordinary way.
The lancelet (Amphioxm lanceolatns) is the only representative of the

group in the Mediterranean and North Atlantic seas. It is a semi-transpar-

ent little creature, from one to two
inches in length, compressed from side

to side, pointed at both ends, provided
with a circle of small stiff tentacles round
the mouth, and with a distinct tail-fin

„. , ^, T / . .
• ; behind. It lives in shallow water, in

f^m. 1.—The LAtiVKLKT (A iiiphioxus lanceo-
, , ., , • , i • i •, i

liitun). beds of loose sand, into which it burrows
with lightning-like rapidity. It lies

obliquely on its back in its sandy Ijed, its head and mouth alone protruding
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above tlie surface. These habits clearly provide the reason why the delicate

gill-slit region of the body sliould l)c protected from injury and enclosed
within a special chamber, formed ))y the union of a pair of fin-like ridges.

Other representatives of tlie grouj), closely resembling the European
lancelet, are found in shalhjw seas all over the world. A peculiar type
{Atiijinmdrun lnca[/((n)t)n), which possesses a slender ])ackward prolongation
of its tail, is found in the Bahamas, where it may be taken swimming freely

at the surface of the sea at night, or in the day-time buried in the coral sand.

SUB-CLASS II.—UROCHORDA OR TUNICATA.

This group of exclusively marine animals is closely related to the Cephalo-
chorda, although its various representatives are very unlike Amphioxus in

their final shape and ap]jearance. They agree with Amphioxus, however, in

having similar organs for breathing and feeding, and in having a similar
tubular nervous system and su])porting rod along the back of the body. Un-
like Amphioxus, however, the primitive backbime or notochord of Tunicata
is confined to the hinder part of the body, which is in the form of a well-

marked tail like that of a tadpole. The l)ody also possesses the power of

producing a gelatinous envelope or tunic called the test, which clothes the
animal either loosely as in A^jpendicularians, or closely as in all others. The
group consists of two principal sections, which may be called the Tailed and
Tailless Tunicata.
The meml)ers of the first section (Appendicularians) are free-swimming,

and retain their tails with the nerve-c<trd and notochord during their whole
career. They are very small and inconspicuous creatures,

the body being about the size of a small pin's head, and the
tail less than a (juarter of an inch in length, and the whole
animal is of glass-like transparency. The tunic is thin, and
forms a delicate "house" in which the Appendicularian
swims about, and from which it can escape when attacked by
its enemies. These creatures can often be caught at the sur-

face of the sea round our coasts by the use of a fine muslin
net.

The members of the second sec-

tion, the Tailless Tunicata, are

tailed only in their early stages.

After a brief free-swimming career

they lose their tails, like the tad-

poles of the common frog, and grow
up into soft back-boneless animals

of a quite difierent appearance. Some of these
tailless forms retain, or regain, their free-swimming Fig. 3.—Doliolum Teitonis.

habits, and usually acquire a barrel-like shape and
a number of hoop-like muscle bands, by the contractions of which they drive
themselves through the water (Salps), or they may form definite colonies and
float idly about at the mercy of the waves (Pyrosoma). The majority of the
Tailless Tunicata, however, become permanently attached to rocks, stones,

and sea-weeds on the sea-bottom, and are especially al)undant between tide-

Fig. 2.—An Ap-
pendicularian
{Oikopleura). In

its house.
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marks round our shores. They are known as Ascidians or sea-squirts, and

they may be either solitary or colonial. The solitary forms are sac-shaped,

leathery creatures fastened at the base, and possessing a mouth at the opposite

F'lq. 4.—Pykosoma. Fig. 5.

—

Common Se.i
Squirt (Ascidiella

aspersa).

Fig. 6.—BOTBYLLUS

end. There is also another opening by which the water from the gill-

slits is passed out of the body. The colonial forms are smaller in size, and
are united together into irregular or star-shaped clusters usually brightly

coloured.

CLASS VIII.—HERMICHORDA or ENTEROPNEUSTA.

The commonest representative of this group is the remarkable Balanoglossus

,

an animal which combines the creeping mud-burrowing habits of a worm with
some of the organs especially characteristic of ver-

tebrata. The body is divided into three parts, a flexible

tongue-like proboscis in front of the mouth, a raised

collar behind it, and a long cylindrical hind-region, the
sides of which are perforated by numerous inconspicuous
gill-slits. In the back of the collar of

Balanoglossns a short tubular nerve-cord

is found like that of vertebrata. In its

young condition Bahdwcjlossvs is a small

transparent creature, about one-tenth of

an inch in length, remarkably similar to

the free-swimming larval form of star-

fishes and sea-cucumbers.
Balanoglossus has only once been taken

(m the coast of the Britisli Isles, but is Fig. 8.—Tornaeia.

not uncommon on the shores of the Channel Islands and

other parts of the world. Balanogloasu.'i sarniensi.% found in the Channel

Islands, varies from one to three feet in length, and is difficult to obtain in a

perfect condition, owing to its softness and fragility. The young form,

Tontaria, may be found in the autumn months free-swinnning at the surface

of the sea off the southern shores of Great Britain.

Fig. 7.—Balano-
glossus Sarniensls.



SUB-KINGDOM II.—ARTHROPODA.

CRUSTACEA, INSECTA, d'c.

By W. F. Kirby, F.L.S., F.E.S., &c.

The a liliropuda (otherwise called Articnlata or Annidosa) include an enor-

mous number of animals with an external skeleton, or, at least, a thickened
integument to whicli the muscles are attached ; and a body divided into

segments, and furnished with jointed organs for locomotion, etc. Many of

them undergo a metamorphosis, passing through several dissimilar stages

before reaching the perfect state in which they become sexually mature, and
capable of reproducing their kind. The sexes are generally distinct. They
breathe by trachere, or by gills, and the nervous system consists of a series

of ganglia, of which the largest, situated in the head, are considered to

correspond to the brain. The blood is usually white.

The following classes may be grouped under this heading :

—

I. Crustacea (Crabs, Lobsters, Shrimps, etc.).

II. Arachnida (Spiders, Scorpions and Mites). Classes of

III. Myriopoda (Centipedes and Millepedes). Arthropoda.

IV. Protracheata.

V. Insecta (Insects).

The characters of these classes are noticed in their places, and to enumer-
ate them here would be repetition. It must not be forgotten that all organic

beings show complicated affinities all round, and that no linear arrangement
can possibly be natural, and, therefore, we can only follow what appears to

be a fairly natural sequence, always remembering that by laying stress on
some characters we are necessarily ignoring others of perhaps equal or

greater importance ; and sometimes widely separating creatures which, when
looked at from a slightly different point of view, are seen to be closely

allied.

Space at disposal necessarily limits this article to a brief sketch of a vast

subject ; but care has been taken to preserve a certain proportion in allotting

the space to the different sections of which it is composed, and the informa-

tion given, though far from exhaustive, will be found to be useful and in-

structive. The selection made is that of the most important and interesting

groups into which these animals have been divided. These are dealt with in

the order given above, and are illustrated by numerous original drawings
reproduced in most cases life size.

529 2 L
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CLASS L—CRUSTACEA.
The Cntslacca may be considered as the marine representatives of tlie Insects;

for altlunigh a few insects are marine, and some Crustacea are found on land
or in fresh water, yet an overwhehning prei)onderance of tlie ( 'ri'stacea are

exclusively marine. In the perfect state they are covered with a hard jointed

shell. Sometimes the head is united with the thorax, as in the class Aracli-

vida, but it is UKH'e often separated. Being water animals.

Larval Forms of or living with few exceptions in damp places on land, thej'

Crustacea. breathe with gills. They have generally two eyes, two pairs

of antennte, three pairs of jaws, three pairs of foot-jaws,

the two outer pairs of which often serve the purpose of legs, and five

pairs of legs. Most of the species undergo a peculiar metamorphosis, like

that of the Barnacles, which has led to the latter

being now classed as retrograde Crustacea. These
larval forms are generally called Naiiplbis., or Zvea,

these names liaving been given to them when they
were first discovered, and were supposed to be perfect

organisms. They have large eyes, and curious bifid

appendages terminating in long bristles, and utilised

as swimming feet. The NanjAius-iorm (comjjare Fiff.

5) shown by many Crustacea on emerging from the

egg, is oval, with a single ej'e, and it gradually acquires

three pairs of limbs. In the Cojwpoda and Ostracodu

it passes gradually into the perfect state by successive

moults; but in the tiipliuiutstvma it undergoes a re-

trograde metamorphosis, losing the eyes, and limbs,

as locomotive organs. This form of larva is seldom met
with among the Decapuda. The Zora-iovm of larva

has seven pairs of jointed appendages, of which the

foot-jawa are very large ; and two large eyes. (See
FUj. 1.) When the Zoea was first discovered, it

was thought to be a creature of the greatest rarity and interest, and it is

amusing to read in the old books of the cajJture of single specimens of a

Zoea at intervals of years, in distaiit parts of the globe. Now thej' arc

known to be simply the larval forms of manj^ of our commonest Crustacea.

Similar unexpected discoveries perhaps still exist, in the case of other,

as yet unsuspected, inhabitants of our globe.

Crustacea are carnivorous or omnivorous, and some of the smaller kinds

are parasitic. Some Crustacea are of verj' small size, while others are the

largest of known Arthropoda. Their average size is considerablj' above that

of insects. There are probably no species which can be considered actually

injurious to man ; but many are of considerable economic importance.

Crabs, shrimps, lobsters, prawns, and crayfish are the only Arthropoda which
form staple articles of diet among civilised nations at the present day, though

there is no reason why locusts and large wood-feeding grubs

and caterpillars should not be eaten. Locusts have always

been relished in the East ; and the Cossus, which was pro-

bably the larva of some large beetle, was considered a dainty

However, with the exception of cheese-maggots and cheese-

which are jirobably less wh<desome than the insects just

Fig. 1.—Zoea-Larva of
Spider-Crab (Mniii

Squinado). Magnitiecl.

Edible

Arthropoda,

by the Romans,
mites, both of
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mentioned, EurDpeans turn t'roni insects, etc., with disgust, while eating

cnibs and slirinips witliout liesitation. Food is more a matter of fashion

than of anything else, after all.

A most ingenious theory has lately been propounded by Mr. H. M.
Bernard, in his work on the Apudido'. He considers the (rustace<( to have
originated from the Annelida, and that the earliest ('rnsfdcca were simply
Anndidtf with the head bent down under the body ; but this is a matter on
which only specialists are entitled to exi)ress an opinion. Nevertheless, we
may begin the i'nistacca with the Entoinostyarn, as the group neai'est ap-

proaching to the Anndidd. We may add that the PijfnoijonidK, which we
have included with the Arnrhnida, have been placed by some authors in the

Crndacca, while others have regarded them as forming a distinct class of

Adhropodd by themselves.

SUB-CLASS I.—ENTOMOSTRACA.

This large section is only retained as a matter of convenience to include the
smaller CiiistaceK, many of which exhibit forms which have little resemblance
to the more typical Cnidaceir. It includes most of the parasitic species. The
t'inipcdia are sometimes treated as an additional order of lintvuiudnicj.

Order I.

—

Phyllopoda.

The Fliijlldpddd have received their name from their leaf-like swimming
legs, of which there are four pairs, or more. Sometimes more or less of the
animal is covered by a bivalve shell, somewhat as in the Udracuda, or by a

Fid. 2.—Water-Flea
(I)(t]>hHi<i puU'x).

JIagnified.
Fi<l. S.—Apus ciinrri-

Jormix. Js'at. size.

Fl'j. 4. -Brine
Shrimp

(Ariniiui saliiui)

Magnified.

solid carapace; in other cases this is wanting. Some are maiiue, while others
inhabit fresh water. They have usually two eyes, which, however, are some-
times contiguous. Three families of this order may be brietly noticed, Tlie
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D(ip]niii(](i\, or watev-tiehs arc small Crvdacca which abound in fresh water.

They are of a compressed oval form, and are jiartly covered by a tliin, ti'ans-

parent bivalve shell. The tirst pair of anteiinje is small, but tlie second very

large, bitid at the extremity, and set with long hairs, which serve as the

principal organs of locomotion. Tlie eyes are fused into one large one, near

which is often another small one. Tliey have from four to six pairs of

swimming legs. They are very favourite objects with microscoj)ists, being

alnuKhuit, and admitting of easy observation. In the Apodiil<v the body is

C(jvered with a shield-shaped carapace, and there are two contiguous eyes,

and from 30 to 40 pairs of gill-feet. Apnn cancriformh, Schiifl'., is a brownish

yellow si>ecies, about two inches long, which is found in ponds. The large,

oval carapace covers all but the last few segments of the body, M'hicli ends in

a liat double tail, on each side of which a long bristly appendage is visible.

This family is of interest as having formed the subject (jf Mr. Bernard's

memoir, already alluded to, in which he connects the Anndidn with the

Trilobites through the Aiwdidw. The Branch ijiudidn' liave no shell, but a

strongly-segmented body, stalked eyes, and a long tapering tail, ending in a

Hat pair of flattened appendages set with bristles. The most interesting

species of this family is the brine shrimp, Artcmia sidina (Linn.), which is of

a i)ink colour, and about half an inch long. It is more shrimp-like in appear-

ance than any other species of Entomostraca which we have mentioned, and
is only found in brine pits, appearing to ])refer the most concentrated brine.

Orukr II.^Osthacoda.

In the Ofitrarodn the body is not segmented, and is entirely covered by a

bean-shaped bivalve sheU. There are four antenn;e set with bristles, and

one or both [)airs are used for swiunning and grasping. There are live i)airrf

of other appendages, of which the first, second, often the third, and some-

times even the fourth, serve the purpose of jaws, and only the last pair or

pairs perform the office of legs.

OrDEE III.— COPEI'ODA.

In this order there are ten swimming-legs at most, generally bihd, and set

with hairs and bristles. One or two sessile eyes
are present, and the mouth is furnished with leaf-

like gills. The large eye possessed by some of

the species led to their being placed in a genus
Cijdups by Miiller. They connnence life in tlie

N((}ipliiis-iorm, to which the full-grown animal
still exhibits a strong resemblance. Some species are
free, and others parasitic ; as, for instance, those
belonging to the family Nutoddphyiddf, which live-

within the branchial cavity of Ascidia. A few
sj^ecies like these are marine, but the majority
of the Cijdopida' live in fresh water, one species,

„. , ,, ,, Canfliocaiinitvs (dpcdris (Vogt), being found iw
Fkj. .'i.

— Cyclops QuADlii-
, , , . -< , '' r , i i • o -^ i ^ j_

coKNis. Magnified. the glacier waters of the Aar m Nwuzerlaiul, at an
elevation of 8,500 feet. The family Aiyidida' in-

cludes some species which are parasitic on the carp, and which are known as
" carp lice."
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Fiq. li —Acorn Barnaci

Nat. size.

OkDEH IV.—CiRRIPEDIA.

By recent authors the Cifvipcdin luive been treated as a secti(jn of the Cruti'acea,

fnjni whicli, however, they differ so much when adult, that they were formerly

regarded as a separate class. In their perfect state they are tixed immov-
ably by their heads to a rock, or some other object submerged in the sea, and
are without antennte, eyes, or any means of loco-

motion. Their bodies are enclosed more or less

completely in a calcareous shell, formed of several

parts, which led to the earlier naturalists regarding

them as MoUnscd, and their shells were called Mul-

tivalves by collectors, in opposition to Univalves and

Bivalves. In tiie larval stages they are provided

with antenn;^, eyes, and swinnning-feet, the last of

which become nKxlitied into short, jointed, cirrhated

appendages, of which there are usually six pairs,

and which are uwed to capture prey. They are

generally hermophrodite. All the species are marine. A peculiar interest

attaches to these animals, owing to their having formed a special object

of study with Charles Darwin, who published an elaborate

monograph upon them in 1851 and 1854. There are several

sub-divisions of the Cirripedia, many of which live para-

sitically on various Crustacea, MuUusca, or on other Cirripedia.

The only two families which we shall notice here are the

B(danida^ and the Lepadidw.
The Balanidte or acorn barnacles attach themselves to

the rocks, often between tide-marks, after the manner of a

limpet ; but they can always be distin-

guished from true Mvlhisca by their multi- Acorn Barnacles

valve shells. The Lepad-ida\ on the other (Balanidn'),

hand, tix tiiemselves by a fleshy stalk to any
suitable object, from which they hang. Some of the larger

marine animals are often chosen by them ; and they fre-

(luently attach themselves in great numbers
to the bottoms of wooden ships, which re-

(juire to be periodically freed from such

appendages. There was a curious belief in

the Middle Ages that the bird known as the barnacle

goose was born from hanging barnacles, and a common
barnacle was named Lepas aiiatifcra liy Linntens on this

account. Old traditions of this description, when investi-

gated without prejudice, almost always prove to contain some germ of

truth ; but it is difficult to imagine in what curious error the story of the

barnacle goose could have ox'iginated.

Goose Barnacles
{Lepadidn).

Fiij. 7. —Goose
Barnacle

(Lepais nnatl-
^ern). h Nat. size.

SUB-CLAS.S 11.—MALACOSTRACA.

The Malacostraca, which include all the higher Crustarea, are normally

composed of 20 segments ; 13 segments, each bearing a pair of jointed ap-
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pendages, comp()sing the head and thorax ; 6 abdominal segments, also

frequently bearing jointed appendages ; and a tail-piece. They have two

antennte, and two or four eyes. They differ very much in shape and

api)earance, but include nearly all the ('rndacm which fall under ordinary

observation.

Okder I.

—

Arthrcstkaca.

The Arthrostraca are small or moderate-sized Crustacea, with two compound
eyes, which are not stalked. There are two pairs of antenna;, three pairs of

jaws, and one pair of foot-jaws attached to the head. The tliorax usually

consists of seven segments (rarelj^ less), each bearing a i)air of legs. The
abdomen likewise generally consists of six segments bearing legs, and a

terminal segment, but is sometimes much modified and aborted.

The Arthrostraca are divided into two sub-orders, and tliese again into

numerous families.

Svh-Ordcr I.—Isopuda.

In the Isopoda the head is distinctly separated from the thorax. The body
is broad, and somewhat arched, and there are usually 7 tlioracic segments

bearing legs ; but tlie abdomen is short and often imperfectly developed,

bearing lamellated gill-feet. Tn some fami-

lies, such as tlie BopyrUhi and Cymathoida,

wliich are parasitic on other ( 'riistacca, or on
fishes, the legs are armed with claws, liut

the most familiar family of the Isajmda is tlu'

Oiiiscidce, which includes the creatures known
as "wood-lice," "sows" or "sow-bugs." They
are short, broad, brown scaly ci-eatures, with

C(mspicuous anteniue, and a body arched
above, and fiattish below. Some are able

to roll themselves up into a ball. Tliey are

about half an inch or less in length, and
are found in damp, dark places among moss,

under the loose bark <jf trees, or in cellars.

One large species, overan inch in length, -Lj/f/m

oceanica (Linn.), is marine, and is met with

rvnining over rocks between tide marks. As
I have already mentioned elsewhere, a speci-

men -which was found running along a tow-

rope in Dublin Harbour during the Colorado

Beetle scare some years ago, was secured and

announced in tlie papers as the dreaded Colorado Beetle just landing from

America !

Fkj. 8.- -LY(iIA OCEANICA.
Nat. siise.

Siih-Order II.—A m.pli ipoda .

In the Amphtpoda, the head and the first thoracic segment are fused to-

gether, and the body is laterally compressed, and strongly arched. There are
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always seven pairs of legs, and the abdomen and its appendages are
also well developed in some families, the hinder segments bearing long
legs ada])ted for leaping. This description applies

l)est to the Gawmdrithr, one or two of which, that
live in fresh watei', grow to the length of half an
inch. The greater part of the AmphiiHuJa, however,
are marine, and differ considerably in size, shape, and
habits. Some swim freely in the water, and others burrow
into woodwork. Many are in the habit of attacliiiig them-
selves to various marine animals; and one fauiily, Lanuudi-

IxxUdd', in which the abdomen is rudimentary, is truly

parasitic. One curious genus, Cijaiims (Lamarck), which is

parasitic on whales, has strong hooked appendages at

both ends of .the body; and the species are known as Whale-
Lice. We have figured ('. ondis (Roussel).

F!.i. !).-

A\ HALE-LolSE
{('i/iiiiii s oralis).

Nat. bize.

Order IL—Thoracostraca.

The present order agrees with the last in the number of segments, but is

distinguished from it by having more or fewer of the thoracic segments
united with the head by a common shell, or carapace, and tiiere are usually

two compound stalked eyes. We find no true parasites in this group, though
.some of them seek the society of other animals for the sake of food and
shelter, as in the case of the small crab which takes up its residence in the

shell of the Pitiita.

Snh-Order I.—('umacea.

Includes small marine species, with sessile eyes, and a long, slender
abdomen.

l:<}d)-Oydf'y II.—Stainatdpada.

This order is now I'estricted to the single iiimily SipdUida', which are marine
Crustacea resembling large prawns, three inches or more in length, with the

cephalothorax slender, a
large tail-fin, and the
second pair of foot-jaws
developed into an enor-

mous claw, which has
led to one of the com-
mon species being called

SquiUa mantis (Rondel),

on account of the shape
and attitude of its legs

very closely resembling
the predaceous legs of

the Mantida' among the
(hihcypterci. This sjiecies

swims strongly, and is

eaten in Italy, where it

attains a length of six inches ; in the British seas it does not exceed 4^
inches in length.

Fill. 10.—Squilla mantis.
A Nat. size.
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Sub-Order III.—Sclt izopoda

.

These are slender shrimp-like Crustacea, with a large soft shield covering

the cephalothorax, and even part of the abdomen. The legs and gill-feet are

bifid, and similarly formed. They swim in large shtials in the open sea, and

are among the numerous surface-animals which form the food of whales.

Order III.

—

Decapoda.

This extensive order is the most important among the Grvstacea. The
species which it includes have a hard calcareous shield, which generally covers

the head and thoi'acic segments, as well as more or less of the abdomen.
Under this shield lie the gills. There are two faceted stalked eyes, between
which frequently projects a strong spine. They have usually three pairs of

jaws, tliree pairs of thoracic gill-feet, and five pairs of walking legs, from
which they derive their name. They may be divided into three sub-orders

-—the Macrura, or lobsters, prawns, and shrimps ; the Anomura, or hermit
crabs ; and the Brachyura, or crabs.

Sub-Order I.—Macrura.

In the Macrura the abdomen is largely developed, and the first five (or

more rarely, four) segments bear walking legs. There is a large flattened

triple fin at the extremity of the abdomen, formed by the terminal segment,

and a leaf-like appendage attached on each side to the one preceding.

The Oranyuibithe are moderate-sized Orustacea witli semi-transparent bodies,

a thin horny carapace, the outer antennre with a large moveable scale at the

base, and sometimes a very strong ridged spine between the eyes. The first

three pairs of legs are generally chelate (pincer-like). The
Shrimps and species generally live in shoals in shallow water, near the

Prawns. shore, where they are captured by waders in specially-con-

structed nets. Most of tlie species are marine, such as the

shrimps and prawns ; some are found in fresh water lakes and rivers ; and
one or two blind species in caves. Some sj^ecies, in which the skeleton is

universally soft, inhabit the large shells of the Piuna.
The Astacidd' are large hard-shelled species, with a small scale at the base

of the outer antenn;e. The first pair of legs is developed into great claws.

The gills are numerous ; sometimes there are as many as 20 pairs. They
inhabit the sea, where they live in clefts among the rocks ; and other species

are found in lakes and rivers, where they live in holes in the banks. The
two representative species of this family are the lobster and

Lobsters. the river crayfish. Some years ago a detailed monograph on
the crayfish was published by the late Prof. Huxley, to which

those who wish to study the anatomy of a Crustacean can easily refer.

The crayfish forms a very important article of diet in Eastern Europe, and is

recorded in the Esthonian ballads to have formed the principal article of food
of their mythical hero, the Kalevi poeg, when he retired to a

Crayfish. hermitage on the banks of a river, after a disastrous war.
He used a tall fir-tree torn up by the roots, as an angle, and

bnited it with the body of a dead mare, (See my "Hero of Esthonia," i., j).

140.)
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In the Palinurid<e, or Spiny Lobsters, the outer pair of antennte are much
thickened at the base, but are destitute of a scale. The legs are short and
all end in simple claws ; the abdomen is broad. These
animals resemble lobsters in size and appearance, but the Spiny Lobsters,

shell is very iiard and spiny. They are numerous in the

Mediterranean, but are not common in the colder seas of Northern Europe.

Snh-Order II.—A)wmnra.

This section is often included with the J\racrnra, but may conveniently be
treated separatelj'. The abdomen is more or less reduced ; it is soft, and its ap-

I)endages are rudimentary ; the liinder legs are also fre([uently much reduced.

Tlie front jiair of legs is armed with strong pincers, and the outer antenuie

are h)ng. The aniuuils generally burrow in the sand, or live in the shells of

molluscs. They are more abundant in warm countries than in cold.

The following are the two most interesting families :

—

In the Biniidii' the abdomen is hard above, and pouch-shaped at the ex-

tremity. The cephalothorax is broad, and angulated in front. The type of

this family, Birijus latro (Herbst), is a very large Crustacean,

measuring over two feet in length ; it is of a blue colour. It Robber Crabs.

is common in the Eastern Arcliipelago. It is amphibious,
and is said to climb trees in search of cocoa-nuts, which it is strong enough
t(j denude of the husk, when it contrives to force in the eye-hole, and to

extract the contents M'ith its pincers.

The F<«i>iii(fit', or Hermit Crabs, have a very soft abdomen, and take up
their abode in empty univalve shells. Several common sjjecies inhabit oui-

shores, and may often be seen ensconced in whelk-shells, etc.,

into which they retreat as far as possible on the least appear- Hermit Crabs,

ance of danger. In Tropical countries they grow to a much
larger size ; and some of them are land -animals, and inhabit land-shells, such
as Helix and BuUudis.

Siih-Order III.—Bmcliyi ( ra

.

This section includes the Crabs proper, in which the cephalothorax is short
and broad ; and the short abdomen, which has usually no tail-tin, and is

narrow in the male and broad in

the female, is curved under the
cephalothorax. In the males there

are one or two pairs of abdominal
feet, and in the females live.

The PorccUauidd' are repre-

sented in England bj' one or two
species, the commonest of which
is the Porcelain Crab, ForreJlana

plafiirlidcs (Tennant), a polished

flattened crab, of a reddish bx'own

colour, with very large broad
claws. It is nearly round, and about two inches in length ; and is connnon

under stones near low-water mark.

Fiij. 11.—Spider Crab (Mala Sqviiiado).
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The Spider Crab, Maki Sq^tiiiado (Linn.), is the representative of another
family. (8ee Fi<i. 11.) It is a large oval crab sometimes measuring 8 inches

in length and inches in breadth. It is covered and margined with strong

sharp spines, two of which project in front. It is an active sea- scavenger,

and most of our readers will remember the amusing account in " Glaucus " of
" Maia Squinado, Esq.," sitting at the bottom of the boat, twiddling his feelers.

It creeps, but does not swim. The young form of the larva is represented on an
earlier page (Fi(j. 1.) There are a great many otlier crabs, both British and
foreign, differing very much in size, shape, and habits. Some are smo()th, others

rough, spiny, or hairy. Some are round, others oval. Manj' small crabs and
some larger ones are common running over the sand, or among seaweed, or

in rock-pools between tide-marks ; others, like the large Edible Crab, Cancer
parjnrys (Linn.), are inhabitants of deep water, and some are good swimmers.
Among foreign crabs we may mention the genus PinnotJicrcs (Latr), which

lives in pairs, in large shells, such as P/)iU((, from Mdiich they derive their name.
The land crabs of tropical coun-

tries are large crabs which live

almost entirely on land. They
burrow in the ground, and are

able to run with extraordin-

ary swiftness. One genus, with

very large claws, has been called

Gelasimns (laughable) from the

ridiculous appearance which it

presents when chasing along

brandishing its great claws, only

one of which is fully develojied,

( )ver its body.

One of the largest known
Crustacea in expanse is Macro-
clioim Kiimpfeii (De Haan), a

Japanese crab, not very re-

motely allied to the Spider

Crabs, which has a compact, slightly oval body rather less than a foot long,

but with enormously long, though comparatively slender legs, four or live

feet in length. Two tine specimens may be seen in the public Insect Room
at the Natural Histoiy Museum, South Kensington, where Crustacea are

exhibited as well as Insects.

Fill 12.

—

Great .Japanese Crab.
(Macrocheira Kumpferi)-

SUB-CLASS IIL—GIGANTOSTRACA.

Order Xiphosura.—King-Crabs.

In the king-crabs, Limulus (Miiller), the upper part of the body is covered by

two great horny shields, the first covering the cephalothorax and curved

backwards at a sharp angle on each side, and the second smaller, covering

the abdomen, and set with several strong, sharp projections on the sides,
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pointing obliquely backwards. I'eyond this is a sliai'p horny spine not
jointuil, and at least

as long as the rest

of the body. The
antenniv, jaws, and
gill-feet all resemble
legs, and all termin-
ate in pincers except
the last pair. Two
compound and two
simple eyes are jne-

sent. The legs are
short, and are entirely covered by the shields.

are found in the East and West Indies, and on the East coast of North America,
living in shallow water, or running over and burrowing in the sand. The species

tigured, Liimdus »(c'Z»c«f;iH.s(Clusius), has larger spines than the others. The
Llmiilia sometimes attain a length of two or three feet. The,y are the last

survivors of a great group of Crustaceans, now only imperfectly known
bj' their fossil remains. Three other orders, now wholly extinct, are referred

to the Criyautosfracii : the Minidomata, the HcniiaspidK and the TrtUihlta.

Some authors have recently proposed to regard Lirniiljin as more nearly

allied to the Antrlniida than to the Crustacea ; but its external resemblance
to the latter is certainly far more obvious.

Fiij. l:{.—KlNi;-('KAB {Limuhn liii-riiiiux). Reduced.

The few living species known

SUB-CLAS.S IV.—PYCNOrjONIDA.

^^^>5

/•''(/. 14.— PlIClllMliDlUlll

litoi'iilc. Miiller. Nat. size.

short or wantini

These are sluggish animals, found among sea-

weeds on the sea-shore, and somewhat intermediate

between ArachnhJa and Crvstared. The front of

the body consists of four well-marked segments,

the first of which is f(jrmed of three fused together,

each bearing a pair of long, jointed legs, and
the abdomen is very small. They are provided
with a long suctorial proboscis. In their young
state, they are parasitic on Hydracfinio', and are })ro-

vided with three additional pairs of liml)s, which was
in the adults.

CLASS II.—ARACHNIDA {SPIDERS, SCORPIONS,
AND MITES).

Tuis rather extensive group of animals is generally recognisable by a few
salient characters. The head and thorax, instead of being separated, as in

insects, are usually fused together into a single mass, called the cephalo-

thorax ; there are two pairs of jaws, one pair of Avhich are sometimes
regarded as modified antennie ; from two to twelve simple eyes, variously

arranged in ditlerent species ; and usually eight pairs of legs, all situated on
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the cephalothorax. The abdomen is without limbs, and is most frequently

separated from tlie cephalothoi-ax. Tiie sexes are distinct, except in the

T((nli<ira<la. Most of the animals comprising this class are carnivorous ; but

among the mites, many feed on vegetable, as well as on animal substances
;

and some species are parasitic, and often subcutaneous, giving rise to,

or accompanying various diseases, sucli as itch, mange. Plica Polonica,

dysentery, etc., in man and beast. The Anidinida may be classed in

three main divisions.

OrDEU I.—SC'ORPIONIDEA (ScORPIONs).

Tlie scorpions are well known by their curved foot-jaws, cleft at the

end like the claws of a crab, which they much resemble ; and their long

jointed tail ending in a sharp and venomous sting. They are generally

of a black or yellow colour, and difier very much in shape and size,

some being small and slendei", and not more than a couple of inches in

Fiij. 15.

—

Galeodes ARABS, Kocli. } Nat. size.

length ; and others being much shorter and thicker in proportion, and
attaining to a length of 8 or 9 inches. They are not British, though
several small species are met with in the South of Europe. They are found
under stones, under the bark of trees, in lioles in walls, etc., and are only

active at night. Tlie effects of the sting differ very much in different species,

irrespective of size, as it appears. That of many species is probably not very

much more severe than the sting of the wasp ; but that of others is liable to

cause great pain and suffering, and sometimes death. Scorpions are vivipar-

ous, and the young are carried about by the mother on her back for some
time after birth. There is an old story, which has been recently revived,

that when a scorpion is surrounded by a ring of fii-e, it will sting itself to

death ; and the .same result is said to ensue if a drop of irritating fluid, such

as whisky, is allowed to fall on its back.
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Order IT.

—

Solvugid.k.

These .are large animals, resembling spiders, but with the head and thorax
separated, and the abdomen segmented ; the legs are very hairy. They are not
numerous in species, and are chietiy found in warm countries. They inhabit

sand}- places, and although fretjuently called <Su//fH;/f»', the majority of the species

are most active by day. One species is Galeodca arancoidca (Pallas), which is

ctmunon on the Lower Volga ; it is about two inches long, and is much
di'eaded on account of its very painful bite. They hide themselves in the

sand and among plants, from whence they rush upon their prey. They will

sometimes kill lizards and birds, but their commonest food apjiears to be
grasshoppers. Tliey are sometimes very troublesome to camels by their bite.

The North African species, which we have tigured, G. ((vtibs (Koch)

—

{Fi(j. 15)

— is one of the largest known ; it is of a yellowish colour.

Order III. —Pseudoscorpionidea (Book-Scorpions)

These are small, but not microscopic, animals, with the abdomen united to

the cephalothorax, but distinctly jointed, and with
very long curving foot-jaws, cleft at the end. They
resemble very small tail-less scorpions, and are fre-

<{uently found among old books and jiapers, where
they feed on mites and other small creatures. They
are often seen clinging to the legs of Hies, but rather,

perhaps, as a convenient means of transport from
place to place, than with the intention of preying on /,-,,. ic—Book-Scorpion
the tiies themselves. The number of species is not {Chiridium mumvntm,

very large ; the typical genus is Chdifcr (Latr.).
^*'**='^)- Magnified.

Order IV.—Peuipulpi (False Scorpions),

These are large tropical creatures, an inch or more in length, resembling
spiders, but with a jointed abdomen, large pincers like a scorpion, long hairy

legs, of which the first pair are much longer and slenderer than the others,

and no tail, or else a short one, not terminating in a sting. They are much
dreaded by the natives of the countries in which they are found, but whether
their claws are venomous does not seem to have been positively ascertained.

The typical genus is Phrynus (Latr.).

Order Y.— PfiALAXoiiDA (Harvest-men).

These are small spider-like animals, with enormously long slender legs.

The abdomen is segmented, there are no spinning glands, and the maxillary

palpi end in a single claw, while the mandibles are jointed. They breathe by
tracheal. They feed on Apli ides and other small insects by night. (See Fiy.
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Order VI. -Araneida (Spiders).

The Araneida, (n- Spiders, are a very extensive group, with the usually un-

jointed abdomen well separated from the cephalothorax ; strong mandibles;

sjiinning glands ; and breathing with lungs and tracheje cr with tracheie

alone. 'I'here is a variable number of eyes. They have been divided into

many families differing much in habits. They are very ferocious, and will

often kill and eat each other, but are much exposed to tlie attacks of birds

and carnivorous insects, many sand-wasps provisioning their nests chieMy

¥iij 17.

—

Harvest Man (Liubunitm. niltjiostim .Simon). Nat. size.

with spiders. As they cannot be domesticated, owing ti> their canniljalistic

propensities, their silk caimot be collected in sufticient (juantities for com-
mercial purposes ; but spider's web has been recouunended as a useful

application to stop bleeding. There are many kinds of spiders in vari(nis

countries the bite of which is said to be dangerous to man.

Family I.

—

Thekaphosid.e.

This family is distinguished from all the remaining spiders by the possession

(jf four lungs and only four spinnerets (except in Atiiima, etc., which hav<!

six) ; the remaining spiders having only two lungs (or two lungs and some-
times two trache.e also) and six spinnerets. These characters are sometimes
used to separate the spiders into two main sections, the Tdi'upnevmoncs,

including only the Tlienijiliosklu (formerly called M\i(i<di(lo'\ and the

Dipiieiimuncs, including the remaining spiders.

The ThefKphoxUbf are further remarkable for their large size, very hairy

legs and bodies, and hard polished poison-fangs. Some of the larger species

attain a length of from two to four inches, and spin a dense white web, in

which birds as large as finches are sometimes entangled. This was first

recorded by Madame Merian two centuries ago. It was
Bird-catching doubted, but has since been confirmed by Bates in his

Spiders. " Naturalist on the Amazons," i. pji. 100-162 ; and by other
observers. Bates further adds that the hairs of these large

spiders are excessively irritating to the skin ; and lastly, " Some Mygales are

of immense size. One day 1 saw the children l^elonging to an Indian family

who collected for me, with ime of these monsters secured by a cord round
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its waist, by which they were leading it about the house as they wouM a clog."

The amount of valuable scientitic and general information collected by
Bates daring his eleven years of travel on the Amazons was very ex-

tensive, and it is much to be regretted that though part was published in his

book, and in various essays sliortly after his return to England, a great deal

must have died with him.

The IVurapJiosidd- also include smaller spiders, which construct nests in

the ground ])rovided witli a round trap door, wliich fits down over it in such a

manner as to completul}' close and conceal it. Trap-
door spiders are plentiful in many parts of the
world, including South France ; but our only British

representative of the family, Atiipiia sid::cii (Latr.),

constructs a tubular gallery in the ground, about
half an inch in diameter, in which the female de-
posits her eggs, but which is not closed with a trap-

door. The spider itself is about half an inch in

length.

Turning now to the remaining spiders, it will,

perhaps, be sufficient to illustrate them by noticing a
few of the more interesting and representative groups
and species.

, .

,

The Salticidd- or hunting-spiders do not construct

Twice nat. size. '^ web, except as a rcstnig-place at night or when
moulting their skins, and as an egg-

sac, but capture their prey by leaping ou it, connecting Hunting-
themselves, however, with the spot they have quitted by Spiders,

drawing out a thread behind them as they leap. The
cephalothorax is arched, and they have eight eyes. Their legs are
rather short and stout. Several species, botli British and foreign, re-

semble ants, a resemblance which is probably protective to them-
selves rather than designed to mask tiieir approach from their prey.

The Lijcosidir, or wolf-spiders are similar in some of their habits to the last

family, but generally pursue their prey by running, not by leaping.
Their cephalothorax is arched, but narrowed in front. They have eight eyes
arranged in three or four transverse rows, and their legs are long and hairy.

The egg-pouch of the female is carried about with her attached to the end of

her body till the young hatch, when they climb on her back. Some species
carry their egg-sac in their mandibles.
To this family belongs the famous spider Lijcu^i tarentida (Linnieus), the

bite of which Avas supposed in Italy to j'^oduce a fit of melancholia, that
could only be cured by the tune known as the Tarentella.

The nests of some of these spiders are hardly less curious Tarantula,
than those of the trap-door spiders; that of a North American
species, ii/ccsrt arenicola (Scudder), figured in Comstock's " Manual for the
Study of Insects,"

i>. 41, makes a structure resembling a high bird's-nest, or
small turret, over the entrance to the tube. Some of the Lycusldrr fre-

quent water, and are able to pursue their prey on or in it ; and Dohntiedes
fimhriatns (Clerck) actually constructs a small raft on which it sails about.

The Thoinisidir^ or crab-spiders, have small eyes arranged in tw<j rows,
and long sprawling legs, like those of a crab. Their colours are usually jjro-

tective, being grey or bi-own in the case of tree -frequenting sjjccius, and
green or yellow in the case of those which conceal themselves in flowers.
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The Uluhoyicheavc an unimportant family in England ; but Cumstock quotes

from Dr. Wilder the following curious account of the use of the triangular

web of Hyptiutes cavatus (Hentz), a connnon species in the United States:—"Its

web is most often found stretched between the twigs of a dead branch of pine

or spruce. At first sight this web appears like the fragment of an orb web,

but a little study will show that it is complete. ... It consists of four plain

lines corresponding to the radiating lines of an orb Aveb, and a series of

double cross lines. . . . From the points wliere the radiating lines meet, a

strong line extends to one of the supporting twigs. Near this twig the spider

rests, pulling the web tight so that there is some loose line between its legs.

When an insect becomes entangled in one of the cross lines, the spider sud-

denly lets go the loose line, so that the whole web springs forward, and the

insect is entangled in other threads. The spider then draws the web tight,

and snaps it again. This may be repeated several times before the .spider

goes out upon the web after its prey."

The Ejjeirido', or garden-spiders, are large and handsome spiders, with a

rounded abdomen, and moderately long hairy legs, the first pair longest.

They have eight eyes irregularly arranged in two rows.

Garden-Spiders. They spin circular webs, and await their prey either near the

centre of their web, or in a place of concealment close by.

The commonest species, Epeira diadema (Clerck), is nearly an inch long, and

has a green abdomen marked with white or yellow spots in the form i>i a

cross. One North American species, Anjiope rlpdrhi (Walckenaer), is re-

ct)rded to make a large egg-sac, in which the young pass the winter ; only

those emerging from it in spring which have not ))een devoured by their

fellows in the interval. Other species have the same curious cannibal

habit.

The Gadracauthida' are a very curious family of exotic spiders, with hard,

horny, angular bodies, and sometimes with a long curved spine projecting on
each side at the extremity of the abdomen. They are

often of very varied colours. Many writers include

them in the Epcirida'. The species figured is (Jadra-

cantha fovniada (Fabr.). It is reddish (probably

yellow when alive), with the head, thorax, and some
round spots on the abdomen, blackish ; and it inhabits

Ceylon, Java, and Australia.

„. , , ,,, , „ To the Aqelenida', a large family in which the eyes
tiij. 10.—(OnMracanfhi I

i . j i. u i

furnicata.) Nat. size. are arranged ni two curved transverse rcnvs, belong our

common house-spiders, which are too well-known to

need description, and which spin their cobwebs wherever they are left for a

day or two undisturbed. Another very interesting species is the Avater-

spider, Arcjyroneta aqnatica (Linn.), which dives beneath fresh water, enclosed

in a shining bubble of air entangled in the hairs of its body, and constructs

a silken subaqueous dome, Avhich it fills with air like a diving-bell, in which it

waits for prey, hibernates, and deposits its egg-cocoons.

To the allied family Theridiid(v belong several large and handsomely-

coloured spiders found in Southern Europe, New Zealand, and elsewhere,

which are much dreaded on account of their poisonous bite.
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Order VII.

—

Acakixa (Mites and Ticks).

Thi.s lurgo order includes a gretit variety of creatun\^- Most of them
are very minute, and many are almost microscoi)ic. The cephalothorax

and abdomen are fused together, the body forming a compaetv rounded, or

oval mass ; the sexes are sejiarate, and sometimes very difl[eien«. in ajjpear-

ance ; the mouth is formed for biting or sucking, and there are nearly always
eight legs in the perfect state, but often six only in the earlier stages. The
Phtitopti have usually only four. IVIany of the species are more or less bristly.

Some feed on plants, and others on decaying animal and vegetable sul)-

stances. A considerable number are parasitic.

The Btlrllidii' are mites of a bright red colour, with a long snout, and long

palpi, which are generally elbowed, and have the appearance of antennje.

Some are found among moss, and others on the sea-shore; while others, again,

are parasitic 011 various insects. The number of eyes varies, and in some
cave-frequenting species, the eyes are obsolete.

The (jainaaida' are a family of mites, many of which are parasitic on insects,

and others on warm-blooded animals. They are without eyes, the mandibles
are pincer-like, and the legs are hairy, and furnished with
two claws. The first or second pair of legs are frequently Insect-Mites

much thicker than the others ; and the immature mites have [Gamanuhi).

only six legs. The species of Gam<(siis (Latr. ) infest difTerent

kinds of insects, especially the black dung-beetles belonging to the genus
(Tfofntpes (Fabr.), and its allies ; and they are also numerous on humble-bees.
Thejf may often be fcnnid running over these insects ; but there are other

mites infesting beetles which are attached to their host by a thread ; these be-

long to the genus Uropoda (Latr.). Other mites of this family attack warm-
blooded animals, and are very numerous among poultry and caged birds, and
sometimes become troublesome to man by transference.

The Halacaridd' are a small family of mites, living habitually under the

sea, having either a stiff, or a more or less rigid, cuirassed skin, and with

their legs sjiringing from the inner margin of the body.
They are found among sea-weeds in rock-pools, or are brought Marine Mites

up, sometimes in large numbers, by the dredge. The body {Halacaridic).

is oval, the snout more or less produced, and the palpi rather

long.

The next family we have to consider is that of the H]idn(c]nud(e, or fresh-

water mites. These are round, or, more rarely, oval, and are generally

smooth and velvety, and of a red, black and red, or jDurple

colour. Most of them have only six legs when immature. Fresh-Water
They have a hook at the extremity of the palpi, and are Mites

in the habit of attaching themselves to various water- (Hydrachnidif).

animals.

The Ixodido', or ticks, are among the largest and most troublesome of the

whole group. They are usually of an oval form, and have a tough skin, and
a mouth fitted for sucking. Some are provided with eyes,

and others are blind. They live on grass and herbage, and Ticks

the usual habit of the female is to attach herself to any (Ixodidce).

warm-blooded animal, pierce the skin, and suck the blood

till she is gorged, when she falls off. They are sometimes very troublesome in

summer and autumn, even in England ; but in hot countries they are often

a terrible pest, esjjecially in the Southern States of America, and in some
parts of South America, where they are particularly troublesome to cattle.

2 M
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In Brazil they are said to have been introduced. This has been doubted
;

but it is not unlikely that a particularly troublesome sjjecies may be carried

from one country to another, or introduced into districts in which it was pre-

viously unknown. For a tropical country, Jamaica is remarkably free from

noxious creatures ; and it is only of late years tliat ticks have multiplied in

the island to such an extent as to make it highly un])leasant to venture

among the herbage at all. This is attributed to the introduction of the

mongoose, which was imported to destroy rats, and which is said to have

carried the ticks over the whole island. The largest known ticks, which
sometimes attain a length of nearly an inch, are those whicli are fcjund occa-

sionally upon the tortoise. Ar(\as persicvs (Fisch.) was said by travellers to

produce fatal injuries by its attacks, and to abound so much in some parts of

Persia as to lead to the abandonment of whole villages ; but these reports

are now believed to have been much exaggerated.

The Oribatidce are dark-coloured, hard, shiny mites, found among moss
and vegetable refuse ; but when they are older, they feed on various small

insects. The front of the body is often produced into a broad, triangular

shape, and, as in many other mites, the palpi arc frequently so largely

developed as to resemble antennas in appearance.

The Pliytoptidfe, or gall mites, are an extremely large group, concerning

which much has been written of late years. They are very long, microscopic

mites, usually with only four legs visible at the anterior end

Gall-Mites of the body. They pi-oduce small galls on the leaves of

(Phytoptidiv). various plants, sometimes conical, as on the lime trees, and
sometimes rounded, as on the vine. These galls may be

distinguished from insect-galls by having a small opening at the base.

The Snrcoptidd', or itch-mites, are a family of parasites which, not content

with sucking blood, burrow under the skin of warm-blooded animals, causing,

by their irritation, diseases known as the itch or mange.

Itch-Mites Various species have also been observed on patients suffering

(Harcoptida'). from Polish Plait (Flicu ixAonka), and whether they actually

cause this disease or not, they doubtless aggravate it. The
itch-mites are round, with short, bristly legs, and most mammals seem to be
more or less subject to their attacks. In birds, they frecjuently attack the

feet. Tiiey are most active at night, and the

troublesome itching they cause is consequently
worst then. There are two principal forms of

the disease in man, one common in most parts of

the world, caused by Sarcoptcs scabiei (Latr.), while

the other, S. scahiel-crnstoaa' (Murray), which is far

worse, is almost C(mfined to Northern Eurojie. The
itch has often been a great pest during the hard-
ships of a campaign, and the survivors of Sir John
Moore's force, in the Peninsular War, were greatly

affected by it. Before the cause was discovered, it

was regarded as a most formidable disease, and Dr.
Russell informs us that in the last century it was more
di'eaded at Aleppo than the plague itself. But in

Fif/. 20.—iTCH-MiTE recent years, the use of sulphur baths has proved
{SarcoiHes neabtei). Under- , ,

"' '

i 03 • ti i r ii-- •
i

surface of male. Magnified, ^o be an easy and enicacious method of gettnig rid

of at least the milder fc^rms of this complaint.
Two other families of j^arasitic mites may be briefly mentioned. These
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are Mitdtiiiilc , small, oval initos, not unlike lice in shape, which infest mice
and other small mammals, and birds ; and I)('tno<licid<i-, the few species of

which are long, tapering, microscopic mites, infesting the hair-follicles of

man and other animals. In man, the common Dcmodcx fuJlicidornin (Simon)
often occurs on the face, where its presence is indicated externally by a black

speck ; but as it is a parasite of very small size and stationary habits, its

presence does not cause anything like the same annoyance as that of

Sarcojitcs ncahiei.

The Ti-ombidiidcB are a family of brown, or bright scarlet mites, which are

in the habit of attaching themselves to insects, to which they cling so tightly

that they maj' often be seen in numbers attached t<^ Museum specimens.

They attack tlies, sawtiies, and other insects, but are most conspicuous
when attached to the wings of dragontiies in more or less symmetrical
rows. Some very large species, measuring nearly half an inch in length, are

often found pinned in miscellaneous collections of insects, etc., fi-om

Africa and the East Indies.

The Tdranijchidd' are allied to the last family, but are plant-feeders. The
two best known species are that great pest in hotliouses, the " Red Spider''

(Tt'tniiiiicliiis telarius, Linn.), which, however, is not a

spider, but a mite; and the harvest bug {T. aiititmn(di>i, "Red Spiders"
Shaw), which burrows into the skin, causing great incon- {Tetranychm).

venience ; while in the case of allied tropical species, sup-

puration and ulceration may result in extreme cases. However, most of the

species of this family are harmless, living on plants, or under stones, and
not attacking animals.

The last family we have to notice, the Tyroglyphidce, includes several of

the most tj'i^ical mites, such as the cheese-mites and the sugar-mite. Tyrv-
ijlijplnis siro (Linn.), the commonest of the former, abounds
in cheese, causing a kind of dry rot ; and the dust from such Cheese-Mites.etc.

a cheese, when placed under the microscope, generally proves (Tyroij/i/phidn).

to be full of mites. They are harmless when swallowed, nor
do they attack the skin. Other mites, belonging to the genus Clii'iiletiia (Latr.),

with large claw-like palpi, feed on cheese-mites, etc. Very small mites,

belonging to the genus Tiiroijluplins, are among the most destructive pests in

collections of insects. The sugar-mite {T. sacchuri, Cameron), abounds in

unrefined sugar, and is sometimes the cause of a complaint known as "grocer's

itch." Now, however, almost all sugar brought into the market is more or

less refined, and no longer liable to the attacks of mites. Most of the

Tiin)(jl[iphid(v are harmless, some feeding on di'ied vegetable or animal sub-

stances, while others are carnivorous, feeding on insects ; and others, again,

are, or may accidentally become, parasitic. Cases of dysentery have some-
times been attributed to the presence in the intestines of mites belonging
to this family, which had been accidentally swallowed.

Ordek VIII.

—

Tardigra])a,

These are small mites found among moss and seaweed. The cephalothorax
and abdomen are fused together ; the body is broad, with four indistinct

rings on the body. The sexes are not separate. The position of this group
is still doubtful.
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Order IX.— Linouatulida.

These are worm-like parasites, with jointed bodies and separate sexes.

They are curiously intermediate between parasitic worms and ArtJuopoda,

but they are now referred to the AiacJiibida' as an aberrant group. In their

embryo state, they have two pairs of short, two-jointed legs, with two strong

claws, and two hooks at the mouth. In their sexually mature condition, they

have four hnoks at the mouth, but no legs. They are met with in the encysted

larval conditions in the lungs and liver of the horse, dog, wolf, hare, and
rabbit, as well as in snakes, crocodiles, and tish ; and occasionally in man. In

their mature form, they inhabit the frontal sinuses of the hare, rabbit, and
liorse.

CLASS III.—MYRIOPODA {CENTIPEDES AND
MILLEPEDES).

This is the most worm-like class of the sub-kingdom Aninilosa in the pei-fect

state of the animals included under it. The head is well ditferentiated from
tlie rest f)f the body, and is provided with one pair of

antennie, and three (more rarely, two) paiis of jaws. The
thorax and abdomen are not differentiated, except into

segments. They undergo a reversed and very iui perfect

metamorphosis compared to that oi insects, for whereas
insects begin with a worm-like body, sometimes provided
with as many as twenty-two legs, and end with only six, the
Mijrlopoda sometimes begin with only six legs, and continue

to increase both in number of joints and number of legs,

till they have reached their full growth, in which they are

generally long and worm-like. Hence they are called Myria-
]i()da or Myriopodn (either form of the word being eciually

correct) ; and they are sub-divided into two principal orders,

the (Jhdopodii which are generally called centipedes or

hundred-feet ; and the Clidoijiudha, which are generally

called nullepedes or thou.sand-feet.
Nat. size.

Order Chilopoda (Centipedes).

The centipedes are carnivorous, and are i:)rovided with perforated foot-

jaws, connected with a poison-gland. The body and jaws are generally

rather flattened, and there is never more than a single pair of legs on each

segment. The head is divided into two regions, provided with two pairs of

maxilh^j, behind which spring the great foot-jaws.

'Yh.ii IScidiijcridn' -AVQ distinguished from the other families of CJiilopoda hy
having the two pairs of mandibles united, and by the long antenn;e,

legs, and abdominal appendages, which has led to the common South European
species being called Scutifieni arancoidcs (Pall.), from its fancied resemblance

to a spider. It is about an inch long, the antennie being at least as long as

the body, and the last pair of legs twice as long ; the other legs are compara-
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tively short in front, l)ut increase rapidly in Icngtii till tliey arc nearly as

long as the body. The proportions of the limbs, etc., however, vary con-

siderably in difl'erent species ; the legs are very brittle. The.se centipedes

feed on insects, and are very active. Most of them are inhabitants of warm
climates (the family is unrepresented in England), and the colour is usually

greenish Avhen alive, but is liable to change rapidly after death. They have
only sixteen joints, and are provided with compcnmd eyes instead of ocelli.

The Litluihiidd' are represented in Britain by Litliahiiisforjicaiiiii (Linn.),

which has two clusters of ocelli, fifteen pairs of legs, increasing in length

hindwards, and long antennae, with more than forty joints.

It is a rei)ulsive-lookin^g, reddish-brown creature about an
inch long, with a comparatively broad body. It is very
active in its movements, and feeds chiefly on worms ; and
is tiften unearthed by digging in garden-mould or in a

dung-heap. (Fhj. 21.)

The Srolopciiilrido- generally have four simple eyes on both
sides, antenuie with about twenty joints, and usually twenty-

one pairs of legs. The body is often very Inoad and flat-

tened. The family is represented in South Europe,
and the species are often of considerable size, sometimes
measuring more than a foot in length. Their bite is as pain-

ful and dangerous as that of a scori)ion, though they are

sometimes used as an article of food by the natives of the

countries where the}' are numerous. They are generally of a

brown or reddish colour, or banded with green and yellow.

In Britain we have only one small blind yellowish species of the

family, ('njj>to})!> Itortensis (Leach), which is harmless
The (ri'ophilido; are very long slender centipedes, with

Fig. •22.—Elkc-
TKIC (.'ENTIPEDE
(Liti'itiviiia rrus-

Kil I's Koch.)
Magnified.fourteen-jointed antennw, neither comj^ound eyes nor ocelli,

and from thirty-one to one hundred and seventy-three le_

bearing segments, each provided with a i^air of rather short legs. They are

nocturnal creatures, of a whitish or yellowish cohiur, and are remarkable

for emitting a pale phosphorescence which has led to their being called

electric centipedes. They are found in Britain as well as in warmer
countries.

Order Chilogxatha (Millepedes).

The millepedes are distinguished from the centipedes by their feeding chiefly

on vegetable matters ; and, consequently, they have imperforate foot-jaws, and
are not venomous. Their bodies are generally convex above, and more or less

flattened beneath ; and while the first three segments behind the head, cor-

responding to the thorax in insects, bear only one pair of legs each, the remain-
ing segments bear two pairs. The head of the millepede is composed of a

single segment only. They vary much in size ; and dead specimens become
extremely biittle, the segments separating at the least touch.

The Poly::oniidii' are semi-cyli)idrical creatures, with small heads, and from
30 to 100 or more joints, and capable of rolling themselves up spirally. The
mouth-parts are modified into a sucking ^jroboscis. The best known species,

robj:.oni>iin firnnaitlonn (Brandt), is about two-fifths of an inch long.
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The most familiar representatives of the millepedes in European countries

are perhaps the JkUiIh . They have a large head, and a long, cylindiical body
composed of upwards of 30 segments, which can be
rolled up spirally. They are either eyeless, or

furnished with aggregations of ocelli. They are

called snake-millepedes, and are very injurious

in fields and gardens, feeding on roots and
tubers, like wireworms. Our species are of

small size, measuring from half an inch to

nearly two inches in length, and are mostly of

a dull bluish-black or lead colour. In tropical

countries, S(jme species grow to the length of a

ioot or more ; and they are described as creep-

Fiij. 23.—Millepede (Sph-ontnq)- ing about the branches of the trees in the damp
tux ryroapludus, Koch.). African forests. Unlike the centipedes, the

millepedes are very sluggish creatures, and
move very slowly, n(.>twithstanding their numerous legs. The sjtecies figured,

lSjiiro)strcpti(s puroccphahi.'^ (Koch), inhabits South Africa. It is black, with

a bright red head, and is about four inches long.

The Pu]\jilf!>mi(hi' much resemble the Jtdidn in habits, but are more
flattened, and the three single pairs of legs are placed on the second, fourth,

and fifth segments, instead of on the second, third, and fourth. They are

very hard, but very brittle. The British species are small ; but some of the

foreign ones attain to a considerable size. They are composed of about 20
segments. Some species belonging to this family have been met with

in the great caves of Moravia and Carinthia. All are l)lind.

The Folyxciiidfi are very small, whitish millepedes, not exceeding one-third

of an inch in length in the largest species, and composed of only 9 or 10 seg-

ments. The head is well-marked, and they are provided Avith two clusters of

ocelli. They are found under fallen leaves.

The Glomc.ridd' are composed of from 10 to 13 segments above, but
each segment composed of four divisions below, an arrangement Avhich

enables the animal to roll itself up like a ball. They are short and broad,

and much resemble wood-lice in shape, size, and appearance.

CLASS IV.—PROTRACHEATA.

This class includes the single family Peripatida', the typical genus being Peri-

2)atus (Guilding). The few known species resemble caterpillars in appearance
;

but have two rather long antennae, and soft, cylindrical bodies, indistinctly

divided into from 13 to 40 segments, each bearing a pair of imperfectly-

jointed feet, armed with two small claws. They are viviparous, and are

found under leaves and among rotten wood. The body is capable of great

extension and retraction. When first discovered, they were supposed to be
MoUimra, but were afterwards found to have more resemblance to the

Miji iopoda. There is a well-develoi)ed tracheal system, opening by incon-

spicuous stigmata placed irregularly o\er the body. The known species are
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found ill South Africa, and in various ])arts of the West Indies and South
America, as well as in Australia and New Zealand. Fcfijxttns i}dlfurmis

(Guilding), from the Island of St. Vincent, is about two inches long. (See

Fly. 24).

Fiij. •2i.—rcrlpa(Ui luli/onnis (Guild.).

CLASS V.—INSECTA.

In.sects are by far the most numerous class of animals which inhabit the
globe at the present time. The actual number of species on our lists cannot
be much less than 300,000 ; and many thousands of new species are described
every year. In this country alone we have between 12,000 and 13,000
species, although our fauna is exceedingly poor, not only as comjiared with that
of tropical countries, but even in comparison to that of Con-
tinental Europe. Only a few families and orders of insects Number of
are at all adequately known at present, and those only as Species

existing in the best explored countries. The late Professor of Insects.

Riley estimated the probable number of existing species of

insects at possibly ten millions ; and such estimates are generally far below
the mark. The alternative estimate of two millions, which is put forward
by some entomologists, seems to ine to be ridiculously low, when we consider

that the world has been so badlj'^ explored that we are not yet acquainted
with a dozen species of Pliasmidir, or stick-insects, from Madagascar, an
island which has been visited by many collectors, while the PJiasmidci' are

not a group of small and obscure insects, but one which includes many
very handsome and conspicuous species, and to which belong the largest

of all known insects.

To take another illustration, Mr. E. Ernest Green is now working at a

monograph of the Coccido;, or scale-insects, of Ceylon. Very few speciee

Avere previously known from that island, and he will probably be easily able

to multiply them at least by ten.

Nevertheless, insects, like the plants on which they feed, are becoming
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rapidly exterminated in neai'ly all parts of the world by cultivation, clearing

<)f forests, drainage, etc.; and there is good reason to be-

Extermination of lieve that a large proportion of the insects now existing will

Species. become extinct before they ever find a place in our museums
at all. The extermination of small animals proceeds iiar'i

passu with that of larger ones ; but is rarely noticed, as their existence is, for

the most part, unknown and unsuspected.

Insects generally pass through four stages, called egg, larva, pupa, and
imago. In some orders, the pupa is inactive, and the insect is then said to

have a perfect metamorphosis. In other orders, the pujia

Metamorphoses only differs from the larva by possessing wing-cases, and
of Insects. continues to feed as before. Then the metamorphoses are

said to be incomplete. The egg is laid by the parent insect

on or near the appropriate food of its progeny, which, in insects with perfect

metamorphoses, is nearly alvvaj's very different from that of the perfect

insect. The larva is frequently called a grub, maggot, or caterpillar, and is

generally more or less worm-like. It may be legless, or may possess several

pairs of legs, as well as the six i)airs analogous to those of the perfect insect.

in insects with imperfect metamorphoses, the larva and pupa much resemble

the perfect insect ; and their food is frequently nearly similar. When
insects reach their final stage, they generally acquire wings, and become
capable of perpetuating their species. There are, however, numerous insects

which never acquire wings ; and in other cases the wings are undeveloped in

one sex, generally the female.

In the perfect state, an insect consists of a number of rings, called seg-

ments, or somites, agglutinated into three masses, called the head, thorax,

and abdomen, which can generally be well distinguished.

Head of Imago. The head is considered to consist of a number of somites,

just as the skull of vertebrate animals is thought to con-

sist of a number of modified vertebras. The head contains several of the

most important organs of the senses, such as the compound facetted eyes on
each side of the head ; the antennas, two long jointed organs, often feathered,

or knobbed at the extremity, which are generally inserted in front between
the eyes ; the ocelli, stemmata, or simple eyes, of which there may be one,

two, or three, on the crown of the head ; and the mouth, which is either fur-

nished with mandibles for biting, or a proboscis for sucking. There are also

two pairs of jointed organs projecting in front of the mouth, called labial and
maxillary palpi ; but one or other pair is frequently wanting.
The three segments behind the head are called the thoi-ax. Each of these

bears one pair of legs beneath, and the second and third pairs bear the wings
at the sides ; for most insects have four wings and six legs

Thorax. in tlie perfect state. The legs are comjjosed of several parts,

called the coxfe, or hips ; the trochanters, or hinge-joints
;

the femora, or tliighs ; the tibiae, or shanks ; and the tarsi, or feet. The
tarsus is coinjiosed of five or fewer joints, known as the joints of the tarsi.

The abdomen is composed normally of nine segments, exclusive of souie

smaller ernes at the extremity in connection Avith the appendages of the
generative system ; but there are often fewer visible. Insects breathe by
trachese, tubes which o])en by s])iracles on the sides of the body. Many in-

sects are furnished with stridulating organs in the abdomen, while others
.stridulate by means of various structures on their legs and wings ; and in

some insects the t)rgans of hearing are situated on the legs.
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The wings of insects are furnislicd with a ramifying system of tubes, called

nervures. When tlie insect emerges from the pupa its wings are small and
limp; but first fluid and tlien air is pum])ed through these

tubes, and the wing (}uickly grows to its pro))er size and Wings,
dries. These nervures differ much in arrangement in differ-

ent insects, and are very useful in classification. The front of the wing is

called the costa, the part nearest to the body the base, the part opi)osite to

the body the hind margin or outer margin, and the part opposite the costa

the inner margin. The extremity of the cdsta is called the tij), and that of

the inner margin the hinder, or in the hind-wings the anal, angle. But these

divisions shade imperceptibly into each other in insects witli rounded wings.

Between tlie bases of the fore- wings we sometimes find a triangular plate called

the scutellum. The hind-wings are often smaller, rounder, and of a different

consistency to the fore-wings, })ut when the fore-wings ])lay tlie i)art of wing-
cases, under which tlie hind-wings are folded, the latter are often nuich

larger. JMany insects i)ossess tlie power of leaping, in wliich case the hind
legs are often very long, or the cox.e and femora are much thickened.

Insects are divided into several large orders, of which the following are

he iH'incipal ones :

—

I. CoLEOPTERA (Beetles).—Insects with mandibles ; fore-wings (called

elytra) horny or leathery; wings membranous, folded and doubled
beneath them.

II. Okthoptera (Grasshopjjcrs, etc.). — Insects with Orders of

mandibles ; fore-wings (called tegmina) leathery; Insects,

hind-wings folded fan-like beneath them.
III. Neukoptera (Dragonflies, etc.).—Insects with mandibles (some-

times very imperfectly developed ; wings with many nervures
;

membranous and naked, or clothed with hairs.

lY. HYMEJiOPTERA (Bees, Wasps, Ants, etc.).—Insects with mandibles,

and often a })roboscis ; wings membranous, ratlier small, with

few nervures ; the ft)re and hind-wings often connected together

by a series of little hooks.
V. Lepidoptera (Butterflies and Moths).—Insects with a sucking pro-

boscis, and membranous wings clothed with scales.

YI. Hemiptera (Bugs and Froghoppers).—Insects with a sucking pro-

boscis, forewings leathery or membranous (or membranous only

at the ti])s) ; hindwings membranous.
YII. DiPTERA (Flies).—Insects with a sucking proboscis, and only <me

pair of membranous wings.

The first four orders are sometimes called Iiiseda Mandihiihda, and the

three last Insecta HrvisfcUata.

Fuller chai'acters for these orders will be given in their places. There are

also some groups of insects (chiefly apterous) which will not fit very well

into any of these orders, and which will be noticed separately.

Order Coleoptera (Beetles).

The Coleoptcm are physically among the most highly organised insects,

although they cannot compare with the Hinncnuptcnt in intellectual devel-

opment. They are distinguished by having four wings, the first pair of
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which, called elytra, are of a horny or leathery consistency, and when closed,

form covers for the true wings, which are membranous, and are folded beneath
them like a fan, but with the end doubled back. They undergo a perfect

metamorphosis, the pupa being what is called necromorphous, or corpse-like,

because, altlu)Ug]i inactive, it is not enclosed in a single tight-fitting integu-
ment, like that of a butterfly or moth, but is furnished with separate
though immovable sheaths for the antennae, legs, etc. The mouth of

the perfect insect is mandibulate, or furnished with strong jaws or
mandibles.

Beetles are very numerous. We are probablj' at present acquainted with
at least 150,000 species ; and although they have been more carefully collected

than most other orders of insects, there are, doubtless,

Number of enoi'mous numbers which yet remain to be discovered. In
Species. Britain we have in round numbers about 3,000 species.

They feed on all kinds of animal and vegetable substances
on land, in the water, and on the seashore ; but very few are parasitic on
other insects. They vaiy in size from an almost invisible speck to six inches

in length, or with expanded legs and antennte much more. Many of the
plant-feeding beetles, as the wire-worms, the chafers, the Colorado potato-

beetle, the turnip-fly, etc., are extremely destructive to our crops ; but the

carnivorous beetles, such as the ground-beetles, the tortoise-beetles, the
lady-birds, etc., are very useful in destroying other injurious insects; and
the grubs of some of the large wood-feeding beetles are esteemed a great
delicacy in some covuitries : indeed, it is far more probable that the Cossus of

the Romans was the larva of some large Lamellicorn or Longicorn beetle

than that it was the repulsive foul-smelling larva of the goat-moth, although
Linne applied tlie name to the latter insect.

In the classification of beetles, the structure of the antenna?, wing-cases

and legs is of primary importance. The neuration of the wings, which is

important in some orders of insects, is not much used in

Classification. Culeoptera. It should, perhaj^s, be noted that the wings
are sometimes wanting, when the elytra are sometimes free,

and sometimes soldered together at the middle line where they meet, which
is called the suture. Sometimes both wings and elytra are absent, either in

both sexes, or in the female only, as in that of the glow-worm. In some
beetles there is a triangular space, let in, as it were, between the bases of the
elytra ; this is called the scutellum. In some families the anal ap])endages
are useful in classification, while in others the structure of these parts is so

uniform that it is not woi'th noting in this connection. Ridges on the body
or elytra are called carina?, and circular jiits (very conspicuous and numerous
in some species) are called punctures.
The first large group of the beetles is that of the GeoiJvph(((ja, or carnivorous

grovnid-beetles, which are divided into two main families, the Ckinddido' , or
tiger-beetles, and the Carahida', or ground-beetles proper. They are hard-
shelled oval beetles, with long slender legs and antenna?, and five-jointed

tarsi on all the legs.

The tiger-beetles have a small moveable hook at the end of the maxilla?,

large heads, with very prominent eyes and strong jaws, and very long and
slender legs and antennte. The front tibi;>? are not notched

Tiger-Beetles, un the inner side. We have but one British genus, of which
the green tiger-beetle, ('icindda (-(onpcstris (Linn.), is the

commonest species. It is found in sandy places, where its larva constructs a
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¥\i\. 2f).—Ticnn-
BeETLK (Cirilldrlii

ChincHsi.'i, Linn.).

pitfall for other insects, very much resembling that formed by an ant-lion.

The perfect insect is bright green, with white mark-
ings, and coppery logs and under-surface, Jt feeds on
other insects, and runs and tlies in the sun with great

activity. Some of the foreign sjiecies are very liandsome.

Some genera frequent trees. We have figured a large

green Chinese species, C Oiinenais (Linn.), with black and
white markings.

In the Cdiuibido' the legs and antenna* are less slender,

the front tibi;e being sometimes flattened, and often fur-

nished with a consi)icut>us notch on each side, and the

head is smaller and eyes less prominent ; the maxilhe
have n(j moveable ho(^k at the tip. They are much more
nocturnal in their habits than the tiger-beetles, though
many species may be met with by day. The species of the

typical genus Carabus (Linn.) are rather large beetles,

many of them measuring an inch or more in length. The
elytra are well develoi)ed, and moveable, but the wing.s

are absent. They are long beetles, of a black or bronzy
colour, and some species are beautifully metallic. One of the most con-
sjncuous of these is the golden-green (Jantbua auratiis (Linn.), a connnon
garden insect abr<jad, but rare in England, though it is not
unfrec^uently imported with vegetables. Some of the Ground-Beetles,

smaller species of this group—genus Bonbidiiim, (Latr. ), etc.

—are found in marshy places, though they are not (juite aquatic in their habits.

We have figured Zabnis (jihbiis, a blackish insect half an inch long, with red legs

and antenn;e ; which, contrary to the usual habit of the family,

is destructive to growing corn, attacking the ears at night. The
Bombardier beetles, belonging to the genus Brack inn.'- (Weber),
are reddish beetles, about one-third of an inch long, with blue-
black elytra, much broader than the thorax. They lurk under
stones, and when alarmed, discharge an acid fluid which
volatilises into smoke with a slight explosion.

Among the foreign Carabidn' the most remarkable is the
fiddler beetle MurmohjcephyUodi's (Hagenbach), a reddish-brown
beetle, about two inches in length, with very broad elytra. The
shape of the beetle is really something like that of a fiddle. It

is a native of Java.
The ne>:t group, the Hydradejjhaya, or water-beetles, have the two front

pairs of legs near together, and the hinder pair more widely separated, and
widened, flattened, and fringed with hair, S(> as to form a

pair of oars. They are divided into two main families, the Carnivorous
Dijtiscida; and the Gurhiula-. The species of Dytiacns Water-Beetles.

(Linn.) are large smooth or furrowed olive-brown beetles,

an inch in length, and nearly half as broad. Their larv;e are long white
grubs, with very strong jaws, and both the larva? and the beetles are very
voracious, destroying great numbers of water-animals, and are even very
destructive to fish fry. The beetles quit the water at night and fly about,
returning to the water for the daj'. Sometimes they will dash themselves
against a pane of glass, mistaking it for water. There are numei'ous smaller
species of this family, more variegated in their colours; but, i\\G Uiji'lnid"-,

of which there are only a few species in England, are nu)re likely to attract

f<!/. 2(5.—

Zabrus Gibbu
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attention by their habit of spinnuig round in circles on the surface of the

water, which has given them the name of whirligig beetles. They are blue-

black beetles, about one-third of an inch hjng, with reddish legs and antenniy.

They have four eyes (each eye being divided in two, an upper and a lower

one), and it has been suggested that the upper eyes are intended for use in

the air, and the lower ones for use below the surface (jf the water. The front

legs are long and slender, but the two hinder pairs, as well as the antennte,

are very short and stout.

The BrdcJu'hjtra are a very extensive family of beetles, distinguished by

the very short square-cut elytra, which do not nearly reach to the extremity

of the abdomen, but which cover the ample wings, which are folded beneath

them. They are often called "Rove-Beetles," owing to

Rove-Beetles. some of the"^ larger species, such as Oojints (ilnia (Linn.)

being found running about in search of dung or carrion.

The beetle to which we have referred is a black, foul smelling beetle with

strong jaws, which lifts up its head and tail when molested, and is known in

many'parts of the country by the name of the " Devil's Coach-Ht)Vse " In

Fig. 27.—DutifK-US

marrihuiih.

Flij. -3).

Krci-lijiliiirlt.t I .pillo.

Ireland it is regarded as a diabolical creature, which it is a meritorious action

to kill. We have figured StajiliijUims at^sarens (Cederh.), a black species with

red legs and tegmina, and the thorax and segments of the abdomen partly

bordered with silky yellow or golden pubescence. Most of the species of

Braclichjtra are much smaller tlian either of those just mentioned. Their

habits are very varied. Many species may be found among moss or flowers,

and others again live in ants' nests.

The next group, the Necrophagn or Clavlcornla, is tolerably numerous in

species, though less so than the last, and is chiefly distinguislied by the con-

spicuous knobs at the end of the antenna?. Most of the species feed oj\

decaying animal or vegetable substances (carrion, fungi, eta), and some of those

belonging to the genera Domeden (Liini.), AnUircuvs (GeoftV.), and their allies,

are very destructive to hams, dried skins, etc. DeiDiesfes lanlarliin (hinn.)

—the "Bacon Beetle")—is black, banded with grey, and .spotted with black
;

it is about a third of an inch long. The beetle and its haiij' larva are too

familiar objects to many housekeepers.

The burying beetles, which belong to this section, are larger insects, half
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an incli or more in length, .ind are black, with orange-red bands on the

elytra. They are remarkable for their habit rjf interring the bodies oi small
animals, such as mice or birds, which they may hnd lying

about, by scoojiing out the earth underneath, dragging and Burying-Beetles.

stamping them down, and covering them up. The females
are buried witli the carcase, on wliich they deposit their eggs, and then make
tlieir way back to the surface. We have figured A^ecrojihuriDi vtsptllv (Linn.),

one of the commtaiest species.

There is a group of beetles allied to, and sometimes included in, the Necro-

2>}i<i[i«, called, from their a([Uatic habits, the I'hiUnjdrida. The largest

species, HiidiuiLs jiicois (Linn.), is a shining black beetle,

longer, nari'ower, and more convex than the species of -aratp T? ti

Djltisois, from which its short-clubbed antenn;e and mucli

longer hind legs will at once distinguish it. It is sometimes called the

great water-beetle.

The Lamelliconies or chafers form a very interesting and important group of

beetles, but are not very numerous in Europe. Tliey are distinguished by
the structm-e of their antennie, wliich are short, and
furnished at tlie extremity with a series of flat plates, which Chafers,

.spread out like a fan. They feed on plants or dung, and
some species are very destructive. They are stout, r(jund, or ol)long beetles

of considerable size. Many of the species are black, but others exhibit

nuich variety of colour. There are many large species among them, and
they are frequently furnished with great horns, largest in the males,

and often assuming very strange shapes, on different parts of the head and
thorax.

The dung-beetles or Sr(ir<iha'lJ(i' (a name sometimes applied to all the
LaineUiconies) are generally black and shining, though sometimes inclin-

ing to greenish or purple, especially beneath. They have
strongly toothed and flattened legs for digging. Some Dung-Beetles.

species, like the Egyptian sacred beetle, form pellets

of dung which they roll to a suitable place,

and in this deposit their eggs. This insect,

Scarahcfuti s((ce/'(Linn.), is common throughout the
Mediterranean region, and is black, with a broad
flat head, with a vertical spine in the middle, and
strongly dentated on the front curve. There are a

number of species of more or less similar appear-
ance and habits, several of which are represented
on Egyptian monuments.
Our common black dung-beetles belong to the

genus Geotriipcs (Fabr)., and have a much smaller
head than the sacred beetles. They fly in a
straight line in the evening, as in the time of

Shakespeare, Avho speaks of the "shardhorn beetle
with his drowsy hum." They are fre(i[uently much

^^^^^It^I^l^ans i"f««t«^ ^ith 'i^ites. The smaller dung-beetles of

sacer, Linn.). the genus Apliodivs (llliger) are more numerous in
species, and more various in ct)lour. They re-

semlde very small cock-chafers in appearance, and may often be seen flying
about dung in the sunshine.
The MeloluntJiida' include the true cock-chafei's. Our species, Melolonilifi
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rtihinrls and Ji i2ypoc<isf( t ni (Fahv.) a,ve about an inch long, and are reddish-

brown above, and black beneath, more or less clotlied with

Cock-Chafers, whitish pubescence ; the abdomen ends in a blunt projec-

tion. They are very destructive insects. The larva, Avhich

is called the white grub, lives in the ground for three years, feeding on the

roots of plants ; and the beetle feeds on the leaves of trees. A similar but
smaller sjjecies, lUiizotrogits solstitialis (Linn.), is common in many places,

flying round trees in the evening.

The JJ)jnastid(e include the largest and most strangely-shaped of the

Ldmellicornes, but they are not British, though cme or two species are found
in the south of Europe. Tlie larvaj feed, like those of the stag-beetles, in

the wood of trees. The largest species are found in South America, the males
of the Her-
cules beetle,
Diinades hev-

culeii (Linn.),

and one or two
other species,

liaving a huge
horn, nearly
as long as the

rest of the
l)ody, ])roject-

mdes).

ing from the front of the thorax, and curving downwards to meet a similar

horn which projects from the front of the head, and curves upwards. It is

black, with greenish-grey elytra, and is rejtresented of half the natural size

in the accompanying illustration.

To the Cetoniida belong the great Gt)liath l)eetles of Africa, proba])ly the

bulkiest, but not the largest of all beetles. They are black, brown, or

reddish, with longitudinal white bands on the thorax. Our
Rose-Chafers, most familiar representative of this family is the rose-chafer,

(ktonid aio-ata (Linn.), the beautiful, round, green, white-

spotted beetle which we so often find nestling in roses and other flowers.

The stag-beetle, Litcnuus cervus (Linn.), is the typical representative of the

important family of the Liicaiudo'. It is black, with reddish-brown elytra,

and the large males are often two inches long, having very
Stag-Beetles. large branching mandibles ; in the females the mandibles

are comjiaratively small. The mandil^les of the male of this

and other species of Liicanid<f vary very much in size and in development,
but conform to certain recognised patterns, commencing with small males in

which the mandibles are scarcely more developed than in the female, and
proceeding to the largest males, in which the mandibles are very large and
branched. However, our common stag-beetle never attains the great de-

velopment of mandil)les which is noticed in some allied East Indian sjjecies.

As already mentioned, the larvfe feed in the wood of trees.

The Serricoiiies are another group of plant-feeding beetles, comprising
(besides others) the two important families of Bitprestidiv and Elateridxe,

These are long and narrow beetles with hard integuments, and generally with
more or less pectinated antennai. The Bupredidw have no power of leaping,

but many of the foreign si)ecies are remarkable for their brilliant golden-

green colour ; and as they often measure nearly two inches in length they
form very conspicuous objects in collections of foreign insects. The British
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Fill. 32.—The Fike-Fly
(Pyrophoru! noctilucuK, Linn).

species are not remarkable, Imt the larv;i3 of the next family,

the Elaterkha, or click-beetles, are too well known to all Click-Beetlesand
agriculturists as wire-wt)rms. The beetles are often found Wire-Worms,

in corn, Howers, etc. ; they are about half an incli long, and
of various subdued colours. The hinder angles of the thorax are rather

pointed, and on the under-surface tliere is a strong spine pointing backwards
and Hxed in a groove. If tlie insect is placed on
its back it bends its body, and uses this apparatus

to enable it to leap up with a clicking sound.

Some of the larger foreign .species of Ehderidiv

rival the Bupredichr in size ; but though some-
times green, rarely exhibit the

same brilliant metallic colouring. Fire-Flies.

However, some of the larger

sjiecies are luminous, the species of PijropJionis,

(111.), being the well-known tire -flies of Mexico

^ilMiri "'il'ilil*
'^"'^ ^^^ West Indies. Some of these emit two

Oii I iRll I
difterent-coloured lights from different parts of

atflllliffl^
their body. Their body-colours are not con-

>^ Irallr If^v spicuous ;
the species figured, Pijrojjhonis noctilu-

C Mm'!™/ ^ f».s (Linn.), is brown.
'

' The Malacodermi are another group, in which
the form is generally long and narrow, the integu-

ments unusually soft, the elytra being leathery

rather tlian horny, and the thorax often rounded
above. They ai*e active insects, and of carnivorous habits. The most in-

teresting beetles of this section are the glow-worms, in which
the females are apterous. In our counnon yellowi.sh green Glow-Wonns.

glow-worm, Lanipuris nuctiliica (Linn.), both sexes of which
are here figured, the female, which is apterous, is most luminous ; and is

frequently noticed shining like a spark on a grassy bank
or under a hedge. An allied species is common on the

Continent, and may be seen flying about in the evening
like little sparks ; but the Italian fire-fly, which i.s also

a Lavijnjyis, and which is not found north of the AIjjs,

is far more brilliant.

In almost all the beetles, which we have hitherto been
considering, the tarsi are five-jointed on all the legs;

but we now come to the large group of Heteromera, in

which the two front pairs of legs h;ive five-jointed tarsi,

but there are only five joints to the hind tarsi. An-
other peculiarity of this group is that the antennje are generally moniliform

;

that is, consisting of a series of rounded joints looking like a .string of beads.

They are generally of a black colour, and many of the species have much
resemblance to the dirahido', from which either of the characters mentioned
will at once distinguish them.
The Heteromera, though rather numerous, need not detain us very long,

but we may mention three or four of the more interesting species. The
cellar-beetles, which belong to the genus Blapft, are hard,

wdngless beetles nearly an inch long, with the body ending Cellar-Beetles,

in a point, and of the colour of an unjiolished boot. Black
as they are, they are not the "black-beetles" of our housekeepers, this

Fiij. 33. Fi,j. 34.-

Glow-Worms
{Laniptiris noctihica,

Linn.).
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scientific term ])eing reserved for the reddish-brown cockroaches, which do
not agree with either the adjective or the noun.

Another beetle coniuion in houses is Tenebrio molitur (Linn.), a narrow, dark
brown beetle about half an inch in length, which is better known in its larval

state as the meal-worm. Out of doors the oil-beetles, of the

Meal-Worms and genus Meloe (Linn.), are familiar objects, and can hardly bo
Oil-Beetles. mistaken for anything else. They are large, soft, sluggish,

blue-))lack beetles, with short, soft, and perfectly useless

elytra, and are found clinging to blades of grass. Their transformations are

extremely remarkable, for they pass their early stages in bees' nests, and
undergo two or three transformations into larvie and jjupje before assuming
the perfect state, which even then is sufficiently incomplete, as they never
develop wings, except in the rudimentary fin-m above described.

The blister-beetle, (Jantharis ve.sicatoria (Linn.), is too well-known to need
description. It is found in the south of England, but is too rare with us to

be of any commercial value ; the chief supply comes from
Blister-Beetles. Southern Europe. An ash tree loaded with these beautifid

metallic green beetles is a splendid sight in the sunshine.

Myhihris (Fabr.) is a rather large genus of Hetero}ni'ra, the sjiecies of which
are used for blistering purposes in some countries, but it is not represented
in Britain. They are black beetles, with yellow or tawny spots and bands.

The Rhynchophora, or weevils, are a very large group of beetles, which
may easily be distinguished by the apparently four-jointed tarsi on all

the legs ; by their very hard integuments, and by tlie struc-

Weevils. ture of their head and antenna}. The head is produced
into a long snout, towards the end of which

tlie short, angulated, and generally clubl)ed antennas project
on each side. Most of our British species are of small
size ; but among the foreign beetles we find the large and

beautiful metallic green diauKmd-beetles, and
Diamond- the palm-weevil of the West Indies, a large

Beetles. reddish-brown beetle an inch and a half

long, the wood-feeding grub of which is con-

sidered a great delicacy. The nut-weevil, Balduiniis nucirm
(Linn.), is a small brown beetle, with the elytra varied with
grey. It is about s of an inch in length, and is represented
somewhat above natural size in the accompanying wood-cut.
It exhibits the j^eculiar structure of the rostrum and antenniB
very typically. The Scolytiche have the head less prolonged
than usual among the weevils, and are extremely destructive to trees, eating
galleries through the wood in all directions.

The Longicornes, or long-horned beetles, are an extensive group, with ap-
parently four-jointed tarsi, long slender antennae, often as long and sometimes

many times longer than the body ; not clubbed at the ex-

Long-Horned tremity, ])ut with along and thick basal joint. The eyes are
Beetles. generally more or less constricted in the middle, at least on

one side, and are sometimes completely divided, as in the
G)irinid(f. They are generally insects of large size with long bodies, and
their larvte feed in the wood of trees. They are very numerous in warm
climates; but most of our British species are either of small size, or are scarce.

Others, which are not considered indigenous, are frequently imported into

England with timber. One of the commonest and most beautiful of our
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larger species is the imisk-beetle Aromia moschatrt (Linn.), wliicli is common
ill most parts of the country, and is often found resting on the trunks of

willows, in which the larviie feed, in the daytime. It exhales a strong but
agreeable odoui', contrary to the lial)it of most other beetles, many of Avhich
discliarge an extremely offensive licpiid when touched. It is of a l)right

green colour, and often .exceeds an inch in length.

This species belongs to the CcrinnJnji-iihv, the tyjiical family of the Lumfi-
corncs ; ))ut the largest and bulkiest sjiecies belong to the PriontdfF, which

are brown or reddish-l)rown beetles fre-

({uently three inches long. Our single
native species, Prionvs coriarins (Linn.), is

rather scarce. It is aliout the length of the
musk-beetle, but much stouter, and of a
brown colour. We have figured both sexes
of AcantJwciims ccdilis (Linn.), which has
longer antennte in the male than any other
British species. It is rather scarce with us,

l)eing found chiefly at Rannoch, in Scotland,
in the pine forests. It is reddish-brown with
grey pubescence, and four yellowish spots on
the thorax. It belongs to the family of the
L((miida', which is distinguished by the large
head, and almost vertical face.

Tlie last group of the beetles with appar-
ently four joints to the tarsi is that of the
Fhytophaga, or jjlant-feed-

ing beetles par excellence. Plant-Feeding
They are round or oval Beetles.

beetles, of small or moder-
ate size, and of various colours, many being
of a brilliant green. The antennre are gen-
erally rather short, and not elbowed, or set

on a rostrum, and this alone will genei'ally

distinguish them from the beetles of the two preceding groups.
This group includes several very injurious species, among others the

Colorado potato-beetle, and the turnip-beetles. The Colorado Potato-
beetle, Lejitinotarsa decemlineata (Say), is a native of the
Western States of America. It is about half an inch long,
and of a yellowish colour, with eighteen black spots on the
thorax, and ten black stripes on the wing-cases ; the larva is

red, spotted with black. Our figure is somewhat above natural size.

years ago this beetle began to spread eastwards from its

haunts in the Rocky Mountains, where it used to feed on
a wild species of potato ; and to attack the cultivated
plant. It soon spread over the whole of the United States,

and there is no efficient way of ai-resting its ravages but
by the free use of " Paris Green," a dangerous compound
of arsenic. Great fears were expressed lest it should
spread to Europe, and special measures were taken by all

the principal Governments to guard against its invasion.

Nevertheless, in addition to a few isolated instances of its

occurrence in various countries, a whole colony was dis-

Colorado
Potato-Beetle.

Some

Fio. 38.

—

Colorado
BEETLE(Lepiino<a/sa
deeemlineata, Say).

2 N
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covered many miles from the sea-coast in some potato fields at Miilheim-on-

Bhine, nearly opposite Cologne. The fields were at once ploughed uj), drenched

with petroleum and burned over; and the pest was fortunately stamped out.

The scare has now subsided, but it is all tlie more necessary for us to be pre-

pared to take equally prompt and enci'getic measures if the Colorado beetle

should happen to make its appearance among us, as is always possible

enf)ugh, perhaps at some out-of-the-way place where it is least expected.

Among the largest and most conspicuous of the foreign species of this

group are the species of the genus Sagra (Fabr. ), which are found in the East
Indies and Africa. They are long, smooth

Turnip-Beetles, beetles, of a brilliant green colour, sometimes ^
varied with coppery red, or purple, and the

hind femora are of very large size, being constructed for

leaping. These beetles are an inch long, but the destruc-

tive turnip-beetles, belonging to the genus PhyUoti-eta (Latr.),

have also thickened hind femora, and skip about like fleas.

They are oval, and less than a tpiarter of an inch in length.

The elytra are bronzy black, and marked with a yellow stripe.
^lot'reUinf'i^'''^'

They are often called "Turnip Flies," but turnip flea- rum.

beetles would be a more appropriate term. Our figure

of Phyllotreta nemornm (Linn.) is somewhat above natural size.

The last of the great group of beetles ai'e the Psendotrimera, which are

small species, distinguished by having only three visible joints to the tarsi.

The best known of these are the lady-birds (CoccineUidce).

Lady-Birds. of which there are a considerable number
in England. They are small round beetles,

and the elytra are mostly red with black spots, or black

with red or yellow spots. The head and thorax are black

with white markings. They are very useful insects, for

they are carnivorous, and destroy large numbei's of Aphides,

or plant-lice.

We have figured the typical form of one of the commonest
species, Coccinella bipnnctida (Linn.), slightly magnified. It BiRul^i^cjnena
is very variable, and the elytra are sometimes almost black, bipimctata).

instead of being red, with a black spot on each, as in our figure.

Other families of this group are the Tridiopterygida', the smallest of all

beetles, and if w-e except some of the egg-parasites among the Hymenoptera,

almost the smalle.st insects known. They are little black beetles, with

long, slender, clubbed antennae, and are found among decaying vegetable

refuse.

Other species belonging to the Pseudotrimera are found in fungi, and
others, again, inhabit ants' nests, where, it has been suggested, they may be

preserved as pets.

Order Orthoptera (Crickets, Locusts, etc.).

The Order Orthoptera, or straight-winged insects, includes the earwigs, cock-

roaches, crickets, grasshoppers, locusts, etc. These are all insects with

strong jaws, instead of a proboscis, and differ from the other mandibulate

orders by the fore-wings (which are called in Orthoptera not elytra, but

tegmina) being generally of a different consistency to the others throughout,
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and leathery, rather than horny, as in the Coleoptera. They also ditter t.oiii

the Coleoptcm iu the hind-wingb being folded lengthwise and n.;t doubled

l)ack at the tips, except in the earwigs and cockroaches, which some authors

consider to form two separate orders, distinct from the Orthoptera.

In the Orthopfem the metamorphosis is incomplete, there bemg no mactive

pupa-state. The larva reseml)les the perfect insect, except ni size, and ni

the absence of wings. During the period which elapses be-

tween the last two moults, the insect possesses short wmg- Metamorphoses.

cases which enclose the undeveloped wings, and this stage is

considered to correspond to the pupa-state of insects with comi)lete metamor-

nhoses Tlie insect is, liowever, as active and v(n-acious as m the larva state,

and is frec.uently termed a " nymph " by those who restrict the term " pupa "

to insects with complete metamorphoses. In the perfect insect tlie anteiuife

are usually slender, with well-marked joints, and are sometimes of great

The bulk of the Oiilwptem are i)lant-feeding insects, but the Mantkhv, or

ijraying insects, are carnivorous, and the earwigs and cockroaches will eat

decaying animal as well as vegetable substances. This

order contains no parasitic insects, and scarcely any which Habits,

are dlredhi harmful to man, but the economtc injury oc-

casionally caused by locusts in many countries probably far exceeds that

due to the ravages of all other insects put together. These insects are

.renerally voracious in all their stages after leaving the egg.

° The Ofth(>ph'r<( are one of the least numerous orders of insects in species,

thoucrh most abundant in individuals, and are very poorly represented

in cold countries. In England we have only about sixty species, including

casual visitors, and introduced species. „,., ^i

The Forjindkhr, or earwigs, much resemble the btaphylmida' among the

Coleoptera, and were actually included in the Coleoptera by Liniifeus. Their

teo-mina are very short, and the large transparent wings

are folded beneath them, so as to be quite invisible when Earwigs

closed, except the projecting tips of the opaque part of the {Forficuhdo).

costa which are of about the same colour and consistency as

the te^mina. At the end of the body there is always a peculiar appendage

like alorceps, which is more developed in the male than in the female, and

which is said to be used for folding and unfolding the wings. Many species

however, are apterous, and others, though provided with ample wings, are

never seen to tiy, though they may possibly use them only m
the darkness of night ; others, however (chiefly small

species) fly about by day. They are fond of concealing

themselves in any sort of crevice, and some flowers, such

as dahlias and sunflowers, are greatly infested by them.

They have sometimes been known to creep into the human

ear, and there is no doubt that their popular name has

originated in this manner. They are generally dull reddish-

brown, unattractive-looking insects, though one or two East

Indian species are of a rich purple. They measure from half
^,v/.41.~Karwig

an inch to rather over an inch in length ;
the antenna? are (Anisoiahi,

crenerally of moderate length, and the legs are short. We maritima).

have figured a brown apterous species, which has been in-

troduced into most parts of the world, and is occasionally found m England.

The Blattidn, or cockroaches, are another very isolated group. These are
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()v;il insects, generally more or less flat, with a romid or oval thorax, under

\v])ich the small head is often (^uite hidden. The antenna?
Cockroaches are slender, and moderately long, and the legs are
{Ill'Ui'iihi). very spiny. Many species are apterous, at least in the

females ; but the majority are winged, the wing-cases being

of a parchment-like consistency, and generally more or less overlapping;

the wings are transparent. They are nocturnal insects, feeding chiefly on
decaying vegetable matter ; but many are carnivorous, our domestic species

l)eing particularly fond of bed-bugs. The eggs are deitosited in a capsule,

and the female may often be seen running about with the capsule pro-

jecting from her body. They are nearly always of dull colours, such as

grey, reddish-brown, or black. Three species commonly infest our houses,

all of which appear to have been imported insects, like most of our house-

hold pests. The first and smallest of these is PluiJludrumid germatiica

(Linn.), a pale brown, winged insect, about half an inch long. It is sometimes
found in bakeries. The female is said to open the egg-case to allow of the

escape of the young. In America, where it is much commoner than with us,

it is called the crotun bug, and is said to frequent the neighbourhood of

water-pijies. Our common cockroacli, Blntta orioitalis (Linn.), a reddish-

brown insect, with fully developed wings in the male, but only rudimentary

wings in the female, is generally called "the black beetle," though it is

neither black nor a beetle. An-

^ other species, Periplaueta nmeri-

I'unn (Fabr.), which is winged in

both sexes, is redder ; the thorax

is yellowish-grey, with a large black

mark in the centre ; it expands
nearly two inches across the wings,

and is not uncommon in ware-

houses. Cockroaches of various

species abound on board ship ; and
apart from one or two small in-

digenous species (found not in

houses, but in woods and fields),

many others, l)esides those which
we have mentioned, may be met
with in the docks, and elsewhere,

some of Avhich may perhaps succeed

in establishing themselves in this

country. Even specimens belong-

ing to the genus Blabenis (Serville),

which includes the great broad-

winged species called "drummers"
in the West Indies, have been
met with occasionally. These are

yellowish-grey, with a large black

mark on the middle of the thorax,

and measure at least three inches

across the wings ; but the largest

of all the cockroaches belong to the

genus Megcdoblatta (Dohrn), found

Tliey have longer and narrower wings in

Fig. 42.—Drummer Cockroacb (Blahenn
(/('(/« (I (tiis, Linn.).

in Mexico and South America.
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l)roportion than BUthenis, measuring fully six inches in expanse, and are

of a dark reddish-brown colour.

The late Mr. H. N. Moseley, in his "Notes of a Naturalist on the

Ghallenger" (pp. 592, 5!>3), gives the following amusing account of the cock-

roaches on board ship :

— " The first cockroaches apparently

came on board at St. Vincent, Cai)e Verdes, for a large one Cockroaches on.

of these insects was caught by one of the lieutenants on his the ChalltiKjar.

bed soon after we left that port. Cockroaches soon became
l^lentiful on board, and showed themselves whenever the ship was in a warm
climate. A special liaunt of a swarm of them was beliind tlie books in the

chemical laVioratory, from wliicli Mr. Buchanan in vain attempted to evict

tliem. At one period of the voyage, a num1)er <>f these insects established

themselves in my cabin, and devoured parts of my boots, nibbling otf all the

margins of leather projecting l)eyond the seams on the up])er leather. One
l\uge winged cockroach battled me in my attempts to get rid of him for a long

time. I could not discover his retreat. At night he came out and rested 011

my book-shelf at the foot of my bed, swaying his antenn;e to and fro, and
watching me closely. If I reached out my hand from bed to get a stick, or

raised my book to throw it at him, he dropped at once on the deck, and was
forthwith out of harm's way. He bothered me much, because, when my
light was out, he liad a familiar

habit of C(miiu<r to sip the moisture
from my face and lips, which was
decidedly unpleasant, and awoke
nie often from a doze. I believe

it was with this object that he
watched me Ijefore I went to sleej).

I often had a shot at him with a

book or other missile as he sat on
the book-shelf ; but he always
dodged and escaped. His quick-

ness and agility astonislied me.
At last I triumphed, by adopting
the ad vice of Captain Maclean, and
shooting him with a pellet of paper from my air-gun, a mode of attack for

which he was evidently unprepared ; but I was taken to task for discharging
the air-gun in my cabin, because it made a noise just like the sharp crack
of a S2)ar when broken by tlie force of the breeze, and created some excite-

ment on the u])}jer deck, where the sound was plainly heard."

Tui'ningnow to the more typical Orthoptera, we commence with the Mantldir
or praying insects, which are ncjt British, though one or two species are
common in Southern Europe. They are generally green,

yellow, or brown (very rarely blue), with ample wings, which Praying Insects

are generally transpai-ent ; the tegmiiia are likewise broad, {Mantid(i').

and are opaque, at least along the costa. They are usually

insects with long slender bodies and slender legs ; the front pair of legs,

hfjwever, is large and strong, and the lower surface of the tibia is furnished
with a row of very strong curved spines, which close against the femora,
which are also sometimes denticulated or knobbed. They are carnivorous
and very predatory insects, and usually sit with the forepart of the body and
the fore-legs raised on the watcli for prey. This position has caused them
to be looked upon with superstitious reverence ; and it was said that if

rdUjios'a.
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children had lost their way they had only to ask a Mantis, which would im-

mediately extend one of its front legs in the desired direction. Some idea

«.f their real })ropensities, however, may be gathered from the following anec-

dote : A male and fen)ale Mantis were once observed courting, when the

female suddenly chopped ofi" the head of her mate and devoured it. This

incident was followed by their union, after which the female devoured the

body of her unfortunate partner. But it should l)e mentioned that in most

insects (subject, however, to exceptions) the female is much larger and, as a

rule, less brightly coloured than the male. We have figured a green

European species of IMantis. {FU\. 43.)

The Fltasritidfi' are another groui> of OiiJioptcia, which are wholly unre-

presented in England, though a few small species belonging to the typical

genus Phamia (Illiger) are found on the northern siiores of

Stick Insects the Mediterranean. These are apterous insects, about two

(Phamnido). or three inches long, and with short antenn;e, though the

generic name is frequently misajiplied to a Soutli American

genus with long antennse, and large, brightly-coloured wings. The Flidsmida;

or stick insects, have long slender legs and bodies, and are exclusively vege-

tal)le feedeis. Altliough the legs are s])iny in many species, they are not

raptorial, as in the Maiitkhc A great numl)er of si)ecies are apterous, and
of a brown or yellowish colour, perfectly resenil)ling

)>ieces of dead stick in appearance. The largest

insect known is a species from Borneo, Flitiigan-

istria serratipes (Gray), the female of Avhich mea-
sui-es more than a foot in length. Other apterous

species, about nine inches long, and half an inch

broad, are flattened rather than rounded, and are

of a green colour, perfectly resembling shoots of

bamboo. In the winged Pha^mida' the tegmina
are always very short, and frequently scale-like

;

Init the Avings are often very amjjle, and are

thickened along tlie costal area, which really

answers the purpose of tegmina in ])rotecting the

delicate fan-like wings. Many of the Australian

Phasmidd' measure six or seven inches in ex-

])anse, and are most beautiful insects, wdth large

l)ink, blue, or green wings. There is a smaller

green species in the Pacitic Islands, Lopaphns
cocophtiijes (Newp.), about Ave inches long, which
is extremely destructive to the cocoanut trees.

It has odd little rudimentary red wings not more
than an inch long ; and shares with other species

of Pliaxinida' the habit of ejecting a disagreeable

fluid when alarmed. This jjarticular insect is said

to be able to shoot it a distance of five feet, and
the fluid is so acrid that it is liable to cause blindness if it reaches the eyes.

The next family, the Gryllida', or crickets, agrees with the remaining
groups in having the hind femora much thickened, and adapted for leaping.

The antennae are long and slender, the tegmina rest flat on

Crickets the back, and are frecjuently curved downwards at the sides,

((Iryjridii')t but are never roof-like, and the head is large and vei'tical,

with pionunent eyes. The legs are generally strongly spined,

¥i)j. 44.— Stick Insect
(Lopajihiis cocophages). J Nat

size.
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;inil the ovipositor of the female is short and straight. In the male the

tegmina are differently formed from the female, exhibiting a bare space

covered by strong veins, whicli are roughened beneatli like a tile, so as to

produce a chirping soimd when tlie tegmina are rubbed over one another.

The femiUes are mute, as in most other Ortliopterous insects.

We have three conspicuous kinds of crickets in this country, of Avhich the

best known is the pale brown house-cricket, (rnjlhiA domesticus (Linn.). It

is very similar in its habits to the cockroacli, but is a nnich less disgusting

insect, both in appearance, and because it does not possess the foul odour of

tlie cockroach. It is, however, a destructive insect, and is very fond of mois-

ture; and this is tlie reason why it sometimes eats holes in wet clothes

left hanging at the lire to dry during the night;

though 1 liave sometimes heard that "it was out of

s])ite against the maid, who was in the habit of killing

tliem." Many persons have a suijerstitious dislike

to injure crickets ; and I lately heard of an attack of

toothache beingjittributed to the murder of a cricket.

The tield-cricket, Achda cainjwt^tris (Linn.), is rather
larger and stouter than tlie house-cricket, and is of

a nearly black colour, except the tegmina, which are

In-own. It is a very destructive insect, feeding on
the roots of plants; but has become exterminated by
cultivation, and is now very rare in England, though
it and several other closely-allied species are abundant
in most parts of the world. The mole-cricket. Curt ilia

rjryllutalpa (Linn.), is a brown insect two inches long,

which represents a small section of crickets in which
the front legs are very broad and flat, resembling
tliose of a mole, and are used for burrowing in a
similar manner. It does much mischief by destroy-

ing the roots of plants, and is a common insect, though seldom seen above
g-ound.
The Phasgo)i}(rida\ or long -horned grasshoppers, are a large group

divided into numerous sub-families, which resemble the crickets in many
respects, having large heads which frequently slope inwards
and downwards, and long or very long antennre. The
tegmina, however, are generally roof-like, and the colour is

most frequently green, though sometimes brown. The ovi-

positor of the female is long, compressed, and curved up-
wards at the end. The legs are genei'ally less strongly spined than in the

crickets. The typical species of this family is known as the Great Green
Grasshopper, and is not uncommon in the south of England, where it can
easily be recognised by its large size (three inches or more in expanse of

wing), bright green colour, very long antennse, and in the female its long

ovipositor. Some of the North American species of this family are called

"Katydids," their chirping having been read into the words, " Katy did,

Katy did, Katy didn't, she did, she didn't," and so on.

Some insects belonging to foreign sub-families of this group are of very

large size, measuring six or eight inches in expanse ; and some are remarkable
for their broad flattened thorax, or for their disproportionately long hind
legs. Others, which are found in the deserts of Africa, are bulky apterous

insects, on the large fore -legs of which the curious auditory organs

Fiy. 45.—Field-Cricket 3

{A(heta campestrU).

Long-Horned
Grasshoppers

{Phaagonuridd'.
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which many Orthoptei'ous insects possess in this odd situation are very
conspicuous, opening either in a large oval depression, or in a mere slit.

The last family of the Ortliojjtera, the Locvstida', which comprises the true

locusts and grasshoppers, may be distinguished at once by the short antennaj.

Tils ovii^ositor is inconspicuous, and the hind legs are long
and slender, the hind tibite being generally furnished with a
double row of spines above. Our common grasshoppers leajj

rather than fly, but the locusts, some of which visit us occa-

sionally, though they ])robably never l>reed here, are very
strong on the wing. The body and tegniina are generally brown, l)ut the wings
are often red, blue or green. The most destructive species in Asia and Africa

in expanse ; but the largest South American
locusts measure nearly a foot across

Locusts and
Grasshoppers
(Locust idd).

are about five or six inches

the tegmina. In some of the earlier

sub-families, the antenn;^ are veiy
broad and flattened, but in the more
typical species they ai'e cylindrical.

These chiefly inhabit the warmer parts

of Asia and Africa. Destructive lo-

custs are not always large ; for in-

stance, those which ravage Cj^prus and
the United States are small species,

not expanding more than a couple of

inches across the wings. Species of

about the same size, with blue and
red wings, are common on the Conti-

nent, in ]jine forests, and vinej'ards,

etc. ; and the blue-winged grasshopper,
QUdqjoda ca'rnlescens (Linn.), is said to be sometimes found in England.
Locusts are equally destructive in all their stages after quitting the egg, for

the young locusts can leap, though not fly, and they advance across the country
in vast hordes in this manner, before they acquire their wings, and they have no
quiescent pupa stage. No one caii form any conception of the meaning of an
invasion of locusts who has not actually seen one ; and at present, schemes
are in progress for checking their ravages in Natal by the use of specially

constructed guns and mortars, in addition to other means. In America and
Australia the term "locust" is frequently but improperly applied to the Cica-

didce, which belong to quite a diflferent order of insects.

Fig. 46.

—

Blue-winged Grasshopper
(CEdipoda ccerulesccns).

Order Neuroptera (Lace-winged Insects).

Linnteus applied the term Nenroptcra, or Nerve-wings, to an Order in-

cluding a number of conspicuous insects of rather large size. Tliey have strong
jaws, four wings, similar in texture, and generally covered with a network
of very numerous nervures ; incomplete metamorphoses, and carnivorous
habits.

Several very discordant grou^JS are included under the term Ncuwpttni ;

and althougli we have treated of the Tvh-hoptcin, Midlophnijii, Tluj-^dnurK,
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and CoUcmbola separately, many gi'oui)s besides these are regarded l»y some
authors as foriuiiig distinct orders.

Although the size and importance of the dragonflies indicate them as the

true tj-pes of the Linnean 2^'cnr(i2)fcr<(, yet they have sometimes been united

with the Ortlioptcra under the absurd term Fseiido-Hcufop-

trnt. But the dissimilarity of their wings is quite sulhcient Dragonflies

to preclude their behig classed in the same order as the (Odouala).

(Jrthoptcra ; while if they were, the name Ortltoptcni would
have to be abolished, being of jiost-Linncan date, and its contents transferred

to the Neinoptem. The dragonflies are fre(|uently called Odvuata.
They are generally sIender-l)odied insects, with long, moderately broad

wings, and a large head, the greater part of which, however, is occupied by
the two large compound eyes. Their wings are generally

colourless, but in some species are very brightly coloured, in Metamorphoses,

whole, or in part, with iridescent pur]de, blue, green, or

scarlet. The connuonest pattern, where any exists, and which reappears in

several distinct families, is a broad purplish-brow]i band across the middle of

both pairs of wings. They are predaceous insects in all tlieir stages. The
larva and pupa are brown, and live in fresh water ; the pupai can be dis-

tinguished by their conspicuous wing-cases. When the pupa is matured, it

leaves the water, climbing u^) ;i reed, or some other convenient support, and
then splits down the back, to allow of the emergence of the perfect

insect.

The neuration in some of these insects is often very complicated, the net-

work forming many thousands of cells in each wing in some species, while
others exhibit comparatively few nervures. They are divided
into several families and sub-families, of which we will notice Family
two or three. In the Libellid!da\ the triangular (or more Libellalida'.

I'arel}', quadrilateral) s2)ace near the base of the wing, from
which several of the ^jrinciijal longitudinal nervures of the wings start, is

differently shaped in the fore and hind wiiigs, and the eyes are contiguous,

but rarely united by
a long suture. This
family takes in the
greater jjart of the
moderate-sized dra-

gonflies with rathei'

stout bodies, the com -

monest of which.
Lib ell III a d ep> resst (

(Linn.), which may
often be seen flying

over water, has trans-

parent wings three
inches inex^ianse, and
a flattened and rather

short and broad body,
which is blue in the

male, and yellow in

tlie female. We have
flgured a conunon South American species of this family, Tritheiuia tnttbrata,

(Linn.). The Gomphido; resembles the Libelbdida, Init the eyes arc distinctly

Fifi. 47.

—

Dragoxi'ly {Trilltcmis vmhrata). Nat. size.
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separated. The jEschnidd^, whicli j^eihap.s attract more notice than any other
dragontlies, measure thx'ee or four inches in length, and als(j

Family across the wings, and have a long narrow triangle, crossed

^Eschnida'. by several nervures, on each wing, shaped nearly alike on all

the wings,and very large eyes,which are contiguous, being only

separated by a small suture on the top of the head. Tlie wings are transpar-

ent, tinged with brown in one species ; and the bodies are elegantly marked
with blue, green, and yellow, on a brown or black ground ; but these colours

generally fade in a short time after death.

The Aiirionida' have slender })odies, small and inconspicuous triangles on
the wings, and wide heads, Avith the eyes far apart ; in fact their heads are

sometliing like those of the hammer-headed shark on a small

Family scale. Some of the larger European species, measuring up-

A;irionidu'. wards of two inches across, have beautifully coloured wings,

and frequently blue or green bodies. Two species are com-
mon in England, one with purplish wings, and the other with a purplish

band, resembling our figure 47,but with a longer and more slender body. Some
of the foreign species are far more brilliantly coloured, the common Indian
Nenrobas'is chinoisis (Linn.) having bright green or blue hind wings. Sevei'al

of the American species of Hftiiyina (Ue Selys), and allied genera, are trans-

parent, with a bright scarlet patch at the base of the wings, which are other-

wise transi)arent. Our two British species of Jgrioii, already mentioned,
are fond of flying over ponds or slowly flowing streams. These coloured

species belong to the family Agrionina', and have more cross-nervures on the

costa before the middle of the wing than the otiier sub-family Caiiagrioiiiiue,

in which there are only two. The latter sub-family includes a considerable

variety of species, all slender, but among them are the largest and the smallest

dragonflies known. The largest are South American species, six or seven
inches in length and expanse, with long transparent wings, tipped with black

or yellow ; the smallest are the little slender-bodied, transparent-winged

dragonflies which are so abundant among reeds and rushes. The type of this

sub-family is Ca'nagrion puella (Linn.), which has a long body prettily marked
with blue and black. It measures rather more than an inch in length, and in

the expanse of its transparent wings.

In all the true dragonflies the antennie, are very short, filiform, and in-

conspicuous, and are generally only

three-jointed ; but in the Plaiivpe)^^
we meet with insects

Ant-Lions in which the antenna;
{Myrmehomd(v). areoften of consider-

able length, and fre-

quently clubbed. The ant-lions, which
belong to the family Miirmelconida',

much resemble dragonflies by their

long, narrow, and generally transpar-

ent wings, but their bodies are much
shorter, the neuration of the wings

is dissimilar, and the antenna} are

short and clubbed. The ant-lions are

not British, though several species are

found in Southern Euro[ie ; their

larvic have strong jaws, and hide tlieuisflves at the bt)tt()m of pitfalls,
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Lace -winged
Flies

(('hrysopid(i').

Avhich they di<^ in sandy soil, to entrap the ants and other insects on
which tliey feed. The Asadaphicht' are another family not represented
in Britain, but which has also several representatives in

Southern Europe. It is distinguished liy its very long, Family
clul)l)ed antenna'. In the typical genus Aiicahcploa^ (Fabr.), Asra/nphklri'.

the wings are black and yellow, and broader and shorter

than in the 3[ii)i)ii'h'(>i)i(l(r ; but in many of tlie allied tro])ical genera,
tin- wings are longer, narrower, and mostly' transparent. A third allied

family, the N()H(>j>t<-rl(l(r, not British, and not extending so far south as the
others, being contined in Euroi>e to the shores of the

Mediterranean, has rather short and slender antemiie, broad, Family
oval, black and yellow fore-wings, and very long and narrow Ncmoptiriiln'.

hind-wings, looking, when tlie insect is held liead upwards,
almost like a i)air of stilts. The fore-wings measure about an inch and a lialf

in exi)anse, but the curious narrow hind-wings are nearly two inches long.

The most interesting British species of Fhoiiju'itinit belong
to tile VlDijxDpitlir^ or lace-winged Hies, wliicli have bright

green bodies, long slender antenntt, golden eyes, and trans-

]>arent, delicately reticulated wings, rarely exceeding an
inch in expanse. Their larvi\; are very useful in gardens by
destroying the Apliidcs, or plant-lice.

The Ejihcmeridd', Avhich are generally called May-Hies, or Day-Hies, fly over

streams in summer. They have long, slender antenni^j, slender bodies,

ending in two or three long fila-

ments, broad fore-wings, about May-Flies
an inch and a half in exjjanse, {Ephtmerida).

and very small, or'" undeveloped
hind-wings. Their larva? are aquatic, and take

several months to ai'rive at maturity ; but the

perfect insects live a very short time. They are

insects of dull colours, brown, greenish, dull

grey, or whitish ; and on the Continent there are

several white species which emerge from the

water after sunset, and perish before sunrise.

Jn the evening they swarm in at the open windows
f»f waterside houses to the lights in great numbers.
In the morning the gr(iund near the rivers

where they breed is covered with their dead
bodies, lying in heaps.

The PerlidiT is another family of brown
NeH)vptera, with well-developed hind -wings,
large heads, and two long fila-

ments at the end of the body.
Their larvae likewise are aquatic.

The Termitida', or white ants,

are fortunately not British, and
hoped that they will never succeed in getting

a footing in this country. The males and
females have long and rather narrow wings, and short, stout
bodies ; the workers are wingless, and have very large White Ants
heads, and i)owerful jaws. They are very similar to ants in (Tennethhr).

their habits, and shun the light, always living either in

/

Fig. 49.—May Fly (Ephemera
vidgata, Linn.).

Stone Flies

(PerHdw).

it is to be
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large nests, or forming galleries in wood, which they eat away from the

inside.

Some of the remaining families of Nenrojytera contain very small species.

Among the Pmcido:, some are winged, and others are apterous. The species

most often seen is Airopos p\ihatovin., a small white apterous
Family P.^ocidir. insect, which is fre<juently met with in neglected collections

of insects, and is often called a mite. It is active, and
sufficiently lai'ge to be seen running about. Tt has been stated on good
authority to produce a ticking sound, but this ap-

pears almost impo.ssible in tlie case of so small and
soft a creature.

Tlie Thiljmhu are very small insects, which are

sometimes placed in a distinct order, under the

name of Thijmnoiitem. They have
Family rather long narroAV wings, witli very

Thripidif. long fringes, and sometimes cause

much injury to plants, especially in

greenhouses, where the most troublesome species

have received the name of the " black fly." To))acco smoke is recommended
for their destruction. The species figured, Thrips cerealium (Hal.), infests the

ears of wheat.

Magnified.

Order Trichoptera.

Tlie Triclioptera, or hairy-winged insects, include the Caddis Flies, which
were f(_)rmerly placed with the ISeuroptera, from which tliey differ in many

important particulars. The insects have four wings, similar

Caddis Flies in texture. The mouth parts ai'e imperfectly developed, the

(
Trichoptera). antenn;e and legs are long and slender, and the latter spined,

and the metamorjjhoses are complete, and aquatic. The Trich-

optera, especially some of the smaller species, have much resemblance to some
of the Fijralidfe and Tineidoiamong the Lepidoptera, in shape, neuration, and in

the structure of their legs and
antenna?, but the wings are

clothed with hair instead of

.scales. The pup;e are necro-

morphous, as in the Coleoptera

and Hymenoptera.
The Caddis Flies are verj'^

dull-coloured insects, of small

or moderate size. They are

nearly always of a brown, grey
or buff colour, and very few,

evenamong the foreign species,

are varied with white, purplish,

oryellow. The largest British

species, PhnKjnne a ciraihdis,

(Linn.)measures about an inch
and a half across tlie wings.

Some of the smaller species have very long antenna;, several times as long as

the body. These insects are chiefly remarkable for the liabits of the larvie.

V /

Fig. fil.— t'Af>i>is Fly (I'Iu ngnnai ijrandi").
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The caddis Avornis, as tlioy are called, live in ponds and ditches, and make
tlieinselves cases of stick, or suiall stones and sliells, l)ound together, and
liuetl with silk, and in these they live, and undergo their metamorphoses.

Wiiiijlcss Iiisi'cfa, (ill ')('(} til Ni'iiwptcirt.

There are three groups of wingless insects, which are sometimes classed
with the Neuroptera, and are sometimes treated separately. They are as
follows :

—

The Mallopliagaare placed by some authors with the Anoplura, or true lice,

as an aberrant family of Hemijitera, liut others place them with the Neur-
optera, and others again treat them as a distinct order.

They much resemble the lice, but difter from them in pos- Bird Lice {Mal-
sessing well-developed mandibles. They have large Hat- lophmja).

tened bodies, large heads, and rather short legs. They
infest different sj)ecies of birds, feeding on the soft part of the feathers near
the quills. Most of them ai'e of rather small size ; the largest, which are
nearly half an inch in lengtli, infest the eagles, vultures, and all)ati-osses.

The Tiiysanura and CoUembola are two small order's or sub-orders of

wingless insects, which have long, jointed antennaj, and six legs, but under-
go no metamorphoses. The Thysanura have an appax*atus

Spring Tails for leaping at the end of the body, and are frequently called

(Thymnura). spring tails. The best known, however, is

the silver tish, Lepimut saceharina (Linn.), a Silver Fish.

silvery-grey insect, about half an inch long, often found in

crevices in dark corners in houses, where it darts about with great activity

when disturbed.

Order Hymenoptera (Bees, Wasps, Ants, etc.).

In this Order we find insects with four wings, which are generally long and
narrow, and fre(iuently clothed with short hairs, only visil)le under the

microscope. The fore and hind wings are often linked to-

gether by a row of small links, which has suggested the Structure and
name of the order. The veins of the wings are never very Metamorphoses,

numerous, nor is the neuration complicated. In many
families, however, the females and sometimes both sexes are wingless, and
in others there is a race of imperfectly developed females, called neuters

or workers, which are frequently wingless. The ovipositor of the female is

modified either into a sting, or into a boring apparatus, which, in the latter

case, is sometimes of great length. There are usually three ocelli, or simi)le

eyes on the vertex in addition to the two large lateral compound eyes. The
metamorphoses are complete, and the pupa is inactive, and necromorphous,
as in Coleoptera, the limbs l)eing encased in separate immovable sheaths.

The pupa is usually enclosed in a cocoon.

The Hymenoptera include a large number of insects, which, though very
diversified in form and habits, have still such a strong family likeness that

they cannot easily be mistaken for insects of any other order. Some are

A'egetable-feeders, like the saw-flies, the larvai of which so much resemble
caterpillars that they have been not inaptly termed " false caterpillars "

; the

larvfe of the wood-wasps burrow in the wood of trees ; the gall-flies form
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excrescences called galls on various plants, esjiecially on the oak antl rose,

though many of the smaller species are parasitic ; the groups
Habits. genei^ally classed together roughly as ichneumons, though

they really include several very distinct families, are parasitic

on other insects ; the l)urrowing and solitary wasps are carnivorous, the

social wasps and the ants are omnivorous, and the bees feed on the pollen

and honey of tlowers.

The ants, bees, and wasps, and the termites, or white ants, which greatly

resemble them, but which belong to the order Neuroptera, far surpass all

other animals in intelligence, and are the only creatures known to scientific

men which have developed any phases of social life and civilisation at all

resembling our own, and this is especially true of the ants.

The Hymenoptera are probably the most numerous of all insects in number
of species, for although only 30,000 species have yet been described, a much

smaller number than either the Coleoptera or Lepidoptera, yet

Number of we have considerably more than 3,000 species in England, a
Species. greater number than is known of any other order, and fully

half of these belong to the parasitic groups, which only one
or two entomologists have taken the trouble to study at all, and many of

which are of very small size, some, indeed, being the most minute of all

known insects, and there is no reason to doubt their being proportionately

as numerous in other countries as in our own.
The Hymenoptera are divided into two principal sections : the Terebrantia,

or Boring Hymenoptera, in which the ovipositor is modified into a boring

apparatus; and the Aculeata, or Stinging Hymenoptera, in
Boring Hymen- ^hjc^ it is modified into a sting. In the Terebrantia the

.rp °? ^'^^
trochanter, or small hinge-joint which separates the coxa, or

^ '' hip, from the femur, or thigh, is generally double, while in

the Acidedta it is generally single ; but this is not an invariable character.

The first division of the Tcrehnintia consists of the Serrifera, including

the families Tenthrediniche and Siricida', or saw-flies and wood-w^asps.

The Tenthredinido' are divided into several sub-families, in some of which
the antennae are short, and strongly clubbed at the end, like those of a

butterfly. The commonest of these species in England is

Saw-Flies Trirhiusohia luconun (Linn.), which is a blackish Iwiry
[Tenthredinida). insect, measuring rather more than an inch in expanse,

with transparent wings bordered with brown. The twenty-

two-legged larva feeds on hawthorn, and constructs a very solid brown
egg-shaped cocoon. It belongs to the sub-family (Mmhkimc. Another very

interesting sub-family is that of the Pergince,

which are found in Australia, and have
short, club-shaped antenna ; the species

are mostly black and yellow, and smaller

than Tridiiosoma, though some of them are

greenish, and about the same size. Their

black larvpe have only six true legs, no
prolegs being developed, and they feed

gregariously on gum-trees
Habits of Perga. {Eucalijptus). In some

species, the female is said

to tend the young larva, after they are ''"
'i;;^:^;^'^^:^^'"''

hatched, an unusual habit, except in the

case of social insects. The number of joints of the antennae varies in the
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Saw-Flies
injurious to

fruit trees.

Toithrcdiiiidd-, but is most free (uently nine, especially in the inure typical

sub-families, in which the joints are long, cylindrical, and
well-marked. In one sub-family, however, the short, tliick Antenna of Saw -

antenn;e are composed of only three well-separated joints
;

Flies.

the scape, a short joint, and a long terminal one composed of

several fused together. Sometimes this third joint is bitid, each antenna
being thus double nearly to the base.

Our fruit-trees t>ften sutler severely fi-om the attacks of the larvse of various

saw-flies. Those best known to ordinary observers are probably the small

greenish or yellowish black-dotted larvie which frequently

strip our gonseberry and currant bushes of all their leaves,

and which develop into small black and yellow four-winged

flies about half-an-inch in expanse, belonging to various species

of thegreat genus Ntniudii (Panzer. ). But these bushes are li-

able to the attacks of the larv;e of saw-flies belonging to other sul)-families than
the Nematina', and also by the larvai of various Lepidopteraand other insects.

The Siricidiv, or wood-wasps, burrow in the larva state in timber, with which
they are frequently imported into this country. The commonest and most

conspicuous species is

iSirex giijas (Linn.), a very Wood-Wasps
formidable -looking in- (Siricidiv).

sect, the large females of

Avhich sometimes measure nearly two
inches across the wings, though many
specimens are much smaller ; for wood-
feeding insects, as a rule, vary very
much, both in size, and in the lengtli of

time which they require to jeach matu-
rity. It is black and yellow, and the
female has a stout ovipositor projecting
behind the body for about one-third of

its length. The abdomen of the male, on the other hand, terminates in a
rectannle. These insects

Fig. 53.—Sirt.c i/i;,((oc. JMale. Nat. size.

will sometimes emerge from
planks of deal or pine,

which have been built into

the floors or fittings of a

house, and make a loud
buzzing, which has some-
times led to their being mis-
taken for hornets, but they
are really quite harmless.

The Golllcola', or gall-

flies, are far better known
by the galls which grow
upon the leaf or stalk in

which they have deposited
their eggs than by the flies

themselves, whicli are gen-
erally small shining black
or reddish insects, with
long antennae and trans-

parent wings, with the very Fig. bi.—Siive gigas. Female. Nat. size.
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.

Fiij. '>5.—Gall-Fly
{diiupskollari, Hart.).

Slightly magnified.

few nerviu'es visible on the fore-wings forming one large cell near the centre.

The abdomen is short, slightly compressed, and much elevated. A common
British species is figured. It is hardly necessary to remind

Gail-Flies (jur readers that the principal ingredient in ink is obtained
((!alli<'ol<(;). from the galls of a Levantine species of Vi/nijis. Some of our

own galls are not unlike a cherry, or

other fruit ; and there are foreign galls which are much
larger and more tempting in aj)pearance ; some of these

are called " Apples of Sodom.''

Many of the gall-Hies appear at different seasons of

the year in two different forms, one in which the sexes

are separate, while the other consists exclusively of

females, or rather of individuals capable of self-repro-

duction. Sometimes one form is winged, and the

t)ther apterous and subterranean. It is needless to

say that until their habits were discovered, the two
broods were regarded as belonging not only to difl'erent

species, but to distinct genera. Another noteworthy circumstance relative

to galls is their extreme liability to attacks of parasites. You may collect a

very large quantity of some kinds of galls, and breed hun-
Gall-Parasites. dreds of specimens of different species of insects from them,

and yet never obtain a specimen of the original gall-maker ; all

will be parasites, and not a few will be a small parasitic species of Cynipidce.

The Entomophaga, or truly parasitic groups of Hymenoptera, include the
families Chalridida^ Proctutnipid(i\ Bmcoiiido', Ichneitmonidw and Eraniid(f.

The female usually pierces the body of the caterpillars, or

other victims which she attacks, with her ovijjositor, and
lodges an egg in each wound. In other cases, the eggs are

deposited on the eggs or larv;e of their victims. Eggs thus
attacked never hatch ; but ichneumoned larvie generally

attain their full growth, and then die, when the larvte of the parasite, wliicli

have been feeding on it all the time, often emerge from it, and form
their own cocoons round the dead body of the caterpillar. In other cases,

the larva assumes the pupa-state, and the parasites pupate within it, emerg-
ing from the pupa-skin instead of the butterfly.

The Chalcidida' are a very extensive family, divided into many sub-families.

The antennsie are generally 13-jointed, consisting of a long basal joint and a
series of short ones. The females

are generally provided with a long

or short ovipositor, which, in the

genus Leucosph (Fabr.), is curved

over the back. These are among the largest

species of the family, and though not British,

several species are found in Southern Europe.

They are black, with yellow markings, and re-

semble small wasps, but may at once be distin-

guished from them by the very rudimentary and
incomplete neuration of the wings. Leucospis and
several other genera among the larger Clialcklido'

have very thick hind femoi-a, toothed on the under-surface.

The genus ddlimome (Spin.), to wliich many species which are parasitic in

galls, belong, are considerably smaller, rarely measuring more than about

Parasitic

Hymenoptera
{EntomophcKja).

Family
Chalcididd'.

Fig. b6.—Leucospis
grandis. Nat. size.
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Fifi- 57.—Fairv Fly
(Mymar jmlchdhts, Curt.)-

Magnified.

half an inch across the wings. They are, however, by no niean.s inconspicu-

ous insects, being of a bright metallic green, or cupreous ; and the female
has a long straight ovipositor.

The pup.e of the Chalcidi(he are naked, but those of the next family, the
Produtnjpithv, are enclosed in cocoons. The body, which is usually stout in

the Ghnlcididii.', is slender in the

Proctotvypida', and the wings Family-

are almost destitute of any Proclotrypidce.

trace of neuration. Most of

them are egg-parasites, and some are among the

smallest of known insects, being barely visible

even to the most practised eye, except as a
mere speck on a window-pane. The smallest

of all belong to the sub-family Mymarin(r, and
Mr. F. Enock, who has paid special attention

to them, calls them " fairy flies." They have
very narrow oval or battledore-shaped wings,

fringed round with long hairs ; and one or two
of them are aquatic in their habits, probably attacking the eggs of some
water-insect.

The Bntconidfr and Ichnenmonidn' include the greater part of the remain-
ing parasitic Hymenoptera. The neuration, though still not very compli-
cated, extends over the greater part of the forewings ; and
the antenme are generally long and slender. In the Bra- Family

conidaj there is one small joint beyond the scape of the Braconido'.

antennte, but in the Ichnoimoaidn' there are always two.

In the IchnetonoHida' we often tind an open space towards the middle of the

forewings, in which the princii:»al nervures of the wing centre ; this is called

the areolet. In s(mie genera of these two
families, the ovipositor is concealed

;
Family

but in some of the larger Iclineumonkhc Ichiieumonidcc.

belonging to the sub-family Pimplina',

the ovipositor, which is usually composed of three sepa-

rate filaments, is of great length, being intended to reach

the larvas of wood-boring insects. PJiyssa persnasuria

(Linn.), which attacks the larva of Sirex gigas in its wooden
galleries, is black with yellow markings, and is one of

the largest of the British Ichneumonida', measuring
nearly two inches across the wings, and nearly three

inches from the head to the extremity of the ovipositor,

which is nearly twice as long as the rest of the body. But
in some of the allied foreign species, the ovipositor is much
longer, not measuring less than six or eight inches in

length.

The Eviuiiina- are a small family of parasitic insects, re-

markable for their peculiar forms. The abdomen is

attached to the upper part of the metathorax, which
gives the whole insect a very peculiar appearance. The species of the genus
Evania (Fabr.) are parasitic on the egg-capsules of cock-
roaches, and are found all over the world, though for some
reason or other they are extremely rare in England. They
are small black insects, measuring about three-quarters of

F!ih 58.—Ichneumon
Fly (Rhyssa persiia-
soria). h Nat. size.

Family
Evaniidce.
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Fig. b9.—Pelccinus
polituraior, Linn.

Reduced.

an inch across the expanded transparent wings, with a very small petiolated

abdomen, so small that it hardly appears to belong to the insect ; and long

sprawling legs, with very long black or red hind femora, much Icjnger and
thicker than the abdomen of the insect. Another genus of this family,

Pelecinns (Latr.), is of a very different size and shape, but is

not less remarkable. The species are black and sliining, ^_,^ ^_^
and measure an inch and a half across the rather long

wings. The whole insect, however, is tliree inches in

len<'th, on account of the great length of the joints of the

abdomen, which looks like a telescope, except that the

joints are of equal thickness. Such is the female. The
male, which is very I'arely seen, is much smaller, and has

the abdomen very differently formed ; it is slender at the

base, and gradually thickened into an oval club at the end.

Here we see that instead of the ovipositor being lengthened

in the female, the whole abdomen has been inordinately

lengthened instead. This genus is not British, but is

common in North America, and other parts of the world.

We now come to the important section of the Hymenop-
tera Aculeata, which are not only more familiar

insects than the 'ferebi-antia, but have been much more
Stinging Hymen- studied by entomologists, though not to anything like the

optera same extent as the two favourite orders of ('olcoptera and
(Aculeata). Lepklopttm.

The first section, the Tvhulifem, includes only one family, the ('hriisidido',

or ruby-tailed wasps, which hold an intermediate place between the two great
sections of the Hymenoptera, being armed with a rudi-

Ruby-Tails mentary sting. They are small insects, generallj' expanding
(Chrysidi(Ui-). less than an inch across the transparent wings. Their bodies

are very hard, and very strongly punctured, and when
alarmed, they double their bodies together, and sometimes roll themselves

np into a ball. Most of the species are of a brilliant

metallic green (more rarely blue), with the abdomen,
which is more or less smooth, at least towards the
tip, often purple or liery-red towards the end. The
abdomen is usually composed of only three or four
segments visible above, and is more or less retractile

under the first, which is usually very much longer
than the others ; the last dorsal segment terminates
in a row ui strong teeth, varying in size, form, and
number according to the species. The larvpe are
parasitic in the nests of other Hymenoptera. We

have figured Stilhum amethystinmn (Fabr.), a large species found in Asia and
Africa, \Thich is sometimes blue and sometimes green.

The first section of the true Hymenoptera Aculeata is that of the Hcter-

ofll/na, or ants. They are social insects, and consist of limited numbers of

wingedmales and females, and of numerouswingless and imper-
fectly developed females, called workers, or neuters. In
all Hymenoptera the female is the predominant sex, but
this is pre-eminently the case in the social species. When
the ants swarm, the males and females fiy awaj- and pair,

after which the great bulk of them perish. The females shed their wings.

Fiij. CO.—lU by-Tail
^Stilbum. amethystiniun).

Nat. size.

Ants
(Heterofjyna).
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iiiul those which avo sufticiently fortuuato to return to ,1 nest of their own
species, become the future niotliei-s of the comnuniity, ami devote all their

energies to egg-layiiiy. Tlie wings of ants ai'e rather long and large, and the
two principal nerv'ures generally cross obliciuelj' about the middle of the fore-

wings, and beyond this, a large, chjsed cell is formed in some genera. Ants
are divided into three principal families. The F(>nuicid<i.' bite, but do not
sting, and have only one ntnle on the petiole of the abdoiueii. In the
ro)U'richi , the node is formed by the tir.st segment oi the abdomen, which is

frequently nearly as large as the others, but is completely detached from
them ; and in the Miirmlcldir there are two small nodes forming the petiole

of the abdomen. Both these last families sting as well as bite. The most
familiar exam^des of the tirst and last families are the wood ant, Foiitiiru

rxfii (Linn.), a large, smooth, reddish ant, which forms large mound-nests in

woods ; the much smaller red ants of the genus Miiiinica (Latr.), which
iufest our gardens ; and the minute yellow house-
ant, which is so trcmblesome and difficult to get rid

of wherever it eti'ects a lodgment. Our British

representatives i^f the PoHcr/'/<r, or "wicked ones,'

are small and iusigniticant ; but to this family be-

long some of tlie largest known ants, such as the

great black UintiiuDicni (jntiidii (Guer. ) of Brazil,

which measures upwards of an inch in length. In
some of the larger species of Mtnniiclda', belonging
to the genera 0(/o«fnH(((t7/H.s (Latr.), il/;/rHi<'c/«(Fabr.),

etc., the jaws are very long, and armed with
formidable teeth. We have figured a large red ,. ,,, . ,,,Till ii.T i. iP • r^-j /i;/. (51.—Akt(j¥,i/))»w/«
and black Australian ant, Mi/nna-Ki tortiadn thriicfitn) Nat size

(Fabr.).

We have no space here to discuss the habits of ants, but those of our
readers who are interested in their wars, slave-raids, agriculture, cattle and
pets, will tind ample information in the works <jf lluber, Kirby and Spence,
Moggridge, Lubbock, M'Cook, and others.

The Fo!Si:urrs, or sand wasps, are a large group of insects consisting of

winged males, and winged or apterous females, which are solitary in their

habits, and generally dig holes in the ground, which they till

with insects or si)iders which they have paralysed but not Sand Wasps
killed with their sting, and which remain as a store of fresh (/''o.s.<;ore.<).

provision for the larva- of the wasps. The wings of the
burrowing wasps are not folded longitudinally when at rest ; the abdomen is

often petiolated ; the legs are usually very spiny or hairy, and the pro-
thorax is transverse, the sides not being arched backwards to the base of
the wings, as in the true wasps. We notice here some of the principal
families only.

The MutiUida' have winged males, and very hairy apterous females, and
are sometimes improperly called " solitary ants." They are very numerous
in the warmer parts of the world, and we have two or three
si)ecies in Britain, though they are not very common. The Families of

T]i)jnnid(ii are another family with apterous, but nearly Fo'^sore-i.

naked females : they ai-e almost confined to Australia and
South America. In both the above families the legs are very hairy. The
F()h\pdid<r have long spiny legs, and the abdomen is shortly petiolated.
Among them we tind the largest Hyuienopterous insects known, some of
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Fiij. G2.—Sand Wasp
(I'l'ojmus spirife.1-). Nat. size.

wliieli iiieji.suie upwards of three inches across the wings. Some of the

species of Myijniinia (Smith) are conspicuous by
their beautiful green or purple iridescent wings.

The last family we can notice is the !<i>he(ji(in',

which are remarl<able for the Icmg petiolated

abdomen, and for the brilliant metallic green of

some of the Indian and African species of Chlorion

(Latr.), etc. In these, however, the wings are

generally transparent, or are at most only

bordered with brown. Pelojxens spirifex (Linn.)

is a black and yellow species, common in the

warmer parts of the Old World.

The Diploptera, or true wasps, may be distin-

guished by the fore-wings being longitudin-

ally folded in repose, and by the prothorax

being arched backwards to the base of tlie wings. The species are soli-

tary or social ; and the former generally construct small

Wasps nests or cells, which they provision with insects. The social

(J)iplopttra). wasps, belonging to the typical genus Vespa, are too well

known to need description ; they construct large nests in the

ground or in trees, but their habits are less interesting than those of the ants

and bees. The nest is, however, always connnenced by one queen, which
has survived the winter ; and its

extension is afterwards carried on
by her progeny. The bulk of

•^./Vj'^"^^^ \~^^^^ ^^^"""^^ZS^''
^^^^ inhal)itants consist of neuters,

V\ "-^C^r**!^ \lR?iralli? ^<:^^.^^^L though males and females are also

produced ; the latter assist the

mother in carrying on the work
of the nest, for, unlike bees, more
than one perfect female is allowed

t(^ live in a wasp's nest at the same
time. At the end of the season,

the whole community dies oil', ex-

cept a few queens, which perpetuate
the brood next year ; and hence
every wasp destroyed in spring

means the destructicni of a jjossil^le

nest. We have six s2;)ecies of Vespa
in England, all very similar, except

the hornet, which is twice as large as the others, but lives in smaller com-
munities. It is much scarcer, too, and rarely stings except under provoca-

tion. The largest known species of Vi--tpa are fovuid in India, China, and
Japan.
The last family of the Hymenoptera is that of the Anthophila, or bees.

They are generally short, hairy insects, though some genera are almost
naked, such as the curious was]) -like parasitic bees of the

Bees genus Nomada (Fabr.), which are mostly black and red, in

(Avthophi/a). various proportions, with yellow markings.

Many of the solitary bees of the lai'ge genus A )idrena (Fal)r.)

appear in spring, sometimes as early as .January or February, and make
nests in the ground. Some are very peculiar in their habits, such a

Ftij. 03.—HouNET (I'esj)'( crnhni). Nat. size.
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the leaf-cutter bees, Meiiachilc (Latr.), and the carpenter bees, Xijlocopa (Latr. ),

which are common abroad, but are not known in England, and have deep

violet-coloured wings; while there are other bees which ionn their nests in

old walls. The luuuble-bees, Boinhus (Fabr.), make their nests in the ground,

=^

;g^

Fitj. ()4.

—

Carpenter \',KK{Xiilocopii vinlacni, Linn.).
Nat. sizd.

Fi<l. (ii').—JIlVK-l'.KK
• (Apik UKlini,;,}.

Nat. size.

and live in small communities, consisting, like the hive bee, nf males, females

and workers, all winged.

Apis mdl ijira (hinn.), tlie hive-bee, closes cur list of tlic Hyniunoptera.

The genus Apis occupies a rather isolated position among the bees, and may
be recognised at once by the very long narrow costal cell, which extends

almost to the tip of the fore-wings. The species of Apis are not numerous
;

but apart from the connnon hive-bee, ten or twelve others are met with in

ditferent parts of the world.

Ordek Lepidopter.\ (Butterflies and Moths).

The Lepidoptera, or scale-winged insects, have four wings, clothed with

scales, which look like tine powder, and easily rub oft", but which exhibit a great

variety of form under tlie microscope. The colour of the

insects is due partlj' to pigment, and partly to refraction General

from the edges of tlie scales, which sometimes produces the Characteristics.

most brilliant iridescent changes, as in some of the blue Mor-
phos of Tropical America, and in the widely-dispersed genus ^47>((^»/vt (Fabr.),

to which our own Purple Emperor belongs. The antenn;e are long and many-
jointed, and one pair of palpi, at least, is more or less conspicuous. There
is also a long proboscis iov iml)ibing the nectar of flowers, or moisture from
trees or the ground. In some of the hawk moths this is of immense length,

nearly reaching a foot in the largest South American species ; but in some
groups of moths, as in many of those classed under the heading of Bomhyccs,

it is often so slightly developed as to be practically obsolete.

In Lepidoptera the metamorphoses are complete, the insects passing through

four stages. The female lays her eggs on a plant suitable for the nourish-

ment of her brood. These are laid singly or in clusters, and
are frequently covered with a kind of cement, or else with Eggs,

down from the body of the mother. They are of various

shapes and sizes, and are often ribbed or fluted.

From the eggs emerge the larvie, or caterpillars, which are usually provided
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with sixteen legs : six horny legs, coi-respoiuling to the true legs of the perfect

insect ; eight lieshy legs, called prolegs ; and a terminal

pair, called claspers. In the larvie of tlie (Tcawetridci', and
Larva, or

j^^ j-j^g gj^^iy stages of th(jse of many other niotlis, the first
a erp ar.

three pairs of prolegs are (jbsoleto, and the Iarv;e arch the

hack at every movement, and are then called "loopers."

Caterpillars are very voracious, and generally moult, not only their skins,

but the lining of part of the internal resjjiratory and digestive apparatus as

well, more than once before arriving at tlieir full grijwtli.

The next stage is that of the pupa or chrysalis, which is almost motionless,

being encased in a tight-fitting integument, on the upper half of which the

outlines of the perfect insect may be observed. These are

Pupa, or not, however, enclosed in separate sheaths, except in the

Chrysalis. case of some hawk- moths, which have the proboscis enclosed

in a sheath which is detached from the main body of the

pupa. The pupa takes no nourishment, and it is either attached by threads

to a leaf,^ etc, as in the case of most butterflies, or enclosed in a cocoon,

formed of silk in those species in which it is constructed on or above tlie

ground, and of agglutinated earth in most instances in which it is subterranean,

in due time the perfect butterfly or motli quits the jiuija-case ; its wings,

which are at first soft and limp, soon expand to their full size ; the limbs of

the insect dry in the sun and air, and it Hies away to join its comi-ades, and
to reproduce its kind. Most species, on emerging from the clnysalis, dis-

charge a fluid, wliich in former times, when tliey hapjiened to be particularly

numerous, and when everything unusual was attributed to miraculous causes,

sometimes gave rise to the notion that a rain of bhjod had fallen.

Entomologists in England have generally agreed to call the first few

families of Lepidoptera l^utterfiies, and the remainder moths ; but there is

no such distinction <ni the Continent, where they are

Rhopalocera, or generally called by words corresponding to day-butterflies

Butterflies. and night-butterflies. Butterflies are broad-winged insects,

often adorned with bi'ight colours, and wnth comparatively

slender bodies. The antennae are almost invariably thickened into a knob at

the extremity, a peculiarity which is not ver}' commtm in other insects,

though we meet with it in some saw-flies, flies, the ant-lions, and other allied

families of Xeiirojitcm, and in many beetles, etc. Hence tlie butterflies are

often called Iili(>p(di)rcn(, or club-horns. Thej- fly by day, and seldom, unless

disturbed, at dusk or at night, though some Tropical genera are twilight-fliers,

or frequent the deep gloom of thick forests. Moths, on the other hand, have
the antennte of various shapes, sometimes thickened in the middle, or l)efore

the end, but almost never clubbed at the extremity, and generally tliread-

like or comb-like. Most moths fly at night, or, at least, not before dusk,

thougli a few are day-fliers, and may be seen frequenting flowers, among
butterflies. Many of them have stout bodies, and are of dull or subdued
colours. Butterflies often rest with the wings raised over the back, an attitude

rarely assumed ))y moths. The latter, however, more frequently rest with

all their wings spread out flat, while in the stout-bodied moths the fore-wings

often more or less cover the hind-wings when at rest, and are sometimes

1 In the NinnpliuIiiUv the pupa is suspeiiileil freely by tlie tail ; in the other families

of buttcrfiios (except in the Hcupcriiiltt) it is generally attached by the tail, and by a

girth loi'ud the liody as well.
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sloped roof-like, the hiiul-wiiitjs frei|uently folding together like a fan, whieh

is never the case in buttertlies.

INToths are much more numerous in proportion than l)utterflies, especially

in teniiierate climates. Tropical America produces more than half of all the

known buttertlies ; in the tropics of the Old World they are

much less numerous. England is poor in butterflies, pro- Moths,

ducing only 00 or 70 species out of the 300 European sj^ecies,

as against 2,000 British moths. The richest countries in Europe for butter-

tlies are those lying round the central ranges from the Pyrenees to the

IJalkans ; but the numbers rapidly diminish, both north and south. Sweden
produces about twice as many species of butterflies as Britain ; but Andalusia

is not richer than Sweden, and North Africa is much poorer. Nevertheless,

both buttertlies and moths are to be met with (though, of course, their

number is but few), not only in Lapland, but everywhere in Greenland
where any vegetation will grow. Iceland, though producing many moths, is

the only important country in which it is believed that no buttertlies are to

lie met with.

In the wings of buttertlies, the front edge is called the costa, the outer

edge the hind margin, the hinder edge (which, in the hind-wings, is parallel

to the abdomen) the inner margin, and the side neai'est to the body of the

insect the base. The nervures of the wings are useful in classification. The
principal nervures which run from the base are the costal, subcostal, median,

submedian, and internal nervures. The nervures which do not start from the

base are called nervules. A wide space, which extends from the base towards the

middle of the wing, between the subcostal and median nervures, is called the

discoidal cell. The subcostal nervure divides into two branches on the hind-

wings, and generally into from three to five on the fore-wings ; and the

median nervure always divides into three. These branches are either called

In-anches of the subcostal and median respectively, or subcostal and median
nervules. The discoidal cell is closed at the extremity by short nervules,

called discocellular nervules ; and from the end of the cell one or two
nervules (called discoidal nervules) run to the extremity of the wing. In
some butter-flies one of the discocellular nervules is absent or imperfectly

formed, leaving the wing open from the base to the hind margin. In such a

case the discoidal cell is said to be open ; but otherwise it is called closed.

The internal nervure is absent in some families of butterflies.

The first family of butterflies, the Niim2)}ialida', includes about half the

entire number of species, and may be known by the first pair of legs being

always more or less imperfect, especially in the males. The
pupa, when attached to anything (for in exceptional cases Family
among the Satijriiia' it is placed on the ground), is suspended Nymphalidce.

freely l)y the tail. The larvje are cylindrical, and are generally

furnished with bristles, spines, or long filaments, or are naked, with a bifid

tail. Sometimes they have horny projections on the head.

The Ni/mphalidd' are divided into several sub-families. The Donaince are

chiefly an Old World group, and the best-known species is Limnas chrysvpims

(Linn.), a tawny butterfly, about three or four inches across

the wings, with an oblique white bar across the tip of the fore- —Sub-Family

wings, and a curved row of small black spots on the middle Danaimi'.

of the hind-wings. It is common throughout Africa and
Southern Asia, and extends into South-Eastern Europe. Another section of

this family is represented by the East Indian genus Exiplcea (Fabr.), and
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Suto-Families

IlhommuK and
Heliconimt'.

its allies. Many of these are butterflies of a rich velvety black or browin

with bluish-white spots towards the extremity of the long, broad, rounded

wings, and also in the middle. They are often flushed with rich purple.

The Danauuf are butterflies with very tough integuments, and exhale an

odour which is supposed to render them distasteful to birds.

Many other butterflies and moths resemble them externally, and are be-

lieved to share in their immunity from persecution. Tliis phenomenon
is called "mimicry," and is exhibited in the greatest per-

Mimicry in fection by Limnas chnjsijijms, the pattern and colours of

Butterflies. which are more or less accurately reproduced in at least a

dozen butterflies and moths, belonging to different families;

but in several instances in the female only, the male exhibiting the normally

and frequently very different colouring of its projier genus. The larvai of the

Dauaime are usually provided with several pairs of long fleshy filaments, and

feed on Aristolochid.'.

Of the remaining sub-families, several are entirely exotic, and two, the Itho-

miime and Hdiamimv, are American butterflies with long rounded wings and
slenderbodies, whichhavesometimes been compared to dragon-

flies. They are butterflies generally measuring from two to

four inches across the wings, which are often black, with red or

yellow markings, or yellow with black markings. The typical

species of the Itliomiina', however, often have transparent

win^s, with only brown borders, and a brown l)and at the end of the discoidal

cell.

The Acrceince are another long-winged sub-family of butterflies, chiefly

found in Africa and America. The African and the few Eastern species are

generally red or tawny, with black spots, and sometimes

Sub-Family partly transparent ; but the American group usually has

Acraimv. black markings on a tawny
ground, or radiated tawny

markings on a dark ground, especially on
the hind-wings.

Two more sub-families of large butterflies

are chiefly South American. These are the

Morphiiue and Brassolina'.

Sub-Families The typical species of Mor-
Morphhuii and pho (Fabr.) measure from
Brassolince, three to eight inches across

the wings, and many of them
are of a brilliant azure blue ; others are

black, with a broad blue band through the

wings ; while others, including some of the

largest and longest-winged species, arebrowm
or orange. These are all American ; but

there is a greater variety of genera, though
much smaller, and more varied in colour, in

the East Indies. On the under-surface they

are always marked with large eye-spots, as

in the Sdtyr'ma'. The BrassoUnw are large

brown or tawny butterflies (rarely dull blue),

which are entirely confined to Tropical America.

/•'/;/. OG.— C'«?((;o teucer.

Keduced.

They have generally ono

large eye-spot on tlie under-side of the wings, and traces of one or two more

;
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and, like .some of the Troi)ical Satijrina', they are twilight-fliers, although

true butterflies. The accompanying tigure represents the under-surface of

the wings of Ctdbjo tciiccr (Linn.), a conunon South American species belong-

ing to the sul)-family Brassuliiur. The expanded wings of this l)uttertiy

measure Ave or six inches from tip to tip.

The two remaining sub-families, the Satijrina' and the Nymphaliiue,

contain many of our commonest and most familiar British butterflies.

The Sutijrina' arc brown or tawny butterflies, such as the meadow
brown, of moderate or ratlier small size, and are nearly always adorned

with eye-spots, at least on the under-surface of the wings. The
wings are rounded, and there is usually at least

one eye-spot towards the tip of the fore-wings,

and two or three towards the borders of the hind-
Sub-Family
,Sa(yrina\

wings.

The typical N!in)2)]udi)w may be known from the foregoing sub-families,

except the Moi-phina', by the open wing-cells, and often by the more or less

dentated wings. This is a very large group of large f)r

moderate-sized butterflies, and includes the tortoise-shells, Sub-Family

peacock, red admiral, fritillaries, purple emperor, and white NymphaUiuc.

admiral, among our British butterflies, which are described

in full in every book on the subject.

We have tigured Kullima inachis (Boisduval), a butterfly found in North

India, which is remarkable for its resemblance to a dead leaf. It measures

three inches acr(«s the wings, Avhich are dull blue above, with a broad orange

band with a transparent spot

in the middle, on the fore-

wings. The under-surface is

brown, with a dark line run-

ning from the tip of the fore-

wings to the end of the lobe on

the hind-wings. This line re-

presents the midrib of the leaf,

and the l^utterfly is shaped and

lined and mottled in such a

manner as to increase the de-

ception. There is a case of

such butterflies mounted, with

leaves, in the hall of the

Natural History Museum at

South Kensington ; and the

butterflies and leaves can hardly

be distinguished from one

another. Our figure shows a

butterfly on one side of a twig,

and a leaf on the other.

The LcmnniKJii' are a large

family of small, brightly-col-

oured butter-

flies, which are Family
most numer- Lmwniicki'.

ous in South America, and least so iu Europe and Africa.

The females have perfect legs, but the fore-legs of the male are imperfectly

Fig. C7.—Dead-Leaf Butterfly {KnUi
Reduced.

chh).
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(levoloperl. The only Europwui species is Nemeohius Iiiciita (Linn.), the Duke
of Burgundy Fiitillaiy, a brown butterdy about an inch in expanse, with rctws

of tawny spots on the wings.

The LihijfJiekld , which some entomologists consider to be a sub-family of

the Lemoniidii', are distinguished by their very long paljn (nuich longer than
in any other butter-

Family
Lifiylhfido

Fiij. 68.—Libythat
Nat. size.

relti

flies, except one or

two Niimph(di)iir),

and by their brown,
dentated, tawny-spotted wings, which
gives them a superficial resemblance
to some small species allied to

Vaness((. The only Euroi)ean species

is here figui'ed.

The Lyccenida- are a large family

of small or moderate-sized butterflies,

differing little struc-

Family turally from the Le-

Lycaniiditf. numiida'. They are,

liowever, more of an Old World group, although many are

found in America, too. Our si)ecies are known as hairstreaks, blues, and
coppers. The hairstreaks are In-own or blue butterflies, witli white lines on
tlie under-side of the wings, and a short tail. Tlie green hairstreak, however,

('aUdpJinis rid)i (Linn.), is tailless, and the under-side of the wings is green.

There are a large number of brown or blue species

allied to the hairstreaks in Tropical America, some
measuring as much as two inches across the wings.

The blues, which belong to the genus Folijommatuti

and its allies, are small buttertlies, usually without
tails, and generally with rows of ocellated spots
(in the under-side of the wings. Towards the hind-
margins we often find a row of red spots above or

l)elo\v. The females of the blues are often brown,
and in some s])ecies of the group both sexes are

brown. They generally measure a little more than
an inch in expanse. One species, Lampides Ixi'ticnti

(Linn.) has a short tail and a
streaked under-side; but in England it is only occasion-
ally met with on the south coast. The coppers are a very
handsome group of butterflies, distinguished by the
brilliant co{)pcry red of many of the species, several
of which formerly inhabited England; but they are
all now believed to be extinct with us except the small
copper, an insect with the coppeiy wings bordered
and spotted with black. Some of the other species
are shot with purple.

The Pierida; are a large group f)f middle-sized
butterflies, most of which are white or yellow. All

the legs are fully developed in both
sexes ; and they can most readily be
distinguished from the next family by
possessing an internal nervure to the

Fig. G9.—(Jkeen H.uustkkak
(Callophrji.i rubi). Nat. size.

Family
J'ii-ridd'.

Fnj. 70.—Orancjk Tii'
{Eiirhlof raidamiiu's).

Nat. size.
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hind-wings. To tlio Pieruhr buloiig our gavdon whites, clouded yeUows,
omiiyu tip, and hriiiistone hutteitiies, etc. The largest huttertiies of tliis

family are the great East Indian (jrange tips of the gunus UchoiiinlK, Iliiljiier.

They measure five or six inches across the wings, whicli are mucli shorter and
broader in proportion than in our connnon orange tip, EtichUw canhiminti.-,
(Linn.), which is one of the prettiest and most admired of our vernal insects.
The E<iiiitiJ((\ or swallow-tails, are a family of very handsome butterflies,

many of which possess the long tails to the hind-wings from whence they
derive their English name. Our only British species is the well-known swallow-
tail butterfly L'(/Ht'« */(((-

(7(((o/i(Linii.),at present
almost confined, with
us, to the fen districts

of Norfolk, though
formerly much more
abundant. It is black
and yellow, with a laige

red S2>ot on the lower
part of the hind-wings,
an<l measures about
four inches in exjjanse.

'i'he green catei'2)illar,

with black .spots and
bands, and a retractile

fork on the neck, feeds

on fennel, carrot, and
o t h e r umbelliferous
plants. We have fig-

ured an allied species,

Eiinesal '.roi(n/-(Esper.),

distinguished by the

continuous black band near the base of the wings, which is found in the
mountains of South Europe. To this family beliMig the great bird-winged
butterflies, Oritithopfera (Boisd.), oc the East Indies and the Eastern Archi-
pelago. They share, with the M<>rj)]ii)ui', the distinction of being among the
largest butterflies in the world, measuring from three to nine or ten inches
in expanse ; but usually about six or seven. They are long-winged butter-
flies, with black fore-wings and yellow hind-wings

;. or with farge green, blue,
or orange longitudinal bands on the dark fore-wings, and the "hind-wings
mostly of the colour of the bands. The larv;e are covered with rather long
and thick flcshj^ spines, but have always the retractile fork on the neck, which
is one of the most characteristic marks oi the Equitida'. Another interest-
ing genus is Paniassiiis (Liitr.). These are satiny-white butterflies, slightly
transparent towards the edges, with black spots, and generally also round
red spots, more or less centred with white, on the hind-wings, atleast. They
are mountain butterflies, and are most numerous in Central Asia ; though
tliree species inhabit the Swiss Alps, the commonest being Pamassius apollo
(Linn.), which must be well known to everyone who has ever collected butter-
flies in Switzerland. These might easily be mistaken for Pierido', but that the
inner margin of the hind-wings is not gutter-shaped, as it generally is in the
f'iriUhi , and the internal nervure, which is very consi)icuous in the Pici'uhi-

is wholly absent in all the Eiitiitliln

.

F.<i. 7i»— Swallow-Tail (&/i(« ah' /•). Nat. siz3
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Family
Hesperiida'

(Skippers).

Fifj. 72.—Giiizzi.ED Skipper
(Hdfpcria iiialva). Nat. size.

The last family of butterflies, the HespcrUdo', has six j^erfect legs in

both sexes, but difiers very much from any of the preceding groujJs. The
head is broad, tlie antennje are set widely apart, and are
generally hooked at the tips, the body is rather stout, and
the flight is short and jerky. Our species have somewliat
triangular fore-wings, and rounded liind-wings, and are
brown and tawny ; black, tesselated with squareVhite spots;

or brown, with dull greyish and rather indistinct spots.

The Hcspcriida' are very numerous in South America,
l)ut less so in the Old World. They are mostly of

small size, the largest being a dull blue West African
species, lUiupalocamptit iphis (Dru.), wliich measures
about four inches across the wings. They form a
transition to the moths ; many species sit with the
wings exjjanded, instead of raising them over their
backs ; and they often make a rough sort of coct)()n in

a leaf. The Grizzled Skipper, Hesperia malca' (Linn. ),

here figured is a small black and white butterfly not uncommon in England.
The ITettrocera, or moths, are divided into a great number of families,

which are loosely classed together under various hea.dings ; but the classifica-

tion of moths is still in an unsatisfactory state, and though
Heterocera, or many groups of families, large and small, are perfectly

Moths. natural, others are ill-defined and unsatisfactory. The old

group SphiiKjes is now quite given up, including, as it did,

three totally distinct sections, the hawk-mothw, clear-wings, and burnets.
The Bomhijciis include a number of very discordant families, for which no
definite collective chai'acters can be found, such as the tigers, footmen, eggars,
emperor moths, swifts, etc. The Noctim., or night-flying moths proper, are
more compact, though even here there is a difliculty in determining whether
many genera belong to this group, or to the Bombijces. The Geomctvii' are a
compact grouj), and so to some extent are the remaining groups. We will

now consider the moths more in detail.

Of the families classed under Sphhiges and Bumbyces, most of the species
have short, stout, and often tufted bodies, large wings, and pectinated, or
sometimes fusiform antennae. The larvi^e have sixteen legs, and generally spin
cocoons, though some pupate in the ground. Many beautiful day-flying
moths belong here, some of which were formerly classed as butter-
flies. Among these are tlie bright green black-striped Uraniidce of South

America, three inches in expanse, with
long tails on the hind-wings like swallow-
tail butterflies. More familiar to us
are the l)urnets {Zyga'uida'X moths with
long fore-wings about an inch and a half

acrt)ss, with long pubescent bodies, and
blackish bronzy fore-wings, with five or

six crimson spots, and red hind-wings.
They are found in meadows, flying heavily

from flower to flower in the daytime. The
tiger moths (Airtiidn) are larger, and very
brightly coloured moths, and more nocturnal
in their habits as a rule. The commonest,
Hiipercumpa ada (Linn)., has brown fore-

Fig. 73.

—

Cinnabar Moth
IHijMsrita jacoh(ra). Nat. size.
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wings, with interlacing white markings, and red hindwings witli largo

bluish black sj^jts. Its caterpillar, which is often called the woolly bear,

is common in gardens, and is covered with long reddish-brown hair, partly

tipped with white. It feeds on all sorts of low plants, and when disturl)ed,

rolls itself up into a ball, and drops among tlie herbage. Bred specimens

of the moth are peculiarly liable to vary, some of the specimens being ((uite

black ; but those reared in a state of nature are much less vari.iblo.

The Lipdvidii are another family of stout-bodied Bo)nbijres. Many of the

species are white, like the gold-tail and brown-tail moths, which are common
on hedges, and receive their names from the tuft of wool at the end of the

body, which the female uses to cover her eggs. They measure rather more
than an inch across the wings, and the larv;e are gregarious, and are often

very destructive.

Some of the families of moths classed as Bombycen have slender bodies

and long wings. The Lithosiida- are a group well represented in Europe.

They generally have oblong greyish fore-wings, with a yellowish streak on
the costa, and slate-coloured hind-wings ; thej^ measure about an inch and a

half in expanse, and their larv;e feed on lichens. The cinnabar moth,
Hipocrita jacohna- (Linn.), is more brightly coloured, being black and red,

like the burnet moths, though the antennje and the pattern of the wings

are quite ditterent. It is not rare in Britain. The South American family

Dioptkhr includes larger mijths, with more rounded wings, and more varied in

their colours. Some of them are partially transparent ; and many, except

in their simple or slightly pectinated antennie, resemble butterflies of the

sub-family Ithomihid.
The (JijUiipodidti are another South American family of rather small moths,

rarely measuring more than an inch and a half across the wings, wjiich are

remarkable for their strongly contrasted black and yellow colour.

The Ps[n-hkhf are a family of small grey or, more frecpiently, suKjky-black

moths, remarkable for their thick, hairy bodies, and strongly-pectinated

antennJL'. They rarely reach an inch in expanse, and
are found Hying among long grass in the daytime. The
larvte construct a case of bits of vegetable matter, in

the same way as the larvte of the caddis-flies, and the

females are wingless, and in some instances, legless also,

in Avhich latter case they never quit the dwelling which ^-,^ li.—ChaUa.
they have inhabited as larvte and pupw. The species furva. Nat. size,

figured, (Jludia f}irva (Borkhausen), is rather scarce in

England.
Among the largest moths are the Saturnikla;, to which our emperor moth,

SaUn-nid })Hvonia-minor {\jim\.), belongs. The emperor moth measures two

and a half to three inches across the wings, which are light brown, vaned
with orange in the male, and of a soft grey in the female ; in the middle of

each wing is a large round eye-spot. The green, red-spotted larva feeds on

heath, and makes a flask-like cocoon.

All the moths of this family have stout and often short bodies, pectinated

antenn;e, and ample wings, Avith a more or less developed eye-spot or trans-

parent mark in the middle of each. Some are green or brown, with long

tails on the hind-wings ; but the largest of all, the Indian Atlas Moth, which

sometimes measures a focjt in expanse, has tawny brown fore-wings, with

festooned Idack and white lines, between which is a large talc-like spot on

each wing, of very irregular shape.
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Most of the silk-pruilucing luotlis of any commercial value belong either to
the Satnrniidn or tlie Bohihijckhr. The common mulbeny silk-worm motli,
Bombijx inori (Linn.), the type of the Bombucea, is too well known to need
description here.

The Lasiocantplchr are stout-bodied moths with strongly pectinated an-
tennje, and hairy caterpillars. They are generally of a brown f)r yellowish

colour, and the wings are sometimes
dentated, but never tailed. It includes
the oak-eggar, drinker moth, lappet,

lackey motli, and other famili;ir British

species. The lackey moth, Cli.siuatmjhi

netistria (Linn.), is remarkable for the
habit of the female in laying her eggs
in a ring round a slender twig. All the
larvje of this family are very hairy.

Three families of Bomhijres-dre remark-
able for their larv;e feeding in the trunks

of trees, or on the roots of grasses ; as well as for the abnormal neuration of
the perfect insects. The goat-moth, Tnjpanns cossiis (Linn.), behmging to
the family Zcit::crid(v, is a broad-winged greyish-brown coarsely-scaled moth,
in which the discoidal cell of the wings is divided by additional nervures,
which are obsolete in most Lepidoptera. Its dark red, foul-smelling, naked
larva is very destructive to old willows, and takes three years to arrive at

maturity.

The Gddniida' are a South American group of stout-bodied moths, with
rather short and broad wings, measuring from two to six or seven inches in

Fi(i. 75.— Lackey Moth (ClUiocmnpa
neuntria). Nat. size.

Fig. 'Hi.— Cn.it i( ill sijiilid.i:.

expanse. The antenna; are very thick, and rather tapering at tlie ends.
They are brightly-coloured insects, and fly by day. They somewhat resemble
large He.speriida', and were classed as butterflies by all the older writers.
The cells of their wings are sub-divided, as in the Zcvrxrkh}', and hence we
notice them now, though their natural position is near the beginning of the
moths. The species figured, ('i(.ititl<i ><iipli<i.>- (Fabr.), is l)lack, witli white
markings on the fore-wings and a red border to the hind-wings.
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FUj. .—(Jho.st Moth (female) (//(v/(((/».s- hxuonh).
Nat. size.

Our swift motlis (Ilcpiididir) have rather long wings and very short
antemiiw They exhibit many remarkable i)eculiarities ; the wings are separ-
ated at the base, the connecting link between them being not by a bristle,
as in many moths, but by a long lobe. The fore and hind-wings have
similar neuration, and the hind-legs of the males are more or less aborted in
some of tlie species. The
ghost moth, Hcpialus h}i-

muli (Linn.), is common in

every meadow, where the
male, wliich is white on the
ujiper - side of the Avings,

and brown below, Hies at

dnskAvitli a peculiar hover-
ing motion. Tlie female
has yellow fore - wings
blotched with red, and the
hind - wings and under-
surface are brown. The
European swifts feed on the roots of plants, but there are some splendid
green Australian species, measuring four or five inches across the wings, the
larvre of which feed on the wood of trees. Owing t(j the unusual neuration
and mode of connection of the wings in the Hepialichr, Professor Comstock
has recently propcjsed to associate tliis family with the Micropk'nj<jida', a
family which used to be placed among the Tinea', and to treat them as form-
ing a primary division (in fact, a sub-order) of the order Lepidoptera. In
this innovation he has since been followed by other authors.
The Nodim: are a large group of stout-bodied moths. To it belong many

(if the moths which we see Hying over flowers, or about a candle in the even-
ing. Most of our species measure from one to two inches in expanse, and

many are of dull colours. 8ome have
metallic spots, or letter-like markings,
like the burnished brass moth, Plusia
chnjsitis (Linn.), wliicli has large bronzy-
green markings on its brown fore-wings

;

or the violet-grey gamma moth, Plnsia
gamma (Lmn.), a very common day-Hying
species, with a white mark resembling the
Greek letter y on each of its fore-wings.
Others are brown, with black streaks and
dashes on the Avings, like the heart-and-
dart moth, Agrotis exdamationis (Linn.).

The larvie of the dart moths are often very destructive, as they live just below
the stirface of the ground, Avhere they eat through the roots of plants.

There are many closely-allied species, and the Americans call tliem '
' cut-

worms."
If we toss about a heap of hay, or disturb the leaves of a strawberry-bed,

we are very likely to start a specimen of one of the common yellow under-
wing moths, Tviphana (Hiibn.), which, after a short headlong flight, will

settle again, and soon disappear. In these moths the fore-wings are l)rown,

and comparatively long and narrow, and the hind-wings are very broad, and
of a brigiit yellow, with a black border. In tropical countries other yellow
underwinged butterflies are found, Ophkleres (Boisd.), measuring three inches

Fhj. 78.—Burnished Brass Moth
(I'lasia dirijsiii"). Nat. size.
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across the wings. They are remarkable for having the proboscis modified

into a kind of boring iiistnunent, with which they pierce the skin of oranges,

and suck out the contents.

We now come to the Geumetrce, or land-measurers, which may always be

distinguished (if the transformations are known) by the larvie only possessing

ten legs, the first three pairo of prolegs being obsolete.

Geometrse. When they walk tliey fix themselves by the last pair of pro-

legs and the claspers, stretch out their bodies, fix themselves

firmly by their true legs, and then draw up the four hinder legs, and repeat

the process. Thus, the body of the caterpillar is arched into a loop at every

step, and these caterpillars are often called " loopers" on that account. This

performance, though it takes a long time to describe, is nevertheless com-

paratively rapid, and the larvre are able to make as good progress as other

caterpillars with the full complement of legs. These curious larvaj often fix

themselves, as described, by the claspers and hind pair of prolegs, and stretch

their bodies straight out, wlien they look for all the world like little bits of

green or dried tvvigs.

Most of these moths have slender bodies and broad wings. They are

frequently adorned with bright colours, and the fore and hind-wings are,

more or less similar in markings ; some species, liowever, have short, thick,

hairy bodies, and resemble Bomlnjces, except in their larvte. In several

brown species, which appear during the

winter, the females have only rudi-

mentary wings. One of the commonest
of the Geometne is the magpie moth,
Abraxas grossulariata (Linn.), which
is found among gooseberry and currant

bushes, on the leaves of which the

larvje feed. It measures an inch and a
half across the wings, which ai'e white,

with black and yellowish spots.

The next group of moths, the Pyralcs,

have long slender legs and antennsie,

slender bodies, and large wings, the

fore-wings being generally triangular, and tlie hind-wings rounded. They
are of rather small size, rarely much exceeding an inch in expanse, and are

often white, grey or yellow. Two of the best

known species, the small magpie, Botys vrticata

(Linn.), which is white, marked with large black

spots ; and the mother-of-peai'l, B. rerticalis

(Linn.), are common among nettles. Some oi

the smaller white and brown species are found
among reeds, the larv;« feeding on water plants

;

other small species of this family, which fre-

quent hill-sides and mountains, are black, with
or without white lines or spots ; or are beauti-

fully marked with purple and gold.

The foregoing butterflies and moths mostly include species of comparatively

large size, and are therefore often called Macro-Lepidoptera. The succeeding

families mostly include small moths. The first group of these is the Crambi,

which were frecjuently included in the Fymles by the older entomologists.

They are small moths, generally not much exceeding an inch in expanse,

Fiij. 7'i).—MAiiriE Moth {/ihmxas
grossulariata). Nat. size.

Fig. 80.—Small Magpie Moth
(Botys tirticata). Nat. size.
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Fig. 81.—Grass Moth
(Crambvscricellus). Nat. size.

Fi(i. 82.—
Green Oak Tortrix
(Toririx tirida lui).

Nat. size.

with long narrow fore-wings, and broad hind-wings. The best known repre-

sentatives of this group are the grass moths, belong-

ing to the genus Crambiis (Fnhv.), which have long

jjalpi, like a snout, yellowish white-streaked fore-

wings, and broad brown hind-wings. In some
species, as in C. ericclhis (Hiibner), this white streak

is very conspicuous. In walking through long grass,

we often disturb these moths, which Hy a short

distance and then settle again on a stalk, head
downwards, Avith their wings folded round them
in almost a tubular form.

The To)-tricp.% or bell moths, generally have broad, short fore-wings, cut off

straight at the ends, and rounded hind-wings. They sit with their fore-wings

flat, meeting over their backs, and covering the hind-wings, and in this

position somewhat resemble a bell in shape, whence their popular name.
There are about 300 British species of this group, some of which are very

destructive. One of the best known and most easily

recognised is the green oak tortrix, Tortrix viridana

(Linn.), which has green fore-wings with a yellow costa,

and brown hind-wings. If an oak-branch is struck or

shaken, we may often see a whole shower of these

conspicuous little green moths come fluttering down.
They measure rather less than an inch in expanse.

The larva3 are also green, with a brown head ; they live

between rolled-up leaves of the oak, and if alarmed,

drop themselves a little way down by a thread, and climb back as soon as

the danger appears to be over.

Other Tortrkes feed, in the larva state, in flower-heads, and others, again,

in fruits. Different species of the genus Carpocapsa (Treitschke) feed in

acorns, beech-nuts, plums, etc. ; but perhaps the jnost injurious of all is

the codling moth, C. pomoiiella (Linn.), the pink larva of which feeds in

apples and pears. The moth is grey, with darker lines, and some coppery

markings towards the tip. It measures about three-quarters of an inch in

expanse. It has been introduced into all parts of the world, and is every-

where as destructive as in England.
The Tinece are a very large group of small moths, numbering in Britain

alone upwards of 600 species. Very few exceed an inch in expanse, and the

greater number are much smaller. They are divided into a great number of

families, which differ very much in structure and habits, but they may
generally be easily recognised by their small size and long narrow wings,

with very long fringes. Some of them feed in cases or galleries, like many
species of Tinece (Linn.), to which genus the true clothes-moths, the corn-moth,

and other highly destructive insects belong. Others feed on
fungi, like Tinea fvJ rimitrella (Sodofisky), a purplish-brown
moth with white spots, which is a woodland insect, and
not found in houses. Some have very long antennas, like the

beautiful delicate bronzy moths of the genus Adela (Latr.),

which we find flying about bushes in spring. The small
ermine moths of the genus Hyponomeuta (Latr.) are white
or lead-coloured motJis, with rows of black spots on the
fore-wings ; and their larvae w^eb over and devour our
hedges and apple-trees, for they are gregarious, and often very destructive.

2 P

^:igg^

Fuj. 83.—Tiwea
fulmmitrclla.

Nat. size.
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Many entomologists regard the Hiumiomentidce as more closely allied to

the Bombyces than to the Tineie. Many Tinece mine the leaves of grasses, and

this habit is characteristic of the ElacMstklce. Others, like the NeptkiiUdie,

a family which includes the smallest moths known, make long galleries or

mines, as they are called, between the membranes of a leaf. These may often

be found on leaves of bramble, nut, etc. ; but such mines are not .ilwaysdue

to the larvai of Tin&c ; for this habit is shared by other insects. Thus there

is a very common mine on holly leaves which is produced by the larva of a

two-winged i\y. Some larvte which feed in a similar manner ])roduce a blotch

on the leaf, and not a mine. One of the commonest of these blotches is that

formed by the larva of the beautiful delicate little Ch-acilaria siirincjella

(Linn.) on the leaves of the lilac.

The Pterophoridce, or plume moths, are now considered by most authors

to be allied to the Pyrales. They are very delicate insects, with long,

slender bodies and legs, and long wings, measuring an

inch or less in expanse, and cleft almost to the base

into separate feathers, two on the fore-wings, and
three on the hind-wings. The largest, commonest, and
most conspicuous among them is the white plume
moth, Pterophurus pentadadnlns (Linn.). Its larva

feeds on Convolvnlus, and it may often be seen floating

about weedy places, strawberry beds, etc., looking like

a snow-flake. Strawberry beds are a favourite resort

of many insects, probably for purposes of conceal-

ment.
The last family of moths, the Alucitidn', which forms an isolated group, is

represented in England by the twenty-plume moth, Alncit'a hexadactijla

(Linn.). Its larva feeds in the buds of the honey-
suckle. The moth is grey, with broad wings about two-
thirds of an inch in expanse, and it is often noticed

on windows, walls, etc., sitting with its wings spread
out flat, and looking like one of the smaller Geo-
metroe. But on a closer inspection we find that

each wing is split up into six separate feathers, which
distinguishes it at once from any other moth found
in this country.

Fig. 84.—White Plume
Moth {Ptcruphorus penta-

dadylus).

Fig. 8.5.—

Twenty- Plume Moth
(Ahitita hexadactyla).

Nat. size.

Order Hemiptera (Bugs and Frog-Hoppers).

This is a somewhat extensive order of insects, with four wings, of which
the front pair, or tegmina, are usually of a stouter consistency than the hind-

wings. They are divided into two main sections. In the first, the Hemip-
tera Heteroptera, or true bugs, the tips of the tegmina are usually trans-

parent, and veined ; but in the Hemiptera the fore-wings are nearly of the

same consistency throughout. In many large groups of Hemiptera, however,
the fore-wings are transparent and veined, like the hind-wings ; but all the

insects belonging to both sections of the order may be known by their strong
sucking proboscis, and the absence of mandibles. The metamorphoses are

incomplete.
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Sub-Order
Heteroptera

Siib-Order Heteroptera.

Bugs.

The word bug is derived from the Arabic, and has nothing etymologically to

do with bogy, witli which it is popularly associated. It suggests an ugly, foul-

smelling, wingless insect, which sucks blood, hides itself in

crevices, and shuns the light. In America, however, the
word has come to be extended to insects in general. Ento-
mologically it is applied to the insects belonging to the sub-
order Heteroptera, only some of which suck blood, the
greater number feeding on the juices of plants ; and these are as beautiful
and varied in form and colour as the beetles ; or more so, in proportion to
their numbers, and they are mostly diurnal insects. These insects may easily
be recognised, not only by the characters mentioned above, but by the
peculiar structure of the antenupe, which, though generally of considerable
length, are composed of a very few long and well-separated joints—generally
four or five.

The Scutellrida', or shield-bugs, are those which most resemble beetles, and
would be easily mistaken for them at first sight. But the hard convex wing-
covering is not formed by wing-cases meeting on their

inner edges, as in beetles, but consists of an inordinate
development of the apjjendage to the thorax called the
scutellum, under which not only the wings, but the
tegmina also, which in such cases diflTer little in con-
sistency from the wings, are completely hidden. These
bugs are not numerous in Europe, but in tropical coun-
ti-ies they are often as large as a cockchafer, and of

brilliant colours. Callidea perplexa (Hope), here figured, is

a common East Indian species, of a brilliant green or
purple, with black spots.

In the family Peidatomidce, the body is still shoi't, broad,
and bulky in many of the species, but the scutellum,
though still of considerable size, is a long structure, differ-

ing in shape, separating more or less of the basal portion of the tegmina,
when the wings are closed. Beyond its extremity, the membranous portion
of the over-lapping tegmina is generally visible. Several
brown or grass-green species belonging to this family are not
uncommon in England. In many species, especially foreign

ones, the front of the thorax expands into a kind of spine or
horn on each side, often of considerable length.

Some species of Pentatomidce are carnivorous as well as

herbivorous, and will attack caterpillars and other soft insects,

and suck out their juices. Acanthosoma qrisenm (Linn.), which ,f'^-
87.— .4ca)i-

is common m JliUgland on birch, is an oval insect, about a Linn. Nat. size.

#hird of an inch long. The thoi-ax is angulated in front,

and the colour is reddish-ochreous or greenish, finely punctured with black ;

at the base of the scutellum is a black patch. Like some of the earwigs and
Australian sawflies, the female of this species has been observed to watch
over her newly-hatched young like a hen, and it is said that, as in the case of

the crocodiles, and some other animals, her vigilance is chiefly required to

guard them against the attacks of the male.

Fig. 86.—Shield-Bug
{Callidea perplexa).

Nat. size.
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The species of this family are more numerous in America than in England,
and they are called "stink bugs" in the former country, on account of the

offensive odour which many of them emit.

There are a great variety of other flower-frequenting bugs belonging to

various families, but the European species are mostly of small size, though
often prettily coloured. The scutellum is generally much

Plant-Bugs. smaller than in the Peidatomidci', and the body is more oval
;

the logs and antenna? are often long and slender, remarkably
so in some species ; and occasionally the antenn.ie are clubbed. In some of

the large foreign species belonging to the family Harpucturida', the thorax is

often curved forwards on each side, and toothed in front, Avhile the antenntie

and tibiaj are often lobate, and the hind-femora much thickened and dentated.

Among the carnivorous land-bugs, two families are specially notable. One
of these is the Ciniicida', the type of which, and, indeed, of the whole sub-

order Hetei'optera, is the common bed-bug, to which we have
The Bed-Bug. already alluded. It is of a reddish-brown colour, broad,

flattened, with very slight rudiments of wings (which are

said occasionally to become fully developed in hot climates), and measures
less than a quarter of an inch in length when full grown ; but the larval

forms, which are, of course, much smaller, are equally fond of blood, though
they must be capable of subsisting on other food, as they have been known to

multiply in empty houses. Very similar species are found attacking pigeons,

fowls, and bats. This insect has always been common throughout Africa and
Southern Europe, but was scarcely known in England till it was introduced

in numbers with foreign timber after the Fire of London. (See my " Text-

Book of Entomology," p. 204.) It has many enemies, including the cock-

roach and the wheel-bug ; and I have been informed that in the poor parts

of London, fleas and bugs do not generally exist in equal numbers in the

same house, and that, as a rule, it is the cleaner houses which are most in-

fested by bugs. Can it be that fleas will attack bugs ? I am not aware that

this has been previously observed or surmised ; but, as fleas are known to

attack caterpillars, it does not seem by any means impossible.

The Beduvildie, or wheel-bugs, are a farailj' of rather large bugs, with a

large head, contracted behind into a neck, pi'ominent eyes, two ocelli, rather

short antennpe, and a curved proboscis or rostrum. The type of the family

is the masked-bug, Reduvius personatus (Linn.), the larva

and pupa of which cover themselves with particles of dust,

apparently in order to creep upon their insect prey un-
noticed. This species is not uncommon in outhouses, and
is a blackish or dark brown insect, two-thirds of an inch
long, and very hairy, especially on the head, antennte, and
legs. There is a whitish line on the membrane-suture of

the tegmina. This species is rarely found in houses ; but,

as already mentioned, it preys on the bed-bug, as well as

on flies, etc. Its own bite is said to be as painful as the

sting of the bee, which may well be the case, considering

Buo^(Redwv«s
'^"

^*'^ Comparatively large size ; but it does not appear to attack

personatus). man or the higher animals habitually. There are, however,
Nat. size. other and much larger sjiecies of the same family that are

great pests to both man and beast in the Southern States
of America, Chili, and other parts of the world.

Many bugs, including several of this family, are usually apterous, but
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acquire wings occasionally ; while in some species, two forms are habitually
met with, in one of which the wings are more or less rudimentary, while in

the other they are fully developed.
Hitherto we have been discussing land-bugs, but several families of the

Heterojitera are aquatic, and among them we find the largest

species of the sub-order. Water-Bugs.
The first family includes the Hudrometrida', the water-

measurers, which are long, narrow, black insects, often with fine silvery

pubescence. They have very long middle and hind-legs, and the front-legs are

directed forward. Here, too, we meet with both Avinged and apterous adult
individuals of the same species. They measure from one to three-quarters of

an inch in length, and arc found running rapidly on the surface of the water,
and feeding on small insects. They can also dive when alarmed. One genus
of this family, Halobatcs (Esch.), is found running on the surface of the open
ocean in various regions of the tropics.

The Nepidct', or water-scorpions, have an oval and rather flattened body,
terminating in a breathing tube of nearly half its length, and the front pair

of legs have thickened femora, and project forwards in such
a maimer as to suggest the pincers of a scorpion. Our British Water-Scorpion.
species, Nepacinerea (Linn.) is a brown insect, nearly an inch
long exclusive of the spiracular tube, and is found in muddy, stagnant pools.

luoudra linearlti (Linn.) is an insect allied to the last, and belonging to the
family Banatrida'. It is, however, very long and narrow, and of a lighter

yellowish-brown colour. The middle and hind-legs are very long and slender,

and the front pair are much longer and less thickened than in Nepa. It

measures nearly three inches in length, of which the abdominal breathing-
tube occupies nearly half. It is not a very common insect in England, and
creeps about at the bottom of stagnant water.

The largest Heteroptera belong to the family Belodumatidai, which is not
British, though common in most of the warmer parts of the world. They are
oval insects, with the legs flattened, especially the front femora. The insects

sometimes measure four and a half inches in length, and six inches or more
in expanse of wing. They are of a yellowish-brown colour. In the evening
they leave the water, and fly about. This is a common habit with many
water-insects, which enables them to migrate from one place to another, if

the ponds in which they live dry up. In America, where one or two
species are common, they are sometimes attracted in large numbers by tlie

electric light. Tliey feed on small fish, frogs, etc., as well as on water-insects.

The water boatmen {Notonectidce) are represented in England by one or two
yellowish species, about half an inch long, with flattened hind-legs fringed
with hairs, and which stand out from the body in the position

of oars. They are used in a similar manner, for the insects Water-Boatmen.
float on their backs, and row themselves about with them.
Zaitha aurantiaca (Leidy) is a light brown North American species.

Among the remaining water-bugs are the Corixida', which are not unlike the
JSfotoncctidfe, but are smaller, much broader in proportion, especially the
head, and more obtuse behind. They are brown or black, glossy, with
yellowish strife above.

A friend once showed me an absurd error with respect to the term water-
boatmen, which is frequently applied t(j ditterent species of water-bugs.
It. occurred in connection with the habits of some South Amei'ican birds,

in an ornithological work, the name of which I have forgotten, and ran
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something like this :

—" They feed on the eggs which the fishermen lay on the

banks of the streams, in clusters of six lines long

/]•''/, by three broad." If I remember right, the pass-
" - _~ - Kt'^i»\M^i^\ age was translated from the French, and I

-7-7 '' r-n, fe have little doubt that in the original some ex-

ft^?'-i'*-LJxfi'^^ '
•

' pression was used equivalent to "water-boat-

men." It reminds me of another story which I

read in the translation of a Russian book of

travels, in which an elephant was described as

seizing an object with his tail, instead of his

f\M. 89.-\Vater-Bug {.ZaiDvcL
^Tunk. I have also heard of a translation of a

auraniiaai), with Eggs. German book, in which a naturalist on ship-
Nat, size. l)oard, who wanted to shoot a bird, was de-

scribed as taking down the back-shutters,

instead of the breech-loader.

Sub-Okder Homoptera (Fro(;-Hopper.s, Plant-Lice, etc.).

A great number of insects are classed under this sub-order, which we have

already briefly defined. They do not emit any foul odour like tlie Heterop-
tera ; their antenn;e are generally very short ; and they are

Sub-Order exclusively plant-feeders. Some of them supply us with

Homoptera. useful products, such as shell-lac and cochineal, while others

are among the most injurious insects which infest our

gai'dens and greenhouses.

The Homoptera are divided into several very distinct families, of which the

first is t\\e-Ckad[d(e. They are large, wedge-shaped insects, with a broad

head, large eyes, a pointed body, with a short ovipositor in

Family the female, and broad wings, which are generally, but not

Cicadidce. always, transparent. When at rest, the wings are folded

roof-like over the body, and generally extend considerably

beyond the abdomen. They are difticult insects to classify, as the most
tangible characters available for the purpose are to be fovmd in the drums of

the males. These organs are found on each side of the abdomen, and are

visible above in some genera, while in others they are covered by a flap. On
the under-surface they are always covered by two flaps, called the opercula,

which are sometimes very short, small, and rounded, and in others are very

large, and extend nearly to the end of the alidomen. In the Australian genus
Thoplia, amongst the opercula are extended over the sides of the abdomen, as

well as beneath. In-Tihichta (Latr.), there are no covers at all on the upper
surface of tlie abdomen ; and in-ZaDunam ( Amyot), the rims of the openings are

slightly raised, giving them something of a pitcher shape. It has been pro-

posed to divide th&Jjicadlda' into two sub-families, according to whether the

drums are open or closed above ; but I find, not only that the upper abdominal
covers diff'er very much in completeness or absence, but that many genera,

otherwise closely allied, run in pairs, fmewith closed, and one with open tympana.
The sounds made by these insects have always made them celebrated, and

they are among the noisiest denizens of the tropical forests. They are, how-
ever, difficult to capture, as they are not easily seen, and their flight, when
disturbed, is very suddeiv,and rapid. This is chiefly a tropical family, and
the largest known apecies,' Poriiponia lin2)cratorl(( (Westwood), which inhabits
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Fi'i/. 90.

—

Mdaminalia montcina. Nat. size.

the Malay Islands, measures nearly eight inches in expanse. Several species
are found in Southern Europe, and tlieir song was greatly admired by the
Greeks. In Northern Europe they are scai'ce, and we have but one small
species in England, which is very far from common, and is almost confined
to the Ne\vForest, though it has once been met with near Haslemere. This
species is ^lelamjisalta moitana
(Scop.), and measures rather less

than two inches in expanse. It is

brown, with reddish markings on
the thorax ; and the principal

wing nervures towards the base,

and the incisions of the abdomen
are of the same colour. It belongs
to a very extensive genus of rather
small species, in which the basal

cell of the tegmina is long and
narrow, and emits one bifurcating k^
longitudinal nervure from its extremity, instead of two separate ones. Tlua
genus is represented by numerous, but usually comparatively small, species, in

most parts of the world, and is especially numerous in Australia ; and it is at
i

present 0ie only genus o^Cicadida-- which is known to occur in New Zealand.'

The JJicadida' vai-y from the general character of the Homoptera in the

'

tegmina and wings being of uniform consistency, though the tegmina are
always larger, and have a more elaborate neuration. They are insects with
imperfect metamorphoses, and in countries where they are common, the
empty pupa-skin may often be seen attached to trees by its strong claws,

Avith a large hole in the back, through which the insect has emerged.
The Fulgorida' are an extensive and varied family, differing from the

\y(Jkadid(e in many particulars. There are only two ocelli, instead of three
;

the tegmina and wings are opaque, and generally differ con-

siderably in consistency ; the antennre are inserted on the
sides of the head and below the eyes ; and the larvfe, and in

many cases the perfect insects, are frequently covered with
a white waxy exudation, which we seldom observe in the

"^ Cicadida-, and then only to a trifling extent. This family is divided into

several sub-families, of which we will mention some of the most interesting.

Thi^Fnlgorina' , or true lantern and candle-flies, are exotic insects of rather

large size, and are remarkable for having the front of the head produced into a
long horn or excrescence, diftering considerably in size and shape. The largest

species is the lantern-fly of South Americk,^Fvl(/ova laternnvia (Linn.), which
often measures more than four inches in expanse. It is of a greenish-yellow

colour, with a large eyelike spot on the hind-wings ; the head is produced
into a great hollowappendage,

Family
Fulgorkliv.—
Lantern Flies.

Fij. 91.

—

Candle-Fly {Hotinus aindelarius). Nat. size.

slightly bent downwards, and
then continued forward. The
candle-flies of the East Indies,
^Hotiwris candelarius (Linn.,

etc.), are also large insects,

measuring two or three inches

in expanse. In the species we
have mentioned, the tegmina
are black and green, spotted
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Fig. d2.—Flata ciixulatd. Kat. size.

with yellow, and the hind-wings are yellow, bordered with brown. There is a

long and somewhat recurved horn on the head. Other species of this family

are varied with blue or red, and the horns are of diflerent colours and shapes ;

yellow or green, and pointed ; dentated ; white, with a red knob at the ex-

tremity
; rather shoi't, and trifid at tlie end, etc. Most of the species are

East Indian or South American ; a few are African.

The Lystrina' are also tropical species of considerable size and bright

colours, but the excrescence on the head is absent. They are chiefly, but not

exclusively. South American.

V The Flati lice are another extensive tropical group, in which the tegmina

are bordered more or less broadly with a row of oblique or transverse nervures.

They generally measure from one to two inches in expanse. The tegmina
are frequently green, some-
times prettily spotted with

red, and are oval or angula-

ted at the tips, and not much
longer than the wings, which
are generally light brown,
grey, or white, and sub-hya-

line. The species figured,

^Flata circulata (Guerin), is

pale grey, with black mark-
ings. It is a native of Java.

Most of the European Ful-

goridte are small insects. The
O Delphacincv, which measure

about one-sixth of an inch in length, have comparatively long antennte, with

ifche joints much thickened, and the last ending in a bristle. The hind-legs

jare very long, and strongly spined at the end of the tibipe ; they are generally

of a j'ellow colour. The head is broad, and the face more or less keeled.

They are generally found on grass in (iamp places, and many sjDecies are

dimorphic, exhibiting both winged and subapterous forms.

The Derbiua' are a small exotic sub-family, with very short, oval bodies,

comparatively long antennae, unarmed legs, and long narrow wings, an inch

in expanse, and shaped more like those of a Tipnla or a Pterophorus than
those of other homopterous insects.

In the Cercopidce, the antennte are placed between the eyes, just under the

vertex ; the scutellum is rather small, and the hind tibise are usually armed
with from one to three spines, and a crown of stronger ones at their extremity.

This family includes the true frog-hoppers, the most conspicuous species

of which is Triecphora vulncrata (Illiger), which is not unlike a small beetle

in appearance. It is black, and measures about three - quarters of an
inch across the long, oval, horny tegmina, which are

black, with bright red markings ; the wings are sub-

hyaline. It is not uncommon in England. A])hropl\ora

aim (Fall.) is about tlie same size, but is dull yellow,

with brown markings on the elytra, which are broader
than in Triecphora vnhierata, and more pointed at the

tips ; the hind-wings are also broader and more rounded
than in the latter insect. Its soft yellow larva is very

common on grass, etc., and is always surrounded by a

mass of froth, called popularly " cuckoo-spit."

<?• Fig. Q3.—Tricephora
vulnerata. Nat. size.
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The iTassidce differ from t\\Q Cercopidoe in the hind tibiiB having a row of

spines below. They are small yellowish insects, most of

which are placed by Mr. G. B. Buckton, in his "Monograph Family /as.$?cte.

of the Britisli-<7<(;«rffe," under the genus JDeltoccphalua (Burm.).

TheJ^Iembracidce are remarkable for tlie thorax being produced into a long

horn or spine, which is frequently recurved over the abdomen. The genus
^ Centrotus (Fabr.), represented in England by' G. cornuUis ^

(Linn.), is very numerous in species, which are generally of a family
black or brown colour, with paler wings and tegniina, the Mtmh-acidcb.
sides of the thorax projecting to a more or less sharp point,

and a long spine, broad at the base, and narrowing behind, projecting from
the thorax over the back. They are insects of small size, rarely reaching a

quarter of an inch in lengtli. Among the foreign species, the forms of the
horn in this, family are frequently very remarkable. In
one genns^Vmbunia (Burm.), the species are yellow, '"^^A
streaked with red, and the whole insect is shaped exactly 'SS^^^
like the thorn of a rose tree. These are found in Tropical

America, Respecting the North American sjjecies. Prof. >

Comstock remarks, " In some cases the prothorax is elevated '=^s^^
above the head, so that it looks like a peaked nightcap ; in

others it is shaped like a Tam-o'-Shanter ; and sometimes fP-, „, n * ,
., , ,

J- 1-1 1-11 • ^W- yi.—tentrotus
it has horns, one on each side, which have given one species eonnitm.

the name of the buffalo tree-hopper.'' In others, again, ^^at- size.

the horn of the prothorax is nearly vertical, larger than
the whole of the rest of the insect, and recurved and bitid at the extremity,

and in some species from Tropical America, belonging to the genus^ocydium
(Latr.), the horn separates into a number of little balls, each of which again

throws oft' a small spine.

The remaining families of Homoptera which we have to notice are all

plant-feeding insects of small size, in which the proboscis appears to issue

from between the front-legs, if present at all. The antennte, when present,

are usually long and slender, and the tarsi are one or two-jointed.

The Psyllidce are short, broad insects, which have been compared to

minute Cicadas. The hind legs are thickened, and the anteniue terminate in

two bi'istles. They leap about on plants, and many of the

species produce galls. They resemble the Apliidoe in dis- Family
charging a sweet fluid, which attracts ants, and their larvje P>iy/lida'.

are covered with a white cottony exudation. They are pro-

vided with three ocelli. The wings are transparent.

The Aphididce, which are often called plant-lice, smother-flies, or blight,

have slender legs, not fitted for leaping ; the antennre are long and slender,

not terminating in a double bristle ; the ocelli are absent,

and the wings are transparent. There is a most curious Family
alternation of broods in these insects, some forms being Aphididce.—
winged, and with separate sexes, and others winged or Plant-Lice.

ajjterous, and capable of pi'oducing their kind for an indefinite

number of generations before a sexual brood is again developed. Some pro-

duce galls, but the greater part feed on the leaves of trees. Sometimes one

generation will live on one tree, and the next migrate to another, a future

generation returning to the original food-plant. In fact, the anomalies of

these insects are endless, and it would require volumes to epitomise even the

comparati\ely little which has already been discovered with reference to their
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habits and transformations. They are small insects, but some are capable,

like the Phylloxera of the vine, of ruining or crippling a vast industry over a
considerable portion of the world. They exude a sweet liquid known as

honey-dew, of which ants are extremely fond ; and to ants they bear the re-

lation of milch-kine, and are frequently protected and tended by them
accordingly. In some cases the ants are even said to superintend the breeding
of the various broods.

The Aleyrodula; are a small family, of which the perfect insects resemble
very small moths, covered with a whitish powder. One or two species are

very destructive to cabbages and tomatoes.
The Coccicke, or scale-insects, diflfer much from all other insects. The male

has no rostrum, and only two wings, but possesses anal setse, and the wingless,

short-legged female settles herself

Family permanently down on a leaf or twig,

Coccida.— and forms a scale-like covering for
Scale-Insects, her own eggs. Some of these furnish

useful products, such as cochineal,
but others are highly injurious. One species, Iceryti

purclum (Maskell), caused great damage in California;

but by the advice of the late Prof. C. V. Riley, Fia.d5.—Alcijrocksinoletella,

an Australian lady-bird, Nuvius cnrdinaUs (Muls.), ^inn. Magniiied.

was introduced into the country, and has since been
effectual in keeping the ravages of the lcer\ia within bounds. Many of the

Goccidce, especially the larval forms, are covered either with a white cottony

substance or with large plates of white wax, which in some cases has a com-
mercial value.

Okder Anoplura.

The true lice, which are wingless insects, parasitic on mammals, and
furnished with a sucking proboscis, are sometimes regarded as a sub-order of

Hemiptera. Three species at least infest man in European countries, and,

besides the discomfort and annoyance which they occasion, are either the

cause of, or accompany various diseases. They multiply very rapidly, but

can usually be destroyed or kept away by ordinary attention to cleanliness.

In warm countries, or, indeed, in any community where cleanliness is neglected,

they are universally prevalent. There has been much controversy as to

whether the lice infesting different races of mankind are to be regarded as

distinct species, or only as slight varieties. Even the two species of lice

which infest the head and clothes respectively, Pediculus capitis (Linn.), and
P. redime}di (Nitsch), although certainly distinct, are so much alike that they

can hardly be distinguished from each other. The third species, the crab

louse, Pthirins inguinalls (Leech), belongs to a distinct genus, and is much
smaller, broader, and shorter than the others.

Order Diptera (Flies).

The Diptera, or Flies, differ from other insects in possessing only two wings
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throughout the whole of the Order, the hind-wings being represented only by
two knobl)ed appendages like drumsticks, which are known as

haltercs or poisers. Thej^ are furnished with a proboscis. General
with which they imbibe their food, which consists, in the Characteristics,

perfect state, of liquid substances only. They undergo a

complete metanKjrphosis, their larv;ie being footless maggots, which pass the

pupa state in a barrel-shaped integument formed of tlie dried skin of the

larva. In the larval state, many species live in water, some in the ground,

others on plants, sometimes forming galls, while others feed on carrion,

dung, etc. ; and others, again, are parasitic on various animals, neither

vertebrate nor invertebrate animals being secure from their attacks. They
probably form one of the largest orders of insects, but have been so little

studied that only 28,000 species were described up to 1892, of which between
2,000 and 3,000"inhabit the British Islands. The Flies are divided into two
principal sections, and the Aphaniptera, or fleas, are now usually regarded as

forming a third main section of Diptera rather than a separate order.

The body is not generally very hairy, and the wings are usually destitute

(if hair or scales, generally transparent, and with very few nervures, most of

whicli are longitudinal. The Aphaniptera have the barest rudiments of wings,

while some genera of Diptera are provided with small additional lobes at the

base of the wings, which are usually called alulie.

Diptera Nemocera (Gnat.s and Crane-Flies).

The insects belonging to this group are generally slender-bodied flies, with
the antenn;e long, or of moderate length, and composed of six joints and
upwards. The palpi have from three to six joints. They frequently undergo
their metamorphoses in the water or in the ground ; and none of the species

of this section are parasitic, or even carnivorous, in the larval stage, though
the females of certain families will suck blood in their perfect state.

The Cecidomyiidcr, or gall-gnats, with which we will commence our notice

of the Nemocera, are very small, gnat-like insects, with long moniliform
or cylindrical antenna?, often set

with whorls of hairs, and compara- Family
tively broad, iridescent wings, with Cecidomymhv.
from two to five longitudinal ner- —Gall-Gnats,

vures only, and these frequently
not all clearly defined. Their bodies are clothed

with long hairs. The larv.e are very various in

their habits, many of them causing galls on various

trees and plants, esj^ecially willows, while others

live in bulbs, fungi, rotten wood, under bark, or in

fir-cones. One or two species are at times very
destructive to wheat, especially the wheat-midge
and the Hessian-fly, Diplosis tritici (Kirb.), and
Cecidomyia destrndor (Say.). The latter has
filly lately been recognised as a British species.

{CeLi'd'wnjii' i}extnu-tor). It attacks the stems of the wheat, which crack and
Magnified. bend over, and this appearance furnislies the easiest

and most reliable evidence of the presence of the
• pest among the wheat. Its ravages are, however, much checked by the attacks

of various small parasites belonging to the Hymenopterous family Cludcididct.
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Besides the true gnats or mosquitoes (Culicidce), some of the species be-

longing to several other families of this section of Diptera are extremely

troublesome, the females sucking the blood of men and

Gnats and animals. These are the sand-flies (Simuliida'), and also tlie

Sand-Flies. Chironomiche and Psychodidce. The larviB of all these

families, except the Psychudidce, live in water. The Cidi-

cklcp. and Chlronomidce have more or less plumose antenniB in the males,

which may often be seen on our windows. The ti-ansformations of the

common gnat are veiy curious, and have often been described. The female

gnat lays her eggs in a compact, boat-shaped mass, which floats on the surface

of the water. The larva swims head downwards, having a resj^iratory tube

at the hinder extremity of the body, thi'ough which it breathes. The
pupa is of a different form, and swims head upwards, the uj^per end of the

body, which is much thickened, being now provided witli respiratory organs.

When it has arrived at maturity, the skin of the upjDer end of the pujja splits,

and the gnat gradually disengages itself, steps out on the surface of the water,

and flies away. The Simidiido' have short, broad wings, comparatively short

and stout antenmy, and spotted legs, in which the first joint of the tarsi is as

long as the remaining joints. The larvie and pupas live in water, where they

form small cases, which they attacli to grass-stems, weeds, stones, etc. Our
British species are harmless, or nearly so ; but in many countries, as in the

Banat of Hungary, for example, they form a terrible pest. The Psiichudidn',

the last of this group of blood-sucking families which we shall notice, resemble

small moths, and sit on the underside of leaves, or run actively over them. The
principal blood-sucking species in this inmily is PhlebotomusjKtjxda sii{Scoiw\i),

whichinhabitsthesouth-east of Europe. It is asmall, hairj', yellowish-brown fly.

Next to the gnats and gnat-like flies, the most familiar insects belonging

to the Nemocera are the Tipidida\ which are generally called crane-flies, or

daddy longlegs. These are flies

Avith long, narrow, transj^arent

or mottled wings, expanding
from one to two inches ; a long

pointed snout, on each side of

which are moderately long anteinite ; and a long

slender body, generally greyish-brown, but
sometimes banded with yellow, and terminating,

in the female, in a short horny point. They
have very long slender legs, which break off at

the least touch. They are easily disturbed

when we are walking through the meadows,
when they flit a few feet, and settle again with

their wings extended. They frequently fly into

rooms at niglit, being easily attracted by a light.

Their grubs live in the ground, and feed on the

roots of grass, frequently causing whole fields

to wither and turn brown, as if parched up with

drought. The smaller insects of this rather ex-

tensive family resemble gnats in size and general

appearance, and some of them appear dui-ing the

winter months. The species figured, PachyrJiina

rrocata (Linn.), is a rather handsome black and yellow insect, and is found ii*

woods.

Family
Tipididte.—
Crane-Flies.

I'iij. 97.—Crane-Fly
(I'iidiijrhina croeata). Nat. size.
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Dji'Tera BpwU'UYcera (Flies).

The flies of this section are generally stouter than those of the last, and

may be distinguished from them by their very short antennte, which generally

consist only of three joints (never more than six), and often terminate in a

long bristle ; the palpi, too, consist of one or two joints only.

The Stratiomi/ida' are a family of small or moderate-sized flies of sluggish

habits, which are often to be met with on flowers. Some
are rather pretty black or black and yellow flies, often with Family
spines on the scutellum. Many of their larva; live in water Stratiomyidte.

or mud.
The Tidmnida', or gad-flies, are large flies with stout bodies and a very

strong proboscis. They vary in length from an inch downwards, and
are frequently very
troublesome in the Family
woods and fields, by Tahankhe.—
sucking the blood of Gad-Flies.

men and animals.

Some are of a plain brown colour,

but others are rather pretty, being

clothed with golden hair, while others

are banded or marked with reddish-

yellow. The larvftj are harmless,

living in damp situations, among
fallen leaves, etc.; and, as usual, it is

only the female flies which suck blood.

We have been speaking here chieflj'

of the genus Tahonus (Linn.), the largest British species of which, T. borinvi^

(Linn.), is here figured ; but there are several other equally troublesome genera

of this family, such as Chri/sojys, with its variegated wings and beautiful large

golden-green eyes ; and Hcvmatopoda (Meigen), which
contains dull-coloured species, with longer and slenderer

bodies than Tahanvs and its allies. The species of Ha-
matopota are particularly troublesome in the neighbour-
hood of woods, especially in rainy weather, one of the
Linnean species being actually w&wied plnvialis (rainy).

The next family of interest is that of the Asilida,

which are large flies, often measuring an inch or more in

length, which feed, in the perfect state,

on other insects. They have long and Family
narrow wings, and long bodies, but their comparatively short Afilidce.—
and thick legs render it impossible for the most careless Robber-Flies,

observer to mistake them for Tipnlklcp. A handsome black
and yellow species, Asilus crahroniformis (Linn.), is not rare. So far as is

known, the larvae feed on vegetable substances, either under the surface of

the ground, or in the wood of trees ; but the transformations of most of

the species of this family still remain to be discovered. Most flies

which are either cai-nivorous or blood-suckers in their perfect state are

vegetable-feeders in their early stages ; but some of the exotic family
Midaidfe, the perfect insects of which are carnivorous, also feed on insects

in the larva state, while the larvpe of others live in rotten wood. In the

Fij. 9S.—Oad-Fly (Tithanu* Invinua).

.Nat. si^.f.

Fig. 99.

—

Hainatopota
pi II vial IK. Nat. size.
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Fig. 100.

—

Asilus crabroniformis.
Nat. size.

latter case, however, it is possible that they feed on other insects which
live hi the wood, and not on the wood
itself.

The species of the family Empidcv much re-

semble the Asilidoi in habits, but are smaller,

and frequent woods rather than open places.

They will, however, feed on vegetable as well as
animal substances, and their larvae live in loose
earth.

The Bomh]iliiJie , or bee-like flies, are another
interesting family. They are moderate-sized
hairy flies, much resembling bees, but with a
long straight proboscis, with which they suck
the honey of flowers. The larvai are parasitic

on the earlier stages of other insects.

The Syrphiche are a large family of hand-
somely - coloured flies of moderate size, which

are remarkable for their curious hovering and darting flight. Many
of the species resemble wasps and bees ; and
their larvfe live on decaying animal or vege-

table substances, and frequently in foul water.

The most interesting species of this family is

Eristalis tenax (Linn.), a blackish fly, more or less

clothed with tawny hair, and rather more than
half an inch long. Its larva is often found in foul

water, and is called the rat-tailed grub, from a
long respiratory appendage at the end of the body.
This species appears to have given rise to the wide-

spread belief that bees might be reared from dead
carcases, as we find recorded in the story of Sampson
Virgil, and in many other old writings. Wasp-like flies of similar habits

have also given rise to the idea that wasps or hornets were, or might be,

bred from the carcases of horses.

The CEstridw, or bot-flies, are chiefly remarkable for being parasitic in

mammalia. Recent statistics have shown that the amount of damage caused
by the following species to cattle in England alone is quite

Family (E!<tridce. astounding. Hypoderma boins (Linn.) is a black hairy fly,

—Bot-Flies. varied with whitish and yellowish, which attacks oxen ; it

is about half an inch in length. The flies themselves are very

rarely seen, unless when reared. Other species of this family live in the nasal

fossae of sheep and deer ; in the stomach of the horse ; and in various other

situations. They have sometimes been known to attack man, especially in

warm countries ; but whether any species of this family habitually attacks

man is doubtful. Hypodermic dipterous parasites which infest man belong,

as a rule, to some section of the immense family Muscida', Avhich we have

now to consider.

The Muscidtn include nearly half the known Diptera, and have nearly all

more or less resemblance to the common house-fly, which is the type of the

whole order. The antennae are always three-jointed, with

Family the third joint compressed, and bearing a bristle on the

Muscidce. back, which is often plumose. The proboscis is always pre-

sent, and is usually membranous, rarely horny ; the palpi

Fitj. 101.—KriHalis tenax.

Nat. size.

in the '
' Georgics " of
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are unjointed, and the abdomen has from four to seven joints, and is generally
soft. The larvie are footless maggots, and are either parasitic, or live on
decaying animal and vegetable substances. The Muscida' are divided into
two main sections : the Muscidie CnUiptera', in which the appendages called
alulae, or winglets, are present ; and the Mnsckhe Acalyptene, in which they
are absent or rudimentary. (The alulaj must not be confounded with the
halteres, or poisers, which are drumstick or battledore-shaped organs, which
are considered to correspond to the hind pair of wings in four-winged insects.)

Each of these two sections is divided into several large sub-families, the
more interesting of which we will now proceed to consider.
The Tachinina' are a sub-family remarkable for the very bristly

abdomen of most of the species. The larv;e are parasitic on various species
of Lepidoptera, and the flies, which are rather numer-
ous in genera and species, are frequently found on
the flowers of wild carrot, and other Umhellifene. A
species of this sub-family has been reared from a nest
of the gregarious larvte of a West African moth of

the genus Anaphe, and is here figured.

The typical sub-family of the Muncinre includes a

Fi< 102 —TT large number of our most familiar flies ; and among
"
Twice nat siSe.'

^^'" them the true house-fly, Musca domestica (Linn.),

which is blackish, more or less varied with grey, and
with the base of the abdomen reddish ; it is about one-third
of an inch long. The various organs of this insect : the House-Flies.

compound facetted eyes, the proboscis, and the peculiarly

complicated foot, all form interesting microscopic objects, and have often
been described and figured in books on natural history. It is now believed
that the pads of the foot do not support the insects when walking on a ceiling
or window-pane by performing the oflice of suckers, but that they exude a
viscid fluid which enables the insects to adhere to a smooth surface. The
larvfe of Musca domestica live in dung, or in any sort of animal or vegetable
refuse ; and owing to the much greater cleanliness of our houses and en-
closures, to what was the case formerly, flies are not nearly so numerous and
troublesome as was the case even thirty or forty years ago. They do not
bite or sting, but there is a greyer fly, Stomoxys calcitrans (Linn.), which comes
into houses in wet weather, and bites sharply. Its puppe have been found in
horse-dung, in which the larva very probably feeds. But any flies can convey
the infection of diseases which can be communicated in this manner, even
those which do not bite ; and ophthalmia is frequently thus communi-
cated in Egypt ; and the bite of flies that have been feeding on putrid
substances is still more dangerous. The mosquitoes in the East Indies are
even said to convey the germs of a small blood-parasite from one person to
another in this manner. At the best, therefore, flies are undesirable visitors

in our houses
;
but they are not allowed to increase indefinitely, but are liable

to various natural checks. They are frequently seen in autumn plastered to
the windows by a white fungus, which has spread over and round them till

it has killed them. They are also frequently seen with the curious little

creatures called false scorpions (belonging to the Arachnide family Cheliferidte)
clinging to their legs. These resemble microscopic scorpions without the
tail, but it is doubtful if they are really injurious to the flies, which, it has
been suggested, they may use as winged steeds to carry them to fresh fields

and pastures new.
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The house-fly is most common in summer and autumn, but there are other

flies very similar to it in size and colour, belonging to the sub-family Ant)\o-

inyince, which are common in houses earlier in the year, and are commonly
called house-flies. It is perhaps hardly necessary to say that although many
ffenera and species of flies are ccmimon in houses, either habitually or casually,

none of them ever grow after assuming the perfect state ; and it would, con-

sequently, be an absurd error to suppose that the small flies are the young
of the huge ones, even though individuals of the same species may vary a

little in size within narrow limits.

Other larger flies are common in our houses, with brown bodies and blue

or purple abdomens. They are generally called blue-bottle flies, and their

grubs feed on meat, or carrion. A smaller and prettier species, the green-

bottle, Lucilia ca'sar (Linn.), is more frequently observed out of doors.

Linnpeus is reported to have said that the progeny of three blow-flies could

devour the carcass of an ox as qviickly as a lion could. The Tse-tse fly,

Glossina morsitans (WestAVOod), which destroys horses and cattle in South
Africa, is another species of this sub-family ; it is about the size of a bee.

MtJSCIDJE AcALYPTERiE.

This is another large section, divided into several sub-families, mostly of

small size. Some of them feed on dung, like the conspicuous yellow fly,

Scatophaga stercoraria (Linn.); others, as the sub-families, Oytalirue, Trypetina',

and A(jromyzincc, feed on plants ; some in the heads of flowers, and others

mining the leaves of trees, like the Tinea' among the moths. Most of the flies

of this section are small and slender, and many have very prettily variegated

wings. The best known species is perhaps Piophila cf(.s'ei (Linn.), a rather

slender, black, hairy fly, the larvpe of which feed on cheese or bacon. It

belongs to the sub-family PiopMlhw.

Fig. 103.—SavALLOW Fly Fig. 104.—Sheep Tick
{prniihomyia avicularia, {Mallophagus ovimis,

Linn.). Nat. size. Linn.). Nat. size.

DiPTERA HOMALOPTERA.

This section contains only two families, the Hippoboscidce and Nycteribiidce,

which include a few species with a rather horny integument, and very hairy,

sprawling legs. They are parasitic on various mammals and birds ; and

some of the species, such as the sheep tick, Melophagus ovimts (Linn.), are

apterous.
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DiPTEKA ApHANIPTEKA.

This section includes the fleas, \v])ich are too well known to need descrip-

tion. The species are not wtlldetined, and it is not clear liow far those

which are found on dili'ercnt animals are really distinct.

They are all remarkable for their great powers of leaping
;

Fleas,

and they possess the merest rudiments of wings. Thty
sometimes form colonies on the ground, especially in warm countries, and
have been observed to attack catei pillars, so that their food is not confined

to the blood of mammals or birds. They are probably quite as ready to

attack anj' soft-bodied animal which comes in their way. I have already

suggested (antea, p. 590) that it i.s possible that they may even attack the

common bed-bug, and exterminate it in houses where they are sufficiently

numerous. In America it is s;iid that the common house-flea is the dog-
flea, the human flea being much less common.

a Q



SUB-KINCxDOM III.—MOLLUSCA.

SNAILS, ETC.

By B. B. Woodward, F.L.S., F.G.S., Etc.

The sub-kingdom MoUusca includes such "well-known creatures as the whelk,

the oyster, the garden snail, and the octopus. It may be roughly character-

ised as comprising soft-bodied animals that are usually possessed of a hard
shell into which they can withdraw for protection. The forms of its different

members are as varied as the different conditions of life to which they have
become adapted ; for some live in the open sea, others hide in its depths

;

some live in rivers or swift-flowing streams and even torrents, or abide in

still lakes and ponds ; others, again, are adapted for life on dry land, and,

though mostly lovers of moist, shady spots, will some of them rejoice in

Bun-baked rocks, or live in arid spots where vegetation is scanty. Indeed,

save for the frozen polar regions and snow-capped mountain summits, or

desert wastes—such as the Sahara—there is no spot on the surface of the

globe, nor, unless it be certain of the extreme depths, any point on the sea

bottom, without its representative mollusc. But it is in the tropical regions

and oceans that they most abound. Their mode of life is as varied as their

habitat : some are strong swimmers, others only float in the water ; some
crawl on land or under water, others burrow in the mud or sand, or even
into hard rocks, whilst a few live in the tissues of other animals ; others,

again, attach themselves to different objects more or less permanently ; this

is especially the case with the shore dwellers, who have to withstand the

action of currents, the sweep to and fro of the tides, or the violence of

storm-tossed waters. Their food, too, differs, some being carnivorous and
even cannibals, others strict vegetarians, whilst many prefer a mixed diet.

Those that burrow, or are attached, generally feed on microscopic organisms,

which they obtain from the mud or the water ; whilst the parasites, as all

the world over, dine at the expense of their hosts.

Owing to the great variations in form, and even in structure, which
conformity to these widely different requirements of life has brought
about, it is impossible to draw up any satisfactory definition of a mollusc
which shall be fairly applicable to even the majority of the larger groups.

Nevertheless, certain characters they do possess more or less in common.
The shell, though not universally present, is on the whole, perhaps, the
most conspicuous feature, although not the most important part of

the animal. They have also a well-developed muscular system, of which
that portion pertaining to the foot, or organ of locomotion, is the most
prominent. There is a distinct nervous system ; a heart and circulatory

system with its associated organs of respiration ; an alimentary system, or

6io
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1

set of organs for preparing and digesting the food ; an excretory system ; and
reproductive organs.

The shell in the majority of Mollusca consists of a single more or less

coiled tube (as in the whelk and snail), and hence they are termed univalves

;

in the oyster and other bivalves the shell is in two pieces ; whilst in the
coat-of-niail shells, chitons, there are eight little overlapping shelly plates.

The shell is composed mainly of carbonate of lime, with the admixture
of an organic substance known as conchiolin, which is very similar to chitin,

the horny material forming the hard parts of insects. It ia generally
divisible into layers exhibiting differences of structure. The outermost,
called the periostracum, largely and often entirely consists of conchiolin ; it

varies greatly in appearance, being sometimes smooth and shiny, at others
rough and coarse, frequently it is fibrous. In many forms it readily rubs
off, in others it is firmly united to the true shell beneath. The term
epidermis, which has been misapplied to this layer, should be reserved
exclusively for the outermost layer of the skin of the animal itself. Of the
shell proper the main layer is usually either porcellaneous or crystalline in

structure, and in certain cases, such as Pinna, it is prismatic. The inner-
most layer is frequently pearly (nacreous), and in some, like the fresh-water
mussels or the pearl oyster, it is the thickest of all. The iridescent play of

colours, for which mother-of-pearl is noted, results not so much from any fine

microscopic sculpturing of the surface as from the breaking up and refaction
of the light that falls on them by the extremely thin films of which the
pearly layer is built up. Yet another quality of shelly matter is that which is

deposited when a damage in the shell has to be made good, or an unoccupied
space requires to be filled up. Very similar, too, is the calcareous material of

which the trap-door (operculum) closing the mouth of some shells is formed.
These different layers of shelly matter are secreted by a series of special

cells near the margin (collar) of the tough muscular skin (mantle) that
envelops the greater portion of the animal's body, the outermost layer
by the cells nearest the margin, the next one by those further in,

and so on. The shell, therefore, increases in size by the addition of

fresh material to its free edges, the whole being subsequently thickened
and strengthened by further deposits on the inner surface. The successive
additions along the growing edge generally leave ridges or marks parallel

with it, that are known as lines of grnicth. The deposition of shell does
not go on continuously ; every now and again there comes a period of

rest, and these rest-periods are frequently indicated by the occurrence of

a stronger ridge or mark. The different details of sculpturing on the
surfaces of the shell, strise, ribs, spines, etc., are all the products of corre-

sponding irregularities on the margin of the mantle, and were, when first

formed, situated on the growing edge. Pearls result from the coating over
with nacre of any irritating object that may have got between the mantle of

a pearl-producing mollusc and its shell— a fact taken advantage of by the
ingenious Chinese who introduce small metal images. More often, perhaps

—

and certainly it is the case with the finer examples—they result from a
diseased condition of the cells that secrete the nacre.

The muscular foot, which is generally an organ of locomotion, takes various
forms in the different groups of Mollusca: the univalves (snails and whelks)
creep along by its means ; the bivalves employ it to burrow with ; in the
cuttle-fish it is drawn out into the arms ; in other Mollupca it is transformed
into fins to swim with; whilst in some, like the oyster, it has ceased to be
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employed, and has degenerated into a mere rudiment. Most of the muscles

of the body are concerned with the extension or retraction of the different

organs of the body, and do not here need special enumeration.

The nervous system of MoUusca acr,uires peculiar importance in that it is

the last feature to be influenced by the modifications of the organism, and

hence is of extreme value in tracing relationships of the parts. Its principal

elements comprise a series of paired nerve centres or ganglia ; of these one

pair, the cerebral yancjlia, lying above the oesophagus, sends off nerves to

(innervates) the head, eyes, and the special organs of sense ; another pair,

the pedal ganglia, situated below the oesophagus, innervates the foot ; whilst

the pleural ganglia, lying one on each side just above the pedal ganglia, form

the third pair. These several ganglia are united by nerve cords, so that the

whole usually forms a ring or collar round the throat. A nerve cord runs,

also, from each pleural ganglion back into the visceral mass, innervating the

viscera and various organs : these two ultimately joining form what is known
as the visceral commissure. Sometimes these two cords cross over each to the

opposite side of the body before uniting, and the loop becomes a figure of 8.

Various sense organs are present in the Mollusca. Many of these are situated

on the integument, and are probably, like the tentacles, organs of touch.

Eyes are found in most forms, sometimes very perfect organs, as in the

cuttle-fish ; in snails generally they are less well-developed, and placed near

the base of the horns, or on the summit of a special pair: the bivalves being

headless, have usually no eyes ; when visual organs are present they occur in

some part of the margin of the mantle and are numerous. In the case of

one or two molluscs, eyes are developed over the back. From their dis-

crimination of certain food, some Mollusca appear to be capable of tasting,

and they certainly can smell. The seat of the olfactory sense is believed to

vary, and sometimes to reside in a tentacle, at others to be traced to a special

organ called an osphraclium, which in marine snails is situated close to the

gills and resembles them somewhat in appearance. That molluscs can hear

is inferred, rather than known, from the presence of otocysts, small cavities

filled with fluid in which grains of shelly material float. These otocysts are

situated close to the pedal ganulia and supplied by nerves from the cephalic

ganglia.

The most important feature in connection with the digestive system of

Mollusca is the armature of the mouth, and consists of a horny jaw or jaws,

and the radula, as it is called. Both, however, are wanting in the bivalves

and in a few other isolated forms.

The cuttle-fish have a pair of jaws, upper and under ; the common snails and

limpets, a single upper jaw ; but the majority of the univalve Mollusca have

a pair of jaws, right and left. The radula is characteristic of the Mollusca.

It consists first of a ribbon-like horny, or chitinous, transparent, yellowish

membrane lying on the floor of the mouth, and passing over two cartilages,

to which it is attached by special muscles. On the surface of this membrane
are set a series of minute, recurved teeth, also formed of very dense, hard

chitine. In a few instances there is but a single row of teeth, one behind

the other ; usually there are several, sometimes a great many, side by side,

and row upon row, each tooth repeating the form of the corresponding one

in the row immediately in front of it. Only those teeth near the front are

in use, the muscles attached to the basal membrane pulling that portion of

the radula backwards and forwards over the cartilages, so that the teeth act

very much after the manner of a chain-saw, and rasp off portions of the food.
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The cartilages, too, which are attached by one end to the floor of the mouth,
can be worked backwards and forwards by special muscles, and so bring the

teeth into play. The action of the tongue thus formed can be well seen in a

common ])ond snail, as it slowly crawls up the glass-side of an aquarium,
clearing oH' the microscopic plant-growths as it goes. Of course the teeth in

front soon wear away and drop oti', so that further and further portions of

the radula have to be brought into use as required. The portion of the

radula held in reserve for this purpose is stowed away in a kind of pocket

(the radula sac), situated at the back of the mouth and immediately under
the oesophagus. At the extreme end of this radula sac a special set of cell.",

in the substance of its wall, are engaged in forming fresh teeth, so that a

constant supply is being manufactured ready to be moved forward in place

of the worn-out ones. When the reserve supply needed is very great the

radula is of great length, and the radula sac, correspondingly long, has to be
stowed away amongst the other organs of the body. This is especially the

case in the limpet and the periwinkle, which last has proportionately

the longest known radula of any mollusc. As a rule, in each transverse

row of teeth there is a symmetrical central one called the median or

rachidian tooth ; on either side of this the teeth are unsymmetrical,
and their shape changes as they are traced outwards from the centre,

but each one pairs exactly with the corresponding tooth on the opposite side

of the median one. Generally the first few near the median more or less

resemble each other, and are succeeded rather abruptly by smaller ones, so

that the whole radula appears divided into three longitudinal tracts. The
middle tract is then termed the racliis and the teeth on it the median and
admedian, whilst the outer tracts are styled pleurce and their teeth uncini.

Sometimes between the admedian and the uncini there is a conspicuous tooth

differing from either, which may be termed the lateral or capituliform, tooth.

The shapes and patterns
of these teeth (Fig. 1)

and their arrangement
are so characteristic in

thedifferentgenera as to

form valuable aids to

classification, though,
since they are apt to vary
in the young and adult

state of the same in-

dividual, they do not
furnish an unerring

clue to the identity

of species. A formula

has been invented for

expressing the number
of teeth in each trans-

verse row thus :

—

1"1"1 signifies that

there is a median, with
a single lateral on either

side ;
2"1'1'12 has in

addition 2 uncini on either side

Fig. 1.—RADULiE.

A, Docoglossa (Patella vu'gata).
B, Rhipido£rlo!sa(rroc?iws cinerarius)

C, Taenioarlossa (Cyprcea Exiropcea\
D, Rhachig-lossa (Buccinum uyidatum)—Whelk.
E, Achati)Mfulica,

"When the uncini are very numerous
the sign go (= infinity), or, better still, x is employed, thus co •l'4'l'4*l*oo,
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or aj 1"4'1*4"1" a;, is the formula for certain kinds. Further allusion

to these will be made when treating of the difierent groups.
All the Mollusca have a circulatory sj'stem, with a heart as the central

organ, which propels the blood through the body. The heart lies in a cavity,

known as t\\Q inricardhnn, and receives from auricles, usually two in number
and lying one on each side of it, the blood that has been aerated in the gills.

This blood is driven by the heart through a series of arteries, whence it

passes in most Mollusca through a series of cavities amongst and between
the various organs and muscles of the body ; hence it iinds its way back, for

the most part through veins, to the gills, but some passes direct to the heart
without aeration and thence circulates again. The blood is often colourless,

or is slightly bluish, from the presence of an albuminoid (hccmocyanin) con-
taining copper ; sometimes it is red, and contains the same colouring matter
(hcemoglobin) as the blood of vertebrates.
The gills have been so largely employed in classifying Mollusca

that it is impossible to omit a brief description of their main
features. The simple or primitive form of gill has been aptly
compared to a plume, in that, like an ostrich feather, it con-
sists of a main axis or shaft, from which, at short intervals, filaments are

given off in pairs. The axis of the gill contains, on
opposite sides, the vessels that convey the blood
to the smaller passages in the filaments and carry

it off again to the heart after it has been aerated
in them. Increase in the surface of aeration is

obtained either by the lengthening of the fila-

ments, or by the union and flattening out of each
pair into a small leaf-like expansion. The former
is the Filibranchlate, or Pectintinibranchiate (comb-
gilled), the latter the Scutibranchiate, or A^pido-
branchiate (both meaning shield - gilled), or

Foliobranchiate (leaf-gilled) condition (Fig. 2).

Further modifications take place in the gills of

bivalves, but these will be treated of later on.

In the Foliobranchiate, and in the more complicated forms of gill, the

vessels conveying the blood to and from the gill have their positions with
relation to the axis considerably modified.

A pair of organs called nephridia, which play the part of kidneys and free

the blood from impurities on its way to the gills, lie in the region of the

heart ; they open into the pericardium on the one hand, and communicate on
the other with the exterior.

In the majority of Mollusca the sexes are distinct, but in the land snails,

the sea slugs, and their allies, the sexes are united in each individual. Most
Mollusca are oviparous ; that is to say, lay eggs. In a few instances the young
are brought forth alive, the eggs being hatched within the body of the

parent ; whilst in numerous other cases, notably the bivalves, the eggs are

retained within the parent shell till hatched. The land snails lay separate

eggs, which have each a tough outer layer or case, or even a regular shell

like a bird's egg. There is one West African snail whose egg is aa large as

that of a pigeon, and has nearly as thick a shell. The fresh water and
marine snails deposit their eggs generally in clusters, adhering together

either in a mass, or spread out in a ribbon. Sometimes each egg is enclosed

in a tough albuminous capsule, as in the case of the whelk and the cuttle-fish.

rig. 2 —Diagram Tlli'stratinq
THE Two Types of Gill
Structure.

A, Pectinibrai c'liate.

B, FoliobranLhiate.
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The early stages in the development of the young Mollusca are the same as

in all other animals. The original single cell splits up into many cells, till it

looks like a mulberry. These cells next arrange themselves in a single layer,

so as to form a hollow ball ; one side then becomes folded in, so that a

double layer of cells results, enclosing a cavity which ultimately becomes the
digestive tube ; other cells arise between the two layers, that subsequently
form the various organs and the muscles of the young animal. Meantime
there arises a swimming organ, uhich is peculiar to the young mollusc ; this

is called the vthim. It begins as a ridge, fringed with fine hairs (cilia),

encircling that part of the head of the embryo which lies in front of the
mouth, and it finally expands into a sort of disc, which is drawn out into
lobes or into fingers. This is known as the veliger stage, and is further
marked by the formation of the young shell and the first appearance of the
foot. The young shell is always a simple coil, even in those forms which,
when adult, have a straight shell, or discard their shell altogether. As the
young snail grows up the velum disappears.

The molluscan sub-kingdom is divided into five classes :

—

I. AMPHINEURA.
II. PELECYrODA, Or LAMELLIERANCHIATA.

Til. SCAPHOPODA.
IV. GASTROPODA.
V. CEPHALOPODA.

Formerly the sea-butterflies Pteropoda were considered to form a class by
themselves : they are now, however, known to be only very greatly modified
forms of Gastropodi.

CLASS I.—AMPHINEURA.
The Amphineura are in many respects the most primitive of all the Mollusca.

They are literally symmetrical; that is to say, if the body were divided down
the middle from head to tail, structures found on one side of the body would
be seen to be repeated on the other.

The elementary canal is not bent, the hinder end opening at the opposite
extremity of the elongate body to the mouth.
The nervous system consists of two lateral and
two ventral nerve trunks, which start from
the cerebral ganglia and are connected together

at intervals by numerous transverse nerve cords.

The class is divided into two orders :

—

Polypla-
COPHORA and Aplacophora.

Order I.

—

Poly'placophora.

The Coat-of-Mail Shells, or Chitons(Fig. 2), arc

readily distinguished by being alone amongst tho

Mollusca in possessing a shelly covering of many
pieces called the lorica. There are eight plates

or valves in all on the back of the animal, fitting

one over the other like the tiles on a roof.

Generally the lorica is surrounded by a leathery

girdle, so called, which helps to unite the several

plates, and which, though sometimes naked, is

usually studded with scales or beset with spines.
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In some forms the animal is very long in the body and the shelly plates

are placed at intervals. The animals, which arc vegetable feeders, may be
found clinging, like limpets, tc the under surfaces of rocks and stones at low-

tide, and when detached will coil up much after the fashion of the well-known
wood-louse. The muscular foot extends the whole length of the under
surface of the body ; the end of the snout is just visible ; there are no
tentacles. A row of small gills ip seen along each side of the body under the

edge of the mantle. A remarkable feature in the shell of many chitons calls

for special mention. The outer chitinous layer of the valves is perforated

for the passage of sense organs, which, in the family Chitonidoe, are in

part converted into eyes.

The Polyplacophora are divided into families as follows, according to

details of sculpturing, etc., of the valves:

—

Lepidopleurid^, Ischno-

OHITONID^, MOPALIID^, ACANTHOCniTID.E, CkYPTOPL\CIU.E, ChITONID^.

Okder II.

—

Aplacophora, or Solenogastra.

The Aplacophora, which are carnivorous, are so modified that they scarcely

resemble molluscs at all. The body is worm-like and there is no trace of

shell, but the much thickened outer skin contains

shelly spicules, which probably represent the spines

and sc Jes of the Polyplacophora. The foot is

extremely reduced, or altogether wanting. The
gills are in a chamber at the latter end of the

body, into which chamber also the excretory

orifices open. Their blood is red. Two sub-

orders are distinguished :

—

Sub-order 1.

—

Neomeniina, in which the foot is

reduced to a ridge sunk in a groove along the ventral

side of tho body.
The radula is of the usual many-toothed order, or

wanting. There are four families :

—

Neomeniid^,
PKONEOMENIIDiE, DONDERSIID^, and PaRAMENIID^.

Fig. 4.

a, Nbomenia.
6, Ch.«;toderma.

Sub-order 2.

—

Ch^todekmatina, represented by a single genus Chceto-

derma, in which the body is extremely long and cylindrical ; the foot is

wanting, its position being merely indicated by a groove ; whilst the radula is

represented by a single tooth.

CLASS II.—PELECYPODA, or LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

The principal characteristic of this class is the division of the shell into

two halves, the valves, which lie on either side, right and left, of the animal

:

hence the class at one time received the name of Bivalvia. These valves are

usually connected by an elastic, chitinous ligament, and are further kept in

place, when the shell is closed, by a series of interlocking teeth that project

from their margins. The shell is closed by powerful adductor muscles, but

opens spontaneously, when the muscles relax, by the action of the ligament.

Each valve is a hollow, irreojular cone, the apex of which, termed the beak

or umbo, is the point at which growth began, and is in fact formed by the

valve of the young shell. In very good specimens, when the umbones are

not worn or eroded, the two valves that were formed by the animal era it
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issued from the egg can be seen crowning the utnbones ; they generally difTer

in shape and marking from the portion subsequently formed and are called

the prodissoconch.

The umbo is generally curved more or less to one side, and usually points

towards tlie head, or antei'ior end, when the shell is said to be jnosogyre, in

contradistinction to those in which the umbones are straight, orthogyre, or

are directed backwards, opisthogyre. More often than not the two valves

are of equal size and shape, and the shell is equivalvc, as in the cockle
;

sometimes, however, as in the oyster, one valve is smaller than the other,

and tlie shell is iiiequivalve . The bivalves are all more or less ineqnilaternl;

that is to say, if a line be drawn from the umbo to the ventral margin of the
valve the portion on one side of that line, usually the front one, will be
found to be smaller than that on the other. When the shell is shut it is

said to be close, if the valves fit accurately ; and to gape, if openings be left.

The ligament is made up of two elements : an external horny, non-elastic

layer, or ligament proper, and an inner, fibrous layer, the resiliiim, which
imparts elasticity to the whole. The latter is sometimes separated from the
outer layer and situated in a pit, resilifer, in the margin of the shell, or
even borne on a process projecting into the interior. This resilium was
formerly known under the misleading name of cartilage. The margin
of the shell, on which the ligament and the teeth that lie close to it

are situated, is termed the hinge line : it is sometimes expanded inwards
and forms a sort of platform, the hinge plate, on which the teeth are
placed. The central teeth, under the umbo, are termed cardinal, those
on each side lateral teeth : frequently some one or other of these, and
sometimes all, are wanting. The mode of origin of these teeth is a matter of

extreme interest and importance, but is too special a subject to be followed
out here. On the interior of the shell in each valve are impressed markings
or scars, which indicate the points of attachment of the muscles. Firstly,

Fig, 5.

—

Topography of a Bivalve Shell.

I Exterior of right valve. II. Dorsal view of both valves.
III. Interior of right valve.

A; Anterior or front. P, Posterior or hinder end. D, Derail area or back. V, Ventral area or
under margin, c, Cardinal tteth. ai, Anteiior lateral teeth, y^ Posterior lateral teeth.
aa, Scar of anterior adductor muscle, pa, Scar of posterior adductor muscle, p, Pal!ial line.
ps, Pallial sinus.

there are in the majority of shells

—

e.g., the fresh water mussel—two large
impressions in each valve, one near the front, the other near the hinder,
margin ; these are the scars of the adductor rmnclts that close the shell. In
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some forms, like the oyster, only one such, the hinder one, remains.

Bivalves with two adductor scars in each valve are termed Dimyaria, the

others Monomyaria. The reduction and disappearance of the anterior

adductor may be accounted for by the more rapid growth of the latter half

of the body, which thus tends to bring the two muscles and the hinge into

line, when the anterior adductor, being less and less required, is propor-

tionately reduced and ultimately disappears. In Pinna the hinge is reduced

to the lowest limit instead. Running from one adductor scar to the other

in the Dimyaria, and at a short distance from the ventral margin of the shell,

is a shallow groove, the pallial line, which marks the attachment of the

muscular mantle. In a large group of the bivalves this line, instead of

running in a continuous curve, makes, shortly before it reaches the hinder

scar, a sharp bend back towards the centre of the valve, forming a bay or

sinus called the pallial sinn-s. Its presence indicates that the animal had
retractile breathing tubes or sii^hons, and to these further allusion will be
made later on. Other small scars of lesser importance are generally present.

The terms employed in designating the different parts will best be gathered

from the accompanying diagrams (Fig. 5).

No bivalve mollusc possesses a head, and hence the term Acephala, or its

equivalent Lipocephala, has sometimes been applied to the class. The animal

is enclosed between the two lobes of the thin mantle, one lying on either

side of it immediately under the shell. These lobes are attached along the

back and reach out to the margin of the valves. In the more primitive

forms the mantle margins are quite simple, and open from the front round
the ventral edge to the back ; but many different modifications take place in

the higher forms. Instead of the margins being simple, there m;\y be folds,

p;j^ 6.—Diagram to Illcsirate tiis Different Forms of Mantle Openino and tub
Format ION of the Siphon.

A, Mantle open all round.

B, Mantle margfins applied to each other except at e (exhalent aperture) and i (iahalent apertura)
and where/(the foot) protrudes.

Of Mantle margins grown together at 1.

D, Mantle margins grown together at 1 and 2.

E, Mantle margins prolonged into siphons, e ard t (as before), united at 1 and 2.

F, Siphons united, also mantle marina at 2 and 3.

thickenings, protuberances, tentacles, various glands, and even eyes. Nor are

the margins always free ; indeed, in extreme cases, they are united nearly the

whole way round. There are various stages (Fig. 6) : counting the open one

as the first, in the second the currents of water, instead of being drawn in all

the way round, the edges of the mantle are kept close together except where
the foot protrudes and at two points at the hinder end, one of which (i) serves

to admit the fresh water to the gills and food to the mouth, and ic called the
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inhnlent aperture, -whilst the other (c) allows the fouled water to escape and is

termed the exhalent aperture. la the next stage the edges of the mantle are

united permanently at the point between these two openings, and in the

fourth at a second point below the inhalent aperture. In the fifth stage the

margins of these apertures have grown out into tubes {dplions), and the

remaining portions of the mantle margins have united all round, except

where the foi)t is protruded. Finally, the two siphons become united exter-

nally. In these cnses there is frequently a fourth small aperture left in the

ventral margin. The siphons, the ends of which are frequently fringed, can

ba wholly or partly withdrawn ; and it is to make room for them within the

shell that the pallial attachment is set further back at that point, giving rise-

to the pallial sinus already spoken of. The proportionate length of the

siphons forms a rough index to the burrowing habits of the animal, since the

longer the si[)hons and the more complete the union of the mantle margins,

the deeper the mollusc can burrow into the mud or silt and still inhale clear

water from above.

The gills lie underneath the mantle, one on either side, in the space

between the latter and the body of the animal. In structure these organs

vary progressively from a very simple to an extremely complicated form, and
since their features have been made the basis whereby this difficult group is

classified, it is necessary briefly to describe them. In the more primitive

bivalves the gill is of the foliobranch type (see ante, p. 614); but in the higher

Pelecypods they are filibranch, only the filiments of each of the two rows,

instead of running separate, have an arrangement whereby they interlock and
form a continuous membrane, like the web of a feather. The mechanism by
which this is brought about is extremely simple. At regular intervals on either

side of each filiment are little patches of stiff hairs which interlock with the

corresponding ones on the two neighbouring filiments, just as two brushes

can be made to do; these are known as the ciliated junctions (Fig. 7 E).

Moreover, the two m^branes lamelUe thus arising do not simply depend
from the axis, but their edges are folded upwards—that of the outer one

outwards, that of the inner, inwards, making a VV in section as shown at

B, Fig. 7.

Fig. 7.

—

Diagram Illustratincj Successivb Development of Pelectpod Gills.

A, Protobranch (or Foliobranch). B, Filibranch.

U, Eulamellibranch, D, Septibranch. E, Diagram of Ciliated Junctions.

A further complication of structure ensues when junctions, called inter-

lanullctr junctions, are formed between the dependent part of each filament

and its reflected portion. In a more advanced stage still both the ciliated
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and the interlamellar junctions become solid connections, so that the whole
structure presents a spongy appearance, whilst the reflected ends of the

filaments, uniting with the walls of the mantle and foot, subdivide the pallial

chamber (C, Fig. 7). One further development remains to be mentioned, in

which the gills have become converted into a sort of party wall. The follow-

ing diagrammatic drawings will make these various stages more clear (Fig. 7).

The muscular foot is a prominent feature in most bivalves, lying in the

middle line towards the front of the body. It is actuated by special muscles,

and is principally of service in forcing a way for the creature into the sand

or mud ; in a few it is a creeping organ ; whilst the cockles, by its means,

take extraordinary leaps. In some forms it is greatly reduced, or altogether

wanting. Towards the back of the foot is situated the apparatus for

spinning the horny threads by which many bivalves anchor themselves

to stones, seaweed, etc. The common mussel is a familiar example,

and the bunch of threads is known as the byssus. The animal generally

has the power of rejecting its byssus at any time and spinning a fresh

one.

The mouth 13 situated a little behind and beneath the front adductor

muscle; it is unarmed, neither jaw nor radula being present. It is flanked

on either side by a pair of twin, triangular lobes, the labial palps, which are

in a line with, and in front of, the gills. Their function apparently is to

collect, and possibly to taste, the food before it passes into the mouth. A
short oesophagus leads to the stomach at the base of the foot, whence the

intestine, more or less coiled, leads ofl", and, after passing through the peri-

cardium, terminates beneath the hinder adductor muscle, at the base of the

exhalent siphon.

The heart, in addition to the ventricle, which frequently encircles the

alimentary canal, has usually two auricles. The nervous system is sym-

metrical, and consists typically of three pairs of ganglia :—The cerebro-

pleural, resulting from the fusion of the cerebral and pleural ganglia, lying

above the oesophagus ; the pedal ganglia, which are situated in the foot, near

its base ; and the visceral ganglia, placed close to the posterior adductor

muscle. These ganglia are connected by nerve cords, and supply nerve

fibres to the various organs. The remaining anatomical features call for no
comment here.

The classification of the Pelecypoda is a most difficult and vexed question
;

but that founded on the structure of the gills, as explained above, will be

employed here. The five orders thus created are :

—

I. PROTOBRANCHIATA.
II. FILIBKANCMIATA.

III. PSEUDOLAMELLIBRANCHIATA.
IV. EULA5IELLIBRANCHIATA.
V. SEPTIBRANCHIAXA.

Order I.

—

Protobranchiata

Contains the most primitive forms of Pelecypoda. The gills are folio-

branchiate in type, and the mantle margins generally open. The foot has a

creeping disc on its ventral surface.

Two families are included in this order—the Nitcclid.e and the Soleno-
MYiD^. To the former belong the little nutshells (Nucula), small triangular

shells of a plain brown exterior and pearly interior, provided with a series

of fine transverse teeth in the hinge, calling to mind a comb, with the re-
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silium borne in a small triang-ular pit in the middle. The umbonea are

directed backwards. Their close allies, Leda and Yoldia, are elongate, and
have fewer and more prominent teeth, and a more prominent ligament pit.

The family is one of the oldest known, dating back to the earliest geological

times, and its modern representatives are found in all seas.

The SoLENOMYiD.K Comprise a single genus Solenomiia, and are remarkable
for being without teeth in the hinge, and in having the periostracum greatly

prolonged beyond the margin of the valves. The typical species, <S. togata,

is found in the Mediterranean. The genus also occurs on the east coast of

North America, the Antilles, Patagonia, New Zealand, and Australia.

Order II.

—

Filibranchiata.

In this order the gill filaments are dependent and reflexed with ciliar, but
no interlamellar junctions. The animal generally spins a strong byssus.

Four sub-orders are distinguished :

—

Sub-order 1.

—

Anomiace,?^, whose typical genus Anomia is well-known by
the common A. ephippium, found on our shores. The shell is very variable

in shape, bub the right valve is generally the flatter of the two, since it is

moulded to the surface of the object the animal is attached to. The strong
byssus, by which it holds on consists of a ahelly "plug," instead of a bundle
of threads, and passes through a notch in the right valve near the umbo.
When quite young the notch is in the ventral margin of the valves, as in the
next group, but the shell subsequently grows round it. There are no teeth

in the hinge ; only a single adductor muscle, the posterior one, is present in

the adult; and the heart projecting into the pallial cavity lies almost with-

out the body. The Saddle oyster, Flacuna sella, also belongs to this group.

Sub-order 2.

—

Arcacea, of which the Noah's Ark-
shells are the type (Fig. 8), have hinge-teeth like Nitcnla;

but the ligament is external, extendsforwardinadvance
of the umbones, and spreads over the wide space be-

tween the two beaks, frequently obtaining additional

hold by grooves in the shell. In Area there is often
a strong and sometimes shelly byssus, which passes

through an opening in the ventral margin of the shell.

The two adductors are nearly equal in size. The
mantle margins are entirely open. The genera Pec- jr{g_ 8.

tuncidus and Limopsis have much rounder shells ; the A, Aroa NoiE.

teeth are far fewer, and less comb-like than in Area. ^' ^"^^ ^'"*'^*-

All three genera are represented on our coasts, and have a wide distribu-

tion ; whilst Area dates back to almost the earliest geological times.

Sub-order 3.

—

Trigoniacea, represented by a single family, Trigoniid.^,
having one genus Trigonia. This genus, now confined to the Australian

seas, was in geological times very widely distributed. The living species are

beautiful pearly shells, roughly triangular in shape and externally ribbed

,

after the manner of a cockle-shell. The right valve bears two cardinal teeth,

the left four. These teeth are transversely grooved. There is no byssus.

Sub-order 4.

—

Mytilacea is so well known through its representatives the
common marine mussel, Mytilus edulis, and the Horse-mussel, Modiol'M
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modiohis, as to need no further description. The genus MytUns is world-

wide in its distribution : Modiola is chiefly tropical.

The genus Crenella is interesting on account of its hinge margin, which is

crenulated behind the ligament. Lithodomns, the Date-shell, so called from
its resemblance in external shape to a date-stone, is an interesting example
of adaptation to habitat. It perforates corals and the hardest rocks, forming
for itself a long, narrow burrow into which it exactly fits.

The fresh-water genus Dreissensia, introduced into this country from the

Baltic on timber, may be placed here rather than with the fresh-water mussels,

despite certain of its anatomical features, till its true affinities shall have been
determined.

Order. III.

—

Pseudolamellibranchiata.

In this division, to which the oyster belongs, the mantle is entirely

open ; the foot is but little developed, and the gill filaments are reflected

and joined by interlamellar connections. The order is further subdivided

into AvicuLACiA, Ostreacea, Pectinacea.

Sub-orderl,—TheA viculacea, or swallow shells,

are so called from the fancied resemblance pre-

sented by representative forms, when the two
valves are spread open, to a flying bird (Fig. 9).

They are extremely pearly shells, indeed the

Fig. 9.-AVTCULA HiRTTNEo. Pe^^'l «yfer of oommerce is a conspicuous ex-

ample, the nacreous layer bemg the thickest

;

the middle layer of the shell is prismatic and
consequently brittle ; the periostracum is very thin. In shape ihey are

inequivalve ; the hinge is long and straight, with few and obscure teeth,

or none at all, and the hinge line is usually produced on either side of the

umbones, forming expansions, technically known as ears.

The ligament is external, and placed in a groove or grooves. The posterior

adductor is very large ; the anterior, situated close to the umbo, is small, or

sometimes wanting ; the pallial line is represented by a chain of small

isolated scars. They spin a .strong byssus, which issues through a notch in

the right valve beneath the front ear. They dwell in temperate or tropical

seas, and in point of geological time are found right back to almost the earliest

fossiliferous rocks. The principal genera are Avicxda, MeUagrina (the

pearl oyster). Malleus (the hammer-headed oyster), Perna, in. which the

ligament is crumpled into numerous folds, occupying transverse grooves in the

thick hinge, and the common Pinna.

Sub-order 2.—The Ostreacea, of which the oyster (
Ostren ) is the type, present

some points of great interest other than gastronomic. The mantle margin is

double and finely fringed, forming the so-called " heard.". The foot is reduced

to a rudiment, and there is no byssus. The anterior adductor in the adult

is entirely wanting ; but in the embryo, that, as in all bivalves, is the first

of the two adductors to be formed, the posterior developing later and per-

sisting, whilst the former disappears. The sta*e in which both are present

has not yet been seen in the European oyster. Traces of ieeth are some-

times to be observed. Oysters are world-wide in their distribution, if Arctic

seas be omitted.

Sub-order 3.—The Pectinacea are best known by the scallop {Peden), cf
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which there are numerous species, many of them most beautifully coloured and
marked. As in the oyster, the mantle margins are double and fringed, but
in addition, there ia a row of conspicuous round black oj'es. Most of the

pectens spin a byssus when young, and some do habitually; whilst many not
only remain free but move about, progressing through the water by rapidly

opening and closing their valves. With few exceptions the Pecten shells are
ornamented with radiating ribs. The genus Lima resembles pecten, but is

more elongate and not so equilateral.

The thorny oyster (Spondylus) is ornamented, as its popular name suggests,

with spines and other shelly prominences. The Sponcbjli attacli themselves to

various objects, sometimes slightly by a few spines, sometimes by the whole
surface of a valve. Two curved teeth in each valve so interlock with corre-

sponding sockets in the other that it is impossible to separate them without
damage. The big Water Spondylus in its growth leaves cavities in the shell

substance which retain sea water.

Or.DER IV.—EULAMELLTBRANCHIATA.

In this order is included the great majority of the bivalves. The gills have
complete interfilamentary and interlamellar junctions. Both adductors, with
few exceptions, are present. The hinge teeth are few and strong.

The following seven sub-orders may conveniently be distinguished:—SuB-
MYTiLACEA, Tellinacea, Veneracea, Cardiacea, Myacea, Pholadacea,
Anatinacea.

Sub-order 1.

—

Submytilacea. The Submytilacea are generally devoid of

siphons, and hence the pallial impression is simple. They are more nearly
related to the Mytilacea than to the Pseudolamellibranchiata just described

;

indeed the Dreissensiidaj and the fossil Modiolopsidte are by some included
in the Mytilacea, and the Unionidfe and -^jtheriidfe placed close to them.
The Unionid.e include, amongst others, the fresh-water mussels familiar

to all. The young, as soon as they leave the parent shell, attach themselves
to passing fish, and, becoming buried in the skin, pass a short period of

their lives as parasites. This stage of the young mussel, till its true nature
was ascertained, was called Glochidium.
The ^Etheriid.e include JEtherla, the fresh-water oyster of the Nile,

that has a reraarkable cellular shell, the layers on the inside looking like

blisters. The corresponding South American form, Mulleria, has only a

single (posterior) adductor, and looks yet more like an oyster.

The Cyrexid.e, another fresh-water family, are represented in the British

Isles by the genera Gijclas and Pishlium. Formerly there was a third
genus, Corbicula, which spread all over Europe and Siberia, but is now
confined to warmer climes.

The CyrenidfB have equivalve, subtriangular shells with brown periostra-

cum. The hinge has two or three cardinals, and laterial teeth are present,

which in Corhicula are striated ; the ligament is external. The siphons
are short.

Amongst the marine forms belonging to this group are the Carditid^,
stout, equivalved, heart-shaped shells, generally with radiating ribs like the
Cockles, and having a strong hinge with one or two oblique cardinal teeth
and one or two laterals ; the ligament is external. One member of the family,

Gardlta concamerata, is remarkable for the curious egg-pouch, formed by an
infold of the ventral margin of the mantle and shell. The Carditidse are
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principally inhabitants of southern waters, but are represented in the
Mediterranean.
The AsTARTiD.E, on the other hand, are northern forms. Their sheila are

rather flattened, subtriangular, or ovoid in outline, marked with concentric

ribs, and covered with a thick brown periostracum. There is a strong hinge
with two or three cardinal teeth in each valve ; the ligament is external.

The Crassatellid.e, another family of southern range, have a much longer
shell, generally subtriangular and concentrically ribbed ; there is a distinct

lunule ; the hinge is furnished with two or three cardinals in each valve ; the
resilium is lodged in a pit between the teeth.

The Arcticid^e are best known by the Arctica [= Cyprina'] Islandica of our
own northern shores. It has a strong, fairly globose shell, with prominent
umbones, covered with a rough brown periostracum ; there is no lunule.

The ligament is external ; the hinge teeth well developed, and, like those of

the Veneracea, there are two cardinal teeth, two posterial laterals, and two
feeble anterior laterals in each valve. Another genus, Libitina, is found in

the Red Sea and Indian Ocean ; it is an oblong shell with very long, straight,

posterior teeth. Another member of the group is Coralliophaya, which, in

external form, closely resembles Lithodomus, already alluded to under
Mytilacea.

The IsocARDiiDis, or heart-cockles, which were formerly associated with
the preceding, have very globose shells, and very prominent, widely separated,

spiral uinbones. The ligament which follows the umbones in their growth
is split in front and curved out on either side.

A contrast to the foregoing is offered by most of the Lucinid^, which
have very round, but rather depressed, and generally white shells, with
small umbones. The teeth, when well developed, comprise two cardinal and
one lateral in each valve ; the ligament is internal and very large. There is

generally, in addition to the usual muscular scars on the interior, the mark
of a muscular attachment running obliquely right across the valves. The
foot is long and cylindrical. The Ungulinid^e, with a single genus Ungidina,

are closely allied.

The three remaining families, Kellyellid^e, Erycixid.e, and Galeom-
NiDJE are small shells, which have the common characteristic of a foot

adapted for crfieping ; many of them when thus crawling spread the valves

wide open. The mantle is generally more or less reflected over the shell,

and in Ephippodonta and Clamydoconclia it completely and permanently
envelopes the valves.

Sub-order 2.

—

Tellinacea. These have very long siphons, which are not
united ; the pallial sinus is correspondingly deep ; the foot is large and
flattened.

In the type family Tellinid^e, or sunset shells, the shell is generally very
elongate, sometimes smooth and polished, sometimes marked with concentric

ribs, and oblique and gaping behind. There are two cardinal and two lateral

teeth, one anterior and one posterior, in each valve ; the ligament is external.

The Tellinidse are world-wide in their distribution, but the finer specimens
corns from tropical seas.

The ScROBicuLARiiD.E are Tellinfe in which the ligament is internal ; they
love the mud of estuaries to dwell in, and obtain their food from it.

The PsAMMOBiiD^ resemble the Tellinidse both in shell and animal. The
former, however, is more equivalve, less twisted, and gapes more widely
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behind. The hinge plate is broader and there are no lateral teeth. As their

name indicates, they are sand dwellers. A few occur on the British coasts,

but the finer examples come from the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
The DoNACiD.E, or wedL'e shells, are very inequilateral, the front portion

being much longer than the truncated hinder parr. The exterior is usually
smooth, the umbones are directed backwards, and the margins of the valves
are usually very finely crenulated, whilst the pallial sinus is deep. There
are two or three cardinals and two laterals, one anterior and one posterior,

in each valve.

The Tancuediid.e have very similar shells to the Donacidte.
The Mactrid.e are a large and widely distributed family dwelling in sand.

The shell is equivalve and somewhat triangular ; commonly smooth and white,
with a trace of periostracum. The hinge is usually marked by the conspicu-
ous internal resilium lodged in a deep pit ; but in some forms the whole
ligament is external. The hinge-plate is well developed ; the teeth vary
somewhat, typically there is a A-shaped cardinal tooth in eauh valve in front
of the resilifer, and single anterior and posterior lateral teeth in the right
valve fitting into double ones in the right one.

The Cardiliid.e are very similar in their shell to the preceding, and are
probably closely allied to them, but their anatomy is still unknown.
The Mesodesmatiu^e resemble the Mactridte in their anatomy, but the

siphons are not united, the shell usually is more like that of Donax with
umbones directed backwards.

Sub-order 3

—

Veneracea. These have usually short siphons, and there-
fore a moderate pallial sinus. The shells of

the principal family, Venerid.e, are remarkable
for the elegance of their forms and colours.

Their texture is very hard and procellaneous,

the exterior is frequently smooth and highly
polished, sometimes ornamented with V-shaped
lines of colour,sometimes with concentric grooves,
whilst a few have projecting plates or spines

(Fig. 10). The margins are closed, and often

crenulate. The siphons are more or less united.

The ligament is external, and there is a well-

marked lunule ; the hinge is strong, and con-

sists of three well-developed cardinal teeth in each valve, two out of the

three appearing double ; the laterals are variable.

The Petricolid-E, which occupy burrows in limestone, are very elongate;

in their shape and external markings they closely resemble the well-known
rock-borer Pholas, though they are readily distinguished by the possession

of three cardinal teeth in each valve.

The Glaucomyid.e, which are fresh, or brackish-water forms, have very

long siphons, and live buried in the mud of estuaries in India, China, and
the Eastern Archipelago. The shell is shaped like Mya.

Fig. 10.—Ctiherea dionk.

Sub-order 4.

—

Cardiacea comprises the cockles and their allies. The shell

is heart-shaped, with an internal ligament, and there are one or two cardinals

in each valve ; whilst the right valve usually carries two anterior and two
posterior laterals, which receive the corresponding single teeth of the

2 E
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left valve. The siphons are short and deeply fringed; the foot very long

and slender.

The cockles; Cardiid.-e, live buried in sand or sandy mud, and in some
species with a prickly shell the size and number of the spines is dependent

on the nature of the sea bottom, the spines being fewest in those which

bury in the firmest silt. The shells of the genus Hemicardiuin are the most

peculiar in shape of almost any bivalve, for they are much shorter than wide

or thick.

The "giant clam" (Tridacna), and the bear's-paw {Hippopus), so commonly
used to make shell-baskets, form the family Tridacnid.e. In these no
anterior adductor is present in the adult, nor are there any siphons. The
shell is ornamented with radiating ribs, and the margins are deeply

indented. The hinge has a single cardinal in each valve, and two posterior

laterals in the right, one in the left valve. Triilacna is the largest bivalve

known, either recent or fossil, T. gigas attaining 2 ft. in length. It lives

in coral reefs moored by its huge byssus, which issues through the large

notch in the valves in front of the umbones. The animal is most gaudily

coloured, rivalling the corals amongst which it dwells. Large dull pearls are

sometimes found in it. Hippopus, on the other hand, has a close-fitting

shell, through it spins a small byssus. It, too, is a reef-dweller.

The Chamid^, which resemble oysters in external appearance, and in

being attached, are inequivalve, with sub-spiral umbones and external

ligament. The shell is rough, and generally ornamented with frills, or fl it

shelly projections. Sometimes one valve is attached, sometimes the other
;

the hinge teeth consist of two cardinals in the attached, and one in the f 'ee

valve, with traces of laterals. They inhabit tropical seas.

/ Sub-order 5.

—

Myacea. The shells of this group gape more or less widely,

and never completely enclose the animal. The mantle margins are united,

except where passage is given for the foot, and at the siphons, which are long

and more or less united. The hinge is degenerate. The typical family,

Myidce, includes the common il/i/n or "gaper ' of our coasts. The animal
is difficult to obtain owing to its habit of burrowing a foot down in the mud.
Its siphons are encased in an extension of the horny periostracum, and are

never completely withdrawn into the shell. The hinge is peculiar : from the

left valve at the umbo a spoon-shaped process projects that carries the
resilium, the corresponding attachment in the right valve being underneath
the umbo, the hinge plate being folded quite back. Traces of the cardinal

teeth are sometimes visible.

In the SoLENiD.^, or razor-shells, the shell is usually very elongate and
open at either end. The ligament is external, the hinge teeth are small,

usually two or three in each valve. Thefoot is long and cylindrical; the siphons
short, and mostly united. The family is world-wide in its distribution. The
common Solen of the English shores is known to all. The razor-fish live

deeply bedded in sand or mud, into which they force themselves by means
of their powerful foot. By some the Solenidse are placed as a sep irate

group nearer the Tellinidae.

The Saxicavid.e resemble the Myidre, but the gills extend into the cavity

ci the inhalent siphon. The genus Glycimeris aho resembles Mya in its

habitat ; but the members of the typical genus Saxicava bore into hard
stone, and are generally found in colonies, honeycombing the rocks with
burrows sometimes 6 in. in depth, nor do they s:ruple to drill through
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their neighbours should they lie in their path. They are anchored in their

crypts by a byssus. The shell is elongate and when young has two teeth in

each valve; these disappear in the adult. It is one of the most widely

distributed of all bivalves, and varies a great deal in shape.

The GAsTEOcn.ENiD.E have wedge-shaped shells that gape widely in front

;

the anterior adductor scar is smaller than the posterior ; the p^Uial sinus is

deep ; the gills are as in Saxicava; the siphone naked and united. The
ligament is external ; sometimes a single cardiixal tooth ia present. Some
members of the family line their burrows with a shelly tube, to which,

however, they are in no way attached.

Sub-order 6.

—

Pholadacea. In this are included the Pholas, or piddock,

known to every sea-side visitant, the ship-worm, and their allies. The
Pholadidaj have white, brittle shells, roughened like a file on the outside

;

they are generally elongate and gape at both ends widely ; but in one genus,

Jutianettia, the two valves form an almost spherical shell, with one small

aperture. There is no hinge properly speaking, or ligament, the hinge plate

being bent back over the umbo and the anterior adductor muscle carried with

it so that it lies without the shell. It is by the action of this muscle that

the valves are opened, the posterior adductor serving to close them. The
little curved, shelly process that arises from beneath the umbo in each valve

and projects into the interior serves the purpose of muscular attachment.

The animals, which are phosphorescent, have long, united siphons ; the

mantle margins are united, except in front, where the large foot, that fills up
the opening in the shell, protrudes. The adult animal has additional shelly

plates on the back on either side of the umbones. The common Pholas of

our shores bores into rocks, the burrows lying parallel to one another ; but

some species bore into floating wood across the grain.

The Teredinid.e, or ship-worms, have two very small valves widely

gaping at both ends, that are borne at the extreme anterior end of the long

cylindrical animal. The greater portion of the creatures' length (ordinarily

they are a foot long, and sometimes two and a half feet) is taken up by the

gills and the fleshy siphons. These last are united to within a short distance

of their extremities. At the point where they separate two little shelly

pallets, or style.i, are found. The true ship-worms bore into timber with the

grain, and become so abundant where they once settle that they soon honey-

comb and destroy the stoutest balks. Their burrows are lined with shell

and sometimes show cross partitioning. One species bores into cocoa-nuts

and other woody fruits floating in tropical seas. The tube of the giant

Teredo is often a yard long and two in diameter: it burrows in sand and in

the roots of mangroves.

Sub-order 7.

—

Anatixacea. In the gills of this group the outer lamella

on each side is directed upwards instead of downwards, and its free edge is

not reflected. The margins of the mantle are largely united. The shell is

usually thin, and pearly within, frequently strengthened at the umbo by a

buttress. The hinge rarely has any teeth ; the ligament is generally internal,

and more or less divided by a shelly portion or ossicle. The principal

families are :

—

Pandorid.e, Chamostreid.e, Vertiookdiid.e, Lyoxsiid^,
AxATiNiD.E, Pholadomyid.e, and Clavioellid.e. The Pandoridae are

represented in British seas by Pandora, in which the right valve is flat,
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whilst the left is convex ; the shell is also very inequilateral. There are

two diverging resilium grooves at the hinge. It lives buried in sand.

The single species Cliamostrea albida, found off the coast of New South
Wales, constitutes the family Chamostr^id.e. It has a thick, pearly shell

;

the right valve, by which it is attached, is deep and strongly keeled ; the left

valve is fiat, with a conical tooth in front of the resilifer; the ossicle is

extremely large.

The Verticokdiid^ and Lyonsiid^ are deep-water forms not often met
with.

The Anatinid^ have extremely thin shells, sometimes granular on the

surface, and gaping behind. The genus Thracia is British.

The Pholadomyid^, represented to-day by a single species, Pholadomya
Candida, in the West Indies, was formerly an abundant group. The shell is

oblong and equivalve, gapes behind, and is ornamented with obscure radiat-

ing ribs. The ligament is internal, and there is one tooth in each valve.

The Clavigellid^ are in some respects the most interesting members of

the group. One genus, Clavigella, bores into rocks, the left valve becomes
attached to the wall of the burrow, the right remaining free ; the passage to

the exterior, occupied by the siphons, has a shelly lining, which projects

freely on the exterior and terminates in two or more frills.

The other principal genus Brechites '[^ Aspergillum'], known as the

watering-pot shell, burrows in sand, lining the burrow with a shelly tube,

into the wall of which the valves of the young shell are built. The fre« end
of the tube is also frilled. The adductor muscles not being required are

aborted. When the animal is full grown the bottom of the tube is closed

with the familiar perforated plate, secreted by the fringed foot. It occurs

only in the tropical seas.

Order V.

—

Septibranchiata

Contains two families

—

Poromyid^ and Cuspidariid.e—principally inter-

eating on account of the modification of the gills to form a transverse septem
as already described (ante, p. 620). The Poromyid^ are rounded shells with

a single tooth in each valve. The siphons are fringed. The Cuspidariidje

are represented in British waters. The shell is beaked behind, and the

valves are closed except at the end of the beak through which the fringed

siphons protrude. There are no teeth in the hinge.

CLASS III.—SCAPHOPODA, or SOLENOCONCHA.

The Elephant's-tooth shells belong to a small but very distinct class of

low organisation. The shell is long, slightly curved, and tapers almost to a

point, resembling in external appearance a miniature elephant's tusk. It is,

of course, quite hollow, and there is an opening at each end ; the one at the

small end is generally notched on the ventral, i.e., the convex side. Some-
times the shell is finely striated lengthwise. The animal is symmetrical.

The margins of the mantle are united beneath, forming a long tube open at

either end ; a barrel-shaped prominence or snout represents the head, and
the mouth at its extremity is surrounded by leaf like tentacles.

The formula of the radula is llll'l. The alimentary canal is

doubled on itself, and terminates about the middle of the ventral side,

opening into the mantle cavity, which latter has its efferent opening at the

apex of the shell. There are no gills properly so called, but their function
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is probably taken by a double ro-w of retractile filaments, each terminating
in a knob-like thickening, that encircle the base of the snout. The heart is

quite rudimentary. The foot lies under the snout, and is a long, cylindrical

body directed forwards and terminating in three lobes. The nervous system

Fig. 11.

—

Dentalium Shell and Diagram op Anatomt.

AC, Alimentary canal. F, Foot. M', Mantle. S', Shell.

CG, Cephalic Ranglia. L^ Livtr. PG, Pedal ganglia. TT, Tentacles.
EA, Efferent aperture. M, Mouth, S, Snout VG, Visceral ganglia.

is simple and resembles in general arrangement that of the Pelecypoda
already described (p. 620), except that the cerebral and pleural ganglia are
not fused. The Scaphopoda live in mud, and feed on the small organisms
they find in it.

CLASS IV.—GASTROPODA.

In this class are included mollusca like the snail, whelk, etc., that have a
distinct head, and, along the underside of the body, a muscular foot on which
they creep ; whilst the visceral mass situated above is sometimes naked, but
more often covered with a shell, composed of a single piece.

The organs of the body are asymmetrical, i.e., those on one side of the
body are not matched by corresponding ones on the other.

The shell is essentially a longer or shorter hollow cone. In some, such as

the limpet, it is a simple cone, but in by far the greater number it is an
elongated cone, coiled round and round spirally, each coil forming a whorl,

the last being the body-whorl. Nearly all spiral shells are dextral; that is to

say, when placed with the mouth uppermost, and the apex directed away
from the observer, the mouth lies to the right hand of the axis of the shell.

Some are wound in the opposite direction, and are sinistral. Reversed
varieties cf shells normally dextral, or sinistral, are met with.

The axis or columella of the shell is sometimes hollow or umbilicated

(the hollow itself being called the umbilicus), sometimes the whorls are

closely coiled, and solid pillar of shell results. The ajnx or extreme top of

the shell generally diflfers in markings and other features from the rest, and
ofi'era important characters. This nucleus or protoconch is the portion

formed in the egg, hence it is also known as the embryonic shell.
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Tlie spiral channel formed
-the sioture. A spiral line

- — APEX

COLUMELL,

UMBILICUS-

-ANTtRlOu CANAL

Fig. 12.—Topography of a Gastro-
pod Shbll.

by the junction of the whorls is termed
traced along the whorls midway between
the sutures would mark the ^je7-i'p/i€i-j/.

The mouth or aperture has sometimes
quite a circular margin {peristome) when it

is said to be continuous ; more often it is

interrupted, the side next the columella

being bounded by the inner wall of the

body-whorl only, when the exterior portion

is known as the outtr lip or lahrnvi, and the

other side as the inner, columella lip or

labium. There is frequently a notch in the

margin of the aperture near the junction

of the outer lip with the body-whorl, and
another where it joins the anterior end
of the columella : these are respectively

termed the posterior and anterior canol,

and give passage to the siphons of the

animal (Fig. 12).

The labrum is thin and sharp in mot.t

immature shells, and in some adult forms

;

but more frequently it is either thickened, or curved outwards (reflected),
or curled inwards (inflected), or expanded, or fringed with spines. When
these thickenings or expansions occur periodically during the growth of the
shell they form conspicuous transverse markings on the whorl termed varices.

The exterior of the shell is also more frequently than not ornamented
with either spiral lines or ridges running in the direction of growth, or with
transverse markings coinciding with the "lines of growth," or with both.
Many Gastropods, like the periwinkle, close the aperture of the shell when

they retire with a horny, or shelly trap-door, the operculum. It is developed
in the embryo within the egg, and to its inner surface are attached strong
muscles that hold it firmly in place, The following figures (Fig. 13) give some
idea of the principal forms.

The head of the animal
bears either a single pair or

two pairs of tentacles, be-

neath which, quite in front,

the mouth is situated. Of
the armature of the mouth
mention has already been
made (ante, p. G12-14).

The visceral mass is ex-

ternally covered by the
mantle, which is in one
piece. Towards the front,

and a little to the right side,

there is, under the edge of

the mantle, a cavity in

which are placed the gills

or gill, whilst into it also

the excretory duct and the
mantle margin is sometimes

Fig. 13.—Principal Forms of Operccla.

A, Unguiculate or claw-shaped. B. Concentric.

C, llultUpiral. D, Pancispiral. E, Articulate.

terminal end of the digestive tract open. The
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prolonged in front of this cavity into a respiratory siphon : a posterior

exhalent siphon is likewise present in certain forms.

Originally, in all probability, the animal, like the Anii)hiiieura, had a

straight alimentary canal, terminating behind with a gill on either side of the

opening ; but, through the operation of causes which need not here be

discussed, the nlimentary canal first became arched, then its hinder portion

was tucked-under, so to speak, whilst subsequently the visceral mass became
twisted, the hinder portion, with the gills, being forced round by the right side

to the front, so that in its final stage what had been the left gill is, in the

typical gastropod of to-day, now on the right side, whilst the right one has

passed over the neck to the left side. This last, however, is wanting in the

majority of Gastropoda.

In the process of this torsion the visceral nerve-loop became twisted into

a figure of 8, and, though in one great group the body is again untwisted,

traces of its former contortion can still be traced in the nerve-loop.

The Gastropoda are divided first into two sub-classes : A, Streptoneura,

in which the visceral nerve-loop forms a figure of 8 ; and B, Euthyneura, in

which the loop is not thus twisted.

SUB-CLASS A.—STREPTONEURA.

To this section the name Prosobranchiata has also been applied, since the

gills are in advance of the heart. There is only a single pair of tentacles,

the eyes being situated on prominences near their bases. The sexes are

usually distinct.

They are further sub-divided, according to the structure of their gills, into

Scutibranchiata and Pectinibranchiata.

Order I.

—

Scutibranchiata

(Sometimes called Diotocardia because the heart has two auricles) comprises

the Limpets, Keyhole Limpets, Ormers, and Top-Shells.

For convenience they are further sub-divided, according to the arrangement
of the teeth on the radula, into Docoglossa and Rhipidoglossa.

Sub-order 1.—The Docoglossa, or limpets, are characterised by their simple

conical shell without any operculum. The animals adhere by the sucker-

like foot to rocks between tide-marks. There are three families ;—The
Acmj:id,e in which there is but one true gill. The genus Scurria has in

addition a series of leaflets arising from the mantle in a circle between it and
the foot, that also serve for the purpose of respiration, and are known as

pallial gills. The Patellid^e, to which the common limptt belongs, have a

circlet of pallial gills, but nearly all trace of the ordinary gill has disappeared.

The Lepetid.e, going a step further, have neither ordinary nor pallial gills,

nor have they any eyes.

Sub-order 2.— Rhipidoglossa. The radula of this group is very distinctive.

The teeth are numerous and weak, the large number of uncini being
especially remarkable.
The FissuRELLiD.E, called keyhole limpets on account of the aperture in

the shell that communicates with the pallial chamber, where the two gills

are. Li Emarginula the "keyhole" takes the form of a notch in the edge
of the shell.
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The Pleukotomid.e, or slit-shells, have conical, spiral shells with a notch

in the outer lip at the periphery. The typical genus Flenrotoma is one
of the rarest of living sea-shells (only a few
specimens have ever been dredged), but they
include one very fine example measuring over 6 in.

in height (Fig. 14). There are two gills and the
mantle is slit in front. The shell is pearly within,
and there is an operculum.
The Haliotiu^e, or ormers, have an ear-shaped,

flat, spiral, pearly shell, with a row of perforations,

a very wide aperture, and no operculum. The
animal has two gills, of which the right one (left

in position) is the smaller.

In the families next succeeding the mantle is
^'^"

"AdS.nZT^'''* ^"tire, there is no slit or perforation in the shell,

and only one gill remains, the (originally) left one.
The Trochid^ have spiral shells of conical form, and very largely com-

posed of nacre ; they are frequently used for necklaces after the non-pearly
outer coat has been removed. Some of the smaller examples are common
on our coasts, but the finer and more handsomely coloured ones all come
from tropical seas. The operculum is circular, horny, and spiral.

The Stomatid.e are for the most part pearly shells with a minute spire
and large aperture ; the operculum is like that of the Trochidse.

The Delphinulid.e are flat-topped, spiral shells, having few whorls; the
umbilicus is wide and the angles of the whorls rough or spiny ; the interior is

pearly. They occur in tropical seas.

The Cycxostrematid^ are small, sometimes minute, nearly discoidal shells,

with cross-ribbing on the whorls. They are not pearly within.
The TuRBiNiD^ include large and very pearly shells, much used as orna-

ments. They have a moderate number of rounded whorls, sometimes very
richly coloured. The operculum is calcareous, and sometimes very thick
and heavy, with the outer surface frequently beautifully sculptured or
coloured : one kird, called cat's-eyes, has been used for necklaces. The
Turbinidse are troj ical forms.

The Neritopsidje have solid shells much resembling Natica in shape.
There is only one living species known.
The Neritid^e have solid and rather globular shells of not many whorls

and very short spire, or none at all; the columellar lip is crenulate or
toothed, and the shelly operculum is articulated. The genus Ner'dina
occurs both in the sea and in fresh water.

The TiTisCAMiD.E are shell-less : one species only is known, which comes
from the Pacific.

The Prospf-rpinid^, Helicinid.e, and Hydrocenid^ are terre-^trial

members of the sub-order, in which the gill is absent and the gill cavity

transformed into a pulmonary chamber, as in the snail. The shell is more
or less globular, and mostly of a yellow tint. All three are tropical families,

and occur, the first two in the New World, the last in the Old.

Order J I.

—

Pectinibranchiata

(Sometimes termed Monotocai\;ia, the heart having only one auricle).

In this order, which includes the majority of the marine Ga^trojods,
only one gill remains, the (originally) left one. The greater number,
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moreover, are monopectinate ; that is to say, the gill has only one row of

filaments.

The Pectinibranchiata are further divided into sub-orders according to the
characters of the radula.

Sub-order 1.

—

Gymnoglossa. Under this are grouped some more or less

parasitic MoUusca which have no radula. The arrangement is artificial but
convenient. Two families are distinguished, both of universal distribu-

tion :—EuLiMiD.E and Pyramldellid/E. The former are mostly high-spired,

very glossy ; small white shells, with slightly bent axis ; at times furnished
with an operculum. Some species are found crawling in the stomachs of

sea-cucumbers (Holothuria), others aflix themselves to the exterior of tho
same creatures by means of the long proboscis, which is thrust through the
skin of the host. The genus Stylifer has a glassy, globular shell, and lives

amongst the spines of Echinoderms or buried in the skin of star-fish. The
Pyramidellidfe form the preceding family by the occurrence of plaits or folds

on the columellar, and by the fact that the protoconch is sinistral, whilst the
rest of the shell is dextral and the axis of the former inclined at a consider-

able angle to that of the latter.

Sub-order 2.

—

Ptenoglossa. Two families are associated, probably pro-

visionally, under this sub-order, having but one feature in common, viz., the
radula contains a great number of similar teeth in each row, the largest

being at the outer edges.

The Ianthinid.e, or purple sea-snails, float about in mid-ocean. Their
violet shells are thin and translucent; the animal has a distinct snout ; the

eyes are generally wanting. Two plume-like gills are present. At certain

seasons a membranous float or raft, full of air cells, is secreted by the
animals, the egg-sacs are attached beneath, and when the whole is complete
it is cast adrift. They seem to be gregarious, and stray parties brought by
the Gulf Stream are frequently stranded on our western shores.

The Scalaeiid^, or wentle-traps, are high-spired shells, with the whorls
often only united by the prominent varices that occur at regular intervals

and impart to the shell its most characteristic feature. The aperture is

circular, the operculum horny and spiral. The animal has a retractile

snout. The Scalariida3 are carnivorous snails and widely distributed. Four
species arc British.

Sub-order 3.

—

T^enioslossa. To this the greater part of the Pectini-

branchiata belongs. The radula usually has the formula 2"1'1'1"2. The
various families may be conveniently taken in the following order, but the

position in the group of the first two is still undecided.
The SoLARiiD.E, called "stair-case shells," from the appearance of the

whorls as seen within the open umbilicus of Solarium, comprise forms having,

for the most part, depressed shells v'th wide and deep umbilicus. The
opercula vary in the different genera.

The HoMALOGYRiD^ include one genus

—

Homalogijra—which has a very
small, flat, coiled shell wi'h circular operculum. The animal has no tentacles,

and the eyes are not on stdks ; the front of the foot is lobed and covered
with fine hairs.

The Naticid.e have, for the most part, very stout, globular shells in which
the umbilicus is sometimes open, sometimes more or less completely filled
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up with a shelly deposit termed the callus. The operculum is either horny
or shelly. The animal of Natica is blind and has an extension of the fore-

part of the foot that projects over its head when the animal is crawling
;

extensions of the side of the foot also partially envelop the shell. The
Naticas prey on bivalves, boring a small hole right through the shell.

Several species are British.

The Lamellariid^e have a delicate shell over which the mantle is reflected

to a greater or less degree. The aperture is very large and rounded, and
there is no operculum.
The Trichotkopid.e have a conical shell ; the whorls are keeled, and

the periostracum, where it covers these, is fringed with hairs. They are

northern forms and come from moderately deep water. The operculum is

short and claw-shaped.

The Nakicid^ have shells shaped like Naiica, but covered with a velvety

periostracum, whilst the shell itself is marked with spiral and transverse ridges,

forming a kind of network sculpturing. The operculum is thin and horny.

The majority of the XENOPHORiD.f; may be recognised at once by their

curious habit of buildi ig into their own shells

j^ those or parts of others, stones, corals, or what-

jj^^^ ever may happen to be lying on the sea-bottom
i^^^^^^u where they dwell (Fig. 15).

j^^^^^J^^^^^^ The shell in the Captlid-e is limpet-like.

^^^^^^""^-^^^^fe^ -'" Gapuhis, the cap-of-liberty shells, it has a

^^S^ «.!S§t^^^^
^^^**^ little curly apex; whilst in the cup-and-saucer

/^^^^l^^~~ ' \* limpets (Crncib^dnm, etc.) there is an internal

^^#^^i^a^~'-|72>^ _#Ni shelly projection which serves for muscular

The HiPPONiciD.E have also limpet - like
Fig. 15.—Xexophora. shells, but the mouth is closed by an accu-

rately-fitting shelly plate attached to some fixed

object. This plate is secreted by a kind of second mantle that envelopes
the under surface of the animal and represents the foot, of which there is

none properly so-called. A great horse-shoe-shaped muscle holds the shell

to its base.

The four next families are all dwellers on the land, and in place of the
gill, which is not developed, the pallial cavity is converted into a lung, as

in the common snail. The animals have a distinct snout.

The Truncatellid.e and Ariculid.*; are diminutive forms with cylin-

drical, many-whorled shells having a blunt apex, and closed with a spiral

operculum.
The Cyclostomatid^ have spiral shells, sometimes top-shaped, sometimes

globose, closed by a spiral operculum. One species of Ctjdndoma is found
on our chalk downs.
The Cyclophokid.e vary much in the shape of their shells, some having

high spires, whilst others have none at all. The mouth is always circular,

and closed with a tightly-fitting operculum, in which the nucleus is generally
central. To enable the creature to breathe, when fast shut in its shell, there
is often either a notch in the peristome or an aperture a short distance from
the margin, that is occasionally prolonged into a tube. A few examples
occur in Southern Europe, but the majority are found in the tropical regions
of the Old World.
The succeeding five families are all fresh or brackish- water forms.
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The AssiMiNiD^ are small, high-spired shells that live in brackish waters,

near the mouths of large rivers through Europe, Asia, and in the Antilles.

One species is still to be found in ditches beside the mouth of the Thames,
but is rapidly becoming extinct.

The Ampullariid.e dwell in tropical lakes and rivers. They have globular

shells, with greenish periostracum, and closed with a horny or shelly con-

centric operculum. In some species the shell is sinistral. The animal of

Ampullaria has a double respiratory chamber—one portion for breathing air,

the other for respiring water.

The Valvatid.s, in which there is but a single genus VaLvata, are

restricted apparently to the northern hemisphere. Two species occur in

Britain. The shell is flat, or moderately spired, and furnished with a many-
whorled operculum fitting the circular mouth.
The ViviPARiD.E have two common British representatives, known as the

banded water-snails. The shell is high-spired with rounded whorls, the

mouth is oval, and the operculum horny.
The right tentacle of the males is shorter than the left, and has a

deformed look. The eggs are usually hatched within the parent. The
family is confined to the northern hemisphere, except in Africa, where it

extends to the head-waters of the Nile.

The Paludestrinid^ are miniature editions, so to speak, of the preceding .

but the tentacles are not modified. The operculum is calcareous in Bythinia.

They are world-wide in their distribution, and there are several British

representatives.

The RissoiiD^E are minute marine shells, very similar to the preceding
;

they are abundant everywhere. The Litiopid.e and Jeffreysiid.e are

closely allied to the Ri3soiida3.

The LiTTORiNiD.E, or Periwinkles, both the common one with its round,

banded shell and short, sharp spire, and the yellow one without any spire,

are too well known to need description. Some of the species have spiral

ridges on the shell. Pagodus has a conical shell with tubercles or spines.

The operculum in this family is horny and spiral.

The FossAKiD^ are closely allied and very similar to the Littorinidse.

The Melaniid.^e and Pleurocerid^e have as a rule very high-spired shells

covered with a brown periostracum ; the mouth is simple, and the spiral

operculum oval. The whorls are sometimes smooth, sometimes ornamented
with spiral ridges and lines of tubercles, or a row of spines near the suture.

They are exclusively fresh-water forms.

The C.ECiD.E, sole genus Cacurn, are strange little curved shells without any
markings. The young shell is coiled, but the creature, as it grows, breaks
off successive portions and blocks up the end with a shelly plate, so that the
whole shell is never found in the adult. It has a horny, spiral, circular

operculum. Two species occur in Britain.

The TuRRiTELLiD^, or screw-shells, have long, slender, pointed shells of a

great many whorls, more or less keeled, or ornamented with spiral ridges ;

the aperture is small, the lip simple, and the operculum horny, many-
whorled, and covered with short hairs. The family has a world-wide
distribution. One species of Turritella is British.

The Vermetid^, when young, often have a neatly-wound spiral shell like

Turritella, but in the more mature and the adult state this straggles ofl^ into

an irregular circular tube much resembling those of certain marine worms.
The shells are attached to each other in masses or to other objects. The foot
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of the animal is plug-like and quite useless for crawling. In the genua
Tenagodes the tubular shell is fissured for almost its whole length.

The CERiTHiiDiE have long shells like the Turritellidse, but the mouth ia

not so round and is interrupted by the anterior and posterior canals, the

former of which is usually bent to the left. The operculum is horny. The
whorls are generally sculptured, or ornamented with ribs, tubercles, or

spines. They occur in all parts of the world and dwell in the shallow waters

of coasts and estuaries, some even advancing up the rivers into fresh waters.

There are three British species.

The wing-shells, STROJiBiDiE, Aporrhaid^, and Struthiolariid^, are

noted for their strong shells, with very short spire and widely expanded outer

lip, which is often drawn out into curved spines. The fountain-shell,

Strombus gigns, of the West Indies, the scorpion-shells, Pterocera, and the

pelican's-foot shell, Ajyorrhais, are familiar examples. The operculum,

which is rudimentary in all, is horny and claw-shaped : in the Strombidse its

outer edge is serrate.

In the CypR-eid^e, or cowries, the outer lip of the adult shell is curled

inwards, blocking still further the already narrow aperture, which ia,

moreover, edged with numerous fine teeth, whilst the short spire is almost,

if not quite, concealed. The young shell, on the other hand, has a distinct

spire and thin, sharp lip. The mantle when the animal is crawling is greatly

extended, enveloping the shell, which thus acquires that beautiful polished

surface for which the cowries are noted.

The D0LIID.E are, for the most part, large, thin, and rather globose shells,

the fragile whorls of which are strengthened by their walls being corrugated.

In Pirula the shell is stouter, and furnished with a long anterior canal.

There is no operculum. They are denizens of tropical seas.

The Cassidid.e, or helmet-shells, resemble the preceding, to which they

are closely allied, and with which they are found. Their shells, however,

have the margin of the outer lip inflected, or thickened and crenulated, and
they furthermore possess a fan-shaped, horny operculum. The under-layers

of the shell in Strombus, Cyprcea, and Cassis being of a different colour to the

upper ones, these shells lend themselves especially to the art of the cameo
engraver : the best results are generally those obtained from the Cassis rufa

of West Africa.

The LoTORiiD^ are best typified by the great triton-shell (Fig. 12), which

the sea-gods in mythical pictures are represented blowing. It is a fine large

shell, with slender pointed spire and numerous varices, resulting from the

formation of periodic mouths. The aperture is large and oval, whilst both

inner and outer lip are denticulate. The periostracum in this family is

usually stout and fibrous : the operculum is horny and claw-shaped.

The most highly specialised of all the Toenioglossa are certain pelagic

forms formerly placed in a separ-

ate group, and called Heteropoda
or Nucleobranchiata. The
animals are remarkable for their

transparency, all the various

organs being perfectly visible

even through the shell. They
swim upside down in the water,

^. ,„ „ the flattened foot acting as a fin.
Fig. 16—Carinaria m . ... t .' • u j" Two families are distinguished:

—
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The Atlantid^ have convolute shells, which in Atlanta is flat, and
furnished with a single remarkably deep keel at the periphery, and in

Oxygynis is globose, and provided with many small keels.

The Pterotrach^id.tj, as a rule, have neither mantle, shell, nor tentacles
;

in Carinaria (Fig. 16), however, there is a cap-shaped, transparent, glassy

shell covering the small visceral mass. The animals are carnivorous.

To the Tpenioglossa, also, in all probability, belong the families Cuoristid^,
Adeorbid.*:, Seguenziid.e, and Oocorythid^.

Sub-order 4.

—

Rachiglossa, Mollusca with long retrac

tile proboscis. The formula for the radula is I'l'l;

the laterals, however, are often wanting.

The MuRiciD.E are a numerous family, chiefly familiar

by the many examples of the spiny species of Murea
that adorn some people's houses. Their shells have
moderate spires and generally a large body- whorl ; the
mouth is furnished with both anterior and posterior

canals, the former often being of great length, and a

horny operculum. They are usually more or less

spirally ribbed, whilst Mvrex has numerous strong

varices frequently ornamented with spines of great

length, which, in the Venus' Comb (Fig. 17), extend the „". „

whole length of the anterior canal. The dog-periwinkle, Mdrex t'enui-spina.

Fnrpnra laplllus, so common on our coasts, belongs to

this family.

The CoRALLioPHiLiD^ live amongst masses of coral ; Magilus, indeed,
becomes buried in them, and forms a tubular shell to keep pace with the
coral as it grows. The young Magilus, before it becomes fixed, and the
other members of the family resemble Purpura, both in shell and animal, but
have no radula.

The CoLUMBELLiD^ are small fusiform shells resembling Strombus in shape
;

but the lip, instead of being expanded, is thickened and dentate within ; the
aperture is narrow and the anterior canal short.

The Nassid.e, or dog-whelks, have a shell like the common whelk, only
smaller ; the outer lip is thickened and dentate ; the columella lip is

thickened with a callus ; the operculum is horny ; the wide, thin foot

of the animal is divided behind into two tails. Nassa reticulata is very
common on our coasts.

To the BucciNiD.E belong the common whelk and its allies. The siphon
is rather long and allows the animal to burrow in the mud in search of the
bivalves on which it feeds, boring a neat little hole in their shells and rasp-

ing out its victim with the radula in its long, retractile proboscis. The foot

is large and thin ; the operculum horny and oval ; a scanty, rough
periostracum is found on fresh specimens, but soon rubs off.

The TuRBiNELLiD^E have generally pear-shaped, solid shells, usually with
shelly plaits or folds on the columella ; the anterior canal is fairly long.

They are for the most part tropical forms. To this family belongs the
largest known Gastropod, Semifusus proboscidifems, which attains 2 ft. in

length. It comes from Australia.

The Fasciolariid.e have elongate fusiform shells ; the spire is generally
high and pointed and the anterior canal long. The columella bears several

shelly plaits or folds ; the lip is simple, and the horny operculum bluntly
claw-shaped. The whorla are frequently ornamented with tubercles arranged
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spirally, and with spiral strice. The members of this family, also, chiefly

inhabit southern seas.

The MiTKiD.E are more cylindrical shells than the preceding, with more

or less acute spire and narrow aperture, without operculum ; the columella

bears several folds, of which the hindermost, i.e., the one furthest from the

well-marked anterior canal, is the largest. The Mitridre are tropical shells,

the best-known examples being, perhaps, Mitra episcopalis, which is white,

with squarish, red spots arranged in rows.

The VoLUTiD-K include some of the finest of the tropical shells. The
animal has a long foot and a wide, fiat head ; the shell varies, being spindle-

shaped in some, and greatly swollen in others ; in all, however, the aperture

is large, the outer lip slightly turned out, the margin simple, notched for the

siphon at the anterior end next the columella, which ends in a point, and

bears several folds. The protoconch is set obliquely.

The Marginellid.e have oval, or sub-conoidal, shells that are shining and

polished, without operculum.

The Harpid.e include but a single genus, Harpa, to the shell of which the

periodic mouths impart its characteristic lirate appearance. The spire is

short, the aperture wide, lip simple, with anterior siphonal notch ; there are

no folds on the columella, nor is there any operculum. The Harps are found

'in tropical seas, and so, too, are olives, which come next.

The Olivid.t:, or olives and rice - shells, in point of polished surface

and in colour-markings, are equal to the cowries. They are more or less

cylindrical, with a short spire and long, narrow mouth; the columella ia

callous, and bears several plaits towards the anterior extremity; an oper-

culum is sometimes present.

Sub-order 5.

—

Toxoglossa. The radula normally has the formula I'Ol,

and the teeth are large.

The Cancellakiid.t. include but one genus, Cancellaria, so named from

the cancellate, or cross-marked sculpturing of the shell, which is oval, or

turreted, with anterior siohonal notch ; the columella is strongly plicate ; the

operculum is wanting*
The Pleurotomid.t. include a great number of spindle-shaped shells, most

of which bear a characteristic notch in the outer lip, and a marked anterior

canal ; the columella is smooth ; the operculum is not always developed.

The CoNiD.ii .-^re too universally known to require description, their

conical shells, with long, narrow apertures, are only approached in form in

one or two exceptional instances by members of other families. The
operculum, when present, is very small, and almost rudimentary. Perhaps

the most remaikable feature about the animal lies in its radula, the teeth

of which are proportionately large, are barbed, and perforated by a duct

leading to a poison gland. This character has not been observed in any
other group. The cones are essentially tropical inhabitants. The varied

markings of their shells are completely concealed during the lifetime of the

occupant by the tough periostracum in which they are enveloped.

The Terebrio-t^, or auger shells, are extremely long and slender, with

many whorls, which are sometimes smooth but often ribbed ; the mouth is

oblique, with simple, thin lips and large anterior notch ; the columella is

without folds. The horny operculum is bluntly claw-shaped. The sole

genus, Terehra, is entirely confined to tropical seas.
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SUB-CLASS B.—EUTHYNEURA.

Gastropoda, in which the visceral nerve-loop, with one exception, is not
twisted into a figare of 8, and in which the nerve ganglia are brought closer

together around the resophagus. The twist in the visceral mass is not so
great as in the preceding sub-class, and the pallial cavity with its accompany-
ing organs lies on the right side of the body. The head generally bears two
pairs of tentacles ; the radula is usually composed of rows of uniform teeth
on either side of a central one ; and the sexes are united in each individual.

The Euthyneura are divisible into two orders—Opisthobranchiata and
Pulmonata.

Order I.

—

Opisthobranchiata.

In this group the heart is placed in front of the gills,

divided into Tectibranchiata and Nudibranchiata.
The order is sub-

Sub-order 1

—

Tfctibranchiata. The animal possesses a shell usually

more or less completely concealed by the folds of the mantle and skin. For
convenience this sub-order is further divided into three groups—Bulloidea,

Aplysioidea, and Pleurobranchoidea.

A.

—

Bulloidea.

The Bulloidea have a well-developed shell, external or internal (Fig. 18
A-C) ; the head is generally devoid of tentacles, and the skin of the upper
j)xrt is produced into a broad disc. In many the stomach is armed with
shellj'^ plates for cru.shing the shells of their prey.

Flu 18.—Tecttbpanchs
A, Actaeon.
B, Bulla.

0, Philine.

D, Dolabella,

Fig. 19

—

Pteropods.
A, Spiralis. C, Cleodora.
B, Eurybia. D, Limacina.

The genus Adeem is distinctly streptoneurous and thus forms a con-
necting link between the Streptoneura and Euthyneura. It has an
ovate, spired shell, with pointed apex and a narrow aperture that widens
out in front. The horny operculum is elliptical in shaoe,
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In the genua Tornatina the shell is cylindrical, the apex of the short spire

being sinistral ; in Volvulella the spire is no longer raised, the shell being

convolute, i.e., wound on itself like a measuring tape; in Bulla and
Bullinella [= Cylichna\ it is involute, i.e., the spire is sunk, leaving an

aperture, whilst the columella is less pronounced ; in Scaphander the latter

has disappeared and the shell is without any central axis, the whole interior

being visible from the front ; in Pliiline this is carried still further, the

shell, which is internal, being widely open—unrolled, as it were.

To the Bulloidea is now referred that section of the old class Pteropoda,

or sea-butterflies, in which the animal retains its shell in the adult state.

The chief peculiarity of the Pteropoda lies in the conversion of the foot

into a pair of wing-like fins. Their shells vary greatly in shape, whilst their

general appearance will best be understood from the foregoing figures (Fig. 19).

The following families are referred to the Bulloidea:—Actreonidje, Torna-
tinidje, Scaphandridfe, Bullidfe, Aplustridte, Ringiculidte, Gastropteridre,

Philinid^e, Doridiidse, Runcinidse, Oxynoidog, Limacinidte, Cymbulidee,

Cavolinidce.

B.—Aplysioidea.

In the Aplysioidea the shell is either very greatly reduced or wanting
altogether ; the head carries two pairs of tentacles.

The ArLYSiiD/E, or sea-hares, have large bodies of greenish or olive-green

hue, with a jjair of lappet-like extensions of the foot folded over the back
;

the shell, concealed beneath the mantle-folds, is thin, covered with a horny
periostracum, triangular in shape, and flexible when first removed from
the animal (Fig. 18 D).

The shell-less sea-butterflies are now placed with this group, which
includes the following families :—Aplysiidte, Pneumonodermatida), Clionop-

sidse, Clionidse, Notobranchasidse, and Eurybiidie.

C.—Pleurobranchoidea.

The Pleurobranchoidea have two pairs of tentacles, no lappet-like

extensions of the foot, and no gill cavity, the gill occupying a narrow
space between the mantle and the foot.

In the Pleurobranchid^, the thin flexible shell which is covered by the

mantle is large, oblong, and nearly flat, with the nucleus at the hinder

margin. In Umbrella, the sole genus in the family UxMbrellid^, the

external shell is a flat, circular disc, with the nucleus nearly in the centre.

Sub-order 2.

—

Nudibranchiata. The sea-

slugs are shell-less in the adult state, but possess
when still in the egg both shell and operculum.
There are no true gills; their place is taken by
certain tentacle-like organs that sometimes are
placed in a cluster near the end of the body
(Fig. 20 A), and sometimes ranged in rows
down the back (Fig. 20 B). These "branchial
leaflets," "dorsal appendages," or "cerata,"
as they are variously styled, frequently bear

Fig. 50.-NUDIERANCHS. * striking resemblance" both in form and
A, Doris. B, Dendronotus. colour to some other marine object, such as a

cluster of zoophytes or small sea-weeds, etc.

The radula is very variable, sometimes there are many teeth in each
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transverse row, sometimes the whole radula consists of a row of single

teeth, one behind the other. In one group, the Elysioidea, the worn-
out teeth as they drop off are saved up in a little pouch in front of the
mouth.
The Nudibranchiata are divided into Elysioidea, Tritonioidea, ^Eoli-

dioidea and Doridoidea.

Though they occur on every sea-coast they are not forms often met with
by the ordinary student, and hence will not be discussed in further detail.

OeDER II.—PULMONATA.

In this order are included the vast majority of the land MoUusca (both
snails and slugs) and of the fresh-water snails, besides three genera, repre-
senting a like number of families, of marine Gastropods. In all, the gills

have entirely disappeared, and the pallial cavity has been converted into a
breathing organ. The free edge of the mantle has been united to the skin
of the neck and back, leaving only a small contractile aperture, whilst on
the roof of the chamber thus formed respiration is effected by means of a

branching net-work of blocd-vessels that surround and lead to the heart,

which lies with its auricle to the front. In the marine forms sea water
is admitted into this cavity, in the others air is drawn in and then expelled.

With one exception no operculum is present in the adult.

The Pulmonata are divided into

—

Basommatophoea, or those in which
the eyes are placed at the base of the tentacles, and Siylommatophoka, in

which the eyes are borne on the ends of tentacles.

Sub-order 1.

—

Basommatophora. These have one pair of tentacles, which
are not retractile, and the eyes are placed at their bases. All have an
external shell, and, in the egg, an operculum, which is subsequently lost,

except in Amphibola.
The AuRicuLiD.E greatly resemble the Actfeonidse—from which in all

probability they have descended—in the shape of their shells as well as in

certain points in their anatomy. The shell is oval in outline, with a

prominent spire and large body-whorl, whilst the aperture is long, narrow
behind, and widening out in front. There aie two or three strong folds on
the columella ; the margin of the outer lip is thickened and often more or
less toothed on its inner side. They especially frequent salt marshes and
damp spots within reach of the waves. The smallest British land-shell,

Carychium minimum, is, however, found inland everywhere in damp spots

at the roots of grass.

The Otinid.e are closely related ; their shells are auriform. They occur
between tide-marks, and one species is British.

The Amphibolid.e are represented by a single genus, Amphibola, which
has a globular, spiral shell, with an uneven surface, looking as if it had
shrivelled. The operculum is horny and sub-spiral. They live by the
margins of the sea in the Indian Ocean, Australia, New Zealand, and the
Pacific Islands.

The SiPHONARiiDiE have limpet-like shells, only distinguishable from
those of the true PatellidiB by the slight, channel-like depression on the

interior that marks the position of the opening into the respiratory chamber.
Like the limpets they are fuund clinging to rocks at low water, but do not
occur in the colder seas.

The Chilinid.e are fresh-water forms that occur in South America. The
2 S
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single genus Chilinia has a globose shell with wide aperture, a thickened
columella with one or two strong folds ; the exterior is ornamented with zit^-

zag lines and spots of colour.
®

The LiMNiEiD.E include our commonest pond-snails, Limmm and
Planorbis, as well as the little fresh-water limpet, Anciilm, with a few
other allied genera. A characteristic feature of their shells is that their
surface looks as if it had been beaten with a hammer.
The Limnteidse are amongst the most widely distributed of Mollusca

being found from arctic to tropical climes, whilst Limnaa can even live in
hot springs where the water attains a temperature of 104° F. The shells
of Limncea vary from very high to very short spired forms, but all have a
very large body-whorl. The genus Planorbis, or the flat-coil shells, are
really smistral forms. Ancylus is found clinging to stones in swift-flowin<^
streams. °

The PHYSiDiE are sinistral forms, and have very thin, globular horn-
coloured, and glossy little shells.

'

Sub-order 2.—Stylommatophora. The Stylommatophora have, as a rule,
two pairs of tentacles, which can be withdrawn into the body by a process
of inversion, and carry their eyes on the summits of the upper pair. They
are all terrestrial forms and have an external spiral shell, except the slugs
in which it IS reduced to an internal shelly plate, or ia wanting altoc^ether'
The slugs do not constitute a group by themselves, but belong to dffferent
families.

The land-snails occur in all climes and at all altitudes where life is
possible, and include innumerable forms which have been variously
divided into a great number of families and sections ; the followincr, how-
ever, may be taken as constituting the principal groups :

^'

The Onghidiid.e are slug-like animals, entirely devoid of any shell that
live close down to the margin of the sea. Only one pair of retractile
tentacles, bearing the eyes, is present. Certain species are also furnished
with eyes on the back. There is a British representative found locally on
the coasts of Cornwall and Devon

.

The VAGINULID.E are shell-less slugs, unrepresented in Europe Only
one genus, Vaglmda, is distinguished.

"

The ATHORACOPHORID.E, with a single genus, Athoracophorus, have a small
tlat, internal, shelly plate. The lower pair of tentacles is wanting They are
found in New Zealand, New Caledonia, and the New Hebrides.
The SucciNEiD^ include snails, in some of which the shell is external

whilst in others it is internal. The lower pair of tentacles is either little
developed or wanting. The type genus Succinea, or the amber-snails, are
world-wide m their distribution, and have pretty little delicate, amber-
coloured, glossy, spiral shells. Two or three species are British. Hyalimax
IS one of the slug-like members of the family found in the Mascareigne
and Nicobar Islands. ^

The ACHATINELL1D.E occur in the Sandwich Islands. They are prettily
marked, and very variable little high-spired shells, that are sometimes
clextral and sometimes sinistral.

The AcHATiNiD E include at the same time some of the largest and of the
smallest land-snails The type genus Achatma is confined to Africa and
Its islands, although one species has been introduced into the Botanical
(wardens in India. It has a high-spired shell, usually with a larcre body-
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Fig. 21.—
Cladsilia,
showing

clau8ium(c)in
position.

whorl. The largest species attains 7 in. in length, and lays an egg as large

as a pigeon's, with a calcareous shell. Stenogyra has a very long and narrow,
many-whorled, glossy shell ; some species are nearly an inch in length.

Ca'cilliaiiella is very small and lives underground. It is, as its name implies,

blind. One species occurs in England.
The PuPiD^E have many-whorled (more or less cylindrical) spiral shells,

often strongly striated and frequently sinistral.

The genus Pupa, the chrysalis-shells, is represented in

Britain, as also is Clausilia, in which the shell is very long

and sinistral. The latter is remarkable for possessing a

curious little valve, the clausium, which is attached within

the shell by a spiral elastic stalk to the columella, and closes

automatically behind the animal when it retires (Fig. 21).

The Cylindrellidjj;, which are confined to America and
the West Indies, have exceedingly long, many-whorled shells,

with circular aperture : the last whorl often stands out from
the rest.

The BuLiMULiD^ occur in America, Southern Asia, and
Polynesia. With the exception of the slug-like genus
Peltella, they have external high-spired shells.

The Ortualicid.e are an American family, whose single

genus Orthalicus has a shell in external shape resembling that

of Bulimuliis.

The Helicid^e comprise an enormous number of forms :—High-spired

shells as in the genus Bxdimus, which is confined to South America and the

West Indies; or as in the gaudily-painted shells of the Philippine genua
Helicostyla and our own Cochlicella; shells with short spire or no spire at

all, as in the big genus Helix, of which the garden snail is an example.
The family THYROPnoRELLiD.E has

been created to receive one small species,

Thyrophorella Thomensis (Fig. 22), from
the Island of St. Thomas, Gulf of G uinea.

The unique feature about the shell,

which is a fiat, spiral one, consists in the
prolongation of the upper half of the

peristome beyond the aperture and the
formation of a hinge allowing this pro-

jection to close over the mouth and thus

act like an operculum when the animal
retires.

The ARIONID.E are slugs whose shell

is represented by a few calcareous grains

beneath the mantle. The big black slug

Avion ater is a type.

The Philomycid^ are shell-less slugs found in North and Central America,
Eastern Asia, and Java.

The ENDODONTID.E have flatly-coiled shells, generally ribbed and marked
with little red patches. The common little Pyramidida rotidiidata is a

British example.
The LiMACii)^ are slugs with small, internal, shelly plate. The majority

of the British slugs belong to this group.
The ZoNiTiD^ have external shells, often very thin and shining. The

Fig. 22.—Thyrophoreila.

A, The animal crawling. B, The shell seen
edgewise, C, Do. seen from beneath.
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peristome is sharp. The cellar-snail, Vitrea cellaria, is one of several British

examples.
The Testac'ELLID.e and Selenitid^: are the most highly specialised of the

Stylommatophora and are almost all voracious carnivores. Testacella looks

like a slug with a tiny shell at the end of its tail. It is a worm-eater and
follows its prey in their burrows, hence it is seldom seen though fairly

abundant in England. Other members of the group have shells of varying

sizes and shapes.

CLASS v.—CEPHALOPODA.

The Cephalopoda include not only the most highly organised Mollusca, but
also the largest of them all, some forms, it is calculated, exceeding 50 ft. in

total length. The pearly nautilus has an external shell, the cuttle-fish and
its near allies have internal shells, whilst the octopus has none at all.

The Cephalopoda are symmetrical animaJs, the two halves of the body
corresponding in structure. The visceral mass is large and often elongated.

The head, on either side of which there is a large and well-developed eye,

is more or less distinct, and is surrounded by the foot, which has in fact

grown around the head and has developed, or been drawn out into, eight or

ten long processes called arma.

In the majority of living foims these aims are furnished with rows of

suckers or hooks. The upper part of the back of the foot has grown out into

two fleshy lobes, the free, outer edges of which can be applied to each other

so as to form a tube, known as the funnel, or siphon, that ccn municates with

the mantle-cavity. Sometimes the edges of these lobes have grown together

and form a complete tube. The bell-shaped mantle which envelopes the

body is extremely tough and muscular.

The mantle-cavity is on the under side towards the back of the body, and
the water for respiration is taken in at its open end and then discharged

through the siphon. By the forcible expulsion of water in this way these

animals can dart backwards through the water with great rapidity.

The mouth is placed in the centre of the arms; it is furnished with two
jaws which resemble a parrot's beak and which are moved by powerful muscles.

The radula is small in proportion to the animal, and has but few teeth in

each row; the alimentary canal runs in an almost straight line from the
mouth to the stomach near the further end of the bcdy, thence the intestine

leads forwards and downwards and terminates in the mantle-cavity. Just
at the same point the ink-bag also opens into the mantle-cavity. By dis-

charging the ink or sepia-pigment contained in this gland, and thus clouding
the water, the animal is enabled to cover its retreat from an enemy. On
either side of the median line, within the pallial-cavity also, are the gills,

either two or four in number and foliobranchiate in type. The heart has a

corresponding number of auricles and a ventricle, whilst the blocd is largely

confined to veins and arteries, so that nearly the whole of the blood return-
ing from the body passes through the gills. The nervous system is highly
concentrated, whilst the ganglia around the oesophagus are fused together
into a ring of nervous tissue. This nerve-collar in NaiUihis is partly, and in

the other Cephalopoda completely, enclosed by a car-tilage called the cephalic

cartilage. There are other cartilages present, except in Naritihis, in different

parts of the body, that serve as points of attachment for the larger muscles.

The faculty which Cephalopods possess of changing their colour is one of
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considerable interest. Scattered over the surface of the body, and just

beneath the outer layer of the skin, are a number of pigment cells called

chromatophorcs, and it is by the contraction and expansion of these, which
are partly under the control of the animal, that the changes of colour are

effected.

The class is divided into two orders, according to the number of gills

present, viz.:—Tetrabranchiata and Dibranchiata.

Order I.

—

Tetrabranchiata

Is represented at the present day by a single genus Nautilus; but in past

times there were, many other very strange forms whose shells were either

uncoiled or curved or quite straight.

The shell of Nautilus is entirely external and coiled forwards over the

animal's back; the aperture of the shell of the male is proportionately wider
than that of the females.

Its outer layer is porcella-

neous, the inner nacreous.

Inside, when neatly cut in

half, it is seen to be divided

off by a number of shelly

partitions into a series of

chambers (Fig. 23). The
reason for these lies in the
fact that the animal does not
occupy the hinder part, which
it shuts off each time that

growth compels it to con-

struct a wider and more
commodious portion in front.

The first chamber of all, or

protoconch, being horny, is

never preserved in the Nau-
tiloidea. Running right

through these chambers to

the last one is a small tube,

the walls of which are pervious and lined with a black horny layer. It is

occupied by a backward extension of the mantle called the siph%mcle. What
the function of this siphuncle may be is still unknown, nor is it yet

ascertained for certain whether the untenanted chambers are filled with gas

or water, though the latter appears more probable.

The animal of Nautihis is rare, and differs conspicuously from other

Cephalopods in that it has no long arms furnished with suckers; the mouth
is, instead, surrounded by numerous suckerless tentacles which can be
retracted into special sheaths. The margins of the lobes which form the

funnel are not united. There is no ink-bag. The gills are four in number.
The eye is remarkable for being of the simplest description : it consists of

a cup-shaped depression lined by the retina and covered with an outer layer

of the skin, save for one small aperture in the centre. The sea-water fills the

cavity when the animal is alive, and the whole apparatus must work on the

principle of a pin-hole camera.

Four species of Nautilus are known—from the Gulf of Persia, the Indian

Ocean, the China Sea, and the Pacific Ocean.

Fig. 23.—Nautilus.
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To the Tetrabranchiata probably also belongs the fossil group Ammonea,
in which the shell was external and of various shapes, but retained the
protoconch.

Order II.

—

Dibranchiata

Characterised by the possession of a single pair of gills. The funnel is

complete. The eye is highly developed, having both lens and cornea. The
shell, when present, is internal.

Sub-order 1.

—

Decapoda. The members of this sub-order have ten arms.
Eight of these, often shorter than the body, are tapering and armed with
rows of suckers. Each sucker, or ocetabidum, is on a short stalk or pedicle,

and strengthened by a horny rim which is frequently toothed. The horny
rim is sometimes replaced by a hook which is retractile like the claw of a cat.

The other two arms, called the "prehensile tentacles " or "tentacular arms,"
placed one on either side, are longer than the rest and cylindrical in form,
with expanded ends armed with suckers, or with hooks. Just beneath the
expanded tips there is sometimes an arrangement of suckers enabling the
two to lock together and act in concert. These arms are retractile, and in

the cuttle-fish can be withdrawn into special pouches.
The shell is concealed beneath the mantle on the side of the body opposite

to the pallial cavity. It is generally more or less rudimentary, but is most
developed in the cuttle-fish (Sepia.) in which the "cuttle-bone'' or "sepion"
occupies the whole length and nearly the width of the body. In another
form, Loligo, the shell is reduced to a horny "pen " or "gladius." Spirida

(Fig. 24), however, has a spirally-coiled chambered shell in

which the whorls are widely separated. This shell lies in the
hinder extremity of the body, and, in the few specimens of the
animal that have been obtained, is not completely concealed by
the mantle, though whether this is the natural state or due to
injury is not yet clearly ascertained. It is thus strikingly different

from the shells of other living Decapoda ; the gap between them
is, however, supplied in fossil forms. In some of these, the
Belemnites, the apex of the shell is enclosed in a calcareous
sheath called the guard, or by quarrymen "thunderbolts." The
shell of Spirula is common enough and frequently cast up on
our shores, but the animal is an inhabitant of deep water and
rarely obtained. The other members of the group frequent the
open sea, and often have lateral expansions of the mantle that
act as fins.

Fig. 24.— The Decapoda are divided into two sections :

—

Oigopsida, in

The''"^^"t"
which the sea-water has access to the space between the cornea

o^! the^sheil ^^^ l^ns of the eye, and Myopsida, in which the cornea is

is indicated entire and water is not admitted.

throug^h '^^.®. following are the principal families:— A, Oigopsida—
the skin. Families—Thysanoteuthidte, Ommastrephidre, Onychoteuthidre,

Gonatidfe, Chiroteuthidse, Cranchiadse, Spirulidre, and the fossil

Decapods with "guarded" shells. B, Myopsida—Families—Sepiolidse,
Sepiadariidas, Idiosepiidse, Sepiidaj, and Loliginidte.

Sub-order 2.—Octopoda. The members of this sub-order have short bag-
like bodies without tentacular arms, only the eight tapering ones, which are
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always longer than the body, and the suckers of which have no horny rings.

In many the arms are connected by a web, the umbrella, which may exist

only at their base or extend almost to their tips, as in Cirroteuthis; it is

probably of assistance in swimming.
There is no shell except in the famous " Paper-Nautilus " (Argonauta), and

then it is not a true shell but a secondary one. This is carried by the
females only, and is formed after the
animal is hatched. It consists of a
thin, white, perfectly open shell, which
is slightly coiled towards the back ; its

corrugated walls are formed of three
layers—the outer ones prismatic, the
inner fibrous. The animal nestles in

the boat-like shell, which is in nowise
attached to the body, and holds it in
place with the two front arms. The
ends of these arms are curved round
and sustain thin membranes, vela,

which cover the exterior of the shell

on either side (Fig. 25). Whether the mantle takes part in the secretion of

this shell, or whether it is wholly formed by the "vela," is not yet quite
clear ; its function, however, is probably less to protect the animal than to

serve as a receptacle for the eggs.

The following families are included in the Octopoda:— Cirroteuthidse,
Amphitretidse, Argonautidte, Tremoctopodidae, Allopsidre, and Octopodidae.

Fiu- 25.— Argonaut.
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LAMPSHELLS, ETC.

By F. a. Bathek, M.A., F.G.S., Etc.

The Brachiopocla are marine animals whicl', like some Mollvisca, form ex-

ternal shells ; but tliey

differ from the Mollusca
in many points.

The shell consists of

two valves, which lie on
the back and front of the
animal, not on its sides

as in bivalve Mollusca.
Each valve is symmetri-
cal in itself, which is very
rarely the case in IMol-

lusca ; but one valve is

nearly always larger
than the other. By this

la\ger valve the adult
animal is usually at-

tached to rocks or other
objects, either by the
direct growth of the

valve to the rock {e.g., Crania, Fig. 1), or, as is more usual, by means of a

Fig- 1.—A SnssiLE Brachiotod (Crania) ; attached to a
piece of oyster-shfill ; it.v., dorsal valve; v.r., ventral
valve; e.d., exterior of dorsal valve; i.v., interior of

ventral valve. Twice natural size.

Fig. 2.—A Pedunculate Brachio-
. FOTi(Lhvjiila). Tlie animal lives

in tlie mud (m.) in a tube, the
bottom of wliich is lir.ed with
cemented sand-grains (f.). The
shell (s.) is attached to this by a
peduncle (p.), which can con-

tract, a. and h , the peduncle
outstretched; c, the peduncle
contracted; d., the opening of

the tube from above. Greatly
reduced.

'(;;. 3.— Shell structure of ^, a calcareous
shelled Brachiopod , IS, a horny shelled

;

w., mantle, whicli sends proces-es O'.m.)
through the prisms of carbonate of lime
that make up most of the shell; p... outer
imperforate layer ; I., line of growth ; h.,

horny layers ; c, calcareous layers with
vertical canals, Greatly magnified.

64S
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/ong muscular sttilk, cuUoil tliu peduncle (Fig. 2). This larger valve is there-

fore often called the •' peduncle valve "
; by English writers it is called the

" ventral valve," although in the natural position of stalked forms it is always

the uppermost. The smaller valve is called the "brachial" or "dorsal"

valve. In microscoino structure, also, the shell diflers from that of the

Mollusca (Fig. 3). The two valves may be united by a hinge at the hinder,

or umbonal end (Articulata, Fig. 4), or they may not (Inarticulata,

Fig. 5).

The shell-valves are lined by two mantle-folds, or extensions of the body-
walls, which contain prolongations of the body-cavity ; and in them the
generative products are f(jrmed. The free margins of the mantle-folds are
beset with bristles (setiB, shown at h. in Fig. 2). Muscles pass across the body
of the animal from one valve to the other; they serve to open and to close

the valves, and to move them sideways. The imprints of these muscles
on the shell are important in the study of fossil brachiopods (Fig. 5).

p.ij d / tn pa.

Fig. 4.—A TTiNT.ED r,RACHT0'^o'n(7?^^)?«^'?(nif/ altcrnata).

The upper figure shows the hinge from outside ; the
lower figures sliow the inside of the valves, p.v.,

peduncular or ventral valve; h.v., brachial or dorsal
valve ; h., hinge-line ; f?., deltidium

; /., foramen ; a.,

area ; i.a. and o.a., its inner and outer portions ; t,
tooth; d.s., socket in which tooth works; c.p., car-

dinal process; m.c, muscle scars. Two-thirds natural
size.

The viscera (Fig. 6) lie near the hinder umbonal part of the shell, and the
mouth is directed towards the fore-part or opening of the shell. Around
the mouth is a somewhat horseshoe-shaped disc, bearing ciliated tentacles,

and called the lophophore (tuft-bearer). It is often produced into two
processes or "arms," which fill the fore-part and sides of the shell-cavity,

and are often spir.ally coiled. From these "arms" is derived the name
" Brachiopoda " (lipaxit^v, an arm, and tSv;^ a foot) ; they are often sup-

ported by a calcareous skeleton, the shape of which is of great import-
ance in classifying fossil forms. The movement of the cilia of the lopho-
phore serves to drive to the mouth currents of water containing food-

particles. A lophophore is also found in the Bryozoa, and in a few other
sessile marine animals (Phoronls, Rhahduplcura, Cephalodiscus). The mouth
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le-acla to Ji slightly-coiled intestine, which may have an anus (Tketenterata),
or may not (Clistenxekata).

'Bvj. 5;—A Non-Hinged Brachiopod (Linr/ula anatina). In-
terior of ventral (V.) and dorsal {V.) valves, showing muscle
scara, named as follows : u., umbonal; p.s., parietal; t.m.,

transmedian ; e..-l., externo-lateral ; m.-l., medio-lateral ; c,
central; ct.-i., antero-lateral. Natural size.

The Brachiopoda possess a system of blood-vessels, with a contractile heart,

a distinct nervous system, and a pair of excretory organs (nephridia), which
serve also for the transmission of the

generative products. The sexes are

usually separate, but Lingula is

hermaphrodite.
The Brachiopoda are found in

seas all over the world, and usually

at depths of less than 100 fathoms,
but they have been dredf(ed at a
depth of 2,900 fathoms.^ A few
{e.g., Lhyjida, Fig. 2) bury them-
selves in mud ; but most attach

themselves to rocks. They occur in

great numbers wherever found.

Their shells, which are easily pre-

served, abound in strata of all ages,

so that a knowledge of them is of

great assistance to the geologist.

The simplest form of Brachiopod
known occurs in the Lower Cambrian
rocks of America, and is called

Paterina (Fig. 7). Its valves are

oval in outline, with one side truncated by a straight hinge-line. Concentric

Fig. C\ — Internal organs of a Brachiopod
(IthynchoncUa psittfuca). p., peduncle;
D.V., dorsal valve, and V.V., ventral valve,
of the shell, n-hicli are broken away on one
side, exposing—L.,lophophore; .1/'., median
partition ; Oe., oesophagus, leading from a
mouth between tlie coils of tholophophore
to the stomach, .S'.; C, the coecurn, or blind
end of the gut, which has no anus.
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Fig. 7.—The An-
CESTOK OF THE
PJR.VCIIIOPODA
{Vatcrina). En-
larged.

lines of growth run parallel to the curved margin o£ the shell, and up to the

hinge-lhic, whence we see that at all stages of its growth the

shell was of the same shape. A very largo number of the

genera of the Brachiopods pass througii a stage in early

youth in which both valves, or, more generally, the dorsal

valve alone, are of the same shape as the adult Fateriti.a.

But during growth, changes in the shape of the valves
take place, chiefly produced by the enclosure of the
peduncle in the walls of the ventral valve, and by the
formation of a deliiiite hinge. In the simple types of
Brachiopoda, such as Paterina and Lingula (Fig. 5), the

peduncle passes out freely between both of the valves ; such forms are known
as Atremata.
Next, the peduncle-opening is restricted to the ventral valve, where it lies

in a slit, which may become transformed into a round opening by growth of shell

substance, a stage tliat is still seen in the modern Disclna and Dischiisca (Fig.

8). Such forms are known as Neotremata. The two orders. Atremcda and
Ncotremata, are equivalent to the old order, Inarticulata or Tretenterata.

In the next order, the Protremata, the peduncle lies at the apex of a trian-

gular fissure (deltliyrium). This is partially closed in early life by a single

shelly plate (pseudo-deltidium), as in Clitambonites (Fig. 9). This plate is

secreted by the peduncle and posterior part of the body itself, and lies

towards the apex of the delthyrium. In the adult, the pseudo-delthyrium
becomes fused to the ventral valve, and often decreases in size.

The last order is the Telotremata, in which the delthyrium becomes closed

by the development of a pair of shelly plates (deltidial plates). These are

Fig. B.—Disciniscct, D., dorsrxl, and
v., ventral, valve ; F., peuuucie
slit. Natural size.

Fkj O.—Clitrimbnnitr'nUhcen-
dens. F., foramen for

peduncle ; D., deltidium
of ventral valve; C, delti-

dium of dorsal valve
(chilidium) ; V.A. and
D.A., areas of vcb tral and
dorsal valves. Katural

secreted by the edges of the mantle, and may fuse, either in the adult or
from their earliest appearance, to form a single plate (deltidium). (See Fig. 10.)

Some of the earliest forms of this order are the Bhynchonellidce, which occur
early in palpeozoic times. Subsequently, we find two main branches of the order,

in which the lophophorc is borne either by simple loops of shelly substance
(e.g., Tcrehratnla and Magellania), or by coiled spires (e.g., Spirifer and
Atrgpa) respectively (Fig. 11). ' The two orders Protremata and Telotremata
together correspond to the old order, Articulata or Clistenterata.
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TJie Bracliiopodii, -which were formerly vei-y numerous, bfith in genera,
species, and individuals, are now represented by a little over a hundred
species, distributed among some fifteen or sixteen genera.

fi:7. \(i.—Spinkr sidcatu^. A sppcimen, natural
size, and an enlargement of tlie middle part
of the hinge-area (/I.) of the ventral valve,
showing the delthyrium almost closed by
two deltidial plates (/*.), so that only a small
foramen (f.) remains.

Fig. 11.—Lophophore supports in Ma<jc}-

lanin (m.)am\ Atrypala .). jn.s., median
septum; c, crura; c.;)., crural processes;

.f.j)., jugal processes; d.L, descending
lamella ; a.L. ascending lamella

; f.l.,

primary lamella ; s.c, spiral coils.

The Brachiopoda have often been grouped together with the other forms
that have a lophophore (Bryozoa, etc.) under the name Molluscoidea (mol-
lusc-like). But, while they certainly are not related to the Mollusca, it is

very doubtful how far they are allied to these other forms. It is therefore
safer to keep them as a separate group of the animal kingdom.
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STAR-FISH, ETC.

By F. a. Baiher, M.A., F.G.S., Etc.

This is one of the main groups of the animal kingdom, and the animals
contained in it, such as the star-fish (Figs. 1, 2), brittle-stars (Figs. 5, 6),

sea-urchins (Figs. 7, 8), feather-stars (Figs. 13, 15), and sea-cucumbers (Figs.

9-12), are well marked off from all other animals by certain well-defined

characters. The first is the feature that has suggested the name of the
group, namely,
the deposition in f
the lower layers

of the integu-

mentof a crystal-

line deposit of

carbonate of
lime. This may
be in the form of

minute spicules

(Fig. 11, s), of

separate plates,

or of larger

plates and
ossicles closely

joined together

into a more or

less rigid test

(Figs. 7 and 13).

In all cases it is

characterised by
its trellis - work
structure, and by
the ease with
which it may be
split in certain definite directions. Such deposition of carbonate of lime

may also take place among the internal organs of the animal.

The second feature is the radiate structure so obvious in the ordinary
star-fish (Fig. 1). The number of rays is generally five, and the external

and internal organs of the animal are variously affected in the various classes

of echinoderms by this five-rayed symmetry. The Echinoderma resemble the
Mollusca, the Arthropoda, the Vertebrata, and many other groups, in

possessing a separate gut, shut off from the rest of the body-cavity, as well

653

^«
Pig. 1.—A Star-fish {Asterias ruhens) fkom Upper Susface.

Two thirds natural eize.
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as a system of branched tubes which convey blood through the body ; and in

these respects they diflfer from the jelly-fish, with which their radiate

symmetry has often caused them to be allied.

A system of tubes conveying water from the exterior throughout the

body, and serving as a hydraulic system, is characteristic of the echinoderms.
On the under side of the rays in a living star-fish may be seen a number of

small cylindrical processes which wave about gently like trees in a wind
(Fig. 1, P). They lie in each ray along two rows with a clear space

between, as trees on either side of an avenue; hence the whole band of them
in each ray is called an ambulacrum (garden-walk). In the sea-urchin

similar rows of the tube-like processes are seen passing from the

summit down to the base, dividing the test into five equal portions.

In the star-fish and sea-urchin these processes end in sucker-like discs.

The tubular process can be extended to a considerable length and
its disc attached to some neighbouring object. The contraction of the

process then draws the animal along ; hence in these animals the processes

are called tube-feet. Similar processes occurring in the brittle-stars and
crinoids have no suckers at the end, and serve only for purposes of respira-

tion and not for locomotion. The processes in general may therefore be
called podia. Their movements are caused by the squeezing of water into

them from the internal water-vessels ; for each podium is like an indiarubber
tube, closed at one end, passing through the test to join with one main tube
which runs along under the ambulacrum in a radial direction (Fig. 3, W),
and before it joins this radial canal, each podium gives off a small swelling
likewise filled with fluid, so that when this swelling, or ampulla (Fig. 3, Amp.),
is contracted, all the fluid is squeezed up into the podium, and pushes it out
like the finger of a glove when one blows into it. All the radial canals

meet in a ring-canal surrounding the mouth, and this is connected with the

outside water by a canal that passes right across the body-cavity to the

other side of the animal, where it opens to the exterior through a sieve-like

plate called the madreporite (Fig. 1, M). The walls of this canal are often

hardened by limy deposits, whence it is known as the stone-canal. Some
such system of water-canals occurs in all echinoderms, but in the sea-

cucumbers the madreporite that should connect it with the exterior is sunk
inward, and hangs in the fluid of the general body-cavity. Direct com-
munication with the exterior is perhaps not so necessary with these animals

since their flexible muscular walls enable them to drive the fluid of the body-
cavity in any desired direction.

There are three main systems of nerves found in echinoderms, one supply-

ing the skin, the podia, and the gut, and consisting of a nerve-ring round
the mouth, with radial nerves passing- from it beneath the ambulacra ; the
second, with a similar arrangement, but placed deeper, and supplying the
internal muscles of the body wall ; the third, which is best seen in crinoids,

starts from the other side of the body, oj^posite to the mouth, and supplies

the muscles that work the arms and stems.

In the star-fish the generative glands are orange-coloured tubes somewhat
branched and knotty, which pass down the sides of the rays and communi-
cate with the exterior at the angles between the rays (Fig. 2, G) ; they have
a similar position in the sea-urchins ; in crinoids they extend right down the
arms, at the extremities of which the generative products are produced. In
the sea-cucumber, however, there is but a single much-branched generative
Kland.
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The echinoderms now living are divided into five classes—Asteroidea, star-
fish

J Ophiuroidea, brittle-stars ; Echinoidea, sea-urchins ; Crinoidea, sea-
lihes, feather-stars

; and Holothuroidea, sea-cucumbers. There are two
extinct classes—first, the Cystidea, which are closely allied to the ancestors of
all echinoderms

;
and second, the Blastoidea, which are perhaps nothing

more than an offshoot from the crinoids. In the star-fish and brittle-star
the mouth (see Fig. 6) is in the centre of the under side of the body, directed
towards the sea-floor

; while the anus (Fig. 2, As), when it exists, is on the
other side and directed upwards. In a regular sea-urchin (Fig. 7) the mouth
u v*"."^,*'^®/"

* similar position, but in the irregular sea-urchins (Fi<^. 8)
the body has become somewhat elliptical in shape and the mouth has moved
a little forward

;
while the anus has moved down from the top of the body

to Its lower surface, so that both mouth aud anus lie on the under surface at
either end of the long axis. In a holothurian (Fig. 9) the body is cucumber-
shaped, with the mouth at one end and the anus at the other, and the animal
usually crawls along on one side of its body. In the crinoids both mouth
and anus are on the upper surface of the body, the mouth usually in the
centre (Fig 15, M) and the anus (Fig. 15, As) a little on one side, and both
are directed upwards

; while the opposite or under side of the body is pro-
longed into a stem "" ^

(Figs. 13, 14) by which
the animal is generally
attached to the sea-floor

or some other object.

Echinoderms cannot
live on land, since they
require water to work
their hydraulic appar-
atus, neither can they
live in fresh water,
where they would not
find enough lime-salts

from which to build
their skeletons : in the
sea, however, they have
a universal distribution.

Hence their calcareous
remains have often
been preserved as

fossils, and are found
in the rocks from the
earliest period in which
animals are known to

have existed. Echino-
derms move little from
place to place during
adult life ; many of

them, however, have
rather larger powers of

locomotion in the lar-

val stage, and the free-swimming larvae are occasionally carried to consider-
able distances by ocean- currents.

Fig. 2.—Dissection of Common Cross-fisii (Asterias rubens
Two-thirds natural size.
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AsTEROiDEA (Star-fish).

The common cross-fish, Asterias ruhetis, is perhaps the commonest ex-

ample of an echinoderm, known to all visitors to the sea-side. Fig. 1 show3

it from the upper surface, one of the arms being slightly turned over so

as to show the ambulacral grooves with the tube-feet (P) on either side.

Towards the middle of the body, at the junction of two of the rays, is seen

the madreporite (M). These two rays are known as the bivium, while the

other three rays foim the trivium. A line drawn between the two ray a

of the bivium, through the madreporite and down the central ray of the

trivium would divide the star-fish into two equal and symmetrical portions.

In Y\cr '2 the same animal is shown, also from the upper surface, but partly

dissected. In the ray marked IV. the rough spiny skin has been left

on while it has been removed over the middle of the bcdy from

portions of rays II. and III., and from the whole of the upper surface

of the ray marked I. In the middle is seen the stomach (fe), which

tends into the rays the pouch-like extensions (D). At F part of the

roof of the stomach has been removed to show the folded arrangement of

its walls Near the centre is the anus (As). From the stomach there pass

down in the rays blind, much-l ranched outgrowths (C), known as pyloric

caeca which 1 ave been dissected out in the ray marked I. Underneath

these', on either side of each ray, are the generative glands (G), which are

teen in ray II. In rays I. and II. the central line of plates (Ao) separating

the ray is exposed. On either side of these there are shown in ray I. tho

little swellings or ampullae (P) at the inner ends of the tube-feet.

Fig 3 is a diac^ram showing the arm of a star-fish in section. Here the

same orcrans may be seen, namely, the pyloric caeca (PC), the blind processes

from the stomach, the generative glands (C4), which open to the exterior

pi,j, 3.—DiAGRAMATic Cross Section or

Star-fish Arm. Natural size.

Fia. 4.. -DIAGRAMATIC CBOSS SeCTICN OF OpHIU;.ID

Arm. Much enlarged.

throu'^h a pore (GP) which is situated near the junction of two adjacent

rivs and the ampullae (Amp), from which the tube-feet (P) pass through the

ambulacral ossicles (AO). In the groove (A) on the under side of the arm,

formed by the ambulacral ossicles and Ijing between the tube-feet, there are

shown the following structures : close to the surface, the radial nerve (JN )

;

below this, the radial blood-vessel (B) ; and below this again, the radial water-

vessel (W). All of these give oflf side branches, those from the latter going

to the ampullae. The arm is encased in an external skeleton of irregular

limestone plates (SK); some of these support spines (S). and others support
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curious kinds of spines with branched heads, known as paxillae (Px).

Between the plates there pass out thin-walled processes (Rsp), which serve

for respiration by bringing the fluid of the bcdy-cavity into the proximity of

the outer water. Besides the paxillae, there occur on the outer surface of a

Btar-fish, as well as on that of a sea-urchin, small pincer-like organs called

pedicellariae. These resemble little pincers supported at the end of a

movable stalk, and they have probably been evolved from the smaller spines

that cover the test of these animals. They move with extreme rapidity, and

catch hold of any minute object that is brought into contact with their inner

surfaces. They are variously supposed to hold small particles of food, to

clean the test of dirt, and to catch hold of fronds of sea-weed for the steady-

ing of the animal ; while the fact that in the sea-urchin they are sometimes

provided with poison-glands seems to show that they serve also as weapons

of oflfencc. At the extremity of each arm is a single tube-foot, with no

Fij. £..- A BKiiiLii 6IAK {Ophuphais acukuUi). Two Ihiids natural size.

sucker at the end : this is always stretched straight out, and is known as the

unpaired tentacle. Immediately above it is a small eye coloured with red

pigment, and protected by small tentacles.
j ^ • r

Star-fish are sluggish animals, rarely moving of themselves, and staying for

days in the same position. They can, however, travel at a fair pace when

disturbed. When turned over on their backs, they are able to right them-

selves, but some of them, which have very stiff skeletons, take much longer

over the process than those that are able to twist their arms about in

acrobat fashion. They are, like most echinodern.s, a sociable class, living

usually in swarms. Some species of shallow-water forms have been observed

to pair during the breeding season. They are voracious animals, eating all

kinds of food, and taking plenty at a time. The stomach can, in most cases,

be extruded throuah the mouth, and can enfold such articles of food as an

oyster ; star-lish are, in fact, dangerous enemies to oysters, and also attack
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the bait of fishermen, whence they are regarded by that class with a holy

horror, and the cross-fish sometimes is called by them "Devil's fingers."

To their credit it must be said that they serve as the scavengers of the sea,

and that they make excellent manure.

Ophiuroidea (Brittle-stars).

The brittle-stars and sand-stars, which may often be found hiding under the

rocks, or in the sea-weed, or in pools at low tide, resemble the ordinary star-

fish in having five distinct arms. These, however, as shown in Fig.

5, are long and serpent-like, and are attached to a relatively small body
or disc (D, in Fig. 5). There are other diflerences, as may be seen

by a comparison of the section shown in Fig. 4 with that of the star-

fish in Fig. 3. Here it is seen that the digestive and generative systems
do not extend to the arms but are confined to the body. The arms
are cylindrical and have no groove on the under side, such as exists

in star-fish, but they have little openings through which the tube-feet

P pass. In this class, however, it is the arms that are used for locomotion
and not the tube-feet, so that the latter have no terminal suckers. The
greater part of each arm is formed by a central axis of successive calcareous

ossicles not unlike the vertebrse of a backbone. Each arm-ossicle (AO) is

composed of two parts—one on either side and united in the middle line.

The successive ossicles are connected by pairs of straight, muscular bundles,

and articulate with one another by tenon-and-mortise joints, according to

whose degree of development the arms vary in their power of coiling. The
arm-ossicles are encased in the tough outer skin of the arm, in which are

developed plates (U, upper, and S, side—arm-plates in Fig. 4). Spines (Sp)

are borne by these plates, and these are clearly shown in Fig. 5 (S) ; they
aid the animal in locomotion. The integument of

the disc, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, also bears
small plates which are often covered with minute
spines. Returning to the section of the arm, we
see on its under side between the tube-feet, the
nerve, blood-vessel, and water-vessel, which give

ofl:" branches just as in the star-fish, the difference

being that they are here enclosed by the integu-

ment of the arm. The mouth is shown in Fig. 6
on the under surface of the disc. Around the
mouth are a number of short, flat processes, the

mouth papillae, which serve as strainers. Inside

the mouth are seen the five tooth-plates.

Fig. e—UNTER SURFACE OF Ophi- .
Ophiuroids are found in all seas, usually occur-

uRiD BoDY(0;>7iiop/ioiu'acu- ring in quantities. They are most abundant in
leata). Natural Bize. ^^g rock-pools of the tropics. They gather their

food to them by sweeping their arms over the
sea-bottom, and thus conveying any suitable substances to the mouth.
Figs. 5 and 6 represent a daisy brittle-star, Ophiopholis aculeata, which
occurs all round the British coast. The colloquial name is due to the
resemblance to a daisy caused by the intermingling of spines and plates on
the surface of the disc. The popular name, brittle-star, applied to the
ophiuroids is due to their fragile nature and their habit, so distressing to

the collector, of breaking themselves into small portions when touched,
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Fi(t. 7.—A Eeodlar
Sea - URCHIN (Cidaris
papillata). One-half
natural size.

EcHiNOiDEA (Sea-urchins).

The sea-urchins are the best known and most numerous of echinoderms.
They are divided into two groups—regular and irregular sea-urchins. Fig. 7
shows the test of a regular sea-urchin, Cidaris papillata,

which is called the Piper from the supposed resemblance
of its spines to the drones of a bagpipe. In the figure

most of the larger spines have been removed, but three
or four have been left on (S). Several of the plates of

the test are seen to bear a rounded tubercle (T), and it

is to these that the large spines are attached by a ball-

and-socket joint, which is surrounded by muscles that

can move the spines in any direction. The bases of the
large spines are protected by smaller spines(s^)—see figure

—which are similarly attached to smaller tubercles. The
spine-bearing tubei'cles do not cover the whole test, but
are disposed chiefly in five broad zones, interambulacra
(lA), which extend from one pole to the other. Alter-
nating with these are the narrower ambulacra (A). In
these can be seen the holes through which the tube-feet
pass. At the summit of the test, where these zones
converge, is a star-shaped space covered with mem-
brane, and in the middle of this is the anus. Regularly
placed round this, at the summit of the interambulacral
zones, are five conspicuous plates, each pierced by a
hole (G), which is the duct of the underlying generative gland. One of the
plates (M) is also pierced by a number of small water-pores, and is the
madreporite. Outside these five plates, and alternating with them, are five
other plates, each at the top of an ambulacrum, and each pierced by the
unpaired tentacles which terminate the water-canals, and represent the
unpaired tentacles near the eye at the end of the star-fish arms. These
plates, marked O, are therefore called oculars ; in a few cases they do actu-
ally bear eyes. The mouth is at the other pole of the body, and is therefore
not shown in the figure. It is surrounded by an elaborate arrangement of
teeth, found in all regular urchins, and com-
pared by Aristotle to a lantern. The gut,

which passes from the mouth, coils round
inside the test. Such a sea-urchin as Cidaris,

or the common egg-urchin. Echinus, shows
most clearly the five-rayed symmetry that
has been impressed upon the echinoderms.
In the irregular sea - urchins, however,
one of which, Echinocardium cordatum,
is shown in Fig. 8, the animal has become
elongated along one of the axes so as to have
a superficial two-sided symmetry. This is

connected with constant movement in one
direction, and such modification is found
among those urchins that live on muddy
bottoms, and especially in those from con- pi^_ g. - iR^.zorLAR Sea-urchin
siderable depths. Not only is the test elon- iEcMnocardiumcordalum). Two.
gated, but the mouth moves forward to the thirds natural size.
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front margin, while the anus moves downwards to the hinder margin, and

eventually comes to lie on the under side of the test. These heart-urchins,

as they move along through the sand and mud, scoop it up into their mouths,

and pass it through the gut, extracting from it on its passage such nutriment

as the minute organisms in it can afford. Urchins of this type have short

delicate spines, as shown on the left side of Fig. 8. They move almost

entirely by stretching out their long tube-feet. It is, perhaps, the hair-like

spines that have caused the urchin here figured to be popularly known as

Mermaid's head, Child's head urchin, and Hair sea-egg.

The sea-urchins, like the star-fish, have pedicellarire. In the regular

urchin locomotion is chiefly efi"ected by means of the spines, which are used

like crutches; they can also be used like chop-sticks for prehension. The
spines also serve as organs of protection, but their efficacy varies much in

different forms. In Diadema setosum the spines reach a length of 10 in.,

and are bo fine that one is pricked by them before one can see them. A
few urchins, such as Asthenosoma sirens, have poison-glands attached to their

spines. On the other hand, the large spines of the Piper appear to be very

small protection against its natural enemies, fish and star-fish ; it is only the

small spines that have any defensive value, and they are placed for this purpose

near the main openings and organs of the body. Some sea-urchins cover

themselves with dead shells, sea-weed, and similar objects, which they hold

on by their tube-feet and so move about unobserved. Other sea-urchins do

not move about but live in holes in the rocks, which in some cases they can

be proved to have bored for themselves. The sea-urchins here figured have

a rigid teat; but there are others in which the plates are not so closely joined

together, and the test is flexible. Fossil examples of such leathery urchins

have long been known from the Chalk, but were
not found in the living state before the dredging
expedition of the Porcupine. The regular sea-

urchins breathe by ten thin-walled extensions of

the body-cavity which are protruded around the

mouth. In the irregular urchins some of the

tube-feet are modified for respiration.

Sea-urchins live on both animal and vegetable

food, and even on one another. They them-
selves are often eaten by fish, and some are

thought delicacies by man. The ovaries, when
in the spring they are full of eggs, are said to

equal the best fish-roe,

HoLOTnuROiPEA (Sea-cucumbers).

A typical example of the sea-cucumber,
Cucumaria planci, is represented in Fig. 9.

The body, as already said, is elongated, with

a mouth (M) at one end, and an anus (A)

at the other. Around the mouth is a fringe

of branched tentacles connected with the

water-vascular ring. Two of these tentacles,

those in the direction of the letter M, are

shorter than the others. Five rows of tube-

feet pass from the mouth to the anus, and under them lie radially-disposed

nerves and muscles. In no holothurian, however, does the radial arrange-

Fig. 9.—A Sea-cucumber

(Cucumariaplanei). Natural size.
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1

Fig. 10.—Plated Holotiitjrian (Psclus
diomediae). 3-2 natural size.

meat affect any portion of the digestive or generative systems. In most
other echinoderms, it will be remembered, a canal passes from the water-
vascular ring, and opens to the exterior by a madreporite. In a few
holothurians of primitive structure this is

similarly the case, but in Cucnmaria, as in

most, the connection with the exterior is

lost, and the canal with its madreporite
hangs down into the body-cavity. The
skin is leathery, and contains a compara-
tively small amount of calcareous matter.
What there is occurs usually in small

spicules, which assume very definite shapes,

such as anchors in Synapta, or wheels in

Chiridota. Such spicules are represented
i^ Fig. 11 (S' and S"). In such forms as

~'
10), the spicules increase in size so as to form
there may also often be a ring of calcareous

plates round the gullet and round the anus (M and
As in Fig. 10). The tentacles of Cnciunaria and
some other forms are used like a net to intercept

floating organisms in the surrounding water. Many
holothurians take a good deal of sand into the gut
and the intestines ; those that live near coral reefs

generally contain fragments of coral. They usually

attach themselves by their tube-feet to rocks or sea-

weed, and wave the tentacles around. The food-

laden tentacles are thrust one after the other into

the circular mouth. Some curious modifications of

form have taken place among the Holothuroidea.
In Psolus the animal has become flattened, and the
tube-feet restricted to three out of the five ambulacra,
and by these three the animal creeps about or holds
itself fixed to the rock. The species shown in Fig.

10 is one of

Psoliis, however (Fi:

a plated integument

those that
were dredged
by the U.S.
steamer Jl-
batross, and
occurs near
the Cocos
Islands at a

depth of 66
fathoms, ad-

hering to the

rocks like a limpet. It represents a

highly specialised form of the genus.

The tube-feet (P) are seen on its under side, forming a somewhat irregular

ring. The curious form, Psychropotes raripes, shown in Fig. 11, is one of

the deep-sea forms known as Elasipoda. It also was dredged by the

Albatross, and cornea from a depth of 1,573 fathoms, south of Cape San
Francisco. The left-hand figure shows the under side of it, with the mouth

W^
Fig. 11. — Debpsea Hoio-

TULRiAN {Psychropotes
raripes). Two - ninths
natural size.

Fig. 12.—A Free-Swimmino Holcthurian (Pela-
gothuria natatrix). O^e-half natural size.
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(M) at the anterior end, and the anus (As) at the posterior. The row of

tube-feet passes down the middle of the under surface, between the mouth
and anus. On either side of these tube-feet, and well seen in the side-view,

is a row of podgy stumps, by which the animal moves as a centipede moves

by its legs. Behind the anus a part of the body is prolonged into a flat tail.

These animals live on the ooze of the abyssal ocean, gorging themselves

therewith. Some of the holothurians that live in the sand of the deep sea,

by constantly keeping both mouth and anus above the surface of the mud,

have had their bodies curved in U-fashion, and in one genus the two openings

have come to lie close together at the top of a thick stalk, so that one may
compare the animal to a conjuror's bottle with a divided mouth. A yet

stranger modification of the holothurian type is the beautiful Pelagothuria,

represented in Fig. 12 ; this lives in the East Pacific on the surface of the

ocean. It has no calcareous spicules, and the longitudinal muscles are mostly

changed into a jelly tissue. Around the mouth is a circlet of short tentacles

(T) ; and from these radiate thirteen to sixteen long feelers (R), the bases

of which are united by a web forming a disc, by which the animal swims in

much the same way as a floating jellyfish. The rest of the body, with the

anus (As) at the end of it, hangs vertically

downwards. In life the semi-transparent

body is tinged a purplish red.

Holothurians are of interest to men,
especially Chinamen, as furnishing a food

known as Trepang, which ranks with edible

birds' nests among the delicacies of the celes-

tial table. The fishing for this takes place in

the Ease Indies and along the Barrier Reef
of Australia. Only those species that have

few calcareous spicules are of value for this

purpose, while others are rejected because,

when caught, they get rid of all their insides.

pinnufr*

Crinoidea (Sea-lilie3).

The echinoderras that we have hitherto

discussed have all availed themselves, to a

greater or less extent, of their power of free

locomotion. The crinoids, on the other hand,

together with the extinct blastoids and some
of the cystids, are for the most part attached,

either during youth or for the whole of their

existence, to the sea-floor by means of a jointed

stem (Fig. 13). The body of the crinoid, which
is relatively small, is placed on the top of

this stem, and from it there extend long arms
which are usually branched and often provided

with yet smaller branches regularly arranged

along them, and called pinnules. Each of

the pinnules, or each of the finer divisions of

the arms, is provided on the upper side with a groove, carpeted by the

minute rapidly waving processes known as cilia. These constantly drive a

stream of water down the groove towards the main arm, which is provided

with a similar groove. The water itself pisses down the arms towards

the body, and is then carried down five similar grooves, one leading from

Fig. 13.—Restoration of a fossil
CRIKOID FROM TUB WeNLOCK LlME-
8T0NB {Bolryocrinus decadacty-
lus). Two-thirds natural size.
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each arm to the mouth, which is placed at or near the centre of the upper
surface of the body. The stream of water, containing numerous animalculae
and food particles, passes through the mouth into the gut, which is coiled round
the inside of the body, and passes out again at the anal opening. This latter

is often raised on a small eminence or papilla (Fig. 15, As). In some forms,
especially in some extinct genera, this papilla was extended into a long tube,

so that the excrement was carried far away from the food-grooves of the arms
(Fig. 13). Ranged along the sides of the food-grooves are the tube-feet, which,
however, are not provided with suckers, but probably serve as respiratory
processes. The small size of the body is perhaps to be accounted for by the
fact that the generative glands do not develop within the body, but extend
along the arms underneath the food-groove into the pinnules. Here the
generative products become ripe and swell up the pinnules, from which they
ultimately burst. The calcareous case that encloses the organs of the body ia

known as the calyx; it may be regarded as composed of a cup supported like

a wine-glass on a stem, from the edges of which cup the arms originate
;

while it is covei'ed by a lid in which are the openings for the mouth and
anus. The lid is pierced by pores which put the water-vascular system in
connection with the exterior. These may either be dispersed over the
surface of the lid, or, as in other echinoderms, collected in one plate—the
madreporite. This plate, when it exists, lies between the mouth and the
anus. In the crinoids now living the cup is composed of only two or three
circlets of plates, with no more plates than five in each circlet, and in many
cases the two lower circlets are hardly to be distinguished. In some ancient
crinoids, however, the organs of the body take up much more room,
and to accommodate them the cup had an increase in size. This was
effected, not by the plates becoming larger, but by the lid being, as
it were, raised up the arms, so that the lower plates of the arms were
included in the walls of the cup. At the same time, further plates were
intercalated between the arms and their branches, binding them all into
a plated integument, which looked like a tesselated pavement.
The stem is perhaps the most interesting part of the crinoid anatomy. All

echinoderms, and many other animals^ including, oddly enough, some which
are generally reckoned by zoologists among the ancestors of the Vertebrata,
have in their youngest stages a small process or lobe extending in front
of the mouth, by which lobe they are accustomed to attach themselves as
though by a sucker. In many cases the attachment
lasts but a short period ; but in the crinoids, at all

events, it persists for some time, and the lobe
becomes extended, while rings of calcareous sub-

stances are deposited in its integument. The
increase of these rings in number and in size

gradually produces a stem or column formed of

superposed ossicles, perforated by a canal which is

an extension of the original body-cavity. In the
crinoids this canal contains extensions of blood-

vessels and also of a sheath of nervous substance Fig. 14.—Stalked Larva of

surrounding the blood-vessels. These extensions "?J,^„^"w^^h7H^lfnif,^,°Ii.0
1 n ^ t 1 ^ 1 rosaceo) EignttimeBnatutal

pass from a central five-chambered organ placed size.

at the bottom of the cup, just at its junction
with the stem. From this strands of the same nervous substance also

pass in criss-cross fashion through all the plates of the cup, and finally join
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together and pass up the ossicles of the arms. These are motor nerves, and
the central organ controls the movements of the arms, the stem, and all

appendages of the crinoid.

Although crinoids are typically fixed by this stem, and although the
ancestors, at least, of all crinoids have been fixed by such a stem, still

there are some, both living and extinct, in which the stem has entirely

or almost entirely disappeared, leaving the crinoid with powers of free

locomotion. There are some four or five living genera in which this

has taken place ; the most familiar instance is the rosy feather- star

of our own seas, shown in Fig. 15. In its younger stages, however (see Fig.

14), the animal is provided with a stem. From this it ultimately breaks off,

retaining but a few of the ossicles. These ossicles become fused together,

and form a thick knob at the base of the cup. From this knob, which is

called tha centrodorsal, there pass small branches called cirri (C, Fig.

15) ; by these cirri the animal can hold on to stones or other objects at

the bottom of the sea, so that, although able to move at will, it can save
itself from being swept away by storms or currents. Fig. 15 shows one
of these creatures in the act of crawling away from the stone to

which it was attached. The arm towards the spectator is stretched out and
slightly curved back, the pinnules at its extremity being bent right back like

the barbs of a fish-hook. By these it will hook on to the rough surface of

the sea-floor, and the arms will then bend and the animal be dragged along.

At the same time
the opposite arms
are bent down-
wards and their

pinnules are
pushed in the op-

jiosite direction.

This shortening
of the stem and
power of locomo-
tion has been a
gradual develop-
ment. The Fen-
tacrini, which are
among the com-
monest of living

stalked crinoids,

have their stem
beset at intervals

with whorls of

cirri. The joints

of the stem just
below each wlaorl

are not muscular,
but brittle, so
that the crinoid

can easily break its stem at those joints, and after moving away a short
space, can again affix itself by the whorl of cirri remaining at the br.iken
end. In this way Pentacrini have been found attached to telegraph cables
but a short time after they had been laid down.

Fig. 15.—A Feather-star crawling {Antedon rosacea). Natural size.



SUB-KINGDOM VI.—BRYOZOA
[Or POLYZOA].

3fOSS ANIMALS.

By R. Kikkpatrick.

If the sea-weeds and shells cast up on the sea-shore be carefully examined,
some of these objects will probably be found overgrown by encrustations and
patches, which, viewed through a lens, resemble fine lacework or tracery of
varying pattern. Probably, also, some of the supposed sea-weeds themselves
will, on closer inspection, prove to be wholly different from plants, and to

be, in fact, Bryozoa. One of the commonest of
these plant-like animals is the Sea Mat or Broad-
leaved Hornwrack {Flustra foliacca), (Fig. 1),
found all round the shores of Great Britain,
growing in shallow water,

attached to shells and rocks.

It is often found in abun-
dance amongst the eea-

weeds cast up on shore,

especially after a gale.

The Sea Mat forms thin

brown strap-shaped or fan-

shaped fronds, expanding
upwards from a flat, narrow
stem to a height of four to

six inches, and branching
in one plane. A very fine reticulate pattern is visible

on both surfaces. Under a low magnifying power this

appearance (Fig. 2) is Eeen to be due to the raised

margins of oblong boxes arranged in longitudinal rows

;

two spines rise from the margin on each side of the

rounded and expanded upper end, and frequently

a fifth spine between and above the lateral pairs.

The front of each box is covered with a roof of mem-
brane. On examining a fresh leaflet in sea-water,

crowns of very slender tentacles will be seen to be
extruded through the upper ends of the front of the

boxes, a thin, horny, semi-circular lid being pushed up
during the process ; on the slightest alarm the ten-

tacles are rapidly withdrawn. It is also possible to see a bent tube beneath
the membranous roof. Each box or cell (Fig. 2) is the home of a polypide,

which has formed the cell. Tlie tentacles of the polypide arise in a circle

From a platform, in the centre of which is an orifice, the mouth.
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Fig. 1.—FliUSTRA FOLUCKA.

Fig. 2.—Fluotra (raagci-
flfcd), ehowiBg polypicJes.

a, Horsy lid.

b, Avicularium.
c, Egg capsule.
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The circle of tentacles surmounts a conical proboscis, -which, together with

the tentacles, can be completely withdrawn into a sheath cavity, over which
there falls a horny lid. The proboscis is merely a part of the cell wall, which
always remains flexible and capable of being rolled in or out. The horny lid

is a specialised fold of the wall, and is characteristic of the order of Bryozoa

(Chilostomata, lip-mouthed) to which Flustra belongs. A glove-finger, with

a hole in the top, surrounded by a crown of bristles to represent the mouth
and tentacles, will convey an idea of the arrangement of the tentacular sheath

;

when the top is rolled in, a fold or lid must be supposed to fall over the cavity

thus formed. The tentacles are hollow, and each is provided with a double

row of cilia, by whose motion currents are set up, which converge to the

mouth. This opening leads into a pharynx and gullet

(Fig. 3), and the latter opens into the stomach, which
forms the bend of the bent tube; the stomach is continued

into the intestine, which opens to the exterior outside the

circle of tentacles. The U-shaped intestinal tract is sus-

pended in the cavity of the cell, and is separated from the

walls by a space filled with fluid and continued up into the

interior of the tentacles; the latter organs thus have a
' respiratory function, since the peri-visceral fluid is brought
into close proximity to the sea-water. Further, the ten-

tacles are sensory organs capable of perceiving tactile and,

perhaps, other sensations. A nerve ganglion is situated

Pofjpide removed ^^ ^^^ Upper end of the cell between the pharynx and
from cell. intestine. In the walls of each cell are round sieve-like

b' GuUet"^ areas, through which the inner linings of adjacent cells

c stomach. become continuous, so that an organic and, perhaps,
rf, Intestines. nervous continuity exists between all the cells of a

colony.

Passing down from the stomach to the base of the cell is a cord, in which
the eggs and male cells are formed. The fertilised eggs pass up to a hemi-
spherical brood-chamber, which forms a hood over the top of seme of the

cells, and there develop into embryos, which swim away from the parent.

The embryos are minute, nearly spherical, bodies, flattered at each pole, and
with a broad zone of cilia round the equator. At one pole is the mcuth and
intestine, and at the other a flattened disk, wherewith the embryo, after a

short free life, fixes itself, and gives lise to the first polypide; the latter

produces buds which develop, and in their turn prcduce other buds, with
the result that a colony is formed.

Scattered over the surface of the frond, and interpolated among the ordi-

nary cells, are small oval shallow cells with large thick lids ; here the polypide
has degenerated, and a muscular apparatus for opening and shutting the lid

alone remains. The purpose served by these modified cells is the retention

of prey, and probably the motion of the lid also serves to frighten away un-
desirable intruders. In some species of Bryozoa these metamorphosed cells

have an extraordinary resemblance to birds' beaks, and hence were named
"avicularia" (aricrda, a bird's beak), this name being applied to all such
cases of metamorphosis, whatever the shape of the modified cell may be.

In all Bryozoa we find an approximately U-shaped intestinal tract contained
in a sack or box. The mouth is either surrounded by a circular or horse-

shoe shaped crown of tentacles, or the area surrounding the mouth ia drawn
out into processes provided with tentacles, and the vent opening is on about
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J-y. 4._ElGlLA TUR-
BINATA.

the same level as the mouth opening. Further, all Bryozoa (excepting the

doubtful Phoronis) produce buds, which (excepting in Loxosoraa) remain con-

nected so as to form colonies. The colonies vary greatly in their composi-

tion, texture, and outward appearance. They may be stony, horny, and
flexibls

;
gelatinous, fleshy, or like leather or paper. They may form crusts

and patches, hard or flexible leaves, bushy or shrubby growths, stony

nodules, branches or plates, shapeless tieshy masses, etc. In all, we have as

the unit the polypide in its cell. Often the same species occurs as a crust, or

in plates of single or double lamellre, the identity being revealed by the

characters of the individual cells composing the colony. A few typical and
interesting species will now be briefly referred to.

The Birds' Head Coralline {Bngvla turhinata. Figs. 4, 5) forms

brownish horny tufts about two inches in height ; the branches, which are

arranged spirally round the stem, are very slender. The
cells are boat-shaped, and expand at the upper end.

The upper three-fourths of the front surface is mem-
branous, the rest of the cell being composed of hard,

horny material. At the upper part of

the membranous area is the lid, which
is pushed up when the tentacles are

extruded. The animal owes its popular

name to the remarkable avicularia

which arise from the edges of the cells

;

these organs consist of a short stalk,

a curved head and beak, and a horny mandible. The
"head" is filled with powerful muscles, which keep the

mandible continually snapping, the whole presenting a

ludicrous resemblance to a bird's beak (Fig. 5).

In the Creeping Coralline {Scrupocellaria reptans) a

further modification of the cell is seen. At the back of

each ordinary cell is a very minute tubular cell known as a

vibraculum (bristle cell), with a cleft at the top in which

a lon<^ fine bristle is hinged. Sometimes the bristles are

all kept moving together like oars, or, again, individual

bristles may sweep round the front of the cells to clear

away debris or frighten trespassers. The cell and its

contained polypide are here reduced to a tubular cell

and muscular apparatus, while the lid of the ordinary cell

has become lengthened out and changed into a bristle.

Bryozoa are perhaps most commonly met with in the form of crusts and

patches on stones, shells, and sea-weeds. The Lepralia of Pallas (Lepralia

pallasiana (Figs. 6, 7) forms circular reddish-white

or vitreous patches on shells, etc. The cells are

arranged in radiating lines, each cell being a stony box

with a punctured pattern on the front surface. At
the outer end of the front surface is a square aperture,

surrounded by an elevated rim and closed by a horny
lid. One of the cells in the figure shows a lid partly

pushed up by the tentacles of the polypide in the

interior.
Fig. 6.-Lbpralia^Pal^ ^jj j-j^g gpecies hitherto referred to belongto theorder

8hell>
* ^*°"^^ '°S a

Qi^jiQg^Qj^aj-j^ (lip-mouthed), which is characterised by

Fiij. 5.—Bdqula
(.magnified).

o, Avicularia.
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Fig. 7.—Lepralia Pal-
LASIANA (magnified).

the presence of the horny lid covering the tentacle sheath. A second order,

the Cycloatomata (circular-mouthed), commonly form white circular or fan-

shaped stony crusts, plates, or branches, the component cells being tubular,

and without horny lids. The tubes are frequently

arranged in single or double rows. In a third

order, the Ctenostomata (comb - mouthed), the

colonies are horny or fleshy, never stony. When
the tentacles are extruded, a comb-like circle

of fine bristles is seen arising from the pro-

boscis near the base of the tentacles ; when the

tentacles are retracted the bristles form a kind of

operculum. The gelatinous Alcyonidium, so called

from its resemblance to the zoophyte Alcyonium
("dead men's fingers"), forms fleshy masses or long

cylindrical branches. The polyps, which are em-
bedded near the surface, extrude their tentacles

when undisturbed. The Nit Coralline {Amathia
lendigera) forms little dark brown bushy tufts, the

cells being arranged on the branches in double rows of small horny cylinders

like Pan's-pipes.

The three orders above mentioned are included in one group, the
Infundibulata {infundibulvm, a funnel), in which the
tentacles form a funnel-like circle round the mouth.
The rest of the Bryozoa are included under the group
Lophopoda (crest foot), in which the tentacles are

arranged in a horse-shoe shaped zone round the mouth.
Nearly all the fresh-water Bryozoa belong to this group.
Lophopus crystallinns (Figs. 8, 9) is found in the form of

little jelly-like blobs on the stems of Duck-weed (Fig. 8).

The polypides can be seen as yellowish red streaks in the

interior of a blob ; when the horse-shoe plumes of

tantacles are expanded the

animal presents a beautiful

appearance. Lophojjns and
other fresh-water Bryozoa
commonly propagate them-
selves by means of peculiar

internal buds, termed " stato-

blasts " (Fig. 10), which arise

in the cord passing from the

stomach to the base of the cell.

In Lopliopns each statoblasb is a flat, elliptical,

seed-like body about y'jj in. in diameter, pointed at

each end, and with a dark-brown oval centre sur-

rounded by a broad band with a reticulate pattern

.

In the autumn the central part opens like a

watch, and a young polypide half emerges and
forms the nucleus of a colony. The remarkable
Cristatella mucedo forms pale-green worm-like
colonies averaging about an inch in length

and one-sixth of an inch in breadth ; the animal
creeps about on the stems of water weeds. The polypides are arranged in

Fig. 8.-LoriiopU8
Crtstallixus on
Duck-weed.

Fiij. 9.—Lopuorua (oiastnifitd)
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three concentric series on the upper convex surface, tLo lower flat surface, on
which the colony moves along, being devoid of polyps. The statoblasts are

provided with a double circle of long slender spines, ending in recurved hooks.
Alcyonella fioujofia is a species commonly found in streams and ponds in the
form of brown clumps and nodules on floating timber, stems, sticks, etc.

In the Pedicellinidie, which are mostly marine, the polypides are stalked,

the stalks arising from a creeping stolon ; the tentacles, which form an
almost complete circle round the mouth, are not cajjable of being retracted
into a sheath. In the aberrant genus, Bhabdojilcnra, the platform round the
mouth is drawn out into two long tentacle-bearing arms. In CepJudodiscus,
dredged up in the Straits of Magellan by the Clicdlaujer, the

oral platform is drawn out into twelve processes—six on each

side, armed with plumes of tentacles ; the colony, which re-

sembles a branching, spiny, gelatinous sea-weed, is permeated
by canals along which the polypides can wander freely. In
most of the Lophopoda a lobe projects over the mouth; the
presence or absence of this character was made use of by
Allman for the purpose of classifying Bryozoa into two groups
—Phylactohwmata (guarded throat) and Gymnoltemata (un-

protected throat).

The Bryozoa are found in the Palaeozoic rocks, and occur
in great abundance in the Chalk, the Cyclostomatous group
prevailing in the earlier formations. A classiflcation is here
appended for reference :

—

Sub-class I.—Infundibulata—with a circle of tentacles, a, Chilostomata

—

with a horny lid shutting down over the tentacle sheath (Flustra,

Bugula, Lepralia, etc.). b, Cyclostomata—all calcareous; without a

horny lid ; without avicularia (Crisia, Tubulipora). c, Ctenostoma^a

—

with a circle of bristles forming a kind of operculum ; never calcareous
(Amathia, Alcyonidium, etc.).

Sub-class II.—Lophopoda—with horse-shoe shaped plume of tentacles or
arm-like processes bearing tentacles (Alcyonella, Pedicellina, etc.).

[Note.—The name Polyzoa is often used by English zoologists in place
of Bryozoa, but the latter term, definitely employed as a class name by
Ehrenberg in 1834, apparently has greater claims to acceptance. Biblio-

graphy — Johnston's "British Zoophytes;" Hincks' "British Marine
Polyzoa;" Allman's " Fresh-water Polyzoa ;

" " Encyclopcedia Britannica,"
Polyzoa (Lankester).
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THE WORMS.
By R. I, PococK.

To give a concise diagnosis of the Vermes is a matter of no small diflSculty,

for the different classes that are discussed in this chapter are merely grouped
together for the sake of convenience, since they present few features in com-
mon to justify their association, apart, that is, from the negative fact that
they do not possess the characters by which the rest of the sub-kingdoms
may be recognised. From the Echinoderms (star-fish, sea-urchins, etc.) and
Coelenterates (corals, jelly-fish), for example, they may be distinguished by
being bi-laterally and not radially symmetrical; bi-laterally symmetrical
animals being those in which the right and left halves of the body are alike.

From the Arthropoda (insects, spiders, etc.) they may be recognised by the
absence of jointed limbs and of limbs modified to act as jaws; from the
Chordata (Vertebrates and Ascidians) by the absence of the cartilaginous
dorsal chord (notochord) and of slits in the walla of the gullet ; and from the
Mollusca (snails, cuttle-fish, mussels) by the absence of the gland for pro-
ducing the shell, and of the muscular foot, which subserves locomotion. In
addition, however, to these negative features, it may be said that the body is

soft, usually long, and often jointed; the alimentary canal, when present,
usually traverses it from end to end ; but in the lowest forms it has no pos-
terior outlet, and in some of the parasitic species has entirely disappeared.
In the simpler types the nervous system consists of two chords, one running
along each side of the body, and uniting in the head to form the brain, which
is placed just above the gullet. But in the higher groups these chords are
united throughout their length, and form a double chain, traversing the body
from end to end beneath the alimentary canal. In the higher forms, again,
there is a highly developed circulatory system, consisting of longitudinal and
transverse vessels, but no such organs have been observed in the less highly
organised types. Very characteristic, too, of all the classes are the excretory
vessels, consisting of tubes that open to the exterior, and at their inner
end communicate with the body cavity.

A bond of union, however, between some of the classes, which in the adult
stages are very dissimilar, may perhaps be sought in the similarity that is

observable in their larval forms. For example, in the groups known as
Polychseta, Gephyrea, Nemertinea, and Turbellaria, in addition to some
others of less importance and extent, the young is an active larva furnished
with cilia, or vibratile hairs, arranged in one or more definite belts around
the body, by the movement of which it is enabled to swim freely through the
water. These groups would thus seem to have at least a common starting-
point in development, from which they have diverged in diflerent directions.

670
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But too much stress must not be laid upon this circumstance, seeing that other
marine groups of invertebrated animals, like the Mollusca and Hemichordata,
may also be developed from ciliated larva; not very different in structure from
those that are met with in the Vermes.
The Vermes may be divided into the following six classes :—1. Annelida

(earthworms, leeches, etc.); 2. Gephyrea ; 3. Nematohelminthes (thread-
worms); 4. Rotifera (wheel-animalcules); 5. Nemertinea; 6. Platyhelminthes
(flat-worms).

THE RINGED WORMS.
"^

Class Annelida.

To this class belong those highly specialised worms whose organisation has
been briefly referred to above. The body consists of a series of rings or
segments, each of which is substantially similar to the one behind and the
one in front of it. The alimentary canal traverses the body from end to end,
and beneath it lies the nerve-chord, consisting of a double thread united in

each segment to form a ganglion or swelling, and connected in front with the
brain, one of the threads passing on each side of the oesophagus. Each seg-

ment, too, typically contains a pair of excretory tubes or nephridia, and the
circulatory system consists of longitudinal vessels, connected by transverse
branches. The most highly organised members of this class, namely, the
Chcetopoda, are structurally not very far removed from the Arthropoda
(crustaceano, insects, centipedes, etc.). The chief distinctions between the
two groups are, however, three in number. In all the Arthropods, except
Peripatns, the legs are jointed, and at least one pair of them has become
modified to act as jaws. But in the Chsetopoda, although there may be
distinct leg-like processes, these are never jointed, and the jaws, when
present, are merely horny teeth developed in the mouth. Again, in the
Arthropods the walls of the heart, or dorsal blood-vessel, are perforated by
slits, by means of which the blood makes its way back to that organ,
whereas no such slits are present in the corresponding blood-vessels in the
Annelids. The Annelida are divisible into the Ch.«topoua and Hirudinea .

The Bristle-Footed Worjis—Sub-Class Ch^etopoda.—At the head
of the Vermes stand the species known as the Bristle-Footed Worms
or Chgetopoda, which in many details of their organisation approach the
Arthropoda. For example, in the typical members of the class the body
consists of a series of approximately similar segments, each of which is

furnished at the sides with two rows of bristles, and very often with limb-

like prominences, known as a parapodia. There is a distinct head, bearing
above the mouth, a prostomium or kind of enlarged upper lip, and often
furnished in addition with one or more pairs of tentacles. The alimentary
canal traverses the body from end to end ; and beneath it lies the double
nerve chord, which is in front connected with the brain, placed in the head
above the mouth.

Leaving aside for the moment some of the less important types, the
Chsetopoda may be said to fall into two orders, known as the Polych^ta
and the Oligoch^ta.
The Polychaeta have a conspicuous head, usually bearing feelers and

gills, and the segments of the body are furnished at the sides with
limb - like processes, usually supplied with a rich armature of bristles.
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Nearly all the species are marine, and many of them are of considerable

size and great beauty. According to structure and mode of life, they are

divided into two sub-orders—(1) the Sedentakia or Tubicola and (2) the

Ekeaktia.
The typical members cf the Sedentaria live

in tubes of sand, mud, or pieces of shell glued

together by the slimy secretion of their skins,

or composed of a dense, shelly, chalk-like

substance. The worm known as Terehella

constructs a dwelling-place of the former

kind, gathering together the particles by
means of long flexible tentacles placed on
its head ; while tubes of cement are built by
such forms as Serjmla and Spirorhis. The
latter is the maker of those tubes so much
resembling a snail-shell, which are common
on our coasts ; while Serjnila makes the long,

sinuous, serpent-like tubes which may be
often found in interlacing clusters encrusting

stones and shells of various kinds. When
undisturbed these worms may be seen pro-

truding from their tubes and waving in the

water their gills and tentacles, which are

afiixed to the head, but upon the slightest

alarm they shoot back like a flash out of

harm's way, and remain
securely concealed within

their homes until the danger
is overpast. To render it-

self still safer within its retreat, the worm called Serpula

has one of its tentacles transformed into a veritable

stopper, which exactly fits the mouth of the tube and
completely closes it up when the worm has withdrawn
itself.

Although differing from the Serpvla and Terehella, and
approaching the Errant Polychftjta in many characters, the

common Sand-worm or Lug-worm {Arenicola viarhia), so

much sought for on our coasts as bait, also belongs to the

group of Sedentaria. In this species the gills are repre-

sented by plumes situated on the middle segments of the

body. At low water on the sandy shores of northern Europe
the Lug-worm may be found at times in great quantities,

the position of its burrows being easily detected by the

little heaps of sand that accumulate at the entrance. For,

like the Earth-worm, the Lug-worm swallows large

quantities of sand, in order to extract for its nourishment
any organic matter it may contain ; and it comes to the

suiface to unburden its body of the sand that has passed

through it.

To the section Errantia belong the most highly-organised species of the

class. They lead a free predatory life, wandering hither and thither in

search of food, which consists almost exclusively cf animals more defenceless

Fig. 1.—TUBE-MAKINS Ankelid
{Serpula contortvplicala).

a, Group of tubes with worm
prolrudirtr.

b, Worm removed from tube.

Fig. 2.—LuG-woBM

(Arenicola marina).
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ihan themselves. For this purpose they are fitted with organs of locomotion
in the form of prominent limb-like, bristle-bearing, processes (parapodia);
the conspicuous head is supplied with tentacles of various kinds, and
generally with eyes, while the gullet, which
is protrusihle, is armed with horny teeth.

Many of these worms are of large size and
are composed of a lung series of segments,
a species, for example, named Ennice,

gigantea, is said to have over 400 of them,
and to be upwards of four feet in length.

But one of the commonest forms upon our
coast, known as the Sea mouse {Aphrod'de
aculeata), is a very dilFerent looking
animal, with a short, broad, more or less

oval body, convex above and Hab below,
like that of a Slug. Its sides are orna-

mented with the most beautifully iridescent

hairs, and with barbed retractile spines,

which serve as a protection against carnivo-

rous fish or other enemies.
An interesting feature connected with

some of these Bristle-worms, is that their

method of development takes place by
means of what is called an alternation of

generations. In AutoUjtus, one of the
Syllid;B, for example, tlie worm that is

hatched from the egg and grows to maturity
is a neuter, and is consequently quite in-

capable of reproducing its kind in the
ordinary way. But the difficulty is over-

come by the formation of a new woim, the hinder end of the old one
breaking off and turning either into a male or a female. In some cases

more than one individual is produced at a time by this process of division,

so that before ihey sever themselves from the parent stock a regular chain
of worms is foru.ed. In another member of this family, namely, the
Branched Syllis {SijUis ramosa), which lives in certain sponges, new individuals
are produced as lateral branches, as well as one behind the other. Very
exceptionally in the Polychieta the young are born alive. In the majority of

cases the cggsgiverise to a free swimming larva, the TrochoplwreorTrocliosphere,

characterised by the presence of one or more belts of long vibratile cilia

encircling the body. According to the number and disposition of these belts

the larvte have been named; those that possess several of them being known,
for example, as FvlytrocJiOus. Sometimes there is but one belt, which may
bo in the middle of the body (Mesotrochovs), or in front of the mouth
{Monotrochons), while not infrequently the Monotrochous larva has a second
belt surrounding its posterior end, when it is known as Telotrochous. Some-
times, again, there is no definite belt {Atrochous)^ the larva being uniformly

covered with short cilia, bearing, in addition, a special tuft of them at the

front end of the body. Somewhat similar larvte are found in other groups
of Vermes, and are of special interest, as showing possible relationship

between them and the Annelida.
The second order of Bristle-footed worms is named Oligochpeta, on account

2 U

Fig, 3.—The Pearlt Nereis
{A'enis inarc/ciriiaceu).

a, Entire wt rm.
b, Head with jaws, feelers, and ejes.
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of the relatively poor development of the armature of bristles as compared

with the Polychaita. In other respects they are less highly organised, as is

shown by the absence of tentacles and gills and teeth, and by the fact that

the sexes are united in one individual. The best-known members of this

order are the familiar earth-worms, belonging to the families Lnmbricicke,

etc. Most people are probably of opinion that but one species of this animal

occurs in Great Britain; but, as a matter of fact, there are about twenty
belonging to three distinct genera. Another popular belief connected with

them is, that if a couple of specimens be cut in two, and the head end
of one be a2:)plied to the tail end of the other, the two parts will grow
together and form a complete individual. In fact, the curious swelling

\vhich may be observed in the fore part of the body of a full-grown worm is

often regarded as the point of union of two such separate pieces. As a

matter of fact, this swelling, called the clitellum or cingulum, is an organ

used in the formation of the cocoons in which the eggs are laid.

Although occasionally seen on the surface of the ground during the day-

time. Earth-worms are for the most part strictly nocturnal and subterranean,

burrowing into the soil in all directions, and devouring any animal or

vegetable refuse it may contain. In connection with food they swallow

large quantities of earth, and when this has passed through their bodies, it

is voided at the surface of the ground, forming the so-called vegetable mould.
During spells of dry weather they bury themselves deep in the earth in

search of moisture, without which life is an impossibility ; and in the

winter months they descend to the lower layers of the soil so as to be out

of reach of the frost. These animals are subjected to ruthless persecution

at the hands of farmers and gardeners on account of their propensity for

pulling shoots of young corn and blades of grass beneath
the surface. But it is doubtful if the harm done in

this respect is not more than counteracted by the
benefit that plants derive from the ceaseless tunnelling

of the soil, the loosening of its particles, and the
porterage of the lower layers to the surface, to be
deposited as castings. In fact, so extensively is this

wjrk carried on by earth worms, that Mr. Darwin has
compared their action to that of a plough, and adds
that it is doubtful whether many other animals have
played so important a part in the history of the world.
Earth-worms are found in all jiarts of the world in

spots suitable for their existence, and in some countries
they reach an enormous length as compared with the
common species with which we are familiar. In South
Africa, for instance, there is a species called Microchata
Rappi, which attains a length of about five feet. It is,

however, by no means frequently seen, rarely appear-
ing on the surface, and then only after heavy rains.

Other worms, however, besides the earth-worms,
belong to the Oligochfeta. Many representatives of

this group live in fresh water streams and ditches,

as well as in the sea. For example, the common Tuhifix
rirulorum, a long, slender, reddish worm, may be found
in quantities in the muddy bottom of ponds, where it

constructs long tubular burroM's, When undisturbed it has the peculiar

fij. 4.— SxouTED 1\a:s

(,Xais prohoscidca).
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habit of projecting the hinder part of its body from its burrow and waving it

incessantly in the water. But one of the best known of these aquatic worms
is the species called Nais proboscidcct, which has long hair-like bristles jutting

out from the sides of its bodj', and a proboscis-like feeler projecting from
the forepart of its head. This worm may be regarded as more highly

organised than the earth-worm, as is indicated by the presence of a couple

of eyes upon its head. Like some of the Pclychtuta, too, it possesses the

power of reproducing by fusion. Between two of the segments in the

posterior half of the body a mass of tissue appears, and from the front part

of this a new tail is formed for the original piece bearing the head, while

from its hinder part a new head develops for the part that was primarily

the tail-end of the parent form. It not infrequently happens that several

new worms start almost contemporaneously in this way one behind the

other, and before the severance between them is effected, they appear as

a chain of individuals, exactly as described above in the case of Antolytus,

one of the Polychfeta.

In addition to the Polycha^ta and Oligochfeta a third group, called Archi-

annelida, is now referred to the Chretopoda, in spite of the fact that the

integument bears no bristles, and the only external signs of segmentation
are shallow grooves in the skin and serially arranged rows of cilia (fine hairs).

The head is furnished with tentacles, but there are no parapodia. This

gn.up, lying in some respects midway between the Chretopoda and the Flat-

worms of the sub-class Turbellaria, contains several marine forms, of which
the best known are Protodrilus and Polygordius. The young of the Archi-

annelida are developed from Trochophore larvaj of the type known as

Telotrochous (see p. 673).

Usually now regarded as aberrant members of the class Chtetopoda are

the remarkable species belonging to the genus 3Iyzostoma, of the family

Myzostomidre. These degraded creatures live parasitically upon the Sea-

lilies (Crinoidea), their presence giving i-ise to tumours or various irregularities

of growth. The body is oval and flattened and unsegmented, and its margins
are produced into a number of short, prehensile filaments ; while on the

lower surface near the edge are four pairs of suckers, and on the inner side

of these five pairs of conical, foot-like processes, each of which is provided
with a pair of retractile bristles. But in spite of the anomalous structure

of the adult, these parasites are developed from free-swimming larvce

furnished with ciliated bands, and calling to mind the Trochophore of the

Annelida.

The Leeches—Sub-Class Hirudinea.—The Leeches, or Hirudinea (Latin,

hirudo, a leech), sometimes called the Discophora (disc-bearers), on account
of the suckers with which they are furnished, are not unlike earth-worms in

general appearance, and also in many points of structure. The integument
is divided by shallow transverse grooves into a multitude of rings, a varying

number of which (five to three) correspond to each true segment of the body.
There are no bristles nor organs of locomotion in the form of parapodia,

movement from one spot to another being effected by means of swimming
or by crawling, with the aid of the suckers, after the manner of the " looper

''

caterpillars. There is always a large sucker situated at the hinder end of

the body, and usually a second at the opposite extremity, with the mouth
placed in its centre.

The Leeches are divisible into two families—the GnathobdellidiM, or jaw«
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bearing species, and the lihiinchubdellidce, or proboscis-bearing species. Of the

Gnathobdellidiie, the medicinal leech {Kirndo medicinalis) is a well-known
example. This animal is usually of a blackish colour, and ornamented with

longitudinal bands of yellow spots. It is somewhat scarce in England,
and in the days when blood-letting was extensively practised by doctors

the demand for it was met by the importation of large quantities

from the Continent, where it is not only more abundant than with

us, but was artificially cultivated on a large scale in especially-constructed

tanks. The power of these animals to pierce the skin and draw blood, upon
which their value as blood-letters depends, is due to the presence in the

mouth of three semi-circular jaws, each of which
is studded with a series of minute horny teeth. By
means of a set of powerful muscles these jaws are

capable of being worked backwards and forwards
after the manner of a saw, while by aid of the
sucker, the mouth is kept closely applied to the
wounded spot and the blood is drawn into the
worm's stomach. This is a capacious sac, consisting

of no fewer than eleven pairs of pouches, capable of

considerable distention, and occupying the greater
part of the space between the walls of the body.
When the leech has pumped itself full of blood, but
not before, it relaxes its hold ; and it has been
afiirmed that the amount thus imbibed will be
sufficient for a whole year.

In a natural state these leeches are found in

ponds, marshes, or sluggish brooks with a bottom
of mud or clay. Out of water they cannot live for

any length of time, since they speedily succumb to

the drying effects of the atmosphere. During the
day, especially if the weather be warm and bright,

they may be seen swimming about with liveliness,

but in cold or dark days and at night-time they lose their activity, and remain
curled up with head and tail closely applied. In the autumn they bury them-
salves deep in the mud. Their food consists of the blood of fishes or aquatic

amphibians, or of terrestrial vertebrates, that visit their haunts to bathe or

drink. Like earth-worms, leeches are hermaphrodite, and after pairing in the

spring they creep up the banks of the pond or ditch above the surface of the water
and dig burrows in the soft damp soil, and in these, like the earth-worms again,

they construct for the reception of their eggs elliptical cocoons, formed of a

secretion from certain skin-glands, which afterwards hardens. Externally,

the cocoons are covered with a layer of spongy material, while the inside is

filled with albumen, in which the small eggs, usually about twenty in number,
are embedded. When the eggs are hatched, the young float in the albumen,

and obtain their nourishment from it. Upon quitting the cocoon after

several weeks' residence therein, the young leeches resemble their parents in

form, though they are not dark-coloured. Growth, however, is a slow pro-

cess, maturity not being reached until five years have passed, and life endur-

ing, under favourable conditions, for about twenty years.

A far commoner species in England than the medicinal leech is the so-called

Horse-leech (Aulostommn gulo), which may be distinguished from the former

by the absence of the bands of yellow spots, the skin being of a uniform

Fig. 5. — MiDiciNAL Leech

(Hirudo medicinaiiii)
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greenish-black, and by the f;ict that its jaws arc furnished with fewer and
bhinter teeth. This diflerence of dentition is evidently correlated with the

difference in the feeding habits of the two animals, the food of the Horse-

leech, in spite of its name, consisting of such soft-bodied creatures as earth-

worms and snails.

It must not be supposed, however, that all leeches are inhabitants of fresh

water. In many countries, indeed, especially in the tropics, land leeches are

abundant, as many a traveller knows to his cost. They inhabit jungle and
forest land, where the vegetation in the wet season is saturated with moisture;

but in the dry season they entirely disappear, presumably burying themselves

deep in the earth. According to the accounts of those who have had practical

experience of them, these animals are a terrible plague. Gifted with the

power of perceiving the presence of prey at some distance, they hasten

towards it in crowds from all quarters, or collect in the heibage bordering

the forest paths, with head extended, ready to seize hold of any passing man or

beast. To protect themselves from their attacks, Europeans are compelled

to wear leather or closely-woven cloth gaiters, tied tightly round the knee,

while the natives rub their bare legs with oil or lemon juice.

The leeches of the second family (the Rhynchobdellidaj) differ from those

belonging to the Gnathobdellidcie, that have been hitherto discussed, in

having the front of the body furnished with a protrusible proboscis at the end
of which the mouth is situated. To this family belongs the fresh water leech

Clepsine. This animal is yellow, grey, or whitish in colour, occurs on the

leaves of plants or on the lower side of stones, and feeds apparently upon
water-snails and the young of fresh water mussels. The eggs, in number
about 200, are not embedded in albumen as is the case in the medicinal

leech, but are of larger size and contain their own food-yolk. They are laid

in fiattish cocoons which are attached to some stone or water-plant, and the

leech curls itself round the

cocoon to protect it. More-
over, when the young are

hatched, the mother still con-

tinues to look after them, carry-

ing them about with her attached
to the lower surface of the body.

Also belonging to this family

is the Waity Sea-leech {Pontoh-

della muricata) which is common
on our coasts, and may be readily

j^ig, G.—Warty Skate-leech recognised by its greenish grey

(Pontobiellamiatcata). colour, cylindrical body, and
tough knobby integument. It

ia found mostly on fishes of the skate tribe, and hence is sometimes called

the skate-sucker.

THE GEPHYREAN WORMS.

Class Gephyeea.

The worms of this class are all marine, and although more or less cylindrical

in shape, show scarcely any traces of segmentation. The front of the

body is furnished with a large proboscis, and the integument is covered
with warts.
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The species fall into two well-uiHrked orders kuowii as the Chaaiiera and
the Achfeta. The Chretifera, or briatle-bearing Gephyrea, show strong indica-

tions of affinity with the Chretopoda, and are by some authors considered to

belong to that class. In the young the body is partially segmented, and
in the adult is furnished below with a pair of hooked bristles. The alimen-

tary canal terminates at the hinder end of the body, and the proboscis, which
is ciliated and often of enormous length as compared with the size of the

animal, appears to bo nothing but an enlargement of the prostomium or region

in front of the mouth, the latter being situated at its base. The best-known
members of the group are Bonellia, lichiurus, and Tlialassema. They are to

be found at the bottom of the sea or beneath
stones in pools, and appear to be gifted with
but little activity.

The Achceta have no bristles, as their name
indicates ; there is no sign of segmentation
at any period of life ; the alimentary canal is

twisted upon itself, and terminates in the
front half of the body ; and the proboscis

carries the mouth at its tip, and can be re-

tracted inside the body by muscles specially

set apart for the purpose. In some of these
worms— in those, for example, known as

Sipuncuhts, Phascolosoma , and Phymosoma—
the tip of the proboscis is furnished with a

circlet of tentacles surrounding the mouth.
These animals live on the sea-bottom in de-
serted univalve shells, closing up the mouth
of the shell with sand grains cemented to-

gether with slime, but leaving an aperture
just large enough to allow the extensible

proboscis to be thrust in and out with ease.

A British representative of this group is

Siininctihis bernhardus. A still more curious
form is Priapulus, found in deep water in the
North Atlantic. This worm burrows in the
sand, and is furnished with a stout probocis
armed with horny teeth, but without the
circlet of tentacles observable in Sipunciihis.

In both groups of the Gephyrea occur ciliated larval forms which present
a close resemblance to the Trochophore of the Polychteta.

Fig. 7.-GEpnYREAN- Worms.
a, Bonellia viridis (if iih proboscis

distended).
^ Priapulus caitditus.
r, Echiuncs.

THE THREAD-WORMS.
Class Nematohelminthe-s.

As implied by their name, the worms of this class are mostly long, slender,

and more or less thread-like. The body is usually pointed at both ends, and
it presents at most but slight external indications of segmentation, and none
of that serial repetition of internal organs which is so characteristic of the
highly organised Annelida. The skin, moreover, instead of being furnished
with bristles or the delicate hairs known as cilia, is protected by a smooth
and relatively tough cuticle. In all the typical members there is a distinct
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alimentary canal traversing tho body nearly from end to end, and there is

an excretory system, consisting of tubes lying lengthwise, which ct m-
municate with each other in the fore pait of the body and open upon its

lower surface by a single pore. The sexes are generally distinct.

Although a large majority of the species of this class are parasitic, spending
the whole or part of their lives within the bodies of other animals, a few,

nevertheless, are to be found on plaiits, on fresh water cr damp eaith, or even
in the sea. But amongst the parasitic forms we meet with species that are

free during a part of their existence ; that is to say, either during the

immature stages of life or after maturity is attained. Such species as these

thus show an interesting gradation in habit between those kinds that are

wholly independent and those that live permanently in other organisms.

One of the best known of the free living species is the Vinegar or Paste-

eel {Anguilhda accti), which feeds upon the minute fungi found growing in

these substances. Allied forms, known as Lepiodera and Felodera, occur in

water or damp earth ; but, unless supplied with plenty of nitrogenous food

in the form of decaying animal or vegetable matter, they remain in the
larval stage, a supply of food of this nature being necessary for the attainment
of maturity.

Before passing to the most interesting members of this class, namely, those

that are parasitic in animals, and especially in mankind, brief reference may
be made to a couple of species which infest plants and are of considerable

economic importance on account of the damage done by their agency to corn

crops and vegetables of the turnip kind. Adult examples of the Wheat-eel
{Tylenchus tritici) attack developing ears of wheat, converting them into a

kind of gall. Here the young are hatched, ultimately reaching the ground
by the falling of the grain. They are then set free in the moist earth, and
wander hither and thither in search of the young shoots of growing corn. If

successful in their quest they ascend the stalks, and, finally reaching the

summit, take up their abode in tho blossom of the wheat; and, nourishing

themselves upon it, arrive at maturity and then produce new generations.

The second vegetable pest to be noticed is the Turnip Thread-worm
{Heterodera schachti), which gives rise to swellings on the roots of the sweet

turnip or sugar-beet. These swellings are caused by the expansion of the

female worm into a spherical body owing to the quantity of nourishment

she absorbs. Here the eggs are laid, and after being retained for a time in

a special brood-pouch, pass to the outer world, and undergo the first stages

of their development. Subsequently the females bore their way into the

turnip roots by means of a special instrument with which the throat is fitted

f .r the purpose.

Passing now to the species that live parasitically in other animals, we find

the simplest life-history in such kinds as Ascaris lumbricoides and Oxyuris

vermicularis, known to medical men respectively as the " round-worm '' and
the " thread-worm," and occurring not infrequently in the human intestine,

especially during childhood. The eggs of these worms are discharged from
the alimentary canal of their host, and make their way back again through

the mouth in connection with food or impure water. In addition to man-
kind, species of thread-worms allied to those just mentioned infest the

intestines of horses, pigs, dogs, cats, and a variety of other animals.

In addition, however, to the alimentary canal, other organs of man are

liable to the attacks of various Thread-worms. The Guinea or Medina-worm
{Dracunculus medinensis), for example, reaches maturity in the subcutaneoua>
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tissue of man in the tropical countries of the Old World, measuring, when

adulb, many inches in length. It is usually extracted by being carefully

•wound round a small roller, an operation which often occupies several days,

owing to the precautions that are taken not to fracture the animal. But if

allowed to remain beueath the ekin, the worm effects its escajie to the outer

world through the abscess to which its presence gives rise. Thtn the young
with which the females are laden make their way into fresh water streams or

lakes, and falling in with minute water-fleas of the family Cyclopidce, bore

their way into the interior of these crustaceans, which are swaliowed by

mankind in connection with drinking-water ; and so, by means of an inter-

mediate host, the young Guinea-worms are introduced into their final place of

abode. A similar transference of parasitic worms from one host to another is

of common occurrence in this, as in other, groups of entozoic vermes, and we
meet with it again in another thread-worm {Filaria sanguinis-liominis) which,

in various parts of the Old World, infests the blood system of man, giving

rise, by the stoppage of the circulation in the small vessels, to the disease

known as elephantiasis. In this case the embryos are sucked from the

vascular system by mosquitoes or other suctorial diptera, and so become
scattered abroad, making their way in all probability back again into the

human body along with drinking water.

To the genera Gordius and Mermis belong the horse-hair worms, so named
on account of their length, slenderness, and colour, which recall the form of

a long hair from a horse's mane or tail. In Gordius, which is found in fresh

water streams and ponds, the alimentary canal is functionless and the mouth
closed. The eggs, deposited in clusters

and glued together by an adhesive sub-

stance, sink to the bottom of the water,

and there remain until the hitching of

the young. These are armed in front with

a sharp proboscis and circles of hooks, by
means of which they bore their way into

the bodies of aquatic insect larvse, such

as gnats and mayflies, and there remain
encysted until the host is devoured by a

fish or carnivorous insect. Thus intro-

duced into the alimentary canal of a

fresh host, the young Gordius subse-
quently penetrate into the body-cavity,

and undergo the semi-final stages of their

development, acquire the form charac-
teristic of the adult, and then making
their escape into the water become fully

adult (see Fig. 8, b). The other hair-worm
known as Mermis lives in damp earth.

Here the eggs are laid, and the young
penetrate the skin and take up their

abode in the bodies of caterpillars or other insects, whence, after a prolonged
residence, they escape again to the ground, become mature, and lay their
eggs.

The descriptions that have hitherto been given of the life-histories of the
parasitic thread-worms deal with species which lead a free existence, at all

events during a part of life. But the last of the species that we have

Fig. 8.—Thread-worms,
a. Trichinosis-worm (Trichina, S2nrali.)

encysted in muscle,

6, Horse-hair worm (G-^rdnis) eicaping
from an insact (J/a?if(i).
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space to notice is of special interest, not only on account of its being one of

the most dangerous of parasitic worms to mankind, but also because it

spends tlie wliole of its existence within the bodies of two hosts, carrying
the parasitic habit to a greater extreme than is met with elsewhere in the
groui>. Tills is the worm called Ti [china spiralis, which gives rise to the
dreaded disease trichinosip. In the adult or sexually mature stage this

worm lives in the intestine of various carnivorous mammals, man being
amongst the number. But the minute young, which are born alive, instead
of making their way to the outer world in connection with excrementitious
matter, bore through the wall of their host's alimentary canal and entering
the blood-stream are carried by the circulation to various parts of the body,
ultimately coming to a standstill in the muscles. Here the little creatures
begin to grow and form for themselves a protective capsule or cyst between
the fibres of the muscular tissue. Meat infested with these encysted worms
is said to be " trichinised " (Fig. 8, a). In this state the Trichinoe remain
without attaining maturity until the meat in which they have taken up their

abode is eaten by another animal, whereupon the action of the digestive

juices of the new host, dissolving away the muscular fibres and the ca^jsule,

set free the worms, which in their new surroundings quickly become adult,

and each female gives birth to thousands of new individuals. Man as a rule

contracts "trichinosis" through eating "trichinised" pork in an underdone
state. But, happily, since the discovery of the source of infection some fifty

years ago, and the introduction of stringent laws against the sale of unhealthy
pork, the disease has become far less common than in former times.

Usually classified with the thread-worms, though differing from them in

the absence of mouth and alimentary canal, and in

other anatomical details, are the parasitic-worms,

known as EcMnorhynclins, belonging to the group
Acanthocephali. These two names—the former mean-
ing "spiny-beaked " and the latter "thorny-headed "

—refer to the presence on the worm's head of a retrac-

tile proboscis, armed with rows of backwardly directed

hooks. The various species of Echinorhynchus are

internal parasites, the mature stages being found
in vertebrata of different kinds, and the immature
stages in certain invertebrated animals. For ex-

ample, a species known as Echinorhyn:hus gigas, which
infests the alimentary canal of the pig, passes the

earlier part of its life in the intestine of the larvfe of

various kinds of chafers, such as the cock-chafer

(Melolonfha vulgaris) or the rose-chafer (Cetonia

aurata). The migration from the one host to the

other is effected in the following manner :—The
embryos of the worm, invested in a protective membrane,
after passing out of the pig's alimentary canal in con-

nection with excrementitious matter, are devoured by
the beetle-larvEe along with their food. Tn the stomach
of the new host the investing membrane becomes
dissolved, and the worm; thereby set free, bores into

the intestinal walls of the larvae. These in turn are

rooted up and swallowed by the pigs, and the young «, Echinorhynchus gigas.

Echinorhynchi thus become transferred again into the 6, Sagitta Upunctata.

Fig. 9.
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alimentary canal of the animal from •which they set out. The migrations
of other species is substantially similar to that of E. gigas. For instance,

E. polymorphrts lives as a mature animal in the intestine of ducka or other
water-fowl, while in the immature stage it occurs in the little fresh-water
crustacean (Gaminarns pnlex). This amphipod ((?. ^juifx) is also, in conjunc-
tion with the fresh-water wood-louse {Asellus aquaticus), the intermediate
host of two other species, £. angnstatus and E. f,roteus, which, when
mature, infest the alimentary canal of fresh-water fish. Instances of the
occurrence of worms of this group in mankind have been recoided, but,
happily, such cases are rare.

Although, probably, more nearly related to the Thread-worms than to any
other group in the animal kingdom, the Arrow-worm (Sagitta) presents so

many peculiarities of organisation that its true systematic position is still a
matter of doubt, and it forms the sole type of an order known as Chsetognatha.
This name, meaning "bristle-jawed." is given to it in allusion to the fact

that the head is armed with a number of strong, movable, horny spikes which
act as jaws. 'Ihe body is long, slender, and unsegmented, with a rounded,
blunt head, bearing eyes, and a narrow-pointed tail ; but the tip of the tail

and the sides of the body in its hinder half are furnished with horizontally-
projecting fins (Fig. 9, b).

The Arrow-worms, so called from their arrow-like shape, are not parasitic

like the Thread-worms, but are to be found swimming in numbers on the
surface of the ocean in all parts of the world.

\A.<,'/

THE WHEEL-ANIMALCULES.

Class Rotifera.

The Rotifera, or " Wheel-animalcules,'' as they were formerly called, on
account of the appearance in the water of a rapidly rotating wheel, to which
the movement of the circlet of hairs on their heads gives rise, are all

small, aquatic animals, varying in length from ^ to g^^ of an inch, and found
universally in marine and fresh water, but most abundantly in stagnant
pools.

The front end of the body is usually broader than the opposite extremity,

and is shaped like a disc, the trochal disc, which is

fringed with long vibratile hairs or cilia. By means
of the currents of water set up by the movement of

these cilia, particles of food are swept into the mouth,
a wide aperture placed in the middle or at the
sides of the trochal disc. The mouth passes into

the stomach, which is supplied with a complicated
armature of teeth, and by means of these the food is

crushed and divided. In the females the alimentary
canal passes right through the body, but in the males,

strange to say, it has ceased to be functional, and is

reduced to a solid chord-like organ. Apart from the

cilia of the trochal disc, the integument of the body
is smooth, and the only signs of segmentation that it

presents are a few weak wrinkles. The tail-end,

or the foot, as it is called, varies considerably
in structure according to the habits of the species. In some forms that are

J^ig. 10.—Wiieel-AnimaIi-
CULE3.

a, Floicularia coronetta.

6, Pedalicn mirum.
Cj Ilcxarilira polyptera

(alter Iludeon).
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fixed (Floscularia), it ends in an adhesive disc or cui),and is not wrinkled nor
retractile ; but in most of the free-living species the foot is retractile within
the body and terminates in a couple of nippers which serve to anchor the
body in place. In other forms {Pedalion and Ilcxarthra), the body is pro-

vided with pairs of limb-like processes, ending in a fan-shaped tuft of cilia.

These two are free-living forms, skipping through the water by means of

their limbs and swimming by means of the ciliary wreath.
The habitat of the " Wheel-animalcules " is tolerably varied. They may bo

found in ditches, gutters, ponds, and streams ; sometimes attached to stems
and leaves of plants ; sometimes creeping upon them ; sometimes roving
through the water. Some species, again, are parasitic. A species, for

instance, named Drilopliaga bncephala, holds by means of its jaws to a water-

worm, Lumhricuhis, and sucks the animal it clings to. Again, CalUdina
parasitica is always found adhering to the limbs of the fresh-water shrimp
(Gammarus pifZcx), and merely creeps about the body of its host. And
lastly, the genus named Albertia furnishes an instance of internal parasitism,

its species, vermiculus, being found living in earth-worms and slugs.

The true position of the Wheel-animalcules amongst the Vermes is one
of some doubt. Bub it is important to notice the resemblances that exist

between them with their wreath of cilia and the Trochophore larvee of the

Polychaetous Annelids.

NEMERTINE WORMS.
Class Nemertinea.

Although the members of this division are but little known to the ordinary
public, many of them, so far as length is concerned, are the most striking

of all Vermes. There is, however, a most astonishing difierence in size

between various species, for while some of those belonging to the genus
Lineihs may attain a length of several yards, the species of other genera are
comparatively of quite insignificant dimensions. In other respects, however,
there is a close similarity between the various members of the class, the
structural characteristics of which may be briefly summarised as follows :

—

The body is not segmented, and its integument is covered externally with
cilia. At the front end a head-region may be distinguished by the presence
of eyes and of a pair of ciliated pits, which are probably sense organs of some
kind. On the lower side of the head opens the mouth, and this leads into
a spacious alimentary canal which traverses the body from end to end. But
in addition to the mouth, the head is also furnished with a second aperture,
from which a retractile proboscis can be shot forth. This proboscis is one of
the most characteristic features of the Nemertines. When retracted it rests

in a special sheath lying along the back, above the alimentary canal, and
reaching sometimes to the hinder end of the body. In this state the
proboscis has been compared to the finger of a glove that has been turned
outside in within the part that covers the hand, the latter representing the
sheath ; but when protiuded, the organ is comparable to the finger of the
glove in its normal situation. This type of proboscis is of not uncommon
occurrence in the Vermes, and from its method of protrusion and retraction
is often called an "introvert." The nervous system consists of a pair of

chords, one running along each side of the body and uniting at its fore end
with the brain, which lies above the alimentary canal and beneath the
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proboscis-sheath—or rather round the pruboscis-sheath like a ring, for the

right and left halves of the brain are joined together by a transverse band

which passes above this sheath. The only other organs that need be noticed

are the paired nephridia or excretory organs situated in the front part of the

body and the thin bloodvessels, sometimes containing red blood, which lie

just above and at the sides of the alimentary canal and unite at the anterior

and posterior ends of the body.

In most Nemertines the sexes are distinct, and, as a rule, the young are

produced from eggs that are deposited by the mother either singly < r in

gelatinous clusters; some forms, however, £uch as Monofora liripara retain

the eggs until the development is far advanced and the young are born alive.

In many species again, as in Lineus,

the young goes through a striking meta-
morphosis, the egg giving rise to a free-

swimming ciliated larva known as the
pilidiiim and consisting of an upper
bell-shaped part, from the lower rim of

which spring a pair of lobes. Within this

larva the young Nemertine is gradually
formed, and when sufficiently advanced
to lead an independent life it breaks free

from its pilidium-case and deserts it. In
other cases the development is less com-
plicated, conditions in different species

having been observed, which lead from the
complete metamorphosis by means of the
pilidiura to the direct development of such
species as Tetrastemma and Malacohddla.
The class is usually divided into two

orders, the Enopla and the Anopla, the
difference between the two consisting in

the presence of stylets on the proboscis in

the former and their absence in the latter.

To the Anopla belong such genera as Folia
and Lineus, and to the Enopla or Hoploneraertinea, Malacohdella, Tetra-

stemma, and Geonemertes.

All Nemertines appear to be carnivorous, feeding upon annelids or other
soft-bodied living organisms. The great majority of the species are marine,
occurring for the most part amongst sea-weeds and coral rocks, in shallow

water ; a genus, however, called Pelagoncmertes is found in the open sea.

Of the marine forms Malacohdella, which was originally regarded as nearly

allied to the Leeches, lives parasitically upon bivalved Mollusca of the genera
Mya, Venus, and Cypridina. The genus Tetrastemma is interesting for the

reason that some of its species are marine, some fresh water, and some
terrestrial, one fresh-water species having been found in England, another
(T. aqnarum-didcium) in North America ; the two known land species being
from Rodriguez (T. rodericanum) and the Bermudas {T. agricola). The rest

of the land species are furnished by the genus Geonemertes, which has a

representative (G. nustraliensis) in Australia, another in New Zealand {G.

novce-zelandice), a third in the Pelew Islands {G. palaensis), and a fifth, which
has probably been introduced, in Germany ; all these land species are found

in damp spots beneath logs, stones, etc.

Fig. 11.

a, Nbmkrtinb Worm.—Lineus marinuB
(with proboscis protruded).

^, Land Planarian {Bipaliinn
Iceuiense).
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FLAT-WORMS.

Class Platyhelminthes.

Many of the worms of this division have been greatly modified by a parasitic

life, have lost all trace of the mouth and alimentary canal, and in the case cf

the Tape-worms have acquired a rich segmentation of the body, which, as

will be explained, is subservient to the process of reproduction ; but the

forms that lead a free existence, and may be looked upon as the primitive

members of the class, approach the Nemertines in many points of structure,

though, on the whole, they are much less highly organised, there being no

distinct vascular system, no dorsal proboscis and sheath, and the alimentary

canal, when present, has no posterior outlet.

The Planarian Worms—Sub-Class Turbellaria.—To this sub-class

belong the free-living flat- worms alluded to above. The flattish unseg-

mented body is either short and broad or long and slender, and, as in

the Nemertines, its integument ia covered with cilia. The mouth, which

varies much in position, being sometimes placed at the front end of

the body aud sometimes in the middle of its lower surface, leads into a

muscular pharynx, and this usually passes into a spacious digestive tract,

upon the structure of which the classification of the group is based. In the

first section, named Rhabdoccela, for example, the alimentary canal consists

of a single undivided pouch. In the Dendroccela, on the other hand, the

stomach is branched, being divided into three (Tricladida), or a very large

number of branches (Polycladida), while in the section known as Ac(ELA

there is no true intestine, the alimentary canal being merely represented by

the mouth and the muscular pharynx or gullet which immediately follows

it. In some cases, as represented in our figure of Bipalimn kewense, one of

the land Planarians, the pharynx is capable of protrusion through the

aperture of the mouth, and of acting as a sucker. The nervous system is

well developed, and consists of a bilobed mass or ganglion placed in the

head, and from this a pair of widely-separated chords pass backwards to the

hinder end of the body, and others go to supply the head and eyes, of

which there are sometimes many, though more usually only one or two

pairs. Sometimes, too, ears of a simple kind are found.

The habitat of Planarian worms is tolerably varied, some species being

found in the sea, others in fresh water, and others, again, on the land.

Most of them are free living. A few, however, have taken to a parasitic

life, two of the Rhabdocoela, named Graffila and Anojdodmm, occurring

respectively upon Mollusca of the snail-kind and upon Sea-cucumbers,

while Bdellura, a Triclad Dendrocoel, lives on the king-crab. All the mem-
bers of the Polyclad Dendrocoels are marine, and in this group we meet
with a metamorphosis in the development, the young Planarian, known
as Miiller's larva, being furnished with eight ciliated processes arranged

round the middle of its body. Thus equipped it leads a free life, circling

aboujt in the water. In other members of the class the development takes

place without the intervention of active larval forms. Usually the method
of reproduction offers nothing worthy of special comment ; but one of the

Rhabdocoils, known as Microstoma, presents an alternation of generation such

as has been described in the case of some Annelids (e.g., Nereis). The hinder

portion of the body becomes divided by a partition from the front portion

;
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each part then again divides into two, the process being repeated until there

may be as many as eight, sixteen, or thirty-two divisions. Each division

acquires a mouth, and when each is sexually mature, the chain breaks up
into a number of separate individuals, which lay eggs, these ultimately giving

rise to sexless individuals, which can only reproduce by fission.

Many Planarians are elegantly coloured, presenting either a tolerably

uniform vivid tint, or considerable diversity of pattern. Two species,

namely, VorUx viridis and Convoluta schnltrJi, the former belonging to the

RiiABDOCCELii and the latter to the Accela, are noteworthy in this connection

as being coloured with chlorophyll, the material which imparts to plants

their characteristic green tint, and which enables them under the influence

of sunlight to break up carbonic acid gas into its constituent chemical

elements, oxygen and carbon. Both of these I'lanarians are of small size,

measuring less than half an inch in length. Many other kinds are, however,
much larger than this, one of the terrestrial species, Geoplana australis, from
New Zealand, being upwards of a foot long.

The acquatic forms swim by means of the undulatory movement of the

body, aided by the sweeping action of the multitude of cilia which clothe the
integument. The terrestrial forms progress in the same manner, preserving

their moisture by the copious secretion of slime. Avoiding the light and living

under stones and logs of wood during the daytime, they venture forth at night

from their dark humid haunts, and crawl about with the sensitive head
raised and gently swayed from side to side to feel the way. Their food

consists of earth-worms and defenceless insects, the soft parts of which are

imbibed by tneans of the gullet, the prey being securely held the while by
the slimy coils of the Planarian. The figure of the Planarian {Bipalium
keivense) on page 684, represents one of these terrestrial leech-like species,

which is recognisable by the peculiar shape of its head. It was first

obtained in Kew Gardens, and has been introduced into many parts of the

world in connection with imported exotic plants.

The Tape-Worms—Sub-Class Cestoda.—Almost all the members of this

class live, when mature, as parasites in the alimentary canal of carnivorous

vertebrated animals ; but during the younger stages they occur in different

parts of the body of animals of many kinds, including ticks, fresh-water

shrimps, molluscs, and water-worms, as well as fish, rabbits, pigs, etc.

Unless, in fact, the worm is able to change its host it is quite unable to

reach the adult state. The truth of this is well illustrated in the case of one
of the commonest of mankind's Tape-worms, known as Taenia solium, which
may be selected as a convenient type to illustrate the life-history and the
structure of the other members of the class.

Upwards of three yards in length, this worm floats in the intestinal juices,

maintaining a firm hold of the inner wall of the gut by means of its minute
piu-sized head, which is furnished for the purpose with a circlet of five hooks
and four strong suckers. Immediately behind the head comes a narrow part,

called the neck, which is unjointed and only about half an inch long. This
is continuous with the rest of the body, which gradually expands into the
characteristic tape-like form, and becomes divided into a vast number of

segments. At first imperfectly defined, these segments become longer and
longer and more and more distinct as they pass from the neck to the posterior

end, the last ones alone being what is called "ripe " and ready to break off

from the parent stock. The worm is furnished with a well-developed muscular
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system, consisting of fibres that run lengthwise throughout the body, and

of others that pass from wall to wall of the segments. It also possesses a

nervous and excretory system, the former repre-

sented by a ganglion in the head, whence a pair

of nerves run backwards along each side of the

segments to the end of the body. The excretory

organs consist of a circular canal lodged in the

head, from which spring four branches, one cor-

responding to each sucker ; two of these traverse

the sides of the body, and, becoming united in

the last segment, open by a common aperture on
its hinder edge. They are also put into com-
munication with each other in each segment by
means of a transverse canal, which runs along its

posterior border. Of mouth and alimentary canal

there is no vestige, the animal gaining its nutri-

ment by absorbing the fluids in which it floats.

A Tajie-worm is unable to propagate its kind
within the host in which it is lodged. But
each segment contains a complete set of organs

necessary for the purpose, and when it is ripe

and breaks off in the manner mentioned above,

it is found to be charged with eggs. Such a

segment, called a proghttis, makes its way to the

exterior, and, bursting, sets free the eggs, which
are thus disseminated. Sooner or later some of

them, in connection with food or water, are

swallowed by a pig. Each egg is then hatched and
gives rise to the young known as the lyroscolex,

a minute organism provided with three pairs of hooks (Fig. 12, e). By
means of its armature, the jy^'oscolcx bores it way through the coats of

the pig's alimentary canal and enters its blood-vessels. It is then
carried by the blood stream to some such organ as the brain, lung,

muscles, etc., where it ultimately becomes lodged. Then growth sets in in

earnest, the proscolex loses its hooks, and, enlarging, becomes converted into

a bladder. Pork thus infested is technicaWy called measly (Fig. 12, /).
At one point of the bladder a deep depression arises, and at the bottom of

this the hooks and suckers of the tape-worm head are developed; the

depression is then pushed outwards until it becomes a process, carrying at

the tip the head which is thus formed outside in. But beyond this stage,

known as the Cysticercus or Bladder-u-orm, the parasite cannot pass without

again changing its host. This is effected when the meat of an infested pig

is eaten in an uncooked state by a human being, whereby the Cysticercus

is introduced into the alimentary canal, the bladder is digested, and the head
or Scolex, attaching itself to the wall of the intestine, starts growing in

length, until it assumes the adult form and breaks up into proglottides.

Another tape-worm, common in man, and presenting the same cycle of

development as Tcenia solium, with the exception that oxen are the inter-

mediate hosts, is Tcvnii saginata, which is larger than the one just described,

and may be at once recognised from it by the absence of the circlet of hooks
on the head (Fig. 12, a).

A third species that infests mankind, but is of more frequent occurrence

'',

/.

Fifl. 12.—TAPE-WORilS.

Head of Tcenia saginata.
Head of Tcenia tvliutn.

Head of Buthriocephalus
la'.us.

Ripe Segments of Tcenia
s tlium

Hooked Embrj'O of Tcvniu
solium.

Measly Pork infested with
Cysticercus.
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in Central Europe than in England, is the cleft-headed or Broad Tape-worm
{Bothrioce2)hahis latus), which ia said to attain a length of 30 ft. The
head has neither hooks nor protuberant suckers, but is furnished on each
side with a deep groove (Fig. 12, c). The intermediate hosts of these worms
and of their allies, which live in water-birds, are fresh-water fish of various

kinds, and an interesting fact connected with their development is the ability

of the larvM to live for a while an independent life, swimming about in water
by means of a set of vibratile hairs or cilia with which they are furnished.

It must not, however, be supposed that man is only infested with these
parasites in their sexual stage. There is a kind, called Tania echinococcus,

found in dogs, which scatter the eggs broadcast with their dung ; and these,

if swallowed by man in connection with water or unwashed salad, are con-
verted into embryos, which ultimately, making their way to the liver, give
rise to cysts of large size, and often cause the death of the patient.

Fluke - Worms—Sub -Class Trematoda.—The Flat -worms belonging
to this section are characterised by having smooth (not ciliated),

more or less leaf-like, shortish, unsegmented bodies, provided with
two or more suckers, by means of which they adhere parasitically to

the hosts they infest. According to the number of the suckers, these
worms are divided into two sections, the Polystomece and the Distomece.

The Polystomete have two suckers in the fore part of the body, and one
large one or several smaller ones at the hinder end ; not infrequently,

too, they are armed with hooks for clinging. This rich equipment
of organs for adhesion is explained by the fact that these creatures live

mostly as external parasites upon various kinds of fish, and are thus

constantly exjiosed to the danger of being washed from their moorings
by the water. Their development also takes place directly and without
any such curious metamorphoses as obtain in many of the entoj^arasitic

worms. The following species

may be cited as examples of

this order :

—

Cyclatella anneli-

dicola found upon annelidan
worms ; Trochopus tubiporus

on the Gurnet ; and Aspido-
gaster conclucola, which lives

in the pericardial cavity of

the fresh-water mussel. Per-
haps the most remarkable
form of all is the one known
as Diplozoon panidoxum, the
double-worm,which frequents
the gills of minnow, gudgeon,
etc. The young of this worm
is ciliated and leads a free

swimming life. It is fur-

nished with two eye-spots and with a small ventral sucker and a dorsal

papilla. In this stage it is known as the Diporpa. After a time the Diporpce
settle down upon the gills of their host, and two of them approaching each
other unite, the one seizing the papilla of the other with its sucker, then
with a dexterous twist the second similarly gels hold of the papilla of the
first, and, growing together, the two become inseparably united (Fig. 13,/),

Fi'ir. 13.

a-e, Like History of the Liver Fluke.

Free swimming l:iva ; 6, cercaria larva ;

larva ; d, young' fluke ; e, adult fluke
; /, Diplozoon

paradoxum.

redia
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The Distomt'ie, as their name, meaning two-mouthed, implies, are pro-
vided with only two suckers, and have no clinging hooks ; for, being internal
parasites, they have no such special need of instruments for maintaining a
secure hold as the more highly organised species of the previous group.
Their development, too, is often complicated by the most extraordinary
metamorphoses, and is accompanied by migrations from one host to another.
A well-known examjile of this section is the Liver-fluke (Dlstoma hepa'

ticum), which lives parasitically in the liver of herbivorous mammalia—such
as sheep. The worm is less than an inch long, and is broad and flat, wider
in front than behind, and bearing on its front end a conical projection sup-
porting the mouth, which is lodged in the centre of a sucker. The second
sucker is situated on the ventral surface a short distance behind the first.

The eggs of the Fluke enter the intestines of the sheep through the bile

ducts, and are thence discharged with the droppings. Thereupon they hatch;
but the embryo perishes, unless by chance it is carried or washed into some
fresh-water pond or stream. If favoured by foitune in this particular, it

swims actively about by means of its long cilia in search of the particular

host in which it is forced for a while to sojourn. This host is the water-snail
known as Limnctus truncatidus. Into the soft tissues of this mollusc the young
Fluke bores its way, and after losing its cilia becomes converted into an oval
sac known as the i>]/oruciid. Within this fresh individuals, known as liedice,

are developed, the llcdan being short cylindrical little worms, furnished, like

the parent form, with mouth, gullet, and stomach. After making their way
to the snails' liver, the Iltdm in turn take up the process of development,
and give rise to individuals as diflerent from themselves as they are from the
ciliated embryo. These new forms, known as Cercarice, somewhat resemble
a tadpole in shape, ccnsisting of a flattish, heart-&haped body, furnished with
two suckers, a mouth, a forked alimentary canal, and produced behind
into a long vibratile tail. These make their escape from the body of the
snail, and, after swimming about for a time, settle upon some plant, and
envelop themselves in a coating or cyst. In times of flood this takes place

upon the grass blades of some overflowed meadow, and in this case there is

a chance that the organism will be devoured by a grazing sheep, and will

become lodged in the bile ducts of its new host, where the development into

the adult Fluke will be completed (see Fig. 13, a-e).

To be regarded in all probability as degenerate Flat-worms are the
minute organisms belonging to the Dicycmidce and Orthonectidce, which live

as parasites, the former in the branchial veins of cuttle-fish and the latter

upon Planarian and Nemertine worms and on sand-stars. They are ciliated

vermiform creatures, without trace of body cavity or alimentary canal, the
chief peculiarity of their organisation consisting in the fact that the solid

body consists of a central mass, composed in the Dicyemidfe of one large

nucleated cell, and in the Orthonectidte of a cluster of cells, surrounded
externally by a single layer of ectoderm cells.

2 X
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THE C O E L E N T E R A T A.

SPONGES, CORALS, ETC.

By Henky M. Bekxaru, M.A., F.L.S., Etc., and Matilda Beknard.

The Coelenterata are to be distinguished from all the animals hitherto

described by the fact that the alimentary canal no longer runs through the

~body as a free tube suspended to its walls and surrounded by the body cavity.

Animals in which such a closed alimentary canal is found are known as the
Coelomata, on account of the spaces between the canal and the body wall.

In contradistinction, the Coelenterata or hollow-bodied animals are called

the Acoelomata, because the digestive eac fills up the whole body without
leaving any spaces between the digestive layer and the body wall. The body
is, in fact, a more or less simple sac into which the mouth opens.

The Coelenterata, while thus distinguished from all animals higher than
themselves, are nevertheless associated with them owing to the multicellular

composition of the body. As Metazoa, or many-celled animals, they difl'er

from all lower animals or Protozoa, whose bodies are unicellular.

The Coelenterata may be divided into two groups—(1) the Sponges, and (2)

the Cnidaria.

I.

—

The Spoxges.

The Sponges, which are also known as the Porifera, on account of the
pores that perforate their walls, are usually considered to be Coelenterates of

a very simple kind, although many naturalists place them in a group by
themselves.

The Sponges have been the subject of frequent discussion among naturalists

from the time of Aristotle down to the present day. Aristotle was of opinion
that they were animals, because they appeared to shrink when torn from the
rocks, and thus seemed to show signs of sensation, but their real nature was
altogether misunderstood by most of the earlier naturalists, some considering
them to be plants, others congealed foam of the sea. Lamarck, even,
imagined the apertures on the surface of a Sponge to be the mouths of cells

occupied by small polyps something like the Coral polyps, which, however,
could never be discovered in their homes. Peysonnel, on the other hand,
considered a large worm which often lives in Sponges to be their "sole
fabricant, the rest being mere nidus or excretion." About one hundred and
fifty years ago the secret of Sponge life was revealed when the fact that
water is drawn into the Sponge and expelled by it was established, but the
various ways in which the currents of water pass through the body, and their

relation to the life of the Sponge, were not accurately investigated until about
seventy years ago, and are, indeed, still to a certain extent problematical.
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Ill the Sponge we have the very simplest type of Metazoan or multicellular

animal. The component cells of the body, which, in the higher Metazoa,
lose much of their individuality, functioning in masses (as tissues or organs)
for the good of the whole complex organism rather than as individuals for

their own benefit, are comparatively little modified in the body of the
Sponge, still acting individually almost more than collectively.

The body wall of a Sponge consists of two layers. The outer layer is of a

gelatinous nature, and contains (1) cells which, like some of the unicellular

animals such as the Amoeba (Fig.l,p. 714), can change their

shape, throwing out processes in various directions ; and Constitution of the

(2) needle-like bodies, called spicules, which are formed Sponge Body,

by cells and give firmness to the wall and support the
apertures on its surface. The inner layer primarily consists of cells closely
resembling another form of unicellular organisms, the collared Flagellata
(Fig. 6, C, p. 718). Each of the collar cells in this layer is provided with the
whip-like appendage which characterises the Flagellata, so that the whole inner
surface of the wall of the simplest Sponge is lined with fine, waving whips.
The presence of these "whip cells" atone time led naturalists to consider
the Sponges as mere aggregates of unicellular animals.

The very simplest type of Sponge, such as the one depicted in Fig. 1, is a
simple sac, generally more or less cylindrical, and attached by its narrowed
base to a rock or some other surface. This sac, which opens above by a
wide, circular orifice, the oscule, consists of an outer and an inner layer such
as have just been described.

The w^ater necessary to the life of the Sponge does not enter in at the
oscule, which must not be considered as a mouth, but through multitudes of

much smaller apertures or pores that perforate the wall.

Within the cavity of the sac the collar cells of the lining layer

draw in from the water, which enters at the pores and streams
out at the oscule, small particles of nourishment, and for this

reason this space has been called the " gastral cavity." All
indigestible matter, together with the water containing it, is

ejected through the oscule. The whips with which the collar

cells are provided keep the water in constant motion, and help

to draw it in through the pores and to eject it through the
oscule.

Other Sponges are less simple in structure, complexity
being brought about by the thickening of the walls of the sac

and by new arrangements of the whip cells.

In a rather more complicated type of Sponge, the wall is

bulged out in the form of numbers of small radiating tubes.

The wall of each of these tubes is perforated by pores through Fig. i. — The

which the water is drawn by the action of the whip cells, and of'^'sponYb
is passed on into the central cavity with which all the tubes {Ascetta).

communicate. It is finally ejected through the oscule, which
has here the same position as in the simpler type of Sponge. In this second
type of Sponge the collar cells line the tubes only, the central cavity being
lined with flat cells.

In still more complicated types of Sponges with very thick walls an
elaborate canal system arises, leading the water through the thick walls to

the central cavity. The collar cells here no longer line either the central

cavity or the canals, but form the lining of a great number of round
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chambers which may be called "whip chambers." The water, entering

through the pores on the outer surface, passes through canals into these

spherical chambers, the whips of the lining cells keeping it in movement
and sending it on through

The Canal System, other canals, which unite

with those from other

whip chambers to form large channels that

finally open into the central cavity. When
such a sponge is cut across and highly

magnified we see, as in the diagram Fig. 2,

an elaborate and repeatedly branched system

of canals. The whip chambers unite the

ramifications, which come from the outer

surface (the incurrent canals), with those

that lead to large trunks opening into the

gastral cavity (the excurrent canals). ^.^ 2.-Diagram of the Canal
The above descriptions apply only to what System of a Spokge.

maybe regarded as single sponge individuals

;

but, by repeated budding, individual sponges may, in some cases, form colonies

in which the individuals are no longer separately recognisable. This bud-
ding process giving rise to colonies is, however, not the

Development of a only method of reproduction. In a Sponge whose life-

Sponge, history has been fully worked out, the process is aa

follows :—Eggs are produced at certain parts of the body-

wall which, when fertilised, divide up and give rise to small oval embryos
covered with cilia. These are either solid or are provided with a small

central cavity. They escape from the parent through the oscule, and swim
about for a short time, varying from a few hours to a day or two. During
this time they change their shape, and spicules develop in their walls.

"When such an embryo attaches itself and becomes a sponge, the whip cells

which clothed the outer surface and rowed the tiny creature about, come, in

various ways, to line the interior and set up currents of water which bring

in the necessary food.

Although the canal system is so essential to the life of the Sponges, and is

so typically developed in the difi'crent kinds, its various modifications are

apparently of little use in classification. Those who have
Classification of made Sponges a special study prefer to group them accord-

Sponges, ing to the structure of the hard parts which support the
outer layer of the body. These hard parts are either

spicules or fibres, and are very rarely absent.

In the Calcareous Sponges, the skeleton consists of separate spicules of

carbonate of lime. In the Siliceous Sponges, flinty spicules are found, which
either remain separate or become united together to form networks or other

supporting structures. There are, further, Sponges with skeletons composed
of horny fibres, and besides the spicules or fibres secreted by the Sponge
itself, foreign objects are sometimes appropriated to assist in the formation
of the skeleton.

The spicules found in Sponges assume a vast variety of shapes, a few of

which are given in Fig. 3. Some are like fine needles pointed at both ends,

others have several rays, the number of these determining the classification

of the Siliceous Sponges into those with six or four-rayed or uniaxial spicules.

Other spicules, again, terminate either at one end or both in anchor-like
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Fig. 3—Sponge Spiculm.

projections, or else resemble thorny sticks ; others end in lobes instead
of points. The spicules either lie embedded separately in the Spongo
tissue, giving it firmness, or unite in many dif-

ferent ways, forming rosette-like or plate-like

structures or else delicate supporting frame-
works. Several kinds of spicules may bo found
in the same Sponge. Besides strengthening the
body, they also protect it, as is evident from
their position. Spicules of the anchor type are

frequently found projecting from the outer sur-

face, especially round the oscules and pores, and,

in some Sponges, spicules stand out like thorns
all over the surface of the gastral cavity.

The exceedingly fine and brittle nature of

Sponge spicules causes them to penetrate any soft

object that comes in contact with them. If some
Sponges are handled carelessly, a burning irrita-

tion is set up by the fine points, which pierce and
break off in the skin. One Sponge has on this

account received the significant name of Agckis
noli tancjerc. This peculiarity no doubt efficiently protects Sponges from
many enemies which might prey upon them.

In size, Sponges vary greatly ; some are minute objects only to be distinctly
seen under the microscope, others form enormous masses several feet high.
By far the greater number of Sponges live in the sea ; a few species of

fresh-water Sponges, however, occur in our own rivers, lakes, and ponds, and
many others are found in various parts of the globe.
A considerable number of marine Sponges are to be found in our own

coasts, but these are less attractive in appearance than some of the tropical
Sponges, especially those with elegant framework,
produced by combinations of six-rayed spicules.

The skeletons of the Venus's Flower Basket (Fig.

4, A), the Licework Sponge, and Bird's-Nest
Sponge are familiar objects in museums. Below
the beautiful framework of the Sponge itself, a
tangle of very fine threads resembling spun glass
is to be seen. These are modified spicules, and
by their means the Sponges anchor themselves in
the mud. The Glass-Rope Sponge (Fig. 4, B)
derives its name from the rope-like appearance of
the anchoring threads, which are slightly twisted.
Among the more massive Sponges is the

Neptune's Cup, which may stand several feet
high.

The most familiar of all Sponges, the Bath
Sponge, has a skeleton of horny fibres. In a
living condition, it forms large
dark, often almost black masses. The Bath Sponge
the surface of which is raised up {Eusjjongia offici-

into numberless conical promin- »ahs). -

ences and broken through by
large oscules ; each oscule is surrounded by an

Fig. 4.—Six-rated Sponges
{Hexactinel lidce).

a, Venus's Flower Basket
(Euplectello)

b, The Ghss-Rope Sponge
(Hyaluiiemay
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iris-like membrane ; fine pores are to be found opening on the surface

between the conical prominences. Canal systems with whip chambers run

through the entire mass, all the cavities and canals being lined with flat cells,

while the collar cells are restricted to the whip chambers. The tissue

through which the canal systems run receives firmness from the presence

of the horny fibres, which are specially plentiful along the chief canals and
round the oscules.

The Bath Sponge, like most of the other massive Sponges, may be regarded

as a colony, each individual of which consists of a cavity opening through an
oscule and of the canal system which finally leads into that cavity. Such
colonies arise by budding ; the reproduction of the colony is, however,
eflfected by means of eggs which grow into free-swimming larvae.

The Bath Sponge flourishes on the coasts of the eastern half of the

Mediterranean, in the West Indies, the Bahamas, and Florida. The
sponges are fished for either with harpoons or nets, or are obtained by means
of divers, and are carefully prepared for the market. Large Sponges are also

artificially produced, from small pieces which, under favourable conditions,

grow to a marketable size in the space of about seven years.

II.

—

The Cxidaria.

The Cnidaria, which form the other great division of the Coelenterata,

derive their name from the peculiar stinging cells with which they are
provided. They have been divided into :—(1) The Hydrozoa, or water
animals, to which all the Zoophytes or plant-like animals, and some of the
Jelly-fish belong. (2) The Scyphozoa, which include most of the larger

Jelly - fish, the Sea - anemones, and the
Corals. (3) The Ctenophora or Comb-
bearers.

A short account of one of the simplest

and most easily accessible of the Hydrozoa
will serve to give some idea of the essential

features of the Cnidarian body. The Hydra
is a small fresh-water Hydrozoan very

common in ponds and
The Hydrozoa. aquaria. As it is from

J to J an inch in length, it

can easily be seen with the naked eye hang-

ing from the under surface of some water
plant or other submerged object, to which
it has attached itself by a very simple kind
of sucker at the lower end of the body.

The free end terminates in a mouth at the

tip of a prominence which is surrounded
by a ring of long tentacles. Both the body
and the tentacles are exceedingly contrac-

tile, so that while the whole animal, when
retracted, appears like a gelatinous ball

crowned with bud-like knobs, when fully

extended its body is slender and the

tentacles thread-like.

The walls of the simple tube-like body
of the Hydra consist of two layei'S of cells—an outer layer in contact with the

Fig. 5.

The Fresh-watbr Polyp (ffj/dra).

Sting-ing- Cells (Xematocysts), much
magnified.

a, The vesicle with thread discharged.

6, The vesicle containing coiled thread.
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surrounding medium, and an inner layer lining the tube-like interior or
stomach cavity. Separating these cell layers there is a very thin intermediate
or supporting (non-cellular) layer. This supporting layer by itself might be-
thought of as a kind of framework exactly corresponding with the shape of the
body, for it penetrates even to the tips of the tentacles, which arise as
outpushings of the body wall, and are therefore themselves tube-like. In
this intermediate layer are found all the processes of the cellular layers
which function as nerves and muscles. At the mouth, the outer and inner
cell layers pass into one another ; this is an important point, because, as we
shall presently see, the arrangement of the layers at the mouth forms one of
the chief distinctions between the Hydrozoa and the Scyphozoa.
The cells of the outer layer of the Hydra body are chiefly remarkable for

their stinging apparatus. The stinging cells contain minute vesicles (Fig. 6),
many of them measuring not more than -^ j\j„ of an inch, in which are coiled
up stinging threads, which are very valuable weapons of attack and defence.
Each of these stinging cells is provided with a minute projection, the cnidocil,
and it appears that, when this is touched, the vesicle shoots out its lone,
coiled, barbed thread so rapidly that, delicate as it is, it is able to penetrate
the body of any creature rash enough to approach too near. The poisonous
effect of these weapons is shown by the fact that any small animal thus
attacked appears to be paralysed ; the victim speedily ceases struggling to
escape, and is drawn in by the tentacles to the mouth. It is said that each
tentacle of a Hydra is provided with many thousands of such weapons,
which are being constantly produced afresh, new cells taking the place of
those which have been discharged.

The cells constituting the inner lining of the body are provided with fine
hairs or whips, and are capable of charging their shape, and of sending out
processes into the cavity of the body ; they are therefore called amoeboid
cells. The simple crustacean or other prey which, caught and paralysed by
the stinging tentacles, has been pushed through the mouth into the cavity of
the body, is digested l3y the cells of this lining layer. Whatever cannot be
assimilated is thrown out again at the mouth, the muscles of the body wall
and the current of water kept up by the whips in the cavity assisting in this
process.

,

The Hydra often reproduces itself by means of buds which grow out from
the parent body, and when fully equipped for independent life, break offand
attach themselves near the parent. But, at certain seasons, a large globular
body forms at some part of the surface of the fully-grown Hydra. This
represents an egg, and, when fertilised, separates from the parent and
develops into a new Hydra.
The Hydra and its allies have a wonderful power of repairing injuries

which the body may suffer. Almost any part of the body, if cut off, is able
to reproduce the rest. Some naturalists have amused themselves by produc-
ing monstrous growths possessed of a large number of heads, and others have
tried the experiment of turning the sac-like body inside out, and have even
asseited that the Hydra is able to carry on its life activities in such a condi-
tion. It has, however, been proved that, under such circumstances, the
Hydra either manages to regain its normal state or else dies.

In this account of the Hydra, which is also known as the Fresh-water polyp,
in contradistinction to other marine polyps, such as the Sea-anemones, the
Corals, and the Zoophytes, we have noticed some of the essential points in
the structure of the Cnidnrian body. Among these are (he sac-like nature
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'^JM.

of the body, the digestion of food by the walls of the body cavity, the capture

of prey, and defence against enemies, by means of the formidable stmging

The Hydra we have described is not an entirely stationary animal ;
it can

detach its disc and creep along by using alternately its tentacles and its disc, and

sometimes even casts its body loose, using the expanded

Hydroid Colonies disc as a float and the tentacles for swimming. Most other

—Zoophytes. Hydroids, however, unite to form stationary colonies, the

young, which bud from each successive generation, re-

maining attached like branches, orby m.eans of

rootlets, to the original parent animal. Such

colonies are often found encrusting empty

shells, which they sometimes entirely cover

with branched growths. One of them is re-

presented in Fig. 6. Some of the members

of this colony (A, A) bear a great re-

semblance to the Hydra, having the same

tube-like body, surrounded at the free end

by a crown of tentacles. But a large colony

of such highly contractile creatures as the

Hydra clustered together would be un-

manageable, so, in these cases, their trunks

are generally enveloped in a more or less

stiff covering, which protects and supports

the colony. The free ends of the individuals,

with the mouths and tentacles, however,

protruding from the open ends of the en-

velopes, contract and expand freely. *

. In the branched Hydroid figured, two

important points are to be noticed. First,

the gastral cavities of all the members of the

colony are in communication with each other,

so that, when one of them captures food, (he superfluous nutritive fluid

produced can be passed on to the other members through the communicating

canals that run along the trunk and stems. Secondly, while most of the

members of a colony are Hydra-like, and help to feed the whole, others

(Fig. C, B) are quite unlike the Hydra, differing both in the shape of the

body and in the character of the tentacles. These, which are called Medusoid

individuals on account of their resemblance to Medusae or Jelly-fish, are the

members in which the reproductive elements are produced. In some cases

the medusoid buds remain attached to the colony, and send forth ciliated

larv£e, which swim away and settle later to start fresh colonies ; but, in the

colony depicted, the medusoid individuals break loose, swim about freely,

often greatly increasing in size, and after a time give rise to young forms

which attach themselves as Hydroids.

Here, then, we have a most interesting phenomenon. These colonies of

Hydroids are stationary like trees or bushes, and, as in the case of trees or

bushes, it would be a clisadvantage to them if their young grew up too close

around them; they would crowd each other to death. In the vegetable kingdom
there are many beautiful arrangements for securing the scattering of the

seed, but surely none more beautiful than the method adopted by some of

the Hyroids. The individuals selected to bear the young change their

^{g_ 6 _A Hydroid Colo>t (Bougain-
viUea rctmoi-a).

a, Hydra like individuals.

b, Medusoid individuals.
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shapes, break off and swim away as minute Jelly tish (Fig. G, B), dispersing

their young as they go.

Before giving any further account of these reproductive individuals, we
must describe the Hydroid colonies a little more closely. They frequently

resemble delicately branching trees or bushes, fine moss, or feathers, or

sometimes form crusts over stones—hence the name of Zoophytes or animal-
plants. Such growths are very common on our coasts, and are still popu-
larly considered, on account of their plant-like appearance, to be sea-weeds

;

this deceptive appearance being heightened by the fact that the very minute
polyps forming the colony are, in many cases, when contracted, entirely

hidden within the protective framework. This common protective covering
is sometimes of a horny nature and transparent, sometimes hard and chalky,

and, round the bodies of the individuals of the colony, may take the form of

cups into which the soft polyps can withdraw. The Campanularians received

their name from their bell-shaped, protective cups. In the Sea-firs or Sertu-

laria, the cups project from each side of the stalk; in the Plumularians, from
only one side. In other forms, again, there are no protective cups. The
Oaten straw coralline (Tubularia) resembles a number of closely-packed straws,

from the ends of which the beautiful little crirason-tentacled polyps project.

Besides these colonies which invest themselves with hard, tubular cover-

ings, there are others in which the chalky parts become so greatly developed
as to form massive skeletons so like those of Corals that

they were long classed as such. These Hydrocorallia are The
often found in coral reefs, and would be taken, by the Hydrocorallia,

uninitiated, for true coral. In one family, the skeleton
of which exactly resembles that of a branched, pink coral, the similarity is

even carried out in the structure of the polyp. This family has received
the name of the Stylasteridfe, because of the central style or column which
seems to imitate the columella of the true coral.

Another family of the Hydrocorallia, the Millepora, affords an interesting

example of the division of the life-work of a colony among its different

members. We have already described

colonies in which the feeding was
undertaken by some of the members
and the reproduction by others, but
here we have a more remarkable dis-

tinction between the different members.
If we examine a mass of skeleton of

a Millepore, the minute apertures on
its surface are often seen to be arranged
in groups, one larger, central aperture
being surrounded by a number of smaller

ones. When the surface of such a

skeleton is alive with polyps, the central

tube is inhabited by a polyp shorter and
thicker than its neighbours, with a mouth
and a few knob-like tentacles (Fig. 7,

A). From the smaller tubes, long slen-

der polyps project, not provided with
„_ StHclnSuar-

mouths, but only with tentacles (J^ig. 7, 6, Tentaculate individual.

B). The outer slender polyps keep up
a constant waving motion, bending from time to time over the central polyp.
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With their tentacles, no doubfc amply provided with stinging threads,

they catch the food which, being themselves unable to eat, they pass

on to the mouth of the central polyp. Within the body of this central

polyp the food is digested, but not for itself alone, as the products of

digestion, flowing along the many canals of the colony, feed all its

members. There are no free swimming Medusre connected with these

Hydrocorallia.

We return now to the reproductive individuals, which, in many Hydroid
colonies, carry and distribute the eggs (Fig, 6, B). These, when seen

swimming about independently, are so like the larger Jelly-

Hydromedusse. fish belonging to the Scyphozoa that they were long mistaken
for them. The general plan of the body, indeed, is very

similar and is worth describing, especially in order to show what changes are

necessary in the ordinary Hydra-like body to produce a swimming bell.

In all Medusfe the general shape of the body is due to the great thickening

of the middle supporting layer in the body wall, which we described in con-

nection with the Hydra. Instead of a long bcdy like that of the Hydra,
running like a tube from the mouth to the bottom of the gastric sac, we have
one flattened out like an umbrella, the upper part of the umbrella corre-

sponding with the former closed end of the tube, while the mouth is at the

tip of a short stalk or handle to the umbrella. The transformation of the

Hydra into the Meduscid can be imagined by supposing the mouth pro-

minence between the tentacles to be pushed down into the body, which
expands laterally, till the whole forms a bowl with the oral prominence
rising up in its base; the tentacles take up positions on the rim of the bowl.

The stomach lies partly in the mouth stalk or manubrium (handle) and partly

in the body of the umbrella. Here it sometimes forms a cavity, and a number
of canals run from it radially out, like spokes, to the edge of the umbrella,
there to meet a canal which runs round the margin. When food is taken
into the stomach the nutritive fluid derived from it passes through the radial

canals to the circumferential canal and nourishes the whole body. The
number of these radial canals in the Hydromedusse is usually small (two,

four, or eight), and these are little if at all branched. The margin of the
body is fringed with tentacles, and carries the so-called " marginal bodies,

'

some of which are minute bags (lithocysts) containing bodies called otoliths,

whose function is usually said to be auditory, but is more probably that of

regulating the position of the animal in the water. Other brilliantly coloured
bodies, again, have been named "eye-spots." The Hydromeduspe were
formerly distinguished from the Jelly-fish proper as "naked-eyed" Medusae,
because in them these "eyes" are exposed, whereas in the other Jelly-fish,

or "covered-eyed" Medusfe, they are protected by a hood-like lappet of

gelatinous tissue. Simple tactile organs are also found along the margin of

the Hydromedusfe, round which a double nerve ring runs.

Another characteristic of the Hydromedusfe is the velum (veil), a thin,

muscular membrane which hangs down from the margin of the umbrella,
slanting inward toward the manubrium.
The swimming movements of these animals also deserve notice. The

lower concave surface of the "umbrella" is supplied with a very thin layer of

contractile tissue or muscle, by the contraction of which the umbrella is

partially closed. This action, performed suddenly, drives the water out from
under the umbrella and propels the Medusa along.
The eggs, in the Hydromedusae, form along the radial canals, or on the
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inner walla of the nianubrium, and give rise to ciliated larv;e which pass

through the cavity of the umbrella into the open water, become attached, and,

by budding, produce new Hydroid colonies. Such colonies again produce

Medusoids, and so on. This process is a simple case of what is called

alternation of generations. The Hydroid form has been called in German
the "nursing" generation, as it does not itself produce the young, but

brings to perfection the individuals which, when free, become the reproduc-

tive generation.

Although most Hydromedusfe are the products of a Hydroid colony, and
their eggs develop again into such colonies, there are others which develop

direct from forms in every respect like themselves, i.e., the young ones no

longer pass through any attached Hydroid stage. On the other hand, there

are Hydroid colonies which never develop free medusoid forms to secure the

dispersal of their progeny.

Leaving the fixed Hydroid colonies and their free swimming members, we
come to the one remaining group of the Hydrozoa, the Siphonophora, which
consists of large Hydroid colonies, no longer attached, but

floating freely about. These are very complicated The Siphonophora,

creatures in which the Hydroid and Medusoid type of

body is so curiously changed as to be scarcely recognisable, and in which
also division of labour has reached an extreme point.

The Siphonophora are exceedingly striking and beautiful objects, only to

be seen in tropical seas, where they delight the traveller by their exquisite

shapes and brilliant colouring.

The colonies are not branched, but the many members are arranged round
a central stalk. The cavities of all the members communicate as in the

Zoophytes. The uppermost individual is turned into a kind of air-bladder for

floating the colony, and then come a number of individuals turned into

swimming-bells which drive the whole colony through the water. Beneath
these locomotory individuals come nutritive individuals, which are often

little more than stomach-tubes, reproductive individu-

als, frequently in clusters, and protective individuals,

arranged in such a way as to overlap the nutritive and
reproductive members of the colony. There are,

further, tentacular individuals which are usually long

filaments (sometimes called fishing lines) . These are

richly provided with stinging batteries, their function

being to capture food for the colony and to defend

it from its enemies.
In the simpler forms of Siphonophora the stalk is

long, and the members of the colony project from it

at intervals. Sometimes several pairs of swimming
bells follow each other for a short way down the stalk,

in other cases a single pair heads the colony. In
other forms the stalk is much shortened, and a central

air-bladder is surrounded by medusa-like swimming
bells, the other members of the colony being crowded
together beneath these. One of the best - known
Siphonophora is the Portuguese Man-of-War, illus-

trated in Fig. 8. This is one of the most specialised

forms. The large, crested, and exquisitely coloured air - bladder alone

appears above the waves. This air-bladder secretes its own gas, and has

Fij. 8.—Tub Portugvfse
Man-of-War {Phi/saUa).
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an aperture through which some of its contents can be forced out. The feed-

ing, reproductive, and other members cluster beneath the float, and several
immensely long filaments, supplied with multitudes of stintring batteries,

trail down into the water. The stinging powers of this Cindarian are so
great that adventurous people who have tried to capture a large epecimen
have narrowly escaped with their lives.

Turning now to the second great division of the Cnidaria, the Scyphozoa,
we find that an important change has taken place in the simple sac or tube-

like body. A tube has grown inward from the mouth
The Scyphozoa. into the body, forming a passage to the stomach (a simple

kind of oesophagus) ; this, being an ingrowth from
outside, is always lined with the outer layer of the body wall. All the
Scyphozoa—i.e., the Jelly-fish proper, the Anemones, and the Corals—are
distinguished by the presence of this cesophagua from the Hydrozoa above
described.

In the Hydrozoa we had single stationary polyps, stationary colonies,

medusoid individuals which have broken loose from stationary colonies, and
medusae which no longer belong to any stationary form. In the Scyphozoa,
also, we have single stationary polyps, colonies of polyps, and free-swimming

medusge. Taking the last of these forms, the Scypho-
The medusfe, first, we find not only that they are far larger

Scyphomedusae. and more important than are the Hydromedusre, but that
the thickening of the middle gelatinous layer of their body

is even greater than in the Hydroraedusre. The gelatinous tissue is a mere
network of connective tissue, the interstices of which are filled with water,
which far exceeds in volume all the delicate body tissues of the animal. This
is well illustrated by the fact that a Jelly-fish weighing 34 lbs., and measur-
ing 7 ft. in diameter without its tentacles, when left to dry in the sun, in a

few days lost -^^^ of its original weight. It has also been stated that, when
a large Jelly-fish is placed in the sun on blotting paper, nothing but the out-
line of its form has been found after a few hours have passed.
These Scyphomedusre difi'er from the Hydromedusse in several ways.

The margin of the umbrella is generally lobed, and there is no true velum
;

the mouth at the tip of the manubrium is often square.

An English Jelly- The cavity of the body is more complicated than in the
Fish (Afirelia Hydromedusse, being divided up in various ways, and

ai(rita). the radial canals are often richly branched. To the
Scyphomcdus?e belong, not only many lovely tropical

forms, but those commonly seen floating in our own waters. In the
commonest of these list {Aurelia aurita) the margin forms eight slightly

marked ofi" lobes and is fringed with very fine tentacles. The square mouth
is edged with four long arms, which hang down into the water and catch
prey. At the eight notches between the lobes are small sensory bodies
which are protected in the way characteristic of the "covered eyed"
Medusas (as the Scyphozoa were formerly called). Four large coloured
patches, which are very marked on the upper surface of the umbrella,
represent the reproductive masses, beneath which the under surface of

the umbrella is hollowed out into four pits. The water needed for

aerating the tissues is thus brought into closer proximity to the reproductive
elements,

A curious modification of the ordinary form is found in the RhizostomjB
or Root-footed Jelly-fish. The corners of the square mouth at the tip of the
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manubrium are prolonged into long oral arms. The edges of each of these

fold together so as to form tubes. The mouth then closes and suckers are

developed along the inner surfaces of tlie tubes, through which alone

nourishment reaches the stomach. Very large prey, such as fish, is often

captured by these Jelly-fish, and held fast by the oral arms while the

nourishment is sucked out of it.

In many of these Jelly-iish, reproduction takes place by means of eggs

which develop in the reproductive chambers. These eggs usually develop
into Medusib, but, in the largo family of the

Discophorie, to which our own Jelly-fish

belong, the larva which results from the egg
is a small spherical body covered with cilia,

and never grows into a Medusa direct. It

attaches itself to a rock or sea-weed (Fig. 9, 1),

develops tentacles, and lengthens out. Con-
strictions then begin to appear round its body:
the first just below the tentacles, and others

successively further down. The edges formed y^^ 9.—Strodilation.
by the constrictions become lobed, and the i, Lina. t<, strobila.

little creature, usually not more than an inch

long, soon has the appearance of a series of saucers with lobed margins piled

one upon another, but increasing in size upward (Fig. 9, S). After a time
the whole structure breaks up, each detached disc developing later into a

Medusa, often of gigantic size. This curious process of a sexual multiplication
is known as strobilation, each series of developing young being a strobila,

which is the Greek for fir-cone.

There is only one permanently attached form among these Medusre. This
is the Lucernaria, a very beautiful flower-like animal often found adhering
to sea-weed.
The Anthozoa or flower-like animals, which form the next group of the

Scyphozoa, include the stationary Sea-anemones and the Corals, the living

bodies of both of which are built on essentially the same
plan. The body of the Sea-anemone, however, always re- The Anthozoa.
mains soft, while that of the Coral proper develops a hard
skeleton. For this reason the Sea-anemones have been called the Fleshy
Corals, while one large division of the Corals is called the Stony Corals, on
account of their stony skeletons. The Sea-anemones always remain single,

while the Corals comprise both single and colonial forms.
The Sea-anemone is a familiar object to most of us, as it is very plentiful

on our rocky shores. Small, coloured, jelly-like masses are often to be seen
adhering to the rocks at low tide, which, as soon as they
are again covered by water on the return of the tide. The Sea-anemones
expand in beautiful and brilliantly-coloured flower-like {Actinia).

animals. Looking down upon an Anemone, the central

mouth can generally be made out fringed with its tentacles. If the body
were cut across a little below the level of these, we should find that it con-

sisted of two tubes, one within the other. The inner tube is the stomach
tube or oesophagus, lined with the outer skin, which, as above described,

characterises all the Scyphozoa. It is united to the wall of the outer tube,

which is the body wall of the Anemone, by a number of fleshy partitions,

which, running right through the length of the body, divide it up into many
compartments. The uppermost portion of each of these compartments runs
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up into a tentacle. These fleshy "septa" are infoldings of the inner layer

of the wall of the sac-like body. They do not all arise at the same time,

nor do they all project equally far into the body cavity. Only some of them
run out far enough to connect the two tubes in the upper part of the body.

This dividing up of the body into compartments is one of the chief dis-

tinctions between the Sea-anemone polyp and the Hydra polyp. In many
other respects the Sea-anemone closely resembles the Hydra. It has the

same power of retracting its tentacles and reducing its whole body to a bud-
like shape. It captures food with its tentacles, and digests it within its

body cavity, throwing out at the mouth all that it cannot assimilate. It has
also a limited power of motion, not, however, like the Hydra, using its

tentacles for this purpose, but gliding along on its base.

The Anemone is still richer than the Hydra in stinging cells. It has been
calculated that some Anemones possess as many as 43,000,000 of stinging

cells in one tentacle, and in the whole body something like 6,450,000,000.

The stinging cells in Anemones measure from gl „ to goVo of an inch, the
thread being often twenty times as long as the cell, and more richly supplied

with barbs than are those of the Hydra. These cells, too, in the Anemone,
are not merely found in the outer skin, but form in great quantities in the

gastric cavity.

The outer skin of the Anemone is not always smooth and jelly-like ; it is

often covered with wart-like protuberances, which sometimes secrete a sticky

fluid. Some Anemones have, further, a circle of " eyes " placed like a

necklace round the body. Each of these has a lens and simple optic nerve,

but the latter is not connected with any other nerves. From time to time,

as the Anemone grows, it is able to cast off its outer skin, after having
formed a new one beneath it ; the old skin can often be seen in a wrinkled,
dead-looking condition encircling the base of the animal.

Although none of the Sea-anemones found on our own shores attain the
size of some of the tropical specimens, they are very beautiful and well

worthy of study. A few only can here be briefly described.

The Plumose Anemone (Fig. 10) and the Daisy Anemone are two of the

English varieties of the Sagartiadse, so-called after a tribe in the army of

Xerxes, known for their practice of en-

tangling their enemies by means of noosed
ropes. All these Anemones possess, attached
to the septa of the gastric cavity, tangled
masses of stinging threads resembling
tangles of white cotton. These they can at

Fig. 10.—The Plumosb Ankmonb
{Aetinuloba diaiithus). Fig. 11.—Edwardbia.

will shoot out of the mouth, and, in some cases, through apertures at the

sides of the body, for the purpose of paralysing their enemies. In large
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Bfecimens these " acontia " may, when extended straight through the mouth,
measure as much as six inches.

In the Plumose Anemone, which is flesh-coloured, pale orange, or clear

white, the pillar-like body is surmounted by a widely-expanded, frilled disc

edged with numberless fringe-like tentacles. When these Anemones move
along on the disc small pieces are sometimes torn off and left behind. These
pieces can develop into young Anemones ; at other times young forms bud
out from the parent.

In the Daisy Anemone the upper part of the body wall is studded with
suckers, to which fragments of shell or gravel may become attached. In
colour this Anemone varies greatly, almost all shades,

from a delicate flesh colour to a deep chocolate or olive The Daisy
green, being seen in various specimens. The small Anemone
tentacles are arranged in many rows, and may amount to [Sagartia hdhs).

500. The Daisy Anemone is exceedingly prolific. Its

young, which arise from fertilised eggs, are usually matured within the body
cavity and thrown out at the mouth as minute but perfect Anemones. From
IGO to 300 of such young are said to have been produced by a Daisy
Anemone in a single day.

The Cloak Anemone is noted for being constantly found in company with
the Hermit Crab, on the lip of whose borrowed shell it attaches itself. Two
wing-like lobes grow out from the base of the Anemone,
gradually surround the lip of the shell, meeting finally on x^e Cloak
the other side and forming the so-called "cloak." The Anemone
Anemone no doubt profits by its chosen position, as it can {Adamsia palUata),

feed on particles of the prey caught and torn up by the

claws of the crab, and is borne along by him in his wanderings, sometimes
thus travelling a mile or two out to sea, and enjoying constant change of

Avater. If the shell chosen by this strange couple is too small for the
Anemone, or gets broken, it can fabricate a shelly substance which makes
good all defects.

The Opelet, so called because its disc is habitually expanded, has long,

emerald-green tentacles, which can coil round its prey.

Large sea - weeds are often found studded with these The Opelet

beautiful flower-like creatures, which, in some parts of {Authea cercus).

France, are appreciated as an article of food.

The Beadlet is distinguished by brilliantly coloured beadlike vesicles set

near the edge of the disc. These may be stinging batteries, for these

Anemones are not provided, like the Sagartiadsg, with
internal stinging threads. The Beadlet, which is also The Beadlet
called the Strawberry Anemone, is the commonest of the {Actinia mesembrtj-

red Anemones found on English rocks. It is very hardy, anthenmm).

and has been known to live as long as thirty years in

captivity, during that time giving rise to three hundred and thirty-four

young Anemones.
The Dahlia Wartlet has the surface of its body covered with small

grey warts to which fragments of stone or shell adhere.
r\ \,v

'I'his Anemone is scarcely less abundant on our shores Wartlet^
than the Beadlet, and is very handsome, one variety {Tecdia
having white tentacles, vividly contrasting with the crassicornis).

crimson disc. It is particularly voracious, devouring
shore crabs, limpets, and oth(. r molluscs, and even sea-urchins and fish.
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The Cave-dwelling Anemone, though plentiful on our coasts, is very

difficult to find, its colouring being wonderfully adapted

The Cave-dwelling to the sand or mud of the pools it inhabits. The black,

Anemone white, and grey of the disc are arranged in delicate

{Sayartia patterns, which have been compared with those on the
troglodytes). feathers of a snipe. The purpose of concealment -is

further aided by fragments of shells, etc. , attached to the

suckers on its column.

In the Edwardsias (Fig. 11, p. 702) the body is much elongated, and
the lower part is usually buried in the sand or mud.

The Crimson 0"® of the best-known of these Anemones is the Crim-

Pufllet son Pufflet, which often inhabits the old burrows of

[Edifcinhia larnca). Molluscs in limestone rocks on the coast of South
Devon, the beautiful crimson tentacles protruding from

the mouth of the burrow.

On tropical shores there are many brilliantly beautiful varieties of Sea-

anemones, some of -which attain a very large size. Actinia pmimotensis,

found on the islands of the Paumotu Archipelago, is

Tropical described by Dana as one of the most beautiful of all

Anemones. Anemones. It has a disc often 14 in. in diameter,
'

' densely covered with large tentacles tipped with bright

lake, the margin undulating so as to form numerous lobes, each of which

has the appearance of being a separate Actinian, and the whole resembling

a beautiful bouquet." Other tropical forms have been said to resemble

brilliantly-coloured carpets covering the rocks. Some of these large, tropical

Anemones are used as homes by other animals, -which live within the stomach

cavity. A fish some 3 in. long and very vividly coloured in striking con-

trast to its host, and a brightly-coloured prawn are almost always found thus

associated with certain large Anemones on the great Barrier Reef of Australia,

as recently described by Mr. Saville Kent. These curious lodgers emerge

from their refuge from time to time to swim about in the sea, but dart back

again into the mouths of their hosts when pursued by enemies. It has been

supposed that this association may be of advantage to the Anemone as well

as to the fish and the prawn. Animals are attracted to pursue these brilliant

decoys and fall victims to the voracious Anemone, while the fish and the

prawn live on the crumbs which fall from the feasts of their magnificent

friends and protectors.

In the Corals proper, the polyps are essentially like the Sea-anemones, but

are able to form a hard, protective framework for their bodies.

The soft, fleshy body first gives ofi" upon the rock below
The Corals. it a quantity of chalky matter from its base, and thus

forms a kind of pedestal for itself, which is called the

foot-plate. From this, six hard ridges rise up into the body, given oflf by
the fleshy parts of the base ; six, at least, is the number first produced,
other ridges arising later in the intervals between these. From the outer
edges of these plates, phlanges may grow out till they meet one another,
and make a hard ring supporting the ridges. Sometimes, too, a hard
column arises from the centre of the foot-plate; this is called the columella.

All over these hard ridges, rings, and columns, the basal skin of the soft

body of the animal fits closely. This arrangement is doubtless pro-

tective, for, on being disturbed, the whole animal, which was perhaps seen a
moment before as a beautiful Anemone, with expanded tentacles, collapses
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Fisr. 12 shows

Fig. 12.—Thb Cup Coral
{Caryophyllia).

between the projections, and nothing is seen over them but a thin shiny
skin.

the skeletons of two solitary corals which have
thus built up their pedestals to a considerable
height. The greater number of coral polyps,
however, do not remain solitary, but are
continually producing daughter polyps, whole
families together forming great colonies, each
member of which as it grows adds its own pedes-
tal to the mass. All the stony corals seen in

our museums are but the complicated skeletons,

i.e., the combined pedestals of polyps whose soft,

jelly-like bodies have perished. In the living

state these hard masses were covered by the flesh

of the animal colony, as a thin layer of slimy
matter. The individual Sea-anemone-like animals
lurked in the cavities, rising and expanding their

tentacles when in search of food, but drawing them back under shelter

whenever threatened or disturbed.
Corals are usually grouped according to the number of divisions, compart-

ments, or "rays'' in their bodies, each compartment, as in the Anemone,
running up into the hollow axis of a tentacle.

Six-rayed polyps have six tentacles or (approximately) some multiple of

six, eighteen, twenty-four, forty-eight, and even more.
Eight-rayed polyps have eight tentacles or some multiple of eight.

Most of the six-rayed polyps live in great colonies, their skeletons produc-
ing the chalky masses with which we are much more familiar than we are

with the living animals. One important family of the

six-raj'ed polyps, however, the FungidjB, or Mushroom The Six-rayed

corals, consists of single individuals. The median slit seen Corals {Hcxactinia).

along the surface of the Mushroom coral (Fig. 13) indicates

the position of the mouth,
while the many jagged ridges

that radiate out from it and
give the whole the appearance
of an inverted mushroom are

the hard, stony ridges and
partitions over which the body
of the polyp fits. When the

polyp is expanded, all this

skeleton is hidden from view
by the beautifully coloured
soft body, the whole surface

being one mass of tentacles, often of a vivid green, tipped with white.

With these tentacles, each richly provided with stinging cells, the huge
polyp paralyses and masters its prey, using them also as weapons of defence

against enemies. When disturbed, the whole animal sinks down among the

toothed ridges, which project through without actually piercing the thin

skin, and may well defy any enemy to touch him. These Mushroom corals,

when young, are cup-like or cylindrical like other corals, and provided with

a stalk ; as they grow, the sides of the cup get flatter and flatter until the

whole becomes quite flat, or the bottom of the original cup rises even higher

2 Y

Fig. 13.—A Mushroom Coral (Fungia).
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than the rim. The young, as a rule, bud from the under surface of the

parent then drop off, and lie loosely on the rock or sea-bottom. A branched

form is known in which young Fungia drop from the tips of branches.

This branching condition, which is exceptional in the Mushroom corals,

is the rule in nearly all other corals. By division or budding of various

kinds an endless variety of colonies are produced. Sometimes, as among
the Zoophytes, the polyps build up
branched frameworks, from which
at intervals they protrude, like

flowers from a branched stalk.

The form of such colonies depends
upon the intervals separating tho

polyps, and the angle at which
they branch out from the parent
individuals. In Fig. 14, in the

coral on the left, the polyps are far

apart, in that on the right the

budding is frequent and the polyps

crowded. In this latter case the

skeleton is penetrated in all direc-

tions with canals which, for a cer-

tain distance below the surface,

carry food juice from polyp to

polyp. The Madrepores, of which
the coral to the right of Fig. 14 is

an example, are amongst the most
important builders of coral reefs

and islands. Other coral colonies form waving plates, often beautifully

frilled at the edges, the polyps usually projecting from the upper surface of

the plate. The variety in form and structure of coral colonies is, indeed,

almost endless.

Entirely different coral forms are produced by polyps which, instead of

budding, simply divide into two or more new individuals. In Fig. 15 we
have a hemispherical mass, the surface

of which is thickly set with star-like

polyps ; some are seen expanded, with
the slit-like mouths in the centre of the
disc, others are in a retracted condition.

The star-like shape of the polyps in

this kind of coral has obtained for it the
name of star-coral. On such a mass a

larger polyp is often found which has
two mouths instead of one ; a row of

tentacles forms between the two
mouths, this row then breaks up
into two, and two polyps are seen on

. the surface where only one was before.

_ In this case we have complete division of the individuals, for, while these

.'Outer changes have been going on, corresponding changes have been taking
• place below the surface, resulting in a more or less complete division

-..of the original animal into two. In these colonies, the whole hemispherical

mass, which may grow to an enormous size, ia built up layer after layer, the

Fig. 14.—OoRAii COL0SIE3.

Dendrosoma. JIadrepora.

Fig. 15 Teb Star-Coral {Astrcea).
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Fig. 16.—Brain Coral (Maeandrina).

living flesh of the colony never forming more than a thin layer over the
surface.

The skeleton of the Brain Coral (Fig. IG), -which is distinguished by the
systems of ridges and furrows winding over its surface, is built up in

successive layers like that of the Star Coral,

but the polyps multiply in a different

manner. Each long furrow denotes the
former home of a large polyp, which formed
a whole row of new mouths without dividing

up into new individuals. Here, therefore,

we have incomplete division of the
individuals. This furrow was fringed by
tentacles which rose above the ridges. After
a certain stage of elongation of the polyp was
reached, the body completed itself, as it

were, with a new row of tentacles between two of the mouths, and so a new
individual was started.

While budding and division play such a large part in increasing the
number of polyps forming a colony, each new colony itself is started by
another method of reproduction. Eggs, which form on
the internal partitions or septa of the polyp, give rise to Development of

minute larvre that swim about, first within the body of Corals,

the parent, and then in the open water, sometimes for as

long as two months. Then they attach themselves by one end to a rock or
some other surface, and begin to assume the polyp shape, tentacles and
mouth developing at the free end of the body, and the hard parts form as in

the parent animal. Such polyps, by budding and division, found new
colonies.

All the skeletons we have as yet mentioned are more or less massive or
stony, as is usually the case with the skeletons of the six-rayed polyps (hence
the name stony corals), but some colonies of this division

secrete horny instead of chalky skeletons. The skeletons The Black Corals
of the Black Corals or Antipatharia form branching tufts {Antipatharia).

or trees of horny substance. The surface of the branches
appears smooth and polished, and, in some of the larger species, resembles
ebony. These corals grow to a great height as single trunks, or as tree-

like growths ; sometimes the separate branches fuse to produce networks.
In such coral skeletons there are none of the traces of the former presence
of polyps such as we see on the surface of the stony corals, because the
branched stem is merely the central axis of the living colony that produced
it and once covered it with a soft crust. Out of this crust the individual
polyps protruded at intervals. The hard, rod-like skeletons of the Black
Corals are used by natives in various parts of the world for dagger handles,
necklaces, or mouthpieces for pipes, on account of their toughness and
susceptibility to polish.

The eight-rayed polyps differ in several ways, too technical for us to enter
upon, from the six-rayed polyps. The eight tentacles of the individual
polyps are toothed or feathered, and form a more
imposing crown than do the simple cylindrical tentacles
of the six-rayed order. The hard parts produced by
them, in the majority of cases, take the form of a central
axis like that found in the Black Corals, but here of chalk or horn, or of

The Eight-rayed
Corals {()ctactv)iia).
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Fig. 17.— ORGAN-PirECoKAii
{Tubipora musica).

chalk and horn alternately. The fleshy crust which covers the axis, and out

of which the individual polyps protrude, is

supported by chalky spicules or plates

scattered through its substance (see Fig.

18). There are, however, massive forms

produced by the eight-rayed polyps which

have no central skeletal axis, such as the

Blue Coral (Heliopora) and the Organ Pipe
Coral (Fig. 17). In the latter, the polyps

grow up side by side in separate tubes

which result from the fusion of coloured

chalky spicules. Those tubes, from which
the coral takes its name, are, at regular intervals, joined together by
platforms. It is from these platforms, where the interval between two
tubes is considerable, that new buds arise to grow up alongside of the older

polyps. Both the skeleton and the soft parts of this colony are of a deep
crimson, the tentacles of the polyps being of an emerald green.

The coral we probably know best in its skeletal condition, the Red Coral

of commerce, is also the product of one of the eight-rayed corals. Some
idea of the structure of this coral in its living

condition may be gained from the diagram-
atic section of it given in Fig. 18. The
central hard (chalky) axis answers to the

smooth red branch with which we are

familiar. This is covered by a layer of soft

tubes, some of which, in the illustration, are

thrown back in order to reveal the hard axis,

the grooved markings on which show where
the canals ran. These tubes convey the
nourishing fluid through the whole colony,

receiving it from the polyps and giving it off

through branches connecting them with the
soft crust that lies over them. Throughout
this crust star or plate-like spicules are

scattered, which give it some degree of

firmness. Three polyps are seen in the

illustration : the one to the right has its

fringed tentacles extended in search of prey,

the middle one is in a retracted condition, and that to the left is cut across

to show the partitions in the body. The soft bodies of these polyps are pure
white, and the efi'ect of their feathered tentacles, projecting here and there
from the bright red crust, is very beautiful.

These corals form tree-like growths often several feet high, and are very
plentiful in the Mediterranean. Coral fisheries on an extensive scale are

carried on, chiefly by Italians, ofi" the coasts of Italy, Algiers, and Spain, the
corals being dredged for with nets. The soft living crust is easily removed,
and the axis, which takes a high polish, is used for ornamental purposes.

Though the two corals last described, the Organ Pipe Coral and the Red
Coral of commerce, as well as a few other of the Octactinia, are rigid

growths, in the majority of the eight-rayed corals, which have horny axial

skeletons, the branches are not hard and stifi" like those of the stony corals,

but ean wave about with the motion of the water, the brightly-coloured

Fij. 18.—The Red Coral of Com-
merce {CoraUum rubrum).
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F\(j. 19.—Sea-Prn
\Pehi\atula).

living jelly that covers them often glistening with metallic lustre. Some-
times the delicate branches unite to form networks, as in the Sea-fans

(Gorgonia). In other cases fine branches stand out from a central shaft, and
the whole colony resembles a feather with its barbs.

Fig. 19 represents one of the Sea-pens belonging to

this group. The lower end of the colony does not
carry any polyps, but is buried in sand or mud. This
is a peculiarly beautiful object when alive, especially

in the dark, as waves of phosphorescent light sweep
over the surface of the colony and make it glow with
indescribable beauty. It is these graceful and vividly-

coloured corals which form the chief adornments of

the coral reefs, the solid rocks of which are derived

from the harder and more massive skeletons produced
by the six-rayed corals.

The marvellous beauty of the banks covered with
living corals in the Red Sea and elsewhere, where
shallow water enables the traveller to feast his eyes
on these exquisite growths, has often roused the
enthusiasm of naturalists. They have been compared
with fields or gardens of the choicest and most
brilliantly-coloured flowers growing in the richest

profusion, all the intervals between the larger growths
being filled up with bright moss, which is itself com-
posed of minute corals. Among the elegant flowering

shrubs and bushes of this garden brilliantly-coloured fishes, glittering with
metallic lustre, dart to and fro ; Star-fishes, Sea-urchins, and Snails climb
about among the branches, while transparent Crustaceans and Jelly-fish

Bwarm in the crystal water around.
Before quitting the Corals we must briefly recall the important part they

have played in Nature in helping to build up the continents which we now
inhabit, a process which can still be seen going on in the
great coral reefs and islands of tropical seas. With the Coral Reefs and
exception of a few unimportant forms. Corals are now Islands,

restricted to regions within 30° on either side of the

equator, the more important reef-building forms being able to carry on their

life activities only in water above a certain temperature. Even within these
latitudes corals are not found everywhere. They flourish best in the Indian
Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, and the Carribean Sea, where the reef-builders are

at work over thousands of square miles.

A coral reef is a bank of coral rock built upon the shallow sea-bottom
immediately surrounding the shores of tropical lands. Where the land is

edged by a reef, as in the island of Mauritius, the ordinary
beach passes into a flat irregular bank terminating at a
varying distance from land, in a ridge over which the

sea continually breaks. This bank, which is called a
"fringing reef," is almost entirely made up of the skeletons of colonies of

corals, with which, however, are mixed the calcareous remains of myriads of

molluscs, sea-urchins and crabs, and the tubes of the tubo-dwelling worms
which haunt every cranny and crevice of coral growths. At low tide broad
expanses of the coral rock are to be seen just above water level, strongly

contrasting with the usually steep shore of the land to which the reef forms

The Fringing'
Reef.
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a margin. At high tide, except when a retreating wave reveals a small

portion of rock, the only sign of the presence of the reef is the line of

breakers along its outer edge, where the shallow water suddenly passes into

deep water, the outer side of the reef sloping steeply down to a great depth.

Between this outer edge and the land a shallow basin or channel arises, and
here the water is usually very clear, and brilliantly-coloured corals are seen
covering the rocky bottom.

From such a " fringing reef " there arises, in process of time, a " barrier

reef." The channel between the edge of the reef and the shore tends to

widen, the corals along its bottom not flourishing so well
The Barrier Reef. as those along the outer edge. The water, too, in which

they are condemned to live receives its chief additions from
rivers or streams of fresh water washing down mud and eand from the land.

The corals here, indeed, cannot grow fast enough to repair the continual

disintegration which is going on. The coral colonies at the edge of the reef,

on the contrary, grow luxuriantly, continually raising the level of the reef

and carrying it out to sea. It seems at first sight strange that corals exposed
to the full fury of the breakers should thus flourish ; this is no doubt due to

the constant supply of food in the shape of minute organisms which swarm
in the open sea. Even the storms which often break up the coral colonies

into fragments help on the work they are doing, as the broken pieces are

thrown up on the reef and fill up all interstices left in it, rendering it thus

only the more solid and complete. Even the fragments broken oflT can give

rise to new colonies if only the living polyps retracted within their stony

cells have escaped undamaged, and provided also that their new position is

favourable in the matter of food.

Barrier reefs are found rising up like ramparts against the waves even as

much as one hundred miles from the shores where they must have originated.

They thus cover vast areas of the sea-bottom. The Great Barrier Reef off

the N.E. coast of Australia is 1100 miles long, the distance from land of its

outer edge being usually from 20 to 30 miles, and in places over 100 miles.

Saville Kent computes the total area of this reef, built up by coral polyps, as

at least 80,000 square geographical miles ! Over the whole of this enormous
area of coral rock, the water remains comparatively shallow, while the outer

edge dips down almost suddenly into as much as 1000 fathoms. The whole
surface of such a reef is covered, wherever the circumstances are favourable,

with living masses of coral, while, in the large areas where the corals cannot
flourish, the reef is a vast conglomerate, the sand and fine mud, swept about
by the tides, filling up the interstices between the skeletons of original coral

colonies.

When reefs form round small islands, the edge of the reef rising a little

above the water, a coral island is produced, enclosing a lake or lagoon out of

which rises the original island. Such circular reefs are

Coral Islands and also found surrounding a clear lake of still water without
Atolls. any island in the middle ; these latter are known as

"atolls." These wonderful products of the coral polyps

are a very marked feature of tropical seas, to the beauty of which they

greatly add. The reef encircling an island or smooth lagoon becomes raised

above the level of the surrounding sea by the debris washed up upon it ; as

a rule, however, it does not rise more than a few feet above the surface, the

sea often dashing, at the narrower parts, over into the enclosed lagoon. In
other cases, it may rise 10 or 12 ft. above high tide and may be covered
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with the rich verdure of the tropics, the wind and birds having supplied it

with seeds as soon as it rose above the waves. The enclosed lake is often
fringed with graceful palms, and the whole island, the product of minute
coral polyps, becomes a fruitful habitation for man.
These diflferent kinds of reef formations were all traced back by Darwin

to fringing reefs, and accounted for by the subsidence of the land round
which these reefs originally formed. A fringing reef would gradually become
a barrier reef as the land on which it stood sank, and in the same way, a reef
surrounding an island would be transformed, after subsidence of the island,

into a circle of coral rock enclosing a lake. As long as the highest points of

the land remained above water, the lagoon would contain islands, but, when
the original land had entirely sunk beneath the waves, an atoll would result.

In the case of a very large island, surrounded, as New Caledonia now is, by
a barrier reef, the gradual sinking of the land would lead to the formation of

a complicated archipelago of islands, like that of the Maladives to the west
ofiDeylon, where 12,000 small islands appear to represent a huge reef which
must once have surrounded a vast island long since sunk beneath the waves.
Darwin's theory of subsidence has, however, recently been disputed, and
cannot be considered as fully established.

The Ctenophora, which constitute the last division of the Cnidaria, are
beautiful, almost transparent, marine creatures, either more or less round in
form, or else flattened out in the shape of ribbons.

Their relationship to the other groups is still a matter of The Ctenophora.
uncertainty; they are often placed near the Hydrozoa,
The animals belonging to this group move through the water, mouth
downward, by means of swimming plates or "combs," from which they take
the name of Ctenophora or Comb-bearers. Eight
rows of these swimming plates run from pole to pole

of the body, each plate consisting of a row of fine

hairs or cilia connected at their bases, but capable
of independent movement. The animal can, at will,

move the plates either separately or collectively, and
thus bring about slow locomotion in the direction

opposite to the mouth, and, by the help of tentacles

and other appendages, twisting and swaying move-
ments can also take place. In the ribbon-like forma
muscular contractions bring about serpentine move-
ments.
The mouth leads into a stomach, which, again,

opens into a funnel that sends off eight vessels, which
run, in meridians, down the sides of the body, just

below the eight rows of swimming plates. The animal
is usually provided with tentacles and with long
"capturing filaments" (Fig. 20). These are not
armed, like the tentacles of other Cnidaria, with
stinging cells, but with small knobs on coiled stalks,

which are called "adhesive" cells. These are not
poisonous, but simply sticky, and when shot out at

prey entangle it and prevent its escape. They difl'er from stinging cells also

in the fact that they are not finally discharged from the body, but, when
the prey is mastered, can be drawn in again, and are capable of functioning

any number of times.

Fig. 20.—The Ska Goosb-
BERRY (fiydippe).
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Another peculiarity of the Ctenophora is a sensory organ always found at

the end of the body opposite to the mouth. This somewhat resembles a
small weight borne on springs, and, as it is sensitive to the slightest oscilla-

tions of the body, seems to enable the animal to regulate its position in the

water.

The Sea Gooseberry, depicted in Fig. 20, is a good example of a round
Ctenophoran, the swimming plates and long capturing filaments being well

developed. The best known of the ribbon-like forms is Venus's Girdle
(Cesiits feneris). The mouth lies at the centre of the long, transparent
ribbon, which has no swimming plates, but is fringed with cilia. When
alarmed, this Ctenophoran can roll up either or both ends of its body
spirally, but, when undisturbed, passes through the water with a graceful,

undulating motion. Its iridescent colouring makes it a peculiarly lovely

object. Other Ctenophorans are barrel- shaped, or resemble Phrygian caps,

and many are beautifully phosphorescent at night.

Most of the Ctenophora feed on small Crustaceans. Some, e.g^., the
Beroidse, are very voracious, devouring creatures of their own kind, and often

larger than themselves, as the mouth is very wide, and the body distensible.

They have even been known to swallow and digest fish.

All the Ctenophora multiply by means of fertilised eggs and ciliated larvae,

which only very gradually attain the adult form.
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ANIMALCULE.
By Henky M. Bernard, M.A., F.L.S., Etc., and Matilda Bernard.

The Protozoa, or first animals, are distinguished from all others by the fact

that they are unicellular organisms, i.e., the body of a Protozoan consists of

a single cell, whereas the bodies of all other animals, or Metazoa, are built up
of many cells. The one-celled Protozoan is capable of all the vital functions
of feeding, moving, breathing, and reproducing itself. In the Metazoa, the
greater number of the living cells of which the body is composed are
stationary in relation to one another, and the vital activities of the whole
have to be considered apart from the lives of the individual cells building it

up. We accordingly find these cells arranged into organs and tissues, each
specialised for some function necessary to the life of the whole.
The Protozoan, then, is a free-living cell essentially like the cells which,

organised into great masses, build up the bodies of all other animals.
All the Protozoa are of microscopic size, and are therefore removed from

ordinary observation. This is the more to be regretted since they compare
favourably with other classes of animals in variety and beauty of form, and
probably surpass all others in actual number of existing individuals. At
least five thousand species of these minute creatures are known, swarming,
at the present day, in salt and fresh water or in other animal organisms.
There are, in addition, several thousand fossil forms, the latter representing,
of course, only those Protozoa of past ages which were provided with a shell

or skeleton capable of preservation. Countless millions of such sheila form
the chief constituent of vast areas of limestone rocks all over the world's
surface, and, in some more or less transformed condition, enter into the com-
position of a large part of the earth's crust. Vast numbers, again, are daily
being deposited on the sea-bottom to form the rocks of future ages. Nine-
tenths of the ooze over the greater part of the North Atlantic consists of

the shells of Protozoans, and one ounce of sand from the Naples shore yields

no fewer than one and a half million of their shells or parts of such shells.

The very lowest of the Protozoa, that is, the very simplest of all animals,
called the Monera, are mere microscopic particles of living jelly or protoplasm,

in which, so far, no definite structure has been discovered.
The Monera. In all other Protozoa, however, some differentiation of

the protoplasmic body has been found. Among many
minute granular particles scattered about in the jelly, there is always one
body (sometimes more than one) somewhat larger than the granules, and
different in character from the rest. This usually rounded body is known as

the nucleus.

713
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The lowest of the nucleated Protozoa are the Rhizopoda or root-footed

animals, a name given to them on account of their manner of moving by
means of root-like prolongations of the body. The

Tlie Etizopoda. simplest of these Rhizopoda is the Amoeba, which has
been called the Proteus animalcule because of its constant

changes of shape. These animalcules are to be found in most rain-water

puddles and in ponds, and when seen under the microscope might escape
observation as mere specks of clear jelly-like matter, yet the careful observer
will find that each such speck is capable of moving about and feeding, and,
indeed, can be proved to be living, carrying on all those functions which,
taken together, we designate as life.

If a Proteus animalcule is magnified about three or four hundred times the
following important points can be noted :— (1) It is naked, i.e., it has no

cuticle or shell. (2) The surface layer of protoplasm,
The Amoeba. though not forming a skin, is clear and glassy, and com-

pletely envelops the more fluid and granular inner portion
of the Amoeba. (3) Among these granules can be seen the nucleus and
foreign particles, taken in as food, the remains of such particles, and

other bodies not understood. (4) Lastly, if the
Amoeba is carefully watched, a round space, like

a bubble, appears, increases in size, and then
instantaneously disappears, forming again at

another spot. This is the contractile vesicle

which is thought to collect the waste products
of the body and to eject them when it con-

tracts.

The Amoeba is seen to change its shajje

slowly by protruding at certain points finger-

like or knob-like processes which are called

pseudopodia or make-believe feet. Its exceed-
ingly slow movements over the surface of plants
or other submerged objects, or through the
water, are all made by the extension of jjseudo-

podia in one direction and corresponding with-
drawal on another side, the whole body seeming
to flow on along its pseudopodia. If, in its course,

it meets with minute plant cells suitable for

food, it admits them into its body at any point, retains them within it for a
time, while it evidently assimilates some nourishment from them, and then
flows on, the indigestible remains of its meal being left behind. The
manner in which the Amoeba breathes cannot be seen, but the fact that it

breathes is indisputable, for if the water in which Amoebae are kept is

deprived of its free oxygen, the assimilation of which^ia •^hat is meant by
breathing, the animals become rigid and lifeless. '

When, in consequence of the nourishment derived from the assimilated

particles, an Amoeba has grown to a certain limit, its shape becomes that of

a dumb-bell (Fig. 1, B), the nucleus divides into two, each end of the dumb-
bell containing one of the new nuclei, the connecting part narrows more and
more, and finally the two ends separate completely (Fig. 1, C), and each
half (or "daughter") repeats the simple life activities of the original whole
(or "mother"). These terms mother and daughter at first sight appear
hardly justifiable, yet we now know that all reproductive processes, even in

Fig. I.—A, B, a.

A PR0TBU8 Akimalculb {Amceha)
in three stages.
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the highest animals, are but specialisations of this simple dividing up of

living cells.

The Amceba has been described somewhat fully, as a simple type of the
Root-footed animals. Many different kinds of Ama'bfe have been distin-

guished, varying in the characters of tho pseudopodia and in other respects,

but they all agree in being single cells of granulited protoplasm, containing

a nucleus, and moving and feeding by means of pseudopodia.

In the group next above the Amcuba', the Foraminifera, the protoplasm
of the central body is no longer naked. The animal assimilates from the
water in which it lives the necessary material for

surrounding itself with a chitinous or shelly covering, or The Foraminifera.

perhaps it utilises its own waste products for this purpose.

This shell, in some of the Foraminifera, is merely a delicate case within

which the soft body lives. In others, grains of sand, or sponge spicules are

obtained from without and embodied in the shell.

For the purposes of movement, the animal sends out pseudopodia into the

surrounding water through the openings in its shell. The Foraminifera have
been divided into the Perforate and the

Imperforate, according as the pseudopodia
protrude through small openings scattered
all over the surface of the shell, or through
only one or two large openings. The shells

depicted in Fig. 3 are those of Perforate
Foraminifera, while in Fig. 2 we have an
Imperforate form, the egg-shaped Gromia.
In this latter, the protoplasm streams out
at one aperture, breaks up into numberless
fine threads which, here and there, run
together, forming thicker patches. The
whole surface of the simple shell has also

become covered with a thin layer of

protoplasm. If any small plant cell or

other particle suitable for food touches one
of the pseudopodia, other threads flow

together round it, and it is slowly drawn in

towards the apeiture and passed into the
body. Such particles of food can often be
seen, as in the illustration, within the body
of a Gromia.
The shells of the Perforate Foraminifera

are very varied in form. Sometimes they
consist of many chambers, for the proto-

plasm, as it grows, has not room in the

one little chamber with which it at first surrounds itself, and adds another
from time to time, each chamber, however, remaining in communication with
the last by means of one or more minute apertures through which a thread
or threads of protoplasm pass. The inner protoplasm can also stream out
in all directions through the perforations in the sides of the shell.

A few of the many forms assumed by the shells of such Foraminifera
are given in Fig. 3. Some are mere or less flattened, like coins, and have
thereforebeen called ]S'ummilites(Fig.3, A); others are flask-shaped (C); others
again closely resemble the shells of the Ammonite or the Nautilus (B) ; in fact,

Tig. 2.— Gromia Oviformis.
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Fig. 3. -Shells of Foraminifera
A, Nummulites.
B, Nonionina.
C, Lac:ena.

D, Globigerina.
E, Milliola.

such forms were long considered to be minute Molluscs. The shells of the
Globigerina, or globe- bearers (D), help largely to build up Chalk. They are said

to constitute almost one-third of the ooze
covering vast areas of the sea-bottom in

the North Atlantic. Milliolite sheila (E)
are the chief constituent of the stone of

which the houses of Paris are built.

Nummilitic limestones cover an enormous
area of Central and Southern Europe,
North Africa, West Asia, and India. All
limestones indeed abound in the shells of

Foraminifera, some species being found
in the Coal formations also.

The Foraminifera nearly all live in the
sea, creeping along its bottom ; but some
float about. Young ones are produced by
the breaking up of the protoplasm into
small portions, which secrete their charac-

teristic shelly covering before leaving the
body of the parent. Some young Fora-

minifera have very simple single shells, but others are provided from the first

with a three-chambered shell.

Passing from those Protozoa whose protoplasmic processes are mere
protrusions of the soft body showing no definite shape, but constantly
varying, we come to others in which these body processes are highly
specialised, and here again we have naked and shelled forms.
The Heliozoa, or Sun animalcules (Fig. 4), have straight, ray-like

pseudopodia, which, however, are not rigid, but when brought in contact

with particles of food,

The Heliozoa. can contract or bend so

as to draw them in to-

wards the body. Sometimes a minute
animalcule, touching one of the rays, appears

^ \

to become paralysed and to glide down the
pseudopodium to its root, where a protruding
part of the protoplasm can draw in it. In
most of the Heliozoa the body is naked, and
the contractile vesicle is very conspicuous,
often growing to a very large size at the
edge of the body, and bursting with such
violence as to shake the whole animal.

Some idea of the size of these animalcules
can be gained from the fact that four hundred
of them set closely side by side would
measure an inch. In spite of the formidable rays by which the Sun
animalcule is surrounded, it often falls a prey to a simple Amoeba, which
either envelops the whole animalcule or tears out portions of its soft body.
Next in order above the Sun animalcules, and far more complicated in

appearance on account of their elaborate skeletons, are
The Eadiolaria. the Ray animalcules or Radiolaria. In these the soft

body is not, as in the Foraminifera, enclosed in an almost
continuous outer shell, but the hard matter, usually of a flinty nature,

-t'

Fxg. 4.

—

The Sun Animalci'le
{Actinophrys sol).
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derived from the surrounding water, takes the form of rods or spikes which
pierce the soft body, and also often form some kind of protective framework
around it. Another peculiarity of the Radiolaria is that the soft body is

divided into an inner portion, containing the nucleus and enclosed in a
gelatinous membrane called a capsule, and an outer portion which surrounds
the other and is itself enclosed in a gelatinous envelope. The inner capsule
is perforated so that the inner protoplasm can pass outward, while the outer
protoplasm sends out radiating threads in all directions through the number-
less fine perforations of its envelope.
A vast number of exquisite forms assumed by the skeletons of the Radio-

laria were found in the dredgings made by the Challenfjer expedition. Some
of these skeletons consist only of spines radiating from the centre which,
however, are often beautifully sculptured or branched ; in one form the
number of the spines is always twenty, and these are arranged with absolute
regularity at definite angles to each other. The whole animal often has the
appearance of a spiny ball (Fig. 5, A). In other cases the hard rods, which

Fig. 5.—Skeletons of Radiolaria.

C, Actinomma. B, Lithomelissa. A, Acanthometra.

form the constituent elements of all these skeletons, may be arranged so as
to form a framework or network outside the protoplasm with hexagonal
apertures. Such a framework may be more or leas round for a time, and
then a second framework may be added below the first with a wide opening
at its base—the whole having the appearance of a helmet ornamented at

definite points with a few of the characteristic spines that pierce the inner
protoplasm (B). Sometimes a whole series of fenestrated balls is produced,
one outside the other (C), recalling the elaborate carved ivory spheres of the

Chinese. In the illustration, some of the outer spheres have been broken
through to show the inner structure. Such successive spheres are firmly

united together by means of cross rods or of the characteristic spines.

The Radiolaria are all found in salt water, but, unlike the Foraminifera,

float near the surface. Their skeletons form an important element in the

rocks of Sicily and Greece; and the "Barbadoes earth," which is used for

polishing, is mainly composed of the flinty skeletons of Radiolarians. Although
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there is little doubt that Radiolaria abounded in the seas where the great

Chalk beds were deposited, they are not found in chalk ; their siliceous

skeletons probably having been dissolved and re-deposited as flint.

In the next division of the Protozoa, we find animals in which the proto-

plasmic processes of the body are still further specialised. They no longer
send out indefinite pseudopodia for creeping slowly along

The Flagellata. on the surface of the ground, nor do they float free in the
water, the protoplasm streaming out on all sides in fine

rays. We now have only one or two processes adapted for locomotion through
the water, and these are long and whip-like. These whips or "flagella," aC

the anterior end of the body, by their constant movement, drag it along
rapidly through the water.

Some of the simplest of these Flagellata are so very like vegetable cells,

that they were long excluded from the animal kingdom. It is, indeed,

impossible to draw any very hard and fast line between the lowest plant and
animal cells, and, as authorities are still more or less divided in opinion,

such simple Flagellates may be regarded as belonging to a border land.

One point in which many of the Flagellata resemble vegetable cells

is colour. The Protozoa of other divisions are usually colourless and
transparent, whereas many Flagellates are of a bright red, yellow, brown,
or green. Some of the simplest of these animalcules (Fig. 6, A) as they

dart across the microscopic field by the help of their whips, which, on
account of the rapidity of their movements are for the time invisible,

sparkle like minute emeralds. Some of

the red Flagellata, when swarming in

great numbers, produce large red

patches on the sea. Other forms shine

with phosphorescent light, and cause

the beautiful glow often seen among the

breakers on a shore at night. Thirty

thousand animalcules are said to be
contained in one cubic inch of such
phosphorescent water.

Some of the Flagellata are distinguished

by a collar-shaped projection round the

depression from which the whip-like

appendage rises (Fig. 6, D), others by
taking in food at one spot only of the

body, i.e.., at the base of the chief whip
(C). A shelly covering is present in

some forms, in which it may resemble a cuirass or may be prolonged into

several sharp, horn-like processes (E). These horny cases are often found in

Chalk rocks.

The Flagellata do not always, like the creatures we have hitherto described,

lead independent lives, each individual feeding, moving, etc., on its own
account. They are often found grouped together in

Flagellate colonies, the various individuals composing the colony
Colonies. being united by a common mass of protoplasm. The

manner in which such colonies arise is interesting and
important, inasmuch as, from this primitive grouping of single cells to form
simple colonies, complex and highly organised colonies arose, culminating in

the bodies of the higher animals, which are in reality gigantic colonies of

Fig. 6.—Flagellata.

A, Euglena.
B, Chilomonas.
C, Noctiluca.
D, Monosisa.
E, Ceratium.
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countless living cells arranged into organs, each with its own special function

to perform for the life of the whole. Single cells multiply in several ways,

the simplest being that of the Amoeba, which, creeping along the ground,

parts into two daughter Anuvbaj, each of which creeps on its separate way.
In the case of free-swimming cells, like the Flagellata, separation into two
might not be so easy, especially if the mechanism of locomotion is not very
powerful as compared with the size of the body. In such creatures the cells,

though actually dividing, need not finally separate, but may swim about in

contact with one another ; and, if successive generations of cells thus remain
together, simple colonies arise. Several balls made up of flagellate cells

are known, in which all the whips of the component cells are turned
outward, and, by their movement, send the whole colony rolling along
through the water. The best known of these is Volvox globator, wliich, on
account of the bright green colour in its cells, is often claimed as a plant.

It is clear again that colonies may also arise by the dividing up of cells

which are stationary. The daughter cells in this case m.ay either grow up
simply alongside of the parent, or may
branch out from it. We are, however,
fairly safe in assuming that all the higher
animals arose from free-swimming, and
not from stationary colonies, a stationary

manner of life being but little conducive
to progress. In Fig. 7, A, we see

stationary colonies of Flagellata which,
but for the stalk of attachment, some-
what resemble Volvox above mentioned.
Another stationary colony is seen in the

same figure (B), and is formed by the

contiguous tubular sheaths of a number
of flagellate ceJls, each jirovided with
two whips. This colony forms folded,

fan-like growths, the height of the

whole structure being often not more
than yV of an inch. Collared Flagel-

lates also form colonies, sometimes
being grouped together in flower-like

bunches on stalks, as in Fig. 7, C, or

floating about freely with the collars and whips projecting from a mass of

common protoplasm. A colony of this latter sort has been named Protos-
pongia, as it seems to foreshadow the arrangement of somewhat similar

collared cells found in the Sponges.
Returning, however, to the Flagellata which remain single, i.e., do not

form colonies, reproduction takes place among them in several difierent

ways. Some Flagellata simply break up into parts, like the Amoeba, others
detach only small pieces of their bodies, each piece developing into a new
animal, a process which is called budding or gemmation ; others, again,

reproduce themselves by a kind of internal budding called spore-formation.
The whole inside of the animal divides into a great number of minute
"spores," each of which, after resting a while, grows into an animal like

the parent. The Noctiluca (Fig. 6, C), for instance, which causes the
marine phosphorescence already alluded to, may pass through a resting stage

when it losea ita whip and looks like a mere gelatinous ball (it is then said

3 ' ' '

'
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FUj. 7.— Flagellate Colonies.
A, Anthrophysa.
B, Rhipidcdendron.
C, Codosig'*.
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to be encysted). The protoplasm seems to collect in one part of the cyst

and to break up into minute nodules. These nodules, which are called

spores, raise up the outer surface into prominences, and finally, when
mature, pass through the wall of the cyst, develop whips of their own, and
swim about freely as young individuals known as " swarm spores."

Leaving now for a moment those Protozoa, which are rising higher and
higher in the scale of organic life, we must notice a group which shows

curious degeneration, the Gregarinse. These creatures

The Gregarinse. possess neither pseudopodia nor flagella : they can only
move very slowly by a kind of contraction of the proto-

plasm just below the outer surface, which, being somewhat different from
the rest of the body, we may call the "skin.'' These animalcules are all

parasites, hence their degradation. They have managed to get into the

bodies of animals higher than themselves, and are able to draw in as

food, through the Avhole surface of the body, the juices of their "host"
without any exertion on their own part. They are very common in the

bodies of all classes of animals from the worms upward, each kind of

Gregarina having its own special feeding ground in some part of a

higher animal. One species, for instance, is only found in the gills

of a small Crustacean, another in the liver of the Rabbit, and so on.

The only kind of outward appendages ever found in these creatures

are hooks which enable them the better to attach themselves to their

victims. The chief life activity in these, as in most other parasites,

is reproduction, which takes place by spore-formation. Two or more of

the worm-shaped Gregarinse fuse together, become encysted, and, after a

time, produce spores, which are released by the bursting of the cyst. Each
spindle-shaped spore develops into an independent individual, being sup-

plied by its immediate surroundings with appropriate nourishment.
We pass on from these degenerate creatures to the highest of the Pro-

tozoa, the Infusoria, so-called on account of being found in infusions—i.e.,

in water in which decaying animal or vegetable matter
The Infusoria. has been soaked, and in which it was at one time thought

that they bred spontaneously.

In the Infusorians the protoplasm of the body shows more variety than
in any other Protozoans. Not only is the outer surface of the body dis-

tinctly unlike the inner protoplasm, but it is more or less covered with very
fine hairs or cilia (literally eyelashes), which promote its motion. It is

sometimes provided with hooks or bristles as well, by means of which it can
creep or hang on to other objects. At one definite spot there is a simple
mouth, from which a depression often leads into the interior of the body.
The mouth is usually encircled by cilia, which, by their rapid vibrations,

keep up a kind of whirlpool, and bring particles of food within reach. As
the food, which passes on into the body along the tube, is absorbed, definite

streamings in certain directions can be made out in the granulated proto-

plasm. The indigestible portions of the food are, in some forms, ejected at

a definite part of the body. The nucleus is not always round—it may bo
horse-shoe-shaped, or ribbon-like, or it may even resemble a string of beads.

There are often several contractile vesicles.

The Infusoria are very plentiful in fresh water : they prey upon each

other, and sometimes upon higher animals, such as Rotifers. Some arc

parasites.

There are Ciliated Infusorians and Tentacled Infusorians.
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Fig. S.—Ciliated Infusoria.
A , Parainoecium.
£, Stentor.

The Ciliated Infusorians are classed according to the arrangement of their
ciha. These sometimes cover the whole surface of the body, as in the

Slipper animalcule (Fig. 8, A),
which is very common in 'pond
water or in infusions of hay, and
measures from ^V to j},^ of an
inch in length. In this I'rotozoan,
the distinction between the outer
part of the body and the inner
granulated part is very clear, and
the mouth and tube leading from it
are very evident. In the outer
''skin" a number of small oval
bodies can be seen pointing out-
wards. These, which are known as
trichocysts, are minute bags contain-
ing threads which can be shot out
of them and are probably used as a
defence against enemies. These
structures recall the stinging threads
of the Coelenterates, but are still
more wonderful as the products of a
single cell.

In the next division of the
Ciliated Infusorians, very fine cilia

1 • , ., .
cover the surface of the body, whilelonger ones encircle the mouth. The Trumpet animalcules (Fie.! 8 B)usually about ^^ of an inch in length, are found moving about freely inthe water or attached either singly or in groups, to some submerc^ed

object by the narrowed end of the body. The
lower pare of the body is sometimes protected
by a kind of sheath or case. The wide opening
at the free end which surrounds the mouth is
fringed with long and strong cilia. In order to
multiply, these Trumpet animalcules divide into
two, a new mouth and oral fringe forming on the
parent animal before division.
The Infusorians of the next division have smooth

bodies, the cilia being usually confined to the
region round the mouth ; in some cases, how-
ever, a second band of cilia surrounds some other
part of the body. Some of the attached Infusorians
of this kind surround themselves with a slipper-
shaped case of protoplasm, which helps to protect
the soft part of the body, and can, when necessary, almost entirely cover itAs a rule, however, the niouth end, with its circle of cilia, protrudes fromthe aperture of the case in search of food. Other forms attach themselvesby stalks which are contractile, and can, by coiling up spirally, quickly with-draw the animal from any threatening danger.
The Bell animalcules, when watched under the microscope, afford a veryinteresting example of the complexity of life and movement which may beattained by the single cell. When the water in which they are is, for any

2 z

/»(/. 9.—Grol'P ok liSLL
Animalcules ( Vorticellidae),
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reason, in a state of disturbance, the minute gelatinous balls lie hidden close

to the surface of some water weed at the ends of their tightly coiled stalks,

and thus easily elude observation. But if the water is at rest, the observer,

through the microscope, will see them gradually emerge from their place of

refuge, one individual after another rising into view en its slowly uncoiling

stalk, the ball lengthening and assuming the shape of a bell about -^\q of an
inch in length. Long cilia, fringing a spiral membrane which can be pro-

truded beyond the aperture of the bell, wave about in the water, and bring

within reach particles of food that are swept down a groove leading to the

inner protoplasm. As such a group of Bell animalcules is watched, one
individual or another suddenly vanishes, being drawn down instantaneously

by the contraction of its stalk, while others more gradually come into sight.

These animalcules multiply by dividing lengthwise ; the young form, when
provided with its circle of cilia, breaks loose from the parent and swims
about freely for a time before attaching itself by a stalk. Young are some-
times also produced within the parent as spores.

These beautiful creatures are often found in colonies of various shapes,

some of the most delicate (Fig. 10, A) resembling the frond of a maidenhair
fern. The stem is, in such cases, formed
of protoplasm, produced by the various

individuals of the colony, which are not

always all alike. In the form illustrated

spherical individuals without stalks are to

be seen attached at the bases of the

branchlets which carry the other in-

dividuals.

In the fourth division of the Ciliated

Infusorians the cilia are confined to the

lower surface of the body, and are some-
times changed into bristles or hooks; these

forms are much less attractive in appear-

ance than those we have just described.

We come, in the last place, to the

Tentacled Infusorians which are often to

be found attached to pond weeds by long,

straight stalks. The soft body is usually

contained in a cup-like sheath, sometimes
triangular in form, and terminates at the

free end in one or more projecting knobs,
ornamented with groups of stiff, hollow
tentacles. The animal has no mouth, but

feeds by means of these tentacles, the minute discs in which they end
arresting and piercing the bodies of any small animalcules that come
within reach. The soft parts of the victim are sucked up through the

hollow tentacles and drawn into the body within the sheath. These
stationary bodies give rise, by means of budding, to free young forms with

cilia which swim about for a time, then attach themselves, lose their cilia,

and develop tentacles like those of the parent form.

These Tentacled Infusorians sometimes form very complicated colonies

consisting of creeping roots, from which rise trunks and branches (Fig. 10, B).

Each branch and branchleb terminates in an individual with its radiating

tentacles, but besides these tentacled members of the colony there are other

Fig. 10.

—

Infu&orian CoLONirs.
A, Zoothamnium.
B, Dendro£oma.
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spherical members, sometimes clustered together like bunches of berries,

and within the protoplasm of the trunks there are capsules in which the

young are produced and matured. So complicated are these beautiful

colonies, in which a distinct division of labour takes place, that it is difficult

to realise that they are nothing more than communities of Protozoans.

Printed by Cowan &= Co., Limited, Perth.
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AARD-VAnKS, ISS
Aard-wolf, C2
Abbreviatus, Tachy triorchis,3l2
Abtlerites, liOl

Abramis, 409
Abraxas grossulariata, 592
Abu-maskup, 282
Acaclica, Njctala, 324
Acalypterx, Muscidw, 607
Acanthias, .519

Acanthidositta, 375
Acanthoceiihali, 681
Acaiithochitid;e, (ilO

Acanthocinus !«dilis, 561
Acanthoclinida?, 478
Acantliometra, 717
Acanthopterygii, 403
Acantliosouia griseum, 595
Acantliuridit, 470
Acarina, 545
Accipiter, 311
Accipitres, 304
Accipitriformes, 304
Accipitrinie, 307
Accipitriniis, Asio, 324
Acephala, 018
Acerina, 464
Aceti, Anguillula, 679
Achatinellida?, 642
Achatina, 642
Achatinida;, 642
Acheta campestris, 567
Acipenser, 511
Acipenser huso, 511
Acipenser ruthvenus, 512
Acipenser sturio, 512
AcipenseridiB, 511
Acniftidw, <-31

Acodon, 101
Accela, tSo
Acoelomata, 690
Aconius, 236
Acomys, 106
Acon»mys, 111
Acorn, Barnacle, 533
AcrasinfH. 584
Acris gryllus, 443
Acrobates, 203
Acrocephalus phragiuitis, 370
Acrocephalus streperus, 370
Acromyodas, 373
Acromyodi, 357
Acronuridte, 470
Acronurus, 470
Acryllium vulturinuru, 240
Actajon, 639
ActseonidiP, 640
Actinia, 701
Actinia uiesembry antheinum,

703

Actinia paumotensis, 704
Actinoloba dianthus, 702
Actinomnia, 717
Actinoplirys sol, 716
Actliiopterygii, 463
Aculeata, 574 578
Aculeata, Aphrodite, 673
Aculeata, Echidna, 217
Aculeata, Ophiopholis, 657
Adamsi, Colymbus, 254
Adamsia palliata, 703
Adansoni, Excalfactoria, 235
Adansoniana, Pleurotoniaria,
632

Adapis, 32
Addax, 154
Addax nasomaculatus, 154
Adders, The, ili
Adder, P.anded, 424
Adder, Death, 425
Adder, Puff, 427
Adder, Resplendent, 424
Adela, 593
AdeorbidfB, 637
Adjutants, 278
Adscendens, C'litambonites, 651
Adustus, Canis, 66
-Edilis, Acanthocinus, 561
•Egagrus, Capra, 159
^Egialitis, 270
.Egithalus, 368
.Egithalus vagans, 368
-Eglefinus, Gadus, 491
-i'gotlieles, 334
-?i:gothelinfe, 333
-^igyprymnus rufescens, 197
^Eluropus melanoleucus, 75
-Elurus fulgens, 75-76
-Enea, Carpophaga, 243
^Eolidioidea, 641
Jipyceros, 152
^Epyornis, 220
-Epyornithiformes, 221
/Epypodius, 227
.Eronau'es melanoleucus, 346
-Eruginosus, Circus, 309
-Esalon, Falco, 320
.Eschnidje, 570
.Etlieospondyli, 463, 509
^Etheria, 623
-Etheriidw, 623
^Ethiopica, Ibis, 288
Aethiopicus, Phacochperus, 134
.^tobatis, 522
A^x. galericulata, 294
-Ex sponsa, 294
Attinis, Cervus, 143
African darter, 301
African elephant, 123
African flying squirrel, 80
African giraffe, 147
African lung-fish, 4G0

African swallow-tailed kite, 316
African wild ass, 129
Africana, Verreauxia, 354
Africanus, Elephas, 123
Africanus, Sus, 134
Aganii heron, 283
Agamia aganii, 283
Agamidfe, 398
Agamodon, 408
Agapornis, 329
Agedastes, 239
Agelaius phcenicens, 361
Agelas noli tangere, 693
Agelenidrtj, 544
Agile frog, 436
Agile wallaby, 1!)4

Agilis, Eacerta, 409
-Agilis, Mai^ropus, 194
Agilis, Rana, 436
Aglaiactis, 348
Aglossa, 444
Aglypha, 422
Agonus, 476
Agrestis, Microtus, 103
Agricola, 103
Agricola. Tetrastemma, 684
Agrion, 570
Agrionidfe. 570
Agroniy/inaj, 608
Agrotis exclamationis, 591
Agutis, 8
Agutis family, The, 115
Ajaja, 286
Ajaja, Ajaja, 286
Alactaga, 110
-\lactaga decumana, 110
Alauda arvensis, 364
Alaudidw, 364
Alba, Chionis, 265
Alba, Gygis, 262
Albatros, I he, 257
Albatros, Cautious, 250
Albatros, Culminated, 258
Albatros, True, 258
Albatros, W andering, 258
Albellus, Mergus, 297
Albertia, 683
Albertisi, Gymnophaps, 244
Albicaudatus, Tachytriorchis,

312
Albicilla, Haliwtus, 315
AlbicoUis, Rhynchops, 262
Albicore, 473
Albida, Ohamostra, 628
Albifrons, Anser, 295
Albifrons, Bubalis, 150
Albinucha, Ptecilogale, 81
Albipennis, Tachybaptes, 253
Albofuscus, Nycticejus, 38
Alburnus, 499
Alca torda, 260
Alcedininiv, 336

3 A
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Alcedo, 336
Alcedo ispida, 337
Alces maclilis, 145
Alchata, Pteroclesrus, 241
Alcinus, Maehcerhaiuphus, 317
Alcoe, •2r)9

Alcyon, Cerrle, 336
Alcyone, 336
Alcyonella fungosa, 669
Alcyonidiuin, 668
Alector, Crox, 229
Alectoropodes, 226
Alectrasnas, 243
Alectraenas nitidissinia, 243
Alepocephalidw, 5U7
Alexanor, Eques, 5S7
Aleyrodes proletella, 602
Aleyrodidaj, 602
Alfredi, Ceivus, 143
Alfurus, Babirusa, 134
Algiroides, 409
AUe, Mergulus, 263
AUeni, Neotoma, 102
AlHceshad, The, 507
Alligators, 38i)

Alligator, (.'hinese, 3S0
Alligator mississippiensis, 380
Alligator, North American,

380
Alligator sinensis, 380
Alligator-terrapins, 390
Allopsidw, 647
Alni, Aphrophora, 600
Alopecias vulpes, 517
Alosa, Clupea, 507
Alouatta, 23
Alouatta nigra, 24
Alouatta senicnlus, 23
Alpestris, Canthocamptus, 532
Alpestris, Otocorys, 304
Alpine chough, 358
Alpine marmot, 93
Alpinus, Canis, 68
Alternata, Rafinesquiua, 649
Alucita hexadactyla, 594
Alucitidaj, 594
Aluco, Syrniuni, 321
Alneco, Syrniuni, 324
Alytes, 4J3
Amathia lendigera, 663
Amazonian dolphin, 178
Amazonian fresh-water tortoise,

393
Amazons, 329
Amber-snails, 642
Amblycephilida;, 426
Amblycephalus, 426
Amblyopsidas, 502
Amblyopsis, 502
Amblyornis inornata, 359
Amblyrhynchus cristatus, 402
Amblystoma, 446
Amblystoma tigrinum, 449
AmblystomatinR3, 449
Amboynensis, Lophurus, 400
Ameliaj, Macronyx, 365
American badgers, 79
American barn swallow, 373
American beaver, 98
American bison, 163
American black bear, 75
American bluejays, 358

American boat-bill, 283
American cedar-bird, 369
American chatterers, 374
American creepers. The, 362
American cuckoo, 350
American deer, 146
American golden plover, 270
American racoons, 75
American swallow-tailed kite,

316
American trogons, 349
American warblers. The, 365
American wood-snakes, 422
American wood-stork, 2S1
Americana, Antilocajira, 149
Americana, Mustela, 80
Americana, Periplaneta, 564
Americana, Pipa, 444
Americana, Rhea, 221
Americanu's, Bos, 163
Americanus, Coccyzus, 351

Americanus, Crocodilus, 381
Americanus, Ursus, 75
Aniethystinura, Stilbum, 578
Amhersti:>;, Chrysolophus, 238
Amia-calva, 510
Amicta nyctiornis, 341
Amiidas, 510
Ammocretes, 524
Ammodorcas clarkei, 153
Ammodronus, 364
Ammodytes, 491
Ammodytes, Yipeva, 427
Amnion, Ovis, 160
Ammonea, 646
Ammoperdix, 233
Ammoperdix bonhami, 233
Ammoperdix heyi, 233
Anueba, 691, 714
Ampelidfe, 369
Ampelis cedroruin, 369
Ampelis garrulus, 309
Ampelis japonicus, 369
Amphibia, 431
Aniphibius, Hippopotamus, 131
Amphibius, Microtus, 103
Aniphibola, 641
Amphibolidae., 641
Aniphignathodontidte, 444
Amphineura, 615
Amphioxus, 526
Aniphioxus lanceolatus, 520
Aniphipnous, 495
Ainphipoda, f34
AmphisbsenidiB, 408
Aniphisile, 482
Amphitretidffi, 647
Amphiuma, 451
Amphiuniidie, 450
AmpuUariidsB, 635
Anabantidfe, 483
Anabas scandens, 483
Anableps, 501
Anacanthini, 490
Anaconda, 420
Anaides, 450
Anaphe, 607
Anarhynchus, 270
Anarrhichas, 478
Anas, 296
Anastomus, 2S0
Anatidas, 292

Anatifera, Lepas, 533
Anatina, Lingula, 650
Anatinacea, 623-627
Anatinid*, 628
Anatinus, Ornithorhynchus, 215
Ancestor of Brachiopoda, 651
Ancistrodon, 429
Ancistrodon contortrix, 429
Ancylochilus, 269
Aticylus, 642
Andersoni, Tylotriton, 448
Anderssoni, Maehterhamphus,
317

Andigena, 352
Andina, Recurvirostra, 270
Andinus, Phienicoparrus, 290
Andrena, 580
Anelytropidse, 411
Anemones, 700
Anemone, Cave-dwelling, 701
Anemone, Cloak, 703
Anemone, Daisy, 702
Anemone, Plumose, 702
Anemone, Strawberry, 703
Anemones, Sea, 701
Anemones, Tropical, 704
Angasi, Tragelaphus, 150
Angel fish, 519
Angler fish, 474
Angolensis, Pitta, 375
Anguidrt?, 404
Anguilla, 494
Anguillula aceti, 679
Anguineus, Proteus, 452
Anguis, 405
Anguis fragilis, 404
Angustatus, Echinorhvnchus,
682

Anhinga, Plotus, 3(il

Animal jilants, 697
Animalculaj, 713
Animalcule, Bell, 722
Animalcule, Slipper, 721
Animalcule, Trumpet, 721
Animalcules, Sun, 716
Anisolabis maritinia, 563
Anisonyx, 91
Annelid, Tube-making, 672
Annelida, 531, 671
Annelidicola, Cyclatella, 688
Anniellidffi, 405
Annulatus, Linguwlapsus, 449
Annulosa, 529, 548
Anoa, 162
Anolis, 401
Anomalochilus, 421
Anomalurid.^, 89
Anomalurus, 89
Anomalurus peli, 90
Anomalurus pusillus, 90
Anoniia, 621
Anomia ephippium, 621
Anomiace!«, 621
Anoniura, 537
Anoplodium, 685
Anoplogaster, 468
Anoplura, 602
Anops kingi, 408
Anorthura troglodytes, 371
Anser albifrons. 295
Anser anser, 295
Anser brachyrhynchus, 29a
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Anser fabalis, 295
Anseranas seniipalmata, 203
Anseianatinas, 293
Anseres, 292
AnseriniW, 295
Ants, 578
Ant, Australian, 579
Ant, House, 579
Ant, Red, 579
Ant, Wood, 579
Ant-bears, 189
Ant-birds, The, 375
Ant eaters, 181
Ant-eater, Great, 184
Ant-eater, Lesser, 184
Ant-eater, Two-clawed, 184
Ant-eaters, True, 183
Ant-lions, 570
Ant-thrushes, 375
Antarctic white seal, 8G
Antarctic wolf, 04
Antarctica, JMegalestris, 203
Antarctieus, Canis, 04
Anteohinomys lanlger, 209
Autedon rosacea, 003
Antelopes, The, 149
Antelope, Bubaline, 1,50

Antelope, Equine, 153
Antelojje, Four-horned, 151
Antelopes, Harnessed, 1.50

Antelope, Prong-horned, 149
Antelope, Royal, 151
Antelope, .Sable, 153
Antelope, Salts', 151
Antennarias, 475
Anthea cereus,. 703
Anthocincla, 375
Anthomyinaj, 60S
Anthophila, 580
Antbops ornatus, 30
Anthozoa, 7til

Anthracocerus, 339
Anthracocerus coronatus, 339
Anthrenus, 556
Anthrophysa, 719
Anthropoidea, 11

Anthropopithecus, 14

Anthropopithecus calvus. 15
Anthropopithecus troglodytes,

15
Authus, 305
Anthus pratensis, 305
Anthus trivialis, 305
Antigone, 274
Antigone australasiana, 274
Antilocapra, 10
Antilocapra aniericana, 149
Antilocapridce, 149
Antilope cervicapra, 152
Antilopine, 152
Antipatharia, 707
Antisiensis, Cervus, 146
Anurosorex, 46
Apatura, 581
Ape, Barbary, 22
Ape, Black, 22
Apes, Man-like, 11
Aplianapteryx, 251
Aphaniptera, 603
Aphaniptera, Diptera, 000
Aphanolimnas monasa, 251
AphididsB, 001

Aphodius, 557
Aphrodite aculeata, 673
Apliropliova alui, 600
Ai)iaster, Merops, 341
Apis mellifica, 581
Apivorus, Pernis, 317
-Aplacophora, 015-010
Aplustridic, 640
Aplysiida;, 040
Aplysioidea, OiO
Apoda, 453
Apodes, 493
Apodida?, 532
Apollo, Parnassius, 5s7
Aporrliaidit?, 030
Aporrliais, 030
.\ppendicularians, 527
Apples of Sodom, 570
Aptenodytes longirostris, 255
Aptendytes patachonica, 255
Apteryges, 221
Apterygiiformes, 221
Apteryx, The, 224
Apteryx australis, 224
Aptornis, 252
Apus cancriformls, 531
Apus, Micropus, 346
.\pus, Ophisaurus, 405
Aquarum-dulciuni, Tetrastem-

nia, 684
Aquatic carpincho, 116
Aquatica, Argyroneta, 544
Aquaticus, Cinclus, 371
Aquaticus Rallus, 249
Aquila chrysaetus, 314
Aquila, Fregata, 303
Aquila heliaca, 314
Aquila niaculata, 314
.\quila rapax, 314
Aquilinre, 307, 313
Ara, 329
Arabian camel, 130
Arabs, Galeodes, 540
Arachnida, 539
Arachnoides, Brachyteles, 25
Arachnoides, Pyxis,' 387
Arami, 275
Aramides, 249
Aramides ypecaha, 250
Aramus jiictiis, 275
Aramus scolopaceus, 275
Ai-aneida, 542
Aianeoides, Galeodes, 541
Araneoides, Scutigera, 54S
Araneus, Sorex, 40
Arapaima, 504
Arapaima gigas, 504
Arborea, Hyla, 442
Arboricola, 23-4

.\rca Noaj, 621
Area Zebra, 621
Arcacea, 621
Archajopteryx, 220
Archiannelida, 075
Archibuteo, 315
Arcifera, 440
Arctic fox, 73
Arctic tern, 201
.A.rctica, Fratercula, 260
Arctica Islandica, 024
.\rclici(l:i', 021

Arctictis binturong, 59

Arcticus, Colymbus, 254
Arctiid:*, 588
Ai-ctogale, ,59

Arctomys, 92
Arctoniys aureus, 93
Arctomys bobac, 93
Arctoniys caudatus, 94
Arctomys dichrous, 94
Arctomys liimalayanus, 93
Arctomys niaruiotta, 92
Arctonyx, 79
Arctus, Uisus, 75
Ardea cinerea, 2s2
Ardeiformes, 278
Ardeirallus, 284
Ardetta, 284
Ardetta involucris, 284
Ardetta minuta, 284
Arenaria, 271
Arenaria interpres, 272
Arenaria nielanocephala, 272
Arenariinaj, 272
Arenicola, Lycosa, 543
Arenicola marina, 072
Areoldtus, Homopus, 387
Argali, True, 100
Argas persicus, 540
Argentatus, Canis, 71
Argentatus, Larus, 203
Argentine cow-bird, 301
.\rgentine peludo. 180
Argiope riparia, 544
Argonaut, (i47

Argonautidfe, 047
Argulidrt), 532
Argus, Argusianus, 239
Argus, Common, 239
Argus, Crested, 239
Argus, firay's, 239
Argus pheasant, 235-239
Argusianus argus, 239
Argusianus bipunctatus, 239
Argusianus grayi, 239
Argyroneta aquatica, 544
Ariculidfe, 034
Arietans, Bitis, 427
Arion ater, 043
Arionidw, 643
Armadillos, 181, 185
Armadillo, Broad, 186
Armadillo, Fairy pink, 1S8
Armadillo, (Tiant, 187
Armadillo, Hairy, 186
Armadillo, Six-banded, !86
Armadillos, Three-banded, 187
Armenian sheep, 100
Arnuxi, Berardius, 177
Arnuxs whale, 177
Aroniia moschata, 501
Arquatela, 209
Arrow worm, 082
Artamidw, 369
Artamus, 369
Artamus sorditus, 36!)

Artemia salina, 531
Arthropoda, 529
Arthropoda, Edible, 530

'

Arthrostraca, 534
Artibeus, 41
Artibeus perspicillatus, 41
Articulata, 529, 651
Aru I.sland wallaby, 191
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Arui, IGO
Arundineuin, Cobus, 152

Arvensis, Alunda, 3(il

Arvicanthis, 105
Ascalaphi(ii«, 571
Ascalapluis, 571

Ascalaphus kolyvaneusis, 570

Ascaris luiiibiiuokles, 079

Ascetta, U'Jl

Ascidians, 532
Ascidiella asijersa, 528

Asellus ariuaticus, (i82

Asiatic bittern, 2S4
Asiatic wild ass, 129

Aslatica, Cinnyiis, 300

Asilidw, UOj
Asilus crabroiiiforrais, 005

A sinus, Equus, 129
Asio, 324
Asio accipitrinus, 321
Asio otus, 321

Asp, Egyptian, 424
Aspatha, 341
Aspergillum, 028
Aspeisa, Ascidiella, 52S

Aspldites, 419
Aspidobranchiate, 014

Asijidogaster conchicola, 088

Aspro, 404
Ass, African wild, 129

Ass, Asiatic wild, 129

Assiminidaj, 035
Assogue, 81
Astacida;, 530
Astartidi*:, 024
Asterias rubens, 653, 050
Asteroidea, 050
Asterospondyli, 515

Asthenosonia mens, 000

Astraia, 7<I0

Astrape, 521
Astronesthes, 505
Astur, 310
Astur baduls, 311

Astur nova; hollandii«, 311

Astur leucosomiis, 31!

Astur palunibarius, 310

Astur torquatus, 311

Asturina, 313
Astutus, Bassariscus, 70

Asymmetron lucayanuni, 527

Atalaplia, 37

Atalaplia cinerea, 37

A teles, 25
Ateles variegatus, 25

Atelornis pittoides, 335

Ater, Arion, 043
Aterrimus, JMicroglossus, 328

Atherina, 479
Atherinida;, 479
Athertoni, Nyctiornis, 341

Atherura, 113
Athoracophoridte, 642
Athoracopliorus, 042

Atlanta, 637
Atlantidai, 037
Atolls, 710
Atra, Salaniandra, 447

AtriB, Buclianga, 301

Atrata, Chenopis, 293
Atremata, 651

Atricapilla, Ficedula, 372

Atricapilla, Sylvia, 370
Atrichia clamosa, 370
Atrichiida;, 376
Atrochous, 073
Atiopos pulsatoria, 572
Atrypa, 051
Attagides, 206
Attagis, 206
Atthis, 348
Atypus, 542
Atypus sulzeri. 543
Aucklandica, (lallinago, 208
Audax, Uroi«tus, 314
Auks, The, 259
Auk, (ireat, 260
Auk, Little, 200
Aulacodus, 112
Aulacorhamphus, 352
Auliscops, 481
Aulostoma, 481
Aulostoraatida!, 481
Aulostomum gulo, 070
Aura, t'atiiartes, 304
Aurantiaca, Zaitha, 597
Aurata, Cetonia, 558
Auratus, Carabus, 555
Aurea, Jacamerops, 355
Aurelia aurita, 700
Aureus, Arctoruys, 93
Aureus, Canis, 06
Aureus, Xanthomelus, 359
Auriculid*, 041
Aurita, Aurelia, 7oo
Aurituui, Crossoptilum, 236
Auritus, Plecotus, 39
Auritus, Podiceps, 253
Australasiana, Antigone, 274
Australian ant, 579
Australian brush-turkey, 227
Australian ladybird, 602
Australian lung-fisli, 460

j

Australian megapode, 228
Australiensis, Oeoneniertes, 684
Australis, Apteryx, 224
Australis, Balwna, 172
Australis, Eupodotis. 275
Australis, Gallinago, 268
Australis, (ieoplana, 080
Australis, Merganser, 297
Australis, Mycteria, 2S0
Australis, Peltohyas, 270
Australis, Rostratula, 207
Australis, Struthio, 223
Autodax, 450
Autolytus, 073
Autumnalis, Tetranychus, 547
Avahi, Woolly, 29
Avahis, 29
Avahis lanigera, 29
Avellanarius, Muscardinus, 99
Aves, 218
Avicula, 622
Avicula hirundo, 022
Aviculacia, 622
Avicularia, Ornithormyia, 603
Avocet, Chestnut-breasted, 270
Avocets, 270
Awantibo, 31
Axis, Cervus, 143
Axis, or spotted deer, 143
Axolotl, 440
AxolotI, Adult, 419

Aye-aye, The, 31
Azar«i, Canis, 09
Azara s dog, 09
Azorensis, Kegulus, 369

Babblers, The, 372
Bablrusa, 134
Babirusa alfurus, 134
Babiun, Papio, 23
Baboon, I)og-faced, 22
Baboon, (Jelada, 22
Baboon, Yellow, 23
Bacon beetle, 550
Bactrian camel, 130
Bactrianus, Camelus, 130
Badgers, 79
Badgeis, American, 79
Badger, Common, 79
Badgers, Ferret-, 80
Badgers, Malayan, 79
Badgers, Sand-, 79
Badia, Fells, 55
Badius, Astur, 311
Badius, Rhizomys, 107
Bajticus, Lampides, 580
Bagad, 497
Bagarius yarelU, 496
Baillon's crake, 251
Balfena australis, 172
Bala-na mysticetus, 172
Balwniceps, 282
Balasniceps rex, 282
Bala;nicipitides, 282
Bal?enicipitid(B, 278
Batenida;, 171
Balwnoptera, 173
Batenoptera musculus, 171
Balainoptera rostrata, 174
Balwnoptera sibbaldi, 173
Balanidfe, 533
Balaninus nucum, 560
Balano, 528
Balanoglossus, 528
Balanoglossus sarniensis, 528
Balanoides, Balanus, 533
Balanus balanoides, 533
Bald chimpanzee, 15
Bald eagle, 315
Bald uakari, 27
Balistes, 489
Balistidae, 489
Ballan, 486
Balti, The, 4s7
Bamboo-rats, 100
Band-fishes, 477
Banded adder, 425
Banded ant-eater, 209
Banded lemming, 103
Banded mungoose, 61
Banded sea-snake, 425
Banded wallaby, 196
Banded water-snails, 635
Bandicoot tribe, 205
Bandicoot, (iunns, 20S
Bandicoot, Pig-footed, 200
Bandicoot-rats, 105
Bank martin, 373
Bank-vole, 103
Bank's ribband-fish, 485
Banksi, Regalecus, 485
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Banteng, 10.')

Banting, Bos, l<i">

Barbarus, Mus, IO.t

Barbary ape, 22
Barbary mouse, lor>

Bavbaiy red-legged partridge,

232
Barbastelle, 37
Barbata, Phoca, 8")

Barbatulus, Nemachilus, .",00

Barbatus, (iypi\!tus, 313

Barbatus, Mullus, 4()5

Barbel, 1S)S

Barbets, The, 352
Barbus, 41>S

Barbus tor, 40S
Bare-throated francolins, The,

233
Barn owL 321, 32.'-)

Barnacle, Acorn, f)33

Barnacle, (ioose, .')33

Barracuda-pikes, 478
Barracudas, 478
Barracudas, The, 470
Barred-back pheasants, 23S

Barred rail, 240
Barrier reef, Tlie, 710
Baryphthengiis. 341

Basileuterus, 3(jr>

Basilisks, 401
Basiliscus, 401

Basking shark, 517
BasoniniatoiJiora, C41
Bass, 404
Bassanus, DysporuSj'SOO
Bassarioyon, 70
Bassariscus, 76
Bassariscus astutus, 70

Bats, The, 33
Bat, Bechstein's, 38
Bat, Chin-leaf, 41

Bat, Common, 37

Bat, Cusp-toothed fruit-, 35

Bat, Daubenton's, 37
Bat, Epauletted fruit-, 35

Bat, False vampire, 36
Bat, Flower-nosed, 30
Bat, Fox, 35
Bat, Free-tailed, 38
Bat, Fruit, 34
Bat, Golden, 3S
Bat, (ireater horse-shoe, 3G
Bat, Hare-lipped, 30
Bat, Hoary, 37

Bat, Horseshoe, 30
Bat, Javelin, 41

Bat, Leaf-nosed, 30
Bat, Long-eared, 30
Bat, Long-tailed, 3'J

Bat, Mastiff, 39
Bat, Naked, 40
Bat, Pouch-winged, 39
Bat, Schreiber's, 38
Bat, Sheath-tailed, 39

Bat, Short-nosed fruit-, 357
Bat, Tailed fruit-, 35
Bat, Tomb, 39
Bat, Tricolor, 38
Bat, Tube-nosed, 37
Bat, Typical, 3G
Bat, Vampire, 40

Bat, White, 39

Batagurs, 380
Bateleur Eagle, 315
Bath sponge, 093
Bathyergus maritimus, 107

Bathythrissa dorsalis, 500

Batliythrissidft!, 500
Batoinys, 104
Batrailiidu!, 474
Batrachopluynus, 441
Batraclioseps, 450
Batrachostomus, 334
Batrachus, 474
Batrachyperus, 450
Baya, I'ioceus, 302
Baya weaver, 302
Baza, 317
Bdellida;, 545
Bdellostonia, 525
Bdellura, 085
Bdeogale, 00
Beadlet, The, 703
Beaked gurnard, 470
Beaked salmon, 505
Beaked whales, 177
Bean goose, 205
Bear Tribe, The, 74
Bear, American black, 75
Bear, Brown, 75
Bear, Cat, 75
Bear, (Jrizzly, 75
Bear, Himalayan black, 75
Bear, Indian sloth, 75
Bear, Isabelline, 75
Bear, Malayan, 75
Bear, Parti-coloured, 75
Bear, Polar, 75
Bear, Sea, 82
Bear, Spectacled, 75
Bear, Syrian, 75
Bearded bee-eater, 143
Bearded eagle, 313
Beai'ded partridge, 234
Bearded reedling, 368
Bearded seal, 85
Bearded tit, 308
Bearded vulture, 313
Bear's paw, 020
Beavers, The, 90
Beaver, American, 98
Bechsteini, Vespertilio, 38
Bechstein's bat, 38
Bed bug, 596
Beech-marten, 80
Bee-eaters, 340
Bee eater, Bearded, 341
Bee-eater, Common, 341
Bee-eater, Sciuare-tailed, 340
Beeeater, Swallow-tailed, 340
Bee, Hive, 581
Bees, 553, 573, 580
Bees, Carpenter, 581
Bees, Humble, 581
Bees, Leaf-cutter, 581
Beetles, 553
Beetle, Bacon, 556
Beetle, Blister, 500
Beetle, Bombardier, 555
Beetle, Burying, 557
Beetles, Cellar, 5,59

Beetles, Click, 559
Beetle, Colorado, 561

Beetles, Diamond, 500

Beetles, Dung, 557

Beetle, Egyptian sacred, 557

Beetle, Fiddler, 555

Beetle, Golden-green, 555

Beetles, Ground, 555

Beetle, Hercules, 558

Beetles, Longhorned, 500

Beetle, Musk, 501

Beetles, Oil, 500

Beetles, Plant-feeding, .561

Beetle, Kove, 5.50

Beetles, Stag, 558

Beetles, Tiger, 5.54

Beetles, Turnip, ,501

Beetles (water). Carnivorous, 555

Beetle (water), Great, 557

Beetles, Whirligig, .5.50

Bell animalcule, 721

Bell-birds, 374

Bell-moths, 503

Bellia, 388
Bellis sagartia, 703

Bellows-fish, 482

Belone, 479
Belostomatidw, .597

Belted kingfisher, 330

Beluga, 179
Bembidium, 555

Bengal fox, 73
Bengal monkey, 22

Bengalensis, Canis, 73

Bengalensis, Felis, 55

Bennetti, Cynogale, 60

Bennettianus, Dendrolagus, 195

Bennett's civet, 60
Bennett's wallaby, 194

Berardius arnuxi, 177

Berdmorei, Hapalomy's, 104

Berdmore's rat, 104
Bernhardus sipunculus, 678

Beroidaj, 712
Berus, Vipera. 427
Berychidas, 407

Berychiformes, 4(i7

Beryx, 408
Betta, 483
Betta pugnax, 183

Bettongia, 197
Bewicki, Cygnus, 292

Bewick's swan, 292

Bharal, 160
Bhringa, 301
Bichir, 512
Bichir polypterus, 512

Bicornis, L)ichocerus, 339

Bicornis, Rhinoceros, 12ii

Binturong, 59
Binturong, Arctictis, .59

Bipalium kewense, 684
Bipunctata, Coccinella, 502

Bipunctata, Sagitta, 081

Bipunctatus, Argusianus, 239
Birds, 218
Bird-catching spiders, .542

Bird lice, 573
Bird's head coralline, 667
Bii'd's nest sponge, 693
Birds-nesting eagle, 315
Birds of Prey, The, 304
Birds of Paradise, 358
Birgida3, 537
Birgus latro, 537
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Bison, American, KW
Bison, Bos, l(i2

Bison, European, 102
Bitis, 427
Bitorquatus, Rhinoptilus, 273
Bitterlings, 499
Bitterns, Tlie, 27C
Bittern, Asiatic, 284
Bittern, IJwart tiger, 284
Bittern, Little, 284
Bittern, Sun, Tlie, 270
Bittern, True, 284
Bivalve shell, Topography of,

617
Bizarre sea-horses, 487
Biziura, 297
Blaberus, r>G4

Blaberus giganteus, 564

Black ape, 22
Black-backed jackal, 00
Black beetle, r)04

Black-billed cuckoo, 351

Black-billed wliite stork, 279
Black corals, 707
Black cuscus, 2(»i)

Black drongo, The, 301
Black eagle, 315
Black-faced uacaria, 27

Black fox, 71
Black grouse, 230
Black guillemot, 200
Black-headed gull, 202
Black-headed, red-legged part-

ridge, 232
Black-headed hangnest, 302
Black-headed weaver bird, 302
Black howler, 24
Black perns, 317
Black rat, 105

Black rhinoceros, 120
Black saki, 27
Black salamander, 447
Black sea-bream, 460
Black-shouldered kites, 310
Black slug, 043
Black stork, 279
Black swan, 292
Black tern, 201
Black-throated diver, 254
Black turn-stone, 272
Black vultures, 306
Black water-hen. 252
Black wood-partridge, 234
Black wood-rail, 249
Blackbirds, 370
Blackbird, Clommon, 371
Blackcap, 370
Bladder seal, 87
Bladder worm, 687
Blainvillei, Mormops, 41
Blainvillei, Stenodelphis, 178
Blaps 559
Blarina, 40
Blastoidea, 055
Blatta orientalis, 564
B'attidaj. 563
Bleak, 499
Blennies, The, 478
Blenniidit!, 478
Blenniiformes, 477
Blennius, 478
Blesbok, 150

Blight, 601
Blind-mouse, 100
Blind-snakes, 417
Blind-worm, 404
Blister-beetle, 500
Blood-pheasants, 235
Bluebottle flies, 008
Blue coral, 708
Blue creeper, 302
Blue jays of America, 358
Blue rorquals, 173
Blue shark, 510
Blue-throats, 370
Blue tit, 307
Blue water-hen, 248
Blue-winged geese, 295
Blue-winged gi-asshopper, 508
Blues, The, 580
Blunt-heads, 420
Boa-constrictors, 418
Boa constrictor. Common, 420
Boa tribe. The, 418
Boar, Wild, 133
Boat-billed heron, 284
Bobac, 93
Bobac, Arctomys, 93
Bobolink, 301
Bocydium, 001
Boidaj, 418
Boiei, Ceratophrys, 441
Boinaj, 418
Bombardier beetles, 555
Bombinator igneus, 444
Bombus, 581
Bombus, Chfetocercas, 347
Bombyces, 588
Hombyliida;, 606
Bombyx mori, 590
Bonariensis, Molothrus, 301

Bonasa, 231
r.onellia, 678
Bonellia veridis, 678
Bonelli's eagle, 315
Bonhami, Animoperdix, 233
Bonito, 473
Bontebok, 150
Bony fishes, 462
Bony pike, .509

Book scorpions, 541

Boops, Megaptera, 173
Booted eagle, 315
Bopyridfe, 534
Boring hymenoptera, 574
Bornean Bay cat, 55
Bos, 101
Bos americanus, 163
Bos banting, 165
Bos bison, 162
Hos bubalis, 162
Bos caffer, 162
Bos depressicornis, 102
Bos frontalis, 164
Bos gaurus, 164
Bos grunniens, 164
Bos indicns, 105
Bos mindorensis, 102
Bos pumilus, 102
Bos taurus, 165
Bosulaphus tragocamelus, 154
Bot flies, 606
Botaurus stellaris, 284
Bothriocephalus latus, 087

Botryllus, 528
Bottle-nosed chimwra, 462
Bottle tit, 368
Botys uricata, 532
Botys verticalis, 592
BougainviUea ramosa, 696
Bovidw, 149
Bovinus, Tobanus, 605
Bovis, Hypoderma, 606
Bow-fin, 510
Bower-birds, The, 359
Bower-bird, Satin, 3,59

Box-tortoises, 388
Boyciana, Ciconia, 279
Brachelytra, 5.50

Brachinus, .555

Brachiopod internal organs, 050
Brachiopod, Hinged, 649
Brachiopod, Non-hinged, 6.50

Brachiopod, Pedunculate, 648
Brachiopod, Sessile, 648
Brachiopoda, 648
Brachiopoda, Ancestor of, 651

Brachypteraciinfe, 335
Brachyrliynchus, Anser, -295

Brachytaisomys, 102
Brachyteles arachnoides, 25
Brachyura, 537
Braconid:e, 577
Bradypodidai, 182
Bradypus, 182
Bradypus tridactylus, 183
Brahniiny kites, 316
Brain Coral, 707
Branched Syllis, 073
Branchipodidas, 532
Bi-anicks paca, 115
Branta, 295
Branta ruficoUis, 295
Brasilianus'i-Merganser, 207
Brassolin»,j"
Brazilian callBle4i'iii 307
Breams, 49^
Brechites, i

'

Brent geese"^

Brevicaudatal Indris, 29
Breviceps, 439
Breviceps, Cogia, 170
Breviceps, Petaurus, -202

Breviceps, Eana. 437
Brevipes, 0<"strelata, 2.57

Bridges' wood-hewer, 3(5
tiridgesi, Drymornis, 375
Brill, 492
Brine shrimp, 531
Bristle-footed worms, 671
British capercailzie, 2.30

British ringed-snake, 421
British turtle-dove, 244
British viper, 427
Brittle-star, 657
Broad armadillo, 186
Broadbills. 356
Broadbill, Horsefleld's, 3.50

Broad-leaved hornwrack, 665
Brocket, Red, 146
Brodiei, ttlaucidium, 324
Brookesia, 412
Brotula, 491
Brown bear, 75
Brown fish-owl, 321
Brown hawk-owls, 323
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Brown livft'iia, ('r2

I'.rown-tailed mungoose, 01

Browni, Macropus, 194

Bruijni, Proiichidna, 217

Bruijn's echidna, i\l

Brunii macroims, 104

Brunnea, Hya-na, 02

Brush-tailed porcupines, 113

Brush-turkeys, 220, 227

Bryozoa, 005
Bubaline antelope, 150

Bubalis, IfiO

Bubalis albifrons, 150

Bubalis, Bos, 102

Bubalis pygargus, 150

Bubo, 322
Bubo bubo, 322

Bubo virginianus 322

Bubonids;, 321

Bubonjnaj, 321

Buccinidaj, 037

Bucco, 355

Buccones, 355

Bucepliala, Drilophaga, 0S3

Bucerotes, 339

Bucerus rhinoceros, 339

Buchanga atrw, 301

Bucholzi. Pantodon, 505

Buck, Indian l)lack, 452

Buck. Prong-, 149

P.ucorax, 339

Budorcas taxicolor, 157

Buffalo, Cape, 102

I'.uffalo, Indian, 102

lluffon'sskua, 203

Bufo. 441

Bufo calamita, 442

Bufo viridis, 442

Bufo vulgaris, 442

Bufonidie, 441

Bugs, 553, 594

Bug, Bed, 590

Bug, Masked, 59fi

Bug, Plant, 590

Bug, Shield, 595

Bug, Water, 597

lUig, "Wheel, 590

Biigula tuibinata, 007

Bulbuls, Tlie, 372
Bulimuiidas, 043

Bulimus, 043

Bull frog, 437
Bull-heads, 475

Bullfinches, 303

Bullida-, 040
Bullinella, 040

Bulloidea. 039

Bulweri, Lobiophasis. 230

Bungarus cseruleus, 424

Bungarns fasciatus, 424

Bungarus, Naia, 424

Buntings, 303

Bunting, Cirl, 364

Bunting, Corn, 304

Bunting, Lapland, 304

Bunting, Snow, 303-304

Buprestid.e, 55S

Burbot, The, 491

Burchelli, Equus, 128

P.urchell's rhinoceros, 120

Burchell's zebra, 128

Burhinus grallarius, 273

Burnianica, Pelargopsis, 336

Burmeisteri. Chunga, 277

Burnieisteria, ISS

Burmeister's seriama, 277

Burnets, ,588

Burnett salmon, 400

Burnished brass moth, 591

Burrowing owls. The, 323

Bursarius, Geomys.^100
Burying beetles, 557

Bush cucknos, 3.'jl

l!ush-dog, 74
Bush pig, 134
Bushmaster, 429

Bustards, The, 204, 273

Bustard, Crested, 273

Bustard, Gnat, 273

Bustard, Kori, 273

Bustard, Lesser, 273

Bustard-quail, 241

Butastur, 315
Butcher-birds, 309

Buteo 312
Buteo buteo, 312
Buteogallus, 312

Buteonina;, 307. 311

Butterflies, 553, 581

Butterfly, Dead leaf, 585

Butterfly, Swallow-tail, 687

Buzzards, The, 307, :-ili

Buzzird, Common 312

Buzzard. Honey, 317

Buzzard-eagles, 315

Buzzard-hawk, Rufous, 312

Bythinia, 635

C.

Caballus, Equus, 128

Cabalus, 240

Cabalus dieffenbachii, 249

Cabalus moilestus, 249

Cabalus sylvestris, 240

Cabul, Marmot, 94

Cacatuido?, 328

Caccabis chukar, 232

Caccabis magna, 232

Caccabis melanocephala, 232

Caccabis petrosa, 232

Caccabis rufa, 232

Caccabis saxatilis, 232

Cachuga, 389_

Cacomistle, 70

Cacopus, 438

Cacopus systema, 438

Caddis flies, .''72
^

Caddis worms, 573

Cpeca, Talpa, 48

Caicidw, 635

Csecilians, 453

Cfficilian brooding its eggs, 4.54

Cfeciliidpe, 451

Ciecum, 635
Cajnagrioninsp, 570

Cainoiestes, 204

Csesar, Lucilia, 60S

Cajsareus, Staphylinus, 550

Cmsia, Sitta, 368

1
Caffer, Bos, 162
Caffer cat. 55

I
Caffer, Pedetes. 110

Caffra, Felis, 55

Caia, Hypercompa, 588

Caimans, 380
Cairina, 293
Cairina moschata, 293

Calabiirensis, Pottos, 31

Calabaria, 419

Calabaricus, Calamoichlhys, 512

CalitnadiniB 244

Calainas. 245
Calamita, Bufo, 442

Calamoichthys calabaricus, 512

Calamophilus biarmicus, 308

C.Uandra larks, 304
Calan<irella, 364

Calcareous sponges, 692

Calcarius. lapponicus, 304

Calcitrans Cnemiornis, 295

Calcitrans, Stomoxys, 007

Calendula. P^egulus, 300

Calidris, 209
Californian quail, 2!0

Californian toad, 403

Californiaiia Lnphortyx, 240

Caligatus, Trogon, 349

Caligo teucer, 584

Callasur, 3s9
Cullichthys, 407

Callidea perplexa, 595

Callidina para.-itica, 083

Cal imome, 570
Callithrix. 20
Callithrix torquata, 20

Caliophasis, 238
Callophasis ellioti, 238

Caliophasis humise, 2.38

Callophis, 424

Callophrys rubi, 580

Callorhynehus, 462

Calluella, 439

Calouiys, 101

Calonyx, Eurystomus, 33.j

Caloperdix, 234
Caluprymnus canipestris, 197

Calornis, 300
Calotes, 399

Calva, Uacavia, 27

Calvus, Anthropopithecus, 1.)

Calypte heleuiB, 347

Cal'ypteras, MuscidiP, 007

Calyptomena, 350

Calyptomena hosii, 350

Calyptomena viridis, 356

Calyptomena whiteheadi, 356

Cama, Canis, 73
Camarhynchus, 303

Camel Tribe, The, 135

Camel, Arabian, 137

Camel, Bactrian, 137

Camelidas, 135

Camelopardilis, Giraffe, 147

Camelus, 136

Camelus bactrianus, 136

Camelus dromedarius, 130

Camelus, Struthio, 223

Campanularians, 607

Canipestris acheta, 567

Canipestris, Caloprymnus, 197

Canipestris, Cervus, 146

Campestris, Cicindela, 5.54

Canipestris, MotaciUa, 365

Campestris raphiceros, 151
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CampophagldiB, 372
Canadensis, Castor, 98
Canadensis, Cervus, 143
Canadensis, Felis, 56
Canadensis, Ovis, 1(50

Canadian lynx, 56
Canadian porcupine, 113

Canarian fork-tailed petrel, 257

Canaries, 3(J3

Cancellaria, C3S
Cancell iriidis, 638
Cancer pagnrus, 538
Canchroma, 283
Canchroma cochlearia, 284
Canchroma zeledoni, 284
Cancriforinis, Apus, 531

Cancrivorus, Can is, 69
Candelarius, Hotinus, 599
Candicans, Hierofalco, 319

Candida, Coscoroba, 293

Candida, Pholadoniya, 628
Candida, Strix, 325
Candle fly, 599
Cane-rat, 112
Caniceps, Lepidolemur, 30
Canida?, 63
Canis, 03
Canis adustus, 60
Cauis alpinus, 68
Canis antarcticus, 64
Canis argentatus, 71
Canis aureus, 6J
Canis azarse, 69
Canis bengalensis, 73
Canis cama, 73
Canis cancrivorus, 69
Canis corsac, 73
Canis deccanensis, 68
Canis dingo, 06
Canis dukhunensis, 68
Canis famelieus, 73
Canis ferrilatus, 73
Canis flavescens, 71

Canis fulvus, 71

Canis, Galeus, 510
(.anis japonicus, 73
Canis jubatus, 69
Canis lagopus, 73
Canis laniger, 6o
Canis latrans, 66
Canis leucopus, 73
Canis lupus, 64
Canis macrotis, 73
Canis inesomelas, 6G
Canis montanus, 71

Canis niger, 65
Cinis niloticus, 71

Canis jiallipes, 04

Canis pennsylvanicus, 71
Canis primasvus, 68
Canis procyonides. 69
Canis pulex {dotiflca), 609

Canis rutilans, 68
Canis velox, 72

Canis virginianus, 72
Canis vulpes, 71

Canis zerda, 73
Cannabateoniys, 112

Canorus, Cuculus, 350

Cantharinse, 406
Cantliaris vesicatoria, 560
Cautharus, 460

Cantliocamptus alpestris, 532
Cantiaca, Sterna, 261
Cantoria, 423
Canus, Larus, 262
Capof-liberty shells, 634
Cape buffalo, 162
Cape coly. The, 348
Cape golden mole, 50
Cape hunting-dog, 74
Cape juniping-hare, 110
Cape moles, 50
Cape polecat. 80
Cape quail, 234
Caped pheasants. The, 238
Capensis, Coturnix, 234
Capensis, Orycteropus, 189
Capensis, Rostratula, 267
Capensis, Strix, 325
Capensis, Tachybaptes, 253
Capercailzies, The, 230
Capercailzie, British, 230
Capercailzie, Dusky, 231
Capitis, Pediculus, 602
Capito, 353
Capitones, 352
Capivara, 110
Capivara, Hydrochoerus, 89
Capra, 158
Capra wgagrus, 159
Capra, Cervus, 146
Capra eylindricornis, 158
Capra falconeri, 159
Capra liispanica, 158
Capra ibex, 158
Capra pyrenaica, 158
Capra sibirica, 159
Capreola, Pelea, 151
Capreolus, 140
Caprimulgi, 342
Caprimulgus europfeus, 342
Capiine, 158
Capromys, 112
Capuchins, 24
Capuchin, White-throated, 24
Capulida;, 634
Capulus, 634
Carabidai, 554
Carabus, 555
Carabus auratus, 555
Caracal, 55
Caracal, Felis, 55
Caracaras, 3u7
Caracara, Brazilian, 307
Carancho, 307
C'arangidas, 471
Caranx, 471
Carassius, 493
Carbo, Phalacroeorax, 299
CarchariidiK, 516
Carcharodon rondeletii, 517
Carcineutes, 337
Carcinophnga, Lobodon, 86
Cardaniines, Euchloe, 586
Cardiacea, 023-625
CardiidiB, 626
Cardiliidie, 625
Cardinal grosbeaks, 363
Cavdinalis, 363
Cardinalis, Novius, 602
Cardita concamerata, 623
Carditidse, 623
Caretta, Thalassochelys, 391

Carettochelyidfe, 394
Cariacus, 146
Cariama cristata, 277
Carinaria, 636
Carinata, Cyclura, 403
Carinata}, 225
Carinate avis, 225
Carinate birds, 225
Carine, 323
Carnea, Edwardsia, 704
Carnivora, 50
Carnivorous water-beetles, 555
Carolinensis, Galeoscoptes, 372
Carp, Common, 498
Carp, Crucian, 498
Carp lice, 532
Carpenter bees, 581
Carpet-snake, 419
Carjnncho, 89
Carpincho, Aquatic, 116
Carpio, Cyprinus, 498
Carpocapsa. 593
Carpocapsa pomonella, 593
Car|)Ococeyx, 351
Carpococeyx radiatus, 331
Carpotlaous, 363
Carpomys, 104
Carponycteris, 35
Carpopliaga fenea, 243
Carpophaginie, 242
Carrion crow, 358
Carterodon, 113
Carunculata, Sarcidiornis, 293
Carychium minimum, 041
Caryophyllacea, Rhodonessa,
294

Caryophyllia, 705
Casarca, 296
Casei, Piophila, 008
Cashmirianus, Cervus, 14:!

Caspia, Hydroprogue, 261
Caspian seal, 85
Caspian tern, 261
Caspica, Phoca, 85
Cassididfe, 636
Cassidix, 362
Cassidix oryzivorus. 3()2

Cassidix persicus, 362
Cassis rufa, 630
Cassowaries, The, 224
Castanotis, Chceropus, 200
Castnia syphax, 590
Castniidaj, 590
Castor, 96
Castor canadensis, 9S
Castor fiber, 96
Castorid»3, 90
Casuarii, 223
Casuariiformes, 221, 223
Cat-bear, 75
Cat-bird, 372
Cat-fishes, 496
Cat-snake, 423

Cats, The. 52
Cat, Bornean Bay, 55
Cat, Caffer, 55
Cat, Domestic, 55
Cat, Jungle, 5.t

Cat, Leopard Oriental, 55
Cat, Marbled, 55
Cat, Tiger, 55
Cat tribe, 52
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I'at, Wild, 55

C'ataphractus, C'rocodilus, 381
Catarihactes, Megalestris, 2G3
Catesbyana, Raiia, 437
Cathartes aura, 304
C'atliartiilifornies, 304
C'atheturus, •li'i

Catheturus lathami, 227
Catreus wallicliii, 237
Catta, Lemur, 29
Cattle, Indian Immped, 1G5
Catus, Felis, 55
Caucasica, Salaniandra, 447
C'audacuta, Cli«3tuva, 34(>

Caudata, 445
Caudatus, Aictoniys, 94
(-'audatus, I'riapulus, G7S
C'audivolvulus, Cercolejites, 70
Cautious albatros, 259
Cautus, Tiialassogeron, 259
Cavatus, Hyptiotes, 544
Cave-dwelling anemone, 7^4
Cave-fish, 491
Cavia, 115
Cavies family, The, 115
Caviidw, 115
('avolinid;«, (i4(l

CebidfB, 23
Cebus, 24
Cebus hypoleucus, 24
Cecidoniyia destructor, 003
Cecidoniyiidaj, 003
Cedar-bird, American, 309
Ce iro uni, Ampelis, 309
Celebensis, Pernis, 317
Cellar-beetles, 559
Cellar-snail, 044
Cellaria, Vitrea, 644
Celtis, Libythsa, 586
Cemas, 157
Centetes ecaudatus, 49
Centetida;, 49
Centipedes, 548
Centipede, Electric, 549,

Centrarchida3, 463
Centrachus, 463
Centriscidfe, 482
Centrisciformes, 482
Centriscus, 482
Centrogenys, 464
Centrolophus, 472
Centropelma, 253
Centropodinfe, 351
Centropominaj, 464
Centropristes, 404
Centropus, 351
Centropus sinensis, 351
Centrotus, 601
Centrotus cornutus, 601
Cepedianus, Laphotes, 484
Cephaloeliorda, 520

Cephalodiscus, 049
Cepbalophus, 151

Cephalopoda, 644
Cephaloptera, 522
Cephalorhynchus, 179
Cephalorhynciius heavisidei, 179
Cephalus, Harpyio, 37

Cepolidfe, 477
Cerambycidfe, 561

Cerastes, 427

Ceratium, 718

Ceratobrachidae, 439
Ceratobrachus guentheri, 439

Ceratodus, 400
Ceratophora, 399
(!eratophrys, 441

Ceratophrys boiei, 441

Ceratophrys ornata, 441

Cercarite, 089
Cerchneis, 320
Cercocebus, 21
Cercolyjtes caudivolvulus, 76
Cercomys, 113
Cercopithecida?, 19

Cercoj)ithecus, 21

Cercopithecus callitrichus, 21

Cercopithecus diana, 21

Cercopithecus mona, 21

Cercopsinfn, 294
Cerealium, Thrips, 572
Cereopsis geese, The, 294
Cereus. Anthea, 703
Cerithiidw, 030
Cerivoula, 38
Certhia famillaris, 36")

Certhiidf«, 362
Certhilauda, 364
Certhiola, 362
Cervicapra, 152
Cervicapra antilope, 152

Cervicaprina?, 151
Cervidaj, 140

tJervulus, 141

Cervulus muntjac, 142
Cervus, 142
Cervus aftinis, 143
Cervus alfredi, 143
Cervus antisiensis, 146
Cervus axis, 143
Cervus campestris, 14C
Cervus canadensis, 143
Cervus caprea, 146
Cervus cashmirianus, 143
Cervus chilensis, 146
Cervus davatus, 146
Cervus dama, 144
Cervus davidianus, 143
Cervus duvauceli, 143
Cervus elaphus, 143
Cervus eldi, 143
Cervus eustephanus, 143

Cervus giganteus, 144
Cervus, Lucanus, 558
t'ervus macrotis, 146
Cervus maral, 143
Cervus mesopotamicus, 144
Cervus philippinus, 143
Cervus porcinus, 143
Cer^'us pygargus, 146
Cervus rutii, 144
Cervus rufus, 146
Cervus schomburgki, 143
Cervus sica, 143
Cervus swinhoei, 143
Cervus thoroldi, 143
Cervus unicolor, 143
Cervus virginianus, 146
Cervus xanthopvgus, 143
Ceryle, 330
Ceryle alcvon, 330
Ceryle lugubris, 336
Ceryle rudis, 336
Ceryle superciliosa, 336

Ceryle torquata, 330
Ceryle varia, 330
Cestoda, 086
Cestoni, Nyctinomus, 40
Cestraciida;, 518
Cestracion, 518
Cestraciontidrt!, 51S
Cestracium, 518 •

Cestus veneris, 712
Cetacea, 169
Cetonia aurata, 558
Cetoniidw, 558
Cetorhinus maximus, 517

Ceycopsis, 337
Ceylonensis, Ketupa, 321

Ceyx, 337
Chacma, 23
Chaironycteris, 41

Chwropsis, 131
Cha;ropus castanotis, 200

Chjbtoceraus, 348
Chwtocercus bombus, 347

Chwtoderma, 010
Ch*todermatina, OK;

Chaetodon, 405
Clifftodontida!, 405

Chafttognatha, 082
Chfetomys, 113
Cha^topoda, 671
Chastura, 345
Chietura caudacuta, 340

Chitturinaj, 340
Chafers, 557
Chaffinch, Common, 303

Chaja, 291
Chalcidida;, 570
Chalcopsittacus, 328
Chalia furva, 589
Chalinolobus, 37
Chalinolobus tuberculatus, 40

Chamf<^leons, 411

Chaniasleon vulgaris, 412

Chamteleontidfe, 412

Chamsesaura, 404
Chamidw, 026
Chamois, 150
Charaostrea albida, 028
Chamostreidaj, 627
Changu, 65
Channa, 482
Channel-bills, 350
Chaniiiformes, 482
Chanting gos-hawks, 310

Charadrii, 260
Charadriidaj, 200
Charadriiformes, 200
Charadriinai, 270
Charadrius dominicus, 270
Cliaradrius pluvialis, 271

Charcharias glaucus, 516

Chasniorhynchus, 374
Chat thrushes, 370
Chats. 370
Chatterers, The, 369
Chatterer, American, 374
Chatterer, Crested, 369
Chauliodus, 505
Chauna, 290
Chauna ehavaria, 290
Chauna cristata, 290
Chaus, Felis, 55

Chavarla, Chauna, 290
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Clieer pheasant, 237
Cheese-mites, 547
Chelidon, 373
Chelidon urbica, 373
Chelidoptera, 355
Chelifer, 541
Chelmon, 405
Chelodina, 393
Chelone imbricata, 301
Chelone mydas, 391
Chelonia, 383
Chelonidai, 390
Chelydridai, 390
Chelyidae, 392
Chelys ftmbiiata, 392
Chen, 295
Chenomorphfe, 288
Chenonetta, 295
Chenonettiufe, 295
Chenopis, 292
Chenopis atrata, 293
Cheriway, Polyboius, 307
Chestnut-breasted avocet, 270
Chevrotain family, The, 139
Chevrotains, Oriental, 139
Chevrotain, West African, 139
Cheyletus, 547
Chibia, 361
Chiffchaff, 370
Child's head urchin, 600
Chilensis, Cervus, 146
Chilensis, Megalestris, 263
Chilian swan, 292
Chilinia, G42
Cliilinidfe, 041
Chilobranchus, 495
Chilodactylus, 467
Chilognatha, 549
Chilonionas, 718
Chilonycteris, 41

Chilopoda, 548
Chilostomata, 600
Chima;ra, Bottle-nosed, 462
Chimajra, Common, 461
Chimferoids, 461
Chimpanzees, 14

Chimpanzee, Bald, 15
Chimpanzee, Common. 15

Chimarrogale, 47
Chin-leaf bats, 41

Chinchilla tribe, The, 113
Chinchilla, Cuvier's, 114
Chinensis neurobasis, 570
Chinese alligator, 380
Chinese water-deer, 146
Chinquis, Polypectrum, 238
Chioglossa lusitanica, 447
Chionarchus minor, 265
Chionarchus crozettensis, 265
Chlonides, 265
Chionis alba, 265
Chipmunks, 91
Chiridas, 478
Chiridiuni mus«orum, .541

Chiridota, 661
Chirocentridaj, 506
Chirocentrus dorab, 506
Chirogale, 30
Chiromeles torquata, 40
ChiromyidiB, 31
Chiromys madagascariensis, 31
Chironectes minimus, 214

Chironomidse, 604
Chiropodomys, 104

Chiroptera, 33
Chirotes, 408
Chiroteuthidw, 640
Chiroxiphia linearis, 374
Chiru, Tibetan, 152
Chiruromvs, 100
Chiton, 615
Chitouidie, 616
Chitra, 395
Chlamydophorus retusa, 188
Chlamydophorus truncatus, 188
Chlamydosaurus kingi, 399
Chloris, Ligurinus, 363
Chlorocercus, Lorius, 328
Chloron, 580
Chloropus, Gallinula, 252
Cholfepus, 182
Chologaster, 502
Chondrostei, 510
Chondrostoma, 499
Choneziphius cuvieri, 177
Chordeiles, 342
Choridactylus, 467
Chorinemus, 467
Choristidie, 637
Chougl), 358
Chough, Alpine, 358
Chough, Besert, 358
Chough, Eed-billed, 358
Chough, White-winged, 358
Chromatophores, 645
Chromididw, 486
Chromids, 486
Clu'omis, 4S7
Chrondropython, 419
Chrotomys, 100
Chrys.tnas victor, 243
Chrysaetus, Aquila, 314
Chiysalis-shells, 643
Chrysididas, 578
Chrysippus, Limnas, ,583

Chrysitis, Plusia, .591

Chrysochloridaj, 50
Chrysochloris, 50
Chrysffioocyx, 350
Chrysolophus, 238
Chrysolophus amherstipe, 238
Chrysolophus pictus, 238
Chrysophrys, 460
Chrysopid«3, 571
Chrysops, 605
Chrysothrix, 26
Chrysotis, 329
Chthonerpetum, 455
Chukar, Caccabis, 232
Chukar partridge, 232
Chunga burmeisteri, 277
Cicadida;, 598
Cicindela campestris, 554
Cicindelida;, 554 *

Ciconia boyciana, 279
Ciconia, Ciconia, 278
Ciconia nigra, 279
Ciconiidie, 278
Cidaris papillata, 659
Ciliated Infusorians, 720
Cimbicinas, 574
Cimicidas, 596
Cinclus aquaticus, 371

I

Cinerea, Ardea, 282

Cinerea, .\talapha, 3"

Cinerea, Nepa, 597
Cinereus, Pliascolarctus, 199
Cinixys, 387
Cinnabar moth, 588
Cinnyris asiatica, 300
Cinosternidie, 389
Circaetus, 315
Circaetus gallicus, 315
Circulata, Flata, 000
Circus ieruginosus, 309
Circus hudsonius, 309
Circus pygargus, 309
Cirl-bunting, 364
Cirlus, Emberiza, 304
Cirrhites, 467
Cirrhitichthys, 467
Cirrliitidiv, 466
Cirripedia, 533
Cirroteutliida;, 647
C'irroteuthis, 647
Cisticola Prinia, 370
Cistudo, .388

Citrinella, Emberiza, 364
Ciittocincla, 370
Civet tribe, 56
Civet, Bennett's, 60
Civet, Daubenton's, 57
Civet, Palm-, Small-toothed,

59
Civet, Palm-, True, 59
Civet, True, 57
Civetta, \'iverra. 57
Cladorhvnchus leucocephalus.

270
Clamosa, Atrichia, 370
Clamydoconclia, 624
Clangula, 297
Clarias, 497
Clarkei, Ammordorcas, 153
Clarke's gazelle, 153
Claudia, 346
Claudius, 389
Clausilia, 643
Clavatus, Cervus, 140
Clavicornia, 55G
Clavigella, 628
Clavigellidse, 027
Claviglis, 99
Clepsine, 677
Click beetles, 559
Cliff-swallow, 373
Climbing birds. The, 352
Climbing-perch, 483
Clionidaj, 040
Clionopsidaj, 640
Clisiocampa neiistria, 590
Clistenterata, 050
C:litambonites, 051
Clitambonitts adscendens, 651
Cloak antmone, 703
Cliephaga, 295
Chephaga inornata, 296
Clothes moths, 593
Clouded leopard, 55
Clupea alosa, 507
Clupea Hnta, 5i 7

Clupea harengus, 507
Clupea menhaden, 507
Clupea pilchardus, 507
Clupea sprattus, 607

1 Clupeidie, 506
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C'lupeoides. Coregonus, fiOD

Clytoceyx, 337
Cnemioniis calcitrans, 295
Cnidaria, 094
Coal- fish, 491
Coati, 77
Coatis, 70
Cobitina;, 50O
Cobitis taenia, 500
Cobras, The, 424
Cobra, Giant, 424
Cobra, Indian, 424
Cobus, 152
Cobus arundineuni, 152
Coccidi*', 002
Cocciuelhi bipunctata, 502
Coccinellidw, 502
Coccothraustes coccothraustes,

303
Coccothraustina>, 303
Coccyges, ::49

Cocnystcs, 350
Coccystes glandarius, 350
Coccyzus, 350
Coccyzus americanns, 351
Coccyzus erythrophtlialmus, 351
Cociilearia, Cancliroina, 284
Cochlicella, 043
Cock-chafers, 558
Cockatoos, Tlie, 328
Cockatoo, Creat black, 328
Cockles, The, 020
Cockroaches, 504
Cockroach, Common, 564
Cockroach, Drummer, 564
Cocks-of-the-rock, 374
Cocopliagez, Lopaphus, 5()C

Cocorax, 358
Cocorax melanorhaniphus, 358
Cod, The, 491
Codling motli, 593
Codosiga, 719
C(^cillianella, 643
Cielebs, Fringilla, 303
Cfeleuterata, 090
Ccelogenys, 9, 115
Ccelomata, 090
Cfenagrion puella, 570
C'cereba, 302
Ctereba cyanea, 362
Coerebidaj, 362
Ccerulea, Crossopus, 46
CVerulescens, (Edipoda, 568
Cteruleus, Eungarus, 424
Coffer-fishes, 489
Cogia breviceps, 170
Colaptes, 354
Colchicus, Phasianus, 237
Coleoptera, 553
Colies, The, 348
Colii, 348
Colius, 348
( olius colius, 348
Collembola, 573
I'ollocalia, H40

CoUvrio, Laniu."?, 309
Colobu?, 21
Colorado beetle, 501
Colubrida?, 421
Colubrine tribe, The, 421
Columba, 241
Columba ajnas, 244

Columba livia, 244

Columba', 212
Columbia transmontana, 509
Columbidiu, 244
Columbiformes, 242
Columbillidai, 037
Coly, Cape, 348
Colymbiformes, 254
Colymbus adanisi, •,;54

Colymbus arcticus, 254
Colymbus glacialis, 254
Colymbus sei)tentrionalis, 254
Comadreja, 212
Comadreja-colorada, 213
Comb-bearers, 711
Comb duck, 293
Comephorus, 478
Comeri, Porphyriornis, 252
Common aigus, 239
Common badger, 79
Common bat, 37
Common beu-eater. The, 341
Common blackbird, 371
Common boa-constiictor, 420
Common buzzard, 312
Common carp, 498
Common chattinch, 303
Common chimajia, 401
Common chimpanzee, 15
Common cockroach, 504
Common cormorant, 299
Common crane, 275
Common cuckoo, 350
Common dipper, 371
Common emu, 223
Common flycatcher, 372
Common fraiicolin, 233
Common frog, 430
Common fulmar petrel, 258
Common gannet, 299
Common gold-crest, 308
Common goshawk, 310
Common greenfinch, 363
Common grey seals, 85
Common gull, 202
Common gurnard, 475
Common hare, 118
Common hawfinch, 363
Common heron, 282
Common herring, 507
Common hippoi)Otamus, 131
Common lioojioe, 340
Common horse, 128
Common jackal, 66
Common kingfisher, 337
Common kite, 310
Common lapwing, 271
Common lemming, 103
Conimon loach, ,500

Common lynx, 56
Common mackerel, 473
Common marmot, 92
Common mole, 48
Common newt, 448
Common nut hatch, 368
Common opossum, 211
Common ox, 165
Common partridge, 233
Common percli, 464
Common pewit, 271
Common phalanger, 200

Common pheasant. The, 237

Conimon pike, 502
Common porpoise, 179
Common pratincole, 272
Common quail, 234
Common rat, 105
Common rhea, 221
Common roe, 146
Common roller, 335
Common rorcjual, 174
Common salamander, 446
Common sargus, 406
Common sea-squirt, .528

Common seal, h5
Common seriama, 277
Common shelddnck, 296
Common slirew, 40
Common skink, 410
Common skunk, 78
Common snipe, 208
Common spoon-bill, 280
Common squirrel, 91
Common starling, 300
Common sturgeon, 511

Common swallow. The, 373
Common swift, 346
Common sword-fish, 409
Common tern, 201
Common toad, 442
Common trumpeter, 277
Common turn stone, 272
Common vampire, 42
Common weasel. The, 80
Common wolf, 04
Common wren, 371
Common wryneck, 354
Communis, Phoccena, 179
Concamerata, Cardita, 023
Conchicola, Aspidogaster, OSS
Concolor, Felis, 53
Condor, The, 304
Condylura cristata, 48
Conepatus mapurito, 78
Conger, 494
Conger vulgaris, 494
Conida;, 038
Conies, 124
Conilurus, 106
Connochcetes, 150
Conolophus subcristatus, 402
Conopopliagidaj, 375
Constrictor, Boa, 420
Contortrix, Aneistrodon, 429

Contortuplicata, serpula, 672
Conurus, 329
Convoluta schultzii, 086
Coots, 252
Copepoda, 533
Copper-head, 429
C'o]iper pheasant, 238
Coppers, The, 586
Coppersmith, 353
Copsychus, 370
Coracias, 335
Coracias, 335
Coracias garrulus, 335

Coracias temmincki, 335
Coraciinse 335
Coraciiformes, 332

Coralline, Bird's head, 067

Coralline, Creeping, 667
Coralline, Nit, 668

Coralline, Oaten-straw, 697
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C'orallinus, Elaps, 423
C'oralliophaga, 624
C'oralliopliilidae, 637
Corallum rubrum, 708
Corallus, 420
Corals, Tlie. 090, 704
Coral, Black, 707
Coral, Blue, 708
Coral, Brain, 707
Coral colonies, 700
Coral, (up, 705
Coral, Development of, 707
Coral, Eiglit-rayefl, 707
Coral, Fleshy, 701

Coral Islands, 709
Coral, Mushroom, 705
Coral, Organ-Pipe, 70S
Coral, Red, 708
Coral reefs, 709
Coral, Si x-rayed, 705
Coral, Star, 706
Coral, Stony, 701

Coral cylinder-snake, 421
Coral-fislies, 4S5
Coral snake. 42:5

Corbicula, 023
Cordatum, Echinocanlium, 659
Coregonus, 508
Coregonus clupeoides, 509
Coregonus pollan, 509
(!oregonu.s vandesius, 509
Coriacea, Derniochelys, 391
Corlarius, Prionus, 561
Corixidw, 597
Cormorants, The, 299
Cormorant, Common, 299
Corn-bunting, 364
Corn-crake, 251
Corn moth, 593
Cornifer, 430
Cornubica, Lamna, 517
Cornuta, Palamedea, 290
Cornutus, Centrotus, Ool
Coromandel courser, 273
Coromandelianus, Nettopus,
294

Coromandelicus, Cursorius, 273
Coronata, Goura, 245
Coronatus, Anthracocerus, 339
Coronatus, Harpyhaliaetus, 313
Corone corone, 3.58

Coronella Iwvis, 422
Coronetta, Floscularia, 682
Corsac, Canis, 73
Corsac fox, 73
Corvldiie, 338
Corvinas, 358
Corydon, 356
Coryphsena, 472
Coryphwnas, 244
Coryphrtjnida;, 472
Corythornis, 336
f!oscoroba, 292
Coscoroba Candida, 293
Coscoroba swan, 293
Cosmetornis, 343
Cosmonetta, 297
Cossus, Trypanns, 590
Cossypha, 370
Costa Eica deer, 146
Cotile, 373
Cotingidaj, 373

Cottidfe, 475
Cotto-scombrifornies, 470
Cotton-teal, 291
Cottus, 475
Coturnix, 234
Coturnix capensis, 234
Coturnix coturnix, 234
Coturnix japonica, 235
Coturnix nova; zealandise, 235
Coursers, The, 273
Courser, Coromandel, 273
Courser, Cream-coloured, 273
Courser, True, 272
Cow-bird, Argentine, 301
Cowries, 630
Coyote, North American, CO
Coypu, 8, 111
Covpu myopotamus, 112
Crabs, The, 537
Crab, f:dible, 538
Crab, Creat Japanese, 538
Crab, Hermit, 537
Crabs, King, 538
Crab, Porcelain, 537
Crab, Robber, 537
Crab, S])i(ier, 537
Crab-eating dog, 09
Crab-eating macaque, 22
Crab plovers, The, 264
Crabro, Vespa, 580
Crabroniformis, Asilus, 605
Craces, 220
Crait, 424
Crakes, The, 251

Crake, Baillon's, 251
Crake, Corn, 251
Crake, Little, 251

Crake, Spotted, 251

Crake, AVhite-winged 251

Crambi, 592
Crambus ericellus, 593
Cranchiada;, 646
Cranes, The, 274
Crane, Common, 275
Crane flies, 004
Crane, Sarus, 274
Crangonida;, 536
Crania, 648
Cras'satellidie, 624
Crassicaudata. Didelphys, 213
Crassicornis, 'I'ealia, 70S

Crassidens, Pseudorca, 180
Crassipes, Linotwnia, 549
Crateromys, 101

Crateropus, 372
Cratogeomys, 109
Crax alector, 229
Cray-fish, 530
Cream-coloured courser, 272
Cream-coloured turtledove, 245
Crecinaj, 248
Creepers. The, :-6o

Creeper, Crimson-winged, 366
Creeper, Tree, 305
Creeping coralline, 607
Crenidens, 400
Crenilabrus, ^80
Crepidatus, Stercorarius, 264
Crepitans, P.sophia, 277
Crested argus, 239

Crested chatterer, 309
Crested cuckoo, 350

Crested curassow, 229
Crested eagles, 315
Crested guinea fowls, 210
Crested kingfisher, 337
Crested larks, 304
Crested newt, 447
Crested-rat, 102
Crested screamer, 290
Crested swift, 340
Crested tit, 308
Crested wood-partridges, 234
Crex crex, 248
Cricetinaj, 101
Cricetine Group, The, 101
Cricetomys, 100
Cricetus frumentarius, 101
Cricetus, 101
Crickets, The, 566
Cricket, Field, 567
Cricket, House, 567
Cricket, Mole, 567
Crimson pufflet, 704
Crimson-winged creeper, 366
Crinia, 441
Crinoidea, 002
Cristata. Cariama, 277
Cristata, Chauna, 290
Cristata, Condylura, 48
Cristata, Cystophora, 87
Cristata, Guttera, 240
Cristata. Molge, 4 47
Cristatella mucedo, 008
Cristatus, Amblyrhynchus. 402

Cristatus, Lopliojihanes, 368
Cristatus, Opisthocomus, 247
Cristatus parb, 239
Cristatus, Podicipes, 253
Cristatus, Proteles, 62
Cristatus, Sus, 134
Crocata, Pachyrhina, 004
Crocidura, 40
Crocodiles, The, 378
Crocodile, Egyptian, 381
Crocodile, Long-nosed, 381
Crocodile, Stumpy, 382
Crocodilia, 378
CrocodiIidi«, 380
Crocodilus, 381
Crocodilus americanus, 381
Crocodilus cataphractus, 381
Crocodilus niloticus, 381
Crocodilus palustris, 381
Crocodilus porosus, 381
Crocuta, Hya;na, 63
Cross-fox, 71

Crossarchus, 61
Crossarchus fasciatus, 01
Crossbills, 363
Crossopterygii, 512
Crossoptilum auritum, 236
Crossopus, 40
Crossopus Cferulea, 40
Crossopus fodiens, 46
Crossorhinus, 518
Crotalina;, 428
Croton bug, 504
Crotophaga, 351
Crotophaginaj, 351
Crows, The, 3.58

Crow, Carrion, 358
Crowned pigeon, 245
Crowther, Ursus, 75
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Crozettensis, Chionarchus, '20.)

Crucian carp, 40S
C'rucibuluni, 634
Crustacea, .i30

Crustacea, Larval forms of,

r)t!0

C'ryuiophilus, "iiil)

Crymoiiliilus fulicarius, S'iO

Cryptobraiiclius lateralis, 401
Cryptodira, ;5b.')

I'ryptoplacida', (IIG

Cryptoprocta ferox, ">l>

Cryptops liortensis, 54!)

Crystallinus, Laphopus, UOS
Ctenodactylus, 111
Ctenoniys, 111
Ctenophora, (>'J4, 711
Ctenostoniata, (ids

Cuckoos, Tlie, oou
Cuckoo, American, 350
Cuckoo, Black-billed, 351
Cuckoo, Busli, 351
(.'uckoo. Common, 350
Cuckoo, Crested, 350
Cuckoo, Colden, 35il

Cuckoo, (Jreatspotted, 350
• uckoo, Hawk, 350
Cuckoo, Indian crested, 350
Cuckoo, Lark-heeled, 351
t 'uckoo-like birds, The, 340
Cuckoo, Pheasant, 351
< uckoo, Kain, 351
Cuckoo, Spotted, 350
( 'uckoo, Sarana, 351
Cuckoo, Steel-blue. 351
Cuckoo, True, 350
I'uckoo, Typical, 350
Cuckoo, Yellow-billed, 351
Cuckoo-doves, 244
• uckoo-falcon, 317
Cuckoo shrikes, The, 372
Cuculi, 34!)

Cuculidw, 350
Cuculiua;, 350
Cuculus, 350
Cuculus canorus, 35ii

Cuculus jacobinus, 35i)

Cucumaria planci, GOO
Culicidie, G04
Culminated albatros, 25S
Cumacea, 535
Cumingi, Megapodius, 22S
Cumniing's megapode, 228
Cuniculus, Lepus, 118
Cuniculus torquatus, 103
Cupand-Saucer limpets, G34
Cup coral, The, 705
Curassows, The, 229
Curassow, Crested, 220
Curlew, Pearl-gi-ey, 270
Curlew, Sandpiper, 2G9
Curlew, Stone, 273
Cursoril, 272
Cursorius, 272
Cursorius coromandelicus, 273
Cursoriui gallicus, 272
Curtidaj, 4G8
Curtiformes, 468
Curtilla gryllotalpa, 567
Curtis, 4(i8

Curtus, 471

Cuscus, lilack, 2oo

Cuscus, Spotted, 200
Cusirnanscs, 01
Cusp-toothed fruit-bat, 35
Cuspidariida^ 028
Cuttle-fish, 040
Cut-water, 2G2
Cut worms, 5!)1

Cuvieri, tMionezipliius, 177
Cuvier's chinchilla, 114
C'uvier's whale, 177
Cyamus ovalis, 535
Cyanev, C'a;reba, 302
Cyanecula, 370
Cyanochen, 2!)5

Cyanocorax, 3.58

Cyclanorbis, 395
Cyclas, G23
Cyclatella annelidicola, G88]

Cycleniys, 387
(!yclodernia, 395

'

Cyclophorida?, 034
Cyclops, 532
( 'yclops quadricornis, 532
Cyclopsitta lunulata, 328
Cyclopsittacida;, 328
Cyclopsittacus, 328
Cyclopterida;, 476
Cyclopterus, 470
Cyclostoma, 634
Cyclostomata, 523, 609
< Vclostomatidw, 034
Cyclostrematidai, 032
Cycloturus didactylus, 184

('yclura carinata, 403
Cydippe, 711
Cygminw, 292
Cygnus, 292
Cygnus bewicki, 292
Cygnus inimutabilis, 292
Cygnus musicus, 292
Cygnus olor, 292
Cyli. hna, 640
Cylinder snakes, 421
Cylindrellidte, G43
Cylindricornis, Capra, 158
Cylindrophis, 421
Cyllopodida), 589
Cymborliynchus, 35G ,
Cymbulidt«, 640
Cymothoidw, 534
Cynaslurus jubatus, 56
Cynictis penicillata, 00
Cynipidfe, 576
Cynips, 576
Cynips, Kollari, 576
Cynocephalus, Thylacinus, 207
Cynodon, 501
Cynogale bennetti, 60
Cynomolgus, Macacus, 22
Cynomys, 92
Cynopithecus niger, 22
Cynopterus, 35
Cyon, 67
CyprajidiB, 036
Cyprina, 624
CyprinidcB, 497
Cyprinodontidw, 601
Cyprinus, 498
Cyprinus earpio, 498
Cypseli, 345
Cypselina^, 346
Cyreaida;, 02

Cysticercus, 687
Cystidea, 605
t^ystignatliidaj, 440
Cystophora cristata, 87
Cytlierea dione, 625
Cyttidi«, 471
Cyttus, 471

D.

Dabchick, 253
Dace, 4!)9

Hacelo gigas, 337
Dacelonina;, 336
Dactylomys, 112
Dactylopsila, 201
Dactylopterida;, 47<)

Dactylopter\is, 476
Dahlia wartlet. The, 703
Daisy anemone, 702
Dalliousias, Psarisomus, 3,50

Dama, Cervus, 144
Damaliscus, 150
Daniascena, Peidix, 234
Daraonia hamiltoni, 388
Danaina?, 583
Daphnia pulex, 531

Dark green snake, 422
Darters, The, 298, 301
Darter, African, 301
Darwini, Khea, 222
Darwini, Rhinoderma 439
Darwin's frog, 439
Darwin's rhea, 222
Daryprocta, 8
Dascyllus, 485
Dasypus, ISO
Dasypus minutus, 186
Dasypus .sexcinctus, 186
Dasypus villosus, 180
Dasymys, 101
Dasypeltis scabra, 422
Dasypodidi«, 185
Dasyprocta, 115

Dasyproctitis, 115
Dasyure, SiJotted, 208
Dasyure, Spotted-tailed, 208
Dasyure tribe, 206
Dasyuridfe, 200
Dasyurus, 208
Dasyurus maculatus, 20S
Dasyurus vlverrinus, 208
Daubentoni, Fossa, 57
Daubentoni, Vespertilio, 37
Daubenton's bat, 37
Daubenton's civit, 57
Daulias luscinia, 370
Daurica, Perdix, 234
Davidianus, Cervus, 143
David's deer, 143
Dead leaf butterfly, 585
Death-adder, 425
Decapoda, 536
Decapodo, 646
Deccanensis, Canis, 68
Decemlineata, Leptinotarsa, 561
Decumana, Alactaga, 110
Decumanus, Mus, 105
Deer, Axis, 143
Deer, Chinese water, 146
Deer, Costa Kica 146
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Deer, David's, 143
Deer, Eld's, 143
Deer, Fallow, 144
Deer, Hog, 143
Deer, Irish, 144
Deer, Japanese. 143
Deer, Large-eared mule, liG
Deer, Musk, 141
Deer, I'ampas, 140
Deer, Persian fallow, 144
Deer, Pudu, 147
Deer, Red, 143
Deer, Roe, 14G
Deer, Ruff's. 144
Deer, Spotted, 143
Deer, .Swamp, 143
Deer, Thorold s, 143
Deer tribe, The, 140
Deer, Virginian, 140
Deep-sea holotluirian, 001
Degu, 111
Delichonyx oryzivora, 301
Delphaciufe, OUO
Delphinapterus leucas, 179
DelphinidsB, 180
D;Blphinidaj, 178
I)elphinulidiv, 032
Delphinus, IS I

Deltocephalus, 001
Demiegretta, 2S3
Demodex folliculorum, 547
DemodicidfB. 547
Dendrajca, 300
Dendragapus, 231
Dandragapus obscurus, 231
Dendrelaphis, 422
Dendrobates, 438
Dendrobates tinctorius, 438
Dendrobatidfe, 438
Dendroccela, 085
Dendrocolaptidre, 375
Dendrocopus, 354
Dendrocygna, 2;J(5

Dendrogale, 44
Dendrolagus, 195
Dendrolagus bennettianus, 195
Dendromys, 101
Dendromyinas, 101
Dendrophis, 422
Dendrophryniscida?, 441
Dendropliryniscus, 441
Dendrositta, 308
Dendrosoma, 722
Dentalium shell, 029
Deomys, 104
Depressa, Libellula, 509
Depressicornis, Bos, 102
Derbian screamer, 290
Derbianus, Oreophasis, 223
Derbina?, 600
Derby's guan, 229
Dermatemys, 389
Dermestes, 550
Dermestes lardarius, 550
Dermochelyida?, 391
Dermochelys coriacea, 391
Desert-chough, 358
Desert fox, 73
Desert larks, 30

1

Desmans, The, 47
Desman, Pyrenean, 47
Desman, Rus.sian, 17

Desmodus, 41
Desmodus rufus, 41
Desmognathina}, 450
Desmognathus, 450
Destructor, Cecidomyia, 003
Development of corals, 707
Devil-fish, 521
Devil, Tasmanian, 207
Devil's coacli-horse, 550
Dhayal birds, 370
Diadema, Epeira, 544
Diadema setosum, 000
Diamond beetles, .500

Diamond snake, 419
Diana monkey, 21
Dianthus, Actinoloba. 702
Diatrematid;e, 480
Dibamidai, 411
Dibamus, 411
Dibranchiata, 043
Dicfcum, 307
Dicamptodon, 450
Diceidw, 307
Dicerobatis, 522
Dichocerus bicornis, 339
Dicholophi, 277
Dichromanassa rufa, 283
Dichrous, Arctomys, 94
Diclidurus, 39
Dicotyles, 9, 135
Dicotylidas, 135
Dicrocercus, 340
Dicrnridw, 301
Dicyemida;, 089
Didactylus, Cycloturus, 184
Didelphyida*, 9, 210
Didelphys, 211
Didelphys crassicaudata, 213
Didelphys marsupialis, 211
Didelphys opossum, 213
Didelphys velutina, 213
Didi, 242
Diduuculus, 245
Didunculus strigirostris, 245
Didus, 245
Didus inejitus, 240
Dieffenlachii, Cabalus, 249
Dimx9.ria, 018
Dingo, 00
Dingo, Canis, 06
Dinomys, 115
Dinoponera grandis, 579
Dinornithidw, 224
Dinornithiformes, 221
Diodontida3, 489
Diomedea, 258
Diomedea exulans, 258
Diomedeidaj, 257
Diomediaj, Psolus, 661
Dione, Cytherea, 625
Diotocardia, 631
Diphylla, 41

Diphylla ecaudata, 42
Diplocrepis, 482
Diploglossus, 405
Diplomesodon pulchellus, 40
Diplomystus, 507
Diploptera, 580
Diplopterin33, 351
Diplosis tritici, 003
Diplozoon paradoxum, OSS
Dipneumones, 542

Dipnoi, 459
DipodidM, 109
Dipodomys, 109
Dipodomys phillipsi, 109
Diporpa, 088
Diijpers, Tlie, 371
Dip])er, Common, 371
Diprera liomaloptera, 608
Dipsadomorphime, 423
Dip.sadomorplius, 423
Dipsas, 420
Diptera, 553, 002
Diptera aphaniptera, (i09

l>iptera brachycera, 005
Diptera homaloptera. OOS
Diptera neniocera, 603
Dipus, 110
Discina, 051
Discinisca, 651
Discoglossida;, 444
Discoglossus pictus, 444
Discophora, 075
Discopyge, 521
Di.ssemurus, 301
Dissura episcopus, 280
Distira, 426
Distieclmrus pennatus, 2(i2

Disto.na hepaticum, 689
Distomert>, OsS
Ditrema, 486
Divers, The, 254
Diver, Black-throated, 254
Diver, Great northern, 254
Diver, Red-throated, 254
Diver, White-billed, 254
Diving-ducks, The, 297
Diving-duck, Stiff-tailed, 297
Diving petrel, 257
Docimastes ensiferus, 348
Docoglossa, 031
Dodo, The, 240
Dogs, The, 03
Dog, Azaras, 69
Dog, Bush, 74
Dog, Crab-eating, 09
Dog, Hunting-, Cape, 73
Oog, Prairie-, 92
Dog, Racoon, 09
Dog tribe, The, 63
Dog-faced baboons. 22
Dog-fish, 518
Dog-fislies, Spiuy, 519
Dog-flea, 009
Dog-periwinkle, 037
Dog-whelks, 037
Dolichotis, 115
Doliida;, 636
Doliolum tritonis, 527
Doloraedes firabriatus, 543
Dolphins, 109
Dolphin, Amazonian, 178
Dolphins, Freshwater, 177
Dolphin, Gangetic, 177
Dolphin, Heaviside's, 179
Dolphin, Irawadi, 179
Dolphin, La Plata, 178
Dolphin, Risso's, 180
Dolphin, Rough-toothed, 181
Dolphins, True, 181
Domestica, Musca, CO"
Domesticus, tirylhis, 567
Domiuicus, Cliaradrius, 270
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Oonacidw, 625
Donax, C25
Dondersiidse, 616
Dorab, 500
Dorab, Chirocentrus, 506
Doica kangaroos, 194
Dorcatheiiuui, 139
Dorcatragus, 153
Dorcopsis, 194
Dorias, Erythrotiiorcliis, 312
Doridiid<«, 640
Doridoidea, 641
Dormouse-phalaiiger, 202
Dormouse tribe, The, 99
Dorsalis, Bathythrissa, 500
Dorvichthvs, 4SS
Dotterel, -JTO

Dotterel, True, 271
Double-toothed falcon, olS
Dougalli, Sterna, 201
Douroucoulis, 20
Douroucoull, Three striped,

20
Doves, The, 244
Dove, Cuckoo-, 244
Dove, Kock-, 244
Dove, Ring-, 244
Dove, Stock-, 244
Dove, Turtle-, 244
Dove, Turtle-, British, 244
Dove, Turtle-. Cream-coloured,

245
Downy owl, 324
Draco volans, 399
Dracunculus medineiisis, 679
Dragon-fishes, 470
Dragon flies, 553, 569
Dreissensiidas, 623
Drilophaga bucephala, 0S3
Drinker moth, 590
Dromades, 204
Dromedarius, Camelus, 130
Dromew, 223
Dromeo; irroratus, 223
Dromere novas-hoUandice, 223
Dromicia, 202
Dromiciops, 214
Dromornis, 224

Drongos, The, 361
Drongo, Black, 361
Drum, The, 40S
Drummer cockroach, 504
Dryophis, 423
Dryopithecus, 14
Drymornis bridges!. 375
Duck-bill, 215
Duck-mole, 215
Ducks, The. 203
Duck, Comb, 293
Duck, Diving, 297
Duck, Long-tailed, 297
Duck, Mandarin, 294
Duck, Pink-headed, 294
Duck, Sheld, 296
Duck, ^•teamer, 297
Duck, Summer, 294
Duck, Tree, 296
Duck, True, The, 290
Duck, Wild, 296
Dugongs, 165
Dugong halicore, 107
Duikerljoks, 151

Duke of Burgundy Fritillary,

586
Dulitensis i-hizothera, 233
Dung beetles, 557
Dupetor, 284
Dusky capercailzies, 231
Dusky rail, 249
Duvauceli, Cervus, 143
Dwarf geese, 294
Dwarf tiger bittern, 284
Dynastes hercules, 558
Dyscophidrt". 439
Dysporus bassanus, 299

\ Dytiscidii', 555

[

Dytiscus, 555

Dytiscus marginalis, 506

E.

Eagles, The, 313
Eagle, Bald, 315
Eagle, Bateleur, 315
Eagle, Bearded, 313
Eagle, Birds'-nesting, 315
Eagle, Black, 315
Eagle, Bonelli's, 315
Eagle, Booted, 315
Eagle, Crested, 315
Eagle, (iolden, 314
Eagle, Imperial, 314
Eagle, Sea, 315
Eagle, Serpent, 315
Eagle, Spotted, 314
Eagle, Tawny, 314
Eagle, White-bellied Sea, 315
Eagle, White-tailed, 315
Eagle-owls, The, 322
Eagle-rays, 521
Eared owls, 324
Eared pheasants. The, 236
Eared seals, SI
Eared vultures. The, 306
Earth worms, 674
Earwigs, 563
Ecaurtata, 435
Ecaudata, iJiphylla, 42
Ecaudata, Peunula, 251
Ecaudatus, Centetes, 49
Echeneis, 473
Echidna aculeata, 217
Echidna, Bruijn's, 217
Echidna, Five-toed, 217
Echidnas, 216
Echidnidaj, 216
Echinouardium cordatum, 059
Ecliinococcus, Tsenai, 088
Echinoderma, 653
Echinoidea, 659
Echinomys, 112
Echinops, 49
Echinorhinus, 519
Echinorhynchus, 681
Echinorhynchus angustatus, 682
Echinorhynchus gigas, 6S1
Echinorhynchus polymorphus,

6S2
Echinorhynchus proteus, 082
Echinothrix, 100
Echinus, 659
Echiostoma, 505
Echis, 127

Echiurus, 678
Ectopistinaj migratoria, 244
Edentata, 181

Edible arthropoda, 530
Edible crab, 538
Edible frog, 436
Edible swifllets, The, 346
Edouardi, (iuttera, 240
Edulis, Mytilus, C21
Edwardsia, 702
Edwardsia carnea, 704
Edwardsi, Eupodotis, 275
Eels, The, 493
Eel, Electric, 495
Eel, (ilass, 494
Eel, Serpent, 494
Eel, Spiny, 478
Eel tribe. The, 493
Eel, True, 478
Eel, Paste, 679
Eel, Vinegar, 679
Eel, Wheat, 679
Effodienlia, 188
Egg-eating snake, 422
Egg-laying mammals, 214
Egg-urchin, 659
Egret, Little, 283
Egyptian asp, 424
Egyptian crocodile, 381
Egyptian sacred beetle, 557
Egyptian vulture, 306
Eiders, The, 297
Eider, Steller's, 297
Eight-rayed corals, 707
Elacate, 473
Elachistida;, 594
Elwniina?, 373
Eland bull, 156
Elanoides furcatus, 316
Elanus, 310
Elapina?, 424
Elaphodus, 141
Elaps corallinus, 423
Elasmobranchii, 513
Elateridaj, 558
Eldi, Cervus, 143
Eld's deer, 143
Electric centipede, 519
Electric eel, 495
Electricus, Ciymnotus, 495

Elegans, Galidia, 01
Elegans, Nectogale, 47

; Elegans, Testudo, 386

j

Elegant mungoose, 61

I

Elejihant, African, 123

j

Elephant family. The, 119
1 Elephant, Indian, 119
Elephant seal, 87
ElephantidiB, 119
Elephants-tooth shells, 628
Elephas, 118
Elephas africanus, 123
Elephas indicus, 119
Elephus, Cervus, 143
Eliomys, 99
Eliurus, 102
Elk, 145
EUioti, Callophasis, 238

EUobius, 104

Elops, 507
Elseya, 393
Elvers, 194
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Elysioiilea, C41
Eiuarginula, 631
Emballonura, SO
Kmballonundae, 38
Eiuberiza cirlus, 364
Emberiza citrinella, 3(34

Emberiza liortulana, 364
Emberizinie, 303
Emperor fish. 4C5
Emperor moth, 589
Emperor penguin, 255
Enipliyodontes, 40S
Empidaj, 005
Emu, The, 223
Emu, Common, 223
Emu, Spotted, 223
Emyda, 395
Emydura, 393
Emys orbicularis, 388
Encheliopliis, 491

Endodontida;, 643
Endrina, 29
Endynamis, 350
English puffin, 260
Engraulis, 507
Engystomatidas, 438
Engystomops, 441
Entellus, Semnopithecus, 20
Enteropneusta, 528
Entomophaga, 576
Entomostraca, 531
Enygrus, 420
Eos, 328
Eos rubiginosa, 328
Epanorthidw, 204
Epanorthus, 204
Epauletted fruit-bats, 35
Epeira diadema, 544
Epeiridaj, 544
Ephemeridte, 571
Epliemera vulgata, 571
Ephippiuni, Anomia, 621
Ephippium, Testudo, 387
Ephippodonta, 624
Epicrates, 419
Epicriniops, 454
Epimachina;, 359
Epimachus, 359
Episcopalis, Mitra, 638
Episcopus, Dissura, 280
Epomophorus, 35
Epops, U]nipa, 340
Equatorial flying-squirrel, 90
Eques alexanor, 587
Eques machaon, 587
Equidw, 127
Equinus, Hippotragus, 153
Equitidaj, 5S7
Equus, 127
Equus asinus, 129
Equus burclielli, 128
Equus caballus, 128
Equus grevyi, 128
Equus hemionus, 129
Equus prezevalskii, 128
Equus quagga, 129
Equus zebra, 128
Erethizon, 113
Erlculus, 49
Ericulus setosus, 49
Ericulus telfairi, 49
Erinaceidas, 44

i

Erinaceus, 46

I

Erinaceus europseus, 45
Kriomys, 113
Erisiiiatura, 297
Erismaturina;, 297
Eristalis tenax, 600
Erithecus, Psittacus, 330
Ermine, 81
Ermine moths, 593
Erminea, Mustela, 81
Errantia, 672
Erycinidaj, 624
Erythacus rubecula, 370
Erythrinida;, 500
Erytlirinus, 501
Erythrocnema, 310
Erythrocnema unicincta, 310
Erythrogaster, iiirundo, 373
Erythroniachus, 251
Erythrophthalmus, Coccyzus,
351

Erythrorhynchus, Pelecanus,
302

Erythrotriorcliis, 312
Erytlirotriorchis doriaa, 312
Erythrotriorchis radiatus, 312
Eryx, 420
Esacus recurvirostris, 273
Esculenta, Rana, 436
Esocidaj, 502
Esox, 502
Esox lucius, 502
Estrilda, 362
Etroplus, 487
Eubleiiharidw, 398
Euchlce cardaniines, 586
Eucliore, Gazella, 153
Euchoretes, 110
Eudromias. '271

Eudromias morinellus, 271
Eudyptila minor, 255
Euglena, 718
Eulabes, 360
Eulabetidaj, 300
Eulamellibrancliiata, 623
Eulimidw, 633
Eulipoa, 228
Eiilipoa watlacii, 228
Eumomota, 341
Eunectes murinus, 420
Eunice gigantea, 673
Eupetaurus, 95
Euplectella, 693
Eupleres goudoti, 61
Euplrea, 583
Eupodotis australis, 275
Eupodotis edwardsi, 275
Europa;a, Talpa, 48
Europajus, Caprimulgus, 342
Europa;us, Erinaceus, 45
Europaius, Lepus, 118
European bison, 162
European horned-lark, 364
European tree-frog, 442
Eurostopodus, 334
Eurybiidaj, 640
Euryceros, 360
Euryceros prevosti, 360
Eurylfemi, 356
Eurylfemus, 356
Eurylfemus javanicus. 350
Eurynorhynchus pygmreus, 269

Eurypygw, 276
Eurypyga helias, 270
Eurypyga major, 276
Eurystomina, Pseudochelidon,

369
Eurystomus, 335
Eurystomus calonyx, 335
Eusiferus, Docimastes, 348
Euspongia oflicinalis, 693
Eustephanus, Cervus, 143
Euthyneura, 6:-i9

Eutolmajtus, 315
Kulolmajtus fasciatus, 315
Eutolmaitus pennatus. 315
Euxenura maguari, 280
Evania, 577
Evaniidaj, 576
Evotomys, 103
Excalfacturia, 235
Excalfactoria adansoni, 235
Exclanialionis, Agrotis, ii!)l

Excubitor, Lanius, 369
Exocustiis, 479
Exomegas, 524

Expansa, Podocnemis, 393
Exquisita, Ortygojis, 252
Extinct birds of Patagonia, 278
Exulans, Diomedea, 258
Eyra, South American, 55
Eyra felis, 55

Fabalis, Auser, 295
Faber, Zeus, 471
Fairy fly, 577
Fairy pink armadillos, 188
Falcinellus, Plegadis, 288
Falco, 319
Falco ajsalon. 320
Falco feldeggii, 319
Falco peregrinus, 319
Falco subbuteo, 319
Falcon, Cuckoo, 317
Falcon, Double-tootlied, 318
Falcon, Juggur, 319
Falcon, Peregrine, 319
Falcon, True, 317
Falcon-kite, Grey, 318
Falconeri, Capra, 159
Falconets, The, 319
Falconid:*?, 305
Falconinai, 307, 317
Fallow deer, 144
P'alse vampire bats, 36
Famelicus, Canis, 73
Familiaris, Cenhia, 366
Faniosa, Nectarinia, 366
Fan-tailed flycatchers, 373
Fasciatus, Bungarus, 424
Fasciatus, ( rossarchus, 61
Fasciatus, Eutolinaitus, 315
Fasciatus, Lagostrophus, 190
Fasciatus, Myrmecobius, 209
Fasciolariidaj, 637
Feather-Star, Crawling, 664
Feldeggii, Falco, 319
Felidaj, oL
Felis, 52
Felis badia, 55
Felis bengalensis, 5
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Felis caffra, 55
Felis canadensis, 56
Felis caracal. 55
Felis catus, o5
Felis chaus, 55
Felis concoior, 53
Felis eyra, 55
Felis leo, 53
Felis lynx, 56
Felis marmorata, 55
Felis nebulosa, 56
Felis onca, 53
I'elis pardalis, 55
Felis paidina, 50
Felis pardus, 53
Felis serval, 55
Felis tigi'ina, 55
Felis tigris, 53
Felis nncia, 53
Feniiecs, 73
Fennec, Lalande's, "4

Fei-ox, Cryptopiocta, 50
Ferret-badgers, SO
Ferrilatus, L'anis, 73
Feylinia. 411
Fiber, t astor. 96
Fiber zibei tliicus, 103
Ficedula atricapilla, 372
Fiddler beetle, 555
Field cricket. 5lJ7

Fieldfare, 371
Field-starling, SCO
Field-vole, 103
Field wagtail, 3C5
Fierasfer, 491
Fierce snakes, 4?2
Fighting fish, Siamese, 483
Filaria sanguiiiis-houiinis, GSO
File-fishes. 489
Filibranchiata, 621
Fimbriata, C'helys, 392
Fimbriatus, Dolomedes, 543
Finch-larks, 364
Finches, The, 363
Finfeet, Tlie, 252
Finfoot, Senegal, 252
Finfoot, South American, 252
Finners, 173
Finta, Clupea, 507
Fin-whale, 173
Fin-whale. Lesser, 174
Fire backed pheasant, 236
Fire-bellied frog, 444
Fire-crest, 369
Fire-flies, 559
Fire fly, Italian, 559
Firmisternia, 436
Fish-eating kingfisher, 336
Fish-eating rats, 102
Fish-owl, Brown, 321
Fish, Pilot, 471

Fish, Scabliard, 470
Fishing frog, 475
Fisliing hawks, 320
Fishing owl. Pel's, 321
Fishing owls, 321
Fissurellidas, 631
Fistularia, 481
Five-toed echidna, 217
Flagellata, The, 718
Flagellate Colonies, 718
Flamingoes, The, 288

Flanimea, Strix, 321
Flat-fishes, 492
Flat worms, CS5
Flata circulata, 600
Flatina;, 000
Flavescens, Canis, 71
FlavicoUis, jMus, 105
Flavigula, Mustela, 80
Flavirostris, Phu'ton, 298
Flavirostris, Rhynchops, 262
Flea, Water, 532
l^eas, 609
Flesh-eating mammals, 50
Fleshy corals, 701
Flies, 553, 602
Flies, Blue-bottle, COS
Flies, Hot, 606
Flies. Caddis, .572

Flies, Crane, 604
Flies, Gad, 605
Flies, Gall, EwG
Flies, House, 607
Flies, Lace-winged, 571
Flies, Lantern, i.99

Flies, May, 571
Flies, KoOber, 605
Flies. Sand, 604
Files, Saw. 574
Flies, Smother, 601
Flies, Stone, 571
Florida limpkin, 275
{"loscularia coronetta, 682
Flounder, The, 492
Flower-nosed bat, 36
Flower peckers. The, 367
Fluke-worms, 688
Fluminalis, Orcella, 179
Flustra foliacea, 665
Flute-mouths, 481
Fluviatibis, Tachybaptes, 253
Fluviatile, Petromyzum, 524
Fluviatilis, Sterna, 261
Fly, Candle, 599
Fly, Fairy, 577
Fly, Ichneumon, 577
Fly, Swallow, 608
Flv, Tse-tse, 60S
Flycatchers, The. 372
Flycatcher, Common, 372
Flycatcher, Fan tailed, 373
Flycatcher, Paradise, 373
Flycatcher, Pied, 372
Fiying-fish, 480
Flying frog, 437
Flying gurnard, 476
Flying lemur, 43
Flying lizard, 399
Flying-phalanger, 202
Fodiens, Crossopus, 46
Foina, Mu*tela, SO
Foliacea, Flustra, 665
Folius, Po'yodon, 511
Foiliculorum, Demodex, 547
Foraminifera, The, 715
Korficata, Myrmecia, 579
Forficatus, Litliobius, 548
Forficulidre, 563
Fork-tailed gull, 262
Fork-tailed petrel, 257
Formica rufa, 579
Kormicariidas, 372
Formicidaj, 579

Fornicata, Gastracantha, .544

Forsteni, Meropogon, 341
Fossa, 56
Fossa daubentoni, 57
Fossaridaj, 635
Fossoies, 579
Fosteri, Ortaria, 82
Fountain shell, 63(!

Four-horned antelope, 151
Four-toed mungooses, 60
Fox-like animals, 69
Fox, Arctic, 73
Fox, Common, 71
Fox, Bengal, 73
Fox, Black, 71
Fox, Corsac, 73
Fox, Cross, 71
Fox, Desert, 73
Fox, Japanese, 73
Fox, Kit-, 72
Fox, Long-eared. 73
Fox, Mountain, 71
Fox, Nile, 71
Fox, Red, 71
Fox, Tibetan, 73
Fox, Virginian, 72
Fox, Yellow, 71
Fox-bats, 35
Fox-shark, 517
Fragilis anguis, 404
Francolin, Bare-throated, 233
Francolin, Common, 233
Francolin, Hose's long-billed,
233

Francolin, Long-billed, 233
Francolinus francolinus, 233
Fratercula artica, 260
Free-swimming holothurian,
661

Free-tailed bats, 38
Fregata aiiuila, 303
Fregati, 298
Fregilinaj, 358
Fresh-water leech, 677
Fresh-water mites, 545
Fresh-water polyp, 694
Frigate birds, 1 lie, 303
Frigate-birds, Great, 303
Frilled lizard, 399
Fringe-finned ganoids, 512
Fiinged gecko, 398
Fringilla cielebs, 363
Fringillida3, 363
Fringillinre, 363
Fringing reef, The, 709
Frit llaries, 585
Fritillary, Duke of Burgundv,
5S6

Frogs and toads, 435
Frog, Agile, 136
Frog, I^ull, 437
Frog, Common, 436
Fiog, Darwin's, 439
Frog, Edible, 436
Frog, Fire-bellied, 444
Frog, Flying, 437
Frog, Grasshopper, 443
Frog, Horned, 441
Frog, Lataste s, 436
Frog, Midwife, 443
Frog, Painted. 444
Frog. Pouched. 443

O r;
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Frog, Solomon Island, 437
Frog, Spanisli, 43C
Frogs, Spur-toed, 4-14

Frog, Tree-, 442
Frogs, Typical, 436
Frog-fislies, 474
Frog-hoppers, 594, 508
Fiog-moutbs, The, 333
Frontalis, Bos. 164

Frontatus, Steno. 181
Frugilegus, Trypancorax, 358
Fruit bats, 34
Fruit pigeons, The, 242
Frumentarius, Cri<-etus, 101
Fulgens, ,+Turus, 75

Fulgora laternaria, .')99

Fulgoridfe, ,599

Fulica, Heliornis, 252
Fulicarius, Crvmophilus, 266
Fulicida;, 248

"

Fuligula, 297
Fuligulinae, 297
Fuliginosa, Sterna, 262
Fuliginosus, Hyracodon, 204
Fulmars, The, 258
Fulmar, Petrel, 258
Fulniarinaj, 2.58

Fulmaris glacialis, 258
Fulvimitrella tinea, 593
Fulvus, t'anis, 71

Fungia, 705
Fungosa, Aleyonella, 669
Furcata, Xema, 262
Furcatus, Elanoides, 316
Furnariinffi, 375
Furva, Ohalia, .589

Fuscieaudatus, Scaptonyx, 48
Fuscus, Larus, 263

G.

Gad-flies, 605
Gadidaj, 490
Gadus ifglefinus, 491
Gadus merlangus, 491
Gadus morrbua, 491
Gadus pollachius, 491
Gadus virens, 491
Galago, 30
Galago, Senegal, .30

Galago senegalensis, .30

Galagos, 30
Galapagos sea-Ilzard, 402
Galaxias, 504
Galaxiidaj, .504

Galbula melanogenaia, 355
Galbula, Oriolus, 301
Galbulidse, 355
Galeodes arabs, 540
Galeodes araneoides, 541
Galeoides, 468
Galeommidas, 624
Galeopithecidas, 43
Galeopithecums volans, 43
Galeopithecus, 43
Galeoscoptes carolinensis, 372
Galericulata, Xx, 294
Galerita, 364
Galeus, 516
Galeus canis, 516
Galictis, 80

Galidia elegans, 61
Gall-flies, 576 ij

Gall-gnats, 603
Gall-mites, 546
Gall-parasites, 576
Gallicolai, 575
Gallicus, Circajtus, 315
Gallicus, Cursorius, 272
Galliformes. 226
Oallinago, 268
(iallinago aucklandica, 268
Gallinago australis, 268
Oallinago gallinago, 268
Gallinago gigantea, 268
Gallinago iniperialis, 268
Gallinago janiesoni. 268
Gallinago major, 268
(iallinago megala, 268
Gallinago nemoricola, 268
(iallinago pusilla, 268
Gallinago stenura, 268
Gallinago undulata, 268
Gallinula chloropiis, 252
Gallinula, Limnocryptes, 268
Gallinulidse, 248
Gallopavo, Meleagris, 240
Gallus, 238
Gamasida3, 545
Gamasus, 545
Game-birds, The, 220
Gamma moth, .591

Gamma, Plusia, 591
Gammaridfe, 535
Gammarus pulex, 682
Gangetic dolphin, 177
Gangetica, Garialis, 382
Gangetica, Platanista, 177
Gannets, The, 299
Ganoids, 462
Ganso, 293
Gaper, 626
Garden snail (Helix), 643
(Jarden spiders, 544
Garials, 382
Garial, Schlegel's, 382
Garial, True, 382
Garialis, 382
Garialis gangetica, 382
Gariepensis, Steatornis, 332
Garpike, 479
Garrulus, 358
Garrulus ampelis, 309
Garrulus, Coracias, 335
Garrulus glandarius, 358
Gavzetta, 283
Garzetta garzetta, 283
Gastracantha fornicata, 544
Gastracanthidaj, 544
Gastrochisma, 472
Gastrochwnidas, 627
Gastropod Shell, Topography

of, 630
Gastropoda, 629
Gastropteridffi, 640
<iastrosteida3, 480
Gastrosteiformes, 480
Gastrosteus, 480
Gaur, 104
Gaurus, Bos, 164
Gayal, 164
Gazella, 152
Gazella euchore, 1.53

Gazelle, Clarke's, 153
Gazelle, Waller's, 153
Gecinus, 3.54

Geckos, 397
Gecko, Fringed, 398
Gecko, Turkish, 397
<;ecko. Wall, 398
Geckonidaj, 397
Geese, The, 292
Geese, Blue-winged, 295
(ieese. Brent, 295
Geese, Grey, 295
(ieose. Magellanic, 295
Geese, Snow, 295
Geese, Spur-winged, 293
Geese, The true, 295
(Jegenojihis, 455
Gelada baboons, 22
Gela<la, Til' ropithecus, 22
Gelasinius, 53S
Gemonensis, Zamenis, 422
Gemsbdk, 1.53

Genize, 1.56

Genets, 58
Genetta, 58
Gennteus, 236
Gentle lemur, 30
Geocichla, 370
Geococeyx, 351
Geocolaptes, 354
(eodephaga, .5.54

Geoemyda, 387
Geoffroyensis, Inia, 178
Geogale, 48
Geometra;, 592
Geometrica, Testudo, 386
Geometrid*, .582

GeomyidM, 107
Geomys bursarius, 109
Geonemertes, 684
(ieonemertes australiensis, 684
Geonemertes nov»-zelandiie,

684
Geonemertes paliensis, 684
Geopeliinaj, 244
Geophilidw, 549
Geoplana australis, 686
Geopsittacus, 331
Georgian black grouse, 230
Georychus, 107
Geospiza, 363
Geotria, 524
Geotrupes, 545
Geotrygoninse, 244
Geotrypetes, 455
Geotrypetes petersi, 4,55

Gephyrea, 077
Gephyrean worms, 677
Geranospizias, 309
Gerbil group. The, 101
Gerbillina-, 101

Germanica, Phyllodroniia, 564

Germanicum, Polyzonium, 549

Gerrhonotus, 405
Gerrhosanridas, 410
Ghost moth, .591

Giant armadillo, 187
Giant clam, 626
Giant cobra, 424
Giant extinct lemur, 32

Giant humming-birds, 347

Giant salamander, 450
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Gibbons, 18
Gibbon, Hainan, 19
Gibbus, Zabrus, 555
Gigantea, Eunice, 673
Gigantea, Gallinago, 268
Gigantea, Leguatia, 252
Gigantea, Ossifraga, 258
Giganteus, Blaberus, 564
Giganteus, Cervus, 144
Giganteus, Macvopus, 194
Gigantostraca, 588
Gigas, Arapiima, 504
Gigas, Dacelo, 337
Gigas, Ecliinorliynchus, 681
Gigas, Patagona, 347
Gigas, Priodon, 187
Gigas, Rhytina, 168
Gigas, Sirex, 575
Gigas, 8trombus, 636
Gigas, Tridacna, 626
Gillespie's sea-lion, 82
Gillespii, Otaria, 82
Gilt heads, 4(>(>

Ginginianus, Neophron, 306
Girattidaj, 147
Giraffa canielopardalis, 147
Giraffe family, The, 147
Girdled lizards, 403
Glacialis, Colynibus, 254
Glacialis, Fulmaris, 258
Gladiator, Orca, ISO
Gladius, Psephurus, 511
Glandarius, Coccystes, 350
Glandarius, Garrulus, 358
Glanis, Silurus, 496
(ilareote, 272
Glareola pratincola, 272
Glareolus, Microtus, 103
Glass eels, 494
Glass rope sponge, 693
Glaucidium, 324
Glaucidium brodiei, 324
Glaucidium gnoma, 324
Glaucidium pygmajum, 324
Glaucomyidfe, 625
Glauconia, 417
Glauconiidie, 417
Glaucus, Carcliarias, 516
Glis, Myoxus, 99
Globator, Volvox, 719
Globe-bearers, 716
Globicera, 243
Globigerina, 716
Globiocephalns melas, 180
Glocliidium, 623
Glomeridaj, 550
Glossina moristans, 608
Glojsophaga, 41
Glossy ibis, 288
Glossy starling, 360
Glow-worms, 559
Glutinosus, Iclithyophis, 453
Glutton, 81
(ilycimeris, 620
Glyptodonts, 9
Gmelini, Ovis, 160
GnathobdellidEB, 675
Gnats, 603
Gnoma, Glaucidium, 324
Gnus, 150
Goat motli, 590

Goat, Persian wild, 159

Goat, Rocky Mountain, 157
(ioatsucker, 342
Gobies, The, 476
Gobiidiii, 476
(iobiiforiues, 470
Gobio, 499
Gobioesocidie, 482
Gobioesociformes, 482
Gobioesox, 482
(Jobius, 476
God wit, 269
Gold-crests, The, 368
Gold-crest, Common, 308
Gold-fish, 498
Gold sinny, 486
Golden bat, 38
(Jolden bird of Paradise, 359
<iolden cuckoo, 350
Golden eagle, 314
Golden eyes, Tlie, 297
(iolden fruit-pigeon, 243
Golden-green beetle, 555
Golden marmot, 93
(Jolden-moles, 50
Golden oriole. The, 361
Golden plover, 271
Golunda, 105
Gomphidaj, 509
Gonatidte, 646
Gonorhyneliidaj, 505
Gonorhynchus greyi, 505
Goosander, 297
Goose barnacles, 533
Goose, The, 294
Goose, Bean, 295
Goose, Cereopsis, 294
Goose, Dwarf, 294
Goose, Knobbed, 293
Goose, Maned, 295
Goose, Pink-footed, 295
Goose, Red-breasted, 295
Goose, Semipalmated, 293
Goose, White-fronted, 295
Gopliers, 91
Gopher, Striped, 92
Goral, 157
Gordius, 680
Gorilla, 15
Gorilla, Dentition of, 6
Gorilla savagei, 15
Gorsachius, 284
Goshawk, Chanting, 310
Gos hawk, Common, 310
Gos hawk, Red-thighed, 310
Gos-hawk, White, 311
Goudoti, Eupleres, 61
Goura, 245
Goura coronata, 245
Gracilaria syringella, 594
Graculus, 358
Graculus graculus, 358
Graculus, Phalacrocorax, 299
Gra;ca, Testudo, 386
GrafHla, 685
Grakles, Wattled, 360
Grallarius, Burhinus, 273
Grampus griseus, 180
Grampuses, 179
Grandis, Dinoponera, 579
Grandis, Leucospis, 576
Grandis, Nyctibius, 344
Grandis, Phryganea, 572

(Jraphiurus, 99
Grass moth, 593
Grass owls, 325
Grass warblers, 370
Grasslioppers, 568
Grassliopi)er, Blue-winged, 508
Grasshopper, Long-horned, 567
(irasshopper frog, 443
Grayi, Argusianus, 239
Grayling, 5(19

Gray's argus, 239
Great ant-eater, 184
(ireat auk, The, 260
Great-billed Rhea, 222
Great black cockatoo, 328
(Jreat black woodpecker, 354
Great bustard, 273
Great-crested grebe, 253
Great frigate-bird, 303
Great grey shrike, 369
Great lioney-guide, 353
Great hornbill, 339
Great Japanese crab, 538
Great mole-rat, 106
Great northern diver, 254
Great sand- mole, 107
Great skuas. The, 263
Great snipe, 268
Great spotted cuckoo, 350
Great tinamou, 226
Great tit, 367
Great vampire, 41

Great water-beetle, 557
Greater black-backed gull, 263
Greater horse shoe bat, 36
Greaved lizards, 407
Grebes, Tlie, 253
Grebe, Great-crested, 253
Grebe, Little, The, 254
(Jrebe, .Sclavonian, 253
Grecian tortoise, 380
Greek partridge, 232
Green-bottle, 608
Green fruit-pigeon, 242
Green hairstreak, 586
Green kingfisher, 336
Green lizard, 409
Green monkey, 21
Green oak tortrix, 593
Green sandpiper, 269
Green-tailed lory, 328
Green tiger-beetle, 554
Green toad, 442
fireen turtle, 391
Green woodpecker, 354
Greenfinch, Common, 363
Greenland jer-falcon. The, 319
Greenland-whale, 172
Greenland seal, 85
(Greenland shark, 519
Greenlets, The, 370
Gregarinse, Tlie, 720
Grevyi, Equus, 128
Grevy's zebra, 128
Grey geese, 295
Grey kangaroo. Great, 194
Grey kite-falcon, 318
Grey lag-goose, 295
Grey mullet, 479
Grey parrot, 330
Grey phalarope, 200
Grey plover, 271
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Grey wagtail, 365
(irey-whale, 172
Greyi, Gonorliynchus, 505
Griffon, 1 he, 306
Griseum, Acatithosoma, 595
Griseus, Grampus, 180
Grisola, Muscicapa, 372
Grizzled skipper, 588
Grizzly bear, 75
GrtTenlandica, Phoca, 85
Gromia oviforrais, 715
Groove-tootherl mise, 105
Groove-toothed squirrel, 91
Groove-toothed vole, 103
Grosbeaks, 303
Grosbeaks, Cardinal, 303
Grossulariata, Abraxas, 592
Ground-beetles, 555
Ground hornbills, 339
Ground parrot, 331
Ground pigeons, The, 244
(iround-roUers, 335
(Ground sloths, 183
Ground-sciuirrels, 91
Ground-thrushes, 370
Ground woodpeckers, 354
Grouse family, The, 229
Grouse, Black, 230
Grouse, (Georgian black, 230
(Jrouse, Pinnated, 231
Grouse, Ked. 230
(iroiise, Euffed, 231
Grouse, Sand-, 241
(irouse, Sand-, Pallas', 241
(Jrouse, Sand-, Pin-tailed, 241
( Irouse, Willow-, 229
(Jrues, 274
(Jruiformes, 274
(irunniens. Bos, 104
Grus, (irus, 275
(irylle, I'ria, 260
(Jryllidpe, 506
Gryllotalpa. Curtilla, 507
(Jryllus, Acris. 443
Gryllus doniesticus, 567
Grypus, Halichoerus, 85
Guacharo, 332
Guan, Derby's, 229
(iuanaco. 138
(iuanacus. Lama, 138
(iuemels, 140
Guenons, 21
Guentheri, Ceratobrachus, 430
Guerezas, 21

(iugeons, 499
Guianensis, Morphnus, 313
Guib. 156
Guillemot, 260
Guillemot, Black, 260
(Uiinea-fowls, The, 240
Guinea fowl. Crested, 240
Guinea-fowl, Vulturine, 240
Guinea-pig, 115

(iuinea-woira, 679
Ciulls, The, 261
Gull, Black headed, 262
Gull, Common, 262
Gull, Fork-tailed, 262
Gull, Greater black-backed. 263
Gull, Herring. 263
(iuU, Hooded-, 262
tiuU. Lesser black-backed, 203

Gull, Little, 263
Gull, Ross's, 262
Gull, Sabine's, 262
(Jull, True, 262
Gulo, Aulostomum, 676
Gulo luscus, 81
Gumbi owl, 321
Gundi, 111
Gunni, Peranieles, 206
Gunn's bandicoot, 200
Guppyi, Rana, 437
(Jurami, 483
(Jurnard, Beaked, 476
(Jurnard, Common, 475
Gurnard, Flying, 476
Guttata, Percopsis, .509

Guttera, 240
(Juttera cristata, 240
Guttera edouardi, 240
Guttera pucherani, 240
Gygis alba, 262

'

Gymnarchus, 503
Gymnelis, 490
Gymno scopelus, 505
Gymnobelideus leadbeateri. 201

Gymnogenes, The, 309
Gyninoglossa. 633
Gymnomurasna, 494
Cjyninophaps, 244
Gymnophaps albertisi, 244
Gymnopis, 455
Gymnotidaj, 495
Gymnotus electricus, 495
Gymnura rafflesi, 45
Gypaetus, 313
Gypa?tus barbatus, 313
Gypa^tus ossifragus, 314
Gyps, 306
Gyrfalco, Hierofalco, 319
Gyrinidse, 555

H.

Habroptila wallacii, 249
Habroptilus, Stringops, 331
Haddock, The, 491
Hadorays, 102
Hajmacepha'a, Xantholwraa,

353
Hwmatopoda, 605
H^matopodinfe, 271
Hasmatopota jduvialis, 605
Hfematortyx, 234
Haeuiophila, 364
Ha? fishes, 523
Hale, Naia, 424
Hainan gibbon. 19
Hainan IS, Hylobates, 1

Hair sea-egg,"060
Hair-tails, The, 470
Hairstre;tk, Green, 58
Hairy armadillo, ISO
Hairy saki, 27
Hairv-tailed moles,
Hakes, 491
HalacaridfB, 545
Halcyon, 338
Halcyones, 336
Halifetus, 315
Halia-tus albicilla. 315
Halitetus leucocephalus, 315

Halii«tus leucogaster, 315
Halii«tus leucoryphus, 321
Haliajtus, Pandion, 320
HaliKtus vocifer, 315
Haliastur, 316
Haliastur Indus, 316
Halibut, 492
Halichwrus grypus, 85
Halicore dugong, 167
Halicorida;, 105
Haliotidas, 632
Hallomys, 102
Halobates, .597

Halys vipers. 429
Hamilton!, Damonia, 388
Hammer-head stork, 281
Hammer-headed oyster, 622
Hamsters, 101
Hamster, True, 101
Hang-nests, The, 361
Hang-nest, Red-winged, 361
Hangul, 143
Hapalemur, .30

Hapalidas, 27
Hapaloderma, 349
Hapalomys berdmorei, 104
Haplocerus niontanus, 157
Haplochiton, 507
Haplochitonida^, .507

Haplodactylinw, 466
Haplodactylus, 466
Haplognathida;, 466
Haplopeltura, 426
Haplopomi. 501
Hapolodontidae, 95
Haptoglossa, 450
Hardella, 389
Hardwickei, Hemigale, .58

Hardwicke's hemigale. .58

Hares and rabbits, 117
Hare, Common, 118
Hare, Cape jumping. 110
Hare, Mountain, 118
Hare-lipped bats, 39
Hare-wallabies, 194
Hare' da, 297
Harengus, Clupea, ,507

Hargitti, Thriponax, 355
Hargitt's woodpecker. 3.55

Harlequins, The, 297
Harmless vampires, 41
Harnessed antelopes, 1.56

Harpa, 638
Harpactes, 349
Harpactoridas, 590
Harpagus, 318
Harpidas. 638
Harpy, Ihe, 313
Harpyhallajtus, 313
Harpyhalia^tus coronatus, 31:

Harpyia, 35
Harpyia, ThrasEetus, 313
Harpyio-cephalus. 37
Harriers. The, 309
Harrier, Marsh, 309
Harrier, Montagu's, 309
Harriotta, 401
Hartebeests, 1.50

Hartlaubi, Lopliocerus, 339
Hnrvest bug, 547
Harvest-men, 541

Harvest-mouse, 105
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Hawfinch, Common, 30;J

Hawk-cuckoos, 350
Hawks, 304, 307
Hawks, Long-legged, 308
Hawk, White-tailed, 312
Hawk-owl, 323
Ilawk-owl, Brown, 323
Hawksbill, 301
Hazel-hens, 231
Heart-anddait moth, .'lOl

Heart-cockles, C21
Heavisidei, Cephalorhynclius,

17!)

Heaviside's dolphin, 179
Hebonioia, .'iS?

Hedgehog tribe, 44
Hedgehog, Shrew-, Raffle's, 4.")

Hedgehog, Shrew-, Smaller, 40
Hedgehog-tenrecs, 49
Hedymeles, 303
Helenaj, Calypte, 347
Heliaca, Aquila, 314
Helias, Eurypyga;, 270
Heliastes, 485
Helicid:^?, 043
Helicinidas, 632
Heliconinfe, 584
Helicostyla, 043
Helictis. SO
Heliopais, 252
Heliopora, 708
Heliornis, 252
Heliornis fulica. 252
Heliornithida>, 252
Heliozoa. The, 710
Helix, 043
Hell-bender, 451
Helmet-shells, 036
Heloderma, 405
Helodermatida^, 397, 405
Helodromas, 269
Helodromas ochropus, 209
Helogale parva, 60
Helotarsus, 315
Helvetica, >Squatarola, 271
Hemiaspida, 539
Hemibungarus, 424
Hemicardium, 020
Hemicentetes, 49
Heniichorda, 628
Hemicliromis, 487
Hemidactylus, 397
Hemigale, 58
Hemigale hardwickei, 58
Hemigale, Hardwicke's, 58
Hemigale hosei, 58
Hemigalidia, 61
Hemionus, Equus. 129
Heniiphractidse, 444
Heraipodes, The, 241
Hemipodii, 220
Hemiptera, 553, 594
Hemitragus hylocrius, 159
Hemitragus jemlaicus, 159
Hen, Black water, 252
Hen, Blue water, 248
Hen. North American harrier,

309
Hendersoni, Hierofalco, 319
Hendersoni, Podoces, 35S
Henderson's jer-falcon, 319
Hcniconetta stelleri, 297

Heniochus, 405
Hepalicuni, Distoma, 089
HepialidiB, 591

Hepialus humuli, 591
Hercules beetle, 568
Hercules, Dynastes, 558
Hermit crabs, 537
Herodias, 283
Herodiones, 282
Herons, The, 282
Heron, Agami, 283
Heron, American, 283
Heron. Common, 282
Heron, Night, 283
Heron, Purple, 282
Heron, lleef, 283
Herpele, 455
Herpestes ichneumon, 00
Herpestinw, 60
Herpetodryas, 422
Herrings, The, 500
Herring, Common, 507
Herring gull, 203
Hesperia malvaj, 588
Hesperiidaj, ,588

Hessian fly, 603
Hetwrina, 570
Heterocarpus, 480
Heterocephalus, 107
Heterocera, 588
Heterodactyli, 349
Heterodera schachti, 079
Heterogeomys, 109
Heterogyna, 578
Heteromera, 5,59

Heteromys, 109
Heteropoda, 630
Heteroptera, 595
Heterotis, 504
Hexactinel lid», 093
Hexactinia, 705
Hexadactyla, Alucita. 594

Hexarthra polyi)tera, 082
Heyi, Anmoperdix, 233
Hibernica, Mustela, 81
Hierococcyx, 3.50

Hierofalco, 319
Hierofalco candicans, 319
Hierofalco gyrfaico, 319
Hierofalco hendersoni, 319
Hierofalco holboelli, 319
Hierofalco islandus, 319
Hierofalco saker, 319
Himalayan black bear, 75
Himalayan ibex, 1.59

Himalayan marmot, 93
Himalayan tahr, 1.59

Himalayanus, Arctomys, 93
Hiniaiayensis, Regulus, 369
Himalayensis, Tetraogallus, 232
Himaniopodinne, 270
Himantopus melas, 270
Hinged brachiopod, 049
Hiposrita jacobasa, 588
Hippoboscidas, 608
Hippocampus, 487
Hippocastani, 558
Hippocrepis, Zamensis, 422
Hippoglossus, 492
Hipponensis, Hippopotamus,

133
Hipponicidte, 034

Hippopotamus, The, 130
Hippopotami family. The, 130
Hippopotamidie, 130
Hipiiopotamus aniphibius, 131
Hipi)opotamus, Common, 131

Hippopotamus liipponensis, 13:!

Hippopotamus iravaticus, 132
Hippopotamus lemerlei, 133

Hippopotamus liberiensis, 131

Hippopotamus namadicus, 132

Hii)popotamus pateindicus, 132

Hippopotamus, Pigmy, 131

Hippopotamus sivalensis, 132

Hipi)opotamus, Siwalik, 132
Hippopus, 020
Hipposiderus. 30
Hippotragus equinus. 153
Hippotragus niger, 153
Hirudinea, 075
Hirudo medicinalis, 670
Hirundinida;, 373
Hirundo, Avicula, 022
Hirundo erythrogoaster, 373
Hirundo rustica, 373
Hispanica, Capra, 158
Hispid us sigmodon, 102
Histiophorus, 469
Hive-bee, 581
Hoary-bat, 37
Hoatzin, 240
Hobby, The, 319
Hodgsoni, Ovis, 100
Hodgsoni, Pantholops, 152
Hodgsoni, Vespertilio, 38
Hodgsonia3, Perdix, 234
Hodomys, 102
Hog-deer, 143
Hog, Pigmy, 1.34

Hog, Wart-, 134
Holacanthus, 405
Holboelli, Hierofalco. 319
Holboell's jer-falcon, 319
Holocentrum, 408
Holocephali, 401
Holochilus, 102
Holosericeus, Ptilonorhynchus.

3.59

Holothurian, Deep-sea, 661
Holothurian, Free-swimming,

601
Holothurian, Plated, 001
Holothuroidea, 000
Hollow horned ruminants, 149
Homalogyra, 033
Homalogyridaj, 633
Homalop-iis, 423
Homaloptera, Diprera, 608
Homalopterus. 498
Homoptera, 598
Homopus, 387
Homopus arcolatus, 387
Honduras turkey, 240
Honey buzzards, 317
Honey guides. The, 353
Honey-guide, Great, 353
Honey-guide, Indian, 353
Honey-kites, 317
Honey-suckers, The, 306
Hooded gulls, 202
Hooded seal, 87
Hoofed mammals, The, US
lluok-billed kingfisher, 337
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Hook-billed kites, 316
Hoopoes, The, 3-lU

Hoopoe, Common, 340
Hoopoe, Iiulian, 340
Hoopoes, Wood, 340
Hoplognathidaj, 466
Hoplopteiiis, il\
Hopolgnatlius, 466
Hopping-fish, 477
Hornbills, The, 339
Hornbill, (ireat, 339
Hornbill, (Jround, 330
Hornbill, Malabar pied, 339
Hornbills, Pied, 339
Hornbill. Rhinoceros, 339
Horned frog, 441

Horned-larks, 364
Horned lark, European, 364
Horned lizards, 399
Horned-owls, 321
Horned pheasants. The, 235
Horned screamer, 290
Horned vipers, 427
Hornet, 580
Horribilis, Ursus, 75
Horridus, Moloch, 400
Horse tribe. The, 127
Horse, Common, 128
Horse-hair worm, 680
Horse leech, 670
Horse mackerel, 471
Horse mussel, 621
Horse-shoe bats, 36
Horsefield's broadbill, 356
Horseshoe snake, 422
Hortensis, Cryptops, 549
Hortulana, Emberiza, 364
Hosei, Hemigale, 58
Hose's long-billed francolin, 233
Hosii, Calyptomena, 356
Hotinus candelarius, 599
Hounds (Shark), 516
Houbaropsis, 273
House-ant, 579
House cricket, 567
House flies, 607
House martin, 373
House-mouse, 105
Hova, Oryzorictes, 49
Howlers, 23
Howler, Black, 24
Howler, Red, 23
Hucho, The Danubian, 508
Hucho, Salmo, 508
Hudsonius, Circus, 309
Hulock, 18
Hillock, Hylobates, IS
Human skeleton, 3-4

Humble bees, 581
Humboldti Lagothrix, 24
Humboldt's woolly monkey, 24
HumiEB, Callopliasis, 238
Humilis, Podoces, 358
Humming-birds, The, 347
Humming-bird, Giant, 347
Humming-bird, King, 348
Humming-bird, Sword-bill, 348
Humpback whale, 173
Humuli, Hepialus, 591

Hunting-dog, Cape, 73
Hunting-leopard, 56
Hunting spiders, 543

Huso, Acipenser, 511
Hutia, 112
Hyajnas, 62
Hytena, Brown, 62
Hyaena brunnea, 62
Hyaina crocuta, 63
Hytena, Spotted, 63
Hyajna striata, 62
Hyaina, Striped, 62
Hya^nidai, 62
Hyalimax, 642
Hyalonema, 693
Hybrida, Tatusia, 187
Hydra, 694
Hydrachnida;, 545
Hydradephaga, 555
Hydraspis, 393
Hydrobates, Sitomys, 101

Hydrocenidaj, 032
Hydrochajrus, 116
Hydrochajrus capivara, 89
Hydrochelidon, 261
Hydrochelidon nigra, 261
Hydrocorallia, 697
Hydrocyon, 501

Hydroid colonies, 696
Hydromedusa;, 698
Hydrometrida;, 597
Hydromyinai, 100
Hydrophiinae, 425
Hydrophis, 426
Hydropotes inermis, 146
Hydroprogne caspia, 261
Hydrous piceus, 557
Hydrozoa, 694
Hydrus, 426
Hyla arborea, 442
Hyetornis, 351
Hylidas, 442
Hylobates, IS
Hylobates hainanus, 19
Hylobates hulock, 18

Hylobates leuciscus, 19
Hylobates syndactylus, 19

Hylocrius, Hemitragus, 159

Hylodes martinicensis, 440
Hylomanes, 341
Hylomys suillus, 45
Hymenoptera, 553, 573
Hymenoptera, Aculcata, 578
Hymenoptera, Boring, 574
Hymenoptera, Stinging, 578
Hynobius, 450
Hyodon tergissus, 504
Hyodontidai, 505
Hyperboreus, Phalaropus, 266
Hypercompa caia, 588
Hyperocidon rostratus, 177
Hypnus, 521
Hypocharmosyna, 328
Hypoderma bovis, 606
Hypogeomys, 102

Hypogeophis, 455

Hypoleucus, Cebus, 24
Hyponomeuta, 593
Hyponomeutidas, 594

Hypoptopoma, 497
Hypositta, 368
Hypotajnidia, 249
Hypselornis, 224
Hypsiprymnodon nioschatus,

197

Hypsiprymnodontinfe, 198
Hyptiotes cavatiis, 544
Hyraces family. The, 123
Hyracodon, 2(J4

Hyracodon fuliginosus, 204
Hvracoidea, 123
Hyrax, 124
Hystricida;, 113
Hystrix, 113

I.

lanthinida;, 633
Iberica, Rana, 436
Ibex, 158
Ibex, Capra, 158
Ibex, Himalayan, 159
Ibex, Nilgiri, 159
Ibex, Spanish, 158
Ibididas, 287
Ibidorhynchinre, 270
Ibidorliynchus struthersi, 270
Ibises, 287
Ibis wthiopica, 288
Ibis, Glossy, 288
Ibis, Pseudotantalus, 281
Ibis, Sacred, 288
Ibycter, 307
Iceland jer-falcon, 319
Icerya purchasi, 602
Ichneumon fly, 577
Ichneumons, 60
Ichneumon, Herpestinai, 60
Ichneumonida?, 577
Ichthyomys, 102
Ichthyophis glutinosus, 453
Ichthyophis monoclirous, 454
Icteridse, 361
Icterus, 361
Icticyon venaticus, 74

Ictinia, 318
Ictinia mississippiensis, 318
Ictonyx, 81
Ictonyx zorilla, 80
Idiosepiida;, 646
Idiurus, 90
Ignicapillus, Regulus, 369
Igneiis, Bombinator, 444
Iguana tribe. The, 401
Iguana, Ring-tailed, 403
Iguanida^, 401

Iliacns, Turdus, 371
Ilysia scytale, 421
Ilysiidffi, 421
Imberbis, Strepsiceros, 154
Imbricata, Chelone, 391
Imhausi, Trilophoniys, 102
Immutabilis, Cygnus, 292
Impennis, Plautus, 260
Imperatoria, Pomponia, 598
Imjierial Eagle, 314
Imjierial snipe, 268
Imperialis, Gallinago, 268
Impeyan pheasants, 235
Inachis, Kallima, 585
Inarticulata, 651
Indian atlas-moth, 589
Indian black-buck, 152
Indian buff^alo, 162

Indian cobra, 424

Indian crested cuckoo. 350
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Indian elephant, 119
Indian lioney-guide, 353
Indian hoopoe, ;{40

Indian humped cattle, 165
Indian nuisk-shiew, 4C
Indian i>ied kiiigtislier, 336
Indian porpoise, 171)

Indian rat-snake, 422
Indian rhinoceios, 126
Indian shikra, 311
Indian sloth bear, 75
Indian tailor bird, 370
Indian wolf, 65
Indica, Upupa, 340
Indicator xanthonotus, 353
Indicatores, 353
Indicus, Bos, 165
Indicus, Elephas, 110
Indris, 29
Indris brevicaudata, 29
Indus, Haliastur, 316
Ineptus, Didus, 246
Inermis, Hydropotes, 146
Infundibulata, 60S
Infusoria, The, 720
Infusorian colonies, 722
Infusorians, Ciliated, 720
Infusorians, Tentacled. 720, 722
Inguinalis, Pthirius, 602
Inia geoffroyensis, 178
Inornata, Amblyornis. 359
Inornata, Clisphaga, 296
Insect eating mammals, 42
Insect-mites, 545
Insecta, 5.51

Insecta haustellata, 653
Insecta mandibulata, 553
Insectivora, 42
Insectivorous kingfishers, The,

337
Insects, Lace-winged, 568
Insects, Praying, 565
Insects, Stick, 566
Insects, Wingless (Neuroptera),

573
Intercedens, Rhynchops, 262

Intermedia. Porzana, 251
Interpres, Arenaria, 272
Inuus macacus, 22
Involucris, Ardetta, 284
Iphis, Ehopalocampta, 588
Ipnops, 505
Iravaticus, Hippopotamus, 132
Irawadi dolphin, 179
Irish elk, 144
Irregular sea-urchin, 6.59

Irrisoridfe, 340
Irritaus, Pulex {FUa), 609
Irroratus, Dromete, 223
Isabelline bear, 75
Isabellinus, TJrsus, 75
Ischnochitonida;, 616
Islandica Arctica, 624
Islandus. Hierofalco, 319
Isocardiidfe, 62-4

Isopoda, 534
Isospondyli, 503
Ispida, Alcedo, 337
Ispidina. 337
Italian fire-fly, 5.59

Itch-mites, .546

Ithagenes, 235

Ithomiinaj, .584

luliforniis, Peripatus, 551
Ixodidaj, 545
lynginaj, 3.54

lynginaj torquilla, 354
Izard, 156

Jacamars, The, 355
Jacamerops aurea, 355
Jacares, 380
.lack snipe, 268
Jackal, Black-backed, 60
Jackal, Common. 66
Jackal, Side-striped, 66
Jacobaja, Hiposrita, .588

Jacobinus, Cuculus, 350
Jaguar, 53
Jamaica tody, The, 342
Jamaicensis, Nyctibus, 344
Jamesi, Phwnicoparrus, 290
Jamesoni, (Jallinago, 268
Jameson's snipe, 268
Japanese deer, 143
Japanese fox, 73
Japanese waxwing, 369
Japonica, C'oturnix, 235
Japrnicus, Ampelis, 369
Japonicus, Canis, 73
Jararaca, 429
Jassidw, 601
Javan rhinoceros, 126
Javanicus, Eurylasmus, 356
Javelin-bats, 41
Jays, 358
Jeffreysiidie, 635
Jelly-fish, 7O0
Jelly-fish, Root-footed, 700

.Jemlaicus, Hemitragus, 1.59

Jerboa-rats, 106
Jerboa tribe, The. 109

Jerboa, Kirghiz, 110

Jer- falcon, i-reenland, 319

Jer-falcon, Henderson's, 319

Jer-falcon, Holboell's, 319
Jer-falcon, Iceland, 319

Jer-falcon, Norwegian, 319

Jer falcon, Saker, 319
.John -dory, 471
Johnnie. 255
Jouanettia, 627
Jubata, Myrmecophaga, 184

Jubata, Otaria, 82
Jubatus, Canis, 69
Jubatus, Cynwiurus, 56

Jubatus, Rhinochetus, 276

Juggar falcon, 319
Julidse, 550
Jumping-mice, 110
Jumping-shrews, 44
Junco, 364
Jungle-cat, 55

Jungle fowl. The, 238

K.

Kagus. The, 276

Kagu. Madagascar, 276

Kaka parrots, 320

Kakapo, .331

Kalij pheasants. The, 236
Kalliima inachis, .585

Kampferi macrocheira, .538

Kamtchaticus, Tetrao, 230
Kang.iroo tribe, 192
Kangaroos, Dorca, 194
Kangaroo, tirey, 194
Kangaroo, Musk, 197
Kangaroo, Plain rat, 197
Kangaroos, Prehensile- tailed
Eat, 197

Kangaroos, Eat. 197
Kangaroo, Eufous rat, 197

Kangaroos, Tree, 195
Kangaroo-rats, 109
Kashmir stag, 143
Katydids, .567

Kea parrot, 327
Kelb-el-biihr, .501

Kelb-el-moyeli, .501

Kellyellida3, 624
Kestrels, The, 320
Ketupa, .321

Ketupa ceylonensis, 321
Kewense, Bipalium. 65!
Keyhole limpets, 631
Khannanay, 229
Kieneri, Lophotriorchis, 315
Killer, 179
Killer, Lesser, 180
King crabs, ,538

Kingfishers, The, 336
Kingfisher, Belted, 3.i6

Kingfisher, Common, .337

Kingfisher, Crested, 337
Kingfisher, Fish-eating, §36
Kingfisher, (Jreen, 336
Kingfisher, Hook-billed, 337
Kingfisher, Indian-pied, 336
Kingfisher, Insectivorous, 337
Kingfisher, Laughing, 337
Kingfisher, Pied, 336
Kingfisher, Ringed, 336
Kingftsht-r, Shoe-billed. 337
Kingfisher, Stork-billed, 336
Kingfisher, Three-toed, 337
King humming-birds, 348
Kingi, Anops, 408
Kingi, Chlamydosaurus, 399
King-of-the-herrings, 485
King penguin, 255
Kinkajou, 76
Kirghiz jerboa, 110
Kirghiz shrew, 46
Kirounibos, The, 335

Kites, The, 316

Kite, African swallow-tailed,

316
Kite, American swallow-tailed,

316
Kite, Black-shouldered, 316

Kite, Brahniiny, 316

Kite, Common. 316

Kites, Honev, The, 317

Kite, Hooked-billed, 316
Kite-falcon, Mississippi, 313

Kit-fox, 72
Kittiwake, 263
Kiwis, The, 224
Klipspringer, 151

Kneria, 500
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KnerlidiB, fiOO

Knobberl goose, 293
Knob-billed pelican, 302
Knot, The, 209
Koala, 199
Koels, The, 350
Koklass pheasant, The, 237
KoUari, Cynips, 570
Kolyvanensis ascalaplius, 570
Kudu, Lesser, 154
Kudu, Stiepsiceros, 15-1

Kudu, True, 15-1

Kuhli, Vinia, 328
Kuhl's Lory, 328

L.

Labrax, 480
Labras niaculatus, 480
Labrax mixtus, 486
Labridaj, 480
Labyrinthici, 483
Lacerta, 409
Lacerta agilis, 409
Lacerta ocellata, 409
Lacerta, Viridis, 409
Lacerta vivipara, 409
Lacertidae, 409
Lacertilia, 390
Lacertina, Siren, 452
Lace-winged flies, 571
Lace-winged insects, 568
Lace-work sponge, 093
Lachesis lanceolatus, 429
Lachesis mutu«, 429
Lackey moth, 590
Lady-birds, 502
Lady-bird, Australian, 602
Lady Ross Touracoe, 352
Lsemargus, 519
Liemmergeier, 313
Lietnodipodidfe, 535
Lasvis, Coronella, 422
Lagenorhynchus, 180
Lag-goose, Orey, 295
Lagidium, 114
LagOMiyidfe, 117
Lagomys, 117
Lagonosticta, 362
Lagopus, 229
Lagopus, Canis, 73
Lagopus lagopus, 229
Lago|ius mutus, 230
Lagopus scoticus, 230
Lagorchestes, 194
Lagostomatidw, 113
Lagostomus, 114
Lagostrophus fasciatus, 190
Lagothrix, 24
Lagothrix, humboldti, 24
Laisurus, Platacantliomys 100
Lalande's fennec, 74
Laraa guanacus, 138
Lama vicuna, 138
Lamellariidfe, 634
Lamellibranchiata, 010
Lamellicorns, 557
Lamiida;, 561
Lamna cornubica, 517
Lamnidae, 517
Lampides baeticus, 586

Lampreys, 523
Lamprey, River, 524
Lamprey, Sea, 524
Lampris, 472
Lamprocolius, 360
Lampshells, 648
Lampyris noctiluca, 559
Lance'Ut, Tlie, 520
Lanceolatus, Aniphioxus, 520
Lanceolatus, Lachesis, 429
Land planarian, 684
Land-tortoises, 385
Langurs, 20
Langur, Sacred, 20
Laniger, Antechinomys, 209
Laniger, Canis, 65
Lanigera, Avahis, 29
Laniidas, 309
Lanius, 369
Laniiig coUyrio, 369
Lanius excubitor, 309
Lanius senator, 369
Lanner, 319
Lantern flies, 599
Lapaphus cocophage^, 566
Lapilhis, Purpura, 637
La Plata dolpliin, 178
Lapland bunting, 304
Lappet, 590
Lapponicus, Calcarius, 364
Lapradei, Polypterus, 513
Lapwing, Common, 271
Lar.Ianus, Dermestes, 556
Large-eared mule-deer, 140
Large fruit-pigeons, The, 243
Large sun-bittern, 276
Large-trained trogon, 349
Laridfe, 260
Lariformes, 201
Larks, The, 304
Lark, Calandra, 364
Lark, Crested, 364
Lark, Desert, 364
Lark, Finch, 364
Lark, Horned, 364
Lark, Sliort-toed, 364
Lark, Skv, 304
Lark, Wood, 364
Lark-heeled cuckoos, The, 351
Larus, 202
Larus argentatus, 263
Larus canus, 202
Larus fuscus, 263
Larus marinus, 203
Larus, niinutus, 203
Larus, ridibundus, 202
Larval Forms of Crustacea, 530
Larvatus, Nasalis, 19
LasiocampidfB, 590
Latastei, liana, 430
Lataste's frog, 430
Latax lutris, 77
Lateralis, Cryptobrannhus, 451
Laternaria, Fulgora, 599
Lates, 404
Latharai, Catheturus, 227
Latham's snipe, 26S
Laticaudatus, Platurus, 425
Latrans, Canis, ()(>

Latro, Birgus, 537
Latus, Botliriocephalus, 687
Laughing jackass, 337

Laugliing kingfisher, 337
Laxocemus, 419
Layardi, Me^oplodon, 177
Leacli's j)etrel, 257
Leadbeaieri, Gymnobelideus.

201
Leadbeater's phalanger, 201
Leaf-cutter bees, 581
Leaf-nosed bats, 30
Leathery turtle, 391
Le la, 021
Leeches, Tlie, 075
Leecli, Fresli water, 677
Leecli, Horse, 670
Leech, Medicinal, 676
Leguatia gigantea, 252
Lemerlei, Hippopotamus, 133
Lemming, Banded, 103
Lemming, Common, 103
Lemoniidae, 585
Lemmus, Myodes, 103
Lemurs, The, 29
Lemur catta, 29
Lemur, Flying, 43
Lemur, Cientle, 30
Lemur, (Jiant extinct, 32
Lemur, Mouse, 30
Lemur, Ring-tailed, 29
Lemur, Sportive, 30
Lemurs, True, 29
Lemurs, Typical, 28
Lemuridse, 28
Lemuroidea, 11

Lencorrhoa, Oceanodroma, 257
Lendigera, Amathla, 608
Leo, Felis, 53
Leona, Nightjar, 343
Leoninus, Macrorhinus, 87
Leopards, 53
Leopard, Clouded, 55
Leopard, Hunting, 56
Leopard, Seal, 86
Leopard, Snow, 53
Lepadidaj, 533
Leiiadogasfer, 482
Lepas anatifera, 533
Lepetidte, ()31

Lepidolemur, 30
Lepidolem\ir caniceps, 30
Lepidopleuridaj, 616
Leiiidojitera, 553, 581
Lepidopus, 470
Lepidosirenida;, 460
Lepidosteidae, 509
Lepidosteus, 509
Lepisma saceharina, 573
Leporida?, 117
Lepralia of Pallas, G67
Lepralia, Pallasiana, 667
Leptinotar,>a decemlineata, 561
Leplodactylidae, 440
Leptodactylus, 440
Leptodera. 679
Leptognathus, 426
Leptonychotes weddelli, 87
Leptonyx, Ogmorhinus, 86
Leptoplilus, 278
Leptoscopus, 473
Leptosomati, 335
Lepus, 117

Lepus cuniculus, 118
Lepus eui'oi)a3Us, 118
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Lepus timidus, IIS
Lerwa, 231
Lesser ant-eater, IS-t

Lesser black-backed gull, 263
Lesser bustard, 273
Lesser fin-whale, 171
Lessi-r killer, 180
Lesser kudu, l,i4

Lessoni, Momotus, 341

Lesson's Motniot, 341
Lesser shrew, 40
Lesser sperm-whale, i7G

Lesser tern, 2(51

Lethrinus, 400
Leucas, Delphinapterus, 170
Leueerodea, Platalew, 2S0
Leuciscus, 490
Leuciscus, Hylobates, 10
Leucoceplialus, Cladorhviichus,

270
Leucoceplialus, llaliwtus, 31n
Leucopus. C'anis, 73
Leucorvjihus, Haliaetus, 321

Leucosonius, Astur, 311
Leucospis, 570
Leucospis grandis, 576
Levaillanti, Plotus, 301
Liasis, 419
Libeilula depressa, 569
Libellulida?, 509
Liberiensis, Hippopotamus, 131

Libitina, 024
Libythea celtis, 580
Libytheida;, 580
Lidaj, Hexactinel, 693
Ligurinus, 303
Ligurinus chloris, 303
Lima, 023
Limacida;, 043
Limacinidas, 640
Limacorays, 101
Limnwa, 042
Limna?ldns, 042
Limnas chrysippus, 583
Limnocryptes gallinula, 208
Limno]iardalus, 249
Limonites, 209
Limopsis, 021
Limosa, 269
Limpets, 031
Limpets, Cup-and-saucer, 634
Limpets, Keyhole, 031
Llmpkins, The, 275
Limpkin, Florida, 275
Limpkin, South American, 275
Limulus, 538
Limulus moluccanus, 539
Linearis, C'hiroxiphia, 374
Linearis, Eanatra, 597
Lineus marinus, 084
Linguailapsus, 449
Linguajlapsus annulatus, 449
Linguatulida, 548
Lingula, 048
Llugulaanatiua, 050
Linota;nia crassipes, 549
Linsanga, 5S
Linsangs, 58
Liobunum religiosum, 542
Lion, 53
Lion-tailed monkey, 22
Liparidse, 589

1 Liparis, 470
Lipoa, 228
Lipoa ocellata, 22S
Lipocephala, 618

I Lithobiidaj, 549

j

Lithobius forlicatus, 519

1
Lithocranias wallerl, 153

!
Lithomelissa, 717
Lithosiid;e, .580

Litiopida;, 635
Litopterna, 9

I

Litorale, I'vcnogonum, .530

' Little auk, "200

j

Little bittern, 284
' Little crake, 251

j

Little egret, 283
I Little gull, 263
Little owls, 323
Little skunk, 78

!
Littorinida5, 635
Liver-fluke, 689
Livia, Columba, 244
Livingstonianus nanotragus,

151
liizards, "96

Lizard, Flying, 300
Lizard, Frilled. 300, 400
Lizard, Girdled, 403
Lizard, C4reaved, 407
Lizard, Green, 400
Lizard, Horned, 309
Lizard, Moloch, 400
Lizard, Pearly, 409
Lizards, Poisonous, 405
Lizard, Sail-tailed, 400
Lizard, Sand, 400
Lizard, .Snake-like, 404
Lizard, Spiny, 401
Lizard, Stump-tailed, 410
Lizard, Thorny-tailed, 400
Lizard, Tree, 399
Lizard, Viviparous, 409
Llamas, 138
Loach, Common, 500
Loach, Spiny, 500
Lobed pheasant, 236
Lobiophasis bulweri, 236
Lobivanellinw, 271
Lobodou carcinophaga, 86
Lobsters, 536
Lobster, Spiny, 537
Loculator, Tantalus, 281
Locustidae, .568

Locusts, 568
Loddigesia mirabilis, 348
Loggerhead tortoise, 391
Loliginidfe, 646
Loligo, 646
Loncheres, 112
Long-billed francolin, 233
Long-eared bats, 36
Long-eared fox, 73
Long-eared owl, 324
Long-horned beetles, 560
Long-horned gi-asshoppers, 507
Longicornes, 500
Longipermis, Macrodipteryx,

343
Longirostris, Aptenodytes, 255
Longirostris, Rhizotliera, 2.33

Long-legged hawks, 307
Long-legged petrel, 257

Long-legged pouched-mouse,209
Long-legged thick-knee, 273
Long-nosed crocodile, 381
Long nosed jumping-shrews, 44
Long-nosed rat, 100

Long-snouted phalanger, 203
Long-tailed African flying-

S(juirrel, 90
Long-tailed bat, 39
Long-tailed ducks, The, 297
Long-tailed marmot, 94
Long-tailed parrakeet, 329"

Long-tailed pigeons, 244
Long-tailed skuas, 204
Long tailed tit, 308
Loopers, 592
Lophiidas, 474
Lophiomys, 102
Lophius piscatorlus, 474 '

Lophoastus occipitalis, 315
Lophobranchii, 487
Lophocerus, 340

I

Lophocerus hartlaubi, 339
Lophodytes, 297
Lophogjps, 300
Lopholaimus, 243
Lopholatilus, 473
Lophophanes cristatus, 368
Lophophanes, 308
Lophophorus, 235
Lophopoda, 008, 660
Lophopus, 008
Lophortyx californiana, 240
Lophotes cepedianus, 484
Lophotidie, 484
Lophotifornies, 484
Lophotis, 273
Lophotriorchis, 315
Lophotriorchis Kieneri, 315

Lophura, 236
Lophuromys, 101
Lophurus aniboynensis, 400

Loricaria, 497
Lories, The, 327
Loriidas, 327
Loris, 31
Lorisis, 31
Lorius chlorocercus, 328
Lory, Green tailed, 328
Lory, Kuhl's, 328
Lota vulgaris, 491
Lotoriid;*, 03 •

Louse, Whale, 535
Love-birds, 329
Lowi, Ptilocercus, 44

Lowries, 352
Loxia, 363
Loxosoma, 667
Lucanus cervus, 558
Lucayanum, Asymmetron, 527
Lucifuga, 491
Lucilia Ciwsar, 608
Lucina, Nemoebius, .580

Lucinidas, 024
Luciocephalida3, 483
Luciocephalus pulcher, 483
Lucioperca, 404
Lucius, Esox, 502
Lucorum Trichiosoma, 574

Lug worm, 672
Lugubris, C'eryle, .330

Lugubris, Motacilla, ,365
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Lullula, 364
Lumbricidaj, 674
Lumbricoides, Ascaris, 679
Lump-suckers, 476
Lung-fishes, 459
Lung-flsh, Australian, 460
Lunulata, Cyclopsitta, 3-29

Lupus, Canis, 64
Luscinia, Daulias, 370
Luscus, Gulo, 81
Lusitanica, Chioglossa, 447
Luth, 301
Lutra, 76
Lutreola, Mustela, 81
Lutris Latax, 77
Lycsenitiw, 586
Lycaon pictus, 73
Lycodes, 490
Lycodidaj, 490
Lycosidae, 543
Lycosa arenicola, 543
Lycosa tarentula, 543
Lygia ocean ica, 534
Lygosoma, 410
Lyncodon, 81
Lynx, Canidian, 56
Lynx, Common, 56
Lynx, Felis, 56
Lynx, Spanish, 56
Lyonsiidse, 628
Lyre-birds, 357
Lyrurus, 229
Lyrurus miokosiewiczi, 230
Lyrurus tetrix, 230
Lysiurus unicinctus, 186
Lystrinfe, 600

M.

Macacus, 21

Macacus cynomolgus, 22
Macacus inuus, 22
Macacus rhesus, 22
Macacus silenus, 22
Macaques, 21
Macaque, Crab-eating, 22
Macaws, 329
Maccorraicki, Megalestris, 263
Machaon, Eques, 587
Machlis, Alces, 145
Mackerels, The, 472
Mackerel, Common, 473
Mackerels, Horse, 471
Macrauchenia, 9
Macro, Lepidoptera-, 592
Macrocephalus, Physeter, 175
Macrocheira Kiimpferi, 538
Macroclemmys temmincki, 390
Macrodipteryx longipennis, 343
Macrogeomys, 109
Macrolopha, Pucrasia, 237
Macronyx, 365
Macronyx amelise, 365
Macropodidas, 192
Macropodinfe, 193
Macropteryginse, 846
Macropteryx, 346
Macropus, 193
Macropus agilis, 194
Macropus browni, 194
Macropus brunii, 194

Macropus giganteus, 194
Macropus walabatus, 194
Macropygia- 244
Macrorhinus leoninus, 87
Macrorhyncha, Rhea, 222
Macroscelides, 44
Macroscelidts tetradactylus, 44
Macroscelididne, 44
Macrotis, C:mis, 73
Macrotis, C'ervus, 146
Macrura, 536
Macrura, Sterna, 261
Macruridaj, 492
Macrurus, 492
Mactridai, 625
Maculata, Aquila, 314
Maculatus, Dasyurus, 208
Maculatus, Labrax, 4S6
Maculatus, Phalanger, 200
Maculosa, Salamandra, 446
Madagascar kagu, 276
Madagascar mungoose, 61
Madagascariensis, Chiromys, 31
Maderensis, Regulus, 369
Madoqua, 151

Madreporo, 706
Maeandrina, 707
Maehoerhamphus, 317
Maehcerhamphus alcinus, 317
Maehcerhamphus anderssoni,

317
Maforensis, Nasiterna, 329
Magar, Oriental, a81
Magellania, (351

Magellanic geese, 295
Magilus, 637
Maginrostris, Orthorharaphus,
273

Magna, Caccibis, 232
Magnilica, Megaloprepia, 243
Magnificent fruit-pigeon, 243
Magpies, 358
Magpie moth, 592
Maguari, Euxenura, 280
Maguari stork, 279
Mahasir, 498
Maia squinado, 530
Maimon, Papio, 23
Major, Eurypyga, 276
Major, Gallinago. 268
Major, Parus, 367
Malabar pied hornbill, 339
Malabar spiny mouse, 100
Malacanthidw, 474
Malacanthus, 474
Malaccensis, Viverra, 57
Malachite sun-bird, 366
Malacobdella, 6S4
Malacoclemmys, 388
Malacodermi, 559
Malacomys, 101
Malacoptila, 355
Malacostraca, 533
Malaiensis, Neopus, 315
Malayan badger, 79
Malayan bear, 75
Malayan tapir, 124
Malayanus ursus, 75
Maleo-bird, 226
Malleus, 622
Mallophaga, 573
Mallophagus ovinus, 608

Malvse, Hesperia, 588
Mammalia, 1

Mammalia, Dentition of, 5
Mammalia, liuman Skeleton

3-4

Mammals, Distinctive features
of, 2

Mammals, Egg-laying, 214
Mammals, Fiesh-eating, 50
Mammals, Geographical distri-

bution of, 7

Mammals, Insect eating, 42
Mammals, Pouchel, 190
Mammals that gnaw, 88
Manakins, The, 374
Manatis, 165
Manatus, 167
Manculus, 450
Mandarin duck, 294
Mandril, 32
Maned goose, 295
Mangabeys, 21
Manidas, 189
Manillensis, Pelecanus. 302
Manis, 190
Man -like apes, 11

Mantella, 438
Mantidse, 563
Mantis religiosa, 565
Mantis, Squilla, 535
Manx shearwater, 258
Mapi, 195
Marabous, 278
Maral, Cervus, 143
Maral, Persian, 143
Marbled cat, 55
Mareca, 296
Margaritacea, Nereis, 673
Margaroperdix, 234
Marginalis, Dytiscus, 556
Marginata, Testudo, 386
Margined tortoise, 386
]\[arginellidaj, 638
Marina, Arenicola, 672
Marine gurnards, 475
Marine lings, 491
Marine mites, 545
Marine mussel, 621
Mavinum, Petromyzum, 524
Marinus, Larus, 203
Marinus, Lineus, 684
Maritima, Anisolabis, 563
Maritimus, Bathyergus, 107
Maritimus, Ursus, 75
Markhor, 159
Marmorata, Felis, 55
Marmosets, The, 27
Marmot, Alpine, 93
Marmot, Cabul, 94
Marmot, Common, 92
Marmot, Golden, 93
Marmot, Himalayan, 93
Marmot, Long-tailed, 94
Marmots, Prairie, 92
Marmot, Red, 94
Marmots, True, 92
Marmotta, Arctomys, 92
Marpurito, Conepatus, 78
Marsh harrier, 309
Marsh tern, 261
Marsh tit, 367
Marsipobranchii, 523
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Marsupial mole, 210
Marsupialia, 190
Warsiipialis, Didelphys, 211
Marten, Beech-, 80
Marten, North American, 80
Marten, Pennant's, 80
Marten, Tine, 80
Marten, 8able, 80
Marten, Yellow-throated, 80
Martes, Mustela, su
Martin, Bank, ;{73

Martin, House, 378
Martin, Purple, 373
Martiniceusis, Hylodes, 440
Martius, Picus, 354
Mary-sole, 492
Masked bug, ."iOe

Mastacembelus, 478
Mastacomys, 106
Masterdons, 9
Mastitf-bats, 39
Matamata, 392
Maximus, Cetorhinus, r>17

Maximus, Megalobatrachus,
450

May flies, 571
Mayeri, Nestenas, 244
Meadow brown, 585
Meadow pipit, 305
Meadow-starling, 301
Meagre, The, 468
Meal-worms, 560
Medicinal leech, 676
Medicinalis, Hirudo, 676
INIedina worm, 679
Medinensis, Dracunculus, 679
Medusoid, 696
Meerkat, 61
Megacephalura, 226
Megachile, 581
Megacrex, 249
Megii derma, 36
Jlegala, Gallinago, 268
Megaladapis, 32
Megalestris, 263
Megalestris antarctica. 263
Megalestris catan-hactes, 263
Megalestris chilensis, 263
Megalestris maccormicki, 263
Megalobatrachus maximus, 451
Megaloblatta, 564
Megalocephalum, Platyster-

num, 389
Megaloprepia, 243
Megaloprepia magniflca, 243
Megalotherium, 183
Megalotis, Otocyon, 74
Megapode, Australian, 228
Megapode, Cumming's, 228
Megapode, Nicobar, 228
Megapode, Ocellated, 228
Mfgapodes, True, 228
Megapodii. 226
Megapodius, 228
Megapodius cumingi, 228
Megapodius nicobariensis, 228
Megapodius tumulus, 228
Megaptera, 173
Megapteia boops, 173
Melamijsalta men tana, 599
Melaniida?, 635
Melanocephala, Arenaria, 272

Melanocephala, Caccabis, 232
Melanocephala, Uacaria, 27
Melanocetus, 475
Mtlanocorypha, 364
Alelanogenia, Galbula, 355
Alelanoleucus, Aeronautes, 346
Melanoleucus, .i^luropus, 75
Melanonota, .Sareidiornis, 293
Melanope, Motacilla, 365
Melanoperdix nigra, 234
Melanorhamjihus, Cocorax, 358
Melanura, Khynchops, 262
Melas, Ilimantopus, 270
Melas, (ilobiocephalus, 180
Meleagrina, 622
Meleagris gallopavo, 240
Meleagris ocellata, 240
Meles, 79
Meliceps, Mydaus, 79
Melidora, 337
Melierax, 310
Meliphagidaj, 366
Melittophagus, 340
Melleri, Rhynchogale, 61
Meller's mungoose, 61
IMellifioa, Apis, 581

Mellivora, 79
]\Ielre, 560
Mololontha vulgaris, 557
Melolonthidie, 557
Melophagus ovinus, 608
Melospiza, 364
INlelursus ursinus, 75
Membracida?, 601
Menhaden, Clupea, 507
Menura superba, 357
Menurfe, 356
Me))hitis, 77
Mephitis, Mephitica, 78
Merganettinfe, 297
Mergansers, The, 297
Merganser australis, 297
Merganser brasilianus, 297
Merganser merganser, 297
Merganser, Red-breasted, 297
Merginai, 297
Mergulus alle, 258
Mergus albellus, 297
Meriones, 101
Merlangus, (iadus, 491
Merlin, The, 320
Merluccius, 491
Mermaid's head, 660
Mermis, 680
Meropogon forsteni, 341
Merops, 340
Meropes, 340
Merostoniata, 539
Merula, 370
Merula merula, 371
Mesembry-anthemum, Actinia,

703
Mesites variegata, 276
Mesodesmatidaj, 625
Mesomelas canis, 66
Mesomyodi, 373
Mesomys, 112
Mesoplodon, 177
IMesoplodon layardi, 177
Mesopotamicus, C'ervus, 144
Mesotrochous, 673
Metachirus, 213

Mexican turkey, 240
Mice, (;roove toothed, 105
Mice, Jumping, 110
Mice, Mosaic-tailed, 106
Mice, Narrow-footed pouched,
209

Mice, Pouched, 208
Mice, Singing, 105
Mice, Spiny, 106
Mice, Waltzing, 105
Mice, White-footed, 101
Micoureus, 213
Micrastur, 310
Microcebus, 30
Microcha!ta rappi, 674
Microgale, 49
Microglossus aterrimus, 328
Microhierax, 319
Micromonacha, 355
Microperdix, 234
Microphyllum, Rhinopoma, 39
Micropterygidw, 591
Micropus, 467
Micropus apus, 346
Microstoma, 685
Microtinas, 103
Microtus, 103
Microtus agrestis, 103
Microtus araphibius, 103
Microtus glareolus, 103
INHcrura, Talpa, 48
Midaidi*, 605
Midas, 27
Midwife frog, 443 4
Migratoria, Ectopistinw, 244
Migratory quail, 234
Miliaria miliaria, 364
Millepedes, 548
Millepora, 697
Milliulite shells, 716
Milvus, 316
Mimeta, 361
Mimidae, 372
Mimus polyglottus, 372
Mindorensis, Bos, 162
Minimum, Carychium, 641
Minimus, Chironectes, 214
Miniopterus schreibersi, 38
Mink, North American, 81
Minor, Chionarchus, 265
Minor, Endyptila, 2.55

Minor, Phai^niconaias, 290
Minor, Philohela, 267
Minor, Phylloscopus, 370
Minuta, Ardetta, 284
Minuta, Sterna, 261
Minutus, Dasypus. 186
Minutus, Larus, 263
Minutus, Mus, 105
Mirabilis, Loddigesia, 348
Mirafra, 304
Mirum, Pedalion, 682
Misgurnus, 500
Mississippi kite-falcon, 318
Mississippi salamander, 451

Mississippiensis, Alligator, 380
Mississippiensis, Ictinia, 318
Mitchelli, Phegornis, 267

Mites, 539, 545
Mites, Cheese, 547
Mites, Fresh-water, 545
Mites, Gall, 546
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Mites, Itch, 546
Mites, Marine, 545
Mite, Sugar, 547
Mithan, 164
Mitra episcopalis, 638
Mitndas, 638
Mixocebus, 30
Mixtus, Labrax, 4S6
Mloko-iiewiczi, Lyrurus, 230
Mniotiltidaj, 365
Moas, The, 220
Mocking-birds, The, 372
Modestus, Cabalus, 249
Modiola, 622
Modiola modiolus, 621
Modiolopsid*, 62;>

Modiolus, Modiola, 621
Modoqua saltiana, 151
Moles, The, 47
Mole, Cape golden, 50
Mole, Common. 48
Mole. Duck-, 215
Moles, I ; olden, .50

Moles, Hairy-tailed 48
Mole, Marsupial, 210
Mole, Musk-, 48
Mole, Sand-, Great, 107
Mole, Star-nosed, 48
Mules, True, 48
Moles, Web-footed, 47
Mole, Yellow-tailed, 48
Mole-cricket, 567
Mole rats, The, 106
Mole-shrews, 46
Molge, 447
Molge cristata, 447
Molge palraata, 448
Molge vulgaris, 448
Molitor, Tenebrio, 500
Mollusca, 610
Moloch horrid us, 400
Moloch lizard, 400
Molossus, 39
Molothrus, 301
Molothrus boiiariensis, 361
Moluccanus, Limulns, ,539

Molurus, Pytlion, 418
IMolybdophanes, Struthio, 223
Momotidaj, 341
Momotus, 341
Momctus lessoni, 341
Mona, Cercopithecus, 21
Mona monkey, 21
Monaclia, 355
Monachus, 85
Monaciius, Neophron, 306
Monachus, Pithecia, 27
Mon:ichus, Vultur, 306
Monasa. Aphanolininas, 251
Moneceros. Monodon, 178
Monera, The, 713
Monitors, The, 406
Monitor, Nile, 406
Monk fish, 519
IMonkeys, The. 10
Monkey, Bengal, 22
Monkey, Diaua. 21

Monkey, Green, 21

Monkey, Lion-tailed, 22
Monkey, Mona, 21

Monkey, Proboscis, 19
Monkey, Squirrel, 26

Monkeys, New World, 23
Monkeys, Old World, 19
Monkeys, Spider, 25
Monkeys, Woolly, 24
Monocentris, 468
Monochrous, Ichthyophis, 454
Monodon monoceros, 178
Monomyaria, 618
Monopora vivipara, 684
Monorhina, .523

Monosiga, 718
Monotocardia, 632
Monotremata. 214
Monotrochous, 673
Montagu's Harrier, 309
Montana. Melampsalta, 599
Montana, Perdix, 234
Montanus, Canis, 71
Montanus, Haploceros, 157
Moon-eye. 504
Moonals, Tlie, 235
Moor-hen, 252
Moose, 145
Mopaliidas, 616
Mordacia, 524
Morenia, 389
Mori, Bombyx, 590
Morinellius eudromias, 271
Moristans, Glossina, 608
Mormolyce phylloes, 555
Mormops, 41
Mormops blainvillei, 41
Mormyridfe, .503

Mormyrops, 503
Morniyrus, 503
Mormyrus petersi, 503
Morococeyx, 351
Morone, 464
Morphina3, 584
Morphnus, 313
Morphnus guianensis, 313
Morpho, 584
Morrhua. Gadus, 491
Morse, 84
Mosaic-tailed mice, 106
Moschata, Aromia, 561
Moschata, Cairina, 293
Moschata, Myogale, 47
Moschata, Talpa, 48
Moschatus, Hypsiprvmnodon,

197
Moschatus, Nesotragus, 151
Moschatus, Ovibos, 160
Moschiferus moschus, 141
Moschus, 141
Moiclius moschiferus, 141
Moschus sifanicus, 141
Mosquitoes, 604
Moss animals. 665
Mossbanker, Tlie, .507

Motacilla campestris. 365
Motacilla lugubris, 365
Motacilla melanope, 365
Motacillidfe, 304
Motella, 491
Moths, 581
Moth, Atlas, 589
Moth, Burnished brass, 591
Moth, Cinnabar, 588
Moth, Clothes, 593
Moth, Codling, 593
Moth, Corn, .593

Moth, Drinker 590
' Moth, Emperor, 589
' Moth, Ermine, 593
Moth, Hart-and dart, 591
Moth, Gamma, 591
Moth, Ghost, 591
Moth, (ioat, 590

I

Moth, (irass, 593

I

iNIoth, Lackey, .590

• ]\Ioth, Ma^'pie, .592

Moth, Mother-of-pearl, .592

, Moth, Silk-worm, 590
I
Moth. Small magpie, 592

;

Moth, Tiger, 588

I

Moth, Twenty-plume, 594
Moth, White'plume, 594
Moth, Yellow underwing, 591
Moths, Bell, 593

I Moths, Plume, 594
' Moths, Swift, 591
Motniots, The, 341
Motmot, Lesson's, 341
Mottled night-heron, 284
Mottled nightjars, 344
Mouflon, 160
Mound-builders, The, 226
Mountain fox, 71
Mountain hare, 1 18
Mountain partridge, 234
Mountain zebra, 128
Mouse tribe. The, 100
Mouse, Barbary, 105
Mouse, Blind, 106
Mouse, Harvest, 105
Mouse, House, 105
Mouse, Long-legged pouched.

209
Mouse, Malabar spiny, 100
Mouse, Prehensile-tailed, 106
Mouse, Tree-, Pencil-tailed,

104
IMouse, Wood, 105
Mouse-lemurs, 30
Mucedo. Ciistatella, 668
Mud-skippers, 477
Mud-terr.Hpins, 389
Mugil, 479
Mugilidce, 479
Mugiliforaies, 478
Mulita, 187

MuUeria, (;23

Mullet, Grey, 479
MuUidaj, 4ii5

Mullus barbatus, 465
iMun goose. The, 60
Mun;,'Oose, Banded, 01
Mungoose, lirown-tailed, 61
Muiigoose, Egyptian, 60
Mungoose, Elegant, 61
Mungoose, J"our-toed, 60
Mungoose, Madagascar, 61
Mungoose, Meller's, 61
Mungoose, Pencilled, 60
Mungoose, Small African, 60
Mungoose, Small-toothed, 61
Muntjacs, 141
Muntjac, Cervulus, 142
Murwna, 493
Mursenidse, 478, 493
Muraria, Tichodroma. 36i;

Murea. 637
Mui'ex. 637
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Murex tenuispina, (WT
Muricata, I'ontobdella, (177

Muricida;, 037
Muridiw, 100
Murinnj, 104
Murinus, Kunectes, 420
Mus, 104
Mus barbarus, 105
Mus decuinanus, 105
Mus flavicoUis. 105
Mus minutus, 105
Mus museulus, 105
Mus rattus, 105

Mus sylvaticus, 105
Musaiorum, Chiridium, 541
Musca doniestica, 007
Muscardinus avellaiiaiius, 99
Muscicapa giisola, S72
Muscicapidw, 372
Muscida;, 000
MuscidM acalypterft!, 007-608
Muscidiu calyptenu, GU7
Museulus, Balajiioptera, 174
Museulus, Mus, 105
Mushroom, Coral, 705
Musica, Tubipora, 70S
Musicus, Cygnus, 292
Musicus, Turdus, 371
Musinion, Ovis, 160
Musk-beetle, 501
Musk-deer, 141
Musk-kangaroo, 197
Musk mole, 48
Musk-ox, 100
Musk-rat, Round-tailed, 103
Musk-rat, True. 103
Musk-shrews, 46
Musophaga rossaj, 3.52

Musophagida*. 351
Musquash, 103
Mussel, Horse, 621
Mussel, Marine, 021
Mustela, 80
Mustela americana. 80
Mustela enninea, 81

Mustela flavigula, SO
Mustela foina, 80
Mustela hlbernica, 81

Mustela lutreola, 81
Mustela martes, 80
Mustela pennanti, 80
Mustela putorius, 81
Mustela vison, SI
Jlustela vulgaris, 81
Mustela zibellina, 80
Mustelid», 70
Mustelus, 510
Mute swan, 292
Muticus, Paro, 239
Mutillida;. 579
Mutus, Lachesis, 429
Mutus, Lagopus, 230
Mya, 626
Myacea, 623, 626
Mycerobas, 363
Mycteria australis, 280
Mycteria senegalensis, 280
Mydas, Cheloue, 391
Mydaus nieliceps, 79
Mygalida;, 542
Mvgnimia, 580
Mvidaj, 020

^[yioceyx, 337
Myiodioetes, 365
Mvlabris, 600

I Mvliobiitid:!-, .'.21

iMyliobatis, .'.21

Mymar pulchellus, 577
Mynas, 300
MyobiidiB, 547
Myodes, 103
Myodes lenimus. 103
Myogale, 47
Myogale moschata, 47
Myogale pyreiiaica, 47
Myopotamus, 111

Myopotamus, Coypu, 112
Myopsida, 040
Myoscalops, 107
Myosorex, 40
Myoxidie, 99
Myoxus, 99
Myoxus glis, 99
Myoxus nitella, 99
Myriopoda, 548
]SIyripristis, 408
Myrmecia, 579
Myrmecia forficata, 579
Myrmecobiinaj, 209
Myrmecobius fasciatus, 209
Myrmecophaga jubata, 184
Myrmecophagidaj, 183
Myrnieleonidie, 570
Myrmica. 579
Myrmicid:^, 579
Mystacoceti, 171
iMystacops tuberculatus, 40
Mystromys, 101
Mytilacea, 021
Mytilus. 022
Mytilus edulis, 621
Myxine, 525
Myxinida}, 524
Myxopoda urlta, 38
Myzostonia, 675
Myzostomidaj, 675

N.

Nahura, Ovis, 160
Naia, 424
Naia bungarus, 424
Naia haie, 424
Naia tripudians, 424
Nais proboscidea. 074
Nais, [Snouted. 074
Naked bat. 4U
Nakong, 1.56

Namadicus, Hippopotamus, 132
Nana. Rhea, 221
Nandidas, 404
Nandinia, 59
Nandu, 222
Nannosciurus, 95
Nanotraginas, 151
Nanotraguslivingstonlanus, 151
Nanotragus moschatus, 151
Nanotragus pygmajus, 151

Napoleonis. Polypectrum, 2.38

Narcine, 521

Nardoa, 419
Naricidae, 634

Narrow-footed pouched-niioe.
209

Narrow-necked woo<lpecker,
354

Narwiial-spotted, 178
Nasalis larvatus, 19
Naseus, 471
Nasiterna, 329
Nasiterna maforensis. 329
Nasiterna pygmcea, 329
Nasomaculatus, Addax, 154
Nassa reticulata, 637
Nassidas, 037
Nasua, 9, 7ii

Natal rock-snake, 419
Nataliis, 38
Natatrix, Pelagothuria, GO
Naticidas, 033
Natrix, Tropidonotus, 421

Natterjack toad, 442
Nauclerus riqcouri, 31C
Naucrates, 471
Naui)liiis, 530
Nautilu.s, 045
Nebulosa, Felis, 55
Necrophago, 556
Necrophorus vespillo, 556
Nectarinia famosa, 300
Nectariniidit;, 300
Nectes, 441
Nectogale elegans, 47
Nectophryne, 441
Necturus, 452
Neeiile-tailed swift, 34
Neni;ichilus, 500
Xemachilus barbatulus, 500
Nematagnathi, 490
Nematohehuinthes, 67S
Nematu, 575
Nemeobius lucina, £86
Nemertine worms, 683
Nemertinea, 683
Nemopterida3, 571
Nemorh»dus, 157
Nemoricola, Gallinago, 268
Nemorura, Pliyllotreta, 502
Neobalaina, 172
Neochanua, .504

Neofiber, 103
Neomeniidaj, 616
Neomeniina, 010
Neomorphiiiif , 351

Neoniorphus, 351

Neophron, 300
Neophron ginginianus, 300
Neophron monachus, 306
Neojiliron percnopterus, 300
Neopliron jiileatus, 306
Neoijsittacus, 328
Neopus malaiensis, 315
Keoscolopax rochusseni, 2(i7

Neotoma, 102
Neotoma alleni, 102
Neotraniata, 651
Nepa cinerea, 597
Nepidai, 597
Neptune's cup, 603
Nereis margaritacea, 073
Neritidas. 632
Neritina, 632
Neritopsidai, 632
Nerophis, 488
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Nertz, 81
Nesaenas, 244
Nessenas mayeri, 244
Nesiotis, Porphyriornis, 252
Nesocia, 105
Nesoctites, 354
Nesomys, 102
Nestor norfolcensis, 326

Nestor notabilis, 327
Nestor productus, 32 5

NestoriiliB, 326
Nettion, 296
Nettopus, 294
Nettopus coromandelianus, 294

Neurobasis chinensis, 570
Neuroptera, 568
Neuroptera, Pseudo, 569
Neurotrichus, 47

Neustria, Clisiocampa, 590

New world monkeys, 8, 23

Newts and salamanders, 445

Newt, Common, 448
Newt, Crested, 447

Newt, Webbed, 448
Newtoniana, Prionodura, 359

Nicobar megapode, 228

Nieobar pigeon, 245
Nicobariensis, Megapodius, 228

Nicoria, 387
Niger, Canis, 65

Niger, (!ynopithecus, 22

Niger, Hippotragus, 153
Nigra, Alouatta, 24
Nigra, Ciconia, 279
Nigra, Hydrochelidon, 261

Nigra, Melanoperdix, 234

Nigra, Rhynohops, 262
Night-heron, Mottled, 284
Nightingale, 370
Nightjars, The, 342
Nightjar, Leona, 343
Nightjar, Mottled, 344

Nile fox, 71

Nile monitor, 406
Nilgai, 154

Nilgiri ibex, 159
Niloticus, Canus, 71

Niloticus, Crocodilus, ?81

Niloticus, Varanus, 406
Ninox, 323
Nit, Coralline, 668
Nitella, Myoxus, 99
Nitidissinia, Alectrainas, 243
Nivalis, Plectrophenax, 363
Nivicola, Ovis, IbO
Noble falcons. The, 319
Noctilio, 39
Noctiluca, 718
Noctiluca, Lampyris, 559

Noctilucus, Pyrophorus, 559

Noctuae, 588
Noctula, Vesperugo, 37

Noctule, 37
Noisy scrub-bird, 376
Nomada, 580
Nonifeidaj, 472
Nomajus, 472
Nomonyx, 297
Non -hinged bracliiopod, 650
Nonnula, 355
Norfolcensis, Nestor, 326
Norfolk plover, 273

North American alligator, 380
North American hen harrier,

309
North American marten, 80
North American wapiti, 143
Nortliern sea-cow, 168
Northern sea-lion, 82
Norwegian jer-falcon, 319
Notabilis, Nestor, 327
Notacanthidaj, 485
Notacanthiformes, 485
Notacanthus, 485
Notidanidw, 518
Notiosorex, 46
Notobranchajidaj, 640
Notodelphyidas, 532
NotonectidiB, 597
Notopteridw, 503
Notopterus, 503
Notornis, 252
Notoryctes typhlops, 210
Notoryotida3, 210
Nototrema, 443
Nova!-hollandia3, Astur, 311
Novaj-hollandise, Dromea;, 223
Nova3-zealandia3, Coturnix, 235
NovK-zealandias, Geonemertes,

684
Noveboracensis, Ortygops, 252
Novius cardinalis, 602
Nucleobranchiata, 636
Nucula, 620
Nuculidse, 620
Nucum, Balaninus, 560
Nudibranchiata, 640
Nudibranchis, 640
Numenius, 269
Numida, 239
Nummilites, 715
Nut hatches. The, 368
Nut hatch, Common, 368
Nut-weevil, 560
Nutria, 111

Nyctala, 324
Nyctalea acadica, 324
Nyctalea tengmalmi, 324
Nyctea nyctea, 322
Nyctereutes, 69
Nycteribiidse, 608
Nycteridfe, 36
Nycteris, 36
Nyctibiinas, 344
Nyctibus grandis, 344
Nyctibus jamarcensis, 344
Nycticebus, 31

Nycticejus, 37
Nycticejus albofuscus, 38
Nyctieorax, 283
Nyctieorax nyctieorax, 283
Nyctinomus, 40
Nyctinomus cestoni, 40
Nyctiornis, 341
Nyctiornis amicta, 341
Nyctiornis athertoni, 341
Nyctipithecus, 26
Nyctipithecus trivirgatus, 26
Nymphalidaj, 582
Nyroca, 297

Oak eggar, 590
Oaten straw coralline, 697
Obscurus, IJendragapus, 231
Obscurus, Theropithecus, 22
Ocadia, 389
Occipitalis, Lophoaetus, 315
Oceanica, Lygia, 534
Oceanitin;e, 257
Oceanodroma leucorrhoa, 257
Ocellata, Lacerta, 409
Ocellata, Lipoa, 228
Ocellata, Meleagris, 240
Ocellated megapode, 228
(^cellatus, Kheinhardius, 239
Ocelot, 55

Ochropus, Helodromas, 269
Ochthodromus, 271
Octactinia, 707
Octodon, 111
Octodont tribe. The, 110
Octodontidae, 110
Octopoda, 646
Octopodidas, 647
Ocycerus, 340
Ocydromus, 251
Odonata, 569
Odontaspis, 517
Odontoceti, 171
Odontomachus, 579
Odontophorime, 231
ffidemia, 297
ffidicnemi, 273
ffidicnemus tedicnemus, 273
OMipoda Cierulescens, 568
Qistrelata brevipes, 257
ffistridaj, 606
Otlicinalis euspongia, 693
Officinalis, .Scincus, 410
Ogmorhinus leptonyx, 86
Oigopsida, 646
Oikopleura, 527
Oil beetles, 560
Oil birds, The, 332
Oil fish, 47s
Old world monkeys, 19
Olens, Ocypus, 556
Oligochseta, 673
Olividie, 638
Olm, 452
Olor, Cygnus, 292
Ommastrephida), 646
Ommatophoca rossi, 87
Onca, Felis, 53
Onchidildaj, 642
Onchorhynchus, 508
Oniscidse, 534
Onocrotalus, Pelecanus, 302
Onychodactylus, 450
Onychogale, 194
Onychomys, 101
OnychoteutiiidsB, 646
Oocorythidaj, 637
Opelet, The, 703
Open-billed storks, 280
Open-bills, 278
Opercula, Principal forms of,630
Operculum, 630
Opliichthys, 494, 495
Ophideres, 591

Ophidia, 412
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Ophidiidaj, 491
Ophidium, 491
Ophiocephalid.'B, 482
Opliiocephalus, 48i
Ophiodes, 40")

Ophion, Ovis, 160
Oi)liisaurus, 405

Opliisaurus ai)us, 405

Ophispholis aculeata, 057
Ophiui'oidea, (J5S

Opistliobrancliiata, C39
Upistliocomus cristatus, 247
Opoleinur, ;10

Opossums, 211
Opossum, t'ommon, 211

Opossum, l)ideli)h.vs, 213
Opossum quic;!, 213
Opossum, Thick-tailed, 213
Opossum, Velvety, 213
Opossum, Water, 211

Orangutan, lU

Orange tip, 5SG
Orbicularis, Eniys, 388
Orca, 179
Orca gladiator, 180
Orce.la fluminalis, 179
Oreocicla, 3.0
Oreocifla varia, 371
Oreophasis derbianus, 229
Oreopithecus, 14

Oreopsittacus, 328
Oreotragus saltator, 151

Orias, 156
Oribi, South African, 151
Oribia, Scoparia, 151

Oriental chevrotains, 139
Oriental leopard cat, 55

Oriental magar, 381
Oriental shrews, 4G
Orientalis. Blatta, 564
Orioles, The, 361
Oriole, Golden, 361
Oriolidaj, 3<il

Oriolus galbula, 361
Organ-pipe coral, 708
Ormers, The, 632
Ornata, Ceratophrys, 441
Ornatus, Anthops, 36
Ornatus, Ursus, 75
Ornithomyia avicularia, 608
Ornithoptera, 587
Ornithorhynchidw, 215
Ornithorhynchus anatinus,

215
Ortalin«, 608
Orthagoriscus, 472
Orthaiicidaj, 643
Orthalicus, 643
Orthogeomys, 109
Orthonectid*, 689
Orthoptera, 562
Orthorhamphus magiurostris,

273
Ortolan, 364
Ortygops, 251
Ortygops exquisita, 252
Ortygops noveboracensis, 252
Ortyx virginianus, 240
Orycteropodidw, 189
Orycteropus capensis, 189
Oryx, 153
Oryzivora, Delichonyx, 361

Oryzivorus, Cassidlx, 362
Oryzoniys, 101
Oryzoiictes, 49
Oryzorictes hova, 49
Oryzorictes tetradactylus, 49
Osmerus, 508
Ospluomenus, 4S3
Ospreys, 320
Ossifraga i;igantea, 258
Ossifrauus, (Jypaetus, 314
Osteoglossida!, 504
Osteolifmus, 382
Osteolitmus tetraspis, 382
Ostracium, 489
Ostracoila, 532
Ostrea, 622
Ostreacea, 622
Ostrich, The, 222
Ostrich, Somali-land, 223
Ostrich, South African, 223
Otaria, 82
Otaria fosteri, 82
Otaria pusiila, 82
Otaria gillespii, 82
Utaria juliata, 82
Otaria stelleri, 82
Otaria ursina, 82
Otariidaj, 81
Otides, 273
OtinidfB, 641
Otis, 273
Otis tarda, 273
Otocorys, 364
Otocorys alpestis, 364
Otocyon megalotis, 74
Otogvps, 306
Otomys, 101

Otters, The, 76
Otter, Sea, 77
Otus, Asio, 324
Ounce, 53
Ovalis, Cyamus, 535
Oven-birds, 375
Ovibos moschatus, 100
Oviformis, Gromia, 7J5
Ovinus, Melophagus, 608
Ovis, 159
Ovis ammon, 160
Ovis canadensis, 160
Ovis gmelini, 160
Ovis hodgsoni, 160
Ovis musimon, 160
Ovis nahura, 160
Ovis nivicola, 160
Ovis ophion, 160
Ovis poli, 160
Ovis tragelaphus, 160
Ovis vignei, 160
Owls, The, 320
Owl, Barn, 325
Owl, Brown Hawk, 323
Owl, Burrowing, 323
Owl, Dovvnv, 324
Owl, Eagle," 322
Owl, Grass, 325
Owl, Horned, 321
Owl, Little, 323
Owl, Long-eared, 324
Owl, Pel's Fishing, 321
Owl, Short-eared, 324
Owl, Snowy, 322
Owl, Tawny, 321

Owl, Tengmalm'g, 324
Owl, Wood, 320, 324
Owls, Eared, 324
Owls, Fishing, 321
Owls, Tufted, 322
Owl-parrot, 331
Owlets, The, 324
Owlet, Pigmy, 324
Owlet-nightjar, 334
Ox, Common, 165
Ox, Alusk, 161

Oxygyrus, 637
Oxymycterus, 101
Oxynoida;, 640
OxyrliamphidaJ, 373
Oxyrhamphus, 374
Oxyuris vermicularis, 679
Oyster-catchers, 271
Oyster, Hammer-headed, 622
Oyster, Pearl, 622
Oyster, Saddle, 621

Oyster, Thorny, 623

Pacas, 115
Paca, Branick's, 115
Pacas family. The, 115
Pachyealmus, 408
Pachycephala, 369
Pachyrhina crocata, 604
Pachytriton, 449
Pachyuromys, 101
Paciticus, Pareudiastes, 252
Pagellus, 466
Pagodus, 635
Pagrinai, 460
Pagrus, 466
Paguridaj, 537
Pagurus, Cancer, 538
Painted frog, 444
Painted fruit-pigeon, 242
Painted pigeons. The, 243
Painted quails, 235
Painted snipes, The, 267
Pala, 152
Palaiindicus, Hippopotamus,

132
Palajnsis, Geonemertes, 684 -

Palajolodus, 290
Palamedea, 290
Palamedea cornuta, 290
Palinuridse, 537
Pallasiana, Lepralia, 667
Pallas' sand-grouse, 241
Pallas' sea-eagle, 321
Palliata, Adamsia, 703
Pallipes, Canis, 64
Palm-civit, 59
Palm squirrel, Indian, 91
Palm swifts, 346
Palm weevil, 560
Palmarum, Sciurus, 91
Palmata, Molge, 448
Palmeri, Porzanula, 251
Palseornis, 329
PaludestrinidiB, 635
Paludicola, 103, 441
Palumbarius, Astur. 310
Palustris, Parus, 367
Pamir sheep, 160
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Pampas-deer, 140
Panda, The, 75, 76
Paiideri, PoiJoces, 358
Pandiones, 30-1, 320
Pandion haliastus, 320
Pandora, 027
Pandoridw, 027
Pangolius, 188
Panoplus, 405
Panther, 53
Pantholops, Hodgsoni, 152

Pantodon bucholzi, 505
Pantodontida;, 505
Papatasii, Phlebotomus, 604

Paper nautilus, 647
Papillata, Oidaris, 059
Papio, 10, 22

Papio babuin, 23
Papio mainion, 23
Papio porcarius, 23
Pappogeomys, 109
Paradise-lish, Cliinese, 483
Paradise flycatchers, 373
Paradiseida3, 358
Paradiseinas, 359
Paradoxuni, Diplozoon, 088
Paradoxurus, 59
Paradoxus, Syrrhoptes, 241

Paralepis, 505
Paranieiiiidse, 016
Parasitic Hymenoptera, 576
Parasitica, Callidina, 683
Parasiticus, Stercorarius, 203
Pardalis, Felis, 55

Pardina, Felis, 50

Pardus, Felis, 53
Paretroplus, 487
Pareudiastes pacifieus, 252
Paridfe, 367
Parnassius, 587
Parnassius Apollo, 587

Pare, 239
Paro cristatus, 239

Pare niuticus, 239
Paroaria, 364
Parrakeet, Long-tailed, 329

Parrots, The, 325
Parrot, Grey, 330
Parrot, Oruund, 331
Parrot, Kea, 327
Parrot, Owl, 331

Parrot, Sea-, 260
Parrots, Kaka, 326
Parrots, True, 329
Parrot wrasses, 4S6
Parti-coloured bear, 75
Partridges, The, 231
Partridge, Barbary red-legged,

232
Partridge, Bearded, 234

Partridge, Black-headed red-

legged, 232
Partridge, Chukar, 232
Partridge, Common, 233
Partridge, Greek, 232

Partridi;e, Mountain, 234

Partridge, Prjevalsky's red-

legged, 232
Partridge, Eock red-legged,

232
Partridge, See-see, 233
Partridge, Toothed, 240

Partridge, The true, 234
Partridges, Snow, 231
Partridges, Tooth-billed, 231
Parula, 365
Parus, 307
Parus cwruleus, 367
Parus major, 367
Parus palustris, 367
Parva, Helogale, 60
Parva, Zapornia, 251
Parvirostris, Tetrao, 230
Pasang, 159
Passenger pigeons. The, 244
Passeri formes, 357
Paste, Eel, 670
Pastor, Rose-coloured, 300
Pastor roseiis, 300
Patachonica, Aptendytes, 255
Patagona gigas, 347
Pateliida;, 031
Paterina, 050
Paumotensis, Actinia, 704
Pavoncella, 209
Pavoncella pugnax, 209
Pavonia-niinor, Saturnia, 589
Pea-fowl, The, 239
Peacock butterfly, 585
Peacock pheasants. The, 238
Pearl-grey curlew, 270
Pearl oyster, 022
Pearly lizard, 409
Pearly nereis, 073
Peccaries, 9
Peccaries family. The, 135
Pecora, 140
Pecten, 022
Pectinacea, 622
Pectinator, 111
Pectinibranchiata, 632
Pectintinibrancliiate, 614
Pectuiiculus, 621
Pedalion mirum, 682
Pedetes caffer, 110
Pediculus capitis, 602
Pediculus vestimeuti, 002
Pedionomus, 241
Pedipalpi, 541
Pedunculate Brachiopod, 648
Pegasus, 476
Pelagica, Procellaria, 257
Pelagoncmertes, 684
Pelagothuria, 602
Pelagothuria natatrix, 001
Pelargopsis, 330
Pelargopsis burmanica, 330
Pelea capreola, 151

Pelecaniformes, 298
Pelecani, 298
Pelecanoididpe, 258
Pelecanus erytlirorhynchus,

302
Pelecanus manillensis, 302
Pelecanus onocrotalus, 302
Pelecinus, 578
Pelecinus soliturator, 578
PeleenanoidM, 257
Pelecus, 500
Pelecypod gills, Development

of, 619
Pelecypoda, 616
Peli, Anomalurus, 90
Peli, Scotopelia, 321

Pelicans and allies, 298
Pelicans, The, 301
Pelican, Knob billed, 302
Pelican, Roseate, 302
Pelican, Spotted-billed, 302
Pelican's foot shell, 036
Pelidna, 269
Pelobatidae, 443
Pelochelys, 395
Pelodera, 679
Pelodytes punctatus, 443
Pelomedusidie, 393
Pelopfeus spirifex, 580
Pelor, 467
Pel's fishing-owl, 321
Pel's flying-squirrel, 90
Peltella, 043
Peltohyas, 270
Peltohyas australis, 270
Peitohyatina;, .70
Pe.udo argentine, 186
Pemperis, 408
Pempheris, 471
Pencillata, Cynictis, 00
Pencilled mungoose, 60
Pencil-tailed tree-mouse, 104
Pendadactylus, Pterophorua,

594
Penguins, The, 255
Penguin, Emperor, 255
Penguin, King, 255
Pennanti, Mustela, 80
Pennant's marten, 80
Pennatula, 709
Pennatus, Distfechurus, 202
Pennatus, Eutolmastus, 315
Pennula ecaudata, 251
Pentacrini, 664
Pen-tailed pbalanger, 202
Pen-tailed shrew, 44
Pen-tailed tree-shrew, 202
Pentanemus, 408
Pentatomidas, 595
Peragale, 205
Perameles, 206
Perameles gunni, 206
Peramelidas, 205
Peramys, 213
Perca, 464
Percarina, 464
Perch, Common, 464
Perching birds. The, 357
Percichthys, 464
Percidje, 464
Perciformes, 463
Fercnopterus, Neophron, 306
Percopsidfe, 509
Percopsis guttata, .509

Perdicinse, 231
Perdicula, 234
Perdix, 234

Perdix daniascena, 234
Periiix daurica, 234
Perdix hodgsoniie, 234
Perdix montana, 234
Perdix perdix, 2i?5

Perdix sifanica, 234
Peregrine falcon, 319
Peregrinus, Falco, 319
Perforate foimanifera, 715
Perginai, 574
Periopthalmus, 476
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Peripatidie, 550
Peripatus, 671
Peripatiis iuliformis, 551
Periplaneta auiericana, 56-1

Perissodactjla, 124
Peristeridfe, 244
Peristerinw, 244
Peristeropodes, 226
Periwinkles, 635
Perlidw, 571
Pern, Wack, 317
Perna, 622
Pernis, 317
Pernis apivorus, 317
Pernis celebensis, 317
Pernis ptilonorliynchius, 317
Perodicticus, 31
Perodicticus potto, 31

Perodipus, 100
Perognathus, 100
Perplexa, Callidea, 505
Persian fallow-deer. 144
Persian wild goat, 150
Persian uiaral, 143
Persicus, Argas, 546
Persicus, ("assidix, o62
Persicus, Pliasianus, 237
Personatus, Reduvius, 506
Perspicillata, .Salamandrina, 448
Perspicillatus, Artibeus, 41
Persuasoria, Rliyssa, 577
Petauroides volans, 201
Petauius, 202
Petaurus breviceps, 202
Petersi, Geotrypetes, 455
Petersi, Mormyrus, 503
Petrels. The, 256
Petrel, Canarian fork-tailed, 257
Petrel, Common fulmar, 258
Petrel, Diving, 257
Petrel, Fork-tailed, 257
Petrel, Fulmar, 258
Petrel, Leach's, 257
Petrel, Long-legged, 257
Petrel, Short-legged, 267
Petrel, Storm, 257
Petric.)lid«, 625
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota, 373
Petrodomus, 44

Petrogale, 194
Petromys, 111
Petromyzidaj, 524
Petromyzum, 524
Petromyzum fluviatlle, 524
Petromyzum marinum, 524
Petrosa, Caccabis. 232
Pewit, Common, 271
Pezophaps, 245
I'ezophaps solitarius, 245
Pezoporus, 331
Phabinte, 244
Phacochserus sethiopicus, 134
Phaeton flavirostris, 298
Phainopepla, 369
Phalacrocoraces, 200
Phalacrocorax carbo, 290
Phalacrocorax graculus, 209
Phalacrocorax varius, 300
Phalangers, The, 200
Phalanger, Common, 200
Phalanger, Dormouse, 20:!

Phalanger, Flying, 202

I

Phalanger, Flying, Taguan, 201
Phalanger, Leadbeater's, 201
Phalanger, Long-snouted, 203
Phalani^er maculatus, 200
Phalanger, Pen-tailed, 202
Plialanger, Ring-tailed, 200
Phalanger, Tribe. 19S
Phalanger ursinus, 200
Phalangeridfe, 108
Phalangerinas, 109
Phalangiida, 541
Phalaropes, The, 266
Plialarope, Cirey, 66
Phalarope, Hed-necked, 266
Plialarope, Wilson's, 266
Phalaropin», 266 ,

Phalaropu.s, 366
Phalaropus hyperboreus, 266
Pliaryngognathi, 485
Phaseolarctinas, 190
Pliascolarctus cincreus, 109
Phascologale, '208

Phascolomyidse, 204
Phascolouiys, 203
Phascolosoma, 678
Phasgonuridse, 567
I'hasiani, 226
Phasianda;, 220
Phasianinas, 235
Pliasianus colchicus, 237
Phasianus persicus, 237
Phasianus principalis, 237
Phasianus reevesi, 238
Phasianus scemmeringi, 238
Phasianus scintillans, 238
Phasianus talischensis, 237
Phasianus versicolor, •/38

Phasidus, 239
Phasmidas, 551
I'heasants, The, 235
Pheasant, Argus, 235
Pheasant, Barred-backed, 238
Pheasant, Caped, 238
Pheasant, Cheer, 237
Pheasant, Common, 237
Pheasant, Copper, -.^88

Pheasant, Cuckoo, 351
Pheasant, Fire-backed, 236
Pheasant, Horned, 235
Pheasant, Impeyan. 235
Pheasant, Kalij, 236
Pheasant, Koklass, 237
Pheasant, Lobed, 236
Pheasant, Pucras, 236
Pheasant Reeves, 238
Pheasant, Silver, 236
Pheasants, Blood, 235
Pheasants, Eared, 236
Pheasants, Ring-necked, 237
Phegornis mltchelli, 267
Phenacomys, 103
Philander, 213
Philepitiidaj, 37.5

Philhydrida. 557
Philinidas, 640
Philippine rats, 101
Philippinus, Cervus, 143
Phillipsi, Dipodomvs, 109
Phillotis, 101
Philodryas, 4^3

Philohela minor, 267
PhilomycidfB, 643

I'hilydorinw, 375
Phloeomyinas, UU
Phlebotoinus pajiatosi, 604
Phoca, So
Plioca barbata, 85
Phoca caspica, %i
Phoca grcenlandica, 85
Phoca sibiiica, 85
Phoca vitulina, 85
Phocidte, 84. 85
Phoccena, 179
Phoccena communis, 179
Phoccena phoctenoides, 179
Phocoenoides, Phocwna, 170
PlKebetria, 2.i8

Phcenicens, Agelseus, 361
Phoeniconaias, 290
Phosniconaias minor, 290
Pliieniuoparrus, '.iOO

Phrenicoparrus andlnus, 200
Plioenicoparrus jamesi, 290
PhcenicophajiUte, 351
PhiienicophiBS, 351
Plicenicopteriformes, 288
Phcenicopterus, 290
Phcethornis, 348
Pholadacea, 623
Pholadidw, 627
Pholadomya caudida, 628
Pholadomyidse, 628
Pholas, 625
Phoronis, 649
Photichthys, 505
Phoyx purpurea, 282
Phragmitis, Acrocephalus 370
Phryganea grandis, 572

I

Phryganistria serratipes, 566
Phrygilus, 364
Phrynorhombus, 492
Phrynosoma, 403
Phrynus, 541
Phylactotemata, 669
Phyllobates trinitatis, 438
Phyllodes, Mormolyce, 555
Phyllodromia germanica, 564
Phvllonycteris, 41
Phyllopbda, 531

Phyllopteryx, 487
I'hylloscopus minor, 370
Phylloscopus trochilus, 370
Phyllostoma, 41

Phyllostomatidse, 40
Phyllotreta, 562
Phyllotreta nemorum, 562
Phymosoma, 678
Physalia, 699
Physeter macrocephalus 175
Physeteridse, 175
Physidffi, 642
Physodon, 176
Physostomi, 493
Phytophaga, 561
Phytopti, 545
Phytoptidse, 546
Pliytotomidaj, 373
Piaya, 351
Pica, 357
Pica pica, 358
Picarian birds. The, 332
Picas family. The, 117
Plceus, Hydrous, 557
Pichi, 186

3C
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Pichiago, 185
Pichiciagos, 188
Pici, 353
Piciformes, 353
Picinas, 354
Picoides, 354
Pictus, Aramus, 275
Pictus, I iiscoglossus, 444
Pictus, Lycaon, 73
Piculets, 354
Picumninaj, 354
Picumnus, 354
Picus martins, 354
Piddocks, 'J'he, 627
Pied flycatcher, 372
Pied hornbill, 339
Pied kingfisher, 336
Pied shag, 300
Pied sparrow-hawk, 3U
Pied swift, 846
Pied wagtail, Tlie, 365
Pied woodpecker, 354
Pieridai, 5S6
Pig tribe. The, 183
Pig, Bush, 134
Pigs, True, 133
Pig-footed bandicoot, 206
Pigeons, The, 242
Pigeon, Crowned, 245
Pigeon, Fruit, 242
Pigeon, Ground, 244
Pigeon, Long-tailed, 244
Pigeon, Nicobar, 245
Pigeon, Painted, 243
Pigeon, Passenger, 244
Pigeon, Tooth-billed, 245
Pigeon, Wood, 244
Pigmy hippopotamus, 13^
Pigmy hog, 134
Pigmy owlet, 324
Pigmy squirrels, 95
Pis;my whale, 172
Pike, Bony, 509
Pike, Common, 502
Pike-head, 483
Pike-perches, 464
Pilaris, Turd us, 371
Pilchard, 507
Pilchardus, Clupea, 507
Pileatus, Neophron, 306
Pilidium, 684
Pilot-Hsh, 471
Pimelodus, 497
Pimplinas, 577
Pine-marten, 80
Pink-footed goose, 295
Pink-headeJ duck, 294
Pinna, 022
Pinnated grouse, 231
Pinnotheres, 538
Pin tailed sand grouse, 241
Pin-tails, 296
Piophilinae, 608
Pipa americana, 444
Pipe fishes, 487
Piper, The, 659
Pipidse, 444
Pipilo, 864
Pipistrelle, 37
Pipistrellus, Vesperugo, 37
Pipits, 364
Pipit, Meadow, 365

Pipit, Tree, 365
Pipridae, 373
Pirula, 636
Piscatorius, Lophius, 474
Pisces, 456
Pisidium, 623
Pit vipi-rs, 428
Pithechirus, 106
Pithecia, 27
Pithecia nionachus, 27
Pitliecia satanus, 27
Pittas, The, 375
Pitta angulensis, 375
Pitta, The Purple, 375
Pittidie, 373
Pittoides, Atelornis, 335
Placuna sella, 021
Plagiodon, ll2
Plagyodus, 505
Plain rat -kangaroo, 197
I'lanarian, Land, 684
Planarian worms, 685
Planci, Cucumaria, 600
Planipennia, 570
Planorbis, 642
Plant bugs, 596
Plant cutters. The, 374
Plant-feeding beetles, 561
Plant-lice, 598, 601
Plataccinthomys lasiurus, 100
Platalefe, 286
Plataleai leucerodea, 280
Platanista gangetica, 177
Platanistidaj, 177
Platax, 471
Plated holothurian, 661
Platemys, 393
Platibis, 286
Platurus, 425
Platurus laticaudatus, 425
Platycercomys, 110
Platycercus, 329
Platycheles, Porcellana, 537
Platygeomys, 109
Platyhelminthes, 685
Platyrhina 520
Platyrhynchina3, 373
Platysaurus, 404
Platysternidse, 389
Platysternum megalocephalum,

389
Plautus impennis, 260
Plecotus, 36
Plecotus auritus, 37
Plectispondyli, 497
Plectognathi, 488
Plectroplienax nivalis, 363
Plectropteiinte, 293
Plectropterus, 293
Plegadis, 288
Plegadis falcinellus, 288
Plesiops, 464
Plethodon, 450
Plethodontinas, 450
Pleurobranchoidea, 640
Pleuroceridfe, 635
Pleurodira, 392
J'leuronectes, 492
Pleuronectidfe, 492
Pleurouectoidei, 492
Pleurutoma, 632
Pleurotomaria adansoniana, 632

Pleurotomidse, 632
Ploceidse, 362
PJoceus baya, 362
PlolidK, 301
Plotus anhin a, 301
I'lotuslevaillanti, 801
Plovers, The, 264
Plover, American golden, 270
Plover, Crab, 264
Plover, liolden, 271
Plover, Grey, '^71

Plover, Norfolk, 273
Plover, Spur-winged, 271
Plover, Stone, 27i
Plover, True, 270
Plover, AVattled, 271
Plover, AVry-billed, 270
Plume moths, 594
Plumose anemone, 702
Plumularians, 697
Plusia chrysitis, 591
Plusia gamma, 591
Pluvialis, Charadrius, 271
Pluvialis, Hffimatopota, 605
Pneumonodermatidje, 640
Pochards, The, 297
Pocket-gophers, The, 107
Podargi, 333
Podarginse, 333
Podargus, 333
Podargus strigoides, 333
Podica, 252
Podica senegalensis, 252
Podicipes auritus, 253
Podicipes cristatus, 253
Podicipedidiformes, 253
Podilymbus, 253
Podoces, 358
Podooes hendersoni, 358
Podoces humilis, 358
Podoces panderi, 358
Podocnemis e.\pansa, 393
Pujcile, ;i07

Posciliidas, 502
Pcecilogale albinucha, 81
Poensis, Poiana, 58
Poephila, 362
Pogonias, 468
Poiana poansis, 58
Poiphila casei, 608
Poisonous lizards, 405
Polar bear, 75
Polecat, 81
Polecat, Cape, 81
Poli ovis, 160
Poliohierax, 319
Polish swan, i92
Politurator, Pelecinus, 578
Pollack, The, 491
Pollan, 509
Pollan, Coregonus, 509
Polyacanthus, 483
Polyborinas, 307
Polyboroides, 309
Polyborus, 307
I'oiyborus cheriway, 307
Polyborus tharus, 307
Polycliajta, 671
Polydesmida3, 550
Polyglottus, Wimus, 372
Polygordius, 675 [682
Polymorphus, Echiuorhynchus,
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Polynemidte, 468
Polynemiformes 4()S

Polynemus, 4(58

Polyodon folius, 511
Polyodontida;, 511
Polyommatus, 58()

Polypectruni, 238
Polypectrum chinquis, 238
Polyiiectruin napoleonis, 238
Polyplacophora, 015
Polyptera, Hexarthra, 682
Polypterida;, 512
Polypterus, 513
Polypterus bicliir, 512
Polypterus lapradei. 513
Polystomea", 088
Polytrochous, 673
Polyxenidrtj. 550
Polyzoa, 605
Polyzoniid«, 540
Polyzoiiium gennanicuni, 54'.)

Pomacentridie, 485
Pomacentrus, 485
Poinatorhine skua, 264
Pomatorliinus, Stercorarius, 204
Poujonella, Carpocapsa, 593
Pompilida;, 579
Poniponia iniperatoria, 598
Pond-tortoise, 388
Poneridaj, 579
Pontobdella muricata, 077
Poospiza, 304
Porbeagle, 517
Porcarins, Paplo, 23
Porcelain crab, 537
Porcellana platycheles, 537
Porcellanid*. 537
Porcinus, I'ervus, 143
Porcupine, Canadian, 113
Porcupine tribe, Tiie, 113
Porcupine, True, 113
Porcupines, Brusli tailed, 113
Porcus, iSus, 134
Porifera, 090
Poroniyidaj, 028
Porosus, Crocodilus, 381
Porphyriaca, Pseudechis, 425
Porphyrio, 248
Porphyriovnis comeri, 25J
Porpliyriovnis nesiotis, 252
Porpoises, 109
Porpoise, Common, 179
Porpoise, Indian, 179
Port Jackson shark, 51S
Portuguese man-of-war, 699
Porzana intermedia, 251
Porzana porzana, 251
Porzana .sandwichensis, 251
Porzanula palmeri, 251
Potamocbajrus, 134
Potamogale, 43
Potamogale velox, 48
PotamogalidiB, 48
Potoroina?, 197

Patorus, 197
Pottos, 31

Potto, Perodicticus, 31

Potto, True, 31
Pottos calabarensis, 31

Pouched frog, 443
Pouched mammals, lOii

I'ouched-mice, 208

Pouched rats, 100
Pouched-winged bats, 39
Powan, 509
Prairie-dogs, 92
Prairie-raarmots, 92
Pratensis, Anthus, 305
Pratincola, Glareola, 272
Pratincoles, Tlie, 272
Pratincole, Common, 272
Prawns, 530
Praying insects, 505
Prehensile-tailed mouse, 100
Prehensile-tailed rat-kangaroos,

197
Prevosti, Euryceros, 360
Prejevalskii, Equus, 128
Priapulus, 078
Priapulus caudatus, 078
Primates, 10
Principalis, Phasianus, 237
Priodon gigas, 187
Prionida?, 501
Prionirhynchus. 341
Prionocliilus, 307
Prionodura newtoniana, 359
Prionurus, 471
Priouus coriarius, 501
Pristidw, 519
Pristiophorida3, 519
Pristiophorus, 519
Pristis, 519
Prjevalski's red-legged par-

tridge, 232
Proboscidea, Nais, 074
Proboscidiferus, Semifuses, 37
Proboscis-monkey, 19
Procavia, 124
Procaviidai, 123
Procellaria pelagica, 257
Procellariidaj, 257
Procellariiformes, 250
Proctotrypidas, 570
Procyon, 75
Procyonida;, 75
Procyonides, Canis, 09
Prodissoconch, 617
Productus, Nestor, 326
Proichedna, 217
Proechidua, Bruijn's, 217
Proglottis, 6S7
Progne purpurea, 373
Proletella, Aleyrodes, 602
Proneomeniid», 616
Prong-buck, 149
Prongbuck family. The, 149
Prong-horned antelope, 149
Propithecus, 29
Proscolex, 087
Prosobranchiata, 031
Prosogyre, 017
Prosperpinidae, 632
Prosphyodontes, 408
Proteida;, 452
ProteleidK, 0!
Proteles cristatus, 02
Proteus anguineus, 4.52

Proteus animalcule, 714
Proteus, Echenorhynchus, 0»2
Protobranchiata, 620
Protochorda, oiO
Protodrilus, 075
Protopterus, 40iJ

Protospondyli, 510
Prototroctes, 507
Protozoa, The, 713
Protracheata, 550
Protremata, 051
Psammobatis, 520
Psammobiida;, 624'
Psammodromus, 410
Psarisonms, 350
Psarisomus dalhousise, 356
Psephurus gladius, 511

I

Psettodes, 492
I Pseudechis porphyriaca, 425
i

Pseudo neuroptera, 509
Pseudobranchus striatus, 453
Pseurtochelidon, 309

: Pseudochelidon eurystomina
1

309
I Pseudochirus, 200
I'seudochloris, 304
Pseudochromis, 474
Pseudocordylus, 404
Pseudogyps", :-lOO

' Pseudolamellibranchiata, 622
I I'seudojiareus, 420
Pseudophryne, 441

i Pseudoica crassidens, ISO
Pseudoscorpionidea, 541

;
Pseudotan talus ibis, 281

' Pseudotantalus leucocephalus.
;

2S1

j

Pseudotrimera, 562
i Psittacea, Rhynchonella, 650
; Psittacidw, 329
\ Psittaciformes. 325
i Psittacula, 329
Psittacus erithecus, 330
Psocida;. 572
Psolus diomediffi, 601
Psophia repitans, 277
Psychidaj, 589
Psychodid*, 604
Psychropotes raripes, 661
Psyllid*, 001
Ptarmigan, 230
Ptenoglossa, 633
Pternistes, 233
Pternistes swainsoni, 233
Pterocera, 036
Pteroclurus alchata, 241
Pteroglossus, 352
Pterois, 467
Pteromys, 95
Pterophoridas, 594
Pterophorus pendadictylus, .594

Pteroplatea, hit
Pteropoda, 640
Pteropodid», 34
Pteroptochidse, 375
Pteropus, 35
PterotrachseidcB, 037
Pthirius inguinalis, 602

i

Ptilocercus, 202

[

Ptilocereus lowi, 44
Ptilocichla, 372
Ptilogonys, H69
Ptilonorhynchida?, 359
Ptilonorhynchus holosericeus
359

Ptilonorhynchus, Pernis, 317
Ptilopodinas, 242
Ptilorhis, 359
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Ptilorhis victorise, 359
Ptychozoum, 397
Ptyodactylus, S97
Pucherani, Guttera, 240
Pucras pheasant, 23G
Pucrasia, 237
Pucrasia macrolopha, 237
Pudu-deer, 147
Pudua, 147
Puella, Csenagrion, 570
Puff adder, 427
Puff birds. The, 355
Puffin, English, 260
Puffiniidfe, 257
Puffinus, 257
Pugnax, Betta, 4S3
Pugna.v, Favoncella, 2(30

Pulchellus, Diplomesodon, 40
Pulchellus, Myniar, 577
Pulclier, Luciocephalus, 483
Pulex canis {dfyfca), 609
Pulex, Daphnia, 531
Pulex, Gammarus, 68
J'ulex irritans (Jtca), 009
Pulraonata, 041
Pulsatoria, Atropos, 572
Puma, -53

Pumilus, Bos, 162
Punctatus, Pelodytes, 443
Punctatus, Splienodon, 430
Pupa, 643
Pupidw, 643
Purchasi, Icerya, 602
Purple emperor, 585
Purple heron, 282
Puq)le martin, 373
Purple sandpiper, 269
Purple seasiiails, 633
Purpura lapiUus, 637
Purpurea, Phoyx, 282
Purpurea, Progne, 373
Pusilla, Gallinago, 268
Pusilla, Ortaria, S2
Pusillus, Anomalurus, 90
Putorius, 80
Putorius, Mustela, 81
Putorius, Spilogale, 78
Pycnogonida, 539
Pycnogonuui litorale, 539
Pycnonotidse, ?,7i

Pycnorliamphus, 363
Pygargus, Bubalis, 150
Pygargus, Cervus, 146
Pygargus, Circus, 309
Pygamiea, Nasiterna, 329
Pyguiseum, Glaucidiuni, 324
Pygiufeus, Eurynorhynchus, 269
Pygmasus, Nanotragus, 151
Pygmajus, Sorex, 46
Pygopodida;, 398
Pygoscelis tieniata, 255
Pyrales, 692
PyralidiB, 572
Pyramidellidie, 033
Pyramidula rotundata, 643
Pyrenaica, Capra, 158
Pyrenean desman, 47
Pyrocephalus, Spirostrei)tus,550
Pyrophorus noctilucus, 559
Pyrosoma, 528
Pyrrhocorax, a58
Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax, 368

Pyrrhononta, Petrochelidon,373
Pyrrhula, 363
Pvrrhulauda, 364
Python, 418
Python molurus, 418
Python sebaj, 419
Python spilotis, 419
PythoninsB, 418
Pyxis arachnoides. 387

Q.

Quadricornis, Cyclops, 532
Quadricornis, Tetraceros, 151

Quagga, 129
Quagga, Equus, 129
Quails, The, 234
Quail, Bustard, 241
Quail, Californian, 240
Quail, Cape, 234
Quail, Common, 234
Quail. Migratory. 234
Quail, Painted, 235
Quail, Swamp, 235
Quail, Virginian, 240
Queen Victoria's ritte-birds, 359
Querquedula, 296
Quezal, 349
Quica-opossuni, 213
Quizes, 115

R.

Rabbit, 118
Rabbit-bandicoots, 205
Rachiglossa, 637
Racoon-dog, 69
Racoon tribe. The, 75
Racoons, American, 75

Radiatus, Carpococeyx, 351
Radiatus, Erythrotriorchis, 312
Radiolaria, 716
Raffle's shrew-hedgehog, 45
Rafflesi, Gymnura, 45
Rafinesquina alternata, 649
Ragosus, Trachysaurus, 410
Raia, 520
Raiidse, 520
Rails, The, 248
Rail, Barred, 249
Rail, Water, 249
Rail, Wood, 249
Rails, Weka, 251
Rain cuckoo, 351
Raj -samp, 424
RallidiB, 225
Ralliformes, 248
Rallus aquaticus, 249
Ramosa, syllis, 673
Raraosa, Bougainvillea, 696
Rampholeon, 412
Rana, 436
Rana agilis, 436
Rana breviceps, 437
Rana catesbyana, 437
Rana esculenta, 436
Rana guppyi, 4)7
Rana iberica, 436
Rana latastei, 4:i6

Rana temporaria, 436

Ranatra linearis, 597
Ranatridae, 597
Rangifer, 145
Rangifer tarandus, 145
Ranidw, 436
Ranidens, 450
Rapax, Aquila, S14
Raphiceros campestris, 151
Rappi, Microchaita, 674
Raripes, Psycliropotes, 661
Rasse, 57
Rats, The, 101
Rat, Bamboo-, 106
Rat, Bandicoot-, 105
Rat, Berdmore's, 104
Rat, Black, 105
Rat, Cane-, 112
Rat, Common, 105
Rat, Crested-, 102
Rat, Fish-eating, 102
Rat, Jerboa-, 106
Rat, Kangaroo, 109
Rat. Long-nosed, 106
Rat, Mole, Great, 106
Rat, Musk-, 103
Rat, Philippine, 101
Rat, Pouched, 106
Rat, Rice, 102
Rat, Sand, 107
Rat, Shrew-, 104
Rat-snake, Indian, 422
Ratels, 79
Rathbuni, Typhlomolge, 452
RatitiB, 221
Rattle snake, 428
Rattus, Mus, 105
Ray's wagtail, 365
Razor-shells, 626
Razorbill, 260
Recurvirostra andiua, 270
Recurvirostris, Esacus, 273
Red admiral, 585
Red ant, 579
Red-backed shrike, 369
Red-billed chough, 358
Red-breasted goose, 295
Red brocket, 146
Red coral, 708
Ked-deer, 143
Redfox, 71

Red-grouse, 230
Red herring, 506
Red howler, 23
Red-legged partridge, 232
Red marmot, 94
Red mullet, 465
Red-necked phalarope, 266
Red spider, 547
Red-tliighed gos-hawks, 310
Red-throated diver, 254
Red uakari, 27
Red vole, 103
Red-winged hang-nest, 361
Red-winged starling, 361
Redife, 689
Redstarts, 370
Reduviida;, 596
Reduvius personatus, 596
Redwing, 371
Reed-fish, 512
Reed-warbler, 370
Reedling, Bearded, 368
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Reef-herons, 283
Keeve, 209
Reeve's pheasant, 2:18

Reeves), Phasianus, 238

Regalecus, 48')

Regalecus banksi, 48.')

Regulid*, 3U8
Regulus azorensis, 3(i!>

Regulus calendula, 3G9
Regulus himalayensis, 369
Regulus ignicapillus, 36!)

Regulus mailorensis, 30!)

Regulus regulus, 368
Regulus teneriffi«, 30!)

Rehbok, l:n
Reindeer, 145
Keinwardtwnas, ".H

Reitbok, South African, l.')2

Religiosa, Mantis, Mtt

Religiosum, Liobunum, r)42

Reptans, Scrupocellaria, 667
Reptilia, 377
Resplendent adder, 424
Reticulata, Xassa, 6a7

Retusa, Chlamydophorus, 188

Rex, Bala?niceps, 2S2
Rhabdocajla, 085
Rhabdopleura, 649
Rhachianectes, 172
Rliacophorous, 437
Rhamphastides, 352
Rhamphastos, 352

Rhea americana, 221

Rhea, Common, 221

Rliet darwini, 222
Rliea, Darwin's, 222

Rhea, (Jieat-billed, 222

Rhea maerorhynclia, 222

Rhea nana, 221

Rheiformes, 221

Rheinhardius ocellatus, 230

Rhesus macacus, 22
Rhinemys, 393
Rhinobatidie, 520
Rhinobatis, 520

Rhinoceroses, The, 125

Rhinoceros bicornis, 120
Rhinoceros, Black, 120
Rhinoceros, Bucerus, 339
Rhinoceros, Burchell's, 126
RhinoceroSf Indian, 126
Rhinoceros, Javan, 126
Rhinoceros simus, 126
Rhinoceros sondaicus, 126
Rhinoceros, Siimatran, 126
Rhinoceros sumatrensis, 120
Rhinoceros unicornis 126
Rhinocerotidaj, 125
Rhinoceros-hornbill, 339
Rhinochetides, 270
Rhinochetus jubatus, 276
Rhinococcyx, 351
Rhinoderma darwini, 439
Rhinodon typicus, 517
Rhinodontidaj, 517
Rhinolophidm, 30
Rhinolophus, 36
Rhinolophus ferrum-equinum,
36

Rhinophrynus, 441
Rhinopoma microphyllum, 89
Rhinoptera, 522

Rliinoptilus, 273
Rhinoptilus bitorquatus, 273
Rhipidodendron, 719
Rhipidoglos,sa. 031
Rhipidoniys, 101
Rhipidura, 373
Rhiptoglossa, 411
Rhithrodon, 102
Rliithrodontomys, 102
Rl.ithrosciurus, !»1

Rhizomys, 106
Rliizomys badius, 107
Rhizopoda, 714
Ehizostonne, 700
Rliizothera, 233
Rhizothera dulitensis, 233
Rhizothera longirostris, 233
Rliizotrogus solstitialis, 558
Rhodeus, 499
Rhodonesoa caryophyllacea, 294
Rhodostethia rosea, 262
Rhombus, 492
Rhopalocera, .582

Rhopalocompta iphis, 5SS
Rhyacophilus, 209
Rliyncliobatis, 620
Rhynchobdella, 478
Rhynchobdellidaj, 478, 676
Rhynchocephalia, 429
Rhynchocyon, 44
Rhynchogale melleri, 01
Rhynchoniys, 104
Rhynchonella psittacea 650
Rhynclionellida?, 6,51

Rhynchopliora, 500
Rhynchopinaj, 261
Rhynchops albicollis, 262
h'hynchops flavirostris, 202
Rhynchops intercedens, 262
Rhynchops melanura, 262
Rhynchops nigra, 262
Rhynchosuchus, 382
Rhynchosuchus schlegeli, 382
Rhynchotus rufescens, 220
Rliyssa persuasoria, 577
Ehytina, 108
Rhytina gigas, IfS
Ribband-tishes, 484
Ribband-fish, Banks', 485
Rice-rat, 102
Rice-tenrecs, 49
Richardson's skua, 204

Ridibundus, Larus, 262
Rifle-birds, 359
Rifle-bird, Queen Victoria's, 359
Right-whales, 172
Ring-necked pheasants, 237
Ring-tailed iguana, 403
Ring-tailed lemur, 29
Ring tailed phalanger, 200
Ringed kingfisher, 336
Ringed snake, British, 421
Ringed worms, 071
Ringiculidw, 640
Ripa, 229
Riparia, Argiope, 544
Riqcouri, Nauclerus, 316
Risorius, Turturina;, 245
Rissa tridactyla, 263
Rissoiid*, 635
Risso's dolphin, 180
River lampiey, 524

,
River tern, 262

I
Rivulorum, Tubifex, 674

j
Roach, 499

I

Road-runners, 351

Robber crabs, 537

Robber flies, 605
Robin, 370
Rochusseni, Neoscolopax, 268

Rock-dove, 244
Rock re(i-legged partridge, 232

Rock-snakes, 418
Rock-snake, Natal, 419
Rock-wallabies, 194
Rocklings, The, 491
Rocky Mountain goat, 157
Rodeletii, Carcharodon, 517
Rodentia, 88
Rodericanum, Tetrastemma,

084
Roe, Common, 146
Roe-deer, 140
Rollers, The, 335
Roller, Common, 335
Roller, (iround, 335
RoUulus, 234
Rollulus rouloul, 234
Rook, 358
Root-footed jelly-fish, 700
Rorqual, Common, 174
Rorqual, Sibbald's, 173
Rorquals, Blue, 173
Rosacea, Antedon, 663
Rose-chafer, 558
Rose-coloured pastor, 3(i()

Rose-finches, 363
Rosea, Rhodostethia, 262

Roseate pelican, 302
Roseate tern, 261

Rosens, Pastor, 300
Rosmarus, Trichechus, 84
RossM, Musophaga, 352

Rossi, Ommatophoca, 87
Ross's gull, 202
Ross's seal, 87
Rosthramus, 316
Rostrata, Batenoptera, 174

Rostratula, -^67

Rostratula australis, 207

Rostratula capensis, 267

Rostratula semicollaris, 267

Rostratus, Hyperoodon, 177

Rostratus, Tarsipes. 203

Rosy feather-star, 604

Rosy spoon-bill, 286
Rotche, 200
Rotifera, 682
Rotundata, Pyramidula, 043
Rough-toothed dolphin, 181

Rouloul, Rollulus, 234

Round worm, 679
Rove-beetles, 556
Royal antelope, 151
Rubecula, Erythaius, 370
Rubens, Asterias, 653
Rubi, Callophrys, 686
Rubicunda, Uacaria, 27
Rubiginosa, Eos, 328
Rubrum, Corallum, 708
Ruby-crest, 369
Ruby-tailed wasps, 578
Rudis, Ceryle, 336
Rufa, Caccabis, 232
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Rufa, Cassis, 03G
Rufa, Diehromanassa, 28S
Rufa, Formica, 570
Rufescens, ^li^gyprymnus, 197
Rufescens, Rhyncliotus, 22C
Ruff, 2G!)

Ruffed grouse, 231
Ruffes, 464
Ruffi, Cervus, 144
Ruff s deer, 144
RuficoUiS; Braiita, 2f>n

Rufous buzzard-hawks, 312
Rufous rat-kangaroo, 107
Rufus, Cervus, Htj
Riifus, Desmodus, 41
Runcinidaj, C40
Rupicapra tragus, 156
Russelli, Vipera, 428
Russell's viper, 428
Russian desman, 47
Rustica, Hirundo, 373
Ruthvenus, Acipenser, 512
Ruticilla, 370
Rutilans, Canis, 68

Sabine's gull, 262
Sabinii, Xema, 262
Sable antelope, 153
Sable marten, SO
Sacchari, Tyroglyphus, 547
Saccopharynx, 495
Saccopteryx, 39
Saccostomus, 106
Saccopharynx, 495
Saceharina, Lepisma, 573
Sacer, Scarabwus, 557
Sacred Ibis, The, 288
Sacred langur, 20
Saddle oyster, 621
Sasmmeringi, Phasianus. 238
Saffron finches, i!63

Sagartia bellis, 703
Sagartia troglodytes, 704
Sagartiadfe, 702'

Saginata, Twnia, 687
Sagitta, 682
Sagitta bipunctata, 681
Sagra, 56-4

Saiga, 15?
Saiga tartarica, 152
Sail tailed lizard, 400
Saker, Hierofalco, :-ilO

Saker jer-falcon, 310
Sakis, 27
Saki, Black, 27
Saki, Hairy, 27
Salamanders, The, 446
Salamander, Common, 44(1

Salamander, Oiant, 450
Salamander, Mississippi, 451
Salamander, Spanish, 447
Salamander, Spectacled, 448
Salamander, Two-legged, 453
Salamander, Warty, 448
Salamandra atra, 447
Salamandra caucasica, 447
Salamandra maculosa, 44()

Salamandrella, 450
Salamandridje, 446
Salamandrina perspicillata, 448

Salmo hucho, 508
Salmo salmo, 508
Salmon, Beaked, 505

salmon tribe, The, 507
Salmonidffi, 507
Saltator, Oreotragus, 151
Saltiana, Modoqua, 151,

SalticidiB, 543
Salts antelope, 151

Salvadoriana, Tanysiptera, 330
Salvanius sus, 134
Sambar, 143
Sand-badgers, 79
sand-eels, 401
Sand-flies, CU4
Sand grouse. The, 241

Sand-launces, 401
Sand-lizard, 409
Sand-rats, 107
Sand-smelts, 479
Sand-snakes, 418
Sand viper, 427

Sand wasps, 579

Sand worm, 672
Sanderling, 269
Sandpipers, The, 269
Sandpiper, Curlew, 269
Sandpiper, Green, '269

Sandpiper, Purple, 269
Sandpiper, Spoon-billed, 269
Sandpiper, Wood, 269
Sandwifh tern, 261

Sandwichensis, J'orzana, 251
Sanguinishominis, Filaria, 680
Sarcidiornis, 293
Sarcidiornis carunculata, 293
Sarcidiornis nielanonota, 293
Sarcophanops, 350
Sarcophilus ursinus, 207
Sarcoptes scabiei, 546
Sarcoptes scabiei-crustosfe, 546
Sarcoptida>, 546
Sardine, 507
Sarjinw, 466
Sargus, Common, 4ii6

Sarus crane, 274
Sasia, ?54
Satanus, Pithecia, 27
Satin bower-bird, 350
Satoria, 370
Satoria satoria, 370
Saturata, Scolopax, 267
Saturnia pavonia-minor, 580
Saturniidai, 5S0
Satyrinaj, 585
Satyrus, Limia, 10
Sauresia, 405
Sauries, 479
Saurothera, 351
Saururw, 220
Saurus, 505
Savagei, Gorilla, 15
Savana cuckoos, 351
Saw fish, 520
Saw flies, 574
Saw viper, 427
Saxatilis, Caccabis, 232
Saxicava, 626
Saxicavidie, 626
Saxicola, 370

J

Scabbard fish, 470

I

Scabiei-crustosae, Sarcoptes, 546

Scabiei, Sarcoptes, 546
Scabra, Dasypeltis, 422
Scalariidae, 633
Sca'e-footed lizards, 398
Scale insects, 602
Scaled reptiles, 395
Scallop, The, 622
Scalops, 47
Scaly-finned fishes, 465
Scandens, Anabas, 483
Scansores, 352
Scapanus, 48
Scaphandridae, 640
Scaphiopus, 443
Scaphirhynchus, 511
Scaphopoda, 628
Scapteromys, 101
Scaptochirus, 48
Scaptonyx fuscicaudatus, 48
Scarabffiidai, 557
Scarabfeus sacer, 557
Scarus, 486
Scatharns, 466
Scatophaga stercoraria, 608
Scaups, The, 297
Scavenger vultures. The, 306
Schachti, Heterodera, 679
Schizopoda, 536
Scheltopusik, 105

Schlegeli, Rhynchosuchus, 382
Schlegel's garial, 382
Schomburgki, Cervus, 143
Schreiber's bat, 38
Schreibersi, Miniopterus, 38
Schultzii, Convoluta, 686
Sciajna, 468
Sciienidaj, 468
Sciasniformes, 468
Scincus officinalis, 410
Scintillans, Phasianus. 238
Scissor-bills, 262
Sciuropterus, 95
Sciurus, 91
Sciurus palmaruni, 91
Sciurus vulgaris, 91

Sclavonian grebe, 253
Scolopaceus, Aramus, 275
Scolopwinw, 267
Scolopax, 267
Scolopax saturata, 207
Scolopendridse, 540
Scolytidaj, 560
Scomber, 473
Scomberidw, 472
Scombresocidse, 479
Scombresociformes, 479
Scombresox, 479
Scoparia, Oribia, 151
Scopelidse, 505
Scopelus, 505
Scopi, 278
Scops, 322
Scops scops, 322
Scopus umbretta, 281
Scorpaena, 467
Scorpajnida;, 467
Scorpseniformes, 467
Scorpions, 539, 540
Scorpion, Book, 541
Scorpion, False, 541
Scorpion shells, 636

I Scorpionidea, 540
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Scotchman, The, 351

Scoters, Tlie, 297

Scoticus, Lagopus, '230

Scotonycteri.-i, 35
Scotope ia, 321

Scotopelia peli, 321

Screamers, Tlie, 290

Screamer, Crested, 290

Screamer, Serbian, 200
Screamer, Horned, 200

Screw-s)ieUs, 035

Scriptus, Tragelaphus, 156

Scrobii:u ariid.e, 024

Scrofa, Sus, 133
Scrub-birds, The, 376
Scr'ib-bird, Xoisy, 37C
Scrupocellaria reptans, 667

Si'.uiiidte, 91

Scurria, 031
Scutellridaj, 595
Scutib.aiichiati, 631

Scutigera araneoides, 5-lS

Sculi<erida3, 648
Scylliidffl, 518
Scyllium, ;"il8

Scyphophori, 503

Scyphomedusw, The, 700

Scypliozoa, 700
Scytale, Ilysia, 421

Scytlirops 350
Sea anemones, 701

Sea-bats, 471

Sea bsar, 82
Sea-breams, 466
Sea-butterflies, 640
Sea cow, Northern, 168
Sea-cucumbers, 600
Sea-eajle, 315
Sea-eagle, Pallas, 321
Sea-gooseberry, The, 711

Sea-liares, 040
Sea-hedgeliogs, 490

Sea-horse, 488
Sea-lamprey, 524
Sea-leech, Warty, 677
Sea-lilies, 002
Sea-lion, 81
Sea-lion, Gillespie's, 82
Sea-lion, Northern, 82

Sea-lion, Southern, 82
Sea-lizard, Galapagos, 402

Sea-mat, 605
Sea-mouse, 073
Sea-otter, 76
Sea-parrot, 260
Sea-pen, 709
Sea-perches, 464
Sea-serpent, 484
Seasliigs, 640
Sea-snakes, 425
Sea-snake, Banded, 425

Sea-squirt, Common, 528

Sea-swallow, 201

Sea-unicorn, 178
Sea-urchin, Irregular, 659
Sea-urchins, 659
Seals, The, 85

Seal, Antarctic white, 86

Seal, Bearded, 85

Seal, Bladder, 87
Seal, Caspian, 85

Seal, Common, 85

Seal, Common grey, 85
Seal, Klephant, 87

Seal, (ireenland, 85

Seal, Hooded, 87
Seal. Leopard, 86
Seal, Rnss's, 87
Seals, True. S5
Seals, I he typical, 85
Seal, Weddel s, 87
Seb;>j, Pythun, 419
Sebastes, 467
Secretary birds. The, 305
Secretrius, Serpentarius, 305

Sed nt iria, 672
Se Ige wai'blei-. 370
Seed snipes. The, 60
See-see partritUe, 233
Segiit-nziidae, 637
Selacldi, 515
Selenidera, 352
Selenitidaj, 1*44

Seleucides, 359
Sella, Placuna, 621
Selvas, -'04

Semicallaris, Rostratula, 267
Semifus s proboscidiferus, 637
Sc-mipalniata, Anseranas, i93
Hemipa mated goose, l93
Semnoiiitljec is, 20
emnopithecus eiitellus, 20

Senator, Lanius, 3 j9

••"ene^al tinfoot, 252
Senegal gal igo, 30
Sene?alen>is, (Jalago, 30
Senega en-is, Mycteria, 280
Senegalensis, Podica, 252
>enii;ulus, Alouatta, 23
Sep. a, 040
Sepiadariidaj, 646
Sepiids, 640
Sepiolid*, 646
Septentrionalis, Colymbus,
Septibranchiata, 623
Seriamas, The, 277
Seriama, Bunneister's, 277
Seriama, Common, 277
."'erilophus, 356
Serotine, 37
Serotinus, Vesperugo, 37
Serows, 157
Serpens, 0|/hichthys, 495
Serpent eagle, 315
Serpent eel, 404
Serpent-heads, 482
Serpentarii, 305
Seriientarius secretarius, 277,

305
Serpula, 672
St-rpula contortuplicata, 672
Serranidpe, 464
Serraninie, 404
Serranus, 404
Serricornes, 558
Serrifera, 574
Serval, 55
Serval, Felis, 55

Sessile Drachiopod, 648
Setophaga, 305
Setosum, Diadema, 660
Setosus, Ericulus, 49
Sewellels, 95
Sewellels family. The, 95

Sexcinctus, Dasypus, 180
Sha, 16 J

Shad, The, 507
Shag, The, 299
Shag, Pied, 300
Shamas, 3.0
Sharks and rays, 513
Shark, Masking, 517
Shark, Blue, 510
Shark, Fo.\, 517
Shark, ireenland, 519

Shark, Port Jackson, 518
Shark, Spiny, 519
Shark, Zebra, 518
Sharp-bills, I'he, 374
Shear-t ils, 348
Shearwaters, 2i8

Sheathbills, The, 205

Sheathbill, Yellow-billed, 265
Sheath tailed bats, 39
Sheep, 159
Sheep, Armenian, 160

Sheep, Pamir, 160

Sheep tick, OnS
Shehl ducks, 296
Shell! duck, Ccimmon, 206

Shell ibises, 2iU
Shell-less .slugs, 642
Shell storks, 280
Shield bug, 595

Shield-tails, 421

Shikra, Indian, 311

Ship worm, 6-7
Shoe-biled kingfisher, 337

Shoe-billed storks, 278
Shoi t-eared owl, 324

Short-legged petrel, 257

Short-nosed fruit-bats, 35

Short-toed larks, 364

Shou, 143
Shovellers, 296
Shrews, The, 45
Shrew, Common, 46

Shrew, ,Tum|iing, 44

Shrew, Kirgliiz, 40
Shrew, Lesser, 40
Shrew, Mole, 46
Shrew, Musk, 40
Shrew, Oriental, 46
Shrew, Pen-tailed, 44

Shr^w, Swimming, 47

Shrew, Tree, 43
Shrew, Water, 46

Shrew, Weh-footed, 47

Shrew-rat, 1"4

Shriues, The, 309
Shrike, Great grey, 3C9

Shiike, Pved-backed, 369

Shrike, Swallow, 369
Shrimps, 536

Shrimp, Brine, 531

Siamang, 19
Sibbaldi, Balrenoptera, 173

Sibbald's rorqual, 173

Sibirica, Capra, 159

Sibirica, Phoca, 85

Sica, Cervus, 143

Side-striped jackal, 66
Sifakas 29
Sifanica, Perdix, 234

Sifanicus, Moschus, 141

Sigmodon hispidus, 102
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Silenus, Macacus, 22
Siliceous sponges, 692
Silk-worm moth, 590
Siluridw, 496
Silurus, 497
Silurus glanis, 496

Silver fish, 573
Silver pheasant, 230

Simla satyrus, 16
Simiirtse, 11

SimuUidfe, 604
Simus rhinoceros, 126

Sinensis, Alligator, 380

Sinensis, Centropus, 351
Singing-mice, 105
Siphneus, 104
Siphonariidse, 611
Siplionopliora, 699
Siphonops, 455
Siphonostoma, 487
Siphuncle, 645
Sipunculus, 678
Sipunculus Iiernhardus, 678
Siren lacertina, 452
Sirenia, l(i5

Sirenidse, 453

Sirex gigas, 575

Siro, Tyroglyphus, 547

Sitatunga, 156
Sitella, 368
Sitomys, 101
Sitomvs hydrobates, 101

Sitta, 368
Sitta, Csesia, 368
Sittidie, 368
Sivalensis, Hippopotamus, 132
Siwalik hippoptamus, 13i

Six-banded armadillo, 180
Six-rayed corals, 705

Skate, Thornback, 521

Skeleton of Mammals, 3
Skimmers, The, 261, 262
Skink tribe. The, 410
Skink, Common, 410
Skippers, 588
Skipper, Grizzled, 588
Skuas, The, 263
Skua, 260
Skua, Buflfon's, 263
Skua, Great, 263
Skua, Long-tailed, 264

Skua, Pomatorhine, 264

Skua, Richardson's, 264
Skunks, 77
Skunk, Common, 78
Skunk, Little, 78

Skunk, South American, 78
Skylark, The, 364
Slipper animalcule, 721
Slit-shells, 632
Sloths, 181
Sloths, Ground, 183
Sloths, Three-toed, 182
Sloths, Two-tned, 182
Slugs, G41
Small magpie moth, 592
Small mungoose, 60
Small-toothed mungoose, 61
Small-toothed palm-civets, 59
Smaller shrew-hedgehog, 45
Smelt, The, 508
Smew, The, 297

Sminthopsis, 209
Sminthus, 109
Smooth snake, 422
Smother flies, cOl
Snails, 010
Snake-birds, 301
Snakes, The, 412
Snake, Blind, 417
Snake, Carpet, 419j
Snake, Cat, 423
Snake, Coral, 423
Snake, Cylinder, 421
Snake, Dark green, 422
!>nake. Diamond, 419
Snake, Egg-eating, 4-^2

Snake, Horseshoe, 422
Snake, Rat, 422
Snake, Rattle, 428
Snakf, Sand, 420
Snake, Sea, 425
Snake, Smooth, 422
Snake, "Whip, 4?3
Snake, Wood, 422
Snakes, Water, 421
Snappers, 390
Snapper, Teniminck's, 3
Snapping turtles, 390
Snipes, The, 267
Snipe, Common, 2(8
Snipe, Great, 2 8
Snipe, Imperial, 268
Snipe, Jack, ",^68

Snipe, Jameson's, 2')8

Snipe, Latham's, 268
Snipe, Painted, 267
Snipe, Seed, 200
Snipe, Summer, 269
Snipe, True, 268
Snipe, Wire-tailed, 268
Snipe, Wood, .es
Snoek, The, 470
Snouted nais, 674
Snow bunting, : 63
Snow cocks. The, 232
Snow geese, 295
Snow-leopard, 53
Snow partridges. The, 231
Snow pheasants, 232
Snowy owl, 3i2
Snowy tern, i62
Soft tortoises, 394
Sol, Actinophrys, 716
SolariidfB, 633
Solea, 402
Solen, 62o
Solenidee, 626
Solenoconcha, 628
Solenodon, 49
Solenodontidai, 49
Solenogastra, 616
Solenomya, 621

Solenoniya togata, 021
Solenomyidaj, 620
Solenostoma, 487
Solenostomatida3, 487
Soles, The, 492
Solifugfe, 541

Solitarius, Pezophaps, 245
Solitary ants, 579
Solium, Ta3nia, 686
Solomon Island frog, 437
Solpugidaj, 541

Solstitialis, Rhizotrogus, 558
Somali-land ostrich, 223
Somateria, 297
Sombre wallaby, 194
Sondaicus, Rhinoceros, 126
Song thrush, 371
Sooty albatros, 258
Sooty tern, 262
Sordidus, Artamus, 369
Sorex, 46
Sorex araneus, 46
Sorex pygmaus, 46
Soiicida3, 45
Soriculus, 46
Sotalia, 181
South African oribi, 151
South African ostrich, 223
South African reitbok, 152
South American flnfoot, 252
South American limpkin, 27.)

South American ostrich, 221
South American skunk, 7S
South American sun-bittern,

276
Southern sea-lion, 82
Sow bu^s, 534
Spalacida;, 106
Spalacopus, 111
Spalax typhlus, 106
Spanish frog, 436
Spanish ibex, 158
Spanish lynx, 56
Spanish salamander, 447
Sparidae, 466
Sparrow-hawk, 311
Sparrow-hawk, Pied, 311
Sparrows, The, 363
Spatula, 296
Spectacled bear, 75
Spectacled salamander, 448
Spectrum, Tarsius, 31
Spectrum, Vampirus, 41
Spekei, Tragelaphus, 156
Spelerpes, 450
Sperm-whale, 175
Spermophila, 363
Spermophilus, 89
Spermophilus tridecemlineatus,
92

Sphajrodon, 466
Sphegidfe, 580
Sphenisciformes, 255
Sphenodon punctatus, 430
Sphenodontidas, 430
Sphinges, 688
Sphyraena, 479
Sphyranidse, 478
Sphyrna, 516
Sphyropicus, 354
Spiders, 539
Spider, Bird-catching, 542
Spider, Garden, 544
Spider, Hunting, .543

Spider, Trap-door, 543
Spider, Water, 544
Spider, Wolf, 543
Spider-crab, 537
Spider-crab. Zoea-larva of, 530
Spider-monkey, Variegated,

25
Spider-monkey, Woolly, 25
Spilogale putorius, 78
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Spilornis, 315

Spilotis, Python, 419

Spinacidw, 519
Spinax, r)19

Spine-tailed swifts, 345

Spiny dog-fishes, 519

Spiny eels, 478
Spiny lizard, 401

Spiny loach, 500
Spiny lobsters, 537

Spiny-mice, IOC

Spiny shark, 519

Spiny siiuirrels, 91

Spiralis, Trichina, OSO
Spirifer, (i;'>l

Spirifer sulcatus, 052

Spirifex, Pelopwus, 580
Spi'orbis, (j7-

Spirostreptus pyrocephalus,
550

Spirula, 646
Spirulidai, 646
Spiza, K64
Spizietus, 315
Spizella, 364
Spondylus, 623
Sponges, The, 690
Sponge, Bath, 693
Sponge, Birds'-nest, 693
Sponge, Glass-rope, 693
Sponge, Lacework, 693
Sponge spicules, 693
Sponge, System of a, C92
Sponges, Calcareous, 692
Sponges, Siliceous, 692
Sponsa, Mx, 294
Spoon-bills, The, ?86
Spoon-bill, Common, 286
Spoon-bill, Rosy, 2SC
Spoon -billed sandpiper, 269
Sporocyst, 6S9
Sportive lemur, 30
Spotted billed pelican, 302
Spotted crake, 251
Spotted cuscus, 200
Spotted dasyure, 208
Spotted deer, 143
Spotted eagle, S14
Spotted emu, 223
Spotted Hywna, 63
Spotted-narwhal, 178
Spotted tailed dasvure, 208
Spratt, The, 507
Sprattus, Clupea, 507
Springbok, 15$
Spring tails, 573
Spur-toed frogs, 444
Spur-winged geese. The, 29J
Spur-winged plover, 271
Squamata, : 95
Square-tailed bee-eaters, 340
Squatarola helvetica, 271
Squatina vulgaris, 519
Squatinidaj, 519
Squilla mantis, 535
Souillidae, 535
Squinado, Maia, 537
Squirrel tribe, The, 91
Squirrel, African flying, 89
Squirrel, Common, 91
SquiiTel, Flying woolly, 95
Squirrel, Groove-toothed, 91

Squirrels, Ground, 91
Squirrel, Palm, 91
Squirrels, Pigmy. 95
Squirrels, Spiny. 91

Squirrel-monkeys, 20
Stag beetles, 558
Stag, Kashmir, 143
Stag, Thian Shan, 143
Stair-case shells, 633
Staphylinus cwsareus, .5,56

Star-coral, 706
Star-fish, 653
Star-g.azers, 473
Star-nosed mole, 48
Starlings, The, 360
Starling, Common, 360
Starling, Field, ;^60

Starling, (flossy, 360
Starling, Meadow, 361
Starling, Red-winged, 361
Starling, True, 360
Staurotypus, i89
Steamer ducks, The, 297
Steatomys, 101
Steatornis gariepensis, 332
Steatornithes, 332
Steel-blue cuckoos, 351

Steganopodes, 297
Steganopus, 266
Stegostoma, 518
Steinbok, True, 151

Steinbok, Zanzibar, 151

Stelleri, Heniconetta, 297
Stelleri, Otaria, 82
Stelleri, Ursina, 82
Steller's eider 297
Steno frontatiis, 181
Stenodelphis blainvillei, 178
Stenoderma, 41
Stenogyra, 643
Stentor, 721
Stenura, Gallinago, 268
Stercorariidw, 260
Stercorarius, 264
Stercorarius crepidatus, 264
Stercorarius parasiticus, 263
Stercorarius pomatorhinus, '.64

Stercoraria, Scatophaga, 608
Stereornithes, 278
Sterlet, 512
Sterna cantiaca, 261
Sterna dougalli, 261
Sterna fluviatilis, 261
Sterna fuliginosa, 26'J

Sterna macrura, ''61

Sterna minuta, 261
Sterninas, 261
Sternoptychidae, 505
Sternoptyx, .505

Sternothferus, 393
Stick-insects, 551

Stlckle-backs, 480
Stiff-tailed diving-ducks, 297
Stilbum amethystinum, 578
Stilts, The, 2.0
Sting-bull, 474
Stinging hymenoptera, 574
Stink-bugs, 696
Stint, £69
Stizostedion, 464
Stoat, 81
Stock dove, 244

Stomatidw, 63J
Stomatopoda, 535
Stoniias, .505

StomiatidiK, .505

Stomoxys calcitrans, ta)7

Stone-curlew, 273
Stone flies, 571
Stone plovers. The, 273
Stony corals, 701
Stork-billed kingfisher, 3.36

Storks, The, 278
Stork, Black, 279
Stork, Hammer-head, 281
Stork maguari, 279
Stork, Open-billed, 280
Stork, Shoe-billed, 282
Stork, White, 278
Stork, White-necked, 2S0
Storks, Wood, The, 281
Storm petrel, 257
Stratiomyidai, 605
Strawberry anemone, 703
Streaked tenrecs, 49
Streperus, Acroceplialus, 370
Strepsiceros, 154
Strepsiceros iraberbis, 154
Strepsiceros kudu, 154
Streptoneura, 631
Striata, Hyaena, 62
Striatus, Pseudobranchus, 453
Striges, 304
."^trigidfe, .320

Strigirostris, Didunculus, 245
Strigoides, Podargus, 333
Stringops habroptilus, 331
Striped gopher, 92
Striped hyaina, 62
Striped wrasse, 486
Strix Candida, 325
Strix capensis, 325
Strix flammea, 321
Strobilation, 701
Stromateus, 472
StromateidfB, 471
Strombidaj, 636
Strombus gigas, 636
Strurnella, 361
Struthersi, Ibidorhynchus, 270
Struthio australis, 223
Strathio camelus, 223
Struthio molybdophanes, 223
Struthiolariidaj, 636
Struthiones, 220
Struthioniformes, 221
Stump-tailed lizard, 410
Stumpy crocodile, 382
Sturgeons, 510
Sturgeon, Common, .511

Sturio, Acipenser, 512
Sturnia, 360
Sturnidje, 360
Sturnus vulgaris, 360
Stylasteridae, 697
Stylifer, 633
Stylommatophora, 641-642
Stylophorus, 485
Subbuteo, Falco, 319
Subcristatus, Conolophus, 402
Submytilacea, 623
Succinea, 642
Succineidse, 642
Sucking-fish, 473
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Sugar mite, r>47

Suillus hyloraya, 45
Suina, 1:S5

Sulje, 298
Sulcatus, Spirifer. 652
Sulphur-bottom, 174
Sulzeri, Atypus, 543
Sumatran rhinoceros, 126
Sumatrensis, Rhinoceros, 126
Summer cluck, 294
Summer snipe, 269
Sun animalcule?, 716
Sun-birds, The, 366
Sun-bird, Malachite, 366
Sun bitterns. The, -^76

Sun-bittern, Large, 276
Sun-bittern, South American,

2(6
Sun-fish, 490
Sunset shells, 624
Superba nnmira, 357
Superciliosa, Ceryle, 336
Surciata tetradactyla, 61
Surinam water-toad, 444
Surnia ulula, 323
Sus, 133
Sus africanus, 134
Sus cristatus, 134
Sus porcus, 134
Sus salvaiiius, 134
Sus scrofa, 133
Susliks, 91
Susu, 177
Swalnsoni, Pternistes, 233
Swallows, The. 373
Swallow, American barn, 373
Swallow, Clitf, 373
Swallow, Common, 373
Swallow, Sea, 261
Swallow-fly, 608
Swallow shells, 622
Swallow-shrikes, The, 369
Swallow-tail butterfly, 587
Swallow-tailed bee-eaters, 340
Swamp deer, 143
Swamp quail, 235
Swans, I he, •292

Swan, Bewick's, 292
Swan, Black, 292
Swan, Chilian, 292
Swan, Coscoroba, 293
Swan, Mute, 292
Swan, Polish. 92
Swifts, The, 345
Swift, Common, 346
Swift, Crested, 346
Swift, Needle-tailed, 346
Swift, Palm, 346
Swift, Pied, 346
Swift, Spine-tailed, 345
Swiftlets, The Edible, 346
Swift-moths, 591
Swimming-shrews, 47
Swinhoei, Cervus, 143
Sword-bill hummer, 348
Sword-fish, Common, 469
Syllis ramosa, 673
Sylvaticus, Mus, 105
Sylvestris, Cabalus, 249
Sylna atricapilla, 370
Sylvia, Tanysiptera, 338
Sylviidse, 370

Synibrancbidie, 495
Synallaxinre, 375
Synapliobranchus. 495
Synapta, 661
Synaptomys, 103
Syndactylus hylobates, 19
^yngna hida;, 487
Syngnathus, 487
Synotus, 37
Syphax, Castnia, 590
Sypheotis, 273
Syriacus, Ursus, 75
Syrian bear, 75
Syringella, Gracilaria, 594
Syrniinse, 321
Syrnium, :.v;4

Syrnium aluco, 321
Syrphidaj, 606
Syrrhoptes paradoxus, 241

Systema, Cacopus, 438

Tabanidfe, 605
Tachininfe. 607
Tachnrnis, 346
Tachybai'tes albipennis, 253
Tachybaptes capensis, 2-i3

Tachybaptes fluviatilis, 253
Tachytriorchis, 312
Tachvtriorchis albicadautus,

312
Tachvtriorthis abbreviatus, 312
Tadorna, 296
Tadorna tadorna, 296
Ta3nia echinococeus, 688
Ta?nia, Cobitis, 5l0
Tienia satiinata, 687
Tfenia solium, 686
Tasniata, Pygoscelis, 255
Tajniiformes, 4S4
Ta?nioglossa, 633
T«niopterina3, 373
Taguan flying-phalanger. 201

Talir, Himalayan, 159

Tailed fruit bats, 35

Tailless tunicata, 527

Takin. 157
Talegallus, 226
Talischensis, Phasianus, 237
Talpa, 48
Talpa cajca, 48
Talpa europsea, 48
Talpa micrura, 48
Talpa moschata, 48
Talpidaj, 47
Tamahoa, 184
Tamandua tetradactyla, 184
Tamarins, 27
Tameng, 143
Tamias, 91

Tana tupaia, 43
Tanagers, The, 362
Tanagrid«, B62
Tancrediidfe, 625
Tantalus, 278
Tantalus loculator, 281
Tanysiptera, 3 8
Tanysiptera salvadoriana, 339
Tanysiptera sylvia, 338
Tapacolas, 376

Tape worms. The, 686
Taphozous, 39
Tapirs family. The, 124
Tapir, Malayan, 124
Tapiridfe, 124
Tapirus inilicus, 124
Tarandus, Rangifer, 14-5

Tarantula, 543
Tarbophis vivax, 423
Tarda, Otis, 273
Tardigrada, 547
Tarentola ;^98

Tarentula, Lycosa, 543
' Tarsius, 31

I

Tarsiidfe, 31

I

Tarsipedinaj 203

I

Tarsipes rostratus, 203
1 Tarsius spectrum, 31
Tartarica, Saiga, 1 = 2

Tasmaiiian devil, 207
Tasniaiiian wolf, 207
Tatleis, The, 2o9
Tatouay, 186
Tatusia hvbrida, 187
Taurus, Bos, 165
Tawny eagle, ril4

Tawny owl, .H-.'l

Tawny -shoulder frog -mouth,
333

Taxicolor, Budorcas, 157
Taxidea, 79
Te:«l, •J96

Tealia crassicornis, 703
Tectibranchiata, 6b9
Teetospondyli, 519
Teeth of gorilla, 6
Teeth of mammalia, 5
Tegu, The, 407
Teiida;, 407
Teirao, 229
Telarius, Tetranychus, 547
Teleostomi, 46 i

Telfairi, Ericulus, 49

Tellinacea, 624
Tellinida;, 624
Telmatornis, 248
Telotremata, 651
Temenuchus, 360
Temera, 521
Temmincki, Coracias, 335
Tenimincki, Macroclemmvs,
390

Temminck's snapper, 390
Temporaria, Rana, 436
Tenagodes, 636
Tenax, Eristalis, 606
Tench, 499
Tenebrio molitor, 560
Teneriffai, Resulus, 369
Tengmalmi, Nyctalea, 324
Tengmalm's owl, 324
Tenrecs, The, 49
Tenrecs, Hedgehog, 49
Tenrecs, Rice, 49
Tenrecs, Streaked, 49
Tentacle fish, 475
Tentacled infusorians, 722
Tenthredinida?, 574
Tenui-spina, Murex, 637
Teonoma, 102
Tequexin, Tupinambis, 407
Terebra, 638
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Terebrantia, 574
Terebratula, 651
Terebella, 072
Terebridw, 638
TeredinidiB, 627
Teredo, 627
Tergissus, Hyodon, 505
TenuetidiB, .'i71

Terns, The, 2(il

Tern, Arctic, 261
Tern, Black, 261

Tern, Casi)ian, 261
Tern, Common, 261

Tern, Lesser, 261
Tern, Marsh, 261
Tern, River, 262
Tern, Roseate, 261
Tern, Sandwich, 261
Tern, Snowy, 262
Tern, Sooty, 262
Terpsiphone, 373
Terrapins, 385
Testacellidi«, 644
Testudinidffi, 385
Testudo, 386
Testudo elegans, 386
Testudo ei)hii)pium, 387
Testudo geometrica, 386
Testudo grajca 386
Testudo raarginata, 386
Tetrabranchiata (i45

Tetraceros quadricornis, 151
Tetradactyla, Surciata, 61
Tetradactyla, Tauiandua, 184
Tetradactylus macroscelides, 44
Tetradactylus, Oryzorictes, 49
Tetranyehidie, 547
Tetranychus autumnalis, 547
Tetranychus telarius, 547
Tetrao kamtchaticus, 30
Tetrao parvirostris, 230
Tetrao uralensis, 230
Tetrao urogallus, 230
Tetraogallus, 232
Tetraogallus liimalayensis, 232
Tetraouidf**, -ii^

Tetrapneumones, 54 i

Tetraspis osteolfemus, 382
Tetrastemnia, 684
Tetrastemma agricola, 684
Tetrastemnia aquarum-dul-
cium, 684

Tetrastemma rodericanuni, 684
Tetrastes, •>6\

Tetrax, 273
Tetrax tetrax, 273
Tetrix, Lvrurus, 230
Tetrodon" 489
Teucer, Caligo, .'')S4

Thalassenia, 678
Thalassiornis, v97
Thalassochelys caretta, 391
Thalassogeron cautus, 259
Thallassophryne, 474
Tharus, Polyborus, 307
Thaumastura, :-48

Therapliosidie, 542
TheridiidM, 544
Theropithecus gelada, 22
Theropithecus obscurus, 22
Thian shan, 159
Thian shan stag, 143

Tliick-knee, 273
Thick-knee, Long-legged, 273
Thick-lipped fishes, 486
Thick-tailed opossum, 213
Thinocorus, 266
Thinornis, 270
Thomensis, Throphorella, 643
Tliomisidw, 543
Thomomys, 109
Thopha, 598
Thoracostraca, 535
Tliorius, 450
Thornback skate, 521

Thorn-backs, 485
Thorny devil, 401
Thorny oyster, 623
Thorny-tailed lizard, 400
Thoroldi, Cervus, 143
Thorold's deer, 143
Thracia, 628
Thraswtus, 313
Thrasajtus harpy ia, 313
Thread worms, 678
Thread-worm, Turnip, 679
Three-banded armadillos, 187
Three-striped douroucouli, 26
Three-toed kingfisher, 3o7
Three-toed sloths, 182
Three-toed woodpecker, 354
Thresher, 517
Thripidaj, 572
Thriponax, 355
Thriponax hargitti, S55
Thrips cerealiuni, 572
Thrushes, The, 370
Thrush, Ground, h70
Thrush, Song, 371
Thrush, True, 370
Thrush, White's, 370
Thrynomys, 112
Thylacine, 207
Thylacinus cynocephalus, ?07
Thymallus, 509
Thynnidw, •'i79

Thynnus, 473
Tliyrophorella thomensis, 643
Thyrophorellidje, 643
Tliyroptera tricolor, 38
Thyrsitis, 470
Thysanoptera, 572
Thysanoteuthida?, 646
Thysanura, 573
Tibetan chiru, 15J
Tibetan fox, 73
Tibetan yak, 164
Tibicina, 598
Tichodroma muraria, 366
Ticks, 545
Tiger, 53
Tiger-beetles, 554
Tiger-beetle, Green, 554
Tiger cat, 55
Tiger moths, 688
Tigris, Felis, 53
Tile-fish, 473
Timeliidse, 372
Timidus, Lepus, IIS
Tinamiformes, 225
Tinamous, The, 225
Tinamou, Great, 226
Tinea, 499
Tinctorius, Dendrobates, 438

Tine«, 591
Tinea fulvimitrella, 593
Tineid-aj, 572
Tinker, 353
Tipulidw, 604
Tits, The, 3i37

Tit, Bearded, 368
Tit, Blue, 367
Tit, Bottle, 368
Tit, Crested, 368
Tit, (Jreat, 367
Tit, Long-tailed, 368
Tit, Marsh, 367
Titis, -^6

Titi, White-collared, 26
Titiscaniida;, 632
Tmetothylacus, 365
Toads, The, 441
Toad, Common, 442
Toad, Green, 412
Toad, Natterjack, 442
Tobanus bovinus, 605
Toilidw, 342
Todies, The, 342
Todus viridis, 342
Tody, Jamaica, 342
Togata, Solenomya, 621
Tolypeutes, 187
Tomb-bats, 39
Tooth-billed partridges, 231
Tooth-billed pigeons. The 245
Toothed partridges. The, 240
Toothed whales, 171
Topaza, 348
Tope, 516
Tor, Barbus, 498
Torda, Alca, 260
Tornaria, 528
Tornatina, 640

i
Toriiatinidie, 640

I

Torpedinidw, 521

I

Torpedo, 521

j
Torquata, Callithrix, 20

(
Torquata, Ceryle, 330

I Torquata, Chironieles, 40
Toi-quatus, Astur, 311
Torquatus, Cuniculus, 103
Torquatus, Ur>,us, 75

I

Torquilla, lynginw, 354

I

Torrent ducks. The, 297

]
Tortoises and turtles, 383
Tortoise, Amazonian fresh-

water, 393
Tortoise, Grecian, ?86
Tortoise, Land, 385
Tortoise, Loggerhead, "91

Tortoise, Margined, 386
Tortoise, Pond, 388
Tortoise, Soft, 394
Tortoise, True Box, 388
Tortoise-shells, 585
Tortrices, 593
Tortrix, (ireen Oak, 593
Tortrix viridana, .593

Totaninaj, 269
Tdtanus. 269
Toucans, The, 352
Touracoe, Lady Ross, 352
Touracoes, 351
Toxodon, 9

Toxoglossa, 638
Tracheophonfe, 375
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Trachichthys, 468
Tracliinida;, 473
Trachinops, 4Ct
Trachinus, 473
Tracliypterida^, 4S4
Tracliypteius, 4S3
Trachysaurus lugosus, 410
Tragelaphine, 154
Tragelaijhus, 156
Tragelaphus angasi, 156
Tragelaphus, Ovis, 160
Tragelaplius scriptus, 156
Tragelaphus spekei, 150
Tragocamelus, Boselaphus, 154
Tragopan, 235
Tragulidse, 139
Tragulus, 139
Tragus, Rupicapra, 156
Transmontana, Columbia, 509
Trapdoor spiders, 543
Tratratratra, 33
Traversia, 375
Tree-creepers, 362
Tree-ducks, 'J96

Tree-frog, European, 442
Tree-kangaroos, 195
Tree-lizards, 399
Tree-mice, The, 101
Tree-partrids-e, The, 234
Tree-pipit, 365
Tree-shrews, 4J
Tree-starlings, The, 360
Tree-swifts, The, 347
Trematoda, 688
Tremoctopodidaj, 647
Treronidaj, 242
Treroninaj, 242
Tretenlerata, 650
Tretretretre, 33
Triacanthus, 489
Trichechidw, 84
Trichechus rosmarus, 84
Trichina spiralis, 680
Trichinosis worm, 680
Trichiosoma lucoruni, 574
Trichiuridfe, 470
Trichiuriformes, 470
Trichiurus, 470
Trichoglossus, 328
Trichonotidi«, 478
Trichoptera, 572
Trichopterygid*, 562
Trichosurus, 200
Tricliosurus vulpinus, 200
Trichotropida;, 634
Trichys, 113
Tricolor bat, 38
Tricolor, Thyroptera, 38
Tridacna, fi2i)

Tridacna gigas, i 26
Tridactyla, Kissa, -263

Tridactylus, Bradypus, 183
Tridanidaj, 626
Tridef-emlineatus, Spernio-

philus, 92
Triecphora vulnerata, 600
Trigla, 475
Trigonia, 621

Trigoniacea, 621
Trigoniidaj, < 21

Trigonocephalus, 429
Trigonorhina, 520

, Trilobita, 539
Trimeresaurus, 429
Tringa, 269
Tringoides, 269
Trinitatis, Phyllobates, 438
Triodon, 489
Trionychidai, 394
Trionyx, 394
Triphajna, 591
Tripudians, Naia, 424
Trithemis umbrata, 569
Tritici diplosis, 603
Tritici, Tylenchus, ( 79
Triton-shell, 636
Tritonioidea, 641
Trivialis, Anthus, 365
Trivirgatus, Nyctipithecus, 26
Trochida;, 632
Trochili, 347
Trochilus, Phylloscopus, 370
Trochopliore, 673
Trochopus tubiporus, 688
Trochosphere, 673
Troglodytes, Anorthura, 371
Troglodytes, Anthropopitheciis,

15

Troglodytes, Sagartia, 704
'I'roglodytidw, .<71

Trogons, The, 349
Trogon, American, "49

Trogon caligatus, 349
Trogon, Large-tailed, 349
Trogonophis, 408
Troile, Uria, 260
Trombidiida;, 547
Tropic Birds, The, 298
Tropic Bird, Yellow-billed, 298
Tropical, Anemones, 704
Tropicoperdix, 234
Tropidonotus, 421

I

Tropidonotus natrix, 421
Tropterodon, 466
True albatros, 258
True ant-eaters, 183
True argali, 160
True badgers, 79
True bittern, 284
True buzzards, The, 312
True civets, 57
True coursers, 272
True cranes, The, 274
True crocodile, 381
True crows, 3r8
True cuckoo, 350
True dolphins, 181
True dotteral, 271

.

True ducks, The, 296
1 True eels, 478
True falcon, The, 317
True finches, 363
True fruit-pigeon, 242
True hamster, 101
Truegarial, 382

1 True geese, 295
True grouse. The, iSO
True gulls, 260

• True hawks. The, 307
,
True kudu, 154

I

True lemurs, 29
: True marmots, 92

j

True megapodes, 228
True moles, 48

True mound-builders, 226
True palm-civets, 59
True parrots, The, 329
True partridges. The, 234
True phalangers, 200
True pigeons, The, 244
True pigs, 133
True pipits. The, 36b
True plovers, 270
True porcupine, 113
True potto, 31

True rails, 248
True seals, 85
True snipe, 268
True steinbok, 151

True tenrec, 49
True thrushes, 370
True whales, 172

True woodcock, 267
True wood-peckers. The, 354
Trumpet animalcule, 721

Trumpeters, The, 277
Trumpeter, Common, 277
Trumpeter fish, 467
Truncatellidas, 6:i4

Truncatus, Chlamydophorus,
18S

Trygon, 522
Trygonidaj, 522
Trypancorax frugilegus, 358
Trypanns cossus, 590
Trypetinaj, 60S
Tse-tse fly, 608
Tuatera, 4 iO

Tube-making annelid, 672
Tube-nosed bats, :-i7

Tube-nosed fruit-bats, ' 5

Tuberculatus, Chalinolobus, 40
Tuberculatus mystacops, 40
Tubicola, 672
Tubifex rivulorum, 674
Tubinai-es, 256
Tubipora musica, 708
Tubiporus, Trochopus, 688
Tubularia, 697
Tubulifera, 578
Tuco-tucos, 111

Tufted owls, The, 3J-2

Tumulus, Megapodius, 228
Tunicata, 5-^7

Tunny, 473
Tupaia, 44
Tupaia tana, 43
Tupaiidaj, 43
^'upinambis tequexin, 407
Turacwna, 244
Turacus, 352
Turbellaria, 685
Turbinata, Bugula, 0C7
Turbinellidaj, 637
Turbinida3. 632
Turbot, 492
Turdidw, 370
Turdus, 370
Turdus iliacus, 371

Turdus pilaris, ;j71

Turdus musicus, 371

Turkey-brush, Australian, 2:7
Turkish gecko, 397
Turkey, Honduras, 240
Turkey, Mexican, 240
Turkey vultures, The, 304
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Turn-stones, The, 272
Turn-stone, Black, 272
Turn-stone, Common, 272
Turnip-beetles, 561

Turnip flies, 562
Turnip thread-worm, 670
Turnix, 241
TurritellidM, 635
Turtle-doves, 'J44

Turtles, The, 390
Turtle, Green, 391

Turtle, Leathery, 391

Turtur, Turturinw, 245
Turtursena, 244
Turturinae, 244
Turturinas risortus, 245
TurturiniB turtur, 245
Twenty-plume moth, 594
Two-clawed ant-eater, 184
Two-legged salamander, 463
Two-toed sloths, 1S2
Tylenchus tritici, 679
Tylopoda, 136
Tylotriton, 44'?

Tylotriton andersoni, 448
Tylotriton verrucosus, 44 S

Tympanuchus, 231
Typhlomolge rathbuni, 452
Typhlomys, 106
Typhlonectes, 455
Typhlonus, 491
Typhlopidfe, 417
Typhlops, 417
Typhlops, Notoryctes, 210
Typhlosaurus, 411
Typhlotriton, 450
Typhlus, Spalax, 106
Typical bats, 3d
Typical cuckoo, 350
Typical frogs, 436
Typical seals, '1 he, 85
Typical tree-shrews, 44
Typicus, Rhinodon, 517
Tyrannida;, 373
Tyranninas, 373
Tyrants, The, 373
TyroglyphidsB, 547
Tyroglyphus sacchari, 547
Tyroglyphus siro, 547

U.

TJacaria, 27

Uacaria, Bald, 27
Uacaria, Black-faced, 27
Uacaria calva, 27

Uacaria melanocephala, 27
Uacaria rubicunda, 27
Uakari, Bed, 27

Uakaris, 27

Uloboridse, 544
Ulula, Surnia, 323
Umbrata, Trithemis, 56)
Umbrella, 640
Umbrellidse, 640
Umbretta, Scopus, 281
Umbridw, 502
Umbrina, 468
Umbrine, The, 408
Umbonia, 601
Uncia, Felis, 53

-A-

Undulata, Gallinago, 268
Ungulata, 118
Ungulina, 624
Ungulinidw, 624
Unicincta, Krythrocnema, 310
Unicinctus, Lysuirus, 186
Unicolor, Cervus, 143
Unicolor, Xenopeltis, 421
Unicorn fish, 484
Unicorn, Sea, 178
Unicornis, Rhinoceros, 126
ITnionidse, 623
Upland geese. The, 295
Upupa epops, 340
Upupa indica, 340
Upupa?, 340
Upupida>, 340
Urajotyphlus, 454
Uralensis, Tetrao, 230
Uraniidas, 588
Uranoscopus, 473
Urbica, C'helidon, 373
Urens, Asthenosoma, 660
Uria grylle, 260
Uria troile, 260
Urial, 160
Urowtus, 313
Urofetus audax, 314
Urochorda, 527
Urogallus, Tetras, 230
Urogymnus, 522
Urulophus, 522
Uromastix, 400
Uromys, 106
Uropeltidse, 421
Uroplates, 398
Uroplatidaj, 398
Uropoda, 545
Uropsilus, 47
Urospatha, 341
Urotrichus, 47
Urotriorchis, 310
Ursidaj, 74

Ursinus, Melursus, 75
Ursinus, Phalanger, 200
Ursinus, Sarcophilus, 207
Ursus, 75
Ursus americanus, 75
Ursus arctus, 75
Ursus crowther, 75
Ursus horribilis, 75
Ursus isabellinus, 75
Ursus malayanus, 75
Ursus maritimus, 75
Ursus ornatus, 76
Ursus syriacus, 75
Ursus torquaters, 75
Urticata, Lotys, 592
Urubitinga, 313

V.

Vagans, JEgithalus, 36S
Vaginula, 642
Vaginulidfe, 642
Valvata, 6:'5

Valvatidse, 635
Vampire-bats, 40
Vampire, Common, 42
Vampire, Great, 41
Vampires, Harmless, 41

Vampirus, 11

Vampirus spectrum, 41

Vandeluria, 104
Vandesiu?, Coregonus, 509
Vanellus vanellus, .;71

Varanida3, 40i>

Varanus, 40 5

Varanus niloticus, 406
Varia, Ceryle, 336
Varia, Oreocicla, 371
Variegata, Mesites, V.76

Variegated spider-monkey, 25
Variegatus, Ateles, 25
Varius, I'halacrocorax, 300
Velox, Canis, 72
Velox potamogale, 48

,
Velutina, Didelphys, 213
Velvety-opossum, 213
Venaticus, Icticyon, 74

,
Vendace, 509

i Veneracea, 623
1 Veneris, Cestus, 712
I Venus' comb, 637
1
Venus's flower basket, 69J
Venus's girdle, 712

j

Vermes, 670

I

Vermetidaj, 635

j

Vermicularis, Oxyuris, 679

I

Vermiculus, 683

I

Verreauxia, 354
i Verreauxia africana, 354
I Verrucosus, Tylotriton, 448
,
Versicolar, Phasianus, 238

j

Vertebrata, 1

Vertebrates, Characteristics of, 1

Verticalis, Botys, 592
Verticordiidie, 628
Vesicatoria, Cantharis, 560
Vespa, 580
Vespa crabro, 580
Vesperimus, 101
Vespertilio bechsteini, 38
Vespertilio daubentoni, 37
Vespertilio hodgsoni, 38
Vespertilio welwitschi, 38
Vespertilionidaj, 36
Vesperugo, 38
Vesperugo noctula, 37
Vesperugo pipiptrellus, £7
Vesperugo serotinus, 37
Vespillo, Necropliorus, 55)
Vestimenti, Pediculus, 602
Victor, Chrysasnas, 243
Victorise, Ptilorhis, 359
Vicufia, 138
Vicufla, Lama, 138
Vignei, Ovis, 160
Villosus, Dasypus, 186
Vinegar eel, 679
Vinia, 328
Vinia kuhli, 328
Violacea, Xylocopa, 581
Vipers, The, 427
Viper, British, 427
Viper, Halys, 429
Viper, Horned, 427
Viper, Pit, 428
Viper, Russell's, 4 s
Viper, Sand, 427
Viper, Saw, 4:; 7

Viper tribe, Thg, 42-?

Vipera ammodytes, 427
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Vipera arietans, 42"

Vipera berus, 427
Vipeia rusaelli, 428
Viperidaj, 42ti

Viperinte. 427
Virens, Uadus, 491
Vireo, 370
Vireouidaj, 370
Virginian deer, 146
Virginian fox, 72
Virginian quail, 240
Virginianus, Bubo, 322
Virginianus, Canis, 72
Virginianus, Cervus, 146
Virginianus, Ortyx, 240
Viridana, Toitrix, 593
Viridis, Bufo, 442
Viridis, Calyptomena, 35j
Viridis, Lacerta, 409
Viridis, 'J'odus, i42

Viridis, Vortex, GS6
Viscaclia, 114
Vison, Mustela, SI
Vitrea cellaria, 644
Vivax, Tarbophis, 423
Viverra, 57
Viverra civetta, 57
Viverra malaccensis, o7
Viverricula, 57
Viverridas, 5 j

Viverrinaj, 60
Viverrinus, Dasyurus, 20S
A'ivipara, Lacerta, 409
Vivipara, Mouopora, 684
Viviparida;, 6J5
Viviparous lizard, 409
Viviparous wrasses, 486
Vocifer, Halia^tus, 315
Volans, Draco, 399
Volans, (ialdopitliecunis, 43
Volms, Petauroides, 201
Voles, Tlie, 103
Vole, Bank, 103
Vole, Field, 103
Vole, Groove-toothed, 103
Vole group, The, 103
Vole, Red, 103
Vole, Water, 103
Volutidw, 638
Volvox globator, 719
Volvulella, 640
Vortex viridis, 686
VorticellidiB, 721
Vulgaris, Bufo, 442
Vulgaris, Chameleon, 412
Vulgaris, Conga, 494
Vulgaris, Lota, 491
Vulgaris, Melolontha, 557
Vulgaris, Molge, 448
Vulgaris, Mustela, 81
Vulgaris, Sciurus, 91
Vulgaris, Squatina, 519
Vulgaris, Slurnus, 360
Vulgata, Ephemera, 571
Vulnerata, Triecphora, 600
Vulpes, 70
A'ulpes, Alopecias, 517
Vulpes, Canis, 71

Vulpinus, Tricliosurus, 200
Vultur, 306
Vultur uionachus, 306
Vulture, Black, tOJ

Vultures, Eared, 306
Vulture, Egyptian, 806
Vulture, Turkey, 304
Vulture, White-headed, 306
Vulturidse, 305
Vulturine guinea-fowl, 240
Vulturiuum, Acryllium, 240

w.

Wagtails, The, 364
W"agtail, Field, 365

)

Wa„'tail, Grey, 365
Wagtail, Pied, 365
Wagtail, Ray's, 365
Wagtail, Water, 365

I Walabatus, Macropus, 191
Wall gecko, 398
Wallabies, The, 194
Wallabies, Hare, 194
Wallabies, Rock, 194
Wallaby, Agile, 194
Wallaby, Aru Island, 194

! Wallaby, Banded, 196

1

Wallaby, Bennett's, 194
Wallaby, Sombre, 194
Wallacii, Eulipoa, 228

' Wallacii. Habroptila, 249
Walleri, Lithocranias, 153
Waller's gazelle, 153
Walliehii, Catreus, 237
Walrus family, The, S4

I

Waltzing-mice, 105
; Wandering albatros, 258

\

Wapiti, North American, 143
1
Warblers, The, 370

I Warbler, (.'rass, 370
i

Warbler, Reed, 370
Warbler, Sedge. 370
Warbler, Willow, 370
Wart-hog, 134
Warty salamander, 448
Warty sea-leech, 677
Wasps, 580
Wasps, Ruby-tailed, 578
Wasps, Sand, 579
Wasps, Wood, 575
Water-animals, 694
Water-beetle, Great, 557
Water-beetles, Carnivorous, 555
Water-boatmen, 537
Water-buck, 152
Water-bugs, 597
Water-flea, 531
Water-hens, The, 252
Water-opossum, 211
Water-ouzels, 371
Water-rail, 249
Water-scorpion, 597
Water-shrews, 46
Water-snakes, 421
Water-spider, 544
Water- toad, Surinam, 44

i

Water-vole, 103
Water-wagtails, 365
Wattled ant-thrushes, 375
AVattled fruit-pigeon, 243
Wattled grakles, 360
Wattled plovers. The, 271

Waxwing, The, 369
AVaxwing, Japanese, 369

Weasles, 80
Weasel, Common, 80
Weasel tribe. The, 76
Weaver birds, The, 362
Weaver, Baya, 362
Webbed newt, 448
Web-footed moles, 47
Web-footed shrew, 47
Weddelli, Leptonychotes, 87
Weddell's seal, 87
Weevil, 560
Weevil, Xut, 560

' Weevil, Palm, 560
Weka rails, 251
Wels, The, 497
Welwit--chi, Vespertilio, 3S
Wentle-traps, 633
West African chevrotains, 139
Whales, &c., 169
Whale, Arnuxs, 177
Whale, Beaked, 177
Whale, Cuvier's, 177
Whale, Fin, 173
Whale, Greenland, 172
Whale, Grey, 172
Whale, Humpback, 173
Whale, Lesser sperm, 17(3

Whale, Pigmv, 172
Whale, Right, 172
Whale, Sperm, 175
Whale, Toothed, 175
Whale, Whalebone, 171
Whale, White. 179
Whalebone wliales, 171
Whale-louse, 535
A\'heat eel, 679
W'heat midge, 603
Wheel animalcules, 682
Wheel bugs, 596
Whip snakes, 423
Whirligig beetles, 556
White admiral, 585
White ants, 571
White bats, 39
White-bellied sea-eagle, 315
Wliite-billed diver, 254
White-collared titi, 26
White-eyes, The, 367
White-footed mice, 101
White-fronted goose, 295
White gos-hawk, 311
White-headed vultures. The,
306

White-necked stork, 280
White owls, The, 325
White plume moth, 594
White stork, 278
White stork. Black-billed, 279
White-tailed eagle, 315
White-tailed hawk, 312
White-throated capuchin, 24
White whale, 179
White-winged chough, 358
White-winged crake, 251
Whiteheadi, Calyptomena, 356
White's thrusli, 370
Whiting, The, 491

Whooper, 292
Wigeon, 206
Wild boar, 133
Wild cat, 55
Wild ducks, 290
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\VUlo\v-grouse, 22s)

"Willow-warbler, 370
Wilson's phalarope, '.^6(5

Wingless insects, 573
Wii]g->hells, 1)3(5

AViie-tailed snipe, 20S
Wire worirs, 559
AVolf-like animals, 6i
Wolf, Aard, C2
Wolf, Antiiictic, 04
Wolf, Common, (U
Wolf, Indian, 65
Wolf, Tasmanian, 207
A\'olf-fish, 478
Wolf-spiders, 543
Wolverine, SI

Wombats, 204
Wood ant, 579
Wood chat, 369
Wood-hewers, The, 375
Wood-hewer, Bridge's, 375
AVood hoopoes, 340
Wood-ibises, 27S
Wood larks, 364
Wood lice, 534
Wood-mouse, 105
\\'ood-owls, .i21

Wood pigeon, 244
Wood rails, The, 240
Wood-rats, 102
Wood sandpiper, 269
Wood-snakes, American, 422
Wood-snipe, 26S
Wood storks, 278
AVood stork, American, 281
AVood-swallows, 369
AVood wasps, 575
AVoodcocks, The, 26S
AVoodcock, True, 267
AVoodpeckers, The, 353
AVoodpecker, Great black, 354
AVoodpecker, Green, 354
AVoodpecker, Ground, 354
AVoodpecker, Hargitt's, 355
AA'oodpecker, Narrow-necked,

354
AVoodpecker, Pied, 354
AVoodpecker, Three-toed, 354
AA'oodpecker, True, 354
AVoodpecker, Yellow-winged,

H54
AVoodpecker-like birds, 353
AVoolly avahi, 29
AVoolly fhing squirrel, 95
AVoolly monkeys, 24
AVooUy monkey, Humboldt's,

24
AVoolly spider-monkey, 25
AVorms, The, 670
AVorm, Arrow, 6S2
AVorm, Bladder, 687

AVorm, Bristled-footed, 671
Worm, EarUi, 674
Worm, Flat, 6S5
AVorm, Fluke, 688
AVorm, Gephyrean, 677
AVorm, Guinea, 79
Worm, lloise-hair, 680
AVorm, Lujr, 672
AVorm, Medina, 679
AVorm, Nemertine, 684
AVorm, Kinged, 671
AVorm, Kound, 679
W'orm, Sand, 672
AVorm, Tape, 6S6
AVorm, Thread, 678
AVorm, Trichinosis, 680
AVorms, Planarian, 685
Wrasse, Parrot, 486
AVrasse, Striped, 486
AVrasses, A''iviparous, 486
AVrens, The, 37 L

AVreu, Common, 371
Wry-billed plover, 270
AVrynecks, a54
Wryneck, Common, 364

X.

Xantharpyia, 35
Xantholajina hajmacephala, 353
Xanthomelus aurens, 359
Xanthouotus indicator, 353
Xanthopygus, Cervus, 143
Xanthura, 358
Xema, 62
Xema furcata, 262
Xema sabinii, 262
Xeniciis, a75
Xeniscidas, 37-^, sY5
Xenodermichthys 507
Xenopeltidai, 421
Xenoi)eltis unicolor, 421
Xenophorida?, 634
Xenopicus, 354
Xenopodida;, 444
Xenopus, 444
Xenosaurus, 403
Xenosuridaj, 403
Xeromys, 100
Xerus, 91
Xiphias, 469
Xiphidiopterus, 271
Xiphiidie, 469
Xiphiiformes, 469
Xiphosura, 538
Xylocopa, 581
Xylocopa violacea, 581

Yaffle, 354
Yak, Tibetan, 164
Yapock, i\\
Yare.li, Bagavius, 496
Yellow baboon, 3

Yellow-billed cuckoo, 351
Yellow-billed sheathbill, 265
Yellow-billed tropic bird, 298
Yellow fox, 71

Yellow hammer, 364
Yellow-tailed mole. 48
Yellow-throated marten, SO
Yellow underwing moth, 591
Yellow-winged woodpecker, 354
Yoldia, (,21

Ypecaha, Aramides, 250
Ypecaha wood-rail, 250

Zabrus gibbus, 555
Zaglossus, 217
Zaitha aurantiaca, 597
Zamensis, 422
Zamensis gemonensis, 422
Zamensis hippocrepis, 422
Zammara, 50S
Zanzibar steinbok, 151
Zapornia parva, 251
Zapus, 110
Zebra, Burchell's, 128
Zebra, Equus, 128
Zebra, Grevy's, 128
Zebra, Mountain, 128
Zebra-fish, 465
Zebra shark, 518
Zebrilus, 284
Zeledoni, Canchroma, 284
Zenaidinaj, 244
Zerda, Canis, 73
Zeus faber, 471
Zeuzerida;, 590
Zibellina, Mustela, 80
Zibethicus, Fiber, 103
Ziphius, 177
Zoarces, 478
Zcea, 530
Zoea-larva of spider-crab, 530
Zonitidas, 643
Zonotrichia, 304
ZonuridiS, 403
Zonurus, 401
Zoophytes, 696
Zoothamnium, 722
Zorilla, Ictonyx, 80
Zosteropidfe, 367
ZygEenidse, 588
Zygogeomys, 109
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